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ABBEY mansions accident, "Weat-
minsUr. G21, 623, 668, 702. 736, 763, 887

Abboys : Uourne, 270; Paisley, 126 ;

Westminster iirchitect to) 325 (bt'osses

inl G02; Whitby. 527
Aberdeen society of ai-chitects, 303
Academy architecture, 3
Academv, royal : an?hitccture at, 567, 623;

drawingrs, 199 ; elections, 112, 183 ;

Millaia' pictures at, 2 ;
pictures at, 587,

624, 659, 695
Academv, royal Scottish, architecture at,

333
Accounts for architects, 152
Acetylene gas, 336
Acton sewag-e, 621
Adjoining owner, 583
Admixturra, cement, 299
Advertising diocesim surveyor, an, 325
Aitchiaon, Prof. Geo., R.A., 112, 188. 876
Allan, Archibald. Govan, the late, 303
Almshouses. Taunton, 706
Amalgamated society of carpenters and
^ joiners, 558
Amendment of law as to new streets, pro-

posed, -18

Amendments to London Building Act, 152,

685
Amenities of towns, 907
American : and English steel construction,

735 ; domestic architecture, 554 ; govern-
ment buildings. 439

;
public schools, 340

Amiability, the apotheosis of, 188
Ancient : buildings, society for protection

of, SS6 ; Southnrnpton, 586
AncelH, Italian painters', 377, 548
Animal studies, 9, 127, 231, 343, 489, 635,

887
Antiquarian society, Lancashire and York-

shire, 85f)

Apothea'fis of amiability, 188
Appeal : board of building, Boston, 79 ;

under Public Health Act, 1S2
Apprentice?<hip deeds, plumbers", 325
Aquarium, art nietslwork exhibition at,

741, 771 ; awards, Sll
Arbitrations : Great Smith-st , West-

minster, 798; Harrogate waterworks
182,252; Lami^t+T, 513; Marlborough-
gate tCentral railway) 252 ; Patldington
(London School Board) 512 ; Putnev,
871; Khyl, 182; Stockwell, 620; Tower
Bridge approach. 438

Arbitnitors, surveyoi-s as, 123, 193
Arbroath water supply, 433
Archaeological institute, royal, 799
Arches in concrete, construction of, 157
Architect : aquitted of manslaughter, 763.

887 ; and builder, squabble between, 512

;

divorced, 4."VS ; timber merchant's action
against, 2-0

Arcnitect-s : accounts for, 152 ; and sur-
veyors Shetlield socy.l 19.-^,341; artistic
copyright for. 4S(, 507 ; jLssistants and
AVorkmen's Compensation Act, 835;
benevolent soeietv, 338; British, royal
institute of, 116. 'ifts. 201. 311, 405,483,
553, .''i96, 651, 698 .election of council) 690.
692. 8i2 .presidency 471. 473, 483 (prize
dniwings 82,8.5, 117 lov.il gold medal.
188, 25<t. 291, S2t, 876; certificate, fin.ality

of, 513; claim, V92 ; dispute between,
221 ; electric lighting, notes for, 122, 191,

226, 298, 406. 481!. 520, 63o, 6ti2. 8*2, 880

;

instrurtions to. 115 ; hat, and the unseen
wire, 437 ; licensing of, in Illinois. 47,

252, .561 ; photogi-.iphy for, 6(8; registra-
tion (bill) .399 (society of architects and

'

3Sl7, 450, 485 ; respousibilitica and regis-
tration, 790; societies (Aberdeen) .'Joa

(Bristol) 562, 618. H91 (Manchester) 303;
society of, the, 152, 269, 444, 628, 770 (and
rcgistmtion question) 397, 450, 485
(dinner) 591

Aixhitectural : associations i,Birmingham.
341 (Edinburgh) 146, 229, 397, 470, 617,

691,813 (Glasgow) 90, 160, 303,691,850
(Ireland) 60, 146. 229, 763 (London) 82,

192, 297, 372, 445, 592, 664, 735 (dinner)

769 (soiree) 667 ; crafts, progress of, 1

;

curiosity, 510 ; metalwork, 811 ; museum,
roval, 815; photography, 633; societies

^Edinburgh 198, 269. 691, 813 (Exeter)

311,691 ^Leeds and Yorkshire) 160, 198

(Liverpool) 562, 706 (York) 434 ; studies,

composition in, 112
Architecture : academy, 3 ; at royal

academy, 587, 623 ; at royal Scottish
academy, 333 ; domestic, in Eastern
States of America. 654 ; Egypt, the birth-
place of, 261 ; English chiu-ch, progress

of art in, 124 ; history of. for the student,

124 ; Later Renaissance, in EngLand, 597 ;

Scottish church, 372; v. buildiog, 399
Architnive and lintel, stone, 77S
Arc lighting, 880
Argyllshire, early sculptures of, 113
Art : discovering talent in, 295 ; English,

in 18th century, 883 ;
giUery (Man-

chester) 57 ; metalwork exhibition at
Aquarium, 741, 771 (awards) 811 ;

natural, 731 ;
progiess of, in English

church architecture, 124 ; Tolstoi on, 47
Artitieial st^ne, 251
Artisans' dwellings, Brighton, 271
Artistic copyright for architects, 481, 597
Artists : benevolent institution, 691

;

British, society of, 441
Arts : and crafts institute, Camberwell, 6

;

decorative, reference books on, 89, 118 ;

fine, sanitation and the, 558
Assistants, architects', and Workmen's
Compensation Act, 835

Associations : architectural (Birmingham)
341 I Edinburgh) 146. 229, 397, 470,547,
691,813 (Glasgow) 90, 160, 303,691,850
(Irelandj 60, 146, 229, 763 (London) 82,

192, 297, 372, 445, 592, 664. 735 (dinner)

769 i'soir*^) 667 ; building trades (Man-
chester and Salford) 470 ; clerks of work's,
228 ; district stirveyors' (dinner) 846

;

home arts and industries, 325 ; master
builders' (Bath) 198 (Brighton) 661
(Bristol) 160 (Coventry) 618 (Hrewe) 691
(Dublin 90 (National) 149 (Newcastle)
618 (Nottingham) 146, 198 (Portsmouth)
229 ; master painters' (Border Counties)
183 ; muster wrights' (Glasgow) 654

;

sanitary inspectors' 5, 269, 691 ; slaters',

National, 706 ; waterworks engineers',
British, 6;'j(, 763

Assurance companies : Guardian, 364

;

l^i'udential, 364
Asylums, lunatic : Coxlodge, Newcastle,

304 ; llellingby, East Sussex, 705 ; Holly
Moor, Birmingham, 7, 343, 510, 517

;

West Bangom-, 126
Atherton and Dolman, in re, 110, 907

Attic rooms, 8
Auctioneers' institute, 47, 397. 706
Authorities : burial and purchases of land,

JH)7 ; urban, and fair wages, 686
Awards, art metalwork exhibition, 811

BACTERIOLOGICAL analyst not
officially recognised. 514

Banks: Fleet-st. (Barclay's) 635; Leeds
(N. P.) 218; Loughborough, 60; Nun
eaton, 706; Stratford-on-Avon, 546

Barmouth water suply, 872
Barnicks. Shornelitfe, 472
BarwcU, Jjis., Binuingham, the late, 450
Basement vault, Marylebone, collai>se of,

810
Basis of design, 374
Bath : city architects in litigation. 292, 584 ;

master builders' association. 198
Baths : Battersea, 563 ; Finchley-road,
Hampstead, 582 ; Glasgow, 5f>S ; Leeds,
508; New Cross, 180; Romford, 704;
swimming, heating of, 701 ; Waltham-

stow. 8, 59. 91, III; Walworth, 503;
Wimbledon, 851 ; Winchester, 671. 813

Bear, Drew, v. St. Pancras guardians, 77.

110, 147, 251
Bedells, Chas. King, the late, 5
Bending moment. 398
Benevolent: institutions (artists') 691

(builders' clerks' ) 261 (do., dinner) 485 ;

society, architects', 338
Benwell. building estate at, 885
Binuingham: ai'chitectural assocn., 341;
Welsh water supply, 727

Blackpool building by-laws, 148
Bland, J., Bii-mingham, the late, 704
Blundell v. Price, main drain or sewer, 620
Blundering of Mold IT.D.C., 584
Board schools : and depreciation of adjoin-
ing property, 871; Bristol (higher gi'ade)

705 ; Carlisle, 91 ; Chesterfield, 231

;

Colne, Lanes, 91 ; Highworth, 762

;

London, improvement of, 399 ; Scar-
borough (higher grade) 707 ; Weston-
super-Mare, 671

Bolted V. riveted joints, 523
Bombay, sanitary works at, 78
Bo'ness water supply, 78
Books, reference, on ornament and decora-

tive arts, 89, 118
Boston, Mass., board of building appeal, 79
Botanical beds in London parks, 729
Boundary walls and building act, 871
Bradshaw v. Buchanan, brickmaking

royalties, 727
Brasses, monumental, in Westminster

abbey, 692
Breweries, book on, 778
Brick ornament, 548
Brickmaking royalties, dispute as to, 727
Bricks : and tdes, ornamental, 338 ; facing,

4.36 ; price of, 584 ; water-proofing, 251
Brickwork : facing measmement, 112

;

ornamental, 583; specifications, 368, 403,
442, 477, 515

Bridges: Kew, 631; Leith, 290; Lumley
Castle, 818 ; Niagara (new) 704 ; Vaux-
hall, 290

Brighton master builders' association, 561
Brind, F. W., the late, 670
Brine v. Palmer, 148
Bristol : cathedral restoration, 799, S73

;

electrical ventilation at, 692 ; master
builders' association, 160 ; mechanical
ventilation at, 221 ; society of architects,

562, 618. 691
Britanny, lasc summer in, 265
British : architects, royal institute of, 116,

188, 261, 341, 405. 483. 553, 596, 654, 698
(election of council) 690, 692, 812 (presi-
dency) 471, 473, 4*3 (prize di-awings) 82,

85, 117 (royal gold medal) 188, 250, 291,

324, 876 ; artists, society of, 441 ; associa-
tion, waterworks engineers', 654, 763 ;

Isles, escarpments of, 657 ; museum,
Oriental room at, 908

Buddhist remains in India, 523
Builder : and architect, squabble between,
512 ; and building owner, dispute
between, 182; and house agent, 325;
serious charge against a. 871

Builders : and sanitan* fittings, 55 ; and
Workmen's Compensation Act. 88, 439,

729 ; clerks' benevolent institution, 261
(dinner) 485 ; duties and responsibilities,

l.'iS ; master, associations (Bath i 198
(Brighton) 661 (Bristol 160 (Coventry")

618 (Crewe) 691 (Dublin' 90 (Newcastle)
618 (National) 149 (Nottingham) 146. 193
(Portsmouth) 229; price-book, Laxton's,
302 ; useful items fur, 338, 410

Building : Act, London (amendment bill)

585 (amendments to) 152 (boundary walls
and) 871 (Cripplegate fire and) 149
(London School Boai-d and) 325 (old
churches and) 148 (problem) 220 (party
walls and footings andj 182, 188; con-
tracts, L.C.C. conditions of, 1^ ; dangers,

623 ; hurry in, 695 ; irresponsible, 659

;

lease, commission on, 363 ; London and
riverside, foundations for. 735, 739, 772;.

803; materials, tests of Canadian, 364;
negligence in. 767 ; News designing club^

86, 197. 396, 517, 700. 810 ; nomenclature, .

115 ; owner and builder, dispute between,

181 ; trades (association, Manchester and
Salford) 470 (exchange, Newcastle-on-
Tvne 363, 836 (directory) 811 (exhibition,.

Agricultural hall I 147 (do., Manchester)

90S (federation, Bury) 706 (do., Scottish)

618 ; V. architecture. 399
Buildings : domestic, fireproof construction

of, 120, 155 ; finish of, 81 ; foundations

for London and riverside, 735, 739

;

height of, in United States, 549; his-

torical, preservation of on the Continent,

439 ; new sites and, 151 ;
public, composi-

tion in regard to, 82 ; top-loaded, 260 ;.

town, construction of, 556 —.

Bungalow furniture, club designs, 810 tED,

Bungalows, club designs, 700

Burial authorities and piu-chases of land,,

907 ~.^-^

Bume-Jones, Sir E., the late, 883

Burning : lead, 326 ; of Metropolitan
Tabernacle, 586, 726 .^^

Bury building trades federation. 706 >*«

Business premises : Boscombe, 377 ; Cleve-

land, 0., 813; Hull (Reckitts') 127;

Leeds (assurance) 126 ; Liverpool (in-

surance) 229 ; Reading, -489 ; Regent-st.^

W., 9; Windsor, 743 -/"s<

By-laws, buUding: Blackpool,14S;Ipswicn»

case under, 220

CALCULATION: for floor loads, 59

;

in hydraulic engineering, 847

Calcutta sewage outfall, 78

Calderon, P. H., R.A., the late, 633

California university competition, 219'

Cambered niches, 726
Campanili, mediaeval, of Rome, 261

Canaan building materials, tests of, 36t

Canterb'iry, St. Martin's church, 817

Cantilever"trusses, foundations on, 90

Carbxu-etted water-gas, complaints as tov

657
Cardiff : architects' reunion at, 269 ; castle,.

183 ; town hall competition, 8, 112, 181

Carpentei-s: and joiners, amalgamated
society of, 558; Co. lectures, 183

Cai'shalton fever hospital competition, 58-

228, 875, 884
Carving, stone, in New York, 870

Case of jurisdiction in land surveying, 77t>

Casino, \il\a. Pamphili-Doria, Rome, 527

Cast iron : effect of sea-water on. 4

;

strength of, *<, 59 ; tensile changes in. 43^
Castles : Bolsover, 527, 779 ; Cardiff, 183 ;

Chester. 1^3; Windsor (Clarence meml.)
728

Cates, Arthur, retii-ement of, 907

Cathedral series. Bell's : Exeter, 124 ; Lich-
field, 302 ; Norwich, 434 ; Peterborough,.
431 ; Winchester, 302

Cathedrals : Bristol, 799, S73 ; Canterbury,.
705; Chichester, 761; Cronstadt. 58;
Downpatrick, 231 ; Edinburgh ^St. Mary)
523 (book of) 667, 743 ; Exeter, 341 ?

Glasgow, 252 ; Hereford, 633 ; Lincoln,

559 (Ruskin on) 835 ; Lisieux, 635; Nor-
wich, 434 ; Perth iSt. Ninian) 582 ; Peter-
borough, 312, 434, 777,881; St. Alban's
(screen) 834 ; Salisbury, 301 ; Siena. 305

;

Southwark (St. SaWour) 873, 885 ; Truro,

762 ; Winchester (organ) 161 (screen) 850-

Cave, prehistoric, at Oban, 657

Cement: admixtures, 299; industrj< Port-
land, rise and development of, 667 ; test-

ing. 906 ; tests, 220
Cemeteries: Leicester, 3 (3 ; Nottingham,

T

Certificate, architect's, finality of, 613
Changes and extras, 615
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Chapels : Ai'mley, Le^ds (Meth. New
Conn.) 435; Ban-y (Wesln.) ISO; Bury,
Lan(is (Bapt.^ 50:1 (Coogl.l 546; Chester
(Prim. MothO 59:i ; Horfield, Bristol
(Wesln.) ;tl ; Inveraess Jofii-oiar)'} i^U

;

King's Heath (Wesln.) 125; Metropolitan
Tabernacle, burning of, 58i>, 72(j ; Mill
Hill (achool) 851 ; Newcastle-on-Tyne
(Prim. Metli.) 57 ; Northampton (Bapt.j

762; Sedberffh (school. l-»7 ; South
Kirkbv ! Wexln.) 218; Waverley-park,
Nunhead (Meth. New Conn.) 109 ;

Weston - super - Mare ( Wesln .J 161;
Windsor (St. George) 9 ; Woodbridge
(Quay) 654

Chapter in the history of potterj", 55^
Charges, professional, revised schedule of,

8i2, 830
Charterhouse-square, 300
Cheap paints and pigmenta, 500. 733
Chester castle, improvements at, 183
Chimney stack, size of, 512
Church : architecture 'English, progress of

art in) 124 (Scottish) 372; towers of
Somersetsliire, 22

1

Churches: Aberdeen (Free) 510; Armley
(Free Meth) 313; Bangor, Co. Down
(Presbtn.) 814; Birmingham (St. Chad)
271 ; Bourne (Abbev) 270 ; Bournemouth
^St. Stephen) 849'; Bradford (parish!
508; Bridgeton, Glasgow (Episc.) 849

;

Brighton (Bible Christian) 776; Bruton,9;
Barton Lazars (tomb) SS7 ; Bury, Lanes
[N. Meth. Free) 670 ; Canterbury (St.

Martin) 847 ; Cardiff (monastery) 872
'St. Peter R,C.) 634 ; Chart Sutton, 125;
Copenhagen (English; 6S5 ; Craigmillar-
park, Edmburgh ', Free) 776 ; Crewe (Xt.)
598 ; Derby (H. Trinity) 342, 547 ; district
surveyors' fees for, 398; Dundee fSt.

Patrick) 707 ; Exmouth (All 8S.) 2^9

;

Felling I SS. John Baptist and Patrick)
271 ; Flockburgh, 127 ; Glasgow (St.

Patrick, B.C.) 56; GorbaLs (Free) 56;
Gunnersbury (St. James) 270; HUber-
stadt (Our Lady) 161 ; Handforth (St.

Chad) 304 ; Hove (All SS.) 9 ; HuU
(Congl.) 705 ; Bford (B.C.) 779 ; King's
Cliffe (All Saints) 582; King's Heath
(Bapt.) 705; Kunigslutter (SS. Peter and
Paul) 161 ; Liverpool (St. George) 342

;

Macclesfield (St. Michael) 508 ; Maiden-
head (St. Peter) 582 ; Manafon (St.
Michael) 582; Me'lor (St. Mary; 67;
Mobberley, 60; Moseley, 229: Newbold
(monument) 8S7 ; Newcastle, Co. Down
(St. John) 231 ; Newcastle-on-Tvne
(Preabtn.) 57, 777 ; Nottingham (St.
Augustine B.C.) 671 ; old, and the Build-
ing Act, 148; Old Kilpatrick. 546; Old-
swioford i St. Mary) 777 ; Old Whitting-
ton, 2»0 ; Paisley (Abbey) 126 ; Sledmere
(St. Mary) 835; smill suburban, club
designs, 396 ; Southend-on-Sea iSt.
Alban) 7 ; Southport (Emmanuel) 582

;

Southwark (St. Saviour) 873, 885
;

Spri igbum, Glasgow (U.P.) 885 ; Stran-
raer (U.P.) 435 ; Wellington, Salop (All
SS.) 582; Weston-super-Mare (district)

180 ; WombweU (St. Marv) 634 ; Wood-
vale, Belfast (Presbtn.) 850

City: and Guilds institute, 728; fire pro-
tection in the, 811 ; GuildhaU, guide to.
702 ; hall, Philadelphia, 560 ; surveyor of
Bath (actionby) 534 (libel action against)

Civil
:
and mechanical engineers* society,

562 ; engineers, institution of, 618, 634
Cleaning headstone, 471
("iearing drainis, 522
Clerk: builders', benevolent institution,

261, 485; of works (and Workmen's
Compensation Act) 835 (association
dinner) 228

Clips, wrought-steel pipe, 560
Clothing ideas, 551
Club, BciLDis-G News designing, 86, 1&7.

396, 517, 700, 810
Clubhouses : Birkenhead (Libl.) 125

;

Cleckheaton (Libl.) mi ; Nuneaton
(Conserv.) 779 ; St. Aoue's-on-Sea fgolf)
342 ; Surbiton, 547

Coat of paint, a, 196, 224
Cochrane, Chas., the late, 704
Collapse

: of basement vault, Marylebone,
810 ; of roof, 525 (at Abbey-mansions,
Westminster) 621, 623, 668, 702, 736, 763.
887

Collies: Bromley, Kent, 127; Glasgow
and West of Scotland (technical) 728;
Manchester (Owen's) " 470 (Christie
hbraryj 7ij5

Columns, fixing, 778
Column, tests, 337
Combinations, steel and concrete, 629
Commission

: extra, 512 ; house agent's,
law of, 47 ; a building lease, 363

Communication, direct, between streets, 549
Comparative strength of rivet«d and bolted

jomts, 523
Compensation Act, Workmen's: and

employep* liabilitj-, 477 ; architects'
asastanta and clerks of works and, 835
builders and, 88, 439 ; Willis's, 434

Competitions: 655; baths (Batterseal 563
(Romford) 704 (Walthamstow) 8 69 91
111 (Wimbledon) 851 (Winchester) 67l'
813; board schools (Carlisle) 91 (Colne)
31 (Weston-super-Mare) 671; BtiLinNuNews desif^ing club, 86, 197, 396 517
700, 810

;
cathedral ''Croustadt) ' 58

'

oemeteries 'Leicester) 343 (Nottingham)
7; chapels (Horfield, Wealn.) 91 (South
Kirliby, Weshi.) 218 (Weston-super-
Mare, Wesln. ^ 161 ; churches (Aberdeen
Free) 510 (.Vrmley, Fr«e Meth

) 3 13
(Derby, H. Trinity) 547 (Southend-on-
Sea, St. Alban) 7 ; clubhouse (Surbiton)

547 ; cottage hospitals (Bishop Auckland)
270 ' Skipton 5S ; decoratiog mayor's
rooms Leeds; 778 ; diinking fountain
i Ballycastle) 742; drawings (Soane and
Institute) 82, 117 ; electric lighting
(Ludlow) 582, 671 ; exhibition bmldings
(Glasgow) 671, 778; fire brigade station
(Booties 58, 230, 671 ; freshbraries Tort
Elizabeth, S.A.) 582 i Putney) 450 (Wol-
verhampton) 23*^ ; hospital (Boscombej
4.S0 (Cai^halton, fever) 5S, 228, 875, 884
(Ystrad, fever) 305; infirmary (Dorking,
workhouse) 305 ; laying-out park
(Tipson) 884 ; lunatic asylums (HoUv
Muor, Birmingharaj 7, 343, 510, 547
fWest Bangour) 126 ; Masonic institution

(Bushey) 343, 671 ; monument (soldiers

and sailors', New Jersey) 7 ; morality
and economy of, 592 ; muoieipal buildings
(Godalming) 671 (l^lymouth) 851; police

station (Berwick. 704 ;
poster designs, 7,

218, 343
;
public otti jes ;

Altrinchami 434
;

school of art (Harrogate) 270; schools
(Bushey, Masonic) 126, 343 (East
Finchley, Sunday) 5S, 111, 267 (Wade-
bridge, meml.) 450 (Westbury-on-Tyne,
National) 91 ; sewerage (Morecambe i 91

;

sundials, 813 ; techmcal institutes (Gil-

lingham.i 126 (Trowbridge) 778, 851

;

technical school (Harrogate) 547 ; town
halls (Cardiff) 8. 112, 181 (Dukinfield)

5*7, 619 (Oundle) 742 (Singapore) 147
(Southend) 635 (Taunton) 230, 671, 742,

815 ; university (California) 219 ; War
office, 602 ; water supply (Crich and
South Wiogfield) 230, 742; workhouses
(Kirkham. Fylde) 91, 511, 548, 6(9
(Hastings) 510 (Wolverhampton) 70i,

742, 778
Complete perspective coui-se, 702
Composition : hygeian rock, 436 ; in archi-
tectural studies, 112; in regard to public
buildings, 82

Concrete : and steel combination, 629 ; con-
struction of arches in, 157 ; floor teats,

157 ; slabs, 736
Conditions of building conti-acts, L.C.C.,

183
Connah's Quay, drainage litigation at, 871
Conservatories, Edinburgh botanic gardens,

435
Con-structional : steel, 446 ; work, wrought

iron and steel in, 53, 334, 411, 482, 518
Construction ; fireproof, of domestic build-

ings, 120, 155 ; of arches in concrete, 157 ;

of town buildings, 556; steel, American
and English, 735

Contractor's stoneyard, is it a nuisance ! 620
Contracts : L.C.C. building, conditions of,

183 ;
payments under, 220

Convalescent : home, club designs, 517

;

hospital. Carshalton, 58, 228
Cope. G. H , the late, 776
Copving processes for reproducing plans,

4l'4, 481
Copyright, artistic, for architects, 484, 597
Cornell travelling studentship, 729
Cost of pile driving with steam hammer, 846
Cottage ; Anne Hathaway's, restoration of,

473; homes (Mill Hill, Linendrapers')
635 (Middlewood, Rochdale) 779 ;

hospitals (Acton) 634 (Bishop Auckland)
270 (Skiptonj 58

Cottages, Colvin estate, Waltham Abbey,
887

Cotton, silicate, 393
County : council buildings, Durham, 776 :

hall, Wakefield, 270
Course : complete perspective, 702 ; damp,

251
Covenants, restrictive, not binding on

vendors, 907
Coventrj- master builders' association, 618
Cowny valley reser\'oir, 362
Craft independence, 331
Crafts, architectural, progress of, 1

Crane scaffolding, Edinburgh, 655
Crewe : master builders' assocn., 691 ; rail-
way improvements at, 57

Crich and South Wingfield water supplies,
230, 742

Cripplegate fire : 179 ; and the Building Act,
149

Cripples' home, Bournemouth, 851
Cross, W. and T., Warrington, in re, 656
Curiosity, an architectural, 515
Curtain, a water, 729
Custom, a question of, 472

DAMAGES, liquidated, 251
Damp-course. 251
Dangers, building, 623
Dangerous floors, 301
Davies, Walter, the late: of Leo, S.E.,

562 ; of Tenby, 510
Deal, red and yellow, 147, 181
Decoration : mantel, 525 ; of Doge's palace,

Venice, 79 ; of furniture and wooden
ware, 846

Decorative : arts, reference books on, 89,
118; use of mosaic in architecture, 628

;

work, Greek and Pompeian, 225
Defective soil pipes, 512
Delay, penalties for. 251
Dellwik water-gas, 729
Delphi, excavations at, 293
Democracy, industrial, 52
Depret.iation of adjoining property, board

schools and, 871
Derbyshire villager, joint water supply, 148
Designing club, Blulding New.s, 86, 197,

396, 517. 700, 810
Design : basis of, 374 ; of theatres, 260
Designs: Bi-iliuni; News designing club,

86, 197, 396, 517, 700, 810 ; Carshalton
fever hospital, 875, 881; National. 161

;

posters, 7, 218; Soane and R.I.B.A., 82,
117

Detail, specifications in, 268
Development of : Portland cement industry,

667 ; the tomb in Egypt, 835
Devon architectural society, 691
Dickeson v. Hepburn and Gale, arbitration,

148
Difficulties of a land agent's practice, 555
Dilapidations, ecclesiastical, 728
Dinners : architectural assocn., 769 ;

builders' clerks' benevolent, 485 ; clerks
of woiks assocn., 228 ; district sui'vevors'

assocn., 846 ; H.M. Office of Works, 183
;

society of architects, 591 ; surveyors'
institution, 194 ; Youngand Marten's, 221

Diocesan surveyor, an ;idvertising, 325
Direct communication between streets, 549
Directory, building trades, 811
Discovering talent in art, 295
Distemper, sanitiiry washable, 253
District surveyors : association dinner, 846

;

fees (for churches) 393 (for Jubilee
stands; 47

Dobson, W.C. T., R.A., the late, 160
Djcks : Liverpool (extensions) 511 ; Swan-

sea, 436
Doge's palace, Venice, decoration of, 70
Domestic : architecture in Eastern States

of America, 651 ; buildings, fii-eproof

construction of, 120, 155
Douglas, Isle of Man, sewering of, 78
Douglass, Sir J. N., the late, 883
Drainage, house : 324, 295 ; specification

for, 3;j1, 368
Drain : main, or sewer, G'^ ;

pipes, 906
(jointing) 324

Drains, clearing, 522
Drama, housing of the, 139
Drawing : heraldic, 405 ; ink for, 870
Drawings : roval aca,demy, 199 ; Soane and
R.LB.A.,82, 117

Drew-Bear v. St. Pancras guardians, 77,

110, 147, 251
Drinking fountain, Ballycastle, 742
Driver, R. Collier, the late, 562
Dri\-ing, pile, cost of, 846
Dry and wet rot, 436
Dublin : master builders' association, 90

;

St. Patrick's well, 799
Dudley gallerj- exhibition, 223, 839
Durham : arclia^olgical societj", 886 ; coimty
council buildings, 776

Durolme not watertight, 437
Duties and responsibilities, builders', 438
Dwellings : artisans' (Brighton) 271

;

labourers' (Birmingham; 776 (Man-
chester) 180 (Perth) 8(9 ; working men's
(bill) 835 (Leeds) 849

EARL'S Court wheel, 812
Early sculptures of Ai-gyllsbire, 113
Eastern States of America, domestic archi-
tecture in, 551

Eastlake, C. L., retirement of, 549
Eccies, conversion of privies into w.c.'s, 110
Ecclesiastical dilapidations, 728
Ecclesiological society, St. Paul's, 146
Economy and morality of competitions, 592
Edinburgh : architectural association, 146,

229, 397, 470, 547, 691, 813 ; architectural
society, 198, 269, 691, 813 ; decoration of
children's hospital mortuary, 814 ; im-
provements (Greyfriars churchyard) iyi'S

(North Bridge-street; 473 ; pubhc health
professorship, 873 ; staging fatal accident,

441, 514, 655, 871; technical school, 364

Edmeston, Jas., the late, 340, 397

Education, technical, totJil outlay on, 221

Effect of sea-water on cast iron, 4

Egyptian tomb : development of, 835

;

royal, 625
Egj'pt ' development of the tomb in, 835

;

the birthplace of architecture, 261
Eighteenth century, English art in, 883
Electrical ventilation at Bristol, 692
Electric : current supply at Glasgow. 657

;

lighting (as applied to architecture) 665
(for the house; 303 (notes for architects)

122, 194, 226, 298, 406, 486, 620, 630, 662,

842, 880; V. hydraulic elevators, 122;
tramway, Alexandra palace, 511

Electricity : and gas, comparative cost of,

473 ; industrial, 702 ; supply of- London,
519

Elevators, hydraulic v. electric, 122

Employers' liability and workmen's com-
pensation, 477

Engineering : hydraulic, calculation in,

847 ; sanitary, 633
Engineers : civil and mechanical, society,

562; municipal (handbookj 7i)l (qualifica-

tion) 690; society of, 341, S12 ; water-
worKS, British association of, 654, 763 ;

year-book, 268
English : and American steel construction,

735; art (in 18th century) 883 (in

illuminated manuscripts) 473 ; church
architecture, progress of art in, 124

Ephesus, excavations at, 5S6
EpQeptics' home, Chalfont St. Peter's, 271,

tJ68

Examination, surveyors' institution, 155

Examples of Greek and Pompeian decora-
tive w )rk, 225

Excavations at Delphi, 293
Excavators, specifications for, 295, 331

Exchange, building trades, Newcastle-on-
Tyne, ;J63, 836

Exeter diocesan architectural socy., 341

E.vhibitions : ancient Southampton, 586;
art metalwork. Aquarium, 741, 771

(awards) 811 ; building trades (Islington)

147 (Manchester) 008 ; Dudley gallery,

223, 839; Fine Art society's. 692 ; French
art at City, Guilnball, 803 ; Glasgow
(competition) 671,778 i water colour) 621

;

health (New York) 70; institute water-

colour painters, 367 ; New gallery, 589

;

royal academy (urchitecture at) 5S7, 623
(Millais' pictures) 2 (pictures at) 587,624,
650, 695 ; royal Scottish acadomy
("architecture at) 333; society of British
artists, 411 : technical school, L.C.C,
510 ; Vienna art, .lOO

Expanded metal for fireproof construction,
264

Experiment : at Salford in sewage puiiflca-
tion, 225 ; on strength of timber, 293

Explosive, tonite as an, 113
External wall, 778
Extra commission, 512
Extras : and penalties, 612 ; changes and,
515 ; no, 834

FACING: bricks, 436; measurement,
brickwork, 112

Factor}-, Sheffield, 549
Fair wages, urban autliorities and, 586
Farm buildings. Copped hall, Epping, 415
Features, neglected, 223
Federations : building trades (Bury, Lanca)

706 (Scottish) 618; master painters'
I North of England) 220

Fees, district surveyors* : for churches,
398 ; for Jubilee stands, 47

Fever hospitals : Brook, Shooter's-hill
(cost of) 301, 306, 621, 836; Carshalton,
68, 228, 876, 884 ; Colinton Mains, 547

;

Seahind (Chester) 80; South Western,
470 ; Ystrad, 305

Finality of architect's certificate, 513
Fine: art society's exhibition, 692; arts,

sanitation and the, 559
Finish of buildings, the, 81
Fire : and panic, lessons from, 555 ; brigade

station (Bootle) 58, 230, 671 ; Cripplegate,

79 ;
prevention (and Building Act) 149

(committee) 657
;
protection in the City,

811
Fire float for the Thames, 439
Firegrate, 220
Fireplaces, Bolsover castle, 527, 779
Fireproofing construction : expanded metal
and, 264 ; of domestic buildings, 120, 156

Fittings : builders and sanitary, 55 ;

plumbing, 548 , stable, 196
Fixing : columns, 778 ; stone, 906
Flare-burnt lime, 0(»6

Flats, Paris, Maison de Rapport, 707
Floor : cloth, wood pulp in, 586 ; loads,

calculation for, 59 ; tests, tile and con-
crete, 157

Floors: dangerous, 301 ; solid, 8
Font cover, Cockington, 489
Football field, Sunderland, 885
Footbridge, liability for repair of, 620
Footings and party walls under Building

Act, 182, 198
Footpath society. National, 293
Foot pavement-s in Glasgow, 253
Forecourts, temporarj- structures in, 584
Foundations : for London and riverside

buildings, 735, 739, 772, 806; on canti-

lever trusses, 90
Fountain, Market Drayton, 888
Free libraries : Balhara, 527 ; club designs,

107 ;
Hammersmith, 60 ; Port Elizabeth,

582 ; Putnev, 450 ; Wolverhampton, 230,

415, 451
French art at the GuUdhall, 803

Freret, Jas., New Orleans, the late, 303

Fronts, replacing, 524

Fuels, working value of, 524
Fulham gasworks, 812

Fumituie : and woodenware, decoration

of, 816; bungalow, club designs, 810;
old, examples of, 90, 161

GALLERIES : Dudley, 223, 839 ;

GuildhaU, French art at, 803; National
[educational uses of) 70 (isolation of)

3o4, 472 (Italian painters at) 252 (new
pictures) 149 (report) 835; Manchester
art, 57 ; National portrait, 764 ; new,
5S9 ; Scottish Naticnal portrait, 622, 738

Galvanised iron, painting, 398
Gas : acetylene, 336 ; and electricity, com-

parative cost of, 473 ; offices, Exeter, 885

;

pipes, water in, 762 ; refuse and river

pollution, 620 ; sewer, 302 ; water
(carburettedi 637 Dellwik) 729

Gasworks : Fulham, 84i* ; machinery, 809
Gates at Newnham Paddox, 815
Gauged work, 512
Geological museum, removal of the, 621

Gigantic wheel. Earl's Court, 842

Gilbert, Sir J. T., DubJin, the late, 741

Girder, load on, 251, 291

Glasgow : and West of Scotland technical

college, 728 ; architectural association,

90, 160, 303, 691, 850; cathedral, 252

(book of) 667, 743; electric current

supply, 657 ; exhibition buildings, 671,

778 ; foot pavements in, 253 ; master
Wrights' association, 654

;
property sales

in, 293 ; water-colour exhibition, 621

Gold : Coast, surveyors on the, 690

;

medallist, royal, 188, 250, 291, 321, 876

Government public offices, 362, 403, 437,

472, 513, 692
Grammar school, Bridlington, 849

Granite v. wood paving, 326

Grate, fire. 220
Great Central railway, 546

Greek and Pompeian decorative work,
examples of, 225

Green : B. J., Wolverhampton, in re, 581

;

Chas., the late. 633
Greenwich-park, additions to, 79
Grievances, profe-^sional, 51

Grimwood. G. H.. the late, 269
Ground plan of London, 149
Guardian assurance co., 364
Guide to City Guildhall, 702
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(iujldball. City : (rallcry, French art at,

MiKl; guide to, 7()2 : rauxeum, iidditiunit

HALLS: Abenleen (TradeH. fleooration
of) ;>w; Holtoo (I'L-ntnil Wesln.) G70

;

roLktU'M. Voxf.nJ. \\\f,\ OuemHoy
Stiitfs Avs,'inlily

:

(s:i; Ijwwieh (,fVntnil

Wesln. HH'> s.'ttU'iutmt-tmiIi!ingnl \H) :

MniK-htHttT Wliitwurth) i7<» ; Philii-

delphiti city .vm; Itiincinlph.CamliridKe,
^[us?i., 7t.i; Wakelield .conntyj V7n;

Wurdley, IV* ; WfBtniinstvr (condition
oC •iW"

llu<l'i Nanitary washubk- diHtomi»er, 253
Uuiauior, Htcam, co^t of pile driving? with,

ITiiiiipstoad-heuth and the WollBC^itjUo 873
lIuuiptoD (_'ourt. 192
Handbook, inunicipiil eiifrinpcr'n. 7ol

Harboure : llu-«tinKf. 7oi : Petcrhwid, 312
Uiird tiLs*' of " no I'xtniJ*," 8;U
Harrogate watcrworkw urbitnttion, IHJ, 2o'J

Hat, architect'^, and the unneen wire, 437
ilathuwiiy's cotta(fL\ n'«toratiim of, 473
Hayter, lIarri»on, the late, 670
Hejulstoiic-t, ck-aning:, 471
Hfalth exhiltition, New York, 79
Heating : steam, 8y«teniM of, 623 ; MwiinmiDg

baths. 701

Heig'ht of buildinj^ in United States, 619
Horiildic dmwintr, 4(t5

Hig-hcr (jrnido sehmjla : Bristil, 705; Scar-
borout^li. 7i'7

High school, Sbrcwsbury girls') 6^
HiHtorical buildint:^, preservation of ontlic

Continent, 4:)9

History : of architecture for the student,
124 ; of pottery, a chapter in, 6^

nolfumn V. Halley. architects* dispute, 221
Holhom to Strand, proposei street, 878
Holidav home, Dacton, 707
HoUins, M. IJ., the late. 198
Hollow-wall tie.i, 436
Home art and induj<tries aasocn , 325
Homes : convalewx'nt club designs , 517 ;

cottage ;MlddIeW(WKli 77!' (Mill Hill)
635; cripples' lloumemouth; 851 ; deaf
and dumb children (Leeds) 4:^5

;

epilcpticy" ^Chalfont) 271, 668 ; holiday
'.t'lacton; 707

Hornsea, im rovements at, &i9
Hospitals : Acton (cottagej i>U ; Bishop
Auckland (cottage) 270 ; Boscombe. 460

;

Brook. Shooter's-hiU (fever, cost of) 301,
.'liXj, (j21, S^*;; f'lirslialton iconviilesetnt)
58. 22S, 875. SSI : ("olinton Mains 'fever:
M7 ; Dunedin, N./. (operating theatre,;

6; Gray's Inn-ro;id ;Royal Free) 415;
Leamington iWamefordj' 670; Zealand,
Chester , fever) 180; Skipton (cottiige)
68 : JSouth-Western, cost of, 470 ; Ystrad
(fever) 305

Hotels ; Barton-on-Sea (Court) 699, 845

;

Birmingham ^Uen and Chickens) 034;
Braemar (.Fife Arms^ 56; Bury-st., W.
(Marlborough 1 iM^ry, Edinburgh (North
British railway' iso; Kensington ',Koval
Palace, 270; Xewinerton Butts (Elephant
and Castle) 91 ; Newquay Headland)
363 ; Khos ^Vbheyj 627 ; Stuttgardt
(Maniuhardt) 199

Hot-water system, 726
House: agent and builder, 325; agent's
commisaion. l;iw uf, 47 ; decorators and
painters, society of, 303, 3(1 ; drainage.
32*; electric lighting for the, 303; in-
sanitaiy. medical health officer and his,
727

Houses: Broadway, 671; Buckingham
palace-mansion*, 127 ; Caen (de la
Bouive 10 ; Cogg.-shall. 489 ; Forest
b^e. Tulse-hill. 7i:J; Ghent, 9; Glen-
roy. Finchley, 743 ; Goodrich Court, 599 ;

Goxfield-st., W., 231 ; Grange-over-
Sands, 271 ; Hawick. 127 ; Medraenbam.
887 ; Newdigate-place, 305 ; of Parlia-
ment, mosaics at. 252 ; Ued, Harpenden,
851 ; Rum, N.B,, 67; Sandhoe, 6U ;

Shackleford, 779 ; Stonehaven, 304 ;

Sumraeitlale. Epsom. 91 ; Sutton, Surrey,
»;71 ; Thorpe Mandeville, 779 ; Wood
Norton, King's Norton, 489

Housing of the: diama, 189; working
classes, :125, 621

Uowe. Robert, the late, 193
Hundred summonses against a builder, 77
Hurry in building, 695
Hydraulic : cn^'ineering. calculation in,

8-17
;
V. electric elevators, 122

Hydropathic, Dunblane. 397
Hygeian rock building composition, 43(i

IDEA.S, clothing. 651
Illinois, iijensing of architects in, 47, 252,
661

niumimited iiianu8cript<i, English art in,

llliL'!trations: of Lincoln cathedral. .559;
of Scottish church architecture, 372

lmit;ition vafnishca. 519
Improvements in Westminster, proposed,

In«indesccnt
: electric lighting, 662: light,

new, 6;0
lodependenop. craft, 331
India. Buddhist remains in, 623
Indicators, station, 524
Industrial

: democracy, 52 ; electricity, 702
Infirmaries: linking ^workhousel 305;
Edinburgh Royal, .v;, U3; aiunchestcr
(Iloyall 253; MiU^.n. Portsea [work-
house^ 342 ; X wton Abbot (workhouse)
110; Solihull [workhoitsej 819; Watring-
ton (workhouse 312

Influence of sea-water on mortar, 90

Inn, Nottingham (Hedgehog m
Insanitary house, medical health oflieer and

his. 727
Insiw'ctors, Banitar>', a»s(X'iation, 5, 269, 691
Institutes : arts and orafta, Camberwell. 6 ;

auctioneers', 47, 397, 7()6 : British archi-
tects, royal, 116, 188, 25(), 261, 291,324,
311.405,471,473. 483, 653, 696, 654. 69(t,

692, (J98, 812, 876 'prize dniwings) 82, 85,
117; church fSeaford> 819; Citv and
Guilds, 723; Clerkcnwell 'Northampton)
435; Coniston. 59H ; iron and steel, 5h*; ;

Newr,istle-under-Ij>-me, 27U ; royal
ar..h;eijIogical, 79t>

;" sanitary, 887 : tech-
nical (iillingham^ 126

Institutions : artists' benevolent, 691 :

builders' clerks* benevolent, 261, 485;
civil engineers, 618, 63 J ; painters in
wa'er-colours, 367 ; surveyors', 65. 123,
193, 337, 411,514, 632, 6*W. 699 (at Man-
chester) 514, 551 (dinner) 194 (examina-
tion 155

Instructions to architects, 115
Insutlicient and unreasonable private

streets works, 798
Insurance ; municipal, at Nottingham, 764

;

of builders' men, \M\Q

Interior lighting, reflected lights for, G6I
Ireland, architectural association of, bO,
146,229,763

Irresponsible building, 659
Iron : and steel institute, 686 ; cast (and
wrought, strengtli of 8, 59 (eti'ect of sea-
water on) 4 (tensile changes ini 419
pjiinting galvanised, 398 ; protection of,

220 ; staircase, Hayward and Eckstein's.
439 ; uprights, 3fi2

; wi-ought, and steel
in constructional work, m, 334, 411, 482,
618

Ironmongers and plumbers' registration,
473

Ironwork, South Kensiogton museum, 666,
701, 735,775.308

la a contractor's stoneyard a nuisance ' 620
Italian pictures at National gallery, 262
Items, useful, for builders, 338, 410

JERRY building in Belfast, 47
Joinery, oak, paint for, 251
Jointing' drain pipes, 324
Jointis, comparative strength of riveted and

bolted. 523
Jones, Sir E. Bume. the late, 883
Jubilee stands, district surveyor's fees for,

47

Jurisprudence in land-surveying, case of,

770

KEENE. Chas. : sketches by, 181, 774 ;

work of, 85
Keeping pace, 8a3
Kensington, South : museum (competition

of) la-i, 230. 437, 599 (improvements at)
799 lironwork atl 666, 701, 735, 775, 808;
science and art buildings. 728, 907

Kettlewell. W,, Leeds, the late, 598
Kew-green. medallions from, 764, 835
Kirkham, Fylde, workhouse competition,
91,511,548,619

Kirk, Professor, the late, 396

LABOURERS' dwellings: Birming-
ham. 776 : Manchester, 180 ; Perth, 849

Lacey, T. W., Rochester, 292
Lampeter arbitration case, 513
Lancashire and Yorkshire antiquarian

socy., 850
Land : agent's practice, difficulties of. 555

;

surveying, case of juribprudence in, 770 ;

values, taxation of, 3
Landing-stage extension, Liverpool. 559
Ijands Clauses Consolidation Act, 584
I.,ast summer in Brittany, 265
Later Renaissance architecture in England,
597

Tjiver. Augustus, the late, 562
Law : of house agents' commission, 47 ; of
master and servants, Smith's, 8*7 ; new
streets, 648

Lil^\Tence, Nathaniel T., the late, 633
Laws and by-laws, sanitary, 479
Laxton's builders' price-baok, 302
Lead burning, 326
Leadwork, plain and decorative, 297
Lease, building, commission on, 363
Lectures, Carpenters* Co., 183
Leeds: and Yorkshire architectural socy.,

luO, 198; building activity in, 508; lord
mayor's rooms, decoration of, 778

Lees, Joseph, the late, 198
Ijegal liability for professional opinion. 267
Leighton memorial art institute. Camber-

well. 6
Lessons from fire and iwin'c, 555
Liability : emp'oyers', workmen's com-

pensiition and, 477 ; for repair of foot-
bridfjea, 620 ; legal, for professional
opinion, 267

Libel action against a city surveyor, 292
Libraries, free : Balham. 527 ; club designs,

197 ; Ilammersmith, 60 ; Port Ehzabeth.
5S2 ; Putnev, 450 ; Wolverhampton. 230,
415, 451

Libraries: Birmingham (old) 698; of the
middle ages, 698 ; Manchester (Christie)
705

Licensing of architects in Illinois, 47, 252.
.561

life and death, a matter of. 728
Light : easement of. 220 ; new incandescent,

i'A^\ rights to, owners of property and.
441

Lighting : electric (as appUfd to archi-
tecture) 665 I notes for architects) 122.
194. 226, 298, 406. 486. 520. 63<>. 662. 842.
880 ; interior, reflected lights for, 664

Ijghts : pavement, 198 ; reilected, for

int^'rior lighting, 661
Lime, Hare-burnt, 906
Lincoln cathedral : by P. de Wint, 559

;

Kuskin on, 835
Lintel and architrave, stone, 778
Liijuiclated damages, 251
IJquid paint for stove, 761
Liverpool : architectural society, 562, 706 ;

city surveyorship, 252 ; landing-stage
surveyorsbip, 559

Ivoad : on girder, 251, 291 ; safe, 8
Loads, iloor, calevdation for, 59
Lock, proposed, at Wandsworth, 90
Ix)dgo, iJerby park, Rootle. 79
Loudon : board schools, im>)rovement of,

399, 621 ; Building Act (amendment bill)

585 (amendments to) 152 ^boundary walls
and) 871 (Ci-ipplegate tire and) 149
(I/>ndon Brhool Board and) 325 (old

churches andj 148 > party walls and foot-
ings under) 182. 188 i problem: 220

;

buildings, foundations for, 735, 739, 772,

806; County Council, 183, 470, 514 (as

investors in ground-rents) 863 (conditions

of building contractus) 183 (power to

reject plans) 798 (works department)
149; electricity supply of, 519; groimd
plan of, 149; School Board and Building
Acts. 325 ; water commission, 148, 180,

324, 399. 438, 727, 763, 834
Long, S. J., the late. 340
Lowenstam, Leopold, the late, 776
Lubricant for plaster moulds, 149
Lunatic asylums : Ojxlodge, Newcastle,
304; Hellingly, East Sus.sex, 705; Holly
Moor, Birmingham, 7, 343, 510. 547

;

"West Bangour, 126

M'CAMMOND, Sir W.. the late, 303
Machinery ; gasworks, 8o9 ; woodworking,

870
Magazine, powder, 656
Maidstone, typhoid fever at, 180
Main drain or tewer, 620
Manchester : biological sewage treatment,
438; building trades (association) 470
(exhibition) 903; contractor, fraud by,
620 ; corporation v. Perkins, Graham,
and Co., 613, 684, (-06 ; royal infirmary,
253; sewage disposal dilticulties, 513, 654.

727 ; society of architects, 303 ; sun'eyors'
institution at, 514, 551 ; Thirlmere
water supply, 621

Mansions: Albeit-gate (Park) 743; West-
minster (Abbeys 563 (do., collapse ofj

621, 623, 66S, 70^, 736,763, 887 (Array and
Na\'y) 887

Manslaughter, architect acquitted of, 733,
HS7

Mantel decoration, 525
Manual training woodwork, 847
Manufacturing refu'-e, sewerage provision

for, 656
Manuscripts, illuminated, English art in,

473
Manslaughter, architect acquitted of, 763,

887
Marl. C. J., the late, 198
Marks, H. Stacey, R. A., the late, 56
Marylebone, eollai)se of vault in, 8l0
Ma-jonic schools, Bushey, 126. 34i
Masonry specifications, 697, 731. 767, 804,

810, 875
Master ; and servant, Smith's law of, 847;

builders* associations (Bath) 198
(Brighton) 561 (Bristol) 160 (Coventry)
618 (Ciewe) 691 (Dublin) 90 1 National*
149 ( Newcastle! 618 (Nottingham) 146,
198 (Portsmouth) 229

Matter of life and death, 726
Measurement, brickwork facing, 112
Mejisi'rements, square, 123
Mechanical ventilation at Bristol, 221
Mechanism, stage, 556
Medallist, royal gold, ISS, 250, 291, 324, 876
McdalUons from Kew-green, 764, 835
Medical health officer and his insanitary

house, 727
Mediaeval campanili of Rome. 2S1
Memorials : Whitby (Caedmon) 148

;

Windsor castle (Clarence) 728
Metal ; expandeJ, and fireproof construc-

tion. 264 ; work (architectural) 811 (art,
exhibition. Aquarium^ 741, 771 (do,
awards) 811

Metropolis Management Act amendment
bill, 906

Metropolitan : asylums board and Brook
hospital, 301, 396. 621, ^"iG; Tabernacle,
burning of, 586, 726 ; water commission,
148. 180, 324, 399, 438, 727. 763, 834

Micklethwaite, J. T., and Westminster
abbey, 325

Mi'ldle ages. Hbrai'ies of, 693
M'Uais' works at the academy, 2
Miller v. London County Council, 325
Milo, excavations at, 657
Mission : buildings, Belfast, 305 ; halls,
Central Wesleyan (Bolton) 67n (Ipswich)
885

Model specifications, 259, 295, a31, 368, 403,
412. 477. 515, 5.51, 589, 626, 660, 697, 731,
767.804,840,875

Modem tenement, the, 183
Motfat, sewage piu-ification at, 362
Moment, bending. 398
Monumental brasses in Westminster
abbey, 692

Monuments : Burton Lazars, 837 ; Cardiff
monastery churches. 872 ; Chichester
oatliedal (Dumford) 764 ; Newbold, 887 ;New Jersey (soldiers and sailorsl 7

Morality and economy of competitions, 592
Moreau, Gustave, the late, 562
Morecambe : novel tower for, .'^19: sewer-

ing of, 91, 727

Morris, William, Ufework of. 692
Mosaic, decorative use of. 628
jNIortir, intluence of sea-water on 90
Morton, Francis, and Co., in re, 437, 472,

620, 834
Moulds, plaster, lubricant for, 149
Muddled as usual. 690
Municipal : and .sanitary engineers' hand-

book. 701 ; buildings. Godalming, 671

;

engineer's qualification, 690; insurance
at Nottingham, 761 ; workshops. Batter-
sea. 125

Museums: British (Oriental room) 908;
Forest-hill (Homiman

J 435; Geological,
removal of, 621 ; Guildhall, E.C. (addi-
tions to) 112; royal architectural, 8t5;
South Kensington (completion of) 183,
23u, 437, 699 i improvements at) 799 (iron-
work at I 666. 701, 735, 775, 8O8 (rebuild-
ing of) 633, 907

Music halls : Holbom, 9 ; Edgwai-e-road
(Metropolitan; 271; Islington .CoUins's)
47

NASH v. Davis, libel action, 292
National: associations 'master builders')

149 (slaters) 706 ; footpath society, 293;
gallery (educational uses) 79 'isoUtion
of) 304, 472 (Italian pictures at) 252 (new
pictures) 149 (reportl 835 ;

portrait
gallery, 761

Natiu^ art, 731
Neglected features, 223
Neglecting to abate nuisance, 438
Negligence in building. 7e;7

New : book on old furniture. 90 ; Brighton
tower, 126

;
gallery pictures, ^9 ; incan-

descent light, 690 ; Scotland-yard, Sir
W. Harcourt's strictures on, 473, 526

;

sites and buildings, 151 ; street, Holbom
to Stntnd, proposed, 878; streets, pro-
posed amendment of law as to, 48; York
(.health exhibition) 79 (municipal art
society) 873 (stone carving) 870

Newcastle-on-Tyne : building trades ex-
change, 363, 836 ; master builders*

association, 618
Newmarket building estate, a, 693
Niches, cambered, 726
" No extras," a hard case, 834
Nomenclature, building, 115
Norton-sub-Hamdon, 63;i

Notes : electric lighting, for architects, 122,

194, 226, 298, 406, 486, 520, 630, 662, 842,

880 ;
parliamentary-, 2.30, 290, 304, 399,

472, 513, 685, 599, 728. 763, 850, 906
Notices, party wall, 326
Nottingham : master builders' association,

146, 198; municipal insurance at, 764;
Trent Bridge embankment, 814

Nuisance ; is a contractor's stoneyard a ?

620 ; neglecting to abate, 438

OAK joinery, paint for, 251
Oban, prehistoric cave at, 657
Obituarv : Allan, A.. 303 ; Barwell, J.,

460; Bedello, C. King. 5; Bland, J.,

Birmingham, 704; Brind, F. W., 670;
Bume-Jones, Sir E., 883 ; Calderon,
P. H, R.A., 633; Cochrane, C, 794;
Cope, G. H., 776; Davies, Walter (of

Lee) 562 (of Tenby) 510 ; Dobson,
W. C. T., R.A., 160 ; Douglass, Sir J. N.,
883 ; Driver, R. Collier, 562 ; Edmestan,
J., 340, 397; Freret, Jas., 303; Gilbert,
Sir J. T., 741 ; Green, Chas., 633 ; Grim-
wood, G. H., Sudbury, 269 ; Hayter,
Harrison, 670; HoUins. M. D., 198;
Howe, Robert, 198; Kettlewell, W.,
Leeds, 598 ; Kiik. Prof., 396 ; Laver. A.,
562; l..awrence, N. T., 633; Lees, Jos.,

198; Long, S. J., 340; Lowenstam, 2,
776; M'Cammond, Sir W.. ;i03 ; Mare,
C. J., 198; Marks, H. Stacey, R.A., 66;
Marsland, Mrs. Ellis, 303'

; Moreau,
Gustave, 562 ; Morris. Wm., 692 ;

O'Byme, Jas., 160; Pumell. E. J.. Jun.,
303 ; Rawliosoo, Sii- Robt., 775; Skelton,
T. A.. 450 ; Starforth. J., 741 ; Stent, S.,

775; Thompson. J., Petei borough, 525 ;

Till, W. S., Birmingham, 269, 399;
Watson. W. M., 562 ; White, F.
Meadows, 742 ; Witherington, W.
Seckham, 598; Yriarte, C, 525

O'Byrne, Jas., Liverpool, the late, 160
Offices: Altrincham 1 public: 434; Birming-
ham (assiuunce) 705 , Eastleigh (U.D.C.)
599 ; Exeter gas) 885 ; Gateshead (school
board) 56 ; Government public, 362, 403,
437, 472, 513. 692 ; Hull (Reckitfs) 127

Old : churches and the Building Act, 148 ;

fui-nitui-e, new book on, 90
f>perating theatre, Dunedin, N.Z., 6
Ornamental : Inieks and tiles, 338 ; bi-iek-
work, 583

Ornament: and decorative arts, i-efer^ice
books on, 89, 118 ; brick. 518

Owner, adjoining, 683
Owners of property- and rights to light, 4U

PACE, keeping, 803
Paint ; a coat of, 196, 224 ; for oak joinery,

251; liquid, for stone, 76(; scaling of.

560
Painters in water-colours institute, 367
Painting galvanised ii'on, 398
Paints and pigments, cheap, 509, 733
Palaces : Genoa (Durazzo > 9 ; Hampton

Court, 192 ; Westminster, mosaics at, 252'

Panic and fire, lessons from, 555
Parallel to Walthamstow, a. ^, 111
Park. Tipton, 884
Parliamentary notes, 230. 290. 304, 399, 437,

472, 513. 585. 599. 728. 763, 850, 906
Parliament-street, s J4
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I'arty: structure. 817: wall notice, 325;
walls and footing.^ under BiiildiHg Act,
182, 188

Patented plan**, 637
Pavement liglita, 198
l*.iviliijn, crickt't, DeDstone college, '271

PaWnfr, woo.i v. granite, 326
lUyrat'iits under contracts, :220

PeaboJy fund report, 3H4
Penalties : and extras, oi2; for delay, 251
Penrj.sc. F. C. : honours to, 873, 9it7; por-

tniit of, 40i
Perspective course, complete, 702
Pe«\-<oy, 78
Philadelphia city hall, dome of, 560
Photography : architeetui-al, 633 ; for

architects, 518
Pictures at royal acaderav, 587, 621, 659. 695
Piers : Duooon, 818 ; Ilerne Bay, 818 ; Port

Victoria 3(2
Pigtn'nts ind paints, cheap, 509, 733
Pile driviug with steim hammer, cost of

,

HI6
Pipe-clips, wrou»-ht steel, 56n
Pipes : drain. 906 (jointing) 321 ; soil,

defective, 512
Pitchpine, supply of, 728
Plain and decorative lead work, 297
Plans; patented, 597; power to reject,

L.C.C.'s, 798
Plaster moulds, lubricant for, 149
Plumbers* : apprenticeship deeds, 325

;

registration, tj92, 764 Jronmongers and)
473

Plumbing fittings, 5(8
Plymouth : new building by-laws for, 252 ;

public buildings competition, 851
Police station, Berwick. 70(
Pollution, river, gas refuse and, 620
Polytechnic institute, Clerkenwell (North-
ampton) 435

PorapeiaT and Greek decorative work,
examples of, 225

Porch, Upper Langford, 563
Portland cement industry, rise and develop-
ment of, 667

Portrait galleries: National, 761 ; Scottish
National, 622, 728

Portraits, lyionel Cust on, 483
Portsmouth master bililders* association,

229
Position, present, of sewage puiiflcation
problem, 8 (7

Posters, de-signs for. 7, 218, 343
Potterj-, chapter in the history of, 558
Powder magazine, 656
Power to reject plans^ L.C.C.'s, 79S
Practical siinitarj- details. 370
Present position of sewage purification
problem, 847

Pre.ser%'ation of liistorical buildings on the
Continent. 439

Presidency R I.B.A., 471. 473, 483
Price-books ; Laxton's, 302 ; Spons', 434
Price of bricks, 58i
Priories : Birmingliam (St. Thomas) 183

;

Hawkesyard (Dommican) 10
Private stieets works, insufficient and un-
reasonable, 798

Problem : a building act, 220
;
piuiflcation

of sewage, 847
Processes, copying, for reproducing plans,

414, 481
Profesaional : charges, revised schedule of,

813, 839 ; grievances, 61 ; opinion, legal
liability for, 267

Progress : of art in English church archi-
tectui'e, 124 ; of the architectural crafts, 1

Property, owners of, and rights to light,

441
Proposed new street, Holborn to Strand,

878
Protection : against fii-e in the City, 811 ;

of ancient buildings, society for, 886 ; of
iron, 220 ; of river banks from erosion,
629 ; of underground water supplies, 485

Prudential Assurance Co., 361
Public : buildings (composition in regard

toj 82 (Government, 362. 403, 437, 472.
513 (Kidsgrove) 503 ; Health Act, appeal
under, 182 ; library, club designs, 197

;

offices, Govemmeut, 362, 4' '3

Pulpits: Birmingham iSt. Chad) 271;
Fe ling. 271

Pulp, wood, in floc^r cloth, 586
Puritlcjition of sewage problem, 817
Pumell, E. J., Junr., Coventiy, the late,
303

Putney, street improvements at, 871

aUALIFICATION, municipal en-
gineer's, 690

Quantities : 59 ; and tenders, 219, 250
Q,Mantity purveyor, succeisful c!aim

against rtl2

Quested, W. R., in re, 656
Question of custom. 472

R AJLWAY stations ; Crewe, 57 :

M;irylebone ..Great Centra-) 57 ; Shrews-
bury, s-m

Railways : Aberlady and Gullane, 3i2. 546 ,

Birmiiii^bam and Wolverhampton widen-
ing (G.VV. 29j; Central London, 252;
City and Brixton, 2!ta ; Ctty and South
London, 125, Grtat Ceatral, 616 ; Great
Northern extensions, 511 ; Jungfrau, 57 ;

Lanarkshire and Ayrshire, 818 ; Leen
Valley, 511 ; Leith and Newhaven exten-
sion, 2l8; Manchester Canal branch (L.
and Y,) 342 ; Savernike Forest, 777 ;

"Wadebridge and Padstow, 546 ; Waterloo
and City, 818

Kuwlinson, Sir Robert, the late, 775
Recovery of damages, re-entry and, 871

Red and yellow deal, 117. 181
Re-entry and recovery of damages. 871
Reference books on uroament and decora-

tive arts, 89, 118
Retlected lights for interior lighting, 661
Refuse : gas, and river pollution, 62ii

;

sewerage provision for manufacturing,
656

Registration: ai'chitects' (bill) .W3, 799
(society of architects and) 397, 430 ;

plumbers', 692, 761 (ii'onmongers and)
473

Reject plans, power to, 798
Renaissance architecture. Later, 597
Repair of footbridges, liability for, 620
Replacing fonts, 524
Reports : museum", 633 ; National gallery,

855: R.I.B.A., 593
Reproducing plans, copjnng processes for,

414, 481
Reservoirs : t'owny Valley, 362 ; Stjiines, 6.54

Responsibilities : and duties, builders', 438
;

architects, and registration, 799
Restrictive covenant not binding on

vendors, 907
Result of a strike, 907

Reviews : Academy Architecture, 3 ; Archi-
tectural Photography, 633 ; Basis of

Design, 374 ; Bell's Cathedral Series

(Exeter) 124 (Hereford) 633 (Lichfield)

302 (Norwich) 434 (Peterborough) 434
(Winchester) 302; Book of Glasgow
Cathedral, 667, 743 ; BiTiLiuNii Nicwsclub
designs, 86, 197,396,517, 700, 81it; Build-
ing Trades Directory, 811 ; Calculation in

Hydraulic Engineering, 817 ; Cause and
Cm-e of Damp and Decay in Masonr;',

764 ; Church Towers of Somersetshire,

221 ; Complete Perspective Course, 702

;

Dilapidations, 124 ; Engineer's Year-
Book, 268 ; Essex Review, 121, 434. 633 ;

Examples of Greek and Pompeian Work,
225; Examples of Old Fiu-niture, by
A. E. Chancellor, 90 ; Executed Designs,
by Aldam Heaton and Co.. 473 ; P'ixtures,

121 ; Guide to the City Guildhall, 702
;

History of Architecture, 124 ; Industrial
Democracy, 52 ; Industrial Electricity,

702 ; Later Renaissance Architecture in

England, 597 ; Laxton's Builders' Price-

Book, 302 ; Manual Training Woodwork,
817 ; Monumental Brasses in West-
minster Abbey, 692 ; Municipal and
Sanitary Eogineers' Handbook, 701 ;

Norton - sub - flamdon, 6:J3 ; Party
Structures, 817 ; Present Position of

Sewage Purification Problem, 817 ; Pro-
gress of Art in English Church Archi-
tecture, 124 ; St. Martin's Chuixih, Can-
terbury (Bell's Series) 817 ; Sanitary
Engineering, 633; Sell's Dictionary of

World's Press, 302 ; Sewer Gas and its

Influence on Health, 302 ; Smith's Law
of Master and Servant, 817 ; Specifica-

tions in Detail, 268 ; Spons' Architects'

Price-Book, 431 ; Tables of Square
Measurements, 123; Twyfords, a Chapter
in the History of Potter>', 558 ; Willis's

Workmen's Compensation Act, 434
Revised schedule of professional charges,

812, 839
Rhyl, arbitration at, 182
Rights to light, owners of property and, 444
Rise and development of Portland cement

industry, 667
River ; banks, protection of from eros'on,

629 : pollution and gas refuse 6i:0

Riveiside buildings, foundations for, 735,

739, 772, 806
Riveted v. bolted joints, 523
Rome, mediieval campanili of, 261

Roof, collapse of : 525 ; at Abbev-mansions.
Westminster, 621, 623, 668, 7n2, 736, 763,

887
Rooms, attic, 8
Rot, dry and wet, 436
Rough cast, watei-proofing, 291
Royal : academy (architecture) 3, 5S7, 623

(drawings) 199 (elections) 112, 183
(Mdlais' pictures at) 2 (pictures) 687,

624, 639, 695 ; arch;^ological institute,

799 ; architectural museum, 845 ;

J^yptian tomb, 525 : gold medallist, 1,88,

250, 291, 321. 876 ; institute, British
architects, 116, 188, '261, 311, 405, 483, 553,

596, 651, 698 (election of council) 690,692,

812, (presidency) 471, 473, 483 (prize

drawings) 82, 85, 117 (royal gold medal)
18-8, 250, 291, 324, 876 ; Scottish academy,
architecture at, 333

Royalties, brickmaking, disputes as to, 727
Roydon brick and tile co., 118

Raskin on Lincoln cathedral, 835

SAFE load, 8
Safety of staging, 441
Saint I Alban (Southend-on-Sea) 7 ; Chad
(Birmingham, pulpit) 271 (Handforth)
301; George (Liverpool) 312 (Windsor)
9 ; James iGunnersbury) 270 ; John
Baptist and Patrick i Felling) 271 ; Mar-
tin (Canterbury) 817 ; Mary (Edinburgh,
cathedral) 523 (Mellor) 57 (Oldswinford)
777 (Sledmere) 883 (Wombwell) 631 ;

Michael (Macclesfield) 508 (Manafon)
582 ; Ninian (Perth, cathedral) .'>82

;

Pancras (workhouse) 77, 110, U7, 251
;

Patrick (Dundee, R C.) 707 (Glasgow,
R.C.) 5^ ; Paul's Ecclosiological socy.,

146; Peter and Paul (Knnig^tiutier) 161;
Peter (Cardiff) 634 ( Maidenhead i 582;
Saviour (Southwark) 873, 885; Stephen
(Boumemouthj 849 ; Thomas iBirming-
ham, priory) 18J

Silford experiments in sewage purification

.

225

Sanitary: engineering, 633; fittings, 55;
inspectors' association, 5, 269, 691

;

institute, 887 ; wasliable di.stemper, 253

;

work. 370, 403, 418, 479, 522
Sanitation and t le fine arts, 653
Scaffolding, four-legged crane, 655
Scaling of paint, 56o
Scarborough sea wall, 430
Schedule, revised, of professional charges,

812, 839
School : chapel, Mill Hill, 851 ; of art,

Harrogate, 270
Schools : Bridlington (grammar) 849 ;

Bushey (royal Masonic) 126, 313; East
Finchley ^Sunday) 58, 111,267; public,

American, 340 : Sedbei^h chapel) 127
;

Shaw. 777 ; Shiewsbuiy (high) 60 ;

Wadebridge (meml ) 45i> ; Welshpool
(intermedia*e) 850 ; Westbury-on-Trym
(National) 91

Science and art buildings, new, 728
Scotland-yard, New, aitists and, 473, 526
Scotiish : academy, royal, aichitecture at,

3;J3 ; building tmdes federation, 618

;

church architecture, 372 ; National
Portrait gallety, 622, 728

Sculptures, early, of Argyllshire, 113

Sea: wall, Scarborough, 436 ; water, effect

of (on ca-jt iron) 4 (on mortar) 90
Sell's Press dictionary, 3n2

Serious chaise against a builder, 871

Sewage : purification (problem, present
position of) 847 (Salford experiments in)

225 ; question, royal commission, 399
Sewer : gas, ?02 ; main drain or, 62(1

Seweiage provision for manufacturers'
refuse, 656

Sheffield : insanitary area in, 6^3 ; society

of architects and surveyors, 198, 341, 618
Ships, ventilation of, 326
Sibyls—not aogels, 64S
Silicate cotton, 398
Singapore town hall comiictition, a dis-

claimer, 147
Sinks, 448
Sites and buildings, new, 151

Sizes of fhimney-stack, 512
Skelton, Major T. A., the late, 450
Sketches by Charles Keene, 181

Slabs, concrete, 736
Slaters' association. National, 706
Small : public library, club design, 197

;

suburban church designs, 396
Smith's law of master and servant, 817

Soane drawings, 82, 117

Societies : amalgamated carpentera and
joiners, 558 ; antiiiuarian (Lancashire
and Yorkshire) 850 ; archaeological and
architectural (Durham) 886 ; architects',

the, 152, 269, 444, 628, 770 (and registra-

tion question) 397, 450, 485 (dinner) 59X
(do., Aberdeen) 303 (do., Bristol) 562,

618, 691 (do., Devon and Exeter) 691

(do., Manchester) 303; architects and
surveyors (Sheffield) 198, 311, 618; archi-

tects' benevolent, 338 ; architectural
(Edinburgh) 198.269, 691, 813 (Exeter)

341 {Leeds and Yorkshire) 160, 198
(Liverpool) 562, 70G (York) 434 ; British
artists, 441 ; civil and mechanical en-
gineers; 562 ; engineers, 341,842; house
decorators and painters, 303, 311 ;

National footpath, 293 ; protection of

ancient buildings, 885 ; St. Paul's
Ecclesiological, 146

Soil pipes, defective, 512
Soiree, A. A., 657
Solid floors, 8
Solidity and straw, 1S7

Somersetshire church towers, 221

Soundproof walls, 906
Southampton, ancient, 586 ; old vault at,

707
South : Kensington (museum, completion

of) 183, 230, 437, 599 (do , improvements)
799 (do., ironwork at) 666, 701, 735, 775,

808 (science and art buildings) 728, 907 ;

London art gallery, 583 ; Staffordshire

water supply, 324
Southwark and Vauxhall water bill, 651
Specifications : in detail, 268 ; model, 259,

295, 331, 368, 403, 442, 477, 515, 531, 589,

626, 660, 697, 731, 767, 801. 810, 875
Spons' architects' price-book, 431
Squabble between architect and builder,

512
Square measurements, 123
Stable flttings, 196
Stables; Bury, Lanes (c3-operative) 705;

club designs, 86
Stack, chimney, size o', 512
Staffordshiie. South, water supply, 324
Stage meclianism, 5i6
Stained glass, 231, 290, 585
Staines reservoirs, 6,51

Staging, safety of. 441, 51

1

Staircases, iron, Hayward and Eckstein's,

439
Stai-forth, J , Edinburgh, the late, 711

St\tes Assembly hall, Guernsey, 489
Station indicators, 52 4

Stations: fire brigade (Boo^e) 58, 230;
raUway (Crewel 57 (Marylebone, Great
Central) 57 (Shrewsbury) H86

Statue, Croydon municipal buildings

(Whitgift) 872
Steam : hammer, cost of pfle-driving with,

8(6 ; heating buildings, systems of, 623

Stedman v. Stedraan, 43S

Steel : and concrete combinations, 629 ;

and wrought ii'on in constructional work,

53, 334, 411, 4S2, 618; construction,

American and English. 735 ; wor*,con-
sti-uctional. 446 ; wrought, pipe-clips. 560

Stent, Sydnrv, Cape Town, the liite, 775

Step, artificial stone, with leaded tread,

657
Stockwell, bd. school arbitration, 620

Stone : artificial, 251 ; carving in New
York, 870; fixing, 906 ; lintel and archi-

trave, 778; liquid paint, 764

Stoneyard, contractor's, is it a nuisance !

620
Strand to Holborn, proposed street, 878
Straw, solidity and, 187

Streatham, freehold sale at, 657
Street : new, Holltorn to Sti-and, 878 ; what

is a ? 8:^1

Streets : direct communication between,
549; new, proposed amendment of law
as to, 48 ; works, insufficient and un-
reasonable, 79S

Strength : comparative, of riveted and;

bolted joints, 523; of cast and wrought
iron, 8, 59; of timber, experiments on,
293

Strike, result of a, 007
Structure, party, 817
Structures, temporary, in forecourts, 584
Students' address, by Prof. Aitchison, 116

Studies : animal, 9, 127, 231, 343, 489, 635,

887 ; architectural, composition in, 112

Subuiban church, small, club designs, 39r;

Subways, rent for use of, 437

Sundials competition, 813
Sun Life assurance socy , 549, 799
Surveying, land, case of jurisprudence in,

770
Surveyor: city, libel action against, 292;,

diocesan, an advertising, 325
Surveyors ; as arbitmtors, 123, 193 ; district

(dinner) 846 (fees) 47, 348; institution,

55, 123, 193. 337, 411, 632, 668, 699 (at

Manchester) 514, 654 (dinner) 194 (ex-
amination) 155

Swimming baths, heating of, 701
Synagogue, Edinburgh, 270
Systems of steam heating buildings, 623

TABERNACLE, Metropolitan, burn-
ing of, 586, 7-26

Talent in art, discovering, 295
Taunton t<jwn hall, 230, 671, 742, 815
Taxation of land values, 3
Technical: college (Glasgow and West of

Scotland) 728; education, total outlay

on, 221 ; institutes (Gillingham) 12i>

(Trowbridge) 778,851; schools (Booties

461 (Edinbui-gh) 361 (Harrogate) 547

(L.C.C.) 549 (Truro) 47 (West Hartle-
pool) 199

Temples of Asklepios at Epidaurus ani
Athens, 836

Temporary structures in forecourts, 581
Tenders, quantities and, 219, 250
Tenement, the modem, 183
Tensile changes in cast iron, 439
Teri-acotta : specifications, 551, 589, 626.

66); work. 512, 548
Tests : Canadian building materials, 364

;

cement, 220, 906; column, 337 ; tile and
concrete floor, 157

Thames lock at Wandsworth, proposed, 9'

Theatres : Birmingham, 435 ; Bordesley

(Irfiperial^ 397 ; design of, 260 ; Ken-
nington-park-road, S.E., 470 ; Leed^
(Queen's) 161 ; Sheffield (Alhambra) 451

Thompson, John, Peterborough, the late,

525
Ties, hollow wall, 436
Tile and concrete floor tests, 157

Till, W. S., Birmingham, the late, 269, 399

Timber: merchant's action against archi-

tect, 220; strength of, experiments on.

293 ; trade terms for. 69
Tintoteretto, the art of, 293
Tolstoi on art, 47

Tomb, development of in Egypt, 835

Tonite as an explosive, 113
Top-loaded buildings, 260

Tower bridge approach arbitration, 438

Towers : for civic building, study for. 8-tI ;

Morecambe (novel) 819; New Brighton.

126
Town buildings, construction of, 556

Town haUs: Aitrincham, 779; Cirdiff, 8.

112, 181 ; Dukinfield, 617. 619; Hoylake.

218 ; Lynton, 705 ; Meltham, 218 ;

Oundle, 742 ; Singapore, 147 ;
Southend.

635; Taunton, 230, 671, 742,815; Thet-
ford, 582

Towns, amenities of, 907

Tramway, electric, Alexandra palace, 511

Travelling studentship, Cornell, 729

Trusses, Cantilever, foundations on, 90

Tunnels, Cential London railway, 25i

Twyfords, 55K

Tylei'. L, and Sons, Limited, 729

Typhoid, water-borne, 399

TJNDEIIGROTTND water aupplres.

protection of, 4S5

United States, public schools, 340

University, California, competition, 219

UprightQ. iron. .302

Urban authorities and fair wages, ebb

Useful items for builders, 338, 410

Use of subways, rent for, 437

VALUES, land, taxation of, 3

Value, working, of fuels, 524

Varnishes, imitation, 519

Vault, collapse of in Marylebone, 810

Venice, decoration of Doge's palace. 79

Ventilation : electrical, at Bnst<il, 692 ;

mechanical, at Bristol. 221 ; of ships, 326

Vienna art exhibition, 399

"WAGES, fair, urban authorities and. 586

Wallace collection, housing the, 29<J

/
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WkII : boundary. Building Act and, 871 ;

cxtemsl, 778; hollow, ties, 430; nounJ-

jiioof, 9113

Willi-', piirty : and footinB4 under Building

Act. IH.', !>« ; notices, 3i"i

WalthiimiUivr : biths cnmpetition, 8, 59,

91, HI ; II pirallcl to, 5S, 111 ; rcoreiition

t^'round for, 911S

Wundnworth, pnipoacd Tliamef lock at, 9J

Wiinl's urtitUial stune irtep, 657
Wurt'llouN.'. fjUis;?ow, 489

War iKfit-e roinp.'tition, G92

Waj*hable dittempjr, sanitary, 253

Wat.r : borne typhoid, 89ii ; colour

painters' institute, 3<)7 ; curtain's, 729

;

gai (carburetted, at Birkonhi-id) liJ7

(Dellwik' 7J.I ; in gas pipuj, 7i;2 ; sea,

. ITuit o( (on cast iron! 4 Jon mortar
i

9ii

;

sujiplies, protection of underground, JK'>

;

tiKlit, duruline not, 437 ; waste pri-

vcnterw, 4o8

Waterloo and City railway, 8(8
WaterproDfing : bricks, 251 ; rough-cast,

jni
Waterworks engineers, British association

of. 851. 7B3
Watson. Wm M.. the late, Biii

Wi'lsh water supply for Birrainghiui, 727

West Worthing est ite, s;ile ot, slli

Westminster ; abbjy bnisses in) 692 (a

t'lmpj Sinto needed, 799; collapse of
Abb.-y-mvnsions, 621, 623, 6m, 702, ".W,

7tj», KS7 ; Embiukinent, projected, 47 ;

iiall, coadition of, •29fl

Westwood, C. J., in re, 727

Wet: and dry rot, 436 ; Uoad,by Wimperis,
6)7

Whale, J., Burslem. in re, 182
What is a street ? 831
Wheel, Earl's Court, 812
White, F Meadows, the late, 742
Willis's Workmen's Compensation Act, 431

Witherington, W. Seckham. the late, 593

Woodenware and furniture, decoration of,

816
Wood : pulp in floor-cloth. 586 ; v. gramte

paving, 326; v. Monk and Newell, 727 ;

V. Widnes corporation, 182

Wooiham v. London County Council,

519
Woodworking machinery, 870
Woodwork, m inual training, s 17

Workhouse infirmariei : Dorking. 305 ;

Milton. r.)rts»a. 312 ; Xewton Abbot,
110; Solihull, 819 ;

Warrington, .112

Workhouses: Hastings, 510; Kiikliam,

Fylde, 91, 511, 513, 619 ; Marylebone,

776; St. Pancrai, 77, HO, 147, 2)1;
Stockport, 229 ; Wolverhampton, 701,

742, 778
-r ^ .

Working: classes (dwellings for, Leeds)

819 (housing of; 323, 671 ; men's dwell-

ings bill, 835 ; value of fuels, 524

Workmen's Compensation Act : architects'

assistants and clerks of works and, 835

;

builders and. m. 439. 72S ; employers'

liability and, 477 ; Will s's handbook, 431

Work ot Charles Keene. Si

Works d.'pirtment. I. C. '., 149

W.okshops. manieipal, Blttersea, 125

Worthing, West, estate, sale of, 8)6

Worsleys, in re. 761

Wrought iron : and sti'el in constructional

work, 53, 331, 111, 4S2, 515; strength of,

8, 59
Wrought steel pipe-clips, 560

YEAK-BOOK. engineer's, 263

Yellow ami red deal, 147, 181

York architectural society, 434

Young and Marten's dinner, 221

Yriarte, Charles, the late, 525

INDEX TO ILLUSTRA-TIOISrS.
•»* The Lithogrraphic Illustrations will be found immediately following the Pagres indicated.

ABBEY mitusions, Victorin-st.. 56(
Ablirys : We^train-^ter (griUf in Henry V.

clmntry) 701 ; Whitby ibay of choir) 528
Abu Simoel, colossi at, 263
Academy, royal, prize drawing's : Her-
mione as a statue (Mary Towgoodj 92;
Spring ^Mary Brick^lulfi (JO

Alaba.'*tor pulpit at Fellint,', 272
Albort-giitt', Paik-rajxnsinns, 741
Alhambra theatre, AtU^rcliffe, Sheffield,

Altrincham town-hall, F. W. Mee's design,
780

AUim-chlne, Bournemouth, cripples' home,
852

Angelo, Michael, figures of sibyls by, 37S
"Angols" at Vatican, Michael Angelo's

(sibyls^ 378
Animal studies : Arctic tern, 232 ; fox and

crow, 128 ; francolin and owl, 636

;

golden pheamnt, marten, ruff, &'c., 314 ;

hare and tortoise, 10; heads of cre3ted
birds, SS8 ; lyre-biid, -190

Apterj'x. sketches of, 838
Architet^tuie, Egyptian, 262, 263
Arctic terns, studies of, 232
Argus pheasant, 4!)ii

Army and Nuvv-mansions, Vietorii-st.,
S.W., 8S.S

Art department, small, National disiga
D. McKay I 2i»

Art galleries : South London, Peokham-
road, (i, 7

Artisiins' dwellings, Brighton, Ist design,
Giirrett and Gillam, 2S9

Assembly hall, States, Uuernsey, A.
Ardron's design, 490

Att«rcliffe, Shetlield, Alhambra theatre.
152

Auldwood house, Seabright, X.J., staircase
hall, 469

SALHAM free library, 528
Ball, girl plaving at, statue by Walter

Shott. f>

Balustrade, wrot iron, Rothenburg, 375
Banister Fletcher, bust of, 771
Banks: Heet-st , EC. (Barclay's) 6:J5, 63tJ;

Loughborough (Leicestershire] (io ; river,
protection ot, 629; Yeonl (Capital and
Counties} 708

Banwell church, font in, 378
Jtarclay's bank. Fleet-st., E.G., 635, 636
Barn owl, studies of, 636
Barton-on-Sea, Court hotel ; dining-hall,

600 ; entrance and staircase, 815
Ikisin of fountain, Piccadilly-circus, 306
Baths, pubhc : Batteraea (selected desigo,

F. J. Smith] 5*;i f2nd, J. Hatchard
Smith^i 561; Chestertield (and school)
2nd design, Hall, Cooper, and Davis, 232

;

AValthamstow, 1st design, J. Williams
Bunford, 92

Battorsea public baths designs : selected,
F. J. Smith, 661; 2nd, J. Hatchard
Smith, r>t;i

Bedroom, simple, design for, 452
Belem, church of Sta Maria, 490
Belfast, mission building, Shankhill-road,

306
Beni Hassan, tomb of, 262
Berlin

: Lcssiug theatre, 189 ; staircase of
villa, 179

Bevel-gear computing machine, 526
Bird, Ivi-e, 490
Birds' heads ..T. J. Brown»word) 8SS
BuTningham. pulpit St. Chad's, measured

dniwings W. Haywood
i 272

Blawitt house, Grange-over-Sands, 272
Board schools : Chesterfield (2nd design.

Hall, Coopei', and Davisj 232; Scar-
borough (higher grade) 70S

B olsover castle, mantels and fireplaces,

52.S, 780
Bonded warehouse, Glafigow, 490
Bond in brickwork. 369, 401, 403
Bojtle, centra! fire bngj,de station (2nd
design, Briggs and Wolstenholme) 672

Boscombe, the Parade, 378
Bjurnem'juth, cripples' home, 852
Boys. M'lsonic institute for, Bushey, 3U
Brent, East and South, pulpits at, 219
Brewerv, Munich (Court) 3, 4
Brickwork: 412, 413; bond in, 369, 401,

403 ; ornamentJil, 478, 179, 516, 517
Bridge girder, wind pressure on, 291

Brigaton, artisans' dwellings, Ist design,

Garrett and Gillara, 239
Brixworth, All Saints' church, 816
Broadway, the Court house, 672
Bromley college, 123, 145
Bruton church, Somerset. 10
Buckingham Palace-mansions, 128
Bin.i>i\-i; New.< clubdesigns: convalescent
home, 528; hillt-ide bungalow, 708 (fur-

niture for) 816; lodge and stables, 87,

92 ;
public library, 201) ; village church,

378, 395
Building, civic, study for tower of (R.

Bought m) 852
Bungalow, hillside: club designs, 703;
furniture for, do., 816

Burton Lazars church, tomb at, 838
Bury-st., W., Marlborough hotel, 306
Bushey, royal Masonic institute for boys :

selected design, Gordon. Lowther, and
Gunton, 344 ; 3rd, Morlev and Tapper,
672

Business premises : Boscombj, 378; Buck-
inghim Palace-mansions. 12S ; Bury-
st., W. (Marlborough hotel) 306; Fleet-

st.. E.C. (bank) 635, 636; Hull (Reckitt's

offices) 128 ; Loughborough (bank) 60 ;

Munich (Court brewery) 3, 4 ; Reading,
.507 ; Re?ent-st., W., 10 ; Windsor, 741

:

Yeovil (bank) 708
Bust of BmLster Fletcher, 771
Byzantine triptych,^30ij

CABINET, old Dutch, details, 797

(.!aen, hotel de la Boui-se, 10
Cambridge : entrance to Clare college, 600

;

Mass., Randolph hall, 744
Candlestick, the Gloucester. 306
Canterburj' catheiral, grille in St.

Anselm's chapel, 700
Capital and Counties bank, Yeovil, 708
Casing, electi-ic light, 122. 123
Casino, villa Pamphili-Doria, Rome, 545
Castles: Bolaover (mantels) 523, 7S0;

Dieppe, 232 ; Hever, by Chas. Keene, 92
Cathedrals : Canterbury (grille in St.

Anselm's chapel) 701 ; Glasgow (chapter
house and choir) 741 (exterior and rood
loft) 672; Lincoln, 561; Lisieux, 636;
Pistoia (porchl 375; St. Alban's (slype-

door fittings^ 666, 667 ; Siena. 30i;

Central fire brigade station. Bjotle i2nd
design, Briggs and Wolstenholme) 672

Chairs, turned work, 162

Chalfont St. Peter, isolation home for

epileptics, 272
Chamber, disconnecting and inspection, 296
Chamber of conuueice buildings, Cleveland,

Ohio, 616, 852
Chantry, Heniy V.'s, Westminster abbey,

grille in, 701
Chapels: Bushey (Ma-sonic institute) 314;
Canterbury cathedral (St. Anselm, grille)

70<); Mill Hill (school) 852; private

screen for (J. B. Fulton's design) 378;

Richmond, Sun-ey (Congl.) 4V2 ; Sed-
bergh (school) 128; Waverley-park,
Nuahead (Melh. New Connexion) 217;

Windsor (St. George) 10

Chapter hou.se, new, Glasgow cathedral, 744

Charterhouse, dining-hall, 3i36, 416
Chatetiu. Dieppe, 232
Ches'^erfield, schools and bath^, 2ud design

(Hall, Cooper, and Da vies: 232
Chester, houses, Hoole-road. 272
Chests: oak, 162 ; of drawers, 162

Childien's holiday home, Clacton, 703

Chimney building details, 442

Church, an old (Seaton) by Chas. Keene,
92

Churches : Banwell (font) 378 ; Belem
(Sta. Mxria) 490 ; Birmingham (St.

Chad, pulpit) 272; Brixworth (All SS.)

816; Bruton, 10; Burton L.izars (tomb
at) 888; Cockington (font cover) 490;
Cressweil (proposed! 232; Dundee (St.

Patrick RC.) 708; East Brent (pulpit)

249; Felling (SS. John Baptist and
Patrick, pulpit) 272. Flockburgh, 128;
Frome (St. John, screen from) 736, 737 ;

Halberstadt (Our Lady) 162; Hove (All

SS ) 10 ; Htmtshill (pulpit) 373; Kunigs-
lutter (SS. Peter and Paul) 162 ; Mantua
(S. Benedetto, ironwork to reading-desk)
200 ; Mobberley. c^ ; Monks Kirby, 816 ;

Newcastle-under-Lyme (mace-stands)

774, 775; Newbold (mural monument)
838; Nottingham (St. Augustine, R.C.)

672 ; Richmond, Surrey (Congl.) 452

;

St. Mary-le-Strand (external bay) 805

;

Salisbiu-y (St. Thomas, altar .screenj

375 ; Seaton (St. Gregory, by C. Keene)
92; South Brent (pulpit) 249; \-illage,

club designs, 378, 395
Circuit testiog, electric, 630, 631

City : Charteraouse (dining-hall) 30G, 416 ;

Fleet-at., Barclay's bank, 635, 636
Civic building, tower of a, R. Boughton's
study for, 852

Clacton, holiday home for children, 708
Clare college, Cambridge, entrance to, 600
Clearing drains, 622
Cleveland, Ohio, chamber of commerce,

816, 852
Clips, pipe, wrought-steel, 530
Club, Brii-iTsi; News designing; bunga-

low, 703 (furniture for) 816 ; convalescent
home, 528; lodge and stables, 87, 92;
public library, 200 ; village chm-ch, 378,

395
Clubhouses: Nuneaton (Conserv.) 780;
Yarmouth. I.W. (Solent) 636

Coachman's cottage and stabling, St.

Leonard's, 833
Cockatoo, head of, S38
Cock, sketches of, 838
Cockington church font cover, 490
Coggeshall, the Lawn, 490
Colleges: Bromley, 123, 145; Cambridge

(Clarel 800; Denstone (cricket pavilion
at) 272

Colne technical school, free library and
public hall, 600

Colonnades : Karnac, 263 ; Luxor, 252
Colossi at Abu Simbel, 263
Columns, details of Italian, 801, 805
Coh-in estate, Waltham Abbey, cottages,

838
Commerce, chamber of, Cleveland, Ohio,

816, 852
Competitions : artisans' dwellings

(Brighton, 1st, Garrett and Gillam) 239

;

baths (Battersea, selected, F.J.Smith)

561 (2nd, J. Hatchard Smith) 561 (Wal-
thamstow, 1st, J. AVilliams Dunford) 92

;

Bni.niso News designing club (bunga-
low) 70S [furniture for) 816 (convalescent

home) 528 (lodge and stables) 87, 92

[public librarj') 200 (village church) 378,

395; clubhouse (Nuneaton, Consen-.,

selected, C. W. Smith) 730 ;
fire brigade

station (Bootle. 2Qd, Briggs and Wolsten-
holme) 672; librarv. free (Wolverhami>-
ton, selected, H. T. Hare) 416; (do.,

M. B. Adams) 452 ; Masonic institute

for boys (Bushey, selected, Gordon,
Lowther, and Gunton) 314 (do., 3rd,

Morley and Tapper) 672 ; National
designs (frieze, G A. Baker) 162 (mantel

decoration) G. M. EHwood) 528 (screen,

pripate chapel, J. B. Fulton) 378 (small

art departmeot, D. McKay) 200 (stained-

glass, H. Ospovat) 416 ; National draw-
ings (Arctic tern, Mrs. Dawson) 232

(birds' heads, J. J. Brownsword) 888

(fox and crow, G. Marplf's) 128 (fran-

colins, owls, and rabbits, Mi-s. Dawson)
636 (golden pheasaut, &c., J. J. Browns-
word) 344 (hare and tortoise, G.Marples)
10 (historic ornaments. J. J. Browns-
word i 306 I pulpit. St. Chad's, Birming-
ham. W. Havwood) 272 (quest of Sir

Parsifal, Violet Holden) 200; offices

(Eastleigh, U.D.C., Hall. Cooper, and
Davis) 600 ; royal aca-^emy drawings
(Hermioneas a statue, Mary Towgood)
92 (Spring, Mary Brickdale) 60 ;

schools

and baths (Chesterfield, 2nd, Hall,

Cooper, and Davis) 232 ; schools (East

Finchley, selected. J- Cubitt) 266, 267

(Scarborough, high'^r grade, 1st, Hall,

Cooper, and Davis 703; States Assembly
hall iGuernsev, A. Ardron) 490; tech-

nical schools (Bootle. Messrs. Woodhouse
and Willoughby 452 (Colne, selected,

Woodhouse and Willoughby) 600 ; town-
halls (Altrineham, F. W. Mee) 780

(Taunton, selected, Samson and Cottam)
816

Computing machine, bevel gear, 526
Constructional work, wrought iron and

steel in, 53. 51, 55, 334, 335, 336, 412, 413,

482, 483
Convalescent home, club designs, 528

Copped hall farm, Eppmg, 416
Corbelling details, 8

m

Cottage homes : Mtddlewood (Rochdale"*

780; Mill Hill (Lineudrapers*) fi.36

Court : Goodrich, hall of, 6(X> ; Heyhouse,
Moselev, 490 ; hotel, Barton-on-Sea
(diniog-haUi 600 [entrance-hall) S15;
house, Broadway, 672 ; theatre, Vienna,
189, 191

Courtyard, Wardley hall. 162

Cover, font, Cockington, 490
Crane : demoiselle, sketches of, 838 ; scaf-

folding, Edinburgh mflrmary, 655
Cressweil, proposed church, 232
Cricket pavilion, Denstone college, 272

Cripples' home, Alum-chine, Bourne-
mouth, 852

Crosses, Dieppe, 232
Crowned pigeon. 888
Crown theatre. Peckham, 603

Crozier, French head of, 306

DAMPCOURSES. 360. 443

Decoration : faieuce, 732 ; mantel, by
G. M. EUwood, 523

Decorative metaiwork, 200

Delphica and Frithrn-i, M. Angelo's

Angels at Vatican. 378

Demoiselle crane, 883
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Department, small art, Natioual design

(D. McKtiv '2<X)

Design. ba?is of, 375
De^iigning club, Bin-mN-; Nkws: con-

\ aleseent home. 628 ; hillside bongalow,
7'i3,fiirttiturofor)Slij; lodge and stabler,

S7, 92; public library, 200; village

r church. 378. 895

k
Designs : bedroom and dining room (C. E.

Vamdrll' 4o-J ; Brii.niNd News club, 87,

02. 20<_». 378, 395, 5'28, 7t.»8, 816; house,

t; 1,000, from developments of (J. lian-

Sk'me to'2 ; mantel decoration (National,

Li. M Elhvood) 628 ; quest of Sir Parsifal

iXational, Violet Holdon) Si'O; screen

for private chapel J. B. Fulton) 378;

smaU art department (National, D.
McKay) 200; stained glass (National,

H. Ospovat) 416 ; stencUled frieze

(National, G. A. Baker) 162; tower of

civic building R. Boughton) S52
Desk, reading, top, Mantua, 200
Details: abbev i Whitby' 528; brickwork,

369, 404. 405". 442, 443, 478, 479, 516, 517

;

cabinet, Dutch, 797 ; chamber of com-
merce, Cleveland, Ohio, 852 ; chimney,
442 ; dampcourse, 443 ; drainage. 296,

332. ;568. 522 ; electric lighting, 122, 123,

194, 195, 406, 407, 436. 487, 4S8, 521, 6.30,

631, 813, 844; faience decoration. 733;
fox, 128; hall (Wardley) 162; hare and
tortoise, 10; house (Uarpenden, Red)
852; ironwork, S.K. museum, 666, 667,
700, 701, 736, 737, 774, 775, 808, 809, 810,
846 ; masonry, 697, 733. 768, 769, 804, 8<J5,

840. S41, 876, 877 ; porch i Upper Lang-
ford, farm) 564 ; sanitaiy, 370, 371, 372,

408, 409, 410, 44.S, 449 ; stables, 92 ; stair-

case, Berlin, 179 ; terracotta, 552, 553,

590, 591, 626, 627, 661, 662, 696; wrought
ii'on and steel, in constnictional work,
53, 54, 55, 334. 335, 336, 412, 413. 4S2, 483

Dieppe, sketches from, 232
Dining : halls (Charterhouse) 306, 416

(Court hotel, Barton-on-Sea) 600; room
(furniture for bungalow, club designs
816 (Jacobean, design for) 452

Disconnecting chamber, 296
Door fumituie : Prjigrie, Ulm, and
Wertheim, 200 ; St. Alban's slype, 666,
G67

Double-spurred Francohn, 636
Drainage, house, 296, 332, 368, 370, 371, 372,
522

DraweiT, chest of, 162
Drawings : by Chas. Keene, 92 ; measmed

(Birmingham, St. Chad's pulpit, W.
Haywood] 272 (Bolsover castle, mantels,
A. B.Illstonei 528, 780 (Bromlev college,
R. H. E. Hall) 12S [Burton Lazars and
Xewbold, monuments, A. E. Martin) 888
(Charterhouse dining -hall, W. H.
Bourne) 306, 416 (Newnham Paddos,
gates. J. J. K. Phillips) 816 i Upper
Langford, Lower Court farm. T. B. Ball)
564 (Wliitby abbey, A. H. Winterbura)
528 ; National (^Vrctic tern. Mrs. Dawson)
232 (Brixworth and Monks Hadley
churches, A. E. Martin) 816 (fox and
crow, G. Marplea) 128 (fmncolin and
rabbit, Mrs. Dawson) 636 (golden
pheasant, &c , J. J. Brownsword) 344
i,hare and tortoise. G. Marples) 10 vheads
of crested birds, J. J. Brownsword' 883
(historic ornament. J. J. Brownsword)
306 Uyre-bird, &c., J. J. Brownsword)
490 ; royal academy (Spring, Mary
Brickdale t)0

Drayton, Market, fountain. 888, 905
Drinking fountain, Market Drayton, 88.'*,

905
Dundee, St. Patrick's R.C. chxirch and

presbytery, 708
Duomi : Pistoia, 375 ; Siena, 306
Durazzo palace, Genoa, entrance, 10
Dutch cabinet, details of 797
Dwellings, artisans', Brighton, 1st design,

Garrett and Gillham, 289

EAST: Brent, pulpit at, 249; Finchley
Congl. school, selected plan (J. Cubitti
266, 267

Eastlelgh U.D.C. offices,,Hall, Cooper, and
Da\ia's design. 600

Edgware-road, W. , Metropolitan music
hall, 272

Edinburgh royal infirmary, crane scaffold-
ing. 655

Edwards, Passmore : art gallery, Peckham-
road, 6, 7 ; children's holiday home,
Clacton, 70S; cripples' home, Bomne-
moutb, 8.52 ; free library. Hammersmith
(Leigh Hunt and Keene' tablets, 60

Egyptian : architecture, 262, 263 : mirror,
306

Egypt, map of, 262
Electric lighting details, 122, 123, 194, 195.

226, 227, T2% 298, 299, 406. 407. 486. 4S7,
488, 521, 630, 631. &43, 841, 881, S82, 883

T.lephant and Castle, Xewington Butts,
r'_'building, 92

Entrance : hall. Court hotel. Barton, 845
;

Palazzo Durazzo, Genoa, 10
Epileptic home, isolation house, Chalfont

St. Petrr. 272
Epping, farm buildings. Copped hall, 410
Epsom, .Summi-rdale hoa^e, 92
Eritbn.ea and Delplii&a, M. Angelo's

"r- Angels at Vaticm, 378
Exeter, a sketch in, by (lias. Keene, 92

FAIENCE decoration details, 732
Farm : buildings, model, Copped hall,
Epping. 416 ; Lower I'ourt, Upper Lang-
ford, iMjreh at, 564

Felling, church of SS. John the Baptist and
Patrick, pulpit, 272

Figures: Angels nt Vatican, by Michael
Angelo, 378; girl playing at ball, 5;
Guinevere and Lancelot, stained glass,

416
Finchley ; Blast, Congl. schools, J. Cubitt's

selected plan, 266, 267; Glenroy home,
744

Fire brigade station, Bootle f2nd design,
Briggs and Wolstenholme; 672

Fireplaces and mantels, Bolsover castle,

528, 780
Fittings, ironwork, from slype door, St.

Alban's cathedi"al, 666, 667
Fleet St., E.C., Barclay's bank, 635. 636
Fletcher, Prof. Banister, bust of, 771
Flockburgh new church, 128
Flooring : silicate cotton in, 324 ; trough,

482, 483
Font : Banwell church, 378 ; cover, Cock-

iuiiton church, 490
Fore^st lodge. Tulse-hill, 744
Fountain, di-inking : basin of, Piccadilly-

circus, 3i"»6
; Market Drayton, 888, 905

Foiu- : developments of £1,(HX> house, by J.

Ransrime. 452 ; legged cn\ne scaifolding,

Edinbui^h, 655
Fox, studies of the, G. Marples, 128

Fi"ancohns, double-spurred and painted, 636
Free hospital, royal, Gray's Inn-road, 416

;

Free libiuriea : Balham, 528 ; club designs,

2<N>; Colne, 600; Hammersmith, Leigh
Hunt and Keene tiblets, 60 ; Wolver-
hampton 'selected design, H. T. Hare)
416 ido., M. B. Adams) 452

Frieze, stencilled. National design (G. A.
Baker) 162

Furniture ; door, Prague, Ulm, and Wert-
heim, 200 ; for bungalow, club designs,

816 ; sketches, 162

GALLERY, art, Leighton, Peckham-
- road, 6, 7

Gates, entrance : Bromley college, 128

;

Hampton Court, 808, 809, 810 ; Newnham
Paddox, 816

Gatehouse, lodge and stabling, club designs,

87, 92
Genoa, entrance to Durazzo palace, 10
Ghent, houses of the Guilds, 10
Girder : bridge, wind pi-essure on, 291 ;

load on, 181, 251, 291
Girl playing at ball, W. Schott's statxie, 5
Girl's high school, Oswestrj-, 60
Glasgow : bonded warehoxise, 490 ; cathe-

dral (chapter house and choir) 744 {ex-

terior and rood loft) 672
Glass, stained: by -Ford Madox Brown,

376 ; Guinevere and Lancelot (Man-
chester showrooms) 416

Glenroy house, Finchley, 744
Gloucester candlestick, the, 306
Golden pheasant, 344
Goodi-ich court, hall of, 600
Gosfield-st., W., houte in, 232
Grange-over-Sands. Blawitt house, 272
Gray's Inn-road, Royal free hospital, 416
Graz. palace of Count Kottulinsiy, 600
Great-eared owl, 636
Grebe, crested, 883
Greek patera, handle of, 305
Grilles : Henry V. chantry, Westminster
abbey, 701 ; St. Anselm's chapel, Canter-
bur?" cathedral, 700

Guernsey, States Assembly hall ,A.
Ardron's design) 490

Guilds houses, Ghent, 10
Guinevere, Queen, stained glass, 416

HALBERSTADT, church of Our
Lady, 162

Halls : Auldwood, Seabright, N. J. (stair-

case) 469; Barton Court hotel (dining)

600; Cambridge, Mass. ; Randolph; 744
;

Charterhouse dining) 306. 416; Colne
(pubUc) 600 ; Copped, Epping (farm)
416 ; Goodrich Court, 600 ; Guernsey
(States Assembly, A. Ardron's design)
490; Kamac (hvpostyle^ 263; Wardley,
159, 162

Hammersmith free library, Keene and
Leigh Hunt tablets, 60

Hampton Court, screen from, 80S, 809, 810
Handle : from Ulm, 200 ; of Greek patera,

3f>6

Hare : and tortoise, drawings by G.
Marples, 10; di-awings bv ilrs. Dawson,
636

Harpenden, the Red house, 852
Hiirtltpool, West, technical schools, 20O
Hawick, house near, 128
Hawkesyard prior\', Rugeley, 10

Head of French crozier, 306
Heads of crested birds (J. J. Brownsword)
SS8

Hedgehog Inn, Nottingham. 60
Henn' V. chantrv, Westminster abbey,

grille, 701
Hermione as a statue, by Mar\' Towgood.
92

Hever castle, by Chas. Keene, 92
Higher grade school, Scarborough, 708
High school girjs') 0«westry,60
Hillside bungalow, club design ; 708; fur-
niture for do., do., 816

Historic ornament, 306
Hofbiuuhaus, Munich : 3 ; staircase in, 4
Holbom : Royal music hall, 10 ; to Stiand,
proposed new street, 879

Holiday home for cliildren, Clacton, 708
Hollow walls, 369
Homes : cottage (Middlewood, Rochdale)

7S'» (Mill Uill, Lmendrapers') 636; con-
valescent (club design.-*) 528; cripples'
(Bournemouth) 852 ; epileptics i Chalfont,
isolation houhe) 272 ; holiday, for
children (Clacton) 708

Hospital, Gray's Inn- road ^lloyal Free 416
Hotels : Barton-on-Sea (Court, dining-

hall) 600 (do., entrance hall) 815; Bury-
st., W. (Marlborough) 306; Caen dela
Bourse) 10 ; Xewington Butts (Elephant
and Castle) 92 ; Uhos-on-Sea ; Rho3
abbey) 528 ; Stuttgardt (Marquardt,
readmg room) 200

Hot-water system, 690
House di-ainage, 296, 332, 368. 370, 371,372,

522
Houses : Auldwood, Seabright, N.J. (stair-

case hall) 469 ; Blawitt. Grange-over-
Sands, 272 ; Buckingham palace-man-
sions, 128 ; bungalow (club de&igns) 708 ;

Caen (hotel de la Bourse) 10 : Chester
(Hoole - road^ 272 ; Colvin estate,

Waltbam Abbey, 888 ; Court, Broadway,
672; Court Hev, Moseley. 490; Dieppe,
232 ; Forest lodge, Tulse-hill, 744 : Genoa
(Durazzo palace, entrance) 10 ; Ghent
(Guilds) 10 ; Glenroy, Finchley, 744

;

Goodi-ich court hall of) 600; Gosfield-

st., W., 232; Hawick, 128; Lawn,
Coggeshall, 490 ; Medmenham, 888;
Newdigate-place, Surrey, 306 ; Pamphili-
Doria, Rome, 545 : Paris (Maison de
Rapport) 725 ; Park-mansions, Albert-
gate, 744 ; Red, Harpenden, 852 ; Shackle-
ford. Surrev. 780 ; Summerdale, Epsom,
92; Surbiton, 232 ; Sutton, Smrey, 672;
Thorpe Mandeville. 7S0; £1.001 1, four
developments of (J. Ransome) 452 ;

Tileworth. St. Leonard's (coachman's
cottage) 833 ; Upper Langford (Court
farm, porch) 564 ; Victoria-st., mansions
(Abbey) 564 (Army and Navy) 888

;

Wardley thall) 159 ; Wood Norton,
King's Norton, 490

Hove, All Saints' parish church, 10
Hull, Reckitts' offices. 128
Humming-birds, long-tailed and ruby, 490

Hunt. Leigh, memoriiU tablet, Hammer-
smith free librai y, 60

Huntspill church, "pulpit in. 378
Hypostyle hall, Kamac, 263

INCANDESCENT : lamps, electric,

844 ; light, Billing's, 690
Infirmary, Edinburgh Royal, crane scaf-

folding, 655
Tung : Newington Butts (Elephant and

Castle, rebuilding) 92 ; Nottingham
(Hedgehog) 60

Institutes : Bootle (technical, design,

Woodhouse and Willoughby) 452
;

Leighton, Peckham-road, S.E., 6, 7

;

Masonic, for boys, Bushey (selected

design, Godon, Lowther, and Gunton)
344 (3rd, Morley and Tapper) 672

Iron : and steel, wrought, in constructional
work, 53, 54, 55, 3^4, 335, 336, 412, 413,

482, 483 ; fittings, slype door, St. Alban's
cathedral, 666, 667 ;

grilles Canterbuiy
cathedral; 700 (Westminster abbey) 701

;

mace stands (Xewcastle-under-LjTne)
774, 775 ; screens I'Frome, St. John) 736,

737 ,Hampton Court) 808, 809, 810 ;

trivets (S. K. museum) 846
Isolation home for epileptics, Chalfont, 272

KARNAC, hypostyle hall, 263

Keene, Chas. : drawmgs by, 92 ; memoiial
tablet. Hammersmith free library, 60

Kensington, South, musemn, ironwork,

666. 6b7. 700, ^01, 736, 737, 774, 775, 8i:>S,

809, 810, 846
Kingfishers. American, 344
King's Norton, Wood Norton hou.se, 49()

Kunigslutter, church of SS. Peter and
Paul, 162

LAMPS, electric: art, 881, SS2, 883;

incandescent, ^i
Lancelot. Sir. stained glass, 416
Langford, Upper, porch at Lower Court
farm, 564

Lawn house, Coggeshall, 490
Leeds, Queen's theatre, 162

Leicestershire bank, Loughborough, 60

Leigh Hunt memorial tablet. Hammer-
smith free library, 60

Leighton institute, Peckham-road, S.E.,

6, 7

Lessing theatre, Berlin. 189

Libraries, free : Balham, 528 ; club

designs, 2W ; Colne, 6'X^ ; Hammersmith,
Leigh Hunt and Keene tablets. 6n

;

Wolverhampton (selected design, H. T.

Hare) 416 (M. B. Adams. 452 v

Light, Billing's incandescent. 690
Lighting, electric, details. 122, 123, 194,

195, 226, 227, 228, 298. 299, 406, 407, 486,

487, 488, 521, 630, 631, 843, 844, 881, S82,

883
Lincoln cathedral, west front, bV P. de
Wint, 5fj4

Linendrapers' cottage homes. Mill Hill, 636

Lisieux cdtbedral. 636
Load on girder, 181, 251, 291

Lodge and stables, Building News club

designs, 87, 92
Long-tailed humming bird, 490
Loughborough, Leicestershire bank, 60

L'jwer Court farm. Upper Langford. porch

of, 564
Luxor, colonnade, 263
Lyre-bird, 490

MACE stands, Newcastle-under-Lyme,
774, 775

Machine, bevel-gear computing, 526

Maison de Rapport, Paris, plan. 725

Manchester showroom, stained glass

(Gviinevere and Lancelot) 416

Manhole, 206
Mansions : Albert-gate (Park) 741 ; Buck-
ingham palace, 128; Victoria-street,
S.VV. (Abbey. 564 (Army and Navy) 88*

Mantel decoration, by G. M. Eilwood, 52S
Mantels, Bolsover castle, 528, 78(J

Mantua, S. Benedetto, ironwork to reading
desk, 200

Map of Egypt, 262
Market Dravton, fountain, 888, 905
Marlborough hotel, Bury-st., W., 306
Masonic institute for boys, Bushey

:

selected design, Gordon, Lowther, and
Gunton, 344 ; 3rd, Morley and Tapper, 672

Masonry de'ails. 697, 733, 768, 769, 804,805,
840. 841, 876, 877

Measured drawings : Birmingham, pulpit

at St. Chad's W. Haywood) 272; Bols-
over castle, fireplaces > A. B. Illston) 528,

780; Bromley college R. H. E. Hill)

128, 145 ; Charterhouse, dining-hall
(W. H. Browne) 306, 416 ; Newnham
Paddox. wro't-iron gates (J. J. K.
Phillips) 816 ; Upper Langford, porch of
Lower Court farm 'T. B. Ball) 564;
Whitby abbey (A. H. Winterbum) 528

Measuring instruments, electrical, 406, 407
Meilmenliam. house at, 888
Metalwork, decorative, 2'X>

Metropolitan music hall, Edgware-road,
272

Michael Angelo's figures of sibyls, 378
iliddlewood, Rochdale, cottage homes, 780
Mill Hill ; Linendrapers' cottage homes>

636 ; school, new chapel, 852
MiiTor, tgvptian, 306
Mission building, Belfast, 306
Mobberley chui"ch, Cheshire, 60
Model : farm, Copped hall, Epping, 416

;

specifications, 296, 332, 368, 369, 404, 405,

442, 443. 478, 479, 516, 517, 552, 553, 590,

591, 626, 627, 661, 662, 696, 697, 732, 733,

768, 769. 804, S05, 840, 841, 876, 877
Monks Kii'by church tower, 816
Monuments : Burton Lazars, 888 ; Newbold

mural. SSS
Moseley, Court Hey house, 490
Munich. Kgl. Hofbriiuhaus : 3; staircase

in, 4
Mural monument, Newbold, 888
Museum. South Kensington^ ironwork at,

666, 667, 700, 701, 736, 737, 774, 775, 808,

809, 810, 846
Music halls : Edgware-road (Metropolitan)

272 ; Holbom ^Royal} 10

NATIONAX : designs (mantel decora-

tion, G. M. Eilwood) 528 (screen for

private chapel, J. B. Fulton) 378 :8mall

art department, D. McKay) 200 (stained

glass, Guinevere and Lancelot, H.
Ospovat) 416 (stencilled frieze, G. A.
Baker) 162 ; drawings (Aictic tern, Mrs.
Dawson) 232 ibirdi' heads, J. J. Brown-
sword) 888 ^Brixworth and Monks Kirby
churches, A. E. Martin) 316 (fox and
crow, G. Marples) 128 (francolin, owls,

and rabbit. Mrs. Dawson) 636 (golden

pheasant, &c., J. J. Brownsword) 344

(hare and tortoise, G. Marples) 10 ^his-

toric ornament, J. J. Brownsword) 306

(lyre-bird. &c., J. J. Brownsword: 490

(pulpit, St. Chad's, Birmingham, W.
Haywood) 272 (Quest of Sir Parsifal,

VioletHolden) 200 ;tomb. Barton Lazars,

and monument, Newbold, A. E. Marten)

888 ; measxured drawings (mantels, Bols-

over castle, A. B. Illston) 528, 7fiO

fwrought-iron gates, Newnham Paddox,
J. J. K. Phillips) 816

Newbold church, mural moniunent, 838

Newcastle-under-Lyme, mace stands, 774,

775
Newdigate-place, Suney, 3l»6

Newington Butts, rebuilding of Elephant
and Ca-stle, 92

Newnham Paddox, wro't iion gates, 816

New street. Strand to Holbom, 879

Norton King's, Wood Norton house, 490

Notes : electric lighting, 122, 123, 194, 195,

226, 227, 228, 298, 299, 4r>6, 407, 486, 487,

488, 521, 630, 631, 843, 844, 881, 882, 883

Nottingham, St. Augustine's R.C. church,

672
Nottingham : Hedgehog Inn, 60 ; bt.

Augu-stine's R.C. church, 672

Nuneaton Conservative clubhouse, 780

Nunhead, chapel and schools, Waverley-
park, 217

OFFICES: Eastleigh (^U.D.C, Hall,

Cooper, and Davis's design) 600; Hull

[Reckitt'si 128; Surbiton (post) 378;

Victoria-st Abbey-mansions) 564

Old church, an (Seaton; Chas. Keene, 92

Opera house, Paris, detail of, 191

Ornamental brickwork, 478, 479, 516, 517

Ornament, historic, 306

Oswestry, girls' high school, 60

Owls, barn and great-eared, 636

PAINTED : francolin, 636 ; quail, 636

Palaces : Genoa (Durazzo, entrance hall)

10; Graz Kottulinsky) 617; Prague
(Hradschin. door furniture) 2O0

Pamphili-Doria villa, Rome, 545

Paradise, bird of, 490

Paris : Maison de Rapport, plan, 725

;

opei-a house, detail of. 191

Park-mansions, Albert-gate, 744

Parsifal, quest of Sir, by V. Holden, 2o0

Passmore Edwards : art galleries. Peckham-
road, 6, 7 ; children's holiday home,
Clacton, 708; cripples' home, Bourne-
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nioutli, Xyi : fret- libniry, II imrnerHtnith
I,«»i>rh Iftmt and Ket-nn tubleUj 6U

i'liHtorul MUif. head of. 'Aiii

I'lit-rn, hiindle of Gret-k, 30t>

I'avitinn, cricket, Denston a college, '21'i

I\H'khiim-roud. S.E : LeightoQ institute,

6 4 ; theiitn-. 6(>0

relicuu, dketcbes of, 888
rheujuinis : iirgiu, 4'.K>; golden, 311 ;

Rwve.', 49«»

Pircadilly-circuH, basin of fountain, 300
FiKOon, crowned. ss8
Fii)«-clipH, wTotih'bt Hteel. .VU)

rbftoia cathfdr.ii, p<n\h, 375
I'looH : itrt ilcpartitiont. smull 'N'litional

deMi^ni, 1). McKiiy !''>); nrti8an>i' dwell-
ings ,Uright4>n. 1st. (farretttindOilihuin)
289; baniCM iFlfot-st., EC, liarelay's;

635 (I,oughborougb, lx;iceMtoi>lure) GO;
bathn (iJaltersoa, Bekvtcd, F. -I. Smith)
Wl (do., 2nd. JTlIatchard-Smith; 561;
bangiUow iclub deaign-s; 70S; business
fremiiteM (Windsor'' 714; chapels ,Mill
[ill, i*chool: 852 S^dbergh school:

a28 .Waverley-park, Nunhead, Meth.
New Conn i 217 ; Charterhouse.
the, 416; churches (Brixworth, All
SS.) 81G Cresswell 2.'i2 (Dundee, St.

Patrick,. 7as Flockbiuyh^ 128 Xotting-
bam, St. Augu?)tine, lI.C. 672 (Kich-
mond, Surrey. Congl-; 452 .village, club
diwigns 378. 31*5; clubhouse (Nuneaton,
Con.-M?rv. 78"; collc-^'e iBromley; n5;
cimvdlescent home iclub designs) 528;
cottatfe homes 'Mill llill, Linendnipers'

:

636 ; cottiiges Colvin estate, Waltham
Abbey; SSH ; cripples' homo tBourne-
ni'juth;' 852 ; diAiujige, house, 296. 332.
368; epilepties' home Chalfont, isolation
liouse 272 ; farm buildings. Copped hall,
Epping. 116; foimtain (Market Draytonj
9txj; giiUeries. art (Peckham-road,
l^ighton in-stitute; 6, 7

;
gates (Newnham

Paddrjx) 816; halls Cambi-idge. Mass..
Jiandolphl 744 Kamac. hypKstvle, 203
vWimlloy^ 159,162; high school (O.swes-
trj"' 00 ; holiday home, children's
Clacton) 708; hotels .Bury-st., W.,
Marlborough; 306 (Khos-on-Sea, Abbey]
528 ; houses (Albert-gate, Park-man-
Hions; 741 iChester; 272 Coui-t Hey,
Moseleyj 4'.0 four developments of a
£l.00«.i 452 ;Glenr«y, Finchlev) 714
(Hawick) 128 iXewdigate-place, Surrey)
306 (Paris, maison de Rjippoit) 725 (Ked,
UarDendenJ 8V2 (Shackltford : 780 (Sum-
merdale, Epsom) 92 iSurbiton) 232
(Sutton, Sun-ey) 672 (Thorpe Mandeville)
780 (Wood Noiton, King's Norton'; 49<';
inn (Nottingham, Hedgehog! 60

;

libraries, free Balham 528 (Wolver-
hampton) 416 (do, M. B. Adams's
design) 462; Masonic boys' institute,
BuBbey (selected, Gordon, Lowther, and
Gunton; 314 13rd, Morley and Tapper)
672; mission building (Belfast) 306;
otUcea i.Eastleigb, U.D.C., Hall, Cooper,
and Da\i.s's design) 600 ^HuU, Reckitts' >

128; pavilion, cneset i,Denstone college^
2*2

; post otKce (rfurbitjni 378

;

pi-e8b>-t€ry (Dundee, St. Patrick^ 708 ;

priory I flawkesyard, Kugeley) 10

;

Raraesseum. 203 ; school and bath
(Chesterfield, Hall, Cooper, and Davis)
232; scliooLs (East Finchley, selected, J.
Cubitt; 2iJ6, 267 (Scarboroutrh, higher
CTade) 7l'8; stabling (and lodge gate-
house, club de.-iigns; 87, !»J (St. Leonard's
8.'t3; Stjites Assembly hall (Guemsev.
design by A. Ardron, 490; .'Street (pro-
posed. Strand to Ilolbornl 879; technical
8cho<jls fCoIne' 600 (West Hartlepool
•2^\^•, theatres (Atterclitfe, Sheffield,
Alhanibra) 452 (Leeds, Uueen's) 102
(Pcckham) 600; tomb (Beni-Hassan)
262; town hall (Taunton) 816; ware-
house (Glasgow, bonded) 490 ; workhouse
(Shorehaiii^ 744

Porch : l»wer Court farm. Upper Lang-
forJ, 561 ; Pistoia cathedral. 375

Post otfice, Surbiton, 378
Prague, door furniture, palace of Hrad-

schin, 2lj0

Premises : Boscombe, 378 ; Buckingham
palace-mansions, 128 ; Fleet-st. (Bar-
clay's) 635, 63*i: Gosfield-st., W., 232;

Hull (Ueckitt's) 12-S; Loughborough
bank) 6«> ; Munich (brewery) 3, 4;
Reading, 507 ; Regent^st., W , 10

;

Victoriu-st., S.W. (Aobey-mansions) 661

tArmy and Na\T do.) 833; Windsor,
741; Yeovil (bant) 7ftS

Pre.-48ure, wind, on br'dge girders, 291

Preventers, water- waste, lus, 4(t9, 410
Prior>', Hawksyaid, Rugeluy. 10

Private chapel, screen for, J. B. Fulton's
design, 378

Proposed church, Cresswell, 232
Prosi'eniura box, Court theatre, Vienna, 191
I'l'itection of ri\*ei- banks, 629
Public : baths (Battersoa, selected design,

F. J. Smith) 561 C2nd, J. Hatchard
Smith) 561 (Chesterfield, 2nd. Htll,
Cooper, and Davis) 232 ( Walthamstow,
Ist design, J. W. Dunford) 92; hall

(Colne) 600; libraries (club designs) 20O
(Colno) 600 (Hammersmith, tablet.s in)

60 (Wolverhampton) 416 (do., M. B.
Adams's design) 152

PulpiU: Birmmgham (St. Chad) 272:
Feliiog (SS. John Baptist and Patrick)
272 ; Somersetshire (East Brent and
South Brent) 249 (UuntspiU) 378

QUAIL, painted, 630
Uueen Guinevere, stained glass, 416
tjueen's theatre. Leeds. 162
Uuest of Sir Parsifal, by Violet Holden, 200

RABBITS, studios of. 636
Itaiiiiund theatre, Vienna, 19J
Rameaseum, plan of, 263
Randolph hall, Cambridge. Mass., 741
Reading : busines.s premises. Friar-st., .507

;

desk, S. Benedetto, Mantua, 200; room,
hotel iLmiuarJt Stuttgardt, 200

Rebuilding of Elephant and Castle, 92
Keekitt's ottices, Hull. 128
Red house, Harpenden, 852
Reeves' pheiisant, 490
Kegent-st., W., business premises, 10
Rhos-on-Sea, Rhos Abbey hotel, 528.
Richmond, Surrey, Coogl. chui-eh and

lectui-e hall, 452
Biver banks, protection of. 629
Rochdale cottage homes, Middlewood. 780
Rome : Casino, villa Pamphili-Doria, 515 ;

Michael Angelo's Sybils at Vatican, 378
Rood loft, Glasgow cathedral, 672
Rothenbtirg, wi'o't iron balustrade. 375
Royal : academy dniwings (Hermione as a

statue, Mary Towgood) 92 (Spring. Mary
Brickdale; 60; Free hospital, Gray's Inn-
road, 416; Masonic institute for boys,

Bushey (selected design, Gordon,
l^owther, and Gunton) 341 (3rd design,
Morlev and Tapper) 672; mtisic hall,

llolbora, 10
Rutf, sketch of, 314
Rugeley, Hawkesyard priory, 10

SAINT : Alban's cathedral (slype door
fittings) 666. 667 ; Anselm's chapel, Can-
terbury cathedral (grille) 700 ; Augustine
(Nottingham, E.C.) 672; Chad (Birming-
ham, pulpit) 272 ; George ( Windsor,
chapel) 10; Gregory ^Seaton) 92; John
the Baptist and Patrick (Felling, pulpit;

272; Leonard's (stabling and cott^e)
816 ; Maria ^Belem) 400 ; Mar\--le-Strand
(bay of) 805; Patrick (Dundee, R.C.)
708 ; Peter and Paid, i Kilnigslutter 162 ;

Toomos (Salisbury, altar screeul 375
Salisburj", altar screen, St. Thomas' church,
375

Sanitary work, 370»371, 372,408,409,410,
448, 449

Scaffolding, crane, Edinbui^h infirmary,
655

Scarborough, higher grade school. 703
Schools : Bootle (technical, Woodhouse
and Svilloughby's design) 4o2 ; Chester-
field (and baths) (2nd design Hall,

Cooper, and Davis) 2*2 ; (.'olne (tech-

nical) 600 ; East Finchley (Congl ,

selected plan, J. Cubitt) 266, 267; Mill
Hill (chapel; 852; Oswestry (girls' high)
CO ; ScaAorough (high*^r grade) 708

;

Sedbergh (chapel 128 ; West Hartlepool
i technical' 200

Screen; from Hampton Court, s<)8, >>*f^,

810; from St, John's. Frome, 730, 737;
private chajMjl J. B. Fulton's design)

378 ; St. Thoms, Sahsbur>', 375 ; Spanish
iron, 306

Seabright, N. J., staircase hall, Auldwood
house, 469

Seaton church, sketch by Cli-is. Keene, 92
Sections ; art department (National design,

D. McKay) 2'Hj; artisans' dwellings,

Brighton Ist design, Garrett and Gill

ham 289; bay of house (Harpenden)
852 ; bungalow (club designs) 70S

;

church, village (club designs) 378, 395;
club (Nuneaton, Cardiff) 780; drainage,

296; hall (Wardley) 162; home, con-
valescent (club designs) 528 ; home,
epileptics' (Chalfont) 272 ; hoSwat-r
system, 690; libi'aries, free (club designs)

2ot-i( Wolverhampton 416; manhole, 2il6;

Masonic institute for boys (Bushey) 314 ;

school and bath (Chesterfield, 2Qd design.

Hall, Cooper, and Davis 232; stabUng
and gatehouse (club designs) 87, 92

;

town hall (Taun»on 816
Sedbergh school chapel, 128
Shackleford. Surny. house at, 780
Shetfield. Alliambra theatre. 452
Shops : Buscombe-parade, 378 ; Windsor,

741
Shoreham, new workhouse, 744
Siena cathedral, 306
Silicate cotton between floors, 324
Sinks, 418, 419
Sir Pai-sifal, quest of, by Violet Holden, 200
Sketches : by C. Keene ( Exeter and Seaton)

92; decorative metalwork, 2(X) ; from
Dieppe, 232; furniture, 162

Slype d'jor fittings from St. Alban's 666,

667
Small art department, National design (D.
McKay'- 2fw

Solent yacht club, Yarmouth. I.W., 636
Somei'set house, window of. 769
Somersetshire : font Banwelli 37s

;
pulpits

(East Brent and South Brent) 219 ' Hunt-
spill) 378

South : Brent, pulpit, 249 ; Kensington
museum, ironwork gi-ille, Canterbury
cathedral 700 (do., Westminster abbey)
701 (mace standi, Newcastle-under-
Lyme) 774, 775 screen. Frome, St. John)
736,737 ,do., Hampton Court) 808, 809,

810 ;,slype door fittings, St. Alban's
cathedral^ G^oiA, 667 ; trivets) 816; London
art galleries, Peckham-road (plans) 6, 7

Spanish iron screen, 306
Specifications, model, 296. 332. 368, 369, 404,

405. 442, 443, 478, 479, 516, 517, 552, 553,

SOO, 591, 626, 627, 661, 662, 696, 697, 732,

733, 7<58, 769, 801, 805, 840, 811, 876. 877
Spring, R.A. prize drawing (Marv Brick-

dale) 60
Stabling : and cottage, St. Leonard's, 833

;

and lodge gatehouse, club designs, 87, 92
Ntiiff. pastoral head of, 306
Stained glass : by Ford Madox Brown, 376 ;

Guinevere and Lancelot (Manchester
showroom) 416

Staircases: Auldwood, Seabright, N. J.,

469; Barton (Couit hotel) 845; Berlin
(villa' 179 ; Graz .palace) 617 ; Munich, 4

Stands, mace, Newcastle-imder-Lyme, 774,

775
Stand, Roman tripod, 303
States Assembly hall, Guernsey, A.
Ardron's design. 490

Station, fire brigade, Bo atle, 2nd des'gn,
Briggs and Wolstenholme, 672

Statues ; giil playing at ball (W. Shott) 5;
Hermione iMary fowgood/ 92

Steel, wrought : in constructional work, 53,

51, 55, a34, 33.^, 336, 412, 413, 482, 483;
pipe-clips, 660

Stencilled frieze, National design (Q. A.
Baker) 162

Stevning union workhouse, Shoreham, 744
Stoat, sketch of. 344
Stiand to Holborn, new street, 879
Street : proposed new, Strand to Holbom,
879 ; scene in Exeter, by Chas. Keene, 92

Studies, animal, 10, 128, 232, 341, 490, 636,

888
Stuttgardt, reading-room, hotel Marquardt,
2W

Summerdale house, Ersom, 92

Surbiton : house at, 232 ; peat oflice, 378
Sutton, Surrey, house at, 672

TABLES, oak, 162
'J'.iblet.s. memorial, Keene and Leigh Hunt,
Hammersmith free library, 60

Taunton town hall, 816
Techniciil schools : Bootle (Woodhouse and

Wilioughby's design) 452 ; Colne, 600
;

West Hartlepool, 2<w
Temples, Egyptian, 262. 26'i

Terns, Arctic, drawings of by Mrs. Dawson,
232

Terrucotta detaUs, 552, 553, 590, 591, 626,

627, 661, 662, 696
Testing, electric circuit, 610, 631
Theatres : Atterclitfe. Sbetheld (Alhambri)

452 ; Berlin (Lessing) 189 ; Leeds
(Queen's; 162; Peckham (Crown) 600;
Vienna f'ourt, 189, 191 (Raimund; 190

Thorpe Mandeville, house at, 780
Tileworth, St. Leonard's, coachman's
cottage and stables, 8.'U

Tombs : Beni-Hassan, plan, 262 ; Burton
Lazars, 888

Tortoise, hare and, drawings by G.
Marples, 10

Toucan, head of, 8^8
Tower of civic building, R. Houghton's
study for, 852

Town halls: Altrincham (P. W. Mee's
design) 780; Taunton, 816

Triptid stand, Roman, 306
Triptych, Byzantine, 303
Triton stinaggling with serpents, 306
Trivets, Souiii Kensington museum, 816
Trough flooring, 482, 483
Tulse-hill, Forest lodge, 744

XTLM, handle at. 200
Upper Langford, porch at Lower Court

Iaim, 564
TTrban district council offices, Eastleigh,

Hall, Cooper, and Davis's design, 600

VATICAN, Michael Angelo's Sibvls,

378
Victoria-st., mansions : Abbey, 564 ; Army
and Navy. S8S

Vieona : Coiut theitre, 189, 191 ; Raimund
theatre, 190

Village churches, club designs, 378, 395
Villa Pamphili-Doria, Rome, 646

WALLS, damp-proof, 369, 443
Waltham Abbey, cattages onColvin estate,

8S8
Walthamstow public baths, lat design, .J.

Williams Dunford, 92
Wardley hall. Lanes, 159, 162
Warehouse, bonded, Glasgow, 490
Waste preventers, water, 408, 409, 410
Water-waste preventers, 408, 409, 410
Waverley-parb, Nunhead, Meth. New
Connexion chapel and schools, 217

Wertheim. door tumiture at, 200
West Hartlepool, technical schools, 200
Westminster; abbey, grille in Henry V.
chantry, 701 ; Victoria-st., mansions
(Abbey) 564 (Army and Navy) 888

Whitbv Abbey, measured drawings (A. H.
Winterbum) 528

Windows, classical : 768 ; St. Mary-le-
Strand, 805 ; Somerset house, 769

Wind pressure on bridge, 291
Windsor : premises, Thames-street, 744

;

St. George's chapel, 10
Wolverhampton free library designs ;

selected, H. T. Hare, 416 ; M. B. Adams,
452

Wood Norton house. King's Norton, 490
Workhouse (Steyning) Shoreham, 744
Wrought : iron and s'.eel in constructional

work. 53, 54, 55, 334. 335, 336, 412, 413,

482, 483 ; ironwork fittings, slype door,

St. Alban's, 666, 667 ; steel pipe-clips, 560

YAKMOUTH, I.W., Solent yacht
club, 636

Yacht club. Solent, Yarmouth, I.W.,636
Yeovil. Capital and Counties bank, 70S
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PEOGRESS OF THE -YECHITEOTURAL
CEAPTS.

THE great impetus given to building
industries during the last decade or two

has very considerably altered the relative

positions and functions of the trades and
crafts connected with building. In the
architectural profession itself many similar

changes have taken place. A variety of

experts have arisen who have interfered very
much with the duties and province of the
architect's profession. The "all-round"
practitioner has felt it as seriously as the
architect pure and simple, for he has been
•ousted in turn from several important by-
paths of the profession. Agricultural and
sanitary buildings, like homesteads, stables,

labourers' cottages, &c., have now fallen to

a class of practitioners who have made them
special studies. A good deal of sanitary
work that used to fall to the profession
is now done by sanitary engineers.
Workhouses, hospitals, and schools form
almost distinct branches of the profession,
and have been relegated to men who have
made them specialities : and then we have
those who devote themselves almost exclu-
sively to churches, theatres, factories, tech-
nical schools, and breweries. On the otherside
of the architect's vocation, there are those
now who overlap him, like decorative artists,

designers of furniture and wall decoration.
Half a centiiry ago most of these things
came into the hands of architects ; but, of
course, they were in a much less degree
specialised or organised branches than they
are now. By the gradual process of division
of labour, by the ' advance of science and
scientific classification, these several kinds
of work have assumed a more definite form,
the consequence of which is that one kind
of building is quickly differentiated from
another, and, so to speak, begin to crystal-
lise under distinct laws. So that, taking
two obvious instances, a hospital and
an^ elementai-y school, they are qmte
different buildings to what they once were.
There was no idea of a well classified and
equipped ward for fever or infectious
patients

; nor had the ideas of educating'
the young been brought under any kind of
scientific investigation nor was there any
Elementary Education Act; nor had the
State taken any '^trouble to bring evidence
together by Blue Books, the result of which
has been that facts and evidence have been
adduced, and the system of planning and
constructing schools has been completely
revolutionised. Even in such buildings as
industrial dwellings and labourers' cottages,
hygiene, the value of light and air and
\ 'Mutilation, and the physical requirements of
each inmate have introduced fundamental
changes. And in every case we find that

directly any class of building has undergone
(jovernment inquiry or investigation as to

sanitary and other matters, the door has
been opened to specialists and others to enter,

and what had been previously the architect's

province has been given over to the engineers

or another class of practitioners.

We may take two kinds of professional

vocations which have bifurcated from the
parent stem. They are represented by the

engineer on one side, and the decorative

artist on the other side. What a consider-

able change in the architect's profession this

division has made ! At almost every step

the architect is now confronted by the engi-
neer. The work of each is overlapped by
the other. The design of every warehouse or

shop in which ii-on is introduced in floors,

girders, or columns, is controlled more or less

by the engineer ; his interference is felt in

the design of iron roofs over markets,
baths, theatres, and a host of other
buildings. In the construction of the
galleries of theatres the architect has to

consult him, as also in the hydraulic
machinery of the stage, in lifts, and the
engineering work of baths. Certain struc-

tures like bridges and viaducts, once in the
hands of architects, are now carried out by
engineers. And the architect's work often
overlaps that of the engineer. Modem
hotels, public baths and washhouses are

structures in which engineering details

largely enter. And has not this specialisa-

tion of branches been productive of progress 't

If we lose much of the unity and harmony of

the old work, we have gained jirecision,

economy in the use of material. Our
churches, hospitals, theatres, baths and
washhouses are all the better for being
designed by men who have devoted their ex-
perience and study to them. They move in

a more restricted sphere, but they are more
likely to achieve success than if they dabbled
with the numerous problems of the day.

But to come to our main thesis : the building
trades are in frequent conflict owing to the
progress made in various directions. Thus a
new invention or process comes into use which
lies outside the trade of a particular craft

;

and this process may be connected with other
trades. To take a few examples. Iron
pipes have come into use for sanitary pur-
poses, which before were entirely intrusted to

the plumber. The latter resents the intro-

duction of iron for waste and other pipes
instead of lead, and both the trades of the
engineer and plumber complain of the inter-

ference. Furnishing ironmongers and sani-

tary specialists now overlap largely the
duties of the plumber. Again, several new
inventions have sprung into e.xistence which
are taking the bread out of the mouths of

the Joiners and carpenters. One instance is

that of horticultural building, which is now
a special trade. Here the patentee of a new
process of sash construction or patent roof-

glazing often supplants the carpenter and
joiner ; iron or steel rolled sash-bars, or some
new watertight glazing interferes with both

the joiner and the glazier. The maker of iron

casements has also interfered with the same
trade. The patentee of new window-sashes
in wood is another trespasser on the joiners'

trade.

Shop-fitters form a large class of trades-

men who take the bread out of the

mouths of ordinary joiners by supplying

internal fittings for shops. In the decorative

trades the various new processes for wall-

hangings and dadoes, new kinds of plasters

and fabrics, have seriously overlapped the

plasterer and paperhanger. Relief decoration

in fibrous plaster, and materials like tiles,

embossed leathers, wood-veneers, have inter-

fered with joiners, plasterers, paperhangers,

and carvers. The carpenter also has been

largely ousted by the makers of fire-

proof floors, who, in lieu of timber

beams and double-framed floors, have intro-

duced iron, concrete, and pottery. We may
go on to mention other introductions, like

machine-made joinery, ornamental brick-

work, and terracotta, to show how many of

the old trades are handicapped. Eich
tradesman claims the new process which over-

laps his trade as his own, because the same
material is used, or the object attained by
its use belongs to him. Mr. Sidney Webb,
in his new work we noticed last week, men-
tions several examples of the overlap between

two trades, notably in the modem industry

of iron shipbuilding, where the demarcation

between the trades of plumbers, engineers,

and fitters and others cause many disputes.

He points to the disastrous chaos into which

the disputes about demarcation threw the

great industries of Tyneside between 1890

and 1893, which involved the stoppage of

large establishments and the idleness of

thousands of artisans. The principle that

every trade shall have the right to earn its

bread without the interference of outsiders

appears a just one, and is guarded by every

trade. These disputes arise often from the

custom of subletting portions of the work

of a specialised kind, thereby depriving the

ordinary tradesman of his work. But it

is difficult to fence off every craft from

encroachment. To define the right to a trade

is almost impossible. Some new process or

unfamiliar material is the bone of conten-

tion. The example given by Mr. Webb can

be easily applied to a buUding. The ship-

wright claims the right to all that concerns

the construction and fitting up of a ship.

" But the modern ship includes everything

that is found in a luxurious hotel, and the

\
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slii]i\vriglit, on this iiitorpietiition, would
not only have to work in steel as well as in

wood, but would also have to bo an afcom-
plishwl onginoor, boilormakcr, brass-finisher,

I'hniiber, joiner, cabinetmaker, jiolisher,

u])hol8terer, decorator, and electric-light

and bell-fitter." He observes, the dividing

lino between these crat'ts cannot bo deter-

mined by the tools or the materials used.

The modem steamer requires the use not only

of the tools used by the shipwright, but also

of those employed by tlio otb r trades, so that

if each tradesman were limited tohis own tools

much confusion wouW be created—each work-
man would be waiting to do his particular

part, and there would bo overlajiping or

omission, in many cases prejudicial to the

integrity of tho structure. And this is what
takes place in building. Custom has pre-

scribed certain tools and materials ; but if a
specialist intrrduccs any new process or

material much anger is expressed if the work
is sublet to him. As a matter of fact, it is

ditlicu'.t to find a dividing lino between trades

in these days. Progression makes it im-
possible to define any line of sharp definition.

Materials used, or thickness of stuff, or limits

of size of iron pipes, cannot bo made the basis

of marking off ono tradesman from another.

There seems only one remedy, and that is

mutual agreement between the trades. The
employer also, by deciding which workman
to employ on a particular woik, has it in his

own hands to make special terms and rates.

In the decorative branches of craftsman-
ship the architect is deprived of a good deal
of his own work ; ho is confronted with a

host of designers of furniture and decoration
which properly belong to him. The sculptor

or modeller was once united to the architect.

So was the decorative artist ; now all these
alliances have been broken, and distinct men
practise them. Ileal progress has been re-

tarded by this division, and there is much over-
lap. The decorator is invited to make a
scheme of decoration quite independently of

the design of the building, which disagrees
with the architect's labour. We have even
heard of the design being altered to suit the
taste of an " art faience " manufacturer, and
decorative joinery introduced of ii style quite
different to that of tho building. Ikit then
it will bo said that an architect is too busily
ongagetl with building operations and other
matters to undertake those artistic finishes,

and that tho extension of his jirofessional

duties has ma<le it impossible for him to

undertake decoration. I'nhappily, this is

80 : hence we find the decorative part of

architecture divided more and more among
outside crafts. Specialisation has produced
precision, but it has destroyed imity, and it

IS for the architect to try and reco\er the
threads which formerly ran through his

entire art, and made decoration the outcome
of the structure.

THETHE MILT,AI.S PICTURES AT
ROYAL ACAL)E.MY.

THE winter exhibition just opened at the
Royal Academy is a pleasing variation

on the works of the Old Masters, and is, both
in subject and interest, one of the strongest
we have seen brought together. It was a
happy thought to*^ommemorate the genius
of Millais by collecting his chief works, and
tho exhibition now on view is thoroughly
representative of the genius and versatility

of the late illustrious President of the
.\cademy. Since Sir Joshua Reynolds and
Gainsborough, no master has been so
felicitous in the portrayal of feminine grace
and beauty under various conditions, and
like the works of those illustrious painters,
Sir John Millais had the rare gift of imparting
to his models a poetic charm. In the preface
to the catalogue we are reminded that
John Everett Millais was a native of South-
ampton, whither his family seems to have
come originally from Jersev. When only

1 1 years of age he was admitted a student

at the R.A., and in 1S|7 obtained the Gold
Medal for an historical subject. .\ ycarafter-

wards ho became associated with the Pre-

Raphaelito movement, and in 1.S4S) he
exhibited "Isabella" (Xo. 2;i), a work
imbued largely with this feeling of art. It is in

Gallery I., and has been lent by the Corpora-
tion of Liverpool. The picture "Lorenzo
and Isabella," as it is there called, illus-

trates the family of Isabella and theii'

dependants at dinner, suggested from Iveats's

poem. There is a pro-Raphaelito draw-
ing and feeling in the figure of the loving

brother and sister where Lorenzo is offering

Isabella an orange on a plate, and the

(|uaintly-attired servant behind. The head
adorned by long twisted hair down the back,

tho close-fitting garment, :.nd tho almost
archaic lines of the faces and drawing of

attendant, and the brother opposite who is

trying to kick the greyhound which affection-

ately rests his head on Isabella's lap, have a

<|uaintiiessand charm of their own, and this

same character is seen in the long line of faces

on both sides of the table, and the light wall

hanging in the background. The colour

and handling, too, illustrate the same art

phase. From this period of his art career

down to about 1N(>'J wo find his works tinged

more or less with it. The rich colour in

"Cimon and Iphigenia" (3), lent by J. II.

Standen, shows brilliancy and richness of

colour in the group of advancing figures, and
marks the beginning of the Rossetti infiuence.

There is also a Pre-Raphaelite minuteness
and technique in the picture of a wounded
officer and his wife and children (N). The
drawing and grouping the playthings of the

children, Noah's ark figures, are wonderfully
free from conventional rules; also in the

next very reposeful and beautiful subject,

"The A'ale of Rest" (l.s.3.3), from the

National Gallery of British Art : a convent
garden, with two nuns, one throwing in

the earth in a new-made gi-ave, and the

other seated, with sweet serenity on her face,

her hands clasped in quiet thought. The
green sward, the dark trees, and bell-cot

standing out against a light evening skj',

are painted with consummate skill and vivid

reality, a crowning work of the first

period. So, too, in the well-known picture,
" The Rescue " (10), where a fireman is

descending the stairs of a burning house,
carrying throe children to their mother, who
kneels on the stairs to clasp them. The
burning flakes which fall thickly, the red
glow of the fire on the little boy's uplifted

face as he is brought down, are familiar to

all. Other well-known pictures in this room
are "The Black Brunswicker" (IS(iO), where
an officer in this coqis is about to open the
door of a room ; but his wife, in white satin,

holds the handle, and is trying to prevent his

going; a dog beside her. "The Order of

Release " (25), where a Highlander with arm
in a sling emoraces his wife, his face on her
shoulder. The sleeping child in her arms
and the faithful collie are touching incidents.

What shall we say, also, of the charming
child studies, taken from the artist's own
children, "My First Sermon" (2(1) and
"My Second Sermon" (20), very real, and
true to nature ;

" The Ransom " (30), " The
Martyr of the Solway," "Asleep" (22),
" Stitch, Stitch, Stitch !

" (a wan-faced semp-
stress\ " Tho Parable of the Tares," and the
beautiful subject-portraits of "Stella" (6)

and " Vanessa" (12).
" The Woodman's Daughter," lent by Lady

Millais, illustrating a stanza of Mr. Coventry
Patmore's poem, is an Early Pre-Raphaelite
picture in drawing and colour. Next to it,

" The Minuet " (34), a delightful figure of a
little girl in red dress and muslin apron,
holding her skirt preparing to dance, is a
well-known subject. A full-length painting
of a lady in Eastern robe, representing Esther
in her royal apparel in the inner court

of the king's house, is very refined in

colour. One of the finest of this mister's
Pre-Raphaelite pictures is "Christ in the
House of His Parents" (')") or " The C.ir-

penter's Shoji," painted in IS.jO, and lent by
F. A. Beer. The scene is the carpenter's

workshop, familiar to many connoisseurs.

The Virgin kneels beside the child Christ,

who has torn Ilis hand on a nail. St.

Jo.sei)h bends over the bench, turns the hand
back to show tho wound, and St. John, a Lad,

brings a bowl of water. St. Anne, on the
other side, looks at the hand. The execution
of this fine interior combines all the higher
qualities of the school—minute drawing and
arrangement and intensity of reverential

feeling. The " Proscribed Royalist," an inci-

dent of Ki.jl, painted in lsj3, is well-known
and jiopular from engravings. Time has done
little to rob it of its beauty. One of the more
remarkable works of this painter is " Sir

Isumbras at the Ford" (iNoT), lent by
M. R. II. Benson. The composition repre-

sents an aged knight in golden armour
crossing a river, with his helmet slung at his

side, on a black horse, holding a little girl in

front, and a little boy behind with a bundle
of sticks. The idea is taken from an ancient,

romance. Everyone is familiar with the

popularised subject " The Huguenot" (1S.J2),.

lent by T. II. Miller, representing a young
man refusing to wear the Roman Catholic

badge which a lady in black is endeavouring
to tie round his aim on St. Baitholomew's Day
—one of the familiar figure-subjects which
have been reproduced in many forms. Here
we see, too, Millais's " Escape of a Heretic,"

dated l.S.j"—a Spanish lover disguised as a

monk rescuing his mistress, already robed

for the autii-iht-f,'—a clever piece of paint-

ing ; also some charming figure-subjects,
" The Gambler's Wife" (54), " A Widow's-
Mite " (30). There is a strong resemblance
between the faces of these two. The charm-
ing subject, " Autumn Leaves," a group of

four girls round a burning heap of dead

leaves; "Pomona," a little girl in white

dress and mob cap and blue sash, holding a

red apple in an orchard—a beautiful study of

childhood ; also a little girl holding the flower

of a Speedwell, which gives its name to the

picture (43). " The Blind Girl " (.56), with a

child sitting on the edge of a sunlit meadow,
with rainbow in the sky, is another well-

known picture, lent by the corporation of

Birmingham. The small Pre-Raphaelite

subject from Tennyson's verse is delightful in

technique : "Mariana in the Moated Grange
"

represents the lady standing before a blazoned

casement with her embroidery frame. The
rich sapphire blue of her velvet dress is set

off by a jewelled waist-belt ; the rich

colour and accessories are in keeping with

the Media'val sentiment.

In the large gallery we meet with several

important pictures, many of them familiar

through former exhibitions. liord Arm-
strong's "Jephthah" (9S), the incident

recorded in Judges xi. 35, where he is seated

in a chair, his head bowed down ; the charm-
ing group of figures in "An Idyll," the

noble group of firs against a light sky (103),

and the much-admired picture of " Chill

October " in Lord Armstrong's collec-

tion ; the corporation of Manchester's land-

scape, " A Flood," showing flooded meadow
and a floating cradle with child, and
a black cat, are delightful examples. If

proof were wanted of Mdlais' skill in

landscape, we have it in the beautiful

view of a marshy waste, " Murthly Moss,"
painted in 1H.S7, with its delicacy of drawing
and colour and tufts of reeds, and in the
" Dew - Drenched Furze," lent by Mrs.

Sandars. Of subject pictures, we may
briefly notice " Sp3,ak I Speak!" exhibited

at the Academy in 1895, now in the National

Gallery of British Art, in which a beautiful

white-clad spectral figure of a lady startles

an awakened man; "A Yeoman of the

Guard" (1876); "Yes!" a lady in evening

dress speaking to a gentleman in travelling
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dress in the portico of a house ;
" Rosalind

and Celia" (102), and the well-remembered
subject "The North-West Passage" (1nT4;,
an interior where an old sailor is describing
to a girl in white dress, who sits at his feet,
his arctic journey

; and the dark and weird
picture illustrating Keats's " The Eve of St.
Agnes," painted in LSG:!, now in the posses-
sion of Val. C. Prinsep, R..\. The b3autiful
portrait studies of " Lady Peggy Primrose,"
a fair-haired child, the pretty group of
children in KIT

; portrait of " Xina "
(111), a

fair-haired little girl seated on a green
earthenware pedestal in white and bluish-
greens, with a tired look in her eves ; the
stately portrait of Mrs. Bischoffshei'm (113),
the portrait of John Bright, of Mrs. Caird
(115), of J. ('. Hook, R.A., of H.R.H. the
Princess Marie of Edinburgh, now the
Crown Princess of Roumania (IL'O) are
worthy of this master of portraiture. The
delightful idealised studies, "For the Squire,"
"Sweetest Eyes, ire." (ll.S), " Forget-Me-
Not," "The Nest," "Cuckoo," are ex
tremely sweet studies of children, full of life
and beauty, as only this master of character
and expression can depict -perfectly natural,
yet imbued with a grace that takes them out
of the commonplace. Gallery IV. has one
or two large landscapes. "The Fringe of
the Moor " (147) has a sunny open-air effect,
"Lingering Autumn," and the well-known
picture, " I'rincess Elizabeth in I'rison,"
with the elaborate Elizabethan oak cup-
board behind (14s;

;
" The RuUng Passion,"

lent by Lady Millais; the popular " Bubbles,"
"Puss in Boots," "Cherry Ripe" (1(!9),
"New L;;id Eggs," and other studies of
g'j-Ihooi. The other galleries and the water-

colour room are full of pictures and studies
representing every period of this great
painter's industrious career, and worth the
study of every admirer of painting.

THE TAXATION OF LAND VALUES.

A CONFERENCE was held in Bradford on
Tuesday on the subject of the taxation of

land values, at which delegates were present from
all parts of Great Britain. Mr. W. P. Byles,
who was in the chair, said that the time was ripe
for the taxation of land values. Scotland had led
the way. It had converted the great munici-
pality of Glasgow. They in Scotland had secured
the support of 62 Scotch assessing authorities,

and had moved Parliament in the matter. Wales
had done likewise, and everyone knew Ireland's
appreciation of the blessings of the land monopoly.

.\ discussion followed on a resolution to the
effect that the true basis of national and local

taxation was not labour and the product of

labour, but the value of land due to the activities

and necessities of people.

Mr. Isherwood (Bury) moved as an amend-
ment that land, whether occupied or not, should
he taxed for all purposes at the full actual value
from time to time, and delegates from Gateshead
Union supported this.

Dr. Clark, M.P., said they should firmly ex-
press the opinion that they should change the
taxes on labour and products of labour to taxes on
land values which would be Buiiicient for all local

and Imperial purposes.
Mr. R. M'Ghee, M.P., contended that legis-

lation in that direction would set free the true

sources of production to those willing to produce.
lie believed this would solve the labour problem.
The resolution was carried with ten dissentients.

Mr. E. Adams (Edinburgh) proposed a resolution

demanding separate valuation of Ian I apirt irom

improvements and assessment of taxes on the full

true annual viilue of land, whether used or held
idle. This was carried unanimously, and a long
discussion took place on a proposal not to vote for

Parliamentary candidates who did not pledge
themselves to the principle of the taxation of land
values. The resolution was lost by 35 votes to 33.

Another resolution passed demanded the power
for local assessing bodies in Britain to rate the
value of land for local purposes.

ACADEJIV ARCHITECTCKE, 1897.

THE second volume of Mr. Alex Koch's annual
architectural review was published just

before Christmas,* and by the courtesy of the

editor we are enabled to-day to present our

readers with three typictl illustrations, chosen
from the foreign works therein represented among"
the works of the year. All the reproductions are

extremely well done, and are printed on highly

glazed paper in excellent style, so that although
in many instances the reductions have neces-

arily been considerable, the results are highly

satisfactory and clearly executed. The hook
contains a goodly number of drawings shown
at the Royal Academy in 1897, hut which
could only be borrowed for photographing

after the close of the e.xhibition in August.

.\mong the English contributors we may mention

the following well-known architects :—Jfessrs.

.\ston Webb, Ernest George, V,. W. Jlount-

ford, Maurice B. Adams, John Belcher, W. D.

CariJe, G. H. Fellowes-Prynne, among others. A
comprehensive choice of the best things done
during the year are thus brought together in the

two volumes produced by Mr. Koch, and are

thus preserved in a very handy form for refer-

ence. The scale of the plates in so compact a

• Academy Architecture and Architectural Review,
1817. Vol. XII. Edited by Ai.k.x Koch, Aichitect.
I/ondou : 58, Thtobald'e-road, W.C. 48. net.
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foliu is, of course, mmh smaller than the repro-

ductions which wc arc enabled to give from time

to time from the siiiiio subjects ; hut the ad-

vantage of collecting the drawings thus to;;ethor

is jiatont to anyone. Added to the drawings of

architecture are some photographs of sculpture

from the Academy and the lioyalScottish Acjidemy

ICxhibitions, as well as from Berlin. Among
these last is an oxipiisite stntue by Jfr. Walter

Schott, of llerlin, representing a '(iirl IMaying

(it liall." The sjune artist had a n\ide rendering

of the same figure in the same exhibition, which
was excellent ; but wc think, on the whole, pre-

ference will be accordeil to the draped figure,

which wo herewith illustrate. The principal

stair, asc from the Kgl. llofbraiihaus, llunich,

is shown by a clever line drawing by the

architects, Messrs. lleilmann and Littmann,

whose work in some ways is quite Medijuvol

in the spirit of its design. This is notice-

able also in the exterior view of the same
building as seen from the I'latzl, which we
sJso print with these notes. We cannot admire
much of the modern Continental work ; but Dr.

P. .1. H. Cuyper's churches present an excellence

all their own. Illustrations are given of his

Church of the Sacred Heart at Tilburg, and St.

.Tacobus, .'^t. I iravenhage, two notable inatiinces of

his brick buildings. The I'.xhibition buildings at

Stockholm, by Mr. Oustaf Wickman, are among
the plates of interest ; and the Town-hnll, La
Plata, by Professor Hubert Stier, of Hanover,
may be named for its scale and importance. A
model of the same architect's design for a Pro.

vincial Museum in Hanover is likewise illus-

trated. The curious extravagances of modem
iierman taste is represented by the interior of the

Restaurant '• Zum Heidelberger" CentralHotel,
Berlin, by Mr. Wilhelm Walther, architect, who
has done a picturesque and extensive group of

buildings—the Schloss Freund Kurfiirstendamm,
Berlin.

El'TECT (IF SEA-WATER OX CAST IROX.

IT may not be generally known that under
certain conditions cast iron will resist the

corrosive action of combined oxygen and water,
or of carbonic acid and water, better than either
wrought iron or rolled steel. This comparative
immunity of cast iron to deterioration relatively
to the two other forms or varieties of the same
materi.al, only obtains so long as when emerging
from the loam of the foundry, or from the jaws of
the rolling-mill, the natural surface of each
description of met.aliskept intact. If the "skin,"
as it is termed, be once broken, the relations
between the three are reversed, and the cast iron
corrodes with much greater rapidity than the two
others. This difference becomes very consider-
ably accentuated if all the surfaces be planed or
sheared, or treated in any manner which would
impart to them a bright polished appearance. It
is a little curious that similarly to certain kinds
of timber, cast iron corrodes more quickly when
exposed to successive alternations of humidity
and acidity, or when, as frequently occurs, there
is but a thin layer or miche of moisture on its
surface. If plunged deep down in either salt or
iresh water, it will last a good deal longer. That this
breaking of the skin is not a mere fanciful idea,
w-as abundantly demonstrated by the experiments
undertaken some years ago upon the fracture of
cast-iron bars. A very slight application of the
chisel or the file, although the result was little
more than a mere scratch, was sufficient to break
the skin of the iron, and very appreciably
diminish its powers of resistance. It can be
readily understood, arguing analogically, that
the skin, acting as a protection to the material,
once being removed, either partially or in toio,
the way is cleared for the deleterious influence
of salt water, or of any other corrosive agent.
The question of time has a very intimate and

important bearing upon our subject, and though
no doubt some valuable information has been ob-
tained with respect to the behaviour of cast iron
after long immersion in sea-water, yet it is by no
means of an altogether satisfactory or conclusive
character. It should be borne in mind that the
composition—that is, the particular quality of
the metal—very materially restricts or prolongs
Its durabiUty in salt water. It is, therefore, no
absolutely conclusive test of the resistance of cast
:ron to the deteriorating action of the sea, that
some specnnens in the form of piles, columns, and
other component parts of cast-iron piers and
jetties built in salt, or even fresh, water have
not lasted as long as they might have been
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PRIXCIPAL STAIRCASE, KGL. HOFBRAITHAUS, MUNICH.
Messus. Heilmaxn" .\nd Littm.vnx, Architect.

expected to do. Compared -with other examples,
which have survived under the same circumstances
ever since they were first immersed, the reason

for the superior longevity of the latter is that the

quality or description of material was better

adapted for the purpose. The same facts hold
good for steel, for experience has shown that

manganiferous steel is much more corroded by the

influence of sea-water than when the percentage
of that ingredient is almost inappreciable.

Some further light has been thrown on this

interesting question by some analyses conducted
in the laboratory of the French tiovemment at

Brest upon specimens of cast iron, which have
rested long enough at the bottom of the sea to

afford excellent data for a fuU consideration of

the whole matter. The specimens investigated

were cast-iron shells which had laid in the harbour
of Brest for a period ranging from 100 to 150
years. (Jutw.ardly there was little or nothing to

indicate that any material change had taken
place in their molecular or chemical constitution,

except that their weight was manifestly much
less than it would have been for the same volume
of a similarly new projectile. That searchin

and unimpeachable agent,- analysis, revealed,

however, after a brief examination, that the

metal, although not so completely changed as to

be unrecognisable for what it really was, had
un lergone many and serious modifications. All

its usual physical properties had disappeared. It

no longer possessed any tenacity, cohesion,

elasticity, or hardness, and was clearly utterly

worthless for the future as a missile of warfare.

When submitted to the microscope, a section of

the old shells presented a loose and rather fragile

kind of texture, full of holes surrounded by a

greenish tint, a sure indication of a very rapid

and decided oxidation of the metal. Chemically

speaking, there had been a considerable reduction

in iron and a corresponding increase of carbon,

the latter replacing as it were the former. Since

the specific gravity of cast iron may be taken on
the average at 7'5.5, and that of carbon at 3-52,

the loss of weight is at once explained. No
doubt the same causes which brought about the

alteration in the material of the shells are equally

actively at work in other cast-iron work placed

under similar conditions ; but it must be borne in

mind that the quality of the metal used in casting

shells a century and a half ago was not of a very

high class. Having regard to the excellent

quality now employed, suitable for every descrip-

tion of purpose, and varied accordingly, we should

not be justified in assuming that the fate of the

shells will befall our cast-iron structures erected

in sea-water. T. C.

1 I I

A new organ is being erected in the parish church

of St. Peter, Saltert^u, neaf^ Exmouth.
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GIRL
. PLAYING AT BALL, BERLIN EXHIBITIOX, 1897.

3Ir. Walter Schott, Sculptor.

SANITARY INSPECTORS' ASSOCIATION.
cm JOHN HUTTONahe president) deliveredO his New Year's address to members of this
association on Saturday at Carpenters' Hall. He
said it had long heen the wish of those interested
in the association to form a fund from which
members could be encouraged in their studies and
researches in the interest of the public health. A
practical proposal had now been made by one of
their members to found a Chadwick and Richard-
son memorial fund. This offer was a contribu-
tion of .50 guineas, provided that, within nine
months, the fund were raised to 500 guineas.
The competitions for prizes would be held yearly
in such form as might be deemed best, either by
having special competitions, or for the best paper-;
^ead at London or any of the branch meetings.
To promote longevity was an aim and result of
the work of the sanitary inspector. In IfiGO the
rate of mortality in London was .SO per 1,000 per
annum, but the death-rate in the county of
London in 1806 was only 18-9. Many contributory
causes must have operated in producing this
result, not the least of which he claimed, in recent
years, to be the zealous labour of the sanitary
inspector. The present death-rate of 180 per

1,000, light as it was, could be still further
reduced. Cleanliness was an immense factor in

all practical sanitary work. Filth was the parent
of disease, both among individuals and communi-
ties. The question of the purity of the water
supply to London would, he hoped, secure the
early attention of thoughtful people. Referring
to the numerical strength of the association, he
said that at present it had 670 members, including
.52 honorarj' members and 26 associates. On the
motion of Mr. T. G. Dee (chairman of the council),

seconded by ilr. W. W. West, a vote of thanks
was accorded to .Sir John Hutton for his address.

.\t Beddington Comer, Mitcham, on Saturday,
Jan. 1 the foundation-stone of an isolation hos-
pital for the Croydon Rural District Council was
laid. The buildmgs will comprise an entrance
lodge, administrative block with accommodation
for doctor, matron, nine nurses, and six servants ;

three ward blocks with accommodation for twenty-
eight patients, mortuary, discharging-room, and
stables ; laundry and disinfecting block. The
architects are Messrs. R. M. Chart and Son, of
l^niou Bank Chambers, Croydon ; and the con-
tractors are Messrs. D. Stewart and Sons, of Wal-
lington, the amount of their contract l)eing £15,878.

OBITUARY.
Mil. Cii.vRLKs KixG Bedklls, F.S.I., of Toft

Lawn, Hornsey-lane, and 1, John-street, Bed-
ford-row, died very suddenly on Friday last, aged
60 years. It appears that he had just completed
the survey of a house with his son, Mr. (.'. Herbert
Bedells, and was about to leave. Jlr. Herbert
Bedells went forward to open the door, when his
father was attacked by syncope, and fell down
the stairs

; when picked up, life was found to bo
extinct. Deceased was the senior partner in the
firm of Lander and Bedells, land surveyors, and
had an extensive practice ; he was well known as
an authority on questions of easements and partv-
walls. He h.ad been a Fellow of the Surveyors'
Institution since Januar}', 1870, and for many
years past had been one of the senior deacons at
Park Congregational Chapel at Crouch End, of
which the Rev. Alfred Rowlands, LL.B., is
pastor. The funer.al services were held in that
chapel on Wednesday afternoon, and were very
largely attended.

CHIPS.
Messrs. Ashwell and Nesbit, Limited, have sent

us one of their useful and well-designed date-cards,
whicli will doubtless find a place on many office
walls.

The additions to the Infectious Diseases Hospital,
Morton Banks, Keighley, are being warmed and
ventilated by means of Shorlaud's double-fronted
patent Manchester stoves with descending smoke-
flues, and Shorland's patent Manchester grates, the
same being supplied by Messrs. E. H. Shorland and
Brother, of Manchester.

The Jews of the East-end of London have
presented his portrait to Sir G. Faudel-Philips, as a
recognition of the manner in which he had dis-
charged the duties of Lord Mayor of the City
during the past year. The portrait was painted by
Mr. Solomon J. Solomon, A.R.A.

Mr. George B. Post is the designer of the plans
approved and adopted for the College of the City
of New York, and has been appointed architect of
the building by the Board of Trustees. Plans for
the building, which, it is estimated, will cost
oOO.OllOdol., were requested from eight architects,
and each is to receive ooOdol., except the one chosen
to execute the work.

The National Gallery has purchased from Messrs.
S. T. Smith and Son, of Duke-street, a "Portrait
of the Artist at the age of 18," by Mdlle. Vigee,
afterwards Mdme. A'igce-Lebrun. The picture will
not be on view for a short time.

On Saturday the new public hall at Cambuslang
was opened with an art and industrial exhibition.
The premises include a library and reading-rooms,
recreation-rooms, and public hall, and have in-
volved a total outlay of £5,000. The public hall is

7Cft. in length, 40ft. wide, and 30ft. high, and
lavatories, and cloak and retiring rooms are
provided.

The annual report of the Queensland Railway
Commissioners covers the operations of 2,380 miles
of line, an increase of 116J miles for the past year.
The capital was increased during 1897 by .£'1,5U,1S0
and the railway fund now amounts to £20,398,632.

The parish church of Kilwinning, which has been
closed for some time, owing to extensive alterations
and repairs and the introduction of a new organ,
was reopened for worship on Sunday.

Mr. Richard Gamell, of 21, Belmont-arenue
West, Belfast, sends us some specimens of a new
detective envelope which he is introducing, and
which certainly more effectually checkmates in-
quisitive and dishonest people than any other con-
trivance of the sort we remember. It is very simple,
but well worth the attention of business firms

sending away small sums by post, and by others
who prefer that their private correspondence should
remain private. The ordinary appearance of the
envelope is not altered, and it is not troublesome to
open, as are some of the similar efforts that we
remember have taxed our patience in the past.

At North Leigh Free Church, on Friday, a tablet

and medallion to the memory of the late Rev. Dr.
Robert Macdonald (1N13—93) was unveiled by Lady
Grainger Stewart, a daughter of the deceased. The
sunk portion of the tablet is of white marble, while
the outer bordering is of Sicilian marble. The
medallion is placed in the centre of the tablet in

profile, and .is life-size. The style of the tablet is

Early English Gothic. Underneath the tablet is a
brass plate bearing an inscription. The medallion

was executed by Mr. D. W. .Stevenson, R.S..\. A
new organ has been built in the church by Messrs.

WiUiam Hill and Son, London. The lower part of

the organ-case, which is of stained yellow pine, is

in panelling, and the upper portion is in open wood-
work, with mouldings and tracery. The cost of

the organ is about £1,250.
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XP:W OrERATING THEATRE, DUNEDIN,

NEW ZEALAND.

THE hospital trustees some time back decided

to build a new operating theatre, and in-

structed their architects to prepare plans and

specifications, with all the latest up-to-date

improvements. It has now been completed and

7)ubliclj- opened, and the trustees are sanguine

that it will give satisfaction to the honorar^•

medical staff, and will prove a lasting boon to

the patients. The building is placed near the

surgical wing, and on the same level, the floor

being 7ft. from the ground, and the whole area

built over and 4ft. all round the building is

asphalted. It is connected to the surgical wards

by a corridor Oft. wide, and constructed with

brick on concrete foundations, and Port Chalmers

stone base. The operating-room is 24ft. by 24ft.,

and has a galler,- capable of accommodating about
sixty students. There are an anajsthetic room
I2ft. by Oft. 6in., an instrument -room Oft. 6in.

by 6ft., a surgeons' room 10ft. by Oft. Oio.,

.•ind a room for holding bandages and dressings.

The patients are first taken into the ana'sthetic

room, and thence to the theatre ; there is a second

doorway leading out of the theatre, by which the

patients may be removed after operation . The floor

of the theatre and instrument room is laid with

marble mosaic orterrazzo on concrete, and polished.

The walls of the theatre, 7ft. high and 4ft. in the

instrument-room, are lined with opaline in large

sheets, with as few joints as possible, and all

angles throughout are rounded. The remainder
of the walls are finished with Keene s cement,
polished and painted and varnished. The opaline

has a beiutiful surface, and was specially im-
ported. The students' gallery is entered from
the basement. It is constructed entirely of

concrete and finished in cement, and polished

perfectly smooth, so that the whole theatre may
be washed down with a hose, and either hot or

cold water may be used for this purpose. The
roof of the building is of slate, end the theatre

roof is of tie Mansard t}pe, with double sashes

on all sides, with green blinds fitted between the

sashes, so that the light may be regulated. 'Oiere

are also five large windows, with fanlights fitted

to open, glazed with ground plate-glass, which

has a softening effect on the Ught, and also

prevents any person seeing into the theatre from

outside. The fittings are of the latest design,

being imported for the purpose. In the theatre

there are two sponge sinks, a slop sink, and two

basins. There is also a basin in the surveyor s

room. The supply and waste taps of the

basins acd sinks are all worked with treadle

action instead of the ordinary method, this

bein"- done in ordtr to prevent any nsk of the

fittin°ss being soiled by the hands. A " Fasteur

filter has been fitted in the cistern over the

instrument-room to supply filtered water for

operations. In the instrument-room there is a

steriliser fitted with a gas-heater. The heating-

apparatus is fitted under the students' gallery.

The cold air passing over the steara coils enters

the theatre through louvred ventilators, so that

the amount of air entering the theatre may be

regulated. There is also provision made for

admitting cold air direct into the theatre should

it be necessarv. The air is extracted from the

centre of the ceiling by a galvanised iron shaft

fitted with a steam coil to increase its extracting
|

power. The lighting is at present by gas: but

it is contemplated at some future date that the

whole of the hospital will be lit by electricity,

the motive power being obtained from the present

boiler which was proWded about three years

an-o for supplving steam for heating and other

purposes. The plumbing work was intrusted to

Messrs. Corbett and Co., and has been done in a

thoroughly workmanlike manner. Mr. (ieorge

ilorrison was the contractor for the building,

the whole being designed and carried out by

Messrs. Mason and Wales, architects.

The erection of the new dead meat market and

abattoir, which the Leeds Corporation are about to

I provide, will shortly be commenced.

LORD LEIGHTOX MEMORIAL,
CAJilBERWELL.

SIR EDWARD J. POYNTER, President of

the Royal Academy of Arts, opened this

<n-oup of buildings last evening, and dedicated

the Arts and Crafts Institute to the memory of

Lord Leighton, P.R.-A., who was the first Presi-

dent of the South London Art Galleries. We
published a view of the new building, which has

been erected bv the Vestry of Camber well, from

the designs of Mr. Maurice B.Adams,! .K.I. B.A.,

in the BiiLiiixG News for April 10, 1S06, and a

detaU of the fa(,-ade appeared m our issue for

Julv 31 same year. It has been the munificent

gift to the parish by Mr. J. Passmore Edwards,

and occupies a fine site in the Peckham-road.

The buildings, set back in a line with the adjoin-

ing houses and the forecourt lawns, have been

inclosed with richly-treated ornamental wrought-

iron railings and gates in keeping with the

facade. The lead-ng feature of the front is

formed by the boldly projecting porch entrance

to the South London Art Galleries, which are

situate at the rear of the Technical Institute. A
spacious hall corridor leads straight through into

the big gallery, and the oak-pedimented doorway

between the two buildings is fitted, like aU the

other doorways in the picture galleries, with

fireproof folding doors.

The Institute comprises four large studios, and

also the workshops for craft work, which are

located in the half basement. A commodious

committee-room or olfice is on the ground floor

for the curator and art director, lietinng Joo™s.

cloakrooms, lavatories, i:c., are provided for the

students, including a lunch-room for lady pupi.s

on the mezzanine floor. A residence is provided

on the premises for the caretaker and porter. K
fine north light is obtained at the re:ir by means

of very large studio windows, and these on the

top floor extend well into the roof. Model rooms

are furnished to the main studios with lavatories

and w.c.'s to each. The big studios are ISft.

high, and in the modelling studio a gaUery
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eilends along the south side. A throug-h way is

contrived below the ground-floor level as an
approach to the public gardens at the back and
for the purpose o£ bringing in works of art

intended for exhibition in the picture galleries or

for the use of the Technical Institute. A lift by
Jlessrs. Archibald Smith and Stevens is provided
from the basement to the top floor. The
staircase and floors are constructed in Fawcett's
fireproof steel and concrete work. Wood-
block pitch-pine flooring is used for all the
rooms, and encaustic antique tiles are laid

in the entrance porch and corridor. The
building is executed in Portland stone and
Lawrence's red-brick facings, the spaces be-
tween the ground floor arcade being built

with patent salt - glazed red bricks, made
by ilessrs. Cliff and .Son. The style of the
building is Renaissance, richly tr&ated with carv-
ings by Mr. W. Goscombe John, who also

executed the sculptured pediment which contains
life-size figures representing "Architecture,"
"Sculpture," and "Painting." The flock wall-
papers, by Messrs. Jeffrey and Co. , and the decora-
tions of the galleries were executed in accordance
with suggestions bv Sir E. Borne Jones, Bart.,
and .Sir Wyke Ba'yliss, P.R.B.A. The parquet
flooring has been completed from the cartoon cf
Mr. Walter Crane, who designed the entire
floor of the large gallery. The central panel
is inlaid with the legend, " The Source of
Art is in the Life of the People." The
brcinze memorial Cirtouche over the principal
entrance was executed by Mr. W. Goscombe
John. Mr. Nathaniel Hitch, the sculptor, did
the red Belgian marble tablet in the hall. It is

about 8ft. high, and is enriched by a sculpture, in
the upper p'lrt, of St. Giles, the parochial
saint of Camberwell. Mr. H. W. Hogan
has acted as clerk of the works. The builder
was Mr. Kichardson. The woik now done
has included the re-roofing of the big gallery and
repair of the old buildings, as well as their deco-
ration. _ executed by the workmen employed by
the Works Department of the Vestry. The
gardens have been laid out from the plan of the
architect. Mr. Cecil Bums is the art master.
acting under the direction of the Education Board
of the London County Council, of which Mr.
Geo. Frampton, .\.R.A.,and Mr. W. R. Lethaby
are th^ Art Directors. A splendid collection of
paintings and works of art is on view in the
galleries, including a portrait of Mr. J. Passmore
Edwards painted by Mr. G. F. Watts, R \., and
some original drawings presented by their author,
Mr. Raskin : the late ilr. Wm. Morris's furniture,
painted by Sir E. Borne-Jones, is also on view.

COMPETITIONS.
BiiiMiyfiHAM. — A meeting of the Lunatic

Asylum Committee was held on 5Ionday at the

Council House. The chief business was the con-

sideration of the appointment of an assessor to

advise the committee on the competitive plans

sent in for the new asylum which is to be erected

at Northfield. After some deliberation, the com-
mittee decided to appoint Mr. George T. Ilioe,

F.R.I.B.A,, of Parliament-street, Westminster,
who is frequently employed as assessor by the

Lunacy Commissioners.

X<)TTi>GH.\«.—The Public Parks Committee
has confirmed the report of the assessors

appointed in the Xew Cemetery Competition,

and have awarded the premiums as follows :

—

(A) Landscape gardening, &c. : 1st, Jlr. Thomas
\V. JIawson, Windermere : 2nd, Messrs. Wm.
Barron and Son, Borrowash, Derby. (B) (,'hapels,

lodges, kc. • 1st, Messrs. Arthur E. McKewan,
A.R.I. B.A., and Alfred J. Dunn, A.R.I.B.A.,
Colmore Chamljers, Birmingham: 2nd, ilessrs.

Chas. A. Nicholson, M.A., and Hubert C. Cor-
lette, A.R.I.B A., Gray's Inn, London. The
drawings received will be on view to the com-
petitors and members of the city council at the

Guildhall, Burton-street, Nottingham, to-day
(Friday).

Poster Design.—In connection with the Art
Metal Exhibition, to be held at the Royal
Aquarium, London, in May and June next,

designs for a double-crown poster are invited.

All designs must be sent in carriage-paid, on or

before February 28, 1898. They must be ad-

dressed to " Art Metal Exhibition, Poster Com-
petition, Mr. Edgar S. Shrubsole, Royal
Aquarium, London." Eich design should bear a

distinguishing mark or motto on the margin, and
must be accompanied by a sealed envelope bear-

ing outside a similar distinguishing mark or

motto, and inside the full name and address of

the designer. These envelopes will not be

opened until after the judges have made their

awards. The judges will be chosen from the

council of the exhibition, and their decision shall

be final and ab^obitely binding on the competitors.

The designs sent in will be placed on view in the

Royal Aquarium in March, 1898, and also during

the exhibition, and they shall be the property and
copyright of the Riyal .\quarium Sjciet}'. Ten
guine.as will be p lid by the R jyal Aquarium and

.Summer and Winter Garden Society, Limited,

for the design selected by the judges as the best.

Any competitor may send in aoy number of

designs, but each one must be sent separately,

and must bear a different distinguith'i g mark or

motto. All designs must be full size—viz.,

30in. by 20in. ; the lettering to be embodied is

:

"Art Metal Exhibition, Royal Aqiiarium,

London, May—June, 1898." A blank space

must be left at the bottom of the poster not less

than 2in. in depth ; this space is for the purpose

of announcing different railway arrangements,

&c. It will be permissible to introduce a figure

in the design if the competitor think fit. Each
design must be drawn on stout paper, and be
either mounted on a stiff cardboard, or be backed

by linen and mounted on a wooden-framed
strainer, a margin in any ease to show all round
the drawing.

Soldiers' .ixd S.uloks' Moxumext.— The
United States National Sculpture Society, having

been called in to judge the designs submitted

for the Soldiers" and Sailors' Monument of

Hudson County, New Jersey, has made, through

the committee appointed to examine the models,

a report, which places first the design by Philip

Martiny, sculptor, and Ackerman and Ross,

architects, and recommends its adoption. The
second place is awarded (o the design by
Charles H. Niehaus, sculptor, and Henrj' Bacon,

architect; and the third to that by J. Massey
Rhind, sculptor, and Arthur D. Pickering,

architect. Thirty-nine designs wero offered in

competition, and the committee speaks highly of

their general excellence and intere-t.

.S()uthend-on-Se.\.—In the competition for a

district church of St. Alban at Southend, Essex,

the assessor, Sir Arthur W. Blomiield, -\.R.-\.

has placed the design submitted by Messrs.

Nicholson and Corlette, of 28, Theobald's-

road, W.C., first. The selected architect will

proceed with the work as speedily as possible.

The Natal Government have appointed Mr. M. W.
Carr, M.Iust.C.E., to the office of consulting

engineer to the Agent-General for the colony in.

London.

The lengths of the railways open for traffic ia

Western Australia at the end of June, 1S97, were as

follows, viz. :—Eistem Railway—Freemintle to

Kalgoorlie — including Perth Racecourse. New-
castle and Bsverley branches, and Mihosany
Creek deviation—1-53 miles ; South-Western Rail-

way, including Canning Racecourse, Donnybrook,

and Busselton branches—165 miles: Great Southern

Railway—Beverley to Albany Jetty— 213 miles:

Northern Railway — including Walkaway and
MuUewa branches— 103 miles : total mileage, 970

miles. Increased mileage during the year, 382;

twenty mUes of double line and 950 miles siogla

line.
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TO CORRESPONDENTS-
[Wf do not hold ouiMt-lvo- t f ir tlie opininnn of
our coiTi-MiK>nd«'nt.«. A. uiorw should be
dniwn up an brielly ii- . there are nuiny
clainuints ui^tn the simo- iiUi'.i.-lI i > .j<)rro.'<iK)ndenta.]

It is ptirliculirly r^^^uestt'd that all drawinffs and all

Coiumanient I on?* n.-^pootm^f illu-*trjitinnH or litt-mry matt^jr
nhould bf addr-H**<l to th.' KDITOU of the IJi'imuno
Nbws, 3;«, Stmntl. W.t ., and nut to niemberd of Uie staff
by name. lii'lay in not unfre-iut-ntly otlu-rwiae caused.
All 'Imwing^ and uth'-r r<jmmuHicatiiinH are sent at cxjn-

tribiitoni' Tinks, and tli-* Kdit'>r will not undertake to
pay for, or bi> liable for, uiLs^iught contributions.

Chefiuen and Post-ofllee Orders to be made payable to
TbI STEANU NkWHPjLI'KK CoUPA.VV, LlUITKD.

TEfiaia OP SUBSCRIPTION.
One Pound per annum (po^rt free) to any part of the

Unit-1 KinKdum; fur Cun'tda, Nova Scotia, and the
Viut*'d SUU-s. £1 tis. Od. (ortidnU. SOc^ffold). To France
or Belgium, £1 tin. i>d. ;or ;wfr. 3i)c.) 1^ India, £1 6a. Od.
To any of the Australian Coloniea or New Zealand, to the
Cape, the Went Indies, or Natal. £1 6s. Od.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
The charve for Competition and Contract Advertise-

ments, PubUc Companies, and all olUoial advertisements
is la. per line of Ki^ht word.**, the tlrst line counting as
two, the minimum charge being oa. for four lines.

The charge for Auctions, Land Salea, and Miscellaneous
and Trade Advertisements (except Situation advertise-
ments) is 6d. per line of Eight words (the first lint
counting afi two), the minimum charge being 48. 6d. for
40 words. Special tenns for scries of more than six
insertions can be ascertained on application to the Pub-
lisher.

Front-page Advertisements 29. per line, and Paragraph
Advertisements la. per line. No Front-page or Paragraph
Advertisement inserted for le^a than Sa.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
office not later than 3 p.m. on Thursday. Front-page
Advertisements and alterations in serial advertisements
must reach the otlice by Tuesday morning to secure
insertion.

Situations.

The charge for advertisement for "Situations Vacant"
or "Situations Wanted'* is Ovk StiiLMsa forTvvknty-
vouH WoHits, and 8ixi>ence for every eight words after.
All Situation Advertisements nmst be prepaid,

NOTICE.
Bound copies of Vol. LXXII. are now ready, and
should be ordered early (price Twelve Shillings each),
OS only a limited number are done up. A few
bound volumes of Vols. XXXIX., XL., XLI.,
XLVl., XLIX., LI.. LIU., hVin., LTX..
LXI.. LXII.. LXUI.. LXIV.. LXV., LXVI.,
Lxvn.. Lxvm., lxlk., lxx., lxxi., lxxu.
may still be had. price Twelve Shillinga ; all the other
bound volumes are out of print. Moat of the back*
numbers of former vuliunea are. however, to be had
singly. Subscribers requiring any back numbers to
complete volume just ended should order at once, as
many of them soon nm out of print.

Receivko.-S. N. D.-W. p.—F. V. M. (Newport .-

A. S. A.—H. B. F.-H. G. T.—A. D. L.

"BUILDING NEWS" DESIGNING CLUB.
Drawisi.^ Received.—"Orb," " Tee Square," "By Go.'

—..

—

WALTHAMSTOW BATHS COMPETITION.
Jb tlu Editor of the Buildixo JIews.

SiK,—So far as I know, Messrs. Spalding and
Cross, although they were paid the second
premium of twenty-tivo guineas (not yet re-
turned) , have never exhibited any interest in the
amount to be paid me by way of compensation.

I have been offered the paltry sum—under the
circumstances—of £100, subject to the approval
of the Local Government Hoard. The matter is

now, I believe, under consideration by that
authority.—I am, &c.,

J. Williams Dinj'ord.
100c, (iaeen Victoria-street, E.O.

CARDIFF COSIPETiriON.

Sill,—ilr. JIatear deserves the thanks of his

lellow-compctitors. and as one of such, I confirm
his objections to the selected design. I could
add many more objections ; but one shall suffice.

The police department was ordered to be to the
north of the law courts ; but on the south
frontage we find the main portion of this depart-
ment. 7;'/; passant, is it advisable to cut this

department in two by the cell corridors ':

It may interest Mr. Matejir to know that the
workshops for weights and measures department
he fails to find are located on the second tloor

—

surely a great mistake, and very inconvenient for
access for heavy weights, scales, &c. The condi-
tions insisted on this department being on the
ground floor.

Mr. Waterhouse only occupieil two or three
days in adjudicating on the .^0 designs. Less
than half-an-hour for each design '. This is a
poor return for the three or four months' hard
work of competitors.

To sum up, it would appear that Mr. Water-
house h-is arrived at a hasty and unsatisfactory

decision. If, as is probable, he put aside those
he considered contravened the onditions on the

question of cost, surely he ought also to have
rejected those who broke the condition) in other
ways.

The old-fashioned way of settling a competi-
tion would appear to be the best

—

x.e., give the
award to the best plan and leave the onus of

proving the cost to the competitor, or, on the

other hand (as Mr. Watcrhouse did at Birming-
ham when placing Mr. Lynn's design), award the
premiums, and then state which is absolutely the
best plan and design. Then the corporation
would have the choice, and would then have an
opportunity (as is denied them in this instance) of
having a really good plan and design.

I would ask Mr. Waterhouse if he verified the
cubical contents of each design, as is most im-
portant, as will be seen from the following
instiince. In a late competition my design
(although admitted by the assessor to be
superior to those he selected) was rejected on
account of alleged excess of cost. After the
competition was all over and the scheme aban-
doned, the borough surveyor, who made an
independent calculation, discovered that the
cubic contents of the design 'placed first was
much understated, and, in fact, greater than
mine!—I am, &c., Xkmo.

CHIPS.
Mr. E. Bxiley Denton, M.Inst.C.E. (Bailey

Denton, Son, and North, of Palace Chambers,
Westminster), has taken Mr. G. Maxwell Lawford,
Assoc.M.Inst.C.E,, President of the Society of

Engineers, iuto partnership, and the firm will
henceforth be known as Messrs. Bailey Denton,
Son, and Lawford.

The premises of Mr. A. J. Beaven. buUder and
contractor, Dear-lane, Bedington, Bristol, were
destroyed by fire on Friday night. The damage is

estimated at over £5,000.

Mr. H. J. StannarJ, a stone merchant, who lived
at Stanley Villas, Combe Down, Bith, died, on
Tuesday, after a short illness at his residence.
Deceased, who was over 70 years of age, had been
a member of the Monkton Combe Parish Council
since its first election. He was a large employer of
labour.

The Manchester City Council, at a meeting on
Wednesday, adopted a recommendation from the
improvement committee to apply to the Lr)cal

Government Board for a loan to carry out an
extensive scheme of municipal lodging-houses.
The project is to provide accommodation for
persons displaced by extensions of the markets, and
will form one of the several corporation colonies in
and around the city.

The will of Mr. Henry Carpenter, of 13'5,Mirina,
St. Leonards, and formerly of Eisex Villas,

Kensington, architect, who died on November 13,

has been proved by Mrs. Ilebccca Carpenter, the
widow, and Mr. Arthur Carpenter, of 11, Queen
Victoria- street, the son. the executors, the value of
the personal estale being £613 16s. /id.

The hall built by Sir Oswald Mosley, Birt., at
RoUeston, Burton, in commemoration of the Queen's
long reign, was opened a few evenings aso. Mr.
Eaton, of Derby, was the architect, and Mr. K*^r-
shaw, of Burton, the builder.

The new parochial h ill and schools at St. M iry's.

Bearwood, were opened on Friday by the Bishop of
Lichfield. The building, which is of brick, stands
contiguous to the church, and comprises a hall, with
accommodation for 300 people, and two classrooms.
The cost has been £1,81.5. The contract has been
carried out by Messrs. Harley and Son, from the
plans of Mr. J. H. Hawkes.

The dealings in land and property during l.S[)7

have been of a very satisfactory character. The
total amount of the sales which took place at the
London Auction Mart, £.3,'2,')7,723, was considerably
in advance of the total of £4, 476,SOI for lSi)6. In
addition, considerable transactions have been
effected in the provinces, whilst numerous important
sales have been concluded by private treaty.

Ground-rents have again been eagerly sought after ;

the general pricj has averaged about 3- years'

purchase. The year has seen a considerable increase

in the demand for small freehold properties : build-

ing sites, both in the Metropolis and chief provincial
centres, have been readily sold at good prices.

Farms and agricultural land have not sold very
readily.

i[nttitammunicati0Tt.

QUESTIONS.
[11879,1-Door Sprinss.-Can any reader give me

the name ot iipikers of the DeBance hydraulic wa'.er-

tight dojr-springs, Mackie's patent .'—A. K. C.

[11S30.]— auantities.-Should an architect supply
his cummittee with a cjpy of the quantities when a.sked

to do to. or should he refuse to comply with such request ?

The supplying of a committee with a copy of the tiuanti-

ties usually leads to interxiews and explanations in-

volving much loss of time and sometimes of temper ; it

heeomes a waste of time, and sometimes is the Iruitful

source of mischief. I should be very glad to know what
is the method generally adopted by the profession in this

matter, and whether there is any established method of

procedure regarding it.—C. 1>.

[lia9l.]-Floor Calculation for Loads.—How
is a floor area to be calculated ! It is supported on four

coluums under two main girders. These columns divide

the space into three parts of aoft. each. The area alto-

gether is 60ft. square. I want to know how the weight

on each girder is to be found.—A Youxc Boldeb.

[U8.S2.]—Brickwork Facing Measurement.—
Will someone tell me the way adopted in taking off

quantities of facings ! There are gables included in the

facing.— Novice.

[USM ]—Hot Water Supply.-Which system ot

heating is mainly used for the warming of large build-

in'.rs like hotels,' ottiws, and the like.' A reader of the
•' B. N." may be able to give some particulars, which may
be useful to others besides your correspondent.—A. G. 8.

REPLIES.

[1181)2.]—Strength of Cast and Wrought
Iron.—Your correspondent, " Yorks," puts a very

pertinent question. What is the proper method of deter-

mining the sectional area of a cast-iron bracket upon a

column, to receive the end of an iron or steel joist carry-

ing, say, 50 tons -i.e., '2j tons strain on each supporting

bracket, assuming the flanges of the joist to be Sin. wide.

Also, what size ought a similar bracket of wrought iron to

be .' A year or so ago an account was published of the

failure of cast-iron brackets on columns due to in-

sufficient allowance for the tensile strain upon overhang-

ing brackets. Do any of your correspondents remember
the particulars .'-Lancashire L.\d.

[1187IJ.]—Safe Load—If the walls are good and
the trasses are sound, a load of. say. 2} cwt. to 3 cwt.

per super, foot may be carried. The safe load will

depend on the lengtti of unsupported tie-beam- If the

trusses are queen-post, the etteetive span is, of course,

reduced, and the load carried will be greater than
it there was only one post in the centre supporting the

tie-beams. The' scantlings given are substantial, and the

trusses being only sfc. 6in. apart, the unsupported area

to be calculated will be the length of unsupported tie-

beam by Sft. Gin.—T. T.

[11877.]—Attic Booms.—The root slopes and ceil-

ings may be lined with asbestos or slag-wool. Blab i are

made for this purpose composed of silicate cotton and
plaster. Or the rafters may be Htted or pugged with slag-

wool, as well as lined beneath, and felted roofs are also

effective in arresting damp and cold. A layer of felt may
be secured to bottoms of the rafters, and then boarded

below.—G. H.

[1187S.]—Solid Floors.—The floor described by
" Lanes " would resist Are for some time if the iron joists

were protected below and the concrete made of a proper

aggregate clinker, &c. The value of a aoUd floor as

described is. that so long as it is imperforate or imper-

meable the flami cannot penetrate it, for as no draught

or air can go through the solid floor the fire soon

languishes from want of draught. The imj-,nHr.i>>il,i , of

a solid tloor forms its main power of protecting the upper

stories: when once it is pierced or the concrete cracits and
falls out, the fltmes soon make headway and the fl lor is

quickly destroyed. Hence the importance of keeping the

floor sohd and impenetrable, which can be secured only

by using flre-resisting concrete that will not easily crack

when fire and water play upon it. I believe an under-

ceiling of asbestos suspended by metal from the solid

floor above may be made t ) resist flames for a consider-

able time. The upper solid wood joists, with concrete

between as described by " Lanes." form a much better floor

than one with open joists.— G. H. G.

Sir John Gilbert's personal estate has been valued

at £231,5S4. The testator bequeathed to the

Trustees ot the Royal Society ot Painters in Water-

Colours, of which he was the president, his portrait

in oil as a gift to the said society.

In the case of Walter Albert Williams, Tower
House, Bromley, S.E., Kegent-street, W., and
Netherfield, Battle, Sussex, described as an archi-

tect and farmer, the order ot discharge has been

suspended for two years ending D ;c. 7, 1803.

(Public examination concluded April 18, 1893.)

The work of restoring the parish church of Strat-

ford-on-Avon was recommenced on Tuesday. A
good deal ha? been done within the last tenor

twelve years, but beyond taking down the galleries

in the side aisles and removing the whitewash from

the walls and clerestory, nothing has b3en done to

the nave. The work now commenced includes the

removal of the pews from that part of the church,

preparatory to the relaying of the fljor. and the

provision of a new system of heatins'. The con-

tractors for the work in the nave are M ;35rs. Smith

and Son, of Milverton, and for the heatiu* apparatus

Mr. John G.'undy, of Manchester and Lindon, the

architect for the whole scheme of restoration beinj

Mr. G. F. Bodley, A R.A.

^^^^'^"•^^"tflwrrm
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ILLaSTEATIONe.
ST. «;EOnrtE*S CHAPEL, WINDSOR.—HOVE TABISII CHURCH.

-TnE"ROTAL MCSIC HALL, HOLBORN.—NEW PREMISES

THE GCILDS,IS REr.ENT STREET.—THE UOl'SES OF

«HENT.—"THE HARE AND THE TORTOISE.'*— ENTRAN'CE

OF THE PALAZZO DCRAZZO, GENOA.—BRUTON CniTEni,

SOMERSETSHIRE,— DOMINICAN rRIORV, nAWKESVARU. —

HOTEL DE LA POUBSE, CAEN.

(Bnx Jllustratioits.

^T. GEORGE S CHAPEL, WINDSOR.

The interior of St. George's Chapel, Windsor,

and especially the choir of which a view is here

given, is worthy of the Patron Saint of England.
The style is Late 1.3th century, not yet run to

seed in groinings and lacework in stone, yet the

fanwork, panelling, and pendants of the roof are
soherlyrich, as befits the Freemasons Hylmerand
Vertue who made them. But decoration and
carving run riot in the oaken stalls of the Knights
of the Garter, headed by their crested helmets,

and shaded by silken banners — a grove of

heraldry. Over all falls the varied colours of the

stained windows. The chapel was founded by
Edward IV., but not completed till the time of

Henry VIII. Both these monarchs, who so

freely beheaded their subjects, are here buried
;

so is Charles I. , whose subjects beheaded him ;

80 are also Henry VI., George III., William lY.,
whilethe burial here of the late Duchess of Teck
is still freeh in the memories of readers of the
Building News. Our plate is reproduced from
a drawing by Mr. Charles Bird.

HOVE PARISH CHURCH, BRIGHTON.

A FEW days before his death last month, the late

Mr. J. L.Pearson, R.A., lent us the drawing here-
with reproduced in illustration of thisimposing and
well-designed church, which is one of his more
recent works. So very seldom did Mr. Pearson
care to have his designs illustrated, that the cir-

cumstarce thus briefly alluded to adds an addi-
tional interest to the illustration, and having but
lately seen the building itself, so far as its execu-
tion has been carried out up to the present, we
can speak of the ability and original taste dis-

played by the detail and design of the church,
which merit the warmest praise. The drawing,
as a matter of fact, hardly does the building
justice. It stands at the comer of "The Drive "

and Eaton-road. The accommodation is for 1,270
worshippers. The narthex at the west end will

form the principal entrance. The nave is lOSft.

long by 3.5ft. wide, and nearly 75ft. high. It is

divided into six bays, and a feature is made of the
baptistery. A triforium is omitted, in recognition
of the parish-church treatment in distinction from
that of an abbey church. The clerestory is

comparatively low, after the English type, and
the sills are about 40ft. from the floor. The
eastern bay of the nave is much wider than the
rest, and opens on the north and south sides into
transepts : these arches occupy the entire height
of both nave arctide and clerestory. The bi"
traceried window at the west end mainly lights
the nave, the glass area being 32ft. by 17ft. The
roof is of oak, handsomely braced and framed in
simple lines. The chancel is of three bays, and
the sanctuary beyond makes the most effective
feature in the church, as it should do. It is 23ft.
long by 27ft. wide, and is entered by an arch
6sit. high, and the walls are carried up to 55ft.

;

j
this enhanced height and reduced width combine

I
to produce an extremely lofty eSact, which stands

1 I in marked contrast to the broader treatment of the
' nave. The reredos contemplated is to be of

stone, and will cover the lower part of the entire

east wall with sculptures in illustration of the

life of Our Lord. The south aisle is 21ft. wide,

that on the north being IGft. All the doors open

outwards, and are wide enough to admit Bath

chairs. South of the choir is a morning chapel,

46ft. long by 21ft. wide. The western gable

reaches 77ft. high. The tower parapet will

measure 140ft. A pleasing feature is made by

the south porch having sculptured figures in relief

io the gable over a richly-moulded arch of elegant

design. The vestries, and the room over them,

are of a semi-Domestic character. The organ is

lifted up, and located well for musical effect.

"ROY.iL" theatre OF VARIETIES AND "ROY.iL"
IIIJOU RESTAFRANT, HOLHORN.

The " Royal" Music Hall has been a landmark in

Holborn for many years. Originally known as

Weston's Music Hall in the old days, it was
enlarged and remodelled by the then owner, Mr.

Purkiss, who successfully carried on this most

popular house of entertainment. Eventually the

property passed into the hands of Mr. .Tohn Brill,

who, immediately upon obtaining possession,

decided to effect drastic alterations in the

approaches to the building and generally to

improve the accommodation for the public. An
entirely new front of terracotta has been erected,

embracing not only the original approach, but

the adjoining property. No. 243, Hiffh Holborn
;

the entrance-hall has been made larger, new
staircases built, and also a spacious saloon, with

ample lavatory accommodation. The auditorium

also has been redecorated ana reupholstered , and

a so-called bijou restaurant upon the upper floors

arranged, capable of dining upwards of 80 persons.

The remodelling of the " Royal " has been carried

out from the designs and under the super-

intendence of Mr. Ernest Kuntz, architect, of

No. 10, Walbrook, E.G.

NEW I'REMISES IN REGENT STREET.

The building now in course of erection on the

Hanover Chapel site. Regent-street, for Mr. T. H.
Brooke- Hitching, from the designs of Mr. G. D.

Martin, architect, 3, Pall Mall East, S.W., wiU
consist of nine floors, inclusive of basement and
sub-basement, the whole surmounted by a bold

dome of polygonal form covered with copper,

containing large room lighted by eight projecting

louvres, the dome being terminated by an open

cupola. The ground floor will be divided into

four handsome shops with central entrance to

upper floors, separated by red Aberdeen granite

pilasters, and in the rear of shops there will be a

large hall or show-room. The mezzanine floor,

consisting of show-rooms to main cornice, will be

executed in red terracotta, while the five upper

floors will be carried out in Portland stone of

bold treatment, and will comprise about 64 well-

lighted offices, lavatories, &c., approached by
grand staircase and hydraulic elevator. The
whole of the floors and partitions will be of fire-

proof construction.

the HOVSES of the guilds, GHENT.

This plate is reproduced from Mr. A. Wallace

Itimington's charming etching, published by him
under the above title. The view represents the

well-known Quai aux Herbes with the famous
Maison des BateUers, the most picturesque

house in Ghent, to the right hand of the

picture. The Guild of the Watermen's Craft

held its meetings here, and their insignia, with

the arms of Charles V., are carved on its gables,

which d.ate about 1.513. The Ilallc an Ble is an
earlier building of Domestic Gothic, belonging to

the early part of the 14th century. The towers

of the Churc-h of St. Nicholas and of the Hotel

de A'ille appear over the gables on the waterside.

We published on .July 30, 1897, other sketches of

this nuayside at Ghent, by Mr. John D. Walker,

of Bradford.

STVIIIES ILLVSTRATISG THE FABLE OF " THE
HAKE AND THE TORTOISE."

Wr. commence to-day a series of drawings show-

ing the adaptation of Animal Forms to l)eo»rative

Design, with details artistically indicating the

leading characteristics and habits of the birds and

beasts chosen for illustration and study. Our
first sheet comprises the National Silver Medal
drawings by Mr. George Marples in illustration

of the well-known fable of " The Hare and the

Tortoise," and this admiralilc sheet may be ta'icn

as fairly representing the value and interest of

the suggestive series thus commenced. The
originals are in colour, which we cannot, of

course, reproduce ; but the monochromes will be
found to do the designs justice.

ENTR.UJCE OF THE PAL.IZZO DURAZZO DELLA
SCALA, VIA IIALRI, GENOA.

This Genoese Palace is too well known to need a

description here ; but illustrations of the building

have not often been given, so that the pencil-

drawing which we print to-day should be found
useful, and it serves as a companion study to that

of the Cortile of the Palazzo Balbi also at Genoa,
which we published from the same hand in the

Building News, Jan. 3rd, 1S9G. Both buildings

are very similar in detail, and in some points are

identical in design, while both are associated with

their adjoining neighbour the Palazzo dell'

Universita, which in itself as a building is

chiefly famous for its magnificent staircase,

guarded by most grand lions.* The Palazzo

Durazzo deUa Scala is remarkable mainly on
account of its beautiful court surrounded by
marble colunms, and approached by a staircase

with a triple row of steps. The Palace is

possessed of the Pallavicini collection, as the

Marchesa Durazzo was the daughter and heiress

of the late Prince Pallavicini. Among the

pictures are examples by Albert Diirer, Vandyke,
Rubens, Guido Reni, Andrea del Sarto, and other

masters. The two statues flanking the piers,

which divide the staircase leading to the inter-

col umniated court of this palace, considerably

enhance its grace and interest, showing the

immense value of sculpture weU-placed and
sparingly used as the concomitant of good

architecture.

We loved that hall, tbo' white and cold,

Those niched shapes of noble mould

;

A princely people's awful princes,

The grave, severe Genoese of old.

lUlUTON CHURCH, SOMERSET.

This view of the beautiful and typical tower of

Bruton Church, Somerset, is taken over the

rambling and somewhat ramshackle old stone-

built houses of the village street, making, when
seen together, an exceedingly picturesque group,

though these crumbling roofs necessarily hide

the body of the parish church itself. The Brue,

a shallow stream which finds its source in the

neighbourhood of the town, gives to it the name
of Bruton. There are several points of interest

in the place apart from the church, and the un-

commonly large number of richly-wrought signs

to the several inns in the main street, particu-

larly that outside "The Old Ball," add mate-

rially to the quaintness of the picture. The old

hospital, too, founded by Hugh Sexey in a.d.

1617, has a small quad and charming hall,

as well as a chapel in Late Domestic Gothic,

a capital instance of simple vernacular work,

thoroughly Medi;eval in spirit, though built so

long after the tastes of the day elsewhere had

seen a material change towards the Renais-

sance. The church at Bruton was evidently

designed by a most accomplished architect, and

his work takes its place alongside the towers

of Evercreech, AVrington, Wells, Glastonbury,

Norton Fitzwarren, Ilminster, and Taunton

;

while in its proportions and actual beauty of

design it surpasses many of these, although in

point of size the Bruton tower cannot, of course,

compete with the larger of them. There is an

illustration of this tower in the Somersetshire

Archaeological I'loecedings for 1852, p. 16. The
importance of the elevation is much enhanced by

the smaller tower over the porch in the north

aisle. The roofs of the church are of much rich-

ness, and the traceried ribs of the nave roof tie-

beams are somewhat unusual. The clerestory

windows have beautiful niches between them,

with rather well-carved modern angels introduced

throughout. The crypt under the chancel is

Transitional Norman ; l)ut the choir itself isa

good specimen of florid Georgian, done m
plaster. The west-end screen bears the date

1620, and the original Perpendicular screen from

the chancel was incorporated with it seemingly

when this work was done. The Jacobe.an pulpit

and pew-ends are also worth mentioning, and

when the late Mr. Ifeibert Carpenter restored

the roofs and rebuilt the north arcade in 1874 he

copied these old scats for the design of the new
ones. The accompanying drawing, from a sketch

made some years ago, has been completed with the

• See Bl-ildiso News, Sept. 17, 1897, for Views.
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HAWKESYARD PEIOEY, NEAR EUGELEY.
Edward Goldie, Avchilec'..

aid of a photograpli faken \ij the late Sir. John
L. Il'ibinson, K.H.A., in ISni, during the second
visit of the ^Vrchitectural Association Excursion
in the Wells district. Some sketches of the sig^is

and brackets in wrought iron referred to in these

notes will bo found illustrated by Mr. Maurice B.
Adams in the Blildinu News for Xov. 24, 1882.

DOMtNICAX PKIORY, HAWK'ESTAKD.

This building, situated in a beautiful estate near
Hugely, Staffordshire, is now in progress. The
finished portions include the chapel, the west
wing, and the kitchen block, while work has
been begun on the south wing. The design was
originally intended to be carried out in Peuk-
ridge stone ; this, however, has been substituted

by red brick for the walling with dressings of the

above-mentioned stone, the roofs being covered
with green slates. The treatment throughout
'has been kept plain and simple, except in the

church, where the chantry chapels, the forty

-

iour canopied stalls in the choir, and the high
altar are all of eliborate workmanship. The
organ, which came originally from Eton, is a

good specimen of ISth-century work ; it is being
rearranged, and will occupy a position on corbels

against the choir wall. The architect ij Sir.

Edward Goldie, of 10, Kensington-sijuarf, W.,
ind the contractors Slessrs. I'drnell and Son, of

Rugby. Our illustration is taken from the

drawing exhibited by the architect at the Royal
Academy last summer.

HOTEL us 1. 1 B.IUIISE, CAEN.

IThc large number of important and historic

buildings in Caen somewhat overcome and
obscure this comparatively small but none the
'less exceedingly interesting building, the court-

yard of which forms its main feature. Formerly
known as the Hotel de Valois, it has long been
used as the Hotel de la Bourse. A greit feitura
was made bv its designer of the arched entrance

situate in the corner of the little quad. Sculpture
is used freely and with much taste —indeed, the
composition, as a specimen of the beat period of

the French Renaissance of the 16th century, takes

its place very decidedly among the mo t ad-
mirable examples of the north-west of France.
This is high praise for so restricted a work, but
it is its merit architecturally, and not its

mere size or relative importance of scale, which
occasions our remark. Many more influential

edifices could be mentioned, of course, but few
deserve more attention or are real'y more
suggestive. Uar illustration is reproduced from
a spirited line drawing by Mr. J. C. Halden for

our contemporary, the Ain;ru:iii Architect.

CHIPS.
.\ Jubilee commemoration bridge is being built at

Thorpe Hiven, A'deburgh, from plans by Mr. W.
Sandcroft EvndiU, of O.d Charlton, .S.E. The first

stake wai driven with public ceremony last week.

The Hackn-y Vestry hare decided to contribute
£-3.030 towarHs the cost ' f reconstructing the Cat
and Muttna Bridge. The work will entail an outlay
of £67,1^0.

Tewk!3burv ASbsv, perhips th'5 noblest pirijh
church in E iglani, need-* fart*ier restoration.

Between 1877 and ISSO £11.001 was spent on it,

under the direction of the late Sir Gilbert Scott and
hi-i son Mr. .J. OlJrid S^Dtt. Tne .-i.rchdeacon3

of Gloucester and Bristol and the vicar of the

parish are now seeking the aid of church people at

large in the work.

The Louth town council, having applied to the

Local Government Board for approval of the

borrowing of £1,300 for the erection of a technical

school. Colonel C. H. Luard, R.E., held au inquiry

into the subject matter of the application at the

town hall, Louth, on Tuesday. The building will

be erected from plans bv the borough surveyor,

Mr. G. H. AlUson.

The Board of Trade have, after modification,

confirmed an order made by the Light Railway
Commissioners authorising the construction of the

Basingstoke and Alton Light Railway.

Mr. W. F. Woods, head draughtsman in the

Bootle borough engineer's and surveyor's depart-

ment during the past three years, is about to pro-

ceed to Sierra Leoae, West Coast of A'rica, having
obtained a position there.

At a meeting of the building comm'ttee of the

Royal Cross School for the Diaf at Blackburn, held

ou the olst ult., M-iSSrs. Sames and Green, of

Blackburn, the architects were instructed to proceed

at once to procure tenders for the extension of the

school, at an estimated cost of £3, GOO, the whole of

which has been promised by Archdeacon Eiwstone.

SirE. A. Boni. K.C-B., L.L.D . who, in 1878,

became principal librarian of the British Museum,
and retired in 1SS3 after a tenure of office which
was marked by the introduction of several im-

portant improvements in the arrangement and
management of the library, died on Sunday at his

residence in London. He was made a C.B. in 1SS5,

and the long-deterred advancement to K.C.B. was
on'y announced the day before his death.

The county hospital at Huntingdon has just been
enlarged and improved from plans by Mr. E.

Borrisow, Mr. Keith D. Young, of London, being

employed as consulting engiaeer. The outlay has

been about £3,00J, and the works include a new
operating-room, the remodelling of the drainaje and
erection of new sanitary blocks, and the substitution

of teak floors, supplied by Messrs. Roberts, of

Islington, for old ones of deal.

Mr. G. W. Wilcocks, C.E., one of the inspectors

of the Local Government Board, held an mquiry

at the Shirehall, Shrewsbury, on Friday, as to the

proposal of the corporation of the borough to borrow

£4S.O00 for the purpose of a new water supply.

Evidence in support of the application was given by

Mr. E. B. Taylor, of the firm of Tajlor, Sons, and

Santo Crimp, the engineers of the scheme proposed

to be carried out.
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IslixgtdN".—In the short space of four months
CoUins's Music Hall, Islington-green, has been
rebuilt by lleesra. C. Dearing and Son, from
plans and under the dirfctions of Mr. Ernest E.
A. Woodrow, A.K.l.B.A. The adoption ot the
cantilever system enabled the designer of the
steelwork to make a single column suffi'^e for the
support of the balcony and gallery, so that the
whole 1,800 seats have an uninterrupted view of

the stage. This work was designed and erected
by Messrs. T. Drew Bear, Perks, and Co., ot

7 1 A, Queen Victoria-street, E.G. The whole of
the steelwork in plates and angles for the main
girders are of English manufacture, and the
girders themselves were made in Ijondon. The
whole weight of ste I in the coi.struction of

balcony and gallery is about 63 tons, and the load
on the one column when the hou-e is packed, as
it was on Boxing Day, is estimated at about 200
tons.

Tkcko.—A meeting of the general committee
for the central technical schools for Cornwall
(extension of the Piissmore Edwards buildings)
was held on Friday at Truro, Mr. Silvanus
Trevail, F.R.I.B.A., chairman of the committee,
presiding. It was reported that the city cor-
poration had agreed to pay a considerable sum of
money for the leasehold, and had been in
possession as from Christmas D.iy. The trust
deed, which was approved, provides for the
management of the schools by a body of 30, com-
posed of 10 members of the county council, 10
members of the Truro corporation, and 10 Truro
citizens. The executive committee stated that
when the tenders were gone into Mr. Colliver's
was accepted, being much the lowest. After-
wards Mr. CoUiver asked leave to amend his
tender, owing to clericil errors. The secretary
now stated that those errors represented a sum of
£440. The chairman said the remarkable fact
was that one ot those errors was passed by an
expert. The secretary explainel that the mis-
takes were clearly made only in carrying out
quantities and in casting up. The chairman
added that the committee not only gave Mr.
Colliver the chance of correcting clerical mis-
takes, hut also Messrs. Clemens and Battershill,
whose tender cjime next. The latter replied that
they had made no mistake, but would take off
£195 if certain work were excepted from the
contract. There was no reduction of work what-
ever in Mr. CoUiver's revised tender, which
amounted to £ri,.540, against £7,178, the amount
of the next tender. It was agreed to accept Mr.
CoUiver's altered tender. It was decided to have
the contract signed at once, and to instruct the
contractor to proceed with the work. Sir. Trevail
is the architect of both the schools and the adjoin-
ing free library, the entire cost of both buildings
being borne by Mr. J. Passmore Edwards. The
schools are Tudor lienaissance in style, and were
illustrated in the Biildixg Js'ews for May ''S,

1S97.

At the University Chapel, King's College,
Aberdeen, there was presented to the University
on Monday, on behalf ot the subscriber.^, a marble
bust of the late Principal Pirie, executed by the
iFrench sculptor, M. Alfred Boucher.

A Bill to construct an underground electric rail-
way from Charing Cross to Paddiugton has been
deposited. The proposed railway wiU commence to
the north of the Avenue Theatre at the southern
end of Northumberland-avenue, and will terminate
on the south tide of .James -street, near Paddington
.Station. In connection with this railway, it is pro-
posed to construct a subway to the Great Western
Railway Company's Paddinarton Station and another
subway to Albert-terrace, Knightsbridge.

^

At Monday's meeting of the Stockport Board ot
Guardians an animated discussion took place re-
specting tenders for building new workhouse near
Hazel Grove. Twelve months ago contractors were
a^ked to send their names if willing to tender, and
ten replied, the number l)eing subsequently reduced
to eight. A legal question arose, and no tenders
were actually sent m. In consequence of the delay
that has (nsued, some guardians were in favour of
throwing the competition open again. Others argued
that fuch a TOursc would be unfair to those who had
already repln.!. The clerk said that fresh tenders
would mvolve lithography to the amount of £200.
It was retorted that if they could save £.i,OilO or
£10,000 on the prospective outlay of £150,000 to
£200,000 this would be only a fleabite. Eventually
the board decided by 20 votes to eight to throw the
competition open again.

LEOAI. INTELLIGENCE.
Alleged jEEEY-BriLDiNO is Belfast.— At

Belfast, on Dec. 2y, William Hill, Belmont-avenue,
a builder and contractor, who recently sought muni-
cipal hoiiours, was summoned by the corporation
for having, in the erection of new buildings at

Strandtown, in the city of Belfast, used materials

and workmanship which had been disapproved of,

after notice in writing of such disapproval had been
given. Evidence for the prosecution was given by
Mr. Boyd, a building inspector, who stated that the
mortar and other materials were of inferior quality,

and that defendant persisted in its use after he com-
plained. Mr. James Munroe, assistant city sur-

veyor, and Mr. J. C. Bretland, city surveyor, also

gave evidence. Objection was raised that the city

surveyor had not acted under the advice of the cor-

poration in ths action, and the magistrates reserved
their decision.

DisTMCT Sue%-eyoe'3 Fees foe Jubilee St-vxds.

—Mr. J. G Homsby, 325, Strand, was summoned
at Bow-street Police-court on Wednesday by
Frederick W. Porter, district surveyor of Holboru
and Eist Strand, to show cxuse why he should not
pay £1 as a fee for surveying Jubilee seats at his

establishment. Mr. W. H. L?e8, deputy di&trict

surveyor, represented the complainant ; Mr. Searle,

sohcitor, defended. Mr. Lees said the proceedings
were taken under the London Budding Act,

Sections 51 and 57, which entitled surveyors to

claim fees in a case of this kind. Sir James Vaughan
said that might be so ; but he must have proof that

the money had been earned. Mr. Searle ; I hold in

my hand a receipt for £2 2s. my client has paid for

surveying these seats, owing to the County Council
not having done their duty. Mr. Lses : The £2 2s.

they speak of was paid to the surveyor who pre-
pared their drawings and made application to the
County Council. Sir James Vaughan adjourned the
case for evidence as to the work done by the district

surveyor.

CHIPS.
Mr. J. F. Stow, C.E. , has been appointed

engineer and surveyor to the urban district council
of Bridlington, in succession to Mr. R. R. Brown,
who held that office for eight years.

On Tuesday evening the Sunderland Fire Brigade
were called out to an outbreak of fire in the old

parish church of Monkwearmouth. It was found
that th3 large gas-pipe, connecting the main with
the meter, was in flames, and quickly melting
away. The flimes were soon extinguished, and
but little actual damage was done. At the back
of the partition dividing the meter from the vestry
was a number of ancient documents to which great
value is atta'-hec by antiquaries. The part of the
church where the outbreak occurred is the very
oldest portion, and dates back nearly 1,300 years,
having been built by the Ven. Bede almost syn-
chronically with the ancient church at Jarrow.

St. Bamabis Church, Ashley-road, Bristol, was
reopened on Tuesday after internal improvements
from plans by Mr. F. Bligh Bjnd. The choir was
formerly on the same level as the congregation, and
the Pennant flags continued from the aisle to the
Communion steps. The alteration has raised the
choir-stalls, separating them from the body of the
church by a step and a low freestone screen, and
the floor has been liid with tiles placed in pattern.

An alteration has been made in the Communion
steps, and a new kneeling rail provided. In addi-
tion, a new pulpit of Coraham stone, the panels of

which are divided by columns of polished Devon
marble, has been given. In the centre panel a
figure of St. Barnabas has been carved.

The new Government buildings in Queen-street,
Nottingham, including Post OHice, Probate Office,

Inland Revenue Office, &c., will be completed aud
ready for occupation in April or May next. Oue
or two of the departments are already finished. At
a meeting of the city council on Monday in com-
mittee it was decided to ask some member of the
royal family to open the block of buildings. The
mayor pointed out that the city had contributed
nearly £20,000 in land to the cost of the buildings.

Land which cost the corporation £11 per yard had
been sold to the post office authorities for £4 to

encourage the (Jovemment to conceu'rate the
various departments in Nottingham in one spot.

By the BUI which has been deposited by the
Midland Railway Company for the construction of

railways from Royston to Huddersfield, Halifax,
and Bradford, power is sought to raise £3,600,000.
The proposed extensions will comprise just over
thirty miles of new line, and will commence by a
junction with the company's Derby to Leeds rail-

way near Royston, passing through Ttiomhill to

Huddersfield, and from thence to Halifax. From
this proposed railway another line is projected,

eleven miles in length, from Thomhill to Bradford,
where it will join the company's Leeds and Bradford
railway. A short line is also proposed to connect
the Huddersfield section of this extension with the
proposed extension to Bradford.

(Dat Olct Cable.—•-

—

Tiir. law of Illinois providing for the examina-
tion and licensing of architects is to be put in

force at once, and examinations of candidates are

to be held for the first time on .lanuary 11 and 12

(Tuesday and Wednesday in next week) at

Chicago, and on June 21 and 22 at the Uni-
versity of Illinois, at Urbana. Applications for

examination must be made upon the printed form
provided by the Board ot lOxaminers, and must
be filed, with a fee of 15dol., at the office of the

secretary of the Board, at Room 1,112, Chamber
of Commerce Building, Chicago. It the appli-

cation is made in due form, notice will be sent to

the applicant of the time, place, and extent of the

examination, which will occupy two days. If

the candidate fails to pass the examination, his

15dol. will be returned tu him ; but if he passes,

notice is sent to him, and he is required to pay a

second fee of 25dol., on receipt of which his license

is forwarded to him. The license is for life, but

is subject to revocation, for cause, by the Board of

Examiners, and an annual fee of 5dol. is to be

paid, in July, during the time that the license is

in force.

Tolstoy's new book on "Art" is said to be

one of the most searching and enlightened works

ot criticism that has for many years proceeded

from his pen. It opens with a description of the

rehearsal of a modern opera, and proceeds to a

minute and exhaustively descriptive analysis of the

theories of modern criticism of all kinds ot art

—

musical, dramatic, pictorial. Its conclusion points

directly to the inadequacy and worthlessness of

the conceptions embodied in them. Tolstoy de-

clares finally for his own ideal. This is directly

opposed to the ;vsthetic theory, which he traces

from the Renaissance to modern times, and de-

nounces as a degradation, or rather, a negation,

of art. His criticism resembles in this respect

that of Ruskin and Morris, hut it has a more con-

secutive and historical basis. It is written with

the gentle persuasiveness, the sensitive literary

touch, and the great moral and critical force

which mark Tolstoy's best work. A translation

will be issued in this country by the Brotherhood

Publishing Company.

A BILL will be promoted next session by which

a company propose to extend the Victoria Em-
bankment to Lambeth Bridge, with powers to

reconstruct a good deal of the adjoining neigh-

bourhood. The works to be authorised by the

Bill are :—A new street 9i)ft. wide commencing
at or near the Victoria Tower of the Houses of

Parliament and terminating in the Horseferry-

road at a point of 70 yards to the westward of

the western end of Lambeth Bridge. A new
street 60ft. wide commencing at the eastern end

of Great Peter-street, Westminster, at a point

opposite the north-eastern corner of the Gas

Light and Coke Company's premises, and termin-

ating by a junction with' street Xo. 1 at a point

250 yards north of Ilorseferry-road. A new
street 50tt. wide commencing by a junction with

street Xo. 2 at a point 170 yards east of the

commencement thereof, and terminating by a

junction with Horseferry-road at a point of 150

yards, or thereabouts, from the south-east corner

of the property ot the Gas Light and Coke

Company. A new street 40tt. wide commencing

by a junction with street No. 1 at the south-

western corner of the Victoria Tower-g.ardens,

and terminating at the commencement of an

embankment hereinafter described. A widening

of Marsham-street on the eastern side from the

eastern end of Great Peter-street to Horseferry-

road. An embankment or river-wall with a

roadway 40ft. wide along the foreshore of the

Thames, commencing at or near the south-

eastern corner of the Victoria Tower-gardens,

adjoining the Houses of I'arliament, and termin-

ating at the western end of Lambeth Bridge.

The capital proposed is one million, with borrow-

ing powers.

At a meeting of the Auctioneers' Institute,

held on Tuesday night in Chancery-lane, under

the presidency of Mr. James F. Field, Mr. J. B.

Matthews read a paper on the subject of the law

relating to house and estate agents' commission,

in which he said the law on this matter owed
nothing to legislation. It depended entirly upon

common law principles, which were to be found

expressed in judgments which had been delivered

by judges in various cases. The law relating to

house and estate agents, in its main features, in

no way differed from that relating to other
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C'luBSCS of agents, whoso relations to their princi-

piils were regulated by the common law ; but,

nevertheless, house and estate iigents formed a

special class, whoso rights and duties had so

often come before the Courts for decision that it

was possible to treat the present subject as a

special one. The reiider laid down from authori-

ties the leading rules by which the right of house

and csfnte agents to commission was governed,

ami illustrated those rules by reference to decided

lases. Amongst the principle rules were :—That,

where the remuneration of a house or estate

agent was provided for by an express contract,

no other contract which was inconsistent with

the terras thereof, whether founded upon custom

or otherwise, could be implied ; but the right of

the agent to remuneration was wholly dependent

ui>on such express contract ; that, where the

agent's remuneration was not provided for by an
express contract, the amount of the remuneration,

and the conditions on which it became payable,

must be ascertained from the usage or custom, if

any, which had become established in house and
cstito agency business. Considering the vast

multitude of transactions of sale effected through
house and est.ite agents, he thought it was very
creditable to aiictioneers as a body that cases of

alleged misconduct were extremely rare.

TiiF. Woolwich and District House Owners'
and Katepayers' Association and the Greenwich,
Deptford, I^wisham, and I'istrict Property and
House Owners' Society have joined in a memorial
to the Local Uovemment Board, in which they

urge the following reasons why the existing law
as to ''new streets" should be altered: "Ihe
law is defective, and its amendment would be of

advantage to house and property owners, local

authorities, and the general public. The owners
of houses in new streets should not be called upon
to proride the cost of paving before the work has
actually been executed : local authorities should
be empowered to borrow money for the purpose,
and the cost of the work should be ascertained by
inWting tenders. The paving expanses should be
made a charge upon the property, and should be
repaid to the local authorities by the owners by
instalments covering a period corresponding with
the period of the loan, lluch litigation and
expense are caused by the difficulty of defining

the expression ' new street.' The making-up of

all new roads and streets should be entirely under
the control of the local authority, who should
receive greater discretionarj' powers with regard
to the charges for site abuttals."

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUPNG WEEK.
Mosu.v^.— Surveyors' Institutiun. AJjuurneti Di^cuysion

on "The Uoyal Commisaionert*' Sug-
gested Amendments to the Agricultural

Holdings Act." 8 p.m.
Liverpool Arrjiitectural Society. *' The

Arcliitccture of Michael Angclo," by
Bere.i/ord I'ite, F.R.I.li.A.

Bristol Socii'ty of Architects. "Decora-
tion," by H. Ii.ire Brj-an. 8 p.m.
Leeds and Yorkshire Architectural

Society. Annual iJinner.

Wki».sk9dav.—St. Paul's Ecclesiological Society. "The
Itlack C'himere," by the Rev. Father
Itobin-sun, S.S.J.E. 7.30 p.m.

Kdinburgh Architectural Association.
" Ablwys and Cathedrals of Scotland,"
by P. McGregor Chalmers, M.A., of

Glasgow. 8 p.m.

Fkil'.i v.—Architectural Association. " Compoi^ition in

liegard to Public Buildings, " by F. T.
Baggallay, F.Ii.I.B.A. 7.30 p.m.

In a short paragraph which appeared in our issue
of a fortnight since, p. xvi., the first meeting was
recorded of what purported to be the Bath Stone
Firms, Limited, !is having been held at the Board
Pump Room, Bath : this should have been the Sard
.Stone Firms, Limited.

At the Hampshire Quarter Sessions at Winchester,
on Tuesday. Mr. Temple Cooke applied for an
order to close a road at Cowes near the Royal
demesne of Osborne House, and in place of which
the <iueen had provided a more commodious and
direct road. AN^ile the closing of the present road
will be most convenient to the Queen and the
privacy of the Koyal island residence, the new road
will be better in every way for the public, being
wider and more suited for traftic. The Cowes
authorities bad consented to the proposed alteration,
and the Court now granted the orders. TChe work
will be completed at once.

The (JIasgow Corporation have appointed Mr.
W. A. Chamen, of Messrs. Crompton and Co.,
London, consulting and electric light engineers,
to be electrical engineer for the city of Glasgow.

Trinity Congregatioual Church, Uawsbury, is

imdergoing alteration, and au enlargement, at a
cost of ,t3,000. Its erection was commenced in
IKfjS, from plans by Messrs. ,Iohn Kirk and Sous,
architects, of Dewsbury and HuddersBeld, and
completed in 1870. The cost of the building and
fittings, exclusive of site, was about t8,0ii0. An
organ recess is being provided, in front of which will
be a new pulpit in pitch pine. The electric li^ht
has been installed in church and schools, and a
church parlour, ministers' and deacons' vestries,
and class-rooms, with lavatories, Arc, have been
added. The schools are undergoing improvement.
The architects ore Messrs. Kirk and Sons.

Major-General H. Darley Crozier, R.E., held an
inquiry, on Tuesday and Wednesday at Manchester,
on behalf of the Local Government Board with
reference to an application of the Manchester
Corporation for power to borrow £180,000, of which
tl, 0,1)0(1 was needed for the purposes of sewerage
and sewage disposal, and tlO.OOO for market pur-
poses. There was no opposition.

TIIK .VRCHITEOTURAL ASSOCIATION.
JVNIAKV UOi. OKIUNAKV GENERAL MEETING, nt N...

!'. Con<iuit-..trei-t, W„ :,3(J p.m. I'apcr bv Mr. F. T. UAGGALLW,
oD"* OMPOSITIUN.''

E. HOWLEY SIM, 1 „„. c,,.
G. B. CVRVILL, I"™-

^"•

CHIPS.

A stained-glass window has been placed in

Homsey parish church. The glass was designed

and executed by Mr. C. E. Kempe. The central

figure is that of St. John the Baptist ; on the one
side is '• The Baptism of our Lord in the Jordan,"
and on the other side the " Scene of our Lord
Blessing Little Children."

The Isle of Thanet Rural District JCouncil have
instructed Messrs. Bailey Denton, Son, and Law-
ford to prepare plans for the sewerage of Minster.

Thenew superstructure of Moorgate-street Station,

designed by Mr. Delissa Joseph, F.R.I.B.A., has
now been completed, at a cost of about £18,000, the

contractors being Messrs. J. Allen and Sons. The
elevation, which is Classic in design, is executed in

Portland stone, and occupies a frontage oi about
155ft. to Mooifields, and of about 90ft. to Fore-
street-avenue.

The urban district council of Eton hare instructed

Mr. E. Bailey Denton, M.Inst.C.E., to prepare
plans for the erection of a new pumping station,

pumping machinery, i:c.

The condition of Liskeard church tower has exer-

cised the minds of the vicar, the churchwardens, and
the townsmen for some time. It was generally held

that the condition of the tower was dangerous, but
the Chancellor of Truro refused to grant a faculty

for taking it down and rebuilding it. L"nder further
pressure, and finding that the tower had been con-
demned as insecure by the borough surveyor, the

Chancellor has now granted the faculty applied for.

On Thursday in last week, Col. W. Lington
Coke, M.Inst.C.E., held an inquiry at Rushton,
near Blackburn, into an application of the urban
district council for sanction to the borrowing of

£1,441 for works of public street improvements,
£1,890 for private street improvements, £834 for

sewerage and sewage disposal, £130 for a store-room
and cart-shed, and £905 for culverts at the Holt and
Xorden Wood tips.

John Xewman, a builder's foreman, of Enfield-
terrace, Hendon, was charged on Saturday, at

Marylebone Police-court, with maliciously breaking
a plate-glass window, valued at £5, on the premises
of a refreshment contractor in the Harrow-road.
Having been served with tea, the prisoner suddenly,
without any reason, swept the crockery off the table

and hurled some broken pieces about the shop. He
then rushed out aud threw a large stone through the
shop-window. The defendant was ordered to pay
14 lOs. for the damage, and was lined lOs.

On Wednesday afternoon in last week a new
parish room connected with St. Paul's Church,
Shanklin, was opeued by the Lady of the Manor
(Mrs. White Popham) and the Attorney-General
(Sir R. E. Webster, Q.C., M.P.) The room is 60ft.

in length by 'JSft. in width, Early English in style,

.and cost £1,070.

The directors of the Birkbeck Pier at Weston-
super-Mare, tbe pavilion and concert-hall upon
which structure were destroyed by lire last week,
have decided to reinstate the buildings on improved
lines, and have instructed Messrs. Hans Price and
Wooler, architects, of Weston, to prepare plans.
The building was insured for £1,700, but the damage
done has greatly exceeded that amount.

A new Congregational church at the comer of
Beech Grove-road and Westmoreland-road, New-
castle-on-Tyne, is approaching completion. The
church is being erected from designs by Mr. Stephen
Piper, architect. County Chambers, Newcastle,
which were chosen in open competiti'^n. The con-
tract was let to Mr. G. H. Mauchlen, Newcastle, for

£6,950, excluBiTe of heating and electric lighting.

Crali^ iatbjs.

WAGES MOVEMENTS.
Bradford.—" The stone trade has," says the

Byadfurd Observ(>\ *'been good during the past
year, both locally and for the London trade, the
latter being mostly for tooled fiags and landings,
and prices have hardened a little, but not much,
during the year. The following may be taken as
the ruling rates during the year, the prices varying
according to quality of stone—viz., 3in. tooled flags,

from 33. 9d. to 4s. 2d. per square yard ; 'JJin. ditto,

from 33. 7d. to 43. ; 2in. ditto, from 23. 8d. to

3s. 2d. ; 3in. self-faced flags, from Ss. 2d. to 33. 8d.

per square yard ; 2 Jin. ditto, from 2s. 6d. to 33. '2d. ;

2in. ditto, from 23. to 2s. 4d. per square yard : ashlar,

Is. 6d. to 23. per cubic foot. Outside wall stones,

from 443. to 54s. per rood ; inside ditto, from 203. to

24s. : pitch-faced ditto, from 423. to .'lOs. per rood.

Bricks, 25s. to SOs. per thousand at the works.
Quarryowners complain of the little profit left on
a year's turnover, owing to the immense wear and
tear involved in the heavy stone trade."

M.vNCHESTER. — The Baths and Washhouses
Committee of the Manchester Corporation have
received a communication from the secretary of the

I'nited Operative Plumbers' Association of Great
Britain and Ireland in which regret is expressed

that the baths aud washhouses committee cannot see
their way to employ plumbers to do certain work at

the baths, and that in consequence " it will be im-
possible for any member of the association through
the United Kingdom to do any work, either new,
alterations, or jobbing, for the baths committee
until such decision is revoked." The Operative
Plumbers' Association object to the pipe fitting

(mostly iron pipes) and repairs at the l)aths under
the control of the committee being done by engineers

and other permanent employes of the baths
committee, generally in their spare time. The
committee, having considered this warning, have
decided to continue as heretofore.

E6TAB1.ISHEV

OTER

HALT-A-CESTtaT

BILLS OF QUANTITIES, PLANS, &e.
Lithographed in test <;tj!e and ivith gieat txpedilion by

PARTRIDGE & COOPER,
ARCHITECTS' AND SURVEYORS' LITHOGRAPHERS,

191 & 192, Fleet St., and 1 & 2, ChanceryLane,
Iiondon, E.O.

Special Prices quoted for Large Jobi.

LiBEaAL Discousxa accordino to Arrangement.

PILKINGTON & CO.
(Established 1838),

MONUMENT CHAMBERS.
KING WILLIAM STREET, LONDON, EC.

Registered Trade Mark

:

mim ASPHALTE

Patent Asphalte and Felt Roofing.

ACID-EESISTING ASPHALTE.
WHITE SILICA PAVXNG.

SEYSSEL ASPHALTE.

FAMBRINI & DANIELS,
IIUTOTAOTUBBBS Or rMPERISHABLB CONCEETB

SIASONRY roB

CORNICES, STRING-COTJRSES,
MODELLED PANELS, AND EVERT
STONE-WORK REaTJISITE.

LANDINGS and Plain or Moulded and Mitre
STEPS, durable throughout.

WORKS AND OFFICES: LINCOLN.

HAM HILL STONE.
DOULTING STONE.

THE HAM HILL & DOTJLTINQ
STONE CO.

Incorpotating THE HAM HILL STONE CO. and f. TRASK aoj
SONS ITHE DUCLTINK STONE CO.lSONS (THE DUCLTINK STON

diie/ Office NORTON, STOKE-UNDER-HAM, SOMERSET.
London Agent : Mr. E. A. WILLIAMS, 16, Cb»vB!< Streit, Sl»AJtB
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LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.

Crich—Water-Supply Scheme (3.100 population)
Antrim—Dispensary (limit £750)
Carlton. Victoria—Children's Hospital
Leinest*r— Motor Refuse Carts
Rugby -riiblic Work, Cattle Market
K;istlei-h -Public Otlices

"Woherliumpton -Motor "N'ans

Barrow-in-Furness—Technical Schools
Port Elizabeth-Free Libniry (Assessors, Sir F. Blaine and
R. H. nammei-sIey-Hunan—£22,000 limit)

New York—Sun Dial (Plaster Model)
Xewciistlc^on-Tyne -Ts^ew Inllrmary (local Architects)
Berwick-on-Tweed—Police-station (£5,000 limit)
Belper—Sewage Disposal Schemes

15 Guineas, 5 Guineas Jo^ieph Pym. Clerk, Helper Jan. 8
John Bullick, Hon. Sec . Bells-grove, Crumlin ,, IS

£100, £50, £25 J. Nicholson. Hon. Sec , Pelham-atreet, Carlton, Australia „ 30
Corporation K. O. Mawbey, Borough Engineer, Leicester „ 31

T. M. Wratislaw, Clerk. Uugb/ Feb. 1

50g3. (merged), -JOgs Hy. White. Clerk. I'.D.C, 19, St. Peter's-street. Winchester „ 7
Public Works Committee J. W. Bradley, C.E., Borough Engineer, Town Hall,Wolverhampton ,, 7
£50 (merged), £20 The Town Clerk, Town Hall, Barrow-in-Furness „ U
100 Guineas, 50 Guineas G. Oettle. Librarian, Port Elizabeth, S.A „ 15
500dol., 250dol Sec. National SculptureSoc. , 215. West57th-atreet,New York 28
(No arst) £150, £100, £50 Secretary Building Committee, Newcastle Mar. 1
Commission or £50, £25 R. Weddell, Town Clerk, Berwick-on-Tweed 14

50 Guineas, 25 Guineas Joseph Pym, Clerk, Helper May 1

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

BtriLDINGS.
Kin^issie —Warehouse and House, Tomatin Distillery Alexander Mackenzie. Architect, Kingussie
Carlton—Wesleyan Chapel and School "W. Johnson. Architect, Howden
Shoeburyness—Victoria Hall Rev. E. A. Causton, the Rectory. Shoeburv-ness
Llanhilleth—Hotel, with Stables C. Telford Evans. Architect, 8, (lueen-street, Cardiff
Kirkbride—House, &c E. Hill, Grocer, Kirkbride
Manchester—Twenty-six Three-Storey Tenement Buildings and
Two Shops, Pott-street and Caroline-street Sanitary Committee City Surveyor, Town Hall, Manchester

Ben Rhydding— Residence Empsall and Clarkson, Architects, 7, Exchange, Bradford
Blackpool—Mineral "Water Manufactory Blackpool Mineral Water Supply ... Garlick and Sykos, Architects, 22, Birley-street, Blackpool
Belfast—Detached Villa. Knockbreda Park J. G. Lindsay, Architect, 6, Chichester-street, Belfast
Stratford-on-Avon-Additions to Farmhouse Corporation Borough Surveyor, Stratford-on-Avon
Kirkbride -House E. Hill, Grocer, Kirkbride
Kyo -Alteration and Addition to West Kyo School School Board G. T. Wilson, Architect, 121, Durham-road, Blackhill
Frizinghall —Pair Semi-Detached Villas, Heaton-grove Isitt. Adkin, and Hill, Architects, Prudential Buildings, Bradford. .

Ware—Removing Iron Hospital Buildings to Hertford Joint Hospital Authorities G. W. Oisby, Clerk, Town Hall, Ware
Shellield—Pair of Villas, Hardwick Crescent Flockton and Qibbs, Architects, 15. St. James's-row, ShelSeld
Bex—ViUa J. p. Martin W. H. Stanley, Architect. Trowbridge
Bedford- Offices and Storerooms at Electricity Works T. S. Porter, Town Clerk, Town Hall, Bedford
Manchester—Thirteen Shops, Oldham-road Sanitary Committee City Surveyor, Town Hall, M.auehestcr
Belfiist—Two Semi-Detached Villas J. G. Lindsey. Architect, 6, Chichester-street, Belfast
Hull—Fitting-up Flour Mill, Garnson Side Triticine, Limited, Castleford Gelder and Kitchen, Architects, 76, Lowgate, Hull
New Elgin—House, Rothes-road James Jamieson, Architect, Elgin
Lyndhurst—Additions to Holmfield Commissioners of Woods and Forests Hon. G. Lascelles, Uueen's House, Lyndhurst
Londonderry-Four Houses, Brook-street J. P. M'Grath, Architect, Foyle-atreet, Londonderry
Aberbom—Double Cottage Reid and Wittet. Architects. Architects, Elgin
Radclille -Public Baths Urban District Council J. Sh.arples. Cierk, Radcliffe
Wallsend-.Six Houses Secretary. Industrial Co-operative Society, Wallsend
Barrow-in-Fumess-Laundry Extension Board of Guardians J. Y. Mcintosh, Architect, Comwallis-street, Barrow
Hull—Congregational Church and School, Prince'a-avenae -. W. H. Bingley, Architect, Custom House-buildings, Hull
Hampson, Lanes—Farmhouse W. G.Welch _ Austin and Palev, Architects, Lancaster
Eyther-Church Restoration C. Hodgson Fowler, F.S.A., Architect, The College, Durham
Leicester—Raising Roof of Boiler-House at Refuse Destructor
AVorks Sanitary Committee E. George Mawbev, C.E., Borough Surveyor, Town Hall, Leicester

Burley-m-Wharfedale—National School (for 500) Ed. C. Brooke, Architect, 4, Huddersfleld-road, Brighouse
Billericay—New Infirmary, Casual Wards, &c., at Workhouse,. Guardiansof Billericay Union C. Edgar Lewis, Clerk, Brentwood
New Quay—Headland Hotel Silvanus Trevail, F.RI.B.A., Architect. Truro
Dewsburr —House for Caretaker at Registry Office Guardians Joseph Peace, Clerk, Union Offices, Wellington-street, Dewsbury ...

Chippenham—Two Houses and Shops, New-road Thomas Holloway, Architect, Chippenham
Ladywell. S.E.—Workhouse for SOO Persons, Slagrave Farm ... St. Olave's Board of Guardians E. Pitts Fenton. Clerk. 30, Tanner-street, S.E
Bradford-Business Premises, North-parade Walker and CoUinson, Architects. 227, Swan-.aroade, Bradford
Portland Bill—Ten Coastguardmen's Dwellings Admiralty Director »{ Works Department, 21, Northumberland-avenue, W. ...

Kingstown—Municipal OiEces, George's-place Commissioners John Donnelly, Town Clerk, Town Hall, Kingstown
Harwich—Additions to Schoolroom, Pulpit, Reseating, &c, at
Congregational Church Committee J. W. Start, Architect, Colchester

Workmgton—Villas M. N. Carlisle W. G. Scottand Co., Architects, Workington
Archiestown—Alterations, Two Houses D. Maclean, Blacksmith, Archiejtown
JVarnunster—Vagrant Wards Board of Guardians A. F. Long. M.S. A., Warminster
Pantf—Free Cliurch ]j. and J. B. McMillan, Architects, 211, Union-street, Aberdeen ...

Creleth—Three Cottages Late Margaret Newby's Trustees .. R. P. Nelson. M.S. A., Surveyor, Broughton-iu-Fumess
Ryde. I.W.—Additions to Infirmary J. Fardell, Hon. Sec, Market-street. Ryde
East Dereham-Town Hall Trustees of the Headborough Estate Chas. B. L. Norgate, Clerk to Headborough Trustees, E. Dereham
Elgin—Diamond Jubilee Cottages, Maisondieu A. and W. Reid and Wittet, Architects. Elgin
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3tono-Chapels and Caretaker's House at New Cemetery Dartford Rural District Council J. C. Hayward, Clerk, Sessions House, Dartford
Brynmawr-County School John Thomas, Clerk, 194. King-street, Brynmawr
Dover—Boder-house at Sea Baths, Maiine Parade Town Council E. Wollaston Knocker, Town Clerk, Castle Hill House, Dover
Uanfair Caeremion-County Schools W. Story, Clerk to the Governora, Llanfair, Webhpool
Homerton.N.E.—Alterations to Ward No. 23 at Union Infirmary Guardians of Hackney Union Frank E. Coles, Clerk. Homerton, N.E
Leeds—Bridge over Aire at South Accommodation-road Corporation The City Engineer, Municipal Buildings, Leeds
Sudderstleld-Alterations and Additions to Shop Premises,
New-street and Market-place John Kirk and Sons, Architects. Huddersfleld ,. 20

East Dulwich. S.E.—Repairs to Infimary, East Dalwich-grove Guardians of St. Saviour's Union ... G. D. Stevenson, Architect, 13, King-street, Cheapside, E.C ,. 20
Jlossop—Pavilion Glossop Cricket Club R. G. Hawke, Architect, Bank Chambers, Glossop ,. 20
Flushing, Cornwall—School Buildings F. F. Savage. Flushing Vicarage , 22
3oat of Garten-Villa I). Macpherson. Boat of Garten , 22
Loohmaben—Alterations to Free Church T. E. Watson, National Bank, Loohmaben 22
3ullingworth -Thirteen Houses David Weatherhead, Architect, 55, Devonshire-street, Keighley „ 23
Epsom—Temporary Structures (for 7C0 patients and staff;,
Horton Manor Estate London County Council R.W. Partridge, Clerk Asylums Committee, 21, Whitchall-pl., S.W. „ 2<

^wmdon-Washing Baths G.W.R. Medical Fund Society The Secretary, Swindon ,. 21
Llanwrst-School for Girls, and Alterations and Additions to
Boys' Schools, at Llanwrst County School Peter Mclntyre, Clerk to the Governors, Llanwrst .i 25

iVinche.ster-Enlargement of Post Office Commissioners of H.M. Works Hon. Reginald B. Brett, Secretary. 12, Whitehall-plaee, S.W .. 25
Sootle-Lodge, Derby Park Corporation J. H. Farmer, Town Clerk, Bootle 25
Joghton—Passenger Station and Footbridge Lancashire and YorkshireEy. Co.... C. W. Bayley, Secretary, Hunt's Bnk, Manchester » 25
3urnley-Exten8ion of Electric Light Station G. H. Pickles, A.M.I.C.E., Town Hall, Burnley 25
jeeds—Dead Meat Market. New York-street Markets Committee Jno. Harrison. Town Clerk. Town Hall. Leeds 25

V? ?" f?.".'
E.—Block of Dwellings on Boundary-st. Area .. London County Council T. Bell, Clerk, Council Offices. Spring-gardens, S.W ,. 25

-,''^1^'"" ™v."'^1
™''™ ^o.^Engineer's House at Schools Guardians of Holbom Union C. E. Vaughjin, F.R.I.B. A.. 25, Lowther Arcade, Strand, W.C 26

29
31
31
1

1
4
10

^rnborough-Extension of Workhouse Infirmary Guardians of Bromley Union R. Gordon Mullen. Clerk. 96, High-street. Bromley
^olyerhampton-Shelter. East Park Corporation J. W. Bradley, Board Eagineer, Wolverhampton
rooting Comnion -Refreshment House London County Council T. Bell, Clerk, CouncU Offices, Spring-gardens, S.W '.

: ,

amberweU-Refreshment House, Myatt's Fields London County Council T. Bell, Clerk, Council Offices, Spring-gardens, S.W,
Feb,Southampton-IsolationHo3pital,Mousehole-lane,MilIbrook,.. Corporation George B. Nalder, Town Clerk, Municipal Offices, Southampton ... Fe

iudley-Grammar School and Master's House, St. James's-rd. Governors of Grammar School Albert Morton, Clerk to the Governors, 16, Birmingham-rd., Dudley „
'enrhyneudracth—\agrant Wards at Workhouse Feetiniog Board of Guardians Thomas Roberts, Clerk, Portinadoc .,

iighgate HrU, N. -Infirmary fforSCii patients). &c St. Mary Islington ituardians Edwin Davey. Clerk, St. John's-road. Upper HoUow.ay, N
/Olchester—BusiuMs Premises, Long Wyre-street Shaws, Bryant, and Co Chas. E. Butcher. Architect, 3, Queen-street, Colchester
idmonton. N.-Fifty Cottages

_ Architect, care of Fuller and Jackson, 11. Grocer's Hall-court, E.C.
itretford—Laundry, Chester-road Johnstone Brothers. Architects. 3), Lowther-street, Carlisle
.landudno-Completion of Duke of Clarence Memorial Church Rev. Francis O. Jones, 'Vicar J. Oldrid Scott, Architect, 35. Spring-gardens, London, S.W
kegness—Two Boarding Houses C. Nelson Holloway. Architect, Angel-row, Njttingham
lury-Five DwelUng Houses at Littlewood Cross Bury Brewery Company . Thos. NuttaU. C.E,, Architect, Arc, 2), Mirket-street, Bury, Lanes.
ottmgham—Workshop and Offices. Pepper-street ..... C. Nelson Holloway. Architect, Angel-row, Nottingham
akworth—Warehouse, Providence MUls Judson and Moore, Architects, YorH Chambers, Keighley
mtefract -Reconstruction of Inn Brice, Butieri and Lee' .'.'.'.'.'....'.'.'. Tennantand Bigley, Architects, Pontefract
idstow—Hotel Crickmay and Sons, Architects, 13, Victoria-street, Westminster ...
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LondondcnT-DweUimrHooM
'

n. H. M'Elwec and Co., Architects.S, Carlisle-road, Londonderry .

Itury-Twi-lve Houm« off Bolton-it)id'.' Eiton.'.'."' Jonathan Hamer 1) Hardman, Architect, SU?er-strect, Bury Lanes

Ilniilfiira-SUnda for Cycle Exhibition Albert House, I iicorn-paasage. Bradford, iorks .^

(raw,i,mk - Bnn.h Stores. Stables, Managcr-a Houie, &c West Wybim ftPrudhoe Co-op. 8o=. W. Dixon, Architect. St. John-street, Newcastle-upon-Tyne

ru<l»iirth -Tw.j lluus*'8 Hutcbinson a I'rovision btore, Cudwortn

r!.'llH>t CVinu-U-tiunof FivclI..uws;ic.,WiUtoa-8tart'"!'.r.:;; Z.'.'. H. T. FuHou, ;U,L>oncgall-streL.t, BeUast
iH'ii:fi Lonipii-tnm oi i-ivc iimuhc'S, arCi woiioo-screet ...* "• *• ^ "..."", .., ^x,^^^-.. --•---. ——--..., t,„„i, ^f^^Q. n.^^an^^

;^r^rte^ii;'^n:ia5e ^-"'^^-'»"«"«°'-'''^..:;;;;?^&^iS:s^f^s^s';'ls^.rxrJt;l£^^^ -

i:;-;;':;',b.2r^li,:;^ t^^"'-
^o^^^^^^^-^^"'"- 'Bmici.i^ii^^^ chureh

.. v^j^.^^i^jj^^^^f^-g.^^'ife^-s^^ z
rp»"pit.-s-FourTcrracr.lIou»e»';:'.'.:.'...! Wm. Conn William Walker, Albert Mount, Horeforth -
Cliuivh Siii-lton-.Vdditiuns to Hotel .John If. Withers Architect. .Shrewsbury

|ir.,.imhair-rr,am.-ry Dromahair Dairying Society lohn i
)
Kourke Secretary. Dromahjiir . ;;-•",•. ~

Sw,in«a-BI,K.-kofl.lllicc.,. at Docks Margrave and Peacock. Architects, Metal Exchange, Swansea —
Ma..l.i.K,k-Ad.]iliun»taBoardS<-hoor"!.! Pleaicley School Board Frederick Ball. Architect, 23 King-street, Nottingham —

I ,.,.!,mdodW,ll« -Bath- H.-om».I'ulii|>-H0U80 Hotel ^^ "• ?°.'l T' ''"=°'.'
'['^-?''?^^t?''''?''H' , ^''r^l7 ™'fo;''fV;;i'; ~

I
. . .!. Shop IT.MuiMS. Hurm.iut..fts-«lrcet Robert Hudson J. W. Thackray, Architect, 3. Itossiugton-pl., Oathome-ter., hrea<, —

c.tt.-^Th.aliv c»lim.it«lcu-.t. i:i(),.').'ia) The Municipa Authorities Cettc. France —
Island uf Inni»bolln -National School l«ev. Jame? M'Fadden, P.P., Glena, Oortahork —
Buml.y- K. construction of Who Could Have Thought It, „ „ . ^ . . „ ,

IIiiriHTs-lHnc Messrs. Qrimshaw, Burnley Charles Parsons, 9, Grimafeaw-street, Burnley —
liaMiiiarKh Hdl-Three Houses ............... J- Platts. Architect, Old Bank Buildings, Rotherham —
Caahelnager-Additions to National School Kev. Jas. McFadden, P.P., Glena, Gortahork —

ENGINEERING.
Bimdotan -Waterworks Guardians of Ballyshannon Union .. James Perry, M.I.C.E., County Surveyor, Galway Jan. 8

Duniiuinway— Ueservoir and Pipes Guardians J. Lane.C.K., Bandon »» •

AtlnnH-DocksEitensions (about £110,000) ChanceUeno, Monarchic Attique, Athena ..... »

Itcdford-F.lectric-I.ighting Plant Elfctric Light Committee T. S. Porter, Town Clerk, Town Hall, Bedford „ JO

Sw;in.<ea-Storm-WaterliveHlow Urban Sanitary Authority Jno. Thomas, Town Clerk, GuildhaU, Swansea ,.
ju

(owbridg,--Water-Su].plv Works Rural District Council Jease Hurley, 10, Bridgend-road, londu ,. i"

Bootle-KIcotric-Lighting'l'bint Corporation ...: J. H. Farmer, Town Clerk. BooUe ,.
f"

St. Cyrus -Pipes and Reservoir John Sim, Engineer. 160. High-street. Montrose ,.
lu

Dublm-Boilers and Water Tanks, Mountjoy Female Prison ... General Prisons Board of Ireland ... S. H. Douglas. Secretary, General Prisons Board, Dublin (^astie lu

Beglos Harbour Works (about £1,200) M. Kautfrnann. Engineer, Bordeaux ,.
"

Itadclitfe-Works at Public Baths LTrban District Council J. Sharpies. Clerk, Uadclilte • "
Worthing- Covering Service Reservoir, Broadwater Corporation W. Verrall, Town Clerk. Worthing .. J^
Sunderland-Piunping Plant Guardians W. Hodgson, Assistant Clerk, 17, John-street, Sunderland „ IK

lUthdrum-Water-Supply Works Guardians B. Manning, Clerk, Board Room, Workhouse, Kathdnim „ i»

I.eeds--.Min. Steel Foul Main at Meadow-lane Gasworks Gas Committee R. H. Townsley. General Manager. Municipal Buildings, Leeds „ !>

Darwen- Refuse Destructor Chas. Costeker. Town Clerk, Darwen ..... ......^. , "
Gloucester-Plant on Low-Tension System at Electricity Works Electricity Supply Committee Geo. Sheltield Blakeway, Town Clerk, QulldhaU, Gloucester „ l->

Kirkcaldy— Reservoirs at Holl, Arnot, and Carberry ; and ,«
Filters at Hull Waterworks Commissioners William D. Sang, C.E , Kirkcaldy _ >. '»

Pencoed-Widcning Bridge Glamorgan County Council T. Mansel Franklin, Clerk. Westgate-s'.reet, Cardiff .•
"

Tarragona-Construction of Telephone System Spanish Government Office of Civil Governor. Tarragona » j"
Skirlaugh—Heating Apparatus and HotrWater Supply Guardians of Skirlaugh Union C. W. Hobson. Clerk, Newbegin, Beverley

-i; .i-: " Sa
Navan -Waterworks Town Commissioners J. H. H. Swiney, M I.C.E., Avenue Chambers, Belfast . M
Nantes- Harbour Work (estimated cost £1.120) Prefect of the Province of the Isere, Nantes , ^^
Blair AlhoU to Dnimochter—Railway Widening 17 J miles) Highland Railway Co Wm. Gowenlock, Secretary, Inverness

Jj
Caatlcbar -Gasholder Gas Co J. Sheridan, Secretary, Castlebar, Co. Mayo

J>
Belgranu—Military Port (about £i,000,00oj Argentine Government Minister for Commerce, Biieno.? Ayres ,. »[
Oudtshoorn to Klipplaat—Railway (15-1 miles) Cape Government Agent-General, 112, Victoria-street, S.W " ^'

Dover - Compound Engines Town Council E. W. Knocker, Town Clerk. Dover ^. *eo. i

Birkenhead to Ledahain Railway Widening (S miles) Joint Committee A. E. Bolton, Secretary, Paddington Station, W .> ^

Guipu/coa. Bilboa—Electric Tramway (30 miles) from Zumar- .nr,.-* v n o wr o-
rago to Zumaya Commercial Department of Foreign Office, Whitehall, b.W „ ^'

Pemambuco— Port Works Government Brazilian Ministry of Public Works, Rio de Janeiro .. 2S

Madras -Utilisation of Water of Periyar Lake Chief Engineer tor Irrigation, Madras July 1

PENOINQ AND WALLS.
Willesden, N W.-Corrugated-Iron Fencing Urban District Council S. W. Ball, Clerk. Dyne-road, Kilbum Jan. U
Stone. Kent -Wall and Iron Pali.-<ading. near Cemetery Dartford Rural District Council J. C. Hayward, Clerk, Sessions House. Dartford . ,• 17

Willenhall—Fencing and Gates Urban District Council Chas. J. Jenkin. Engineer, Council Office, Willenhall ,< -7

I^uonby—Wall near Post-Olhce E. James, Silloth

FURNITURE AND FITTINGS.
naremorris—Bedsteads. Basins. &c J.J. Shanly, Clerk, Claremorris . .•

.Jan. IZ

Liverpool—Extension of Nurses' Home at Workhouse Select Vesby H. J. Haggar, Vestry Clerk, Parish Offices, Brownlow Hill, Liverpool —

PAINTING. ^ „
Gla.«gow - Bazaar Buildings Corporation A. R. McDonald, City Engineer, Glasgow Jan. VJ

Darwen-(Municipal Office.^ Corporation C. Costellen, Town Clerk. Darwen t> If
Witbington -Nurses' Home Chorlton Board of Guardians D. S. Bloomfield, Clerk, All Saints, Manchester n 2.^

Blacklitath, Dulw ch Park, Ladywell Recreation Ground, and
Havenscourt Park—Painting and Repairing Works London County Council T. Bell, Clerk, Council Offices, Spring-gardens, S.W oi.

ROADS AND STREETS.
Wakelleld -Private Street Works . The Town Clerk, Town Hall, Wakefleld Tan- *
Slough-Street Works Urban District Council G. H. Charsley, Clerk, 11, Mackenzie-street, Slough S
Dartmouth—Limestone Kerb, i-c Urban District Council T. O. Veale. Survevor, Dartmouth • ^Budleigh Salterton—New Road Urban District Council E. G. Warren. MSA. Commercial Chambers. E.«ter >• »
Aberdeen-Street Works Town Council William Dvack. Borough Surveyor, Town House, Aberdeen >. S
Leamington—Blue Brick Paving in Clapham-terraee Corporation Conaett Passman. Town Clerk, l,eamington ,• JO
Moas Side-Sewering and Paving Passages Urban District Council W. R. Acton, C.E., Surveyor, Moss-lane East JO
Bouthgate, N.—Making-up Roads Urban District Council W. M. Ellenor, Clerk, Palmer's Green, N >.

JJAnnfleld Plain—Kerbing ; Urban District Council T. J. Trowsdale. Surveyor, Annfleld Plain JJ;
Oinnock-Street Works Urban District C'ouncU C. A. Loxton. Clerk. Cannock • J*rreston-l-aving and Flagging Ruskin-street Corporation Borough Engineer, Town Hall, Preston >•

JjStanley -Street Works Urban District Council John Geo. Ridley, Clerk, Stanley, R.S.O .•
J»Spennymoor—Paring and Kerbing Streets Urban District Council Fred Badcock. Clerk. 3. James-street. Spennymoor ....^ J7""^ " "' "' ...._--.--- _ —", Walham Green, S.W _,,
!»I'ulhiim, S.W.—Making-up and Paving Town Mead-road Vestry Charles Botterill. Surveyor. Town Hall, \

lloincrton Workhouse -Roadway in Women's East Yard Hackney Board of Guardians F. R. Coles, Clerk, Honierton, X.E
DuiKMin-Road to Pier Commissioners C. J. M. Macintosh, Burgh Surveyor. Du

19-

- ,, „- - 7- - — o.-u^.o v.. J. M. Macintosh. Burgh Surveyor. Dunoon .^.... .......^.. ...;
Car.bll -Roads and Sewer Works at Canton Veall and Sant. Architects. 5. Arcade Chambers, Highst., Cardin —
SiurkhiU and Handsworth—New Roads W. Roberts, Land Agent, 37, Waterloo-street, Manchester —

SANITAS'?
Kingussie-Sewiige Works .

. Alexander Mackenzie, C.E., Kingussie -f""-
f

^y uichmore Hill. N.-Sewer in Green-lanes and Hopper's-road Southgnte Urban District Council .. W. M. Ellenor, Clerk, Palmer's Green, N •• >> ^'

Kingston-upon-Thamea -Sewer in Hampden and Cambridge-
.road Drainage Committee"' Town Clerk, Clattem House, Kingston-upon-Thames J2
leli.vatowe-Earthenware Pipe Sewer (700 lineal yards of Sin.) Urban District Council Geo. R. Horton, Surveyor, Town Hall, Ffli.xstowe ..

J^Hayl^^ -Sewer U.xbridge Urban District Council ... Charles Woodbridge, Clerk, 38. High-street. U.xbridge „ J».vh.rbum -Sewer, &c Durham Rural District Council ... . William Lisle, Clerk. Si, Saddler-street. Durham — .. J}
Italliichuh.sh -Di-amage Works Lorn District Committee J. D. Sutherland, Clerk, Royal Bank Buildings, Oban i>

J^Stanley -Sewer Urban District CouncU J. G. Ridley. Clerk, Stanley, R 8.0
J(!(Coventry-Sewers, &c Corporation Lewis Beard, Town Clerk, 10, Hay-lane, Coventry >•
J7Witham-Sanitary Work, ic, at School 8. Metropolitan School Managers... Henry Burgess, Clerk to Managers, Sutton, Surrey
J'Newmarket -Sewers Urban District Council Sidney J. Ennion, Clerk, Newmirket — •• *;

li.ndon. N.W.—Sewers in Edgware-road Urban District Council Henry Humphris. Clerk. Public Offices, Hendon, N.W •• ^}
I ..mibni -Drainage Works Govemmeat Department of Public Works, Lisbon J»MacclcsHeld -Sewers, &e Rural District Council J. F. May, Clerk, Churchside, Macclesfleld v •• •*'

New Brompton—Drams Gillingham Urban District Council F. C. Boucher, Clerk, New Brompton, Kent .,.,.,.; leo- '=

STEEL AND IRON.
I-eicester-Cast-iron Pipes and Connections Gas and Electric Lighting Cmmittee Alfred Colson. MI C.E, Enginesr. Millstone-lane. Leicester Jan. »
l/>ndon.E.C.—Steel and Iron Work in Bridge Piers Assam Bengal Railway Co F. A. Lyall. Secretary. 5.">. Bishopsjate-street Within, EC „ 10
Harrogate -Cast-iron Pipes .l.noo yards, Sin Corporation Samuel Stead, Borough Surveyor, Municipal Offices, Harrogate H
I^jndin. 1..C— Steelwork, Galvanised and Castr-iron Work for
Runijmg-Shed Roof Nizam's State Railways Co The Managing Director. Winchester House, 50. Old Broad-st., E.G. „ JS

. i~ o"''!''?° ?^5 .i-
Corporation F. J. Banciof;, Water Engineer, Town Hall, Hull J»i^eeus -fate 31 Ou^er Bridge over River Aire Corporation The City Engineer's Office, Municipal Buildings i»

(Cond'nued on i>(igt -V.V Vlll.'i

'Wff
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PEOFESSIOXAI.

TPIIE architect

GRIEVAXGE^!.

long-suffering in-

reat many
IS a _

A dividual, and receives a
more insults than falls to the lot of other
professional men. His taste and art culture
are called into question by Mr. Brown or
Mr. Jones, and if he is at all sensitive about
these points, his life is not an enviable one

;

but if he is fairly thick-skinned or retaliative

in disposition, he can manage to give back as
man}' kicks as he receives. When a client

disapproves of a design, finds fault with the
style or the elevations, the highly-strung
artist is wounded to the core, for it is upon
this part of the design that his chief reputa-
tion rests. It is like telling a painter that,

his composition is bad, or a musician that
his performance is a failure ; and yet it is

one of the commonest disappointments the
architect is called upon to suffer. Xo client, in
whatever position he may move, hesitates to
criticise the design of his architect, or to offer

objections to this or that feature ; whUe
he may have the good manners to wrap it

up in the general compliment, " That the
design is very nice as a whole, &c.," as if he
placed his taste and judgment on design on
a level with that of his architect. When
-sviU the average lay mind learn that it is for
this part of the work of the architect that he
employs a professional man ? Imagine a
buyer of a picture or a sitter to a portrait
questioning the skill and correctness of the
artist ! We have often thought it strange
that a client should dictate to the architect
of his house how it should be planned, when
that was the very reason he came to seek
a professional man ! While the design is

still in the air, the cHent leaves it entirely to
his adviser ; but directly it assumes a form
on paper, then it is that all kinds of sugges-
tions and alterations are made. Brown has
seen a better plan somewhere ; he wants
something like Mr. So-and-So has erected

;

he likes half-timbered gables, or a square

-

shaped house. As if all these ideas could
not have been thrown out before the plans
and elevations had been prepared I The very
fact they are not hinted shows that the
ordinary client has no ideas of his own, and
nothing to base them on until the design
appears in tangible shajie. After the design
is made on paper he begins to compare it

with other buildings, and thinks he can
improve upon it. So with competition com-
niittees ; they begin to criticise and discuss
directly they get the plans in; the fussy
committee-man compares A's design with
those of B and C, as if his opinion was
conclusive. In short, until the architect puts
his own ideas into order and shape, no one
else has any to offer ; in fact, the client looks
upon the design as a mere drawing that can
be altered to suit his taste, and that has been
expressly prepared for his approval. The
grievance begins here. The client imagines
that, as he employs, he can decide ; he
engages the architect to prepare designs for
his approval, just as he looks to his tailor
to show him patterns. The two things are
not on all fours ; the garment has to fit the
customer, bnt the buQding has to be designed
to accommodate at least the wants of a
family, if not of a future generation of
occupants. Everybody thinks he has taste,
and can decide upon matters of stylo, of
elevation, and decoration ; but if this assump-
tion was conceded, we should have so many
variations that the architecture of our cities
would be a very heterogeneous medley of
ideas and of all stages of cultured and

uncultured taste. A great deal, of course,

depends on the way an architect goes to

work, how he meets his client, and draws
out from him his ideas and predilections.

Some in the profession are skilled in this

tact ; they discuss the question of design
with their employer, ask him if he has any
preferences, if he can point to anj- building

or design he likes, and by this means they
can obtain some notion of their client's

views, and then can discuss with him why
these views are wrong, or jioint out their

weakness. By so discussing the matter, the
client is taken into confidence, and when
he receives the design, he is much less dis-

posed to find fault than he would have done
if his opinions were not canvassed. We
believe a great deal of unnecessary friction

might be avoided if the architect talked the
matter over, instead of thrusting upon him a

design without consultation.

But, perhaps, the hardest blow is for

an architect to have to "father" a design
which is really his client's or his client's

wife's ; to get the credit for some mon-
strosity which he has been helpless to

avert. Shorn cf one feature after another,
altered to suit the taste of someone who
wishes to imitate a palace or a riverside

bungalow, or that vulgar wish lor smart-
ness which characterises certain members
of the mushroom nobility in our great
towns, the architect's original design is

so transformed that it can scarcely be
recognised. It is a hard case for an archi-
tect to be credited with the authorship of
a building to which he has been little

more than the passive draughtsman, inter-
preting the wishes and taste of his client. If
the practice which we believe now obtains in

Belgium amongst architects of inscribing
their names in smaU capitals at the right-
hand corner of the main front of their

buildings be generally adopted, it would be a
decided hardship in this instance. The idea of
inscribing the name of the author of a design
is in itself a good one, so long as he is the
real author of the work. On the other hand,
it would be a grievance if he signed his name
to a building that was really the outcome of

a parsimonious client or an ignorant board.
Anonymity would be far more desirable in

such a case.

In the domain of plan also, the client

asserts his opinion. Here we come on
common ground. The employer who engages
an architect to prepare plans for his business
premises or his house has a right to ask for

certain arrangements and accommodation,
and, if so disposed, to suggest a plan. He is

suppose! to know best what he wants,
though it is worth while to mention that,

though he may have some idea of what he
wants, he is quite unable to make a plan that
can be built. We have known clients sketch
out on paper roughly a plan of a house, as,

for instance, the schoolboy's idea of a row of

rooms with a long corridor entrance, or a

square box with rooms on each side of a centre
passage, but which are useless as guides to

the architect. In short, he comes to an
architect to put his wants into shape.
Directly they are embodied in a plan, all

kinds of alterations are suggested, such
as a few feet more to this or that room,
another bedroom or closet. The wife wants
an alteration, or some friends suggest some-
thing that requires the whole recasting of

the plan, and, as a consequence, the eleva-

tions. AVhat other professional man has to

put up with it ? Does the painter, the
sculptor, the lawyer, or the physician r Xo.
His vocation would bo gone if he made any
such concessions or alter.ition in his plans.

Even in competition, the patience and for-

bearance of the architect is sorely tried.

In the recent Cardiff Municipal Buildings,

selection the definite instructions of the

committee have have been set aside in the

selected plans, as pointed out by a competitor

alleged, many of the instructions ignored.
Have we not also had similar complaints in
the matter of the Battersea Baths 'f And
have not our pages rung with the grievances
of the Walthamstow and Einchley com-
petitions ;- What is to be said of a com-
mittee who publish conditions which lay
down certain requirements, and then ignore
them altogether !- Have we not here a proof
of the inability of the lay mind to enter into
(luestions of plan in a comprehensive manner,
or of making up their minds on certain re-
quirements !' The fact of the matter is, an
architect often sees a better way of obtaining
the desired result by modifying the con-
ditions ; whereas the stickler to instructions
may miss after all the most vital points in
the scheme. The lesson is not to insist on
hard-and-fast conditions in all cases. To
mention another competition grievance : in
some of these contests of skill, as in the
pending Carshalton Hospital, the committee
make the unsatisfactory stipulation that if

necessary thej' retain the power to adopt the
features of any of the designs they premiate,
by which arrangement the brains of two or
more competitors who are awarded prizes may
be robbed at the mercy of the board—an
exceedingly ungracious act, if not insulting
to the competitors.

Sometimes, under the cloak of compli-
ments, the architect receives a thi-ust not less

wounding because it is given under the
cover of politeness. We heard of a case
lately iu which an influential vestryman of
an important board complimented an archi-
tect on a successful building, and promised
him his support and recommendation after this

fashion : "If you will send me your plans, I
will have much pleasure in submitting them"
(not to the committee for carrying out,
but, alas !) " to our own surveyor '.

" What
could be a greater slap in the face ? But
who has not been told quite provokingly :

" I will show your plans to a friend, or to my
committee, and if approved you shall hear
further from me," or something of the
same kind 'f Probably an architect would
sooner submit his design to a layman or
outsider than to a brother professional. It

adds much to the annoyance to find one's
plans or ideas have been appropriated by
another professional man without acknow-
ledgment or remuneration. Many com-
petitors have cause for complaint on this

score. The Walthamstow Baths grievance,
which has been so recently discussed, does
not stand alone. In many instances, a
public competition seems to have been
devised by a committee for no other purpose
than that of providing the promoters with
suggestions and plans at a small cost,

usually the offer of a couple of premium-;,
both of which together would barely hive
paid the expenses of an architect of reiJute.

And this view is confirmed by the treatment
that has been meted out to successful com-
petitors, whose plans have been in manj' cases

carried out by the surveyor of the board. The
<iuebec Association of Architects have jus*-

issued a circular to their members, some of

whom have taken part in competitions on very
humiliating conditions, agreeing to make
designs and obtain tenders without any
chance of remuneration. Cannot we re-

member also instances of fictitious com-
jietitions, b}' which designs have been re-

ceived, but the premiums have been with-

held 'r Is it fail- to assume that nobody
has benefited ? The pickings from the

plans of say fifty designs amount to a

robbery quite as audacious as if the pro-

moters had bodily stolen the ideas of one man.
l)n the former supposition the victimised

could hardly complain ; but, on the latter, tho

author could claim, if he did not always get,

compensation.
The emploj'ment of so-called artists and

tradesmen, who spoil the work of the archi-

tect, is the cause of much heart-burning to the

last week. The plans premiated show, it is |
sensitive soul. It is really hard on the
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aiohitoit alter his l)iiililin|^ is completeil ty

find tho decoratiiin or fittings loft to some
decorative firm, as if ho wore not artist

enougli to coiiipleto his own design. This is

one of tlio dangers duo to .specialism in art,

and one which the architect him9t>lf .should

resent. If he can design a room in all its

structural appointments, ho is surely tho

right man to suggest its decoration. But,

no ; tho decorative artist is consulted—a firm

of decorators from Oxford-street or Tot-

tenham Court-road. Unfortunately, tho

practice has grown from the mere negli-

geiico or apathy of tho architect to

assert his prerogatives, and those who are

competent and ready to fulfil their proper

functions have to suitor for tho inditferonce

of other members of the profession to claim
their just rights. In the decoration of such
buildings as town halls, theatres, and hotels

the specialist designer or manufacturer is

called in, or invited to prepare designs and
estimates, so taking away from the architect

perhaps one of the remunerative parts of his

design, lietween the tradesman, fitter, and
decorator the architect's work is frittered

away, while he is still held responsible for the

shortcomings of those who supplant him.

IXDl'STlilAL 1>EM(X'RACY.-

OXE of the most important developments
of our age is trade-unionism, and its

history and progress from the ISth century
as it affects the various handicrafts has been
made the subject of an interesting work in

two volumes by Sidney .and Beatrice Webb.
The regulation of the conditions of employ-
ment has a special application to the building
trades, whether wo regard it as a result of

economic science or in a more jjarticular

light. To take, for instance, tho trade-union
regulations as to apprenticeship, we find

certain traditions that have come down from
Mediroval times. One of these was the
reciprocal obligation between master and
apprentice, tho former agreeing to teach
the mysteries of his craft, and the latter to

serve for a given term for wages below the
market rate. These obligations were enforced
by the guilds. The conditions were : a pre-
mium paid, a certain age, a term of servitude,
and a limitation of the number of apprentices
permitted to the master. We know from the
work turned out by members of these guilds
how well this system worked. Besides this

formal apprenticeship, the journeyman also

had the privilege of bringing up his son in

the trade, or, as it was known, "patri-
mony." This privilege does not appear to
have been regulated by guild law, but on the
custom of the workshop. It was, as the
authors say, a " privileged exemption" from
the law ; the son could enter his father's

workshop at any age the latter liked, and for

any period. And we find this custom or
" pati'imony " became a vested interest,

which is still strong in some trades. Mr.
Webb gives instances of both these systems.
The I'nited Society of Boilermakers and Iron
Shipbuilders have a formal code of rides
regulating the admission of apprentices
in all parts of the kingdom. There is

a distinction between the "rivet boy," who
is taught nothing, but is paid full wages,
and the apprentice who is taught the trade.

To become an apprentice to the trade, he
foregoes half his earnings ; but the raw youth
can try his hand on work for which he is as
yet unfitted—he does not do mere mechanical
routine. To illustrate the latter system

—

apprenticeship to a journeyman—theaiithors
refer to the cutlery handicrafts. Hereditary
succession is universal, and no journeyman
is allowed by tho Britannia Metal Smiths to
take an apprentice except ho be his own or
a joivrneyman's son, and he cannot have an

• Industrial Democracy. By Sidney and Be.vtru e

f ';?• """ Volumes. London : Longman, Green,
and Co.

apprentice in addition. I'nder this rule any
collective regulation of apprenticeship is out

of the (juestion, as the father adopts his own
time and methods. The I^tonemason's formal

apprenticeship coexists with patrimony, and
this is described. The rules of the craft vary

in localities. There is a limit of one boy to

fivo or six men. A youth after working
three months at the trailo is bound apprentice

for five or seven years. An agreement is

drawn up ; every mason can bring up as

many of his sons as he likes to the trade.

The son is kept at work till ho is KJ and
.strong enough to enter tho tr.ade, and then

he works in tho shop for the employer
as an improver at a full man's wage.

Other trades are described, but those we have
noticed maintain apprenticeship regulations.

In some trades of to-day the ranks of the

unionists are recruited bj- men who have not

conformed to such rules. The compositors

form a handicraft of a highly-skilled body
of men. ^lachinery has not been able to

make the craft easier to learn, or to divide it.

Mr. Webb remarks : "It is probable that a

very considerable proportion of tho men who
obtain work as compositors, and join com-
positors' trade-unions, have undergone no
period of educational servitude at all, with
or without indentures, and have ' picked

up ' such knowledge of the trade as the.y

possess whilst earning a full market rate of

wages," and any attempt to limit the number
of persons entering tho trade has failed, no
doubt owing to the wonderful progress of the

printing industry, and the great variety of

employers. So that, while in some trades

which are in a flourishing condition the

entrance is free and unguarded, in others,

equally floiu-ishing, like tho boiler-makers

and ship-buUders, exclusive regulations are

enforced.

The authors next consider "Progression
within the Trade." The I^ondon builders

cease to employ boys, the Operative Societj-

of Bricklayers is recruited largely from
young builders' labourers, who are allowed

to decide up to the age of 2.j whether
they will abandon the hod for the trowel.

The progression is unregulated liy any rule.

The Manchester Slaters' and Labourers'

Society admits to membershiiJ as a labourer

any man actually working witi. a slater, and
from such the ranks are recruited. A
labourer who desires to become a slater must
serve se\eu years on the lower grade, and
then apply to the secretary of the union. A
committee of six practical slaters then
examines the candidate in the mj-steries of

the craft, and if he passes he is recognised

as a slater, and can demand full pay. The
number jn'omoted by the union is limited to

three in each year. Many instances are

given of the " over-lap " between trades.

The lines of demarcation between allied

crafts vary locally. In iron shipbuilding

the most '

' numerous and complicated
disputes " about over-lap are said to arise,

and this obscuring of the lines between the

trades has been brought about '

' by the

gradual transformation of the passenger ship

from the simple Deal lugger into an elaborate

floating hotel." Thus the plumber has
always done the sanitary work in vessels,

but the iron piping of the steamship has been
claimed by the engineer : hence plumbers
and fitters both comj)lain. Sharp conflicts

have arisen on this account. Engineers have
([uarreUed with boiler-makers, shipwrights,

the joiners, brassworkers, plumbers, iS:c.
;

the joiners have quairelled with mill-sawyers,
pattern-makers, and cabinet-makers. These
disputes often create confusion and strikes

and loss to the employer. Many interesting

instances are given, and the authors point to

a tribunal of tho trade-unions to settle dif-

ferences ; the adjudicators are well versed in

the technical details of tho trades. Tho
principle is pointed to on which tho tribunal

should act; it cannot be on any " right of

the trade." The employer has the right to

decide which workman he will engage; there-

fore, " what each trade-union asks is that the

recognised standard rate for the particular

work shaU be maintained." Here the authors

rightly say : "The federated trade-unions,

in.stead of vainly trying to settle to which
trade a task rightfully belongs, should, in

fact, confine themselves to determining, in

consultation with the associated employers,

(/( what rafe It xlnndd he paid for." A definite

standard rate for a particular task has been
put forward bj' the general secretary of the
Amalgamated Society of Engineers ; and the-

authors' remark : If this simple principle were
adopted, say, in the great shipbuilding yards,

and accepted by tho emplojers and the

federation of engineering and shipbuilding

trades, all would be well. The " standard
"

rate would be determined, as now, by collec-

tive bargaining between the associated

em;doyers and the trade-union, instead of by
the' individual employer or workman. In

another chapter, on the "Verdict of the

Economists," the arguments in favoiu' of

combinations of wage-earners are treated

—

that the workers should protect themselves

by "higgling and bargaining" if they are

not to "suffer lower wages than there is

economic necessity for. Professor Edgeworth
and Professors Taussig and Marshall are

quoted. The advantage of unions in bene •

titing the worker is generally admitted.

Considerable space is given to the custom
of "higgling and bargaining" upon which
the conditions of employment depend. The
arguments for and against trade-unionism

are temperately discussed in these chapters.

In making labour contracts, the individual

workman is at a disadvantage when com-
pared with the capitalist employer. Many
conditions cannot be determined by tho
workmen : the speed of work, its quality,

how many hours he shall work, intervals

for meals, fines, &c., are matters left to the

foreman. The workman has to accept these

conditions, for he cannot know beforehand

what they are. "Moreover," the authors

say, " unless fixed by law or collective bar-

gaining, these conditions may at an}' moment
bo changed at the will of the employer or

the caprice of the foreman. These, no doubt,

are disadvantages to the isolated workman in

bargainingwith the employer. Trade-unionism

remedies these defects of a " merely in-

stinctive standard of life." This standard

is described as the " existence among work-
men of identical notions as to what constitutes

theirminimum subsistence
'

'—itself abulwark
against the pressure of competition. But we
must stop here. In the fii'st volume the

authors discuss Trade-Union Structure under
four chapters :

" Primitive Democracy,"'
" Eepreseutative Institutions," "The Unit
of Government," " Intenmion Relations";

and in Part II., Trade-Union Function,

such as " The Method of Collection," " Bar-
gaining," " Arbitration," " The Stand.ard

Kate," " The Normal Day," &c. Tho authors

of this valuable contribution to the important

subject of trade-unions have given a lucid

scientific analysis of trade-unionism, which
has cost them six years' investigation and
research. The various trade-union organisa-

tionsand their regulations have been described

in detail.

The second volume, dealing with the

function of unionism, is tho more im-

portant, perhaps, to the economist and poli-

tician : the psychological origin and reason

of each code of rules is revealed, these

being the intention which originated them,

or the grievance to be met. On the whole,

we must say the authors have ably handled

the task they have undertaken, whatever

judgment may be passed on the facts and
generalisations which will always remain

more or less speculative. But as an economic

theory based on incontrovertible facts and
assumptions, the authors have made a strong

case for these protective agencies and the

1
value of combination.
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AVROUGHT-IROX AND STEEL IN CON-
STRUCTIONAL WORK.—XXXIII.

TIE-RODS or tension-rods are used on roofs

and bridges chiefly. JIuch depends upon

them, and their dimensions, forms, and methods

of fitting vary. Tie-rods are used in two forms

—those of round, and those of rectangular ohlong

Fio. 219.

section. The first are generally preferred when
there is nothing to interfere with the breadth of

the rod, the latter when rods are confined side-

ways, as when two or more rods have to be laid

side by side, or have to pass each other in a con-
tracted width. But generally, most rods of small
area of section are round, and those of large
section rectangular.

Rods are secured in three ways—one by means

Fm. 220.

of pins, another by screw nuts, the third by
wedges. The second can only be employed on
rods, the ends of which are of a circular section :

the other two are applicable to each form. The
rods themselves are in tension ; but their fasten-
ings are in shear. In order to the tightening up
of long lengths of rod, it is often necessary to
resort to the use of capstan nuts, or of long sleeve

Fio. 221.

nuts. The workmanship of these connections is

the subject of strict specifications, because the
failure of a tie-rod will often mean collapse of

the principal members. The area of cross-

section of screwed ends, the area of the metal on
each side and at the ends of eyes, the question of

welding on of eyes are, therefore, subjects of the

'W ,r^T-|
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tainty in regard to welds made in steel, while

there is hardly any risk when wrought iron is

concerned. Neither, apart from special machinery,
can steel be upset so satisfactorily as iron. It

follows that eyes and enlarged screwed ends can
be safely welded on iron rods, and that small
extensions also can be upset on iron, tha-results

of which are more uncertain in steel. Rods in

steel can be made lighter than those of iron for

equal strength, but that can only be done when
the workmanship is fully reliable. In saying
that steel is not so readily and reliably welded as

iron, that does not mean that welds cannot be
made, but that they are not to be trusted. In
careful hands good welding can be done, but this

is just one of those matters which must always
be uncertain. A little scale in the middle of a
weld, some unequal heating, insufficient ham-
mering of the right sort, may cause a weld
apparently sound as far as external appearance
goes, to be of not half the strength of the solid

bar. It is for this reason distrusted, and only
tolerated when absolutely unavoidable. The
Board of Trade imposes severe restrictions on
this kind of work. In the hands of a specially-

skilled workman, such welding is practically safe,

but the steel should be of the mildest.

In the fitting of eyes and pins, rough or black
fits are only permissible in some of the lesser

details. In the main ties at least, all pins must
be turned, and their holes drilled or bored. This
is necessary in order to insure an equal distri-

bution of stress. Without this, one cannot be
sure that a pin is in double shear, or that a rod is

not receiving an initial twist or pull, tending
to draw it out of a straight line. It is not
desirable that the fit be tight. On the contrary,
there should be sufficient freedom between the

pin and its holes to permit of its being thrust in

by unskilled labourers without the need of oiling,

as in the case of much high-class machine work ;

j\.in. of difference in size is a suitable allowance.

Eyes or links are generally made from the

solid metal—that is, they are not bent round and
welded, as is the practice in some light work, in

which the hole bears a large proportion to the

metal surrounding it. In the latter it is better

to bend the eye when wrought iron is used,

because the strength is greater across the fibre

than parallel with it. In the former kind of work,
however, it simplifies the workshop detaUs to

punch or drill through the solid, and leave an
excess of metal at the end where the grain is

short. In steel there is practically no grain, and
no difference in strength either way ; and as,

further, welds in steel are imcertain, the practice

is to form all steel eyes from the solid.

Eyes, and screwed ends generally, have to be
made in such large quantities for a big contract that

special means are adopted to expedite the pro-
duction, and to insure absolute uniformity in all,

so that if necessary all of a given dimension would
be interchangeable. This is too wide a subject

to treat in a series like the present. But briefly,

these methods may be summarised as follows :

—

why machinery is laid down for such a
method is because nearly all American
bridges are pin-connected. In England there
is no such plant, and the method adopted here in
the formation of long tie-rods is to forge the eyes
and the screwed ends separately from the main
body of the rod, and after having done the work
of drilling the first and screwing the second, to

weld them with long scarfed joints of, say, from
4in. to lOin. in length—dependent upon diameter
—to the rods. This method saves all trouble in

manufacture otherwise due to the handling of

long tie-rods, and in the case of iron there is no
special difficulty in welding. In the case of the
very short rods there is no need to adopt this

plan, but the rod may be drawn down by fullering

between the ends from a bar of the full area of

the ends.

In reference to the methods of formation of the
eyes and screwed ends separately from their rods :

These are roughed out nearly to shape in the

D
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forge, and the precise finished shaje is imparted
in dies of cast iron or of steel under the steam-
hammer. A hundred or a thousand will then all

be precisely alike, and an enormous amount of

time otherwise spent in finishing to neat outlines

is saved. If deemed necessary, the holes in eyes

can be punched at the same heat as the finishing

to outline in the die, and this is generally

desirable, because it does not injure the metal,

and it saves some time in the subsequent boring.

The screwed ends are cut in a screw-cutting

lathe, and when quite finished, eyes and screwed
ends are welded, and the rods are ready to go into

place.

Taking now a few examples of tie-rods. Figs.
219—221 illustrate an eye-bar end of a tie-rod

and a method of its attachment. The length.

Fig. 219, is one which can be best forged by
drawing down without any welding. In Figs.

220,221 it is seen fastened to a roof principal.

Fig. 220 being in elevation and Fig. 221 being a

section through the principal, just above the rod.

The web of the principal, though single through-

out the jrreater portion of the span, is doubled

rPZy 1
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first importance. Fortunately, strains are always
01 a direct and simple character, instead of uncer-
tain as they often are in many riveted joints.
_
Ihough steel is often used in tie-rods, wrought

iron^ is also stiU Largely employed. The realon
-108 in the fact that there is always some uncer-

Fio. 224.

American practice, as remarked in a previous
article, differs from ours in respect to the
formation of steel eyes. These are upset by
special forging machines, by which the fibre is so

coerced that the upsetting does not open it out
as it would by hammer processes. The reason

and spread out laterally at and near the feet,

where they rest upon the supports. The tie-rod

ends are therefore fitted between the double webs
and united with a pin. At the locality where the

pin-connection is made, the webs are starengthened

with additional outer plates aa. At A is seen the
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long screw-nut, by which the rods arc tightened
up.

tigs. 222, 223 ehow another way in which to

connect a tie-roJ A to a pin-conneclion B in a
raftirof joist section. Two links CC embrace
the mds of the pin, and a forged block D receives

the ind of the tie-rod, which is tightened with a
capstan nut a, by which the tent-ion is adjusted.

The pin-conneclion li passes throuj,'h castirgs

Fio. 225.

II I) on the faces of the rafter K, Fig. 223, and
riveted through it, and the links CC clear the

flanges of the joist which forms the rafter.

Fig. 224 illustrates a pair of links .\ A con-

necting tension-rods B ]!. 1 he links themselves

are united with a bolt at the centre, and blocks or

".•".'•'.•."..i.'i;;'' '
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attached to the principals beneath the purlins,

with provision for tightening. .Vt the tie-rod

ends also there is provision for tightening the

lengths of which the tie-rode are composed. In

the Figs., A is a portion of the principal, B a

portion of a purlin, CC two wrought-iron
brackets bolted to principal and purlin. The
suspension-iod, with connecting tightening-nut,

is made in three portions, the short length D,
Figs. 22.3, 22G, having a screw at one end, and

Fio. 22S.

an eye at the other passing between L' C, the

main portion F extending down to the horizontal

tie-rods : F and D are put into proper tensional

adjustment by the long sleeve-nut E. Below I)

there is the short length G, Figs. 22", 228, with

crostheads C C are bolted between the links at the
ends to receive the screwed ends of the tie-rods.

The rods and links .are strained to their proper
l> nsion by the circular capstan nuts a a pulled
round with a tommy.

Figs. 22.;—22S show fastenings for radial-
supporting rods connecting the principals and

, ties of the Liverpool Central Sta'ion. They are

Fio. 230.

eye-bolt and nut to pass through the tie-rod
sleeve-nut li, which is screwed right and left-

handed to suit screws in the ends of the tie-rod
lengths J J. The ends, it will be noted, are
enlarged at the screwed portions to jireserve the
strength of the rod unimpaired, and the sleeve-

nuts are of sulBcient length to permit of ample
range of adjustment.

Fig. 229 shows a triangular- shaped pair of

connecting links which serve as a point of union
for three tie-rods, and one strut, at the different

angles indicated. These plates are of wrought
iron or steel. The ends of the horizontal tie-rods

are shown to right and left.

The attachment of a tie-rod to the ends of a
principal by means of wedges is shown in

Fig. 230. Two broad jaws, A A, forged from
plate, and tapering in depth or in width, are

y^
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riveted to the webs of the principal, which is

spread out at the base similar to Fig. 220.

Cottar-ways are slotted in the tie-rod end B to

receive the gib a and cottar b, by which the tie

is tightened up.

Figs. 231, 232 illustrate in elevation and in

vertical section the method of attaching the
suspension links to the cross- girders of the

roadway of the Tower Bridge. The girders are

single-webbed, but are thickened up at the ends
where the links are attached. Here broad plates
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are riveted on each side of the web, and against

these the massive links A A are fastened with

holts. These links measure Itt. 2in. by Sin. in

Fia. 2.'?2.

cross section to receive suspension pins, the

pins B being (Jin. diameter. The ends are

further stiffened with angles and gussets, as

shown. Fig. 233 illustrates another eye-and-pin
connection on the same bridge. Whenever the

original strength of any portion of a structure is

reduced by the removal of metal therefrom, it is

necessary to reinforce that section in the manner
shown in the figures. J. H.

THE SURVEYORS' IXSTITUTIOX.

AT the meeting of the above society on
Jlonday evening last the discussion was

resumed on ilr. Pimchard's paper (read at the
ordinary general meeting of December 10th), on
the suggestions for improving the relations
between landlords and tenants put forward by
the commissioners who have lately reported on
the condition of agriculture in the United
Kingdom. The discussion was resumed by Mr.
Albert Buck, of "Worcester, who held a decided
opinion that freedom of contract between landlord
and tenant was the only practical means of
insuring good cultivation " and the honest fulfil-

ment of the terms of agreements on both sides.
Tenants should be compensated, he held, for
farming, which really improved the land, but not
for any theoretical claim in cases where they left
their holdings impoverished. Much verbiage
might have been saved if it had been decided
that a tenancy could not be terminated at less
tian two years' notice to quit, with a proviso
that if it were terminated in a less time there

should be a claim for compensation. There was,

he feared, a tendency to so expand the provisions

of the .\ct as to give the tenant compensation

for what he had agreed to do by his lease, and,

indeed, was, in common law, obliged to do. He
did not think that any great alteration in the

procedure for ascertaining the amount claimable

and payable was necessary. Arbitration was

the only way in which such matters could

be decided. If the tenant and the landlord did

not agree on the amount to be claimed and paid

by one tide or the other, someone must decide

between them, whether it be a person mutually

agreed upon or one appointed by the Board of

Agriculture or any other public body. Whether

the landlord and the tenant should send in their

claims and counter-claims at the same time was

a difficult question to decide. He thought, on

the whole, that no further legislation could, for

the present at any rate, do much good. A land

agent should do the best he honestly could for

both landlord and tenant, and it was in this way

that he would best study his employer's interests.

Mr. E P. Squarey said that these were gene-

rally matters easily settled by a wise landlord,

a wise agent, and a sensible and right-minded

tenant ; and given these conditions, he did not

think the Act would be very widely acted upon.

But, unfortunately, the three were not always

co-existent, and a necessity would, from time to

time, arise for dealing at the end of a tenancy

with questions of tenant right and compensation.

The commission with whose report the paper

dealt had a very diflicult task. He was not quit:;

sure that ilr. Punchard did not lean a litt'e too

much to the landlords' side. It was all very

well to seek the aid of the legislature in these

matters ; but what he thought was wanted

was a determination on the part of both land-

lords and tenants to do what was right and

just the one to the fither, and not to rely on

any details of legislation which might give

either of them a technical advantage. As to

laying down land for permanent pasture, he
thought that the tenant ought, one year before

the end of his term, to give the landlord notice

whether he intended to claim compensation.

With regard to claims for the manurial value of

feeding stuils consumed, he thought that sufficient

allowance was not made by valuers for the very

different conditions under which they were con-

sumed—whether in closed and properly-drained

sheds, or in open yards, or even in open fields, or

whether during continuous wet or dry weather,

when their value would be very different.

Sir. J. A. Eggar thought that in some ways
the present Act might be amended. There should

only be two classes of improvements—those which
were permanent and those which were exhaustive.

The former might well be borne by the landlord.

He thought the laying down of permanent
pasture, the necessary fencing, and the plant of

hops might well be transferred from the first to

the second part of the schedule of improvements.

If pasture remained good permanent pasture for

any number of years, it was probably due to the

inherent capabilities of the soil, and not to the

tenant's action.

Mr. J. H. Savin and Mr. G. J. M. Burnett

having spoken, both agreeing in the main with

Jlr. Pimchard's conclusions, the meeting then

adjourned.
It was announced that at the next meeting, on

the 2-lth inst., a paper would be read by Mr.
A. A. Hudson, barrister-at-law, on " Surveyors

as Arbitrators."

BUILDERS' AND S.VXITARY FITTINGS.

AVERY compendious and well-illustrated

catalogue has been issued by Jlessrs.

George Wright and Co., of 153, (iueen Victoria-

strjiet, E.G., and Rotherham, comprising nearly

every variety of builders' ironmongery, marble

and slat? mantelpieces, stable and cowhouse

fittings, pavement lights, &c. it is impossible

to give any adequate idea of the variety of goods

and designs illustrated. The marble, wood, and

cast-iron mantelpieces contain many good designs

in all the chief kinds of marbles and woods, and

suitable for every kind of residence. Several

very simple designs are shown mide in pine,

painted, with overmantel, tile panels and hearths,

and Berlin black interior. A large assortment

or mantel registers of all sizes and prices, some

with movable canopies, are illustrated. The
grates with removable swing canopy, which acts

as a register door, are economical, neat In appear-

ance, and verj- moderate in price—from £2 and

upwards. The kitchen ranges from 2ft. to r2ft.

are shown in a variety of shapes, and deserve

the attention of all builders and architects who
require subi,tantial workmanship. The direc-

tions for fixing kitcheners are useful. Several

large and very perfect c'ose-fire kitcheners, with
grilling stove and hot closets — suitable for largo

establishments and hotels—steam cooking appa-
ratus, and grilling stoves are shown. The
sections on stable fit'ings and cowhouse fittings

contain all the more recent and sanitary mangers
and racks and arrangements of stalls. The descrip-

tions and prices of each article are full and
complete. •—^

CHIPS.
The building works in New- street, St. Clement's,

Ipswich, belonging to Councillor Fred Bennett,
have just been extended over the site of an adjoin-
ing old malting with garden attached. The ad-
ditional premises contain fresh machinery, including
framed stone-saw, mortar mill, and a crane with
41ft. jib, and plumbing and painting workshops.
The New-street works now cover an area of over an
acre, and are situate close to the dock and river

Orwell, in the oldest part of Ipswich.

A portion of a roadway, believed to be of R-)man
origin, has been found at Rtjigate. Som^ woikmen
whilst engaged in excavating for a sewer in Nutley-
lane discovered a completely-formed roadway atinut

.5ft. below the surface of the highway. The path is

about 14ft. wide, and is composed of flints, the

edges of which have been trimmad to fit, and is even
in character.

Herr Di.rpfeld, the Director of the German
College of Archeology, who has for some time past

been engaged in excavations between Pynx and the

Areopagus, believes that he has discovered the

ancient system of drainage, with all its ramifica-

tions. Ttie pipes, which are in a good state of

preservation, conducted to the various quarters of the

city the water flowing from Mounts Pentelicui and
Hymettus, and the small streams from the .\cropolis.

Colonel W. R. Slack, R.E., an inspector of the

Local Government Board, held an mquiry at the

Town Hall.Leyton, on the Gth inst., into an appli-

cation by the urban district council for sanction to

borrow £2,12.5 for public street improvements,
£7,CIS for private street improvem'ints £1,.530 for

purposes of electric lighting and £1,300 for the

purchase of a site for public bi'hs and washhouses.

At the last meeting of the streets and sewerage
committee of the Leeds Corporation, Alderman
Harding reported that the experiments in the

bacterial treatment of sewage which were being
carried out at Knostrop. under the supervision of

Mr. W. J. Dibden, of London, had had very en-

couraging results. Daily analyses of the ettluent

were t)eing made at Mr. Dibden's laboratory and by
Mr. Fairley, the city analyst. The experiments are

being watched by the West Riding Rivers Board,

and analyses on behalf of that body are also being

made.

The town council of Longton, Staffs, having
apphed for sanction to borrow £20,000 for gasworks
purposes and £4,07.5 for purposes of street improve-
ment, Mr. H. P. Boulnois, M.Inst.C.E., an in-

spector of the Local Government Board, held an
inquiry at the town-hall on Friday into the applica-

tions. Mr. W. S. Macgregor, the gas manager,
explained the plans for improvement at the gas-

works, and Mr. J. W. Wardle, the borough
surveyor, those for street improvements.

Figures carved in Beer stone, and representing

the Evangelists, have been erected over the com-
munion table at St. John's Church, Yeovil. They
have been executed by Messrs. Hirry Hems and
Sons, of Exeter, from designs by Mr. J. Nicholson

Johnson, A. R. I.E. A., of Yeovil.

New outfitting premises are in course of erection

at Gamborne, for ^Messrs. Vivian Brothers. Mr.
Silvauus Trevail, of Truro, is the architect ; and
Mr. John CoUiver, of the same city, the builder.

On Saturday a girls' home a'. Newport, Salop,

was opened by the Bishop of Slirewsbury. The
building is intended for the reception and training

of friendless girls from workhouses and elsewhere.

Messrs. Veall, of Wolverhampton, were the archi-

tects, and Mr. \\'hittingham, of Newport, was the

builder.

On Thursday in last week, Mr. R. H. Bickoell

held an iniiuiry at Wednesbury on bahalf of the

Local Government Board, with reference to applica-

tions for sanction to loans amounting to £3,101 for

the purpose of a fire-brigade station and other

pubUc improvements.

The Goldsmiths' Company, who are the ground
landlords of a large portion of the devastated area,

have pignified their readiness to cordially acquiesca

in any sclieme the Corporation and the London
County Council may arrive at for the improvement
of Cripplegate.
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tHUTIAKV.
5Iu. II. Stvci,\ Mauks, K.A., the woU-known

painter of birds in niuiiorous attitmlcs in oil and
water-colours, died on Sunday at his residence in

Kegont's Park, aged (I**, after a verj- short illness.

In his earlier years he was a successful decorative
painter : ho designed proscenium friezes for the
t laictv Theatre and other playhousec, did part of

tho frieze running round the outside of the
Altiert Hull, and carried out a good deal of work
at Katon Mali, Crowe Hall, and other private
houses. .Mr. Marks became an Associate of the
Academy— in whoso schools ho had been trained
—in I.S7I, becoming iin It A. seven years later,

and retired a fow years ago.

CHIPS.
The Walthamstow I'rban niitrict Council having

applied to tho Local Ciovernmeut Board for sanction
to borrow £11,000 for the erection of an infectious
hospital at Larkswood Lodge, Chingford Hatch,
Dr. II. Timbr* 11 Ilulstrode held an in<}uiry at the
Town Hall, Walthamstow, on Tuesday in last week.
Mr. tr. W. Holmes, surveyor to the council, showed
tho plans which he had prepared.

The new schools, Farnworth, near Widnes, ore
being warmed and ventilated by means of Shor-
lund's patent Manchester grates, the same being
supplied by Messrs. E. H. Shorland and Brother, of
Maucliester.

Xcw church schools on Galley Common, Stock-
iiigford. built at a cost of £1,400, were formally
opened by the Bishop of Coventry on Thursday in
last week.

On Thursday, the Gth inst. , Mr. H. Percy Boul-
nois, M.I.C.E., of the Local Government Board,
held an inquiry at the Shire Hall, Stafford, respect-
ing an application by the town council for sanction
to borrow t'JO,000 for the purposes of the Stafford
Corpontion Act, ISOO, and £4,000 for water-supply
purposes.

On Tuesday, four mon who were at work on the
new IJoman Catholic Cathedral, which is being
built in Ashley-place, were thrown to the ground
owing to the collapse of the plauking of the scaffold
they were on. They were so seriously injured that
they had to be taken to Westminster Hospital.
Their names are—Peter I'ennythorne, JS; David
.Seymour, J8 ; Frederick Frost, 25 ; and Arthur
Brooks, .'JO.

Tho Dean and Chapter of Peterborough Cathedral
have requested Mr. G. A. Bodley, A.R.A., to
examine and report upon the condition of the west
front of the cathedral, and also of the transepts and
eastern chapel of the choir, with a view to carrying
on the work of restoration. This course is necessary,
owing to the death of Mr. .T. L. Pearson, R.A.,
under whose advice the previous restorations have
been carried out. Scaffolding is being erected with
a view to restoring the south-west 'gable of the
front.

By his will, which bears date September 6, 189.5,
with codicils of May 20, 1897, and August 2S, 1S97,
Sir Henry Doulton, of the firm of Doulton and Co.,
potters, left personal estate valued at i':!09,4S;! Ss. 4d.
He beq\ieaths to the Pottery and (ilass Trades'
Benevolent. Society £100, and to the Lambeth
Pension Society £200.

The first annual dinner of the Hereford and
District Master Builders' Association, which was
established on March 20 last and has now a
membership of Pi, took place at the Mitre Hotel,
Hereford, on Tuesday evening in last week. The
chair was occupied "by Mr. William ,T. Bowers,
president of the association, who was supported by
Mr. Alderman II. C. Beddoe, the Mayor of Here-
ford, and Mr. A. Kvauss, of Bristol, president of
the West of iMigland and South Wales Federation
of Master Builders. The toast of the evening was
proposed by Mr. W. Symonds and acknowledged
by the president, and that of " The Architects and
Suiveyors" was proposed by Councillor James
Davies and acknowledged by Mr. E. H. Lingen
Barker, the senior architect practising in Hereford.

The Croydon Town Council received on Monday
a report from the lire brigade sub-committee as to
the result of their investigation into circumstances
of the recent fire at the premises of Mr. Horrocks,
builder, Croydon, by which damage to the extent of
.£4,000 was done. They stated that, although they
found no fault with the conduct of the bngade at
that particular fire, it was proved that there had
been great laxity of discipline, and that the men,
in defiance of strict printed instructions, frequented
licensed houses in the neighbourhood with the
knowledge and consent of Superintendent Thomson.
They, therefore, recommended that Engineer Bowers
and Fireman Filce be discharged, and the super-
intendent severely censured. Several members
advocated the dismissal of the superintendent also
but eventually the committee's report was adopted
u£animously.

Builbtng ilnttlltgtnce.—•--*

—

BitAi.MAK.^A commencement has been made
with rebuilding the Fife Arms Hotel, llraemar.

The plans and specifications have been prepared
by Mr. .V. Marshall Mackenzie, A.Ii S..\., .\ber-

decn, and a start has already been made with the

work. Tho undertaking will take three years to

complete, and in order that the tourist season

may not he interfered with, the work is to be
done in sections. Tho first part of the building

will be completed in time for the season of 1S98.

EiiiMinuiii.—.\t the annual meeting of the

Royal Infirmary, hold last week, a report was
presented as to the extension scheme. After

consideration, plans for the new pavilion have
been passed, and estimates for the necessary works
obtained. The amounts of the accepted tenders

were as follows:— (1) E.^icavator, mason, and
brickwork, £13,048 ; carpenter and joiner \vork.

£4, 9S0—£18,628 ; (2) slater work, £377 Lis. 3d.

;

(3; plumber work, £3, 188; (4)plaster work,£l,273;
(Vi concrete work, £2,3GG 7s. 6d. ; (0) tiler work,
£3,355 Os. Ud. : (7) smith work, £1,010 lis. ; (S)

glazier work, £304—total, £31,162 6s. 8d. The
pavilion will be five stories high, and will con-

tain basement, three floors of wards, and attics.

On the basement floor the new bathing establish-

ment is placed.—In a review of the past twelve-
month the Sroisman says :—The building trade

has been very busy during the year. Save for

the delay caused for a few weeks by the strike of

the masons for an eight-hours' day. work has

gone on without interruption. The result of the

strike was a concession of the men's demand.
The eight -hours' day should begin on the

loth February, 1898, but as yet nothing has

been done regarding the inauguration of the new
system. When the demand was granted, the men
were earning lOid. and lOd. an hour: since then,

in most places, the pay has been reduced to the

standard rate, 9id. Besides, the masters have
lately purchased machinery to do stone sawing
and dressing, equal to a displacement of 200 men.
The activity of builders during the year has not
been due so much to contract work as to the fact

that money has been cheap, that people are re-

moving their money from foreign securities, and
that the desire of those people to invest their

funds in houses has led to the erection of a great
deal of speculative property. Xow, however,
notwithstanding the extension of the city in nearly
all directions, the market is more than supplied, and
it is expected that next year speculative builders
will take a rest. Besides the large number of

tenements, villas, and continuous self-contained
houses erected, a considerable amount of public
work has been done in connection with the
AVaverley Station and North Ijridge, and new
North British Railway Offices, the reconstruction
of the Roy.al British Hotel, the foundations of

the North British Railway Company's Hotel,
additions to the electric light station, large
works at Carson-street, the building of new
premises for several assurance offices in St.

Andrew - square, the erection of cable-power
stations at ToUcross and ShrubhUl, additions to

the .Advocates' Library, a new laundry at the
Royal Infirmary, police stations at the Pleasance
and at Croft-an-Righ, the public shelter and
golf-green keeper's houses on the Braid Hills,
and preliminary work for the extension of the
Municipal Buildings. The number of warrants,
ic, granted in the Dean of Guild Court was 916,
which is a great increase over any year during
the last five years. They represented 99 villas,

120 .self-contained houses, 191 tenements with
138 shops and 2,183 dweUing-houses, 182 public
and other buildings, and 319 alterations. As to
the prospects for next year, there are the Cit)-

Hospital at Colinton Mains, not yet above the
level of the groimd, the new City Chambers, the
extra pavilion at the Royal Infirmary, the North
British Railway Company's hotel, and, probably,
a new central station for the fire brigade.

CiATESiiK.\p-ox-TvN-E.—The new offices of the
School Board were opened on the 8th inst. These
buildings have been erected from designs pre-
pared by Mr. Edwin Bowman, .architect, of New-
castle, which was selected in open cooipetition in
JIay,lS96, out of 11 designs submitted, the cost
being limited to £3,500. The buildings are of
red brick, with moulded and carved stone dress-
ings. The entrance is by a stone portico, with
stone columns and entablature. On the ground
floor is placed the general office, 44ft. by 19ft.,

adjoining which are the private office of the

clerk of the board, book-keeper's roo:n, telephone
room, strong room, and waiting-room. The
attendance ollicers' room^ are placed at the north
end of the building, and have separate entrances
to thorn, as well as communicition with the other
olfii-es. On the first floor, is placed the board-room,
3.-ift. by 26tt. This room is l.'ift. high, with
panelled plaster ceiling, and panelled wood dado.
Adjoining the board-room is the members' private
room, with cloak and retiring rooms thereto.
The waiting-room, coramitteo-room, and other
apartments adjoin. The rooin^ are warmed by
hot-water pipes and radiators, which is supple-
mented by open fires in each room. In the
basement are store-rooms and the heating
chamber. The contract for the building was
£3,482, which has been CArriei out by Messrs.
T. and R. Lamb, of Gateshead, under the
personal supervision of the architect, with Mr.
Wm. Edington as clerk of the works.

Glasgow. — .St. Patrick's Roman Catholic
Church was opened last week. The new church
is situated at the corner of North-street and
William-street, Anderston, and is designed in the
Early Decorated style. The nave is divided into
seven bays, and is 102tt. long by 30ft. wide.
Including aisles, the total width is 59tt. The
clerestory is supported by three arches, each of a
span of 27ft. These arches are carried by granite
columns, so that two columns practically sup-
port the weight of the clerestory on either side.

In each of the seven bays of the clerestory is a
five-light window with traceried head, and in the
bays of the aisles, on the Epistle side, are two
two-light windows with traceried heads. The
west window is divided into seven lights, vrith

tr.aceried head, and is_32tt. high. The baptistery

is placed at the end -of the aisle on the (,4o3pel

side, and is lit by a three-light traceried window,
and the confessionals are in recesses in the aisle

on the Gospel side. The chancel, which is 32ft.

in length, is divided from the nave by a chancel
arch, and terminates with a five-sided apse, in

each bay of which i? ^ two-light window with
traceried head. Tb'. side chapels are divided

from the chancel b**'^*! arch, over which are two
two-light windows with traceried heads. Each
chapel is lit by a "ose window. There are two
doors under the great west window, approached
by a flight of steps from North-street. The
organ-gallery at the west end is reached by a
circular stone staircase. The roof, supported by
six principals, has a total height from floor to

ridge of 67ft., but is ceiled internally at a height
of 57ft. Accommodation is provided for over
1,000 worshippers. The presbytery is connected
to the church by a corridor from the sacristy.

The church and presbytery, which are both lit

by electricity, .are built of Locharbriggs stone,

the roofs covered with slates from the Aberfoyle
quarries. The church has cost £9,000. The
whole has been designed and carried out under
the direction of Messrs. Pugiu and Pagin, of

London. Mr. Harvie was the inspector of works.

GoitiiALS, Glasgow.—The memori.al-stone of

Gorbals Free Church was laid on the Gth inst. by
Lord Overtoun. The church is situated in .South

Portland-street, occupying a position between
two high four-story tenements, thus presenting

unusual difficulties in plan and design. These
have been dealt with by filling up the whole
frontage block with the entrances, hall, and
rooms, while the church is placed behind these,

being lighted from each side. The church itself

is square in plan, with side and end galleries, and
will ba setited for 918 persons. It is internally

di\-ided into a nave and side aisles by iron

columns which support the g.alleries and roof,

and steel girders over the galleries dinde the

roof longitudinally into three sections. The
central portion is carried up much higher than

the sides, and is finished with a coved and
panelled ceiling divided into six bays by moulded
timber couples. At the pulpit end two stone

piers divide the space into three, the side sections

forming organ-chambers, while the centre is

occupied by the platform. The pulpit will be an
open platform, with only a small reading-desk in

front. The church will be lighted by two tiers

of triplet windows. The hall is placed on the

first floor on the gallery level, and is a room 60ft.

by 27ft. Gin. A beadle's house occupies a portion

of the upper floor. There are also on the base-

ment two lesser hulls, each for 160 persons, a

kitchen, store-room, and lavatory ; and on the

street floor are ladaes' room, vestry, deacons'

room, and cloak-room, with lavatories, and an
extra vestry. The style is Classic, of a severe
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type. Each fl-ink of the front is kept forward to

the street line, and carried up unljroken to the

cornice, so as to contrast with the adjoining

tenements, while the centre is recessed a few feet.

The stonework is of red sandstone from (ratelow-

bridge iniarries. The estimated total cost is

£6,.500. The architect is Jlr. John B. Wilson,

A.K.I.B.A. and I.A., Bath-street, (Uasgow, and

the work is being carried out under his super-

vision, with Mr. James Mair as clerk of works.

SI.ixcnF.sTEu.—The Art Gallery Committee
presented a report to the city council at its

last meeting as to the necessary arrange-

ments and cost incident to continuing the

autumn exhibitions. The committee say that

they have considered the additional space neces-

sary to en.able them to carry on the work of

the steadily growing permanent collection, the

autumn exhibition, and the other exhibitions

which they have been accustomed to hold ; and
they have come to the conclusion that to

adequately meet this requirement they will need

increased accommodation equ.al to that afforded

by the existing galleries, which will very, soon

be only large enough for the permanent collec-

tion. " Three possible ways," the report goes

on to say, " of obtaining the additional accom-
modation have been considered by the committee :

(1; the erection of a temporary building on land

now belonging to the corporation ; (2) the sale of

the present building and its site, and the erection

of a new and larger building on another site ;

(3) the erection of additional galleries on land

behind the present building. Proposal 1 has

been rejected as undesirable ; proposal 2 has

much in its favour, especially if the new gallery

could be built on the same site as and in connec-

tion with the new reference library : but, on the

other hand, there would be very great and
general reluctance to consent to the abandonment
and pulling down of the present building, which
is not only one of the best examples of architec-

ture in Manchester, but also contains a fine suite

of galleries admirably adapted for their purpose.

Proposal 3 is the one recommorded by the com-
mittee. If the plot of land 1 ^f-veen the present

building and George-street coulrl be acquired at

a reasonable price, it would affprd space for a

building providing galleries at least equal in

extent to the present ones. Communication could

be established between the two buildings, so as

to form one magnificent suite of .galleries suf-

ficient for all needs for very many years to come.
The initial cost of the new galleries could be con-
siderably reduced by erecting only a one-story
building ; or the annual cost could be reduced by
reserving the ground floor of a two-story build-

ing for offices to be let for business purposes.

But it would be much more satisfactory to have
a two-story building entirely devoted to the
work of the committee, who could make good
use of both floors.

Mellor, Laxcs.—St. Mary's Church, Mellor,

was reopened on Thursday in laet week, after

having been renovated at a cost of £3,500. The
roof and coping stones have been, repaired, the

Dodgson monument has been placed inside the
church, and a substitute erected over the family
vault : and the Hargreaves, Dodgson, and Tro^'
windows have been protected with sheet glass.

An organ has been built by Mr. Edwin Smith, of

Blackburn. The organ-case is of quartered oak,

with spotted metal speaking-pipe front. The
keys are of ivory, with overhanging upper
manuals, and the key-fittings, desks, kc, are of

polished walnut. A new font, with oak cover,
has been given, and is a copy of a 14th century
font, which was discovered buried beneath one of
the porches of the old church at Welshpool. Mr.
Varley, of Blackburn, carved the front, and Mr.
Harry Hems, of Exeter, the cover. Messrs.
Paley and Austin, of Lancaster, were the archi-
tects for the restoration, and Messrs. J. Hatch
and Sons, of Lancaster, the contractors.

• Newc.\sti.r - ox - Tyxe. — The memorial-stone
was recently laid of Erskine Presbyterian
Church, Kye Hill. The church, which is to be
erected on the old site, from designs and under
the superintendence of Messrs. Badenoch and
Bruce, architects, of Xewcastle, will accommo-
date 500 persons, an increase of nearly 200 over
the old building. It is Late Gothic in style. The
walls will be of rubble, having on the main front
snecked rock facing and chiselled stone dressings.
Staircases lead to galleries, which run round
three sides of the church. The roof is of
hammer-stone trusses in pitch-pine, with cleaded
ceilings following the line of rafters and collars

and divided into panels with mouldings planted

on. The existing schoolroom in the basement is

not to be interfered with, but the front portion

under the vestibules wiU be converted into a

ladies' room and tea-room with wide vestibule

and entrance lobby, lavatories, &c. The whole
scheme includes a hall seated for about 150 on a

vacant site to the north of the church, with

minister's vestry, and on the basement level

there will be infants' classroom, session-room,

heating-chamber, and lavatories. The present

contract is for the church only, Mr. Kobert

Veitch, of Barrack-road, being the contractor. The
heating will be by low-pressure hot-water pipes

and radiators, and the electric light is to be intro-

duced. The new Primitive Methodist church in

Kingsley-terrace, Newcastle, replacing a smaller

chapel in West-street, has also been opened.

The church has been erected from the designs

of Messrs. Marshall and Dick, architects, of

Xewcastle. The style is Early (_Jothic. The
church consists of nave and transepts, and con-

taining the bulk of the sittings on the ground
floor. A small gallery, accommodating about 90,

occupies the north end over the entrance vesti-

bule. The total accommodation is for 500. The
windows of the edifice are long trefoil-headed

lights, and the roof is barrel-vaulted. The
rostrum is recessed, and has doors on either side

communicating with the vestries and stairs to

hall below. In the rear and on the level are

arranged the church parlour, the minister's

vestry, and the steward's room. The hall in

basement occupies about three-quarters of the

area of the church above. Folding screens are

arranged so that the space can be divided into

classrooms. The heating is by low pressure hot

water, ventilating radiators being placed in

window recesses and elsewhere. An electric fan

in the tower will be used to extract the vitiated

air, and the buildings throughout are to be

lighted by electric light. Mr. T. Hutchinson,
Elswick-road, Newcastle, was the contractor.

Eoi, N.B.—Mr. George Bullough, proprietor

of the Island of Kum, is carrying on important

improvements on the island. A mansion-house,

the building of which was commenced last

summer, is being erected, at a cost of nearly

£-13,000, on a site facing the entrance to Kinloch
Bay, eastward. The main tower is to be 60ft.

in height, and the other four towers, which
occupy the corners of the rectangular building,

10ft. The basement floor, which contains the

wine cellars, larder, and heating - apparatus

chambers, is 152ft. by 130ft. On the ground
floor is the drawing-room, dining-room, library,

and morning - room, boudoir, business - room,

smoking-room, hat and cloak rooms, luggage-
rooms, servants' hall, and kitchen offices. At
the south end there is a conservatory, 23ft. by
36ft. The quadrangle in the centre of the

building is 4oft. by 41ft., and to the right of it is

the baU-room, 23ft. by 31ft. The entrance-hall

is 40ft. by .26ft. On the first floor, besides the

upper part of the ball-room, are eighteen bed-

rooms, dressing - rooms, and bathrooms. The
stone employed is red sandstone from the Corrie

quarries in Arran. The woodwork generally is to

be of oak, and for decorative purposes walnut and
mahogany are to be used. The staircases are to be
finished in oak, and the bath-rooms and lavatories

laid with encaustic tiles. The windows have gun-
metal casements, and all the flooring is fireproof,

on the Fawcett system. The architects are

ilessrs. Leeming and Leeming, London. The
improvements on the island are not limited to

the erection of the mansion. New gardens,

greenhouses, and vineries are being formed at

the cost of over £5,000. Arable ground near

the old residence is being utilised for planting

trees, and a large area of hill ground is being

drained for farming purposes. 'Two other con-

tracts have been let—one for the construction of

half a mile of avenue leading from the pier to

the mansion house, and erecting a bridge over

the river at a cost of about £2,000 ; another of

£3,000 for making a communication by means of

a canal between a fresh-water loch and the sea,

for the purpose of rearing trout and salmon.

Another part of the improvements going on
simultaneously is the construction of a highway
from one end of the island to the other. The
estate carpenters are also busy erecting accom-
modation for 25 horses.

The restoration of Dawlish Parish Church tower
is completed, this concluding the whole of the

external restoration to the chmch.

(][^ngiut^rutg i^otes.

CitEWK.—One of the most extensive operations

undertaken of late years by the London and
North-Western Piilway Company is now in pro-

gress at Crewe. It will involve the outlay of

upwards of half a million of money, and when it

is completed the whole system will feel the

benefit. Half a century ago Crewe was nothing
else than a small hamlet, with a population, in

1831, of 14S. To-day it is a borough, with a
mayor and corporation, and 35,000 inhabitants.

At present goods and passenger trains run freely

over the same lines, and the company now pro-

poses to do what it has already accomplished at

Edgehill—separate the two classes of traffic ; and,

next, improve vastly the existing passenger

accommodation. Crewe, before the extension,

covered 93 acres ; on completion of the altera-

tions it will embrace 223 acres ; its platforms will

be upwards of 4,000 lineal yards in extent, just

double the present length ; the area of the

roofed-in portion wUl be 40,000 square yards,

instead of 12,160 square yards; and its sidings

wiU be augmented in number from 140 to 220,

with a total length of 30 miles, in place of 15J-

miles.

M.\KYLEB0SE.—Extremely rapid progress is

being made, says Enjinccrinff, with the London
terminal hotel, as with all the works in connection

with the Great Central Railway. The hotel

facing Marylebone-road is already up to the

second-floor windows on all sides, and will be

nearly rectangular in plan, the size being about

210ft. in width by 270ft. or so in length from
north to south. Red pressed bricks form the

material, with terracotta dressings, (-)n the west

side are six large windows on the ground
floor, with terracotta arches, giving light to a

banqueting-room. The Marylebone-road front

is to have a central carriage entrance into a

covered courtyard, and there will be a subway
froui the hotel into the station. There will be
seven stories, including two in the roof, with a

clock-tower over the entrance. Col. Iv. W. Edis,

F.S.A., is architect both of the hotel and the

station. Of the latter not much is yet visible

above ground, but the foundations are in for a

good deal of it, and the ground is fast being

excavated. Many lines of rail are laid all over

the site, and most of the rfeiris of the old houses is

gone. The raised road in substitution for Boston-

street over the railway at the north end of the new
terminus is now finished. The road, which will

be 45ft., will go straight on into Lisson-grove,

emerging thence by the widening of St. John's-

place. Between it and Alpha-road the principal

goods-shed or warehouse is situated, thirty-five

of its great iron columns being now in position.

The girders binding these together at the first-

floor level are partly up. Eleven-and-a-half

acres of floor space will be proWded in the goods

station and warehouses. The goods-yard will lie

entirely to the west of the passenger lines, and

south of the branch which goes under <;4rove-

road to the coal-sidings. The additional room

would comprise 400 or 500 houses, mostly of a

poor class, the rateable value being only about

£9,000. Further out, the tunnel and covered

way extending a mile from Wellington-place

to the London and North- Western Railway is

still under construction, and the further portion,

on to Finchley-road, is finished. AVest Hamp-
stead Station is being rebuilt on the new pair of

roads north of the old ones, the latter being

handed over to the Great Central, whilst the

former will in future be the Metropolitan.

West-end-lane bridge, which goes over both

lines at this point, is being widened. A little

farther on the Great Central will be carried upon

an iron viaduct, laid upon brick piers, leading on

to the bridge over the North London Railway.

The viaduct is now being constructed, as are the

bridges adjoining Kilburn-Brondesbury Station.

The Jvxofk.w R.iiLW.U'.—The latest report

on the progress of this railway shows that the

work of construction is being pushed forward,

notwithstanding the severe weather prevaihng

in Switzerland. Water-power to the extent of

2,40011. P. is now available at Lauterbrunnen,

half of this force being utilised for the dynamos

employed in the boring of the Eiger glacier

tunnel. The mountain stream has been diverted

from its course for a distance of six miles, ex-

tending from the watcrwheel-house to Scheidegg

station and the Eiger glacier, while the open 1-ne

between the Scheidegg and the glacier, with its
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tunnel of 8S yards, ia finished, so that the elc-

trie railway over this portion will probably be

opened in the first half of next .lune, and in time

for the tourist soiison. Tho principal tunnel has

been carried to a distance of Hi I yards by h:ind-

lioring, and the preliminaries for trucinpf out tho

great tunnel have been accomijlished after some
two years of labour. The rock is found to be

excellently adapted for tunnelling, and experi-

ments on the .lungfraujoch has proved that it is

reached at a depth varying from Sflft. to 100ft.

under tho snow, instead of at 'J^SOft., as was at

first expected. In connection with Swiss moun-
tain railways, it may be mentioned that the open-

ing trial of the Gorner-(!rat Electric liailway

from /crmatt has proved satisfactory. The lino

was completed a short time ago, and it is to be

opeued for passenger traffic early in the spring.

COMPETITIONS.
UooTi.ic.—Twenty-two competitive plans for

tho proposed new fira-station at I'ootle have been
sent in, and these are now exhibited in the town-
hall of that borough. The author of the selected

plans will receive as his award tlie appointment
of architect of the buildings, with commission
upon the contract ; and a second prize of twenty-
live guineas is also offered. The scheme, ex-

cluding the cost of the site, which is situated in

Irlam-road, is not to exceed Xl.i.HOO, and in the

event of the Local (iovemment Hoard refusing to

sanction the borrowing of the money, the suc-

cessful competitor will receive fifty guineas as

remuneration for his work. Tho present site and
buildings of the lire-station, which has proved
inadequate for the requirements, together with
the old and disused police-court adjoining it,

have been purchased by the London and North-
western Railway Company, who intend to

establish a goods station there. In the plans of

the proposed fire-station, house accommodation
has been made for twenty married and ten single

men, so that, if necessary, the permanent staff,

"which now numbers twenty-four, may be in-

creased. Mr. V. T. Turton, deputy land stew.ard

and surveyor to the Liverpool Corporation, has
"been recommended by the liootle Fire Brigade
Committee for appointment as the assessor to

adjudicate on the designs. Jlr. Turton prepared
the plans for the new Central Fire Station in

Liverpool, and for that purpose inspected the
principal stations in the country.

C.Mlsn.^LTOX : SoiTHHUN CoXVM.KSCF.XT llos-

I'lT.vL.—For this important competition for a

convalescent hospital, to bo built on an estate at

C:irshalton, for the Metropolitan .Vsylums Board,
15 architects have entered ; but, contrary to the
usual rule, Mr. T. Duncombe Mann, the clerk to

the Board, has declined to furnish us with their

names, as he thinks it would be unfair to allow
individual architects to know who they are com-
peting against. It is dilKcuIt to understand the
grounds for this reluctance to give this informa-
tion ; but the Jletropolitan Asylums Hoard has
methods of its own ! (Ine thing is certain, and
that is that someone has had access to the list of

architects incited to compete, and is writing to

them offering to assist them in the preparation of

their designs '. Whether he has had the informa-
tion denied to us we cannot say. The drawings
required are a block plan to .}in. scale, and a plan
of each floor (unless identical), with elevations

and section, drawn to Jin. scale. All drawings,
it is provided, must be prepared by the com-
petitors themselves or by their ordinary staff,

and must be accompanied by a report and a
priced statement of the cubical contents of the
buildings. Designs are to be sent in without
motto or device, and accompanied by a letter,

sealed with a plain seal without device, to the
clerk to the board on or before JIarch 2.),

and both letters and designs will be numbered
for identification in the order in which
they are received. Three premiums of tl.iO,

£100, and £.50 will bo awarded, but by the
objectionable rule now becoming too frequent,
the first prize is merged into the lump sum
which is to be paid in view of commission. The
assessor, Mr. Henry Currey, F.K.I.B..\., will (i.)

report whether the designs comply strictly with
the conditions of the competition : and (ii.)"if any
design considered favourable for adoption can be
carried out at the cost named by the author ; and
liii.) advise the works committee generally in
their selection. If, in the opinion of the works
committee and the assessor, any design should
not be in conformity with the" conditions and

instructions, it will be rejected, and the author

shall not be entitled to any compensation. The
managers of the board reserve tho right to reject

tho whole or any of the de.'^igns should they be

deemed unsuitable, to make modifications in the

designs adopted, and In a<l"pl amj fiiture f'jn
eithrr of t'lr pyimiilril il'nigiis—the lust condition

is hardly fair to the second and third competitors.

I'rovision is to be made for 720 patients in thirty

double cottages for 21 patients each, in addition

to isoUtion accommodation for .SO cases, and the

usual administrative block, laundry, mortuary,

workshops, lodge, Arc.

Ci:oxsT.\i>T." Xo adequate designs have been

sent in for the international competition for an

Orthodox Cathedral in Cronstadt, and, in con-

sequence, a second competition will be held on

the same conditions as before. The cathedral,

for the especial worship of sailors, is to be built

so as to hold a congregation of 4.0O0 people, and

is to cost a maximum of 700,000 roubles. Four
designs will be premiated : the first at ."i.OOO

roubles, the second at 2,.)00 roubles, the third

1,.'>00 roubles, and the fourth 1.000 roubles.

These four premiated designs will become the

absolute property of the Building Committee of

the Russian Ministry of Marine.

Skii'tox.—The Sklpton and Histrict Cottage

Hospital competition has just been settled, and
the committee desire us to say that the award for

the p'ans is as follows :— 1st place, Mr. E. C. H.
Maidman, Edinburgh : 2nd premium to Mr. W. F.

Edwards, Birmingham. We are informed that

the plans were all examined and reported upon
by an eminent firm of architects in London, and
that twenty-two competed.

TO COBBESPONDENTS.
rWe do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of
our correspondents. All comnnmications should be
drawn up as briefly as possible, as there are many
clftimanta upon the space allotted to correspondents.]

It is particularly requested that all drawing and all

communications re.speotin<;^ illustrationa or literary matter
should be addre-ssed to the EDITOR of the Buildixo
News, 33*2, Strand, W.C., and not to members of the staff

by name. Delay is not unfrequently otherwise caused.
All drawings and other communications are sent at con-
tributors' risks, and the Editor will not undertake to
pay for, or be liable for, unsought contributions.

Cheques and Post-office Orders to be made payable to
Tbb Btoamd Newspapkr Coupany, Liuited.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
One Pound per annum (post free) to any part of the

Cnited Kingdom ; for Canada, Nova Scotia, and the
United States, £1 6s. Od. (orBdols. 30c. gold). To France
or Belgium, £1 6s. Od. (or 33fr. 30c.) To India, £1 63. Od.
To any of the Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the
Cape, the West Indies, or Natal, £1 68. Od.

CHIP?.
From a report just published as to the work

accompUshed in 1897 in the Diocese of Llandaff, we
learn that on the erection, restoration, or eulajge-
ment of churches in the diocese, upwards of

ioO.OOO has been expended within the twelve-
month. Further accommodation has been provided
for nearly 4,000 persons.

In Bristol and the district the building trade
was marked during 1897 by considerable activity,

and although few buildings of great importance
have been erected in the city, the trade generally
has been better than for some years past. Prices
have ruled slightly higher and considerably steadier.

There b.iv8 been no serious labour disputes. All
classes have been well employed, and the supply of
labour has been good.

Those who have visited the Cathedral of Dunblane
have had their attention called to three blue slabs in
the centre of the choir, marking, as is believed, the
burial-place of three sisters who were poisoned at
Drummond Castle in the reign of James IV. Oae
of the three, Margaret Drummond, is supposed to
have been privately married to the King, and it is

certain she bore him a daughter, who became the
mother of the fourth Earl of Huntly. On the three
slabs referred to there has just been placed, at the
cost of the Earl of Perth and Melfort, brasses, cim-
memorative of the tragic fate of Margaret Drum-
mond and her two younger sisters, Euphemia and
Sybilla. " Seized with sudden illness while residing
at Drummond Castle, they all three died soon after
partaking of food, in great pain, and under strong
popular suspicion of poison."

The restoration of Wath parish church, near
Doncaster, has just been completed. Mr. Fidler, of
Eckington, was the general contractor, and the
work has been carried out under the superintend-
ence of Mr. Wilfred Campsall, architect, of .Sheffield.

Extensive alterations are being made by the
fireat Eastern Railway Company at their Chelms-
ford Station. Awnings 2J0ft. in length are to be
built over each platform, new station-master's
house, booking-offtce, ic, provided, a fresh stair-
case built on the down side, and the lift recon-
structed.

Mr. Richard Roberts, builder, the chairman of
the Building Act Committee, will not offer himself
for re-election to the London Council in ;Mirch as a
representative of South Islington. "Private and
business claims,'' he says, in his valedictory address
issued on Tuesday, " render it impossible for me to
devote in the future as much time to the work of
the Council as I have done in the past." Another
well-known builder, also of Welsh extraction, Mr.
Howell .T. Williams, at present member for Ber-
mondsey, has been adopted by the Progressives of
South Islington as Mr. Roberts' successor.

The extraordinary collection of pictures formed
by Jlr. David Sellar, and recently offered to and
declined by the City of London, will be on exhi-
bition at the Grafton Galleries oa and after
to-morrow (Saturday).

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
The charge for Competition and Contract Advertise-

ments, Public Companies, and all official advertisements
is Is. per line of Eight words, the tlrst Line counting as
two, tbe TTm'Tiimnm charge being 5s. for four lines.

The charge for Auctions. Land Sales, and Miscellaneous
and Trade Advertisements (except Situation advertiae-
ments) is 6d. per line of Eight words (the first line

counting as two), the minimum charge being 4s. 6d. for

40 words. Special terms for series of more than six
insertions can be ascertained on application to the Pub-
lisher.

Front-page Advertisements 28. per line, and Paragraph
Advertisements Is. per line. No Front-page or Paragraph
Advertisement inserted for leas than 6s.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
office not later than 3 p.m. on Thursday. Front-page
Advertisements and alterations in serial advertisements
must reach the office by Tuesday morning to secure
insertion.

Situations.

The charge for advertisements for "Situations Vacant"
or "Situations "Wanted" is On'e Shillixo fob Twentt-
FOOB Words, and Sixpence for every eight words after.

Ml Situation Advertisements mttst be prepaid.

NOTICE.

Bound copies of Vol. LXXTT. are now ready, and
should be ordered early (price Twelve Shillings each)

,

as only a limited ntmiber are done up. A few
bound volumes of Vols. XXXTX., XJL ., XU.,
XLVi., XLxx., LI., Lm., Lvrn., ux.,
T.xT ., T.xTT., T.xrn , Lxrv., LXV., LXVI.,
Lxvn., Lxvrn., ksix., lxx., lx_xi., Lxxrt.
may still be had, price Twelve Shillings ; all the other
bound volumes are out of print. Most of the 1>ack'

numbers of former volumes are, however, to be liad

singly. Subscribers requiring any back numbers to
complete volume just ended should order at once, as
many of them soon run out of print.

Received.—A. T. F.—L. and Q. N.—H. T. 'W.—W. B.—
E. C. and Co.—A. G.

"BUILDING NEWS" DESIGNING CLUB.

FOURTH LIST OF SUB.IECTS.

D.—A Small Church for a Hamlet on the Outskirts of a
Town. The building to accommodate 300 and a choir

of 24 voices. The site falls fromW. to E. 10ft., and it is

situate at the comer of two roads, with a south frontage
of 160ft., and a depth of 100ft. to the second road,

which runs N. There is to be a spu-e at the N.W.
corner of the building, and the west entrance is to be
through this tower, which will form a porch. There is

also to be a south porch, and there may be transepts

;

but the building is not to be ornate, and it must be
adapted to church requirements, and have a choir-

vestry, as well as one for the priest. These need not be
level with the church. The altar pace is to be seven
steps .above the nave floor, and the central passage-way
up the nave is to be Sft. wide. The organ must be near
the ohancel, and not be cramped in a recessed " organ-
chamber," so as to impede the sound of the instrument
gaining full vent. Material, coursed stone and wi'Ought

dressings. Style left to competitors. Roofs open-
timbered and covered with tiles. A pulpit and screen

to choir to be shown. Scale, 8tt. to the inch for one
main elevation and cross-section ; other drawings may
be 16ft. to the inch. Sketch view desirable. Cost will

be taken into consideration; but no precise sum is

fixed, though an estimate reckoned at a shilling per
foot cube is to be furnished with each design.

Dbawin'gs Received.—" Centaur." " Wessex," "Orb,"
" Gib," " T-Square," " Pantile." " Don," " Derige,"
"Hotspur," "Suburb," "Phantom," "Eric," "The
Maggot," "By Go," " Dachs." " Klondyke," "Check-
mate," " Gossip,'' " Don't Know,'' " Bernard," and
" Excelsior."

Coitespoitbemt

A PARALLEL TO WALTHAMSTOW.

To the Editor of the Building Ij ews.

Siu,—With reference to the correspondence

which has recently taken place between Mr.
C'ubitt and ourselves, we beg to say that as we
have not received the requisite apology from
Mr. Cubitt (some of whose statements appear to
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us to lie libellous , we have placed the matter in

the hai (is of our solicitors, Messrs. Wontner and
Sons.—We are, &c., Hvm.msh .vxu Cuo.^s.

1 'i, (iueen-street, Cheapside, E.C, Jan. 12.

^VALT^.VMSTOW PUBLIC B.\THS.

S;::,—Mr. Dunford will not aid his case hy
continuing to publish untrue statements. AVe

received no " second premium " of li-i guintas, as

he very well knows, as in this competition three

seltcteil architects were invited to submit designs

under the following conditions — viz., "The
council will pay a fee of 2.5 guineas toene/i architect

whose plans are not accepted, and an inclusive

commission of 5 per cent, upon the contract price

will be paid to the architect appointed to cany
out the work."
As Mr. Dunford has apparently now completed

his series of misleading letters, we beg to give

your readers the following additional information

which he has, strangely enough, omitted to

supply—viz. :

(1) Long before Mr. Dunford's name was
suggested in connection with the proposed work,
we were practically engaged by the council to

prepare the necessary working drawings for the

Public Baths. However, one of Mr. Dunford's
friends moved and carried, at the last meeting of

the council, a resolution to the effect that" before

the council sealed the appointment of 3Iessrs.

Spalding and t'ross, the various public bodies for

whom these architects had erected public baths

should be communicated with, to ascertain what
were the original estimated costs of their baths.

and what was the final expenditure incurred."
Although replies to these questions were received

in due course, the inevitable delay which had
betn caused had the effect desired by Mr. lUin-
ford"s friend, and our appointment was not sealed

as the incoming council contained a majority of

Mr. Dunford's supporters.

(2} This new council instituted a competition
for the work, and appointed 3Ir. Rowland
Plumbe the assessor. After 'Six. Plumbe's report
was received by the works committee it was
uiiatiiiiwiis!;/ decided that we should be " requested
to appear before the next committee, and pledge
ourselves to erect the baths for the sum named."
When this recommendation was submitted to the
council a few evenings after, the same active
supporter of J[r. Dunford who had prevented
our appointment being sealed by the first council,
notwithstanding the fact that he had supported
the works conimittee^s unanimous recommenda-
tion, actually moved and carried an amendment
to it, to the effect that Mr. Dunford be appointed
architect to the public baths, and that his appoint-
ment be sealed by the council.

3. The third council at once rescinded the
resolution carrying Mr. Dunford's appointment,
on the ground that it was obtained by "a gross
act of jobbery."

We may add that we have never been told by
anyone but Mr. Dunford that his plans were
"placed first in the competition": indeed, the
works committee's action aflcr Mr. Plumbe's
report was received, appears to us to clearly show
that if our estimate could be justified, theie was
EO doubt in the assessor's mind as to the respective
positions of the two designs.

_
We do not know to what extent these machina-

tions on the part of his principal supporter were
approved or instigated by Mr. Dunford ; but we
do know that he was prepared to benefit by the
results they achieved.

In conclusion, we assert that Mr. Dunford has
published misleading and, in some cases, untrue
statements in the BiiLniNrj Xew s and elsewhere
relative to our own and his own actions in con-
nection with this competition. We have recently
seen a very explicit article upon the facts con-
nected_ with this appointment which appeared
some lime since in the Waltliums'oic Reporter, in
which the two successful efforts made by ilr.
Dunford's friends to oust us from the appointment
are fully described.

We understand that no attempt has been made
to refute the statements contained in that article.—We are, ic, S]'.4i.i)ix(i axd Cuoss.

the names "fir," "pine," and "deal" are each

distinguished by the colours red and yellow when
he says they all apply to the one tree. It is not

likely" that the foresters or timber exporters, who
know the tree and the red colour of its bark,

would term it " red" when the Hoorboards which

areiniported ready forlaying are termed -'yellow."

JIany carpenters profess to know the difference

between red and yellow deal, and although I was

at one time a bench hand in the "lang toon" of

Kirkcaldy, I must confess my inability to do so.

I am likewise indebted to Mr. Stevenson, whose

letter in last week's issue is not only more to the

point, but very interesting. It is to be regretted,

however, that" both he and "A. II." give up the

classification of this chaotic subject as hopelessly

beyond human enterprise. If, botanically speak-

ing, the tree is a pine, and is not popularly known
as such, then we are, and have been all along, in

a state of confusion, which confusion, Jlr. S.

remarks, is part of our language, and cannot be

set aside. It is quite evident that the reaction

of the rectifi<'ation of the wrongs at present

so deeply rooted must again cause confusion
;

but that is no reason why—if even only for the

guidance of students—we should not strive to

adopt a clear and unmistakable classification

instead of hazarding the recurrence of another
" Babel" calamity. If a carpenter or joiner does

rot know the botanical name of the wood he is

using, then I say the sooner he does know the

better. Is it not preferable to te precise in its

clasf-itication than to be ignorant of it r ilr. S.

has slightly misunderstood me. I did not say,

nor do I agree with him in saying, that the term
"yellow ' deal is almost exclusively used in the

textbooks, but that the term is almost exclusively

applied to floorboards. Taking the majority of

textbooks, you will read, for instance, " lin. deal

this and llin. deal that," without any distinction

as to whether it may be red, white, or blue : but

when you come to floorboards you can't get away
from it, for there it is, " l|in. yellow deal floor-

boards."
Speaking of the balk timber. You neither

read of it as red or yellow fir nor find its name
derived from its colour, but from the ports of

shipment, .as Jlemel, Dantzic, Riga, ire. This

also adds to the confusion, and would be over-

come if my suggestion were adopted. What is

at present termed Dantzic, Memel, and Riga fir

balk, or red and yellow deals converted, would
simply be " Northern pine," I'hiiif si//irftris, and
this ought not to be mixed up with quite a

different wood, which in this country is called

yellow pine, Fini:s strains, and in America, its

native country, white pine.

Jly suggestion of wiping out these old terms

or landmarks may be chimerical or Utopian, as

Jlr. S. puts it : but my reverence for old usages

and landmarks is too great to advocate their being

swept away, unless, as in this case, they become
misleading and dangerous. When terms become
confusing in their analysis, and conflicting in

practice, it is high time to suggest a reformation,

and the only obstacles which may render my sug-

gestion impracticable are the indifference of those

who would otherwise adopt it, and the tenacity

of those who either do r.ot care to change, or may
not realise its ultimate advantages.— I am, kc,

D. FoRiiES Smith.

8, Cann-street, Taunton.

Jtttntommutttcatiott*

REPLIES.
(n862.J-Strength. of Cast Iron.—A socketcd-

joint machine planed would d<i to unite the iron columns.
lis the girders bolte<l to the column brackets would hold
them uprif^ht. As to the strength of cast-iron bracket,

in the case of a girder end rt sting, the weighs of which
would be 13 tons, 1 should prefer a capital, the girder

resting partly on the shaft below. A cafet-iron bracket
would be subjected to a shearing stress, and no rule

would be reliable. A wrought-iron bracket or triangular
bracket, con>i^ting of a horizontal mfmber bolted to the

stanchion and a strut underneath, would be a .stronger and
more reliable form, and the distribution of stresses on
both these members can be found graphically, the ilrst

being calculated for ten.sion and the strut for compression.

If of cast iron, the web should be Sin. to Sin. thick, and
be of sutficient depth to act in compression ; but ttere is

always the risk of fracture or air-holes in the metal.

—

A. L.

[11S80.]- Quantities.—An architect is not compelled
to supply his committee with a copy of quantities, and he
may refuse to do ao, as they are only supplied for tender-

ing purposes, and for the information of the builder.

The architect usually retains the bill of quantities, and if

a client asks to see it, he may do as he pleases, though it

is not necessary or politic that he should do so. The
quantities are generally regaided as part of contract : any
error or deficiency, the quantity surveyor is liable for to

the owner. Sometimes the quantities are prepared by
the architect. Occasionally the condition is inserted that

the priced bill shall be deposited by the contractor, and
this is the most desirable procedure.—Mctbeuk.

[11881.]-Floor Calculation for Loads. — By
making a plan of a floor 60ft. square, with the positions

of the two main girders and the columns supporting

them, it will be easy to compute the load caiTied on each

beam. Drawing through the centres of the four columns
lines parallel to both walls, it will divide the area into

nine parts or squares, each about 20ft. square. One of

the girders will carry an area 20ft. by 20tt., or 40 sq ft.,

and if we say the load on each square foot is 4cwt., then

the load on each of these areas of 4U0sq ft. will be

l.GOOcwt.. or SO tons. This will be equal to a distributed

load on each third of the girder on the columns of yo tons,

or on the whole girder of (ii.ft. long of 240 tons. The
other main girder will carry the same load. Of course,

the columns divide the length into three parts, and each

part may have a girder propjrtioned to it, or SO ton=:

distributed. - G. H.

TIMBER.
Sin,—While thanking " A. II." for his en-

deavour to reply to my letter of the lOlh ult., I
regret that he has not enlightened me on the
matter beyond strengthening my opinion that red
and yellow deal are the self-same wood and from
the Piuus sylvestris. I fail, however, to see how

Sir Charles Hutton Gregory, K.C.M. G., died on
Mondaj' at bis residence, Duchess-street, Portland-
place, aged ,S0 years. He was President of the
Institution of Civil Engineers in 1868 and 1869. Sir

Charles served in many public capacities connected
with his profession. He was employed abroad as

consulting engineer for railways to the Colonies of

Ceylon, Cape of Good Hope, Trinidad, and some of

the Malay territories. In 1894 he married Mrs.
Stirling, the famous actress, who died in the fol-

lowing year.

On Tuesday evening the employes of Messrs.

Swaine Bourne and Son, King Edward's-road,
Birmingham, sat down to a repast, when mutual
congratulations were exchanged upon the satis-

factory friendliness and good feelmg that existed

between them—from several for a period of 20 years

and more. Congratulations as to the position of the

sick club were also made as to its financial position,

being able to carry a substantial balance forward.
Discussion arose for the further augmenting the

annual Hospital Saturday collections by making
provision weekly. The meeting concluded by the

exhibition of limelight views of buildings, works of

art, Arc, which were shown by Mr. Kendrick
.Swaine Bourne by the aid of a biunial lantern, the

above taking place at the stained glass works.

CHIPS.

Between 4,000 and .5,000 persons visited on Sunday
afternoon the Passmore Edwards Art Gillery and
Technical Inst'tute in Peckham-road, opened on
the previous Thursday by Sir E. D. Pojnter, P.R.A.

A new hotel is in course of erection at Felixstowe

for Messrs. Tollemache Brothers. The contractor

is Mr. Fred. Bennett, of Xew-street, St. Clement's,

.

Ipswich.

Mr. Harry Hems, of Exeter, is leaving Eagland
at the end of this month for Pietermaritzburg

(Xatal), for the purpose of being present at the

wedding of his third son, William.

Sales amounting in all to £17,285 were held

during last week at the Estate Mart, Tokenhouse-
yard.

Mr. Henry Charles Heath, of Pall Mall East,

miniature painter to the Queen, died at his residence,

Greencroft-gardens, South Hampstead, on Thurs-

day in last week, in the 74th year of his age.

At Malpas, a new organ, built by Messrs. Lewis
and Co., of Brixton, S.W., at a cost of £3.50, was
opened at the parish church on Thursday in last

week.

A memorial is being raised by past and present

members of Jesus College, Oxford, and other friends

to the late Rev. Llewelyn Thomas, Vice-Principal

and Fellow of that college, who died ou May 12 last,

almost immediately after he had been appointed

Canon Residentiary of St. Asaph Cathedral by the

Crown. It is intended that the memorial shall take

the form of a window in the college chapel.

The building trade in Hull was unusually brisk

during the past year, and almost every part

of the city shows increased signs of the march of

the builder. Land is improving in value, but the

price is stUl low. Materials have been dear, and in

some cases difficult to obtain. Thp speculating

builder has found the Hessle-road district the most

suitable for his operations, and certainly the most

lucrative.

The Corporate Property Committee of the Leeds

City Council have decided that all the unsold land

on the east side of Victoria-avenue, Ivy House

Estate, containing an area of 40,629 square yards,

be sold to the sanitary committee for the purpose of

the erection thereon of dwellings for the accommo-
dation of persons displaced by insanitary area

schemes, at the price of Is. 9d. per square yard.

At Friday's meeting of the Uriflield Board of

Guardians, a letter was re.ad from Mr. Jos. Shep-

herdson, architect, Driffield, asking the indulgence

of the lioard lor a time in the matter of the new-

workhouse infirmary, the plans for which had been

burnt in the fire at his house on Christmas morning.
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ILLUSTBATIONS.

HIGH SCnOOT. FOR OIBI.9, SURKWSBUBV. — ** SPRINC. "
:

ROTAL ACADKMV PRIZE DBSIOX.— 5I0BBSBLEr CHURCH,

CnCSIIIRE. — NEW BANK, LOUOHBOROITOU. — BRONZE

MEMORIAL TABLETS OF LEIOH UVST AND CHARLES

KEENB.

—

"the IIEDOEHOG** INN, NOTTINGHAM.

^nx 5llttstrati0it2.

men SCHOOL foii girls, shuewshiry.

^riii> building, for day-scholars only, is erected

partly on and below the old town walls, the
level of the ground being some lijft. below the
street, sloping rtipidly away at the back. This
has allowed of an upper and lower ground-tloor
plan, the pupils' entrance to the latter being by
a sloping way under the main entrance from the
street. The assembly hall is 3:5ft. high, with
corridor and gallery on tliree sides. The eleva-

tions are faced with "Heather" Leicestershire

bricks, relieved with stone bands and oak framing.
The gable of porch contains the sign and motto
of the Company : " Knowledge is now no more
a fountain sealed." Mr. A. E. Lloyd Oswell
is the architect.

Tuis is the cartoon of the principal group in a

design which gained the prize J£IO) for Decora-
tion of a Public Building at the Royal Academy
.Schools in December. The design, of which this

is a part, is to till a lunette with a door cut in it,

being the shape of one of the spaces still un-
decorated in the w-ills of the refreshment-room at

the lioyal Academy. The group herewith repro-
duced from the full-size cartoon is the central group
of the whole design, and represents Spring as an
infant standing in the lap of Jlother Earth with
outstretched arms towards the groups of attendant
girls on either side, -who do not come in the
cartoon. Elean'ou F. IJiiicKD.^Lii.

MOBIIF.RLEY CHIUrn, CHESHIRE.

Tm f. Priory of Mobberley, an establishment for

regular canons founded in 1206, has long enough
ceased to exist. The piscina and sedilia in the
church are the only remains now existing, and
they consequently give some interest to the
sanctuary, which is divided oil from the roof by
a quaint rood loft. There is a painted parch-
ment monument to Thomas Mallory, the possessor

of the Old Hall in 1713, whose memorial has been
decorated to look like marble. There is also a

brass in the church to .Tames Stanley, Wui ; but
the building gains its chief interest by its pic-

turesque situation, and this ilr. ^\'alter Prince
has realised in the accompanying pen-and-ink
study of the old square tower and wicket to the
churchyard leading up from the roadway.

ll.VMMERSMITH PVllLIC LlllKARV : LEIOH IllXT AND
CHARLES KEEXE MEMORIAL lUlOXZE TABLET.<.

When- Mr. Passmore Edwards presented the
Public Library which he built at Shepherd's
Bush to the parish of Hammersmith, the building*

• lllustrattd in the Bin.oixc. News, Starch 29, 18P3.
Gible Sculpture of Shepherd in the Bush, in Building
News, March 13, 1S96.

was dedicated to the memory of two very dis-

tinguished men who for years residel in the

parish, and besides erecting a memorial cartouche

on the exterior of the building, Mr. Passmore

Edwards also commissioned M r. (Jeorgc pram pton

.

A.U.A., to execute two bronze portraits of Leigh

Hunt and Charles Iveene. Those have been

placed in the entrance-hall of the library, and are

set on Seina marble .slabs, pleasingly-shaped in

outline, making exceedingly artistic and valuable

additions to the building. We illustrate both

tablets to-day. That of the great r>"ich artist

was exhibited by Jlr. Krampton at the Royal

.Vcademy, and both are admirable portraits. Few
of our readers have any idea probably that

Charles Keene sketched architectural subjects:

but we hope at an early date to be enabled to give

one or two typical examples promised us by Mr.

Fisher I'nwin when we notice his monumental

volume "The Work of Charles Keene," by Mr.

Joseph Pennell, just published.

THE LEICESTERSHIRE HANK, LOIGHBOUOVGU.

The new premises of the lieicestershire Banking

Company, Limited, occupy a commanding posi-

tion in "the Market-place, all the bank otfices

being placed upon the ground iloor. Above them

are suites of private ofiSces, and a caretaker's

residence. The plinth is of polished red granite,

above which the front is of Portland stone. The
general contractors were Jlessrs. SIoss and Son,

of Loughborough, and Jlessrs. Goddard and Co.,

of Leicester, are the architects.

"THE hedgehog" IXN", XOTTIN-GHAM.

The above has been rebuilt on the site of the old

inn in Camoch-street with red sand-bricks, stone

facings, tiled roofs, with heavy wood cornice at

eaves and leaded lights. In excavating, the

builders found the old town wall and bed of the

old moat or "leen." The architects are Messrs.
Brewill and Baily.

Thursday next is fixed for the dedication of
the Battenberg Memorial Chapel in Whipping-
ham Church. The Bishop of Winchester will be
the officiant, and the Queen is expected to be
present.

The council of the Honourable Society of the
Cymmrodorion, in response to a request by the
Prince Llewelyn Memorial Committee that the
society should undertake excavation work at Abbey
Cwm Hir, with the object of discovering the grave of
" Llewelyn EinLlyw Olaf," has appointed a com-
mittee to report upon the best means of carrying
out the scientific exploration of the abbey ruins.

A Bill to incorporate the Bideford and Clovelly
Railway Company has been deposited at the Private
Bill Office. The proposed company seeks power to
construct a railway ten miles three furlongs in

length, commencing in the parish of Abbotsham by
a junction with the authorised Bideford, AVestward
Ho, and Appledore Railway, and terminating at
Clovelly. The railway may be constructed and
worked as a light railway on a gauge of 3ft., but
with power to increase the gauge to the usual width
of 4ft. SJin. The capit.al proposed to be raised for

the construction of this line is £.')0,000.

A Bill to incorporate a company for the purpose
of constructing a railway from VVindsor to Ascot
has been deposited at the Private Bill Office. The
proposed i-ailway, which will be just over 10 miles
in length, is intended to commence by a junction
with the Windsor branch of the Great Western
Railway, and to terminate at Sunninghill by a
junction with the Ascot apd Aldershot branch of
the South-Westeru Railway Company. In con-
nection with this railway it is proposed to construct

a road leading to the entrance to the Ascot grand
stand. The capital proposed to be raised is

£549,000.

ARCHITECTURAL & ARCH^ffiOLOQICAL N

SOCIETIES.

The AucHnr.cTiitAi. Association of Trelanh.

—.\ general meeting of this association was held

in the Grosvenor Hotel, Dublin, on .Tan. G. The
]iresident delivered a lecture on the "Artistic

Treatment of Architectural Perspective.'' _He

illustr.ated his remarks by reference to original

drawings by Jlessrs. J. liaHles D.ivison, J. Cole-

man, C. W. English, and himself, lent by various

architects. The lecturer r.lso showed some

etchings, pointing out the error into which many
draughtsmen fell, that of imitating the methods of

the etcher. He also laid stress on the almost

invariable neglect of tone in architectural drawing,

whereby much work, otherwise of considerable

merit, was spoilt.

OHIFS.

The Canadian Pacific Land Department sales for

1S97 show the largest increase on record, 200,000

acres being sold for C.iO,OOOdol., while in 1S96 only

88,000 acres were disposed of for 307,O00dol.

Probate has been granted of the will of Mr. ,Tohn

Baguold Burgess, R.A., of 60, Finchley-road, who
died on November 12, and the value of whose

personal estate has been sworu by the widow at

£2J,o00.

At St. Barnabas' Church, Ashley-road, Bristol,

under the direction of Mr. F. BUgh Bond, a new
pulpit, low screen, altar-rail, and other improve-

ments in the sanctuary and choir have been carried

out. A. special dedication service has been held

by the Lord Bishop of Bristol.

Since May, 1894, when the Building Fund for the

Westminstei Cathedral was started, £64,114 has

been subscribed. Promises representing another

£18,000 have also been received, making a total up
to date of £82,914. Of this sum £34,964 has already

been expended upon the building, under Mr. J. F.

Bentley's direction, and from his plans, leaving

£29,147 in the bank. The total cost of the structure

will be about twice the sum which has been sub-

scribed at present.

The last of the cob-walled and thatched-roofed

chapels in Cornwall, that belonging to the Bible

Christians at Trelyon, is about to be modernised and
provided with a more permanent covering.

The past year has been an unwontedly busy one

in Sheffield. The number of plans submitted to the

city council for approval for houses, saleshops, and
property of every description has been 1,429, aud
the number of houses sanctioned in the plans has

been 2,320, while 480 other proposed buildings have

been approved.

A new Jubilee tenor bell has b 5en dedicated at

St. Martin's Church, Broadwater Down, Tunbridge

Wells. It weighs lllcwt., was cast by Messrs.

Taylor, of Loughborough, and replaces one of

O'.cwt., cast by another firm in 1866, aud which was
impaired in tone.

The tower and baptistery which the congregation

of St. Martin's Church, Potternewton, Leeds, have

erected as a memorial to the late vicar (the Rev.

R. G. P. Bullock) were dedicated on Thursday

evening in last week by the Bishop of Ripon. The
tower is 50ft. in height,' and 16ft. square inside.

A feu has just been taken off at Drymen, X.B.

for the erection of a Cottage Holiday Home for the

Scottish Girls Friendly Society. This home is to be

built by Mr. and Mrs. Williain Ewing Gilmour, in

memory of their deceased eldest daughter, and will

be named, " The Jessie Campbell Gilmour Cottage

Holiday Home." The building will cost about

£3,000.

The Victoria Library, which is the new branch at

Heaton to be presented to the city of Newcastle-on-

Tyne by Alderman W. H. Stephenson, is now in

progress, and expected to be completed about mid-

summer next. It is being erected by Messrs. J. and
W. Lowiy from the designs of Mr. Dyson, Grey-

street, Newcastle.

The building trade in Leeds was very busy during

1897. The new houses approved rose to 2,062, as

compared with 1,.370 in 1896 and 1,122 in 1895. The
new factories built were 63, as contrasted with 36

in 1895 ; while the aggregate number of plans

passed was 3,252, as compared with 2,082 in 1895

—

a leap of over 50 per cent. During the year the

estimated population rose from 198,659 to 203,.i99,

and the rateable value from £731,457 to £75.5.798.

The year witnessed the opening of the Municipal

Technical and Art Schools, which had been built at

a cost of about £50,000. At their successive meet-

ing, the corporation voted £68,000 for an addition

to its lunatic asylum, £68,000 for the extension of

the gasworks, £30,000 for a public park, £55,000

for an infectious hospital for 160 patients, £30,000

for an extension of the electric lighting plant, and
about £60,000 more for street improvements, baths,

branch libraries, and destructors.
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LEGAL INTELLiaENCE.
OVEU A HfXrESD SrjnrONSES against a BflLDEE.
—At West London Police-court on Saturday Mr.
Hose disposed of a batch of lOo summonses against

Mr. Joseph Wilson, a builder, issued at the instance

of the London County Council with reference to the

erection of 21 houses in Stepheudale-road, Fulham.
The complaint against the defendant was that he

had used in the erection of the houses bad mortar
and bricks, and had been guilty of other offences

under the Building Act. Mr. Seager Berry, who
represented the Council, said the defendant had
carried out remedial works, and was doing all he
could loyally to complete them. Mr. Macmorran,
'^.C, for the defendant, agreed to the arrangement,
but mentioned that the remedial works had cost

him £1,000, whicli was rather hard upon him, as

the houses were erected under the supervision of the

district surveyor. Mr. Rose then fixed nominal
penalties in each group of summonses, amounting
in the whole to Xi 43., with IS guineas costs.

The BtJiLDiNO of a WoRKnousE: Deew-Beab v.

THE St. Pangeas Guaemans.—Another stage his

been reached in this protracted arbitration case this

week, when the action came once more before Mr.
Justice Ridley sitting in the Queen's Bench Division.

We reported the earlier phases of the case in our
issues of July 17 and 2i, and November 20 and 27,

1896 (pp. 9S, 133, 'm, and 769, Vol. LXXf., and
January 22 and 29, March 5, 12, and 19, 1S97,

pp. U9, 185, 365, 379, and -113, Vol. LXXII.), when
it was originally heard at the Old Bankruptcy
Court, Portugal-street, W.C., before Mr. Edward
Ridley, Q.C. (as he then was, now the Hon. Sir

Edward Ridley, one of the Judges of the Queen's
Bench Division) sitting as Official Referee. It was,
it will be remembered, brought by several builders'

merchants, suing as trustees of creditors of Mr.
William Brooks, of Folkestone, builder, against the
Guardians of the Poor of St. Pancras, and their

architects, Messrs. A. and C. Harston, for a balance
of £21,226, or alternately £24,265, alleged to be due
on a building contract for the completion of S^.

Pancras Workhouse. The case for the plaintiffs was
that some years ago the St. Pancras guardians resolved
to reconstruct their workhouse premises in King's-
road, Pancras-road, and appointed Messrs. Arthur
and Christopher Harston, of Leadenhall-street,
E.G., as their architects. 'The original contract for

certain sections of the work was undertaken by
Messrs. Kirk and Randall, of Woolwich. Disputes
arose, and in 1892 Messrs. Kirk and Randall desired

to be relieved of further duties under the contract

;

fresh tenders were invited for the completion of
sections 1 and 2, and that of a Mr. William Brooks,
of Folkestone, was accepted for £50,861. Brooks's
contract was to have been completed in 15 months
from May, 1892 : but delays arose, and in November,
189-4, the work was stopped. Messrs. Drew-Bear,
Perks and Co., 71a, Queen Victoria-street, E.G.,
who supplied the ironwork, Mr. Henry Tolputt, of
Folkestone, who supplied the timber, and Mr.
James Brown, of Gannon-street, E.C., and
Braintree, who supplied some of the bricks, then
sued as trustees of the creditors of William
Brooks for £24,226, or alternatively £24,265,
balance alleged to be due to Brooks. After a
hearing extending over 24 days, the Official Referee
gave judgment on March 17, 1897, for plaintiffs as
against the guardians, the damages to be ascertained
hereafter, and for the architects as against the
plaintiffs with costs. Against this an appeal was
made by the guardians to a Divisional Court, and
was heard by Justices Grantham and Wright on
April 13 last year (seep. 579 in our issue of April 16
last). They decided that the judgment as against
the guardians ought to be set aside, and that the
case should be re-tried before another Referee. The
plaintiffs in turn appealed, and the Court of Appeal,
consisting of the then Master of the Rolls (Lord
Esher) and Lords Justices A. L. Smith and Ghitty,
as reported in the BuiLDisr; X'ews for May 21,

p. 737, reversed the judgment of the Court below.
Lord Esher remarking that the judges had " given
a decision which was absolutely wrong." The
Court of Appeal further ordered the case to be
remitted to Mr. Justice Ridley, as he now was, to
decide the amount of such damages as could be
proved to be the result of delay in gaining posses-
sion of the site, and of interference by other con-
tractors. In November, counsel for the defendant
guardians again appealed to Lords Justices A. L.
Smith, Rigby, and Henn Collins to allow the case
to go before another Referee, as Mr. Justice Ridley
would not be able to take it ; but, as reported in our
issue of Nov. 5 last, p. 670, the application was
refused, their lordships practically saying—although,
of course, not in so many words—that no other referee
could be expected to disentangle so complicated
a skein, and that if their brother Ridley had not
time, he must make time to settle the matter. The
action accordingly came on for hearing once more
in fjueen's Bench 1,'ourt No. 2 on Tuesday, and is

stUl in progress as before ; at the opening the
learned judge said that the case must be finished
this week, and that if necessary he should sit till a
late hour on Siturday to conclude the hearing.
Mr. Reginald M. Bray, Q.C, appeared for

plaintiffs, and Mr. English Harrison and Mr. W.
JMoyses for the defendants. Mr. Bray, in opening
the case, recounted the facts, which were probably
pretty familiar to the learned judge. Mr. Bray
explained that the heads under which damages
were now claimed were as follows :—A. and G., in

consequence of the contractor not being able to

have full possession of the site, and not being
allowed to continue in possession thereof, and the
failure to get possession of Block A within six

months from the date of the contract, caused the
labour to exceed what should have been its proper
cost by at least '25 to 30 per cent., being an excess

on the whole of the contract of from 10 to 12i per
cent., exclusive of any rise in the price of labour or

any excess of price paid for materials from same cause
was, say, 121 per cent, on the price paid. This
labour was reckoned by the plaintiffs' accountants at

£28,631, and by the defendants' experts at about
£26,000 ; but for plaintilfs' purposes of claim the

former sum was assumed, the item of damage under
this head thus working out at £6,357. For the
increased price of labour paid to men from and after

September 1, 1893, when there was a general rise

in wages of a halfpenny an hour, another £1,210
was claimed, plus £121, the 10 per cent, profit

which a contractor looked to obtain. A further

sum of £1,000 was claimed as loss sustained by
the contractors in making good work injured by
such delays, and interference by sub-contractors.

Under B, £1,555, plus 10 per cent, profit, was
claimed for increased cost of materials from
1st September, 1893, occasioned by the general rise

in prices, and under C and D, £3,814 was claimed
as establishment charges, increased loss on plant,

and cost of supervision, being 72 per cent, on the
contract. Under head E, 1

J-
years' pay at £1,000 a

year, or £1,250, was claimed by reason of the con-
tractor being obliged to give his attention to this

undertaking for IS months longer, owing to delay,

than was originally estimated and allowed. Head F.

dealt with the fact that the contractor had to employ
additional capital over a much longer period, in-

volving increased interest on considerable sums of

money remaining idle, and for this a further sum of

£1,250 was claimed. The last head, H, was aclaim
of €100, being 10 per cent, for the loss of profit on the

portion of contract for chaplain'sroom,Ltc., which had
been estimated to cost £1,600. These items, under
the several heads A toH, amounted in all to £16,872.

The first witness was James Brown, builder, of

Cinnon-street, E.G., who on being sworn said he
had carefully gone into the estimates of damages
occasioned by alleged breaches of contract. The
first item, £6,357, was set down for increased

outlay caused by increased price of labour due
to difficulties in working. The most important
factor in such a contract was that the con-
tractor should be given uninterrupted possession

of the entire site. In this case the area

was comparatively limited, and there was a con-
siderable rise towards the north-east. It was,
therefore, almost impossible for a builder to com-
mence operations except in one way—namely, to

secure several entrances at the lowest point, and be
able to level the whole site down to a common
plateau. This would save expense and labour, and
would enable the foreman to keep his men together.

Witness had not a doubt that the contract sum
was amplv sufficient to complete the work.
The conditions on which the contractor was
asked to begin on Block G were impracticable.

The fact that the mortar-mill had to stand on a

mound 7ft. or 8ft. high was most inconvenient. As
the old buildings were pulled down there was
absolutely no space on which to stack or sort the

old materials, portions of which were to be reused
in the new works. Moreover, the builder was con-
fined to one out of four blocks, so that the men
could not be shifted to a second block in case of

any stoppage. He estimated that the labour bill

for work carried out in this fashion would cost

at least a third more than if done in ordinary

way. Mr. Bray : Suppose, for the sake of argu-
ment, that the agreed amount of the labour
bill is £28,031, what would be the amount of

damage y Mr. English Harrison objected to

any question of figures being gone into, and in the

course of a heated argument it transpired that the

defendants claimed that the labour bill should be
only £26,000, certain items of joinery done at

Folkestone being objected to. The learned judge
overruled the objection, and urged that both sides

could surely agree on such a matter of figures as a
labour bill. Witness, continuing, said it would not

be a third of the amount, as certain items would not
be affected, reducing the total to. say, £22,0U0. He
estimated the extra cost roughly at £7,000 ; but if

the sum claimed by plaintiffs was £i'>,370, that

would not be an over-estimate. While the

works were in progress, there was in May,
1S93, a rise of a halfpenny an hour in various

works, and also in materials : these, of course,

added to the cost. Passing on to the con-

demnation of columns in blocks C and H, the

witness said if the builder had had possession of all

blocks, the condemnation of iron columns in one

block would not have materially delayed the work,

nor have made any difference except inconvenience.

The whole of K bloclc was carried out as an inde-
pendent work after the blocks in front of it had
been completed, and this clearly added to the ex-
pense. To thes3 items should be added the profit

of 10 per cent, which a contractor hoped to gain,
and which should have been more on this under-
taking. Witness also referred to the delay caused by
the well-sinking, which precluded the builders from
getting on with the work ; more time was lost in the
diversion of water-mains from the site, whileblocksC
and H were cut about by the independent hot-
water fitters. He estimated the damage accruing
from these three sources at £1,000. As to increase

in establishment charges, witness's experience over
many years was that they should come to 5 per
cent. ; but in this case, owing to delay, they would
be doubled within a fifth, or say £2,000. The plant
should have done two such jobs ; but to double the
time was equal to its use on two contracts, and he
should add another 2J per cent, for this item, and
something more should be put on for supervision.

Another 10 percent, profit had to be allowed on the
chaplain's house, which was not carried out by the
contractor, and which building had been estimated

at £1,600; certainly another £160 should there-

fore be allowed for this item. A further sum
of, say, £1,000 a year should be allowed a con-
ti-actor if he was kept on such a contract 2.J years

instead of 15 months. When the trustees took on
the contract, materials valued at £4,000 were taken
over, and a large proportion of these materials was
held over owing to delay, and this continued all

through the contract. For this and the delay in

paying over the retention money another £1,250

should be allowed. Witness was cross-examined
by Jlr. English Harrison with a view to show
that the difference in levels between the avail-

able entrance and the point witness would
have preferred was not so great as had been
suggested. Many of the old buildings were
pulled down before witness saw the site. The point

was that the contractor had but one entrance,

whereas there should have been three or four, and
at the least two. Passing on to the work of con-

struction, witness said that two blocks ought to

have been in progress at the same time. He was
asked whether much of the delay in the later

portion of the work was owing to the action of the

architects or the clerk of works (which the Court of

Appeal had decided must not be taken into account),

but witness said he had also allowed for this in

making his calculations. He could not give the exact

figures on which he based his calculations ; they were
founded on experience as a builder of between 40 and
50 years. Three per cent would be an insufficient

allowance for establishment charges. Even if Brooks
left the supervision to his manager, Fearon, he was
entitled to be paid for supervision, because while

the St. Pancras job was going on he was prevented

from undertaking other work. In witness's business

many works were carried out from beginning to

end without his ever seeing them, and that was the

modus ujieranili with all builders in a large way.
Re-examined : The trustees of the creditors took

the place of Brooks during the latter pa,rt

of the job, and found the money for it.

Thomas Lawrence Fearon, manager to Brooks, said

if he had had possession of the whole site from

the first, he should have put a hoarding round

the whole as per contract, and should have made
entrances as required, and- should have excavated

the whole site to the required levels. The total

labour bill was £2S,631, of which abaut £2,000 was
for joinery done at the Folkestone shop, and, with

other deductions, the bill would be about £22,000 ;

he should put down the loss owing to delay and
interference at about 20 per cent, on this £22,000.

Witness gave particulars of the alleged inter-

ference with the work by independent sub-con-

tractors. After Ssptember Ist, 1803, when the

works should have been completed, there was an
all-round rise of 10 per cent, on all materials and

labour due to advances granted in the May of that

year; of course, all increases of wages and in

cost of timber, boards, slates, and bricks which

occurred between May and September, while

the contract was in progress was, as usual,

borne by the contractor. The total amount,

as shown in many cases from invoices pro-

duced, was £1,550, and on this he was entitled

to another 10 per cent, as profit, or £155. He
had estimated the establishment charges at 3 per

cent., and this should be charged for all the addi-

tional time involved. Mr. English Harrison said

he objected to the whole of this evidence, as it

necessarily included the delays duo, as was admitted,

to the acts of the architects and their clerk of works,

and by the judgment of the Court of Appeal he

submitted that his lordship was prohibited from

going into any question as to the consequences of

the architects' acts. Tlie learned judge said he

should not allow the judgment of the Court of

Appeal to hamper him in trying the case. The
commonsense plan, and the one which he meant to

follow, was to hear the evidence as to all delays and
interference, and to make a deduction for every-

thing due to the acts of the architects and their

clerk of works, allowing the plaintiffs only the

sums due, if any, to the acts of the guardians. He

J
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woulil make a note of Mr. Hnrrisrn'j objections.

Witness, proceeding, said his own salary as tuannptr
was t'^.'^0 a year, and Brooks's avtra.;e prolifs for

the threo years preceding lSit;J, as ehOA'n by balance
Hlifftfi made out before the contract btopped (now
produced), ^vas£l,*_^^Oayea^. Cross-examined; The
particulars in the " heads of damages '* were rough
calculations made since July last, and the figures now
given were detailed estimates made duriug the past

week. He adhered to all the evidence given at the
jiiovious trial. He was clot-ely pressed as to the
gtound plans submitted, with a view to show that
the}' were inaccurate as to the basements of the old

work, and also to show thj.t another and more con-
venient entrance could have been used : but he
adheri d to the statements already made. Witness
was further cross-examined at great length as to the
prices nf nmte^rials and wages paid, and produced
(lis books and receipts. 8ome of the profits shown
on balance-sheets were found on completion of

works beguu in previous years, and in the same
way other expected profits on works in progress
wore carried forward. John Thomas Chappell, a
contractor for 3.> years, now out of business,

said he had carried out many large works, in-

cluding Cane Hill .\sylum and Manchester Asylum
(each i'210,(IU0), Camberwell Workhouse, General
I'ost ofKco ,£110,000, Baron Giant's mansion
£8O,0tlO, aud Colonel North's house at Kltham over
i'SO.OOO. Witness had examined St. PuncrasWoik-
house, and had inspected the contracts and the plans
and specifications. The difficulty in getting pos-
session of site and entrances on convenient levtls

would disorganise the whole business, and mate-
rially afYect the opportunity of making a profit

Witness described in detail the order in which he
should have carried out the works, provided the
site was placed at his disposal uuiuterruptedly.

The entrance provided was in a dangerous
situation, and was the worst portion of the site.

Again, the organisation of men, and turning
them on from one block to another was every-
thing in an extensive contract. If bricks were
condemned for facings, but could be utilised for

internal work, as alleged, it would obviously have
been a convenience if there had been space on
which to store, stack, and tort them. The
learned judge remarked that many of the bricLs

were rejected from samples, and the bulk was
not allowed to enter the works. Mr. Bray said
that, according to the evidence already given, a
greater number were passed over at the works, and
were utilised for other work. Witness continuing,
said there was sure to be some waste in handling
such materials as bricks, due to want of space ; but
the major portion of the loss would be in labour,
which was greater than would appear at first sight.

In a work of this kind, costing £.50,000 or more,
where about £12,000 worth of work was to be done
by independent contractors, over whom he had no
control, he should have estimated the loss by delay
and interference at not less than 5 per cent., and
probably more. H. Holloway, of Battersea, said
he had had twenty years' experience as a builder.

He had inspected the .St. Pancras workhouse, and
also the plans and drawings, and considered the
heads of damages. He agreed with the conclusions
of the last witness. This witness was cross-examined
by Mr. Moyses. but adhered to hia estimates.
II. H. Bortlett, sole partner in Messrs. Perry and
Co., of Tredegar Woik», Bow, a contractor of thirty

years' e xperieuce, coi roborated theevidence of the last

two witnt.'ssos as to the increase demanded in cost

and time that would be involved by difficulties in

obtaim'ng possession and interference deposed to
by the first two witnesses. With slight modifi-
cations, he should have carried out the work as
the witness Chappell proposed. The extra cost for

delay and interference he should get down at
from S to 10 per cent, over the whole amount on the
actual cost. There was, in the middle part of IS'JS,

a general rise in materials all round, but he could
not estimate the amount, as with his experience,
witness should have made provision beforehand—
that was supposing storage ground existed on site. Of
course, if they had to lie delivered from other
stores, the price would have been considerably
increased. The charges for depreciation of plant
and for supervision were perfectly fair, and
for additional establishment charges for the
fifteen months' delay from .'i to 7} per ceut. Cross-
examineil by Mr. Moyses : Witness carried out the
first asylum built from Messrs. Harston's designs—
that at Darenth—and had had considerable experi-
ence of this class of work. The sub-contractors
ougfit to have been under the control of the
contractors. In cases of interference, the architect
was the person to smooth difficulties with sub-con-
tractors over; but in witness's experience, complaints
made to the architect produced very little effect.

The learned judge asked how many more witnesses
plaintiffs proposed to call. Mr. Bray : Eight or
nine. The learned judge intimated that he did not
propose to hear any further evidence of the same
class from builders. Mr. Bray said in that case he
would only call one other contractor, Brooks's pre-
decessor on this job, William James Kenshaw,
manager and partner with Messrs. Kirk and Randall,
of Woolwich, who carried out the first section

of the workhouse, aud concurred with the previous

witnesses. The prices in Brooks's bill of quantities

were veiy fair indeed, ai.d ought to have yielded a
profit of about 10 per cent, under fair conditions.

The cost of labour on the amount, guided by
experience on the first part of the contract, ought
not to have been more tl an from i'l\ to 4.5 per cent.,

or about £17,000 on the £i7,7'.i.'), the actual cost of

work carried out by Mr. Brooks. To that he
added £1,000 for the rise on labour prices

to September, 18y:i, and f2,000 for losses on
work rejected, making £20,000 as the full amount,
and if the actual cost of labour to Brooks was,
according to the pay-sheets, £28,0.31, then the loss

to Brooks due to interference aud delay was £S,0;J0,

a very moderate estimate of the loss under these

heads. At this stage the court adjourned until

to-day (Friday).

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

BoMn.VY.—E.xtensive sanitary improvements are
about to be undertaken in the city of Boml)ay,
more especially in respect to the removal of insani-

tary dwellings and the prevention of overcrowding.
The new scheme provides not only for opening up
crowded localities, the construction o'f new streets

with frontages for the erection of improved dwell-
ings, and the levelling up of low-lying areas, but
for improving existing dwellings and housing large

numbers of the poorer classes in new buildings to

be let at an extremely low rent. Vacant lands to

the north of the city will be laid out, and, where
necessary, filled in. Some areas west of Colaba
are to be reclaimed, and will provide for residences
of a superior class. It is proposed to create a
scecial agency, with a separate start", to devote
their entire energies to the particular task before
them. The entire cost will not be less than 3^
million pounds sterling, aud may possibly amount
to double that sum. "The corporation still have to

complete drainage scheme, control of civic finance,

the water supply, the care of roads and streets, the
public lighting, and many other duties.

Bo'ness.—The burgh commissioners of Bo'ness
have accepted the ofTer of Mr. Thomas Peattie,
contractor, to construct a large new reservoir on
the estate of Lochcote, situated between Linlithgow
and Bathgate. The contract amounts to £11, .500.

The reservoir will cover about 45 acres of ground
and hold two hundred million gallons of water.
The source of supply is the Wardlaw and Bruntou
burns, the waters of which will be impounded.
The quality of the water is said to be excellent.

The laud which the commissioners purchased cost

£7,000, and the laying of a main pipe from the site

of the reservoir cost £3,615, and these sums, added
to the cost of the reservoir, bring the total cost of
the works up to nearly £2o,000.

Calcutta.—A combined scheme for improving
the outfall of the sewers of the town of Calcutta
proper, for draining the suburbs and the area
between the canal and. the Circular-road, was com-
menced during 1897. Larger pumps are to be fixed
at Palmer's Bridge, a high-level sewer is to be con-
structed which will meet a second high-level sewer
intended for the suburban outfall, and the combined
sewage of the town and suburbs is to be carried
in a channel lined with masonry to a new outfall at
Baintolhi, some miles below the present outfall in
the Balliaghata Canal. A main sewer is also to be
constructed, which will enter from Watgunge
on the Hooghly bank, and passing under Tolly's
Xala by gravitation, will discharge at a station to
be established near the Uifie Kange on the Eastern
Bengal State Railway. The suburban outfall will
be precisely similar to one now working at I'almer's
Bridge. There will be two pumping-statiom for the
suburban main sewer, one at the Budge-Budge-road
and one at the outfall. The foundatione- stone of
the drainage works was laid by the Lieutenant-
Governor, Sir Alexander Mackenzie, on the 20th
November, 1S9U.

Douglas, Isle of Max.— .\ start in earnest was
made on Friday with the new main sewer system
adopted by the Douglas Town Council, after debates
and opposition extending over years, the last oppo-
sition of a month ago having led to the withdrawal
of the tender of a Glasgow firm for carrying out
the land section of the work, at a cost of £20,000.
The revised estimated cost, excluding any rise that
may result from the withdrawal of the main tender,
is £.50,000. The section of the work now started is

the new outfall, which will give a new discharge
point for the sewer in the deep sea, about a quarter
of a mile to the north-east of Conister, where there
is nine hours' ebb-tide, which will carry the sewage
clear of the bay. The present unsightly outfall is

close to the lauding pier. Messrs. Aird aud Cj.,
London, contractors, are carrying out this out-
fall section.—The "Town Council considered on
Tuesfipy the report of Messrs'. Stevenson and
BurstaU, engineers, the authors of the improved
scheme of drainage for Douglas adopted by the
Council. Mr. Stevenson explained the causes that
had resulted in his original estimate of £29.000

having been increased to over £40,000, and reportsd

upon other matters connected with the scheme.

—

The Highways Committee recommended the Tyn-
wald Court be applied to for further bon'owing
powers of £20,000, iu addition to the €3.5,00;>

already sanctioned in connection with the scheme.
Mr. Clucas moved an amendment that Mr. Pritchard,

who had also submitted a scheme to cost £29,000,

should be approached in the matter.—The amend-
ment was lost and the recommendation carried.

Pewsf.v, Wilts.—In consequence of a reccu*".

outbreik of typhoid iu the district, the parish
councilof Pewsey and ruialdistrict council instructed

Messrs. Fairbank and Son, civil engineers, of York,
to inspect the district and repoit as to the probable
c St of a water supply. A voluminous report from
them was presented to the Pewsey Rural District

Council on Monday. They stated that an admirable
supply of pure water could be obtained from Seven
Springs, and carried through the district at an esti-

mated cost of £3,469 lOs., or £2,671 lOi. if some
isolated portions were left out of the scheme. The
estimated annual expenditure would be £340, or

£283 ISs. for the partial scheme. These figures did

not include land or wayleaves, and were based on
the assumption that all the houses iu the district

would be connected with the system. It was
decided to defer the consideration of the report for

the present.

CHIPS.

Forest Fold Baptist Chapel near Crowborougb
was reopened last week after reroofing and re-

seating, and the addition of classrooms and vestries.

Mr. A. E. Allen, of Northampton (late of Crow-
borough), was the architect.

The two-storied workshops of Mr. A. Taylor, a.

builder, in Liy-street, Ilford, suddenly collapsed

on Friday evening. E igar Chatterton, a carpenter,

and a man named Burton were working on the top
floor at the time. In the fall (.'hatterton was killed,

but Burton escaped uninjured. The building walls,

which consisted of 9in. brickwork, were only erected

two months ago.

The vacancy for a clerk in the city surveyor's

office at Winchester, on the promotion of Mr,
Jennings, was filled up on Thursday in last

week by the council of that city. A com-
mittee had weeded out three candidates from 71,

and out of this trio Mr. Arthur Longland, for eight

years iu the office of Messrs. Canceller and Hill,.

architects and surveyors, has been elected.

On Wednesday week two inquiries were held at

the town hall, Tunstall, by Mr. H. P. Boulnois, an
inspector of the Local Government Board, with

reference to applications of the Tunstall I'rban

District Council for sanction to borrow £23,000 for

purposes of sewerage and sewage disposal ; and
£.5,000 for the purchase of land for the purpose of a
public park.

The Sheffield City Council have decided to nego-

tiate for the purchase of the Sheffield Electric Light

and Power Company's undertaking on the terms of

£220 of Sheffield Corporation Two-and-a-Half per

Cent, redeemable stock for every £100 of the

sum expended by the company upon their under-

taking and chargeable to capital account, provided

that the amount of such capital expenditure shall

not in any event exceed £112,000, any further

expenditure properly made being repaid to the

company with .5 per cent, interest.

The want of an independent water supply at the

Zoological Gardens has been felt for many years,

and recently it was decided to put down an artesian

bored tube well, the results of which have been the

tapping of powerful springs of pure water in the

chalk at the depth of 450tt., yielding 240,000 gallons

per day. The engineers are Messrs. C. Isler and

,Co., of Southwark.

Subscriptions are being invited among the fellows-

of the Society of Antiquaries of London for the

purpose of placing a memorial portrait in bronze of

the late Sir Wollaston Franks, their former presi-

dent, iu the society's rooms, in recognition of his

eminent services to arch;eology. Mr. Charles J.

Praetorius, who had for many years worked for Sir

Wollaston at the British Museum, had various

sketches and notes which, iu his opinion, would

enable him to produce a portrait, and, having

modelled a life-size profile head in relief in wax, the

work has been approved. The council will offer a

duplicate copy of this lor the acceptance of the

trustees of the British Museum.

A deputation of the Worcester County Council

held au iuquiry at Hales Owen on Friday re-

specting au order directing that an isolation

hospital should be established for the Stour-

bridge LTrban Council and Hales Owen Rural

District Council, application having been made
asking the County Council to make arrangements

for the borrowing of a sum not exceeding £10,000,

for erection of the hospital. The hospital will

contains 30 beds, and the total, as estimated by
the architect (Mr. Eyre, of London), is £9,1.5a.
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The inquest as to the cause of the great fire in

Cripplegate was concluded on Wednesday at the

Guildhall. The jury, after over four hours'

deliberation, found that the fire originated on the

tirst floor of premises in the occupation of Waller

and Brown, WeU-stroet ; that it was caused by
the wilful ignition of a stack of goods by some
person or persons unknown ; that there was no
delay on the part of the Fire Brigade in arriving

at the scene ; that the appliances and steamers

and supply of water were sufficient, but that the

supply of coal to the steamers was inadequate ;

and that the causes of the rapid development of

the fire were the style and construction of the

buildings, the narrowness of the streets, the delay

in summoning the Fire Brigade after the fire

broke out, and the further delay of 14 minutes in

getting the first engine to work. The jury offered

various recommendations with respect to the

reconstruction of the buildings and the improve-

ment of the methods and appliances of the Fire

Brigade. It was stated, in reply to the City

solicitor, that the jury were not unanimous as to

the finding that the fire had been wilfully caused.

The First Commissioner of Works announced
last year in Parliament that the (^ueen had
approved of the Ranger's Lodge, adjoining

Cireenwich Park, being let by the Commissioners

of Woods as part of the Crown lands under her

charge, and that her Majesty would throw into

the Park, for the use of the public, fifteen acres

of land hitherto annexed to the Lodge. The
Queen has now further decided that the old

palace at Kew shall be opened as a public museum
under the same management as Kew Gardens, and
the grounds belonging to the Queen's Cottage
will also be utilised in connection with the Royal
G-ardensat Kew. Furthermore, her Majesty has

directed that the State-rooms at Kensington
Palace, in the central part of the building, which
have been closed and unoccupied since 1760,

together with Sir Christopher Wren's banqueting-
room attached to the palace, shall, after restora-

tion, be opened to the public, and the Government
will forthwith submit to Parliament an estimate

of the cost of restoration.

In connection with the winter meeting for

teachers conducted by the College of Preceptors,
Sir Joshua Fitch gave a lecture on Friday on the
National Gallery and its educational uses. As
Mr. Ruskin had said, this gallery was now for the
purposes of the general student the most im-
portant collection of paintings in Europe. Of all

the notable art galleries of the Continent, he knew
none so choice as our own, none which contained
so few inferior pictures, none in which the student
of art would find such characteristic examples of

what was best in the great schools of painting,

and none in which he could trace with more
exactness the history of art. In the 1,500
pictures of the national collection, classified into
schools, and ranged round 22 noble rooms, a rich

store lay open to the visitor, whether his purpose
was simply to trace the development of art, or to

study the growth of religious ideas, to observe the
various costumes of different nations, the com-
parative treatment of landscape and of the aspects

of nature, or whether it was desired to find out
in how many ways national and indiWdual
characteristics have been represented by the
painter. The lecturer went on to Ulustrate how
the various purposes indicated might best be
followed out by calling attention to characteristic

examples of different schools represented in the
National Gallery.

The corporation of Bootle have recently adver-
tised asking local builders and contractors to send
in tenders for the erection of a lodge at the Derby
Park, from plans and specifications prepared in
the borough engineer's ofiice. The advertise-
ment states that " persons tendering must sub-
mit their own schedule of quantities fully priced
out, which must accompany the tender." The
Liverpool Master Builders' Association have
written to the town clerk of Bootle, pointing
out the unfairness of this condition, and that it

wiU involve all but one of those who respond in
a perfectly unnecessarj- and fruitless expense. So
far, however, the association have not succeeded
in obtaining the withdrawal of the objectionable
clause.

Fn-E years ago the City Council of Boston,
Mass., appointed a board of appeal, to which dis-

putes arising between architects, owners, or con-

tractors and the City Building Dapartment are

referred for settlement. The board is composed
of an architect, a builder, and a lawyer. Nearly
200 cases have come before it for adjudication.

The success which has attended its deliberations

and conclusions can be j udged by the fact that in

only one or two instances have appeals been made
to the courts from its findings.

The vacant space in the decorative scheme of

the ornamentation of the west front of the Doge's

Palace in Venice has at last been filled up bv a

representation of the original statuary. This

monument, which consisted of a figure of the

Doge Gritti, together with a winged lion, was

destroyed during the rioting which accompanied

the fall of the Venetian Republic. Two years

ago the Italian Government opened a competition

among native artists and offered a prize for the

best reproduction of the missing monument. The
prize was won, and the work has been executed

by a young Venetian sculptor, Urbano Bottasso.

This colossal piece of alto-relievo sculpture, exe-

cuted in Istrian marble, is about lift. long. It

represents the Lion of St. Mark with his paw
resting on the open Bible ; opposite him kneels

the Doge Gritti, draped in the ducal mantle and
holding an inscribed banderole in his hand- The
work wa* to have been completed by February,

1899, but such was the zeal of the young sculptor

that the monument was finished more than a year

before the stipulated time. The week before last

the alto-relievo was raised to its place and fixed

on the cornice over the balcony opening in which

the Doges of old used to appear before the popu-

lace at special times and seasons. The inaugural

ceremony has been postponed until JIarch 22 next,

when jubilee festivities will be held in order to

celebrate the Revolution which gave freedom to

Venice.

It is proposed to hold in New York in the

spring an International Health Exposition of a

novel kind. Besides the display of heating and
ventilating apparatus, plumbing appliances, model
schoolrooms and hospitals, lectures are to be

given on topics related to sanitation including

pathological electricity, of which Sir. Nikola

Tesla is to treat ; and discussions will also be

arranged. Mr. Charles F. AVingate, sanitary

engineer, is the supervising director, and has

contrived some striking illustrations of matters

of hygiene, showing, for example, a county poor-

house cell of the old type, with its " mad woman '

'

chained to the floor, side by side with a modern
asylum ward; and a schoolroom of the ancient

pattern in contrast with one of the present model.

MEETINGS FOB THE ENSUING WEEK.
MosDAY.—Royal Institute of British .A.rchite;ts. Busi-

ness and Ordinary Meeting. 8 p.m.

TcEsDAY.—.Society of Arts. "Jly Recent .Journey from
the Nile to the Soudan," by Frederic
Villiers. 4.30 p.m.

Wedmksday. -So2iety of Arts. " Tiie P.-ojectioo of

Luminous Objects in"|Space," by Eric S.

Bruce, M.A. 8 p.m.

Tfil'bsdav.—Sofietv of .\rta. " Recreations of an Indian
Official." by the Right Hon. Sir AI. E.
Grant-Duff, G.C.I.E. 4.30 p.m.

Society of Architects. St. James's Hall,

Piccadilly, W. 8 p.m.

Friday.—Architectural Associ-ation Lyric Club. Concert
at Swallow-street Club, Piccadilly. 8p.m.

liirmin;jham Architectural A.ssociation.
" Malta," by the Rev. W. K. R. Bedford.
6,45 p.m.

The salary of Mr. J. Wilding, surveyor to the

Kuncom Urban District Council, has been raised

from £180 to £200 per annum, and is to be further

increased £10 per annum for two successive years.

The Coventry and Warwickshire Hospital was
open to the general public for inspection on Friday,

after renovation, refurnishing, i:c., at a cost of

nearly £1,500. The interior has been ventilated,

painted, and decorated, repairs executed, several

wards and rooms rearranged, and a large turn of

money spent on furniture, bedsteads, and bedding.

Messrs. Whiteman and Son were the painters and
decorators.

At a special meeting of the Liverpool Select

Vestry, held on Friday, a report of the committee
appointed to consider the hospital accommodation
for the sick and infirm inmates of the workhouse
was submitted and approved. The proposed scheme
contemplates the erection of a new building, com-
petitive designs for which are to be asked from Mr.

Edmund Kirby and Mr. E. Willink (Messrs. WU-
link and Thicknesse), both of Liverpool. To the

architect whose plans are not selected an honorarium

of fifty guineas will be paid by the vestry.

LATEST PRICES.—**

—

IKON, &c.
Per ton. Per ton.

Rolled-Iron Joists, Belgian £5 15 to £6
Rolled-Steel Joists, English 6 0,, 6 10
Wrought-Iron Girder Plates 6 15 „ 6 10
Bar Iron, good Staffs 7 0,, 800
Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Round, or
Square 17 „ 17

Do., Welsh 8 15 „ 6 17 6
Boiler Plates, Iron^
South Staffs 7 17 6 „ 8 5
Best SnedshiU 10 „ 10 10

Angles 10s., Tees 203. per ton extra.
Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, &c., £6 15s. Od. per ton.
Builders' Hoop Iron, galvanised, £15 10s. Od. per ton.
(Jalvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron

—

No. 18 to 20. No.22to24.
6ft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.
gauge £10 15 ...£11

Best ditto '. 11 5 8 ... 1110
Per ton. Per ton.

Cast-iron Columns £6 to £8 10
Cast-iron Stanchions 6 0,, 8 10
Cast-iron Sash Weights — ,, 4 2 6
Cast-iron Socket Pipes^

3in. diameter 6 10 „ 5 15
4in. to6in 6 5 0,, 5 10
Tin. to 21in. (all sizes) 4 15 „ 6 6

[Coated with composition, 2s. 6d. per ton extra; turned
and bored joints, 53. per ton extra.]
Pig Iron— Per ton.
Cold Blast, Lilleshall 105s. to llOs.

Hot Blast, ditto 573. 6d. to 623. 6d.
Wrought-Irou Tubes—Discount off Standard Lists f.o.b.

Gas-Tubes 75p.c. Fittings 77ip.o.
Water-Tubes 70 „ 72i
Steam-Tubes 62i „ 65
Galvanised Gas-Tubea 60 „ 621
Galvanised Water-Tubes 55 „ 57}
Galvanised Steam-Tubes 45 „ 47j

lOcwt. casks. 5cwt. casks.
Sheet Zinc, for roofing and work- Per ton. Per ton.

ing up £22 to £2.3

Sheet Lead, 31b. per sq. ft. super. 14 12 6 „ 15 12 6
Pig Lead, in Icwt. pigs 13 12 « „ 14 12 6
Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 17 10 „ is 10

CopperSbeets, sheathing and rods 5S 10 „ 59 10

Copper, British Cake and Ingot,.. 50 10 „ 5110
Tin, Straits 63 18 '.) „ 64 18 9
Do., English Ingots 67 „ 67 10

Spelter, Silesian 17 7 6 „ 18 7 6

Per ton. Per ton.

Cut Clasp Nails, Sin. to 6in £8 15 „ £9 13

Cut Floor Brads 8 10 „ 9 10

Wire Nails (Points de Paris)

—

to 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 B.W.G.
8/6 9/0 9/6 10,'3 11/0 12/0 13/0 14/9 16/9 per ewt.

TIMBER.
Teak, Bormah per load £14 to £13 10

„ Bangkok , ... 10 10 „ 15

Quebec pine, pitch ,, ... — „ —
yeUow , ... 2 10 „ 4 10

„ Oak „ ... 5 5 „ 6 5
„ Birch , ... 4 2 i; „ 6 2 6

„ Elm , ... 4 0,, 500
„ Ash „ ... 3 5 0,, 4 10

Dantaio and Memel Oak „ ... 2 2 6,, 326
Fir „ ... 1 16 „ 4

Wainscot, Riga p. log ... „ ... 2 10 „ 3 10

Lath, Dantsic, p.f „ ... 4 10 „ 5 10

St. Petersburg 6 0,, 6 10

Greenheart „ ... 8 5 0,, 8 10

Box 4 „ 15

Sequoia, U.S.A. .. per cube foot I 8 „ 1 10

Mahogany, Cuba, per super foot

lin. thick 5,, 006*
„ Honduras ... „ ... 6 „ 6|

Mexican „ ... 4,, 006
Cedar, Cuba „ ... 4,, 4l

Honduras „ ... 3,, 00 4^
Satinwood 6,, Oil
Walnut, ItaUan „ ... 31 „ 7

Deals, per St. Petersburg Standard, 120— 12ft. by liin.

by llin. :—
Quebec, Pine, 1st £20 15 to £26 15

2nd 16 5 „ 17 15

„ 3rd 7 15 „ 11 5

Canada Spruce, Ist 10 15 „ 12 5

„ 2nd and 3rd 8 5 0,, 950
New Brunswick 7 15 „ 8 5
Riga 6 15 „ 7 15

St. Petersburg 8 15 „ 12 15

Swedish 9 0,, 16 10

Finiind 7 10 „ 8

White Sea 9 0,, 16

Battens, aU sorts 6 0,, 20

Flooring Boards, per square of lin. :—
Ist prepared £0 8 6 „ £0 15 6

2nd ditto 7 0,, 12

Other qualities 8 0,, 066
Staves, per standard M:

—

Quebec pipe — . ,.T„ ..

U.S. ditto £K ,,£42 10

Memel,cr.pipe 230 „ 240

Memel, brack :. 200 „ 210

OILS.
Linseed per ton. £14 15 to£15

Rapeseed, English pale... „ ... 26 „ 28 10

Do , brown T. 25 10 „ 26

Cottonseed, refined „ ... 14 10 „ 16

OUve, Spanish 32 „ 33

SeaLpalTTT. 23 10 „ 24

Cocoanut, Cochin „ ... 26 „ 27

Do., Ceylon „ ... 22 „ 22 10

Pali, Lagos 22 10 „ 23

OleinelT. •. 18 15 „ 19 16

Lubricating U.3 per gal. 6 3,, 076
Petroleum, refined „ ... 4},, 4J

Tar, Stockholm perbarrel 10 0,, 160
Do., Archangel 12 6 „ 15

'Turpentine, American... per ton 23 „ 23 10
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LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.

Okrlton, Victoria-Children's Hospital £100, £50, £25 J. Nicholson, Hon. See , Pelham-street, Carlton, Australia Jan. 30

Lticoster -Motor Refuse Carts Corporation E. O. Mawbcy, Borough Engineer, I«ice.iter 31

Rugbr-riibiic Work. Cattle Market X' '^A,^^™'"!'"^' 'H-V'''^'''',?''Lv,;
.•••. :•^- i:

; ^"'- 3
IJi "ikiuh -rublii- oitices 60gs. (merged), 20gs Hy. White, i.lerk. I .U.C., 19, .St. Peters-street, Winchester

Wohirhimpton- Motor Vans !!... Public Works Committee J. W. Bradley, C.E., Borou„-h Engineer, Town Hall,Wolverhampton „ 7

75arrow-iii-rurness -Technical Schools £50 (merged), £20 The Town Clerk, Town Uall, Barrow-m-Furness „ 14

I'ort Eli.'ubeth-Free Librarv (Afscasors, Sir F. Blaine and „, ,^ ,_ ^ .

R n. ll.iinmersl>v-nun!in—£J.>.iKMi limit) 100 Guinea!!, 60 Guineas G. Oettle, Librarian, Port Uizabeth, S.A. _ i»

New York Sun Diiil PLuitcr Model' SOOdol., 250dol Sec. Natiomil .SculptureSoc, -215. WestoTth-street.NewYork , 28

Newcn»tli-on-Tvne-X,-wIntirmiiry local Architects) (No first) £150, £100. £30 Secretary Buildin" Committee, Newca,stle Mar. 1

Berwick-on-Twecd -Police-station (£5,000 limit) Commission or £50, £25 R. Weddell, Town Clerk, Berwick-on-Tweed H
Helper—Sewage Disposal Schemes 60 Guineas, 25 Guineas Joseph Pym, Clerk, Belper May 1

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

BUILDINGS.
Harwich- .\dditions to Schoolroom, Pulpit, Reseating, &c, at , ,,,

Congr.'jaticmHl Clmrch Committee J. W. Start, Architect, Colchester Jan. 15

Pentre, Rhondda—CoEu^titutional Club, Llewellyn-street Edwin Jones, Architect. Forth, R.S.O » lo

Workington -Villas M. N.Carlisle W. ti. ScottandCo., Architects, Workington „ 1»

Archiestown—Alterations, Two Houses D. Maclean, Blacksmith. Archiestown ,* 15

Warminster—Vagrant Wards Board of Guardians A. F. Long, M.S.,i , Warminster » la

Cette-Th.-itre estimated cost. £10.,'>.83) The Municipal Authorities, Cette, France „ lo

Filey—Fifteen Housra in Two Blocks <j. W. Tindall J. Caleb Fetch. Architect. Scirborough 1»

Turrilf-New Free aiiircb Buildings D. and J. R. M'Millan, Architects, 211, Union-street, Aberdeen „ 17

Irelcth -Three Cottages Late Margaret Newby's Trustees .. R. F. Nelson, M.S..\.. Surveyor, Broughton-in-Fumess „ 17

Rvde, I.W.—Additions to Infirmary . .. . J. Fardell, Hon. Sec, Market-street. Ryde „ 1'

East Dereham-To\vn Hall Trustees of the Headborough Estate Chas. B. L. Norgate, Clerk to Headborough Trustees, E. Dereham „ 17

Elgin—Diamond Jubilee Cottages, Maisondieu A. and W. Eeid and Wittet. Architects, Elgin ** 17

West Auckknd—Eight Houses W. Riley and T. Spedding F. H. Livesey. Aichitect, Market-place, Bishop Auckland IJ
Cruralin—Creamerv Co-operative Dairy Society Carlisle Arnold. Secretarj-. Lirk-hill, Crumlin — 17

Bradford—Two Houses, Jlount-street G. C. Gamble, Architect. Parkinson's Chambers, Bradford , 17

Whitehaven—-\llorations to Bet' Hive T. Browne J. S. Moffat, Architect, Whitehaven -• „ 1^
Stone—Chapels and Caretaker's House at New Cemetery Dartford Rural District (Council J. C. Hayward, Clerk, Sessions House, Dartford 1^
Brynmawr—County School John Thomas, Clerk. 191, King-street, Brynmawr. „ 17

Jledorasley-Con verting Old Premises into Two Houses Annijeld Plain Co-operative Society O. T. Wilson. Architects, 121, Durbim-road, Blaekhill „
JJ

Dudlev—Theatre J. Clements A. Ram.sell, Architect, Dudlev „ Jj
Stanley—Hotel Mrs. Hannah Chaytor Edwin Bowman, Architect, 82. Westgate-road, Newcastle „ 18

Elgin—Itistillery Warehouse Charles C. Doig, Architect, Elgin i» IS

Dover—Boiler-house at Sea Baths, Marine Parade Town Councii E. Wollaston Knocker. Town Clerk. Castle Hill House, Dover „ IS

.Soothill -Enlargement of Earlsheaton School School Board Joseph Croft, Clerk, Market-place, Dewabury ,
IS

Llanfair Caereinion —County Schools W. Story, Clerk to the Governors, Llanfair, Welshpool ,
1»

Homerton,N.E.—Alterations toWard No. 23 at Union Iniirinary Guardians of Hackney Union Fi-ank II. Coles, Clerk. Homerton, N.E 1^
Darwen—Eight Houses, Olive-lane J. Latham, 55, Londm-terrace, Darwen i, 1^

Leeds—Bridge over Aire at South Accommodation-road '. Corporaliion The City Engineer. Munii^pal Buildings, Leeds » 1^

Bradford—Four Houses, Five Lane Ends J. H. Dixon. Architect, 90. Heap-lane, Bradford „ 19

Whitkirk -ViUa '. E.'Goodhind Chas. D. Swale, Architect, 93, Albion-street, Leeds ., 19

Huddersfield—.'Vlterations and Additions to Shop Premises,
New-street and Market-place John Kirk and Sous, Architects, Huddersfield „ 20

Bromsgrove—Goods Shed Midland Railway Co James Williams, Secretary, Derby 20

East Dulwich. S.E.—Repairs to Inflmary, East Dulwich-grove Guardians of St. Saviour's Union ... G. D. Stevenson, Architect. 13, King-street, Cheapside, E.C ,. 23

Shap -Restoration of St. Michael's Church Geo. Dale OUver, F.R.I.B.A., Carlisle .• 20

Glossop—Favilion Glossop Cricket Club R. G. Hawke, Architect, Bank Chambers, Glossop i. 20
Blackwell —Goods Shed Midland Railway Co James Williams, Secretan-. Derby > 2»

Elgin—Dwelling-Houses, School Acre Charles C. Doig, Architect. Elgin ,i 20

Pembroke -Infants' School for 100 children) , Monkton School Board W. Cooper Harris, Clerk, Pembroke n 2D

Putney. S.W.—Bread Factory, &c Directors of N. A. P. Bread Co C. A. Goffln, Sec, 34, Victoria-street, Westminster, S.W 21

Natland— Residence, Yew Tree Field Addison Swinglehurst G. L. Hoggarth, Architect. 69, Highgate. Kendal i> 21

Halifax— Extension of Atlas Boiler Works Geo. Buckley and Son. Architect, Town Chambers, Halifax 22

"Wickliam Market—Additions to Schools Managers Henry J. 'Wright, 4, Museum-street, Ipswich », 22

Flushing, Cornwall—School Buildings F. F. Savage, Flushing Vicarage » 22

Boat of Garten—Villa D. Macpherson, Boat of Garten .- »» 22

Guestling—Police Buildings East Sussex County Council Henry Cird, County Surveyor, County Hall, Lewes 22

Lochmaben—Alterations to Free Church T. E. Watson. National Bank. Lochmaben... „ 22

CuUingworth —Thirteen Houses David We,atherhead, Architect, 53, Devonshire-street, Keighley „ 22

Epsom-Temporary Structures (for 700 patients and staff),
Horton Manor Estate London County Council R.W. Partridge, Clerk Asylums Committee, 21, Whitehall-pl., S.W. „ 24

Bristol—Infant School. Hotwells Bristol School Board William Avery Adams, Clerk, Guildh,all, Bristol .'. » 24

Chelmsford— A'iUas and Cottage, New London-road Dr. Thresh George E. Clare, Architect, 66, Duke-street, Chelmsford *, 24

Swindon —Washing Baths G.W.E. Medical Fund Society The Secretary, Swindon >> 24

Llanwrst—School for Girls, and Alterations and Additions to
Boys' Schools, at Llanwrst Cijunty School Peter Mclntyre, Clerk to the Governors, Llanwrst -. „ 2^

Manchester —Thirty-two Two-Storv Tenement Buildings, &c.... Sanitary Committee The City Surveyor, Town Hall, Manchester »i 2a

Winchester -Enlargement of Post Office Commissioners of H.M. 'Works Hon. Reginald B. Brett, Secretary. 12, Whitehall-place, S.W „ 2d

Bootle —Lodge, Derby Park Corporation J. H. Farmer, Town Clerk. Bootle »» 2»

Hoghton —Pa.ssenger Station .and Footbridge Lancashire and Yorkshire Ry. Co.... C. W. Baylev. Secretary, Hunt's Bank, Manchester >• 25

Manchester - Thirteen Shops, Oldham-road Sanitary Committee 'The City Surveyor, Town Hall, Manchester ,, 25

Bumley-Extensionof Electric Light Station .. G. H. Pickles, A.M I.C.E., Town Hall, Burnley „ 2o

Manchester —Twenty-six Three-story Tenements and Two
Shops. Pott-street. Ancoats Sanitary Committee The City Surveyor, Town Hall. Manchester 2»

Leeds—Dead Meat Market, New York-street Markets Committee Jno. Harrison, Town Clerk. Town Hall, Leeds », 25

Bethnal Greea. l:.—Block of Dwellings on Boundary-st. Area .. London County Council T. Bell, Clerk, Council Ottices, Spring-gardens, S.'W 2»

Manchester -Thirty-sLx Two-Story Tenement Buildings Sanitary Committee The City Surveyor, Town Hall, Manchester », 23

Milford-G.ite Lodge and Entrance at Cemetery J. J. Phillips and Son, Architects. 61, Royal-avenue, Belfast Z»

Manchester -Lodging-House, Harrison-street, Ancoats Sanitary Committee The City Surveyor, Town Hall. Manchester 2a

Hastings -Additions to Olive Vale School School Board J. H. Tendall, Clerk, 4, Bank Buildings, Hastings ^
Bridlington Quay—Eleven Houses Directors of the People's Palace W. S. Walker, Architect, Central Chambers, Bridlmgton (my ,

2»

Mitcham -\'isitora' Room and Engineer's House at Schools Guardians of Holborn Union C. E. Vaughan, F.R.I.B.A.. 23, L^wther .\rcade. Strand, W.C ^b

Ovenden-Two Semi-Detached Villas Medley Hall. Architect, 29, Northgate. Halifax > 2b

Farnborough -Extension of Workhouse Infirmary Guardians of Bromley Union R. Gordon Mullen, Clerk, 96. High-street, Bromley _.. . ... > 2(^

Stockport—Workhouse, Stepping Hdl Guardians Charles F. Johnson, Clerk, Union OSces, Shaw Heath, Stockport... „ 2i

Great Burstead—Repairs to White Bridge Billericay Rural District Council .. C. Edgar Lewis, Clerk, Brentwood '
J*

Wolverhampton -Shelter. East Park Corporation J. W. Bradley, Board Engineer, Wolverhampton , 29

Tooting (^ommon-Refr.;shmeot House London County Couuiil T. Bell, Clerk, Council Offices, Spring-gardens, S.W „ 31

Tregaron -Intermediate School County So'nool Managers M. Morgan, Clerk, Tregaron • " °\
East Ham -Schools (for 645 Children), White Horse-lane School Board W.J. Brett, Clerk, Licbfield-terrace, Upton ParkjE „ ^i-

Camberwell—Refreshment House, Myatt's Fields London County Council T. Bell, Clerk, Council Offices, Spring-gardens, S.W. ., aj-

Southampton -Isolation Hospital, Mousehole-lane, Millbrook . Corporation George B. Nalder, Town Clerk. Municipal Offi^e3. Southampton ... teh. 1

TuUyaUen -New Church Rev. Thomas Taaffe, P.P WiUiam H. Byrne, M.R.I. A., Architect, ->). Suftolk-strect, Dublin „ 1

Dudley—Grammar School and Mas'.er's House, St. James's-rd. Givernors of Grammar School Albert Morton, Clerk to the Governors. 13, Birmin"ham-rd., DviUey „ 1

Isle of Grain. Kent -Thirteen Coastguard Dwelling Houses Admiralty Director of Works Dept., Admiralty, Northumberland-avenue 1

Sandbach —Brick Tank at Pumping Station ... Urban District Council 'W. Wyatt. Engineer, Bryndwr, Shrewsbury i>
Jrenrhvneudraeth—Vagrant Wards at Workhouse Festiniog Board of Guardians Thomas R jb^rts. Clerk, Portmidoc ;" ",•"j *
o

Sunderland -Infirmary Buildings at Workhouse, Hylton-road.. Guardians of Sunderland Union ... J. W. Hodgson. Clerk to Trustees, 17, John-street, Sunderland „ »

Highg.ite Hill, N.-Iuflrmary ( for SOO patients), &c St. Mirv Islington Guardians Edwin Davey. Clerk, St. John's-road, Upper HoUoway, N „ i'

Colche-ster—Business Premises, Long 'Wyre-street Shaws, Bryant, and Co Chas. E. Butcher. Architect, 3, Queen-street, Colchester :--^''^-

Edmonton, N.— Fifty Cottages Architect, care of Fuller and Jackson, 11. Grocer's Hall-court, E.t... —
Stretford —Laundry, Chester-road _ Johnstone Brothers, Architects, 33, Lowther-street, Carlisle —
Llandudno -Completion of Duke of Clarence Memorial Church Rev. Francis G. Jones, 'Vicir J. Oldrid Scott, Architect, 35, Spring-gardens, London, S.W
Skegness—Two Boarding Houses C. Nelson HoUoway, Architect, Angel-row, Nottingham ,

Bury -Five Dwelling Houses at Littlewood Cross . . . Bury Brewery Company Thos. NuttiU, C.E., Architect, &;., 2). Mirket-street. Bury, Lines. —
Nottingham—Workshop and Offices. Pepper-street C. Nelson HoUoway, Architect, .V.ngel-row,.N'ottingham —
Oakworth—Warehouse, Providence MiUs Judson and Moore, Architects, York Chambers, Keighley —
Pontefract—Reconstruction of Inn ]. '..

'"
Brice, Butler, and Lee Tennant and Bagley, Architects, Pontefract -^ ~

Padstow—Hotel '

;

' Crickmay and Sons, Architects, 13, Victoria-street, Westminster ... —
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THE FINISH OF BUILDINGS.

NO master mind has ever eschewed detail.

Of all great masters of sculpture and
composition in the plastic arts, Michael
jVngelo was probably supreme in grandeur
of conception and power of grouping, and no
one could accuse him of over-fondness for

detail, and yet he has said " Trilles make
perfection, and iierfection is no trifle." We
may expect to find exquisite beauty and
finish in the work of a mosaicist, of an
enameller, or a silvei-smith, but it is not
thought to be one of the essential qualities

in building. Yet nowhere else do we find

the evidences of bad workmanship and de-
sign more destructive of all repose and
comfort. Unless the architect devotes his

attention to details, his work suffers from
a want of completeness which often robs
it of those essential qualities the pubUo
most look for. On such things as well-

fitted doors and windows, fastenings, drains,

and sanitary appliances, the client lays

great stress ; they are requirements which
he thinks he has a right to expect as

near perfection as it is possible. Less
apparent and obvious to the ordinary owner
or building client are those other miniiti;r

of a design which place it above the pro-
duction of the ordinary builder ; but they are
equally imj^ortant if only the architect

would give them the attention they deserve.

To be exact in design, skilful in plan, to

exhibit finesse in certain details, are qualities

expected of the man who follows the pro-
fession of architect. It is not enough
for him to design well, build substantially,

to make his walls strong enough to

bear weights and thrusts, to calculate

the strength of floors and roofs : he must
•do more than all this if he aspires

to the rank of master artist. In plan
"the effect of finish is important. We see

it in such details as the treatment of

corners, in the avoidance of sharp angles
between two fronts of a building, in square-
shaped rooms, in the position and arrange-
ment of columns and i^dasters, in dividing
apartments, in the planning of halls and
vestibiiles, the location of doors and windows,
and in various other details. It is in these
points we can at once distinguish the plan of

a novice or simply inactical man from that of

a competent architect. With the former all

is haphazard or rough ;—the walls are divided
at random, or there is no attempt to study
plan architecturally ; with the latter con-
siderable thought is shown in aligning
the walls, settling positions of piers and
columns, and so arranging halls and corri-

dors that they will contribute to the efieot

or the tout eiisemhje of the interior.

Those who have had experience in examin-
ing competition designs must have remarked
these difierences. They are like those which
distinguish authors—that mark the studied
and epigrammatic style of prose from the
slovenly and loose composition. One sees at
a glance whether the author has a gi-asp of
his subject, or is merely setting down his
ideas at random. And it is the difi:erence
between culture and ignorance, between
thought and mere guesswork. To take, for
example, the jilans sent in for the Cardiff
Town Hall and Law Courts. Compare the
general distribution of the blocks, entrance
hall, and corridors round the courts of the
town-hall block in the premiated plan

; the
manner the assembly-hall is approached
through a spacious ante-hall ; the staircase

access, and the position of this hall and
council-chamber on the first floor;—or take
the central rates office under the assembly-
hall, and its connection with the entrance-

hall and lateral approaches, and then look at

otherarrangements. Architectural disposition

and axial arrangement of blocks is even more
marked in the second premiated design : the

assembly-room and council chamber are

en suite with a central reception-hall; the

main staircase block is on the centre axis,

and divides the two courtyards. The ex-

ternal angles are well broken and finished,

and the corridors round the open courts

have octagonal halls at the corners. As an
example of architectural plan, this design

holds a high place. The main rooms are

balanced, and the various offices and town
clerk's apartments are so grouped as to pro-

duce a well-broken exterior. How different

to other plans where the chief offices are

situated without reference to effect, and
where an incoherent random disposition of

parts are noticed '.

In the interior of buildings, finish

becomes a very important indication of

the architect's study. The ordinary observer

may not be able to distinguish between
a building of the contract standard, and
one that has been carefully worked out
in detail ; but he, nevertheless, feels the

influence of skilful adaptation of plan—of

well-appointed rooms and fittings, and of

suitable decoration. The ordinary kind of

business premises—say, a shop—is often

rough and coarsely finished. The shop
window internally is a compromise in which
the engineer, joiner, and plasterer have each
had a finger ;—the walls are bare, the celling

is intersected with cased beams, or coarse ill-

designed capitals spread out on the flat

plaster without any proper abacus or archi-

trave. The partitions and fittings are of

flimsy deal or mahogany framing, they go
straight up to the ceiling without the

sbghtest attempt at any finish or connec-
tion. One quality which distinguishes the

work of the real artist from the incompetent
is that of uniting agreeably; the crude,

clumsy joint, the incoherent junction of two
materials like wood and stone or plaster,

or of two parts of a design, as the joining

of a colonnade to the wall, or an arch upon
its impost, are details which are sure to

betray the architect. They are little matters

—

trifles which many overlook, but are really

indicative of the master's hand. Even in the
plainest and simplest building we can dis-

cern his care in little matters like springings
of arches, impost mouldings, the details of

jambs, &c., which the ordinary builder

would overlook. In out-of-the-way corners,

in dark passages and lobbies, in soaring
vaults, his solicitude is never absent, as we
observe in all old work, where the artist-

craftsman had his heart in his work, and did

what he thought was right, instead of what
would save his own labour and his employer's
pocket. So it has ever been, that the real

architect thinks nothing too small for his

attention ; nothing escapes his care, even to

the design of the moulding or the shape of a
gas-bracket.

There are many things in our building
interiors that are left to chance. The
joinery or woodwork often offends by its

very flimsy character. If it is a spandrel of

a staircase, it is like thousands of others ; if

it is a cupboard or a door, it is one machine-
made, suitable for any other building. It is

specified as "so many super feet, of lin. or

Hin. square framed or moulded," as the
case may be, and this stereotyped description

is sufficient in the eyes of the average archi-

tect, who looks mainly to cost, and regards all

such fittings as mere builder's work. Why
have we not done moro in making our
joinery and common fi-amed work decorative

by the use of hardwoods ? In the better

class of buildings in Canada plain pine is

very little used for finishing ; but maple,

birch, cherry, ash, and red oak are employed
instead.

In the superior kind of houses and build-
ings these coloured woods give a finish and
decorative value that cannot bo obtained by
ordinary pine. In Canada a house can be
finished in red oak as cheaply as in pine, and
the doors and framing, if veneered with it, on
a pine or white cedar core, are very effective

and diu-able. Birch and cherry are also used,
plain, or stained to imitate mahogany; and
the latter wood is straight-grained, and
makes capital doors worked from the solid or
cut into veneers. For flooring, Canadian
hard maple has a good surface, and is said

to be better than oak. and is closer in grain.
Birch is also a good flooring material, and is

used largely for stair-treads, and for newels
and balusters. For superior joinery, the hard
and coloured woods of America and Australia
have a claim. Panels in one kind, and rails

and stiles in another wood, give a finished

effect, which cannot be secured by the use
of ordinary deal as we import it from
('anada or the Russian and Swedish ports.

But our modern joiner's work suffers mainly
from the machine labour and the stereotyped
forms with which it is put together. It is

devoid of character and finish. The same
sizes and dimensions occur, the same mould-
ing is repeated ad nauseam. The modem
interior is often veiy wea.k and incoherent in

its mouldings. We notice repeatedly such
crudities as pillars and supjjorts cut off by a
flat ceiling without any adequate capital,

cased beams, or plaster mouldings running
into corners at all angles, cornices dying
away or losing themselves against a sloped

surface like a stair soffit; framed wood parti-

tions carried up to the ceiling without any
cornice or moulding to connect the two sur-

faces. Or if a cornice or moulding is put
round, it is made, perhaps, to cover the

upper rail, which gives the appearance
of the mouldings having been put up
afterwards.

Then there is fitness or suitability of mould-
ings. To select any set of mouldings or mem-
bers indifferently, without reference to the

room or position, is a common fault in most
interiors. We see cornices of coarse profUe

suitable for large rooms and halls put round
small studies or boudoii-s, or an insignificant

series of beads round the ceiling of the

entrance-haU. Badly-mitred mouldings, too,

are always eyesores. The true artist will be
careful in all these things, trifling though
they seem. He will have neat and refined

members round his door-panels and archi-

traves, where they can be seen at close

quarters. His cornices will be chosen to suit

the character of the room and its height, a

few delicately-cut members giving zest to one
or two well-chosen curves; skirtings, sur-

base mouldings will be especially cared for,

and the sash or casement frames and tran-

soines will have sections chosen with par-

ticular reference to the play of light and
shadow. Plasterwork design is often atro-

ciously coarse or ill adapted, simi^ly because

the architect leaves the work to the contractor.

No less in the selection of details and
fittings, the greatest care will be taken to

avoid the coarse or bizarre. How many
buildings are spoUt by ill- designed mantel-

pieces and grates, about which there is that

" shoppy " look which savours of the show-

room or the furniture dealer ;ind ironmonger.

Although some of these are neat and correct,

they have that unmistakable character about

them which shows that they have not been

specially designed for tho purpose. They
may have been copied from designs of well-

known architects ; but they boar the imprint

of unsuitability for their assigned position

and surroundings. Looking over catalogues

of designs for chimneypieces, overmantels,

overdoors, and cabinets, one comes upon
"bits" by Norman Shaw, Col. Kdis, and
other well-known designers, torn away from

their original context, and placed to adorn
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very ordinary stock designs. AVhon placed

in sUa, (hey lack those qualities of gni-

dation and fitness that are intiiniitely

connected with the very nature of ii

finished building. There is a sense of

coherence and continuity of design in

all good architecture which can never be
reached by a piecemeal way of doing things:

and it is one of the elements which is re-

markably absent in the average modern
buikling of to-day, where all is done in

pieces : a bit of A'enice, or a bit of Bruges ;

a detail from here and a detail from there,

or a sample from one manufacturer and a
sample from another ; all, perhaps, good in

their way, but together unconnected and
fragmentary. The ordinary ironmonger's
fitting, too, is one (and not the smallest)

detail which ofton destroys this (|uality of

finish. It may bo only a finger-plate or a
door handle ; but if it is too elaborate or too

crude, it Jars upon the sensitive eye. When
will the architect begin to realise that the
beauty of his design or building depends as
much on finish and detail as it does on
vigour of line and massing of parts?

THE SOANE AND OTHER PRIZE
DRAWINGS AT THE IN.STITUTE.

THE designs submitted for a Concert- Hall,
the subject proposed for the Soaue

Medallion and i'lOO, have failed to produce
any response worthy of the problem, which
required a little more skill and inventive-

ness in planning than the subjects usually
chosen, and no prize has been awarded. The
five designs submitted are commonjilace
enough. Not one of them has made the hall a
feature ; we have, indeed, the theatre type.

in which the hall is made to represent an
auditorium by a separate roof, and one of the
authors gives us a Classic church or chapel-
like exterior, with a central steeple over the
entrance ; but there is no effort to produce a
design distinctive of a concert-hall open on two
sides.

'

' I'uu " is shown by well-drawTi plans of

the several floors, stalls to seat s;3(j persons,
area for :ilO, with entrance from ground level;

balcony for 710, and first circle ':2o ; and a
gallery for o2{) on third Hoor. The plan shows
the hall of oblong shape, with circular end,
and a stage contracted between curved walls

of inverted form, like that of the (iueen's

Hall. The small room is placed along the
front at end of large concert-room, and the
side is occupied by the entrances and stair-

cases, waiting-rooms, &c. A corridor goes
round three sides of the hall. Staircases are
provided at each corner, and the arrange-
ment of entrances show some skill ; but the
author has lost sight of the opportunity.
His elevations, in a style of Italian Renais-
sance, may represent a block of shojis, and
the curb roof over hall gives a heavy effect

to the building, which has little that expresses
the purpose.

"34^ South" has a similar-shaped concert-
hall with surrounding corridors. The front

entrances look better arranged and more
spacious. One feature in this design is a
summer promenade on the flank side. The
section also shows a more pleasing roof.

Externally, a commonplace Classic treatment
is adopted, with heavy centre frieze and attic,

both adorned by sculptm-ed relief. "Cornice"
adopts also the same shape of concert-hall,

the entrance and vestibule, and staircase

arrangement are fairly good, and more space
is allowed between the great hall and street

front, and the small concert-room is also

wider ; but the author has mistaken our
climate. His heavy and bare block of
buildings, in an austere Florentine style,
which represents auditorium, and the long
block of buildings attached, are surely a satire
on the conditions. "Lyra" departs from
tho rectangular-shaped concert-hall, and
adopts a circular area, with a stage formed
by a smaller ogival ciUTe. The small hall

forms a block behind ; and in front, toward''

tho street, which is somewhat triapsal

in form, are the staircases in jirojecting

wings, with vestibule, &c., between. The
]ilan is ingenious, but not one that will

lend itself to practical reiiuiremcnts. There
are radiating boxes approached from ground-
level round the hall. The author seats ;J,(H)(l

in all, area, balcony, boxes, and gallery, and
claims that the L.C.C. regulations are
adopted. The design is Classic, tho front

entrances and re.ar building ajjjjear tacked on
the huge circular drum of the auditorium.
It has a flat domical roof, ribbed inside.
" (i>iod erat Faciendum" is the motto of a
design which represents a Classic church with
tower in front. It is adorned by Corinthian
columns. In plan the author adopts a plain

rectangle, narrowed at the ])latform end by
two main staircases. Two other staircases

rise on each side of the main entrance vesti-

bule. The plan is the strongest part of the
design, simple and compact, with good angle
staircases, a small hall in basement below the
]ilatform of large hall, with entrance from
street level. The large-scale details arc well
drawn

.

The Tite Prize subject is a design for a
Villa and Ornamental Garden in England on
the Italian style—a very good theme ; but wo
cannot say that it has evoked much ability.

There are nine designs. One of the simplest
is "Andante"—a quieth'- treated villa and
garden shown by a clever bird's-eye view.
There is a loggia and central hall with apart-

ments round it. "Star" shows a too lofty

villa ; the centre staircase window is attenu-
ated, and the building does not connect itself

well with the garden. "Van der Neer "

shows a triangular-shaped garden, but the
design is commonplace. '

' Triangle in Circle
"

is wanting in breadth and dignity ; the
grounds are cut up into man}' shapes.
A large ink perspective somewhat blurred is

sent. " Lorenzo " shows a dignified con-
ception of an Italian "S'illa, with wings and
terrace arranged on the avenue side. The
coloured view is well done. " Heather " is

a palatial design, with the accompaniment of

terraces and other adjuncts, but there is a
want of breadth in the garden. " Orion,"
" Tiber," and " Italian Grandeur " are other
designs which more or less miss the mark.
The prize is awarded to J. Stevens Lee, and
a medal of merit and 10 guineas is awarded
to Thos. A. Pole.

A more appropriate exercise for candidates
in design and construction has been afforded
for the Grissell Gold Medal. " Design for a
Small Country Church" of timber has
brought out some ingenuity. One of the
best designs, quietly and appropriately
handled, is " Doan Tu Nomi." It is of stud-
work and weather boarding, with cement
rough-cast panels between aisle windows.
The roof in one span continues without break
from end to end, and there is a low tower
with shingle spire at west end. The plan is

simple, with a row of pillars along the inner
side of passage aisles. In a more elaborate
style is " Stave Kircke," in which the plan
has transepts. Some good detail drawing is

shown. " Emce " is original and clever as a
piece of construction, though the design is

more suitable for a jjreaching house than a
church. A spacious square hall is roofed
with diagonal principals, which are externally
strutted or buttressed at the angles. The jilaii

is too complex in its entrances. If the
student's initials are " M. C," or even
" C. M.," the device selected is hardly a
fair one, as it would give any member of

the council interested in the competitor a clue

to the authorship of the design. " T." shows
cleverness in the drawing ; but the external
design is rather too much after the stone type.
"Simplex" has a suitable treatment: the
plan is simple, and there is a quiet pic-

turesqueness about the west end louvred
turret. Wooden buttresses are shown.
"Thistle" is pretty and picturesque, as

shown by an artistic washed sketch of the
west end ; but the design is not s.iitable.
" Tudor Rose " is too elaborate. Ths award
is made to Mr. Harbottle Reed, and a medal
of merit to Mr. W. Stanley Bates.

The drawings, on the whole, are credit-

able. The Pugin Studentship is representel
by four designs bj' Jas. B. Fulton, Benj.
Bower, Charles de (iruchy (who wins the
studentship), and Ramsay Traquair. The
drawings by the latter of York Minster,
Skelton Church, New and Magdalen
Colleges are careful, and sympathetically
rendered. Benj. Bower's drawings and
sketches of Wells Cathedral, the celebrated
staircase to Chapter-house, and of St. Mary
Magdalen, Newark, and the measured draw-
ings of the Woolstaplors' House, Chipping
Camden, are carefully executed, for whick
a medal of merit is awarded. C. de Gruchy
sends several drawings of interest of a
Chantry Tcmb in St. Albaii's Cathedral ; St.

Augustine's, Iledon ; The Chevet, Church
of St. Malo, Dinan ; drawings of north aisle

of choir, St. Mary, Beverley, &c. In the

large meeting-room we notice some capital

sketches by Travelling Students, 1(S97, of

liacock Abbey, S. WraxaU Manor—a clear

sketch of porch taken from open casement
of Montacute House, besides two effective

drawings of a church roof and a screen. The
coloured sketches of J. A. R. Inglis (Soane
Medallist), the work of W. Haywood (Pugin
student), A. E. Henderson, (Owen Jones
student), are of interest. The Institute

Silver Medal drawings and details, execute!
by "Clare," of Clare College, Cambridge,
and the measured drawings of Charterhouse,

by " Labor Omnia A'incit," and of Prior

Crunden's Priory, Ely, by " Dum Spiro

Spero " are meritorious. The prize is given

to Thomas Tyrwhitt, and medal of merit to

Cyril W. Smith. The Owen Jones Student-

ship has been contested by only two competi-

tors, E. Lishman and R. S. Cookrill. Some
very free and able sketches of the coloured

tile panels in Lord Leighton's house. The
" Arab Hall," and some elaborate coloured

rood screens are exhibited.

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

THE sixth ordinary meeting of the Association

was held on Fridav evening, the President,

Mr. Hampden W. Pratt, F.R.I.B.A., in the

chair. Five nominations for membership having

been read, Mr. T. G. Chambers was elected as

a member. .The President announced that the

Elementary Water- Colour Class would start on
Jan. 28, the instructor being Mr. Percy Buck-

man, and that ilr. Max Clarke would begin his

lectures on " Ventilating, Lighting, and Heat-

ing," Division II., on January 31st.

COMPOSITION IS REGARD TO PUBLIC BCILDDiGS.

Mr. FuAXK T. Bagoallay, F.R.I.B.A., past-

president, read a paper on this subject, illustrated

by numerous perspectives—both lithographs and

photographs—of important edifices at home and

abroad, showing the grouping and massing. He
said he proposed to consider the principles that

should govern the composing of the various parts

of a building into a pleasing and h.irraonious

whole. The composition of the completed build-

ings, Mr. BaggaUay continued, is re.ally the true

function of the architect. In a properly organised

system, the details and ornamentation would be

left to the various trained craftsmen, who could,

and would, be trusted to work in h.armony with

their chief and with each other. But ours is a

disorganised system, under which no harmony

can be attained unless the architect himself com-

poses or (as we say) designs the details also, or

has them efficiently copied from others which he

can choose. The latter alternative has come to

be universally condemned, and properly so.

But the condemnation has been so noisy, and the

attention it has attracted has been so great, that

detail still continues to hold the absurdly pro-

minent position it attained when all architec-

ture was judged by the correctness with which

the details were copied. In connection with

any other matter, the admission that anything is

a detail is sufficient to relegate it to at least the
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second place in our consideration : but in con-

nection -with architecture it is often the only
|

thing that is even noticed by the critic. Our
only historian because, from the Kenaissance up
to his time architects generally borrowed a

|

number of ornamental features and most of their

detail from ancient buildings, proceeds to heap
contempt upon all modern architecture as mere
copyism, and goes so far as to tell us that true

architecture " expired " at the Kenaissance. Few
and scarce have been the writers who gave a

thought to such things as light and shade,

grouping, proportion, scale, character and ex-

pression—except so far as the ornamental features

were affected—who were able to lay aside the

microscope and the dissecting knife and study the

lines and pose of the model. The fact is, those

critics of architecture who have succeeded in being
heard have too often been men of literary and
general, instead of architectural, culture, men to

whom the ornamental part was the more obvious,

and more easily understood. On the ornamental
details their attention has been naturally fixed,

and to such an extent that, for a time, they
persuaded even architects that architecture was a

matter of columns and cornices, or of window
tracery and mouldings, or of something vague to

be invented to take the place of these things.

Mr. Fergusson himself was in no sense an archi-

tect, though a picture gallery is said to have been
erected from his design, and he looked at archi-

tecture from the outside only, and, with all his

careful comparison of photographs and book illus-

trations, never seems to have succeeded in seeing

anything but a number of different systems of

ornamentation which he could number and ticket

and criticise for the astonishment of the public

and the confusion of students. It is said that

originally his icsthetic sensibilities were not
deficient ; but if that is so, he had certainly suc-

ceeded before he wrote his history of modern
architecture in choking them with philosophy
and burying them under a mountain of statistics.

Yet even llr. Fergusson might have avoided,
if he had not been blinded by a comphcation of

preconceived opinion and far-fetched theories, the
gigantic mistake upon which he founded his

indictment of modern architecture—the mistake of

supposing that decorative features first began at

the Renaissance to be imitated from older build-

ings. Had it been true, it would have been no
proper foundation for a sweeping condemnation
of modern architecture. But it is not true : it is

so far from true that in every age there has been
far more imitation than original design in archi-

tectural ornaments. The Egyptians, when they
wanted columns and capitals and cornices for their

temples, did not invent them, but copied in lime-
stone and granite the bundles of reeds and the
accidental forms of their earlier mud structures,

and continued to copy them with but slight modi-
fications to the end. The Doric temples were
absurdly exact copies in marble of the more
ancient wooden ones, even to the nail-heads. The
details of the Ionic order were borrowed from
Asia Minor, and some say the Corinthi.an also.

The Hellenic tireeks, beyond adding a degree of

finish due to their greater mechanical skill, never
got very far from their originals. The Romans
borrowed Greek details by the bunch, and in most
cases without any alteration (except that they
struck their curves instead of drawing them by
hand) , and applied them in their own way to their

own uses, precisely as the Renaissance architects

afterwards applied Roman details; and the Roman-
esque was but Roman work badly copied. The
variations that were developed in the details of
the Pointed styles of "Western Europe in the three
or four centuries through which they lasted were,
it is true, considerable ; but even they were
developed very gradually, and under exceptional
circumstances. It is very doubtful, too, if the
successive changes were made consciously. Imi-
tation is inevitable as regards architectural
forms; and, moreover, it is the only road to
improvement. It is not in the power of the
greatest genius that ever lived to invent any great
number of entirely original ones that will at the
same time be acceptable. Those who have been
least imsuccessful in the attempt have only suc-
ceeded in being absurd, while ol the rest the less

said the better. New forms must grow gradually,
and will inevitably do so if we do not persist in
harking back, or in trying to make fresh starts

;

and if we are not too vain to imitate where we
cannot improve, nor too lazy to improve if we
can. We need not copy ; but we shall never get
on at all if each man tries to invent a brand-new
style of his own. On the other hand, neither

shall we get on if we condemn a fresh variation

merely because it clashes with our preconceived

notions. What we ask is—Is the change an im-

provement, or is its freshness its only justifica-

tion 'i and if so, is the justification sufficient, or

has something more important been lost in the

shape of actual beauty or significance ': In this

matter a distinction may be drawn between details

that are purely ornamental additions to the general

composition, and those which have a functional

character, either constructive or as emphasising

any line or form in the composition ; any change
in these seems to demand some greater j ustifica-

tion than its novelty. After all, the time and
energy expended by architects in trying to freshen

up the elements which go to make up their com-
positions seems as if it might be rather thrown
away when we think that painters and sculptors

have to use the same elements that their pre-

decessors have been welding into works of art

since the beginning of time. Should anyone ask,

ironically or otherwise, how this heterodox theory

is to be carried into practice, it must be con-

fessed that the best of answers is very unlikely

to be satisfactory. If these things could be done
by rule, there would be no art in doing them,

and they would cease to interest anyone. The
most that can be done is to call attention to

certain matters that seem to have led to success

in particular instances, and therefore, presumably,

may do so again.

THE THREE BIMEXSIOXS.

One of the first things to remember—and,

considering the many temptations to forget it,

perhaps the most important, however elementary

—is that a building is not a flat thing, but an
object of three dimensions, having depth as

well as breadth and height ; and that the best

results cannot be obtained unless this is made
obvious to the spectator. A comparison of the

Church of the Salute at Venice with the

Crrimani Palace, or of Yisconti's buildings of

the Ijouvre with the Palace of Versailles, or

of the Horse Guards building with Inigo

Jones's Banqueting House, may indicate our

meaning. All these buOdings are supposed to

be excellent works of art, although they come
under Mr. Fergusson's description of " modem"
architecture ; but whUe the church in Venice,

the Louvre in Paris, and the Horse Guards in

London, look Uke complete buildings, the others,

so far as appearances go, might be only orna-

mental walls. Two—the Salute and the Horse

Guards—seem unsurpassed as examples of archi-

tectural modelling. The Louvre owes nothing

to its details, which are, in fact, distressingly

dreadful ; but, like the other two, it shows its

depth. It does so by means of the projecting

arcade, and also (and more especially) by the

roofs of the pavilions. The exhibition of the

depth, or third dimension, by merely exposing

the return wall, is useless. The two walls still

appear to be merely walls, as maj' be seen by
referring to the Banqueting House and Sir Gilbert

Scott's tiovernment Oflices. What is wanted to

suggest solidity is something showing over and

beyond the walls ;—in the Salute it is the dome,

in the Louvre the pavilion roofs, and in the

Horse Guards the charming little turret that

Fergusson sneers at. Most Mediaeval churches

and public buildings—Continental ones, at any
rate—depend mostly on their big roofs for the

purpose, which they fulfilled in a simple, natural,

and adequate manner ; and most modem French
buildings, and a few English ones, follow their

lead. But here, in England, even in Mediaeval

times, notwithstanding there were the roofs,

we liked to have also some solid structure

rising from the middle of the composition, and
advertising the solidity of the edifice by its sub-

stantial appearance. And we have continued to

prefer the expedient, where we have adopted

any at all, to an exhibition of the roof, possibly

from an undeveloped feeling that aU roofs look

unsubstantial. At the Horse Guards, solidity

is partly obtained by another expedient

—

more common because more easily applic-

able in many cases—namely, by pavilions

rising a story higher than the rest, and so show-

ing their depth ; but it is the turret that piiUs

the whole together and makes one mass of it. In

these days, large public buUdings generally take

the form of ranges of apartments surrounding one

or more courtyards, and so far as the periphery

of actual building is concerned, solidity is some-

times, though not often, given by higher pavilions.

But it is now rare to find in England any attempt

made to bring the whole together into one by a

great feature rising behind the external range.
In a vast number of cases it might be done
simply by placing the eternally recurring tower,

that we put in the middle of our main front or

stick on to a corner, within the courtyard, or at

any rate well back from the outside walls. Of
course, the tower, as a tower, would lose ; at any
rate, its aggressiveness would be suppressed ; but
that is just what is often wanted for the sake of

the modelling and unity of the composition.

Wherever the tower or other dominating feature

of the composition is placed, its proportions, as

seen from different points of view, might well

receive more careful consideration than they
often seem to get. If a tower is used, the main
idea seems usually merely to run it up to an
enormous height and give it, as nearly as possible,

the proportions of a factory chimney. There is

frequently the same tendency to excessive height

in the drum of a dome, while the flat square

domes or roofs used in France and Germany are

generally too low. Both the mass and propor-

tions of the main feature, whatever it is, should

be regulated by those of the group to which it

belongs ; a low, straggling building wants a high
and narrow tower ; a more concentrated com-
position, something broader and lower in pro-

portion. If the area or plan of the feature has to

be small for the edifice, it must be carried up
high, or it will appear mean ; if the opposite is

the case, it can only be subordinated to the whole

by keeping it low ; if it is made lofty it

overwhelms the rest, which must then be itself

treated as subordinate. To return to the question

of the position of such a feature as a tower, balance

requires that it should besomewhere nearthe centre

of the composition. It is inevitably , and is meant to

be, the chief object that attracts the eye, and if

it is anywhere near the outside, still worse if it is

at a comer, the group must be ill-balanced from
most points of view. It is doubtful if the

'position should be the exact centre. The best

painters and sculptors, though generally careful

to put the chief point of interest near the middle

of the composition and to preserve a general

balance between the opposite sides, always avoid

the formality of a strict symmetry. There i&

something, however, to be said for the ^-iew that

architects may properly do otherwise, especially

in public works ; and that such buildings should

be symmetrically designed, at any rate with
reference to one main axis, the principal feature

being upon that axis and not far from the centre

of it. The formality which other artists avoid is

really necessary to give that air of dignity and
distinction to a great building which its character

demands. It indicates organisation and order and
balanced construction. If we pass in review a

few of those works which, by common consent,

are the greatest productions of our art, we find

that it is easy to note and appreciate the simple

majesty of the Parthenon, the spaciousness of the

Pantheon, the soaring vastness of Sta. Sophia,

the richness of St. Mark's, the airy splendours of

the great Gothic cathedrals, and the exquisite

lines of St. Paul's ; but we cannot find any
general arrangement common to all of them,

except their symmetry with reference to a main

axis, and are forced to the conclusion that

though many varying systems may be productive

of the grandest results in skilful hands, yet

symmetry is necessary to all of them. On the

other hand, it is noticeable that very few build-

ings of the first order are sj^mmetrical with refer-

ence to more than one axis, and that there is a

certain tameness when it goes beyond that

;

carried to excess, symmetry may easily take aU

the life and vigour out of a composition. For the

sake of unitv and concentration the main tower

or other principal feature should be single, and

not duplicated or further multiplied. If it is

necessary to have more than one tower, for

instance, or even broken-up roofs, stUl, some one

thing should be large enough, and more especially

high enough, to dominate the rest ; and in such

cases it is more than ever necessary to put it well

in the middle. When seen in perspective,

THE .VXGLES OF A IIVILDIXO

are as much the ends of the group as they are in

elevation, though not the same angles, and some

feature, or, at any rate, different treatment, is

necessary there to mark the definite termination

and completion of the composition ; without

something of the kind a reason for stopping

at that particular point seems to be wanting.

In any extensive building, rectangular in

plan, the sides of which recede from the

spectator when seen in perspective, giving.

Jl
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long linos niniiiiig away down towards the

horizon, sonicthin}; more than a mere ani^lo ;

pier or quoins will genornlly lie wanted at

tho ends of the composition, or a little within

thim, to break such lines, and, as it were, lift

llieiu up. It is hettcr fur the freneral contour of

the group if such features are not at, but within,

the actual ends. They may even be the middle
features of short fronts. The great thing is that

ihey must break the lines ; they must rise above
tho skyline, and their vertical lines ought to bo
liigher than the cornice or finish of the walls

gi'nerally, although the cornice may, and indeed
rliould, as a rule, break round them. The necessity

for carrying up the vertical lines of these features

is often overlooked with unfortunate results, as in

tho case of the buildings of the Louvre before

referred to. lireat care should, however, bo
t:ikon that these secondary features do not com-
l"li) with the main central one for attention.

Tliey should bo smaller in every way, but
especially they should be lower ; and to get the
best result they should be entirely different in

(lisign. The hen-and-chickens arrangement of a
great dome and several little domes, or a great
towor or spire and smaller echoes of it, is always
lees satisfactory than a group in which there is no
suspicion of an attempt on the part of the
secondary features to ape the principal one. There
should also be a very restricted limit to the number
of these secondary features ; neither the same
design nor even the same general outline and
propoitions must be repeated too often ; and
never repeated in features which occupy different

situations in tho composition. Such repetition

leads to both redundancy and the most poverty-
stricken kind of monotomy. In buildings like

the Gothic cathedrals, in which the horizontal
lines radiate from the centre, and consequently,
when seen in perspective, run up instead of down,
no secondary features to break them are required.
A little turret or group of buttresses to stop the'

composition seems sufficient. It may appear a
rather daring thing to say, but the western
towers of cathedrals in most cases seem a mistake.
They are generally far too large in scale, and too
similar in form to the main central tower, to
group well with it ; and they are at one extremity
of the composition, in most views balancing, if

one can call it balancing, nothing at the other
end : which, indeed, where there is an apse, is

sloping downwards in a very undignified way.
The Komanesqno architect, in this respect,
managed better, generally getting towers or
turrets at both ends. Perhaps, where there is an
unusually long nave, something smaller than
towers, not placed at the extreme end, but a little

way from it—say, another transept—would have
been an advantage : but Salisbury has not any-
thing, and, even apart from its size, it is a far

more pleasing composition than Lichfield, with
its three spires. Western towers, with nothing
large enough o\-er the crossing to hold its own,
are a gigantic mistake, of which Cologne
Cathedral is the typical example.

THE 11RE.\KIXG VF OF SKY-UNES

is a thing that has often been recommended ; but
•while it is generally necessary to break a long one
upwards or stop it at the end, to break it by a drop
or cut through it is a thing to be avoided at
almost any cost, and to do so for choice is to make
a very serious mistake. It is still worse to break
through a main cornice. These lines are perhaps
the most important in a composition. They are
wanted to hold it together, and give it unity and
strength, and to cut through them is like cutting
the cords of a bundle of sticks, and allowing it to
fall to pieces. .\fter solidity and unity, one of
the most important things to be seen to is charac-
ter, and one of tlie chief elements in character is

Small parts tend to delicacy and pettiness, large
ones to strength and grandeur. Small parts are
supposed to make a building look large, and large
parts to make it look small ; but the influence of
scale in that respect is probably greatly overrated

;

a man near, or any object the size" of which is

familiar, trees and surrounding buildings, and so
on,_ give to the eye a just impression of scale
which no exaggeration, in either direction, of the
details of the building itself can do very much to
remove. The attempt to give an impression of
size by this means is supposed to be not only
legitimate, but praiseworthy. But it is, after all, a
species of deception, and one which reaUy defeats
its own ends ; for there can be no object in
trying to exaggerate the size of a building, unless

it be to produce an impression of grandeur : but
small details necessarily suggest delicacy and
thinness - qualities absolutely opposed to grandeur.
I f the smallness be more than is reasonable, or,

rather, more than is customary, the structure

even begins to look like the model of a larger

one. It is, of course, possible to go too far, and
to make details so large that they become coarse

and vulgar, liut for a public building, or any
great architectural work, it is essential to its

character that the parts shall be large enough to

look exceptionally substantial, to suggest big
piers, thick walls, a general massiveness, and,
above all, largeness of idea and an avoidance of

pettiness. Substantial construction may be sug-
gested without the use of ornamental details by
setting the door and window-frames back and
showing deep reveals, by the use of large

material, by plenty of unbroken wall, and in

other ways : but the simplest treatment calls for

a little detail of some sort, the scale of which will

help to give character, and in public buildings
should be large. Particularly the projection or relief

should be adequate, since it is that which most
suggests the existence of plenty of thickness.

Thus attached columns, besides being more
delicately shaded, and therefore more beautiful,

are also a far finer treatment than pilasters.

Unfortunately they are also more expensive
and more difficult to deal with, but that is

by the way. "Whatever the scale is, it is

most important to use it consistently. One
used to be told that you must have two scales

side by side, but that is a mistake : there is no
harm in having a nave arcade of large arches
and a wall or screen arcade of small ones, nor in

using a large order on the walls and a small one
for window dressing. What is inexcusable and
destructive of harmony is to put a cornice con-
sisting of a number of small mouldings on the
top of a pier, the cap of which is composed of a
few large ones, or to give the nave and screen
arcades the same sized mouldings, or, to take a
commoner case, put to the same building a block
cornice composed of small mouldings and a plinth

of one big one. This is a matter which is not
infrequently overlooked in the sculpture and
carved ornaments of .a building, even when there
is no fault to find with the architectural details.

Sculpture, and what is called architectural
carving, are generally used to emphasise certain
points, or, as it were, to punctuate the com-
position ; and to a certain extent also to cover up
awkward lines or spaces, which by management
of their own lines they can be made to correct

or obliterate. But although these uses are
legitimate enough, it is most effective in broad
masses such as deep bands and friezes, and par-
ticularly in the half lights under cornices, pedi-

ments, and the like
;
perhaps because it breaks up

and gives richness to the shadows. Attempts to

deal definitely with the

i.uaiT .\ND inAUE ox THE EXTERIOR or
liVILDIXG

meet with little encouragement from the weather
in our climate, where, during so much of the
time, it is difficult to see the difference between
the two, unless the shadow is a very black one

;

and an architect who depended on them alone
would only get his effects for a few hours occa-
sionally. It is, however, a very important
subject, and always worth considering. The
broader lights and shadows of the masses and
breaks in a compoeition, of course, change in
shape as the earth moves round the sun ; but
a consideration of the fine effect produced by a
broad shadow might often influence the depth of

a break if the designer thought about it : and if

he remembered how beautifully a round surface
curves and softens tho edges of a shadow cast
upon it, he might sometimes be influenced in
favour of such a form. It is also true that a
lighted surface may be thrown almost entirely
into shadow by breaking up the surface, provided
the aspect be favourable. But it is in the
incidental shadows that most may be done.
Incidental shadows arise from making recesses in

lighted surfaces, or in contriring projections from
them. Neither light nor shade, although they
should be in broad masses, want to be in quite
flat, unbroken ones. If there are a few windows
or holes to give black spots, and a few projections

—such as mouldings or balconies—in the lighted
surface, and different depths of darkness in the
shadow, both are richer and appear stronger.

The finest broken shadows are those formed by
a covered colonnade with a wall l>ehind, giving
delicately graduated shadows on the columns and

a deep one on the wall ; such a feature also suggests
solidity.

IX IXTEUIOKs THE M.VX.IGESIEXT Or LIGHT

is one of the most important means of obtaining
good effect. Instead of trying, as we too often
do, to merely get an equal flood of light every-
where, that is precisely what we should try to

avoid. \\'hile light enough is one thin,', an all-

pervading glare is quite another. A contrast of

light and shade is as necessary inside as outside,

and in this country we can do far more with it

ioside. A corridor equally lighted throughout
its length is perfectly uninteresting, though the
light be from the side or the top ; but one which
is crossed by a broad patch of light that increases

the obscurity of the comparative shadow beyond
is interesting at once. A definite light from one
side or from above casts shadows and gives form
to objects, whereas an equal light .all round casts

no shadows, and destroys form and distance. The
worst light is one directly in the spectator's ej'e ;

not only is it physically annoying, but it shows
everything in equal shadow. The best light

is often said to be a top light, which throws
all the upper part of the apartment into

shade, and lights the floor and lower part

of the walls. But light high up in the

walls which lights the ceiling and leaves the
lower parts in comparative shadow is even better.

In internal effects generally we are at the present
time, in our public buildings, immeasurably
behind the architects of other ages, and even of

our contemporaries in other countries. Any
attempt, for instance, at a really fine staircase,

or at a spacious hall, almost always frightens

people if it is made. And it is seldom made
beciuse ninety-nine out of a hundred of our
public buildings are the result of competitions in

which architects are asked for an amount of

accommodation which can only just be provided,

if it can be provided at all, for the cost; and
although it is sometimes stated that corridors and
staircases are to be ample, every one knows
that what would be considered the minimum in

France would be regarded as sinful waste in

Kngland.

Jlr. J. JI. Bkydox proposed a vote of thanks to

the lecturer for his suggestive treatment of a
subject which ought to engage the attention of

all young architects, for composition undoubtedly
lay at the root of all architecture. While Mr.
Baggallay had referred to the main features in

composition which rendered a building great or

the reverse, one or two points might well have
been more emphasised. i.>ne of these was the
influence of material on composition. Material
had always exercised enormous influence on the
forms and features of buildings. It was more
easy to obtain largeness of mass and refine-

ment of colour when using a noble material, such
as marble, than when the designer was re-

stricted to brick, or that latter-day abomination,
terracotta. Immediately stone was substituted

for wood in CJreek temples the whole construc-

tion was ennobled, and assumed the character of

masonry. He held strongly that architects must
revert to the use of grand materials, such as

stone or marble, for their public buildings, or

they would fail in composition. It was nearly

impossible to get a great building out of terra-

cotta, which was not constructive, but merely
decorative in character ; if used at all, it should

be employed as in the Science Schools at South
Kensington, inclosed in broad masses of brick-

work. Another effective example of its em-
ployment was the Great Hospital at Milan.

Another important point in composition was
the question of the site which the building

was to occupy. An admirable instance of

the utilisation of the brow of a steep hill was
afforded by the Palais de Justice at Brussels, and
the Church of the Salute at Venice showed what
could be done with a low, waterside position.

He differed from the lecturer, and thought the

lines of a tower should be brought to the ground

;

or, if not, should obviously grow out of the meet-
ing lines of the building, as was the case with the

grand dome of St. Paul's. Unless a building or

tower had good proportion of parts, no amount
of fussy detail would redeem it from being
commonplace. In his condemnation of the hen-
and-chickens treatment, Mr. Baggallay had
happily emphasised the need for making some
one feature dominant. Another common cause

of failure in modern work was the want of reti-

cence. He would saj to young men, Do not put

all your goods in the front window. If your
building shows self-restraint, you may hereafter
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be intrusted with a second commission. Inigo
Jones was a master of proportion, and had a
contempt for mere prettiness, as he said archi-

tecture should be solid, proportioned, masculine.
and unaB'ected. <Jlie of the finest examples of

architectural composition, and one which had not
been referred to or illustrated, was begun by
Inigo Jone^ and completed by Wren—he alluded
to Greenwich Hospital.

Jlr. H. H. Stath.am, in seconding the vote of
thanks, said he was glad to hear the lecturer run
a tilt at the notion that architecture was dead at

the time of the Renaissance, for that dictum was
a complete mistake. Although it took some
details, the Renaissance did not borrow its design
from the antique. It was rather amusing to hear
Fergusson put through the mangle, although, so

sure was he that everything he wrote was true,

he would not have cared, had he been alive, to

hear the attacks. Fergusson found too manv best
buildings in the world, and often flatly contra-
dicted himself on successive pages : but Mr.
Baggallay had done him some injustice in assert-

ing that he gave his sole attention to detail.

Fergusson, indeed, grasped the idea that the plan
was the scheme of the whole building. Composi-
tion was the greatest test of a building : but it

was also true that the refinement of the detail

gave a means of judging of the attention a man
had given to his art. With 3Ir. Brydon, he
differed from the author in his views of the
treatment of towers. He thought the tower
should go down to the ground, and surely,

where such a feature was placed at the angle of

two streets, it ought to accentuate that angle.
3Ir. Baggalley had spoken very harshly of the
details of modem French buildings, and they
certainly lacked refinement, but he wished we
could get sculpture of equal merit. The reason
for the absence of a central feature to French
and German cathedrals was the too great ambition
of the designers : they carried the walls of these
churches to such a height that they dare not add
a central tower of sufficient dignity and scale.

He did not think it was always well to carry a
cornice all round a buildinjr. As for the iron
and glass pavilion over the middle of the Parlia-
ment House at Berlin, he regarded it as the
worst central feature on any modem building.

Jlr. ARTHrr. T. Boltox said the meagre
character of the pavilion just referred to was the
fault not of the architect but of the committee,
who insisted on reducing its height by 15ft.

The Victoria and Clock Towers at the West-
minster Palace were afterthoughts of Sir Charles
Barry, and, as finally carried out, greatly
improved the composition as a whole, although
placed at the extremities of the site. The
coarseness of modem French details was due
partly to the character of the stone used, and
partly to the fact that it was worked on the
building. A central feature was absolutely
essential for success in composition : some very
fine buildings, including the Pitti Palace at
Florence, had a verj- grand effect, although each
consisting only of three horizontal masses, a
central block, and two wings. Mr. Brydon had
been hard on the effect of brickwork ; but it was
not always given a fair chance. The material
was weU employed in some Spanish palaces and
Eoman works. Brick should be used in broad
masses, and the details from masonrj- should be
transferred to this material. The Horse Guards
building was designed by Kent : but the central
turret was added after his death by Ripley, and
this perhaps accounted for its crudeness of detail.

ill. A. S. Flower thought in nearly all cases
Mr. Baggallay had hit the nail on the head, and
he agreed with him in thinking that in most
cases the lower part of a tower could be smudged
out of a composition with very good effect.
Salisbury Cathedral was an eminently satis-
factory example of grouping with a central
tower and spire growing out of the intersection of
the main lines, and, speaking for himself, he did
not care for the treatment of the Victoria Tower
at ^\estminste^. Lincolu Cathedral was spoiled
by the loss of its former central spire, which
pulled the composition together. Most of the
recent designs for towers shown in the building
jonmals showed a preponderance of buttresses and
a lack of a central dominant feature.
Mr. B. Flight Fletciiki: remarked that Burke,

in his well-known "Essay on the Sublime and
the Beautiful," put in an admirable way many
points of composition in architecture. He would
suggest that a class might, with much profit, be
organised for studying this subject, which was
now too often left by the designer to chance.

The President, in summing up, observed that

site was undoubtedly the first consideration in

tower architecture. He then put the vote of

thanks, which was carried by acclamation.

Mr. BANCALL.iY, in acknowledging it, said he
must confess to have overlooked the fact, brought
out by Mr. Brj'don, that material exercises a

great influence on the general composition
through its details. A tower, as a feature, would,
of course, lose if put behind other buildings ; but
he adhered to the opinion that by adopting such a

position the composition of the group a s a whole
would gain. He had not quoted Greenwich
Hospital, as it ran contrary to his theory that a

central feature was needed to give point to the

scheme : it was a fine composition, but it took an
Inigo Jones and a Christopher Wren to evolve so

magnificent an exception to the rule. One of the

failings of the present day was to think too much
of the architect, and another was to judge of the

success of a building by the refinement shown
in the detaU. He had exaggerated his case, he
would admit : but he held greater refinement of

detail could be obtained if the designer utilised

old forms than if he aimed at employing original

ones. If he chose his details thoughtfully, it

would not matter if they were copied from old

work. One of the diflSculties in teaching com-
position in class was that there were almost as

many exceptions as rules. He agreed with Mr.
Brydon that one could not have a really grand
building carried out in so small a material as

brick.

ROVAL IXSTITUTE OF BRITISH
AECHITECrS.

AWARDS OF PRIZES AXD STCDEXTSHIPS.

AT the close of the business meeting of the
Institute held on Monday evening, Jlr.

Edward Gruning, vice-president, in the chair,

the awards of prizes and studentships were
awarded as follows :—
Essay Prize : Institute Silver Medal and 25 guineas.

Subject of essay, "Eeview of English Architecture of the
Xineteenth Century." Xot awarded. One essay only
submitted.

ileaaared Drawings : Institute Silver Medal and V)
guineas.Thomas Tyrwhitt, :>;, St. George's-s^iuare. S.^V,

;

Medal of merit. Cyril "Wontner Smith, 34. Woodberry-
grove. Finsbury Park, X. Sis sets of drawings sent in,

the subjects being "Ancieat Buildings in the United
Kingdom."

Soane Medallion for design and £1C0 for Continental
travel and study of ancient buildings abroad. Subject,
a Concert Hall. Not awarded. Five designs sent in.

Pugin Travelling Studentship : Silver Medal and £40
for travel in Great Britain and Ireland and study of
Mediaeval buildings. Studentship, Charles de Gruchy. 13,

Melody-road. "Wandsworth. Medal of merit. Benjamin
Bower. 16?. Vauxhall-road. Birmingham. Four sets of
drawings.

Owen Jones Travelling Studentship and £-50. for the
study of ornament and colour decoration. Xot awarded.
Two sets of designs.

Tite Prize for Designs according to the Principles of
PalJadio, Vignola, Wren, or Chambers, and £30 for
travel and study in Italy, John Stevens Lee, 78, Comeragh-
road. West Kensington, W. Medal of merit and ten
guineas. Thomas A. Pole, 35. Bernard-street, Etisa^ll-

square, W.C. Nine designs submitted.

Grissell Gold Medal and Ten Guineas for design and
construction. Subject, a Small Cjuntry Church. Har-
bottle Reed, 12, (^stle-street, Exeter. Medal of merit,
William Stanley Bates, 59, Clarence-ioad, Clapton, N.E.
Twelve designs submitted.

Aldwinckle Studentship and £50 for travel and study in
Spain, James B. Fulton, 34. Mecklenburgh-square, W.C.

Arthur Gates Prizes for testimonies of study prepared
by students for the final examinations. June, Percy
Morris, tn, Elliscombe - road, Old Charlton, Kent.
Xoveml)er, Laurence HobsOD, Hale - road, Liscarxl,
Chei^hire.

It was announced that at the meeting to be
held on Monday next, the 24th inst., a criticism

on the awards will be read by Jlr. Ernest
George, and an address to the students will be
delivered by the president, Professor George
Aitchison, K.A., who will also distribute the
prizes.

THE WORK OF CHARLES KEEXE.
[with ILLVSTKATIOXS SEE P.IGE 92.]

]%TR. JOSEPH PEN'XELL, in writing the

XTJ. comments on the drawings of Charles
Keene, which Jlr. T. Fisher Unwin has repro-

duced in the magnificent volume just published

by him under the above title, unhesitatingly

asserts that " Charles Keene is, with the possible

exception of Hogarth, the greatest artist England
has produced," and "that his work is uniformly

of supreme merit, that it is all worth the acijui-

sition, the consideration, and the loving study of
the collector, the writer^ and the artist." Those
who have combined forces in collating this exqui-
site collection of sketches and studies which con-
stitute the value of the book thus produced, have
unreservedly assisted in rendering possible so
charming an addition to the national art treasures
of the 19th century. There can be no doubt
about that, though among the sincere admirers
of Keene there are many who may scarcely be
prepared to entirely endorse Jlr. Pennell's
eulogium above quoted. There can be indeed
little gained, when treating on the work of so
thorough a master of the pen and pencil as
Charles Keene, by adopting such a euperlativo
style of writing. This method of expression
seems to have become chronic rather with Mr.
Pennell. We willingly recognise, however, the
aptness and sententiousness of his critical

and descriptive remarks which accompany the
specimens here so thoroughly well brought
before us, and the introductory chapter which
Jlr. Pennell has indited with so graphic a
touch and spirit, embodies much concemingj
Keene both new and ri propos. That tha
artistic world did not adequately recognise
Keene no one can call in question : but then all

the chief socially important artistic societies in
this country are overwhelmed with the influence
of painters who seldom know or care for any-
thing but oil- and water-colour painting, whici,
to them, is the limit of "Fine Art." Sculpture,
architecture, black-and-white, as well as the
applied arts, occupy but a very minor place in
their ideal ; and, moreover, it is of the highest
consequence that the worker in any of these
directions should pay tribute, above all things,

to the shrine of cult and fashion. He must
appear in public and pose ; he should entertain
and flatter the influential, taking the world, in
fact, as he finds it. After all. too, there must be a
recognition on both sides, and while we 5 ield to
no one in our admiration for the work of Charles
Keene, it is but fair to acknowledge that side of his
character w hich appears so evident in the pages of

his " Life and Letters," by Mr. G. S. Layard—

a

book quite as appreciative of Charles Keene as
that now before us. Keene accumulated a c-on-

siderable amount of money, and his mode of life

was not calculated to attract popularity excepting
among the very few who knew him personally.
We cannot, however, agree with Mr. Pennell
when he says, " To the many, Puiieh meant Leech
or Doyle or Du Jlaurier : only the few looked to it

for Keene. The little that has been written
about him proves the little that was thought of
him. His drawings, as a rule, were received in
silence or with a silly guffaw." We doubt
the truth of this, and we think it very likely

that Keene was far happier indulging in

his eccentric isolation with his army of old
clays, his curious collection of bagpipes,
his economical solitude, cooking his own
stews, and catering for himself, than he
would ever have been as the lion of society,

the member of any academy, or the hero of the

hour. His work will live, and in that assurance.

Keene must have found the greatest delight of

his life, and to the capable worker in any art

that, when all is said and done, remains the only
aim for worthy ambition. Keene has left a
legacy to the world, which will survive when
most now so much in evidence has passed away ;

his wit was so human, his sense of humour so

permanent, and his art of expression so real.

Keene used to siy that a man who could draw
anything could draw everything. And we have
only to turn over a collection of his drawings,

such as those which we are enibled to enjoy in

this admirably-produced volume, to realise

how true this was of himself. Take his

portraits, his studies of costumes or figures,

his character sketches, the landscapes or

bits from the sea-shore, his drawings of old

buildings or notes of details. There is a sense

of movement and expression in his figures,

" he felt everything he drew," and possessed

a delightfully humorous quality which was not

fantastic—always kindly and genial, seldom

whimsical, never vulgar, and always true to

nature. The idea of the book which Mr. Fishe-

L'nwin has issued was developed from the collecr

tion of original sttidies and preliminary sketches

by Keene, which the publisher is fortunate enough
to own, and so in the volume in many cases

Mr. Pennell has been enabled to place the

published illustrations side by side with the

original designs. This is extremely interesting.
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and to muke the result more complete, the actual

colour of the paper on which niany of these pre-

liminary studies were made has been reproduced

in fac-similc. The photo<,'ravuro of Keonc's

ctchin;; of an Old Timber House at \\'itley,

whore Keene had Ti^hbourne T'ottago, rented of

Uirket Foster. "It is a very bosky-copsey

country, very picturesque and English," he says.

The plate forms the frontispiece, is one of

the best things in the volume, and those which
will probably attract our readers in a special way
are the other architectural sketches, which
deservedly hold a place ot honour in the folio,

for few who have only seen Keene's illustrations

in riinth had any idea that he had such a love

for old buildings. By the courtesy of Mr. Fisher
I'nwin, we print to-day three of those. The
first represents Hover Ciistle, Kent, a study in

ink on blue paper. The architecture is perfectly

understood and expressed. Each line, too, in the

foreground tells a story. The old church, also

drawn in the original on blue paper, is unnamed.
Possibly some of our readers may identify it.

This would be an advantage. It might lie in

Kent. " Note the way " in which Keene " con-
centrates his blacks " (in this sketch), "and .so

gets biilliamy in the lights ; the study be has
given each pane in the windows, and the delight-

ful trees in the distance." The third drawing
is supposed to represent a piece of old Turnham
llreen. Another suggestion made is that it may
be from Kew Green : but it is just possible the
sketch was made at Hampton Court, facing the
Common. It makes little difference. The draw-
ing is excellent. It is drawn in ink on blue
paper. Much value is added to this beautifully

got -up work by the bibliography of the books
Keene illustrated, and a catalogue of his etchings
by Jlr. W. H. Chesson. To those who have been
associated in the production of this volume the
task evidently has been a work of love.

"BUILDINa NEWS" DESIGNING CLUB.
.SM.\LL STAllLE lUILUIXOS FOUMING LODGE

GATE IIOU.SE.

THESE designs no not need much in the way
of a description. Tie problem is unques-

tionably attractive, permitting of considerable
picturesqueness of treatment, and the require-
ments are simple. Very few of the competitors,
however, have risen to the i'leal suggested, and
none can claim (even if they hed to do so) to

have realised a perfect scheme " Byd " takes
the first place, "Bantam" ranks second, and
"Pantile" comes third. All t^ree of these
proposals are illustrated herewith, so that our
judgment can be followed and, we think, con-
firmed.

To enable o\ir readers to do this the more
desirly we print as usual the yiiditions

issued for competitors:—" Second List of Sub-
jects. — (Bj A small coachhou§e and *-'''

forming an entrance-way to the grounds
a country house, the coachman's dwel"
being included and used as the lodge for th ,,

approach. The building is to stand on the
frontage line of the property facing a high road.
The accommodation is to provide for four stalls

and two loose-boxes ; a coachhouse for four traps
or carriages, a harness -room, and washing
covered space, and a loft for hay and corn. The
entrance-way to be large enough to drive
through. The dwelling to comprise a small
parlour, good kitchen, Ifift. bv Hft., and larder,

small scullery, and wood-shc'i; three bedrooms,
one of which to be reached from loft, for use of
groom. A man's w.c. besides that for use of
lodge. No limit is placed on the site frontage,
which is straight and level, facing N.W. The
price will govern the undertaking, and £1,.500 is

the contemplated outlay. Style to be suited to a
stone district, and roof covered with tiles.

Picturesque simplicity and grouping is to be
aimed at, and fussy, meaningless detail avoided.
Scale, 8ft. to the inch. The plans may be 16ft.

to the inch if desired. A perspective view of the
front is essential, and sufficient elevations and
sections to illustrate the design properly."
The elevation of " Byd's " design is very

good. It suggests a connection with an important
house beyond, and as belonging to a well-con-
sidered scheme. The abutment iiua.si-towers
have a made-\ip kind of look about them : perhaps,
though, in old gateways similar precedents
could be found. The clock turret seems a trifle
too big, and the b,ay windows are a little too low
for healthy living-rooms and ample light. We

do not know what becomes of the man's room
chimney : the turret absorbs it seemingly. The
gatekeeper's lodge windows do not nicely

comn\and the gate, and the window of the front

bedroom is omitted in the view. The gateway is

largo enough to drive through. \\ ith its faults

well in view, we say this design is. on the whole,

the most successful. " Uantam," the second man,
gives us a good big gateway, and it has an air

also of digTiity ; but similar faults to tl.ose already

n.amed in noticing the fir,-it design are also here

evident. The perspective does not improve the

look of the building, and the bell-turret, rising

out of a lead flat, is not a great success. It

cannot embrace the flue from the groom'sbedroom
tirepl.ace. So short a chimney, it it ends at the

parapet level, would want a smoke cowl. Fancy
somebody's patent like a gargoyle on end at the

corner '.
'" Pantile," we presume, means to

rough-cast his masonry ; but in th.^. view he
omits even the joint-lines of the quoins, which in

the elevations are some.vhat inipoitint. The
entrance arch is rather small tor a coach and
four. The design of the iron gates suggests a

chancel enclosure screen. The grouping is

distinctly pretty, but the affectation of the

battered tower suggests the sand-and-card castle

style of thing, which, if built, would in reality

weather badly, and look ineffective. The cottage

a.salcdgeis better than in the first and second

plans, and there is no doubt in this case as to

what becomes of the man's bedroom flue. The
chimney, in fact, is so big that its support might
well cause anxiety on looking at the plan. The
arrangement of the stable is not good, particu-

larly the loose-box.

" Gib " makes a rather strong fourth in

this little contest, sending us a design in rather

a French style, prettily relieved by red bands
of brickwork in the upper part of the stone

walls. His gateway is low as compared with the

others, and the general appearance of the group
somehow suggests the entry of a public institution

rather than a gentleman's house. This, possibly,

is due to the style. The plan is rather a good one,

and the drawings are usefully and nicely done.

"Petticoats" is the author of one of the best

designs, and sends a crisply-drawn perspective ;

but, refined as some of his detail is, we scarcely

think his archway with the oriel over can be

counted as a success. The big, ungainly bell-

turret helps to spoil the effect ; but the bays are

pleasing, and the plan is good, though there is

no attempt at a stableyard, as there should be, to

inclose the ostler's work from too great a pro-

minence. Here it is .all open to the main drive

leading up to the mansion. "The Man in the

Jloon " avoids that objection, and gives us a

design marked by merit, though a little common-
place. The look-out oriel window under the

archway and the porch to the cottage are points

showing thought, which we have not overlooked,

and we observe that the planning is nicely

contrived generally. The drawings, too, are

->atly executed. " Go " shows a spirited

endeavour to obtain picturesqueness of effect,

which we are glad to welcome. He mars
his views by introducing patches of black,

reg.ardless of the perspective of colour. The
stable plan is not convenient with one loose-box

round the corner next the main entr.ance, and the

design is rather too ambitious and lacking in

breadth. So capable a competitor ought to im-
prove. "The Maggot" does not attempt the

archway arrangement ; but he plans cleverly and
designs with taste, knowing the value of plain wall-

space. Thetower located in the corner of the stable-

yard is not a success, and somewhat weakens the

merit of a meritorious composition of which we
have taken full consideration. " K. W. F."
separates his lodge too much in idea from the

rest of the block, and the road front of the stables

is too much like a farm building, while the long,

ugly, curved-shaped dormers are unsightly, and
so is the clock turret with its curve-gabled

hood. "Bernard" makes a good big arch-

way under a broken pediment, and his fa(,'ade

would look suitable and dignified : but we do

not like the plan, and the perspective is not

equal to the occasion. It shows how mean-
ingless the second turret really is. "Microbe"
brings the visitor right into the stable-yard, quite

losing sight of the fact that the archway is to

form an approach to the house beyond. He draws
neatly, and avoids vulgarity, but he is lacking

in "go." "Turret" should leave out figures,

unless he can draw them reasonably well.

The three gables over his central building

are rather pleasing, and his plan has distinct

merits. His gates of florid ironwork do not

enhance the design, which is not particularly

attractive. "Checkmate" makes a group of an
ordinary lodge with stables at the rear, and an
entrance gate with piers in the park wall. He
does it suitably enough, but the real problem
indicated by the instructions he has not under-
taken. " Gossip " makes his archway too

small, and leads us directly into the stable-

yard. His elevation is well-designed and taste-

fully drawn with considerable care. "Stone"
is too evidently inspired by a desire to

make a small building assume the air of

a big one, and the rear elevation is really

better than the front. "Stone" draws neatly ;

but the elevation should have been drawn to Jth
scale. " Strax " gives a block roofed with pan-
tiles, and designed like farm-buildings, and no
doubt in e.xecution they would look well enough ;

but the special application of the composition to

our requirements is not so evident. We do not

like the T-shaped stable, and a hospital box is

best isolated from the other accommodation.
"Hotspur," with a little more taste and some
further deirree of skill, could have made his

scheme more successful, for its central idea is de-

cidedly a good one, with the coat of arms carved

within a shaped pediment over the archway which
is situate in the middle of a long line of roof. As it

is, the detaU is very poor, and the drawings

are indifferent. "Hotspur" must continue, and
not grow cool in his ardour : he ought to improve.
'

' Spark '

' gives us a block of stables and a house

attached, but they might be anywhere. They
would look fairly right ; but if we passed

them, there would be nothing to excite attention

on repassing, while the plan gives no sug-

gestions. "Spark" needs inspiration. "Cen-
taur '

' has spared no trouble, and we praise him
warmly for thus doing his best. There is nothing

to particularly avoid in his design ; the stable

front towards the yard is pretty, and he pleases

us by his quiet simplicity, but a little more lite

another time would improve the author's chances

of success. So good a worker ought to succeed.
" Dach's " also has had a good try, though his

attempt at originality looks better in elevation

than in the view. The stable on plan is exceed-

ingly cramped ; the doors would nearly touch the

horse's heels. Fancy a restive mare in stall

No. 2 ; she would kick herself to pieces, and

the stable-door too. " The Ant" marks his

entrance by a square tower, and he knows
the value of simple proportions. The object

of the court to the rear is not so evi-

dent. " Derige " is a weak draughtsman,

but his work suggests a tastefulness which we
should like to see cultivated. The horizontal

beam of the carriage gateway, and the timber-

work over, and also in, the gables bespeaks an

idea of good work, and so does the quaint little

bay : but the whole thing is but indifferently

worked out. " Hubert " is commonplace.
" .Solo's" design is a trifle better, but not so well

drawn. "Sir Galahad" imitates a Jacobean

gatehouse, with turrets flanking the gable, which

is stepped. With this somewhat monument.al

aim, the strut-like bald buttresses alongside look

very ill at ease. The remaining designs we have

thus classified :—" Wun-Hi," " .Toy," " Eric,'[

" Phantom," "Nowhere," " Stanley," " Crow,''
" Vim," " Bull's - eye •')," " Klondyke,"
" Bonum," "Consilium," "Wen," " Spero,"
" Pick-me - XTp," " Rosecomb," " Eldon,"

"Olliwops," " Wessex," "Orb," "The
Bowery," " Kirby Hall," "Excelsior," "In-
experienced," "Mac," "Suburb," "Oak,"
".Spectator," "And Co.," "Chess," " Ka-

venna," " Cobden," " Don," and " Bow Bells."

A Local Government Board inquiry was held at

Eamsbottom on Friday into an application for

sanction to borrow £15,000 for sewage works, and
£5,000 for street improvements. Already £32,000

has been borrowed. The inspector adversely

criticised the council's action in proceeding with the

sewage plan at Lower .Summerseat without the

board's sanction, and also referred to the heavy

extras incurred on the original contracts.

Out-patients' buildings have just been added to

the Medical College at Calcutta, and will be opened

this month. Mr. W. Banks-Gwyther, A.R.I.B.A.,

is the architect, and the execution was superintended

by Mr. B. K. Finnimore, Executive Engineer, Ist

Calcutta Division, assisted by Mr. G. Truster, who
has been in immediate charge throughout. Extern-

ally the building is of red brick, with pale pink

terracotta dressing and ornamentation from the

potteries of Messrs. Bum and Co., at Bineegunge.
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UriLUERS AND TlIK WOKKMEX'S
CUJU'K.NSATUJN ACT.

AN address on tho provisions of the Compenea-
to Workmen for Tnjiirics Act of IS'JT,

which comes into operation on the Ist of July
next, 80 far as they affect builders and con-
tractors, was delivered by Mr. W. ][. lirown,
(iolicitor to tho liristol Master liuildcrs' Associa-
tion, before the members of that bodj' on Jlonday
night at tho (iuilJhall, llristol. ^Ir. August
l\rauss, President of the Association, occupied the
chair, and there was a large attendance of
members.

-Mr. ISrown said :—The perusal of tho Act has
brought very forcibly to my mind tho fact that
its conditions largely increase tho liability of
employers, so much so, indeed, as to m.ake one
regard the .\ct as tho most sweeping and far-
rcacliing statute for the benefit of workmen
whiih has ever yet passed the Houses of Parlia-
ment. Before tho passing of tho Employers'
Liability Act of 1880, an employer was liable at
common law to his workmen under certain
circunifctances, because the master was bound
to provide proper materials and appliances for
his • workmen, and was also bouud to take
other reasonable and proper precautions for
the safety of his workmen ; but this liability was
practically a personal one, and unless there had
been personal negligence on the part of the
master, there was rarely, if ever, any liability
attached to him. This common law " liability
has not been in any wise decreased by the p.assing
of the Employers' Liability Act or the Work-
men's Compensation Act. The operation of each
of these Acts has been only to extend the liability
and take away some of the employers' defences.
The complaints against the efficiency of the
Employers' Liability Act from a workman's
point of view led up to the passing of the AVork-
inen's Compensation Act, which was originally
intended to come into operation on 1st January,
18i»S, but was then extended to March 31, and will
now come into force on the Ist of J uly next. The
extension of time has been made with the view of
giving large employers an opportunity of
making arrangements with their work-people,
and of formulating a scheme of compensation
to supersede the .\ct. As most of you are more
or less familiar with the provisions of the
Employers' Liability Act, I have thought it

advisable to point out the main points of differ-
ence between that .\ct and the new one. These
are:— (1) Pure misadventure or accident is no
longer a defence. Formerly it was. (-2) There
is now liability in respect of the negligence of
any person, whether in the employers' service or
not. I'ormerly limited to negligence of foremen.
(:i) The workman's knowledge of a defect is no
longer a defence. l''ormerly it was. (1) Con-
tributory negligence can no longer be pleaded,
except it amount to wUful and serious miscon-
duct. Formerly it could. (5) The defence of
common employment is completely gone. (6)
There can be no contracting out except for equal
or greater benefits. Formerly contracting out on
any agreed basis was permissible. (7) There is
now liability for subcontractors' men. Formerlj-
there was none. (S) There is now a liability in
respect of workmen engaged in manual labour or
otherwise. Formerly tho restriction was to persons
engaged in manual labour. Then, as regards pro-
cedure, thereissomeslightdifferencewithreference
to notice and time for bringing the action, as the
notice must be given as soon as practicable and
the action commenced within six months, whilst
with regard to actual proceedings the whole
county court work as it now stands is swept away
and a scheme of arbitration substituted. Most of
these points will come under notice if I take the
Act section by section as briefly as may be. The
first section of the Act deals with the lia'oilitv of
certain employers to workmen for injuries, and a
later section defines what employment the Act
refers to, and included in the list is " employment
on, in, or about any building which exceeds 30ft
in height, and is either being constructed or
repaired by means of a scaffolding or bein-'
demolished, or on which machinery driven by
steam, water, or other mechanical power is beino-
nsed for the purpose of the construction, repair, o?
demolition thereof." The scale of compensation
IS set out m the first schedule of the Act A claim
.
in only be made m respect of an accident arising

out ot and in the course of employment. Thit
dehnition will probably give rise to a considerable
amount of litigation before its exact meaning
gets finaUy determined. If the accident arises

out of or in the cour.se of the employment, it will

not matter what circumstances led up to the

accident, and it will bo no defence for the em-
ployer that the accident was one which could not
have been avoided, or even that it was brought
about by someone who was altogether outside his

employ ; but in this latter case the employer can
look to tho person who caused the accident for

indemnity, providing that person would have
been legally liable to the workm.an,and the work-
!nan himself has the option of proceeding either

against the master or against the outside person
causing the accident. This liability of the master
is an extremely wide one, and there are practi-

cally only three cases in which there is no liability

on the master's part:— 1. Where he c;in show
that the employment is not within the Act.
2. Where if the employment is within the
Act, the accident did not arise out of and
in the course of the employment. 3. Where
the person injured has been guilty of serious

.and wilful misconduct, to which miscon-
duct the accident was attributoble. After
referring to the compensation provided bj- the
schedule, he went on :—Sub-section B of Section

2 reserves to the workman anj' remedies he
formerly had against his employer, but the work-
man must elect whether he will claim compensa-
tion under this Act or under his remedies prior
to the Act coming into force. It will be seen that
under this sub-section the employer is not to be
liable to be proceeded against independently of

this Act except in case of personal negligence or
wilful act of himself or some person for whose act
or default he is responsible : but having regard
to the many cases which have dealt with the
principles of the employer's liability at common
law, it is probable that it will be found that the
existing common law liability of the employer has
not been very much affected by this sub-section.

With regard to the limitation to the personal
negligence or wilful act of some person for

whose act or default the employer is responsible,
this is a pretty plain referencs to the employer's
liability under the Act of 1880, where the
employer is made liable under five distinct cases.

In three of these cases the injury must arise from
the negligence of the persons referred to, and it

is believed the workman's remedy in those cases
is left untouched, and although in one other
case—namely, the first—the wording may at first

lead one to doubt whether its effect has been
altered, jet a careful consideration of the first of

these cases leads me to the conclusion that the
workmen will still have the option of proceeding
under the Act of 1880 or under the new Act.
With regard to the option reserved to the work-
man of proceeding either at common law or
under the Employers' Liability Act, or to his

representatives of proceeding under the Fatal
Accident .\ct of 1846 instead of under the present
.\ct, if an action is brought outside the present
Act and upon the hearing it is decided that
the employer is not lialle in the action as brought,
but that he would have been liable if such action
had been brought under the present Act, then the
court, if requested to by the plaintiff, must assess
the compensation which would be payable to the
plaintiff if the action had been brought under the
present Act, but in determining such compensa-
tion the court may deduct the extra costs incurred
by reason of the action having lieen wrongly
brought in the first instance. It will thus be
seen that the new Act, instead of taking away
any of the old remedies which the workman had,
has given him an entirely new one, and has given
him the opportunity of proceeding in any wav
he pleases, with the certainty that if upon the
hearing of the csise it be found that he has
made a mistake in electing to proceed under
an Act which gave him no remedy, yet if

he had a remedy under the present Act he
will not have to take fresh proceedings, but will

get an award at once. Sub-section t.' provides
that the employer shall not be liable if the injury
to a workman is attributable to the serious and
wilful misconduct of that workman. It will

probably be found that this will be a most diffi-

cult defence to establish, because the onus of proof
is thrown upon the employer, and it will be neces-
sary to show not only that the workman was
guilty of serious or wilful misconduct, but that
the injury was attributable to such misconduct.
Section 3 of the Act provides that the whole ques-
tion of compensation, whether as regards liability

or as to the amount or dur.ation of the compensa-
tion, shall be settled by arbitration. I have pre-
viously incidentally mentioned that there is no
power to contract out of the Act except as pro-

vided by Seclion 3. This section provides that if a

schcmeis drawn up between the employer and his

workpeople for thecompensation, benefit, or insur-

ance of the workpeople, and such scheme is on the

whole not less favourable to the general body

of workmen and their dependents than the provi-

sions of this Act, then the Kegistrar of Friendly

Societies can give a certificate, and until the

certificate is revoked the employer can contract

with any workpeople who assent to the scheme

that they shall be subjected to the provisions of

the scheme instead of the provisions of this Act.

.Such certificate may expire at the end of a

limited period, not less than five ye.ars. No
scheme can be certified which obliges the work-

man to assent to the scheme as a condition of

obtaining employment. L'nder certain circum-

stances, if complaint is made to the registrar,

and such complaint is shown to be well founded,

the registrar can revoke the certificate, and shall

do so unless the cause of complaint is removed.

It will be seen that the widest discretion is given,

to the registrar in approving any scheme, and it

will not be absolutely necessary that the scheme

shall provide for greater compensation to be

piiid in case of accident, because other benefits

may be given to the employed than those

which are provided under the Act, and these

may be held to be substantially greater than

the benefits under the Act. Section 4.—This
section makes the employers liable in respect ef

any work being executed by a sub-contractor.

This is an extension of liability, as neither at

common law nor under the Employers' Liability

Act did it exist. Section 5.—This section gives

the employed certain securities for compensation

in case of bankruptcy. In the event of bank-

ruptcy of an employer who is not insured the

injured workman will come in as an ordinary

creditor : but where the employer is insured

against accidents the workpeople have the right

to any moneys payable by the insurers, and this

section provides how such moneys may be

invested. .Section 6 provides that where the

injury for which compensation is payable

was caused under circumstances creating a

legal liability on some person other th.an the

employer, the workman may proceed against

such other person or the employer, but not

against both. If the employer is proceeded

against, he has the right to be indemnified by the

other person. There will probably be consider-

able difficulty in the practical working of this

section, because it will be very difficult to

ascertain in some cases the amount required to

indemnify the employer. Take, for instance, the

case where weekly payments have to be made for

a long term of years. The only other point to be

considered is as to what is a buUding within the

meaning of this Act. The building trade itself

does not fall within the description of one of the

employments mentioned in the Act, unless it is

in respect of a building of over 30ft. in height,

as before referred to. There does not appear to

be any provision in the«Act for determining how
the height of the building is to be measured

—

whether it is to be from the front, i.^r the back,

or the side, or whether it would bo sufficient

if any part of the building is over 30ft.
_
in

height. The only known statutory definition

of the height of a building, and how such

height is to be ascertained, is in the London

Building Act of 1894 ; and although this

definition will certainly not be binding

upon any arbitrator under the present Act,

it may yet serve as a guide for any measirre-

ments under this Act. The framers of the Bill

appear to have been anxious in this Act to pre-

vent litigation so far as possible ; but, as they

had left it quite an open question as to how the

height of a building is to be determined, there is

little doubt that consideralile litigation will ensue

over this point before the correct mode of

measurement is definitely ascertained. It will

be noticed that, in addition to the building being

required to be one of over 30ft. in height, it is

also necessary either th.at scaffolding should be in

use in the work, or else that the machinery
mentioned in the schedule should be in use upon
the building. This reservation as to scaffolding

or machinery will not apply in the c»ase of a build-

ing which is being demolished. You will, I think,

have gathered that the present Act puts upon your

shoulders as employers a very large additional

liability, and one of so serious a nature that

it will be a matter of grave consideration whether

any employer of labour will elect to take the

whole of the risk upon his own shoulders. It

appears to me that the Act is likely to develop
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insurance to a degree never tefore known. Of
course, some of the very lar^e employers of
labour may prefer to be their own insurers, or
they may have such a large number of workmen
that it will be comparatively easy for them to

frame some scheme for approval by the registrar

in substitution of their liability under this Act

;

but for all except the very largest employers it

would seem to be almost as much a necessity to

insure against the liability created by this Act as
it is for any owner of property to insure against
fire—infact,the arguments in favour of insurance
are even stronger in the present case than they
are in the case of fire, because if a man loses his
property by hre he knows practically the extent
of his loss, whilst under this Act his liability

is by no means easily ascertained. The most
serious point in the Act, in my opinion, is that,
although in case of death there is a maximum
compensation fixed, and that upon this point the
employer can calculate his maximum liability, yet,
in the case of total disablement, the liability to
contribute towards the injured person extends for
the remainder of the injured person's life, and
it will, therefore, in most cases be found that not
only is the loss to the employer far greater in
case of disablement of workmen than in case of
death, but that the difiiculties of dealing with
compensation for disablement cannot readily be
overcome. It may well happen that an accident
may occur which wiU disable two or three or five

or more comparatively young workpeople, and the
liability will then be created to pay them a certain
sumof moneyfortheir lives. Theymay outlive their
employer, and the gravest difficulty would arise in
such a case indealingwith the estateof an employer
saddled with such liabilities. It is quite true
that the employer has the option after six months
of getting an assessment of the sum to be paid by
him in lieu of future payment : but in many
cases the employer will probably hesitate to take
this course, because the arbitrator wiU have con-
siderable difliculty in fixing any such sum except
upon an actuarial basis, and this would in many
cases amount to a larger sum than the employer
would be likely to desire to pay. I cannot help
saying that I think it wUl be found that in the
working out of the Act the absence of a limit to
compensation will be found the most serious part
of the Act with which the employers have to deal.
On the proposition of Sir. George Humphreys,

seconded by Mr. George N\'ilkins, Mr. Brown
was thanked for his address.

REFEREXCE BOOKS ON OEXAMEXT
A2sD THE DECORATIVE AKTS.*

IllTJST ask you to carefully keep in mind the
limitations imposed by my title, for I propose

only to bring to your notice books which do not
overlap in the treatment of their subjects, and
please also remember that, as I am dealing with
reference books only, my list must of necessity
be brief. I intend classifying my subjects under
the following heads :—In the first place, a few-
textbooks on the general principles of design and
ornament, not referred to under special divisions.
This list is short, and the titles are familiar.
The smaller books on special subjects will be
referred to in their places. Next the larger
division— general reference books— and then
books on special branches of the decorative arts.
First, then, the smaller textbooks not mentioned
ixnder separate heads :—Jackson's " Lessons on
Decorative Design " and "Theory and Practice
of Design," Lewis F. Day's '"

.-Vnatomy of
Pattern,'' -'Planning of Ornament," "Applica-
tion of Ornament," and "Some Principles of
Every Day Art," Ward's " Principles of Orna-
ment," " Practical Designing "' by various
authors, edited by Gleeson White, Professor
Meyer's " Handbook of Ornament," Wornum's
"Analysis of {)mament," Moodv's "Lectures
on Art," Kuskin's " Lectures on Art," .Sir I" J
Poynter's "Lectures on Art," Aldam Heaton's
"Beauty and Art," Collier's "Little Primer of
Art Redgrave on "Design," and Tavlor's
• Llementary Art Teaching." Of course, the
library should possess a good selection of the
invaluable series of handbooks issued in con-
nection with the South Kensington Museum.
They com.pnsc short historical and illustrated
accounts of almost all artistic industries, by
eminent authorities on their subjects. I should
also like to direct your notice to a similar and
equally commendable series issued in France

* Ecad before the Twentieth Annual Jleehng of the
Library Association, by Mr. Herbert BiT^; ord.

under the title of "La Bibliothcque de
I'Enseignement des Beaux-Arts." Some fifty of

these maniials have been published at very
modest prices, and among them are to be found
works on many subjects outside the range of the
South Kensington series. Most of the volumes
in these two series of textbooks deal with special

subjects, but after reference to them here I shall

not particularise when I come to the subjects

they touch upon, but leave you to find from the
published lists which volumes are specially suit-

able to the wants of your readers.

CEXERAL I!EFEUEN-CF. HOOKS.

First in a reference library should be found a

good history of art, and that which comes first to

one's mind is D'Agincourt's " History of Art
by its Jlonuments from the tth to the 16th
Centuries," first published in Paris in 1823,

translated by Owen Jones, and published in Eng-
lish in 1847. It illustrates 3,000 examples of

architecture, sculpture, and painting, and the late

Sir Matthew Digby Wyatt said of it some years
since: " It is one of the attributes of this book
that it can never fall out of date. It illustrates

what must ever be the great wells from which
artists will have to draw inspiration, and it is one
amongst very few great works produced during
the 19th century which is calculated to do more
than minister to passing fashions in art." There
have been one or two modem imitations of this

book, but to mj' mind they fall very far short of

its excellence and completeness. "To those who
desire smaller works I should recommend Liibke's
" Histories of Art and of Sculpture," each in two
vols. 8vo. For a full account of Eastern and
Asiatic art we must turn to the volumes, pro-
duced in a handy form and brought down to date,

by MM. Perrot and Chipiez, two energetic and
able French archa?ologist3, of which works Eng-
lish editions have been produced, and form twelve
volumes, 8vo. For a small and comprehensive
work I propose Von Reber's " History of Ancient
Art," an 8vo published in 1883. Mr. J. Ward,
of the Macclesfield School of Art, has just

published a manual on "Historic Ornament,"
which has illustrations selected from the works of

Perrot and Chipiez, and other authorities. In a
prominent position I must place that beautiful

and invaluable book, Owen Jones's " Cirammar
of Ornament," which, first published in its

original large folio form in 1856, served for

more than a generation to enlighten our decorators

and manufacturers in the principles and adapt-
ability of design and colour, and it is now
difficult to imagine how they and hosts of others

managed before the existence of the epoch-
marking " Grammar of Ornament," which is now
to be found in its original, or reduced and very
inferior form^ in most of the libraries, art schools,

studios, or drawing ofiices of the world. But
extraordinary as that publication was for its

time, so much has since been learnt concerning
Historic Ornament, so many delightful examples,
more particularly of the Eastern and Renaissance
styles, have been fctudied and drawn since its

publication, and such improvements made in the
art of chromolithography that I think it in-

dispsnsable the two magnificent volumes by
M. Racinet, issued under the title of " L' Omement
Pol}-chrome, " should be added to the library.

In these volumes are 2'20 coloured plates, illus-

trating nearly 4,000 examples of ornament, not,

with a few exceptions, found in (Jwen Jones's

work. An English translation of the first series

was published in 1877 ; but the second series,

issued some eight years ago, has not been trans-

lated, and consetiuently is not so generally known
in England as the first. To these works on
coloured ornament I feel bound to add Owen
Jones's "Examples of Chinese Ornament," a
small folio volume which appeared in 1867. Its

value, which cannot be realised from the title,

consists in the varied examples it affords of the
conventional treatment of flowers. The remark-
able ingenuity shown by the Chinese in the

treatment of floral forms in their jpplication to

decorative purposes renders the book invaluable

to designers. I will here mention the extra-

ordinary glossary of " Historic Costume," by M.
Racinet. Its six volumes contain 500 plates,

more than half of which are printed in colours,

illu.strating not onlj- the costume, but house in-

teriors, furniture, armour, and jewelry of all

nations, and throughout all ages, so that it really

forms a work of wider extent than is implied by
its title. It is a most fascinating book to look

over, and to show the careful manner in which it

has been compiled, I may mention that the list of

authors from whom illustrations have been culled

occupies some twenty-five pages. Various works
have been published, each devoted to the orna-
ment of an <_)riental country : but these wo cannot
expect to find in a library of moderate compass,
and the key to decoration in the various styles is

contained in ( Iwen Jones's and Rai inet's works.
The two reference books next on my list aro
French, the first being VioUet-le-Duc's " Diction-
naire du Mobilier Franf;ais," in six vols. 8vo,
issued about 2) years ago. This, with the same
same author's " Dictionnaire de 1' Architecture
Fran(;aise," is of world-wide repute. I think
the following note by Jlr. Russell Sturgis, a
well-known American authority on Art subjects,

worth quoting. Writing of the "Mobilier," he
says :

" This work is several dictionaries in one.

The first volume is devoted to furniture, with, as

appendix, some very interesting essays on the
method of construction in the Jliddle Ages. The
second volume deals with utensils in one alphabet,
then with goldsmith's work, then with musical
instruments, and then with sports and pastimes,

including hunting and the tournament, and
gives finaUy a few pages to tools of the
carpenter, blacksmith, kc, a very curious

encyclopa'dia of life in the Middle Ages. The
third and fourth volumes are devoted to dress, the
fifth and sixth to armour and weapons. The text

is throughout of the most suggestive character,

and generally trustworthy ; the illustrations have
that extraordinary value which belongs to the

author's drawings." As you will see, the book
deals most exhaustively with French Mediaeval
art ; but, as a sequel, dealing mainly with art in

the Renaissance period, should be added Har-
vard's " Dictionnaire de I'Ameublement et de la

Decoration." Monsieur Havard devoted some
fifteen years to the preparation of his work,
which was issued between 1886 and 1890, and
forms four volumes, 4to. having 250 plates,

many printed in colours, and 2,500 smaller illus-

trations, including not only representations of

furniture, but examples of the methods of pro-

ducing it. The only small books in English
which treat of the arts in anything like a compre-
hensive manner are Labarte's " Handbook of the

Arts of the Middle Ages," and " The Decorative

Arts of the Middle .\ges," by Henry Shaw, both
issued between 1850-60. I need hardly say that

the beautiful works issued by this thorough anti-

quarian and art lover are worthy of all praise.

I shall here include Augustus Pugin's " Glossary

of Ecclesiastical Ornament and Costume," first

issued in 1844, since it illustrates not only vest-

ments, the ecclesiastical ornament of different

countries, &c., but furniture, embroidery, and
emblems as well; also J. II. Waring's "Arts
Connected with Architecture in Central Italy,"

a folio issued in 1858, as the coloured illustra--

tions are comprehensive, including examples of

stained glass, fresco ornament, mosaic work,

marble, and wood inlay. For a small dictionary

we should have MoUet's " Dictionary of Terms
Used in Art," an excellent little work compiled

from various sources, issued in 1883. Amongst
these ref2rence books should certainly be found

Gruner's " Specimens of Ornamental Art,"

selected from the best models of the Classic

periods, as its eighty large folio plates give an
unsurpassed series of Classic and Renaissance

ornament drawn to 'a large scale. It was first

printed in 1850, but is still unique on account of

the scale of its drawings. Then I should like to

mention a publication issued by an enthusiastic

German antiquarian, Ilerr Hirth, and entitled

" I)er Formenschatz," also published under the

French title of " L'Art Pratique." Since 1877 this

gentleman has sent forth a yearly volume contain-

ing some 200 plates of photo-lithographic repro-

ductions of work in every branch of ornamentjil

design by the old masters of ornament in various

Continental countries. These volumes are pub-

lished at a very moderate price, and when we

bear in mind the sum that a few of the original

plates by any of these designers would cost, we
must regard the collection as very remarkable

and very valuable. The Ai/ic/iaiim, recently

reviewing the last volume, 8pe;iks of the plates

being a "perfect tre.asury of memoranda of all

sorts." .-V sumptuous series of volumes has been

published illustrating the marvellous collection of

objects of art, formed by M. Spitzer, and dis-

persed a few years since. These, however, are

so costly that they can only be contemplated for

purchase by the richer libraries. A small folio

catalogue illustrated by photographs is occasion-

ally to be met with. I should like to draw your

attention to a volume w-hich is now to be met
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with at n moderate price, illustrating the art

treaaures of the exhibition held at Manchester in

IS.')7. My reason for mentioning this is that the

works illustrated are, with few exceptions, old

examples, well printed in colours, accompanied

by valuable essays on the different arts by such

authorities as < 'wen ,lones. Sir Matthew Digby
Wyatt, I'Muiund Shaiiie, A:c. This volume, I

believe, is often confounded with others illus-

trating modern examples in exhibitions, and is

c jnsequently overlooked.

(7b be coHcludtd.)

INFLUENCE ( lE SEA-WATEU ()X
MUKTAKS.

ME. CAUDLOT, in a recent paper, describes

• the action of sea-water on mortars, and
his investigations in the harbour of Li Kochelle
since 1S56 are of much value, as they extend
over a period of 40 years. Blocks of CO centi

niMres in length were exposed to the open sea

from IS.'iG to 1875, and were above the water-
surface at low tide. The mortars were of hydraulic
limes of different origin, of natural cements from
Pouilly, Vassy, \'C. : of artificial pozzuolanas
mixed with lime and sand : of trass from Ander-
nach, kc. Nearly all blocks had completely lost

their cohesion after different periods. The few
blocks of Portland cement experimented upon
were in good condition ; but blocks of neat cement
(English and French) were decomposed. From
these tests Viennot draws the following con-
clusions: (1) Neat cements are destroyed more
rapidly than mortars of a certain composition

;

(2; mortars made of one volume of cement to one
of S'-ind, and, again, of one volume of cement to

two of sand, are those which offer the greatest
resistance to sea-water. They will last for 20,
3ti. and 38 years.

Thuminger commenced new tests with blocks
of masonry, and concrete made of lime and Speil

mortar, with a length of edge of 40 centimetres.
In 189.5 the masonry blocks disappeared, their

destruction having commenced four years after

their exposure, and out of S2 concrete blocks only
26 remained, but they were in advancing de-
composition. In 18S0 other tests were com-
menced on blocks submerged, of various limes.

Many of these have perished. " Out of ;;i

masonry blocks laid in Portland cement mortar,
and submerged between 1881 and 1892, 23 are
still intact, while some have commenced to

disintegrate." Viennot points to the following
conclusions: (1) Mortars of hydrjiulic lime,
mixed in any proportion, in most cases commence
to disintegrate after one or two years' immersion
in sea-water ; they crumble into pulp after

periods varying in length, but apparently not
exceeding l,i years. (2) Concrete resists better
than masonry, owing to the greater density
imparted to it by ramming. (3) Rapid-setting
cements may commence to disintegrate after six

or eight years, but may last longer than 38 years
without crumbling. (4) The mortars offering
the greatest resistance are those consisting of

1 part cement to 1 or 2 parts of sand. This mix-
ture corresponds to the weight of cement required
to fill the spaces between the grains of sand.
These, therefore, are the least norous mortars.

A NEW BOOK ON OLD Fl'RNITrRE.

MR. BATSF(tRD has just published a
volume of examples of historic furniture*

which many of our readers will welcome,
although the drawings have all appeared in our
own pages : the sketches are reproduced to a
larger scale and printed on plate paper in a re-
arranged form, accompanied by descriptive letter-
press by the author of the drawings, Mr.
A. Ernest Chancellor. The selection covers a
wide range of subjects, more especially of
English workmanship, including, not only typical
examples of well-defined periods, but also
unique specimens and uncommon varieties,
which derive additional interest from some
charm of singularity or freshness of idea. A
very large number of the pieces was sketched at
(-'hristie's salerooms when famous collections of
furniture changed hands, and others were drawn
luring the exhibition of loan collections in
I

.. .ndon during the past few years, so that by

the-e me,Hns access was obtained to some of the

most remarkable examples of old furniture

extant. The book includes forty plates of about

one hundred specimens, including a number from
the Halls of the City companies. Some are

measured and drawn to scale, and details of the

manner of contriving internal arrangements or

peculiarities of construction are furnished in

other instances, while in most cases figured

dimensions occur in the letterpress. The volume
is handsDmely produced, and makes a good book
for reference for the cabinetmaker, architect, art

collector, and decorative designer.

FOUNDATIONS ON CANTILEVER
TRUSSES.

AN ingenious method of preparing founda-
tions for small buildings for storage purposes

is described in the Kngtyiceritiij lit cord. The system
applies the cantilever principle to the support of

the walls of a building 1 lOft. high, and has been
devised by Mr. AV. W. Crebore, A.JI.A.Soc.C.E.,
and Frank Miller, C.E., of the Structural Engi-
neering Company. The plan avoids all the diffi-

culties and expense of constructing foundations
on loose or uncertain ground like that of New
York. The building described is 2.>ft. by Soft.,

and is of the usual skeleton-cap construction.
The structure is supported entirely by two rows
of six columns each, each row being built in the
thickness of the party wall. Cylindrical steel

caissons, oft. diameter and -Csva. thick, from 12ft.

to 16ft. long, were used : these encountered some
difficulty in sinking in some parts till the rock
was reached, which was inclined and irregular,

and for this purpose sheet-pile or "lagging"
had to be used ; driven down to the rock on the
deepest side. Sometimes the rock was stepped
with benches. The caisson was filled with con-
crete, mixed wet, and rammed in footlayers.

These caissons were ranged within the line of

walls and clear of the footings, and the canti-

lever trusses enabled the side walls to be carried

beyond the line of ca'ssons. Their centres were
161't. apart transversely, and also in a longitu-
dinal direction. Thete trusses were riveted,

having two chords and lacing pieces, and resem-
bled in elevation two inverted triangles, con-
nected top and bottom by the chords, 10ft. high.
Thus, the spaces of the triangles rested on the
bare stone of the caisson, and allowed the walls on
each side to overhang nearly 4ft. Gin. in the line

of the caissons or supports. All pairs of columns
are thus supported on cantilever trusses, except
the front pair, which are carried on twin plate

girder cantilevers introduced on the front of the
buildinsc. By the means here described, the walls

of a building can be carried on supports placed
some distance within the lines of the outer walls,

and the whole weight of the superstructure of

beams and columns is carried on twelve founda-
tions or caissons that can be pliced at any conve-
nient distance apart.

Examples of Old Famiture : English and Foreign,
'rawn and Doscribed by ALtEEU Ebxf.st Cium ki.i...r.
i.ondon: B. T. Batsford, 94, High Holboin 189S.
- 'S. net.

Mr. Char'e? Wood has been promoted from the
position of depu'y manager to that of gas engineer
to the Bradford Corporation, in succession to his
father, deceased. The salary will be £(J00 ayeir,
and the committee are about to advertise for a
deputy manager at £2,50 a year.

It has been decided to adopt plans by Mr. J. 0.
Scott, for the restoration of the chancel of the parish
church of Pipe-Kidware, Salop, at an estimated
coat of £1,1110.

Mr. Walter A. Ducat, one of the Local Govern-
ment Board Inspectors, held an inquiry in the
Guildhall, Canterbury, on Tuesday week, into the
application of the city council to borrow £4,125 for
the purchase of certain property in Ouildhall and
High streets, upon which they could either erect a
new town-hall or extend the present building.

Mr. Isaac Wildash, for the past fourteen years
surveyor to the Faversham Rural District CouncJ,

J

died last week from the injuries sustained by being
thrown from his trap while engaged in his duties
on the Sth inst. At the inquest held on Wednesday
week a verdict of "Accidental Death" was re-
turned : and at the meeting of the rural council, on
the same day, a vote of condolence was passed to
the widow and her family, and it was resolved to
advertise for a successor at a salary of £200 a year.
Mr. Wildash was 59 years of age.

The monthly report of the Labour Department
for December states that in the building trades the
percentage of unemployed union members was 2'S
at the end of 1S97. compared with 2 1 for December,
1896. In the furnishing trades the percentage of
union members out of work was 4'7, compared with
43 per cent, for December, 1896.

(IFnsintcrins 0otts,

Pnoi'osEi) TinMEs Lock .\t W.ixdswoktii.—
A conference of representatives of riparian

authorities on the Thames between Isleworth and
Kulham took place at the Hammersmith Town
Hall on Friday, to consider a new report from
Mr. E. Pritchard, C.E , of Birmingham, with
regard to the construction of a lock on the Lower
Thames. Mr. Pritchard had been requested to

report with regard to a site at the foot of York-
place, Battersea, midway between Wandsworth
Bridge and the West London Extension railway-

bridge. He reported that this site was much
superior and more suitable than Broomhouse Dock*
half a mile below Putney Bridge, the river being

narrower, and that locks and sluices could be

constructed there to hold up from six to eight feet

of water above low-water springs, according to

requirement, for £220,000. He advised the con-

struction of halt-tidal movable stone sluices, and
a bridge to connect Battersea and Fulham with

four central sp,an8 of 110ft. each. He also advised

the construction of foirr locks upon the Middlesex

side. The conference was well attended, a repre-

sentative of the Wandsworth and Putney Board
of Works, which had a rival scheme of its own
at Broomhouse Dock, being present for the first

time. It was unanimously agreed to recommend
the scheme, with conditional approval, to the

various constituent bodies for consideration.

ABCHITECTURAIi & ARCH^OLOGIGAX
SOCIETIES.

DlllLIN M.ISTER Bl ILDF.RS' AsS0CI.\TI0X.

The annual general meeting of the Dublin associa-

tion was held ?t the Grosvenor Hotel, Westland-

row, on Friday, the 14th inst. , when the foUowrng
officers were elected for the present year :—Pre-

sident, the Right Hon. .Joseph M. Sleadfi, P.C,
LL.D. : committee, James Beckett, Richard D.
Bolton, Thomas ConoUy, Thomas ilackey, James
Martin, James P. Pile", John Pemberton, Henry
Sharpe, J . P. , and Alderman Toole ; .1 ames Kiernan,

hon. treasurer : John Good, hon. sec. The
report for the past year having been read and
adopted, a resolution of condolence with the

family of Mr. James Conolly, a much respected

and prominent member of the association, was

passed.

Glasgow Architectur.\l Association".—On
Tuesday, the 11th inst., Mr. J. Kennedy
Hunter, of Ayr, read a paper on " Some Points

in Practice."" The president, Mr. William Tait

Conner, . A.R.I. B. A., was in the chair. The
lecturer spoke of the relations of the architect to

the client, the contractor, and to his fellow archi-

tects. He favoured a fixed fee rather than a per-

centage, though an architect had no option but to

grant a certificate to a contractor for work done,

less the usual percentages ; objected to archi-

tects' guarantees in competition, preferring an
estimate by a skilled measurer ; concluding by
cautioning the members against accepting respon-

sibility for the clerk of works, who was the

client's servant. Mr. W. J. Anderson,

A.R.I.B.A., opened the discussion. He hardly

knew whether the client who did, or who did not,

employ one was most troublesome. Jlr. W. F.

McGibbon, A.R.I.B.A., agreed that good
architects deserved the standard percentage, but

thought the fact that some got haH or quarter of

that was scandalous. Jlr. John Fairweather,

A.R.I.B.A., did not object to lump sum fees if

they were big enough. The Chairman handed
over the vote of thanks proposed, and referred to

the gift of the Gildard Memorial Committee.

Mr. George Elkington, F.R.I.B.A., 95, Cannon-
street, has been appointed to the surveyorship of the

Coopers' Company, of which he has been a livery-

man for 25 years. Mr. Thomas Barnes Williams,
the retiring surveyor, has accepted a seat on the
Court of Assistants.

Extensive improvements have been carried out at

the Sittingbourne AA'aterworks, situated at Keycol
Hill, two miles from the town. Powerful engines

and pumping machinery have been introduced, and
a new reservoir, capable of holding 300,000 gallons,

and other buildings, have been erected, the whole
work being executed at a total cost of t'6,000. The
finishing touch to the scheme was given on Saturday,
when the members of the Sittingbourne Urban
District Council paid au official visit to the works to

inaugurate the electrical installation which has just

been completed there.
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rilE NEW " ELEPH.WT AND CASTLE " HOTEL. — "UEIi-

MIOSE "
: ROYAL ACADEJIT SILVER MKDAL CARTOON

FOR A STATOE, — " SU3IMERDALE," EFS03I, SURREY.

—

OESION BV MR. .1. W. DUSFORD PLACED FIRST IS THE

COMI'ETITION' FOR WALTIIAMSTOW PUBLIC BATHS.

—

DESIGNS FOR A GROirp OF STABLE BUILDINGS. —

A

-SKETCH OS TURXHAM GREEN'.- -HEVER CASTLE, KENT.

—A VILLAGE CHURCH, FROM AN ORir.INAL DRAWING BY

-CHARLES KEENE.

(Bnx Bllttstratioits.

" ELEl'HANT AXD CASTLE " ESTATE.

This block of tiuildings is designed to cover the
site of the present Elephant and Castle Hotel,
together with the shops adjoining. The estate
forms an island, which is well known, and is in a
Tery conspicuous position, the headway facing
the north, an! having a frontage to Xewington
Butts and Walworth-road of about soft., and an
average width of 34ft. will be occupied by the
new hotel. The ground floor of the hotel is

divided into saloon, luncheon, private and public
bars, and the basement has a three-table billiard-
room and cell.ar.age accommodation. I_)n the first

floor are a double table billiard-room and large
dining-room ; on the second and third floor
fourteen bedrooms and two large sitting-rooms,
and on the top floor kitchen and domestic ofiices

and four bedrooms. There is a separate staircase to
domestic part. The other part of the site, which
also has about an 80ft. frontage to Newington
Butts and Walworlh-road, and an average width
of about 42ft., and return frontage to Short-street,
consists of nine lock-up shops on the ground floor,

with basements. The Hrst floor is approached by
a fireproof staircase from Newington Butts, ani
is designed for three suites of offices. The three
upper floors have a fireproof staircase, approached
from Walworth-road, and planned for eight
separate suites of residential flats. The whole
of the Hoors will be of fireproof construction, and
the drainage and sanitary arrangements are to
be carried out in the most modern manner, and
the whole block lighted by electricity. All
elevations are to be faced with cut and gauged
red bricks and Portland stone dressings. All
columns and piers to the ground floor will be
granite, and the facia and cornices to the hotel
part will also be of granite. The dome and two
smaller turrets will have copper roofs ; the sign
" Elephant and Castle " will also be gilded
copper. Other portions of the roof will be
covered with Westmoreland green slates. Mr.
H. L. HoUoway, of Deptford, is the builder,
and the amount of his contract is £3G,000. The
architect is Sir. John Farrer, of 20, Finsbury-
pavement, E.C.

" HEKMIOXE "
: KOY.\L ACADE.MY SILVER MEnAL

DESIGN- FOR A DUAPEU FIGURE.

Hermioxe stands in a niche in the chapel, draped
as a statue, and holding with one hand a black
velvet pall. Slarble-like and apparently lifeless,

she awaits Paulina's word, which shall bid :

—

Music, awake ; strike

!

'Tis time ; descend ; be s'.one no more ; approach ;

Strike all that look upon with mar\-el.

—M. Y. Towoooi).

" Sl'MMERDALE," ETSIIM.

Tiii.^ house occupies a beautifully timbered site

in the Burgh Heath-road, and was erected for

Mrs. Jl. Wood. It is faced with Bracknell red
bricks, the upper portion being weather-tiled :

the roof is tiled. All the internal joinery is of

Oregon pine, stained and beeswaxed. The house
was designed by iMr. J. Hatchard Smith, 41,

Moorgate Station-buildings, London, IvC, Mr.
J. A. Jeal, of Epsom, being the builder.

WALTIIAMSTOW IH'ilLIC DATIIS.

Tnis design was placed first in this much-
discussed competition by Mr. Kowland Plumbe,
F.R.I.B.A. The site is situate in the High-
street, and adjoins the Public Library, erected

from my designs (Biilmixc; News illustra-

tions, September 28, 1894). and opened by Mr.
J. Passmore Edwards. The accommodation
provided is as follows :—Swimming-bath r28ft.

by 3.')ft. (water area), 31 slipper baths, with
waiting - rooms, superintendent's office and
quarters, ticket oflice, club rooms, laundry,
boiler-room, space for storage purposes, and other
appurtenances. The estimated cost is £7,000,
subject to 10 per cent. The decision of the
assessor, who said that the building was " dis-

tinctly well designed and thought out. and ap-
peared to have been designed with a view to being
carried out for the estimated amount," was
confirmed by the council who instituted the com-
petition. This decision has been reversed by a
new council, and the design placed second,
entailing increased expenditure, adopted, under
circumstances now being dealt with in your
correspondence columns.

J. WlLLIA5IS DiXFORII.

" HEILMXO NEWS " DESIKXIXO CLUE: A GROUP
OF STAIILE m'lLIlIN'OS.

(For description and further sketches see pages
86 and 87.1

CHIPS.

The Charing Cross, Easton, and Hampstead Rail-

way Company have deposited a Bill for powers to

extend their authorised liue from a point under
Charing Cross-road, near the Garrick Theatre, to a
point under No. 23, Craven-street Strand. This
extension is to be in substitution for the authorised
Charing Cross terminus, which it is proposed to

abandon.

Work was commenced on Tuesday on the exten-
sion of the Mashonalaud Railway to Salisbury. Up
to date some ninety miles of permanent way material
has been shipped from Eugland. The contractors,

Messrs. Pauling and Co., are sending material
forward from Beira at the rate of 100 to 200 tons
daily. Sir Charles Metcalfe, the engineer, is now
busy at Umtali arranging for the station at that
place.

The tramways committee of Crlasgow Corporation
have recommended the acceptance of an offer from
a foreign firm for the supply of tramway rails.

The rails are required for relaying Springburn
route, which is to be worked by the electric over-
head-wire system, and for repairing other lines in

the city. It is understood that the foreign offer is

£1,700 lower than any other.

A new railway, affording communication between
Plymouth and Yealmpton, was formally opened on
Saturday. The line, which has been made by the
Great Western Company, commences at Plymstock
at the termination of the old Plymstock branch,
and extends to Yealmpton, a distance of 6i miles,

the total distance from Plymouth to Yealmpton
being Oi miles. The line is single throughout, the
ruling gradient being 1 in 60, and the sharpest
curve having a radius of L") chains. There are five

stations—Billacombe, Elburton Cross, Brixton-road,
Steer Point, and Yealmpton—all, with the excep-
tion of Elburton, having goods in addition to

passenger accommodation. The railway has been
constructed from plans by Mr. J. C. Inglis, chief
engineer to the Great Western Company.

The extension of the town hall was considered by
the town council of Newport, Mon., on Tuesday.
The town hall now stands nearly in the centre of a
block of business buildings bounded by Corn-street
en the eastern side and by Austin Friars on the
south-western side. At the rear on the latter side

the present buildings of the town hall abut on
Austin Friars and Uock-street. There is little more
space to be obtained on that side, and finding that

additional rooms and offices are needed, it has been
determined to extend the town hall on the eastern

side, in the direction of Corn-street. The premises,

lately occupied by a grocer and stationer, have been
secured at a cost of £20,30,5. The cost of removing
present buildings and erecting the extensions will

probablyrun into another £15,000 or £20,000.

COMPETITIONS.
BmsroL.—A competition has been recently

held in connection with the proposed Horfield
^\''esleyau chapel and schools, and at a meeting of

the trustees, held on the l.'Jth in.st., the designs
submitted by Jlessrs. La Trobo and Weston, 20,

Clare-street, Bristol, were selected.

Carlisle.—In the competition for a new board
school in this city, Mr. E. R. Robson, F.S..\., of

London, was appointed to advise the board, and
on his report the first premium of £20 has been
awarded to Mr. Kiishworth, of Croydon (under
motto " Red Circle "), and the second premium
of £10 to Mr. Bottomley, of Middlesbrough
(under motto "99"). Forty-five sets of plans

were sent in, and the seven undermentioned were
selected by Mr. Robson, and placed in order of

merit as follows :— (1) " Red Circle," W. Rush-
worth, Croydon: (2) "99," J. M. Bottomley,
Middlesbrough : (3) "Strength and Grace," H. P.
Burke-Downing, Westminster : (4) " Holme,"
Stephen Piper, Newcastle-on-Tyne : (.5) " Light
and A'r" (3), Hunter, Crawford, and Carfrae,

Edinburgh: (6) " Knowledge," AV. Y. Hobbiss,
.Southend-on-Sea : and (7) "Plan," S.Jackson,
Fenchurch-street, London, E.C.

Colxe, Laxcs.—In the competition for a new
board school, Mr. W. A. Royle, of Manchester,

the assessor, has awarded the first premium of £20
to Mr. AV. H. Atkinson, of Colne, and the second

of £10 to Mr. John Varley, of the same town.

The design of Mr. H. Holgato, also of f'olne,

was placed third, and it is stated that the last-

named competitor has been appointed architect

for the schools.

Fvlde Union.—Sixteen sets of plans have
been received in this competition for new work-
house and ofiices, and the guardians have
appointed a F.R.I.B.A. as assessor, who is now
giving the matter his attention.

MoRECAMUE.—At a special meeting of the

urban district council, held on the 14 th inst.,

the twelve competitive schemes for the sewer-

age of the district were again considered, and
eventually one submitted by "Forward" was
adopted. This scheme will serve for a popula-

tion of 60,000, including Bare and Torrisholme.

The estin.ated cost of the works is £39,227 10s. 9d.

(exclusive of wayleaves, engineering, or land),

with an estimated annual working expenditure

of £620 2s. 6d. for a population of £45,000. 'To

this must be added the cost of the " septic

system," which was agreed to at the last meet-

ing, and which will form a part of the scheme.

The successful competitor is Jlr. H. B. Nichol,

C.E., of Birmingham. The cost of the schemes

submitted varied from £19,000 to £60,000.

Westuury.—Mr. Edward G.abriel (Edmeston

and Gabriel), the assessor appointed by the com-

mittee of the Westbury - on - Trym National

Schools, Gloucestershire, in connection with the

recent limited competition for new schools, has

placed the design submitted by Jlr. W. L.

Bernard first, and that of Mr. Hy. Hirst second,

in order of merit, and the selection has been con-

firmed by the committee.

The senate of Cambridge University on Saturday

re-elected Mr. W. Kidgeway, M.A., of GonviUe

and Caius CloUege, to the Disney Professorship of

Arch:cology.

The new parochial hall adjoining St. Matthew's

Church, Bootle, was opened on Friday by Miss

Ryle, daughter of the Bishop of Liverpool. The
plans were drawn out originally by Mr. Charles

Aldridge, F.R.I.B.A., who, however, did not live

to see the work commenced. Its prosecution has

been intrusted to his son, Mr. Ernest Aldridge,

under the superintendence of Messrs. Willink and

Thicknesse, of 14, Castle-street, Liverpool. The
contractors for the whole work are Messrs. George

Woods and Son. The cost has been £2,400.

The Court of Appeal in DubUn gave judgment on

Friday in the case m which a syndicate of gentle-

men sought to establish their right to inclose the

Giants' Causeway, and deprive the public of free

access to it. The syndicate alleged that they were

entitled to exercise the right which they claimed

under a lease which they had obtained from Mr.

Ifugh Lecky, the owner of the property within

which the Causeway is situated. When the case

came before the Yice-Chancellor he declared the

plaintiffs entitled to the Causeway and the lands

comprised in the lease. The Court of Appeal now
confirmed the decision as regards the Causeway,

but decided that the road leading to the Causeway

was a public road, over which the public had a right

of way.
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ISuilbing Juttlligcnct,—•-•-.

—

Nkwihx Ahiiot.—Lady Clifford opened on
Friday the new l"nion Infirm'iry at Xewton
Abbot. It is erected on high ground at the rear

of the workhouse. It comjirises a central block,

in which are twelve rooms, 17ft. by 1 1ft., nurses'

day rooina, kc. and two wings with wards, C2tt.

long by 'Jlft. wide. All are 'l 1ft. high. At the

rear, connected by covered ways, is another

building, including three lying-in wards and five

bedrooms for the niiraes. Two of the lying-in

wards are 22ft. by 22ft., and the other Lift.

square. The infirmary, which will accommodate
1211 patients, has cost nearly £10,000. The archi-

tect was Mr. .S. Scgar.

CHIPS.
We ore glad to hear that the corporation of

Bootle have acceded to the representations of the

Liverpool Master Uuilders' Association, on which
we animadverted in our last issue, p. 79, and have
withdrawn the objectionable clause in their ad-
vertisement for tenders for a new lodge at Derby
I*ark, demanding that " persons tendering must
submit their own schedule of quautities fully priced

out, which must accompany the tender."

The Bishop of Oxford opened on Friday the
Linton Memorial Schools, which have been erected
in the parish of St. I'eter-le-Bailey, O.xfoid, on a
portion of the site of the old New Inn Hall, at a
cost of nearly £1,000.

On Saturday, at Wolverhampton, Mr. George
Armstrong, who lately retired after holding the
position of superintendent of the northern division

of the Great Western Railway system for many
years, was presented with a number of gifts of the
value of about fJOO, subscribed for by his colleaguEs
and friends.

A new organ in C'otham Wesleyan Chapel,
Bristol, built by Mr. W. G. Voules, of that city,

was opened on .Saturday. It is built in two parts,
one being placed on either side of the organ
chamber. The case was designed by the architects
of the building, Messrs. Curwen and Jones, and the
work has been carried out by Messrs. Stephens and
Bastow, also of Bristol.

• Mr. Philip E. Pilditch has been appointed as one
of the surveyors and umpires to the Board of
Trade.

The Primitive Methodist Chapel in West-street,
Boston, Lincolnshire, which was destroyed by fire

on .January 28th, lS!i7, and has been rebuilt and
renovated at a cost of about .t:2,000, was reopened
on Friday. The architects were Messrs. HowdiU,
of Leeds.

The City and Waterloo Kailway. which will
give the London and South-Westem Eiilway direct
access from the Waterloo terminus to the heart of
the city, will shortly be opened for traffic. The
line itseli was completed some time ago : but delay
has occurred both by reason of the dispute in the
engineering trade, and also in connection with the
underground work which has had to be undertaken
by the central London liailway Company at the
new station opposite the Mansion House.

Archdeacon Sinclair appeals for £3,S00, the
balance still required of a sum of £5,000 for
restoring the parish church of Bow, E. This parish
church, one of the oldest in London, has been from
time to time patched and rciiaired ; but is now pro-
nounced unsafe by Sir Arthur Blomtield, and has
been closed during the last 10 months. In September,
1SU6, the roof of the chancel fell in. The original
structure, although tottering to decay, still remains
a correct specimen of the architecture of the early
part of the 14th century, and, as Dr. Sinclair re-
marks, the tower forms a noble object in the
middle of Bow-road, the whole length of which
it dominates.

The city council of Liverpool have decided to
purchase the Harbreck Estate at Fazakerley as a
site for a proposed fever and small-pox hospital.
The estate comprises an area of 113 acres, and the
price to be paid is £37,150.

At Friday's meeting of the West Riding County
Council, the general asylums committee reported
that the plans for an asylum for private patients, to
be erected at Scalfibor Park, Burley, had received
the provisional approval of the Lunacy Commis-
sioners. Accommodation was provided for 210
patients (105 males and 105 females). The plans
did not include the villa residences for the higher
class paying patients, nor a chapel. The committee
was empowered to erect an asylum at an estimated
cost of £80,926. It was also agreed that works for
the centralisation of the heating station and an
installation for the supply of electric light at the
West Riding Asylum at Wakefield should be carried
out at an estimated cost of £16,000.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
C0N-\-EIlSI0X OF PbIVIES INTO TUE W.VTER

C.iKEiAOE System at Eccles.—In October last, at

Eccles Petty Sessions, William Baniett, summoned
by the corporation of Eccles, was ordered to abate

the nuisance alleged to be caused by the defective

ashpits and middens at the back of property

belonging to him in Ellesmere-street, Patricroft,

and ki substitute in place of the ashpits water-

closets, and covered dry receptacles for the dry ash
tubs emptied by the corporation scavengers weekly.

Mr. Barnett appealed against the decision of the

borough magistrates, and the appeal was heard on
Wednesday at the Salford Hundred Sessions held at

the Assize Court. Mr. Goldthorpe, stipendiary,

presided. Mr. Langdon and Mr. Pope, jun.,

appeared for the appellant, and Mr. Rhodes
appeared for the corporation. After a hearing
lasting over five hours, the Court dismissed the

case, with costs against the appellant.

The Building of a WonKnousE: Deew-Bear
AXD Others v. the St. Paxchas Gl-ahdians.—In
continuation of our report last week, pages 77-.S, we
give to-day a brief summary of the proceedings on
the last two days' hearing of this protracted arbitra-

tion case, which was heard by Mr. Justice Ridley,
sitting withouta j ury, fromTuesday tillSaturday last.

The total claim from the defendant guardians was
for £1(>,S72, damages alleged to be due to plaintiffs

as trustees for the builder of St. Pancras Workhouse,
for not being able to obtain full possession of the
site within six months of the date of the con-
tract, and for interference by sub-contractors. Mr.
R. M. Bray, tJ.C, and Mr. A. A. Hudson repre-
sented the plaintiffs, and Mr. English Harrison,
Q.C., and Mr. AV. Moyses appeared for the defend-
ants. \\'illiam Henry Thurgood, F.S I., of Great
George-street, Westminster, said he had practised
for IS years past as a surveyor, and prior to that
was a builder in an extensive way of business for

many years. In April, lS9:i, he was called on to

measure up the work at St. Pancras Workhouse for

the plaintiJYs, as the trustees of Brooks. He
considered the charge made for loss resulting
from the piece-meal possession given to plain-

tiffs was fair, having regard to the increased ex-
penses thereby involved. He estimated the extra
outlay under that head at, in the least, 12i per cent.

on the contract sum. Harry W. D. Theobald,
F.S. I., 110, Great Russell-street, Bloomsbury, said

he had acted as manager both to H.M. Office of
Works and the War Office, and was the arbitrator

selected by Kirk and Randall and the St. Pancras
Board of Guardians in respect of the dispute be-
tween them as to the original contract for the work-
house, which, after Kirk and Randall withdrew
therefrom, was taken over by Brooks. He regarded
12' per cent, as a fair allowance for the delay
in gaining possession, and for interference by such
contractors. Cross-examined : Interference to the
works was caused by ambulances and coal-trucks
going backwards and forwards to the workhouse.
William Henry Strudwick, F.S.I., late of 11, Parlia-
ment-street, S.W., now of New Inn Chambers,
said he had been practising as a surveyor for
35 years. He agreed with the last two witnesses
that 12 J per cent, was a fair addition to make to

the contract price for the delay and interference.

This closed the plaintiff's case. For the defence,
A. Boden was called, and said he was chair-
man of the Building Committee of the St. Pancras
Board of Guardians at the time the operations
in question were t)eing carried out, and he saw,
from time to time, all the works during their

execution. From first to last, during the carrying
out of the contract, the witness Fearon, Brooks's
manager and son-in-law, did not apply to him to

be allowed to make an entrance between block H
and the end of block A. The learned Judge re-

marked that clearly this was a matter for the archi-
tect, who gave the contractor one entrance instead
of another. Witness, proceeding, said he never
at any time gave Fearon an order to repair either of
the two roads. Fearon never made any complaint
to him that the roads were being used by the
guardians. Alfred A. Millward, clerk to the
St. Pancras Board of Guardians, said he uever gave
orders for the repair of the two roads, and never
allowed any of the guardian's traffic to pass over
either of those roads. If traffic did pass over them,
it was contrary to his regulations. Captain Thomas
Miller, the master of the workhouse, deposed that
no traffic for the guardians passed over either of
the two roads that had been mentioned while the
contract was being executed. J. G. Deane said he
acted as gatekeeper at the workhouse during the
entire period that the inside works were being
carried out. He kept a book recording all the carts
and vans passing through the gates, and this

showed no entry of a vehicle on the vestry's
business going through. Heavy traffic was un-
loaded at the Commercial-street entrance, and
the lighter goods at the receiving ward entrance.
His lodge was close to the Vestry Hall, and
his duty was to remain at his post all day.
He did not remember Fearon callmg his atten-
tion to carts coming in at the vestry entrance.
William A. McCormick slid he was a builder ia the

Essex-road, and from his books he said there was
no appreciable rise in the price of building materials

in ls'.t3. His Lordship : The suggestion is that the

rise in prices took place in IsyJ. Mr. English

Harrison thought the evidence rather tended the

other way. The chief items in the contract were
bricks and timber. Witness added that he had
examined the invoices in his business for the

purpose of ascertaining whether there was a

rise in the price of bricks and timber in 1S'J2. At
the end of 1S92 he could not detect any appreciable

advance ; but since 1S95 there had been large strides.

This closed the evidence for the defendants, and
Mr. Euglish Harrison addressed his lordship on
behalf of the board of guardians, Mr. Bray replying

on behalf of plaintiffs. At the conclusion of the

legal arguments, his lordship said he would like a

few days to consider the matter, and would give

due notice to both sides as to when he would be

able to pronounce his decision. Judgment accord-

ingly reserved.

Re Atheeton and Dolsiax.—The bankrupts

were builders trading at Poplar, and a sitting for

their public examination was held last week. The
joint accounts showed liabilities amounting to

£13,752, of which £10,852 were unsecured, and
assets £1,255. The failure was ascribed to losses

on contracts and depreciation in the value of the

stock, plant, kc, as estimated for realisation. Mr.
Hough appeared as Official Receiver, and Mr.
Buckmaster for the trustee. The examination was
concluded.

'WATEB SUPPLY AND SANITABY
MATTERS.

The London- Watek Supply.—The Royal Com-
mission inquiry into this subject resumed its sittings

on Monday at the House of Lords. Sir A. E.

Binnie, chief engineer to the London County
Council, gave statistics as to the population and
rate of increase in inner and greater London, and
the areas served by the nine water companies. The
water supply was mainly derived from the rivers

Thames and Lea, springs and wells in the Lea
valley and wells in Kent. The witness quoted

figures to show how nearly there might be an
approach to the absorption of the whole flow of the

Thames during comparatively long periods in the

drier half cf the year, and that the whole flow of

the river Lea was practically absorbed in dry

weather. The Lea Conservators afforded no pro-

tection to the public, because they were entirely

overshadowed by the water companies. The witness

referred to the bitter complaints whicji had reached

the London County Comicil as to the shocking state

of the Lea. He did not altogether accept the finding

of Lord Balfour's Commission that the Thames and
Lea were satisfactory sources of supply, and held it

to be expedient that a portion of the supply should

come from some other source. He would not

abandon the present sources of supply, but would
supplement them. Continuing his evidence on
Tuesday, Sir A. Binnie said he was of opinion that

the existing supply would have to be supplemented
in ten or fifteen years, and was in favour of

obtaining an additional supply from AVales, at a
first outlay of over £14,000,000, and an ultimate

expenditure of £26,000,000. The Commission
adjourned till Monday.

The death is announced of Mr. Thomas D.
Ridley, J. P., dock and railway contractor, Middles-

brough, which occurred at his residence,Willimotes-

wick Villa, Coatham, on Friday, at the age of 73.

Mr. Ridley has lived at Redcar for over a quarter

of a century. He was formerly a member of the

Kiikleatham Local Board, and for some time its

chairman.

Mr. F. H. TuUoch held an inquiry at Menai
Bridge on Friday touching an application made to

the Board of Trade by the urban district council to

grant a provisional order for the erection of a pier

and pavilion and other works. Mr. Webster, C.E
,

of London, tho engineer, whose design was adopted

in open competition, explained that the pier would
extend seawards in a southerly direction for a

distance of 320ft. , commencing at the east end of

St. George's-road. He estimated the cost at £3,000,

inclusive of the erection of a warehouse and waiting-

room.

New offices for the West Ham School Board,

which have been erected in The Grove, Stratford,

were opened on Friday. The building has been

erected from plans by Mr. W. Jacques, the archi-

tect to the board, and has cost, exclusive of the

electric light installation, close on £14,000. The
principal apartment is the board-room, 35ft. by
40ft. It has a low octagonal dome, each of the

eight sides of which is fitted with a semi-elliptical

window glazed with coloured glass. The members
will be seated at separate desks arranged in a semi-

circle in front of a dais for the chairman and
principal officers. The floors throughout, and the

greater part of the roof, are of steel and concrete,

the paving of the corridors being of mosaic.
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TO OOBRESPONDENTS.
(We do Bot hold onrselves resjwnsible for the opinions of

our correspondents. All comiuunications should be
drawn up aa briefly a3 possible, as there are many
claimants upon the space allotted to correspondents.]

It is particularly requested that all drawing^s and all

communications respecting illustrations or hterary matter
should be addressed to the EDITOR of the BniLuiso
News, 332, Strand, "W.C., and not to members of the stafl

by name. Delay is not unfrequently otherwise caused,
All drawings and other communicatiuns are sent at con-
tributors' risks, and the Editor will not undertake to

pay for, or be liable for, unsought contributions.

Cheques and Post-office Orders to be made payable to

The Stband Newspapee Companv, Limited.

TERilS OP SUBSCRIPTION.
One Pound per annum (post free) to any part of the

United Kingdom ; for Canada, Nova Scotia, and the
United States. £1 6s. Od. (or6doLs. 30c. gold). To France
or Belgium. £1 6s. Od. (or 33fr. 30c.) To India, £1 6a. Od.
To any of the Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the
Cape, the West Indies, or Natal. £1 68. Od.

ADVERTISEilENT CHARGES.
The charge for Competition and Contract Advertise-

ments, Pubhc Companies, and all official advertisements
is Is. per line of Eight words, the first line counting as
two, the minimum charge being 6s. for four lines.

The charge for Auctions, Land Sales, and Miscellaneona
and Trade Advertisements (except Situation advertise-
ments) ia 6d. per line of Eight words (the first line

counting as two), the minimum chaise being 48. 6d. for

40 words. Special terms for series of more than six

insertions can be ascertained on application to the Pub-
lisher.

Front-page Advertisements 23. per line, and Paragraph
Advertisements Is. i>er line. No Frontr-page or Paragraph
Advertisement inserted for less than 5s.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
office not later than 3 p.m. on Thursday. Front-page
Advertisements and alterations in serial advertisements
znoBt reach the office by Tuesday morning to secure
isflertion.

Situations.

The charge for advertisements for " Situations Vacant *'

or " Situations Wanted " is Ose Shillikg forTwestt-
FOUB "WoEDs, and Sixpence for every eight words after.
All Situation Advertisements must be prepaid,

NOTICE.
Bound copies of Vol. LXXII. are now ready, and
should be ordered early (price Twelve Shillings each),
as only a limited number are done up. A few
bound volumes of Vols. XXXIX., XL., XU.,
XLVI., XLIX.. LI., Lm., LVm., LIX.,
LXi., Lxn., Lxm., Lxrv., lxv., lxvi.,
Lxvn., Lxvni., lxix., lxx., lxxi.. lxxu.
may still be had, price Twelve Shillings ; all the other
tound volumes are out of print. Most of the back-
numbers of former volxunea are, however, to be had
singly. Subscribers requiring any back numbers to
complete volimie just ended should order at once, aa
many of them soon nm out of print.

IEeceived.-S. 31. C and Son.—D. 8. N. Bristol .-
H. G. B. and Co.—W. F. L.-A. S. C.

Comspitirenct

«A PARALLEL TO WALTHAMSTOW."
To the Editor of the Buildixg Hews.

SiK,—I have received from Messrs. Wontner
and Sons (solicitors to Jlessrs. ."Spalding and
Cross) a communication complaining, on behalf
of their clients, of my letters on this subject in
the BriLDixG News. The essential part of this

communication is given in my reply to it, which
I shall be glad if you will publish below.

—

I am, &C., J.4MKS Cl IlITT.

2, Broad-street Buildings, E.G.

To Messrs. Wontner and Sons.

Gentlemen-,—I have to acknowledge the receipt of your
letter of the 14th inst.. complaining, on behalf of Me.ssrs.
Spalding and Cross, of two letters of mine in the Blmi,i>-
ix<; News, and specifically of certain remarks in the first
of these, which was published on December 17, 1S97.
Ton say that in this letter I " commence bv stating that

' it ia the duty of every honest man to aid in letting day-
light into the dark and dirty comers of architectural
practices' [-.>], and as an example of these ' dark and
dirty practices," " that I " then proceed to nuote certain
domgs of Messre. Spalding and Cross " This complaint
is entirely based on a strious. though doubtless inad-
vertent, misquotation of my words, which alters their
meaning, and puts an erroneous construction on my
whole letter.

I made no mention whatever of "practices." What I
wrote about was ar'-fiiurtura! practirr : and I meant by
this phrase what it usually does mean - namely, archi-
tectural business, and the conduct of architectural
matters, whether by architects or by the multitude of
other persons who at one time or another have to do with
them. It is with the architectural practice of these
other persons, in appointing and removing architects, that
my letter of December 17 mainly deals; and this is
evident, even in the verj- ne.vt words which follow those
you have quoted. I have never described any "doings"
of Messrs. Spalding and Cross as " dark and dirty
practices," and it is only through the serious misquota-
tion which I have pointed out that it becomes possible

to make it appear I have done so.—I am, gentlemen, yoiu-

obedient eer^'ant, J.kmes Cubitt.

P.S.—As Messrs. Spalding and Gross thought well to

announce in the Lost issue of the BriLDisr, News that

they had placed this matter in your hands, I am sending
a copy of this letter to that journal for publication.—

J. CCBITT.

WALTHAJISTOW PUBLIC BATHS.

Sir,—I think it is grossly unfair on the part

of ilessrs. Spalding and Cross to charge me with

publishing " misleading and untrue statements
"

without supplying cases in confirmation thereof.

The quibble as to whether the £25 or guineas

they received was accurately described as a

"second premium" when there were only two
competitors, requires no further comment.
Have they returned the money i

On looking over the coirespondence, I find that

many of my statements are supported by in-

dependent and reliable evidence, and in other

cases I have asked Messrs. .Spalding and Cross for

the truth, and with what result r—they have
deliberately ignored my requests.

To charge me with making ".misleading and
untrue statements " under such circumstances is

simply scandalous.

Xow, what is the reason which has induced

Slessrs. Spalding and Cross to reappear in this

matter after deliberately stating that they could

not continue the correspondence 'r It is not far

to seek. I venture to submit that, having failed

to justify their position from a professional point

of view, they have unwittingly rendered it ex-

ceedingly difficult for their special pleader to

justify his position at the forthcoming District

Council election. The influence of this corre-

spondence has been making itself felt in the

district, and consequently we find Messrs.

Spalding and Cross now being made the mouth-
piece of the views of their special pleader,

whose action has been so severely commented
upon. I have nothing to suppress, and therefore

will subject their one-sided semi-official state-

ment, basrd, not on the action of the Council, but

on the action of Committees, to as close an analysis

as I hope I have hitherto treaied their unofficial

observations.

(1) Messrs. Spalding and Cross saythat, "long
before Mr. Danford's name was suggested in

connection with the proposed work, we were
practically engaged by the council to prepare the

necessary working drawings for the baths."

You have already been informed how Mr. Spald-

ing first came before the council, and, as the

story has not been denied, but simply described

as " inaccirrate," it will bear repeating :

—

' A member of a firm of architects hearing,

quite by accident (of course), that baths were to

be constructed at Walthamstow, armed himself

with plans, came down to Walthamstow, and, by
the merest chance, called upon one of the rank
and file of the council, who was a perfect stranger

to him ; called, too, on the verj' night that the

works committee were to meet, and through this
' chance ' visit secured an interriew that very

night."
The Walthamstow Guardian (Dec. 10, 1897),

commenting upon this, says: "How very

pretty ; how entirely probable. Tell it to the

marines, or to the youngest children in an infant-

school, and just possibly it might be taken in."

Once again I ask for the truth. The state-

ment that they were " practically engaged " has

been made before, and answered as follows at a

council meeting :

—

Mr. McSh'-edy: They had practically appointed Messrs.
Spalding and Cro&s eighteen months ago (** He was in-

cited into the Committee, and picture-plans were sub-
mitted, which were so elaborate that the Committee
actually appointed him."

—

Herald report.)

Mr. Good ; I should like to see the resolution appoint-
ing them.
Mr. McSheedy ; I say we had practically got to the

appointment of these gentlemen.
Mr. Good : No.
Mr. Ogilvie : It was not true that Messrs. Spalding and

Cross were appointed eighteen months ago. They never
had been appointed.
Mr. Finch : You say you had practically appointed

Messrs. Spalding and Cross, Mr. Spalding being intro-

duced by Mr. JlcSheedy ; but they never were appointed.
— ti"'n-'l'an report, Nov. 19, 1S97.

I believe it is perfectly true that the clerk to

the council was instructed to write to the various

public bodies for whom 5Iessrs. Spalding and
Cross had erected baths to ascertain what were

the orignal estimated costs, and what was the final

expenditure incurred, and I believe it is also per-

fectly true that the following statement was made
at a council meeting:

—

"It was admitted that the baths and washhouses
erected in van .us parts of the countiy by Messrs. Spald-

ing and Cross had not, in several cases, been carried out
for the sum named."

—

truardian, April 9, 1897.

Whether this statement is correct or not I
cannot say ; but on receipt of the figures, when
Mr. Spalding's friends were in a minority, they
clamoured loudly and publicly for their publica-
tion. Since reaching the position of a majority
they have displayed a curious and interesting

reticence in connection therewith.
Messrs. Spalding and Cross appear to imagine,

in conjunction with their special pleader, that the
above instruction to the clerk (" They thought it

a ^«rt ;?rf^ suggestion . . . so they voted for it."

—Mr. McSheedy) was merely an electioneering

move.
When did this view of the case first dawn upon

them ': Was it after the reception of Mr. Plumbe's
report

'

Although builders as a rule are not averse to

extras in their own business, you will generally
find that on pu'^Iic bodies they are very severe on
architects in this respect. The suggestion to

apply to other authorities for information—
emanating as it apparently did from gentlemen
engaged in the building trade—does not surprise

me, and certainly does not strike me as an elec-

tioneering move. However, let Mr. Spalding
ask the gentleman who moved the resolution. He
will have an early opportunity.

(2) It is true that after Mr. Plumbe's rei>ort

was received it was decided in committee—no
doubt with the object of satisfying the impor-
tunity of the special pleader—to ask Jlessrs.

Spalding and Cross to appear before the next
committee to pledge themselves to erect the baths

for the sum named '. The actual date of ttiis

meeting I do not know, but it must have been
early in February (1897), and about the time of

the Walthamstow Parliamentary Election. At
th'S period the following telegram was published

(Feb. 5):—"To J. J. McSheedy. Hearty con-

gratulations on your (!) brilliant victory.

Spalding." Did this telegram refer to the elec-

tion, or did it refer to the victory gained in com-
mittee 'r However, telegram or no telegram, the

majority altered their views before the council

meeting. (Is it an unheard-of arrangement for a

council to upset a cLause in a committee's report rj

The reasons were set forth at the time in a letter

which appeared in the Ouarilian (March .5), and
from which I take the following extract :

—

At the special committee a prominent member of the

opposition said there was no hurry for the baths. 'Note.
—Mr. Spaldin'i's " chaw' " eisit uas t I'lhfr-n months hefwe.)

In my opinion time enough has been wasted : obstruction

has been well kept up, and now the prominent member,
if I understand him, wishes to put the matter off, so that

he may at election time misrepresent, and make it appear
that the members on the other side have caused the delay.

Here we have direct evidence that Mr.

Spalding's special pleader was endeavouring to

bring about what they now complain (without

the slightest justification) the other side did

twelve months before— viz., to delay the selection

of the architect until after the election.

I " do not know to what extent the machina-

tions on the part of their principal supporter

were approved or instigated " by Messrs. Spalding-

.and Cross ; but I " do know that they were pre-

pared to benefit by the results calculated to be

achieved."

(3) Messrs. Spalding ami Cross further say :—
'

' The third council at once rescinded the reso-

lution carrying Mr. Dunford's appointment on

the ground that it was obtained by a ' gross act

of jobbery.' " I think it must be impossible for

anyone who has carefully read the foregoing to

avoid drawing the conclusion that Jlessrs. Spalding

and Cross must have sunk very low indeed to

prefer in your columns such a rash and hasty

charge.

I venture to say that it is a deliberate insult

not only to Mr. Rowland Plumbe, but to every

member of the Council who has confirmed that

gentleman's decision.

What evidence have they cited in support of

this charge ':'

(1) That the minority of the 1895 CoucoU

declined to take Messrs." Spalding and Cross at

their own or at the valuation of their special

pleader.

Has it come to this :-—that one man out of

twenty-two is to be allowed to select the architect

of a public institution, and if he is not allowed to

have his way, that the majority of his colleagues

are to be described through his nominee as

" jobbers."

(2) That the majority of the 1896 council

refused to allow Messrs. Spalding and Cross to

appear before them to state how they were going
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to carry out their scheme for l'7,U0ll ! ^Since

raised on their appointment to .£S,500). 1 have

no authority to defend the action of any particular

section of tto council, and, therefore, in dealing

with this matter, shall chiefly confine myself to

recorded evidence.

I shall submit that they were perfectly justified,

apart from the approaching election, as explained

above, for two reasons. First, they had already

paid a heavy fee to Jlr. I'lumbe to advise them
on the point, and he said it could not be done for

anything like the money. Secondly, they had

wthin their own ranks gentlemen possessing ex-

perience of the building trade who were quite

able to gauge the fact for themselves ; as will be

seen from the following dialogue which took

phice at council meetings :

—

Mr. Good : As a builder of many years' standing, said,

u-hrn t/iri/ >efrrrM thu plans to M, Putmhe, lh''j a<jtf'il to

abUle hrj thot tjnttUmnii's tln-ision as to plans for carrying

out the work as near £7,000 as possible. Mr. Flumbe
said in his report that Sir. Dunford's plans were best for

the price, although those of Messrs. Spalding' and Cross

were bctt^^r in other respects. He was afraid the latter

firm bud not considertd the coat in preparing their plans.

He went on to say that the pUns of Bpiilding and Cross

must involve a much heavier outlay.

Mr. Ogilvie : As a builder with over 40 years' experi-

ence, he had no hesitation in saying that the plans pre-

pared by Messrs. Spalding and Ci'oss could not be carried

out for anything like £7,^HX). They had gone in fur what
he believed would be an expensive building. If they
had plenty of money to spare, and could spend £12,000,

he would support them in putting the matter back, /nr
i<0 'ionl>f Mr. Duhfoi-d 'Oiihl ij'w th'in o irr// <litt'rr'nt luild-

'ii;//or t/i'tt iimnui.t. Mr. Dunford's plans had first place,

and he should support sealing the contract.— Quai-dian^

AprU 9, ISO?.

Mr. Finch : If I had done in the case of Mr. Dunford
what had been done in the other case, no doubt insinua-

tions would have been made ; but I make none against
Mr. McSheedy. He says we have been guilty of trickery,

and I say, if we bad done what he has done with Messrs.
Spalding and Cross there might be some foimdation for

it, but we have not done such a thing, and I have never
discussed with Mr. Dunford the subject of the plans.

Messrs. Spalding and Cross were said to be rattling good
men, and no doubt they were ; but they did not keep
within the margin, and the arbitrator said their plans
were not economical. Mr. Dunford did endeavour to

keep to the price, and it was unfair to say there was
jobbery. It was not right, honest, or fair, and it was
immoral to rescind the appointment.— tluar<liau, Nov.
19, 1897.

The Guardian of the same date says, in the

course of a leading article, "there is not a

shadow of foundation for the accusations of

trickery and jobbery made with reference to

Mr. Dunford's appointment." In the face of
these fitets ii'i/l Messis. Spalding and Cross repeat

their charge .'

These gentlemen are anxiotis to know who said

their design was placed second. The following

is a copy of the official resolution. " That in

accordance with the award of Mr. Kowland
Plumbe, the author of the design under motto
'Hygiene' be appointed architect for the public

baths, subject to the drawings being approved by
the Local Government Board, and that the agreed

sum of £'25 be paid to the author of the design

placed second under the motto ' Experience.'

"

I have examined the article referred to by
Messrs. Spalding and Cross in a local sheet edited

by the special pleader, and find, first, that Jlessrs.

Spalding and Cross's letter now under considera-

tion incorporates all its salient points ; and,

secondly, that the letter and article are similarly

constructed, thereby raising inferences of an
obvious character.

In conclusion, permit me to say that I have
had no communication whatever with any
member of the late or present council as to the

interpretation to be placed upon the acts of com-
mittees in contradistinction to the judgment of

the late council.—I am, i:c.

.

J. WlLLI.iM.S DlXFORl).

100c, Queen Victoria-street, E.(-'.

SECONI' r-RI/.F, DKSli-.S.

Town Hall, •2,991,3nr,ft. at lljd £146,4.59 12 9

I.aw Courts, 1,947,476ft., at lid 89,'259 5 5

Basement of Town Hall (not shown on
published drawings), say 6,C00

£240,718 18 2

Note.—The prices per cubic foot are competitors' own
figures.

Outside the important question of ignoring the

conditions (and you arc entitled to our thanks for

the trenchant remarks re this in this week'sleading

article, p. 51 ante), the profession is entitled

to have the matter of exceeding the cost cleared

up. It is time a stand was made when a mis-

carriage of justice like this takes place, and I

hope Mr. Waterhouse for his own credit's sake

will not let the matter rest where it is, but " do

justice, though the heavens fall."—I am, &c.,

Nemo.

Jttttt:c0mmunicatt0tt»

QUESTIONS.
[11884.]—"Red" and "Yellow" Ijeal—Will a

practical reader define these terms, and how they can be
distinguished ? Textbooks leave the student hopelessly

in the dark : they merely distinguish the tree and the

general uses, but give no information as to which kind Ls

to be used for any particular sort of work. The Latin or

botanical name for each of these building designations

ought to be made clear, and I am glad that D. Forbes-
Smith, in a letter in last week's " B.N.," has called atten-

tion to the subject. All architects would rejoice to see a

better classification.—A Leakn'ER.

[I18SS.]-Foreien Slates.-"What are the kinds of

slates imported from America and other countries .* Are
they reliable and non-porous ? I shall be glad of any
nformation and prices.

—

Coc.s'Tbv Bciloer.

THE CAEDIEF COMPETITION.
Sir,—Mr. AVaterhouse's silence in regard to

my charge of remissness in checking the cubic

contents maj- be discreet, but is not what we, as

competitors, are entitled to. Surely, if the pro-

fession rely on Mr. Waterhouse's judgment, they

are entitled to some justification of his action in

this matter.

1, for one, am not disposed to let the matter
rest, having had to suffer once from a parallel

case. Hence, I have had the cubic contents of

the first and second prize designs carefully
measured. The result is as follows :

—

FIRST PRIZE OESIGN.

Town Hall, S,006,935ft., at lid. £137,817 17 1

LawCourts, 2,331,760ft., at lOjd 102,146 (! 3

£239,963 3 4

SEFLIES.
[11882.]—Brickwork Facing Measurement.—

Facings are measured as extra per foot super, on the
common brickwork. It is usual to take the gables by the

width and half the height. The reveals of windows are
measured the whole depth. For gauged walls, the fice

and soffit. There is an example given in Leaning's
" Uuantity Surveying." It is customary to deduct any
facings of the stock brickwork, and then measure the

facings if of red brick.—G. H.

[11882.]—Brickwork Facing- Measurement.—
Collect the lengths of wallmg from plan, and put the
total down as one dimension, and und'-r it the height to,

say, plate level. This will make one sum for the round
of walls up to the gables. Then take the gables sepa-
rately, heiglit by width, and lialve it in each case, and
these sums are added. Describe the bricks, pointing, &:c.

It is best to take the gables separately, so as to be able to

dissect the work if necessarv.—A Sl'Bveyor.

At Friday's meeting of the Salford Board of

Guardians, the building committee recommended
the board to authorise them to make an offer of

£11,000 for a plot of land at Hope, containing

about twenty acres, adjoining land ahready in

possession of the guardians, as the site for the pro-

posed new workhouse for the union. The recom-
mendation was adopted after a discussion.

The new operation rooms at the North Statt'ord-

shire Infirmary, at Stoke-on-Trent, were formally

opened last week. All the old fittings are replaced

by suites, wash-basins, and shelves made specially

by Messrs. Twyford's, Limited, the flooring being

of terrazza, and the walls of specially-made tiles by
Messrs. AVedgwood and Sons. The alterations have
been carried out by Mr. T. Goodwin, builder, from
the designs of Messrs. Lynam, Beckef:t, and Lynam,
of Stoke-on-Trent, at an estimated cost of £1,000.

At the last meeting of the St. Olave's Guardians,
ten tenders were opened for the erection of a new
workhouse at Ladywell, Catford. The buUding is

to accommodate SoO persons, and the architects'

estimate was £15(),000. The successful Arm were
Messrs. Shillitoe, of Bury St. Edmunds, whose
tender was £1.5S,7S'i. A motion by Mr. Collins

that the work should be contined to London firms

was negatived ; but a resolution was adopted
requesting Messrs. Shillitoe to give consideration to

the claims of London workmen, and especially to

residenta in St. Olave's Union.

Mr. J. Loughborough Pearson, R.A., of 13,

Mansfield-street, who died on the 11th ult.,

leaving personal estate of the value of £.tI,913,

left a wUl dated July 6, ISTo. The sole executor

of his wUl is his son, Mr. Frank L. Pearson,

architect. The testator bequeathed to his valued
and faithful assistant, John Codd, £l!00, and ex-

pressed the hope that his son would avail himself of

the services of the said John Codd. Mr. Pearson
directs his son, within six months after the

testator's death, to purchase two annuities of £00
each, one for the testator's sister Sarah, widow of

Mr. Huffman, of Amsterdam, and one for his

sister-in-law, Sarah Cliristian. He gives the entire

residue of his estate to his said son absolutely.

(Bwc ^Mce %Mt.
The result of tho elections at the Koya!

Academy on Wednesday evening is that Mr.

George Aitchison, who, since Mr. G. E. .Street's

death in January, ISS'2, has been the Professor of

Architecture at the Academy Schools, and is now
serving a second year of office as President of the

Koyal Institute of ]?ritiah Architects, is advanced

from the rank of Associate to full Academician,

thus taking the seat among the forty held since

1880 by Jlr. Pearson. Professor Aitchison was
elected as an A.R.A. nearly seventeen years

ago, and, as the Staiiilard says, as " an archi-

tect had to be chosen to the higher grade of

the Academy, there was no reason to refuse

him the distinction, though his claims may
scarcely be said to have called loudly for it."

The second associate promoted to full honours

is Mr. Edward John Ciregory, landscape and

portrait painter, a brilliant colourist. Popular

opinion had anticipated that the choice would

fall on Mr. B. Williams Leader, who, like Mr.

Gregory, became an associate in 1883 ; but his

turn will probably come next month when two

other academicians and an associate are to be

chosen. The - new associates are both genre

painters—Mr. Lionel P. Smythe and Jlr. H. H.
La Thangue.

A LECTVRE on '• Composition in Architectural

Studies" was delivered before the Edinburgh
Photographic Society on Friday by Mr. Hippo-

lyte J. Blanc, K.S.A., architect ; and by a

coincidence Mr. F. T. Baggallay was at the

same hour dealing with the topic of Composition

in Architecture, regarded, however, from the

view point of the designer, and not that of

the photographer, before the members of the

London Architectural Association, as fully re-

ported on another page of our issue. Mr. James
Patrick, the president of the society, occupied

the chair. At the outset Mr. Blanc suggested a

definition of composition to show the different

conditions under which composition has to be

considered by the painter, the sculptor, and the

architect. The painter worked upon a surface of

canvas which he could alter and treat according

to his will, but which, when done, did not

change. The sculptor did his work, like the

architect, inhisstudio, but when brought outto the

light of day and put in position, not one aspect of

it only was viewed, but it was surveyed from all

sides, and therefore, he said, the architect and the

sculptor had to nake their compositions pleasing

from many points of view. He pointed out that

the photographer of architectural studies was
under the same disadvantage in that the group

photographer could pose his subject in front of his

camera, but the architectural photographer had

to bring his camera round and round his building

or group of buUdings until he found out the best

position from which he could obtain the most

satisfactory picture.

DvRisG the demolition of St. Michael's Church,

Wood-street, Cheapside, a small window, con-

sisting of three quafrefoil lights arranged in a

triangle, was discovered in the south wall.
^
This,

with some fragments of stained glass, exhibiting

delicate tracery and foliate designs, some encaustic

tiles, with cream-coloured patterns upon a red

ground, and portions of an early stone ccffin, have

been secured for the Guildhall Museum. These

remains date from about the 11th century, th..

window having probably been built up when the

church, which suffered during the Great Fire, was

re-erected by Sir Christopher Wren in 1673.

The Old Bell" Inn, Holborn, one of the last of the

galleried hostelries, has also contributed a relic

to the museum. It is a sculptured stone, bearing

the arms of the Fowlers of Islington, who pro-

b.ably once owned the property, tlther objects

recently acquired for the museum include a

little Roman scent-bottle, of a rare type, from

Ivy-lane, Newgate ; a tiny oUa, decorated with

raised bosses ; a group of 17th-centm-y jjewterand

pottery, from Great Chapel-street, tlxford-street

;

and several examples of pottery and glass,

tobacco pipes, keys. &c., from the various City

excavations. The library committee of the Cor-

poration have presented to them a report

announcing the completion, in manuscript, of a

catalogue of the antiqiuties in the Museum. The
committee suggested that the catalogue should V>e

printed on demy quarto paper, that one section

should be published first with good illustra-

tions, and that one-half of the edition of l,00ii

copies should be placed on sale. With that

^ I
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view they asked for £100 to print as large a

portion of the catalogue as that sum would
allow, reserving for a future report the question

of printing a smaller edition of the catalogue,

without illustrations. The question came before

the Corporation last week, with the result that

the report was referred back for reconsideration,

with especial reference to the ultimate cost of

the catalogiie as a whole, and having regard to

the fact that over £1,000 has already been
spent in arrangingand cataloguing theantiquities.

At the same meeting £700 was voted for general

repairs to the building of the Guildhall Library
and a reari-angement of the reading-room.

Tiir secretary to the ICdinburgh Building
Trades E.xchange, Mr. John XicoU, has sent the

following letter to the chairman of the committee
of contributors to the Royal Infirmary in that

city with reference to the tenders for the new
pavilion:—"The committee of the Building
Exchange consider it their duty to the public to

draw attention to the large increase in the tenders
accepted over others before the board, ily com-
mittee consider that the excess is so great as to

call for inquiry and explanation. For example,
the accepted tenders for mason and joiner work
are £18,628. One lower offer at least, from
responsible and well-known contractors who have
carried out extensive worss in this city and all

over .Scotland, was £17,008—excess, " £1,620.
Plumber—accepted, £:J,1S8; rejected, £2,92.3

—

excess, £263. And there is a prevalent belief

that the tenders for other work have been dealt

with in the same manner. It is conceded that
there was no obligation on the board to accept
the lowest offers, but, on the other hand, when
the funds involved relate to the building of a
public charity, it is obvious that such exception-
ally high offers should not be accepted without
explanation, of which none has been vouchsafed.
The ditlerence in money is a serious matter, both
to the institution and to the public. Moreover.
there is no use inviting competitive offers if lower
offerers of equal, if not better, business standing
than higher offerers are rejected, and the higher
offerers accepted according to the whim of the
board for the time being, or of those having influ-

ence with it."

A FEW days ago some experiments took place
on the Xo. 6 section of the Birmingham Water-
works Scheme at Rubery HiU (Mr. A. Kellett's
contract]. The whole of a hillock, and some
"20ft. below the ground level, in close proximitv
to Rubery Station, had to be blasted for the pur-
pose of concreting the bottom of the new reservoir
now being constructed at Frankley Lodge. The
problem to be solved was how to blast the rock
(which is of a very flinty nature, lying in beds
with partings of clay between) without dis-
persing the same over the line and station. Any
of the nitro-glycerine explosives, such as dyna-
mite, gelignite, kc, would have been too quick
in their action, and were discarded. Mr. Thomas
Johnson, of Dudley, assisted by the shotfirers,

conducted the experiments. The explosive selected
was "tonite," which requires no thawing in
cold weather. It was the principal blasting
agent used on the Manchester Ship Canal, Severn
Tunnel, Mersey Tunnel, Barry Docks, and many
other large contracts. The one side of the
hillock having been " peppered'' with holes
these were charged with Ivjin. diameter 6oz. car-
tridges fitted with slow time fuses. These were
lighted, and one after the other the whole of the
charges exploded, simply lifting and toppling the
stone and rubble down the hillside ready to be
loaded up into trucks below, clearly demonstrating
the slow action of the explosive. The experi-
ments were, the Birmingham lut states, voted a
thorough success.

The sixth of the series of fortnightlv lectures
organised by the Glasgow Corporation on art
subjects was delivered on Saturday evening, the
lecturer bein": Mr. K. C. Graham, F.S.A., of
Skipness, whose subject was " Xotes on the
Early Sculptures of Argyllshire." The chair
was occupied by Bailie Shearer, chairman of the
museums and galleries sub-committee. Sir
<iraham referred to the well-known stones at
lona, and explained that they only form a por-
tion of a very large collection, specimens o.f
which still exist in most of the old Argyllshire
churchyards. After showing what little interest
was taken m this subject until about fifty years
ago, the lecturer commented upon what had
since been done by various writers in describing
and illustrating a large number of specimens.
Mr. Graham attributed the monuments to three '

periods, showing in turn Celtic, .Scandinavian,

and Lombardic influence. A series of slides was
exhibited, beginning with examples of pre-

Norman sculptures, including the great standing

crosses of Kidalton, of Kilnave, and St. Martin's
cross at lona. An example was next shown of a

small class of stones of a Norwegian character.

Then followed specimens attributed to the 13th,

1-1 th, and lath centuries, showing effigies of

ecclesiastics and warriors. Arc. Examples were
also given of stones remarkable for the beauty or

variety of their design. A'iows of many of the

later crosses followed, and in describing a panel on
the KUchoman cross, the lecturer explained how
plaited work was elaborated from a simple series

of parallel bands, and to show how this was done
reconstructed the one in question on the black
board.

MEETINGS FOB THE ENSUFNO WEEK.
MoN'D.vv.—Eoyal Institute of British Architects. Presi-

dent's Address to .Students. S p.m.
Surveyors" Institution. " Surveyors as

Arbitrators,"' by A. A. Hudson. 8 p.m.
Liverpool Architectural Society.

" Brass and Copper Work," by E. LI. B.
Eathbone.
Leeds and Yorkshire Architectural

Society. *' Ornamental Hand-Wrought
Metalwork," by Nelson Dawson. 7.30

Tuesday. - " Renaissance Woodwork in
by J. Hungerford Pollen.

p.m.
Society of Arts,

England,"
S p.m.

Auctioneers' Institute. Conversazione.
WEDNESDAV.—Society of Ai-ts. " Fireproof Construc-

tion of Buildings," by Thomas Potter,
s p.m.

TiicHSDAv.— Society of Architects. " Accounts for Archi-
tects," by Calder Marshall, F.C.A. St.

James's Hall, Piccadilly, W. S p m.

€l}t S0cktg of ^ttijittcts.

Founded 1884. Incorporated 1893.

TheTH'RD ORDIXARV MEETING of the Socit-tT of Arohitecl^
for Ilie Session l&ST-yp will be held at the Rpc.ms of the Societv. at
St. James's HaU, Piciadillv. "VV., on THURSDAY, Jiinu.irv 2-tli, If-'Jrt.

at Ei^ht p m.. ^hen a Kper will be read hv Mr. H'. f ALDER
MARSHALL, F.C..\., entitU-t! " ACCOINTS FOR .ARCHITECTS '

ELLIS MARSLASD. Hon. Sec.
MfiNTAGU BALDWIN, M.A., Sfc.

Cmbe i^tbjs.

"WAGES MOVEMENT?.
BoLTOX.—The plasterers of Bolton have just sent

in an application for an advance in their wages by
Id. per hour and a reduction in their working hours
from .52 to 19J per week in the summer. They are
now rated at 9d. per hour, and ask for lOd. They
also request to be allowed to start work half an
hour later each summer morning except Monday.

Maschesteh.—As the result of an application by
the members of the house painters* trade union in

the Manchester district for an increase of wages, it

has been agreed by the employers to make an
advance of id. per hour above the present rate, to

date from next May.

Lr^-EEPOOL.—At the town-hall, on Friday, the
Lord Mayor (Alderman Moulding), sitting as
arbitrator, took evidence regarding the points
which are now in dispute in the plastering trade
—namely, the apprentice rule, the country rule,

and the time for giving notice of alteration of rules.

There were present on behalf of the Liverpool
Master Builders' Association Messrs. Thomas Jones,
Charles Tanner, Ben H. Johnson, Robert Johnson,
R. Bromley Gardner, J. Cothliffe, and J. A. S.

Hassall (secretary) ; while the representatives of
the National Association of Operative Plasterers in
attendance were Messrs. W. W. Jackson, J. Griffin,

W. Morgan, Richard King, J. Crute, John Kenny,
and W. Baldwin (secretary). The award of the
arbitrator will be delivered at the earliest date.

LATEST PRICES.

PILKINGTON & CO.
(Established IS.jS),

MONUMENT CHAMBERS.
KINa "WILLIAM STREET, LONDON, E.G.

R.-gt^t^red Trade Murk :

POLONCEflO flSPHllLTE

Patent Asphalte and Felt Roofing.

ACID-EESLSTING ASPH-iLTE.
WHITE SILICA VAVTSQ.

SEYSSEL ASPHALTE.

IRON, &o.
Per ton.

to
Per ton.
£6 10
7 10
6 10
8

17
5 17

8 5
10 10

Rolled-Iron Joists , Belgian £(i

Eolled-SteelJoists. English 6 10
Wrought-Iron (iirder Plates 6 15
Bar Iron, good Staffs 7
Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Round, or
Square 17

Do., Welsh 5 15
Boiler Plates, Iron-
South Staffs 7 IT 6 „
BestSnedshiU 10 „

Angles 10s., Tees 1f^. per ton extra.
Builders* Hoop Iron, for bonding. &c., £6 15s. Od. per ton.
Builders' Hoop Iron, galvanised, £15 lOs. Od. per ton.
Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Ii'on

—

No. 18 to 20. No.22to24.
6ft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per too.
gauge £10 15 ...£11

Beat ditto 11 5 8 ... 1110
Per ton. Per ton.

Cast-iron Columns £6 to £8 10
Cast-iron Stanchions 6 0,, 8 10
OasHron Sash Weights — ,,426
Cast-iron Socket Pipes

—

3in. diameter 6 10 „ 6 16
4in. to6in 6 5 0,, 5 10
7in. to 2-lin. (all sizes) 4 15 „ 6 5

[Coated with composition, 2s, 6d. per ton extra; turned
and bored joints, 5s. per ton extra. J

Pig Iron— Per ton.

Cold Blast, Lilleshall 1053. to llOs.

Hot Blast, ditto 573. 6d. to 623. 6d.
Wrought-Iron Tubes—Discount off Standard Li^ f.o.b.

Gas-Tubes 75p.c. Fittings 77}p.o.
Water-Tubes 70 „ 7"2i

Steam-Tubes 6"2i „ 65
Galvanised Gas-Tubes 60 „ 62i
Galvanised Water-Tubes 55 „ 57*
Galvanised Steam-Tubes 45 ,, 47}

lOcwt. casks. 6cwt. casks.

Sheet Zinc, for roofing and work- Per ton. Per ton.

ing up £2-2 10 to £23 10
Sheet Lead, 31b. per sq. ft. super. 15 „ 15 15
Pig Lead, in Icwt. piga 13 15 „ 14 13

Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 17 10 „ IS 10
CopperSheets, sheathing and rods 58 10 „ .59 10
Copper, British Cake and Ingot-.. 50 10 „ 5110
Tin, Straits 64 3 9 „ 65 3 9
Do., English Ingots 67 10 „ 6S
Spelter, Silesian 17 7 6 „ 18 7 6

Per ton. Per ton.

Cut Clasp Nails, Sin. to 6in £3 15 „ £9 15

Cut Floor Brads 8 10 „ 9 10

Wire Nails (Points de Paris)

—

to 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

8/6 9/0 9/6 10,3 11,0 12,'0 13,0 14,'9 16,9

TIMBER.
Teak, Burmah per load £14
„ Bangkok 10 10

Quebec pine, pitch —
„ yellow ... 2 10

„ Oak 4 15

„ Birch 4 2

„ Ehn , ... 4

„ Ash „ ... 3 5
Dantsic and Memel Oak „ ... 2 2

Fir , ... 1 16

Wainscot, Eiga p. log ... „ ... 2 10

Lath. Dantsic. p.t „ ... 4 10

St. Petersburg „ ... 5
Greenheart „ ... 8 5
Box , ... 4
Sequoia, U.S.A. ...per cube foot 1

Mahogany, Cuba, per super foot

lin. thick

„ Honduras ... ,, ... '0

,, Mexican „ ...

Cedar, Cuba , ...

,, Honduras ,, ...

Satinwood
Walnut, Italian , ...

Deals, per St. Petersburg Standard, 120

by llin. :

—

Quebec, Pine, 1st £19 15

„ 2nd 14

3rd 6 10

Canada Spruce, 1st 9 10

2nd and 3rd 8

New Brunswick 7 15

Riga 6 15

St. Petersburg 8 15

Swedish 9

Finland 7 10

White Sea 9
Battens, all sorts 6
Flooring Boards, per square of lin. :—

1st prepared £0 8 6
2nd ditto 7

Other qualities 6
Staves, per standardM :—
Quebec pipe —
U.S. ditto «*>
Memel, cr. pipe 230

Memel, brack 200

OILS.
Linseed per ton. £14 17

Eapeseed, English pale... „ ... 25

Do., brown „ ... 25 10

Cottonseed, refined 14 10

OUve, Spanish .• ... 32

Seal, pale » ••• 23 15

Cocoanut, Cochin , ... 26

Do., Ceylon „ ... 22

Pahn, Lag^ ^ 10

Oleine .. — 18 15

Lubricating U.S. per gal. 6 3
Petroleum, rcHned 43

Tar, Stockholm perbarrel 10
Do., Archangel „ ... 12 6
Turpentine, American... per ton 23

B.W.G.
per cwt.

to £15 10

„ IS

4 10
6
6
6
4 10
3 2
3 15
3 10
5 10
6 10
8 10
15

1 10

6}
6{
5
41
4|

-12ft. by IJin.

to £25 15

„ 16 10

„ 11

„ 11 5

„ 9

„ 8

„ 7 15

I, 12 15

„ 15 10

„ 8

„ 16

„ 20

£0 15 «
12
6 6

£(2 10
240
210

to £1.-1

26
26
15
33
24
27
22 10
23
19 15

7 6

4i16
15

23 10
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LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.

T

Owlton, Victoria—Children's Ho«pit«l £100, £50, £25 J. Nicholson, Hon. Sec , Pelham-street, Carlton, Australia Jan. .W

LeicCTter-Motor Refuse Carts Corporation E. G. Mawbey, Borough Engineer, Leicester 31

Rugby-Public Work. Cattle Market T. M. Wratialaw, Clerk, Ragby Feb. 1

Eastleigh-Publio OlHces 60g8. (mergedl, 20g8 Hy. White, clerk. U.D.C., 19, St. Peter's-atreet. Winchester „ 7

Wolvprhamptnn - Motor Vans Public Works Committee J. W. Bradley, C.E., Bomush Engineer, Town Hall,Wolverhampton „ 7

Barrow-in-Fume.<«-Technical School.'" £50 (merged), £20 The Town Qerk, Town Hall, Barrow-in-Furness „ 14

Port Elizabeth— Frt^-' I^ibrarv {As(»e8«or8, Sir F. Blaine and
R. H.Hammen.l.v-Hutu>n-£22.000 limit) 100 Guineas. 50 Guineas G. Oettle, Librarian, Port Elizabeth, S.A 1.5

New York-Sun Dial ' Plaster Model i SOOdol., 250dol Sec.Xational SculptureSoc, 215. Westo7th-street,NewYork 2S

Newca-«tle-on-Tmi--KewInlirmary (local Arehitects) (No first" £150, £100, £50 Secretary Building Committee, Newcastle Mar. 1

Bcrwiok-on-TwMd-Police-Station (£5.000 limit) Commission or £50, £25 R. Weddell, Town Clerk, Berwick-on-Tweed It

Singapore—Town Hall .SOO.OCOdol. limit) £200, £100 Major Cameron, RE., Colonial OlHces, Downing-street, S.W. 31

Belper—Sewage Disposal Schemes 60 Guineas, 25 Guineas Joseph Pym, CTerk, Helper May 1

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

BXriLDINGS.
Halil"ax-K.\teniiion of Atlas Boiler Works Geo. Buckley and Son. .^chitect. Town Chambers, Halifax Jan. 2-^

Wickliam Market—Additions to Schools Managers Henry J. Wright. 4, Museum-street, Ipswich „ '-'^

Flushing. Comwall- School Buildings F. F. Savage, Flushing Vicarage... ' '^^

I.<-ith— Klectric Litrbt Station. Grfat Junction-street Magistrates and Council T. B. Laing, Town Clerk. Leith t, ^'-

Frizington-Altpr.aiionsto Cottages, Moor-street J. W. Drummond, Sec, Permanent Benefit Bldg. Soc.Cockermouth ,, 2-

Maerooin -Drying-Chamber and Bath-Room at Workhouse ... Guardians J. T. Murphv, Clerk, Macroom, Ireland »
'-'^

Txmg Lawford —House T. W. Willard, Architeet, Eusby " j]-

Perth—New Oa.sworks, Friarton Gas Commissioners Wm. MacLeish, Clerk, City Chambers, Perth i,
'f^^

Milton Buckland—Tea-Eoom Rev. J. W. Simpson, Wesleyan Minister, Tavistock » ''^

SheHield—Machine Shop Crookes, Roberts, and Go Edward Winder, jun , Architect. Wharfleld, Sheffield '-":

Rainh-im, Kent -Two Houses . T. S. Wakeley, The Che%tnuts, Rainham, Kent » j'-

Bovirnemouth—Additions to Glenbrook W. H. Shaw D. Stewart, Architect, Richmond Chambers, Boximemouth ,,
2i

Boiit of Garten—Villa D. Macpherson. Boat of Garten • [-'-|

Rawdon -Alterations and Additions to Friends' School Jackson and Priestman, The Exchange, Bradford ,,
'--

Guestling— Police Buildings East Sussex County Council Henry Card, Coimty Surveyor, County Hall, I^ewes ,,
2-

Ixichm.aben-.ilterations to Free Church T. E. Watson. National Ba'nk, Lochmaben ••
'-'-

Cork-Two DweUing-Houses, Blair's Hill James. F. M'Mullen, M.S. A., Architect, 30, South Mall. Cork .. ,. 2i

Fairbum—Additions to School Board School Board A. Hartley. Architect and Sur\-eyor, Carlton Chambers, Castleford ,. *-

Lockwood-Railway Waggon Works James Kenworthy and Son. Lockwood. York • '^^

CuUingworth- Thirteen Houses .. David Weatherhead, Architect, 55, Devonshire-street, Keijhley „ "22

Epsom-Temporary Structures (for 7C0 patients and staff),
, , i, .m- ->i

Horton Manor Estate London County Council R.W. Partridge, Clerk Asvlums Committee. 21, Whitehall-pl., S.W. „ it

Bristol-Infant School, Hotwells Bristol School Board William Avery Adams, Clerk, Guildhall, Bristol >i |*-

Godalming-Mortuary in Cemetery Joint Burial Board .'. Welman and Street, Architects, Church-street, Godalmmg .. Jt
Leeds-Eight Houses Industrial Co-operative Society W. S. Braithwaite, Architect, 6, South-parade. Leeds ..— .• 24

Slaithwaite—Residence, I.ingards
, J. Berry, .^.rchitect, 9, Queen-street, Huddersfield »

**

Robin Hood—Rebuilding Old Half-Way House Hotel City Brewery Company ...'....... Thomas Winn, Architect, 90, Albion-street. Leeds ,
'-*

Bristol— Premises. Wine-street Harris and Sons Henry Williams, Architect, 24, Clare-street, Bristol >• ^*
Chelmsford- Villas and Cottage, New London-road Dr. Thresh George E. Clare, Architect, 66, Duke-street, Chelmsford ^4
Swindon -Washing Baths G.W.R. Medical Fund Socie^ The Secretary, Swindon -• " .;i

Bristol—Repairing Pubhc Bi'hs Corporation T. H. Yahbicom, City Engineer, 51, Prince-street, Bn-stol „ -'

Llanwrst— School for Girls, and Alterations and Additions to ,,-

Boys' Schools, at Llanwrst County School Peter Mclntyre. Clerk to the Governors, Llanwrst . ^Mancbester-Thirty-two Two-Story Tenement Buildings, &c.... Sanitary Committee The City Surveyor, Town Hall. Manchester " J?
Bideford—Kingsley Hotel, Hish-street .. ... R. T. Hookway, Architect, 12, Bridgeland-street. Bideford j?
Winchaster-Enlargementof Post Office Commissioners of H.M.Works Hon. Reginald B. Brett, Secretary. 12, Whitehall-place, S.W... .... „ 2o

Elton-Inn Edwd. .\. Whipham, A.R I.B.A., 59, High-street, Stockton-on-Tees „ io

Bootle—Lodge, Derby Park Corporation J. H. Farmer, Town Clerk, Bootle •• t?
Batley—Eight Houses, George-street B. Wilson. Architect, Bradford-road, Batley • ^Hoghton— Passenger Station and Footbridge Lancashire and Yorkshire By. Co.... C. W. Bayley, Secretary, Hunt's Bank, Manchester « ^
Burley. Leeds—Sixteen Houses, Cardigan-lane . C. F. Wilkirison, 35, Park-square, Leeds »»

-x?

Cashelshanaghan—Villa Captain F. T. Verschoyle William Barker, Architect. 3. Richmond-street, Londonderry „ ^l
Manchester - Thirteen .Shops. Oldham-road Sanitary Committee The City Surveyor, Town Hall, Manchester »• *?

Burnley—E.xtension of Electric Light Station G. H. Pickles. A.MI.C.E., Town Hall, Burnley . -*

Manchester— Twenty-six Three-story Tenements and "Two
Shops. Pott-street. Ancoats Sanitary Committee The City Surveyor, Town Hall. Manchester • ^i

Leeds-Dead Meat Jlarket, New York-street Markets Committee Jno. Harrison, Town Clerk. Town Hall, Leeds >• ^^
Lightehtfe-StableandCoach-House, Lightdiffe Joseph F. Walsh. Architect, Bank Chambers, Halifax <> -;;

Bethnal Green. E.—Block of Dwellings on Boimdary-st. Ar^a .. London County Council T. Bell, Clerk, Council Ctffices, Spring-gardens, S.W »» -f
Manchester—Thirty-si-x Two-Storv Tenement Buildings Sanitary Committee The City Surveyor. "Town Hall. Manchester '•• »» -?

Milford- Gate Lodge and Entrance at Cemetery J. J. Phillips and Son, Architects. 61, Eoyal-avenue, Belfast „ -'

Lteds-Eepairs to Various Schools School Board W. Packer. Clerk. School Board OlBces, Leeds -•?

Manchester—Lodging-House. Harrison-street, Ancoats Sanitary Committee The City Surveyor, Town Hall, Manchester • -'^

Keighley—Two Shops and Houses, Cooke-street W. and J. B. Bailev, Architects, 1. Scott-street, Keighley „ -J

Hastings-Additions to Olive Vale School School Board J. H. Tendall, Clerk. 4. Bank Buildings, Hastings
J^.

Dewsbury— Five Houses in Thomhill-road J. H. Brearley, Architect, Hanover-street, Batley - » -J
Bridlington Quay—Eleven Houses Directors oif the People's Palace W. S. Walker, Architect, Central Chambers, Bridlington Uuay ,

-•>

Hull—New School Board Offices, Albion-street D. Jno. O'Donoghue, Clerk, Town Hall, Hull " -*

Avieraore Junction— Station Buildings Highland Railway Co Wm. Gowenlock, Secretary, Inverness »' ~^l

Caton-Dwelling-House C. Leeson. Caton, near Lancaster , '
~°

Middlesbrough— Cannon-street Police Station Corporation Borough Engineer. Municipal Buildings, Middlesbrough • — •• " .^'

Mitcbam- Visitors' Room and Engineer's House at Schools Guardians of Holbom tnion C. E. Vaughan, F.R.I.B.A.. 25, Lowther Arcade. Strand, W.C ,,
jo

Ovenden-Two Senii-Dttached Villas Medley Hall, -Architect, 29, Northgate, Halifax •• -3

King's Lynn— Shops. Paradise-road Alfred Jermyn Wm. Jarvis, Architect, Market-snuare. King's Lynn ,
-'

Newbury—Additions to General Supply Stores J. W. and W. W. Walker Samuel C. Johns. M.S. A., Architect, Wallingford >•
Ji

Kidderminster—Rebuilding 1 he Out-Offices, Home-st. Schools... School Board W. M. Roden, Clerk, St. Mary's-street, Kidderminster f^t

Brislington-Additions to Schooki W. V. Gough, Architect, 24, Bridge-street. Bristol -£

Famborough—Extension of Workhouse Infirmary Guardians of Bromley Union R. Gordon Mullen. Clerk, 96, High-street, Bromley -i

Bath-Terrace. Newmarket-row Corporation Chas. E. Davis, F.S.A., Citv Architect, Bath • —,,;:, ; " ,"-

Stockport—Workhouse. Stepping Hill Guardians Charles F. .Tohnson, Clerk, Union Offices, Shaw Heath, Stockport -•^

Hebden Bridge— Forty-Eight Houses, Birchclitfe Estate Sutdiffe and Sutchffe, Architects, Todmorden " -_

East Ardsley—Two Through Houses Austin Longley , Buttery and Birds. Architects, Queen-street. Morley ,,
-'

Morecambe— Front and Fittings to Bank Premises Jas. Marslrall. Architect, Back-crescent, Morecambe ,, -'j

Great Burstead-Repairs to White Bridge Billericay Rural District Council ... C. Edgar Lewis. Clerk, Brentwood '• '^

Morley—Bakerv and Stables. Fountain-street Metcilfe and Bradshaw Butterv and Birds, Architects, Morley •
i;'"JV";i

' "
i

Pudsey-Simdav School Hodgson and Farrar, Aichttects, Old Bank Chambers, BraOlora ... „ -

Cork-Nine Houses. College-road John Kelleher W. H. Hill and Son, Architects, '28. South Mall, Cork.. -^

Pontefract-Shop Front, Beast Fair Mrs. Brook Tennant and Bagley. Ar.;hitects and Surveyors. Pontefract >
-

Wolverhampton - Shelter. East Park Corporation J. W. Bradley, Board Eagineer, Wolverhampton '

Kirkcaldy— Six Shops and Fifteen Dwelling-Houscs, Whytc- ,

,

o.
hou.se Mansions

, Whytehouse Estates Co Robert Little, Architect, 4, St. Brycedale-avenue. Kirkcildy - ,
• •

,J
Shoreditch-Transformer Sub-Station, Worship-street Shoreditch Vestry H. Mansfield Robinson, Vestiv Clerk, Town Hall, Old-street, t.t .. „ oi

Londonderry—Three Houses. Nortl.and-road Wm. Barker, Architect, 3, Richmond-street, Londonderry >•

^^
aown-.\dditions to Schools School Board Rollinson and Son, Architects, 3, Corporation-street, Chesterneiu ... „ ai.

Tooting Common -Refreshment House London County Council T. Bell, Clerk, Council Offices, Spring-gardens, S W. ,i

Cork-Pair of Semi-Detached Villas W. H. Hill and Son, Architects, 2S, South Mall, Cork ..
^J

Tregaron - Intermediate School County School Managers M. Morgan, Clerk, "Tregaron " .,,

East Ham—Schools (for 645 Children), White Horse-lane School Board W.J. Brett, Clerk, Lichfleld-terrace, Upton Park^ ^J
Cambcrwell—Refreshment House, Myatt's Fields London County Council T. Bell, Clerk, Council Offices, Spring-gardens, S.W >•

Glasgow— Steward's House. Lodges. Entrance Gatew.ty, Wat-r r> >, i

Tower, Storage Tanks. \- Boundary Walls. Ruchill Hospital Corporation : John Lindsay, Interim Clerk, City Chambers, Glasgow >:eo. »

Manchester-Twenty-Six Cottages at Miles Platting Improvement Committee City Surveyor, Town Hall. Manchester i' Vv, i
" 1

Southampton—Isolation Hospital, Mousehole-lane, MiUbrook .. Corporation George B. Nalder, Town Clerk, Municipal Offices, Soutliampion ... ,,

Bourne -Cattle Market Warwick and Richardson F. G. Shiicock, Architect, West-street, Bourne, Lines ..^ t
'

Paignton-New Buildings Gas Company F. W. Puddicombe, Secretary, 5, Victoria-street, Paignton ..^....... ,.

TuByallen-Ntw Church ; Rev. Thomas Taaffe, P.P WiUiam H. Byrne, M.R.LA., Architect, 23, Suffolk-street, Dublin „ i

I

i
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INSTRUCTIONS TO ARCHITECTS.

AUTHORITY in matters of buikling is

not recognised. Many people fancy

they can order what they like, and in their

own way; that it is easy to make a building

of any shape and style they i)lease. Con-
ditions of life, of social surroundings, of site,

and climate are things of no account to such

people;— all they have to do is to give

insti'uctions as they would for a dress or

a coat, and then expect a fitting and
agreeable garment. It is hard to convince

some people that what they order will not

answer—in short, that their own ideas will

not give the result they anticipate from
them. The ordinary client is so incHned to

take his ideas from what others have
done—to imagine that because Mr. A's

house in the country is so commodious and
pleasant, the same results will follow

in a town suburb. Because a particular

disposition of rooms or offices is suitable

in one place, it does not follow that it will

suit in another locality where the site is

different, the aspects of windows changed, or

the requirements not the same. With style

and decoration, it is preciselj' the same. Not
everyone can decide for himself whether
Greek, or Italian, or Georgian, or any other

modern style is best for his purpose, as the

question depends entirely on plan and posi-

tion. Second-hand ideas here also prevail

;

it is fashionable, or chic, or what not to affect

a particular period of craze, and the archi-

tect is forced to comply with the client's

taste. Now, all this confusion and ignorance
on questions of architecture or building arise

from the non-recognition of authority in

those who practise the art, and because, in-

stead of facts and definite principles, the

average employer of architects thinks he can
sustitute his own whims.

Instructions given to a lawyer are generally
precise statements of events ; they are facts

as far as they are known to the client. But
the instrustions the architect receives are

often conditional on other things ; in other

words, the client says: " I want a building
of such and such a kind, to accommodate a
certain number of people, but I leave you to

satisfy me with the result." In the ordinary
competition it takes this form: "Certain
instructions must be strictly obeyed, but
their compliance will not be deemed sufficient

for the award of a prize ;

" in other words,
the author must use his own discretion or
" give us something better if he can."

Many recent competitions have confirmed
this assumption. The architect has closely

adhered to the programme ; he has followed
the dimensions and requirements of the
leading departments ; he has kept within
the limit of cost ; but his design has failed to

gain acceptance. Another author, whose
plan shows several departures from the in-

structions, succeeds in winning the first

premium, even although an assessor has
been appointed to examine the designs and
report on the fulfilment of the conditions.
Everybody is surprised at the result ; those
who have carefully observed the instructions
express their astonishment and anger, the
rest of the competitors are indignant, and
the promoters are scandalised. Ono of two
things is obvious : either the instructions
issued to competitors were ignorantly framed,
or the assessor has shown his incompetence,
or strangely overlooked his duties as a
referee. More often than not the committee or
their official have blundered ; they have drawn
up conditions that are either impracticable or

defective. They have recjuired something to

be done which is physically impossible within

the boundaries of site, a department or set

of rooms to be placed on the ground Hoor
when there is no room for them ; or they have
not considered the difficulty of lighting, or

the requirements of some local authorit)'. It

is a hard case for the compliant competitor

who has obeyed instructions, and the only
just course for the committee to take is to

admit their mistake, and compensate the

most deserving, or award the premiums, and
then ask a select few to compete again. But
the course generally pursued is to stifle their

errors, and award the author who has had
the courage to use his better judgment by
overthrowing the conditions. Of course,

competitors naturally protest against a treat-

ment which breaks the compact and gives the

prize to the man who sets the instructions

at defiance. It seems unfair. At the same
time, a broader view of the issues appears
more desirable than servile adherence to

instructions that are imperfect or defec-

tive. Let us take the practical example
of a man who seeks for professional advice

of his doctor or lawyer. He gives instruc-

tions, but he does not bind his adviser down
to follow them implicitly : to do so would be
to deprive himself of the skill and experience

of their profession ; nor would a client be so

unreasonable as to require his architect to

follow closely to instructions—he desires the

best plan or design he can obtain. So with
the promoters of a competition : they adver-

tise for the best interpretation of their re-

quirements, and it is absurd to expect them
to be bound hand and foot by their own
conditions, if by so doing they deprive them-
selves of a better design. There will always
be men who interpret literally, others who
follow only the spirit of the instructions—in

other words, followers of the hiter and of the

spirit. It is for the architect, as a responsible

agent, to be guided by principle rather than
be fettered by rules and instructions, even
if, haply, thereby the weak suffer in the

contest.

This view does not apply, of course, to

certain instructions, such as those relating

to lines of frontage, "ancient lights," or

technical by-laws. The architect who ignores

the frontage lines by trespassing beyond
them, who obscures some neighbouring
windows, or who does something contrary to

the local by-laws, commits a breach of the

contract which places him outside. On the

other hand, any instructions which concern

the arrangement or location of rooms or

design ought not to have the force of obliga-

tion, as they are matters within the architect's

special functions, and it would always be

wiser if building committees and promoters
only threw them out as suggestions to be
followed or not, as the author saw fit. We
think all our leading competitors adopt
this distinction between those things which
are obligatory and binding and those

that are recommendatory only. In other

words, we have a case of essentials and
non-essentials. Much friction and misunder-
standing would be saved if architects made
it clear to clients and committees what the

effect of certain instructions is, or, on the

otherhand, if the lattersimply stated what were
reallj' essential points, and left the architect

freedom to act as he saw fit. Take the plan

of a building for a pubUc purpose. It is

perfectly impossible for a designer to say

beforehand whether the conditions imposed
by his employer can be carried out. Not
until the disposal of the chief rooms or offices

on the given site, when walls and areas are

di'awn to scale, can the architect determine

whether a condition is practicable or not. A
certain department is to be placed on the

ground floor, but it is found impossible to

comply, on account of room, and the author

locates iton thenext floor. If he show s a better

arrangement of hall and corridorsby so doing,

there is no valid reason why this departure

should disqualify. Or something may trans-

pire which calls for modification of the
instructions, as in the requirements of a
public department, a legal question of right

of light, convenience of client, &c. Indi-

vidual interpretation, too, will vary. One
man takes an instruction in a literal sense,

another in a general sense. What A thinks
absolutely important, B may consider only
of secondary account. Each man reflects the

truth in his own way, and so it is that wo
find so many diverse constructions put upon
seemingly simple instructions ; so many
different designs for one object. It is to

select the best of them that we invite several

architects to compete, for if an architeotirral

design could be worked out like a mathe-
matical problem, from certain data or terms,

and the solution was the same in every
case, there would be no need of competition

—one qualified architect would do as well as

another.

Less determinate matters of an artistic

kind, although resting on principles, are

often left alone by the client ; but he has the

provoking habit of discounting the taste of

his architect, and taking the opinion of

decorators and painters. He does not trouble

so much about them, because he likes his

friends to think he is not behind other people

in these matters, and he is afraid to give

instructions. Those are in a hopeless case

who interfere, who have the audacity to decide

on the designs and colours and shades of

wall and ceiling decoration, or who think

they are quite as competent as the architect

to select their own style and to choose their'

own elevation. Is the architect to submit
to such dictation , or what !•" A man who
throws aside all authority and adopts

his own political or religious creed does

little haim to anybody else, for he has only

himself to please ; but a man who repudiates

the education and professional authority of

his architect, and defies the simplest- ele-

ments of form, or of colour, or of style, does

more harm, not only making himself ridicu-

lous, but perpetrating a monstrosity or an
eyesore for those who come after him. Ho
is injuring himself and others, disseminating

a pernicious taste, which, like a pernicious

literature, is destructive to all purity and
honesty of thought, not only of his own, but

other generations. Who is to lead ^ The
Church or the political organisation can ex-

communicate or cast off the so-called member
who disobeys or ignores the principles of its

society, and be rid of him ; but the erring or

schismatic builder who insists upon having

his own way, or the perpetrator of a hideous

stmcture or an artistic outrage, is free to

perpetuate his monstrosities, and degrade

the taste of the people. His work remains

as a reproach to the age, and his influence

lives after him.

BUILDING NOMENCLATURE.
VAGUENESS of definition is one of the

many obstacles in the way of the in-

struction oif the young architect—we mean of

sundry terms which practical men are in the

habit of using to define certain materials and

modes of construction, but which remain

unintelligible to the student. The practical

requirements of the architect and builder

demand certain trade terms and phrases which

are known to all those who write specifica-

tions, and their usage in this way has made

it the more ditticult to substitute other and

more correct names. To take a few of these.

The nomenclature of the bricklayer is not

without pitfalls for the unwary. It takes

some time for a novice to master the

qualities of the various sorts of bricks—

"clamps," "firsts" and "seconds" grey

stocks, "place" bricks, " malms " of different

qualities, kiln-burnt bricks. Now, some of

these names explain themselves, like bricks

burnt in kilns or clamps; but it is rather

bewildering for the learner to have \o

a,.
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kiiuw tho differences between "place"
bricks, those wliich are not well burned, and
those well burned, or " f^tocks. ' Then there

are different sorts of malms, each having
some name, like "facing paviours," " com-
mon stocks," cVc. It would bo more con-

venient to distinguish the qualities of each
class by " first," "second," "third," or by
some letter. A, B. C quality, than to give

them different names which are not always
ilear. The mode of burning or manufacture
ought certainly to suggest tho generic namo,
and some distinguishing adjective or letter

appended to determine its quality. But if

we take up half a dozen specifications, we
shall find as many dili'eront names given to

the same brick, much to the confusion of the
young architect who has not specially learned
this particular trade, lie wants, perhaps, to

use the best stocks, the TiOndon "malm stock,"

but is not sure of the right name to describe

it. One calls it " facing paviour" ; another
simply ' malm." Colour is essential to him
jierhaps : he wants a bright yellow-coloured
brick, or a stone-coloured brick. Tho prac-
tical builder would know at once that the
London malm is tho right description for

tho first kind and the Suffolk for the lighter

hue. If the architect wishes to specif}' the
right kind of brick for arches and dressings
of uniform colour and texture, he may not
be always sure to obtain it by some of the

names used ; or he may desire to specify the
brick to be used for the chief fronts of his

builtling. By using such a term as " best

stocks," the evasive contractor may intro-

duce a very different kind to that intended
for each case. The terms " firsts " oi

"cutters" forthe arches, &c., and "seconds"
for the fronts generally, ought to indicate the

sort to be used in each case ; but these
qiuilifying terms are not always used. There
is equal confusion in the names adopted for

red work, cutters and stocks being indiffer-

ently used. All this is attributable to the
great diversity of terms. As there are only
clamp and kiln-burnt bricks, and there are
throe kinds of damps recognised according
to theu- fitness and quality for cutters, facing
interior walling, paving, ire, it would be
easy to distinguish them by some definite

name or number.
And it is so with other materials. Take

timber. A conespondent. Mr. D. Foi-bes
Smith, has very opportunely called attention
to the very loose and indefinite meaning
attached to the temis "red " and " yellow

"

deal, or the difference between them from
the same tree. If there is no dift'erence

between them, " "Why," he pertinently asks,
" is the tenn ' yellow " deal almost exclu-
sively applied to fioor - boards ': Why,
again, is the tenn deal used in specifications
instead of pine r "\\"hy the several names
"fir," "pine," and "deal" are used,
when they are from the same tree, and
how they can be distinguished by two colours,

are puzzling at least to the student , if not to

practical men. Mr. Stevenson's useful ex-
planation is not generally known to either
class, though, as he shows, the term " deal

"

implies a converted piece of wood or portion
of a tree. As to the dual signification
"yellow" and "red" applied to it, tho
explanation accounts for the terms, but is

not satisfactory. As Mr. Stevenson says,

these trade terms are an inherita,nce of the
past and are not easily set aside, a reason
which applies to other terms. Unfortunately
for learners, the textbooks do not help them,
as these explanations are not given.
Then there is some confusion in the

nomenclature of masonry. How often are
the terms misapplied, livery locality has its

own special names for certain kinds of
masonry. Look at the difference in the
meaning applied to " ashlar." Squared stone
masonrv and ashlar are the same practically,
but a difference lies in the closeness of the
jointing. Then, the terms " pitched-faced,"
"range work." the diff'erent sorts of rubble

walling, are used in specifications without
any very exact meaning. All students of

stonework are acfpiainted with particular

local names, as well as methods of measuring.
On the whole, the classification of masonry
terms is far from being satisfactorj-. Much,
too, is wanted to simplify tho nomenclature of

building stones. Tho geological basis, of

course, affords an important means of dis-

tinguishing between them ; but the ordinary

terms cuiTent are chiefly derived from the

names of quarries or localities. Thus, under
Bath stone, there are many varieties dis-

tinguished by certain qualities of hardness,

texture, and colour, but named from the

((uarry. It seerns desirable to classify,

first, according to either geological formation
or mineralogical character, and then as to

texture, and colour. It is very bewildering

to find there are two or more names given to

the same kind of stone. As in timber and
other materials, the names used have become
associated with trade, and it is not very easy
to introduce a simpler classification. In the

matter of slates, much ambiguity exists.

Many architects specify liangor slates without
any definite knowledge of the sizes. In the

Xorth of England, slates 10 by 10 are

often specified, while in the South 20 by 10

and larger are asked for. Again, in specify-

ing Westmoreland slates, which are of several

sizes, architects are not sure of the kind
they want. Then the terms "best" and
" seconds " are exceedingly ambiguous; so

are the names red, blue, or grey slates.

Wh.at does the adjective "best" mean—thin,

thick, or from what quarry ? The word
indeed is not definite, if it does not

state the particular quarry or other quality,

such as straightness, uniform cleavage thick-

ness, freedom from spots, &c. So in other

trades there is much uncertainty in the

nomenclature used. Names and terms are

employed which are not exact, and may
mean diverse things to different tradesmen.
There are many ambiguities in plumbing,
and the terms employed do not always
convey a definite meaning. Other ambiguous
terms will occur to all our readers. The
classification of building terms, whether
relating to materials or technical qualities,

is by no means so easy or scientific as it

ought to be, and there is a redundance of

terms and phrases which do not convey any
definite or important difference. A good
dictionary of building nomenclature, based
on a scientific cla.ssification, is a want of the

profession and of the age.

KOVAL INSTITUTE OF BRITLSH
ARCHITECTS.

THE sixth ordinary meeting of the Institute

for the present session was held on Jlonday
evening. The president. Professor (reorge

Aitchison, K.A., occupied the chair, and deli-

vered the annual

ADI1RESS TO STCDEXTS.

He remarked that he had the welfare of the
students very much at heart, not only because he
saw how many of his own youthful days were
wasted from ha%-ing no proper direction, but also

because it was the one feature in all architectural

epochs over which the elders could have the
greatest influence. At present they knew not

how to produce genius, nor how to turn the public

mind to desire and take an interest in noble
architecture. Symbolisoi had been abolished, so

that the bulk of buildings did not tell their tale,

and the public were ignorant of what was being
done for them. If any statesman knew his busi-

ness, everj- good sculptor in the kingdom would
be fully employed in sculpturing buildings to tell

the poor what was done for them : how they were
taught, cured, looked after in their old age, and
in their sickness and infirmities, and how law and
order, peace and industry, were being taught to

the savages who surrounded our Empire. It was
in the interests of the students and the art that

he had proposed to omit from the examinations
all that was not purely architectural, for this now
hut out those who hud not received a good

out a genius, nor even a resolute and determined
worker, because he had not learnt Greek, I>atin,

French, or Oeruian. He did not suppose Kaffaelle

had much schooling when he was taught to draw
at three years old, and yet he not only became
the greatest painter of modem times, but a
sculptor and an architect too. They were not
surprised that a man with suih inventive genius

as Kaffaelle should have become skilfal as an archi-

tectural designer when he had learnt the elements

of architecture ; but it was surprising that he
should have been one of the great constructors of

his age, for Bramante on his death-bed recom--

mended him for the post of head architect to St.

Peter's. He did not suppose that Palladio had
much schooling when he was but a mason's boy,

nor our own Ware when he was a chimney-
sweep. The president added that he devoted

twenty vears in trying to gain an insight into

the

C.VCSES OF THE GRE.\T .^RCniTECTllt.lL EPOCHS

of Europe, and this was the conclusion he had
come to. They seemed to him to result from the

set of the public mind towards enriching its age-

with monuments which embody the general

aspirations. To accomplish this there must be
hoarded wealth, noble desires, and architectural

judgment. There must be, too, those endowed
with the genius to express those aspirations

architecturally, and highly skilled craftsmen ta

carry them out. Genius was the power of inven-

tion, and was mostly accomplished by that

general cap>icity we called talent. This heavenly

gift of genius and this general capacity were,

however, onlj- the raw material which had to be
worked up. Genius had not only to learn what
was necessary to express its conceptions, but to

strive to do its best. Architecture was a struc-

tural art ; and, therefore, the art of construction

was the most necessary thing to be known. The
science of construction was statics ; consequently

the elements of statics needed to be known. A
knowledge of statics, too, gave us a true ratio

between every part of a structure, and it gave

the real shape that each part must take : if we
were as clever as nature, it would in all proba-

bility give us a beautiful shape. I'nfortunately,

we were far from being so clever, and conse-

quently we had to learn by other means how a

beautiful shape can be made out of the necessary

shape. For this purpose we must study deceased

architecture and nature. Every piece of deceased

architecture that we admired could be made to

show us the aesthetic laws that governed it and
produced its excellence, and these laws were as

capable of being employed now as then. Every
important portion of an ancient buUding might
have the reason extorted from it as to why it

pleased at its creation and pleased us now ; but

from our greater knowledge, and from the neces-

sity of using other materials, we might see that

the proportions then used are not now applicable ;

for instance, a Greek Doric column showed the

statical knowledge of its day, but it certainly did

not now. Our materials and climate were

different : the emotion now wanted was prob-

ably different, and the a>sthetic sentiment of

our" day was probably different too ; so we had

to get" some of our' hints and solutions from

nature's works. Without the gifts of the

mathematical and the artistic capacities, no man
should become an architect : but there was
another requirement, which we called planning

—

that was, how to make each room, hall, passage,

and staircase answer its purpose, and how to

pack them in the most convenient way. This

might be called common planning ; but there was
artistic planning as well, which was the choice of

forms which were not only appropriate for use,

but were agreeable to the eye. He would by no
means discourage anyone who loved architecture

and would study it from being an architect, for

there were various degrees of power and excel-

lence in architectural works, all of which made
up the realm of architecture. The smallest

cottage, if properly arranged, perfectly con-

structed, and perfectly proportioned, might be

as delightful to contemplate as the mansion,

the palace, the town-hall, or the cathedral,

though it did not require the same knowledge,

the same daring, and the same invention.

Nothing great was reached in fine arts without

simplicity, but lovely simplicity was reached by
great labour, and took about ten times as long

to arrive at as ornateness. Just now there was

a great inclination to get effects by exaggera-

tion, or bv ways that involved little thoiight or

,

general schooling. They did not want to shut
|
troublej siich as by the distortion of the Orders^
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the sticking on bits of rustication all over a

building, or br putting water-gates into the

attics of buildings. They should not forget the

proverb that '
' the human mind was greedy of

novelty," so much deplored by William Jlorris

and by Mr. liuskin, though the desire for

novelty was natural to man, and could not

be overlooked or overcome, for each genera-

tion had not the same knowledge or desires

as the preceding one. Let them, instead

of deploring the taste for novelty, echo

Tennyson's words :
—" Let the great world spin

for ever down the ringing grooves of change."

True novelty was obtained by development. They
saw how Nature developed her types, and if they

had lived in the palmy days o£ Greece, they would

have seen how the young clodhopper was de-

veloped into grace and beauty by training. It

was rather nauseous and rather ridiculous to hear

so much talked of

A NEW STYLE,

particularly when it was supposed that a clever

man could'invent it. The real new style was to

be attained by the improvements that came about

by the altering of proportions through our greater

knowledge of statics and the strength of materials,

by making our buildings perfectly suitable to the

new requirements of our age, by the suiting of

our mouldings to the climate, by the greater

cultivation of outline, and by a deeper knowledge

of our own light and shade. It could not be too

often impressed on the young that men could not

always judge of what they were capable, so that

if a student loved the art sincerely, but appeared

to have no capacity for it, he could not be sure

of this : his capacity might require much cultiva-

tion, and if he wooed the art in season and out

of season he might find he had it. Etty, who
eventually painted flesh so admirably, was the

butt of his fellow-students : but by resolutely

pursuing his labours and never losing a moment,

he became excellent at his art after some twenty

•or thirty years of unremitting study. The Presi-

dent added :—Moderate your wants, and be con-

tented with the poor pecuniary rewards your

industry can attain. Your ambition should be to

create something that will charm and elevate your

fellow-men through centuries. Those who look

for money as the main thing should be surveyors

or valuers. Nor am I going to treat architecture

as a thing to be done in broken time, nor, to look

:in it as it is mostly looked on now, as a lower

Iranch of the knowledge of the value of land and
the price of bricks ; nor as an antiquarian

revival ; but as a CTeation of the true and the

'eautiful as understood and felt in our own day.

I mainly address myself

TO THOSn WHO HAVE THE AMBITION'

to be poets in marble, stone, biick, iron, and
wood, who desire to endow their country with a

'uilding that may rival the Parthenon, the

Erectheum, the Propyloum, or the Choragic

ilonument, the Pantheon of Rome, or with one

that may Yie with the interior of St. Sophia and
St. Mark's, with the Scuola di San Marco, with

the Comaro-Spinelli Palace, or with the Town
IlaU of Brescia. In some of the fine arts the

mere exercise of them is its own reward. In the

concord of sweet sounds this is certainly the case,

and why should not the creation of the true and
beautiful in architecture be its own reward.

There have been those great and pure souls

that asked for nothing ; but were contented to

help and raise their fellows without even a

thought of fame. .Surely such exist among us 'r

Cannot some of us be content to endow our

country with a priceless treasure, with a monu-
ment that all mankind must admire and be

thankful for, without an afterthought of fortune

or fame r

SOTEi? ON THE COMPETITION DE.'ilGXS AXr>

DR.1WIXGS.

Mr. Ernest Geokoe, vice-president, made
some brief criticisms on the designs and drawings
submitted for the prizes and studentships in
the recent competitions. He remarked : With
numerous well-executed drawings before us, we
are bound to recognise the proficiency that
obtains in the matter of draughtsmanship. I

suppose when most of the noble monuments of

the past were built, there were no such accom-
plished draughtsmen as many of you. It is a
good thing to attain facility with the fingers and
a ready method of expressing ideas, and I believe
that it helps materially towards design. Vet
original ideas are few, while pretty drawings are
many, and a taking manner of drawing some-

times conceals the lack of anything to say. The

art may become a snare. It is well to keep in

mind the fact that architects' drawings are only a

means, and not an end. The are not pictures,

but they are documents of the architect's scheme.

They should convty to his client an idea of the

house he is to have : but their first object is to

show the craftsman the work that is to be done.

The architect who is head and shoulders above

the rest of us confesses to the burning of his

beautiful drawings after they have served their

practical purpose. This is not a custom one

would commend. In preparing these drawings

some of you will have speculated on what the

assessors desired to see. Taste is a varying

quantity, and depends with each of us on the

condition of the mind with regard to certain

forms or colours that appear to us with

freshness or with pleasant associations, or

that we see after they have been too

often played upon or travestied. Perhaps

this is especially felt with certain so-called

"(iueen Anne" features that were pleasing

when first introduced by good hands, but which

we have seen done to death. In a street we
commonlv find the most ornate and richly-

decorated building is a public-house, and we feel

that a gentleman's house must be severely plain.

Choice marbles, again, are so freely used in

restaurants and in sanitary works that, from

association, we become afraid to employ a

beautiful material that Nature has placed in our

hands. We are familiarised with so much
commonplace and meaningless ornament that

the eye rests with pleasure on any broad wall

-

surface, and we are conscious of a reaction in

favour of utter simplicity. A cynic has said

that life would be endurable but for its pleasures.

We feel that the vernacular buildings around us

could be tolerated if cleared of all ornaments and

futile efforts to please. It requires an artist's

hand to dispose and wisely restrain the sculpture

or decoration, which becomes a source of delight

when it finds its right position. Still, there is a

fitness in all things, and if your subject for

design be a concert-hall for a wealthy city, or a

mansion for a nobleman, you must not apply to

it the bare treatment that would be admirable

for a barrack.

the measuhed drawings.

For the measured drawings of "Ancient

Buildings in the United Kingdom" six com-

petitors for the medal put in a good appearance.

The drawings of Clare College, Cambridge, by

Mr. T. Tyrwhitt, have been awarded the prize.

This interesting building has been portrayed

with thoroughness. We are shown its street

front, where stone muUions still obtain, though

label mouldings have given place to cornices of

Italian origin. The river front, though in

harmony with the earlier work, has its fully-

developed sash windows, with architraves and

keystones. An admirable set of measvired draw-

ings of Thaxted Church, Essex, by Mr. Cyril

Wontner Smith, receives a Medal of Merit. In
" Kot " we have another careful set of drawings,

the cloisters at Norwich. The four sides of these

cloisters at first suggest repetition, till we note

the interesting transition of styles from the Early

Decorated to the Late Perpendicular. The
mouldings of the various epochs are given with

care, though the custom of crowding the paper

with mouldings makes them not always legible.

Other drawings show care, steady work, and

ready draughtsmanship. I do not know whether

my colleagues are with me, or whether I am right

in making the suggestion that it is not desirable

to fill up, with full detail, the whole of each

elevation, repeating innumerable mouldings or

cusps. I think the balance of the drawing can be

kept without all parts being carried to the bitter

end, to the weariness of the artist. Personally it

distresses me to see mechanical repetition. Prize

drawings must not be slovenly or sketchy, and it

is, perhaps, difficult to draw the line at anything

short of finish.

THE SOANE MEDALLION.

Of the five designs submitted for the concert-

hall, there are points to commend in each,

although no one design is considered to reach

the reciuired standard for the Soane iledallion.

The design " Pan " has style, and there is much
that we like in the treatment of the exterior.

The arcaded upper story is well conceived, though

we think the small niches between the projecting

columns are unnecessary, and it would be wasteful

to put good sculpture in that shady retirement.

Above the bold cornice and balustrade we should

like the building to cease. We think that a

building of this type suifers by a show of roofs.

These latter are formed to accommodate the

secondary hall : but this smaller hall is worth a
better position than it gets in this attic story.

In the absence of these roofs, the auditorium

might have become an imposing feature in the

composition. The plan of this building is less

satisfactory than the exterior. Probably the

dilticulty has been to provide the required seating

accommodation, and the hall is injured by its

three overgrown galleries : the passages would

gain by greater width, both for convenience and
safety. The design " 31' South " has a well-

studied plan. The two galleries are in just pro-

portion to the hall, the passages are of fair width,

and the smaller hall is treated with consideration.

The elevations of the building are not satisfac-

tory, the proportions and composition of the group

are' not happy, and the design suffers from many
stripes, the eye wearying of rustications from the

plinth to the cornice. " Quod erat Faciendum "

is a design showing thought, and the elevations

have a distinct interest. It is not, perhaps, a bad

fault that it is very like a church. The square

concert-room is not a satisfactory shape, and the

aggressive projection in the middle of a side wall

for a royal box would not be tolerated by the

most loyal of subjects who cared for music.
" Cornice " is a bold, rusticated block, after the

manner of a Florentine palace. The treatment

is daring and original, and is not without dignity.

The long line of columns on the flank wall would

look well but for the two tiers of openings

between the columns, robbing the latter of

their effect as a colonnade. An arcaded treat-

ment of these balconies might have worked better.

Of " Lyra" one feels that it is rather a theatre

than a concert-hall, but the circular form has its

advantages. The dome has an awkward shape,

which is emphasised by the strongly-marked

ribs upon it. There is simplicity in the general

treatment, and we do not blame the design for its

broad wall-spaces. With the latter, however,

we feel the demand for bolder detail where

mouldings and projects appear. There is too

much equality about the three rows of cornices

and the spaces between them, and we should like

more interest about the doorways, which have

each a glass shelter over them as their prominent

feature. It has been decided that no design is

sufiiciently satisfactory, both inside and out, to

merit the distinction of the Soane Medallion;

there is, nevertheless, e^-idence before us of

intelligent study and of good work done, and

although unsuccessful for the medal, I am sure

you will not look upon your work as wasted.

Your time has been well spent on a subject of

great interest, and the knowledge you have

acquired will one day be turned to account.

I^ndon is not yet provided with its fitting

concert-hall.
THE TITE PRIZE.

" An English Villa and Garden treated in the

Italian Style" was, as you know, the subject

given last year for the Tite Prize ; but the works

on that occasion were not considered of sufficient

merit to justify the award. The same subject

given again has called forth a better response this

year from the nine competitors who have entered

the lists. Of these schemes, "Andante," by

Mr. .lohn Stevens Lee, takes the prize. There

is simplicity and propriety about the villa, which,

in some designs, has too much the character of

a large country house. The plan might in some

respects be improved. The central hall with

columns would have gained much if it had, in its

height, included the first-floor gaUery, which

would have opened into it. At present this

gallerv looks out upon the lead flat and skybght

—never a comely prospect. The two passages at

the ends of the loggia are unnecessary, and might

have been included in the loggia. There is art

in the scheming of the garden, its features having

interest without becoming obstructive. Ihe

drawing is incisive and clear, giving good ex-

pression to the design. To " Heather, by Mr.

Thomas A. Pole, a second prize is awarded. It

is a good drawing, showing a house with well-

proportioned wings sheltering the upper terrace.

The balustrade of this terrace is placed on the

grass would not
edge of a steep bank, where „

thrive happily, and 1 think a wall would

have been more suitable in this position. A
design distinguished by a device (a circle

and triangle) has points of interest and

quaint fancy, and there is good character in the

house. The manner of the drawing, perhaps,

gives it the feeUng of being somewhat crowded
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and want in;j in repose. "Tiber" ia one of the

less ambitious schemes. It ia pleasant and

homely, with less t£fort after features than we
(ind in some of these gardens. The design

"White Star" departs from the horizontal and

reposeful lines of the Italian treatment. The
house is rather suburban in character, and is not

quite in sympathy with a formal garden. The
rooms are purposely unsy nmetrical, the bay
windows in each room being brought to a corner,

and one end of each bay bein? cut off by the

wall. The villa does not centre with the garden,

and we think it desirable that it should do so,

when the formal treatment is adopted. I think

in devising these gardens a dilliculty must have

been present to you all : it is that of having no
obstacles to surmount in your imaginary garden.

In an architectural, or built garden, the incidents

that please arise generally from dilliculties of

level and other problems that have to be fought

with : these suggest forms that would hardly

occur to one on a clean thcet of paper. There
are, nevertheless, many happy devices and sug-

gestions in your several proposals.

Tin: I'lCIN" STlIlKNTSiril'.

For this studentship there is a very creditable

show, and the subjects are generally well chosen.

The prize is awarded to Jlr. de (iruchy, whose
merit the Institute has hud the opportunity of

recognising before, and it is a pleasure to see

such work as he sends us. A second prize is

given to Mr. liower, and I am glad to find among
his studies the grand tower of St. Mary'f,
Newark. I do not doubt Mr. Bower has studied

also the noble interior of this church. Seeing it

again the other day, I was impressed by its

dignity, unitj-, and proportion. It possesses

those qualities that are attributed rather exclu-

sively to fine Classic buildings. Jlr. Fulton gives

us good examples of his work. We like the way
he has drawn the \ igorous detail of the Scotch
carver in the screen from Aberdeen. Whilst
studying the old examples of carving, he looks

also to the original types : his thistles and other

foliage are well put in, as are the crucifix and
figures. Mr. Fulton is the recipient of the
Aldwinck!c Trizp, and we shall be interested to

see the result of his Spanish campaign. Eefore
leaving these various gro\ips of sketches I would
remark that they are nearly all honest and direct

in their purpose of delineation, the architectural

details being the points of interest. There is not
the attempt we sometimes see to give a fictitious

interest by dwelling on cracks in the masonry,
or dots and spots suggesting rotten bricks. We
have seen these incidents forced to give a
meretricious prettiness to architectural drawings.

THF. OWKX JONES STVTIKX r.SIIIl'.

For the Owen Jones Studentship there are but
two candidates, and the work does not quite reach
the level that has been attained by the late

winners of the prize. The studies of keramic
work, including the Arab Hall of the late Lord
Leighton, are treely drawn and put in with good
colour. There is, however, no range or variety

of subject. The other competitor shows greater
diversity, but there is a certain hardness and
want of freedom about the work, and some lack

of harmony and " quality " in the colour, which
are drawbacks to the interest of the subjects

portrayed.
THE GRISSELL 001,1) MUP.VI..

For the (irissell Gold Medal there are many
entries, for the subject of a country church of

timter is attractive, and should bring out original

suggestions. The design marked " Stavekirke,"
by Mr. Harbottle Ke^d, receives this prize. A
wall of timber is unsuited to take the thrust of a
roof, so the architect helps it with an inner range
cf posts, forming an outside aisle or passage.
There is not, however, much thrust from this

roof, as, although the principal has an apparent
arch, there is practically a tie-beam from plate to

plate. I venture to think the arch is no help to

to the design. Several of the schemes show a
tendency to form arches, sometimes cutting them
out of exceptionally large balks of timber, instead
of trusting to beams, posts, and struts, which are
the natural forms of wood. There are features
we like in the good drawing marked " Emce,"
but we object to the circular-headed windows
with Toussodrs, a direct following of stone forms.
A second prize is awarded to the design " By
Lamplight," the work of Mr. W. Stanley Bates.
It is a good piece of timber construction, and
well-proportioned. The internal design of the
roof, with its rather finikin pierced work, is less

commendable. In the view of the exterior one

feels that the timber and shingle are overladen

w ith lines, to the detriment of the drawing.

The PiiKSiiiENTthen proceeded to distribute the

prizes in accordance with the list published by us

last week, p. 85, and a vote of thanks to him
having been proposed by Professor T. Koueu
Smith, he briefly replied thereto.

KEFEUFA'CE BOOKS OX OKNAMEXT
AND THE DECORATIVE AKTS.»

[Concludedfrom page 90.)

TAKING, now, the special branches of deco-

rative art in alphabetical order, to avoid

invidious distinction, the first with which I have

to deal is

.VU( llITI:CTl•U.^L 0R>;.\MtXT.

T'nder this head I intend meotioninj a few

works which it wou'.d be difficult to include

elsewhere, and first I would call attention

to Mr. .1. K. C.Uing's "English Gothic Orna-

ments," 2 vols., 4to, issued in the fifties, con-

taining over 200 lithographic plates drawn by
the author, some being in colours. Some years

later he issued a Ho volume under the title of

"Art Foliage for Sculpture and Decoration,"

consisting entirely of his own designs, and after

that, "Examples of f^nglish Mediirval Foliage

and Colour Decoration," many of the plates in

which had appeared in " English Gothic Orna-

ments." Augustus Pugin in 1821 had published

a volume of Olustrations of " Gothic Stone Orna-

ments," a work of great value, and the examples

differ from those drawn by Mr. Colling. .\n

exceedingly beautiful volume of " Architectural

Ornament in Italy" was published a few years

since. It consists of 100 permanent photographic

plates selected by Prof. Nicolai, of Dresden, and,

on account of the large scale of the details and the

delicacy of the printing, it is of the greatest value

for study, and is far preferable to the works

which illustrate modem German examples, not

unfrequently asked for. In the Trocadero

Museum, Paris, is an unrivalled collection of

casts of architectural sculpture of all countries

and times, and of this a very comprehensive

series of reproductions has recently been pub-
lished in three small folio volumes, at moderate

prices. The photographic reproductions now
issued so reasonablj*, giving perfectly faithful

representations of the minutest detail, are indis-

pensable in the section of which I am treating,

and a collection of such is far more valuable than

a series of casts costing many pounds. Next we
come to the books dealing with Anns and Armour.
Here the authorities are Meyrick's " Illustrations

Ancient Armour," 3 vols., small folio, issued in

1824, and two others, published in 1833, illus-

trating the celebrated collection at Goodrich
Court in Herefordshire. The best sm.aller work
is Hewett's "Ancient Arms and Weapons in

Europe," 3 vols., 8vo, issued in IS60, while Mr.
Starkie Gardner has just published a little

volume, forming one of the " Portfolio " mono-
graphs, on "Armour in England." The Art
of Bookbinding is now practised by so many
students at art schools that the library should

contain some standard textbook, and for this I

recommend Mr. Zaehnsdorf's practical little

work. The books with examples of old bindings

are numerous : but I think the best are the two
folio volumes recently issued by Mr. W. Y.
Fletcher on " English and Foreign Bookbind-
ings " respectively. There is also a small book
on " English and French Bookbindings" by this

gentleman, composed of two of the excellent

monographs of the "Portfolio" series, which
forms a good substitute for the larger works.

HOOK ILLVSTR.ITIOX.

The volumes which are best worthy of a place

in our library for reference on this subject are

Mr. Walter Crane's "Decorative Illustration of

Books," Pennell's " Pen Drawing and Pen
Draughtsmen," and Mr. C. G. Harper's "English
Pen Artists." The first gives examples by old

masters, and the two latter copious illustrations

showing the styles of leading draughtsmen of

to-day in all countries.

COLOVU DECOllATIOy.

I have already mentioned the works of Owen
Jones and Kacinet under " General Reference

Books," and these amply fill the need for orna-

mental detail in colour ; but the special applica-

• Read before the Twentieth Annual Meeting of the
Library Association, by Mr. Herbert BATsroRD.

tion of ornament to the decoration of modem
buildings re<iuires separate elucidation, and for

this purpose I would add Daly's " Decorations
,

Intcrieures Peintes," 2 vols., folio, the examples

in which are be;vutifully printed in colours, and .

represent decorations carried out in Paris. This i

is a work of exceptional value to decorators, as it
j

sets before them complete schemes of polychro-

matic decoration. A very fine work was issued |

"ome three years ago under the title of " La '

Peinture Decorative en France," by Gelis-Didot

and Lafillc, giving a fine series of reproductions

of water-colour drawings made by the artists

from the churches and cathedrals of France, and
I know of nothing else so useful for church

i

decoration. The only work of the kind illus-

trating English church decoration in colour is^

" Decorative Painting Applied to English Archi- ,

tecture," by E. li. Blackbume, which appeared
j

so far back as 1817, and, though valuable, is]

fragmentary. One would like to see it replaced I

by a more important volume on the subject. Hero
I would add Louis Ciruner's ' Fresco Decora-

tions and Stuccos of Palaces and Churches

in Italy during the XVth and XVIth Centuries.',

The plates in this folio are most minutely

engraved, and some are fully coloured, while two
coloured plates present a key to the colouring of

the remainder. I should have mentioned that on
the theory of colour the best little books to con-

sult are Professor Church's "Colour," Field's!
" Chromotography," and that by the celebrated

French chemist. Dr. Chevreul, who died some
two years since, aged over 100. For Costume
I have already referred to the works of Pugin
and Kacinet : but in addition to these I think the

library should acquire Planche's '

' Encyclopiedia

of English Costume," two vols., 4to, published

in 187C, Fairholt's "History of Costume in

England," now reprinted, and forming two
small volumes in Bohn's Library, and Henry
Shaw's " Dresses and Decorations of the Middle

Ages," collected from various authentic sources,

two vols., issued in 1858, containing interesting

plates, beautifully drawn and coloured.

FIGURE DRAWrXG AXD SCVLPTVRE.

It goes without say'ng that before the artist i

can draw the figure he must have studied artistic '

anatomy, and the best textbooks on this subject

are Duval's "Artistic Anatomy," a little book
of principles, translated from the French, Mar-
shall's " -\natomy for Artists," Sparkes'
" Artistic Anatomy," and a work recently pub-

lished by Professor Thompson on "Ait Anatomy
for Students," which is of great value, as it gives

a number of photographs from nature as well as

diagrams. The textbook on figure-drawing is by
Mr. Hatton, of the Durham College of Science,

entitled "Figure-Drawing and Composition."

One must not overlook Walker's " Analysis and
Classification of Beauty in Woman," with its fine

plates from life by Howard, in 8vo, the first

edition of which was issued in 183G. The most
complete series of decorative figure studies ever

published is in a fine book, known to some of you,

by a celebrated French sculptor, M. A. Carrier-

B"elleuse, entitled " L'Application de la Figure

Humaine a la Decoration," which in its 200 plates

presents a wonderfully facile series of figure com-
positions. The fountain source for drawings o£

cupids, armours, ire, is the work of the cele-

brated French artist Fran<,ois Boucher, of the

18th century, and a book of a hundred plates of

reproductions of Lis best designs, published in

Paris some years since, is still obtainable. Some
of the works referred to under " Architectural

Ornament" contain examples of figure decora-

tion. For ancient sculpture, I should refer to

Miss Mitchell's large octavo "History of Ancient

Sculpture," issued in 1883, and for larger illus-

trations to the two folio volumes issued by the

Dilettanti Society in 1809 and 1835. The en-

gravings in these volumes are choicely executed,

and the subjects illustrated include examples

from Egypt, Greece, and Rome, in marble,

bronze, Arc. Examples of Greek sculpture will

also be found in Stuart and Revett's "Anti-
quities of Athens," which would be in the

architectural section of the library. Flasman's
" Lectures on the Art of Sculpture," delivered

at the Roy.al Academy between 1813 and 1826,

were issued in an 8vo volume in 1829, and the

illustrations and lectures on such subjects as

composition, style, and drapery render it of

special value. For a history of " Renaissance

Sculpture" we must read Perkin's scarce and

well- illustrated volumes on the Italian and

Tuscan sculptors.
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FLOUAL DECOltATIOM AND DESIGN".

This is, as you are aware, a very important divi-
sion of decorative art. The textbooks may be
set down as Lewis F. Day's " Xature in Orna-
ment," Hugh iStannus's "Natural and Artificial

Foliage,"* and Lilley and Jlidgley's " Hook of
.Studies in Plant-Form." Professor Hulme in
1868 published his useful volume of '-.Sketches
from Nature of Plant-Form," giving details of
plants and their adaptability to decoration, and
followed this in 1874 by a volume eniitled
" Plants, their Natural Growth and drnameutal
Treatment." These are useful to the artist, but
doubtless Professor Hulme would admit that they
could be improved upon, could they be issued
anew. Then there is the folio volume published
by Mr. (i. C. Hnilc, in ISSG, dealing with
" Plant-.Studies," which gives to a good scale

drawings of plants made for the decorative artist,

with various structural and ornamental details.

A very tine series of drawings has been published
by a French artist, M. Lambert, consisting of

80 folio platf s, printed in colour in imitation of

water-colour drawings. A collection of 120
collotype illustrations has also been lately issued
under the title of ". L'Encyclopedie de la Fleur,"
giving nearly 300 groupings and artistic arrange-
ments of flowers and fruit, photographed from
nature, and I cannot but mention the grand
volumes of H rr (Jerlach, on "The Plant in
Ornament." These are very costly, and many
of the illustrations have, in my opinion, no per-
manent value. This brings us to the important
section devoted to Furniture and Woodwork. The
only histories are, first, thetranslationofJI.Jaque-
mart's " HistoireduMobilier," published in 1878,
which deals mainly with French work, and Mr.
Lichfield's " Ulustrated History of Furniture,"
first published some five years since, and no doubt
familiar to most of you. This is more general,
but largely devoted to English -work. 'Two ex-
cellent little volumes by M. de Champeaux in the
" Bibliothcque de I'Enseignment des Beaux-Arts"
deal with French furniture only. For good ex-
amples of Early English furniture we must turn
to Shaw's "Specimens of Ancient Furniture,"
4to, published in 1S36: Marshall's "Antique
Carved Furniture and Woodwork," issued in
1888 ; and the two volumes compiled by the late
Mr. W. Bliss .Sanders. For the later styles we
must refer to the works of the celebrated furni-
ture designers of the last century—Chippendale's
" The Gentleman and Cabinet-Makers' Director,"
first published in 175i ; Hepple white's "Cabinet-
Makers' and L^pholsterers' Guide," tirst edition
1791; and Sheraton's "Cabinet-Makers' and
fpholsterers' Guide," 1793. Copies of the
original editions are rare and costly : but repro-
ductions of all have appeared, and are to be ob-
tained at moderate prices. An interesting volume
has just been written by a lady—Jlrs. Warren
Clouson—on the Chippendale period of furniture
in England, telling us all that can be found by
research and experience about these great
designers. The volume has numerous interesting
illustrations. There is a series of portfolios illus-

trating "Carvings in the South Kensington
Museum," and more recently one devoted to
" French Carvings in the National Museum " has
been issued. The illustrations in these last three
portfolios are collotypes from special photographs.
For French furniture the designer will find much
that is required in the works of VioUet-le-Duc
and Havard already referred to : but some other
works may be mentioned. .Scottish woodwork
has been very completely illustrated in a book
entitled " Scottish Woodwork of the Sixteenth
and .Seventeenth Centuries," the examples being
drawn by an architect, Mr. J. W. Small. A
beautiful series of GO photographic plates of
Renaissance " Italian Woodwork " has been pub-
lished by Herr Schiitz. Perhaps in this section I
had better include a few works on Interior
Decoration, although the majority of thete were
touched upon in my former paper "on architectural
hooks. For old English work we cannot do
better than consult Nash's " Mansions of
England in the Olden Time," too well known
to need description, and Kichardson's ".Studies
of Old English JIansions," also in four
vols., folio, issued between 1841-8, a work
of great value, as its illustrations include
not only views, but also details of furniture,
woodwork, ceilings, plate, ice. There are some
fine interiors in Mr. Gotch's more recent work
on "The Architecture of the Kenaissanca in
England," and a companion work on the later
English styles is appearing under the editorship
of two architects, Sir. J. Belcher and Mr. M. E.

Macartney. I have spoken of the multiiilicity

of works on French furniture and woodwork, and
in addition to the standiird volumes mentioned I

should recommend the acquisition of Kouver's
" La Renaissance de Fran(,'ois ler a Louis XIII.
—Decorations Intcrieures," with engraved plates.

There is no other work worthily illustrating the

woodwork of the Early French Renaissance. The
later periods are most adequately represented in

M. Cesar Daly's "Motifs Historiques d' Archi-
tecture et de Sculpture," which has 2.30 steel

engravings executed with that extravagant care

characteristic of so many French publications.

For old (ierman woodwork, the most complete
book is Paukert's "Die Zimmergotik," a folio

containing nearly 200 photo-lithographic plates,

full of useful details. The library must of

necessity have some authority on heraldry, and
the most comprehensive woik is the library edition

of the Itev. C. Boutell's " ller.aldry. Historical

and Popular," the last edition of which was pub-
lished in 1864. This can be supplemented by
such works as Berry's " Encyclopaedia of

Heraldry," which, although it appeared as long
since as 1828, is still a standard work. There
should also be added Fox Davits' "Public
Arms," 4to, first issued in 1891, and now ob-
tainable at a reduced rate ; Fairbairn's " Book of

Family Crests," 2 vols., and Burke's " Heraldic
Illustrations," 3 vols., Svo. Burke's " General
Armoury " is also a very useful book of refer-

ence. Alphabets and Illumination I propose to

include under one head. Amongst books of

alphabets is " A Handbook of Medi;cval
Alphabets," by Henry Shaw, whom I have
before named. He was also the author of an
excellent quarto volume on " Illuminated Orna-
ments from Manuscripts," with beautiful co'oured
plates, published by Pickering, and of '

' Alphabets,
Numerals, and Devices of the Middle Ages."
The " Art of Illumination as Practised in Europe
from the Earliest Ages," by Tymms and Sir M.
Digbj Wyatt, published iu 1860, contains 100
plates of alphabets and initial letters, and
is a work of consider.able scope and interest,

quite encyclopaedic in character. M. Sylvestre,

author of the celebrated work on PaUeo-
graphy, published an " Alphabet Album "

in 1843, which contains a number of examples
copied from various sources. A little book by
Mr. E. F. Strange (of the South Kensicgton
Museum) is a valuable contribution to the subject

;

while for Renaissance alphabets one cannot do
better than refer to M. Sylvestre's book, and to

two octavo volumes recently issued by Signer
Ongania, the great Italian publisher, entitled
" L'Arte delta Stampe del Rinascimento Italiano-

Venezia." You will be glad to know that Mr.
Lewis F. Day will shortly publish a collection of
" I >ld and New Alphabets," specially selected by
him. It should not be overlooked that Owen
Jones published a folio entitled " 1,001 Initial

Letters," designed and illuminated by himself,

most of which were incorporated in his " Victoria
Psalter." On illumination, the books illustrating

old examples, in addition to those I have men-
tioned, are Noel Humphrey's folio "The Illu-

minated Books of the Middle Ages," issued in

1849, and Westwood's " Facsimiles of Irish

Manuscripts," also Westwood's " Paleographia
Sicra I'ictoria," or facsimiles of illuminated
versions of the Bible, 4to, published in 1843-.5

;

the two former are, however, somewhat ex-
pensive. For works giving examples of illu-

mination executed in recent times I think the
finest are Owen .Tones's volume of designs illus-

trating the Psalms, and Audsley's " Sermon on
the Mount," folios published some ye,ars ago at

high price, but now to be met with at very low
ones.

JAP.INESE ART.

Considering the important influence that
.Japanese art has exercised upon modern design,
I think a separate place may well be given to it

here. The most important English books on the
subject are Audsley's andBowes's " Keramic Art
of .Tapan," two vcU., folio, issued in 1875, with
very tine plates, and the same author's "( Orna-

mental Arts of Japan," issued in four folio port-

folios, containing 100 plates, most of which are
beautifully printed in chromolithography. I

should also mention Cutler's " Cir.ammar of

Japanese Ornament and Design," one of the first

books to analyse Japanese Decorative work, while
Dr. Anderson's "Pictorial Arts of Japan,"
4 vols., folio, is an important and authoritative

work, but, as its title proclaims, is chiefly

devoted to the works of painters, not decorative

artists. It must be borne in mind that the most

direct, and probiibly the best method of studying
the Japanese design is from the native sketch
and design- books, which are very numerous and
'mostly readily obtain.abIe. I will content myself
with enumerating the three or four small oblong
geometric design - books, and the very clever
studies of birds and flowers, each forming three
volumes, by Bairei Kono and Watanebei .Seitei,

the two best-known living artists in Japan. A
few specimens of the famous coloured prints, such
as can be met with in albums, or in separate
sheets, would m.ake a very interesting addition to

this part of the library ; but they require some
little care in selection in order to secure gocd
colouring. Under the head of

METAL WORK,

I will include works on iron and the precious
metals ; but on the latter I am only able to sug-
gest to you the two octavos on " ( )ld English and
French Plate," by Mr. C'ripps, and a large
octavo, richly illustrated, by Mr. Havard, to

whose " Dictionnaire de I'Ameublement " I have
already referred. His new work is entitled
" L'llistoire de I'Orfevrerie," and it contains a
splendid series of illustrations. A volume has
also been published partly illustrating, by photo-
gravure plates, a special exhibit of Old English
Plate at Cambridge in 189.3, and it is only to be
regretted that more of the collection was not
represented. No better history of metal-work
as a whole has been published than Sir M. Digby
Wyatt's folio, issued in 18.52, which has a series

of 50 good plates of choice examples from dif-

ferent countries. But for a sketch of the history

of Artistic Ironwork we must refer to Mr. Starkie
Gardner's two little volumes recently issued in

the South Kensington Hindbook series 1 have
not previousl)' made individual reference to the
volumes in this series, but I make an exception
in this case, for they are of special valu?, and
have only recently appeared Professor Meyer,
author of the "Handbook of Ornament," has
also written a work on " Smiths' -work," trans-

lation of which has been brought out under the
title of " Art Smithing." Some practical details

of the craft are here dealt with, and many
illustrations are included. English ironworK has
hitherto been but sparsely illustrated, but an
interesting series of examples of late work is

shown in Ebbett's " Decorative Wrought Iron-

work of the I7th and 18th Centuries." a small

folio published some years since. Recently a re-

production of a scarce book of " Designs for Iron-

work," by John Tijou, h.as been brought out.

Mr. Starkie Gardner tells us that Tijou un-
doubtedly designed the iron gates of Hampton
Court Palace and those of St. Paul's Cathedral,

.although some of the designs in the book are not

exactly as executed. It is to be hoped that we may
get a comprehensive work on English ironwork
from Mr. .Starkie Gardner before long, as such a

work is much needed. A rare volume of Designs,

by Fordrin, a French smith, contemporary with

Tijou, has been reproduced ; the designs are very

graceful. The best works illustrating foreign

ironwork are lleftner-Alteneck's two sm.all folios,

" Eisenwerke des Mittelalters." The first series

was also issued under the tit'e " Serrurerie du
Moyen Age." The second series may not be

known to you, as it was published many years

after the first, .and only under the German title.

Herr F. Halselmann, an architect of Munich,

formed a very remarkable collection of knockers,

keys, finger-plates, &c., and this has been illus-

trated in a moderately -priced folio, the plates

being reproduced from photographs taken from

the objects as they hung upon the walls. I think

I may say that this collection has a unique value.^

Another work of the greatest possible use, and of

which I ought to have made earlier mention . is

T. H. King's " L'Orfererie et les Ouvrages en

Jletal du Moyen Age. Probably many of you

know this author's remarkable " Study Book of

the Architecture of the Middle Ages. In his book on

metal-work he gives 200 folio plates of measured-
one might almost say working—drawings of eccle-

siastical metal-work, entirely Continental, and the

whole of the measurements and drawings were

made by Mr. King himself, occupying some

twenty years of his life. A German folio, tntitlel

" Schmiedekunst," has lOOpl.ates illustrating

old German ironwork, and is issued at a moderate

price. Numerous examples of domestic iron-

work are illustrated in this work. The fine t

specimens of Spanish ironwork are to be foum'

the rich " Kejas" or screens in the churches ar.d

cathedrals. Many of these are illustrated in a

recent folio volume of drawings of " Rsnaiisance
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Architecture and Ornament in Spain," by Jlr.

A. N. I'renticc, a young architect who has twice
visited Spain. The subject of

MdSAK WdllK

claims our attention, and here the authorities are
not numerous. The best known is Sir JI. figby
Wvatt's folio, entitled " Specimens of the (ieo-

motric Mosaics of the Middle Ages," with a brief
historical account of the art. Thi? has some
plates printeil in gold and colour, but it has been
pointed out that the specimens do not show the
tessera' of the mosaics. A young architect, Mr.
A. T. Bolton, recently published a folio of
rubbings of ".Some Koman and Pompeian
ilosaics," in the hope that they would be of
.special value to artists. In addition to this, we
have Henry Shaw's "Specimens of Tile Pave-
ments," another (juarto by this versatile arch;oo-
logist, issued in IS.5.S, with numerous coloured
examples, and a French work, Ame's " Carre

-

lages Emaillcs du Moyen-Age ct de la Renais-
sance," a 4to published in 18,);l, but not often
to be met with now. Another volume, the great
value of which is not to be judged from its title,

is " Xouveau.K Melanges d'Archa^ologie," by two
celebrated French archaeologists, MM. C'ahierand
JIartin. It contains 250 plates, printed in tints,

of innumerable geometric tile.s and pavings
elected from foreign cathedrals and churches.
Opportunity should be fought of obtaining some
pliitcs of William Fowler's Kne folio coloured
engravings of "Mosaic Pavements and Stained
Class in England," issued between the years
17'.IC-1820. A complete set is scarce and costly.
Turning our attention now to pottery and porce-
lain, and taking English pottery first, the best-
known book is .rewitt's " Ceramic Art of Great
liritain," 2 vols., Svo. Further works on English
pottery are liinn's " Two Centuries of Keramic
Art in Worcester " (be careful to have the second
edition), Solon's "Art of the Old English Potter,"
Owen's "A Century of Potting at Bristol,"
llaslem's "Old Derby Pottery," and Jliss
Jleteyard's "Life of Josiah Wedgwood." All
these are octavos. Wedgwood's work has been
more fully illustrated in three small folio volumes,
containing autoty_ped reproductions from photo-
graphs, entitled "" Choice Examples of Wedg-
wood Art." "Memorials of Wedgwood," and
"Wedgwood and His Work." Mr. Birch's
" History of Ancient Pottery " is the best
authority on this period, and for a general survey
of the subject we cannot do better than refer to
Marry.att's " History," and Mrs. Palliser's
translation of M. Jacquemart's " History of the
Keramic Art," issued in 1S77, also to Chaffers'
"Keramic (iallery," 2 vols., large 8vo, con-
taining 600 photographic plates of choice
examples of the different wares. Of course,
Chaffer's '

' Marks and Monograms on I'ottery
and Porcelain " should be in every library. To
.Japanese art I have previously referred, and have
there mentioned the works on the pottery of that
country. The library should try to secure the
grand works of Delange, entitled " Uiuvres de
Bernard Pallisy," " Faience Italienne," and
" Faience de Henry II.," for quite irrespective
of the worth of these books in the illustration of
their subjects, the beautiful execution of their
plates and the diversity of ornament shown in the
examples render them invalu,able as aids in
design. There arc numerous works on

ST.\INE1) CL.\SS,

and some fine folios illustrating the glass in
certain Continental cathedrals ; but we must
content ourselves with works treating the s\ibject
more generally. 1 may remark that it is almost
an impossibility to adequately represent a coloured
window by means of chromo-lithography : but
Levy and Capronnier's " Histoire de la Peinture
sur Verre," a -Ito issued in Brussels in 1860,
contains some of the best reproductions which
have appeared. It has 37 plates, most of which
are richly coloured. Then comes Winston's
" Inq\iiry into the Different Styles Observable in
Ancient Gl.ass-Painting in England," 2 vols.,
Svo, first issued in 1847. and one must not
forget another book issued by him, not so well
known, but of great value, entitled " Memoirs
Illustrative of the Art of Glass-P,ainting," which
is ful'y illustrated. The most exhaustive !ind
valuable history is Mr. X. H. J. Westkke's
"History of Design in Painted Gl.ass," in all
periods and countries, now completed in four
volumes, small folio, profusely illustrated in black
and white. 1 daresav many "of you have already
noticed that Mr. Lewis F. Day, who passed some
of the early years of his art life with artists in

stained-glass, has just publishel a book, the
result of 2.') years' study of his subject, which he
calls " Windows : a Book about Stained and
Painted Glass,'' which I have reason to believe will

prove as useful and instructive ns his other works.
Some good examples, particularly of Belgian
work, are to be found in two folios, known as
" Divers Works of Early Jlasters in Ecclesiastical

Decoration," published in ISIG, some plates of

which were drawn by < )wen .Tones, and there are
reliable historical accounts of the glass illustrated.

For special details, such as lead-glazing, we must
refer to an octavo issued in 1819 by the late Sir

A. W. Franks, called "A Book of Ornamental
Glazing (Juarries," and to the reproduction of
" A Book of Sundry Draughts, Principally
Serving for Glaziers," a rare Svo, first issued in

1615 by W. Geddes, and reproduced in 1848 by
our oft-mentioned authority, Henry Shaw. On
Domestic Glass I am sorry to say we have only
an expensive book to refer to—namely, an illus-

trated catalogue of the collection formed by the
late Mr. Felix Slade, and now in the British
Museum. This catalogue is beautifully produced,
and was published for private circulation only in

1871. The collection itself »as valued at£20,b00,
60 we may gather that the catalogue illustrates

some beautiful work. There is an interesting
little book by Pellatt, entitled "Curiosities of
Glass-making," with coloured plates, published
in 1949. For an exhaustive illustrative account
of ancient glass, ourguidemustbeDeville's"L' Art
de la Verrerie dans I'Antiquitc," a large 4to
issued in 1873, which has 112 tintedand coloured
plates of examples of historic glass. On Symbol-
ism the library should have one or two authori-
ties, and these should be Mrs. Jameson's
beautiful volumes, " Sacred and Legend.ary Art,"
now issued at a reduced price, and Sliss Louisa
Twining's "Symbols and Emblems of Art,"a4to
published in 1852, and on this subject, again, you
will find Pugin's " (ilossary " of great value for
reference. Audsley's " Handbook of Christian
Symbolism" is a concise little book on the sub-
ject, and is the only email one having coloured
plates. With the books on Textile Design I will
include those on Lace and Embroidery. The two
most important works that have been published
illustrating textile fabrics are Dupont-Auber-
viUe's " L'Ornement des Tissus," which is an
encyclopa'dia of textile design, showing about
2,000 examples chronologically arranged, and
printed in colours, with historical notes, and Dr.
Fischbach's " Ornamente der Gewebe," which
illustrates on 160 plates about 1,000 designs
compiled from important collections. Mention
should particularly be made of the important
series of permanent photographic reproductions,
made by Professor Kumech, of the remarkable
collection of textile patterns in the Koyal Museum
at Dresden, issued in sever.al portfolios. On lace-
work, the best known authority is Mrs. Palliser's
" History of Lace," au Svo first issued in 1865,
but this is not to be compared with the scarce
folio by M. Sequin, entitled " Histoire de la
Dentelle." One of Heir Kumsch's portfolios illus-

trates the lace and embroidery in the Dresden
Museum, and other folios have been published
illustrating special collections. For embroidery
there are two scarce octavos issued by Mrs. Dolby
on "Ecclesiastical Embroidery and Church 'Vest-
ments"

; this is also treated in Pugin's " Glossary
of Ecclesiastical Costume," previously referred
to. Lady JIarion Alford's "Needlework as an
Art," and Mrs. Barber's "Specimens of Old
Embroidery," a small folio giving coloured illus-
trations of some 30 early examples, are important

:

but above all we must place a large folio, pub-
lished some four years since at Angers, entitled
" La Broderie," by M. D. Farcy. This has 160
plates, and forms the most valuable contribution
to the iUustration of the subject which has yet
.appeared.

"WOOD-C.UtVIXO.

JIany of the works I should have recommended
as dealing with this subject have been mentioned
under the heading of woodwork ; but for good
studies, in addition to those there referred to, I
suggest Lessing's " Ilolschnitzereien," which
contains over 50 collotype plates of the woodwork
of the 15th and 16th centuries in the Berlin
Museum, while for Gothic work a volume issued
recently by Mr. Franklyn A. Crallan, entitled
" Details of Gothic Wood-Carving from the 14th
and 15th Centuries," may be commended. There
are several small books of instruction by Bemrose,
Leland, Phillips, .and Miss Powe, of "the School
of Art Wood-Carving, amongst others. It is

important to refer to my list of books on Furni-

ture, Woodwork, and Architectural Ornament, as
so many of the designs contained in the books
referred to there are peculiarly adaptable to wood-
carving of the more elaborate description. Very
few works have been published which one can
safely recommend as illustrating Modern Art.
It is surmised that the library will contain some
of the leading art magazines, and one must not
forget the grand folio, illustrating the work of
.\lfred Stevens, the Eoglish Michael Angelo, pre-
pared as a labour of love by Mr. Hugh Stannus, or
Mr. Aymer Yallance's recent " Life of William
Morris "

; but both of these are costly. Some
of Mr. Walter Crane's best designs have been
published in book form, notably in such
works as the "The First of May" and "The
Echoes of Hellas." The lives of artists,

such as Sir Edward Burne-.Tones, Albert
Moore, Sir Frederic Leighton, and many others,

hardly come within the scope of my list, as
although most of them applied some of their

powers to decorative art, it is by their works
as artists that they are chielly remembered.
Early in the preparation of my paper 1 found a
difficulty in limiting the number of works on the
various subjects, and I feel that I am speaking
to many, wbo, in their professional capicity, are
acquainted not only with a number of works to

which I have directed attention, but also with
many which I have not mentioned. Had time
allowed, I should have felt tempted to speak of

more volumes, but this might have led to a
departure from the limits of my title.

FIREPROOF CONSTRUCTION
DOMESTIC BUILDINGS.*

OF

IF a certain amount of timber were allotted to

be used in the construction of a dwelling-
house, and the instructions were that it was to

be distributed in a waj- that, should the window
curtains or carpets take fire from a spark, a
lighted match, or the upsetting of a paraffin

lamp, some portion of the timber would be fairly

certain to catch alight and the fire to spread with
the greatest r.apidity, no better arrangement could
be devised than the one usually adopted in house
building. Wood joists, about r2in. apart, reach-
ing from wall to w.all, over the entire .area of the
buildings, and resting on wood wall plates, is the

first step in this direction ; wood lloor-boards to

form a walking surface cross these at right angles
on top, and wood plastering laths pass at right

angles beneath to form the ceilings of rooms
below ; a similar arrangement is adopted for

lighting coal fires in ordinary grates, the cross-

ing and recrossing and the space between
affording excellent facilities for the fire to play
round the wood, and air to circulate and to assist

combustion. This .arrangement, which begins with
the ground floor, is repeated every three or four

yards in htight to the top of the building, where
the roof, constructed with wood ceiling joists,

wood rafters, and wood ceiling and slate laths is

ready to supply its quota of combustible materials

on the slightest provocation. Wood partitions

for dividing the floor area into rooms are often

formed of timber quarterings placed 12in. apart,

cross-lathed on both sides, .and affording unusual
facilities for carrying the flames upwards from
floor to floor. Bricks are sometimes built in

between the wood uprights, and these to a great

extent lessen the danger. Wood skirtings, dadoes,

match-boarding, or wainscotting are fixed round
rooms to wood battens nailed to wood plugs,

driven into the mortar joints, and sometimes into

the chimney-fluos. A space is usually left between
the back of this woodwork and the wall to pre-

vent decay ; the air having unchecked circula-

tion through this space, a fire is rapidly com-
municated from room to room. Wood stairs

commence at the lowest floor and finish at the

highest, and, as a rule, there is practically no
disconnection of wood between the bottom floor of

a house and the top floor, and no severance or

biirrier to check ascending flames ; a strong upward
current of heated air is provided at the bottom
by the well-hole of the stairs, and when once the

latter are well alight all escape from the upper
rooms is cut off. A startling statement is to be found
in the London Fire Brig.ade's annu.al report—viz.,

that for the last thirty years the number of fires

and the loss of life therefrom have gradually

increased ; the tot.al number of fires in 1866 was
1,338, 44 lives being lost, as ag.ainst 3,494 fires in

• By Thomas Potter, of Alrest'ord, Uants. A paper
read at the Society of Arts on Wednesday evening,
Jan. 26, ISDS.

-_/
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1896 and 106 lives lost. The expression " fire-

proof "has a conditional meaning; no building

ran be said to be absolutely fireproof : s\ifficient

time and material for prolonged combustion are

all that is necessary to reduce the most fire-

resisting building to ruins. It has, however,

become usual to designate those buildings fire-

proof where the materials used in construction

are incombustible. Fire-resisting would be more
appropriate, but, excf pt in the Building Act, it is

seldom used. The only explanation that can be

given why fireproofing is comparatively so little

adopted at the present time is that the great

majority of houses are erected to sell, or

to let at an annual rental ; and, as build-

ings can be insured for their full value, the

owner is secured irom a monetary loss. A good

deal of misconception exists as to which portions

of a house should be rendered fire-resisting, and
also an exaggerated notion as to the extra cost.

The external walls of houses are almost without

exception compelled to be built of incombustible

materials; but the two factors in construction

which are the main cause of loss of life by fire in

domestic buildings are the wood stairs and the

wood tloors, and assuming these to be formed of

materials that will resist a moderate fire for a

couple of hours at most, the skirtings, doors,

door surroundings, windows, fittings, carpets,

curtains, and furniture combined would not in

themselves be a source of much danger beyond
the apartment containing them, and may, there-

fore, be considered as factors of secondary

importance in connection with fire resistance.

But so far as regards skirtings they would always

be better if constructed with Portland, Keene's,

or Parian cement. There is no objection to

cement skirtings, except that thej' cost somewhat
more than wood ; they are far more durable,

solid, not readily damaged, and non-absorbent,

and even on sanitary grounds alone should

become more general than is the ease. Stairs

should be of concrete—stone is unreliable.

The cost of concrete stairs is more than wood
stairs, but unless of intricate design by no means
a serious item. Concrete stairs are constructed

by casting each step in a mould, or casting the

whole llight in situ, and the principle of con-
struction is now well understood. The best

materials for concrete stairs, both for strength

and fire resistance, are Portland cement and
crushed bricks— firebrick bj- preference—clinker

from furnaces or slag from iron ore. Oak and
other hardwood stairs of a defined thickness
are classed as fire-resisting under the London
Building Act, but given sufficient fire they
add fuel to the flan\es. AVainscotting, dadoes,
and wood cornices can be entirely dispensed
with where protection from fire is of paramount
importance, or if necessary formed with cement.
Wood liftings and boxing shutters can well
give way to revolving shutters of steel or hard
wood. There is but trifling danger in the
latter because the amount of wood required is

so small that it need scarcely be taken into

account. Considering the neatness and effi-

cacy of revolving shutters, it is strange they
should not be more generally adopted for

houses where shutters are considered neces-

sary, especially as the cost is less than the
ponderous boxing shutters. The portions of

sash-frames more exposed than others are the
inside lining, pulley stiles, heads and sUls, and
if these were made of teak, which would resist

any moderate fire after the paint on the surface
had burned away, another element of danger
would be avoided. The extra cost would be, pos-
sibly, from Ss. to 15s. per window, according to

size. Architraves to doors and windows, and
window-jambs or linings, can be formed of cement
at a somewhat increased cost, where the use of
wood is not desirable ; but door-jambs, doors.
windows, and fitments, such as cupboards,
dressers, linen-presses, shelving, and the like.

must apparently still be of wood, for there is no
other material which serves the purposes equally
as well for habitable buildings. The wood just
named in an ordinary building is classed under
the general term of joinery, and is mainly exposed
to view. But the dangerous factor in a building
is the hidden timber, which is of much greater
proportion, and being practically out of sight, may
smoulderand burst into flames without any previous
warning whatever. Under this head we get floor-
joists, partitions, wall-plates, templates, lintels.
roof-timbers, occasionally ivood battening fixed
against brick walls for lathing thereto, or for
matchboarding. It is common knowledge to
ever} one engaged in building operations that all

these can be dispensed with, and incombustible

materials substituted with no more trouble, but

at some increase of cost, and the latter is the crux

of the whole matter. In place of partitions formed

of wood and lath-and-plaster, they can now be

constructed in various ways of materials that will

not burn, such as iron uprights, metallic lathing

and ordinary plaster, solid plaster with iron rods

imbedded therein, fireproof llocks, breeze, con-

crete, and other materials, all of which are light

and fire-resisting. Fireproof cokebreeze lintels,

in which small metal tension-rods are imbedded,

for use internally over doors and windows, are

readily obtainable. Cokebreeze blocks or bricks

to insert in walls for fixing joinery thereto

are in every way preferable to, and better

than, wood ; and if new or old walls require to

be battened for plastering, as is practised in

external walls of some seaside houses to pre-

vent rain from penetrating, metallic lathing

can be fixed to metiil lathing bars secured by
galvanised wall-hooks. Externally, the roof is

the dangerous factor in construction ; where barge-

boards, dormer windows, and skylight frames are

in evidence, danger exists if a fire is in progress

in the neighbourhood through sparks being carried

by the wind. Under the old Building Act,

windows had to be set back at least 4|in. from
the face of any wall, but now they may be flush

therewith. All the outside wood window linings

in this arrangement can now be exposed ; under
the old Act they were almost entirely out of

harm's way in the brickwork reveal. Fireproof

roofs are obviously more difficult to construct

than the usual wood type, except a flat form is

substituted, and although objections may be made
to flat roofs for country houses and suburban
villas on the ground of appearance, there can

be but few reasons why they should not be
adopted in streets in towns. In addition to

safety from fire, flat roofs do away with the

great danger in towns arising from tiles and
slates being deposited on the heads of foot

passengers during high winds ; they also save

the annual recurring cost of tile and slate

repairs, and the danger of flooding from
choked lead gutters and down pipes. They
have other advantages in connection with work-
men's flats and similar buildings where the

laundry is on the top floor, in being available for

drying-places, and there is no reason why
flower-beds and gardens should not be established

thereon. Flat roofs are usually constructed in

much the same way as fireproof floors, but laid to

a slight inclination to carry rain-water away into

the stack-pipes, and covered with the best mineral

asphalte ; but concrete and cement alone, with

the greatest cars, will not form a watertight root.

A roof of this description should be more durable

than others, and entirely avoid the necessity of

repairs for almost an indefinite period. The cost

too, would in many positions not exceed that of

the ordinary slate or tile roof, lead gutters and
other accessories taken into account ; while as

regards security from fire, not a particle of wood
need enter into their construction. Fireproof

roofs are-being adopted for some buildings, but

by far the great minority ; and but little differ-

ence of opinion exists as to what materials should

be used, and how they should be applied. But a

fireproof roof is of no avail if the floors are con-

structed of wood, and when we come to fireproof

floors we have to deal with a factor in construc-

tion upon which opinion differs to a very great

extent. As a result, except where Building Acts
and by-laws compel their adoption, they are, com-
paratively speakiiig, but little used. The reasons for

this are many. By some persons they are sup-

posed to take up much more space than wood ;

that even if covered with wood flooring they are

still cold to walk upon ; that the weight is ex-

cessive ; that they conduct sound more readiy

than wood ; and other objections which do not,

or need not, exist ; but the principal one is, aa in

many other matters connected with the erection

of new buildings—cost. They are regarded as a

"luxury" in construction, and when estimates

have to be reduced it is often the case that the

first thing to go (if the Building Act permits) is

the fireproof floors. We have heard of many
wide estimates aa to the cost of fireproof

construction above that of ordinary con-

struction, ranging from 10 to .50 per cent.

There will always be a considerable difference

in the ratio of cost, for a building with no

pretensions to internal decoration or external

architecture, such as workmen's flats, requires

etiually as much flooring as a mansion coating

twice as much but of the same size. Taking

average buildings of moderate pretensions,

it will be found that wood floors complete,
including the wood lathing for ceilings, cost,

on an average about .5 to 7i Jjer cent, of the
total outlay, and that fireproof floors average
about double that of wood floors. Assuming,
therefore, that a house costs £'2,000 to build, and
is of the annual value of £150, the fireproof floors

at the very utmost should work out at a cost not
exceeding £!50 in excess of wood floors, and this

at o per cent, would increase the rent by £7 H's.

a year. Fireproof roofs coat but little more than
the usual kind, and the extra expenditure on
stairs and all the other details of construction

enumerated, except architraves to doors, which
are riot strictlj" necessary to be of cement, would
be well covered by another £150 ; so that for £15
a year, at most, increase of rental on a house of

the estimated annual value of £150, the owner
would gain by having fewer repairs to pay for,

and the tenant would gain by reason of its

healthfulness, freedom from vermin, and security

against fire. If a large reduction of fire insurance

premium on both house and its contents was
obtainable—and it ought to be through danger
from fire being almost fiil—there should be prac-

tically very little incfased rental necessary.

C)n hygienic grounds, fireproof floors have
not received the consideration they should do.

In external walla of buildings it is sometimes
the practice to insert ventilating bricks to admit
air to the floor timbers, with a view to prevent

their decay. Where the floorboards have shrunk
or been badly laid, an imperceptible current of

air to the room above is the result, bringing with

it a return of some portion of the palpable dust

that has found its way beneath t'ae floor, and the

housewife wonders where all the dust on her

furniture comes from. If the floortimbers acquire

dry rot—by no means an uncommon occurrence,

even in well-built houses, the initial stage often

developing before wood leaves the docks—a rank
fungus is the result, which spreads with alarming

rapidity, and is in a high degree dangerous to

health. It must be conceded that fireproof floors

are to some e.xtent a costly item in a building

designed with a view to resist fire ; on the other

hand, it is my object to convince you that no
building is reasonably safe which has wood floors

an4 stairs, and that,' on hygienic grounds alone,

fireproof floors are worth the extra cost,

even where coat is the paramount factor

in construction. Very much less is known
in a general way about fireproof floors than

about most other detaila of building con-

struction, and they do not possess any attractive

features whatever. Nothing of a fireproof cha-

racter, except brick arches, which were confined

to basements and underground rooms where inj ury

from outward thrust could be guarded against,

was .attempted in this country untU quite modem
times. This is to be accounted for by reason of

suitable materials for the purpose being prac-

tically unknown a century ago. Portland cement

had not been discovered, rolled iron and steel were

unknown, and concrete itself—so well understood

by the Romans—was not in use in this country

even for foundations. In 1775 a patent was

granted to Sir. Hartley for fireproofing wood in

buildings by nailing thin iron sheets round floor

joists and other timbers, and Parliament voted a

sum of money to continue the experiments, but

the result was a failure, and a little later Earl

Stanhope proposed to till in between wood joists

with rough mortar laid on wood laths—what is

known as pugging, .and used at the present time

not so much with the object of making floors lire-

proof as to prevent sound from passing through.

Mr. l''atrbairn, in his book, " The Application of

Cast and Wrought Iron Work to Buildings,"

says the first instance of the successful applica-

tion of cast-iron beams for the fireproof floors of a

building was for a cotton-miU erected in ISOl ;

the ironwork was designed by Messrs. Boulton

and XX'att, the cast-iron columns being entirely

unprotected. Up to 1844, numerous patents had

been taken out for fireproof floors, but none came

to stay until Dr. Fox introduced what was after-

wards known as Fox and Barrett's floor Barrett

being the business partner), and which w,a3 in

use until quite recent years. Fox and Barrett's

floor was very popular in London and elsewhere

for many years. -Mr. Wilkinson, of Xewcastic,

patented several varieties of floors in 1S51 and'

later dates : one was formed with brick arches and

concrete over ; another was a flat arch section of

Portland cement concrete, the latter possibly the

forerunner of concrete arches of considerably span.

Bunnett's floor, introduced in 1858, vr&a at that
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time of novel construction—viz., hollow inter-

locking buiiit (lay blocks or biicks jogfjlinp or

kejirg each other at the joints. This principle

has Ictn prsctitcd in a vsricty of ways in

America, hut does not as yet Hnd much fiivour in

this country. The under side of the blocks had
a dovetail groove to afford a key fur the plaster,

an idc.i which has since then been claimed as

part of numerous floor patents. The floors of

the tjrosvenor Hotel at I'imlieo are liunnett'e.

Dennett's floor, introduced in 18.^)7, is another
that has been used to a very great extent.
I Iriginally it was made with piaster of I'aris as

the cemenlitious ingredient, and consisted of

.segmental arches up to 1 7ft. epan, and cast-iron

beams. Sub5e(|uently Dennett introduced various
improvements. All the floors of St. Thomas's
Uospital are Dennett's. Matthew Allen, a builder
of Finsbuiy, brought out fireproof floors in ISG'J,

consisting of bars of iron Sin. by Jin., laii edge-
wise across the building from front to back, and
'2ft. apart, and through which iin." iron rods, also

'2ft. apart, were passed and secured to the bars at

the end. A temporary scaffold was fi.xed beneath
and cement concrete was thrown in to a thick-
ness of 4 in. The floors of the AVaterlow model
dwellings in Finsbury are executed in this way.
Mr. llornblowtr, an architect of Liverpool, in
1S7:! recognised the danger of exposing iron
beams to fire, and devised an ingenious arrange-
ment of encasing them entirely with burnt clay
or terracotta, llornblower's floor was used for

the Liverpool Corn Exchange and many other
buildings. Previous to this llornblower had
employed clay tubes, or pipes, resting on the
bottom fl.inges of the joists, and covering the
Litter on under side with an inch in thickness or
more of concrete, a mistake which was soon
rectified by others, as in Swarbiick's fireclay

lintel floors. In llornblower's tubes, Swarbrick's
slotted lintole, and Bunnett's dovetail grooves
we can trace the origin of tubular lintols for
fire -resisting floors as used at the present time.
But during the last twenty years many varieties
of fireproof floors have been introduced, over
200 patents having been applied for in this
country alone, but the comparatively few that
have been used to any extent are divisible into
not more than four types. I am not going to
suggest that any floor mentioned here is supejior
to others ; they are simply illustrations of floors
in the early history of fireproof construction, and
of types of others in use now. It was suggested
at one time that solid wood floors would resist

combustion and possess many advantages over
steel and concrete. The principle proposed was
to form them with deals and battens edgewise
and fixed close to^^ether. This system has been
practised ia America, but in a paper read lately
by Mr. W. L. B. Mudie, an architect, of Chicago,
the author said that this principle of slow burning
floors was not justified by experience, for when
once a building got well alight they made a
terribly intense fire. Oak is always assumed
to be fire-resistiog to a high degree, but Mr.
E. C. Sh.inkland, M.S.C.E., lately stated that
SO, 000ft. —superficial feet, probably—of oak
timber was piled in a new building for the
Chicago Athletic Club, and while the building
was in progress a fire took place and the whole
of the oak was destroyed. Silicate cotton and
asbestos have both been suggested for packing
between and around all hidden timbers, but
the dangerous factor wood is still in existence,
only waiting for a loophole to prove how diflicult
it is to make a building fire-resisting, yet there
can be no doubt that silicate cotton and asbestos
afford very great protection. But, with all their
disadvantages it is pretty well agreed that steel
beams and joints and Portland cement concrete,
or clay tiles or lintols in combination, judiciously
treated, are up to the present time the bes"t

materials we know of for forming fireproof floors,

although in the United States steel beams and
porous terracotta are more in favour. Fiat slab
floors of concrete, without beams of any kind,
simply resting on the walls, have been advocated
and adopted to a very limited extent : then we
have .steel joists fixed certain distances apart, :ift.

•to eft. usually, and concrete filled in between
level with the top flange and an inch or so below
the bottom flange—other types of floors consist in
imbedding iron or steel in the concrete when in a
soft state

; then we have arched formed floors and
level ceilings, and lintol floors consisting of clay
lintols resting on the bottom flanges of beams or
joists, and concrete filled in over. But in selecting
oneor othfr of the systems named, or of any
other form of construction, the properties of the

mnteiiiils to be employed should be the first con-
sideration. It is well known that steel beams and
ji ists expand and buckle when ex|)osedtoheat, and
ihat in a high temperature the loss of strength is

also considerable. These are two disadvantages
tluit can only be remedied in one way—and that

is 1 y so protecting them that it shall not be
possible in domestic buildings for a fire of one or

t»o hours' duration to injure them. By beams I

mean deep tingle sections, or two or more sec-

tions of rolled steel forming compound beams, or

riveted plate girders to carry smaller sections,

which 1 call joists, the terms being synonymous
with those used in wood -floor const: uction.

Where beams are used, a portion usually projects

below the ceiling line, and have a much larger

superficial area needing protection than the joists.

Moreover, they support a large portion of the

entire floor, and shou'd therefore have the
greatest possible protection ; but, instead of this,

so far as my observation goes, the usual custom
is to wedge light pieces of wood between the top

and bottom flanges, about a foot apart, flush with
the outside edges of the flanges, and to which
metallic lathing is nailed, and this is plastered in

the u ual way. "When the wood blocks become
so hot that combustion ensues, the lathing and
plastering must inevitably come away, and the
beam being exposed, it is almost bound to collapse.

[To be coi, eluded.)

HYDRAULIC v. ELECTRIC ELEVATORS.
'piIE relative advantages of hydraulic and
A. electric elevators have been much dis-

cussed of late. The city engineer of Toronto,
Canada (Mr. Ed. H. Keating, M.Am.Soc.C.E.),
has reported on the question. As far as safety,

reliabijity, facility of handling, and smoothness
are concerned, Mr. Keating says there " is little

room for choice between the most modem type of

hydraulic machine and the latest improved
electrical appliances—that is, the one is practically

quite as safe, reliable, easily handled, and smooth
in running as the other." Indeed, beseems to show
that with the hydraulic elevator of the best type,
operated by high duty pumps, there would "be a
slight advantage, as far as fuel consumption is

eoncernod, in favour of the hydraulic system.
As to which is cheaper, it is impossible to arrive
at any decision until the conditions under which
each is to be operated are known. As to repairs

and maintenance, Mr. Keating thinks the advan-
tage is on the side of the hydraulic plant.

The question is a very important one for

architects and engineers both here and in

America; but it seems to us the difliculty in

obtaining reliable evidence -from those in charge
of one system or the other precludes any satis-

factory result being obtained.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING NOTES FOR
ARCHITECTS.—XV.

By AX Assoc. Inst. Elect. Exgs.

WtKIXG.

THE wiring of a building for electric-light
purposes is a very important, and, to some

extent, a distinct branch of electric-light work.
It is also well within the province of the archi-
tect's work, and the following notes have been
framed to assist him in this branch of his work.
Having decided upon the details of distribution,
the next problem is that of wiring, and it is im-
portant that the insulated conductors should be
supported and fixed in a thoroughly neat and
workmanlike manner, and at the same time be
well protected from mechanical injury in one of
the following ways:

—

(a) By being inclosed in wood casing.
(i) By being supported in plain sight and at

sulficiently frequent intervals by porcelain or
wood cleats.

(') By being inclosed in damp-proof, fireproof,

impenetrable tubes.

Whichever system is used, it will be well to
remember (1) "that where practicable all con-
ductors in a building should be so placed as to be
easily accessible, and capable of being thoroughly
inspected whenever required. (2) That con-
ductors should not be run out of sight, such as
between floors and ceilings, inside roofs, behind
skirting boards, wainscoting, &c., if it can be
avoided. (3) That no conductor should be placed
where it would be liable to injury of any kind,
either mechanical or otherwise, nor where it

would be subjected to a temperature that might
affect the insulation upon it. For intfrior work,
no naked conductor or conductors should be
allowed. Probably the most common method of
protecting conductors is to use wood casing.

Jl'ood Casing.—For high-class work the casing
consists of continuous lengths of substantial
hardwood (preferably the best American white-
wood) 12ft. long, on one side of which two
channels are grooved and separated by a fillet or
width of wood not less than iin. for small branch
wires and Iin. for mains and principal branches.
The width of the casing varies from Ijin. to Gin.,

according to the cable used. The front is covered

Fio. 3G

with a thin lid or covering of wood, which may
bo plain or ornamental, and by this means the

wires are held in the grooves, and, in conjunction

with the fillet, wires of opposite polarity, are

prevented from coming into contact with each

other. A sample of casing and covering is shown
in Fig. 36. In all cases the capping of casing

should be screu-ed on. This method is simple, and
permits of the easy removal of the capping for

inspection, repair, or removal of the wire if

required, nails being more diflicult to withdraw
when it is desired to remove the capping. Both
iron screws and nails should be prohibited because

of the tendency to rust when placed in damp
places, whilst brass screws and copper nails are

not thus affected. For large casing the covers

should be screwed on at the centre as well as at

the sides, and for the smaller casing the capping

should be screwed on at the sides only. As we
have already mentioned , the width of the casing,

size of grooves, and width of fillet vary according

a
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to conductor it has to carry, and we give here a

short table as a guide to the size of casing to use

for ordinary wires.

Conductors. Casing.

Size of Wire. Wire. Size of Groove. Width of Fillet.

IS IJin. ' loin. Jin.

16 1* ?* 1
7 -20 li ',16 J
7 18 2 1 1

716 2i i 1

7 14 3 i 1

19 16 33 i u
19 14 4i t li

In all cases it is a good plan to protect wood
casing against moisture by coating it inside and

out with paint, shellac varnish, or other water-

proof covering. In damp places it is very

essential that the wood casing be rendered water-

proof, as the wood is liable to absorb moisture if

this matter be not attended to. To fix the casing

it is usual to mark out the run of the conductors

and to plug the wall accordingly, the casing

being screwed to the plugs or nailed by long

French nails.
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In practice there are three methods in which
wood casing may be fixed. The firtt, known as
surface work, is the cheapest, easiest to fix, and

vf

'^
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most accessible, and may be carried out in new or
old buildings. It is called surface uork, because it

is fixed on the surface of the wall as shown in

Fig. 37. It is evident, therefore, that this is the
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method which must be adopted when fitting pre-

mises in a finished condition, and in places such
as warehouses, factories, kc, where the decora-

tion of the rooms is not a question of importance.
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For other cases fancy moiJded casing is used (see

Fig. 38), and as this may be obtained to har-
monise with the style of decoration, there is

seldom little objection to its use.

Fia. il.

_
Should, however, a deep moulding be objec-

tionable, the second method or partMlh/ sunk
uori, as shown in Fig. 39, may be employed.

In this method the casing is sunk into channels
cut in the plaster, or with new premises the

casing is fastened by means of plugs on to the

walls, and, as will be observed, the capping or

covering appears as a thin strip of moulding on
the wall. This method possesEes the advantage
of concealing the casing, and has a neat appear-

ance, without losing the advantages as to accessi-

bility.

The third method, known as conetaled icorl;, is

shown in Fig. 40, and, as will be observed, the

casing is fixed to the wall before the plaster is

Fio. 43.

put on, the casing and capping being completely
covered with the plaster. It is the method to be

adopted where it is desirable to conceal the casing

and covering, and can only be properly done
during the construction of the premises. In fome
cases, such as Ihe main branches, the size of the

casing demands that the wall be grooved. The
objections to concealed work are (1) the difficulty

of inspecting the conductors or of making addi-

tions without disturbing the plaster, and ('-') the

necessity for using a larger size of casing, so that

the wire may be readily drawn in or out when
making repairs.

For premises in which work is done which
gives rise to much dampness, as in breweries, for

example, the casing is usually supported on
insulators at a small distance from the walls, as

shown in Fig. 41, by which means the cai'iog is

preserved and the insulation of the circuits
improved.
Whenever electroliers are fastfned to the

ceilinjr, or lamps are suspended from the ceilings
by iiexible conductors, it is advisable to run the
casing under the floor above rather than ( n tki^

ceiling itself, and in this way the casing is con-
cealed. The method of running the casing under
the floor is shown in Fig. 42. In the case shown,
the casing runs across the joists, in which C'j<-,

the casing is sunk into the joists, and it will be
observed that the cjsing is fixed so as to be under
the centre of the floorboard which covers it.

There is, then, room for the board to be screwed
(not nailed, so as to permit of the board being
readily taken up for inspection, repairs, \'c.) on
either side of the casing. I£ the casing be not
placed under the centre, there is every possibility

of wet reaching the casing during the wa.-hingof
the floors. If the casing is so large that the
joists would be weakened by sinking the casing,
as shown, it is usual to run the casing between
the joists, and to groove or bore the joists for the
wires. When it is necessary to run the casing
parallel to the joists, the casing should be screwed
to the side of the joists. In Figs. 37 and 4U,

wood blocks imarked h) are shown : to these the
switches and fittings are fastened.

It will not be necessary here to expLiin the
methods of joining and finishing off the casing.

Figs. 43, I. to A'l., however, are given as a
guide to those not accustomed to carpenter's work,
and we may add that it is a good plan to employ
carpenters to run the casing and experienced
wiremen to ran the conductors.

(To be continued.)

SQUARE ME-VSUREMEXTS."

MUCH laborious calculation of an exceedingly

irksome kind may be saved by JMr. Frank
Trickey's "Tables of Square ileasureraents,"

just published by G. Pulman and Sons, of

Thayer-street, Manchester Square, London, W.
The volume is neatly bound, of a convenient

pocket size, and is printed in clear type. Each
page gives three columns of superficials, which
show at a glance the number of square feet and
inches in any given area from J ft. Gin. by 1ft. lin.

to 35ft. by 'Joft., advancing by inches. Jlr.Trickey

has found the value of such t:ibles in the carpet

trade, and others who deal in fabrics will welcome
this useful ready reckoner, which will save time

and insure accuracy. But the architect and
surveyor, especially those who prepare quantities,

will find Trickey's Tables of infinite value in the

process of "squaring dimensions," by saving cross-

multiplication, as well as in measuring surfaces of

aU kinds. For the manufacturer or salesman who
wishes to make an estimate at short notice these

tables will prove a great boon. (Ordinary ready

reckoners are only available for a few calcula-

tions : these tables of square measurement are

absolutely necessary, not only to ordinary manu-
facturers and warehousemen, but to decorators,

parquet-floor makers, andall trades in which square

measurements have to be made. The price of

the book is 28. 6d.

SURVEYORS AS ARBITRATORS.

AT the ordinary general meeting- of the Sur-

veyors' Institution, held on Monday evening

last, an interesting paper was read by Jlr. A. A.

Hudson (Associate) under the above title. The
author began by saying that most surveyors were

called upon at some period of their professional

career to act either as witnesses in trials or arbi-

tration for the settlement of disputes regarding

building, surveying, or engineering operations.

There was nowadays a strong feeling in favour of

technical tribunals : but the advocates of such

tribunals did not always pause to consider what

would be the advantages and disadvantages of

the tribunals which at present existed. Every

litigant, unless he elected to go to arbitration,

was entitled to have his case tried liy a judge of

the High Court and a jury : but when the action

involved matters of accounts, it might be referred

to an offic'al referee. The very fairness of a trial

before such a tribunal was frequently the cause

of delay, for the judge felt bound to go into such

details as would take a longer time than was

* Tables of Square Sleaaurement By Fkaxk Trickev.

London: G. Pulman and Sons, Thayer-street, Man-
chester-square.
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at hid disposal, and thus the caee was often

cither toinpromised or curtailed. Again, a

judge was bound to look upon every witness

as, priuiii facie, a witness of truth, whereas,

in an arhitration, the arbitrator often knew
the value of a witness's evidence from personal

knowledjie of his practice. A judge disliked

building oases because he had the task set him
of reconciling' what seemed to be ine.vplicable

differences between expert witnesses, but a sur-

veyor as arbitrator could soon resolve these

discrepancies. It was for litigants to determine

which procedure they preferred. If they chose

arbitration, they must not complain that the

relative value of their evidence could be easily

wei'iheJ by the arbitrator ; and if they chose

trial in the High Court, they must be prepared to

be cross-examined on points of credibility which
the umpire would probably not have to inquire into.

As to the expense, a judge received no fee from
the litigants ; but there were other expenses which
did not occur in arbitrations. On the whole, the

author thought the expenses of an arbitration

were larger than those of a trial before the Court,

or by an oQicial referee. The most important
element of expense and disadvantage of trials in

the High Court was that parties could not

arrange the trial at a date convenient to them-
selves, while an arbitrator was generally willing

to meet their wishes in this matter. The
expenses, especially in the case of countrj'

witnesses, were often very heavy when a case

had to wait for the convenience of the Court,

or was delayed from other causes. Again,
it was frequently the case that in a matter
of purely technical detail neither the judge nor
the counsel concerned really understood the plans,

sections, or any detaUs of the work. These cases

were in such conditions generally lost or won on
small matters, due to the fact that those who had
the trying of them could not, in the nature of

things, have a technical knowledge of the
details, and their broad bearing on the dispute.

In the case of arbitrations before surveyors
or architects, there could, in the first place

be no question of knowledge of technicalities ;

but the question of the admissibility of evi-

dence was sometimes a difficult one, and
in some cases was only overcome by the
appointment of a legal assessor. The converse
method was for a barrister to sit as arbitrator

with a surveyor or architect as assessor. There
was, he thought, not much preference to be given
to cither method, for in effect arbitrator and
assessor were really joint arbitrators. The Eoyal
Institute of British Architects prescribed a form
of contract by which, should occasion arise, an
arbitrator was nominated by the President of that
body , but hewas not quite sure that an architect was
the most suitable person to fill the position, for
he was naturally a little biassed in favour of
his client's side. A professional man acting
as often on one side as the other, seemed to be
the ideal arbitrator, who would bring to the
settlement of disputes the widest views and
greatest impartiality. The surveyor also had a
much nearer acquaintance with the \alueof work
ilone than the architect, who often interested
himself only in the artistic, as distinguished from
the business, side of the work. As one who had,
before adopting his present profession, been an
architect himself, the author disclaimed any
intention to redect on the body to which he was
proud to have belonged, and wished to be under-
stood as approaching the matterfromanacademical
point only. A building owner was very safe if he
made his architect's decision final, but would be
safer still if he provided that an arbitrator of his
own naming should decide all matters as a con-
dition precedent to any claim, fnder the London
Building Act (section 107, Dangerous Structures)
the arbitrator had only to decide between two
surveyors, and it would seem not to be necessarj-
to examine witnesses on oath. litigants wanted
in the first place that their case should be under
stood by counsel, solicitors, and judge, or arbi-
trator. Next, they required a decision on their
strict legal rights. Again, they wished the time
of trial to be so fixed as to suit their convenience ;

and, lastly, theysought economy and a probability
of getting their reasonable costs. The last point
was often a serious one, and the costs in
trials before the High Court were seldom ade-
quately recovered. The psirty and party costs
were t.axed, with the result" that at present
the plaintiff generally had to pay from 23. Gd.
to Ids. to recover £1. In a" case where a
contractor, for example, claimed £1,000 the
balance of £10,000, it was quite possible that the

quantity surveyor might have to measure the

whole of the work, for which ho must ch.arge

from £150 to £'200. But the taxing masters

did not recognise this. The Admiralty

Court, which was a purely technical tiibunal,

fulfilled all the conditions necessary for the

establishment, mutatis inutamlis, of a court

for the trial of building and engineering

disputes. The procedure was simple : the date of

the trial was fixed, the evidence was shortened,

because experts could not give evidence on a

matter within the knowledge of the assessors, and

there was an opportunity, should occasion arise,

of viewing the matter in dispute. Tnis seemed

to be the ideal to be aimed at in establishing a

Court for the settlement of building disputes.

A discussion followed, in which Jlessrs. II. 11.

Collins, Howard Chatfeild Clarke, ,1. Douglass

Mathews, William Woodward, and J. (i. Head
took part, and, on the motion of Mr. P. E.

Pilditch, the further consideration of the paper

was deferred to the next meeting.

CHIPS.
The Treasury have agreed to bear the expense of

casting in bronze the colossal equestrian statue,

representing Energy, or Force, upon which Mr.
Watts has been working for many years, and which
he haa expressed his wish to present to the nation.

Au admirable site for this has been found in Hyde
Park, in the centre of the terrace at the foot of the

Serpentine, and it is hoped that the statue will be
placed in position with no unreasonable delay.

The directors of the Great Central Railway have
let the contract for the construction of the branch
railway, Sj miles in length, from Woodford Junction

on the new London line to a junction with the

Great Western Railway near Banbury, and posses-

sion has been obtained of sufficient land to enable

the contractors to make an active commencement at

the north end of the branch.

The master builders of Selby and district have
discussed the advisability of forming a Master
Builders' Association and joining the Yorkshire
Branch of the National Federation of Building

Trade Employers. The meeting decided to form a

branch of the association aud to join the Federation.

A new Sunday-school and Assembly Hall in

connection with the Trinity Presbyterian Church,
Corporation-road, Middlesbrough, was opened by
the Mayor of Middlesbrough last week. The work
has been carried out by Messrs. Perks and Son,

builders, Stockton.

Among the passengers on the steamship Culaliar

which left Liverpool last week for West Africa was
Mr. H. B. H. Chapman, Director of the Public
Works at Lagos. Mr. Chapman is to stay at Sierra

Leone for a short period, to ascertain and report on
the possibilities of a water supply in that colony.

Captain G. H. Stone, Assistant-Director of Public
Works, is also proceeding by the Calahay to Sierra

Leone, A new gaol is being erected at Sierra

Leone, at a cost of £20,000. It is situated on the
Kissy road, about a mile and a half from Free-
town. Waterworks are also to be constructed at

Sierra Leone, and will cost that colony about
£30,000. These works will be the first erected in any
British colony on the West Coast.

Monifieth Dean of Guild Court has issused its

decision on the petition presented by Mr. James
Tullis in connection with the proposed erection of

ten semidetached cottages on the part of the Golf
Links recently feued by him. The Court has dis-

missed the petition on the ground that the pro-
visions of the Burgh Police (Scotland) Act, 1802, in

regard to the new streets have not been complied
with, that the plans do not provide for the proper
drainage of the buildings proposed to be erected,
and that the petitioner declines to satisfy the Court
in regard to these matters.

A movement is on foot for improving the western
entrance of Manchester Cathedral. The object
sought to be accomplished is the provision of a
covered approach to the cathedral, to be used on
State occasions by ecclesiastical and civil dignitaries

and public bodies. It is proposed to provide a west
or *' Victoria " porch, and a niche has been prepared
for the reception of a statue of her Majesty, to
which will he added, as funds accrue, figures of
notabilities in Church and State. The total outlay
is estimated at £6,000, towards which Sir William
Cunliffe Brooks has promised £2,000.

At the annual meeting of subscribers to the
Midland Counties Home for Incurables, held on
Saturday, at Leamington, it was resolved that the
first section of the work of extending the institution

be proceeded with, at a cost of about £3.500, by
the erection of a block at the western side of the
present building, whereby accommodation will be
provided for 33 patients. The joint architects for

the extension are Mr. W. Hawley Lloyd and Mr.
W. Henman, both of Birmingham.

BOOKS RECEIVED.
Second editions are to hand of Fixtures, by

SiiiNT.v WKic;Hr : and Dilapidations, by A. T.

JI.WF.it 'London : Estairs Gazette Office), both

useful handbooks brought up to date. Another
volume of Bell s Cathntral Series is issued dealing

with Exeter Cathedral. (Lordon: George Bell

and Son, York-street, le. 6d.) The compiler is

Mr. Percy Addleshaw, I!. A., who has produced

a very readable monograph, .and the illustrations

are numerous and well printed. A l{istorg of

Architecture for the Student, Craftsman, andAma-
teur, by Baxister Fletcher, F.K.I.B.A., Pro-

fessor of Architecture in King's College, i-c, and
B.ixisTEu F. Fletoieu, A.R.I.B..\., Lect. on
Architecture at King's College, \-c. With 115

plates and other illustrations. Third edition

;

revised. (London : B. T. B.atsford.)—We so re-

cently noticed at some length this very useful

textbook, which has already reached the third

edition, that it will be sufficient to accord to it

our welcome. The plan adopted by the authors,

who are experienced instructors of the art, has

been appreciated by those lecturers who have used

the work : we mean the comparative and aiialytical

method of treating the styles. Each style is

analysed, and the parts and features contrasted,

by which means the student is at once enabled to

compare similar features in every style or period.

Each of these is divided into five sections. The
first deals with the influences which have been

at work ; geographical, geological, climatic,

religious, ka. The second section deals with

architectural character ; the third gives the

examples : the fourth treats comparatively of

plan, walls, openin;?, roofs, columns, mouldings,

and decoration, each of which is concisely stated,

and the last section gives reference books. The
plans, illustrations, collotype and others, are well

selected. Professor Banister Fletcher and his son

have compiled a most useful epitome of style in

buildings treated scientifically, in which every

important feature is taken account of, and in this

respect it compares most favounably with those

books which treat architecture in a more super-

ficial manner, descriptive only of style. In this

edition the authors have revised and added to the

text, and given examples of Classic and Gothic

mouldings. They intend to prep.are a second

volume treating of non-historical styles. The
last quarterly issue of the Essex Review

(Chelmsford, E. Durrant and Co., and London,

Simpkin, Marshall, and Co.), edited by Mr.

E. A. Fitch, of Maldon, maintains its character

as one of the best serial publications dealing with

the history, antiquities, and current events of a

county. Among the features of the number
before us are a well-written article on the fine

parish church of St. John the Baptist, Great

Jlarton, illustrated with perspective, plans, and

sketches by the author, Fred Chancellor, J.P.,

F.R.I.B..A.., of Chelmsford : ''Old Essex Deeds,"

by F. .\. Blades," and "A Pleasant Holiday at

Bradwell-on-Sea." by James Stewart. The

Prni/rcss of Art in English Church Architecture,

by T. G. Kobertsox, with illustrations (London:

Gay and Bird). A popular and non-technical

book on Gothic architecture is a worthy achieve-

ment, but one that has hitherto failed. We
know of a few books of this kind ; but we are not

sure whether they are read. People who have a

smattering of the subject, and are fond of visiting

our great churches, are content with the ordinarj-

guide-books, mi^eading as they are. The author

of this little volume has attempted to lay before

the amateur and general reader the rudiments of

the subject. He deals first with the early plan of

a Christian church and its symbolic signification

as the very root of the subject, instead of talking

about origin of Gothic art, external features, and

so on, as most writers have done. The type of

plan (cruciform), orientation, and the origin of

the deflection of the choir are noticed, and the

author refers to the Babylonish origin of orienta-

tion. The Roman worshipped facing the east, as

the Greek before him did toward the west.

The early Christians also always prayed

facing the east, and the author repeats

the tradition that some churches were built to

point to the sunrise on the days of saints to which

they were dedicated. Several typical plans, as

those of Westminster, York. Wells. .Vmiens, are

illustrated. The subsequent chapters deal with

crypts, their origin as safe places for relics : the

Revival of Gothic -\rt, in which Rickman's
'

' Nomenclature of Styles
'

' and Sharpe's '

' Classi-

fication into Seven Periods " are spoken of. The
characteristics of the Xorman, Early English,

Decorated, and Perpendicular periods are described
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liy the aid of siut::ble Jiasrams and sketches, and

rhapters are added on "Notes on English Cathe-

drals." ScottiA churches, also the ditlcrence of

the Kenaissance, and some remarks on anew
^tvle. The few notes on " Mason's Marks " are

J,
useful. The illustrations and sketches in some

cases are scarcely up to the mark ;
hut Mr.

Kobertson's manual will he found of service to

the general student, who wishes to master the

principles of the suhject. There is a good index.

CHIPS.

The Kedrnth Union Intirmary is heing warmed
and ventilated by means of Shorland's patent

double-fronted Manchester stoves with descending

smoke-flues, the same being supplied by Messrs.

E. H. Shorland and Brother, of Manchester.

The Great Central Railway Company have de-

posited a Bill for next Session, by which powers are

sought to construct 7 miles 2 furlongs of new rail-

ways in :Middle8ex, Nottinghamshire, and Derby-

shire. Of these railways, over 6 miles are proposed

to be constructed iu Middlesex so as to enable the

company to connect their hne, now in course of

construction through Willesdeu, with the Great

Western Rxdwav Company's line authorised last

session through Ruislip. The remaining four pro-

jected lines are all under four furlongs in length,

and form merely juuction railways in Kirby-m-

Ashfield, Worksop, and South Xormanton.

The Old Kilpatrick School Board have just

completed the erection of a public school in Elgin-

street. Yoker, and it will be formally opened by

Lord Overtoim next week. The school will accom-

modate about 1,'200 scholars.

The Lerwick School Board received at their last

meeting a report, with relative sketch plans, from

Mr. Wilson, architect to the Edinburgh School

Board, with reference to proposed enlargements of

the present school accommodation in Lerwick.

Some time ago Mr. Wilson visited Lerwick, and

now submitted alternative plans. One of these

provides for the erection of a new school on the

site of the present central school, the whole

buildings and teacher's house on which site would

be demohshed. The estimated cost is £4,300. It

was also pioposed to erect an addition at the back

of the Anderson Institute at a cost of £1,400— in

all, £5,700. The alternative plan provides for a

smaller school on the central school site, and larger

additions at the institute, the cost being the same.

The meeting remitted the plans to a committee for

report.

A Jubilee clock tower is about to be added to

Kingswood Church, near Bristol, from plans by

Mr. C. Mackay. The tower will rise from the

ground, and will be of brick with stone dressings,

and thi-ee dials, each 5ft. Gin. in diameter, will be

provided.

It has been decided that the proposed memorial to

the late Dean Montgomery, of Edinburgh, shall

take the form of a recumbent effigy in marble, to be

placed in St. Mary's Cathedral. The work is esti-

mated to cost £1,000.

In addition to the £3,600,000 additional capital

which the Midland Railway Company are seekmg
power to raise under a Bill for power to construct

over thirty miles of new railways in Yorkshire, a

second Bill has also been deposited by^ the same
company for power to raise a further £2,000,000,

which will be principally expended in the construc-

tion of over twenty-one miles of widenings on por-

tions of their railway from Lseds to Skipton, Leeds

to Bradford, Derby to Leeds, Sheffield to Leeds,

Chesterfield to Sheffield, Birmingham to Derby,

Syston to Peterborough, and at East Wigston in

Leicestershire. These widenings will include an
enlargement of their station at Sheffield.

A mural family memorial tablet of a novel

character in the north has recently been placed in

Fyvie Church Aberdeenshire, by Miss Chalmers, of

Monkshill. Wholly executed in champleve enamel,

the tablet is about :!ft. in length by 2ft. in breadth

—a large size for firing in one piece. The orna-

mental border is in blue and green, the body of

the tablet has a golden ground, on which the

lettering of the inscription appears in blue, black,

and red, and there are three decorative initial

letters in different colours. The tablet was
desianed by Mr. Pittendrigh MacGillivray, A.R.S.A.,
of Edinburgh.

The extensions at Meadow-lane gasworks, Leeds,
which have cost over £30,000, are now nearing

completion, and the new inclined retorts, which
represent a further expenditure of £22,403, are

expected to be ready for use about May. Ihese
new retorts will enable the gas committee of the

Leeds Corporation to increase the output from the

Meadow-lane works from 4i million cubic feet a
day to over seven million cubic feet. The intro-

duction of these mechanical stoking appliances will

also cheapen the production as well as relieve the

workmen of much wearisome labour.

—•-•-»

—

City and Soitii London- IIaii.wav Comi'AXV.

—The report for the half-year ended December ;U

states that since the last report very satisfactory

progress has been made with the extension to

Fiiisbury-pavement, but the works necessary for

upholding the fabric of the church of St. ilary

Woolnoth have caused considerable delay at

that point. The difficulties have, however, been

nearly overcome, and more rapid progress there

will now be possible. Considerable progress has

been made in the acquisition of the sites for

the stations on the Clapham extension, and it is

hoped very shortly to let the contract for the

completion of that portion of the line. In order

to utilise the portion of the present line between

the Borough .Station and King William street,

which will be thrown out of use hy the con-

struction of the new extension, arrangements

have been made with a new company, the City

and Brixton Railway, to continue this part of the

line from the Borough, viii St. George's-circus,

and Kennington-road, to Brixton-hill, and it is

proposed that the new line, when completed

should be leased to and worked by the City and

South London Company in conjunction with its

present system. Provisional arrangements have

been made for the construction of a subway to

connect the platforms of this company's station

at Lombard- street with those of the Bank Station

of the Central London Railway, at the joint cost

of the two companies. A Bill has been deposited

by the directors the principal purpose of which is

to obtain an extension of time for the construction

of the line to the Angel, at Islington, authorised

by the Act of 1893. and to authorise a short

additional siding at Clapham-common, rendered

necessary in connection with the station there.

It is proposed to erect, by subscription, a statue of

the late Duke of Devonshire at Eastbourne, of

which as a fashionable watering-place he was the

founder.

The new post-office, Forfar, is approaching com-

pletion It has a frontage to Castle-street of 40ft.

and extends back 116ft. On the street floor is the

public office, 20ft. by 20ft., and behind it are the

post-master's room and sorting office, the latter

being 42ft by 24ft. At the rear of the building the

telegraph lineman's room and battery room are

situated, together with the barrow shed and basket

store. On the first floor are the telegraph instru-

ment room, 20ft. by 16ft., telephone room, 12ft. by

lift., and boy messengers' room. Mr. David

Adamson, Yeaman-street, Forfar, is the principal

contractor.

The Light Railway Commissioners have issued a

draft order for the construction of a light railway

from Postland, in Lincolnshire, to Peakirk, in

Northamptonshire. The railway, which is for the

benefit of the Crowland district, is to have a junc-

tion with the Great Eastern Railway at Postland,

on the Spalding and March hne, and with the

Great Northern Railway at Peakirk, on the Peter-

borough and Spalding loop line. It is to be of the

ordinary gauge. Hitherto, Crowland, famous for

its abbey and unique triangular bridge, has had

no direct railway communication, Postland, the

uearcst station, being five miles distant. The

capital is fixed at £45,000.

A recent memoir of the Geographical Survey of

England and Wa'es, dealing with soils and subsoils

from a sanitarv point of view, has been published

by order of the Lords of the Treasury. Sir Archibald

Geikie, Director General of the Survey, states that

inquiries are constantly being made by the public

for advice regarding the nature of the soils and

subsoils of sites upon which house-building is con-

templated. Accordingly, Mr. Horace B. ^Voodward,

F.R.S., was instructed to prepare a treatise upon

the subject, with especial reference to London and

its suburbs.

The Mercers' Company and the Gresham Com-
mittee are having a niche prepared on the south

wall of the ambulatory of the Royal Exchange for

another mural decoration. This will make the fifth

of the eight works which different donors have

already promised. The subject of the new panel

IS an historical episode, " The Opening of the R^al
Exchange by (iueen Elizabeth, on horseback. Ine

painting is the gift of the Mercers' Company, and

the arti't is Mr. Ernest Crofts, A.R.A. There are

still twenty panels to be filled with subjects of

historical events. The pictures are all paintea

in spirit fresco, a method invented by Messrs.

Charles Roberson and Co. The colours ground in

this medium are used in a similar manner to

ordinary oil-colours on a specially prepared,

highly -absorbent canvas which, when the picture

is finished, is laid solidly on the wall.

MiMn Welligtnce.—<

—

P.ATTF.iisEA.—The new municipal workshops

which have been erected by the Battersea Vestry

were formally opened on Saturday afternoon.

The principal block covers a space of 280ft. by

2nft., and is built in two stories, t In the ground

floor there are a joiners' machinery department,

an engine-room, a wheelwrights' shop, a forge

for smiths and farriers, a harness-makers room,

and a painters' room. On the upper floor there

is a joiners' shop, which has 12 benches, and

lantern lights in the roof as well as side windows ;

a vanbodv-makers' shop, and also departments

for plumbers and smiths and fitters. Connected

with the vanbody-niakers' shop there is a lift

which raises SOcwt. from the ground floor. J. ho

machinery includes circular-saw benches, a band

saw, a planing machine, a copying latho, a

bufling machine for sand-papering the spokes,

and a general wheelwright. There is a turning-

lathe 14ft. long, a metal-drilling machine, a saw-

sharpening machine, a mortise and boring-

machine, a screw-cutting lathe, and a variety ot

other machines as well. The forge is a shop ..Ott.

long by 22ft. wide, where one finds at each end a

patent self-contained blacksmith's forge, with

cast-ii-on hearth and hood forming one piece,

while in place of the familiar bellows there is a

blast produced by means of a fan. The motive

power for work-ing all this machinery is supplied

by an Otto silent gas-engine of 2511.1.^ the

total cost of workshops and machinery is £8,000

but it is estimated that henceforward a saving of

10 per cent, will be effected by the vestry on all

the work it does. The workshops were designed

by the vestry's surveyor, Mr. J. T. Pilditch, and

they are now in charge of the superintendent of

works, Mr. Thomas Sheppard, who also looks

after the whob of the men employed by the

department, some 800 in number.

BruKi-NHEAii.—A new Liberal club in Duke-

street was opened on Friday by Mr. Asquith JI.P.

The building up to the first floor level is ot grey

bricks relieved with red pressed Ruabon bricks,

and terracotta. From the moulded string-course

up to the eaves the walls are finished with hand-

set spar in cement. To the right ot main

entrance-hall is the staircase to the assembly-

room On the left is the smokeroom and

reading-room. Directly opposite the entrance

are doors leading into the billiard-room, and at

the rear, on the ground floor, are the lavatories,

committeo-room, and back entrance. In the

basement are the kitchen and heating-chamber.

A mezzanine floor contains a ladies and gentle-

men's cloakrooms, lavatories, &c. Oii the upper

floor is a haU capable of accommodating 400

people-platform 20ft. hy 13ft 6in., and retiring

rooms on each side of stage. The building will

be heated by low-pressure hot- water pipes, and

the incandescent light will be used. Th/ sole

contractor is Mr. George Snape, Birkenhead, and

the designs are by Mr. T. Tahesm Pvees, of the

same town.

Ch\kt SiTTON, Kent.—Upwards of a century

has passed away since the parish church of

Chart Sutton was destroyed by fire. In the

year 1779, a thunderstorm, passing over the

Weald of Kent, struck and ignited the spire ot

this church. Being of wood, the spire quickly

fell on to the nave, and the church was aU but

demolished, the tower only remaining. Ihe

present inexpensive building was then er cted

ind hitherto had consisted of a nave onl)
,
the

chancel and aisles of the old structure not having

been rebuilt till the present time. -The new

chancel was dedicated on Saturday 1'^^*-

J^^
work of restoration, which s l'«'°?„^--'">«f ""^..^^

Messrs. James Wood and .«°°','?
. »''"fi°e"„T,^

Chart Sutton, comprises, in addit on to the new

chancer vestr ', and organ-chamber, several im-

nrovementsto- henave. The internal walls are

[o be faced with stucco. The outlay will be

^'ki^ngV HE.VTH.-The new Wesleyan church

in'ca'mbridge and School-roads Kin.g^s Heath

Birmineham, was opened on Frida\ last, ine

b I Id ng, which is 80ft. long by 49f .
wide and

l"f hi.'h, is divided into nave and aisles by

hree wfde arches on each side supported by red

Aberdeen granite piers, with stone caps and

bases A transept projects on each side about

4ft beyond the aisle walls, one transept bemg

arranged for the organ and choir staUs, and a

m"ed chancel, 18.Ut. by lU.ft. deep extends

Tejond a moulded" chancel arch, supported on
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grey Alierdeen granite Bh:ti'ts, having moulded
and carved oaps and corbels. The floor is paved
with encaustic tiles, and a high dado of glazed
tiles covers the lower part of the walls. The
rust wall of the chamol has a five-light window,
having a r2-light wheel in the upper part. This
window has, at the sole cost of Alderman Bowen,
who has carried out the building of the structure,
been filled with stained glass from the studio of
Messrs. Camra and Co., Smethwick. The pictures
represent " The ]>ast Supper," " The Nativity,

"

and " The Ascension." The twelve lights of "the

"wheel" surmounting the three windows contain
emblems of the twelve tribes of Israel, with a
representation of angels attending the Saviour
forming the centre. Below the window is an
arcaded reredos, containing the Lord's Prayer,
the Ten ( 'ommandments, and the Creed in letters
of gold. These also are the gift of County
Alderman Bowen. At the west end of the
<'hurcli is a gallery, backed by a window of
tinted glass. The exterior is of red terracotta
and brick, and the church has a spire. The
general style adopted by Jlr. A\'illiani Hale,
architect, is based on the Early English period.
The woodwork generally is of pitchpine. The
cost of altering the existing building and erecting
the new structure has been £6,000.

Ekf.iis.—The Standard Life Assurance Company
are about to erect a large block of buildings on
the site of the old post-oflSce in Leeds. The
company recently purchased the s te from the
Corporation for C 19,11.50, and acquired the property
at the rear with a frontage to Wine-street for
£ 1 1 ,000. The preparation of the plans of the new
buildings has been intrusted to Mr. Archibald
Xeill, 18, Cookridge-street, Leeds, and the work
will be carried out under his supervision. The
design is Classic in character. The fa(,ade will
will be of stone, Bolton wood in the basement,
and the remainder Portland. Internally, the
accommodation will comprise between forty and
fifty suites of offices. All of these, with the
exception of about four suites, will be lighted
from the front, which faces south. The main
entrance to the building will be from City-square;
the offices facing Park-row will have separate
entrances. The basement will have an entrance
at the lower side of the site. The various stories
will be reached by an elevator as well as by
staircases. Every apartment in the building will
have its fireplace". 3Ir. Isaac (iould is executing
the contract for the digging of the foundations,
and building operations will ere long be com-
menced. Ihe estimated cost of the structure is

about .£30,000.

Kew Briohtox.—The Xew Brighton Tower,
the highest spire in the United Kingdom, has
just been brought to completion. The height
from ground level to the burnished copper ball
on the top of the fligstaff is 5G7ft., whereas the
next loftiest structure—the Tower at Blackpool-
rises to a height of but 518ft. flin. The chimney
at the St. KuUox Chemical Works, (ilasgow, is
4S6ft. high, and the spire of Salisbury 404ft.
The loftiest, of course, falU far short of the
Eiffel Tower at Paris, which, it will be re-
membered, is 984ft. from ground level to summit.
'I'he tower at Xew Brighton is octagonal on plan,
standing on eight Itgs, the base being l.iOft.

across. It is constructtd of British mild steel,
the weight of materials being 1,760 tons. The
tctting-out of the tower site was fully illustrated
in our last volume. The architects and engineers
are Jlessrs. Maxwell and Tuke, of Manchester,
Messrs. llandyside, of Derby, were the con-
tractors, and Mr. .John .\shley, who was employed
on the Blackpool Tower, was the cleik of works.
At the base of the structure is a block of build-
ings some 90ft. in height now approaching com-
pletion. In this blotk is a theatre seated for
a, 000 persons, and over this a concert and ball-
room, a third floor, which has a gla.'s roof, being
Miranged as a winter garden. The M'ls are
worked by electrical power generated at a station
in the grounds.

choir and transept in its fall. The present move-
ment to build up the ruinous part of the church
has been promoted, in the first instance, by the
congregation worshipping in the western portion,

who have offered to subscribe £10,000 towards
the scheme of restoration. Large subscriptions
have been promised, and the scheme often mooted
is likely at last to be seriously undertaken. Dr.
liowand Anderson, of Edinburgh, is the architect.

CHIPS.

An appeal is issued by the Dean of Gloucester for
funds to add a solo orgau to the instrument in
Gloucester Cathedral, and some necessary stops.
When the organ was restored in 1889, space pro-
vision was made for the desired addition, which can
be made without altering the appearance or position
of the organ. A sum of £0.')0 is required to carry
out the work. The original organ was built by
Kenatus Harris in 16G2, and some of the stops were
included in the recent restoration.

It was reported at the last meeting of the town
council for Burton-on-Trent that the late bororgh
surveyor, Mr. Swindlehurst (now the Coventry city
surveyor), had presented a claim for £1.)0 for service
reudered in connection wi'h his superintendence and
control of the corporation contracts between June 9
and August o. This was referred to a committee,
who now recommended the payment of £GS in full
settlement of the claim. The recommendation was
agreed to unanimously.

Another arcade is about to be constructed in
Leeds. It will extend from Lands- lane into old
property at the rear, a distance of Gtft., then
branch at right angles towards L^pperhead-row, a
distance of 162ft. Thus a new way will be avail-
able from Woodhouse-lane into Briggate. On the
right and left of the new avenue will be shops —2.5
in all. Most of them will have a workroom or
showroom over. The architects are Messrs. Ambler
and Bowman, of Park-place, Leeds.

Sunday-schools are about to be added to Christ
Church, Waterloo, Liverpool, from plans prepared
by Messrs. Fry, Liverpool. The schools will be
built of brick, on a site between Crosby-road and
Sandringham-road, at a cost of £3,000 or £3,500.

A new Wesleyan chapel
Cardigan-lane, Burley, Leeds.

P.MsLEv A}iiiEV.—An organised and determined
effort is about to be made to restore the whole of
Paisley Abbey. In 1862 the nave, which, though
in a dilapid.ated state, had leen used as a place
of worship by the pali^hione^s, was, after con-
siderable expense, repaired and beautified. The
transept and choir are partly ruinous. They are
rootless with only their waifs standing. Shortly
before the Reformation the central tower, which
had beei

the last

being

s being built io

. _ . . The estimated cost
is £o,oU0. In is intended in a year or two to erect
a Sunday-school adjoining. The architect is Mr.
G. F. Danby, of Great George-street. From designs
by the same architect, another chapel is being
erected in Ladypit-lane, Holbeck. Tae cost will
be about £1,100.

St. Michael's Roman Catholic Church, Aber-
gavenny, has recently been enriched at the cost of
Mrs. Kalph Clutton. Some years ago four of the
lights of the large east wiu'dow were filled with
figures of the Blessed Virgin MTy, St. Joseph, St.
Benedict, and St. Scholastica, the two outer lights
and the tracery being left m the ordinary glass.
Mrs. Clutton determined to complete the lights by
the addition of the figures of St. Thomas of Can-
terbury and St. Margaret of Scotland, and as, since
the original lights were erected, a stone reredos
had been put into the church which destroyed the
arrangement of the design of the glass, she has met
the cost of altering the existing glass to suit the
circumstances, as well as to defray the cost of the
two new lights. The execution of these additions
and changes was intrusted to Messrs. John Hard-
man and Co., of London and Birmingham.

The third extension, just finished, of the .South-
por! Coiporation Electric Works, brings up the
capacity to fivefold what it was when, but three
years siuce, the works were inaugurated. A fourth
extension has been already set afoot, but even this
will hardly overtake the estimated demand for next
winter. The recent addition to the plant is a
dynamo of the " ironclad " type, the alteruators
being placed on the periphery of the flywheel. The
new dynamo is driven by a .500H.P. engine, and
can supply 10,000 Sep. lamps at one time, thus
raising the total of the installation to 22,750 Sep.
lamps. The cost to date of the electric works has
been £611,000, and the extension just commencing
involves .£21,000 more.

The experiments for the bacteriological treat-
ment of the sewage of Oswestry, initiated some
months ago by the borough surveyor (Mr. E. O.
Wynne Roberts, C.E.), have attracted visits to that
town by representatives of the sanitary authorities
of Tarviu, Harrow, Wrexham, Lincoln, Hexham
(urban a<jd rural), Congleton, Nantwich, Chester
(rural), Malpas, Morecambe, Atcbam (rural), Here-
ford (county). Brooklyn, N.Y., kc; and deputa-
tions from West Kirby, Wakefield, and Hamburg
are expected to visit the works in a few days. The
deputation from Hamburg, which will vi.sit the

chief

COMPETITIONS.
BusiiEY.—A limited competition was held for

the Uoyal Masonic Centenary Schools for boys
about to be built at Bushey, and on the award of
Mr. Rowland Plumbe, has been settled in favour
of Messrs. Ciordon, Lowther, and fiunton, archi-
tec's, Finsbury, E.C. The cost will be about
£100,000. Designs were submitted, we under-
stand, by Mr. Alfred Waterhouse, R.A., Mr.
Aston Webb, F,S.A., Mr. Basil Champneys,
M..\., and Mr. John Morley, of Cambridge. Sir
Arthur Blomfield, A.R.A., was invited, we are
told, but declined, and the late Mr. C. J. Shoppee
died before the competition came off.

GiLi.iX0H.\M.—Pl.ans by Mr. Fredk. Smith,
architect, Bank C'hambe'rs, High-street, New
Brompton, Kent, have been adopted by the
(Jillingham T'rban District Council, in a limited
competition for extensions to their present
Technical Institute. The estimated outlay is

£1,600, the additions consisting of new cookery
school, manual instruction-room, and three large
class rooms.

M'est B.vNoorn.—The Edinburgh District
Lunacy Board have invited architects to submit
competitive designs in connection with the estab-
lishment of a lunatic asylum which they propose
to build on the estate of West Bangour, in the
parish of Ecclesmachan, Linlithgowshire, about -

two miles west of I'phall. It is intended, in the
moan time, that accommodation will be provided
for 600 patients, though suitable provision will be
made for extensions whereby 1,000 will be accom-
modated. Only architects in Scotland who have
been in practice on their own account for not less

than two years will be permitted to compete.
The architect selected by the board will be em-
ployed to carry out the work at the rates of
remuneration and under the conditions contained
in the schedule s,anctioned by the Royal Institute
of British Architects. If from any cause the
buildings are not proceeded with, and no drawings
other than the competitive drawings have been
prepared, the selected architect shall receive a
payment of £500 in full of all claims. In respect
of the other competitive designs, four premiums
will be paid in the following order :—£250 to the
author of the design adjudged to be best by the
architectural assessor : £200 to the author of the
design placed second; £150 to the author of the
design placed third ; and £ 1 00 to the author of
the design placed fourth. The board desire that
the buildings should be of the most substantial
description, and pleasing in character, but they
do not wish that any considerable expense should
be incurred in mere ornamentation.

een built by the last Abbot of Paisley also I

«"°^l^«'o-™0"°^(S*'"'^'l'iy.).'^"lconsistof the chief

St archlii»hnT^ r,t 11,.. „i.) V,
^'"= 7 '/'^o, engineer, the assistant engineer, the chief M.O.H.,

insutKcien^U? f ) A
^hurch lei from the Port M.O.H., and Mr. H. A. Roechling, ofinsuthcientlv founded, and crushed in the Leicester

At the Congregational Church, Shaw, Lanes, a
new organ of (i52 pipes, built by Messrs. A. Young
and Sons, of Manchester, was opened on Wednesday
week.

The new cemetery, which is to be purchased by
the Huddersfield Corporation at Lockwood, will
cover an area of over 22 acres. The land has been
known as the Woodfield House Estate, and the
purchase price is £4,750, including the buildings
thereon, or lOd. per freehold yard.

According to the directors' last half-yearly report,
work on the Bengal-Nagpur Railway extensions baa
been carried on vigorously. The rails have been
laid from Sini, on the open line, to Midnapur, 99
miles, and from Kola, on the right bank of the
Roopnarian, to the Subanarika river, S2 miles.
The important bridges over these rivers are l)eing

pushed on as fast as possible.

A meeting of employers connected with the
building trade was held in the Albert Hall, More-
cambe, on Tuesday in last week, for the purpose of
considering the advisability of forming a masters'
association with a view of protecting their interests.

Addresses on the advantages of federation were
given by Mr. Tomlinson (I'leston), secretary of the
Lancashire Federation ; Mr. Gartside (Chorley),
and Messrs. Parker, Kidd, and Sharpies (Long-
ridge). After some discussion, it was decided that
an association be formed, and a committee, con-
sistiug of Councillors J. Scott, J. H. Brear,
J. Gardener, and Messrs. J. Eoolme and A. Wood-
house was appointed to draw up rules.

About £14,000 is being spent on the rebuilding of
Oxford-place Wesleyan Chapel and Sunday-school,
Leeds. The front and one side of the old chapel
have been taken down and replaced by more
attractive elevations. This work has been carried
out without closing the chapel. Not so the old
Sunday-school, which has been demolished. The
new school is nearing completion, and will be ready
for occupation about May. Jlr. G. F. Danby, of
Great George-street, and Mr. W. H. Thorp, of
Albion- street, both of Leeds, are the joint architects.
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XEW OFFICES FOR MESSRS. RECKITT AND SONS,

LIMITED, HULL.

This new block of offices, &c., is now in course

of erection in Danaon's-lane, Hull, adjoining the

extensive starch and blue works of Messrs.

Keckitt and Sons, Limited, having a frontage of

ilOft. to Danson's-lane and 80ft. to Starchhouse-

lane and New Parade respectively. The ground
plan shows principal entrance from Danson's-lane

leading into a spacious waiting-hall and a general

ofBce, 89ft.by 3'2ft.and 18ft. Gin. high, surrounded

by the boardroom, private offices, cashiers' offices,

auditors' room, travellers' waiting-room, type-

writing-room, and clerks' dining-room, the latter

arranged so that it can be added to general office

accommodation when required. The strong-

room, 31ft. by Hft., and stationery-room, Hft.

by 10ft., are connected with general office by a

short corridor. There is an entrance at the rear

friving easy access to general offirce from the

works. On the first floor a large dining-hall,

90ft. by -18ft., 13ft. high, is arranged for the use

of the workpeople, with the necessary kitchens,

&c. , and is approached by separate staircase for

men and women from the back road. The second

floor, also the attic floor, is to be used for ware-

house purposes. The buildings will be faced with
red Ruabon bricks and Howley Park and --Vucaster

•stone dressings, and roofed with green slates.

The walls of strong-room will be faced inside

with white glazed bricks. The inside lavatory

•walls will be tiled in plain tiles, while the walls

of waiting-hall will be faced with faience. The
inside joiners' work will be executed in pitch-

pine, but the entrance hall and boardroom will

be fitted up in mahogany. The floor of general

office will be in wood blocks, while the waiting-
liall and lavatory floors will be laid in mosaic.

The back staircases will be built of solid stone

steps and landings. The buildings will be lighted

by electricity. The work is being carried out by
the following contractors:—Brickwork, Mr.
Benjamin Nicholson ; masonry, Mr. G. H.
Panton; carpenter and joiners' work, Jlessrs.

Dameley and Son ; slating, Messrs. Wilde and
Son ;

plumbing and glazing, Jlr. F. Oldfield

;

painting, ilr. U. Porter—all of Hull. The whole
under the supervision of the architects, Messrs.
Oelder and Kitchen, of 76, Lowgate, Hull.

THE SCHOOL CHAPEL, SEDIIEUGH, VOliKS.

This chapel is designed with a con inuous nave
and chancel without a chancel arch, which is

eomewhat a feature of the churches of Craven.
The long line of roof is broken by a bell-turret of
oak covered with lead, and the roofs are covered
with stone slates. The n.ave is 82ft. long and
2oft. wide, and chancel :i3ft. by 'i.jft. The
arcades are low, with segmental arches, and fine

square-headed windows in clerestory over

;

narrow aisle passages give access to seats at sides.

The tine organ is contained in the north transept

and aisle, there being a similar transept on south

side seated for masters' families, Arc, with choir

and clergy vestries on east side. Local stone,

with Prudham stone dressings externally, has

been used, the interior facing being of flecked red

Runcorn ;
pitch-pine roofs, and oak seats and

fittings; wood block floors, flagged passages, and

porches ; chancel floor tiled. The sole contractors

are Messrs. Brassington Bros, and (Jorney, of

Settle. The architects are Messrs. Austin and

Paley, of Lancaster.

FLOCKllVUGn CHURCH

Is in the Early English style. It will consist of

nave, 6;)ft. long by 22ft. lOin. wide; tower at

west end, 26ft. Gin. by 25ft. externally, and 53ft

high, top of parapet. North and south aisles an!

organ transepts ; at the east end of chancel will

be a semicircular apse with stone groined roof.

Advantage has been taken of the sloping site to

form a vestry and heating cell under the apse

and transept ; access to chancel by north and

south tower doors. JIaterials are for walling of

local stone with Prudham dressings, in broken

courses inside and out, except inside of apse,

vN'hich will be ashlar. Ivoofs covered with stone

slates, except aisles and apse, of lead. Koofs of

pitchpine and seats of oak, wood block floors, and

passages flagged ; chancel tUed. Contractors :

Masonry, A. Blair, of Allithwaite ; carpentry

and joinery, Messrs. tJradwell and Co., of

Barrow-in-Furness ; slater, J. Chippendale, of

Grange
;
plumber and glazier, A. Moorhouse, of

Kirkby Lonsdale. The architects are Jlessrs.

Austin and Paley, of Lancaster, who are doing

the work for Mr. A'ictor Cavendish, JI.l'., of

Holker Hall.

STUDIES OF AXIMAL LIFE TREATED FOR DESIGN :

"the F0.\ A>"D THE CROW."

Like the previous illustration, given on Jan. 7,

these studies were made with a view to deco-

rative design. They assist in the ornamental

rendering of " The Fox and the Crow" in linen

damask. The drawings were made from the

magnificent collection in the Natural History

Museum at South Kensington. While it probably

would have been more correct to have studied the

Jackal as being the animal intended in the original

fable, the common English fox was thought

more in accord with the prevailing conception of

the tale. Not only has the general outline in the

different positions" and the colour been rendered

with a view to this purpose, but close attention

has been given to the details, as will be setn in

the drawings of the eyes, feet, &c., as well as the

varying direction of the hair of the fox. These

studies were awarded a silver medal in the national

competition at South Kensington in 1897.

They are examples of studies intended solely for

use in designs, and not in any sense paintings of

the animals, &c. ; the contours and interior mark-

ings are distinctly defined, and the peculiarities

of colour laid on in flat washes to diagramatically

represent the delimitations of each tint, and not

to exhibit the light and shade.

house XEAR HAWICK, N.E.

This house is situated about three miles above the

town, on the right bank of the Kiver Slitrig.

The house, which stands considerably above the

river, and commands fine views both up and down
the valley, is built of whinstone, rough-cast on

the exterior, with red Jloat stone dressings to the

windows, doors, g.ables, i'c, while the roofs are

covered with Tilberthwaite green slates. In

accordance with the hilly nature of the site, the

kitchen and offices are placed in the basement,

with entrance on the north side, while the main

floor (of which a plan is annexed), enters from the

more level ground to the south. The upper floors

are devoted entirely to bedroom accommodation :

besides the usual fireplaces, the house is heated

throughout with radiators. A lodge has also been

erected at the entrance to the grounds, together

with stabling and coachhouses, and a bridge over

the river. The architect is Jlr. .lames P. Alison,

of Hawick.

BUCKIXOHAM PALACE M.INSIOXS.

The illustration shows the perspective view of

this block of residential flats and shops, which

occ\ipie8 a very magnificent position with a

frontage to James-street, 15uckingham (iate,

Westminster. The building is faced with T. L.

Laurence's red bricks, and Portland stone

The carved brickwork (by Jlr.

Gilbert Seale) and the roofs are covered with

green slates, and the dormers are in copper. The
contract for the building (exclusive of the

decorating and electric lighting), has been let to

Jlr. .L J. Hall, contractor, of Dover, for .£21,000,

and Jlr. Charles .James Chirney Pawley, of West-
minster, is the architect.

IIUOMLEV COLLEGE, KENT.

This is a charitable institution, founded by John
Warner, Bishop of Rochester, in 1606, for twenty

poor widows of clergy. The original building

(as shown on the sketch plan) consists of rooms

arranged round a quadrangle with a covered way.

A second quadrangle was added in 1794—1805,

providingaccommodation for twenty more widows,

thus bringing the total number up to forty. The
chapel in the central part was rebuilt about thirty

years ago, and has no architectural interest. The
main front, forming the subjectof these drawings,

is the only part that contains much detail. The
wings projecting forward form residences for the

treasurer and chaplain, and the stone archway in

the centre gives access to the quadrangle, although

there are side entrances as well. It is said that

the bricks used in the old buildings were brought

from London (8j miles distant) after the Great

Fire, and they have weathered a deep red ; they

run about four courses to the foot. All roofs are

tiled. The dormer windows are modern : the

other windows are casements with transoms and

mullions, and are extremely plain in detail. The
buttresses, an unusual feature in buildirgsof this

style, are only used in the old college. Tops

and set-offs are moulded. The eaves-course is

continued round the outside of the whole building,

but dentils occur only along the front and for

40ft. on each side. It is of wood, covered with

lead, and has a modern iron gutter partially

hiding the top members. The front doors and

windows, on the return of the wings to the chap-

lain's and treasurer's houses, have external

wooden painted architraves, with stone steps and

projecting wooden hoods. The central archway

is of Portland stone, and the entrance gate, of

iron with stone piers, opens on to Bromley High-

street. The inscription over the archway in

centre is as follows :

—

DEO ET ECCLESI.F.

This College for Twenty poore
Widdowes (of Orthodoxe & Loyall
Clergymen 1 & a Cbaplin was
Given by John Warner late Ld

Bishop of Rochester

1666.

—R. H. Erxest Hill.

The widening of the London and South-Westem
Railway main line from Woking to Basingstoke has

commenced, and the first section of the work from

Short Lane to Farnborough is now in hand.

A stained-glass window has been placed in the

west end of Yarpole Church, Herefordshire. The

subject of the central light is "The Good Shepherd,'^

and in the side lights are depicted "St. Cecilia'"

and "Charity." The artists are Messrs. Jones and

Willis, of London and Birmingham.

The YoungMen'sChristian Association Institute in

Gateside- street, Hamilton, N.B., was opened last

week. The institute, which is a three-story building,

anderectedtoplansbyMr. AlexauderCullen,F.S.A.,

Hamilton and Motherwell, contains on ground floor

a ball, committee-room, and cloakrooms ;
and on

the first floor reading-room, library, and caretaker s

house : while the upper flat is to be let as dwellmg-

houses, disconnected with the Association rooms.

The cost has been £1,600, not including furnishings.

The Bishop of London has expressed his readiness

to preach at the dedication of the Monk Memorial

Chapel, St. Matthias, Stoke Newington. The south

chancel aisle is now in process of embellishment by

Mr. I). Bell, and will, it is hoped, be finished by the

anniversary of Dr. Monk's death. The cost of this

memorial is borne mainly by one generous layman,

who also presents a costly reredos.

Last week a new spire to the parish church of

Greatham, Hants, was dedicated by the Bishop ot

Winchester. This addition is the gift of the owner

of Le Court, Mr. Heath Harrison, in order to per-

petuate the Diamond Jubilee of the Queen^ Ihe

new spire represents an addition of about lOJt. to

the tower at the eastern end of the church, which is

now rather more than 100ft. high. There are four

two-light belfry windows, with slate lappers, Gothic

heads carved bosses and columns, and the masonry

has been built of Selborno stone with Bath stone

dressings. The spire is built entirely of Lnglish

oak covered with oak boardings and shingles ihe

plans were prepared by Mr. F. Chancellor, ot

Finsbury Circus.
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ARCHITECTUBAL & ARCH^OLOGIOAL
SOCIETIES.

TnE ARcntTEcnitAi. Association of Irf.lanu.

—A meeting of this association wna held in the

Orosvenor llotel on the 18th inst, Mr. J. HowiiiJ

Tentland, Ti.H.A., F.K.I.B.A., in the chair.

Sir. Anthony Scott, M.S. A., delivered a lecture

on Jlellifont Abbey. The lecturer dealt most
exhaustively with the subject of this ( 'istercian

foundation. He illustrated his remarks with

numerous sketches and measured drawings by
Mr. Scott, jun. Mr. Scott entered on a lom-
parison and analysis of the plans of Mellifont and
contemporary Cistercian Abbeys of France. Melli-

font boasts a remarkable feature in the shape o£

an octagoral detached building, generally sup-

posed to be a lavabo or a baptistery. The lecture

was also illustrated by a large number of lantern

Tiews from photographs taken by the members on

the annual excursion.

The Edixiivkgh Ahchitkctiual A.ssociatiox.

—The members of this association visited CHasgow
Cathedral on Saturday afternoon on the invita-

tion of Jlr. T. L. Watson, architect, (Hasgow,
who had asked the members to join others in-

terested in the visit, which was made with a view

of examining the lower church by the aid of

artificial light. t)n arrival the 'party proceeded

to the sacristy, where Mr. Thomas Ross, presi-

dent of the association, took the chair. Mr.
Watson read a paper, illustrated by sheets of

mouldings and plans, expressing in full manner
his views on the date and design of the vaulting'

of the lower church. In introducing his subject

Mr. Watson said he was surprised to read in the

preface to the third volume of Messrs. MacGibbon
and Ross' valuable work on " The Ecclesiastical

Architecture of Scotland " as follows :

—" Refer-

ence is made in Vol. II. to Mr. T. L. Watson's
theory regarding the vaulting of the lower church
in St. Mungo's Cathedral, Glasgow. Having
recently had the privilege, on the invitation of

Jlr. P. Macgregor Chalmers, of attending a

meeting on the spot, when the usually obscure

€diiice was well lit up, and when it was shown by
Mr. Chalmers that the points on which Mr.
Watson based his opinion were untenable, we see

no reason to believe that the beautiful design of

the vaulting and the plan of the shrine were ever

intended to be carried out in a mode different

from that in which they are executed." Mr.
Watson pointed out that the vaulting of the choir

and lower church was of five distinct dates, and
these were marked by five different sections of

vaulting ribs. As the vaulting ribs of the middle
compartment of the lower church were of a later

section than those used in the choir vaulting, Mr.
Watson urged that the design of the middle com-
partment vaulting must have been altered, and
proceeded to bring forward further detailed proof

in support of his contention. The exposition of

Mr. Watson's views was followed with much in-

terest, and at the conclusion the party descended

to the lower church, which was well lighted by
lamps. Mr. P. Macgregor Chalmers, who holds

the vaulting to be generally all of one date,

vigorously supported his opinion that the original

design had been carried out. An animated dis-

cussion followed, which was taken part in by
Messrs. Ross, ilacGibbon, Keppie, John Watson,
and Professor Baldwin Brown. At the conclusion

of the examination Mr. MacGibbon said he saw no
reason to alter the views expressed in the preface

already quoted. Mr. Ross moved a vote of thanks

to Mr. Watson for the trouble he had taken in this

matter, and this was seconded by Mr. Chalmers.

Nottingham Master Builders' Associ.\tion.

—The seventh annual meeting of the above
association was held on Tuesday week at the

chambers of the association, Bentinck-buildings,

Wheeler-gate, when Mr. James Wright, the

vice-presidfnt, presided. Mr. Frank Hodson,
honorary secretary, and Mr. J. W. Woodscnd,
the treasurer, respectively presented their reports

of the past year's work and finances, both of which
showed that the association was in a progressive

and solvent state. The hon. secretary, while con-

gratulating the members on the continued activity

in the building trade, regretted the restless state

of the labour market, and stated that notices had
been received of further demands from the

masons and labourers for an increased wage
and shorter hours. The following gentlemen
were unanimously elected as officers for the

ensuing year :— jlr. James Wright, president

;

Jlr. WUliam Edgar, vice-president: Mr. J. W.
Woodsend, treasurer ; Mr. Frank Hodson, hon.
secretary.

St. Paul's Ecclesiologicai. Society.—The
nineteenth annual report of this society, to be

submitted at the meeting of members to be held

in St. Paul's Chapter House, E.C., to-morrow

(Saturday) afternoon, states that during the past

twelve months eight meetings have been held at

the Chapter House, and papers have been read by

Mr. J. T. Micklethwaite, Mr. W. H. St. .lohn

Hope, Mr. J. Ninian Comper, the Rev. Ctnon

lienham. Dr. J. Wickham Legg, the Rev. T.

Olden, Mr. Cuthbert Atchley, the Rev. Fr.

Robinson, and the Itev. Duncan MacGregor.

An exhibition of objects of ecclesiologicai interest

occupied one evening. Afternoon visits were

made to the Charterhouse ; to the churches of

St. Stephen, Walbrook ; St. Swithin, London
Stone ; St. Mary, Abchurch, and St. Sa^viour's,

Southwark ; to Hampton Court Palace, and to

Pulborough Church, Sussex, and the neighbour-

ing Hardham Priory. During the past year the

society has had occasion to deplore the loss by

death of several ^^ce-presidents, including Dr.

Vr'alsham How, late Bishop of Wakefield, and

Dr. Sparrow Simpson, who in the early days of

the society took an active part in forwarding its

interests. The council offer their congratulations

to the newly-appointed Bishop of Bristol, and

tender him their thanks for the services which he

has rendered to the society during his residence

at St. Paul's. The balance-sheet is of a satis-

factory character.

CHIPS.
The first annual supper of the recently formed

Master Builders' Association of Peteshead was held

in the Palace Hotel on Thursday evening in last

week. Mr. William Stuart presided, and Mr, John
Ferguson, plumber, acted as croupier. Ex-Bailie

Fraser, architect, and Mr. Geils, burgh surveyor,

were present as guests of the association.

The Duke and Duchess of Fife will perform the

ceremony of reopening the Hackney Town-hall on
February 9. The building has recently been

enlarged by the addition of two wings.

The new Liberal Unionist Club in Edleston-road,

Crewe, was formally opened on Saturday last by

Lord Arthur Grosvenor, The club is erected on the

site of the old building, the foundations of which

gave way in the autumn of 1896. Some structural

alterations were in progress at that time, when,

without any warning, about 5.30 in the morning,

the whole building collapsed. It has now been

rebuilt from plans by Mr. Joseph Cawley, of

Xorthwich, the contractors being Messrs. Rylance

and Sons, of the same town.

An inquiry was held at the Audit House, South-

ampton, on Tuesday in last week by Col. H. G.

Luard, relative to an application by the Southamp-
ton Corporation for powers to borrow the sum of

.£1,080 for the purpose of erecting public conveni-

ences in the High-street and Chantry-road. The
borough engineer, Mr. W. D. G. Bennett, and Mr.
Killick, assistant engineer, explained the plans and
specifications.

A public inquiry was held at the town-hall,

Warminster, on Friday, into the application made
by the urban district council to the Local Govern-

ment Board for sanction to the borrowing of a loan

of £.1,000 for sewage works and sewage disposal on

the septic tank system for the to^wn. Colonel Coke

conducted the inquiry. Mr. A. F. Long, surveyor

to the council, produced the plans and estimates,

which were supported by Mr. JIartin, one of the

patentees of the septic tank system. Evidence in

opposition to the scheme was given by Mr. A. P. I.

CottereU, A.M.I.C.E., of Bristol.

The urban district council of Sevenoaks have

received from Col. Bevington a valuable collection

of prehistoric implements found in the district

during the past seven-and-twenty years.

Mr. A. E. Sandford Fawcett, C.E., F.G.S., of

1, Victoria-street, S.VV., has l)een appointed a

temporary engineer inspector at the Local Govern-

ment Board, and Messrs. John Taylor, Sons, and

Santo Crimp, of '27, Great George-street, S.W.,

have taken over the practice.

Work has been commenced this week on the new
sea wall and beach gardens at Great Yarmouth.

The markets committee of the Newcastle Cor-

poratinn have recommended the town council to

spend £7,000 for the purpose of building a new roof

in the wide alley of the market, and to renovate the

present stalls in the book and poultry department.

At the town hall, Bumham, Somerset, on the

JOlh inst. Colonel Slacke, K.E., held an inquiry into

a proposal by the urban^ district council to borrow

£7,000 for the erection of a new sea wall, the pro-

vision of shelters, and erection of pubUc conveui-

A Wesleyan church has been erected at Acrefair

—a mining village midway between Llangollen and
Euabon—at a cost of £1,000, and the opening cere-

mony took place on Saturday. Mr. J. W. Jones,

Brooklea, Acrefair, was the architect.

The Bill for powers to construct, at a cost of

£l,2'25,73i, an electric underground railway, con-

necting Charmg Cross, I'id Knightsbridge, mth
Paddington terminus, has been officially marked
dead at the Houses of Parliament

Mr. A. Harry Heron, A.R.I.B.A., of 27, Fitzroy-

street, Fitzroy-square, London, W., has taken Mr.
Clifford Bellairs into partnership as from Jan. 1,

1898, and the style of the firm will be Heron and
Bellairs.

A new hall in connection with the Presbyterian

Church of England, Armstrong-road, New Ben-
well, was opened for public worship on the 20th

inst. It is seated for 450 persons, and has been

built from plans by Messrs Badenoch and Bruce, of

Xewcastle-on-Tyne.

The city engineership of Liverpool, the salary for

which will commence at £1,000 per annum, isl)eing

eagerly sought for by engineers of the coun'ry, says

the Liverpool Merciity, as is evidenced by the fact

that between 50 and 60 applications have been

received for the post, which has been rendered

vacant by the resignation of Mr. H. Percy Boulnois,

now an inspector under the L cal Government

Board. These are to be tabulated, and will shortly

be considered by a committee of the corporation.

The Keene Memorial Tablet at Hammersmith
Public Library, which we illustrated a fortnight

since, was erected by public subscription, Mrs.

Edwards, of Golden-square, acting as hon. secre-

tary. Mr. Passmore Edwards gave the t. in tible. ,

to the memory of Leigh Hunt.

The Maidstone Town Council resolved, at their

meeting on Wednesday, to apply for an Act of

Parliament for the purchase of the Waterworks.

Counsel's opinion was read to the effect that the

corporation had no right of action against the

water company, but that persons whose illness

was directly caused by polluted water had that

right. Several fresh cases of typhoid have been

notified in the past fortnight, this increasing the

aggregate to 1,910.

The town council of Haddington resolved on

Tuesday to instruct Messrs. Carfrae and Belfrage,

engineers, of Edinburgh, to prepare plans and

advise them on the construction of a new bridge

across the Tyne between Haddington and Nungate.

The Islington Vestry have decided to spend

£8,500 in laying out the land at the Islington Cattle

Market, recently purchased from the Corporation of

the City of London for the purpose of a public park.

Mr. William Fletcher, brick manufacturer,

Carlton-villa, Lostock, was dri^ving home on

Friday night, and upon getting off his trap the

reins became entangled about his legs, and he ran

forward. The horse backed in an opposite direction,

and Mr. Fletcher was thrown to the ground. He
was picked up in an unconscious condition, and

expired at midnight. He was 47 years of age,

married, and leaves a family.

The annual meeting of the Aberdeen Master

Plasterers' Association was held in the office of the

secretary, Mr. Thomas A. Coats. The chair was

occupied by Mr. Alexander Baxter, president of

the association. The following appointments for

the current year were made—viz., president, Mr. A.

Baxter ; vice-president, Mr. David Scott ;
secretary

and treasurer, Mr. Thomas A. Coats, S.S.C. ;

finance committee, Messrs. A. Baxter, David Scott,

and David Stephen.

The temporary church of St. Margaret is now in

course of erection on a site adjoining Cardigan

A'illas, on the east side of Cardigan-road, Leeds.

The building is 70ft. long bv 32ft., and will accom-

modate about 300 people. Clergy and choir vestnes

are provided. Messrs. Smith and Tweedale, of

Leeds, are the architects.

The Main Drainage Committee of the London

County Council report that during the year ended

December 31 last 46,494 and 33,373 million gallons

of crude sewage were treated at the Barking and

Crossness outfall works respectively, together

making a total quantity of 79,867 million gallons,

or an average of nearly 219 million gallons per day.

During the same period 1,408,000 and 697,000 tons

of sludge were sent to sea from the respective

stations.

At the special memorial service for the late Prince

Henry of Battenberg, held on Thursday in last

week at Whippingham Church, the Florentine

screen, designed by Mr. Alfred tHlbert, R.A.,

M.C.V.O., was unveiled. It is of wrought iron,

and is placed between the chancel and memorial

chapel. It is decorated with four Royal shields,

be»ring the arms of the Queen, the Prince Consort,

Prince Henry of Battenberg, and Princess Henry

encesatBurnham. Mr. W. J. Press,*8urveyorto the
[

of Battenberg: the shields "are in aUver, and the

urban authority, explained the plans. I meUls and tinctures are in enamel.
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TO OORBESFONDENTS.
1^We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of

<mr correspondents. All conimiimcation3 should be
viraiivn up aa briefly as possible, as there are many
L-laimants upon the space allotted to correspondenta.]

It is particularly requested that all drawings and all

communications respecting illustrations or literary matter
should be addressed to the EDITOR of the Bi'ildixo
News, 332, Strand, W.C, and not to members of the staflf

by name. Delay ia not unfrequently otherwise caused.
Ail drawings and other communications are sent at con-
tributors' risks, and the Editor will not undertake to

pay for, or be liable for, unsought contributions.

Cheques and PostK>ffice Orders to be made payable to
Thk Steand Newspaper Company, Limited.

TERM3 OP SUBSCRIPTION.

One Pound per annum (post free) to any part of the
United Kingdom ; for Canada, Nova ficotia, and the
United States. £1 6s. Od. (or6dols. 30c. gold). To France
or Belgium, £1 6s. Od. (or 33fr. 30c.) To India, £1 68. Od.
To any of the Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the
Cape, the West Indies, or Natal, £1 6s. Od.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
The charge for Competition and Contract Advertise-

ments, Public Companies, and all oflBcial advertisements
ia Is. per line of Eight words, the first line counting as

two, the minimum charge being os. for four lines.

The charge for Auctions, Land Sales, and Miscellaneous
and Trade Advertisements (except Situation advertise-

ments) is 6d. per line of Eight words (the first lint

counting as two), tli'e minimum charge being 4s. 6d. for
i'l words. Special terras for series of more than six

insertions can be tacertained on application to the Pub-
hsher.

Front-page Advertisements 2s. per line, and Paragraph
Advertisements Is. per line. No Front-page or Paragraph
Advertisement inserted for less than 5s.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
.^ce not li*cer than 3 p.m. on Thursday. Frontr-page
Advertisements and alterations in serial advertisements
must reach the office by Tuesday morning to secure
insertion.

Situations.

The charge for advertisements for *' Situations Vacant

"

::r " Situations Wanted " ia One Shilling fob Twenty-
v'TbWc'Rds, and Sixpence for every eight words after.
A:i Situation Advertisements must he prepaid.

NOTICE.
Bound copies of Vol. LXXII. are now ready, and
should be ordered early {price Twelve Shillings each),
as only a limited number are done up. A few
bound volumes of Vols. XXXIX., XJ^., XLI.,
XL\'I., XLIX.. LI., Lm., LVtn., LIX.,
LXI., LXTL. LXni.. LXIV., LXV., LXVI.,
Lxvn.. Lxvin.. lxix., lxx., lxxi., lxxu.
may still be had, price Twelve Shillings ; all the other
bound volumes are out of print. Most of the back-
numbers of former volumes are, however, to be had
singly. Subscribers requiring any back numbers to
complete volume just ended should order at once, as
many of them soon run out of print.

Will you kindly allow me to state that this

exhibition will not be revived until March, 1899 .'

—I am, t-tc, II. GiiKViLi.F, Montgomhuy.
43, Essex-street, Strand, W.C, Jan. 21.

i'lr.LEBS FOP. GRAN'OLiTnic WoEK.—A Subscriber wa:it3
the address of makers of above. Says he has seen an
advt. of such in our pages some time, but fails to find
it. If makers write to U3, we will send him on name
md address. We may point out that there is scarcely a
week in which we are not thus asked for addresses, and
vronder very much that more do not avail themselves of
our '* Directory," which was intended to give the help
thus sought.

:i :. EivED.—iL G. R.-H. T. T.—F. H.— O. G. and Co.—
L. T.—W. T. F.-X. G. (Salford :.

Comspoitiiiitte.

-^IXGAPORE TOWN HALL COMPETITION
—A DISCLAIMEH.

To the Editor of the Bcildino News.

•Snt,—ilj- attention has been called to a notice
mder "Prize Competitions" in your issue of
Jlst inst., giving my name in connection with a
"^in^apore town hall competition.

I write to say that I am not in any way con-
-rted with this competition, and cannot under-
lie to answer inquiries, and I shall be much
•liged it you will give every publicity to this

I' t in your ne.xt number.
rhe notice in your paper should not be repeated,
it has been inserted without my knowledge or
nsent—in fact, early in November I declined to

-sociate myself with this concern owing to the,
in my opinion, incomplete and unsatisfactory
nature of the competition arrangements made by
the local committee.—I am, &c.,

51. A. C.VMEROX.
Downuig-street, S.W., Jan. 26.

THE INTERNATIONAL BUILDING
TRADES EXHIBITION.

A CORRECTION.
Sill,— I have only just noticed that in your

report (in last week's issue) of the case of
" Brooks' Trustees v. the St. Pancras (Guar-

dians," I am described as a partner in this firm.

This is not so, nor, in my evidence, did I so

describe myself ; I am a manager and buyer

—

not partner.— I am, &c., W. J. Kexshaw.
Warren-lane Works, Woolwich, Jan. 22.

Siu,—I am constantly receiving inquiries as to
the Building Trades Exhibition, which your
readers presumably think is to bo held in llarch
f this year.

CHIPS.
The president of the Local Government Board

has appointed Major-General C. P. Carey, R.E.,
Chief Engineering Inspector, in the place of Major
TuUoch, C.B., K.E., who has retired. Colonel

J. O. Hasted, R.E., has been appointed Deputy
Chief Engineering Inspector.

' The sixth annual dinner of the Shrewsbury and
District Master Builders' Association was held on
Wednesday evening in last week at the Lion Hotel,
Shrewsbury. Mr. H. Farmer, the president for the
year, occupied the chair, and Mr. W. T. Williams,
the vice-president, was in the vice-chair.

The Birmingham Board of Guardians adopted at

their last meeting plans for an additional building
to accommodate female epileptics at an es' imated
cost of £4,48.5, and for adopting the cell system in

the tramp wards at a further estimated cost of

£2,23.3.

Business was again very quiet last week at the
London Auction Mart, the returns falling below
those of the corresponding week not only in last

year, but also in 1896. This was due to the saiall

supply of properties, for otherwise there was a
tendency towards improvement in the demand for

houses and Ian--! generally. The principal trans-
action of the week was in regard to a freehold
public-house on the main Haverstock-hill, which
realised £4,800. Altogether the returns amounted
to £16,000, which falls short of the corresponding
week in last year by £1,4.50.

The Bramley parish church organ, which has
been entirely rebuilt by Itfr. J. J. Binns, of

Bramley, was reopened on Friday. Additional
bellows have been added, also a new hydraulic
engine, and a new system of heating apparatus.
The pipes have all been revoiced, and new stops

added. A new oak screen (to the west arch) has
been preeented by Mr. Binns as a Jubilee memorial.

The Primitive Methodist chapel in West-street,
Boston, Lincolnshire, which was destroyed by lire

on January 28 in last year, having been thoroughly
rebuilt and restored, has been reopened for

.

public
service. The contract for the exterior work and for

the painting and plastering was intrusted to Mr. W.
Greenfield, and for the woodwork in the interior to

Mr. C Jessop. Mr. T. Howdill, of Leeds, was the
architect. A new organ has also been supplied at a
cost of £250 by Messrs. Hewitt, of Leicester. The
chapel provides seating accommodation for 800
persons.

New British schools at Trtiro were opened last

week. They occupy a site on Chapel Hill, and
accommodate l.iO children. Mr. Silvanus Trevail,

of Truro, was the architect, and Messrs. Clemens
and Battershill took the contract at £1,6S2, ex-
clusive of fittings and fences.

Messrs. Hill and Co., contractors, of Gosport and
Portsmouth, have this week taken over from the
Admiralty the work of completing the construction
of a new breakwater, extending from Bincleaves, at

Weymouth, to the existing one at Portland, thus
forming a complete basin for ironclads to anchor
within. The work will extend over a period of
i\ years, and the contract price is something like

half a million of money. There are two entrances
to the new breakwater.

Sixty applications were received for the post of

assistant chief engineer to the Bristol Docks Com-
mittee. Mr. Thomas Arthur Pearce, whom the
committee have decided t<i recommend to the
ouncil for appointment, is .33 years of age. His

first training was as a mechanical engineer to the
firm of Messrs. W. Collier and Co., formerly carry-
ing on business at Salford. He was afterwards
engaged on the Manchester Ship Canal works.

At Southampton, on Monday evening in lfi*it

weelr, the members of the firm of Messrs. F. and J.

Young, builders and contractors, on the occasion of

the completion of the n^w offices and building

works, Upper Clovelly-road, invited several friends

and the whole of their employes to a dinner. A
large company assembled in the principal workshop,
which had been tastefully decorated for the occa-

sion. The chair was taken by Mr. Councillor C.

Thomas, J.P., who was supported by Messrs. F.

and J. Young.

Jttttitommunication.

QUESTIOXS.
[llRsii.] -Board of Trade Appointments.—Can

any of your correspondents say what .ire the functions of
those private practitioners whom one now and then sees
announced as " having been appointed surveyors and
arbitrators to the Board of Trade".'— iNycisiTivK

REPLIES.
[11884.]—"Red" and "Yellow" Deal. -These

are different names for the wood of the same description
of tree— viz., the Scotch tir or Fiivts s^/lt-Hiis, Scne
classes of people -as timber merchants, and some
builders, carpenters, and jomers— call the wood red

:

others, mostly of the latter class, but in other parts of
this country, call it yellow. It varies much in quality,
according to age of tree, latitude of country of growth,
soil level, and aspect of place of origin, and many other
local circumstances. Some of it is coarse, thick-grained,
dense, and heavy, and tit for timbering ; some is fine,

straight-grained, and mild, suitable for joinery. And
there is every intermeJi.ate variety of quality. The
timbering quality m.ay be obtained from Memel, Kiga and
Dantzic and the Xorthem ports of Sweden, that from the
tirst three ports being the best. In the balk state it is

generally called " fir," but it is from the same botanical
tree. The best mild joinery deals are obtained from the
White Sea ports -from Petersburg, from Finland, and
some of the Swedish ports. As to the use to which any
particular quality may be adapted, that is a matter of

j udgment. Almost all the quahties have their particular

defects—as cro.ss grain, sapwood, "heait," "cup," and
"star" shakes, "decayed" and "ring-galled" knots.
Why not re td Stevenson's " Wood and its Constructive
Uses" London: Batsford\ as recommended by a
correspondent in reply to Mr. D. Forbes Smith's letter

'

The subject is too large and complicated to be further

pursued in these columns.—A. H.

A memorial obelisk has been placed over the
grave of Coventry Patmore, the author of "The
Angel and the House," in the cemetery at

Lymington.

Colonel A. Smith, of the Local Government
Board, held an inquiry at Doncaster, on Friday, as

to the corporation borrowing .£1,250 for the pur-
chase of land for street improvements, the corpora-

tion proposing to sell consols for the amount, and to

repay the money by instalments in fifty years. The
town clerk explained that the street proposed to be
widened was one used as the return route from the

course to the station during the races. There was
no opposition.

The watching and lighting committee of Glasgow
Corporation passed plans, on Friday, for the new
fire brigade station, which is to be erected on the

site of Newsome's old circus in Ingram-street, The
building is estimated to cost £40,000.

In response to an application by the Northwich
Rural District Council for sanction to borrow £520

for works of water-supply for the townships of

Cuddington, Hartford, and Weaverhim, Mr. Robt.

H. Bicknell, inspector under the Local Government
Board, held an inquiry at the Sandiway Hotel, near

Northwich, on Friday.

The ceremony of opening the new swing bridge

at Swansea was performed on Thursday in last

week by Lady Jenkins, wife of Sir John Jones

Jenkins, chairman of the Harbour Trust. The
bridge, which crosses the River Tawe to St. Thomas
and Piince's Dock, has been constructed at a cost

of £30,000. The Harbour Trustees afterwards paid

an official visit to the new works in connection

with the extension of Prince's Dock, which cost

£100,000, and the new works of the extensive dry

dock, costing £60,000.

At a Consistory Court held in York Minster on
the 20th inst. a faculty was granted to the vicir

and churchwardens ot Whitgift to take down the

chancel and schoolroom beyond, to build a new
chancel, to re-Hoor, re-seat, and re-fit the nave and

aisles, to re-fix the present pulpit and font, to form

a vestry at the west end, and to make other

alterations.

Beech Grove Congregational Chrnrch, Newcastle-

on-Tyne, was opened by the Rev. Dr. Joseph

Parker on Tuesday. It has been built by Mr. G.

H. Mauchleu, contractor, from designs by Mr.

Stephen Piper, architect, Newcastle, selected in

open competition. The foundation-stones were

laid on Oct. 14, 1896. The contract price of the

building was £8,000, and the church provides

accommodation for 750 adults, allowing :;Olu. to

each person. The fittings are of pitch-pine. Tha
lecture-hall, which was erected before the church

was begun, is at the north end of the site, and

there are also classrooms aud caretaker's apart-

ments, &c. The contractors were : masonry,

carpentry, joinery, and plastering, Mr. Maucheo

;

slating, Messrs. Beck aud .Sons; paiuting, Mr;

John Campbell ; plumbing, Jlr. John Rowell

:

heating and hardware, Messrs. Emley and Sons ;

and electric lighting, Mr. S. Bury, all of Newcastle.

The glazing was by the Gateshead Stained Glass

Co., and the wood block flooring by Mr. Roger L.

Lowe, of Famworth, near Bolton.
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LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
ROYDON Bkick anii Tile Co., LtI'.—A winding-up

order having been made against this company on
December S last, meetings of creditors and con-

trihutories were held last week at the Board of

Trade Offices, Carey-street, Lincoln's Inu-fields.

Mr. Warley, Assistant Official Receiver, presided,

and stated that the company was incorporated on

May JS, 1896, with a nominal capital of €2.5,000,

and was formed to acquire and carry on a brick

and tile manufacturing business at Roydon, Essex,

owned by Mr. Thomas (Juinn, now deceased. The
company acquired the property for £10,2.)0, a

lease for fifty years being also granted, the

rent being fixed at £200, with a royalty of

£500 per annum. Xo prospectus was issued,

and it was stated that one of the objects of the

promotion was to laise money on debentures, and
altogether £ 1,000 had been issued. The purchase
money was satisfied by the payment of £2.iO in

cash, and £10,000 shares were allotted to Mr. Quinn
as fully paid. The failure of the company was
ascribed to the want of proper management, which
resulted in the manufacture of defective bricks.

The heavy cost of cartage also contributed to the

failure, the estate (which covered OS acres) being
some distance from a railway station. The un-
secured liabilities were estimated at .£2,87-1, and
.£1,000 was due upon debentures. The assets were
estimated to produce £1.107, and, as regards cou-
tributories, there was a deficiency of £1."),773. The
estate was now in the possession of Mr. T. Garman,
who was appointed receiver under an administration

order of the late Thomas Quinn, but his claim to

the property was not acknowledged by the Official

Receiver. So far as could be ascertained, there was
no prospect of the unsecured creditors receiving

anything. The contributories resolved to leave the
matter in the hands of the Official Receiver as

liquidator, and the meeting of creditors was
adjourned ^ro found.

Impoetaxt Akbitration.—Jonx Dickeson, Jr.v.,

T. Hepbukn jVXD CJaxe, Limited.—In this case,

J. Dickeson, jun., builder and contractor, 11, Lint-
wood-road, Balham, referred to arbitration his

claim for £300, balance of a building contract
executed for Messrs. Hepburn and Gale, Ltd.,

leather dressers, of 230, Long-lane, Bermondsey.
Mr. Henry Currey, architect, of 37, Norfolk-street,

Strand, was the arbitrator. Mr. R. M. Bray, Q.C.,
appeared for Mr. Dickeson, and Mr. Glen appeared
for Messrs. Hepburn and Ciale. Mr. Dickeson, jun,,

entered into a contract to erect an addition to

Messrs. Hepburn and Gale's factory within three
months from April 11, 189(3, failing which he was
to incur a penalty of £.3 per day for every day
beyond that time. The works in question were not
completed until Oct. 1, 1896, or SO days beyond the
specified time, for which the employers claimed
£ 100 as liquidated damages ; but upon the certificate

of their architect, Mr. Joseph C4ale, dated Nov. 1 1

,

1897, that the works could not have been reasonably
completed before Aug. 22, 1N96, they modified their

claim accordingly. The contractor repudiated the
claim on the grounds that he was delayed by extra
works occurring in the excavation of the founda-
tions ; also in the supply by other contractors to the
employers of the constructional ironwork and iron

sashes in connection vrith the building. Messrs.
Hepburn and Gale had entered into contracts with
two other firms for the supply of this ironwork,
and the contractor's specification provided only that
he should build in the ironwork as supplied. It
appeared from the correspondence between the
various parties in connection with the work, that
Messrs. Hepburn and Gale had already obtained
payment of fines from these firms for non-
delivery within the contract time. Mr. Bray,
for the contractor, also contended that the
wording of the contract provided that if the
work be delayed by any causes not under
the contractor's control, due allowance should
be made by the architect, and then the contractor
should complete the work within such time as the
architect should consider reasonable, and should,
from time to time, in writing appoint : but no time
had been appointed by the architect during the
progress of the work for completion, nor had he
appointed any date until he gave his certificate of
the 11th of November, 1897, nearly fourteen months
after the works were finished, when he certified in
writing they could reasonably have been completed
by the 22nd of August, 1890—i.e., six weeks after
the original contract time. He also said that, as no
time had been appointed during the progress of the
work, the employers had no claim on the contractor
for damages. Mr. Glen, for the employers, said
this was a legal point on the construction of the
contract which could not be decided by the
arbitrator without legal advice, or being taken
before a Judge of the High Court ; but after some
argument, counsel agreed that the arbitrator
should have a legal adviser to sit with him, to
to give his opinion. This course was adopted,
and Mr. Currey awarded, on the 22nd Jan., 1898,
that the sum of £300, balance of the contract, is to
be paid forthwith by the employers to Mr. John
Dickeson, jun. : also that the employers should

forthwith pay the sum of .£37 lis. Od., being the

arbitrator's charges for the reference ; and, more-
over, the employers were to pay the whole of Mr.
John Dickeson, jun.'s, costs of the reference to

arbitration upon taxation of same. The above case

was heard on Dec. 20, 1897, at Room 521, Law
Courts, Strand, and adjourned to Dec. 23, 1897, at

Mr. Currey's office. He gave his award on .Tan. 22

inst. Messrs. Hopgoods and Dawson, solicitors, 17,

Whitehall -place, acted for Mr. J. Dickeson, jun.

Messrs. Benson and Co., solicitors, acted for Messrs.

Hepburn and Gale.

Old CHiTicnES axd the BrriLprao Act.—At
Southwark Police-court on Wednesday, John

j

BuUers, builder, of Dockhead, was summoned by
Mr. Bernard Dicksee, district surveyor, for fees

amounting to €7 17s. 6d., in connection with certain

alterations at St. Matthew's Church, New Kent-
road. Mr. Wallace, barrister, defended. The com-
plainant said he claimed, under the London Building

Acts, to have juiisdiction over the alterations, which
comprised an extension and raising of the chancel

and an encroachment upon the passage in the nave.

He admitted that these works did not affect the

structure. Mr. Wallace contended that the church,

being an old building, the complainant would have
no jurisdiction over works which did not affect the
building, and which did not increase the accommo-
dation. Some limit must be placed to the powers of

district surveyors, and some liberty of the subject

must be allowed in such matters. After a lengthy
argument, Mr. Fenwick reserved his decision.

A SuccESSTOL ArrEAi..—In the Court of Appeal,
London, on Friday, Mr. AV. N. Brims, contractor,

Newcastle-on-Tyne, was successful in his appeal

from Mr. Registrar Brougham setting aside an
order to serve a notice in bankruptcv under the

Act of 1S90 upon Sir C. M. Palmer, "Bart., M.P.
The appellant had done certain contract work in

the construction of docks at Bilbao for the Spanish
Government, Sir Charles Palmer and Mr. Martinez
Rivas, a Spanish gentleman, being in partnership

over the undertaking. Mr. Brims had obtained a
judgment for £16,723 against the partners, and as a

considerable portion of that sum still remained
unpaid, he desired to serve notice of bankruptcy
upon Sir Charles Palmer. Lords Justices Smith,
Chitty, and Collins concurred in holding that the

judgment debtor was entitled to do so, and allowed
the appeal with costs.

Blackpool Building Laws.—In the Chancery
Division, on Friday, Mr. Justice Kekewich resumed
the hearing of the case of the Attorney-General, at

the relation of the Mayor, Aldermen, and Burgesses
of Blackpool V. Siddall, by which the plaintiffs seek

to restrain the defendant from bringing forward or

permitting to remain erected certain buildings with-
out the corporation's written consent in New-road,
Blackpool, which was alleged to be a street within

the Public Health Act, beyond the front main walls

or buildings on the east side of the New-road. Mr.
Wolstenholme, borough surveyor, Blackpool, gave
evidence in support of the plaintiff's case, and in

cross-examination asserted that what defendant
proposed to do was illegal, and must lie injurious to

the inhabitants. New-road was a public highway,
and led from Blackpool to Poulton. Mr. Bramber,
building inspector to the corporation, and Councillor

Heap having corroborated, this closed the plaintiffs'

case. Counsel for the defence maintained that

New-road was not a street within the meaning of

the Act. The defendant's old buildings at Clitton

Bank were not in New-road at all, and to enforce

the building line as asked in this case would mean
the confiscation of a large amount of property. His
lordship, in giving judgment, held that New-road
was a street within the meaning of the Act, and
granted the injunction asked, ordering the defendant
to pull down the buildings, the mandatory part of

the injunction, however, not to take effect for three

months.

STATUES, MEMORIALS, &o.

Caedmox Memorlvl. — At a meeting of ('

Executive Committee held at Whitby on Saturi

Canon Rawnsley presented the design for the ci

to be erected in the churchyard of St. Mary
which had been prepared by Mr. Hodges, F.s.-V.

of Hexham. The design is based in scale a:;i

treatment upon the Ruthwell, Rothbury, Acca. ami

Bewcastle crosses. On one side appear in fcit

panels, Christ, David, Hilda, and Caedmon ; on thf

obverse the double vine. Within its spaudrils :n
figures of the six bishops trained in Whitby Alili-\

and Cuthbert and Bede. Below is carved :r.

English rendering of the famous nine lises ')

Cicdmon's Creation poem. The two sides of *

cross are filled with a scroll of wild rose and a]

with birds and animals, symbolising the care for

life taught by the spirit of Christ. The desi-u

with the estimate of the stone-carvers, Meii '.s

Beall, of Newcastle, was provisionally accepted.

The Prestwich board of guardians have adopted
plans for addmg casual wards to the workhouse at

an estimated cost of £12,000.

The new nurses' home which is being erected

behind the Leeds infirmary is expected to be

completed before the close of the year. The new
building will provide accommodation for 52 nurses.

In addition to bedrooms, there will be a recreation-

room, a sisters' room, a visitors' room, and a study.

Mr. W. H. Thorp, of Albion- street, is the architect.

A meeting of employers connected with the build-

ing trade was held in the Albert Hall, Morecambe.
on Tuesday week, to consider the advisability of

forming a masters' association. Addresses on the

advantages of federation were given by Mr. Tom-
linson, Preston, the secretary of the Lancashire

Federation : Mr. Gartside, Chorley ; and Messrs.

Parker, Ridd, and Sharpies, Longridge. After some
discussion, it was decided that an association be
formed, and that Messrs. J. Scott, J. H. Brear,

J. Gardner, J. Escolme, and A. Woodhouse be a
committee to draw up the necessary rules. Mr. J.

Edmondson was elected chairman, Mr. F. J. Baxter
treasurer, and Mr. J. Willis secretary.

WATEB STJPPLT AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

Joist Schejce of Wateb Supply fok Deebt-
sniEE YiLLAGES.—A meetins of representatives of

the New Mills and Whaley Bridge L'rban Distriol i

Councils, and the Rural District Councils of Disley

and Chapel-en-le-Frith, was held at Whalej..

Bridge on Friday for the purpose of adopting a .

joint scheme of water supply. Mr. Stirling, oi

Messrs. Stirling and Swann, engineers, described a

scheme. It is proposed to make a large reservoir at

Taxal with a storage capacity capable of supplying

a population of 7,000 with 25 gallons per head per

day, and capable also, with little extra cost, of being

made to give double that population the required

quantity. About nine acres of land would be

required for the reservoir. Without branches the

cost of the joint scheme, with mains, i'C. , would be

£22,696 ISs. 7d., or with the necessarv branches

£20,033 53. Taxal would pay £1,224 Os. Id.,

Femilee £-4,858 Is. 9d., Chapel-en-le-Frith
£1,745 Is. lOd., Whaley Bridge £6,747 Ss., Disley

£1,361 6s.. and New Mdls £10,090 IBs. 3d. Colonel

Jodrell, M.P., had agreed to let a company or the

joint councils have the water free until the scheme

became a paying one for the districts served. A
lesser scheme excluding New Mills was also sub-

mitted. The scheme was discussed at considerable^

length, and finally the meeting was adjourned. I

Meteopolitan Watee Commissiox.—Sir Alex-

ander R. Binnie, the chief engineer of the County
Council, gave further evidence on Monday before

the Royal Commission appointed to inquire into the

supply of water to the Metropolis. He expressed

his strong preference, in respect to the increased

supply that would shortly be required, for the

works being carried out by some public body rather

than by commercial companies. Such a systeni

would put an end to constant inquiries, such as had
been going on since 1811, and would enable the

public authority to carry out the suggestions of

various commissions and committees. In the next

place it would put London in a similar position to-

that which was at present occupied by most of the

:

important towns of the kingdom. Again, accord-
\

ingto all the authorities on the subject, London;
must have its present supply more than doubled in

!

the next thirty or forty years. The present supply

'

of water might be taken for the year 1S96 at

198,000,000 of gallons per day. Its cost in capital

expenditure had been £16,531,340, or at the rate of

£83,492 per 1,000,000 gallons per day. If water

were brought from Wales, it would be pumped into

the present high-service reservoirs of the companies,

and would thence gravitate to different parts of

London. He did not think the expense of making
the necessary connections between the works of the

existing companies, if they should be purchased by

the London County Council, would be very large.

The Commission adjourned to Monday next.

The final audit of the account for the restoration

of the fabric of Gloucester Cathedral was published

on Saturday. The total sum raised, including the

Freemasons' gift and a grant from the Ecclesiastical

Commissioners, is £9,789.

The Finance Committee of Aberdeen Town
Council had under consideration on Monday the

question of the office and duties of the city architect.

A report showing the amount of remuneration re-

ceived by Mr. Rust, the present city architect,

since he was appointed to the office, was submitted.

Councillor Fleming moved that the committee re-

commend that a new official be appointed, to be

called city architect and clerk of works, who will

have charge of aU the works promoted by the town

council, and that he devote the whole of his time to

the duties of the office. He suggested that the

salary should not exceed £300. The previous

question—that the office and duties of the city

architect remain as at present—was moved, ana

this was carried by eight votes to two for Councillor

Fleming's motion.

i
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Two new jjictures have just been added to the

Uection in the National Gallery at_ Trafalgar-

square. Both are portraits, one being that of

Madame WgC-e le Brun, painted by herself at the

age of 'JT : it was hung on Friday in Koom XVII. :

the other has been given by the Rev. Alfred

Gurney, and is by Mr. G. F. Watts, R.A. It

represents the late Jlr. Russell (Jurney, Recorder

of London, and long the member for Southamp-

ton. It will shortly be placed in Room XXI. in

the English winff.
" To the Tate Gallery of British

Art at Millbank two pictures have also been

added during the past week. A body of sub-

scribers have presented to the National G-allery

through their hon. treasurer, Sir James Blyth, a

picture by Mr. Frederick tioodall, R.A., entitled

" The Ploughman and Shepherdess," exhibited

last summer in the Royal Academy. The second

is the portrait of Mr. G. F. Watts, R.A., by

himself, which was bequeathed under certain con-

ditions to the nation in 1S92 by the late Sir

William Bowman. The picture, which until

recently has been on exhibition at Stockholm, has

now been handed over by Mr. J. Fred Bowman
to the trustees.

At Tuesday's meeting of the London County

Council a special return was issued by the Finance

Committee on the Works Department, being a

statement of the whole of the estimated works

commenced, completed, and certified, and of

jobbing works certified since the change in

management in December, 1S9G. It showed re-

vised estimates amounting to £14,347, actual cost

£10,681, amount of saving £3,6G.5, or 254 per

cent. On jobbing works the schedule value was
£2.5,308, and actual cost £23,150, a saving of

£2,158, or S| per cent. The total saving was 14i

per cent. With regard to the Boundary-street

works, where the difference of cost below the

estimate was t'2,995, the chief causes which en-

abled BO large a saving to be effected were that,

in consequence of other works being carried on
within the same area, they were able to employ
the same foreman, timekeeper, watchman, kc,
on these as on other works, and by that means to

save largely in wages each week, and they had
the further advantages of retaining the services of

men who had become accustomed to their require-

ments. The same advantages operated in the

provision of water supply, lighting, and watch-
ing. The other works which this department
was carrying out formed a partial protection, and
they already had a quantity of hoarding on the

ground, so that very little expense was incurred

in this respect. 'Jn the other hand, had a con-

tractor been employed for this work, the Council

would not have benefited by these advantages.

The department purchased some of the principal

materials required at a much lower price than the

current market rates. The Council would effect

considerable economy if works were carried on
continuously, keeping the staff, plant, and men
uninterruptedly employed. After some discussion,

the report was accepted without a division.

Some progress is being made bj' the officials of

the London County Council towards the pre-
paration of a ground plan of London. The
Corporate Property Committee stated on Tuesday
that at the present moment no fewer than 2,276
estates, representing two-thirds of the area of the

cmmty, had been scheduled, and that a further

116 were waiting to be defined. This work had
been accomplished for £1,972. On the last occa-

fflon when they reported, but three-fifths, or 1,804

estates had been defined. The average cost of

doing the work had been 9|d. per acre.

A DiNKF.r. was given by the Central Association
of Master Builders of London in the Blue Salon
of the Trocadero Restaurant, Piccadilly-circus,

on Tuesday evening, to entertain the President
and Council of the National Association of
Haster Builders of Great Britain. Mr. William
Shepherd, the president of the Central Associa-
tion, occupied the chair, and was supported by
Professor (Jeorge Aitchison, R.A., P.R.I.B.A.,
Mr. J. Stevenson .Jones, the president of the
National Assoriation, Jlessrs. HamptonW. Pratt,
P.A.A., T. Blashill, F.R.I.B.A., Frank .Jlay,
J. P., J. Bowen, .I.P. (Birmingham), W. Holds-
worth, J. P., W. Je.ssop, II. H. Bartlett,
A. Krauss (Bristol;, G, 11. Barnsley, T. F. Rider,
J. Howard Colls, F. .1. Dove, J. C. White,
Howell J* Williams, H. Seth-Smith, Henry
Holloway, Stanley G. Bird, Charles Wall, Joseph
Eandall, L. J. Maton, E. Hind, J. A. S. Haasal,

R. S. Henshaw (secretary Central Association),

&c. A selection of music was performed under

the direction of Mr. Herbert Schartau. The
principal toasts were: "The Royal Institute of

British Architects," proposed by Mr. F. J. Dove,

and acknowledged l)y Professor Aitchison, the

piesiilent : "The Architectural Association,"

proposed by Mr. J. H. Colls, and responded to

by Mr. Pratt, the president : and " The National

Association of Master Builders," proposed by the

Chairman, and also acknowledged by the Presi-

dent, Mr. Stevenson Jones, and by Mr. Rider,

past-president. Mr. Charles Wall, of Chelsea,

then gave the toast of " The Provincial Asso-

ciations," Aldermen Holdsworth and Bowen
replying. The health of '• The Chairman" w.as

proposed by Jlr. J. C. White, and that of " The
Visitors," proposed by Mr. Holloway and acknow-
ledged by Mr. Blashill, the architect to the

London County Council, brought the proceedings

to a close.

AccouDiNO to the Citi/ Press, owners of burnt-

out property in the area affected by the Cripple-

gate fire find that the provisions of the new
Building Act will materially affect their net

returns. <Jn comparativelj' small warehouses

they are called upon to incur a large additional

expenditure, amounting in many cases to 25 per

cent, extra upon the original cost, for which,

owing to the fact that the obligations under the

leases are running, they will receive no return for

a dozen years or more. Another grievance is

that the district surveyor orders them to do one

thing, and the officer who represents the London
County Council acts in quite a contrary manner,

and insists on an entirely different course being

taken. How to please both is a problem they

have hitherto failed to solve.

The mixtures, greases, and oils usually

employed as a lubricant for plaster moulds have

the disadvantage of being sticky or of easily

attracting dust. According to Puscher, this

drawback is avoided if stearic acid is used in-

stead. Melt one part stearic acid in a glass by
immersing the same in boiling water and add

four to five parts alcohol (95 pei" cent.). Agitate

the clear solution until cold, whereby a thin

paste of very linely distributed stearic acid is

formed, with which the moulds are coated by

means of a painting brush. The spirit evapo-

rates at once and leaves a thin layer of stearic

acid, which admits of readily freeing the cast

from the mould.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING- WEEK.
Saturi'Av To-Moiutow). — .St. Paul'-S Ecclrsiolngicil

Society. Annual Meeting at St. Tiiurs

Chapter Houae. 2 ;10 p.m.

MoND.vv.— Society of Art.s. " Decorative Bookbinding."
Cantor Lecture No. 2, by Cyril Davenport.
8 p.m.

TrESD.^v.— Institution of Civil Engineers. "Rcs'^rvoirs

with High Earthen Dama in Western
India," by W. L. Strange. 8 p.m.

Weiisesdav.— Society of Arts. " The Cinematograph,'
by Jules Fuerst. 8 p.m.

FitiDAv.—Architectural Association. "Hampton Court
Palace," by John Belcher, F.E.I. B.A.
7.30 p.m.
Birmingham Architectural Association.

" House Decoration," by L. A. Shulfrey.

6.45 p.m.

The London and North-Westem Railway Com-
pany have decided to proceed immediately with the

construction of the new station at Lancaster, the

cost of which will be from £60,000 to £70,000.

Negotiations for the land have been concluded, the

corporation having arranged a transfer which will

enable them to proceed with an important street

improvement. The new station will be upon and
shghtly north of the present Castle Station.

The proposed Builders' Exchange for Halifax has

now been successfully launched, the officers for the

ensuing year having been appointed as follows :

—

President, Mr. Edwin Naylor ; vice-presidents,

Messrs. Schedeur Hartley, Isaac Firth, and William
Oates ; treasurer, Mr. W. Jelley ; secretary, Mr.
Alfred E. Dalzell.

The public library, Neath, is being warmed and
ventilated by means of Shorland's patent Man-
chester grates, Shorland's patent exhaust roof

ventilators, and special vertical inlet tubes, the

same being supplied by Messrs. E. H. Shorland and
Brother, of Manchester.

The hoarding which now hides City-square,

Leeds, from public view is expected to be removed
in about six weeks. The granite balustrade, which
forms a circle 100ft. in diameter around the space

where the eiiuestrian statue of Edward the Black

Prince is to stand, is almost completed. The con-

creting of the circle is finished, but the flagging out-

side the balustrade remains to be done. Around the

balustrade eight small figures, representing alt»m-

ately Night and Morning, are to be placed. Each
figure will hold a 500-candle-power electric lamp.

These figures are expected to be ready before the

close of the present year. The plans for laying out

the square were prepared by Mr. Bakewell, archi-

tect, of Leeds.

At the Railway Hotel, Weston-super-Mare, on

Friday, the annual dinner in connection with the

Master Builders' Association was held, the chair

being occupied by the president, Mr. W. Dyer.

The principal toast was "The President, Officers,

and Afsociation," proposed by Mr. W. H. Wooler,

and acknowledged by the chairman, Mr. C. Addicott

(vice-president), and Mr. W. H. Shorney (secre-

tary).

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.
l-EBKrAKV 4th, ORDINARY GENERAT. MEETING.

7 ;«l p.m. Mr. JOHN llELCHER on •'HAMPTON COURT
PALACE" (LanUToVipwB).
FEBRKARY :)tli. FIRST SPRING VISIT. Members to meet lit

Lor.l Ribblesdiiles house, lorner of Norfolk-street and Green-Street,

Park-lane, W., 2.3ai,.m.
E. HOWLEY SIM, 1 „„„ o,.,
G. B. CARVILL, J

"""• '""'

€xuiit ©ebjs.

WAGES MOVEMENTS.
AsHFORD, Kent.—A movement is being made on

the part of the men engaged in the local building

trade to secure an increase of one penny per hour

in their wages. The masters have been interviewed

by the representatives of the men, and the result is

that they have offered an increase of a half-penny

per hour all round. It is not considered likely that

the offer will be accepted, as the men still hold out

for the penny advance.

Tavistock.—As the result of a meeting at Tavi-

stock on Saturday between representatives of the

Amalgamated Society of Carpenters and Joiners

from Plymouth and the master builders and
carpenters in Tavistock, it was agreed that the men
should work ry.ih hours instead of .i6 in the summer,

and 51 in winter, and that the minimum rate of

wages should be Cid. per hour, instead of 5J. This

puts an end to anything that remained in the form

of a strike, which originated on April 1 last.

CHIPS.

At Friday's meeting of the town council of Stock-

port it was decided, after a long discussion, to erect

a new and more adequate town hall, and the ques-

tions of a site and the probable cost were referred to a

committee. It was also decided to erect a new fire-

station on a portion of the Mersey Mill site, Heaton-

lane, from plans and drawings prepared by Mr.

John Atkinson, borough surveyor.

Mr. H. H. Law, Local Government Board

inspector, sat in the CouncU Chamber, Birmingham,

on'Fiiday, to inquire into appUcations by the city

council for sanction to borrow £10,000 for lunatic

asylum purposes, and £12, .510 for the erection of a

refuse destructor at the Montgomery-street Wharf.

Referring to the application for sanction to borrow

£10,000 for lunatic asylum purposes, the town clerk

said that the money was required for the purchase

of 99 acres of land, which was destined to be the

site of the new lunatic asylum.

A meeting of the harbour committee of the

Weymouth Town Council was held on Friday,

when the scheme for the erection by the Great

Western Railway of new harbour and railway

works at a cost of £200,000 was considered. Un-

satisfactory features in connection with the new
scheme were pointed out. The loss to the towri by

the diversion of the present harbour dues will he

very heavy, and a strong effort will be made to

secure compensating advantages. The company s

Bill in Parliament will probably be opposed.

The Queen, it is stated, meditates making some

improvements at Osborne. Her Majesty's architect

has been in consultation with her, and has placed

certain plans before the Queen in harmony with her

suggestions. As a result the work will, in aU

probability, be proceeded with as soon as her

Majesty has vacated the mansion for her next visit

to Scotland.

The Local Government Board have issued an

order sanctioning the application of the Portland

District Council for power to borrow the sum of

£3.5,000 for completing a scheme for supplying the

island with water from Upwey.

It has transpired that at the election of Royal

Academicians on Wednesday in last week there

was a tie for the filling of the second vacancy,

Professor Aitchison and Mr. Seymour Lucas

eaining the same number of votes each—.,. In

Sccordance with traditional usage the president

awarded his casting vote to the semor associate,

thus electing Mr. Aitchison.
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LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.

Carlton. Victoria - Childivn's no5ipital

IvOtce«t«r -Motor Refu*^** CiirtJ*

ItuKby -Publi<' WorV. fdltle JIarkct
J-jt-Htlfi^h -I'liblio onicos
Wolvfrli:inipton - Motor V<inrt ...

ltftrrow-in-l-'iuueH.s-Technicul Schools
I'ort Elizabeth - Frof I.ibmrj- (Af»e88ors, Sir F. Blaine and

It. H Hnmmii>lfy-IIun«n -£22,000 limit)

"W'inclietter— Public Baths
New York-Sun Dial fPIa.stcr Modcli
KowcjiMtloon-'IS-no - NfW Intlrnmry local Architects)
IliTu itk-on-T» t-. il -I'oliie-Station i£,'),COO limit)

Helper— Sewfli;'' l)isp«i''al Scheme?*
Stockholm City Ilailwji^ Stations and Junctions
West Banj^our. Linlithgowshire— Lunatic Asylum (limited to

Scotch Architet:ts)

Southampton - I'ireproof Flooring, Warming, &o., Ilonicipal
Lodj^ing Ilouses

Hoyal Aquarium -Design for Poster ^

£100 £60 f'5 . J. Nicholson, Hon. Sec , Pelham-strect, Carlton, Australia Jan. SO

Corporation' ..".'."...'.'..!.'." E O. Mawbey. Borough Engineer, Leicester .. 31

T. M. Wratiilaw, Cler'f. Rugby Feb. 1

5')Ks.':mergedl. Slgs Hy. Wliite. 1 1erk. V.D.C, 19. St. Peter's-atreet. Winchester . . r

Public Works' Oommittee J. W. Bradley, C.E.. Boroush Engineer. Town HaU, Wolverhampton

£50 (merged), £23 The Town Clerk, Town Hall, Barrow-m-Fumess 14

100 Oiiineas, 50 Guineas o. Oettle. Librarian, Port Elizabeth. S.A „ l->

£25 £lj Walter Bailey. Town Clerk, Guildhall, Winchester , 2^

BiMldol., i.indoi.,.....' Sec. National Seulpture.'Soc. . 215. West57th-street,NewYork ., 28

(Noltrsti £ 15(1, fioo. ie.50 Secretary Buildinic Committee, Newcastle Mar. 1

Commission or £50, £25 R. Weddell, Town Clerk. Berwick-on-Tweed .. li

.iO Guineas, V5 Guineas Joseph Pym. Clerk. Helper. .^. .^............ May 1

£056, £13t-, £210 ConsuUte General, 27, Great Wmchester-street, B.C Aug. 31

£250, £200, £150, £1C0 Secretary, District Lunacy Board —

10 Guineas
W. B. G. Bennett. Borough Surveyor, Southampton
Edgar S. Shrubsole, Royal A^iuarium, London

LIST OP TENDERS OPEN.

BUILDINGS.
Great Burstcad -Repairs to White Bridge Billericay Rural District Council . C. Edgar Lewis. Clerk, Brentwood Jan.

Long Ridge - Five Houses, Pitt-street Co-operative Society William Munford. 33, Guildhall-street, Preston . „
Killeter- Creamery Charles Clarke. J.P., Auiheyarron. Castlederg „
BuralcT- Alteration of Premis.'s at Central Club G.fO.F. Building Committee Jas. Kippax. Secretary. Central Club, Burnley ,

Morley-Bakervand Stables, Fountain-street Metcalfe and Bradshaw Buttery and Birds, Architects, Morley -.. ,

I'uilsey— Sunday .School Hodgson and Fan-.ir, Architects, Old Bank Chambers, Bradford ... „
Kidderminster - Rebuilding 6ut-0£Bces, Hume-street Sdhools .. School IBoard '. W. M. Eoden. Clerk. Kidderminster „
HuU-Plav-Shed and Gvmcasium at Grammar School Corporation A E. White. City Engineer, Town Hall, Hull „
Branderbu'gh. N.B.- Cottage .... R. B. Pratt. Architect. County Bank House. Elgin ,,

Cork- Nine Houses. College-road .Tohn Kelleher W. H. Hill and Son, .Architects, 28, South Mall, Cork
Bath —Terrace, Newmarket-row Markets Committee C. E. Divis, F S.A., City Architect. Bath ,,

North Berwick - Additions. Free Church Manse Geo. Nelson. Clerk. Quadr.ant. North Berwick
.^ „

Pai^ley-Ma.sons' Work itill Mav 15, 1899) Commissioners M. Moncur. Master of Works, Municipal Buildings. Paisley „
Pontefract - Shop Front, Beast Fair Mi-s. Brook Tennant and Bagley. Architects and Surveyors, Pontetract ,,

Wolverhampton- Shelter. East Park Corporation J. W. Bradley, Board Engineer, Wolverhampton >

Kirkcaldy— Six Shops and Fifteen Dwelling-House.", Whyte-
house Man.sions Whytehouse Estates Co Robert Little, Architeot, 4. St. Br>cedale-avenue. Kirkeildy

Hull- Rebuilding; Swan Tnn, Beverley-row Moss and Robson Freeman, Son, and (iaskell. Architects, Carr-lane, Hull „
Anntield Plain- Mineral Water Factory D. M. Spence. Architect. Front-street, Annfleld Plain ,,

Port Glasgow - .Story on Jean-street School School Board John Hood. Clerk. Port Glasgow ,,

Shoreditch -Transformer Sub-Station, Worship-street Shoreditch Vestry H. Mansfield Robinson, Vestry Clerk, Town Hall, Old-street, E.t' .. „
Londonderry Three Houses, Nortland-road Wm. Barker. Architect, 3, Richmond-street. Londonderry ,,

Clown -.Additions to Schools School Board Eollinson and Son, Architects, 3. Corporation-street. Chesterfield ... ,,

Tooting Oinmon . Refreshment House Lnndon County Council T. Bell, Clerk, Council Olfioes, Spring-gardens, S W „
Hull—Rebuilding Duke of Cumberland Inn Moss and Robscn Freeman. Son. and Gaskell, Architects, Carr-lane, Hull „
Cork-Pair of Serai-Detached Vilhis .. W. H. HiUand Son, Architects, 2.S, South Mall, Cork „
Tregaron -Intermediate School Coimty School Managers M. Morgan. Clerk, Tregaron ,,

East Ham-Schools 'for 1.645 Childien). White Horse-lane School Board W. J. Brett, Clerk, Lichfield-terrace, Upton Park. E „
Camberwell.-Refreshraent House. Myatt's Fields London County Council T. Bell, Clerk, Council Offices, Spring-gardens, S.W „
Sutton-on-Hull- Bungalow and Villa Freeman, Son. and GaskeU, Architects, Carr-lane, Hull „
Ford— Reseating Board-Room Guardians of Stoke Damerel Albert (jard, Clerk, 19, St. Aubyn-street, Devonport >,

Glasgow- Steward's House, Lodges, Entrance Gateway, Wat r
Tower, Storage Tan's. A: Boundary Walls. Ruchill Hospital Corporation John Lindsay, Interim Clerk. City Chambers, Glasgow Feb.

Slanchester - Twenty-Six Cottages at Miles Platting Improvement Committee City Surveyor, Town Hall, Manchester ,,

Southampton— Isolation Hospital, Mousehole-lane,Millbrook... Corporation .. George B. Nalder, Town Clerk, Municipal Offices, Southampton ... ,,

Bourne-Cattle Market Warwick and Richardson F. G. Shilcock, Architect, West-street, Bourne, Lines „
Paignton— New Buildings Gas Company F. W. Puddicombe, Secretary, 6, Victoria-street, Paignton ,,

Market Bosworth - Irim Hospital Rural District Council W. 31. Sykes. Surveyor, Market Bosworth
Llantrisant-Calvinistic Methodist Chapel and Vestry The Crown Shop, Llantri.sant »
Tullyallen-New Church Rev. Thomas Taaffe, P.P William H. Byrne, M.R.I.A., Architect, 20, Suffolk-street, Dublin „
Manchester - Thirty-Four Cottages at Miles Flatting Improvement Committee City Surveyor, Town Hall. Manchester i»

King's I.ynn—Purifying House Gas Co E. G. Smith, Engineer, Gasworks, King's Lynn „
Isle of Grain- Thirteen Dwelling-Houscs Coastguard Director of Works Departmt., Admiralty, Northumberland-avenue „
Manchester - Offices, Whitworth-strett Improvement Committee The City Surveyor's Office, Manchester

._
•

Dudley- Grammar School and Master's House. St. James's-rd. Gavemors of Grammar School Albert Morton, Clerk to the Governors, 15, Birmingham-rd., Dudley „
Liverpool - Padded-Room and Lavatories, Smithdown - road
Workhouse Guardians of Toxteth Park J. Moulding, Clerk. 15. High Park-street, Liverpool „

New Cross, S.E.— Alterations to North Lodge Stores Metropolitan jVi-ylums Board T. Duncombe Mann, Clerk, Norfolk House, Norfolk-street, Strand „
Bourne -Cattle Market J. Clare, Architect, Sleaford ; »•

Dorking -Pumping-Station Buildings Dorking Waterworks Co. The Secretary. Dorking Waterworks Co., 72, High-st., Dorking „
Sheffield -School at Daniel Hill School Board HemsoU and Paterson, Architects, 18, Norfolk-row, ShcfBeld „
Bourne—Blacksmith's Shop Bourne Brewery Co J. Cl.are. Architect, Sleaford »»

Ascot-Additions. Station Hotel S. C. Johns. M.S..A., Wallingford ..

Bristol—Alterations to Premises, Wine-street L. Packham Henry Williams Architect, 2t. Clare-street, Bristol „
Skegness—LaundiT Buildings Thimbleby and Sons, Secretaries, SpiLsby i,

Sandbach - Brick Tank at Pumping Station ....; Urban District Council W. Wyatt. Engineer, Bryndwr, Shrewsbui'y „
Boston, Lines—Wesleyan Sunday Schools Gelder and Kitchen. Architects, 76, Lowgate, Hull „
Mitchelstown-Medical Officer's Residence, near Galbally Mitchelstown Guardians Richard Fitzgibbon, Clerk, Mitehelstown - ,»

Hahfa-x-Pair of Semi-Detached Villas. Savilc Park Medley Hall. Architect and Surveyor, 29, Northgate, Halifax
Penrhyneudraeth—Vagrant Wards at Workhouse Fettiniog Board of Guardians Thomas Roberts. Clerk, Portmadoc »

Keighley-Two Houses. Fell-lane Barber Hopkinson and Co., Archts. Craven Bank Chmbrs, Keighley „
Dewsbury—Two Shops in Northgate Holtom and Fox, Architects. Westgate, Dewsbury ,.

Port Talbot-Schools fur .SCO Children Margam School Board Frank B. Smith. Architect. Port Talbot >
Cross Houses -Wards .and Porter's Lodge at Workhouse Guardians of Atcham Union J. R. Withers, Architect, St. Mary's-couit, Shrewsbury
Raphoe -Teachers' Residence P. Gillespie, Schoolmaster, Raphoe »

Earlestown - lYeiiiises, Crow-lane Industrial Co-operative Society P. M. Beesley, Architect, 2, Bridge-street. Earlestown „
Broadley- Vicarage T. H. Farrar. Architect, Fountain Chambers, Halifax ,.

Crawcrook— Shop, ilnuse. and Cottage Thos. Pattinson Michael Westgarth, 1, Barmoor-terrace, Ryton-on-Tyne ,

Marykirk—Napier School Burness and Dickson, Solicitors, Montrose »

l-jcmouth-Additions to 15. The Parade .Tames Pulsford R. M. Challice, Architect. 9, Bedford-circus, Exeter ,>

.Sandbach— Alterations to House and Shop in Bond-street Industrial Co-operative Society Alfred Price. Architect. Sandbach »*

Lochlee- Servants' Room at In\ ermark Lodge Jenkins and Marr, Architects, 16, Bridge-street, Aberdeen „
Cwmbran—Police Station Standing Joint Committee William Tanner, F.S.I. , County f3ur\-eyor. Monmouth .^.^.... „
South Acton—House and Laundries, Park-road North Henry Hawkes Edward Monson, F.R.I.B.A.. 22, Buckingham-st., Adelphi, W.C... „
Keith—Shop and House, Mid-street John -Alcock, Architect, Keith : "
Hipperholme-OtHces, House. Store-Sheds, &c Urban District Council J. E. and E. H. Hill, Solicitors, 4, Harrison-road, Halifax
London—Enlargement of Fire-Engiue Stations in Htath-street.
Hampstead. and Simpson-street, Battersea London Countv Council C. .1. Stewart. Clerk. Spring-gardens, S.W i»

Hove-Three Dwelling Houses Coastguard Director of Works liepartmt.. Admiralty, Northumberland-avenue „
Wimbledon— Electric-Lighting Station and Chimney Shaft Urban District Council W. H. Whitfield, Clerk, Broadway. Wimbledon ;. '; "
Saltaire -Four Houses James Young and Co , Architects, G2, Market-street, Bradford „
Sunderland -Infirmary Buildings at Workhouse, Hylton-road.. Guardians of Sunderland Union ... J. W. Hodgson. Clerk to Trustees. 17. John-street, Sunderland „
Killbegs-St. Columbia's Industrial School William H. Byrne, Architect, '20, Suffolk-street, Dub'in
HigbgateHill.N.- Infirmary (for 800 patients), &c St. Mary Islington Guardians Edwin Davey. Clerk, St. John's-road, Upper HoUoway, N „
Dunseness-Eleven Houses, &c Coastguard Director of Works Departmt., Admiralty. Northumberland-avenue „
Findhom—Villa ; John Forrest, Architect, 1'20, High-street. Forres „
Llangathen - Stone Bridge, Dryslwyn Ford Carmarthen County Council Thomas Jones, Clerk, County Council Offices, Llandovery >,

Rowley Regis— Alterations at Tividale Board School School Board J. T. Meredith. Kidderminster »•

Lower Edmonton— Eldon-road Schools Edmonton School Board John Moule, Clerk, School Board Offices, Upper Edmonton „
Cowling -Warehouse to Croft Mills John Binns and Sons, Ltd James Hartley, j\jchitect, E.xchange Buildings, Skipton ,.

9
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NEW SITES AND BUILDINGS.

IN a short time many of the old landmarks
in the Metropolis will have disappeared,

or will assume such new faces as hardly to be
recognisable. The formation of a new street,

the reclamation of a waste site, or one cleared

by fire, are processes that have gradually
robbed us of many historic sites and build-
ings, which in some cases might have been
saved or snatched from the building specu-
lator. A slight detour in the line of a new
route might often save an historic building.
An old square or courtyard Kke Staple Inn
is worth preserving for the picturesque cha-
racter or quaintness of its own which cannot
be substituted by anything new, anj- more
than an old oak can be replaced by a sapling.

By some fatality or spirit of mischievous
interference, the line taken for a new route
is made to intersect an old property becau.se
something is to be made out of the ground
that will largely help to float the scheme, or
to remunerate the promoters. It is a little

Klondyke to them. The same sort of

enthusiasm which is prompting the Canadian
Oovernment to open up a route through the
Dominion to the Yukon Goldfields, is the
motive power in making new routes to
centres where an open space like a little

gold mine is to be found. This is the fever
that is just now raging amongst property
holders and company promoters in London.
^Mierever there is an historic site or old inn
which has long been a source of pleasure to
the lover of " picturesque London," there the
Tultures for easy gain are found to gather.
No reserved site or histoiical point of vantage
is safe from the greed of these speculators.
Happily for the inhabitants of London,
•and those who value old sites and build-
ings, we have philanthropic bodies and
individuals who, by agitating against these
schemes for plunder, have helped to secure
the much-piized public spaces or gardens for
future generations, or have laid them out for
recreation. How many sites and buildings
would have disajipeared during the last

decade or so if the City Commissioners and
London County Council had not secured
them, it would have been sad to relate.

These remarks are not without significance
when so many schemes for rebuilding are
contemplated. The General Pm-poses Com-
mittee of the London County Council are
instructed, we believe, to keep a register of
buildings of historic or architectural interest.
X committee for the Eegistration of Old
Memorials, including members of societies
interested in the subject, have been engaged
for some time in registering and collecting
drawings of old buildings. AVtether the
results have been printed or not, with
plans and drawings of old and interesting
buildings, we cannot say ; but these are
absolutely necessary, and the Council ought
not to lose the opportunity that at
present exists. The Council ought to have
power to purchase or contribute towards the
cost of preserving any important site or
historic building. The object they should
have in view is the maintenance, at least, of
any architectiu-al or historical character that
attaches to a locality, and in rebuilding
old premises and neighbourhoods some
regard ought to be given to the aspect and
associations, if possible. Probably, in a few
instances, it may be an advantage to change
the old environment; but this ought to be
done with some care, and without shocking
the feelings and sympathies of old inhabit-
ante. How many have cause to complain of

the orders for demolition and rebuilding in

the ^Metropolis. Old tenants, who have ex-
pended large amounts in alterations and
improvements to their premises, have been
refused a renewal of their lease ; in other

cases, buildings of an offensive kind, huge
dwellings in flats, have been erected close

to dwellings, and suburbs once residential

have been turned into places of business.

We may mention many suburbs in the

AVest-end and South which have been thus
degraded. Let us take a few instances.

The London County (!,'ouncii lately agreed
to an expenditure of over £200,000 for

widening Long - lane and Tabard - street.

Southwark, and the continuation of the
latter through St. George's Churchyard into

Borough High-street. Here wo have a
locality associated with Marshalsea Prison
and "Little Dorrit." The site has under-
gone many changes, though not long ago a
pedestrian might have seen a block of houses
back to back, part of the male debtors' side,

and the chapel of the later Marshalsea gaol. It

is hardly pleasing to thiok of this ancient

part of Southwark so completely changed as

not to be recognisable, and the style <.)f the
buildings painfully modernised. Another
large sum is to be expended, we believe, in

widening Southampton-row, whenever that
scheme comes off.

What will be done with the large area, now
a mere waste of demolished houses, extend-
ing from Drury-lane to Catherine -street ?

'W'Tiy should hundreds of working men and
women have been turned adrift months before
new buildings are erected ? At present
this wasted area is rather a danger to the
neighbourhood, where all kinds of refuse
can be thrown. Not long ago the Parks Com
mittee of the County Council reported upon
the part of this site a churchyard described
by Dickens in " Bleak House." Thisground
is on the north side of Eussell-coirrt, and
south of Drury-lane Theatre or Yinegar-
yard, and was laid out as a playground by
the I'ublic Gardens Association, and kept up
till lately by the London County Council.
The owner of the fee is the Hector of St. Mary-
le-Strand, and the County Council has no
option in the matter. The Duke of Bedford,
we believe, has acquired the land for the
purpose of making a road from Drury-lane.
The loss of the old playground will be felt.

Why the delay in turning the area to use-
ful account—say as a ground for recrea-
tion, or, at least, some portion of it Y We
should be sorry to see it all built over.

Between Long-acre and Bow-street Police-
court important new buildings have been
erected for offices and business premises,
much improving a very crowded and un-
savoury neighbourhood. The buildings are
broadly and picturesquely treated in red
brick and stone. A gabled end faces Bow-
street, and an arcaded basement in stone for
shops is built. The main frontage extends
eastwards and ends in Drury-lane, facing
the police-court buildings. This elevation is

broken by a corner octagon with fiat cupola
and by lofty gables and roofs with dormers.
The brickwork is quite plain, with gauged
brick arches over windows, and dressings

;

bold projecting door-heads, with inserted
shell tympana resting on stone corbels, are
over the doorways ; the windows are plain
sashes, divided into panes, and a strict

Georgian character is given to the buildings
—quite a pleasant relief to the many other
instances in which the old character has
been replaced by modernised ornamental
buildings of a purel}' commercial kind.
Other ojjportunities present themselves of

preserving a little quaintness and picturesque
character to new building on sites of historic

intei-est, if only the architect can be found
for the emergency.
Then we have the Parliament-street im-

provement, already commenced by the
pulling-down of old houses on the north
side. Here a splendid site for new build-

Lags will be presented—or one suitable for
London's Municipal offices. The (juestion
as to style seems one that ought to have
consideration. On the same line of
thoroughfare we have a range of palatial
buildings like the Home and Foreign Offices,

Treasury, Admiralty, &c.—all in some phase
of Italian Renaissance. These ought to give
the key-note if we wished to preserve any
homogeneity. We know what the municipal
authorities of Paris or any other Continental
citj' would do in the circumstances. Having
the oijportunity of continuing the same
width, they would bring into unison the
whole frontage, the extreme ends or junc-
tions being accentuated by features. But
this is not the way our London Count}'
Council or their predecessors work. They
do not aoquii-e a whole block of old premises,
but leave them to drop in one by one ; instead
of a general plan, elevation, or scheme of
frontage being laid down beforehand, every
pui'chaser or lessee can build as he likes, so
long as he does not transgress the Building
Act. We do not get a perfect scheme, but a
patchwork reconstruction—here a little, and
there a little, but without any unity.

A very important scheme for the rebuild-
ing of a squalid and densely-buQt area in
Westminster has been proposed by a private
company. The site lies to the south of the
Houses of Parliament. The boundaries are
Great College-street and Little Smith-street
on the north, Horsefei-ry-road on the south,
and Marsham-street and the Thames on the
west and east. The company propose to

remodel the whole area—the old ware-
houses and wharves next the river will be
swept away and a portion of the fore-

shore taken in for the continuation of

the Yictoria Embankment from Yictoria
Tower Gardens to Lambeth Bridge. A
broad avenue 90ft. wide from Abingdon-
street will run in a direction parallel to the
Embankment, and replace MUlbank-street
in a continuation with Grosvenor-road, and
another cross street at right angles wiU be
made from Great Peter-street to the avenue.
Smith-square, with its curious church of .St.

John's, will be made a feature in this

scheme. Here we have a grand opportunity
for a river houlevard. The County Council
workmen's dwellings scheme on the site of

MUlbank Prison is important. The re-

modelled area ought to be worthy of the
traditions of the neighbotu-hood, with Lam-
beth Palace on the opposite side of the river.

A great deal will depend on the design and
construction of the blocks which are laid

down in the scheme—an element often sadly
overlooked.

Other sites will shortly be transformed.
Leicester-square is undergoing the process on
the north side, and the api^roach from Charing
Cross-road has been widened and rebuilt.

Much remains to make this centre worthy of

its position. Cripjilegate, the area demolished
by the late fire, may, perhaps, be recon-
structed with wide east and west thorough-
fares, connecting London-waU with Smith-
field. Jewin-street may be widened to GOft.,

and other streets remodelled. The Elephant
and Castle site is being demolished, to be
rebuilt as we have latelj- shown. The
widening of Tottenham Court-road at the

Oxford-street end is proposed under the

Improvements Act. A block of houses on
the east side of Bozier-coiu-t is to be swept
away to widen this part of the road, and
prevent the block of traffic. The widening

of the Strand by the removal of the island of

houses between St. Mary-le-Strand and
St. Clement Danes is also authorisetl. Other
improvements are contemplated, such as

the widening of Southampton-row between
High Ilolbom and Theobald's-road, to a

width of soft—a very important route. These
widening schemes are absolutely necessary,

from the growth of traffic.

There appears to bo a mania for demolition

among many of the City wards, under the
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doubtful name of " iniprovenKuts. " When
a firo devastiitos a Iaip;o area of buildings, as

it did in Cripplegate, tliero is a good excuse
for rebuilding and improving by widening
the streets ; but it is not so when a ( 'ity

authorit)-, like the liridgo House Instates

Committee, propose a wholesale demolition

of houses in Finsbiiry Circus and London
Wall, merely fur the purpose of increasing

the income of the estate, disregarding tho

interests of old tenants, and tho outlay they
have made on their premises. Ijargo sums of

money are spent by tentnts who reasonably
look for a renewal of their leases ; but tho

ground owners often take no notice of those

improvements, and rebuild simply with tlie

object of securing larger rents.

Xot only are new sites being opened up,

but many of tho older streets are beginning
to wear quite a new aspect. The old

haunts are disappearing, making place for

loftier and larger buildings. These are not

always improvements. I'rctentious-looking

buildings are elbowing out quiet and
unostentatious structures, which had the
merit at least of being comfortable within

and substantial. In the old squares and
streets of Bloomsbury and Mayfair the dull

Classic exterior is gradually being superseded,

and in some crises remasked, by more pleasing

brick facades. At Harrington Gardens and
Bayswater, several new brick houses have
been erected from the designs, amongst
others, of Messrs. Ernest George and Peto,

Mr. Xorman Shaw, and Mr. V. B. Wade,
and at Queen's Gate and ISloane-street we
find a few exceedingly well-treated red-brick
designs, in which the architects have pro-
duced an effective brick style from simple
Classic features. Could wo insure this class

of architecture in our business thoroughfares
instead of the obtrusive and bizarre of the
modern commercial builder, we should Lave
less cause to grumble at so called s'reet

improvement.
I ^— I _

AMENDMENTS TO THE LONDON
BUILDING ACT.

Nl^MEEOUS decisions have been given
by the High Court upon the London

Building Act which have seriously hindered
the administration of the law, and have
encouraged the proceedings of those who
wish to evade the spirit of the Act. District

surveyors have found it very difficult and
hazardous to administer certain provisions,
especially those relating to dangerous struc-
tures. We lately referred to one case of this

kind, in which the appeal against the magis-
trate's decision was dismissed, and in which
the High Court declared the summons taken
by the Council was wrong, and that they had
not made reasonable inquiry to discover the
owner. These adverse decisions have made
it urgent for the L.C.C. to propose amend-
ments to the Act, and the committee in-
trusted with this business have lately
reported upon the subject. They refer to

certain decisions which have rendered the
working of the Act very difficult. One of
these decisions we have noticed in a recent
article re Mead, a Metropolitan magistrate,
when he appeared to show cause against a
rule for a minnhiiuus why he should not hear
and determine a summons under the ^\.ct

with regard to a dangerous structure, the
ciuestion being whether a summons under
section 107 could be properly served by being
affixed to the premises only. The summons
was addressed to the "owner" of the pre-
mises merely, who did not appear. The
authorities then proposed to proceed in his
absence, on proof that the summons had been
affixed to premises. The owner was un-
known, but it appears no steps were taken to
discover him, and the Council thought that
service under section ISM (1) was suffi-
cient. The magistrate thought the service
of summons addressed to the "owner" was
a notice the service of which is provided for

by the Summary Jurisdiction Act, and must
be served personally—even if not, he said

reasonable diligence had to bo exercised in

discovering the owner, and therefore he held

there had been no valid service of the

summons. Mr. Justice Wright thought if,

after reasonable iiKjuiry, the owner could

not bo found, the procedure •.:nder section ISS

was applicable : but in this case they had
not made sufficient inquiry, therefore the ap-

jilication against the magistrate failed. The
Council had first to prove inquiry, then the

failure to find the owner, ami that the

premises were empty. As the report of the

committee says, this decision materially

affects the proceedings against the owner of

a dangerous structure. For section IS.S is

clear : it states that " If no person be found
on the premises, then by fixing a copy
thereof (notice) on some conspicuous part of

the building to which it relates." Sub-
section (3) provides that a " Notice to the

owner or occupier of any premises may bo
addressed by the descrijition of tho " owner "

or "occupier" of the premises (naming them)
without further name or description.' No
wonder the Council refer to this decision,

which is practically this : that if the Council

made reasonable inquiry, and could not dis-

cover the owner, a summons could be served

under section 1S,S; but if they could show
no evidence of such inquiry, their summons
was invalid. How, it may bo asked, can
"reasonable inquiry" be proved'" Is it

necessary to establish documentary proof as

to the ownership '' The committee think

that for the purpose of these proceedings as

to who is owner, a search in each case for

documentary proof is necessary to be made
before a summons can be taken out. Imagine
the trouble involved in such a search.

In the case of a dangerous structure, it

should be dtalt with promptly, which cannot
be done if the.se inquiries have to be made.
Under the old Act no such difficulty arose,

as in all cases of dangerous structures, all

documents in proceedings could be served on
some person on the premises, or otherwise by
affixing them thereto. The importance of ex-
peditious action in these cases has been proved
over and over again ; and the committee
mention a case where, owing to a magistrate
refusing to adjudicate in consequence of

some informality in the service of the sum-
mons, two men narrowly escape! being
crushed through the falling down of a pirt

of a structure certified to be dangerous.
Then we have other sections called into

question. The report refers to a case in

which the magistrate dismissed a summons
taken out against a builder for erecting a
building in Moscow-road having the boun-
dary of the forecourt at less than the pre-
scribed distance from centre of road, because
he held that, as the building itself was at

the prescribed distance, no power to proceed
was given by section 14, which merely
applied to a building or structure erected
within such distance. As the report says,

this and the preceding section (115) make
it clear that no part of the forecourt,
boundary fence, or wall in front should be
at less than the prescribed distance from
centre of road ; but the High Court dis-

missed the Council's appeal, and the
magistrate's decision was confirmed. The
Court admitted the intention of the section,

but that in section 14 it was not expressed,
and it was a slip which should be amended.
Section 14 certainly does not read very
clearly ; it states that " any new building or

new structure is erected at a distance, &c.,"
but it does not clearly apply to the forecourt
or space in front, or to any boundar}' fence
or wall. Section 20(1 is also desired to be
amended. The report states that sub-
paragraphs («) ('/) and (<•) of sub-section 3 of

section 200 should be taken out of that sub-
section, and themselves be jilaced in a separate
sub-section pro\iding a penalty for offences

which these paragraphs deal with. One

relates to the general line of buildings, and
the other to wooden and other structures.

These sub-sections should not have been

imluJed in the sub-section of which they now
form part. Section 13 (o) is also t.'ikeu

exception to. It provides that no dwelling-

house to be inliabited by the working class

shall, without consent, be erected or re-erected

within the prescribed distance to a height

exceeding the distance of the front of, or

nearest external wall of, such building from
the opposite side of such street, &c." The
amendment proposed is that no working-
class dwelling shall be erected v,'ithiii 2(»ft.

from the centre of the street or way on which
it abuts, which was clearly intended, although

the section does not set out the intention.

Other sections which we have noted from
time to time in the Act are ambiguouslj-

worded, and maj- often be turned to the dis-

advantage of the Act by unscrupulous
builders ; but those we have mentioned have
been fruitful of litigation, and the London
County Council have prudently taken tho

course they have in the interests of justice.

THE SOCIETY (JF ARCHITECT.S.

THE ordinary monthly meeting of the Society

of Architects was held at St. James's Hall,

riccadilly, W., on Thursday evening in last ^

week, llr. T. Walter L. Eaiden, J. P., L.C.C,
the President, in the chair.

ACCOUNTS FOR .\r.CIlITECTS.

The following paper on this subject was read

bv Mr. Hexuv Caldeh Marshall, F.C.A. :

—

When my friend Mr. Henrj- Adams wrote to me
asking if I would read a paper to the members
of the Society of Architects, I felt very much
inclined to refuse the invitation, wondering what

there could be of mutual interest to the two pro-

fessions, 80 I asked myself the question, and the

answer was suggested: " As accountants live in

houses designed by architects, so surely architects

must or should keep their accounts on lines

drawn up by an accountant," and in lively hope

of gathering some useful material upon which to

build up the fabric of accounts, I called upon two

architects ot my acquaintance. In reply to my
questions as to how they kept their accounts, and

what books they made use of. Architect No. 1

replied, "Accounts I books! Oh, yes'. I have

my bank pass-book and keep a letter-book : now,

what more can I want!- " Said architect No. 2,

" I keep a letter-book and have my bank pass-

book, and they are quite enough for me." I feel

sure that there are very many professional men
who keep no accounts at all, or who have a

system of accounts somewhat similar to my
friends', consisting of a banker's pass-book and a

letter- book, totally inadequate either to the

requirements of their business or even as a record

of their household and personal expenditure. I

would, therefore, call your attention firstly to

the necessity and advantage of keeping proper

accounts ; and, secondly, to a simple system of

accounts, suitable for the profession of an archi-

tect. Firstly, then, as to the

XECESSITY AXD ADVAXTAGE OF KEEPING PROPER
ACCOUNTS.

Amongst other purposes, accounts, proper and

correct, may be required for the following :

—

(a) Showing the amount of business done, for the

purpose of admitting a new partner or for partner-

ship adjustments: (i) showing the profits for the

purpose of Income-tax, or for production to the

assessors or commissioners : (<) for production to

bankers or others ia the case of requiring a

temporary loan ; (if) for production (if necessity

requires it) in the law com-ts ; (c) for showing

profits, in order to arrive at the value of the

goodwill, and for ascertaining the amount ot out-

standings, for the preparation of the accounts for

probate, or for the administration of an estate in

the case of intestacy ; (/) and last, though not

least—but let us hope it will never be required

by anyone here this evening—for the purpose ot

the deficiency account under the B.inkruptcy Act.

Let us now' deal with each of these questions

ficriatxm.

PARTNERSHIP ADJUSTMENT.

(a) Suppose an architect in practice finds his

business increase in such a way that the work

becomes too much for him. He requires a
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partner to bring in a certain amount of capital,

and to relieve him of some part of the work. The
architect, knowing that he has a good and well-

established connection, is not particularly anxious

to let anyone come in and take a share of his

hard-earned business for nothing, so decides to

make the incoming partner pay a good round
sum for the goodwill, and arbitrarily fixes an
amount. The incoming man demurs at the figure

asked, and inquires how it has been arrived at.

" Oh '.
" says the architect, who, like my friends,

relies on his bank pass-book, " look at what my
takings have been." And so he takes the total

of the "payments in" side of the pass-book,

quite oblivious to the fact that there might be

items received in the business that have not been
paid into the bank, and, t'iVr t'cr.vi, there might
be suras paid itito the bank that do not per-

tain to the business ; there might also be loans

which would jro to swell the total, without really,

of course, being takings of the business ; there

might, also, be amounts of cheques returned for

re-endorsement and paid in a second time, and
above all the pass-book might be wrong : binkers'

clerks, like other men, are not infallible. ( Iq the

other side there might be loans repaid and
cheques paid in but returned for endorsement,
and certamly, any cheques that have been drawn,
but not presented, would not appear in the pass-

book at all. The banker's pass-book is all very
well and useful for showing the state of your
'banking account at any given date, but for no
other purpose. It cannot take the place of a
properly drawn up and correctly kept cash-book.
The incoming partner objects to taking only the
pass-book figures, so an accountant is called in,

who with a great deal of perseverance and at a

considerable expenditure of time, and at the
expense of the architect, produces an account by
analysing the pass-book and writing up a proper
cash-book therefrom, and from the counterfoils

of the paying-in book and cheque-book, and
going carefully and systematically through the
letter-book, and writing up commission-book,
&c., from it. This account shows the profit to

be considerably less than it was thought to be,

and, much to the chagrin of the architect, the
negotiations fall through. Xow had there been
an adequate system of accounts showing properly
the takings and the net profits of the business,

correct figures would have been submitted in

the first place to the proposed incoming
partner, and the negotiations would probably
have been carried through to the satisfaction

of all concerned. Of course, where a partnership
has already been entered into, it is more than
ever a necessity to keep true and correct accounts,
and to have a proper system of bookkeeping.
Do we not often hear of disputes and disagree-
ments between partners, and of final adjustments
of partnership accounts r You will quite see that
with only the pass-book betore us we get no
information on the following points essential to

the making up of a correct balance sheet and
profit and loss account:— (1) Money owed and
owing at the commencement of the financial year.

(2) Money owed and owing at the close of the
financial year. (3) Business in hand, both at the
commencement and end of the year. (4) The
separation of capital and revenue accounts, and
the raising of accounts for the depreciation of
leases, furniture, kc, also the reserve for bad
debts. It is clear, therefore, that the pass-book
does not have a very prominent place in a system
of bookkeeping. It is a useful book, but only in
a subsidiary way, as a means of showing the state
of yourbanking account, and for reconciling there-
with the balance of cash as shown in your cash-
book, but it does not show either the gross
takings or net profits of your business.

ISX0ME-T.1X ASSESSMENT.

(i) Accounts may be required for the purpose
of showing the profits for Income-tax or for

Production to the assessors or comm'ssioners.

_
low many complaints we hear on all sides of the

iniquity of the Inconie-tax and the unreasonable-
ness of the assessors and commissioners. Of the
iniquity of the tax I have nothing to say—it has
been imposed and we must submit, cheerfully if

we can. There is not a single individual who
would not rather be in a position to pay the
Income-tax collector a larger sum than he already
does. With only a pass-book I do not see how the
Income-tax return can be properly filled up, and
the ratepayer stands a chance of cheating either
himself or the Government, if he relirs upon
getting his information from that source alone.
The pass-book might contain dividends frcrr.

which the tax has already been deducted, and he
would be paying twice over—a thing nobody ever

wishes to do. If you have a properly drawn- up
balance sheet and profit-and-loss account before

you, the matter becomes much easier, and should

you be called upon to appear before the Income-
tax authorities you will have some reliable data

to go upon, especially if your accounts have
been made up or audited by a duly qualified

accountant.
TE^tl'OU.VUY LOAXS.

(c) Accounts may be needed for production to

bankers or others in the case of requiring a

temporary loan. It may be that a time comes
when financial assistance is required to tide over

some temporary difficulty—the architect naturally

turns to his bankers for such assistance. The
first question that will probably be asked is :

"Where are your accounts?" If the answer
is " Oh, I keep none, I rely on my pass-book,"
there is every likelihood that he will be politely

told that the money cannot be advanced. .See in

how much better a position the man is -who can
produce a properly drawn-up balance sheet and
accounts, especiallv if the figures have been
verified by a chartered accountant : even if the

profit and loss account only show a small margin
of profit. The banker sees that his client is a
careful man. In the balance-sheet he finds a

statement of his client's liabilities and of his

a-sets, and can judge therefrom as to his solvency,

and consider whether cr no it would be prudent
to make the loan, [d] Accounts may be required

for production as evidence in the law courts.

In such a case how awkward it would be if you
had only a bank pass-book to produce, as nothng
satisfactory can be got from it. Vou may, through
not having proper books, lose your case, and retire

from the court a wiser and a sadder man, deter-

mined, perhaps, to keep your books on some
proper system, and not to rely any longer on the

broken reed of a pass-book.

(e) Accounts may be required for showing
profits in order to arrive at the value of the good-
will, and for ascertaining the amount of out-

standings for the preparation of the accounts for

probate or for the administration of an estate in

the case of intestacy. We appoint our friends

executors of our wills ; but do we, at the same
time, try to ease their work by having our
accounts in such order that, when we are called

to " join the great majority," the work we leave

our executors to do is comparatively easy and
straightforward ': Not if we only leave them a

bank pass-book and letter-book, together with
a chaotic mass of vouchers and papers to wade
through. Poor executors ! ill requited by the

legacy of twenty-five or even fifty guineas

mentioned in the will.

liAXKliri'TCY.

(/) Accounts may be required for the purpose

of the Deficiency Account under the Bankruptcy
Act. The Deficiency Account is to the perplexed

and harassed bankrupt the most unsatisfactory of

all the forms he has to fill up. It is so diflncult to

account for the disposal not only of your income
but of your deficiency—that is, the difference

between your assets and your liabilities: even
with properly-kept books it is no easy task, and
woe betide you when you appear before the

Official Receiver with an unsatisfactory deficienc)'

account. Then there is the penalty attached to

the neglect of keeping a proper system of accounts.

The Act provides that under certain conditions,

and on proof of certain facts, the Court shaU
suspend the discharge of the bankrupt. One of

the facts reads as follows :
—" That the bankrupt

has omitted to keep such books of account as are

usual and proper in the business carried on by
him, and as sufficiently to disclose his business

transactions and financial position within the

three years immediately preceding his bank-
ruptcy." The meaning of this is that his books
must be kept in such a way as to show at once,

without the necessity of investigation by a skilled

accountant, the state of his business. So far I

have been trying to prove by a negative argument,
if I may so term it, the advantages of keeping

proper accounts, or I should say, the disadvan-

tages of not keeping them—let us in a few words
try to prove the same by a positive argument.

We all like, I take it, to know how we are going

along, what profits we have made during the

year, so that we may perchance be able to launch

out a bit, or put by something for a rainy day,

cr LTid'.il»re in soir.o extra luxur\'. How much

more we eijoy these things when we know the

money is really earned .and that our accounts aie

all correct 1 Besides, without an adequate system
of bookkeeping, how can we look after our
business etbciently, or know all the necessary

details';' Should, however, fortune frown on us,

and our accounts show a loss instead of a profit,

how much better it is to face the diHiculty and to

know the worst at once. In France and other

countries where the Code Napoleon prevails, it is

obligatory for everyone in business to keep proper

books, and not only so, but in the case of one
book, "the journal," each page is numbered
and stamped as riseed by the President of the

Tribunal of Commerce, the mayor or other

authority. No blanks, erasures, tearings out, or

additions of pages are al'owed, and you are only

permitted to have one journal at a time, which
when finished is so marked before a new one is

allowed to be commenced.

architects' BOOKKEEPING.

Let us now turn to the second part of our sub-

ject—" A simple .System of Accounts suitable for

the Profession of Architects " : but before doing
so, I would very biietly say a little on the rudi-

mentary principles of bookkeeping. What is

bookkeeping 'r It may be defined as the art,

science, or method of recording the financial

transactions of a business or person so as to show
at a glance, at all times, the value of the whole
estate or capital, and each of its component parts,

in a clear and concise manner. It shows whether
capital has been increased or diminished, and by
what means such gain or loss has been effected,

and also the state of the account between the

professional or business man and the person or

persons with whom he has transactions. The
component parts of an architect's business may be
summed up as follows :—Cash (either at bank or

in hand), fees (commission or otherwise), perhaps

bills and debtors, lease, furniture, kc. These, after

deducting creditors and other liabilities, form the

capital or estate—and it is to show how these can

be exhibited in a way that shall be at one and
the same time both comprehensive and concise

that I am here this evening. There are two
systems of bookkeeping, one named " single

entry," and the other "double entry." We
will leave the first or "single entry" alone

altogether, as being incomplete and unsatis-

factory, and deal only with the system called

" double entry." Bat do not run away with the

idea that " double entry " means double work.

It does certainly entail a little extra work, but

this is far more than compensated by the '
' double

entry " being both correct and in every way
more satisfactory. There are two sayings or

axioms in connection with bookkeeping by
" double entry " which cannot be too strongly

reiterated. These are :
" Every debit requires a

credit" (and consequently " Every credit requires

a debit") and "In debit out credit." The first

is the foundation of the system* and the second

is a short and trite way of explaining that a man
should debit himself with all he receives, and
credit himself with all he gives out. The page

to your left hand in a ledger is called the debit

side, and that on the right the credit side ; and it

must not be forgotten that every entry on the one

side must have a corresponding entry on the other

side, either in a singleamountorinanamount made
up of the several items. The totals of all the

entries on the debit side should agree with the

totals of all the entries on the credit side. In

one of our ablest works on bookkeeping, the

writer says: "Bookkeeping creates nothing, it

merely records transactions ai between a giver

and a receiver, the giver (as an individual or an

aggregate) being credited with what he gives,

while at the same time the receiver (as an

individual or an aggregate) is debited with what

he receives, and thus the balance is always kept

equal" (Gerard van de Lindes' " Bookkeeping,"

page 2). And so we come back to our quotation,

" fn debit out credit." Let me give you an

example. Our architect renders a bill of costs
;

what goes out and what comes in 'r The archi-

tect has given out his services, therefore the

amount at which he values his work is placed to

the credit of fee account, and the client to whom
the bill is sent becomes the debtor, so we debit

his account with the amount. Now, what

happens when the account is paid 'r The money

comes in to cash, therefore cash is deb ted, it

goes out of the client's account, therefore the

client is credited with the amount. Again, you

buy some goods ; what come in ;- The goods.

Therefore yo i debit goods or purchases account
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^Vh:^t goes out ': \\'hy, your indebtedness to

the seller of the goods : therefore you credit his

Hceount with the amount. \\'hen you pay for

the goods, what happens ': Vou take the money
out of your biink ; therefore you credit cash and
you put it to the seller's account, therefore you
debit him. Take the case of bills receivable.

A man owes you money ; he is debtor in your
books for the amount. He gives you a bill, at

say one month ; that bill is a bill receivable. You
say he has given mo the bi'l in discharge of the
debt, and until the bill becomes duo ho is no
longer my debtor, therefore you credit his account
with the amount, and as every credit must have
a debit, youdebil, what:-—bills receivable, for it is

this account that now owes you the money. When
the bill is paid, you debit cash and credit bills

receivable. Take the converse : you owe money
and give a bill at, say, one month. This bill is a
bill payable. The client to whom you gave the
bill was a creditor in your books, but directly you
gave the bill he ceases to be a creditor until the
hill becomes due. So you debit his account
and credit bills payable, and when you pay
the bill you debit bills payable and credit

ca.sh. ISear in mind that there is always a
raiton cViln- in all these entries. Leaving the
matter of bookkeeping in the abstract, for the time
being, we will turn our attention to what I would
consider a satisfactory system for an architect's

office, and, in doing so, will you kindly imagine
that I have been called in by a !irm of architects
(who up to this time have only had a letter-book
and bank pass-book) to arrange a scheme of book-
keeping for use in their office. They wish me to

provide for all contingencies, and to frame for
them a very complete system. They are not
frightened at detail, being accustomed to that in
the work of their own profession. I can find no
book dealing with this special work on the shelves
of our library, so I and my partners put our heads
together to do the best we can for our clients,

keeping the work as simple as possible, and
remembering that we shall have to audit the
accounts at the close of the year. We have
already been in and analysed the pass-book, and
have gone through their letter-book, and have
been able, with the aid of various vouchers,
invoices, A:c., to draw up a statement of assets
and liabilities to form the basis of the new system.
There are

I'OlIt ISII'DKT.IXT MATTKUS

taken into consider.ition in arranging the books :
—

(1) Bookkeeping as between the work or com-
mission and the client. (2) Bookkeeping as
bstween the work or commission and the architect.

(3) Bookkeeping as between the client and the
architect. (4) Bookkeeping as between the
architect and his partners, or the internal work
of the architect's office. I will now give you a
list of books, and I hope you wiU not be staggered
at the number. I do not say that they are all

absolutely necessary ; but, as you will remember,
I was called in to prepare a scheme for a very
complete system. Special books : 1, instructions
book ; '2, register of plans ami drawings ; 3,
specifications, estimates, and sub-contract book

;

4, certificate book ; 5, contract book. Financial
books: 1, commissions book; 2, cash book: 3,

petty cash book ; 4, journal; 5, ledger—clients;

6, ledger—private. Subsidiary books: 1, register
of letter— inwards ; 2, postage book ; 3, press-
copy account book : 4, press-copy letter book :

.5, wages book. Before entering upon particulars
of each of these books, I would ask you to bear in
mind the following

FIN1).\MEXTAL RULKS,

which the firm of architects, at my suggestion,
willingly acceded to :— (1) Every commission
work or job to bear a distinctive name or
number, corresponding to the number given to
it in the instructions book. (2) Every penny
of cash received in the business to be paid into
the bank and not used for petty cash purposes.

(3) All books to be closely written up—say daily.

This is most important in the case of books "of

initial entry, such .as instructions books, \c. (4

No account or letter to go out of the office with-
out being press-copied in the book provided for
that purpose. (.5) Xo payment to be made out of
petty cash without having a voucher for the same.
(G) AU vouchers, both for cash payments and
petty cash payments, to be filed in numerical order.

(7) Xo posting allowed from one ledger account
to another, except through the journal. A plainly
ruled foolscap book is aU that is necessary for an
instructions book. It should have an index, so
that any entry can be easily referred to. In this

book are entered up under a distinctive number
all the particulars of each work or commission
that comes into the office, with rough sketches,
notes, &c., from the client's instructions. It is

not necessary to restrict each entry to one page,
as, if the work is considerable, the particulars
would occupy more spare : thus, the particulars
of building a church or town hall would occupy
more space than those pertaining to alterations in
a private house.

EXAMPLE OF ENTRY. No. 1.

CncRCH OF St. Ani>tieu's. Slurapton.

1st January, 1S98. Called hy request on the Rev.
Robert Spalding, and received instructions to make plans
and drawings for a new church, cost not to exceed £5.000.
Viewed the site, and made rough ground-plan.

5th March, 1898. Submitted plans and drawings, met
the committee, and arranged to make an alteration by
the addition of a side chapel -and so on.

EXAMPLE. No. 2.

AV. Jon.vsiiiN-. Klondyke House, Goldborough.
4th February, 189s. Received instructions from Mr.

Johnson that he wished to construct a billiard-room to
Klondyke House, drawing plans and meeting surveyor
and builder, &rc.

This book is, as it were, a complete history of
each commission, the closing entrj- being account
sent in such and such a date, the want of such an
entry showing that the commission is still open,
and that it has not come into the financial books.
The instructions book should be under the con-
tinuous inspection of the principal, and I would
also advise that the architect have small memo-
randum books—one for each job, for facility in
carrying about. In these would be jotted down

This will be found a useful book for showing
the state of the work as between the contractor
and the client. It is posted up from the instruc-

tions and certificate books—a page being given
for each commission. It contains particulars of

contract number, name, description, contractor's

name, contract date, amount of accepted tender,
instalments as per certificates, number, date,

amoutit, commission. By adding the last columns
it will be seen what the work has cost the client

up to a given date.

COMMISSIONS BOOK.

Particulars.
Folio

Account
Book.

Folio
Ledger.

DetaU. TotaL

When an account is about to be rendered to
a client, the architect ascertains from the contract
book the amount of commission chargeable, or,

if the work has never reached that stage, he
refers to the instructions book, and atcertains
from it what work has been done, and charges
accordingly ; the account is then copied in the
press-copy account book, which thus becomes a
book of initial entry. From there the accounts
are entered periodically into the commissions
book, giving the date, the name of the client, the
folio from the account book, detail of amount,
and total. From this book it is posted to the
debit of the client in the client's Itdger. At the
end of the month the commissions book is added
up, and the total placed to the credit of fee
account, thus completing the " double entry."

Dr. CASH BOOK Cr.

Date. Particulars.

°

S
Discount. Details.

Paid
into
Bank.

Date. Particulars.

d

J

1

I

Discount. Details.
Cheques
drawn.

.

roughly notes, iVc.

instructions book.
for transcription into the

REGISTER OF DRAWINGS.

Date. Name of
Job.

Descrip-
tion.

«J a
^ S S 3

'
a ^ 1 Remarks.

This is a very useful book, as by its aid the
working-drawings of any building can readily be
referred to without the necessity of turning over
a pile of plans to search for the one wanted. A
place for every drawing, and every drawing in
its place, would be a good motto for an architect's

office. A column is given in which to note the
date and numbir of copies supplied to builder, as

if more than one drawing is required an extra
charge may be made. Specification, estimate,
and sub- contract book : An ordinary guard-book
(with an index), for gumming in the v.arious

specification and quantity sheets, which form the
basis on which the estimates are prepared and
contracts fi.xed : also for estimates and contracts
themselves. It closely kept up and indexed, this

book will be found most valuable. Certificate

book : This is a counterfoil book containing the
iisu.al certificates, with builders' receipt form on
the back. On the counterfoil should be noted
the distinctive number of the commission, with
details, showing amount of contract, amount
certified, and balance.

CONTRACT BOOK.

Contract Xo.
X'ame.
description of Building.
Builder's Xame.
Contract Date.

as
& a

Cei-tifled

Instalment. Commission.

Date.!S. Amount. Rate. Amount.

Remarks

In giving a ruling of this book, I remember
the rule that every penny received is to be paid
into the bank. The columns provided are, on
the debit side, date, particulars, folio, discount,

details of cash, paid into bank, and on the credit

side, date, particulars, number of voucher, folio,

discount, details, cheques drawn. All the items
on the debit side are posted to the credit side of

the ledger, and all the items on the credit side

are posted to the debit side of the ledger. In the

case of any discount being allowed to the client,

it is entered in the discount column and the net

amount entered in the details of cash column, the -

discount being posted to the client's credit along
with the cash. At the end of the month, the

total of discount allowed column is posted to the

debit of discount account, and the total of the

discount received column to the credit of discount

account. It is not generallj- considered necessary

to have an account in the ledger for " cash," as

the cash-book itself serves for a ledger account,

so that the total of the debit balances of the

ledger plus the balance of the cash-book, if

representing cash in hand and at the bank, should

agree with the total of the credit balances of the

ledgers plus the balance of the cash-book in the

event of the banking account being overdrawn.
To reconcile the cash-book with the pass-book we
take the balance of the latter, and if in our favour

we add any amounts paid into the bank, but not

yet placed to our credit by the bankers, and
deduct the amount of any cheques drawn but not

yet presented. The balance should agree with
the balance of the bank column in the cash-

book, the balance of the details column repre-

senting cash in hand not yet paid into bank.

If the rule is maintained that every penny
received must bo paid into the bank, it follows

that the only way that money can be obtained for

petty cash purposes is by drawing it out of the

bank specially. It is as well to do this in round
sums—say, sufficient to last a week. The ruling

for this book shows cheques from bank, d.ate,

particulars, voucher number, total paid, and a

number of columns for collating payments under

different heads, such as drawing materials and
stationery, office expenses and postages, wages

and travelling, and special ledger accounts, this

last having columns for folio and amount. The
balance between cheques from bank and total

paid columns shows cash in hand, the other
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PETTY CASH BOOK.

Date. 1 Voucher No. Total Paid.
Brawingr

Materials and
Stationery.

Office Expense
and Postages.

Wages
and

Travelling.

Ledger Accounts.

Cheques.
Folio Amount.

I olr.mns are added, and the tola's posted to the

debit of the various accounts in the privateledger,

txiept the special ledger account column, -where

the items are posted separately.

JOURNAL.

T late. Particulars. Folio. Debit. Credit.

This hook is most useful, and yet it is one of

the hest abused books, perhaps because not

thoroughly understood. Fundamental rule 7

states : No posting allowed from one ledger

account to another except through the journal.

Supposing an error had been made, and J. Smith

debited with £100 instead of_ T. Brown, the

journal comes in, and an entry is made :

—

T. Broirn, Dr. £100
To J. Smith £100

For this amount posted to latter's account in error.

But it is not only in cases of error that this book

is useful, but also in the analysis of accounts, and

at the close of the financial year for making up
the profit and loss accounts. In days gone-by it

was customary for every transaction to pass

through the journal, and well do I remember the

time—now some 30 or more years ago—being

seated at a desk in a merchant'soffice, journalising

every item from the cash-book, petty cash-book,

invoice bojk, account sales book, &c. Those
were good old times—when every letter inwards

and letter outwards were copied by hand into

large and ponderous tomes. I don't know if this

was all necessary, or whether it was arranged to

provide work for us juniors to keep us out of

mischief, or as a means for the improvement of our

handwriting. We none of us liked it, but it had
to be done, and I don't think any of us were the

worse for the discipline.

Dr. LEDGERS. Cr.

.

.J
o a o a

"li Particulars.! ^ % Particulars. H
'~ fM

^
n N

^

1

I would advise two ledgers being used: the

clients' ledger for all accounts with clients, and
the private ledger for all accounts pertaining

to the internal work of the office. The clients

are debited with amount of bills from the com-
missions book, and any special amounts paid on
their account, and are credited with amounts
received and any discount allowed from the

cash-book. The private ledger should contain

such accounts as partners' capital and drawing
accounts, fee accounts, the various accounts for

expenses, profit and loss accounts, &c. This book
is of a strictly private nature, and might well

have a lock and key. In very large businesses

it would be possible, and perhaps desirable, to

have a system, where the books could be balanced
from the private ledger alone, by having " sundry
debtors" and "sundry creditors" accounts.
The other books I suggest do not require much
explanation. They are :—Register of letters in-

wards : giving columns for date received, from
whom, on what subject, and date answered ; to

be posted into the instructions book as required.

Postage book : columns for date, to whom, address,

postage. Press-copy account book : no account
to be sent out without being press-copied ; entries

to be made from this book to the commissions
book, to be kept closely indexed. Press-copy
' tter book; every letter sent out to be press-
ipied

; this book to be carefully indexed. Wages
buok : this book should have columns for date,
name, amount of wages, the total to be drawn
from the bank periodically. I have refrained
from giving a set of /iro furmn accounts, as they
are never very satisfactory, but hare contented
"Myself by showing the ruling of the various books
ad referring to the working in the letterpress,

aviug you to fill in any imaginary figures you
II inclined to supply. I might have given a

. iling for a bills-receiv.able and bills-payable

book. You will find them in every work on

book-keeping. They are, however, little luxuries

that should hardly come in the way of a pro-

fessional man, and the more you in your profes-

sion as architects, and I in my profession as

accountant, can steer clear of them, the better :

they always ha\e a peculiar knack of becoming
due just when you are least prepared for them.

If what I have written induces any of you to

discard the bankers' pass-book and letter-book

system and adopt something better, I do not

think you will regret it, and I shall feel more
than amply repaid for any time I have given in

the preparation of this paper. Gentlemen, yours

is an honourable profession, and so is mine. Our
duties are towards our clients, and we must
always endeavour to put them first, and ourselves

second. And herein we both have the same diffi-

culty to contend against. I refer to the sending

in of accounts. You charge a commission on

amounts expended, and so the more expended the

larger the commission. In my profession we
charge by time occupied ; therefore the longer the

time occupied, the larger our fee. But we are

honourable members of honourable professions,

and I feel sure that while I would not take longer

over my work than necessary to do it well and
thoroughly, so I am convinced that you would
not cause your clients to spend their money in

order to increase your commission. Until some-

one finds out a better way of arranging our

charges, there is no help for it but for us to follow

the old paths.

The President said he considered that well

kept accounts were very necessary for architects

in their business. The lecturer had put his

subject in a very pleasant manner, but it was
possible that the hooks suggested were more
elaborate than would be required, and would
entail the employment of at least another clerk.

One of the difficulties the architect had to fear

was that they would estimate the cost to clients

of work but not to themselves. It was not easy

to apprise the value of their own services and
abilities except on the unsatisfactory system of

percentage commission.

Mr. S. A. MiDDLETox proposed and Mr. Ct. H.
C4viLLAiJiE seconded a vote of thanks to the

lecturer, the latter remarking that the system

proposed was, he feared, too elaborate for the

ordinary architect, who was satisfied with the

entries in his diary, letter-book, and passbook.

Mr. SiL-v Axrs Trevail, of Truro, remarked
that architects were not as a rule strict ac-

countants, but such a system as had been

suggested was suitable for men with gigantic

practices, such as Mr. Waterhouse. Sir. Marshall

had named a formidable list of books as necessary,

and he should like to know if some of those could

not be dispensed with. In a provincial business

the accounts could be methodically kept in three

or four small books. He must admit, however,

that architects frequently lost small items, such

as travelling expenses, and postage, and tele-

grams, through not booking them at the right

time to the particular client. He thought the

.3 per cent, commission plus actual out-of-pocket

expenses fairly met most cases ; but in some
instances—as where an architect had to face an
infuriated mob of a thousand to twelve hundred
men who contested a right-of-way over the site

—this might seem inadequate.

Mr. W. Cooi'EK, of Hastings, also thought

that, while the plan suggested might be the ideal

one, it was too elaborate for any except large

London practices.

The vote of thanks having been passed by
acclamation, Mr. Cai.ijeii llAHSHALLacknowledged
it, remarking that if architects complained that

correct book-keeping would compel them to em-
ploy an extra clerk, he should say, by all means
employ the additional man.

SURVEYdKS' IX.STITUTIOX STUDENTS'
PRELIMIXARY EXAMIN'ATK IN'.

OF the candidates who presented themselves at

the preliminary examination of this institu-

tion, held concurrently in London, Manchester,

and Dublin on the 19th and 'iOth ultimo, the

following satisfied the examiners :

—

Rowland William Alderson, Royal Agricultural College,

Cirencester : Fred Tregarthen Allen, (i. Lawn Villas,

Wisteria-road, Lewisham.S.E. ; Charles Edward Aiuoore,

58, Gresham-road, Brixton. S.W. ; Algernon Lawrence
Berry. 1, Spencer-road, South Croydon. Surrey ; Ernest
Witton Booth, The Grove, Ilkley, Yorkshire ; Ceeil

Gustave Bmdley, 103. Tettenhall-road, Wolverhampton ;

Thomas Brent,' Fairlijiht, Shrewsbury-lane, Shooter's

Hill, Kent ; Hubert Brooker, Elinbank, Steynint^, Sussex
;

Eustace Montague Browne, Court House, Kingsthorpe,
near Northampton ; George Joseph Bruzaud, The
Vicarage. Addleston, Surrey ; Alfred Eustace Buckley,
South Field, Halifax, Yorkshire; William Burman,
Kiveton Park, near Shetlield ; Thomas Lingfield Caton,

82. Acre-lane, Brixton, S.W. ; Charles Vyvjan Chilwell,

i;, Weymouth-street, W. ; Robert Cobb, Mockbeggar,
Higham, Rochester ; Arthur George Steuart Cooke, Ash-
bourne, Derbyshire ; George Frederick Cotching, West
Lodge, Horsham, Sussex ; Adolph Henrich Dallschaft,

21, Drajton Park, Highbury, N. ; Thomas Dann,
Gwynant. Overcliife, Gravesend, Kent ; William
John Dixson, Codicote Vicarage, Welwyn, Herts

;

Cyril Henry Donno, Leek Wootton, Warwick ; John
Wilfrid Earle, Allerton Tower, Woolton, Lancashire :

Charles William Eastwood, 38, Yorkersgate. Malton,
Yorks ; Charles -John Elgar, Crockshard, Wiogham,
Kent ; Henry Etlingcr, care of Mr. J. S. Kincaid. 7,

Leinster-street, Dublin ; Frederic Fletcher, Myddelton
Lodge, Whetstone, N. ; Walter Foster, Armaside, Hamp-
ton Hill, Middlesex ; William Fox, 1,5, Holdenhurst-road,
Bournemouth. Hants : Cecil George French. G, Bedford-

terrace, Bedford-road, East Finchley, N. ; Kenneth
Graeme Gairdner, 24, West-hill, Highgate, N. ; Allen
Gimson, 32, FitzToy-square, W. ; Edward Brougham
Glazier. Edgecombe Hall. Wimbledon Park, S.W. ; James
Caulfeild Goff, Agricultural College, Aspatria, Car-

lisle ; Frederic Allen Sturge Goodbody, 35, Paradise-

street, Birmingham ; Alfred Goodman, 4, Clapton

Common, N.E. ; Ronald George Gurney, Brook-street,

Aylesbury, Bucks ; Qement Arthur Hall, 36, Gordon-
place, Kensington, W. ; Graham Harding. 66, Cannon-
street, E.C. ; Cecil Pryce Harrison, Caerhowel, Mont-
gomeryshii-e ; Ernest Harrison, " Westbrook," Bolton-le-

Sands, near Camforth, Lancashire; Sydney William
Hider, SO, Upper Tollington Park, N, ; Erie Cecil Hill-

Whitson, 14, Agnew-street, Lytham, Lanes; Joseph
Henry Hinchclitf, 13, Brudenell-avenue, Hyde Park,
Leeds : Michael Anselm Hindmarsh. Cray View,
Alnwick, Northumberland ; Robert Thomas Hodge.
Kelvin, Cottenham-park, Wimbledon, Surrey; Charles

James Hudson, Armlev Hou.ie, Bridbngton Quay, York-
shire ; Alfred Colin Hughes, 393, Moseley-road, Birming-
ham ; Harry Hunt, 71, Parliament Hill, N,W. ; Percival

Hurlbutt, College of Agriculture, Downton, Wilts;
Cecil Walter Ingram, 2, St. Andrew's-place, Lewes, Sussex

;

Frederick Johnson, London House, High-street, Erith,

Kent ; "Arthur Bayly Jones, 6, Hatherley-road, Kew
Gardens, Surrey; Herbert Davies Kelleway,24, Bateman-
street, Cambridge ; Philip Reginald Kemp, care of G. E,

Gregson, 11, Chapel-street, Preston, Lanes; Frederick

Charles Knibb, 34 , Honeywell-road ,Wandsworth Common,
S.W. ; Harry Lisuey, 11, Sydenham-road, Sydenham,
S.E. : Charles Living, jun., 135, Broadway, Plaistow, E.

;

Philip John May, 25, Compton-avenue, Brighton, Sussex ;

Thomas James Mercer, 15, W.arwick-row, Coventry,
Warwickshire ; Herbert Arthur Mitchell, 105, Western-
road, Brighton, Sussex ; Charles Evelyn John Monson,
The A\enue, London-road, Newark-on-Trent ; Charles

Percy Moss, 58, Ashley-road, Crouch Hill, N. ; Alfred

Edward Oaten, Glenthorpe, Fairtield-road, Montpelier,

Brbtol ; Hugh Earl Perks, 2, St. Paul's-square, Bedford ;

George Louis Pottier, 2. St. George's Villas, Whipp's
Cross, Walthamstow, N.E. ; Charles Edward Rawlins,

13, Grove Park, Liverpool : Harold Thomas Richard-

son, 52, Southbrook-road. Lee, S.E. ; Henry Hubert
Riddle, 139, Ti-inity-road, Tooting, S.W. ; GUbert Charles

Rowe, Beechwood, Langlcv Park-road, Sutton; Wil-
loughby John Shaw, Yorkshire College, Leeds

;

Leighton Edward Shone, Woodhouses, Whitchurch,

Salop; John Henry Simpson, Middleton Stoney, Bicester,

Oxon; Walter John Slipper, 16, Duke's-strcet, Chelms-
ford, Essex ; Cyril Herbert Smith, Buckhill, Calne,

Wilts ; Uuentin Cullen Smith, 7, Grosvenor Gardens,

Muswell Hill, N. ; Harold Soper, 43, Buckingham-place,
Brighton ; Frank Ewart Spalding, 3, Lyndhurst-road,.

Hampstead, N.W. ; Percy Abel Stanley. Newton-road,
Burton-on-Trent, Staifordshire ; Frank Edward Strud-

wick, 41, Park-road, Bromley. Kent; Gerald Drysdale

Sweetman, Windsor House, 13, St. Thomas'-street, Ryde,

Isle of Wight ; Henry John Tilley, Bamhouse, Watling-

ton, Oxon ; John Reginald Tonson-Rye, Agricultural

College, Aspatria, Carlisle ; Ernest Davey Tredinnick,

Penln House, Craven Arms, Shropshire ; Jabez Tennyson
Turner, 108, Greenwood-road, D.ilston, N.E. ; Robert

Parsons Vale, Church House. Hartlebury, near Kidder-

minster ; Clement Harwood Vince, The Tower House,

Halton, near Lancaster ; Gerald Douglas Wadhain.
Millwood, Dalton-in-Fumess, Lancashire ;

Gilbert Russell

Walker, The Chestnuts, Long Ashton, Somerset ;
Leon

Maitland Walton, Ingleside, Manor Way, Bexley. Kent

;

WilUam Henry James Weston, <jloucester House, Ash-

ford, Middlesex ; Francis West Wheeler, 183, Fulham-

road, S.W. ; Lancelot Elce Wilson, 17, Monks-road,

Lincobi : Walter Alfred Wiltshire, Fairfield, Reigatc,

Surrey; Leonord Wragg, Loxiey, near ShelHeld ;
Kenneth

James Young, 167, Brixton-road, S.W. (* Passed at he>ad

of List.) *.^
FIREPROOF CONSTRUCTION OF

DOilESTIC BUILDINGS.*

[CuHcladedfrom page 1'22.)

UNDER the London BuUding Act concrete

is sometimes filled in between the top

and bottom flanges and metallic lathing fixed

thereto and under the botto-ni flange ; but it is

seldom practical to employ concrete in this way

' ByTitoM.is Potter, of Alresforfl, Hants. A paper

read at the Society of Arts on Wednesday evenmg,

Jan. 20, 1S;)3.
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more thsn ;jin. thick ; it is difficult to apply ii> a

soft state, and is, iiioreo\er, u moderately good

conductor of heat, and, more importunt than all,

the bottom tiange of beam is either insulhiicntly

protected or not protected at all. On the other

liand. plastering mortar possesses little more than

one-third the conductivity of brick or tile, and if

applied so as to leave a hollow space behind,

Ijin. in thickness of plaster is more effective

than 2iin. of concrete. I am told that asbestic

plaster has much less conductivity than common
plaster. Captain Shaw, a former chief of the

^[etropolitan Fire Brigade, wrote some years

since in reply to an inquiry on this point, '• Very

little plaster will suliico to prevent ironwork from

melting, softening, or cracking, if only it re-

mains on, but this is the dilliculty. .Some key is

absolutely necessary, and hoop iron or wire netting

would probably be found the cheapest and best

;

with a really trustworthy key about half an
;neh of plaster would insure safety." When
Captiin Shaw wrote this, metallic lathing had
not come into use. To ascertain for myself the

capability of common plastering to resist fire, I

built a small brick inclosure 7 ft. square and 6ft.

high, upon the top of which I laid steel joists and
attached thereto a suspended ceiling on e.xpanded

raet;il lathing, ^\'hen the plaster was thoroughly

dry, I made a larger fire under than would be

likely to occur in an ordinary room, and after

two hours of tierce combustion and repeated

quenching the upper side of the ceiling with

buckets of water, the plastering remained sound,

although pieces of wood an inch thick thrown on
the top of the ceiling were ablaze in a few seconds

from the heat conveyed through the plaster. 1 am
bound to say the result was quite a surprise to

me. The steel joists, although unprotected, were
not inj ured to an extent that would cause them
to buckle or expand to any degree, and nearly

one hour after the fire was lighted were but
moderately hot. A further protection may be
practised by plastering the flanges and exposed
portions of the beam with asbestic plaster, which
adheres better to unpainted metal than to painted.

I am unable to speak from experience as to the

merits of asbestic ; but if the reports concerning
lit are true, it has some marvellous properties in

connection with fireproofing, as regards its resist-

ance both to fire and water. Protected in this

form, beams would withstand greater heat than
if incased with concrete or terracotta or fireclay

tiles, say '2in. thick, as the outer plaster incase-

ment is everywhere disconnected from the beam
itself, and forms a valuable and almost invulner-

able first line of defence. Doubt has been
expressed whether the heated air between the

plastering and the beam would not expand and
burst the incasement. This can be avoided by
fixing an air-brick or tube in the walls upon
which the beams rest ; anyway, it should

not be a difficult point to deal with. .Joists

in almost every system have their webs in-

cased by the floor materials ; the tcp flanges

are nmch less liable to become overheated than
any other portions, hut the bottom flanges require

greater protection than any other part, as they
ara at all times subject to a severe tensile str.ain,

ani in case of fire the heat is directed full against

them. No floor is .absolutely safe unless the

bottom flanges are efliciently safeguarded. Sir

Nathaniel I3amaby, in making experiments in

connection with iron ships, found that iron and
steel heams gained in strength up to between
490' and .550° Fahr. ; beyond this their strength

rapidly diminished. The moral to be derived is

that if the steel beams and joists used in fire-

proof floors can be so far protected that they do
not attain much over .500' of heat, they take no
harm either from loss of strength, from heat, or

expansion. Where beams have to be employed
it is only reasonable they should be no longer

than is absolutely necessary

—

i.e., they should be

disconnected at every bearing where possible.

Divided opinions prevail as to whether concrete

is reliable as a fire-resisting material or the

reverse ; this depends mainly upon the materials

of which the concrete is made. Thames ballast

is one of the worst, and being used at one
time for firepro if floors in London, many failures

look place, and firemen were cautioned not to

<»nter burning buildings which possessed fireproof

floors. The most reliable fire-resisting materials

are crushed bricks, coke, breeze, clinker from
furnaces, slag from iron ore, pumice, and similar

substances which have passed through fire. Mr.
Webster's experiments proved that slag made the

strongest concrete, broken firebrick came next,
and then pumice, while coke breeze was the

weakest ; but after biing heated to a red heat,

and quenched with water, the order of things was
rovrr,-!ed, for it was found that slag had lost two-

thirds of its strength, broken firebriik nearly as

much, pumice about the same, but coke breoze

loss than one-half, and that the latter was then

stronger than the other three materials. Neat
cement was only about one-fifth its original

strength after being heated and quenched ; but

it was clear that when diffused among other

materials to form concrete, its strength from some
cause or other was not diminished in the same
ratio. But good concrete increases its strength

with age, and assuming that a concrete floor will

sustain the specified load required at a month,
it should carry double that at a year, and
from this we gather that it a concrete floor

made of coke breeze is exposed to a fire, and
becomes nearly red hot—say 1,000° Fahr.—it

ought to be still capable when cold of sup-

porting its original specified load, subject to not

being weakened from other causes— and here

another contingency arises : expansion from heat

and subsequent contraction. This appears to be

a substantial objection to the use of iloors formed
of a single slab without joists, or of large self-

supporting areas of concrete for floors, whether
flat or arched. So far as regards strength, first-

class concrete requires no steel beams or joists

whataver for floors up to 1.5ft. between supports,

nor any iron imbedded therein. I have, many
years since, executed lift, spans of a uniform
thickness of 4jin. only ; but the effect of a fire

would be to cause them to expand, and as they

cooled to contract, and probably, through being
tied into the walls and unable to adjust them-
selves to circumstances, break up into fragments.

Concrete paths in public streets expand and con-

tract with ordinary variation of temperature, and
to avoid irregular cracks, are executed, as we
know, in sections of about 9ft. square. But as

the temperature in a house-fire scarcely exceeds,

we are told, 1,000", there should be no difficulty

in so protecting the beams, the joists, and the

concrete that neither should, in an ordinary house,

be exposed to a temperature of more than 500'

one hour or longer after a fire has got well

alight. Cement concrete has some peculiar pro-

perties : for instance, it is not considered by any
means an elastic material, but I have seen a slab

10ft. in length and tiin. in thickness deflect over

an inch in the centre under a heavy load, and
resume its original shape within a quarter of an
inch, after having been weighted for several days.

So that any perceptible movement or deflection of

a concrete floor in walking over or jumping upon,

does not necessarily imply danger. This is, how-
ever, not a pleasant sensation when the floor is

known to be of concrete, and to avoid this a flat

floor has to be thicker than is absolutely necessary

for strength. A segmental .arch-shaped floor has

an advan'age in this respect, for no matter how
light it may be, it is practically rigid. A flat slab

floor without joists has another disadvantage

—

viz., the effect of ordinary changes of tempera-
ture, as before described. The difference of

temperature in the rooms of a dwelling is never
very great, but combined with the tensile strain

on the lower half of the floor, it is sufficient to

cause slight cracks in the concrete on the under
side, as the result of a change from heat to cold,

and, although I have never known an accident

result therefrom, cracks are naturally looked

upon, and with good cause, as elements of danger.

These cracks may not develop for a year or

more after the floor has been completed, and if

covered on the top with a wood casing, and the

under side is plastered, they may never be visible.

Then another objection to slab floors is that the

lower half, or half below the neutral axis, is

undergoing a tensile strain, a strain which con-

crete is least liable to resist, and these combined
disadvantages go to prove that although flat

floors of concrete without any joists are

economical in cost and space, they are not
adapted for rooms of domestic buildings. They
may do very well for corridors, passages, lava-

tories, and the like, always remembering that

concrete conveys sound more readily than any
other building material ; as an instance, con-

versation carried on in an ordinary tone in a

room divided from another by a 6in. concrete

p irtition, pla.stered on both sides, can be heard

in the adjoining room : this I state from experi-

ence. Another type of floor is the same as the

one juit described, but has steel or iron rods,

wire netting, expanding metal, or any other

form of steel or iron imbedded in the concrete

below the neutral axis, for the purpose of

counteracting the tensile strain. Floors of this

character have been advocated for years, more
especially those of Hyatt. Branmon, Slonier.

Edwards, the Expanded Metal Company, and
several others. The main point is to prevent

shearing of the imbedded material, and this is

usually obtained by securing the ends of the

metal ties in the concrete. The strength of con-

crete floors is largely increased this way ; but the

general disadvantages of the slab floor just de-

scribed are still .the same, and if large areas of

concrete have to be divided into smaller by means
of steel joists, I fail to see much advantage in the

use of imbedded metal. The so-called solid con-

crete floor is more largely used than any other,

principally because it costs less, can be executed i

by the builder, and came into use at a time
(

previous to the general introduction of better i

systems. Joists are usually fi.xed 2ft. to Gft.

apart according to circumstances, and the con-

crete kept an inch below the bottom flange with

the object of protecting the beam from fire, and
a plaster ceiling is formed on the concrete. The
objections to this form of floor, from my point of

view, are— i'l) that the one-halt portion of con-

crete below the neutral axis is of little use so far

as regards strength ; (2) it conveys sound very

distinctly : (3) the concrete having to be of a

thickness equal to the depth of joist, plus the

inch below, is very heavy ; (4) the cost is thereby

enhanced
; (5) in case of fire, the under portion

may become very hot before the heat reaches the

upper portion : owing to the thickness it has to

permeate, expansion in some places and none in

others creates rupture of the particles, and, cohe-

sion being weakened, masses maj- fall away, or

it expansion occurs from heat, rupture of the

concrete will take place at its weakest point, and
that is where it incases the bottom flanges of the

joists, which is only lin. in thickness : should

this happen, and the fire is extensive, the fate of

the floor is settled, although in .an ordinary way
it should scarcely be sufficient for this ; (6)

plastering on concrete surfaces of this character

to form ceilings has scarcely any key, the con-

crete surface being simply jagged or indented

with a pointed tool, and in case of fire the plaster-

ing will possibly soon fall away—indeed, it often

occurs without a fire. The weight of a concrete

floor of this kind, as shown, 9in. in thickness, is

about 401b. to .501b. per superficial foot, without

the joists, whilst the greatest live load necessary

to he provided for floors of domestic buildings is

said to be only between 201b. and ;i01b. at most.

A modification of this floor so as to reduce the

weight of concrete was adopted some years ago,

but can scarcely be called a fireproof floor ; a

better title would be an improved wood floor.

These are a description of floors usually per-

formed by any kind of labourers. My experi-

ence is that " workmen who have acquired an

intimate knowledge of concrete floors, and take

an interest in their work, perform it in a superior

way, produce better work, and are more reliable.

Concrete floors which have collapsed have been

done by men of no experience. There is an im-

pression that concrete floors of an arch form exer-

cise considerable thrust, and must necessarily h3

held together by tie-rods and bolts, but, except

in large spans, this is not so. Indeed, arch-

shaped concrete assumes more the character of a

cantilever than an arch. But level ceilings are

necess:irj- for rooms of dwelling-houses. This can

be obtained by forming them of metallic lathing

suspended to the joists, while the vacant space

that intervenes creates a barrier to the trans-

mission of sound. Fawcett's floor and Roman's
floors are too well known to require any descrip-

tion ; they are types of the lintel form of con-

struction,' with a" portion going under to protect

the bottom flanges. Concrete is filled in up

to the level of top of joists, and the under

sides of the lintels are plastered in the usual

way. There are numerous floors of the lintel

type—Willis and Astley's. Pickering's, Fer-

gusson's, and others. I offer no opinion as to

the relative merits of any patent floors in use.

Were I to do so impartially, I could only say

that probably they will all ' safely support any

reasonable load ; that their cost is very much
the same ; that each may possibly possess some

advantage, more or less, over others ; but until a

series of tests have been made as to fire-resisting

and other desirable properties of some of the

best types of floors by independent authority

under similar conditions, and upon areas of suit-

able dimensions, no comparative results are

possible. The patentee of every floor can bring

ample evidence, without a doubt, to prove that
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his system is far tetter than any other, and also

that "the severe trial it has withstood against lire

in a sniill test-plic-e 7ft. or Sft. square, arranged

for the purpose, has beaten all previous records :

all the saniR, it is quite a different thing to a fire

ipartinent ISft. or luSt. each way, and not

epeciallV constructed to be tested. :My views as

to fireproof lloors for domestic luiildings are :
—

(1) Steel beams should be avoided as f.-tr as

possible; up to 24ft. span, or bet n-cea bearings,

they cin be dispensed -with altogether, and

joists of moderate size substituted at but

little ificrease of cost. [i] Where, however,

steel beams are necessary, the greatest care

should be given to protect them from lire.

(3) Steel joists to divide floors, whether flit or

arched, should not be more than Cft. apart, and

should also be well protected, more especially the

hottom fl inges, which, as a rule, are less cared

for than other portions ; the top flanges are not

EC important. (4) A better quality of concrete,

and less of it than is usual, should be employed

to lessen the enormous weight thrown upon walls

and foundations. (5) The plastered ceilings

should, if possible, be of a character that will

not fall or come away as the immediate result of

a fire beneath. The properties aimed at in fire-

resisting floors of domestic buildings should be

as follows : (1) Kesistance to fire, (2) non-con-

ductivity of sound, (3) lightness compatible

with safety, (4) economy of space, and (5)

economy of cost. I have endeavoured to carry

out these principles in a floor shown ; but

although highly succe-sful on a small scale,

like everyone else's patents, I am unfortunately

unable to say what the result would be in a

genuine big fire. The bottom fl-anges are incased

with burnt-clay shields, an air-space intervening,

and a metallic lath-suspender ceUing is fixed to

the shields by iron hangers and lathing bars

;

permanent iron centres are used for forming the

floor, and the bottom flanges of joists have a

double air space protection. The best covering

for a concrete floor is wood in narrow widths,

nailed direct on the concrete itself. Obviously

the floor must be first made ^uite straight, and

the materials of a consistency that -will enable

nails driven therein to hold equally as well as if

driven into wood. It has been said that the

wood wiU rot ; but I have done floors in this way
for 16 years and found no decay yet, and for some

reasons they are preferable to wood block floors and

cost less. Dovetailed strips of wood imbedded

in concrete for nailing boards thereto I found

acquire dry rot and decay more or less in from

three to four years. Wood laid on concrete direct

will not burn except through the strongest

provocation : it will smoulder and become
charred. Seaall wood joists laid on the concrete

and floor-boards fixed thereto in the usual way
will burn rapidly. It is worthy of being more
generally known that cement used for making
concrete parts with as much water as is unneces-

sary for hydration, and clear water can always

he seen dripping from concrete newly laid on

temporary centring or wood platform formed to

uphold it. This is often supposed to he a case of

too much water having been used in mixirg;

hut it is not so, unless it is coloured with cement,

in which case it is evidence of the latter having

haen carried through the concrete owing
to the use of an excess of water, and the

floor is obviously weakened therefrom. As
a matter of fact, concrete for any purpose is

assumed to be such a commonplace thing that it

is difficult to evoke any interest in connection

therewith, so far as building matters are con-

cerned. But the large fires which have taken

place will, it is hoped, be the means of inducing

the London County Council or the iTOvemment,
or some other independent authority, to make a

series of independent tests of various kinds of

fireproof floors, partitions, beam incasements.

&c., that architects and the public in general

may be put in possession of some reliable data

relative to so-called fireproof buildings, and if

a buUding was set apart for specimens and
exhibits of fireproof floors, partitions, cements,

and inventions, and products relating to fire-

proofing, architects and others would be able to

see and judge for themselves as to what would
he likely to fulfil their requirements instead of

ha-ving to rely entirely upon p-imphlets, adver-

tisements, or circulars.

TILE AXD COXCUETE FLOOR TESTS.

WE are not great believers in public tests of

materials, but our American cousins seem

to place great faith in them. If the conditions

are fair, and the experiments are conducted in a

natural manner under guaranteed supervision,

these trials would be of value; but for some

reason or other these conditions do not often

prevail. There have been several tests latelv in

Xew York city, under the auspices of the \ew
York Building Department, on concrete and tile

arches and floors. ^Ve lately recorded those con-

ducted by that department, in which the Roebling

>.rch w-as tested with others. A large firra_ of

manufacturers (Messrs. Jlaurer and Sons) in Xew
York lately challenged other firms of manu-

facturers of fireproofing materials to take part in

a 24 hour test, and the Roeblings, at the instance

of a superintendent of the Building Department,

accepted the challenge with certain provisoes—one

that the conditions should be the same as those

before accepted ; butJIetsrs. Jlaurer declined those

modified terms, and issued an injunction restrain-

ing the superintendent from taking part in the

test. Several engineers and architects, on behalf

of Messrs. Roebling, made the test, however, which

resulted, after firing for three hours, in a deflection

of l-4in. for the Roebling arch, and of 3 6.5in. for the

tile arch. The latter gave way between two tie-

rods, and an area of 5ft. by oft. fell with its load,

whereas the Roebling arch is declared to have

remained intact, with shreds of the skim coat

hanging to the ceiling. The temperature reached

2,000- uniformly applied. The tile construction,

however, has established its value as a fireproof

construction, from what we hear.

which manifested themselves after the loads in

column 3 of Table I. were superimposed, wen;

due solely to the want of a proper grip of the

mortar upon the masonry and bricks at the joints.

But in the case of both 'the simple and compound

concrete or cement arches, the cracks were the

Tablb I.
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result of the action of stresses of a tensile

character, and were not developed in the Monier

cement-.and-steel example until the critical load

assumed proportions a good deal in excess of

what was suflicient to render them distinctly

visible on both faces of the other two experi-

mental specimens. If, therefore, the adherence

or grip of the mortar in the stone and brick

bridges had been equal to the resistance of thi;

materials of the other two arches against the

tensile stresses to which they were exposed, the

difference between their respective ultilmate

breaking weights and critical loads would not

have been by any means so great. In order to

arrive at a satisfactory conclusion on this point,

a series of experiments were instituted to ac-

curately determine what the adherence of the

mortar was, and what was the actual resistance

of the concrete and cement-and-steel bridges.

Let A = the average strength or adherence of

the mortar, M the maximum, and m the mini-

mum, values ; then

—

, _ M + m

IM

I

The Salford Board of Guardians decided on
Friday to purchase twenty acres of land on the
Weaste estate, near the T'nion Intirmarj-, for

£14,000 as a site for the proposed new workhouse.

COXSTRUcnON OF ARCHES
CONCRETE —XVI.

' {Coiicludcd.)

T only remains for us to sum up in a terse and

compact form, the salient results^ of the

experiments, tests, and observations which have

been described and illustrated in our preceding

articles. In instituting comparisons, discussing

merits, and drawing our conclusions with respect

to the behaviour of the five large arches of 70ft.

in span, we shall not include the last, that is the

fifth, on the list of examples, which is wholly con-

structed of wrought-iron. Our reason is that it

is impossible to" institute any real or fair com-

parison between a purely met-Jlic arch and any

one of the four other structures submitted to the

same trial. The practical conditions between an

iron flanged rib and a solid concrete one, or one

of concrete strengthened by iron or steel, or

between the wholly metal type and arches of

brick and stone, are too diverse and wide apart to

admit of any useful investigation or discussion

with a view to establishing even an approximate

similarity of features and properties. In all the

four arches there was particular attention

bestowed upon two especial cases of loading.

One was when the "critical load," as it was

termed, was imposed, and the other when

the actual bre.aking load came into active

operation. The critical charge was also the load,

the application of which gave rise to the incipient

cracks and "threads," which subsequently aug-

mented in both size and number, although in

indirect proportion, with corresponding additions

to successive loads. As has been stated, both the

criticil and breaking loads varied for each diiler-

ent arch : but it may be remarked that the ratio

between these two loads for each individual arch

obeyed no law. Table I. has been calculated so as

to exhibit the amount of the two loads and the

ratio between them. Under column 1 are the

loads which produced deformation of the longi-

tudinal axis in the different arches ; in columns 2

and 3 are recorded the critical and breaking loads,

and the difference between these last two are

given in the fourth column. The values are all

in tons, with the exception of those in column 4,

which are percentages. An inspection of Table I.

points out that arches of stone and brick do not

vary much in the amount of their ultimate powers

of resistance ; but so far as the critic-il load is

regarded, the latter is considerably weaker than

the former. The concrete arch shows increased

strength under both loads, but the three are far

surpassed by the Monier cement-and-steel type.

It is important to notice here the different causes

which led not onlv to the primary deformation

of the longitudinal" axis of the arches, but also to

the formation of the cracks and fissures. In the

structures of stone and brickwork these defects,

But adopting the square inch as the unit, the

actual tests proved that the valuer of M and m

were respectively in pounds

—

M = 124. m = 83

;

from which wo find for A that it becomes^

A = ^"^ ^ ^^ = 103-51b. per square inch.

Comparing this with the resistance of the simple

concrete arch to the stresses of tension, we find

that the value of A in the latter case rose to—

A = 233-78Ib. per square inch.

It is when we take into consideration the result

obtained in the Monier arch, built on the com-

bined or compound principle of cement-and-steel,

that the advantage of the combination becomes

apparent beyond any reasonable doubt. Solving

for A we have —
880-24 + 555-37

A = 2 '

and finally

—

.

A = 717-8551b. per square inch.

These different values of A in the arches may

be compared thus :—Put A, for the value obtained

for A in the brick and stone arches. A, for that

in the plain concrete arch, and A., for the same

in the compound Monier arch : their respective

relations will be given by the following equa-

tions :

—

Aj = 3-07 ; A, = 6-93 ; A, and Aj = 2-25 A,.

The manner in which, and the points along

the elevation of the arches at which, the fissurej

appeared ; their disappearance or closing up after

the partial removal of the load, and their sub-

sequent reappearance upon the reimposition of it,

and other details, have been fully described in

previous articles ; so we shall not_ further

recapitulate. By observing the deflections and

also the vertical deformations of the arches at the

various points where the loads were placed, it

was not a very diflicult matter to compute the

coefficients of elasticity for each; but as the

calculations are complex and tedious, we shall

give the results only. Thus, for stone, the value

of the coellicient was 830,5001b. per square mch.for

brick 382,250, for simple concrete 3,382,500 and

for thesteel-and-cement construction 4,o8a,6-.:>,all

in the same imits. The importance of the co-

eflicients of elasticity of the different materials

in the structures under consideration is evident

from the fact that the stiffness or resistance

to deformation and distortion is proportional to

the amount of these coeOicients. It shoiUd

be borne in mind that in order to render a

road or railway bridge unfit for its duty it is not

necessary to actually break it down. After it has

suffered a certain amount of deflection and de-

formation, it is placed practicaUy hora de cmbat.
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The proof of the etatement that the stresses in

the two materials- -namely, the concrete and the

ateel—in the compound system of construction

are dependent also, as well as the rigidity of the

arch, upon their module of elasticity, may he thus

expressed mathematically. Let S equal the tensile

stress in the concrete at or near the region, where
the rod, heara, or other section of steel is im-
bedded, and put S, to represent the stress of the

same character in the steel or other metal as the

case may he. Put M for the modulus of elas-

ticity of the metallic material, and Jt, for that of

the concrete ; then the tensile stress on the steel

will be given by the equ.ation^

« _ M X S

llie symbol S, will give the value of the tensile

stress in poumls per square inch. In thus

deducing the stress upon the metallic part of the

arch—or, as in the present case, the steel—it is

assumed that it and the other material, the con-

crete, both stretch to the same extent. This
assumption is theoretically not quite correct, but

sufficiently so for all practical purposes.

The influence which the addition of steel bars

or plates have upon the depth of the girder must
be taken into account, and the extent to which
they win modify that most important dimension

in all bridge structures will depend upon their

position. Three examples here present them-
selves which are shown in Figs. 1, "2, and 3. Let

Fig. 1 be a short length of a portion of a simple

concrete arch, and, for the soke of simplicity,

supposed to be straight ; then its neutral axis will

be represented by the line A B. Put d for the

total depth of the concrete rib ; then its position

will be at a distance from either the top or bottom

of the arched rib equal to _ — that is, at the

centre of the rib. In the second case, let a plate

shown by the dark line in Fig. 2 he bedded in the

concrete, and make li, as before, equal to the total

depth of the compound rib, and put d, to equal

the depth of the concrete part : then it can be

proved that the distance of the line A B from the

line H H is always equal to -
, when the line H II

is placed at the centre of the imbedded steel plate

or bar. Make t equal to the thickness of the

metal, and put rfj eciual to the vertical distance

between the two parallel lines A B and H H. The
statement to be proved is that—

•

(1)

rib, it will be .always found that the expression

for the value of D. will be

—

A comparison of the breaking weights, which,
it wiU be remembered, were distributed over
one-half of the span, or over the half-arch, gave
the result set forth in Table II. The breaking
weights were the weights reduced to the unit of

are.a—that is, the weight in pounds per square

foot. In the table, the breaking weight of the

brick arch, which was the weakest of the
whole five, is taken equal to unity. The

Table It.

»2 = .r

But we have also

—

Consequently, from equation (1)-

i<?i .
t\ _ d

I 2 2 I

~ ^2 (3)

from which, by reducing, we obtain

—

d, + t = d (i)

But from the nature of the question

—

d, = {d - t) (,5)

so that we finallv find

—

(d - t) + t = d (G)

from which the identity of the two sides of the

equation or d = d becomes apparent. As a

practical example, let d = 12in. and t = lAin.

The value of iL_ should be equal to - , = G inches.

From equation (2) and (i), substituting the

numerical values of di and i, the equation
becomes

—

d..= jl21±_l:5| = J^=6in.(2 ) /.

If the s.ame method of calculation be pursued
in the case represented in Fig. -J, in which the
steel plate, shown by the black line, is fixed out-
side the lower part of the concrete portion of the

Description
of Arch.

Brickwork ..

Stonework ..

Concrete
Concrete and

steel

Iron

Breaking
Weight. Cause of Failure.

1-0000 ICracks in the joints
1'09G'3 lCrack.s in the joints
1"2;159 jCracks at dangerous sections

'

.» 1-ai * Cracks on loaded and unloaded
i

- "^*
I

half-span
276il IBucklingof plates at haunching

superior strength of the compound system is

a2;ain manifest as compared with the other three

types of the simple principle. Although the arch
is included in this table, the remarks previously

applied to it hold good.* It may be stated that,

generally speaking, all the arches failed at or near
the points dictated by theory. Obviously in

building bridges belonging to any one of the four

classes specified, the structure must have a

minimum width at the crown which must be
maintained constant to each springing, though it

is preferable, especially when the span is com-
paratively large, to increase this dimension
towards the points of supports. The percentage
of increase may v.ary between O-Oo and 0075 of

the central width. We have given in Table III.

a list of the minimum widths which experiments
have demonstrated to be most suitable for the

spans correspondingly annexed. It will be ob-

served that the ratio of the depth to the width
follows very nearly a constant proportion, the

average proportion being n\-. We may deduce,
therefore, as a general rule, that the minimum
width for bridges of the classes under notice

should not be less than i',- of the span. In spite

of the marked superiority of the compound
system of constructing arches in concrete, as

Table in.

Span in feet.

100
130
220
.3,30

400

Width in feet.
Ratio between depth

;

and width.

7-92

99t
H-85
22 16

28-as ^!U

shown by the actual practical tests carried out,

the engineers in charge of the experiments did

not report in favour of it. They appear not to

have been quite satisfied exactlj- how the separate

materials in the compound type performed the

respectively different duties assigned them ; and
this is a weak point, as must be admitted, in all

combinations of a similar nature. Briefly, the

conclusions arrived at were: (1) that for .arches

under 130ft. in span rough stonework wovild

answer well, and (2) that for arches of spans

above that dimension, either ashlar masonry or

concrete might be advantageously employed. Be
that as it may, we have placed before our readers

all the information there is on the subject, and
they are perfectly competent to judge for them-
selves. T. C.

* Apropos to our subject, though not exactly in a con-
structive sense, few people are probably aware that the
compound principle lias be^n adopted by denti.«ts in the
manufacture of artificial teeth, but so it is. .-V very finely

close-meshed network of aluminium is interwoven with
the vulcanite " plate " at its siu-face, very much after the
pattern of the ''expanded metal" proces.**. The applica-

tion is decidedly ingenious and a little curious as well.

WARDLEY HALL, LANCASHIRE.

[with rn0T0LITH0GR.\PHIC ILLUSTKATIOXS.J

THIS most interesting old Hall, which has

recently been very carefully restored, was
originallv part of the inheritance of the Worsleys of

Worsley'. The Wardley estate passed to Thurstan

Tildesley (a member of the family who were Lords

of Tyldesley) by marriage with llargaret, daughter

and heiress of Jordan Worsley, in the beginning

of the 1.5th century, from the Tildesleys to the

Sheringtons, from them to the Downes, who were

probably a briinch of the Cheshire family of that

name, and who seem to have acquired the

^^'ardley estates by purchase. Roger, the first

of the Wardley Downes, died about 163S, and

was succeeded by his son John, who married a

daughter of Sir Cecil de Trafford, from whom he

probably obtained the Barton portion of the

property. By her he had two children, Roger

and Penelope. Roger died without issue in the

year 1675, leaving his sister sole heiress to his

property. Miss Downes married Richard, third

Earl Rivers, of Rock Savage, Cheshire. Their

only daughter and heiress, Elizabeth, married the

Earl of Barrymore. Lady Barrymore's only

child and heiress, Penelope, married the Hon.

James Cholmondeley, second son of the Earl of

Cholmondeley . By arrangement with her husband

(from whom she was divorced n mensa et lliaro)

she obtained power to dispose of the Lancashire

estates, which belonged to her maternal grand-

father. Earl Rivers. She sold the estates in 1760

to Francis, third and last Duke of Bridgewater,

to the trustees of whose will they now belong.

A peculiar interest has long been attached to the

house on account of a human skull being kept

there, as regards which there are several

traditions. It seems, however, thtit the true

story is shortly as follows. The skull is that of a

Benedictine monk, Dom Edward Ambrose
Barlow, called Father Ambrose, fourth son

of Sir Alexander Barlow, Kt., of Barlow

Hall, near Manchester. He was born there

in 1585. In or about 1617 he was sent from

the English monastery at Douay to labour

in his native country. He devoted his services

almost exclusively to the southern parts of Lan-

cashire, ministering chiefly in the secret chapels

at the halls at Wardley, Worsley, and Morleys,

the latter being the seat of the Tyldesleys. On
Easter Sunday, April 25, 1011, he was preaching

to his congregation in the domestic chapel at

Slorleys Hall, when the house was besieged by

"a neighbouring minister" at the head of a

fanatical mob. The priest was arrested and

carried before a neighbouring Justice of the

Peace n.amed Risley ; by him he was sent under

an escort of GO armed men to Lancaster, and at

the next assizes was tried and condemned to

death. On September 10 the martyr was drawn

on a hurdle to the place of execution at Lancaster,

and there hanged, cut down, butchered, and his

quarters parboiled in the tar cauldron, as

customary in such cases, in the fifty-fifth year of

his age, and the twenty-fourth of his priesthood.

His head, having been impaled either on the

castle at Lancaster, or on the old church in Man-
chester, as was frequently done, was secretly

secured by Mr. Francis Downes, and reverently

preseri-ed in his mansion at Wardley. There it

remains to this day, an object of wonder, and a

speaking illustration of times now happily

changed. It is about twenty years since Wardley

H.aU was last occupied, excepting only the portion

now used as stables, which had been m!ide into

three cottages, and they were usually occupied by

colliers, who worked at the great Bridgewater

CoUierv close by. Daring that period it has only

been so far repaired from time to time as to be

kept weather-proof, and it has suffered some

damage on account of the coal-workings beneath

it. In 1S94 it was decided to restore the house,

with a view to it being used by one of the prin-

cipal officials of the Bridgewater trustees,

and, thanks to the interest taken in the matter

by the Earl of Ellesmere, the proprietor

of Worsley, no pains have been spared to

carry out the restoration in as perfect a manner

as possible. Slessrs. Douglas and Forilham,

architects, of Chester, were engaged to design

the details of the work, and though it was

necessary to rebuild some portion entirely, there

is no appearance of newness about the place any-

where, and the architects deserve m\ich credit

for the skilful and artistic manner in which they

have dealt with a difficult problem. The work

itself was done by the Bridgewater Trustees' own
workmen, under the direction of their engineer.
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Mr. Frederick E. Caires, who is now the occupant
of the house. It proved to he quite impossible
to discover what had been precisely the original
form and arrangements of the house, hut one
thing is quite certain—viz., that the suppositions
in this respect of those parsons, who before the
restoration ventured their opinions, and in some
cases published them, are all, more or less,

erroneous. When the work was commenced the
only two living rooms were those which are now
designated the drawing-room and dining-room.
The principal entrance, such as it was—in fact,

the only entrance to the main part of the house
—was the main staircase and the kitchen. The
present lower haU was a washhouse, the smoking-
room a place for firewood and sundry rubbish, and
its upper part a dovecote ; the cloak-room was a
coal-hole. There was no kitchen entrance or back
stairs. On the upper floor there was no semblance
of the large upper hall, the space being occupied
with several very dark and iU-arranged rooms.
The house has suffered severely from the ex-
cruciatingly bad taste and Vandalism of a period
now fortunately past, and has been mutilated
in the most wanton manner. When the work
of restoration was commenced, it soon became
apparent that there was much more interest in
the house than was at fir.st supposed. In all cases
where there were beautifully panelled ceilings
formed of massive and richly-moulded oak beams,
the most prominent members of the mouldings
had been roughly chopped off—apparently with
an adze, and on to them, or below them, had
been nailed laths, and the whole were hidden by
plastered ceilings. Where the larger beams
projected, all of them being oak, they had been
hacked over and covered with plaster, their
sections being c'onverted into plain rectangles
with chamfered edges ; and, to add insult to

injury, these improved (!) beams had been painted

and grained in imitation of oak. The fine old

staircase had been similarly treated, and so

numerous were the coats of yeUow paint that it

took many days of arduous labour to remove it.

When it was discovered that the ceiling of the

upper hall extended so far as it does, it was
decided not to divide the space, as was at first

intended, but to leave the whole open, as it

evidently had been originally. The fireplaces

here and in the hall below were discoveries,

being quite invisible when the work commenced.
The wide stone arches had been built up, and
lirdinary cast-iron "register" grates inserted.

In the upper haU the old arch is reinstated after

having been repaired, the same stones being
used : but in the lower hall the stones had been
so much damaged that a new arch was necessary.

In the dining-room, too, there is an old stone

arch ; but it is entirely past restoration. In the

room over the pantry there was foimd some old

oak panelling lathed and plastered over, and
above this, above the i;eiling, some ornamental
plaster-work. This panelling has been repaired

and placed at the end of the upper hall, and it is

proposed to attempt to restore the plaster-work

and place it again above the panelling. A good
deal had to be done in order to make the house
dry and healthy. Water was lying a few inches

below the floor level, and consequently the whole
site had to be carefully drained, the walls under-
pinned, and a damp course inserted, and a bed of

concrete was laid under all the floors. In the

lower hall and entrance lobby the floor is laid

with oak blocks, mostly made of bits of old

timber, which had to be replaced in the course

of the work. The roof was found to be remark-
ably sound, scarcely needing any repair. Visitors

to Wardley will probably miss some of the black

and white work with which they were so familiar :

but as all that on the north front was sham,
being painted plaster, and not timber work at all,

it was thought best not to replace it, but to

restore the old brick walls which it covered. New
windows were required throughout the nhole
house, those in the brick walls being made of red

Runcorn stone, and those in the half-timbered

portion, of oak, and the whole are fitted with
wrought-iron casements made by Jlessrs. Wragge,
of Slanchester, the lead work being simple and
very pretty. The firegrates are, with very few
exceptions, of the front hob or economiser

patterns. The restoration, though a costly matter,

has resulted in the saving from ruin of one of the

most interesting old houses in Lancashire, and,

moreover, in making it as quaint and comfortable

a home as could be wished for. The skull,

which during the progress of the work was placed

in an iron safe, is now reinstated in a niche in

the wall of the staircase, where for many years

past it has lain carefully protected with glazed

doors.
. »-^

Plans are being prepared by Messrs. Austin and
Paley, of Lancaster, for a new church in the parish

of St. Anne, Ilindsford, near Atherton, and the

ceremony of laying the foundation-stone will shortly

take place. The estim.ated cost of the building is

about £0,000, and there is in hand over €3,700.

Through the munificence of Mr. Thomas Sutton

Timmis, of AUerton, Liverpool, the tower and nave

of Acton Church, Xantwich, has just been com-
pletely restored. Mr. Timmis's mother many years

ago resided at Acton, and the work of restoration

was undertaken by Mr. Timmis in commemoration of

her memory at a cost of nearly f.5,O00. The chancel

of the church is being restored by Lord Tollemache,

and Mr. H. J. Tollemache, M.P., has undertaken

to erect an organ loft at a cost of £600,
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OIUTUAUV.
llr. William C'- T. Dmisox, an honorary

retired Academirian, of I'otworth, died at Ventno-
on Saturday in his Hist year, llo was born in

1817 at llamliuri,', where his father was an
JOnftlish merchant. He liogan to Htiidy from the
antiiiuu at the lirihsh Museum when 14 years
old, and became a student of the Academy at the
age of 19. In 1843 he was appointed head
master of the ( Jovcrnment School of Design at
Birmingham, but relinquishing that post two
years later, he travelled in Italy and Germany.
Sir. Dobson was elected an Associate of the
Koyal Academy in ISGO, and an Academician in
1872, when he painted "St. Paul at Thilippi "

as his diploma picture. In 1875 he was elected
a member of the Royal Society of I'uinters in
Water-Colours. Among Mr. Dobson's principal
pictures are " The Alms Deeds of Dorcas,"
painted in 1855 by command of the tiueen ; the
"Child Jesus going to Nazareth," 1857, which,
with another early work, is in the possession
of the Baroness Burdett-Coutts. These were
followed by a number of groups of children, of
religi»us pictures, and other </<•«)<• works, some
of which were executed in oils and others in
water-colours. JIany of his works, which were
delicate in execution and sentimental in character,
have been engraved. His last exhibited works
were portraits shown at Burlington House in 1894.

Bv the death of Mr. J.vmf.s O'Bvkxk, archi-
tect, Liverpool, the Itoman Catholic Church of
the Liverpool diocese has benefited to a consider-
able extent. The testator's unique collection of
books, coins, arms, pictures, mezzotints, en-
gravings, photographs, curiosities, and art furni-
ture is bequejithed to the Roman Catholic Bishop
of the Diocese of Liverpool (Dr. Whitesidel, so
ihat it may form a nucleus for a museum at' the
Itoman Catholic seminary of St. Joseph, at
Walthew Park, near UphoUand, in the county of
Lancaster. The total value of the coUection is
said to be about £20,000. The residue of his
estate Mr. O'Bryne has left to Bishop Whiteside
absolutely. The personal estate, inclusive of
the historical collection, is expected to amount to
something like £105,000; and the residue, with
the freehold property will, it is believed, be
between £40,000 and £50,000. Although the
last-named amount is left to the Roman c'^itholic
bishop absolutely, it is understood that it will be
devoted to the advancement of the church of
which he is the head in the diocese.

CHIPS.
The bells in the pariah church of Chediston,

Suffolk, have been reframed, refitted, and rehung,
and another has been added to the peal. The work
has been done by Messrs. Diy and Son, of Eye.
The Bishop of Norwich dedicated the peal on
Wednesday in last week.

At the annual meeting of the Royal Cambrian
^Vmdemy of Arts, on Saturday, a letter was read
irom Si'. E. J. Poynter, P.R.A., consenting to
become a hon. member of the Cambrian Academy.
It was resolved to throw the Cambrian Exhibition
this summer open to all artists in the United
Kingdom. Mr. C. Boydell and Mr. H. Hughes
were elected full members, and Mr. E. Bottomley,
Mr. T. Clougb, Mr. R. E. Morrison, Mr. G. H.
Swinstead, and Mr. Brint Turner were elected
associates.

Colonel A. G. Dumford, RE., an inspector from
"the Local Government Board, held an inquiry at the
Eeading-room, B shopstoke, on Friday, with refer-

ence to the application by the Winchester Rural
District Couucil to borrow £5,000 for the purpose
of carrying out a system of drainage for iSishop-
stoke, from plans by Mr. Berrington.

The annual dinner of the Leeds Builders' Ex-
'Change Club was held on Friday evening in the
Grand Restaurant, Leeds. Mr. W. L-jlley pre-
sided, and over 100 sat down. After dinner a short
toast-list and musical programme was gone through.

The corporation of Southampton have raised the
salary of Mr. W. Matthews, who has been the
waterworks engineer since 1884, from CI 10 to !;4.50

per annum.

At the Manchester Consistory Court on Friday, a
faculty was granted for rebuilding St. Peter's
Church, Oldham, and also to the vicar of Holy
Trinity, Coldhurst, Oldham, to remove all plaiu
glass windows and replace them with stained glass,
six being memorial windows, to replace the preseut
font with one of alabaster, to take down the gallei v
at the west end, to convert the north and south doors
into windows, to open a new doorway at the west
end, to build a porch at the west end, aud to place a
brass tablet in the chancel.

ABOHITECTURAL & AROH^OLOGHOAL
SOCIETIES.

BiasToL Mastkh BriLDEUs' A.-sociatiox.—
Tho annual meeting of this association was held
on Monday .at the Guildhall, under the presidency
of Mr. August Krauss. There were also present
Messrs. (i. Humphreys (treasurer), F. N. Cowlin,
J. E. Jones, (J. Downs, E. F. Woodward,
J. Jarafs, E. Walters, C. Cowlin, C. A. Hayes
W. I'odger, A. S. Scull, and II. J. Spear
(secretary). The president moved the adoption
of the report and accounts, and said that they
were pleased to know the building trade was good
in Bristol last ye-xv, and, what was still better,

they had no disputes with their men. They had
formed that year their West of E'lgland and
South Wales Federation, which consisted of
builders in Bath, Bridgwater, Cardiff, Newport,
Taunton, Plymouth, and Weston-super-Mare.
Tho federation had been formed for the purpose
of doing justice to their men and themselves.
The federation had taken steps as regards the
Employers' Liability Act, and approached the
architects to have a clause inserted in quantities
similar to a fire insurance clause, so as to relieve
the builders of heavy responsibility, and other
federations had also taken that step, "which would
certainly be favourably considered by the archi-
tects. The Bristol Channel Timber Importers'
Association had reduced their terms for credit,

and the builderj were fully justified in asking
that the percentage of retention money should be
reduced on contracts. Mr. Downs seconded the
resolution, and dwelt upon the importance of
enrolling new members. He was pleased to
observe from the treasurer's account that the
membership had been augmented considerably
during the past year. The resolution having
been adopted, the president announced their
vice-president, Mr. William Church, was unable
to accept the office of president in consequence of
indisposition. Jlr. G. Wilkins moved a resolu-
tion expressing their appreciation of the long and
valued services of Mr. Church. Mr. C. A. Hayes
seconded the resolution, which was carried by
acclamation. Mr. Walters proposed, Mr. J. E.
Jones seconded, and it was carried by acclama-
tion, that Mr. August Krauss be re-elected
president for the ensuing year. 5Ir. F. N.
Cowlin was elected as vice-president, and Mr.
A. S. Scull moved, and Mr. Podger seconded,
that Mr. George Humphreys be re-elected
treasurer for the current year. Messrs. Hayes,
Downs, Wilkins, Scull, and E:istabrook were
added to the committee. The annual dinner of
Association was afterwards held at the Royal
Hotel, under the presidency of Mr. A. Krauss.

Glasgow .^rchitectikal Association-.— .it

the usual monthly meeting— the president, Jlr.

W. T. Conner, in the chair—Mr. Wm. Brooks
Sayers, member of the Institute of Electrical
Engineers, delivered a lecture entitled " Electric
Light, Heat, and Power—their efficient Installa-

tion and Cost." The lecturer opened his subject
by drawing a piclure of what electricity could do
to lighten the burden of existence. With electric

light, heat, and power, we would have no smoke,
filth, or suffocating fogs, thus leaving eveiything
fresh and clean without and within ; we could
pave our streets with asphalte, over which the
rubber-tired motor vehicles would skim noise-
lessly. A descent, however, to the practical

showed that much progress had yet to be made,
which Mr. Sayers demonstrated by tables and
figures, comparing the cost of electricity, gas, and
water, supplemented by a description of the
different systems and apparatus for electric light-

ing, illustrated by examples. At the close, a
hearty vote of thanks was accorded the lecturer.

Ll-KDS AND YollKSHIllE ArCHITECTUKAlSoCIETV.
—A dinner in commemoration of the 2l6t anni-
versary of the founding of this Society was held
at the (iueen's Hotel, Leeds, on Monday evening.
Mr. George Carson, president, was in the chair,

and amongst thore present were the Lwd Mayor
of Leeds (Alderman Tetley), Mr. W. S. Braith-

waite (vice-president). Mr. W. M. Fawcett
(vice-president of the Koyal Institute of British

Architects), Mr. W. B. Woodhead (president of the

Bradford .Society of Architects), Jlr. E. Matheson
^president of the Leeds Chamber of Commerce),
Mr. A. T. Walker (president of the .\sssociation

of Yorkshire Students, Institution of Civil Engi-
nei>rsV Dr. Bodington (Principal of the Yorkshire

College", Alderman (iordon, Jlr. T. Kiach, Mr.
H. J. Palmer, the Rev. Canon Wood, Mr. John
Ely (president of the Manchester Society of

Architects), Mr. G. Benson (president of the

York Architectural So'iety), Dr. ScattergooJ
(Dean of the Medical Department of the York-
shire College), Mr. E. W. Batley (chairman of

the Building Clauses Committee of the I^eeds

Corporation), Mr. II. Perkin, Mr. (J. .-i^tkinson,

Mr. U. S. Chorley, Mr. J. X. Barran, Mr.
Sydney Kitson, Mr. J. E. Bedford, Mr. J. H.
Wicksteed, Mr. L. Cooper, Mr. E. Wilson, Mr.
A. SmitheUs, Mr. W. H. Thorp, Mr. W. E,

Barry, Mr. A. E. Kirk, Mr. H. Thompson, Mr. :

W. Carby Hall, Mr. G. F. Bowman, :tlr. G. B.
~

Bulmer, Mr. T. B. Wilson, Mr. E. T. Dodgshun,
,

and 5Ir. F. W. Bedford (hon. secretary). After
j

the loyal toasts had been honoured, "The Lord)
Mayor and City Council "was proposed by Mr.
W. II. Thorp. The Lord Mayor in responding,
said that there was plenty of work for the city

council to look forward to. Not many of the
streets in the city were straight, and most of

j

them ended at a short distance in a row of houses.

One of the things upon which the council would
be most congratulated, if they accomplished it,

was the making of streets direct from the centre

to the outskirts of the city. There were means
of communication in some directions ; but the
city sorely required cross streets. He drew a
comparison between the cities cf Biida-Pesth .and

Berlin. He held that the system of small, low,

back-to-back houses was not in every way to be
condemned, and had a great advantage over
tenement houses in crowded cities, inadequately
supplied with light and air. Much as they might
despise and wish to do away with back-to-back
houses, there was something to be said for them.
Leeds must look to the architects to assist not
only in arranging the streets, but, if possible, in

raising the standard of beauty and proportion to

something Uke that of Paris. The first thing to

be done was to make the streets sufficiently wide,
and insist that the houses put up should be of a
certitin height. If the architects of Leeds could
induce the building clauses committee of the city

council to form a scheme which would secure that

buildings of one kind were erected in one street,

and buildings of another kind in another street,

Leeds in the future might be admired not only
for its commercial enterprise, but also for its

beauty. Mr. E. Wilson gave " The Royal
Institution of British Architect! and Allied

.Societies." Mr. W. M. Fawcett and Mr. John
Ely responded. "The President and the Leeds
and Y'orkshire Architectural Society " was given
by Aid. Gordon. The Chairman responded.

Jlr. H. Perkin proposed "Art, Science, .and

Literature." The toast was responded to by Mr.
M. C. W. Flower. Mr. A. T. Walker and Dr.
Bodington also responded.

A builder of Lansdowne-roid, Eist Ham, named
John Jolly, aged 4il, was taken to the local police-

station on the evening of January 24, charged with
being drunk. The next morning he met two of the
constables who had been concerned in arresting

him, and fired at one, whom he wounded seriously

behind the right ear. An attempt to discharge his

revolver a second time was frustrated. Jolly was
taken before the magistrate at West Ham on
Wednesday, when it was stated that the injured
constable, named HUl, was still in the hospital.

Jolly was remanded.

The Senatus Academicus of Edinburgh University

have passed a unanimous resolution expressing in

appreciative terms their sense of the value to the

I'uiversity of the services rendered by Dr. Rowand
Anderson during a long period of years as architect

of the University New Buildings, now completed

by the M'Ewan Hall. They state that :
" While

considerations of convenience have not been sacri-

ficed to appearance, the planning of the interior

arraugements has resulted in that effective external

grouping which has made the New Medical School,

as a whole, an acknowledged adornment to a city

famous for its architectural monuments." They
add that, "the Senatus Academicus recognise that

the merits of the design of the Hall entitle the

architect to the lasting gratitude of the University."

At the half-yearly meeting of the Central London
Railway Company, held on Wednesday, the engi-

neers reported that good progress had been made
by the Electric Traction Company with the works
during the past fix months, no serious hindrance to

the operations having occurred. Three-fourths of

the main-line tunnel had been completed, as well as

one-ha'f of the station tunnels, and nearly the

whole of the lift and stiircise shafts had been con-

structed. A very difficult work had to be under-

taken—namely, tlie diversion of the sewers, and gas

and water and other pipes, underneath the pave-

ment at the Bank station, which was proceeding

satisfactorily. Part of it was practically complete,

and the public subways were well advanced. The
total expenditure so far has been £1,600,000.

Ifad..
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ILLUSTEATIONS.
WA8DLET HALL, LASCASinRE.—QCEEs'S THEATRE, LEEDS.

—THE CnCttCH OF CUB LADV, HALBERSTAUT.—CHURCH OF

ST. PETER AND ST. PAUL, KOSIOSLUTTER, NEAR BErSS-

WICK.—SATIOXAL GOLD MED.VL DRAWISG FOR STES-

CILLED FRIEZE. — STAIRCASE IS VILLA, BERLIN".

—

SKETCHES OF FURNlTrRE.

folio of photographs " Der Mittelalterlichen

Baukunst in Deutechland," a work of value and

interest sent us for review, and now in course of

puhlication.

NATIOXAL GOLD MF.DAI. DESIGN' POlt A STEN-

CILLED ERIEZE AND FILLING.

This design, herewith reproduced, is by Mr.

Geoffrey Alan Baker, of Canterbury School of

Art, and in the words of the official report of the

judges who awarded the medals and prizes it is

described .as
'' an extremely clever and workman-

like design, which goes r.xther beyond what is

generally advisable to attempt in stencilling : but

the designer is so successful that the examiners

gladly recognise the merits of his work by the

award of a Gold Medal." The judges were

Messrs. Lewis F. D.iy, Walter Crane, and
Maurice B. Adams. The suggestion in the band
closing off the foreground, so to speak, of the

frieze proper, of r.abbits in the grass, is nicely

managed. There is enough delineation about

them to imply more than is actually drawn, and

the effect is satisfactory without the common
fault of hardness. This monochrome reproduc-

tion h.as not the advantage of colour which con-

stitutes so marked a feature in the original, but

it gives a capital idea of the design.

STAIRCASE IN VILLA, llERLIN.

AVe give, amongst our block illustrations this

week, some useful details of a staircase in a

Berlin residence, including a portion on the

rake, with a newel surmounted by a carved

eagle, and moulded and shaped circular ends to

steps, also alternative newel ; whilst a detail of

arcade and balustrade to larger scale, with small

plan, are likewise shown on the same sheet. Herr

Hans Grisebach is the architect of the work.

OLD ENGLISH CLOTHES CHESTS, AND OTREIl

FUIINITUUE.

This sheet of sketches shows some very interest-

ing types of furniture. The Chest of Drawers,

of the William and Mary period, consists of four

long drawers, each being subdivided into two

panels, with a drop-handle to each. A point

worthy of observiition is the treatment of these

panelled drawers, the panels being unshaped plain

oblongs in top and third drawers, but having

COMPETITIONS.
WnsTON-siTEii-JlAUE.—In a limited compe-

tition for a new Wesleyan Chapel to be built at

Weston-super-Mare, the design of Mr. A\'. J.

Morley, r.R.I.B..\., of Bradford, was accepted.

The building is designed in the Decorated Gothic

'Style, with tower and spire, and will cost about

£5,000.

Out Jllusttattons.—•-•-•

—

WARDLEY HALL, LANCASHIKE.

For description and floor plan, see page 158.

QVEEn's THEATRE, LEEDS.

This new theatre .at Leeds is being erected for

Messrs. MoreUand Mouillot and Messrs. Dotridge

and Longden. The builder is Mr. S. F.David-,
son, of Newcastle-on-Tyne. The building now i

mitred breakings in the alternate ones. The

in course of erection is situate at the corner of
j

headings between drawers and to end stiles add

Meadow-road and Jack-lane, and will be faced

with red bricks and atone dressings. The
accompanying plan shows the arrangement of

the building. The dimensions are as follows :

—

From curtain to back wall of pit, 72ft. ;
width

of auditorium, 78ft. ; stage, from curtain to back
wall of stage, 41ft. ; four exits are provided from
the pit ; three irom the gallery, and two from the

dress circle. The plan has been arranged so that

one pay-office serves for the whole of the house,

and the theatre will hold about 4,000. The con-

trivance of the frontage, so as to provide for

shops, is very ingeniously managed. Messrs.

W. Hope and J. C. Maxwell, of Newcastle-on-

Tyne, are the sirchitects.

CHrRCH OF OUR LADY, HALIIERSTADT.

The exterior photographic view, which we are

•enabled to give to-day of this interesting and
very ancient North German church, shows
the fine western towers as seen from the

adjoining gardens looking from the south east.

They are thoroughly typical, and have almost a

Rhinish look in their general grouping and out-

line. There is an extremely rich screen filled

with sculpture on the north and south sides of the

choir. The church itself was long disused as a place

of worship during the early half of this century ; it

dates from 100.5 a.d., and is of a Byzantine cha-
racter with a vaulted chancel. It has been
restored throughout, and decorated in the choir,

which is separated from the nave by an iron

fence.

CHURCH OF ST. PETER AND ST. PAUL,
KONIGSLUTTER.

The interior of the Benedictine church .at

Konigsluttcr has lately been very elaborately

decorated, and the view herewith published
shows how the ancient sinctuary has been reno-
vated and painted throughout. The fabric is of

about the same period as its neighbour above
mentioned. The church contains monuments of

the Emperor Lothario and his Empress and of

to the appearance. The Dwarf Chest is of

earlier date, and has lift-up top, whUe below is

one long drawer. The half-balusters planted on.

the plain .arcading, and central group of panels,

are ingeniously contrived, and combine to excite

interest. The turned Chair is an admirable

example of such work, executed with restraint, and

looking thoroughly serviceable ; the seat is of

rushwork. The little Oak Table with the sloping

legs could not easily be improved upon for

"occasional" uses.

Mr. G. T. Clark, F.S.A., died on Monday night,

at the age of 88 years, at his residence, Talgarn,

Glamorganshire. He was a well-known antiquarian

and author : an authority on earthworks and
castellated structures, and also on the Roman occu-

pation of Glamorganshire, and had for miny years

been manager and resident trustee of the Great

Dowlais Works.

Of the 'yl candidates from various parts of the

country who applied for the post of city engineer to

the Corporation of Liverpool, the special committee

having the matter in hand selected on Monday 13

to appear before them. This committee, which will

meet again on Thursday in next week, were deputed

to select ten gentlemen, and when the list has been

reduced to that number those applicants will be

invited to go before the members of the Health

Committee, who wUl have to make the final selec-

tion of one name for recommendation to the city

council.

The half-yearly report of the directors of the

London and South-Western Railway Company
states that the plans for the works of the Meon
Valley Railway (Alton to Fareham) are in the

course of preparation and tenders for the con-

struction of the line will now be invited. The
Holsworthy and Bude Railway is approaching

completion, and will be ready for traffic in July

next. The order of the Light Railway Commis-
sioners for the Bisingstroke and Alton Light

Railway has been conlinned by the Board of Trade,

and the construction of this new line will be com-
menced without delay. Further widenings of the

„ ri, v> J 11 1 r ^c 1 ,
f, I

line from Nine Elms to Clapham Junction and
Henry the 1 roud—all ancestors of the family of '

{jq^j Woking to Basingstoke are making good
Brunswick. There is a fine cloister attached to ' progress, and the additional lines of rail between
the precincts. AVe are indebted for these illus-

]
Basingstoke and Woking Junction have been

trationa to Herr von AVasmuth's excellent
[ brought into use.

CHIPS.

The Brynsiencyn Board Schools, North Wales,

are being warmed and ventilated by means of

Shorland's patent Manchester grates, the same

being supplied by Messrs. .Shorland and Brother, of

Manchester.

The Local Government Board has approved of

the plans of the Mdton Valley water scheme for the

supply of Pembroke Dock and the Government
Dockyard, and authorising the council to borrow

£23,000 for the purpose of carrying out the works

in connection with the same.

Mr. AValter A. Ducat, one of the inspectors of the

Local Government Board, conducted an inquiry at

the Town Hall, Bolton, on Friday, respecting an
application by the town council to the Local

Government Board for sanction to borrow sums of

£10,2.')5 for refuse disposal and £3.000 for technical

instruction.

The new free library for Hoxton will be opened

by Sir John Lubbock on March 2.5. It has cost

£20,000, faces Pitfield-street. and has been erected

from plans by Mr. H. T. Hare, selected in com-

petition. Messrs. Dearing and Son are the builders.

The vacancy in the office of burgh surveyor in

St. Andrew's caused by the appointment of Mr.

Lumsdento the surveyorshipof Edinburgh Suburban

District, was filled up on Monday, by the election of

Mr. Drummond, Mister of AVorks, Springfield.

The AVatch Committee of the Halifax Corporation

have passed a resolution to be submitted to the

council recommending the adoption of the plans

submitted for a police-station and court-house. The
various tenders amount to £13,060 Ss. 6d , in-

cluding £561 163. for certain additional alterations,

the total cost of the building, after deducting

the sum of £326 53. for old materials, being

£12.734 3s. 6d.

The proposal to restore Brechin Cathedral at an
estimated cost of £10,000 is reported to be meeting

with liberal support. The committee state that

already about half the required sum has been

subscribed.

The widening of Davies-street at its juncture

with Oxford-street, an improvement resulting from

the erection of a station for the Central London
Railway at that point, has just been commenced,

and the existing houses are in course of demolition.

The gas committee of the corporation of Bir-

mingham are proposing a very large scheme of

capital expenditure. They contemplate the outlay

of £336,000, to be spread over five years, for the

reconstruction of existing works and the provision

of additional works, capable, when the alterations

and extensions are finished, of providing an extra

supply of 10,000,000 cubic feet of gas per day. The
proposals were, after some discussion, adopted by

the Birmingham Corporation on Tuesday.

The Stoke-on-Trent Board of Guardians con-

sidered at their last meeting plans prepared by Mr.

Charles Lynam, F.R.I.B.A., of that town, for

building a new administrative block for the work-

house on the site now occupied by the infirmary,

and the utilisation of the schools and site for new
wards for men. There was a general expression of

opinion against interfering with the schools, and

ultimately Mr. Lynam was instructed to prepare a

general scheme providing such accommodation as

would relieve the present overcrowding and meet

the requirements of the union for the next ten years,

on the land at the rear of the workhouse.

The organ in AVinchester Cathedral was dedicited

on Thursday in last week, after reconstruction and

enlaro-ement. The instrument was originally built

by Mr. Hjnry AVillis for the Great Exhibition of

1851 where it obtained the prize : and on the recom-

mendation of Dr. AVesley, organist of AVinchester

Cathedral at that time, it was bought by the Dean

and Chapter in 1S.52. Their purchase, however, did

not include the whole of the organ as it stood, and

consequently there has hitherto been a want of

balance in the parts. Meanwhile the daily use for

fortv-five years brought about a large amount of

wear and tear. In 1806 Dean Stephens consulted

Mr AVillis with a view to having the organ

repaired, remodelled, and brought up to date. Mr.

AVillis, in consideration of the special interest which

he felt in the organ, offered to undertake the work

for the very moderate sum of £1,000. The offer was

accepted, and the work has now been completed.

The instrument now consists of four complete

manuals from C C to G, 56 notes and 2,^ octaves of

concave and radiating pedals, from t C L to J;

,

30 notes.
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1

BttiUims IntelliQtnce,

Bakuy.—The opening services of the new
Wesleyan Chapel, whicli has heen erected on

the brow of the hill overlooking Harry, were

commenced last week. The structure has h^en

built at a cost of about £:J,-1()U by Jlessrs. E. It.

Evans Bros., of f':irdiff, from plans prepared by

Mr. Budgeon, of the firm of .Tones, Richards, and

Budgeon, architects, Cardiff. The elev.itions are

of Newbridge stone, with Bath stone dressings,

the style adopted being Early Perpendicular.

The ornamentation, however, is almost limited

to the treatment of the central part of the front

elevation. The width of the chapel at the

transepts is greater than the length of the

buildinfj from lobby to choir. Sitting accom-

modation is provided for G2-1 persons upon the

ground floor, and when the galleries are erected

the accommodation will be increased to about

1,100. The choir seats are behind the rostrum,

and will accommodate 46, with space for organ in

addition. There are two vestries for the choir

and minister, both rooms having access to a large

parlour. There are no gallery supports and
columns from the same to help to carry the roof,

which is in one span, light Bath stone pilasters

carrying the ends of roof trusses. A feature in

the chapel is that Jarrahdale .Tarrah wood has

been introduced as wood-block flooring in the

passages and elsewhere.

Cleckhe.vtox.—The new Liberal Club at

Cleckheaton, in the .Spen A'alley Division, was
opened by Sir Henry Fowler, 51. P., on Friday.

The club is a building of two stories, in the

Eenaissance style, and, exclusive of site and fur-

niture, has cost £2,500. The site cost about

£1,100. There is a ashlar stone frontage to the

main elevation near Xorthgate, and which has

mullioned and transomed windows. Above the

entrance is a balcony, to which access is obtained

from one of the upper rooms. To the right of

the entrance is a reading-room, 2Sft. by ITJft.,

with a floor of wood blocks : opposite is the com-
mittee-room, ITift. by 15jft. The assembly-

room, on the same floor, is 36ft. by 28ft , and
accommodates 180 persons. On the second floor

there are two billiard-rooms, a bar, card-room,

and lavatories. The building has been erected

from the designs of Mr. Reuben Castle, architect,

Cleckheaton.

EDrxiivRGH. — The Xorth British 15 lilway

Company recently resolved that the whole of

the large building now rising at the corner of

North Bridge-street and Princes-street should be

devoted to hotel purposes. When the plans were
first drawn they showed part of the building

allocated as oflices for the manager, secretary,

superintendent, engineer, and their respective

staffs. The change has been made in order that

the architect, Mr. W. Beattie Hamilton, might
have a free hand to arrange the interior of the

building in a symmetrical fashion, and provide

for more bedrooms for visitors. The Deau of

Guild Court and the railway directors have now
finally sanctioned the plans, and the work will

now be proceeded with. The whole of the street

level on the south side of the building overlook-

ing the station will now be appropriated for ball-

room accommodation. The principal ballroom
will be 120ft. by 36ft. : there is another 72ft. by
30ft., and a third 42ft. by 2.5ft. Associated with
these wUl be a series of cloak and retiring rooms,
and service and other rooms necessary for carry-

ing on the entertainment part of the business.

On the first floor of the building, which is 185ft.

square, there is a corridor on each side, which,

at the angles, breaks out into a circular connect-

ing hall. It has also been determined that the

whole building shall be of fireproof construction

from top to basement. Originally the plan of

the hotel showed 370 bedrooms for visitors. By
the arrangements now made there will be 400
bedrooms of this description, and about 150 bed-
rooms more for the hotel staff. There will be no
alteration on the elevations. The property facing

Princes-street will be pulled down after Whit-
suntide, and the hotel will proceed simultaneously

on all sides at once. The Xorth British staff will

by that time have taken up their quarters in the

Waterloo Hotel, which will be adapted to their

wants.

Irswicii.—A new hall in connection with,

and adjoining the Social Settlement Buildings in

Fore-street, Ipswich, was opened on Tuesday b}'

the Dean of Norwich, Dr. Lefroy. The hall has
been built at the sole cost of Mr. D. Ford

Goddard, M.P., and seats 650 persons. It is

69ft. long (exclusive of a platform recess and an
organ-chamber), 41ft. broad, and 30ft. high to

the ridge of the roof. The latter is shaped
hexagonall}', and starts 17ft. from the floor. Ttis

supported by a series of principals, made by
Messrs. C'ocksedge, of Stowmarket, and from the

centre depend two ventilating sunlight gas-lights,

fitted by Messrs. J. H. Pickup and Co., London
and Bury. The platform occupies an arched

recess 24ft. 6iu. across by Uft. deep, behind which
is an organ-chamber, 4ft. Gin. by lift., con-

taining an instrument built by Messrs. A. Hunter
and Son, of Clapham, S.W. Slessrs. Eade and
.Tohns, of Ipswich, were the contractors, and
Mr. E. Catchpole, of the same town, was the

builder.

M.VN'CHESTEU.—The Local Government Board
have signified their approval of the specifications,

plans, and sections for new streets in the Chester-

street and Pott-street areas, and the plans of the

labourers' dwellings to be erected on those areas.

The Board have authorised the city council to

carry out their new proposals in regard to the

erection of dwellings on the * *ldham-road area

and i\ lodging-house for men on the Harrison-
street area. In regard to a further loan required

for the completion of the rehousing and recon-

struction schemes, the total expenditure already

incurred and the estimated cost of the works now
to be carried out amount to £270,314, towards
which the Board have sanctioned loans amounting
to £253,375. The amount now required is there-

fore £22,939, and formal sanction to the borrowing
of that sum is now given.

Ni;w Ckoss.—New public baths in New Cross-

road are approaching completion. The elevation

is of red brick and Portland stone, and the

buildings are being erected from designs by Mr.
Dinwiddy, of Greenwich, and 5, Whitehall, S.W.,
selected in open competition. A featm'e of the

building is the first-class swimming-bath, with a

water area of 110ft. by 35ft., surrounded by a

gallery. There is a second-class swimming-bath
of somewhat smaller dimensions. There are 69

private baths in four departments, divided into

first and second class for men and women. A
public washhouse and laundry (containing 23

separate washing cubicles), together with a

smaller and separate establishment laundry, are

planned at the rear. A well has been sunk to a

depth of 250ft., yielding a good supply of water,

the quantity being estimated at 40,000 gallons an
hour. The total contract sum, including the

engines, electric lighting, and well plant, is

£37,492.

Se.\l.ixd, Chester.—The foundation-stone of

the proposed Infectious Diseases Isolation Hospital

at .Sealand was laid on Tuesday week by the

ayor. The site forms part of the Sealand estate

purchased by the Corporation. The buildings,

designed by Mr. H. Beswick, and contracted for

by Mr. W". W. Freeman at £14,000, are to be

constructed in wire-cut Kuabon bricks with
dressings of terracotta. The foundations are to

be built on Portland cement concrete footings,

•and all the ground under the building is to be

covered with a bed of Portland cement 6in. thick.

The hospital will provide beds for 43 patients,

and an administrative block of suSicient size to

meet a future extension to 80 patients. It is

proposed to provide one isolation pavilion con-

taining four wards of two beds each for un-
developed cases or for paying patients—8 ; two
ward pavilions containing two wards of six beds
each—24 ; one ward pavilion containing one
ward for four acute cases and one ward for ten

convalescent cases— 14. All these buildings will

be of one story in height. In order to obtain a

south aspect to the wards, the buildings are placed

diagonally and in echelon. The space allowed

between the ward buildings is 40ft. The ad-

ministrative block and the laundry blocks are

separated from the wards by the main drive,

21ft. wide. The isolated pavilion will be divided

by a Willi carried through the entire width. Each
pair of wards is separated by a nurses' room,
with inspection windows into each ward. All

doors open out on to a roofed-in verandah. A
capacity of 2, 000c. ft. is allowed for each patient,

and a wall space of r2ft. line for each bed. The
wood floors of the wards and nurses' rooms will

be of pitch-pine, grooved and tonguel, the walls

to be plastered and flnished in adamant. The
administrative block will be-a three-story building,

with kitchen department one story in height in

the rear. The building will be lighted with

electricity.

WESTO.K-sti'ER-MARE.—The building fund in

connection with the proposed new church for the

district of All Saints', Weston-super-Mare, has

been started, the whole of the £1,310 required

for the purchase of the site having been raised

before the close of 1897. Mr. (i. F. Bodley,

.V.K.A., has arranged to meet the building com-

mittee very shortly, with a view to preparing

plans for a new church, the foundation-stone o£

which it is proposed to lay about Midsummer Day
next. The new church will cost at least £6,000

;

but only the chancel will be proceeded with as a >

first instalment, and the cost of this will be about

£2,000.
I ^^ I

WATEB SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

Maidstone. — The Local Government Board
inquiry into the outbreak of typhoid fever at Maid-

stone was opened on Monday. Mr. Percy Adams,
deputy medical officer, said that the inquiries he

made after the outbreak led him to believe that it

arose from the Farleigh water supply ; but he
admitted that people had been attacked in streets

which did not have water from that source. He did

not think the epidemic was caused by the drainage

of the town, though it probably accounted for some
of the secondary cases. Mr. M. A. Adams, the

medical officer, said he considered the organisation

for combatmg with the fever was most complete.

The inquiry was adjourned. On Tuesday Mr.

Adams, the medical officer of health for the

borough, was further examined, and asserted that

the state of the drains was certainly not the cause of

the outbreak. On Wednesday the evidence of Mr.

Adams, medical officer of health, was concluded,

and Dr. Washboum, of Guy's Hospital, and Dr.

Sims Woodhead, director of the laboratories of the

Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons, were

examined.

The Meteopolitax W.atee Supply.—The Royal

Commission on this subject sat again on Monday.
Sir A. E. Binnie. chief engineer to the London
County Council, in cross-examination by Mr. Pope,

Q.C, on behalf of the water companies, said that

his suggestion was that the undertakings of the

water companies should be purchased by a central

water authority, preferably by the London County

Council ; that the existing supply should be main-

tained as long as might be reasonable ; and that

any supplemental supply should be drawn, not

from the Thames, but from some other source. H;8

idea of a central authority was one upon which the

London County Council should be represented to

the extent of SO per cent. The price paid to the

water companies should be ascertained, failin"

agreement, by arbitration under a special clause of

an Act to be obtained by the CouucU. Mr. H. E.

Haward, comptroller of the London County Council,

was under examination when the commission

adjourned. At Tuesday's sitting of the commission,

Mr. Haward was further examined. He con-

tended that the water companies' shareholders have

received premiums in addition to their dividends,

and that the reduction of the water rates of some of

them has beeu unduly postponed in consequence of

the creation of unnecessary capital. He supplied

statistics in support of these contentions. The

witness was still under examination when the

commission adjourned.

CHIPS. I
Additions are being made to the Board School,

Napier-street, Hoxton, and special consideration"

has been given to the ventilation, which will be

carried out on the Boyle system.

A new tower is about to be added to St. Chad's

Church, Chadwell Heath, from designs by Messrs.

Chancellor and Son, Chelmsford and London. The

work is to be commenced at once by Mr. Joseph

Games, of North Gate Works, Colchester, who
built the church thirteen years ago.

A memorial to the late Mr. Walter Charles Rand,

of the Indian Civil Ssrvice, who was assassinated

at Poena last summer, was unveiled at St. Peter's

Church, Lordship-laue, on Saturday afternoon. It

is situated at the west end of the church, and

consists of a mural tablet of alabaster, with a brass

plate bearing an inscription.

A fatal accident happened on the Great Northern

Railway at Fletton, near Peterborough, on Wed-
nesd.ay evening. A night-shift gang of men employed

at the No. 1 yard of the Peterborough Brick Com-
pany were walking up the line, on their way to

work, just before six o'clock, when they saw an

express approaching. They moved on to the slow

road, and had only just got into the four-foot way

when they were run into by a light engme engaged

in shunting in the brick-yard siding. Four of the

men were cut to pieces, and a fifth, Walter Fau--

child, was seriously injured. The names of the

killed are John Thompson, William Spring, RicharJ

Ripney, and John Woolley. All are single men.
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TO OOBBESPONDENTS.
[We do Bot hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of

our correspondents. All communications should be
dratm up as briefly as possible, as there are many
claimants upon the space allotted to correspondents.]

It is particularly requested that all drawingrs and all

aommunications respecting illustrations or littrar/ matter
should be addressed to the EDITOK of the Building
News, 332, Strand, W.C, and not to members of the staflf

by name. Delay is not unfrequently otherwise caused.
All drawings and other conununications are sent at con-
tributors' risks, and the Editor will not undertake to
pay for, or be liable for, unsought contributions.

Cheques and Post-office Orders to be made payable to
Taa Strand Newspaper Company, Liuited.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.

One Pound per annum (post free) to any part of the
United Kingdom ; for Canada, Nova Scotia, and the
United States. £1 68. Od. (orSdols. 30c. gold). To France
or Belgium, £1 68. Od. (or 33fr. 30c.) To India, £1 68. Od.

To any of the Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the
(^ape, the West Indies, or Natal, £1 6e. Od.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
The charge for Competition and Contract Advertise-

ments, PubGc Companies, and all official advertisements
is Is. per line of Eight words, the first line counting as
two, the minimum charge being 6s. for four lines.

The charge for Auctions, Land Sales, and Miscellaneous
and Trade Advertisements (except Situation advertise-

ments) is 6d. per line of Eight words (the first lint

counting as two), the minimum charge being 48. 6d. for

40 words. Special terms for series of more than six

insertions can be ascertained on application to the Pub-
lisher.

Front-page Advertisements 28. per line, and Paragraph
Advertisements Is. per line. No Front-page or Paragraph
Advertisement inserted for less than 5s.

Advertisements for the ciirrent week must reach the
office not later than 3 p.m. on Thursday. Front-page
Advertisements and alterations in serial advertisements
must reach the office by Tuesday morning to secure
insertion.

Situations.

The charge for advertisements for " Situations Vacant

"

or " Situations Wanted " is One Shilling for Twenty-
FOUE WoKDS, and Sixpence for every eight words after.
AU Situation Advertisements must be prepaid*

NOTICE.
Bound copies of Vol. LXXH. are now ready, and
should be ordered early (price Twelve Shillings each),
as only a limited number are done up. A few
bound volumes of Vols. XXXIX., XL., XLI.,
XLVI., xLix.. LI., Lni., Lvrn., ux.,
Lxi., Lxn., lxhl, lxtv., lxv., lxvl,
Lxvn., Lxvm., lxix., lxx., lxxl, lxxh.
may still be had, price Twelve Shillings ; all the other
bound volumes are out of print. Most of the back*
numbers of former volumes are, however, to be had
singly. Subscribers requiring any back numbers to
complete volume just ended should order at once, as
many of them soon run out of print.

Rollers for Graxolitiiic Work.—A subscriber wants
the address of makers of above. Says he baa seen an
adrt. of such in our pages some time, but fails to find
it. If makers write to us, we will send him on name
and address. We may point out that there is scarc-ely a
week in which we are not thus asked for addresses, and
wonder very much that more do not avail themselves of
our " Directory," which was intended to give the help
thus sought.

Keceived.—D. R. and G,
D. (Ipswich).—F. N P.

R.—F. G.-K. J. and Co.—

Comsponlr^nct

THE CARDIFF COMPETITIOX.
To the Editor of the Building I^ews.

Sir,—As I have failed to f!;et a response from
Mr. Waterhouse, I suppose I must now lea%-e the
matter to the judgment of the profession, and to

•tile conscience of thjit gentleman. After that
leng struggle of three or four months (much of it

fay "midnight oil"), all we, as competitors, get
are : broken conditions of competition ; a scant
(Quarter of an hour or so of consideration ; and

—

silence. Surely Jlr. Waterhouse's appeal to us
to he " up and doing " our best {viik his letter to
the Bi'iLiiiNv; Xhnvs heralding the competition)
promised better treatment from him than we
have received. It must be .admitted that, of all

the unsatisfactory competitions that have taken
place, this, the last, will pass down to history as
the most unsatisfactory.

An esteemed F.R.I.B.A. has suggested to me
that we competitors have a legal claim on the
Cardiff Corporation for damages in respect to
non-compliance with the conditions. This, how-
ever, I leave to other initiative, being more
concerned with the moral of this most unfortunate
competition.—I am, &o., Nkmi.

[We feel ourselves uncomfortably convinced
that this competition has somehow miscarried.
Mr. Waterhouse is so far above reproach that we
ihoultl have liked some explanation of the points

raised by "Nemo," -which seem to us serious

ones, and we think it should have been forth-

coming.—Ell. B.N.]

SKETCHES BY CHARLES KEENE.
Sill,—It will probably interest you to know that

the drawing by the late Chas. Keene which wsa
reproduced in your issue of the IJriLiiixc News for

.Tan. 21, entitled "A Sketch of Turnham Ureen,"
is really a view of the Cathedral yard, E.^ieter,

from the " Little Stile," looking eastward. The
building in the foreground is occupied by Mr.
F. Drake, stained glass artist, that adjoining is

still, as it was in Keene's time, a tailor's shop.

The view of the church of St. Mary Major is

especially interesting as a record, for, since this

sketch was made, the fabric has been rebuilt

from designs prepared, I think, by the late Mr.
Ashworth, architect, of Exeter. In the middle

distance appear a portion of the west front and
one of the towers of the venerable cathedral, and
in the far distance are suggest)^ the houses

surrounding the close. The posl^n the fore-

ground have been replaced by prim iron railings,

and the saplings Keene saw are now mighty
trees.—lam, &c., W. T. M.\utyx Meak.
Wadebridge, Cornwall, Jan. 27.

CHIPS.
At a well-attended meeting of former"scholars at

Christ's Hospital School held on Monday, it was
decided that a fund should be raised by " Old
Blues" to furnish and decorate the chapel of the

new school buildings at Horsham. Towards the

cost, estimated by the architects, Messrs. Aston
Webb and Ingress Bell, at £10,000, £900 was
subscribed in the room.

The baptistery at the Holy Name Church, Man-
chester, was opened on Sunday. It has cost nearly

£1,000. The baptistery is placed at the south-west
of the church, and is an octagonal building, about
.50ft. high. Terracotta tracery has entered largely

into its construction and design. It is highly

decorated, and the whole treatment, both of the

baptistery and the marble font, is on the lines and
in harmony with the general style of the church.

The Eyres Trustees are making application to

the Court of Chancery for a grant of moneys to be
expended in the preservation of the ruins of Dun

-

stanburgh Cistle, by pointing and underpinning.

The works, if sanctioned, will be carried out under
the supervision of Mr. George Keavell, jun. , of

Alnwick.

An inquest was held at the Royal Albert Hospital,

Devonport, on Friday, on Henry Heath Symons,
builder, 34 years of age, who died at the hospital

two days previously, from the result of injuries to

his head. On the previous Friday deceased, who
resided at 2, Bridewall-terrace, St. Beaudeaux, was
in his garden, and was struck by a piece of rock

that came from a quarry where blasting was going

on. He was conveyed to the Royal Albert Hospital,

suffering from a fractured skull. The quarry in

question is 77 yards distant from the spot where
deceased was struck. The ioquest was adjourned
untd Tuesday, February 8.

The corporation of Carnarvon have been con-

sidering ways and means to enable them to give

practical effect to the Housing of the Working
Classes Act. An important scheme of town im-
provement is now under consideration, by which a
new main thoroughfare will b? cut through the

worst slum district in Cirnarvon, where the sanitary

authorities have already condemned a number of

houses as unfit for habitation. Colonel Brown, o'

Chester, has consented to sell an adjoining plot of

ground to the municipality for the erection of a
number of workmen's model dwellings, and the

plans provide for the laying out of three new streets

of such model dwellings. The corporation will

require to obtain borrowing powers to the extent of

£10,000 to carry out the scheme.

An unusually large and varied assortment of pro-

perties were ort'ored at the Auction Mart last week,
including a tea estate in Assam, a great industrial

concern, a suburban building estate, and City and
West-end freeholds. The results on the whole were
highly satisfactory, although in several cises high

reserves proved an obstacle to business. The gross

realisation was £238,803—quite a record figure for

the first month of the year.

Bv the General Powers Bill for next session of

the London and North- Western Railway Company,
power is sought to construct nearly nine miles of

new railways in the county of Westmoreland in

substitution for the steep gradients at Shap, to

widen over two and a half miles in the same county,

and also to widen about half a mile of their lines in

the city of M inchester. Power is sought to rai«e

£1,500,000 additional ordinary stock, and £500,000

by the issue of debenture stock.

JttUrtommunicattott*—.--.

—

QUI:STION^S.

(118S7.]-Load on Girder.—I should be obliged if

one of your able correspondents would give me the

formula for ascertaining the load that would be brought

_2;«e. -c

to bear upon the girder A. irrespective of weight on floor,

in consequence of the girder B cantilevering over, as

shown on sketch, W being the weight at end of girder B.

—M. S. R.

[11888.1- Light—I have had built a warehouse, the

gable end of which has four windows in (each about

6ft. 6in. by 4ft.), and overlooks land owned by another

person. He has now sent me a letter asking for a yearly

payment of 5s., as an acknowledgment for the enjoy-

ment of such light. Would some reader actiuainted with

the right of light (question inform me as to how to proceed

in the matter I .\m I enforced to make a payment at all ?

Mackenzie.

[11839.]-Protection of Iron.—I should like to be

informed if there is any paint or coating for ironwork that

can be relied upon .' Most of the common paints used peel

off the iron. I-j there not some new process recently in-

troduced that prevents oxidation I—A. C. D.

[11890.] -Cement Tests.—Where can I find records

of any recent experiments on Portland cement .' Has there

been any lately published in the " B.N." .' I shall be

glad with the date.—

G

[11891.] -Payments under Contract.—Will some
practical reader tell me what is the usual percentage of

payment made on goods delivered on site and the time at

which they are made from date of delivery ? The goods

are castings of columns, caps and bases, &o. Also when
the remaining percentage ought to be paid .' The usual

condition as to these points would be of service.—

Inexperiencei*.

[11892.]—Ventilators.—Which of those in the

market have the largest extracting power ? If we can

extract the foul air fast enough, the fresh air is bound to

follow. Draughts can be discounted by properly devised

inlets. I should like some information.—Perplexeo.

[11893.] -Artifi.oiaI Stone —I have been told that

there is a kind of stone manufactured which is much more
durable than Portland stone, and is well suited for

window-sills, copings, cemetery monuments, &c. If any

of your readers will kindly give me any information as to

the same I shall feel obliged, also the price in London

'

—A. M.

[11891.] -Firs-Grrate.-Can any of your readers tell

me of a good gi-ate, with warm-air chamber fed by inlet

from outside, and provided with means of warming the

room above ? There are plenty in the m irket ; but they

are of the ordinary construction.—S.

[11893.]—NorwegianHouses.-Can any reader tell

me where I could obtain information regarding the con-

struction of Norwegian timber houses ! —Desig.ver.

[I1898.]-French Gothic Architecture.—Where
can I obtain information about tbe classidcttion of French

Gothic, correspondmg to our own division into styles,

and what are the best books to consult .' The distinguish-

ing features and mouldings are, of course, important.—

S. T. W.

SEPLIES.

[lia'^l.]-"Red" and "Yellow" Deal.-I am
obliged to "A. H." for his concise reply to my query;

but still the terms are misleading to the trade, whether

builders, carpenters, or joiners. Mr. Stevenson's remarks

the other day contirm " A. H ," and I am glad to be re-

minded of the work he mentions. These are the technical

points a student looks in vain for in the ordinary hand-

book.—A Le.vkskr.

[11886.]—Board of Trade Appointments^
Apply by letter to the Secretary of this department—G. H.

Mr. Norman R. Wilson has been appointed

assistant surveyor to the North Riding County

Council.

Herr Rudolf Alt, the leading water-colour painter

in Austria, has been knighted by the Emperor. The
new knight is eighty-six years old, and, being too

feeble to work, lives on a pension of one thousand

florins a year, granted him last year by the town of

Vienna. He painted by preference architectural

subjects, mostly the interior or exterior of Gothic

churches, and in this line he has no living rival.

He has executed several hundred architectural

water-colour drawings, each of .which commands
thousands of florins when on the market, but he has

remained poor throughout. His younger brother,

Franz Alt, aged seventy-afvan, is also a celebrated

water-colour artist, his speciality being landscape.
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Building Ownek.—The case of Seagerv. Wiggles-

worth came before Mr. Justice Darling at the Kent
Winter Assizes on Saturday, and was an action

brought by Mr. Laurence Seager, builder and con-

tractor, of Sittingbourne and Sheerness, to recover

Cl.iG 17s. Gd. damages for breach of contract and

expenses incurred thereby, against Mrs. Charlotte

Wigglesworth, a lady of independent means, residing

at tiueenborough. In March, 1896, defendant

asked plaintiff to build four horses for her in

Queenborough. While these houses were in course

of erection, defendantapproached plaintiff's manager
with a view to plaintiff building her nine more
houses and a shop. I'laintiff in consequence had
interviews with defendant on the subject. He
visited her at Queenborough, and plans were drawn

up. To these the lady would not agree, and even-

tually she said she would have the new houses built

on the same plan as the previous four. On the

20th of ilay a dtcisive conversation took place,

when plaintiff went down to Queenborough, taking

with him the plans for the nine houses and shop.

The price agreed on was £l,32.i. For various

reasons plaintiff did not commence building the

houses for some time afterwards, but eventually

he did start. The ground was stumped out, the

site cleared, and scaffolding elected : but a mis-

understanding occurred between the contracting

parties, with reference to the first four cottages, and
defendant lost her temper. She told plaintiff to

stop the building, and remove all his articles from

the building site. Considerable correspondence

passed between defendant's solicitor and plaintiff,

and eventually plaintiff agreed to remove his scaf-

folding, \'C., from the ground, but when he sent

down appliances to do this he was stopped by
defendant. Some of his goods he liad removed, but

the scaffolding was left, worth about .£.33, and the

defendant now told plaintiff that he could have this

if he paid her £8 ITs. 6d. for cartage snd storage.

There the matter rested. For the defence it was
emphatically stated that no contract was entered

into, and that plaintiff was told on various occa-

sions in May, June, July, and finally in August, by
defendant, that she would not enter into contract

with him, looking at the delay which had occurred

in the building of the previous four cottages, the

time for carrying out their erection being lengthened

to twice the period agreed upon. Defendant was
willing to pay £7 7s., which it was agreed was a

fair price as remuneration for getting out the plans

which were sent to the Queenborough Town Council

for approval. His Lordship having summed up,

the jury found that no contract had been entered

into ; that £10 lOs. was a fair sum for the drawing

up of the plans for presentation to the town
council, and that the goods belonging to the plain-

tiff were not wrongfully detained. With regard to

the counterclaim for the carting and storage of the

plaintiff's goods by the defendant, the jury awarded
Mrs. Wigglesworth £10 lOs. Judgment was entered

for plaintiff for £10 lOs. on the claim, and for

defendant for a similar amount on the counterclaim,

and plaintiff was ordered to pay the costs.

Aebiteation Case at Ehyl. — Mr. Baldwin
Latham, C.E., concluded on Friday his arbitra-

tion at Rhyl with respect to a claim of £3,500,

made by Mr. Jacob Biggs against the Rhyl Urban
District Council for extras and for damages for

delays in connection with the carrying out of the

new sewerage works at Rhyl, of which he was the

contractor. The council counterclaimed against

Mr. Biggs the sum of £3,507, for penalties and
for non-completion of the contract within the

specified time. The arbitrator will make his award
in due course.

The PrEGHASE or Haeeouate Wateewoeks.
On Saturday, at the Westminster Palace Hotel, an
arbitration involving a sum of between £180,000

and £240,000 was brought to a termination. It was
a case in which the corporation of Harrogate are

acquiring, under an Act of last .Session, the under-

taking of the local Waterworks Company. Mr.
Shiress Will, Q.C., sat as umpire, with Mr. J.

Mansergh and Mr. Fenwick as arbitrators, the

former for the corporation and the latter for the

company. It appeared that the company was formed
in 18-46, and that its share capital stood at £76,000

and the loan capital at £10,000. It jiaid no dividend

till 1857, when some interest was paid on the 10 per

cent, stock ; in 1881 full dividends on all classes of

stock were paid ; and after a while so much profit

was earned that the arrears of dividend were cleared

off, this operation being completed a year ago. So

sound was the position of the company that between
1886 and 1896 the net profits increased from £ 1,450

to £8,790. The company's valuers assessed the

maximum dividend payable at 36*36 years' pur-

chase, taking the ordinary stock to be of equal

value to that of the preference. Some 4'- per cent,

debenture stock they capitalised at 40 years' pur-
chase. The total of the company's valuation was
about £220,727, on which the usual allowance of 10

per cent, for compulsory sale was put, making
£242,800. For the corporation it was stated that

the proper basis to test waterworks was to take

their capacity over a period of three dry years, such

as 18s7, 1888, and 1889. On that basis it was held

that the available quantity would be insuilijient for

the requirements of the town, and the already large

C( nsu nption was likely to increase by the further

use of baths and lavatories. The valuations of the

corporation witnesses ranged from £170,000 to over

£180,000. Expert witnesses stated that in case of

another very dry year they should anticipxte a

water famine. Eventually the umpire reserved his

award.

In Re Joseph Whai,e, Buildee, Porthill,
BuKSLEM.—At Hanley, on Friday, the public

examination of this debtor was held. The debtor's

statement showed gross liabilities £7,287 Is. 7d., of

which £1,266 2s. 2d. was expected to rank. The
assets were estimated to produce £033 4s. Ud.,

leaving a deficiency of £582 173. 3d. The debtor

attributed his failure to losses on various properties.

In answer to Jlr. T. Bullock (official receiver),

the debtor said that since 1894 he had been engaged
as a speculative builder, having previously worked
as a foreman builder for Colonel Chambers, of

EccleshaU. He commenced building wi'h a capital

of £150, and during the last two years he had erected

about 46 houses. He borrowed money from various

societies on security of the properties, and had an
overdraft at the bank. He had suffered losses

through untenanted houses, through law costs, and
through auction expenses. The examination was
adjourned, the debtor being ordered to file a cash

account from January, 1895.

Appeal itkdee the Public Health Act.—E.
Wood v. the Mayoe and Cokpoeatio.x oe Wldnes.
—The Court of Appeal, composed of the Lord Chan-
cellor and Lords Justices A. L. Smith and Collins,

had before them on Friday this appeal of the

respondents from the judgment of a divisional court

(Mr. Justice Lawrance and Mr. Justice Ridley)

holding that the plaintiff was not liable, under the

Public Health Act, to pay for private improvements
carried out on his behalf by the mayor and corpora-

tion, the sanitary authority for the borough of

Widnes. It appeared that Mr. Wood was the

owner of Nos. .52 to 6S, Terrace-road, Widnes: and
on the 22nd March, 1895, the sanitary inspector

served notice upon him, stating that there was a

nuisance at the houses referred to, and requiring the

erection of water-closets. Non-compliance with the

usual notices having been reported to the corpora-

tion, their officers did the work, and summoned Mr.
Wood to recover for the " private improvement

"

made, the first instalment of the cost—namely,

£6 8s. The magistrates made an order for payment
of this sum, with 93. 6d. costs. The divisional court

held that the resolution passed by the corporation

requiring the work to be done was not valid, and
set aside the order of the justices. Hence this appeal

of the corporation. The Lord Chancellor, in giving

] udgment, said there was no doubt that the notice

given to the appellant in this case was quite suffi-

cient as indicating the houses alluded to. But the

notice went farther, and stated that a certain system

of closet must be provided, and that was going

beyond the powers of the local sanitary authority.

The effect of the order was that unless a certain

system was adopted there would be no compliance

with the requirements of the corporation. It wa^
not merely an intimation to the owner of the house

property as to how the work should be done ; it was
part of the order itself, and therefore it was impos-

sible to contend that this was a sufficient compliance

with the statute. Therefore the appeal would be

dismissed, with costs. Lord Justice Smith said he

quite agreed with the Divisional Court in holding

that the notice was bad in law, and Lord Justice

Collins concurred, and for the reasons already

expressed.

Party- Walls icsd Footinc.s u:ni)Ee the Lon-
don BuiLDisG Act.—Thornton v. Hunter.-In
the Chancery Court last week Mr. Justice Romer
heard this case from Clapham, in which the plain-

tiff's were Percy Thornton, M.P., and five others

—

nomely, John Harris Tyers, Charles William

Munslow, Frank S. Hainett, Thomas RavenhUl,

and Charles Farley Trenerry, leaseholder of the

premises, 63, High-street, Clapham. The defendants

were Alfred Hunter, organ builder, of 65, High-
street, Clapham, and Henry Somerford and Son,

builders, of 138, Manor-street, Clapham. Proceed-

ings arose on a claim made by the plaintiffs for an
injunction to restrain the defendants from erecting,

or allowing to remain erected, any wall or any foot-

ing upon the land of the plaintiffs known as No. 63.

High-street, Clapham, and for damages sustained

by them. The defendants contended that the Lon-
don Building Act of 1894 gave them the right in

the circumstances to place footings upon plaintiff's

land for the purpose of rebuilding or building a new
wall. The pulling down of a portion of the house,

Xo. 63, resulted in the falling of the southern flank

wall of the said house, which in its fall damaged
the northern flank wall qf the house, No. 65, High-
street, Clapham, occupied for many years by Mr.

William Baldwin, proprietor of the Clapham Obsen'er.

The plaintiffs called Professor Banister Fletcher,

F.R.I.B.A., who had made a peraonal examination

I of the premises. He gave evidence that he saw the

hole in the side wall of No. 65, caused by the falling

down of the wall of No. 63 on Sunday evening,

November 8th, 1893. The plaintiffs' wall 'and

defendants' wall formed a party-wall, belonging to

the joint parties—one-half to each. Defendants"

counsel here claimed that the whole of the wall was
built on their property. Witness continued that the

wall was distinctly of a party character by require-

ment, and also under the Act. In the lower por-

tion there were two walls about equal thicknesses,

bonded together so far as the portion visible could

be examined. Mr. Wilfred John Hardcastle, archi-

tect, and district surveyor for the central division

of Battersea, agreed generally with Mr. Fletcher a'

to the inference of the age of the house. He went
round to inspect, to see whether the wall appeared

to be a party-wall, or two external walls, and
he came to the conclusion that it was not a

building inclosure. To the defendants' house

there was not sufficient wall to protect from
plaintift's" house in certain circumstances. The 4.\in.

wall existent at defendant's house was not a suffi-

cient inclosure. It could not have stood. It was a

structure consisting of many pieces of wall put

together, a piece of patchwork, with no distinct

bonding. Charles Holland, foreman to Mr. Hay-
don, builder, of Hackney-road, said he was in

charge of the workmen employed to clear the site of

No. 63, High -street. He did not notice any mortar

between the two walls. He pulled down the wall

which abutted on the plaintiffs' house. He left it

on Saturday afternoon, and then it was all right.

It was all standinff then perfectly, as high as

defendants' wall. He left it standing shored up
against the defendants' premises. The walls were
not bonded together in any way. It did not fall

down, it " blowed" down. Defendants' counsel then

read numerous letters which passed between the

solicitors, also particulars of a similar case, " Knight

V. Perceval," and the Judge said that it was quite

clear that if you had two external walls you do not

make them a party- waU, even if they touched. It

was a question whether by usage they became

a party - wall. Mr. W. Baldwin, tenant of

the premises, 65, High- street, Clapham, then

gave evidence of the fall of the wall on
Sunday night, Nov. 8, and of the damage thereby

occasioned. The witness showed to the satisfaction

of the learned judge that the walla were perfectly

distinct, a cupboard on his own premises designed

by the architect having its own brickwork at the

back. Evidence was also given by Mr. Walter

Henry Woodroff as to the measurement of the

premises, and the walls, also by Mr. Alfred Conder,

F.S.r., district surveyor, who accompanied Mr.

Woodruff' when he measured the premises. In

summing up. the Judge said that he found as a fact

that plaintiffs .and defendants had each an external

wall buUt on their own premises respectively. A»
a matter of fact, the defendants had an external

wall on the defendants' own land, though they had

committed a trespass in placing footings and founda-

tions upon plaintiffs' land ; that plaintiffs were at

liberty to remove them ; and he awarded damages

£15, including costs of removal of Slid footings.

He added that in the main point defendants were

right, and he gave defendants general costs of the

action, except so far as those costs had been in-

creased hy the question as to the footings. On the

suggestionof theleamed judge, defendants withdrew

their counterclaim for damages to their house

caused by the falling of the wall. The plaintiffs

desired the erection of the party-wall in place of

the two walls, whereas the defendants had erected

an independent wall as a structure to repair the

house. The Judge held that the defendants were

right in the main, in the defence of the action ;
but

he further held that the London Building Act did

not give the defendants a right to put their footmgs

upon the plaintiffs' land.

The Leicester Town Council have decided to raia

the salary of their town clerk from £1,000 to £1,2501

a year. ]

Mr E J. Hughes, the surveyor to the Newhaven I

Urban District Council, has tendered his resigna-'j

tion to that body after 14 years' service.

The Princess Christian visited Chatham on Wed-'l

nesday. and laid the foundation-stone of the neWP
town-hall in course of erection from plans by Mr. I

t4 E Bond, M.S.A., of High-street, Rochester, atj

a 'cost of about £30,000, and also formally opened
j

the Victoria Tower, which has been added to th»|

parish church, under the direction of Sir Arthur W.i
Blomfield, A.R.A. The tower has cost £3,300, and 1

contains a peal of eight bells, cast by Messrs. JotoJ

Warner and Sons. It is proposed to rebmld tho^

nave of the church as early as possible.

In the Plymouth GuUdhall on Monday evening a^

meetin<r of the townspeople was asked to express

approval of the proposal of the corporation to apply

to Parliament for a BUI m connection with the

expenditure of £660,000, chiefly in c Dnnection with

improving the Cattewater. By an oyerwhelmmg

majority the meeting approved of the town

councU's action. A poU was, however, demanded.

i
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The elections to the three remaining vacancies

at the Royal Academy, for the choice of two
Academicians and one Associate, took place on
Wednesday evening, and aroused much curiosity

and interest in artistic circles. Fifty - one

Academicians and Associates met at the sculpture

gallery of Burlington House, an unusually largo

muster. As had been generally anticipated, the

vacancies in the ranks of Academicians were

tilled by Mr. B. Williams Leader, the landscapist,

and Sir. Seymour Lucas, the historical and
portrait painter. Mr. Leader, who is 67 years of

age, is brother to Sir E. LwderWilliams, the engi-

neer of the Manchester Ship Canal ; his fellow

Academician, Mr. Lucas, is 49. The voting list

for the Associateship contained the names
of about l(iO painters, architects, and sculptors.

la the preliminary ballot, Mr. Alfred East

headed the list with 9 votes, Mr. Joseph Farqu-
harson received 7, Mr. Napier Hemy and Sir

George Reid, P.R.S.A., 6 each, and Mr. John
Belcher,F.R.I.B.A,Mr.A8tonWebb,F.R.I.B.A.,
and Mr. A. S. Cope 4 each. In the next ballot

10 votes were given to Mr. Eist, 9 to Mr. Napier
Hemy, 7 to 5Ir. Farquharson, C to Sir George
Reid, and 5 each to Messrs. Cope and Corbett.

In the end, Mr. Napier Hemy defeated Mr.
Alfred East by the narrow majority of two votes
—26 to 24. Mr. Napier Hemy, the new A. R. A.,

who lives and works at Falmouth, is widely-
known as a painter of sea and ships ; his picture

"Pilchards," was purchased bj' the Chantrey
Trustees, from last year's exhibition at the Royal
Academy, and now hangs at the Tate Gallery.

It is stated that Mr. Aston Webb's designs,

selected more than half a dozen years affo in the

the competition for the reconstruction of South
Kensington Museum, have at last been adopted

by the Government, although in a modified form.

It is now proposed by the Treasury that a sum of

£400,000 shall be expended upon the works, to be
spread over a period of ten years. We illustrated

. Mr. Aston Webb's designs in our issues of

August 7 and 14, September U, and November
20, 1891.

The annual dinner of the architectural staff

of H.M. Office of Works, 1.5, Whitehall-place,

was held on Wednesday, January 26th, at the
Commodore's Salon, Holborn Restaurant. The

1 chairman, Mr. Henry Tanner, F.R.I.B.A., was
supported by Mr. W. T. Oldrieve. The toast of

the " Queen" having been drunk, a musical pro-
gramme was gone through, the performers being
members of the staff. The songs by ilessrs.

Eeavell, Hoult, and Neubronner, and the violin

solos by Mr. H. B. Creswell were especially

applauded. The toast of the "Chairman," pro-
posed by Mr. W. J. H. Leverton in a witty
speech, was enthusiastically received ; Mr.
Tanner's reply meeting with a similar reception.

' The toast of "Mr. Oldrieve and the Dinner
; Committee," proposed by Mr. Reavell, concluded

i
the list.

The London County Council have under con-
/ sideration some alterations in the conditions of
• building contracts, and recently forwarded the
new draft form to the London Institute of

Builders for their observation. In returning
the draft, Mr. R. S. Henshaw, the secretary of

the Institute, states that his council " acknow-
ledge that the proposed modifications are satis-

factory so far as they go, though they leave the
conditions still very onerous and stringent. The
propoeed arbitration clause would be more accept-
able if modifications were made in several of the
other clauses. . . . The contract form might be
much more concise, and there is in it so much
that gives a possibility of petty disputes that it is

doubtful whether builders who can find sufficient

work in other directions will trouble to compete
under such conditions. Tho Council would be
much better served were they only to invite

selected builders, and adopt a simple form of
contract. . . . The whole of the stipulations in
regard to securing that contractors shall pay the
standard rate of wages and observe the customary
hours of working is altogether unnecessary, as
it would be quite impossible for a contractor to
carry on his business unless he conformed to the
agreements in all these respects."

At the quarterly meeting of the Glasgow
Master Wrights' Association in the liuilding
Trades Exchange, (iordon-street, Glasgow, on
Friday night Mr. Ninian ilacwhannell, architect.

delivered an address on "The Modern Teiiement

—Constructive and Artistic." He submitted a

number of plans of buildings recently erected in

Glasgow, which he criticised, and stated th.at the

first consideration in planning was the comfort

and health of the incoming tenants, and that

could only be secured by seeing that light and

air penetrated every corner of the house. 1 >ark

recesses meant dirt, and it might safely be

assumed that where light did not penetrate air

did not circulate. There must be no stagnation

of air. Every house should be so planned as to

facilitate a change of air. He classified the

modern tenement under two distinct plans—the

internal staircase plan and the balcony plan—and

favoured the internal staircase plan, because the

balcony, projecting as it did 4tt. from the build-

ing, interfered with the light (this was not

noticeable if the windows faced the north) ; it

also interfered with the circulation of air.

B.alconie8 did not give the same amount of privacy

that was afforded by the internal stwccase. The
planning of single-apartment hous^fci the same
tenement with room and kitchen Bmises was to

be commended and encouraged. Every house,

not including the single-apartment house, should

have its own water-closet ; the system of pro-

viding one w.c. for two or four houses in new
tenements was condemned. All gas-pipes should

be exposed, and iron substituted for the usual

block tin. Better glass might be q^opted to

glaze windows, as the amount of light was con-

siderably modified by the quality of the glass.

The tenement of to-day was well built, and for

this Glasgow was indebted to the Buildings

Regulations Act, and to the Master of Works
Department. Speaking of cost, he pointed out

that the tenements of room and kitchen houses

built on the balcony plan for the Improvement

Trust were about £40 per foot of frontage, as

against £3.i for those built by the speculative

builder. The two-room and kitchen house, with

scullery and bath-room, cost about £45 per foot

of frontage. All over, tenements might safely

be estimated at from iH. to 5d. per cubic foot.

The Marquis of Bute has for some time past

been reconstructing the old castle wall at Cardiff,

from a point at the rear of Duke-street, for a

distance of 100 yards parallel with the North-

road. The wall has now been erected to within

30 yards of the corner, at which it will meet
the other and older wall at right angles A large

multangular tower will be erected at the N.E.
angle at which the walls will meet. For cen-

turies the earth at this corner has sloped upward
from the canal bank to a height of about 30ft.

The excavations of the past few days have brought

to light the fact that in the very heart of the

earthwork there has laid buried for many cen-

turies what appears to be the rubble foundation

of an angle tower of undoubted Roman origin.

Writing in his work upon MedijL-val military

architecture in 1884, the late Mr. G. T. Clark

expressed his opinion that the castle is of Roman
origin , but said that his " opinion is but moder-

atelv supported by scanty discoveries of Roman
remains." This supposition is now amply
confirmed.

The excavations which are being made in

connection with the rebuilding of the premises of

Messrs. Berrill, in the Minories, at Birmingham,
have once more revealed a portion of the founda-

tion of the Priory of St. Thomas. The founda-

tions were discovered on the occasion of alterations

made a few years ago. They were the foundation-

stones of an irregular wall, but what part of the

original priory could not be determined, although

from the discovery of the skeleton of a female

within the wall it was presumably the wall of the

chapel dedicated to the Blessed Mary. Interest

was aroused by this discovery, and, by the care of

the architect and builder, i\Ir. William .lenkins

and Mr. Twigg, the remaining stones were again

buried They have not had much rest, for the

building is now being finally removed preparatory

to the entire re-erection of the whole block—

a

proceeding which necessarily will entirely remove
the last possible vestige of the prior}'. The date

of the priory foundation was about 1280 ; but the

chapel was probably enlarged or rebuilt by Fulk
I'yrmingham about 1340. The whole was sur-

rounded by the burial-place or cemetery by the

fraternity, the Augustinian Friars. In 1547 the

friars and their prior were removed, and the

Crown seized upon the whole estate, including

the chapel. The reappearance of the foundation-

stones of the priory has been looked for with

some interest, and, by the direction of the archi-

tects, Slessrs. Essex, Nicol, and Goodman, every

care has been taken by the foreman and clerk of

the works in having the ground reopened. Some
of the stones give evidence of having been pre-

viously used, several of them having the colour-

ing and whitened sides still preserved, and traces

of colour still perceptible.

The Cheshire County Council have adopted a

plan prepared by Mr. H. Beswick, the county

surveyor, for dealing with the law and old prison

buildings of Chester Castle. A portion of the

site will be handed over to the corporation of

Chester free of charge, on condition that the cor-

poration construct a new public carriage drive

through this land, with grass verge on each side

and one footpath ; the grass verge on each side

of the road to be planted with trees, and the space

between the drive and the city walls to be fenced

in and planted with ornamental trees and shrubs.

The corporation are also to cut through the city

walls and construct a bridge at least 25ft. span

and 15ft. high at their own expense, and to con-

tinue the carriage drive across that part of the

Little lioodee belonging to the county, and con-

nect this drive with that now being made by the

corporation acro.'fs their part of the Little Roodee

to the Grosvenor-road. The remainder of the

land will be resold by the council for the erection

of houses of £25 to £30 annual rental, to be

erected to designs in harmony with the county

buildings, and to be approved by the county.

The land contains about 3,200 square yards.

The London County Council discussed on

Tuesday at great length two subjects, adjourning

the debate in each case. The tiret related to a

scheme to be laid before the Royal Commission

for the taxation of site values in the County of

London. The second referred to a project pro-

pounded by the Fire Brigade Committee for such

an extension of the brigade as will secure the

better protection of London from fire. Most of

the recommendations of the committee were

adopted unanimously. They included a large

increase in the number of stations and appliances

for the extinction of fires and of 61 in the number

of men employed, the estimated capital outlay

being £197,000 and the increased annual expendi-

ture on maintenance being £26,000. It was

stated that the new works would occupy 10 yearj

for their execution, and that the cost for the first

year would be equal to a rate of about one-third

of a penny in the pound.

The Carpenters' Company hold three, courses of

lectures in their hall during the year, and are

issuing the programme of that series which

appeals to a larger and more general audience

than the highly technical courses given in the

early summer and autumn. These lectures,

which begin on February 21st, and are, of course,

more especially addressed to those engaged in

architecture and building, will be fully illustrated

by experiments and lantern slides. The names

of the lecturers are so well known that they

require no comment from us. They are Professors

Silvanus Thompson, Banister Fletcher, and T.

Roger Smith, Mr. Lewis F. Day, and Dr. Long-

staff. Sir John Lubbock and Sir Arthur Blom-

field are among the gentlemen who have promised

to preside. The subjects, &c., wiU be announced

in our advertisement columns next week.

The work sent in for competition at the annual

exhibition of the Border Counties Master Painters'

Association, which opened at Galashiels on Satur-

day, was judged on the previous day in the

Burns Hall, Galashiels, by Mr. C. Charlton and

Mr. R. J. Bennett, Glasgow. The judges state

that they found a marked improvement in the

work from former years. The apprentices' work

was very good, the writing and decorative panels

being excellent in drawing, execution, and colour.

The following were the first prize winners in the

respective classes : —Apprentices : First year,

(
'. F. Howieson, Hawick : second year, James

Macintosh, Galashiels; third year, James HUl,

Hawick ; fourth year, Robert Revilley ,
Galashiels

;

fifth year, Ebenezer Vannan, Galashiels ;
sixth

year, James Hill, Hawick. A special prize of a

silver medal for the best panel was won by James

Hill Hawick. Journeyman's Class : Robert

Douglas, A. D. Clark, and Phil Dodds, Galashiels;

and C. F. Howieson, Hawick.

The fifteenth annual dinner of the Clerks of

Works' Association will take place at tho Kui? s

Hall, Holbora K;3taurant, on Monday week, the

14th inst. Mr. W. Howard Seth-Smith, F.K.I.B.A.,

will occupy the chair.
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MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Satcbday ,Tu->u>Kttij\v , — Architectural Associalion.

First Spiioy Visit to Five Houxhs near
I'ark-lane. W. Meet at Un<\ Kibbl./s-

daleN House, corner of Norfolk-street
anil Oretn-strcet. 2.30 p.m.

Monday. — Royal Institute of British Architecte.
•' Housinif of the I>rama," by K. 0.
Sachs. S p m.

Society of Arts. " Decorative "Wood-
work," Cantor Lecture No. .3, by Cyril
Davenport, s p.m.

Society of Engineers. 7..'Wpra.

l^iverpool Architectural Association.
" The (Quality of Strength in .-Vrcbi-

tecture," by W. H. liidlakc, F.R.I li A.
6 p.m.

Surveyors* Institution, .\djoumed
discussion on " Technical Tribunals and
Surveyors as Arbitrators." 8 p.m.

TiESDAV.—Institution of Civil Engineers. 8 p.m.
Leeds and Yorkshire Architectural

Soi-iety. " Early Renaissance Sculpture
in Tuscany," by W. U. Thorp, F.R.I.B.A.

Wedsesdav.—Surveyors' Institution, .\nnual Dinner at
the King's Ilall, Holbom Restaurant.
6.30 p.m.

Society of Arts. " Compensation to

Workmen," by A. D. Proband, M.P.
8 p.m.

Edinburgh .Architectural Association.
" The Vernacular of the Wren School,"
by J. A. Williamson, A.R I.B..\. 8 p.m.

Thl'BSDAV.—Koyal Institution. *' Some Italian Pictures
at the National Gallery" i first of three
lectures), by Dr. Jean Paul Richter.

CHIPS.
The treasurer of (iuy's Hospital has received

from Mr. Henry L-jwis Raphael the sum of £20,000,
to be devoted to the building of the '

' Henriette
Kaphael Nurses' Home," in memory of the late

Sirs. Raphael.

A reredos of polished oak and a font have been
placed in Great Baddow parish church as memorials
of the late Mrs. Fiach.

The work of renovating the organ of St. George's
Hall, Liverpool, is now almost finished, and che
instrument is to be reopened next week. Mr.
Henry Willis, the builder of the instrument, has
superintended the present alterations.

Mrs. William Bell Scott, widosv of the well-
known architect, painter, etcher, poet, and critic,

the friend of Carlyle and Ruskin, has just died in

Chelsea. She had reached an advanced age.

The Corporation of Leamington are about to

build a technical institute and free library, at an
estimated cost of £14,000, exclusive of site.

The plans for the arrangement of the town's yard,
prepared by the borough surveyor (ilr. J. Ains-
worth Settle, A.M.I.C.E.), have been adopted by
the town council of Heywood. The fire-station is

to face Hind Hill-street, and adjoining will be the
firemen's dwellings, a dozen in number. Behind
the fire-station there will be stables for the horses
of the brigade, and also stables for 16 horses for the
health and surveyor's department. Masons' sheds,
atore-rooms, ire, will likewise be built.

Mr. Walter A. Ducit, an inspector under the
Local Government Board, held an inquiry on Friday
in reference to an application of the Swinton and
Pendlebury Urban District CouncQ to borrow
£26,1.5o for works of sewage disposal, and for

private and public street improvements.

After a long discussion on Friday the General
Purposes Committee of the Blackpool Corporation
sanctioned the expenditure of £10,000 upon the
extension of the electricity works.

Mr. T. H. Xesbitt, town clerk of Douglas, Isle

of Man, has be,:n appointed vestry clerk of St.

George's, Hanover-square, Loudon, in succession
to the late Mr. Smith, at a salary of £G00. There
were seventy-two applicants.

A large discovery of old English coins was made
on Saturday at Penicuik, near Edinburgh, and the
Crown authorities are taking precautions that the
collection be preserved m tola. So far 270 coins of
the period of Edward I. have been unearthed.
The coins were in rouleaux. The greater number
consist of silver pennies and half- pennies minted
between 1272 and 1307. The majority be»r the
London impress, Canterbury comes second, while
the Bristol, Newcastle, and Durham mirks also
occur. A few bear the stamp of the Dublin Mint.
Two of the coins are of Alexander III.

The new organ which Messrs. Hele and Co., of
Plymouth, have built for use at the Bishopston
Wesleyan Chapel, Bristol, was opened on Sunday.

The first sod was cut at Llandudno on Tuesday
for the erection of extensive convalescent homes, in
accordanca with the will of the late Lady Forrester.
The site is about a mile east of the town, commands
charming views, and the buildings are to cost
£50,000.

Cmbe i^ebjs.

WAGES MOVEMENTS.
Belfast.—Notices, terminable in three months,

were served on Tuesday upon the Belfast building

trade employers on behalf of the local carpenters

and joiners, bricklayers, plasterers, and stone-

cutters, for an advance of wages an<l the cessation

of work on Siturdaya at 12 o'clock. The brick-

layers, joiners, and plasterers ask for a halfpenny

per hour increase, and the stonecutters three

farthings. About 8,000 men are involved in the

demand. Employes contend that the trade is extra

good just now.

Schemes are afloat for extensive building opera-

tions at Tuxford, the opening of the new railway

having created a great demand for dwellings.

The Great Northern Company have acquired land

adjacent to their station, where forty houses are to

be erected. A private company has purchased the

St. John's College site, on the Egmanton-road,
close to the L. D. and E. C. station, where two
rows of houses will be put up. The L. D. and
E. C. Railway Company will erect houses for their

staff on two sites of the Duke of Newcastle's land

on the east side of the Great North-road, on a point

where the new railway crosses the Newark-road.

The Muir Hall of Residence in George-square,
associated with the University of Eiinburgh, was
opened by the Duchess of Buccleuch. It is intended

to rent the bedrooms to the lady students. The
alterations required to adapt the building to its new
use have been extensive, and include the addition

of two new stories and the entire remodelling cf the

interior. On the upper floors sleeping accommoda-
tion is provided for twenty-three students and the

lady superintendent, while the ground floor is given
up to a dining-hall to the back, and a drawing-
room to the front. The kitchen and servants' bed-
rooms are placed in the basement. The architects

are Messrs. Dunn and Findlay, of Edinburgh.

BILLS OF QUANTITIES, PLANS, &c.
Lithographed is beet style and with preat eipedilion hj

PAKTRIDGE & COOPER,
ARCHITECTS' AND SURVEViJRS' LITHOGRAPHERS,

191 & 192, Fleet St., and I & 2, Ohancery Lane,
London, E.O.

Special Fricfs quoted /or Lorfff Jobs.

LiBE&AL Discounts according to Arr&noeuent.

PILKINGTON & CO.
(Established 1S3S),

MONUMENT CHAMBERS.
KINO WILLIAM STREET, LONDON, E.G.

Registered Trade Mark

:

Patent Asphalte and Felt Roofing.
ACID-RESISTING ASPHALTE.

WHITE SILIC.i PA'VTNG.

SEYSSEL ASPHALTE.

FAMBRINI & DANIELS,
AlAinjyAOTnaKES or ESTPERISHABLB CONCSETS

MASONRY yoB

OORNIOES, STRINQ-OOURSES,
MODELLED PANELS, AND EVERY
STONE-WORK REQUISITE.

LANDINQS and Plain or Moulded and Mitre
STEPS, durable throughout.

WORKS AND OFFICES: LINCOLN.

HAM HILL STONE.
DOULTING STONE.

THE HAM HILL & DOULTINQ
STONE CO.

Incoiporsting THE HAM HILL STllNE CO. »iid C. TRASK and
SONS (THE DUCLTI.NG STONE CO.)

Chit/ Ojlke: NORTON, STOKE-LNDERHAM, SOMERSET.
London Al/ent : Mr. E. A. WILLIAMS, 16, Cbaveji STBtBT, STa*.**D,

LATEST PRICES.
IRON, &c.

Per ton. Per ton.

Rolled-Iron Joists, Belgian £il to £6 10

Rolled-SteelJoists, English 6 10 „ 7 10

Wrought-Iron Girder Plates 5 15 „ 6 10

Bar Iron, good Staffs 7 0,, 800
Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Roimd, or
Square 17 „ 17

Do. Welsh 6 15 „ 5 17 8
Boiler Plates. Iron-
South Staffs 7 17 6 „ 8 5

Best Snedshill 10 „ 10 10

Angles lOs.. 'Tees '20s. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, i-c. £6 los. Od.pei toa.

Builders' Hoop Iron, galvanised, £15 lOs. Od. per ton.

Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron—
No. 18 to 20. No.22to24.

6ft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.

gauge £10 15 ...£11

Best ditto 11 5 8 ... 1110
Per ton. Per ton.

Cast-iron Columns £6 to £8 10

Cast-iron Stanchions 6 0,, 8 10

':!ast-Iron Sash Weights — ,,426
Cast-iron Socket Pipes-

Sin, diameter 5 10 „ 6 16

4in. to6in 6 5 „ 6 10

7in. to 24in. (all sizes) 4 15 „ 5 5

[Coated with composition, 2s. 6d. per ton extra; turned

and bored joints, 6s. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron— Per ton.

Cold Blast, Lilleshall 1053. to 110s.

Hot Blast, ditto 673. 6d. to 6'28. 6d.

Wrought-Iron Tubes—Discount off Standard Lists f .o.b.

Gas-Tubes 75p.c. Fittings 77}p.e.

Water-Tubes 70 „ 72J
Steam-Tubes 6-2| „ 65
Galvanised Gas-Tubes 60 „
Galvanised Water-Tubes 65 „
Galvanised Steam-Tubes 45 „ _

lOcwt. casks, ecwt. casks.

Sheet Zinc, for roofing and work- Per ton. Per ton.

ing up £22 10 to £23 10

Sheet Lead, 31b. per sq. ft. super. 11 15 „ 15 15

Pig Lead, in Icwt. pigs 13 10 „ 14 10

Lead Shot, in 2ab. bags 17 10 „ IS 10

CopperSheets, sheathing androds 5S 10 „ 59 10

Copper, British Cake and Ingot... 50 10 „ 5110
Tin, Straits 64 5 „ 65 5

Do., EngUsh Ingots 67 „ 6S

Spelter, Silesian 17 7 6 „ 18 7 6

Per ton. Per toa.

Cut Clasp Nails, Sin. to Sin £8 15 „ £9 15

Cut Floor Brads 8 10 „ 9 10

Wire Nails (Points de Paris)—
to / 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 B.W.Q.
8,6 9/0 9/6 10/3 11/0 12/0 13/0 14,9 16/9 per cwt.

TIMBER.
Teak, Burmah per load £14 to £15 10 U

- " 10 „ 15

4 10
6
6
6
4 10
3 2
3 15
3 10

6 10
6 10
8 10

15

6|

0^
5

41

4{

-12ft. by 1Jin.

to £25 15

Bangkok ." „ ... 10 :

Quebec pine, pitch „ ... — „

„ yellow , ... 2 10 „
„ Oak „ ... 4 15 „
,, Birch „ ... 4 2 6,,
„ T-Itti 4 „
„ Ash „ ... 3 5 „

Dantsic and Uemel Oak „ ... 2 2 6 „
Fir 1 16 „

Wainscot, Rigap.log ... „ ... 2 10 „
Lath, Dantsic, p.f 4 10 „

St. Petersburg „ ... 5 „
Greenheart », ... 8 5 „
Box 4 „
Sequoia, U.S.A. ...per cube foot 18,,
Mahogany, Cuba, per super foot

lin. thick 5,,
„ Honduras ... 4J „
,, Mexican „ ... 4 „

Cedar, Cuba „ ... 4 „
Honduras „ ... 3 „

Satin-wood „ ... 6 „
Walnut, Italian „ ... 3

Deals, per St. Petersburg Standard, 120

by llin. :

—

Quebec, Pine, 1st £19 15

„ 2nd 14

3rd 6 10

Canada Spruce, 1st 9 10

2nd and 3rd 8
New Brunswick 7 15

Riga 6 15

St. Petersburg 8 15

Swedish 9
Finland 7 10

White Sea 9

Battens, all sorts 6
Flooring Boards, per square of lin. :

—

Ist prepared £0 8 6
2nd ditto 7

Other qualities 5
Staves, per standard M ;

—

Quebec pipe —
U.S. ditto £35 ,,£12 10 »
Memel, cr. pipe 230 „ '240

Memel, brack 200 „ 210

OILS.
Linseed per ton. £14 17 6 to£l.

Eapeseed, English pale... „ ... 24 „ 24 10

Do., brown , ... 25 10 ,

Cottonseed, refined „ ... 14 ,

Olive, Spanish 30 ,

Seal, pale „ ... 23 10 ,

Cocoanut, Cochin „ ... 26 ,

Do., Ceylon 22 ,

Palm, Lagos 22 10 ,

Oleine 18 15 ,

Lubricating U.8 per gal. 6 3,
Petroleum, refined „ ... 43

Tar, Stockholm perbarrel 10
Do., Archangel „ ... 12 6
Tixrpentine, American... per ton 23

16 10
11
11 5

9
8
7 15

12 15
15 10
8
16
20

£0 16 6

12
S i

26
14
31 Q
24
27

5

22 10
23
19 15

7 6

4i
16

15

23 10
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LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.

iisUrfffh -Public OtKces 50gs. fmergedl, SOgs Hy. White, flerk. U.D.C, 19. St. Peter-s-street^ Winehcster . .. Feb. 7

?ilverhampton Motor Vans Public Works Committee J. W. Bradley, C.E.. Borough Eagmeer, Town HaU,Wolverhampton „ ,

•ullamore- Houses for Working Cla.s9 2:^S}^^''-J,''T^^'"''''S'^u'^T'"'-'-i^-^,::^
w-in-Fumess -Technical Schools £50 imerged), £20 The Town Clerk, Town Hall, Barrow-m-Fumeas It

I! EliiMbeth-Free Library (Assessors, Sir F. Blaine and „ „ ,„ t -v t. . m- v .i, = . is
K H.Hammersley-Hunan-£22,000 limit) 100 Guineas, 50 Gumeas O. Oettle, Librarian, Port Eliz.abeth,S.A. „ 15

\-:r,.hei,t«r-rublic Baths £25, £15 AValter Bailey Town Oerk, Uuildjall, Winchester
2J

:..w York-Sun Dial (Plaster Model) SOOdol., 250dol Sec.Nahonal SculptiireSoc.,21o. West o,th-street,NewYork ,, 28

•VwcasUe-on-T-vne -New Infirmary (local Architects) (No first) £150, £100, £50 Secretary Building Committee, Newcastle .
Mar. 1

'lerwick-on-Tweed-Poliee-Station (£5,000 limit) Commission or £50, £25 E. Weddell, Town Clerk, Berwick-on-Twced .. 11

lelper-Sewage Disposal Schemes 50 Guineas, 25 Guineas Joseph Pym, Clerk, Belpcr ...........^ May I

:
tockholm-Caty Railway Stations and Junctions £«(!, £<as, £219 Consulate General, 27, Great Winchester-street, E.C Aug. 31

Vest Bangour, Linlithgowshire—Lunatic Asylum (limited to ^
Scotch Architect.^)

'. £230, £200, £1.50, £100 Secretary, District Lunacy Board —
outhampton -Fireproof Flooring, Warming, &c., Municipal ,„„„^ .^t, vo civ t „
r odging Houses ... a W. B. G. Bennett. Borough Surveyor, Southampton —

;i.yal Aquarium -DesignforPobter';. !!!!.;. !.!.!!! 10 Guineas Edgar S. Shrubsole, Royal A.iuarium, London —

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.—^-^

—

BUILDINGS.
urtTalbot-Schools for 800 Children Margam School Board Frank B. Smith. Architect, Port Talbot Feb. 5

'ontefract—Alterations. Conservative Club.... Greaves and Sidebottom, Architects, Ropergate, Pontefract », ;>

'ross Houses -Wards and Porter's Lodge at Workhouse Guardians of Atcham Union J. R. Withers, Architect, St. Mary's-couit, Shrewsbury , 5

laphoe—Teachers' Residence P. Gillespie, Schoolmaster, Eaphoe n 5

Carlestown—Premises, Crow-lane Industrial Co-operative Society P. M. Beesley, Architect, 2, Bridge-street, Earlestown >i 5

larfield—Four Houses Jno. Robinson, Wombwell i
5

outh Shields - Rebuilding Britannia Hold Rowell and Son J. Wardle Donald. A. R.I.B.A., South Shields >, 5

troadley— Vicarage T. H. Farrar, Architect, Fountain Chambers, Halifax 5

Yawcrook— Shop, House, and Cottage Thos. Pattinson Michael Westgarth, 1, Barmoor-terrace, Ryton-on-Tyne .....' ,, 5

larvkirk—Napier School Bumess and Dickson, Solicitors, Montrose 5

:xmouth—Additions to 15, The Parade James Pulsford E. M. Challice, Architect, 9. Bedford-circus, Exeter ,. 7

Celvedon—Brewery Store John Fuller Geo. E. Clare, Architect, Chelmsford 7

andbach—Alterations to House and Shop in Bond-street Industrial Co-operative Society Alfred Price. Architect, Sandbach ,, 7

.oclilee— Servants' Room at In\ennark Lodge Jenkins and Marr. Architects, 16, Bridge-street, Aberdeen , 7

'wmbran—Police Station Standing Joint Committee William Tanner, F.S.I. , County Sun-eyor, Monmouth „ 7

outh Acton—House and Laundries, Park-road North Henry Hawkes Edward Monson, F.R.I.B.A.. 22. Buckingham-st., Adelphi, W.C 7

Cith—Shop and House. Mid-street John Alcoek, Architect, Keith „
*"

.iverpool-Repairs to St. George's Baths Corporation W. E. Court. 15, Great George-siiuare, Liverpool ,. 7

lipiierholme-Oflices, House. Store-Sheds, i:c I'rban District Council J. E. and E. H. Hill, Solicitors, 4, Harrison-road, Halifax „ 7

.ondon—Enlargement of Fire-Engine Stations in Heath-street.
Hampstead. and Simpson-.«treet, Battersea London Count;- Council C. J. Stewart. Clerk, Spring-gardens, S.W i. «

iellast—Hardware Store and Sample Room Guardians .....". Young and Mackenzie. Engineers, Donegall-square East, Belfast... „ S

ateUfte-Three Houses and Saleshop J. Platts, Architect, Old Bank Buildings, High-street, Rotherham .. „ 8
niuning—Dwelling-Houae Dr. Donaldson David Smart. Architect. Perth „ 8

lunk Bretton - Additions, Smithies School School Board Wade and Turner, Architects, 10, Pitt-street, Bamsley ,, 8
Ikley—House, Eaton-road E. B. Johnson, Architect. Ilkley i» 8

I.^e—Three Dwelling Houses Coastguard..... Director of Works Departmt., Admiralty, Northumberland-avenue „ 8

» Itowmarket—Villa, Bridge-st. ,4.- Two Cottages, Lime Tree-laJie Geo. Diaper H. G. Bishop. M.S.A.. Market Place. Stowniarket „ 9

1 Timbledon—Electric-Lighting Station and Chimney Shaft L'rban District Coimcil W. H. Whitfield, Clerk, Broadway. Wimbledon „ 9

I 'eltaire - Four Houses James Young and Co , Architects. 62. Market-street, Bradford ,. 9

[all -Alterations to "Technical School, Park-street Corporation E. Laverack, Town Clerk. Town Hall, Hull m 9

'ibridge-on-Tyne—Additions to Sandhoe House Colonel Hornby Joseph Potts and Sons, Architects, 5 (, John-street, Sunderland „ 9

VtNirfoot— Eight Cottages, Millerbam-lane Chairman, Industrial Co-op. Socy., Waterfoot. Lanes 9

Ceighley—Warehouse. Low-street Mile Sugden and Keighley W. and J. Bailey. Architects, 1, Scott-street, Keigh^ey „ 9

underland— Infirmary Buildings at Workhouse, Hylton-road.. Guardians of Sunderland L''nion ... J. W. Hodgson. Clerk to Trustees. 17. John-street, Sunderland „ 9

Cr.ibege— St. Columbia's Industrial School William H. Byrne. Architect, 20, Suffolk-street, Dub'ia 10

luU.^bury—Two Houses in Brown-st. and Three in Gigant-St.... Municipal Charity 'Tnistees H. Fulton, Clerk, Salisbury „ 10

I;ilitax—Pairof Semi-detached Villas, Saville Park Medley Hall. Architect, 2;i, Northgate, Halifax ,. 10
'Ivmouth— Blocks of Dwellings Corporation Jas. Paton, Borough Surveyor, Plymouth ,, 10

lerwick-Dwelling House. Tweed-street Wm. Gray, Architect, 2, Ivy-place, Berwick-on-Tweed ,, 10

lichgate Hill, N. - Infirmary (for 800 patients), &c St. Mary Islington Guardians Edwin Davey. Clerk, St. John's-road, I'pper Holloway, N „ 10

Ivmouth -Rebuilding Boot Inn B. P. Shires, .\.R.I.B.A., Central Exchange, Plymouth , 10

i Cini^ston-on-Tbames—Market Stalls Corporation H. A. Winser. Town Clerk, Kingston-on-Thames ,, 10

i^'arrigans—leachers' Residence R. Eeclea Buchanan, Architect, 33, Shipquay-street, Derry „ 10

'Jury—Stable-s, Knowsley-street Co-operative Provision Society Thomas Nuttall, Architect, 20, Market-street, Bury, Lanes „ 10

Cardigan—Alterations at Workhouse Guardians D. Davies, Clerk, Cardigan » 10

layle —Nine-roomed House John Lane, EiWere Cottage, Hayle i* H
Jwersyllt—Enlargement of National Schools J. Bradsbaw. Glanllyn, Gwersyllt » H
Dungeness—Eleven Houses, i-c Coastguard Director of Works Departmt., Admiralty, Northumberland-avenue „ 11

ialifax—Additions to West Vale Mills C. L. F. Horsfall and Sons, Architects, Lord-st. Chambers, Halifax „ 12

S)bw Vale— Surgery AVolkmen's Doctor's Fund Thomas Evans, Secretary, Estate Office, Ebbw Vale Works ,, 12

Vrexham—Three Houses, Empress-road Thos. Breeze, 24, Pimpress-road, Wrexham n 12

?1ndhom— Villa John Forrest, Architect, 120, High-street, Forres „ 12

Uwrdare—Theatre Lyr.c Company, Limited T. Roderick, Architect, Clifton-street, Ab^rdare „ 12

'enycraig—Renovating CM. Chapel T. D. Evans, Architect, Hendrecafan-road, Penycraig „ 12

lalifax-Two Houses, Mile Cross Estate F. L. Horsfall and Son, Architects, Lord-street, Halifax „ 12

Tckfield—Casual Wards at Workhouse Guardians F. Holman, Clerk, Lewes ,, 14

U)erdeen—Additions to Daviot Branch Lunatic Asylum Infirmary and Asylum Corporation. Geo. Taylor, Clerk of Works, Aberdeen Asylum ,, 14

3uckley— Extension of Schools J. H. Davies and Sons, 24. Newgate-street, Chester *, 14

Hastings— Five Ornamental Covered Seats, Sea Front Corporation P. H. Palmer. Engineer, Town Hall, Hastings ,. 14

Joncskea—Parish Church Very Rev. Matthew Eyan, PP Walter G. Doolin, M.A., Architect, Dawson Chambers, Dublin „ 14

aalifax—Com Warehouse, Stabling, &c J. F. Wabb, Architect, Halifax ,. 14

Masgow—Timber Depot, &c Trustees of the Clyde Navigation .. James Deas, Clyde Navigation Chambers, 16, Robertson-st., Glasgow „ 14

Jamsley— Reconstruction of Theatre Theatre Eoyal Company Herbert Crawshaw, Architect, 13, Eegent-street, Bamsley ,< 14

Jowley Regis—Alterations at Tividale Board School School Board J. T. Meredith. Kidderminster », !*

306ton, Spa—Alteration of Shop Premises Buttery and Birds, Architects, Queen-street, Morley „ 14

Slackbum-Probationer House for Pauper Children Guardians Eobt. C. Eadclitfe, Clerk, Cardwcll-place, Blackburn 15

lower Edmonton—Eldon-road Schools Edmonton School Board John Moule, Clerk, School Board OHices, Upper Edmonton ,, 15

dotting Hill-New Vestries. All Saint's Church C. Hodgson Fowler, F.S.A., Durham >• 15

Jowling —Warehouse to Croft Mills John Biims and Sons, Ltd James Hartley, Architect, Exchange Buildings, Skipton ,. 15

Dover—Cart-shed at Union-road Town Council E. Wollaston Knocker, Town Clerk, Castle Hill House, Dover ,, 13

lalifax-Toolworks and Showrooms, Fenton-road T. Lister Patchett, Architect. George Street Chambers, Halifax 15

lythe, Hants—Mixed School '.... Fawlev School Board D. Davr, Clerk, Cadland, Southampton • 15

Ipswich—Higher-Grade School, Tower Ramparts School Board J. Hepburn Hume, Clerk, Tower House, Tower-street, Ipswich „ 15

Jevizes-Additional Story to Infectious Hospital Wilts County Council Chas. S. Adye, County Surveyor, County OflBces, Trowbridge „ Jo
dotting Hill, W.—Vestries, All Saints' Church Boreham and Morton. Surveyors. Sunderland ... 16

Jtoke-on-Trent—Vagrant and Receiving Wards Board of Guardians C. Lynham, Architect. Stoke-on-Trent 1*»

tedbridge- Factory Buildings Schultz Gunpowder Co Lemon and Blizard, Engineers, Castle-lane, Southampton 16

3i»vesend—Market and Fire-Engine Station. Steam-Eoller
House, Mortuary, and Weights .and Measures Olfices ... Town Council Chas. E Hatten, Town Clerk, Court House. Gravesend „ 17

Aberdeen-Warehouse, BeiTyden-road Northern Co-operative Co E. G Wilson, Architect, 181.1, Union-street, Aberdeen , 17

?tinton-on-Sea—School (to accommodate 150 children) School Board A. R. Chamberlayne, Clerk, Station-road. Clacton-on-Sea „ 18

jWonmouth-Granary Bristol Docks Committee The Secretary of the Docks Committee, 19, Uueen-square, Bristol-. „ 18

|»Iifax-Hou.se, Ehodes-street F. L. Horsfall and Son, Architects, Lord-street, Hahfax , 19

ieteford-Eepairs to Front of Shire Hall Standing Joint Committee J. F. Symonds, Clerk of the Peace, Shire Hall, Hereford ,
19

radh&m-Villa John Forrest, Architect, 1'29, High-street, Forre§ 19

Bath—Enlargement of Uak Street Schools School Board William J. Wilcox, Architect, 1, Belmont, Bath >. 21

rJymonth—Eefuse Destmctor Corporation Jas. Paton, Borough Surveyor, Plymouth 21

Ne»th- Schools, GnoU Park-road (for 950 children) School Board J.CookRee-s. St. Thomas'.i Chambers, Neath „ 21

j«ed8—Four Shops, Central-road The Town Clerk, Town H.all, Leeds <> 21
it. Ives—Chapel and Schoolroom Committee of St. Ives M.N.C. Chapel Bev. S. Wright, St. Ive». Cornwall 22

Paolton—Wesleyan Day School W. F. Bird, Architect, Midsomer, Norton ,< H

9
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BVIIjT^INQS—continued.
Llanrwst—Alterations toPoiirt House Denbighshire County Council LI. Adams, Clerk of Peace, 5, Castle-street, Ruthen Mar. t-,

Sun<1erland—Bridge, Station Buildings, and Approaches at 3^
Pallion Station North-Eastcrn Railway C. N. Wilkinson, Secretary, York ,, ^Middlesbrough — Extension of Dock ...- North-East'^m Railway C. X. Wilkinson. Secretary. York .-. ,, 2

Rugby -Additions to Uraziers' Arras Inn Northampton Brewery" Company ... T. W. Willard. Architect, Rugby —
Ramsgate -Altering Xo. 31, Westcliffe J. Buckhouse, 15, Rising-street, Rams^te —
Folkestone-Factory Chimney (150ft. high), Electricity Supply
Works '. Reginald Pope, Architect, Folkpstone —

Weston-super-Mare—Rebuilding Pavilion Pier Company Price and Wooler, Architects. Waterloo-at., We8ton-sui>ei*-3ifere .„ —
Hereford—Three Villus. White Cross-road "W. W. Robinson, Architect, 10, King-street, Hereford —
Harrogate— Additions to Ifjirlow Inn, Harrogate - H. E. and A. Bown, Architects. Harrogate —
Llaneliy— Stables and ( >ut-Buildin^. Maesarddafen Mrs. Griffiths W. Grittiths. Architect, Falcon Chambers, Llanelly —
Brixhara—Xew Roof, St. Mary's Church J. C. Martin, Lu^on, Brixham, Devon —
Annam -Station Hotel F. J. C. Carruthers, Architect, 25. Buccleugh-street, Dumfries —
Finedon— Six Houses. Banks-road Charles Lilley Mosley & Anderson, Architects, Goodyear Chambers, Northampton —
Cheadle Hulme—Additions to All Saints' Church Frank Bindloss, Architect. 4. Chapel-walks. Manchester —
Ightenhill -Farmhouse and Homestead, Hill Farm Kay-Shuttleworth Estate Office, Gawthorpe Hall, Burnley —
Leeds— Victoria Arcade. Lands-lane and Vpperhead-row F. "W". Dawson Ambler and Bowman. Architects. 9. Park-place, Leeds —
Harrogate—House William Squires, Architect, Royal Exchange Chambers, Leeds —
Killinure— Rebuilding Mansion and Building Farm Offices P. P. Metpe. C.E., 9. Hartcourt-terrace. Dublin —
Kirkstall— Sixteen Houses A. B^ Percy Robinson, Architect, 3t0. Burley-hill, I^eeds —
Leeds->Sanday School, A'entnor-street W. F. Braithwaite, Architect, C. South-parade. Leeds —
Manchester—Two Shops and House at Fairfield Hyde's Brewery Co., Kusholine Tom Cook, M.S. A., Architect. :J9, Victoria Buildings. Manchester... —
Halifax— Converting Two Shops into Bathrooms { Wm. Bennett, Superintendent, Royal Baths, Harrogate —
Hkley— Steam I^aundry, Cottages, and Stables Sanitary Steam Laundry Co Baxendall and Critchley. Architects, The Grove, Ukley —
Borstal, Kent—Four Cement Kilns and Chimney The Secretarj", Borstal Manor Cement Co., Borstal —
Newlay—Additions to House William Braithwaite J. Peakman, Architect, Hopwood Bank, Horsforth —
Hull— Additions to Shop, Hessle-road '. E. Whitlock, Architect. 26. ScaU-road, HtUl —
Cork -House, Douglas-road J.W6\£e Arthur Hill, B.E.. M.R.LA., 22, George's-street. Cork —
Dersingham— Additions to Public-House Louis F. Eagleton, Architect, Bank Chambers, King's Lynn —
Newcastle-on-Tyne— Villa. Rowland's Gill Wm. Dixon W. Rounthwaite, A.R.I.B.A., Archt., Mosley-st.. Xewctle-on-Tyne —
Llanelly—Three Villas and Residences. New-road W. Griffiths. Architect, Falcon Chambers, Llanelly —
Clifton-Free Methodist Chapel. Jacob's Well Trustees A. R. F. Trew. M.S. A.. '22. Broad-street. Bristol —
Harrogate—House William S-iuires, Royal Exchange Chambers, Leeds —
Newark— Six Residences, Spital Estate Miss Stevens Abraham Friend, Architect, 50. Bowbridge-road, Newark —
Euxton—Farm Buildings at RunshawMoor Jolly and Buckley, Architects, High-street, Chorley, Lanes —
Filey—Pair of Villas Major C. J. Russel, Malton C. H. Channon, Architect, Malton —
Haslingden—Workmen's Club The Secretary, Station-road, Haslingdean —
Garforth Colliery— Eight Cottages Owners of Garforth Colliery R. Routledge. Manager. Garforth Colliery —
Bangor, Co. Down -Presbyterian Church Wm. J. W. Roome, M.S. A.. Whitehall Buildings, Ann-st., Belfast.. —
Ramsgate —Wing to Grammar School Headmaster Jas. Ernes. Architect. 151. Ebury-street, S.W —
Devonport—Rebuilding the Shades Inn B. Priestley Shires. Architect, Central E.xchange, Plymouth —
Bramley—Two Terrace Houses, Victoria Park Estate A. E. DLxon, A.R.I.B.A., Architect, 5, Park-lane, Leeds —
Barrow-in-Fumess—Alterations to House "W". Postlethwaite E. M. Young, Architect, 90, Duke-street. Barrow —
Abertillery—134 Colliery Houses at Six Bells C.Telford Evans, Architect, S, Queen-street, Cardiif —
Chingford- Block of Shops J. Edward Still, Architect, S2. Queen-slreet, Cheapside, E.C —
Clones Creamery Co-operative Creamery Geo. F. Graham, President, Clones —
Buxton—Twelve Cottages, Harpur Hill , The Buxton Lime Firms Company, Limited, 8. Quadrant, Buxton... —
Derrygonnelly—Creamery D. Donaldson and S. G. Linton, Hon. Secretaries, Derrygonnelly ...

—
Burley-in-Wharfedale—Ten Workmen's Houses J. Gordon Black, Harrogate "Whitehead and Smetham, Architects, Albert Chambers, Harrogate —

ENGINEERING.
Radcliffe -Tanks, Filter Beds. &c Urban District Council J. Sharpies, Clerk, Radcliffe Feb. 5l
Newport—Steam Travelling Crane Corporation Albert A. Newman. Town Clerk. Newport ,, &
Buckfastleigh- Outfall and Purification Works Urban District Council Edward Windeatt, Clerk. 19. High-street, Totnes „ 7
Swansea— Reconstruction of Storm Water Overflow XTrban Sanitary Authority John Thomas, Town Clerk. Guildhall. Swansea „ 7
Belfast—Locomotive Steam Crane Harbour Commissioners W. A. Currie, Secretary, Harbour Office, Belfast „ 7
Hexham-Gasholder Tank Gas Company Herbert Lees, A.M I.C.E., Secretary, Gasworks. Hexham ,, S
Rhyl—Extension of West Promenade Urban District Coimcil Robert Hughes, Town Surveyor, Clwyd-street, Rhyl „ 8
Appleton Wishe—Masonry of Iron Bridge Northallerton Rural District Council W. Fowle, Clerk, Northallerton ,. S
Teignraouth—Covering Landscore Reservoir, &c Urban District Council W. R. Hall Jordan, Clerk, Town Hall, Teignmouth ,, 9
St. Andrew's -Extension of Harbour Fishery Board for Scotland D. and C. Stevenson, Civil Engineers, Si, George-street, Edinburgh ,. 9
Holmside Village -Sewage Tanks, Bacteria Beds, &c Lancheater Rural District Coimcil. . W. H. Ritson, Clerk, Ijinchester, Durham „ 9
Teignmouth— Relining Hazeldown Reservoir, -Vc Urban District Council W. R. Hall Jordan, Clerk, Town Hall, Teignmouth „ 9
Hamilton—Pipelaj-ing (about 13 miles of cast-iron pipes) District Committee of Middle Ward Leslie and Reid, 72, Great George-street, Edinburgh „ 10
Barton-on-Humber - Tank and Gasholder Gas Company W. H. Goy. Secretary, Barton-on-Humber „ 10
Hamilton—Boilers and Pumping Engines District Committee of Middle Ward Leslie and Reid. 72. Great George-street, Edinburgh ,, 10
Warkworth—Improving Houndean Bridge Alnwick Rural District Council . ... H. W. Walton. Clerk. Alnwick „ 12
Clitheroe—Water-Main, &c Corporation J. E. Sharpe, Borough Surveyor, Clithero3 „ !•<

Redditch—Electric Lighting Works Urban District Council J. A. McMullen, M.I.E.E., Homchurch, Essex „ 14
Leeds—Laundry Machinery at Workhouse Guardians James H. Ford. Clerk, East Parade, Leeds „ 1*
Sheemess-Pier ; 1.294ft. in length) Urban District Coimcil Vincent H. Stallon, Clerk, Trinity-road, Sheemess 1&
Wednesbury—Widening Bridge over Canal Corporation E. Martin Scott. Borough Engineer, Town Hall, Wednesbury ,, 15
Devizes—Two Steel Lancashire Boilers Visiting Com, Wilts County Asylum Joseph T. Jackson, Clerk, Devizes m 1^
Middleton—Purifiers at Gasworks Corporation Timothy Duxbury, Gas Engineer. Gasworks, Middleton „ IS
Balsall Heath—C I. Well Cylinders, Moseley-road Batiia Birmingham Corporation J. Cox, Superintendent Engineer, Kent-street, Birmingham „ 17
Balsall Heath—Well Sinking Birmingham Corporation J. Cox, Superintendent Engineer, Kent-street. Birmingham , 17
Uppermill— Rebuilding Bridge West Riding County Council J. Vickera Edwards, County Surveyor, Wakefield „ li>

Portland -Waterworks Urban District Council Ernest J. Elford, C.E., Engineer, Council Offices, New-rd, Portland „ 19
Bridgnorth—Provision and Laying of a 7in. Main (1>800 yards

in length) Corporation J.Taylor, Sons. Ji: Santo Crimp, C.E , 27. Gt. George-st., Westmnstr ,, 21
Plymouth—Dock Entrance Great Western Railway Company... G. K. Mills, Secretary, Paddington Station. London „ 22
Martley—Water Supply Works Rural District Council A. W. Knott, Clerk, 14, Foregate-street, Worcester „ 23
Denbigh -Cooking Apparatus at Nortii Wales Lunatic Asylum Wm. Barker, Clerk to the Visitors, Denbigh „ 2&
Guipuzcoa, Eilboa—Electric Tramway (30 miles) from Zumar-
rago to Zumaya Commercial Department of Foreign Office. Whitehall, S.W „ 2S

Pemambuco—Port Works Goremment Brazilian Ministry of Public Works, Rio de Janeiro , 23
Dorstone—Carriage Bridge across the Dore County Council J. F. Symonds, Clerk, Shire Hall, Dorstone.. Mar. 12
Llangathen— Stone Bridge, DryalwynFord Carmarthen County Coundl Thomas Jones, Clerk, County Council Offices, Llandovery „ It
Sophia— Electiic Lightinfr of Town The Mayor. Sophia. Bulgaria i» 17
Madras— Utih.sation of Water of Perivar Lake Chief Engineer for Irrigation, Madras July X

Leeds—Settling Tank. Meanwood Tannery Harold Nickolls Thomas Winn, Architect, 90, Albion-street, Leeds —
Northampton-Water Main, &c. (two miles) Rural District Council Wm. Hull, Architect, 12, St. Giles's-street. Northampton —
Brindisi—Works to Harbour Italian Government Commercial Department. Foreign Office, Whitehall, S.W —
Roscommon—Drying Apparatus in Workhouse Ty. o'Keeffe, Clerk, Union Office, Roscommon —

FENCING AND WALLS.
Faughawale—Boundary Walls and Rails Committee of Presbyterian Church.. W. Barker, Architect, 3, Richmond-street. Londonderry Feb. 5
East Ham—Wrought-iron and Oak Fencing Urban District Coimcil W. H. Savage, Surveyor. Public Offices, East Ham ,» 7

Bakewell—Boundarj- Wall at Workhouse Guardians A. Howes, Clerk, Union Offices, Bakewell m 7

Plaistow—Dwarf Wall \- Fence, Hermit RoadRecreation Ground West Ham Town Council F. E. Hilleary, Town Clerk, Tovni Hall, West Ham „ S
Dalston, Cumberland—Brick Wall, Barras-lane Carlisle Rural District Council J. Bell. Surveyor, 1, Aglionby-street. Carlisle ,.

1'2

Morley-Retaining Wall and Culvert, The Bottoms Corporation M. H. Svkes, Borough Surveyor. Town Hall, Morley „ U
Hastings-Boundary Walls, Clarification Works, Bulverhythe Corporation P. H. Palmer. M.I.C.E., Borough Engineer, Town Hall, Hastings... „ U

FTTRNITTJRE AND FITTINGS.
Scarborough-Wardsof New Wingof Infirmarv Guardians W. 0- Woodall. Qerk. 32, Queen-street. Scarborough Feb.

Dewsbury—Furniture, &c., for New Cottage Homes Guardians Joseph Peace, Clerk, Union Offices, Wellington-street, Dewsbury ... „ 1'

PAINTING.
Halifax-Chapels, Stony Royd Cemetery Parks Committee Edward R. S. Escott. C.E., Borough Engineer. Town HaU, Halifax Feb. 5-

Southend-on-Sea-Sanatorium, Balmoral-road Corporation Alfred Fidler, A.M.LC.E., Borough Surveyor, Southend „ o

Bourne, Sleaford—Sessions House, Bourne, and Court of
Sessions House Herbert Kirk, County Surveyor, Sleaford n

]_

Stockport Painting, &c.. Market Hall and Cellara Memorial Tolls Committee John Atkinson, Borough Surveyor. St. Petersgate, Stockport „ •_

Manchester—Various Stations Lancashire and Yorkshire Ry. Co .. C. W. Bayley, Secretary. Hunt's Bank, Manchester m '

Rochdale -Board-room and offices. Townhead Guardians R. A. Leach, Clerk, Union Offices, Townhead
i"'i."v

"
i i

Blackburn -Fever Hospital, Longshaw-lane Health Committee Willliam Stubbs, Borough Engineer, Municipal Offices, Blackburn.. „ 1
j

Prestwich - Outside Works at the County Asylum Committee of Visitors Superintendent, County Asylum, Prestwich »» !*

Nottingham-Cleaning and Decoration of Bulwell Wesleyan „. . , „ ^^. ^
Chapel „ Arthur Marshall, A.RI.B.A., Architect, King^street, Nottmgham. —

i
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.SOLIDITY AXti .STR.UV.

SOLIDITY as a quality in building has
something to do with the temperament

and moral character of the builder. We
cannot expect it from a man who is accus-

tomed to look only on the outside of things,

who has been used to study showy elevations

or materials. Cost often Lies at the bottom

.

The desire to build cheaply and ostenta-

tiously lends itself fatally to shallowness of

building and shams. Cheapness in building
has favoured all sorts of artificial substitutes

for real material, veneered walls of ashlar,

or terracotta or slabs of faience, cased
columns and beams, tolerable in their way if

used within certain limitations, but grievously
deceptive if made to represent structure. And
has not the education of the younger genera-
tion of architects suffered from this low ideal

of building r We think it has. The present
generation is more superficial in many
things. They know more trades, but not
any one trade well. Take brickwork or

masonry. Bond and mascnry construction
is tiught in the technical school, but not
practically. It would be hardly fair to

say that our "up-to-date" student who
" crams " for the e.Kaminations of any of

the technical colleges, at the Institute, or
for the exams, of the Science and Art
I>epartment at Kensington is so well up in

practical carpentry or m.asonry as his pre-
decessors. The young architect of the last

generation may not have known so many
methods and applications of graphic statics

as the youth of to-day, but we suspect he
was better acquainted with carpentry as a
trade, and could design a roof truss with
gi-eater ease. Does it not also appear
that this superficial tendency in the archi-

tect's education has something to do with the
flippancj" and shallowness of architectural
taste, that it corresponds with the pre-
tentiousness of modern buildings ? If we
take any dozen of the many business and
commercial premises in our streets, what do
they show but mere "skin-deep'' orna-
mentation, and that of a very poor kind r

Of depth, of modelling, of light and shade
there is nothing—the designer has merely
studied his elevation as a flat surface, and
the work is either of ornamental terracotta,

or faience, or brickwork. In the details of
the shop-fronts, the beauty of stained glass and
metalwork is sought to be reproduced by the
modem manufacturer. The "pattern book"
is brought into requisition, for we may see
the same design in the next street ; but all

is flat or coarse, and in a few months the
front loses its freshness, and it all looks tame
and commercial. Inside, various fabrics
represent solid oak or plaster, solid marble or
metal ; but there is no solidity or substance
behind, except rough stock brick walls, iron
stanchions, and wooden partitions.

In no other profession is shallowness so
Boon discovered as in that of the architect.
The man of shallow legal knowledge who
undertakes to prosecute or defend in an
action may fairly survive his weak law ; a
man of superficial knowledge, as a professor
or a lecturer, may even be rewarded ; but
the shallow architect, who knows only his
profession from books, or who has learned
only the rudiments of the art, quickly comes
to gnef whenever he attempts to put his
ideas into practice. An accomplished and
captivating draughtsman, unless he knows
the technicalities of building, has seldom,
single-handed, been able to achieve success,
Iwcause he has not the ability to translate

his ideas into brick, stone, timber, or

metal. Thoroughly competent as an artistic

draughtsman, he has still only learned one
side, and that the most attractive one of the
solid fact we call building. He deals with
surfaces and elevations, and can even make
taking perspectives representing the solid

building in its other dimensions ; but he
knows little of what underlies the several

surfaces. His work, so to speak, is the mere
envelope of the solid ; his perspective is not
modelling, but drawing in the " flat."

Nor does the man who has studied the
theory on)}' of his profession get on much
better. His attainments languish or desert

him whenthey are brought to the test of

practical work, and he finds that, in spite of his

theoretical knowledge, the practical " rule-

of-thumb "—and often ignorant—workman
has the best of him. In Sir John Wolfe
Barry's remarks addressed to students at

the Institute of C'ivU Engineers, these

very trite but applicable words appear :

—

" Practical training can only be secured
in the old - fashioned way by a young
man seeing work done and learning from it

the lessons of experience. In the engineer's

office, in the workshops, and on works of

construction, and these only, can a young
engineer learn by experience what he can
usefully assimilate and what he ought to

reject, and then only will he be brought face

to face with the demonstration of how largely

the conclusions of theory have to be modified
and discounted by practical considerations

and the limits of the attainable." These last

words contain in a nutshell the gist of the
whole disagreement between theory and
practice. The " limits of the attainable," or

the limitations of the material, constantly
make it ver}- difficult to reconcile theory
with the practical in building.

We presume many things in theory that

do not practically exist. In dealing with
masonry or brickwork construction, cement
or mortar is often' neglected, the wall is

considered as a homogeneous mass exercising

a uniform weight over a beam, whereas,
in fact, it is a rigid coherent mass, and
the weight on the beam would be
more of a concentrated load on the

centre ; in other words, the effect of the
bond or cohesion of mortar is not taken into

account. Again, in our theoretical treatises

on the arch, the voussoirs are often regarded
as loose stones without friction or cement,
or as a fluid pressure, instead of which, in

actual failure of the arch, we find segments
of it slipping down, or the crushing of

certain stones. We talk of a thrust over-

turning a mass of masonry, or its sliding on
a bed ; the real fact is, the abutment gives

way at a weak joint, or bj' yielding at the

foundation. The breaking of an iron girder is

not so often due to the want of flange section

as to some flaw in the iron ; and iron columns
designed on strictly mathematical principles

are found to fail from imperfect bedding
throwing the line of pressure on one side

of the real axis, or through some flaw

in the casting. And it is the same with
structures like roofs or bridges ; their failure

often arises from a defective connection or

bolt, rather than from any fault in the design.

All practical builders know how much is

attributable to bad workmanship, which
theory ignores altogether, and in this way
theory has to be discounted by practical

defects of execution. Hence we find that the

mere ilraughtsman and the mere theorist

have scarcely realised the ideal of an artistic

building, though they go a long way towards
the professional attainment necessary. Skill

in modelling, so valued by the great sculptor-

architects of the Renaissance, is lost sight of.

We should like to see the art of modelling
again take the position it once did. We do
not mean to say it should take the place of

construction or drawing, but it may very use-

fully be studied in connection with both these

subjects in our designing classes. Solidity of

effect can scarcely be said to be learned by
perspective ; but the study of models would
greatly aid the student of perspective. The
modelling of a building or group of buildings
has an educative use, which cannot be sup-
planted by mere plan and elevation drawing.
Only the man of imaginative power can
arrange his building or masses in such a way
as to produce an effective grouping ; wo
have instances in our loading architects of

this power. The value of retiring planes of

building, quadrangular masses, and open
courts can only be learned by modelling.
Unfortunately, we have now few oppor-
tunities. Buildings like the Louvre, our
Somerset House, and many of the colleges

at Oxford are not erected every day, though
now and then, as at Sheffield and Cardiff

Town Hall, and in other modern institutions,

the quadrangle arrangement is made a
feature. Mr. F. T. Baggalay's remarks on
the exhibition of depth or the third dimension
are to the point in this connection. The
French suggest solidity by showing the roofs

of their great buildings over and beyond the
walls, but we are apt to neglect this effect.

Modem substitutes for older materials
have seriously effected the solidity of build-

ings. Take, as one example, a wall faced
or veneered with stone or marble. It is con-
structed of rough brickwork with large
mortar joints, and is faced with stone

ashlar. The backing settles as the mortar
dries, whUe the facing of stone, with fewer
and narrow joints, takes the whole weight or
pressure, and the consequence is, the face-

work bulges or separates from the backing
or core, or the wall has a tendency to buckle
on the side of the brick. The settlement and
crushing of stone-faced piers or pillars sup-
porting great weights, as some of our
cathedral towers, is an instance of a pillar

veneered externally by wrought stone.

Owing to the subsidence of the rubble core,

the external shell of stone receives all the

weight, and crushing takes place. There is

another aspect of the veneered wall and pier.

It affects solidit}-. The external appearance of

the veneer of wrought stone deceives the

eye. We assume the wall or pillar is solid

throughout, that the external facing repre-

sents solid stones bonded throughout, but it

is not so. Take, as another instance, a deep
jamb or "reveal"; the facing has to be
returned round the angle of opening to

produce the effect of solidness. It costs

labour to build in this way, and it may be
often worth while to consider whether the

extra expense of returning a more expensive
material round the corner is hot quite as

costly as using solid " through " stones of an
inferior kind 'r Again, we often see the

angle of a building returned over the roof of

a lower block, like a wing, and it is usual to

face the triangular-shaped piece of walling

with the more expensive material of the

front, to give the effect of solidity ; but the

plan has this disadvantage—viz., that it is

shirked where possible, and costly facing

materials are generallj' confined to flat

surfaces. The architect, in short, begins

to shirk return sides, and hence it

is that the custom of using facing

materials has led to superficial treatment.

Veneering has much value as a decorative

expedient. What are our mosaics, frescoes,

marble, and faience linings but veneers to

give beauty and colour to our brick and
stone walls':' But it has this danger—that it

is often regarded as a substitute for solid

buildings and materials of less value. The
modernist, or the commercial man, say.s

" Let us build a rough brick wall and line it

with marble or faience." Instead of giving

solidity or internal relief by pilasters and
piers, the effect is obtained by tdes or panels

m marble, or decorations of plaster or

embossed material. Modern substitutes for

internal decoration has, we must admit, lent

a great temptation to superficial treatment,

and made it less possible in these days to
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build solidly. Ijot

at tho architocturo,

the application, of

iostaurant3. ] ,argo

oxponded on tlioso

takings, but, with
liardly say they arc

us look, for instance,

if wo can so dignify

our groat hotels and
capitals have been
often lavish uudor-

fow oxcoptious, wo can

oxami)lo3 of design

worthy tho expense. Ilavo not our public-

houses vulgiiri,si'<l all that we esteem in

gtiiined glass, art faience, vonoers, ceiling

decoration, and metalwork. Many beautiful

cmfts and styles and materials have been
applied indiscriminately to the decoration of

bars, butfots. and restaurants, till wo see

Classical legends, JClizabothan and Tudor
ornament, heraldic badges and details

dragged from halls like Little AEoroton,

I'lUrloigh, and liOngleat to adorn bars and
cotloo-rooms. To " such base uses " are

these originals put, burlesqued, as the)' are,

by the attenuated imitations of tho manu-
facturer. Sic transit indeed maj' bo inscribed

on all such misappropriations.

TAKTV-WALLS AND I'OOTIXOS.

WIIEX a wall between two buildings

forms a party-wall belonging one
half to each, or when it is to be taken as two
external w.ills, is a nice question often

arising in cases brought into court. Archi-

tects, surveyors, and builders often stumble
over tho meaning, and the framers of Build-

ing Acts have found it diifioult to make a
definition that is entirely satisfactory. The
definition of the term " party wall " in the
TiOndon ISuilding Act seems to have been
drawn up with reference to ownership and
occupation, as well as to user. There are

two distinct meanings attached to the term
in tho Act—first, as a wall forming part of a

building used, or constructed to be used,

for separation of adjoining buildings

belonging to different owners ; second,

as a wall " standing to a greater ex-
tent than the projection of the footings

on lands of different owners." The latter of

these seems to depend more on ownership,
tho former on user. AVhothor two " ex-
ternal " walls close together become a party-
wall by usiige is a moot question. A case

of somo interest came before the Chancery
Court lately, and was reported in our last

issue. I'roceedings arose on a claim by
certain plaintiffs for an injunction to restrain

the defendants from erecting or allowing to

remain erected any wall or any footing upon
the land of the plaintiffs at Xo. (iS, Iligh-
stroet, Clapham, and for damages sustained
by them. The defendants contended that

the London Building Act .gave them the

right in the circumstances to place footings

upon plaintiffs' land, for the purpose of re-

building a new wall. While a part of tho
house <i.'i was being ]>ulled down, the southern
flank wall of tho said house fell, and, in

its fall, damaged the northern flank wall of

house No. ().5. Evidence on one side was
adduced to show that plaintiff's' and de-
fendants' wall formed a party-wall belonging
to the joint parties, one-half to each ; but the
defendants alleged that the whole of the
wall was built on theii- property. The
evidence as reported is not very clear as to

the circumstances or construction of the

wall. One witness spoke of a 4Jin. wall as

not a sufficient inclosure. It could not have
stood, and was a patchwork, not bonded.
The defendants pleaded that the walls were
distinct, in fact, two external walls, and
evidence was brought in sui)port of this

opinion. We may confine ourselves to the
summing-up of tho Judge, who " found as a

fact that plaintiffs and defendants had each
an external wall built on their own promises
respectively." As a matter of fact, the
defendants' wall was an external one on
their own land, " though they had com-
mitted a trespass in placing footings and
foundations upon plaintiffs' land ; that plain-
tiffs were at liberty to remove them, and

ho awarded damages f l.j, including costs of

removal of said footings." On the Judge's

suggestion, defendants withdrew their coun-

terclaim for damages to their house caused

by the falling of tho wall. " Tho plaintiffs

desired the oroetiou of tho p.arty-wall in place

of the two walls, whereas tho defendants had
ovectod an independent wall as a structure to

repair tho house. Tho jmlgo held that the

defendants wore right in the defence of the

action ; but he added that the Act did not

give them a right to put their footings upon
the plaintiffs' land."

The facts, as far as we can gather them,

go to show how often so-called " party-

walls," or walls of separation, are built or

tampered with ; this decision is against the

assumption of the defendants to place foot-

ings upon their neighbours' land for the

purpose of building a now wall. Tho Act

does not, in short, give any right to p>it foot-

ings upon tho adjoming owners' land. Had
the wall not fallen and damaged tho

defendants' promises, this case would prob

ably not have been heard of. We believe

there are hundreds of houses in Ijondon

separated by walls of this character built by
both parties, where one party has built a

thin wall on the footings of the adjoining

owner. In the enlargement or extension of

promises an independent wall is often con-

structed, but without any bond with the old

wall. The consequence of this construction is

that if A. happens to jmll down his premises, or

clear the site for rebuilding, B.'s independent
wall is directly in peril, especially if the

footings are touched. <.)ne ma)' see numer-
ous walls of this kind—a kind of piecemeal

wall built .against an older party-wall. Here
and there the w.iU bulges, and very uneven
and rough kind of brickwork is juit up
against it without any bond whatever.
Under the London Building Act, lS9i, the

rights of building and adjoining owners are

sot forth, so that in the future such instances

as we have mentioned are less likely to

happen. Thus, if a building owner desires

to build a party-wall on the line of junction

of the two lands, he has simply to serve

notice on the " adjoining owner," describing

the wall, and if the said adjoining owner
consent, the wall is to be " built half on the

land of each of tho two owners," or in some
other way as may be agreed, and the expense
is to bo defrayed by the two owners in due
proportion, regard being had to the use
which may be made of the wall by the two
respectively. ]5ut if the adjoining owner
does not consent to the building of a party-
wall, the "building owner" may build the

wall wholly on his own land as an " external

wall," and he has also tho right, at his own
expense, a month after the service of notice

to his neighbour, to place " on the land of

the adjoining owner, below the level of the

lowest floor, the projecting footings of the
external wall with concrete," on making
compensation for anydamage caused thereby.
When one external wall is built against

another wall, the surveyor may allow the
footing next thereto to be omitted. These
regulations are just and reasonable. Sections
sT and 8S describe the rights of building
owners to underpin, repair, or rebuild any
party structure, to cut away footings or
jambs from any parts or external wall in

order to erect a wall against such party
or external wall. If these rules wore strictly

observed, it would hardly be possible to find

any disagreement between the owners of

party and external walls. For although a
building owner can do these things, tho
adjoining owner can require him to do certain

other things for his own protection and con-
vonience—to build chimney jambs, breasts,

flues, copings, piers, &C. Unfortunately,
these rules are not stfictlj- observed

;
there is

often a good deal of tension between the two
owners, and each acts on hisown responsibility.

The decision of the Court refers particularly

to the footings, tho Judge held, as wo

have seen, that the Act did not give the

defendants a right to place their footings on
the plaintiffs" land—a ruling that seems to

bo in conflict with subsection (li) of section .S7,

where it is provided that the building owner
has, after notice, a right to place footings

below the level of the lowest floor on the land

of adjoining owner, making compensation for

any damage. The point is certainly doubtful

as regards an external wall, unless the

footing on the side of the other external wall

be omitted, as suggested by the last clause of

the section. Subsection (I and this clause are,

doubtless, rather conflicting.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF
ARCIIITEUT,S.

BRITISH

THE seventh fortnightly meeting of the Insti-

tute of Architects for the present session was

held on Monday evening at (1, Conduit-street, W.,
llr. II. Louis Florence, Vice-President, in the

chair. The secretary, Sir. AV. J. Locke,

announced that the Architectural TTnion Company
had voted the sum of .£30 as a donation towards

the purchase of additional books for the library.

On the motion of the Chairman, a vote of thanks

w.a8 passed to the company for their generous gift,

not the first of the kind made by the lessors of the

premises in which the Institute have for so long

had their habitat.

THE Al'OTlIEOSIS OF .iMIAllII.ITY ; .K I'KOTEST.

Tbe Chairman said it was his privilege that

evening to make an announcement which was
yearly awaited by members with some amount of

curiosity and even excitement—namely, the name
which, subject to the approval of the members,

the Council unanimously decided to submit to

Her Majesty the Queen as a fitting recipient for

the Royal Gold Jledal in Architecture for 189S.

Under the peculiar circumstances of the nomifti-

tion he felt it would be scarcely sufficient to make
the bare statement of the name to be submitted.

He could confidently Siiy that no name was more
familiar to the members of the institute, than the

one the council proposed to recommend, that of

their President, Professor Aitchison, R.A. (some

applause), and not only was he well known to his

professional brethren in the United Kingdon, the

Colonies, and on the Continent, but the President

was also the representative of the literary side of

the art, of that culture and erudition which were

less usual among architects of the present day

than of the immediate past. He should like to

explain that this name was selected by the Council

before they learned that Professor Aitchison had

been chosen as a full Academician—a position

which they were glad he had attained after under-

going the ordeal of a close election. Jlembers

were acquainted with their President's work in

architecture and decoration, and many of them

longed to see his Academy lectures collected in a

series of volumes.

Mr. William Woodward said he rose with

considerable reluctance to make a few observa-

tions on the announcement which had just been

made—a reluctance which was increased by the

hearty appreciation with which the nomination

had been received, and in which he personally

concurred. In making these remarks he did

not intend the slightest reflection on the

gentleman who had occupied the I'residential

chair for the past two years. Personally, he yielded

to no one in admiration for their President—his

courtesy, geniality, good-nature, and perfect fair-

ness inthat chair were beyond praise, and the

interest and charm of his addresses were gladly

acknowledged by aU. These very tributes to the

President only formed the raisoit d'itre of the

observations he was about to make, and in which,

he felt quite sure, he should have the meeting

with him. Unless the award of this Medal was

accompanied with the unanimous approval of the

members, its bestowal became but a worthless

bauble : but was their choice unfettered ': It

they referred to the wording of the Royal Charter,

they would see that the Queen agreed to confer

the Medal " at the recommendation of the Insti-

tute," and under By-law XL, section 63, it was

provided that any twelve FeUows desiring to

substitute anj- other name for the one recom-

mended by the coimcil, might sign a proposal

addressed to the secretary containing the name to

be substituted, at least fourteen days before the

day of election. These extracts showed that the

electorate was intended to be as wide as it was
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possible to make it within the ranks of the Insti-
tute. Xow, what was the position of the memhera
when the occupant of the Presidential chair
was nominated by the Council for the Medal ;-

It was almost impossible for memhers, however
rauch they might feel the claims of some other
architect had been overlooked, to vote for him in

opposition to the President, and even should such

vious, moreover, that rarely would a dozen
Fellows he found to lend their names to such a
candidature. The nomination of any former
occupant of the chair was obviously not op»n
to the same objection. The proposal of Mr.
Aitchison's name was premature, and would
have come with far more grace after he had
vacated the chair. He would close by offering

PAET ELEVATION, COUET THEATRE, VIENNA.

a substituted name be generally accepted, it

would detract verj' much from the value of an
honour so conferred—indeed, the nominee so
elected in opposition to the nomination of the
Council would not be able to accept, at the
hands of the President, the Medal with any

his most respectful protest against the principle

in the proposal, and would ask that steps be

taken to prevent such a nomination from being

taken as a precedent. [The close of Mr. Wood-
ward's remarks, which had been listened to in

silence, was ^eeted with some applause from the
degree of grace or self-respect. It was ob- younger members at the back of the room.

J

The Cn.uuMAN : In reply to Mr. Woodward, I

may say, firstly, that this is not an unprecedented

action, a former president having been awarded

the Koyal (iold iledal during his term of office.

(Jlr. Woodward : Name.) I refer to Mr. Charles

Barry ; and, secondly, I may add that it seemed

to us, as the Council generally, that in the year

of Jubilee, in which architecture had not been

specially recognised, some fitting honour should

be bestowed on a leading architect. I think it

wiU be felt by all that in this recommenda-
tion the Council have done well.

THE HOUSISG OF THE DRAM.V.

Mr. Edwin 0. S.achs then read a paper on
this subject, illustrating his remarks with a very

large collection of drawings, some of which we
reproduce. In his introductory remarks the

lecturer explained that he did not propose

to deal with questions of constructions or

planning. His endeavour was to treat some of the

aspects under which a playhouse devoted to the

production of drama could be constructed, not

only as a temple of art, but also as the pride of the

nation or community to which it belonged.

These aspects, he considered, demanded the atten-

tion of the architectural and allied professions

;

for, without the assistance of the architect of

to-day and his co-workers, the successful issue

of any movement for a better class of building

was almost impossible. He asked : How was
the drama, in its highest sense, housed to-day 1

How was it housed in the Jletropolis, how
in the provinces, how abroad r What principle

guided the constitution of the home of the

drama i What was the basis on which buildings

devoted to the presentation of plays are erected ?

The answers to these questions the author held to

be all-important when considering whether a

a playhouse fulfilled the function for which it was
provided. They were also essential, if we wished

to know the line on which a modem playhouse

ought to he buUt.

LONDON I'llIVATE THEATRES.

The author proceeded to show that London had
no other form of playhouse than what was termed
the private theatre. However high a standard

might be reached by productions associated with

individual examples, privates theatres could not

be considered otherwise than having their basis

in commercial enterprise. This commercial spirit

was but rarely shaken off, even by a management
of the highest order. It was important to define

the distinction as to when a playhouse formed

part and parcel of a theatrical business, and
when it could simply be classed as an investment,

the building being leased at its market value. It

was shown, too, how for a theatre—whether

built for direct management or as an invest-

ment—the site, the building, and the equip-

ment were plain questions of rent-roll and

£. 8. d. What was more, the London play-

house was but seldom erected by the man who
could sail an easy course with a large banking

account at his back. With few exceptions, they

ik.
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found a most complirated financial basis, where
questions of option, of mortgage, and the like

predominated. The same held good for our pro-
vincial centres, wiih the one exception, that of

the Memorial Theatre at Str.atford-on-Avon,
which had a special building fund, voluntarily

subscribed, with the view of erecting a monument
to Shakespeare. A like state of affairs also

existed in our Colonies, and, with one or two
exceptions, in the United States.

CONTIXE.VTAL THEATKES.

But on the Continent we found a very different

state of things. Among Ijatin countries in the

South of Europe the private theatre was met
with to a considerable extent. We also found
the private theatre in large capitals of the

Teutonic countries in Northern Europe. We,
further, had the private theatre, which was
subsidised by the State or otherwise, notably in

Paris and Northern Italy. The private theatre.

however, he argued, was not the typical home of

the drama for the Continent. Principally the
Municipal, the subscription, or endowed theatres

prevailed, and also, to a certain extent, court and
national theatres. Commencing with the Muni-
cipal theatre, Mr. Sachs pointed out that its

object was generally educational and recreative,

the low price of admission enabling all classes to

witness the performance. Beyond the original

outlay on the building, the ratepayers either

allowed some annual vote towards maintenance,
or they simply guaranteed to meet any deficit,

should there be one. It was merely a question
of good stage management and the pricing of

admission ; for, as there were no profits to be
made, the plays were practically presented at

cost price. Next, the subscription thejitre was a

gift presented to the town, sometimes by one or
more of their wealthy citizens, at other times by a

lar^e section of the community, who voluntarily

desired to participate in providing the city with a

suitable playhouse, and who contribute from a few
pence to some thousand pounds, according to their

respective circumstances. Finally, the endowed
theatre was shown to be an institution for which
land and building were presented, together with
a sufficient sum put in trust to cover the main-
tenance of the block, and any reasonable deficit

on the productions. It is the loiui-fidr endowed
theatre of this description that rightly ranked
with Borne of those generous gifts of endowed
picture galleries, public libraries, and artisans'
dwellings for which this country was distin-
guished. The most recent form of the subscrip-
tion theatre was the " People's " Playhouse,

voluntarily subscribed for by every class of the

community, and conducted on co-operative lines,

while a particular form of the endowed institution

was the playhouse which had been provided for

on philanthropic lines for the entertainment and
elevation of the working-classes in the same way
as many of our free libraries were established.

Now, each of these—the municipal theatre, the

the subscription theatre, and the endowed
theatre—was essentially a public institution.

The standard of its founders was a high one,

and where this was the case it followed that the

conception and rendering of both interior and
exterior—in other words, the architectural lines

—

ought to attain an equally high standard. The
municipal theatre practically always stood as a

monument to the prosperity and culture of a

locality, and the architecture of the subscription

theatre was intended to give a similar impression.

It was further shown that national. Government,
and Court theates were primarily luxuries not
so much intended to afford suitable homes for the

drama as to serve as places of entertainment and
ceremony for monarchs or state oflicials. Being
the outcome of luxury, however, these buildings

frequently became veritable palaces of luxury, for

nowhere was the play more sumptuously housed
than in these establishments.

TirEATUE UESIOX.

Jlr. Sachs then referred to the circumstances
which governed the design of a theatre, and ex-
plained how, in the private theatre, we had only
a problem of economy to solve, and the only
regard that had to be given to the architect. ;ral

rendering was whether the individual holder or

lessee considered that his audience required a

little more gilt, a little more York stone, art in

its best meaning, a semblance of art, or the gaudy
treatment of an advertisement. A few managers,
though risking their money, had thought of the
suitable housing of the drama, independently of

the absolute restrictions of £ s. d. Sir Henry
Irving was an exception when he first put the

old Lyceum in order in 1878. As a rule, the
architectural merit of the playhouse was con-
sidered a matter of minor importance, as long as

there was the customary supply of velvet and
gilding in the auditorium. The London manager
and his provincial colleague had only to cater for

the pleasure of a sensation seeker practically

devoid of any feeling for architecture, and with
little reverence for dramatic art. The British

public cared very little for architecture. It was
otherwise outside our isles. With a genuine
reverence for dramatic art, there was also on the

Continent a genuine interest in architectural

work, with the result that the play mostly

found a worthy home amid appropriate and dig-

nified surroundings.

THE THE.ITKE AUCUITECT.

The London playhouse was generally placed

in the hands of architects who were merely good
planners, good constructors, and business men,
with a qualification of being able to provide for a

maximum audience at a minimum outlay. With
but few exceptions, it was of little importance if

the so-called theatrical architect had the true

feeling of art, if only he could secure the latest

trick of the plaster manufacturer to catch popular

taste. What counted more than any repute for

architectural design was that the architect should

have the talents and facilities of a financial

agent, and be able to find money for the enter-

prise. The late Mr. Phipps told the lecturer

that he would have frightened away his clients

if he had spoken of architecture with a big "A."
They would have thought him expensive, a

faddist, or anything else but what they

wanted. He purposely avoided trying even to

make his facades or decorations presentable, for

fear of being thought an art architect, and losing

his theatrical cHcntiie. Of the many private

playhouses that he designed. Her Majesty's

theatre was the only one where there was any
serious attempt made at architecture, and this

was mainly due to Mr. Tree having indicated

that he wished to have something above the

commonplace. Of private theatres by other so-

called "theatrical architects," the lecturer did

not know of any that could boast of architectural

pretensions. At present, the only theatre that

deserved serious attention on account of its

rendering was a small one at Cambridge, the

work of Mr. Ernest Riintz. The same architect's

new playhouse at Peckham promised, however, to

show an architectural rendering of a much higher

order. His variety theatres, by the bye, showed
yet better work. Mr. Darbyshire, of Man-
chester, had also conceived some excellent plans,

on true art lines, in connection with the variety

theatre, and Messrs. Collcutt, D'Oyly Carte, and
Holloway similarly did excellent work at what
was now the Palace Theatre of "\'arieties.

Abroad, the architect of a playhouse had to be an
architect in the very highest sense of the term.

Where a municipal monument, the gift of a sub-

scriber, or a Court or Government theatre had to

be dealt with, it was only natural that every

effort should be made to obtain a good building,

and even in the private theatre the necessity for

•
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catering for people who took an interest in
architecture and respected the drama compelled
the architect to be something more than a mere
constructor. There was, in fact, no class of

architectural work which put forward more
numerous, complex, and essentially technical
demands, and required at the same time that the
rendering should not fall below the highest
standard of tiiste, than that of the theatre.

EX.\M1'LES OF I'KIV.^TF. THE.lTltF.S.

Views and drawings of a very large number of
theatres were shown and described with the
object of illustrating 5Ir. Sachs's arguments.
The collection embraced playhouses from all parts
of Europe, including Kussia, Scandinavia, Rou-
mania, and other countiies not popularly asso-
ciated with the drama. The great superiority of
design in the Court, national, municipal, and
subscription theatres was indicated, particular
empha»is being laid on the fact that of our own
playhouses the Shakespeare Memorial was one of
the few exceptions where considerable archi-
tectural merit was observable, and this was
?Tactically an instance of a subscription theatre
n London the late Mr. C. J. Phipps's Her

Majesty's Theatre stood head and shoulders above
the other 'Wcst-Knd playhouses, Daly's came

next, then followed several somewhat above the

average, like the Duke of York's Theatre, and

the Shaftesbury, and the Lyric : but none of these

could be confused with a suitable home for the

drama. If they glanced round the suburban

theatres, they "found a similar state of affairs.

Turning next to the Continental playhouses

built under almost identical conditions—i.e.,

those of a financial enterprise, with the one ex-

ception that the general public demanded that

the play should be suitably housed and had some
interest in architecture. In conception, in out-

lioe, and in planning some of these buildings

took a very high position, and even in their

architectural treatment merited considerable

attention. The Leasing Theatre at Berlin was
an excellent example of a private playhouse ; but

in every private institution it was evident that

the architect had been cramped, even where the

excellence of his intentions was obvious.

MINKIPAI., SVRSCRIPTIOX,
THKATKF.S.

AXn F.NDOWFD

The author next dealt in detail with examples

of this class of playhouse, remarking that the

only subscription theatre in this country was the

one at Stratford-on-Avon, built at a cost of

£20,000, where every possible care had been

taken to invest a building with due dignity, and

with due regard to its association. On the same
basis we found so many interesting playhouses

i.broad, among which he had singled out Hein-

rich Seeling's three municipal theatres at Halle,

Broraberg, and Rostock, the small municipal

theatres of Salzburg in Austria, erected by Messrs.

Fellner and Helmer, and their municipal theatre

in Zurich. In these and in the subscription

theatres they saw that freedom from monetary

anxieties, reverence for the drama,, and the

demand on the part of the general public for the

suitable housing of that art, as well as for good

architecture, resulted in playhouses which ful-

filled both ideal and practiciil requirements in

every way.

COVKT .1X1) GOVEUNMEXT THE.VTKES.

It is among the court theatres that we had the

most magnificent home of the drama extant. The
N'ienna Court Theatre, better known as the Hof-

burg. took the leading place among all dramatic

houses. It was the greatest monument that has

ever been erected in this direction. Erected at a

cost of nearly iS.iO.OOO, it was planned to hold

an audience of 1 ,47-5 persons. It could be entered

for the low price of sixpence. -\s an example of

technical skill brought to high perfection, it was
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the foremost homo of the drnraa that had yet been

created, both from the artist's, the arehitoct's, and
the actor's point of view. The structure was the

outcome of the combined efforts of Gottfried

Semper and liaron Hasenauer. 'I'he plan and the

ffcnoral linos of the desifjn embodied the results of

Soiiipor's loni^ study on the question of so-called

radial planning, whilst the decoration and equip-

ment gave expre&sion to that wonderful delight

in characteristic detail and ornament in which
liaron Hasenauer excelled. Scmper's ONperience

at the Dresden theatres formed the stepping-stone

for the general conception, and Baron llasenauer's

oxpcrieneo in tho decoration of the great ^ienna
Court Museums also stood him in good stead.

Apart from tho ideal surroundings of this

structure, which was situated on one of tho

most beautiful boulevards of the Austrian

capital, it was the segmental treatment of

the facade and its two wings which at onre

struck tho eye, and gave this playhouse its indi-

viduality. The wings were due to the special

requirements of the site and the desire to add to

the importance of the block ; but the segmental
treatment was solely the outcome of the system of

radial planning. Tho general grouping of the

block was remarkable for the rational manner in

which the exterior expressed every part of the

interior arrangements. This characteristic was
likewise very evident in the rendering of the

principal facade. In the interior, the segmental
foyer was certainly the chief feature, and the

same formation was given to the grand vestibule

and also to tho minor lounge attached to the third

and fourth tier.-^. As rei^arded the conception of

the grand foyer, with its simple grouping of tiers

of pilasters, its exquisite colour study .md decora-
tion, it was impossible for him to say more than
that, with the aid of brilliant workmanship, per-
fection had been very ne:irly achie^•ed. He also

called attention to the manner in which the two
grand staircases rose from the street level to the
first tier in one broad flight, and in the audi-
torium, again, alluded to the great prominence
given to the Koyal boxes in the proscenium, and
the central St;ito box. Tho careful and varied

decoration of the box divisions was remarkable,
and in the ceiling there was a skilful blending of

semi-relief work with painted surfaces which had
a note of originality. In its construction the
building was remarkable for the extensive use of

iron and steel in the containing waDs of the audi-

torium, which were practically composed entirely

of metal plates so fitted together that tho inter-

mediate spaces were used as ducts for ventilation

and warming. Having also described tho Paris
Opera House, designed by W. Charles (iarnier,

and the Kaimund Theatre at Vienna, the
lecturer closed with an

.^Pl'E.VI. TO THK lir.XF.VOI.ENT MILLIOX.^IllE.

He argued that we could not expect from the
private theatre what the other classes of struc-

ture gave us, while our national institutions were
such as to make it highly improbable that we
should, within reasonable time, have either a
( 'ourt theatre or a State theatre; and, with the
few exceptions in our most go-ahead cities in the
North, he considered it unlikely that wo should
even soon see the municipal theatre. He asked
if it was not time to consider the question of

subscription and endowed theatres seriously.

Why, if we subscribed to the erection of picture
galleries and the homes of other arts, could we
not subscribe to the theatre ': If we endowed
museums and libraries, why could we not simi-
larly endow the theatre r If we wished to erect

monuments to mark the culture and prosperity

of our times, why should thoy not take tho form
of playhouses r And if it was the universal desire

that facilities for education should be given, why
limit our gift to the collection and distribution of

books, or tho collection and presentation of art

treasures 'r Calling attention to the many insti-

tutions by which Kngland bad become great, ilr.

Sachs advocated that the citizen should take the
initiative himself, and, either by subscription or
through endowment by the wealthier members of

the community, give us that high standard of

playhouse which we should rightly long have
had. He concluded by urging that the archi-
tei^t should advocate the subscription and endowed
theatre as tho only practical road at the present
time towards the drama being suitably housed
with due dignity and full regard to the possibili-
ties of architectural design.

In opening a discussion on the paper, Mr.
liKUNAui) SuAW said, speaking both as a dramatic
critic and as a member of a London vestry, he

could see considerable and, indeed, almost in-

surmountable dilUculties in the way of obtaininff

a municipal theatre. The multiplication of sub-

urban theatres showed that private enterprise was
taking good care of itself so far as the provision

of houses for the drama was concerned. Nothing

would, ho believed, be expended iipon theatres in

lOngland which were not directly remunerative,

and ho warmly sympathised with Mr. Sachs's

endeavour to stimulate a demand for a better

architectural treatment of the buildings.

Jlr. William Aucudu could not say he was

entirely in sympathy with the author, but he

felt that better surroimdings for the drama would

raise the general conception of the art. The
drama suffered enormously from the fact that

most of its temples were disguised as gin-palaces,

or sandwiched in between them. He referred to

the practical difiicultics which beset subscription

theatres, and protested against the supposed

necessity for more Ibsenism in our theatres

:

while he was also certain that managers and

actors could not live on Shakespeare or any other

exclusive re%'ival of old plays.

Sir. Alfukd DAitiivsHiitE said that in Man-
chester some enthusiastic idiots, of whom he

happened to bo one, were endeavouring to take

steps for the establishment of a municipal theatre.

He paid a tribute of respect to the memory of

Mr. C. J. Phipps, remarking that his best work
was his last one, Her Majesty's Theatre.

Mr. Cecil PiAi.Eicii humorously remarked that,

as a working dramatic author, depending on
royalties for a livelihood, ho had been shocked

to" find that Mr. Sachs held up for admiration

as the ideal theatre the Court at Vienna, which
held an audience of less than 1 ,500, with sixpence

as the rate of admission. He would ask what
did it matter what the outside of a theatre—or,

for the matter of that, the inside—was like f The
play was the thing people went to see, and if

they were only inclosed in four square brick walls,

it would not matter a cent, to the spectators.

A vote of thanks to the lecturer was heartily

accorded on the motion of Mr. E. A. Grixixg,
seconded by Mr. Thomas Blashill, and was
acknowledged by Mr. Sachs.

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

THE seventh ordinary meeting for the present

session of the Association was held on
Friday evening, the President, Sir. Hampden AV.
Pratt, F.lv.l.l>..\., in the chair. Messrs. E. 8.

Curran, A H. Longhurst, H. E. Sabey, and
D. Stewart were elected as members. The
President announced that the ckiss of elementary
physics would begin on Thursday, the 10th inst.

(yesterday), and that for specifications and esti-

mates on Friday, the ISthinst.

IHMCTOS COVRT.

A full and interesting paper on this palace,

illustrated by a series of drawings and plans

—

some from the author's forthcoming work on the
" Later Kenaissance "—others executed by Mr.
II. P. C. Maulc', and to which the 1!.I.I!..\. silver

medal was awarded two years ago, also by plans

of Wren's period, lent by II.M. ( tlfice of Works,
and by some excellent lantern views, was read
by Mr. John Belcheu, F.K.I.B.A. The
lecturer explained that he should treat his subject
from the architectural standpoint, and then
endeavour to tnice the architectural developments
found necessary to meet advanced requirements.

Most palaces came under the category of " Public
Buildings," but Hampton Couot had the further
distinction of being a combination of domestic
and public building. Its beginnings probably
imparted to it the homely character it still

retained. Before it became a Koyal palace there
was a country mansion on the site, and to this

Wolsey probably added his palace. It belonged
after the Conquest to the De St. A'alery family,
who in I'Jl" handed it over to the Knights of St.

John of Jerusalem. About three hundred years
later, this estate, with the Manor House which
had always been known as " Hampton Court,"
was leased for 90 years to Cardinal Wolsey, at a
rent of £oO a year. From this time, its history

as a palace commenced, and building operations

on an extensive scale were proceeded with.

But it is not very clear whether there was
any architect, for such works were most
frequently curried out by a combination of

artists who worked together on traditional lines

• Tliese drawings were reproduced in the Bcildisg
News for Oct. 9, Nov. 6 and 20, 1S96.

in perfect harmony—the architect, the master
mason, the master carpenter, and aU the several
artificers keeping within the limitations of their

respective crafts. No doubt there was a leader
or supervisor, whether called surveyor of works
or clerks of works or (later) architect. He was
"first amongst equals." Seventeen years later,

when the work was carried on by Henry VIII.,
there were two names mentioned in the Hampton
Court bills—Henry Williams, a priest, "Sur-
veyor of Works" at Hampton Court, who
would appear to have supervised all the
details, and Eustace Mascal, who was "Clerk of

Accounts." The latter was sometimes spoken of as

the " Clerk of the Works," and was also clerk of

the works under the Cardinal for his college at

Oxford, where the details were similar to those

at Hampton Court. These titles were still kept
up at Hampton Court—there were still the
"Clerk of the Works," the " Master Mason,"
the " Jlaster Carpenter," and so on. These and
the traditional methods had been passed down
from the 16th century without any break. Sir.

Law, the able historian of Hampton Court, had
found, after an examination of the carefully pre-

served accounts for the several works during the

reign of Henry VIII., that the workmen were
all Englishmen. Sir. Belcher pointed out, how-
ever, that both Wolsey and Henry VIII. had
part in bringing about the Renaissance ; they
both imported Italian workmen, and they both
employed them at Hampton Court on decorative

work. These foreigners were not builders, hut
only carvers and decorators, and we could trace

their influence in the work of the Englishmen.
Another example is in the plaque containing

Wolsey's arms,* also in terracotta. These
and the roundels had weU-developed Renaissance
details, which were evidentlj' not regarded as in

any way incongruous by Wolsey or Henry VIII.
On the other hand, the great pendants of the

hammer-beam roof of the Great Hall, which were
Italian in character and feeling, were the work of

a Londoner, Richard Ridgo, who had come under

the refining influence of the Renaissance. It was

not improbable that the old Manor House, which
he found on the site, was incorporated by Wolsey
in his new building, but no trace of this was left.

Wolsey's palace was evidently quite up to date in

its arrangements and appointments. It was

natural that the plan should partake of the

collegiate quadrangular form. Yet on the west

front there was a new departure, for at tho

western entrance two projecting wings formed a

three-sided court, each wing, however, containin;,'

smaller internal courts. Hampton Court soon

became a Koyal palace, and from Henry \'III. tfi

George IV. alterations and additions were infre-

quent progress. Those made by Henry VIll.

considerably added to its attractiveness imd im-

portance. His work consisted largely in deco-

rating and beautifying the existing structure and

in remodelling certain parts to make these suit-

able to the Royal requirements. He aflixed the

Koyal Arms and added badges and heraldic

devices to the buildings. Parapets and pinnacles

were added, and the whole building " restored
"

quite in the modem manner. It was this

treatment which increased tho enjoyment of the

arch;uologi8ts, who were apt to look coldly upon

the subsequent additions by Sir C. AVren, about

which no mistake could be made, and where

there was nothing to argue about on the score of

date. Perhaps the first thing that strikes us in

the earlier work of the Tudor period is, Mr.

Belcher continued, the beautiful colour effects,

partly due to age ani atmosphere, but partly also

to deliberate design. No doubt it was convenient

to use local materials as far as practicable. The

bricks came from Brouxham, Taplow, and other

adjacent localities. .Some of the stone came from

quarries in Keigate, Barrington, and similar

places ; but Caen stone was also used where these

were unsuitable. The oak was brought in large

quantities from Dorking, Ilolmwood, Leather-

head, Banstead, Berewood, and St. John's Wood.
With regard to the external effects, the beautiful

texture was obtained by the ineeiuaUty of the

bricks, and the use of vitrified bricks in squares

and lozenges. It is this which imparts to the

whole that purple tone which is so admired.

I am inclined to believe that Henrj- \TII.

did not rebuild Wolsey's Hall, as has

been thought : but that he merely put

on a new root or otherwise finished it.

The use of chimneys, especially of shafts or

terminals, was recent, and attention was drawn

• niostrated in the Bni-iiixo News for Aug. 16, 189".
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to this aristocratic novelty by the elaborate and
varied treiitment of the shafts. It is this frank

treatment of a new feature or requirement which

we do well to note. Its purpose is recognised,

while it is used as a decorative feature. Most, if

not all, of these cut brick chimney terminals

have had to be rebuilt, and pipes have been

introduced to make them more operative. .\s a

picturesque feature they are so successful that

they have been imitated, though not rivalled,

during the Gothic revival, whereas the men of

the Later Renaissance, such as Wren, discarded

the separated shafts for the practical reason that

by grouping or combining several flues in a

»iuare mass they gained in effectiveness. In the

"Clock Court" are the entrances to the Koyal
apartments. Opposite to the Clock Tower is the

entranca to the (Queen's Great Staircase. This

has been disfigured by some Gothic revivalist in

the reign of George II., who has somewhat need-

lessly affixed the date 1732 to his work. On the

south side is the entrance to the King's Great
Staircase, and here we have our first taste of the

Later Renaissance work. The magnificence of

that colonnade in ecale and proportion impresses

us at once. It is the exquisite proportion, the

subtle setting out of the spaces, which entrances

the beholder. That trick of coupling the columns,
which Wren learnt of Bernini in Paris, and
which he employed at Chelsea and Greenwich
Hospitals, is effectively made use of here. But
instead of what is known as " Wren's favourite

Doric," just look at those Ionic caps I You
must go and sketch them carefully to appreciate
them. The irregular setting out of the ceiling

is the only thing I have never quite liked.

Standing in this court you can take in the condi-

tion and progress of architecture from Wolsey's
time in l.il4 to George II. 's in 1732. If at

U.ampton Court the transition to the Renaissance
may seem sudden, we have to remember that

no structural additions of any importance were
made from Henry VIII. 's time until William and
Mary's reign— i.e., 1530 to 1690. Only in the
iaternal fittings and decorations is there any
indication of the Early Renaissance. Little was
done in Elizabeth's reign, except in the garden ;

only a few rain-water heads have her initials on
them, and these are decidedly Renaissance in

character. In James I.'s reign, Inigo Jones w.as

appointed surveyor in 1615, but I cannot discover

any work of his in existence. His time was
probably taken up in arranging the masques in

the Great Hall for the (iueen, and his imagina-
tion was exercised in wonderful architectural
listas and scenic effects. It was fortunate for

William and ilary that with the occasion for

additions, thfre was the man at hand. Wren
was set to work, and fortunately for him there
was no society for the preservation of ancient
buildings in his time, and not being a sentimental
person, and having no great sympathy for Tudor
work, or for that part of it which was irregular
and broken up, he did away with the irregular
and inconvenient south and east fronts. Wren's
plan was determined by the long canal on the
east side. A centre line drawn from this to a
point cutting the lines of the converging avenues
would, to the mathematically-minded Wren, give
the centre and building line of the new front, and
this front would be at right angles with the
centre line. Behind these fronts was an old
court, called " Cloyster Green Court." The
position of this court could not be altered by
Wren in his reconstruction, and he therefore
built on the old lines the new court known as
Fountain Court, without reference to the centres
of the new south and east fronts. The court is

U6ft. lOin. on the north and south sides. The
east side is UOft. lin., but the west is 1ft. lin.

shorter. This arises, as we may gather from the
plans, in effecting a junction with the old and
irregular walls. These works, commenced in
1689, were left unfinished at the death of (iueon
Mary in 1G94, and little further was done until
1698, when the destruction of the palace at
Whitehall by fire determined the King to
complete his palace at Hampton Court. From
Wren's estimate for " Finishing Part of
Hampton Court," dated April 28, 1699, we
gather that the east and south sides were
externally completed, and the upper rooms, but
that the State rooms and staircases were not. But
the King contemplated further extensions, and
there is a pUm, belonging to lI.JI.'s Otlice of
Works, showing what had been a part of Wren's
scheme from the first—the formation of a new
and grand approach on the north side. Such new
entrance was to be made commensurate with the

grandeur of the new buildings then in hand. Its

stateltness was to be enhanced by a 60ft. drive

through the park, a mile in length. And in con-

trast to the straight piece of water on the east

side, a circular basin of water, 400ft. in diameter,

5tt. deep, was to be formed at the palace end of

the avenue, which at this point widened out so

as to embrace a view of the whole palace. The
chestnut avenue in Bushey Park and the Diana
Basin are the only parts of this great scheme
which were carried out. Ijike many another

scheme of Wren's, it was set aside. In carrying

out the work at Hampton Court, Wren was ham-
pered for want of funds. .Vs the work proceeded,

the funds ran short, and the Portland stone he

loved was not forthcoming, so that he was
compelled to use Bath stone dressings in

many places—for instance, in the Fountain

Court windows and on the south front. The
upper range of windows on the east side of

the court have all been renewed in Portland

stone during the last few years. Sir John
Taylor, in whose excellent hands the care

of the structure is now placed, is also at work
on the south front. To such a strait was Wren
reduced thsit, until a few years ago, the central

part of the. south front was in cement. Now it is

in Portland, as originally intended. The work at

Hampton Court may be said to be after the Dutch
manner. It is lighter and less severe in treat-

ment than many of Wren's other worKs, though

without any loss of dignity or of monumental
effect. Through it aU, however, he has retained

the English tradition. Whatever he assimilated

he beautified. Jlr. Maule, who has kindly lent

the beautiful drawings and studies he has made
of Hampton Court, has pointed out a curious,

and, to me, unaccountable, difference on the east

front. On the south-east angle there are twelve

stone quoins, and only eleven on the north-east

corner. You will see this on Wren's original

elevation, so it would appear to be intentional.

There are other v.ariations. The width of the

windows does not always correspond on the out-

side and on the inside, as j'ou will find in the

rooms at the south-east corner. They are divided

into four divisions by sash-bars, but inside there

are only three divisions. Here AVren sought to

reconcile the need for uniformity in the ex-

terior with that for proportion in the interior.

Jlr. Law severely criticises the pediment on the

east front as being more or less a sham ; but his

opinion as to what Wren should have done I do

not think will commend itself to an architect.

He considers the pediment should rise above the

balustrade, and stand out with only the sky as a

background I No ; Wren was quite right, and I

might cite numerous good examples of this

decorative treatment. The carving on the

pediment of the east front is by Caius Gabriel

Cibber, and repressents "The Triumph of

Hercules over Envy." The master carver was
Grinling Gibbons ; but he was not a figure

sculptor. Grinling Gibbons is responsible for

the rest of the carving, though William Emmett
did some of it. Gibbons w.as excellent as a wood-
carver ; but these heads and keystones on the

arches of the ground-floor windows in stone are

so undercut, especially those with the initials of

William and Slary in monogram, that most of

the latter, at least, have had to be recarved—and,

what is somewhat unusual, they have been quite

as well done as the original. Beautiful as they

are, however, the material has not been recog-

nised, but has been treated as wood. There
were originally metal figures above the columns

on the south front ; but these were removed to

Windsor by George IV. Lately two figures

have been sent from Windsor by the Queen to

occupy what is said to have been their old posi-

tion against the central piers on the south front.

The stone pedestals are there, and the figures

appear to fit them. They represent Hercules

and Mars. These figures are found repro-

duced on a small scale as supporting the

firedogs in one of the fireplaces of the State

apartment. Jlr. Law has brought to light the

important fact that the ironwork of Hampton
Court was designed by Jean Tijou, a Frenchman.
It was carried out in England, and Huntington
Shaw, who has hitherto enjoyed the sole credit,

most probably worked on it. Passing through

the King's Guard Chamber, we can only stop to

notice the carved architraves and beautiful

panelling in Norway oak, with garlands in lime-

wood by Gibbons, and the large panels of

excellent detail and proportions, which are

characteristic of Wren's work. The chimney-

pieces have bold and varying architraves. The

King's rooms, which occupy the south block,

lead one into the other. The (Queen's apartments
are on the eastern side, which is in the principal

front. The < iueeu's CT,allery is hung with tapestry,

which looks remarkably clean and new. This
tapestry was discovered thirty-five years ago by
the present courteous superintendent at Hampton
Court, Mr. W. H. I'leasants. A picture having
been removed, a defect in the woodwork behind
made it apparent that some material was at the
back like tapestry. Mr. Pleasants reported his

suspicion to Lord Mount Temple, who at once
sent word that he would make an inspection of

the Palace, and that some of the woodwork was
to be removed. The woodwork was removed, and
although dust and cobwebs abounded, the tapestry

was in good order, and, after a good brushing,
it looks now as fresh as ever. It m,ay have
been covered up by (iueen Ciroline in 1735,

for in Hervey's memoirs it is stated that she
(the Oaeen) was very fond of pictures, and
brought a number from Kensington Palace.

The private rooms are interesting. The private

chapel, being without external windows, is

lighted by a pretty dome. The public dining-

rooms, the (jueen's private rooms in the rear,

and the Presence Chamber and Guard Chamber
were only finished in the reign of George II.

The details of the Large rooms are rather coarse

and lacking the refinement which is to be found
in Wren's work. Mr. Law demonstrates that it

is the work of Kent. If we draw a centre line

through the Chapel, pew, and (.ireat Hall, we can
see that they have been planned in relation to

each other. Unless Henry ^^III. destroyed
Wolsey's Chapel, i-c, as well as the Great Hall,

this is additional evidence that the HaU was not
enlarged by him. The Chapel was refitted and
altered by Wren, and its carving by Gibbons and
inlaid wood reredos reminds us of Trinity Chapel,
(!)xford. The kitchens are well worth a visit.

Notice the double arches over the chimney open-

ings, the single keystone serving for the relieving

arch as well as the stone arch under with its

joggle joints. In conclusion, Mr. Belcher ob-

served : In Hampton (Jourt the student has a

great storehouse of architectural treasures. Let
me advise you to make separate studies of the

chimney-pieces, the fire-backs, and fire-dogs, the

old furniture, consisting of bedsteads, chairs,

curtains, and needlework, old card-tables, and a

perfect collection of silvered looking-glasses and
old china. Then there is the ironwork, wrought
and cast, which is a subject worthy of special

notice. And, further, the gardens, with their

inclosing walls, piers, gates, steps, and terraces,

might form the subjects of many papers. AU
these treasures are so accessible, and sketching

orders so easily obtained, that Hampton Court
should long remain a prolific mine to the student.

A short discussion followed, in which Slessrs.

Erxest Law, H. H. St.\tham, W. H. Setii-

SsnTH, Percy Huxtek, and the Puesidext took

part, and a vote of thanks was accorded Blr.

Belcher.

SURVEYORS AS ARBITRATORS.

AT the ordinary general meeting of the Sur-

veyors' Institution held on Slonday evening

last, the discussion was resumed on Mr. A. A.
Hudson's paper, read at the last meeting, and
bearing the above title (see our issue of the

28th ult., p. 123), by Mr. P. E. Pilditch,

who thought that Jlr. Hudson might well have
extended the title of his paper, for there were
many cases other th.an building ones which came
before surveyors as .arbitrators ; for instance, that

large class of cases in which the valuation of

property other than buildings was concerned.

Under the Building Act there arose a class of

cases in connection with party-wall disputes,

for which a very simple procedure was laid

down, and one which answered, he thought, all

the four requirements which Mr. Hudson had
mentioned as prominent in the minds of litigants.

A surveyor acted on each side, and a third was
nominated to settle any differences between them
which might arise. The were also the large

number of cases ito which Jlr. Hudson in his

modesty had not referred) which were simply,

economically, and satisfactorily settled by tho

Tribunal of Appeal created by the Act of 1894.

The scale of costs authorised by the Tribunal were

certainly most moderate, and cases coming before

it need not, unless the litigants chose to employ
counsel and solicitors, involve any very great ex-

pense. 'Pom desiderata were laiddown by the author

as those to which litigants attached importance.
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They were, Wii lly : An intelligent iinderBtiinding

ipf their cise by the Triljiiniil trying it; next,

1.1 net legal right«, then prompt hearing, and,

lastly, economy. Bearing in mind these points,

it eecmed that a building ease could best bo

settled by an arbitration before a snneyor who
was also an architect.

Mr. T. Hickman said he could hardly agree

with the author's view of the i|ucstion under dis-

cussion, lie thought he had hardly laid sutliciont

stress on the importJinco of an arbitrator having

the fullest possible opportunity of inspecting the

work, and the necessity that the Court should

sit within a reasonable distance of the building:

which waa the matttr of arbitration. Ho was
not quite sure whether the author had made
it clear that the IM.H.A. conditions stipu-

lated that the arbitrator to be nominated by the

president should be a Fellow (and not merely a

member) of that body. The arguments in favour

of the architect of a building being the sole arbi-

tr.itor in case of dispute arising were cogent,

although there were cases in which an inde-

pendent arbitrator should be a man accustomed

to act for one side or the other in the matter of a

contract ; but buildmg surveyors were so used

to acting sometimes for one party and some-
times for the other, that ho thought they might
well bo relied on to judge fairly in any
dispute submitted to them. He did not

think it quite fair that where, by the terms of a

contract, certain matters were left to the decision

of an arbitrator, the owner should have power to

nominate him after the dispute arose. The arbi-

trator's name should be inserted in the contract

before it was signed. With reference to accounts,

in the old days, when a builder made out his own
estimates, it was his business to make out^his own
costs ; but the quantities were now almost invari-

ably supplied to the builder, who tendered for

each item at a particular price, and added
the -quantity surveyor's fees. ^Vhere there

had been omissions and substituted extras, the

charge for valuing them should be added to the

amount in fairness to the contractor. A Technical
I'ourt such as hud been proposed would, he
imagined, have to decide cases of dispute as to

the value of work done, and of intermixed pro-

perty and party-walls. The London Building

Act of 1891 had rendered the settlement of some
of these matters n>uch easier ; but in the country
there was still much ditliculty in deciding them.
I low the ideal court should be constituted he was
not sure, or what should be its powers of inspec-

tion or of calling evidence. His own view was
that in building disputes the building itself was
the principal witness, and parole evidence was
only useful to explain the circumstances.

Jlr. H. Northcroft waa of opinion that it did

not so much matter whether an arbitrator were a
surveyor or an architect, so long as he was a

strongman, and well acquainted with the technical

matters in dispute. He supposed that three-

fourths of the building disputes in the country
c*me before arbitrators for decision ; but the
remaining fourth kept the Courts well supplied
with business. A trial of a profe8.sional case

before a judge was, to a professional man, a hope-
less matter. Everyone concerned was ignorant,

in the nature of things, of the technical details,

and the result often depended on a mere side issue.

Every surveyor who had experience of technical

cases before the Courts would heartily agree with
Jlr. Hudson's proposal for the establishment of a
professional tribunal, which should, he thought,
not confine its jurisdiction to London, where the
Building Act fairly provided for such matters,
but should take cognisance of building disputes

throughout the country.

Mr. A. Vernon said he did not know of anv
tribunal which had more satisfactory methods of

settling points of law and of fact than the High
Court ; but, in dealing with technicsil matters,
the judges were necessarily at a disadvantage.
There could not bo insuper.ible difficulties in the
way of establishing a satisfactory system of arbi-

Iration in professicnal cases. The question of

costs had been mentioned, and it was possible

that these were often not much more satista"tory
in an arbitration case than if the matter had been
before the Courts.

Mr. W. H. 8trudwick said he thought that for
the settlement of building questions the mode at
present in vogue was as satisfactory as any that
could be suggested, .and he quite agreed that a
surveyor who, in the cour.se of his ordinary
business, was accustomed to act first on one side
and then on another, was t])fi most Buitable
person to select for an umpire. ^ '

Mr. C. .1. Mann s.iid that, while he agreed

that an umpire might attach weight to the

evidence of witne.s8es in proportion to what he

knew of their experience and practice, he believed

that every umpire would most carefully consider

the facts as stated in evidence as the true basis of

his decision. If, as he understood Mr. Hudson to

say, the only power which the High Court had in

cases involving accounts was to refer the action

to an official referee ; the matter was on a rather

unsatisfactory basis. It would seem to be much
better that the Court should be able to refer to

an arbitrator or a technical tribunal. He was
afraid that cases were now very often decided on

a side issue ; witnesses finding it verj' difficult

to bring out important points when once the

referee and counsel on both sides had got

hold of what seemed to them a test point. He,
of course, spoke with all respect. If an arbitrator

could be named in a contract before it was signed,

many disputes would be settled.

Mr. H. T. Steward said that no doubt the best

way of settling building disputes was to bring

them before a professional man as arbitrator

—

whether with or without counsel must depend on
the nature of each case. In disputes under con-

tracts with the Office of Works it was specially

agreed that there should be no counsel employed
in the arbitration. Of course, if points of law

arose, it was advisable that counsel should appear.

He was sorry to s!iy that he must endorse the

statement that counsel did sometimes add to the

time occupied in an arbitration. Ho, when acting

as arbitrator, rather preferred to have counsel

present, for they were in the habit of arguing
points without developing any undue heat, which
the litigants themselvts were not always capable

of doing. He was pleased to notice, in many
contracts with which he had to do, that the

president of that institution was appointed to

nominate an umpire in case of dispute.

Mr. Arnold Statham said that one of the

difficulties to be faced by surveyors acting as

arbitrators was that they had often been em-
ployed in other cases by one party or the other

to the dispute brought before them to arbitrate

upon : but he was glad to believe that in such

cases they did their utmost to preserve an un-
biassed mind, and he was sure that no member
would accept a reference where there could be

any suggestion of doubt as to his impartiality.

Mr. .Statham went on to quote a case where an
umpire, actin<; for a railway company in one
case, was held not to be biassed in deciding

another case to which the same company was a

party (" Haigh i: L.N.W.R.," 1896, 1 Q.B.)
As to quantity surveyors, they were generally

valuers, and the distinction between a valuer and
an arbitrator could not be too clearly accen-

tuated. As to allowing assistance to either side

in a reference, it was generally better for the

arbitrator to allow than to exclude any assistance

that might be material. Such assistance had
been held by the High Court to be allowable.

Mr. Hudson having replied on the whole dis-

cussion, and thanked the members for the patient

way in which they had listened to his pap«r and
the friendly criticisms which they had passed

upon it, the chairman (Mr. Kobert Vigors, vice-

president) briefly summed up the discussion, and
the meeting then adjourned.

THE SURVEYORS' IN.STITUTIOX
AXXITAL DINXEK.

THE dinner of this admirable society was an
unqualified success on Wednesday evening

last, at the King's Hall, llolborn. Mr. Christopher
Oakley, the able and ever-courteous President,
was fittinjrly supported by the Etrl of Jersey,
Sir Richard Webster, the Attorney-Ueneral

;

Jlr. Jessse CoHings, M.P. ; .ludge Meadows
White, Q.C.: Sir John Wolfe I'.irry, President
of the Institute of ( 'ivil Engineers : Sir I. E. L.

Kolleston, Mr. R. Vigers, Sir Ernest Clarke, .Sir

A. R. Binnie, Jlr. A. Chancellor, the Mayor of

Richmond, .and many others well known in the
legal, architectural, and surveying professions.

The Royal Institute of British .\rchitects

was not, however, officially represented, and
the President, Mr. tieorge Aitchison, R.A.,
himself a leading district surveyor, was
conspicuous by his absence. The following
particulars were incorporated in the speech of

Mr. Wheeler, UC, who proposed the toast of

the evening, "Success to the Surveyors' Insti-

tution" :—The institution was founded in 186S,
and incorporated by Royal Charter in 1881. The

first ordinary gener.al meetin;; of the institution

was held in November, 1868. The society then
numbered 150 Members and Associates. It now
numbers about 3,000 of aU classes, representing

a growth from 150 to 3,000 in 30 years. In 1868

two gentlemen shared between them the honours

of the students' class, and Mr. Wheeler stated

that he himself was one of those two. There are

now nearly 300 students on the roll. From the

numerical standpoint the institution now occupies

the second place among professional societies,

omitting, of course, from this comparison those

ancient corporations, the Law societies and the

two branches of the medical profession. In the

same 30 years the institution has endowed the

profession with a literature comprising some 40

substantial volumes. It has introduced a system

of professional examinations of a most practical

character carefully adapted to the requirements

of the various branches of the profession, and has

actually examined 3,228 candidates in the last

16 years. It has accumulated funds sufficient

for the construction of a handsome building, now
in course of erection in Great George-street, at

a cost of some £30,000, from designs by Mr.
Alfred Waterhouse, R.A. The Institution has a

large branch in Ireland, comprising all the lead-

ing land agents in that country, and another

branch in .Scotland. It possesses a valuable

library of about 8,000 volumes, and various

collections, including a forestry museum, for

which ample accommodation will be provided in

the new building, which was illustrated in the

BuiLDixn X'ews for Jiin. 1 and June 4, 1897.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING NOTES FOR
ARCHITECTS.—XVI.

By AN Assoc. Inst. Elect. Ends.

wiuiNG [continued).

THE Ckal System.—In this system the con-

ductors .are supported by means of hard-

wood cleats, grooved, .as shown in Fig. 4 4 1,

FiO. 44.

varying in length from I Jin. to Gin., and from

Jin. to Jin. in width, according to the conductors

supported. These cleats are fastened to the walls

or ceilings by means of a screw passing through

the centre of the cleat. The cleats are placed

about 1ft. apart at a high level, and in running
the circuits it is customary to strain the con-

ductors like telegraph wires; and since the size

of the grooves are such .as will grip the conductor

when the cleats are screwed up, there is no
difficulty in keeping the wires stretched and in

producing a neat appearance.

This system is more especially adaptable for

temporary work, and for factories and workshops,

although it is not recommended for permanent
work in any case, as it is deficient in mechanical

protection. As an example of open work it is

inferior to the method shown in Fig. 41 II, in

which a wire is shown secured from the wall by
means of porcelain knobs or cleats. In some
"fire rules" in which the cleat system is

allowed, the rules state " that the continuous and

permanent separation of the + and — conductors

from each other must be secured by a space of at

least 2in., and from walls or the like by a space

of at least Ain. , or by a porcelain or wood backing

at least Jin. thick."

Damp-proof, Fireproof, and Impciietrnblc Ti(be3

fii/stems.—The third system of supporting con-

ductors includes a number of special systems, two

of which demand more than passing notice, both

on account of their specific characteristics and
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the advance thev make in the quality of the

protection and insulation introduced. The first

\rhich we shall consider is known as the conduit

tyttem—has already been largely adopted in

America and in Germany. This method of

wiring originated with Mr. E. H. Johnson, who
was connected with the Edison Companies of

America, and consists essentially of a tube of

insulating material through which the cables are

afterwards drawn, and which displaces the

Fio. 45. Fio. 46.

wooden casing. A variety of materials have
been used for making "the tubes ; but we
shall only refer to those introduced by the
Interior Conduit Company. The insulating
material employed is a' specially prepared
hydrocarbon of the bitumen class. The necessary
strength in tube form is obtained by using a
peculiar grade of fireproof paper material which
admits of impregnation. The result is that these
tubes are very light, easily manipulated, smooth,
damp-proof, fireproof, and very tough. This
type is known as plain tubing, and there are two
uther varieties, the brass-covered and iron-
armoured. These coverings give additional
mechanical strength, and render them more
impenetrable. In each of the three types the
tubes are made in 10ft. lengths, and suitable
couplings and junction-boxes have been designed
for rendering the system as perfect as possible.
The method of drawing the wires in is simple
and interesting. "The wires or cords for draw-
ing them in when required are drawn in by a
fishing wire consisting of a narrow band of steel
about 60ft. long, with brass balls at the ends, the
interior of the tubes being lubricated by blowing
in powdered soapstone. It is found that this
lubrication, combined with the smoothness of the
tube, affords complete immunity from the abrasion
to which insulated wires are liable on being
drawn into ordinary iron piping." A section of
an insulated steel tube is shown in Fig. 45.
In connection with the use of iron pipes with-

out interior insulation, it may be remarked that
the tendency to rust inside tends to diminish the
insulation of the cables, and that burrs and other
internal roughnesses may cause serious mechani-
cal damage to the insulating material as the wires
are being drawn in. The following are the
essential advantages claimed for the conduit
system of wiring :

—

SuraHlit)/.—The insulating lining, being a
non-conductor of heat, prevents any temperaturs
changes from promoting internal condensation
within, and deterioration of, the steel pipe. It
preserves also the insulated conductors contained
within the pipe, under the least changeable con-
ditions, and is, therefore, conducive to their
greatly-increased durability.

Safety.—The insulating lining provides smooth
cushioning interior surface, which wiU not abrade
the insulating covering on the conductors, and
resisting the effect of an internal "arc," pre-
vents danger from fire risk due to any " short-
circuiting " or "fusion" of the conducting
wires. The lining proves more trustworthy than
"fuses," and provides a "safety factor" which
no method of testing can insure. Also the insu-
lating properties of these tubes is such as to pro-
vide (approximately) an additional ".300 megohms
per mile " insidation resistance to the wire. The
bituminous material used in the insulating tubes
IS inert in its nature, and exercises no deleterious
influence on the insulating material of the wires
themselves.

Cbjjfenicncf.—The waterproof insulating lining
oeing "steel-armoured," cannot be damaged,
and therefore guarantees a certain standard of
insulation resistance under all accidents of mate-
nal or workmanship. The insulatiag conduit
niethod of wiring provides a system of electrical
iDstaUation analogous to that of gas or water,
and checkmates the ignorance or care'essness of
nnekilled workmen.

Aaseiiiihility.~T\ii insulatinj; lining gives a

smooth, frictionless surface, over which con-
ductors can be easily drawn, and thus makes
possible any alteration or extension without fear
of mutilating valuable decorations. A lined
conduit can be guaranteed free from the internal

"fins" and "burrs" incident to plain pipe-
work, both before and after erection.

Econnmy. — Steel - armoured insulating-lined
conduit provides absolute protectii^n for the con-
ductors, mechanical and electrical ; immunity
from fire risks ; convenience for alteration and
extension ; and doubles the life, whilst greatly

« <

f

Fio. 47.

increasing the efficiency of, the lighting system,
with an increased cost of but 5 per cent, upon the
total expenditure for complete installation.
The secoi:d system to which we must refer is

that known as concenti-ic wiring. Several varie-
ties of this system have been introduced by
different inventors ; but we shall only deal with
general principles. In this system of wiring a
central conductor or strand of wires is thoroughly
insulated by vulcanised indiarubber, which is

everywhere surrounded by an uninsulated outer
conductor or metallic sheathing of conductivitj
equal to or greater than that of the core. The
inner conductor consists of copper wire or wires,
whilst the outer, which has a much larger area
than the inner, consists of galvanised iron wires,
and forms the armouring of the cable. As in the
conduit systim, no casing is used, the armoured

cable being laid directly in the plaster, so that
the outer conductor forming the return wire is

completely earthed, and it is therefore evident
that, by earthing this conductor, it is always at
zero potential— i.e., earth potential—and there
cannot be any risk whatever of shock or spark
being experienced from it. A section of this
cable is shown in Fig. 46, and as there is only
one vulnerable conductor—and this, with its insu-
lation, being incased throughout its entire length
in the metallic sheathing formed by the outer
conductor—it is well protected against injury.

In the case of the concentric conductor, if it

should be crushed, or a nail be driven into it, the
instantaneous result is a dead short-circuit, and
the melting ot the fuse. If the insulation should
be punctured and moisture gain access, the
distance across the insulation between the con-
ductors is so small that the fault immediately
develops into a short-circuit, and the spark passes
from the centre conductor to the inner surface of
the metallic sheathing, and being entirely within
the sheathing, it cannot communicate fire to its

surroundings. Concentric conductors are thus
self-testing. Faults cannot endure. They cut
themselves out automatically. Probably the most
conspicuous advantage of concentric wiring is that
it may be so easily and so effectually made
waterproof. The cables may be inclosed in lead
sheathing, laid under or over the outer conductor,
and hermetically sealed to the various apparatus
into which the cables are led. As this is a special

system of wiring, special fittings and junction
boxes have been designed. Whenever a joint is

to be made, or the cable led into a switch or
fitting base, the centre wire is soldered to its

contacts, and the outer conductor and its lead
sheathing are received and terminate in a jointing
pocket cast upon the switch-box or junction. The
central wire and its insulation are thus inclosed
throughout their length in a hermetically-sealed
metallic sheathing. The switches and fuses should
be in the central wire and inclosed in the mttal
case^.

As a means of showing the different systems
of wiring, we give in Fig. 4", examples of the
following :

—

[a] Wires secured on the surface by metal
staples.

{h) Wires direc'ly imbedded in plaster.

(<•) Wires secured on surface by wood cleats.

[d) Wires secured on surface nithin wood
casings.

(e) W^ires secured on surface by means of
porcelain knobs or cleats.

(/) Conduit- wiring beneath surface with twin
(concentric) conductors.

(g) Armoured conduit wiring beneath surface
with twin (parallel) conductors.

W'e may now compare wood-casing with the
newer and special system'. Wood-casing no
doubt owes its extensive use to two desirable
attributes

—

ease with which it is installed and
accfssibiliti/ (when not concealed). Compared
with the newer systems of protecting cables, it

is cheap, and lends itself fairly well for surface
work. At the same time, th^j cost of labour in
fixing the cables is greater, and as a mechanical
protection for the wires it is imperfect ; and it is

as deficient in insulating protection, Vecause it is

neither fireproof nor damp-proof. It also ex-
pands, contracts, and warps, and may possibly
cause the plaster to crack, and it is altogether
unsviitable for use in damp places.

Fittings.— .\s an introduction to that part of
our subject termed " fittings," we give here the
good and bad points of some of the chief

materials used as insulators. The bases and
supports for switches and other fittings should
possess high insulation properties, and it is

essential that they should be non-combustible,
not readily breakable, nor affected by atmo-
spheric changes. Wood, porcelain, slate, marble,
and red vulcanised fibre possess the following

properties :
—

Wood is easily worked, but is soon affected by
moisture, and is liable to expand, contract, or

warp. It is also combustible and readily chars,

unless covered with some uninflammable sub-

stance, in which case it may be used for the bases

of cut-outs, although it is not recommended in

any case. It is a fairly good insulator when
thoroughly dry.

Porcelain is an excellent substance for bases,

and is a thoroughly good insulator. It is, how-
ever, brittle, and if subjected to much strain is

easily broken ; consequently care is required in

fixing porcelain bases. It is non- combustible.

I
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Sidle is a ver)- good insulating sulistanoc, and

is tougher than ponclain. Tnless varnished, it

is liable to absorb moisture, which diminishes its

insulating qualities. It is non-combustible.

Miirhlt is an oxcillont insulating substance

and is tougher than slate, and is not liable to be

affected by moisture. It is non-combustible.

Utd iiiiiciiiii-eil fhre is a very good insulating

substance, and is specially adapted for insulating

haniilos, being e.H.sily worked, mechanically

strong, and tougher than wood. It is not brittle,

and, although charred by fire, it is not inflam-

mable, and, if varnished, is not affected by
moisture. Its insulating qualities are somewhat
diminished if subjected to variations of tem-

perature.
^-^m^^-* ^-^—^—

STAIILE I'lTTINCiS.

MK.-<SUS. IIAVWAlil) liUdTIIKKS AND
KCKSTKIX, Limited, of Fnion-street,

Borough, London, S.K,, have publi.shod a now
catalogue of stable and cow-house fittings. The
old-e.sUblished " Cottams " fittings, so favour-

ably known to stable-builders and architects, now
made by this firm, have been supplemented by

the addition of many improved patterns which

experience has suggested. In looking through

the illustrated catalogue on our desk, we notice

several of these improved fittings. Some prac-

tical hints are given on the planning of stables,

and suggestive plans for fittings are shown well

worth the architect's attention. The cubic space

per horse is given as l,.')Ooft., and the height

should not be less than Tift. ; stalls Gft. wide,

and 9tt. or Oft. liin. from wall to outside of post.

Loose-boxes should be about r2ft. by 10ft., with

doors opening outwards. The stall divisions show
a space below bottom rail for ventilation, with

straight and curved ramp-rails. The stall divi-

sion, for converting Ioo30-bo.\ into two stalls, is

a good arrangement. Several patterns ot

ventilating ramps of wrought-iron bars are

illustrated. These have cast-iron heel-post

10ft. high, iron h.altor rings, guard-bar, bottom
siU with .shifting piece. The woodwork is I fin.

to 2in , and the prices are moderate, and suit

every stable. The loose-boxes illustrated show
many improvements. We note a capital .arrange-

ment for ventilating stalls and loose-boxes by a

patent ventiUtingironsill, perforated, with the top

tlange formed with a groove for receiving the

woodwork of division. Several pages are devoted

to self-fixing cast-iron bases for heel-posts .and

manger sets. The new safety manger fittings

of Jlessrs. 1 layward Brothers and Eckstein are

excellent ; they avoiil all sharp angles, the top

plate is "barrel-fronted," there is a manger-pot,

tip-up gruel-pot, hay-rack, patent silent tying

apparatus, A;c. We advise the profession to take

note of these improved mangers and fittings which
this company have introduced into the stables of

I,ord Dudley, Jlessrs. JIaple and Co., Ltd., .T.

Andrews, and others. We recommend our readers

to send for the catalogue.

A CO.\T OF TAINT.

ACU.\T of paint is an object familiar to all

of us : but how few -even those persons

who Lay on a "coat" of paint—know much
about the constitution or composition ot such
coat. Painters all their lives may have been
laying on coats ot paint on all sorts ot materials,

which have been subjected to all kinds ot in-

fluences—heat, cold (internal and external), air,

&c. ; but, although the process ot produiing the
" coat " is practically the .same in all cases, the

conditions of permanency, durability, or wearing
qualities are materially affected by the conditions

under which the paint is laid on, and by the

nature of the material overlaid with such piint.

In this and subsequent articles it is the writer's

intention to expose the reactions that occur

in a coat of paint. In a former article the
vagaries of a paint were laid bare as regards the

phenomenon technically known jia the " sinking-

in " of colours : in that .article the chemical re-

actions producing this opticjil effect was given

and advice also for the prevention of same. In

the present article it is the writer's intention to

consider the nature and cause of

IILISTF.UINT. or A T.\I>"T.

And in subsequent articles to consider the cause
of peeling, cracking, wearing away, &c., of a
coat of paint. The primary operations are best
detailed, so that a clear conception of what is to
follow will be obtained. These preliminary

operations will, in a great measure, be controlled

by the quality of the painting to be done. For

the purpose ol our present jiaper we will consider

the question of painting a superior job on wood,

one which has to bo painted to perfection.

The ([uality ot the finished work depends on the

preparatory work ot laying on the priming coat.

The first operation should consist in rubbing down
the rough places in the wood by moans ot sand

or glass-paper wrapped round a block ot wood.

For the moulding, a stick can be tised, or the

sandpaper rolli;d into a cylindrical form.

.\ttcr smoothing the surface of the wood, care-

fully inspect it and remove all traces of resinous

or gummy matter that ex\ides from the knots or

cracks in the wood. If a long slit-like crack

shows itself in the wood, scoop or scrape out any

resinous matter and carefully fill in same with

hard putty. It will be noticed that the knots are

apparently full ot resinous matter. This matter

cannot be forced out ot the knot, and although

what is on the surface may be removed, that

which is retained in the fibre by the knots will

evcntu.ally come to the surface by the contortions

caused by alterations ot temperature to which

the wood will be subjected, and as a consequence

tliesc later exudatiims of resinous matter will

dislodge the paint that is laid over them, and

either cause the paint to remain soft and sticky,

or else cause it to peel off. Now the usual

method to prevent disaster ot this Icind in

the future is to lay over these knots

a compound called " knotting." These knotting

compounds usually consist of shellac varnish for

best qualit}- work [viile infra, for formula for

preparing these knotting compounds), white or

bleached shellac being used for wood that is to bo

painted in light colours or v.arnished, and orange

or ruby (sometimes called black shellac) used

for wood that is to be painted dark. In

any case, the writer has found that the

knotting will, in course ot time, show itself

in some undesirable form, either by causing the

paint over it to shrink or .shrivel up, exposing

wide cracks or fissures in the paint, or else causing

a discoloration in the paint or varnLsh itself by
reason of the confined resinous matter in the

paint, in its endeavours to exude from the surface

of the paint, causing chemical and physical

reactions with the knotting compound. Now the

writer, from what attention he has given to this

subject, has found that it is far better to extract

all possible quantities of the resinous matter
before laying on the knotting compound, th.an it is

to imprison the resinous matter under a hard,

unyielding, but brittle, coat ot .shellac. The
resinous matter may be extracted by bru.sh-

ing the parts over with benzine repeatedly,

or sulphuric ether ; these fiuids will penetrate

the fibre of the knot .and combine with the

resinous matter contained therein, .and by diluting

the gummy matter allow it to come to the surface

freely, and thus easily removed. The operation

takes some little time : but by repeated applica-

tion of these solvents all the free resinous matter
may be removed, and then, when the " knotting

"

is laid over the knot, it will be on a hard solid

surface, from which no exudation in future will

occur. Another substance that will combine
with the confined resinous matter is a strong
solution ot caustic soda, which will form a
resinate (i.f-, resin soap") in the fibre of the knot,

whereby the soft expanding resinous matter
becomes converted into a solid, hard-drying body,
which will not exude in the future. Formula
for knotty compounds :

—

No. 1 —Ingredients : I gallon of methylated
spirit, 2toz. of amber resin powder, .')6oz. ot

shellac.

No. 2.—Ingredients : in) S7oz. of shellac,

oO fluid ounces of methylated spirit, 1 fluid ounce
of water. Mix the spirit .and water, after having
dissolved the shellac in the spirit.

(A) Ingredients : 32oz. of Kauri copal powder,
.3oz. ot methylated spirit, loz. ot turpentine.
Dissolve b}" slow digestion.

For use, mix 3 parts ot h with 1 partota*.
.•Vfter covering over the knots in the wood, the
next step is to putty up all holes and craclcs. If

the p.ainting is to done in two coats only, the
putty used should be composed of common whiting
and white lead ground in oil, tho mixture being
prepared of the right consistency. To putty up
nail-hOiads, it is best 'to .apply the putty after

laying on the first coat. It the painting is to be
done in three coats, the putty used should be

' Tlie above is known as patent putty. Ttie older form
of sucti compound was composed of red-lead, litharge,
and boiled oil or spirits of turpentiae.

composed of linseed-oil and whiting—i.e., pure

linsecd-oil putty, and the p\ittying should be '

done between laying on first .and second coata.

After allowing for the knotting to, dry, the neit 1

step is to lay on the priming coat ; this is gener-

ally white ikad which has been just tinged with

red lead to give the priming coat a pink hue.

This priming coat is always laid on very thin (it

is mixed ot almost a fluid consistence), and after

laying it on, the puttying is done. Instead of a

pure white or a pink being used for a priming

coat, it is better to tinge the colour of this coat

with the same colour pigment as the finishing

coat is to be. Thus, it green is to be the colbiu

of the finished coat of paint, a small quantity ol

some green pigment should be mixed with the

white - lead used in the priming coat, arid

it is a good practice to make the early oat*
darker than what the finished coat of paint

is to be. This will give a solid appearance or

"good-quality" finish to the painted surface.

Where the coat of paint consists ot three or four

layers ot paint, it is not an infrequent practice

to colour the first or second one a slate grey by

mixing lampblack with the white-lead. It is,

however, better to use each coat ot above similar

to what the finishing one is to bo. It by any

means the previously laid-on coats become

greasv, smoke-begrimed, or otherwise soiled, it

should be sponged over with turpentine. This

will remove the grease, and is better than soap,

potash, or soda-.and-water. These last bodies

will remove the grease ; but they will also par-

tially unite with the oil in the paint, and

convert some into a soap. Such soap will

show it-elf by m.aking the surface ot the

coat of paint slippery, and as a conse-

quence the next coat ot paint will not firmly

adhere or combine with the previous one. Ot

course, in the case of repainting old work, this does

not apply, as the oil in the old paint has become

so hardened as to be unacted on by the alkali, and

then soft soap or soda is the best body to use for

cutting and removing the grease. The pro-

portions of the ingredients of each part vary

according to the nature of the pigment to he

used. This is necessary because the chemical

composition of pigments are very diverse, some

being sulphides, others oxides, others carbonates,

i:c., .and although oxides as a rule require

less oil vehicle th.an most other pigments, yet

the nature ot even those of the same chemical

classes are so different that no general hard-and-

fast rule can be laid down for the proportions of

oil and pigment when mixing into a paint. Thus,

oxide of zinc is a very light amorphous powder,

while oxide of lead is a very dense heavy one

;

and while the latter pigment readily con.bines

with the oil used in grinding it up into a pajnt

to form a homogeneous compound, yet excessive

grinding of zinc oxide and oil will not cause

them to combine in the manner lead oxide

does. In small shops it would not pay to

grind up one's own colours into paint, except

by the aid of a hand-mill ; but in large

concerns, where an enormous amount of paint la

used weekly, it would pay to do so, as theil

the user of the paint would be .able to guard

against fraudulent adulteration. The actual

process of grinding up the dry pigment in the

oil vehicle is done by first roughly mixing the

pigment with sufficient oil to form it into a stiff

paste or dough, and then put this through the

mill with the remainder ot the oil. The compound

will require to be put through more than once—
until, in fact, it is of the desired workable

consistency.

The superficial area covered by any paint will

depend on the nature of the paint, as some coloulB

spread over a larger area than others when taken

weight for weight, or bulk for bulk. In the

following tables are given the approximate amount

ot each ingredient for compounding paint for

first, second, third, and fourth coats to cover

lOOsq.vds.

In addition to these, there will be required for

the same area 51b. of putty, 2.',lb. ot white-lead,

and for exterior work exposed to the atmosphere,

where onlv two coats of paint .are required, 1 pm ;

ot turpentine and 4 pints of boiled oil should be

given on both coats in excess ot what is named itt

the table. When tho paint is required to dry

quickly, more turpentine than stated is required

in all the coats. It should be mentioned that the

estimated quantities in the table below are for

freshly worked up pine: on other materials

the superficial area might be larger or smaller,

according to its roughness, porosity, ^^c. The

area covered also depends on the state of the
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weather when the paint is being laid on, whether
warm or cold, wet or dry, or hut.

No. 1. For interior work not flatted. Priming
coat: Red-lead, Alb, ; white-lead, 161b.; driers,

Jib. ; raw lin?eed oil, 6 pints. (More red-lead and
less driers may be used.)

Second coat; White-lead, I.ilb. ; driers, {lb.;
raw linseed oil, 3,J pints; turpentine, U pint.
Third coat: White-lead, 131b. ; driers, [lb.

:

raw linseed oil, 2.V pints; turpentine, I3 pint.
Fourth coat : White-lead, 131b. ; driers, |lb.

;

raw linseed oil, 2i pints ; turpentine,
1 J pint.

INSIDE WORK AND FLATTIXO,

1st coat. 2Qd coat. 3rd coat. ; 4th coat.

It<id-Iead IJlb.

White-lead .. Itilb.

Driers 2o7,.

Raw linad. oil fi pints

Turpentine ... J pint

121b.
'

1,1 lb.

4 pints

121b. : 121b.
' ,„lb. ' „,lb.

4 pint^ 4 pints

The flitting consists of 91b. white-lead, -iijlb.

driers, 3i pints of turpentine.

OUT.3IDE WOBK NOT FL.\TTED.

1

1st coat. 2nd coat 3rd coat. 4th coat.

R"d-lead
"White-lead...

yib. . —
18.\lb. 151b.
' sib. i/,alb.

151b.
' lolb.

2 pints

2 "

151b.
1 i„lb.

Raw linsd. oil

Turpentine....
Boiled oil

2 pints 2 pints
2 „ i „
2 „ 2 „

3 pints

2| pints

.U-l-ROXIMATE i^UANTITIES "F I'lUMENTS FOR OBDISARV
PAINTS.

Pigments in lbs.

White-lead. . 100

...

i

icb

Green.

|Eed.

®

...

'4

96

fl3

i
99

•a .

Lampblack
White-lead
Verdigris

Red-lead .

23
75

50
50
...

Red ochre
Lampblack
Spanish brown
Burnt ochre
White-lead . ...

...

'Lampblack .

White le id.
2

93

The priming coat for walnut or dark colours
s best prepared by using a mixture of Venetian

I red and lampblack ground up in boiled oil, and
the compound used very thin, so as to stain,
[rather than paint, the wood. For mahogany, a
sriming of a paint composed of red ochre,
itained with a little red-le,ad, may be used, while
or oak, maple, and other light colours yellow
)chre should be used. The object of using a
Lark priming, or one which is similar to the
inished colour, is to avoid showing a white
:urface beneath the paint should it be scratched,
hipped, or cracked.
After the priming roat is laid on and dry, fill

ip all indentations, nail-head holes, &c., with
.)ure linseed-oil putty, and then smooth the sur-
|ace by rubbing with fine sandpaper. This
•ubbing should be carried out with each coat
vhen dry enough, before proceeding to lay on
he next one. After the second coat is dry,
aspect the work to see it there are any soft parts
mder the knotty compound. The third coat
ihould not be put on until the second one is sutfi-

iently dry, and the same remark applies to the
ourth coat, and the l.aat or finishing co,at should
lot be at all soft or tacky if it is to be varnished.
"he varnishing should never be done in a moist
:r damp atmosphere, neither should a draught of
'old air strike the varnish after laying it on, for
fit does, the resins in the varnish will be more
r less deposited, and show their presence by ira-
arting a bloom or milky appearance to the
amish, or, or, in technical Language, the varnish
scomes chilled. H. C. St.inu.ujk.

[To be comluded.)

..^ —
The Stonehaven Harbour Board are contem-

llating making a considerable extension of the
arbour area. The Loan Commissioners have
,jnered to advance £13,000 on comparatively easy
jrms.

,
The docks committee of the Bristol Corporation

ave appointed Mr. Thomas A. Pearce, M.Sc, as

'inn
'''^"'*°' t'' "le docks engineer, at a salary of

,400 a year, and have raised the salary of Mr.
[I. C. Parkinson, mechanical engineering assistant
'igineer, from £250 to £300 a year.igine

I

"BUILDrNG NEWS" DESIGNING CLUB.

A SM.ILI. PIHLIC I,I1!R.\11Y.

THE Christmas holidays seem to have inter-

fered with the work of the members of our
Designing Club, unless it he that the problem of

designing a Public Library on outline instruc-

tions proved too great a task for some of

our usual contributors, seeing that some of

the best of them are conspicuous by their

absence on this occasion. We intentionally

left the competition p,articular3 somewhat v,ague

as to the relative sizes and location of the several

rooms, because it seemed to us best to give a wider
scope to the designers, and, moreover, it appeared
desirable in their own interest that they should
study up the subject for themselves, and not
always be fettered by too many leading-strings.

It cannot be said that any of the designs realise

a model type to be followed. We did not expect
the plans would do so, and we admit the
apparent tiresomeness of criticism which some-
times is taken to be little better than fault-

finding. If, however, we do find fault, our
intention is not limited by any such narrowness
of idea. Indeed, we wish to help the members
to improve, and we always heartily welcome,
therefore, any good points in their work. "Cen-
taur," on the whole, is the best, "By Go"
comes second : and the third position is taken by
" JIaggot," though we do not consider his design
calls for illustration. The following are the con-
ditions, which ought to be read somewhat care-

fully in judging as to how far the competitors
have carried out the scheme therein indicated.

Where a lead wa,s necessary it was given, though
such aids were by no means .always acted upon.

" Third List of Subjects.—C. A Small Public
Library for a suburban district, the site being a
corner one in a main thoroughfare, with a front-

age of llOtt. and a depth of 80ft. The return
road is on the left-hand side of the frontage
which faces north, and main fa(,'ade is to be set

back ."jft. A porch or bays m.ay project. No
rights of light can be obtained on the right hand
of the site. The accommodation required is to

comprise a large newsroom, a magazine room, a
reference room, and a lending librarj-, all on the
ground floor. A ladies' room and a boys' room,
as may be contrived, and a librarian's room is

necessary. Upstairs, a flat for his accommoda-
tion is to be provided, befitting an educated man
with a limited income and small family. A filing

space and workroom for the staff is necessary, and
in the basement a heating- chamber, and lavatory,

&c., for stafi. The problem is to properly appro-
priate the relative sizes ordinarily required for

the respective departments in a library of this

class, remembering that ample counter-space for

the lending library is e3senti,al. .Style left to the
taste of designer. Cost, t;,5,000. Materials, red
brick and stone. Scale, 8ft. to the inch for eleva-
tions and sections. Plans, 16tt. to the inch. A
sketch view wanted."

" Centaur" is the best; but there is an absence
of centr,al control which in a small library

such as this is a great fault, making extra
supervision absolutely necessary. The librarian

is too publicly placed, for he is not a janitor, and
needs quiet to do his work, much of which is of

a clerical kind. The borrowers' counter is too
restricted and confined, and the attendants are
needlessly shut off from the rest of the public
rooms, which do not include a hoys' room on
the ground-floor room. The public w.c.'s are
not wanted, and are best left out, particularly
in coEJunction with a ladies' room. The con-
trivance of the plan is ingenious and well thought
out ; but there is a want of connection between
the p.arts. The boys' room upstairs isolated

from control would never do, and the author does
not seem to have thought at all about the need of

supplying boy readers with books. Abig stair-

case is contrived to le.ad up practically to this one
room, and the lifts shown from the book- store in

the basement do not rise higher than the ground
floor. The filing room and mending room are
cut off too much from the public rooms, as well
as stack rooms, to make a convenient arrange-
ment. The libr.arian's house is situated on the
first floor, as required, with a separate entrance up
the return-street, and he has a garden too. The
provisions are ample ; hut the scullery difliculty

has not been overcome, neither do we like the top
light for the servants' bedroom, or the long dark
corridor connecting the landing with what is

called the hiiU, Externally, the building is not
verj' attractive, though it is well defined and not
unsuitable in style. Anyway, it is the most

satisfactory of those before ns. The author has
done his best thoroughly, and undoubtedly
deserves no little commendation.

'

' By Go " has made a more compact type of

plan, and his scheme is much more to the purpose
taken as a whole. The oflicials are in the centre
of things. The great defect is the shortness
of counter-space, and the small area in front of

it ; the borrowers' hall is all doors and windows
and no room to move. Fancy several persons
waiting at the counter and several others going
in and out of the news-room. Nothing could he
more inconvenient, not to mention the addi-
tional traffic in progress to the other rooms, all

leading out of this circumscribed hall. The
reference room, instead of occupying the most
retired position available, is thrust to the front,

overlooking the main thoroughfare, and the news-
room, where the liirger number of casual readers
assemble to look at the papers, instead of

being situate close to the entrianee, is put at the
back of the block. The librarian's house, which
was specified to take the form of a flat on the first

floor, is made an adjunct, and hardly carries out
our intention. It is much more difficult to plan
a house as " Centaur" has done than to make a

separate tenement such as " By (Jo " has shown.
The elevation is poor, and suggests a regulation

Post-ofSce sorting department rather than a
suburban public library.

"Maggot's" plan is very compact, but the
arrangement is disjointed, with parts out of pro-
portion in area. The elevation shows ability,

though the external fa(,'ade does not emphasise
as it should do the interior requirements. The
librarian's rooms, lighted hy big dormers, would
not be very comfortable apartments. The central

hall is too small, and the counter is not long
enough. The boys' room is cut off from the

library books department, and the reference-room
is not in a quiet position as it should be.

"Gossip" does not do himself justice. He
draws so roughly and carelessly. The lending
library has a good counter, but the reference-

room has no connection with the stack space,

while the librarian is put meaninglessly .at the end
of a corridor in a sort of watch-box between the

reference-room and the newspaper room. The
ladies' room is on the first floor. The public

rooms are warmed by open fireplaces—a most
objectionable mode to adopt, even though they
are supplemented by a heating chamber in the

basement. Architecturally, the design is one of

the best. " Pantile " adopts what may be called

the fashionable style of sprawling curved pedi-

ments and curiouslj' proportioned other features.

This he does with some cleverness ; but ha has
little knowledge of library arrangement, and
less concern as to the comfort of the librarian,

it we may judge by the height and shape of the

windows in the big dining-room, which is, if

anything, too large. " Bernard " puts too many
walls in his library, and, by wedging the hall

of the librari.an's house between the reference-

room and the lending library, renders two
stack-rooms or book;ase spaces necessary,

leaving the librarian's room as the only means of

communication between the two. The news-
paper-room and migazine department are treated

regardless of central control. The elevations are

b.ald in the extreme. '
' Derige

'

' is better in this

respect, and in some ways has a good plan, though
it is open to some of the faults already mentioned.
The windows to the house are out of all propor-

tion and quite inadequate. The author, who
draws well, ought to have done much better than
this. " Orb" is most careful. His entrance

is too narrow, and has little public w.c.'s and
lavatories on either side of it. The big public

rooms are all at the back, connected one with the

other. The plan, in fact, has many merits, both

upstairs as well as down, and the elevations,

though commonplace, are suitable. We recognise

the author's care and painstaking, so that we
regret not to be able to place him higher.

"D;ichs" shows origimality and an endeavour

to be up to date. His plan is worked out

seriously, with not a few items deserving of

praise ; but he has not made an attractive

design or drawn it particularly well. " Hot-

spur" is very inky in his perspective, which

shows a tasteful design in spite of the paltry

shafts at the main entrance. The rooms are

nicely connected for supervision, but theborrowers'

space is far too restricted. The house for the

librarian is placed on the first floor. Domed
lights occur over the public rooms in some cases.

" Stone " sends a brick design badly drawn. His

plan has a spacious central area surrounded by
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the public rooms. The arranijeinent ib rather

good anil on the riRht lines. The author has not

worked it out sutliciently ir. d«tail, and hia eleva-

tions we do not admire. " Phantom " is more
crude still, and not so satlMfactory. "tiib" has

a great idea of balance. Without it his elevation

would be nothing, and with it his plan is very badly

contrived. Isolation dominatiM everywhere, and
supervision would be most expensive and incon-

venient, "(iib" is by no means devoid, however,

of architectural notions. Wo hope he will do better

another time. " Cluik-mato" sends a plan

with a notion, but ho has not properly worked it

out. His elevation is excessively poor. His
staircases are very bad. " Suburb " is neat to a

fault, and gives a big lending library. This is

disconnected from the reference room, and the

news-room is much too small. The elevation is

eommonplace, and there is no view given.

The other designs are ranked in following order :

"Wessex," " Klondyke," "Tee - Square,"
"Eric," " Excelsuir," "Don," and "Don't
Know," who has left his in pencil. He never

will know unless he works better, though we do fee

some improvement in his present attempt. This

should inspire him to make more effort another

time, in fpiteof other attractions.

PAVEMENT AND OTHER LIGHTS.

WE have received from Jlessrs. Wilson and
Co., pavement-light engineers, and makers

of Wilson's patent dioptrical and other pavement-
lights, of 24, Harrison -street, Gray 'a Inn-road,

W.C, a new catalogue of their valuable " Di-
optrical " and other pavement-lights for trans-

mission of daylight to basements and underground
premises. Wilson's " New Dioptric " lens is the

latest improvement in this direction, and it u the

result of many years' experience and study of

optical principles. The inventors claim for this

lens the dioptrical effect of the concave lens in

diffusing light over a larger area than the semi-
prism. Several illustrations show the applica-

tion of this lens to jvivement and floor lights, also

to corridors, landings, stair-treads, inside tloor-

lights. They are made to prevent slipping, the
upper part of the frames being of lead. A\ i'son's

improved illuminating stallboards are made in

several patterns, plain and ornamental, and of

different sizes, to suit all requirements. The
section of the bars uniicr the lights enables the
moisture of condensation to be carried away
harmlessly. ,Several designs and sections are
shown for floor and roof-lights worth the atten-
tion of the architect and builder of city business
premises.

OHIPS.
The rebuilding and widening of Howford Bridge

over the river Cart, near Paisley, has just been
completed at a total cost of i'2,630.

An important scheme which is being pushed
forward by the Liverpool Corporation is that known
as the Ilood-street improvements, 'i'he demolition
of property is being proceeded with ; and when the
undertaking is completed, Hood-8ti*eet, which is

now somewhat narrow, will be converted into a
wide thoroughfare, and thus greatly facilitate

vehicular traffic.

On Wednesday week, services were held in the
church of All Hallows, London-wall, E.G., to cele-
brate the completion of the main features of the
work of renovation. The church has been cleaned,
repaired, and restored ; the electric light has been
installed ; and a gilded crogs, desigocd by Sir A. W.
Blorofiild, A.R.A., hai b,.cii placed upon the top
of the tower. The work has been in progress for
seven years, and has cost £1,700.

The work of prepirin? for the erection of the new
technical school, to adjoin the museum in William-
Brown-street, LiverjKjoJ, is going on apace. The
site has now been cleared of all the old buildings,
and men are busily engage 1 in making the ex-
cavations necessary /.ir the foundations for the
building, to be erected from theplausof Mr. E. W.
Mountlord, F.E.I.E.A., of London.

In order to make future provision for the con-
stantly growing traflic, the Directors of the Great
Northern Kailway Company have deemed it advis-
able, instead of doubling the three tunnels on the
main line between Barnet and Potter's Bar, and
duplica'ing the expensive viaduct and two tunnels at
Welwyn, to seek Parliamentary powers next session
to construct a loop line twenty miles long from
Enfield to Stevenage Station, which will give an
alternative route between Wood Green (about five
miles from London), and the main line, a short
distance south of Stevenage Station, where it will
coDoect with lines already widened.

OBITUARY.
Mr. Micn.VEi. D.^in-tky Ilot.i.is's, late of Whit-

more Hall, died at Springfield Hall, near Xew-
castle-under-l-yme, on Tuesday. The deceased

was the fourth son of the la'e Mr. Thomas
HoUina, of Manchester, was born in ISl.'i, and in

1814 he married Elizabeth, the daughter of the

latu Thomas Mackenzie, M.D., of Newcastle-

nnder-I-yme. by whom he had a family of four

sons and four daughters. His wife and sons pre-

deceased him, but the il uighters and .several

grandchildren survive Mr. llollins for .some

time practised as a surgeon ; but in 1S39 he came
to Stoke to assist his uncle, the late Mr. Herbert

Minton, the potter, taking charge of the manu-
facturing departments, while Mr. Minton re-

tained the control of the commercial de-

partment. In 1849 the late Mr. Cjlin

Minton Campbell be-ame a partner in the

tirm, and in IS.JS Mr. Herbert Minton
died, and the business was subsequently carried

on by Mr. Cimpbell and Mr. Hollins. In 1868

the partnership was dissolved, Mr. Campbell
carrying on the manufacture of china and
earthenware under the style of Mintons. while

Mr. Hollins took over the enca'istic tile branch.

This business be afterwards carried on at the

Cliffe Vale Works, under the style of Minton,
Hollins, and Company, and obtained a wide
reputation for the productions of bis manufactory.

The deceased gentleman was a D.L. and J P. for

Staffordshire, and for some years discharged the

duties of chairman of the Newcastle Petty

Sessional Division. Mr. Hollins was the first

(aptain of the Stoke Compinv of what is now
the Ist Volunteer Battalion North Staffordshire

liegiment.

Mu. RoitruT Howe, who for a quarter of a

century has been clerk of the works in the Office

of Works Department at Windsor Castle, died

suddenly on Saturday morning at his residence,

within the Palace precincts. Mr. Howe, who
was G8 years of age, formerly held a similar

position at Kew, and since his appointment to

Windsor Castle in 1S73 h.ad charge of all the

alterations and improvements at the Royal resi-

dence and the buildings in the Home Park. He
also supervised the reconstruction of the Lord
(-'hamberlain's stores next the Winchester T,)wer,

the arrangements for an improve! water service

for the C;istle, and other works.

The death occurred on Tnes'lay, at Broom-
lands, Hatherton, Cheshire, of Mr. C. .1. M.\ue,
ship .and bridge builder. He owned shipbuilding

yards at Blackwall, Millwall, and Northfleet, and
constructed the Britannia tubular bridge over the

Menai Straits, .Salta.sh Bridge, and Westminster
Bridge. He married the eldest daughter of the
late Mr. Peter Rolt, once member for Greenwich.
Mr. Mare was elected as Conservative member
of Parliament for Plymouth in 18.V2, but was
unseated on petition in the following year.

Tme death occurred on Siturday morning of

Mr. .losEiM! Lees, of Lytham View, Ashton-on-
Ribble, Preston, aged 52. The deceased was an
ex-Mayor of Bacup, which town he left in 1889.
He was articled to Mr. Dawson, late of New-
church, as architect and surveyor. Before the
term for which he was .articled had expired, Mr.
Dawson gave up business, and Mr. Lees was
transferred to Mr. Bell, of Accrington, where he
remained until his articles expired, and then
became an assistant surveyor to the Over II arwen
Local Board, and afterwards was appointed sur-
veyor to the Sliddleton Commissioners. For 4.J
years he held this position, and then succeeded, in
conjunction with his eldest brother, Mr. B. Lees,
to the proprietary of collieries long held by
their father, the late Mr. Robert Lees. Jlr.

Joseph Lees was a member of the local board and
afterwards of the Corporation of Bacup, becoming
mayor for 1887-8. Shortly after retiring from
the chair he removed to Ashton-on-Ribble, as
managing director of the Oxheys Spinning Com-
pany, Preston.

1 ^
The town council of Birkenhead have decided to

erect public baths at the north end of the town, at
acost of £13,000.

The E irl of .lersey presided over a Board of Trade
inquiry held at Grimsby, on Friday, into the pro-
posed light railway from Saltfleetby to Cleethorpes
and Grimsby. On behalf of the promoter, it was
stated that the scheme was estimate I to cost
f.i3,212, of which £2,000 had been left for inci-
dental expenses. No objection was raised to the
scheme as a whole, and the Commissioners decided
to recommend the order to be made.

&S0HITE0T17BAI. & ABOHiBOLOQiaAL
SOCIETIES.

B.ixn M.4STER BriLnEiis' Assocuxiox,—The
annual dinner of this association was held on
Tuesday night at Fortt's Restaurant, Bath, under
the presidency of Mr, Creo. J. Long, The toast

of the " National Association of Master Builders

of Great Britain and the Federation of the Weat
of England and South Wales " was given by Mr.
G. Parrin, of Bristol. Mr, A, Krauss, of Bristol,

responded, Mr E, W, Wood gave " Architects

and Surveyors," Messrs, T. B, Silcock and
H. W. Matthews responded. Mr, F, N. CowUn,
of Bristol, proposed " The Bath ilaster Builders'

.Association," and the president replied. Mr,

W, Dyer, of the Weston-super-Mare Association,

responded to the toast of '

' Kindred Associations,"

Edixiivuoh Akchitectur.^l Society,—Thefirst

meeting of the session in connection with this

society was held on the evening of Feb, 2nd in

Dowell's Rooms, George-street, when there was

a large turn-out of members. Mr. W. N. Gum-
ming, the president, occupied the chair. The
awards in the various prize competitions held

during the past session were announced. These

were as follows :—Hon. president's prizes for "A
design for a branch free librarv, museum, and

picture gallery "—first, Mr, AV, A, Mellon

;

second, Mr, W, Fairbairn, President's priz5 for

" Six sheets of measured work," Mr, J. H.
Rutherford, Vice-president's prize for "Design
for reredos and altar frontal for a country

church," Mr, Percy E, Nobbs. Mr. Camming
announced that Mr, John Kinross, A,R S,.\.,

had consented to accept the honorary president-

ship, and then proceeded to sketch briefly the

work proposed to be undertaken by the society

during the session upon which it had entered,

LeE1)S.\N'D YoRKSHIUE .\RCHITECTrUAL SoCIETV,

—Mr, Wm, H, Thorp, F,R,I,B,A,, lectured

before this society in the Leeds Institute on

Mond,ay evening on " Early Renaissance Sculp-

ture in Tuscany." Mr, Thorp gave a sketch of

the chief characteristics of the three g^eat schools

of sculpture— the Greek of the time of Peri-les,

the early Renaissance of the 15lh century, and the

culminating period of the Renaissance,

NoTTINGlUM M.tSTEK BlILDEKs' AsSOCI.lTIOW.

—The annual dinner of this association took place

on the 3rd inst. at the Albert Hotel, Derby-road,

ilr, J, Wright, president of the association, occu-

pied the chair, and Mr, W, Elgar, vice-president,

the vice-chair. Mr. J, Woodsend submitted "The
Mayor and Corporation of Nottingham," and

Councillor A. Pyatt replied. The chairman next

proposed " Success to the Master Builders' Asso-

ciation." He congratulated the members upon

the activity of the past year. Another source of

congratulation wsis the fact that they had had

very little trouble with the workmen during the

past year. Last year they announced that they

had reconstructed the Master Builders' Associa-

tion, by which a committee representing eveiy

trade undertook the matters relating to the dif-

ferent sections. A very voluminous report pre-

pared by Mr. Hodson, their energetic secretary,

recounted the work done by those various

committees, upon which they had to congratu-

late themselves. As an association, they_ were

on satisfactory terms with the Architects'

Association, and they had recently had a meeting

with members of the .Architects' A88ociation,_st

which they put before them various points which

they wanted them to consider in framing and

drawing up future contracts, and the association

received them in a very cordial and business-like

manner, Mr, Henry Vickerj and Mr. Frank

Hodson responded to the toast. The vice-presi-

dent proposed "The Visitors," to which Mr.

Starkey (Leicester) and Mr. Belcher replied:

and Mr. F. Fish gave "The Chairman," The

speeches were interspersed with songs,

Sheieielp .Society of Architcts and Soe-

VEYOKs —The monthly meeting of this society

was held on Tuesday evening. The chair was

occup''ed by Mr. Joseph Smith (vice-president).

Mr. Hugh Stanuus, F.R,I,B.A,, of the Royal

College of Art, delivered a most interesting and

useful lecture on " Proportion."

The Bishop of Rochester dedicated the new

church of St. Hugh, Southwark, on Saturday after-

noon. The church, which is situated in Crosby-

row, Tabard -street, one of the narrow and old-

fashioned streets at the rear of the site once occupied

by the Marshalsea Prison, is in connection with the

Charterhouse Mission.
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' niK (iirsT OF siii I'AKsirAL : natioxal silver

MEllAL DESRiN.

Ai rER fife years' wandering in search of the

I istle of Cirbonek, where he must go to fulfil the

I

nest of the .Sancgreal, .Sir Parsifal comes at

1 ngth to a tree in which he sees a vision of two
i.hiklren. They give him news of the road he

ii\u3t travel, and vanish. The cartoon illus-

trating this incident, which we publish to-day,

was awarded a National Silver Medal last year,

and has since been bought by Sir "William li.

Richmond, K.A , who gave his permission for its

jiublication here. Miss Violet JI. Holden, of

Knowle, is the author of the design.

^MlOXAL SILVER MEDAL DESIGX FOR A SJULL
ART DEPAUTMEXT.

This design, for a small art department, is in the

Ivirly Koman style. <"in the ground floor there

i- a large central hall, lighted from the central

l-jine above, which is also intended to be used as

ri sculpture gallery. To the right of the hall on
• ntering is a library and librarian's room : on the

lift a large gallery for paintings. A hoist from
ilie basement is provided for taking pictures to

1 his gallery. There is also a lecture theatre on
ihis Hoor to seat about 40 or oO students, also

luiple cloak room and lavatory accommodation.
'] he basement is used for picture stores and heat-

in :,'-chamber, ice. D. MrlCw Stodii.akt.

IIOTIX >HR(U".VHnT, IXTERIOR OF READING
ROOM, STITTOAUT.

Messrs. EisEXLoiiK and AVeigle are the archi-

lls of this somewh,at sumptuotis building, which
furnished throughout in accordance with the

i\le displayed by this apartment, wherein
ibinetwork of a refined type is made to play an

I nportant p:: rt. The heating radiator is located in

I surt of sideboard, after the fashion of a buffet, the

sides of the lower part or body being tilled with a

metal grille. The newspaper-holders on the

table give, of course, a singular effect in the

picture, but are handy enough for use when the

habit has been acquired. The photograph given
bv lis to-day was sent us by Herr Ernst Was-
muth, the well-known .architectural publisher, of

I'.erlin, and it forms one of the plates appearing
in his excellent folio publication, entitled, "Archi-
tcktur der Gegenwart."

TECUNICAI. SCHOOLS AXD I'l iil.li HAIL, Wlsf
lI.UtTLEPOOL.

Tin.-E buildings are an extensive range erected
bv the Town Council of West Hartlepool for

mechanical science and art instruction, and are
an attempt to give a large amount of accom-

modation at a minimum of expenditure, the con-

tract having been let for £11,'J30 to Mr. Thos.

Dickinson, of Middlesbrough, by whom the

buildings have been erected, the cost per cube of

contents not reaching the sum of 4d. per foot as

measured in the ordinary way. The buildings

have been extended beyond the accommodation

provided by the competition plans, and as they

occupy in length the whole site from front to

back, the plan had to be accommodated to the

awkward angle formed by the building-line of

the llart-road front with the square of the side

streets, and seating having to be provided for

1,400 people in the large hall to this front, it

necessitated every inch of space being utilised to

the best advantage. The several fronts are faced

with the best Accrington red pressed bricks with

dressings of Uunhouse stone. Inside the walls

are plastered and distempered suitable tints.

All the halls, vestibules, and corridors, with

lavatories, &c., on each floor, are of fireproof

construction, and paved with marble mosaic to

former, and granolithic cement paving, with

border in colour, to latter items. The staircases

are of hard York stone, with spandrel soffits, and
the floors of classroom, lav.atory, &c. , of wood-
block construction, and all the fittings internally

are specially designed to be in character with the

building, while keeping in view the required

limitation of cost. The whole of the ranges are

heated by hot-water pipes on the low-pressure

system, with radiators and air-valves of the

latest pattern. The drawing from which this

view is taken is a hurried sketch in colour by the

architect to explain the general idea of the block

of buildings to the committee, made by their

desire at a day or two's notice from, immature
plans, be 'fore the working drawing were elaborated

;

but it shows the scheme generally as carried out,

and from lack of time is all that is available. Mr.
H. A. Cheers is the architect.

" lUILDIXG XF.WS" DESIGNING CLVH : A SMALL
PI'RLIC LIHRARY.

(For description and awards, see pige 197.)

NEW CHAl'EL .VXD SCHOOL, XTXHEAD.

This block of buildings has recently been erected

in the Ivydale-road, Xunhead (a district known
as Waverley I'ark), for the Methodist New
Connexion. The site was given by the adjoin-

ing owner, and measures 100ft. frontage with a

depth of 90ft., none too large for the accommo-
dation required—viz. , a chapel to seat not less

that 4011, and a h.all or schoolroom to accommo-
date the same number, besides accessories. By
uniting the two in one block, as shown, space

has been economised, whilst ample light is

secured to the chapel bj' clerestory windows
above the roof of the haU, which is kept at a

lower level. There are no galleries ; but pro-

vision is made for such in future when required.

The w.alls are of brick, with dressings of Monk's
Park stone. The upper part of turret is of

oak. The design is the result of a limited

competition, Mr. K. Clamp, of Woking, being

the architect. Mr. E. Jones, of Nunhead, is the

builder, and the cost was under £3,000.

DECOR.VTIVE METALWORK, OLD AXD NEW.

The sheet of sketches which we publish amongst
this week's illustr.ations contains an elaborate and
beautiful design in scroll ironwork, which forms

the top of a reading-desk in a church near

Alantua. The long arm to the left is for the

purpose of suspending a lantern to light the

lectern. The door-handle from TJlm is decorated

with a couple of freely-treated dolphins, joined

at the snouts and tails. C and B are suggestive

examples of door furniture from a house in

Wertheim-on-the-Ma'ne, whilst A and B are

modern designs by Professor Ohmann for the

p.alace of the llradschin at Prague.

ROYAL ACADEMY DRAWINGS, 1S9S.

THE last day this year for sending in archi-

tectural and decorative drawings to the

Royal Academy is Monday, March 28th next.

We have to acknowledge many promises to

lend us drawings for reproduction before they

are sent in, to be illustrated in our pages after

the exhibition opens as in former years.

We shall Vie glad to receive other offers of

drawings intended for the Royal Academy, and

they should reach us as early as possible, not

later than Jlarch 24th. Contributors who may
wish us to receive and deliver their drawings for

them to Burlington House (and we are willing to

undertake this free of charge for contributors)

must fix a label on the back of the picture and

attach another by means of a string. These

labels must give the title of the subject, and also

the name and address of the sender. The labels

can be obtained from the secretary of the Royal

Academy of Arts, Burlington House, PiCcadiUy.

Mr. J. Palfreman, late of the Royal Courts of

.Justice, commenced his duties on Tuesday as works
resident engineer at the Houses of Parliament,

having been appointed in succession to Mr. W. J.

Prim, who has retired upon a pension.

At Newhailes House, N.B., on Friday afternoon,

Sir Charles Dilrymple, Bart,, M.P., was presented

with his bust in marble from the (irand Lodge of

Freemasons, .'^ir Charles has been i irand Master

for three years, and the gift was in recognition of

his craft. The bust, which stands on a marble
pillar, has been executed by Mr. W. IJrant Stevenson

H.S.A., of Edinburgh, and after exhibition at the

Royal Scottish Academy will be placed in the Free-

masons' Hall.

CHIPS.

The Bishop of Ely has presented an altar frontal

to his cathedral as a thank-offering for the escape

of himself and a party of friends, who were in the

gallery of the episcopal palace when the floor gave

way. The frontal has been worked by the Wantage
Sisters, after a design taken from a fifteenth-cen-

tury vestment in Rheims Cathedral, and the gold

material was brought from Moscow.

A meeting of the Hartlepools timber merchants

was held the other day, presided over by the mayor,

to consider the regulations submitted by the railway

company for working the timber trade, whose lead-

ing members have recently expressed complaints

respecting the very inefficient accommodation pro-

vided for the discharging of cargoes. The general

opinion expressed respecting the proposals of the

company was that the trade would be seriously

harassed thereby, and a committee was appointed

to ascertain the feeling of the trade upon the sub-

ject, and to report thereupon.

Mr. (jeorge Bradbury, the surveyor to the

Diocese of Liverpool, has been engaged for several

months in collecting information with reference to

St. George's Church, Liverpool. The present

building is not in any part, except the internal

columns and fittings, the original erection, as the

outside walls were at one time pulled down
separately and rebuilt as they are to-day. Further-

more, the present spire was only erected by the

municipal authorities in 1818, the original spire

having been demolished eome nine years pre-

viously.

At the last meeting of the town council of Sal-

ford the salary of Mr. Wilson, principal of the

technical institute, was raised from £350 to £450

per annum ; and that of Mr. Turner, the borough

electrical engineer, was increased from £260 to £300

per annum.

Works of heating and of hot and cold water-

supply have just been completed at the workhouse

at Northallerlon. Mr. F. Graham Fairbank, of

York, was the engineer, and Mr. Bedford, of North-

allerton, the contractor. The cost was £.540.

The demolition of the Elephant and Castle and

adjoining buildings forming an island block of pro-

perties fac'ng Newmgton-causeway, Walworth-

road, and Short-street, is in progress. The London

County Council have voted £9,550 towards the

contribution by the Newington vestry for the

widening of the thoroughfare at this important

centre. We illustrated the new hotel and premises,

which are to be built from designs by Mr. John

Fairer, of Finsbury-pavement, in our issue of the

'Istult. The contract has been taken by Mr. H.

L. HoUoway, of Deptford, at £35,000.

The Wolverhamptou Board of Guardians hive

finally decided to purchase, as the site for the

proposed new workhouse, the New Cross estate of

CMi acres, the price paid being £11,123.

In St. Mark's Church, Noel Park, London, a

pulpit has been dedicated in memory of the late

Bishop of Wakefield. A carved Litany desk, the

gift of the Boys' Guild, was also used for the first time

on Sunday morning. The design of the pulpit, which

is of Caen stone, has been given by the architect ot

the church. Mr. Rowland Plumbe. In the central

niche is a figure of St. Mark bearing the patriarchal

cross of Alexandria, and it is proposed, when funds

allow, to fiU the other niches with figures of

Bi,shop Walsham How and St. Chad, Bishop of

Lichfield.

A new h.all is in course cf erection at Jluriestnn-

road. Dairy, N.B.. for the Salvation Army. For

adult work the building will accommodate .»0, and

for j uvenile services 200. (Jfficers' quarters are also

provided. Site and premises will cost nearly £1,000.

The fouiidatiou-stoue-laying ceremony took place

on Saturday.
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^

IBuilbing InttlUstnte.

Hdylake, CiiEsniiiF..
—

'I'hc now town-hull was
oponod by Colonel t'otton-Todrell, M.l'., on tho

2nd inat. Tho council olficos iiro all situated on
tho ground lloor, and are approached from
Markot-strcet by a central porch. The council

chamber, which measures ^Sft. by 2'-'ft., stands

at tho right of the main entrance, and possesses

ft lofty coved and rccosaed ceiling, filled with

enriched panelling. 15y pilasters the walls are

formed into panels, the lower portion having an
oak dado. The public-hall, which is on tho first

floor, provides accommodation for .'>00 persons.

The stitgo has been provided with a movable
proscenium, and there are also ladies' and gentle-

men's dre.'sing-rooms, laxatorios, refreshment-

rooms, promenades, and a caretaker's residence.

The remaining departments included in the

Bcheme are the fire-station, and the technical

classrooms. Ileat is supplied to the buildings by
means of hot-water pipes, open tires, and a

ventilating radiator. I'ho gonoial contract has

been curried out by Mr. W. 11. Fordo, from the

designs, and under the superintendence, of the

architect, Mr. T. W. Cubbon, of Birkenhead,
who was placed first in open competition by a

professional assessor. The total cost, including

furnishing, has been about £6,500.

Liu.i>s,—The business of the National Pro-
vincial Bank in Leeds was transferred on Friday
from the old premises at the junction of Albion-

street and Bond-street to the new structure in

Park-row, opposite the site of the old post-office.

Klessrs. Perkin and Bulmer, of Leeds, are the

architects for the new bank, which is two stories

in height, and in the Renaissance style. The
lower half of the elevation is faced with grey
granite beneath and black Labrador granite

above. The vipper half is a mixture of scarlet

bricks from Berkshire and Yorkshire stone.

Light green Westmoreland slates cover the roof.

The back of the building has a frontage to

Basinghall-street, and here salt-glazed Leeds
bricks and timber- framed windows, painted
white, are used. The bank-chamber is 70ft. by
4Jft., the walls being panelled in teak to a height
of 1 2ft. : above this there is a lining of marble,
and the frieze and ceiling are wrought in fibrous

plaster. The counter is of teak, and has a highly

-

wrought aluminium grill. The Hoor in front of

the counter is of marble mosaic, and behind of

oak blocks. The electric -light fittings are of

aluminium. A strong-room of steel is provided,
and dose to it is a lift, (in the second floor

accommodation has been provided for the clerks,

including a luncheon-room ; and rooms for the
porter are situated above the second floor. The
general contract has been carried out by Messrs.
Armitage and Hodgson, of Leeds.

JIki.tium.—A town-hall, which has been pre-
sented to the growing district of Meltham, near
Huddorsfield, by Sir. Edward Brook, was
formally opened on Saturday. In style the
building is semi-CJothic, and the shell is con-
structed of ^'ork8hire rock -faced wall stones,

relieved with ashlar dressings. The entrance
opens into a vestibule and corridor, the clerk's,

surveyor's, and other offices being on the first

Hoor. It was thought unnecessary to provide
accommodation for an assembly - room, and
accordingly tho council chamber and committee-
room have been allocated to the first floor. Both
apartments are furnished in solid mahogany, and
upholstered in tapestry and plush. A four-dial

turret-clock surmounts tho building, and, ex-
clusive of the .'ite, which was also given by Jlr.

lirook, tho cost of the building and furnishings

is £2,882.

The death of Mr. Kobert Cliapman (Urland. of
Potteruewton-lano, Loeds, took place on Saturday
afternoon. Mr. (iarlaud, who was in his 7.irdyear,

died from heart-disease, after ten days' ilhiess. For
many years he carried on business in Laeda as a
builder.

At a meetiuj; of the subscribers of the R jyal
Alexandra Children's Hospital held at Rhyl last

week, it was reported that the committee had
selected a tender of I'l.i.OS'J for the erection of the
new hospital block and one of £12,011 for the
administrative block, making a total of £27,710.
The total asists at present amounted to £17,7o7,
and the committee thought it desirable to proceed
only with the erection of the hospital block, and to
defer the other work until the funds had been
augmented. The report was adopted.

d^nginctring ©otts.

Leitii ANn Newhavk.v Kxtbssion Railway.—
Messrs. William Beattio and Sons, I'Minburgh,

who have secured tho contract for the first section

of the extension of the ( 'alodonian Railway Com-
pony's Newhavon and Loith extension, have

already begun operations. Although this section

of tho work is scarcely a mile in length, the

contract price is about £.50,000. The portion of

the extension now commenced leaves the present

Leith line at two places, the one at Lixmount,
near Newhavon Station, and the other at a point

a little nearer Loith. These two short lines

unite at a short distance, and following a south-

easterl}' course, the new line passes through

Blair Park and beneath Ferry-road, after which
it crosses by heavy bridges first the North British

U lilway, and then the Water of Loith. The
line proceeds on a brickwork viaduct. The Bon-
nington-road is crossed diagonally by a skew
bridge, and tho contract terminates in tho grounds

of Pilrig. In tho short mile described there is

not only a good deal of heavy cutting, but seven

bridges, a viaduct, and three foot bridges over

the line have to be erected. The other contracts,

which have not yet been let, will carry the line

in an easterly direction, by way of Craigentinny,

to a terminal fork, the one branch ending to the

east of the Kdinburgh Dock at Leith, and the

other branch ending at a proposed goods station

on tho site of the Bath-street soapworks.

A stained-glass window, in memory of the late

rector, the Rev. W. H. K. McKuight, has been
placed at the east end of Silk Willoughby church,
near Sleaford. It has been designed and executed
by Mr. C. Whall, at a cost of £300.

Mr. Thomas J. Brady has been appointed as
superintendent of buildmgs for the boroughs of

Manhattan and Bronx, near New York. Mr. Brady
was for six years in charge of the Building Depart-
ment of New York.

A Local Government inquiry was held at St.

Austell on Thursday in last week by Col. Hepper,
relative to the application by the urban district

council for sanction to borrow £1,275 for the

acquisition of public offices and a fire station.

New business premises have been erected on the
sites of three houses in Fore-street, Ipswich, for a
firm of ironmongers. The buildings are three
stories in height, and have been erected by Messrs.
Thomas Parkiugtoii and .Son, from designs by Mr.
Thomas W. Cotmau, also of Ipswich. A supper to
the workmen engaged on the job was given on
Wednesday week.

The town council of tiodalming have decided to
purchase the Public Hall and Stone House for
£o,52.), as a site for proposed municipal buildings to
be erected at an estimated cost of £10,000. They
have also determined to advertise for competitive
plans from architects, offering a premium of fifty

guineas for the design should it not be carried out.
A letter was received from Mr. S. Welman, of
(Jodalming, stating that in 1SS7 he was instructed
by the council to obtain particulars for municipal
buildings, and he did so, preparing plans, designs,
estimates, and reports for several sites. None of
that work had ever been paid for, and the only
compensation he had had was the expectation that
when the buildings were proceeded with, he should
be allowed to continue the work upon which he had
already bestowed so much thought. No action was
taken.

The whole of the work to be carried out in con-
nection with the restoration of Wesley's House,
including the outfit, the new roof, and the entire
reconstruction of the basement in concrete, with
underpinning of foundations, wUl cost £1,080, or
£1X0 in excess of the original estimates. The
Wesley's House Committee, however, have unani-
mously resolved to face the entire outlay. The
contract has been intrusted to Messrs. HoUoway
Brothers, of Battersea, and the works, including
the decorative sections, which will bo in ISth-
ceutury style, are to bo carried out under the
direction of Messrs. (.iordon, Lowther, and Gunton,
architects, of Blomfield-street, E.C.

A Bill will be introduced into Parliament next
session to incorporate a company with powers to
construct an underground electric railway at
Brighton, from a point near the terminal station of
the London, Brighton, and South Coast Railway
Company to a point under King's- road, but with
opemngs under the parade communicating with the
beach. The total length of this railway will be
five furlongs 7'25 chains, and the capital proposed
to be raised for its construction is £120,000. The
maximum fare proposed to be charged is 2d. for
the whole distance.

OOUPETITIONS.
SorxH KiUKiiv.—In a limited competition for

a new AVesleyan church and Sunday-schools at

South Kirkby, near Pontefract, the design of

Mr. Geo. F. Pennington, M.S.A., of Central

C'hambers, Castletord, has been accepted. The
building is designed in the Late Gothic style, and
has accommodation on the ground floor for 250

and an end gallery for 100. The school will also

seat 200. Also choir and preacher's vestries are

provided. The cost will be about £1,500.

Westjiixsteu.—For the Poster Competition in

connection with the forthcoming Art Metal Work
Exhibition at the Royal .Aquarium, Westminster,

the following members of the Council of the

Exhibition have been elected judges :—Messrs.

George Frampton, A.R.A., Lewis F. Day,
George C. Haite, Maurice B. Adams, EUig
Marsland, and Josiah Ritchie. Professor Banister

Fletcher, tho chairman, is ex-officio a member of

this committee of judges. The designs are to be

received on Feb. 28.

CHIPS.

The restoration of the parish church of WelUng-
ton, Salop, has been decided upon. The church will

be closed after Easter Sunday. The architect will

be Mr. C. R. Dalgleish, of Wellington, who will

carry out the work, with Sir Arthur W. Blomfield,

A.R.A. , as consulting architect.

Professor Francis W. Chandler, of the Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology, has been ap-

pointed as the chief architectural supervisor of

Boston, Mjas. The architectural division is taken

from the buildings department and attached to the

engineering department of the city. Daring the

past year Professor Chandler has been architectural

adviser to the mayor.

A new academy, erected by the Leith School

Board on the site of the old Leith High School at

the south-west corner of the Links, was opened for

teaching about a week ago. Mr. Craig is the

architect.

Admission will be by ticket only on the occasion

of the opening of the new building of the Passmore

Edwards Settlement, Tavistock-place, to-morrow
(Saturday), at 8 p.m. Applications for tickets

should be made by letter to the Warden.

In the case of Joseph Goode, of Ferulea-villas,

Pdlmerston-road, Walthamstow, E., builder, the

order of discharge from bankruptcy has been

suspended for two years ending Jan. I'.i, 1900. In

that of Joseph Edwards and Robert .Tohn Edwards
(trading as Edwards Brothers), of Lingfield, Surrey,

builders, the order of discharge has been suspended

for three years ending Jan. 19, 1901.

The vicar of St. James the Great, Bethnal

Green, is appealing for £1,000 with which to carry

out the necessary works of restoration.
'

' The
church," he says, " is practically unfit for service.

There are great holes in the roof—the stonework

will have to be renewed—and such things as lead-

work, pipes, gutters, ire, are either gone or broken.

Internally the plaster has fallen down from the

ceilings—damp and mould disfigure the walls—and

a heating apparatus must be supplied."

The London Technical lOducation Board has made
a special grant of £1,000 towards the erection of tho

new workshops for masons' and plasterers' classes

which are to iorm part of the buildings associated

with the great hall of the Battersea Polytechnic. A
donation of £100 has also been made by the Cloth-

workers' Company towards the building fund for

the hall. The buildings are to be proceeded with

at once; but £1,100 is still required to meet the

cost, so that the new building may be opened free

from debt. The hall is designed to seat about

1,000 persons, and the estimated cost is £0,500.

Colonel W. R. Slacke, R.E., Local Government
Board Inspector, held an inquiry at the Public

Offices, Egremout, on Friday, into an application

by the Wallasey District Council for power to

borrow £930 for public pleasure-grounds.

A new wing is being added to Cardiff Castle for

the Marquis of Bute, to contain a suite of state

apartments. The plans have been prepared by

Mr. Frame, and the contractors are Messrs. W.
Thomas and Co., of Cardiff.

The partnership hitherto subsisting between T. S.

Tilley, E. J. Tilley, and G. C. Tilley, general con-

tractors and artesian well engineers, Walbrook,

E.C, and Walbrook Works, Cambridge-road, E.,

under the style of Tliomas Tilley^ and Sons, has

been dissolved so far as regards T. S. Tilley.

The school board for Dundee have raised the

salary of their architect, Mr. Langlands, from £30

to £100 a year. This is to cover the work of general

superintendence and attention to repairs and altera-

tions, he being paid, as hitherto, a commission on

new works.
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TO OOBBESPONDENTS-
[Ve do HOt hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of

our correspondenta. All communications should be

drawn up as briefly as possible, as there are many
claimants upon the space allotted to correspondenta.

]

it a favour if you would give me the opportunity

of stating in your columns that programmes of

the competition, together with maps of the site,

can be obtained on application to the Secretary

of the Royal Institute of British Architects, and

i'L^to^r^'JpS'mu'rtiot o'^S^'SftS that farther photographs and_a plaster_relielmap

ihould be addressed to the EDITOR of the Bitildiso

N8W8, 332, Strand, W.C, and not to members of the staff

by name. Delay is not tmfrequently otherwise caused.

All drawings and other communications are sent at con-

tributors' risks, and the Editor will not undertake to

pay fur, or be liable for, unsought contributions.

Cheques and Post-office Orders to be made payable to

Tbi Strand Newspapeb Company, Limited.

TERMS OF STJBSCRrPTION.

One Pound per annum (post free) to any part of the

United Kingdom ; for Canada, Nova Scotia, and the

United States, £1 6s. Od. (oredols. 30c. gold). To France
or Belgium, £1 6s. Od. {or 33fr. 30c.) To India, £1 63. Od.

To any of the Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the

Cape, the West Indies, or Natal, £1 68. Od.

ADVERTISEHENT CHAHGES.

The charge for Competition and Contract Advertise-
ments, Public Companies, and all official advertisements

1b 1b. per line of Eight words, the first line counting as

two, the minimum, charge being 5s. for four lines.

The chaise for Auctions, Land Sales, and Miscellaneous

&nd Trade Advertisements (except Situation advertise-

ments) is 6d. per line of Eight words {the first line

counting as two), the minimum charge being 4s. 6d. for

40 words. Special terms for series of more than sis

insertions can be ascertained on application to the Pub-
lisber.

Front-page Advertisements 2s. per line, and Paragraph
Advertisements Is. per line. No Front-page or Paragraph
Advertisement inserted for less than 5s.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
office not later than 3 p.m. on Thursday. Front-page
Advertisements and alterations in serial advertisements
must reach the office by Tuesday morning to secure
insertion.

SlTUATIOKS.

The charge for advertisements for '

' Situations Vacant '

'

or " Situations "Wanted " is O.ve Shilling fob Twentt-
FOtmWoEDs, and Sixpence for every eight words after.

All Situation Advertisements must be prepaid.

NOTICE.

Boxmd copies of Vol. LXXII. are now ready, and
should be ordered early (price Twelve Shillings each),

as only a limited number are done up. A few
bound volumes of Vols. XXXIX., XL., XLI.,
XLVI., XLIX.. LI.. Lm., Lvm.. LIX.,
LXI., LXn., LXm., LXIV., LXV., LXVI.,
Lxvn., Lxvin., lxix., lxx., lxxi., lxxh.
may still be had, price Twelve Shillings ; all the other
bound volumes are out of print. Most of the back*
numbers of former volumes are, however, to be had
singly. Subscribers requiring any back numbers to

complete volume just ended should order at once, as

many of them soon run out of print.

of the site are on view in the library of the Royal
Institute.—T am, &c

,

W. J. LooKE, Secretary,

9, Conduit-street, London, W., Feb'. 9.

Lasdlubd. (The obvious way is to consult a reipectable
arehitect.)

Heceivhd.—D. R. and Co.-N. O.-L. F.-M. and Son.—
A.S. C—P. B.-L. fl.

"BUILDING NEWS" DESIGNING CLUB.

FIFrn LIST OF SL'B.iECTS.

E.—A Small Convalescent Home for 24 men, by the sea-

side, on a site overlooking the shore at the head of the
cliff, where the land is practically level. The position

ia exposed, and the building, wnich is to be built in
local coursed atone, must be planned accordingly. The
asi>ect is south-west on the sea-front side. The accom-
modation is to provide a dining-room, recreation-room,
small writing-room or library, two dormitories, a super-
intendent's residence, comprising parlour, adaptable as
an official room, a living-room 14 by 14, or of that area.

a kitchen, scuUery. and offices. A bath-room with two
baths, lavatory with IJ basins ; five w.c.'s and urinals,

for the use of the inmates ; aUo a boot-room, cloak-
room, and box-room. The whole of the accommodation
is to be pro\'ided on the ground floor, excepting one
dormitory and the superintendent's two bed-rooms and
two bed-rooms for the female servants. A house-yard
and small laundry, well separated from the patients'

departments, to be provided. The building is to be
suitable for 'Zi men, exclusive of the staff. The roofs
to be covered with tiles. The style is to be suitable for

stone. Two plans, two elevations, one section, and a
view. Scale, .sft. to the inch for elevations. Plans and
section may be drawn f) lijft. to the inch.

Drawivgs Received FOR Mountain Church.—" Lany."
"Hotspur," '•Chuckle." " OUiwjps " (no name and
address), " Tee Square," " Phantom."

Comspoubtme.

CALIFORNIA UNIVERSITV
COMPETITION.

To the Editor of the Buildinq News.

Sir,—The Royal Institute of British Architects
has been desired by the Marqueaa of Salisbury to
give publicity to the international competition
for the Phebe Hurat Arjhitectural Plan of the
University of California.

in consequence of this request, i should esteem
, to the one in question.

QUAXTITIES AND TENDERS.
Sn:—The inclosed correspondence is of such

vital interest to architects who take out their own
quantities, to the public whom they serve, and
especially to puhlic bodies who must by law
advertise for tenders, that I venture to send it to

you for publication.—I am, &c
,

RoHERT Williams.

17, Effingham-road, Lee,
^London, S.E., Feb. 3, 1898.

17, Effingham-road, Lee, London. S E., Sept. 17, 1S97.

Dear Sir. —May I a^k you to be so kind as to draw the

attention of some of your members to the inclosed

advertisement for tenders for the new wards at the

Lewisham Infirmarv ?

May I also ask you to kindly let me know whether your
As.sociation has any rule with regard to advertised tenders ?

My reasinn for this is that some of the best London
builders have written to me that (« they have " found it

necessary to make it a rule » ' to tender for advertised

work "
; and ib) "that the forms of tender are generally

such as we cannot agree to."

Do you issue reports and lists of members as the

R.I. B.A. does ? And if so. and I might, I would be glad,

by payment, of course, to obtain a copy.—Yours faithfully,

Robert Williams.
R. S. Ilenshaw, Esq., Secretary to the Builders' In-jtitute,

31 and 32. Bedford-street, Strand, W.C.

(H.)

31 and ^1. Bedford-street. Strand, W.C, Sept. 18. 1897.

Dear Sir,— I am obliged by your letter of the 17th

inst , which shall be laid before my council at their next
meeting. The Institute does not issue lists of members
and reports, therefore I regret I ri,nnot supply you with
one. -\ ours faithfully, R. S. Hen^^h aw. Secretary.

Robert William", Esq., 17, Effingham-road. Lee, S E.

(IFL) Oct 20, 1S97.

Drar Sir,—Your letter of the 17th inst. [September
R.W.] was laid before the council of this Institute at'

their last meeting, and I am desired to say in reply to

your first inquiry as to whether the Institute has any rule

with regard to advertised tenders, that they have not.

There is no doubt but that as a rule leading builders in

London do not tender for works which are publicly

advertised, for this reason : that they do not consider the

competition equal, as it is open to anyone to tender, and
there is consequently a great deal of reckless tendering,

and substintial men in very many instances find it a
mere waste of time.

In reply to the last paragraph of your letter, the reports

and lists of the Institute, and also of the Central Associa-

tion, are private, and confined to its members.
In reference to the advertisement* itself (no responsi-

bility for which they conclude rests with yourself), they

desire to say that the terms are not such as to induce

responsible biiilders to take any trouble in reference to

the matter.
It is impossible to express any opinion as to the form of

tender, as it is not before them ; but they consider there is

the greatest objection to tendering upon billi of quantities

prepared by the architect, and though there is no rule in

the Institute, there is a general understanding that bills

of quantities should be prepared by a properly qualified

independent surveyor.—Yours, &c..

Robert Williams, Esq. R. S. Hesshaw, Secretary.

L* See copy at end.]

(IV.) Oct. 20, 1897.

Dear Sir,—Allow me to thankyou for your reply to my
letter of September the nth. I note your remarks about

the advertisement for tenders for the Lunatic Pavilion at

T^ewishara, and beg to say that the copy was shown to me
for approval, and, as I could see nothing in it of which

I could not approve, I would be extremely glad (for

future guidance) if you would kindly ask jour Associa-

tion to point out specifically what the objectionable terms

were.
The last paragraph in your letter contains a statement

of the moat serious moment to architects who take out

their own quantities. Would you, therefore, kindly aak

your Association to be so kind as to inform me why
" they consider there is the greatest objection to tendering

upon bills of quantities prepared by the architect"?

The paragraph ends by stating that "there is a general

understanding that bills of quantities should be pre-

pared by a properly qualified independent surveyor." Am
I to understand from this that there are no architects
" properly qualified " for taking out quantities I

I beg to inclose a copy of the form of tender, + to which
reference has been made, and would be very thankful for

your Association's rem irks thereupon. Hoping you will

convey my thanks to your Association,—I am, &c.,

H. B. Henshaw, Esq. Robert Willi am:«.

[+ See copy at end.]

(V.) Oct. 25, 1897.

DEARSrE,—I must apologise for not having previously

acknowledged your letter of the 20th inst. It shall be

placedbeforeray council at their next meeting.—I am, &c.,

Robert Williams, Esq. R. S. Menshaw. Secretary.

(VI.) Nov. 8, 1897.

DearSir,—In reply to your letter of the I'Oth ultimo,

I am directed to say that in reference to the first part of

your letter, the observation was intended to apply in a

general way to such advertisements, and not particularly

Replying to the other part of your letter, the objections

to an architect acting as quantity surveyor and architect

on the same work must be obvious, and does not involve

the question of (lualification at all. The practice, if not
against any rule of the Royal Institute of British Archi-

tects, is certainly discountenanced by its leading members
— in the London district, at any rate. J There is nothing

in the form of tender excejit so far as it contains reprints

previously referred to as objectionable.—I am. i-'f..

Robert Williams, Esq. R. S. Hexshau, Secretary.

[{Every graduate— i.e., certificated by examination,

member of the R.I.B.A.— is examined in taking off

quantities, measuring, and estimating. Clause 15 of
" Professional Practice " specifically mentions quantities

as part of the architect's work.- R. W.J

(VII

)

Nov. 9, 1897.

Dear Sir,—Allow me to acknowledge with thanks,

your letter of yesterday's date in reply to mine of

Oct. 20th. May I point out to you that you do not
answer my earnest request to know why "they (the

builders) consider there is the greatest objection to

tendering upon bills of quantities prepared by the

architect"?
You only tell me now that " the objections to an archi-

tect acting as quantity surveyor and architect on the

same work must be obvious."
Now. a "grave objection," I confess, ought to be

obvious ; but to me it is not, and I still, respectfully, ask

that the grave objection might be pointed out.

As an architect properly qualified to take out his own
quantities, and who does so, I am, as far as I can gather,

precluded from receiving tenders from members of your
society. To be ostracised in this way seems to me to be
a grave matter indeed, and I would be glad if you would
kindly see your way to furnish me with a definite reason

for this action.—Yours,
R. S. Henshaw, Esq. Robert Williams.

{\1U..,~BE TENDERS, ETC.
Jan. 28, 1898.

Dear Sir,—May I point out to you that I have not yet

received a reply to my letter to you of Nov. 9, 1897 ?

It is very importaut that I should have a reply, because

it appears to me. from your letter to me of Oct. 20, that,

as regards the mode of my carrying ouc my professional

practice, I have the choice of two alternatives— cease

from taking out my own quantities, or. have my jobs

boycotted by the members of your society.

As this subject and this position is of great moment to

practising architects (and I am sure you will admit this),

it is my intention to publish these letters, and I would,
therefore, esteem it a kindness if you favoured me with
a reply as soon as possible.- 1 am, A:c.,

R. S. Henshaw, Esq. Robert William.s.
(IX.) Feb. 2, 1898.

Dear Sir,—Your letter of the 28th ultimo was laid

before my council yesterday, and I was directed to say

that when they replied to your first communication on the

20th October last, they had no idea or intention of en-

gaging in a controversial correspondence extruding over

a considerable peiiod. You asked tbem for information

in reference to a ditliculty you had experienced, which
they presumed was a practical difficulty, and to the best

of their ability they gave you information upon the points

involved. Your letters of Nov. 9 and Jan. 28 being so

controversial, my council prefer leaving them unanswered.
— Y'ours, &c., R. S. He:-shaw, Secretary.

Robert Williams, Esq.

(X )
Feb. 3. 1898.

Dear SiR,-Thank you for your letter of yesterday's

date. A reference to your former letters and to the dates

thereof will show you that neither the " controversial "

nor the " extending over a considerable period " character

of the correspondence was caused by any question raised

by me or delav of mine.
In publishing these letters. I must express strongly my

regret that your Council is unable to give me a reason

for stating that '
* there is the gravest obj ection to tendering

upon bills of quantities prepared by the architect, and
though there is no rule in the Institute, there is a general

understanding that bills of quantities should be prepared

by a properly qualified surveyor."
Although I pointed out to you that architects were

properly qualified none ought to be more so), you were
unable to give me a reason, but said that the grave
objection was "obviou-*." The matter was thus shown
to be not altogether one of quaUfication. as 30U. indeed,

admit. This question of quantity-taking afi'ects hundreds,
probably thousands, of architects, and ihe question of not
tendering affects all public bodies, who have to advertise

if the contract be above £50.

Personally, as the correspondence shows, I have been
refused tenders, and, so far as I can see, I must conform
with the " general understanding" of your Institute, or

my practice and living come to an end. so far as your
Institute ia concerned. Robert Williams.
R. S. Henshaw, Esq.

LEWISHAM UNION.'
ERECTION OF LUNATIC WARDS,

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.
Notice is hereby given that the Guardians of the Poor

of the Lewisham Union will meet at the Union Offices,

Lewisham, on MONDAY, the 27th day of September,

1S97, at4.30 p.m., to consider TENDERS from persons

willing to CONTRACT for the EREl'TION of LUNATIC
WAR OS at the Infirmary, High-street, Lewisham, accord-

ing to plans and specification to be seen at the office of

the Guardians' Architect. Mr. Robert Williams, 17,

Effingham-road. Lee, S.E., on any week-day, except

Saturday, between 10 a m. and 4 p m.
No tender will be received unless made out on one of the

lithographed forms, which, together with a co^y of the

bills of quantities {prepared by the said architect), may
be obtained at the office of the said architect, upon deposit-

ing with him the sum of £1 Is., which wiU oe returned

upon the receipt of a bond-tide tender for the works.

The Guardians do not bind themselves to accept the

lowest or any tender.

Tenders must be signed and inclosed in envelopes duly

sealed with senling-wax. acd endorsed "Tender for

Lunatic Wards," and delivered at the Union Offices,

Lewisham, not later than 4 p.m., on the said 27th day of

September.
The person who may be accepted as the contractor

must be prepared to enter into a bond with two sureties

(to be named by him for approval) for the performance of

.^.
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his contract in &ucb ua amount as the Qunrdiuni) may
determine.—By order, H. C. Mott,
Union Offices, Clerk to the Ouardiann.

286, High-Htreet, r^wiahiim, 8.E , Aug. 10, 1907.

A TENDER +
ForerectinR'tht* proposed Lunatic Wards at theT^wisliam
Union Inrtrmar^'in the IIi(irh-street, Trfwishara, S.E.
To tho ((uitnlians of the I'oor of the Lewisham Union

in the County of Kent.
Ladies and gentlemen, willing to ojirry out

the above works in accordance with the Drawings. Con-
ditions, Spt-oiHi-jitiDn and (luantitiex prepjired by the
Guardiann' architect. Mr. Itobert WiUiani-s, F R.I.B.A.,
and to complete tlie sumi' to his entire satisfaction within
a period luontlis from the date of signing of the
contract, if nut prevented by unforesfon circumstances,
for the Hum of '£ ).

And submit the following names as Sureties for
the due performance of the contract...
Name Name
Address Address

This Tender is delivered with the knowledge that the
Guardians do not bind themselves to accept the lowest or
any Tender.

' (Signed) ;

(Address)
Date September 1897.

N.B.— Sealed Tenders endorsed "Tender for Lunatic
"Wards" are to be delivered at the Union Offices.

286, High Street, Lewisham, 8.E., on or before the 27th
day of September, 1897, at 4 p.m.

Jnttit0mmutticati0tt.

QUESTIONS.
[11897.]—Penalties for Delay.—Liquidated

Damages.—Can anyone inform me what instance-^
there may be of penalties for delay ha\-ing been enforced '

I have a case in hand. Considerable delay in finishing
work has been incurred, and the builder smiles at the
idea of the penalty clause, saying .such is never enforced.
If any of your readers can give instances, naming
amount for week or day. total amount deducted, name of
building, locality, architect. 4;c., I shall feel greatly
obliged .'—Nemo.

[llS:is.]_Paint for Oak Joinery "Work.—A client
of ours wishes his o ik joinery work left natural otf plane
irons— viz.. without any stain, polish, or filling in. ^\'e
think oak joinery should be protected by something
artificial, even if only tilled in : but this will not be
allowed. Can any reader suggest a treatment that will
leave the oak to all appearances natural, and at the same
time protect it ?—A BriLDKR.

[11890.]—Damp-proof Course.—In a villa which
has been built nine year.s the internal plastering is break-
ing otf up to about '2ft. from the floor, owmg to the damp
rising. I find th^ damp-course is of blue bricks set in
cement. Can anyone advise me what is the best thing to
do to put a stop to this .'—A. S. C.

[11900.]—Waterproofing- Rough-Cast.-A west
random rubble-stone wall ,lsin. thick) rough-casted. in a
most exposed position, is penetrated, in patches, during
continuous drifting rain. I.s there any .solution which
would not materially change the colour of the rough-cast
which will render it rain-proof under all conditions J

—
EsyurRp:a.

[11901 ]-Damp Wall.—The 9in. walla of a house
built some three years since, and facing south-west, are
very wet. doubtless due to the porosity of the facing-
bricks, for the dampness only occurs where the-se have
been used. The brickwork has been treated with a patent
solution, but without any benefit. Can any reader suggest
a practical remedy .' The tenant objects to have the out-
side plastered. —P.

REPLIES.
[llSSM.l-Lisrht.—If the building erected he at the

extremity of your land, the owner of the adjoining land
can then demand a yearly payment for the enjoyment of
such light and his own protection. Should there be any
air apace, such as a roadway or footpath, between your
buildin!" and his land, which be yours, then you are not
bound to pay him anything. Should your building be at
the extremity of your land, as before mentioned, and you
refuse to make yearly payment, he can then take steps to
force you to block the light up, as it would depreciate the
value of his land.—A. C. F.

[liass.]—Lig-ht.—Ifthe owner of adjoining land has
enjoyed an undisputed freedom from windows overlooking
his land, I should advise • Mackenzie" to pay the .5s. as
acknowledgment for the enjoyment of such light. "Were
there any windows overlooking the land before the ware-
house was built ; If so, you have probably a prescriptive
right (if more than 30 years), and your neighbour cannot
interfere with your lights ; but if there were no windows
overlooking, your neighbour is right in asking for a pay-
ment, or otherwise in blocking out your light, because
should your warehouse acquire a 20 years' enjoyment of
light over his laml. you can prevent him from building to
obstruct your light. He is only acting in self-defence.
You do not state how long the Lind adjoining has been
vacant, or whether there were windows overlooking it, or
how long.

—

An ARiHiTErr.

i> A^'??y ~^''°tection of Iron.—I should recommend
'A. C. D." to use the '• Angus " process, if possible.
This 18 applied to the iron casting on all sides while hot.
If it is an iron pipe, both the inside and outside should
be coated. There are several new kinds of paint used for
ironwork, hut experience is wanted in estimating the
value of them. Engineers now largely employ Dr. An"U5
Smith s proce.ss. For stable fittings, iron pipes, it hasbeen used with good results. The ironwork is thoroughly
scraped or cleansed from rust, and then it is dipped at a

lilF.i./f"'^"'^!!''''
'" " mi'tture of coal-tar, pitch, and

Is h>'-
^'"" "i'Si-^t"" coats the smfaSe w th atough, bituminous, and firmly adherent substance, which

does not peel otf if the heat of the iron is maintained.
-G. H.

[11S89.]—Protection of Iron.—The cause of paint
peeling off iron is due to the oxidation of the iron surface.

Such oxidation, unless it occurs under a coat of paint, is

due to the elimination of glycerine from the oil vehicle
which has been used in grinding up the pigment.
Glycerine is the part to which the fatty acids of the oil are
united : these fatty acids combine more or less with the
pigment, and the glycerine is set free. This free glycerine

cannot escape through the dry skin of paint, so it is

driven to the po3terir)r surface of the coat of paint, and
then comes in immediate contact with the metallic iron.

As a eon.se<|uence, instead of the coat of paint being firmly
attached to the ii'ou {like paint is when laid on wood),
there is a layer of fluid glycerine beneath, which
prevents the paint adhering. Hence, when the coat
of paint has dried and hardened, it readily flakes or
peels ort'. Be.sides this mischief, the glycerine causes
the metallic iron to rust fj-^., becomes oxidised),

and, as a result, there Ls a film of pulverulent iron-

rust beneath the coat of paint, which also decreases
the adherence of the paint to the metallic surface. Red-
lead paint is considered to be the best for painting iron

surfaces, and, from a chemical point of view, it is so,

because red lead, when gr.jund up in linseed oil, combines
with about ^ths of the glycerine which is eliminated, and
thus decreases the amount of mischievous ^'lycerine

beneath the skin of paint. The nearest approach to a
perfect paint for iron siirf.aces the writer ever came across

is " Ferroror." This paint will adhere to any metal, and
as a proof of its indestructibleness by chemical agents,
the makers coat sheets of zinc with the paint, then steep

the zinc in acids until the zinc is dissolved away, when
the skin of "Ferroror" paint is left in a thin leaf or
layer of paint, pure and simple.—H. C. S.

[11890.]—Cement Tests.—The results, published in
ihQj'mrii r' of thet'lerk of Works' Association of Jan. '28.

that have been obtained from PortLand cement mortar
briquettes, may perhaps be of interest to your inquirer.

The briquettes were made while the Portsmouth sewage
outfall works were in progress to a specification by Sir

Fi-ederick Bramwell, Bart., F.R.S.. and Mr. H. (rraham
Harris, M.Inst.C.E., the work of making them being
intrusted to my care.—'WiLLi-iM B.^ker, 1, Chetwynd-
road, Southsea.

[lisiio.]—Cement Tests.—"G." will flndnoticesot
recent tests in the Bi-ir.it:N<i News of the last year ; but
a good Portland cement of the requisite fineness, weight,
and time of setting will be sutfieient to insure strength or
hydraulic properties Consult Faija's or any modem
handbook.—PsAt Til -E.

[HS9I.]—Payments under Contracts.—In some
contracts payments are made at the rate of 75 per cent,
from the date of delivery of goods, and the remaining 2i
per cent, within, say, two months of the completion and
delivery of the goods. The clause of conditions ought to
state further that the castings and all bolts and fittings

be supplied in accordance with the drawings and details
and to the architect's satisfaction, who is to have power
to reject any unsound casting or faulty material : all such
defective materials and work so condemned to be replaced
by the contractor to the architect's satisfaction. In
default, the architect is to be at liberty to terminate con-
tract, and to enter into any new contract for the comple-
tion of the work, and for the manufacture and supply of
other castings, patterns, Arc, without prejudice to any
right of action by the employer against the contractor in
respect of his default, and any amount due to him, or any
material and plant on the site, shall be forfeited by him.
These are the principal conditions required in any clause
of the kind.—G. H. O.

[11891.] —Fire?rate.—Our patent Manchester grates
are just what your correspondeat requires, having
a warm-air chamber fed by inlet from inside, and pro-
vided with means for warming the room above. These
gi'ates have a firebox hned with firelogs. They are in
use in buildings of every class throughout the country,
and are the best grate of the kind we know of,—E. H.
SnoRi.AS'D .\ND .Son.

CHIPS.
The bust of Lord Rmdolph Churchill, subscribed

for by membera of the House of Commons, is now
ready to be placed on its pedestal at Westminster.

A new high altar was opened at St. Alexander's
Roman Citholic Church, Bootle, last Sunday. The
altar, which is very elaborate, has been erected
from the design of Messrs. Pugin and Pugin, at a
coat of over £1,'200.

An oak pulpit was dedicited, on Friday evening,
in the chnrch of St. M'lry, Bickington. It has been
erected to the memory of the late Mr. John Bick-
ford, of Wrigwell, Newton Abbot, for many years
churchwarden, and is the work of Messrs. Harry
Hems and Sons, of Exeter.

At the m'^eting of the Colne Town Cciuncil on
Tuesday the chairman of the technical instruction
committee stated that it was practically settled that
the provision of new technical schools and a public
library should now be undertaken with the corpora-
tion's consent upon the amended plans submitted
by Messrs. Woodhouse and Willoughby, Man-
cheateter, at a cost of £10,009. The site selected
was in Albert-road, The minutes were confirmed.

The first new buildings erected for intermediate
school purposes in the county of Montgomery have
been opened at Llanidloes. The new school, which
is situate on the banks of the Severn, in ample
recreation ground, provides accommodation for 7S
students. It includes an assembly-h.'iU, an .art-

room with top light, large laboratory, cooking and
laundry-room, ic. The contractor was a local
builder, Mr. W. J. .Jones-Meredith, of Llanidloes,
the coat of the erection being £'2,l.iO, and the
architect was Mr. H. Teather, of Cardiff.

LEQAL INTELLIQENCE.
Re Dkew-Bear t. Guaediams of St. Pa>}oras.

—The Hon. Mr. Justice Ridley has sent an intima-
tion that he will give judgment in this case on
Friday, the Uth inst. (to-day), at 10.30 a.m., at
No. '2 Court, tjueen's Bench Division,

A Buildino Act Problem.—At Guildhall Police-
court on Tuesday, before Mr. Alderman Truscott,
Mr. Edmund Woodthorpe, district surveyor of the
northern division of the City, appeared to a summons
at the instance of Measrs, Mason and Co., of the
Barbican, the building owners of premises at 11),

Australian-avenue and I, Cotton-street, who were
dissatisfied with his decision as to certain work to

be done upon the premises, which was alleged to be
in contravention of the London Building Act, 1.S9I.

Mr. J. R. Atkin appeared for the appellants and Mr.
Woodthorpe conducted his own case. Mr. Atkin said

that Messrs. J. B. Coates (the Central Agency) were
the occupiers of the basement and the first and
second floors of 1 and 3, Cotton • street, and as the
business expanded they wanted to take the ground-
floor of No. IS, Australian-avenue, and, in order to

do so, though these were originally separate build-
ings, they were desirious of having only one
ground-floor. To this Mr. Woodthorpe had given
notice of objection, arguing that the place was not
fit for one occupation. Now, the only object of

this particular section of the Act was protection
against fire. He submitted that the taking of a
room at IS, Australian-avenue would in no way
increase the danger in case of fire, and the premises
were adapted for one occupation, thus meeting the
construction of the Act. Mr. Flint, A.R.I.B A.,

was called, and said these premises could be made
to connect, and were adapted for one occupation.
The risk by fire would be no greater, with the iron

door it was proposed to place in the room. Mr,
Woodthorpe held to his original notice. The Alder-
man remarked that he had paid great attention to

this matter. He had visited the premises, and had
left nothing undone that would assist him in

arriving at a right decision. He came to the con-
clusion that he must uphold the notice of the district

surveyor, but did so with considerable regret. H-^

would be glad to state a case on the point, as the
Building Act seemed to him a difficult problem.

A BuiLDEK Heavily Fined.— At the Ipswich
Police-court on Monday, Thomas Parkinson, ]un.,
builder. Crown- street, was summoned for omitting
to lay drains as required by the by-laws. Mr. W.
Bantoft, town clerk, prosecuted on behalf of the
corporation, while Mr. S. A. Notcutt appeared for

the defendant. Mr. Bantoft said that the sanitary
inspector, finding a nuisance existed at .Sb. Mar-
garet's Coffee House, directed certain alterations in

the drainage of the premiaea. The carrying out of

theae alterations were intrusted to the defendant,
who was to put down watertight drains in a bed of

6in, of cement. When the drainage inspector visited

the premises on January 27, he was somewhat
auspicious as to the depth of the cement. The
workman stated that it was the proper depth, but
the inspector, on putting a shovel down by the side

of the pipes, found that there was not more than
Uin. of concrete. Finding also a pipe with a
broken flange, he had two others taken up, with the
result that he found they were broken to even a
greater extent. The bad work was done under the
living-rooms of the house. Mr. Bantoft mentioned
that the committee were unanimously for a prose-

cution, and added that he was told to ask for the

maximum penalty. Arthur Hicks, inspector of

nuisances, and Geo. Aylward, drainage inspector,

gave evidence in support of Mr. Bantoft's state-

ment. Mr. Edward Buckham, borough surveyor,

deposed to visiting the premises, while Mr. G, S.

Elliston, medical officer of health, said the defect

was a serious one, and likely to have an injurious

effect upon the health of those who lived in the

rooms. Mr. Notcutt, in expressing regret on behalf
of the defendant that the pipes should have been
laid improperly, said that defendant's father under-
took to superintend the work for his son. Nothing
was said in the by-laws as to the pipes being laid in

a bed of cement, and he submitted that as the joints

were watertight there was no case to meet. The
magistrates imposed the full penalty of £'), with
£1 2s. Gd. costs.

Timber MERcniXT'.s Action AriAiNST an Archi-
tect.—Before Mr. Commissioner Kerr and a jury,

the case of Houghton Bros. v. Clark was heard on
Wednesday week. Messrs. Houghton Bros., timber
merchants, 21, Devonshire Chambers, Bishopsgate-
street, sought to recover the sum of £.50 os. 3d. (the

action having been remitted from the High Court
of Justice) for timber supplied to the defendant, Mr.
J. W. (!'lark, Peterboro-road, Harrow. In opening
the case, Mr. Birtley said that the sum claimed was
the balance of about £1.50 for timber which had
been supplied by the plaintiffs upon the defendant's
authority. The defendant was an architect, and
the timber was supplied for the purpose of being

used at St. Kilda-road, Harrow, where the

defendant was engaged upon the erection of certain

houses. The defence raised, shortly, was that

the defendant neither ordered the timber nor received
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it and that a man named Pay, the builder of

the houses, was actually responsible, he having

personally given the orders. The real pomt which

the jury would have to determine wai whether 1 ay

was the authorised agent of the defendant for the

purpose of ordering the timber. In June, ISpG,

Pav was an undischarged bankrupt, and the plain-

tiffs were his largest creditors in the bankruptcy.

Consequently, they knew all about his position.

Pay had an interview with the defendant in regard

to the building of seven houses in St. Kilda-road,

Harrow three of which were to be built for a Mr.

Smith, and the other four for a Mr. Cooper. They

were to cost in all something over £2,000. The

defendant suggested that Pay should enter into a

contract to huUd the houses, the defendant agreeing

to advance the money required, the profit to be

divided. That suggestion was declined by Pay,

who eventually agreed to build the houses as the

defendant's manager. For some reason the de-

fendant did not desire his name to appear in the

matter. That being so, Pay ordered the timber

and other goods needed, and the defendant had

made payments on account. Now he had declinbd

to pay the balance due. Mr. Pay, builder, Thurst-

erove. South Norwood, was called, and said he was

still an undischarged bankrupt. He called on the

defendant in answer to a letter, and agreed to

build the houses as his manager. The arrangement

was that the defendant should finance him. The

defence was that defendant never gave the man
Pay any authority to pledge his credit, and he did

not know that it was being done. The plaintiffs

never communicated with him in any form to inti-

mate to him that Pay was ordering the timber in

his (defendant's) name. Pay had no business to do

anything of the sort. Mr. Commissioner Kerr told

the jury that the simple question was, " to whom
were the goods soldr" The parties consented to

take the verdict of the majority, which was in

favour of the defendant on all points. Judgment

was entered for the defendant accordingly, and hie

costs of the litigation were allowed.

Dispute between Aechitects.—Hoffman v.

Halley.—This claim, heard in the Lord Mayor's

Court on the 2 ad inst., was made by the plaintiff,

an architect, to recover £400 odd from the defendant,

also an architect, in respect of professional services

rendered in connection with certain property at

Barnes. In October, 1S90, the defendant was

desirous of erecting six blocks of mansions at

Castelnau Estate, Barnes, and plaintiff was in-

structed to prepare plans. At the beginning of

1S97 plans were prepared, and in respect of that

item the plaintiff claimed 2h per cent, on the

estimated cost of the buildings to be erected (£3,500)

.

The defendant expressed satisfaction with the plans,

and requested the pUiintiff to introduce a builder

to carry out the work. A builder was introduced,

and for that introduction the plaintiff claimed £150.

The defendant afterwards saw the plaintiff, and said

that he was very sorry, but he had altered his mind

as to the class of property he proposed to erect upon

the site at Barnes. The plaintiff afterwards pre-

pared fresh plans in respect of the defendant's

altered scheme, and, as the builder whom the plain-

tiff had already introduced refused to take up the

matter, the plaintiff was asked to introduce another

builder. That he did, and for that service he

claimed £210, making altogether the amount claimed

in the action £477 lOs. The defendant ultimately

refused to carry out the transaction, and had not

paid the plaintiff for his services. During counsel's

opening the learned Recorder (Sir Chas. Hall) sug-

gested that a little temperate advice might be of use

inputting an end to the dispute between brother

professional men. A consultation took place be-

tween the parties, and defendant's counsel said the

auggestion of the learned Judge had been accepted

by his client. The defendant denied liability, but

agreed to give the pl.aintiff a certain sum. There

would be a verdict for the plaintiff for £100. The
Becorder, in giving judgment, said he was sure the

defendant had been well advised.

(©at ^fiRce QTabU*—-•-•

—

A Blue Book, just issued by the Department

of Science and Art, states that the estim.ated

total expenditure on technical education during

the year 1890-7 in England and Wales was

£807,864. In addition, the amount raised by

loan on the security of the local rate, mainly for

the erection of technical and science and art

schools, was £131,104. In Wales and Monmouth

the estimated total amount devoted annually to

intermediate and technical education is £42,801.

In Ireland the estimated total expenditure during

1S9G-7, under the Technical Instruction Acts and

the Public Libraries Acts, was £4,658. There

are now throughout the United Kingdom 109

schools of science in connection with the depart-

ment. In 1896 there were 220 schools of art and

a total of 56,175 students, the fees paid by the

latter amounting to £35,770, and the payments

on results to £45,610. There were 1,540 art

classes, with 90,018 students. The payments on

the results of art examinations in art classes and

science classes together amounted to £27,613.

There were 20,161 elementary day schools, at

which 2,250,070 children and 18,209 pupil-

teachers were taught drawing, the payments on

the results of their examinations amounting to

£176,224. The whole number of persons who

received instruction in art in some formjhrough

the agency of the department was 2,445,785.

We do not know what apparatus is employed,

but apparently mechanical ventilation is not ap-

preciated by the members of the Bristol City

Council, where, according to the Western Diilij

I'ress :
—

Mr. Abbot complained that they were being stifled,

the ventilating fan not being in operation. The Mayor

gave instructions for the matter to be seen to. AW.
Daviesnow asked leave to move the adjournment of the

house until Tueadav next to the Guildhall. Really that

council room was unbearable. Mr. Levy-Langtteld

begged to second that. Some confusion resulted. Com-
plaints of the draughts were made by many members, and

Mr Peinbery asked ; Do vou object, Mr. Mayor, to our

wearing our hats ' The Mayor : Order, order. Members

sitting on that side of the room then closed the venti-

lators from which the cold air was descending. Mr.

Pembery : Will you, Mr. Mayor, give instructions to stop

the ventilating machine. I would rather stifle than be

kUled in this way. The draught is terrible. The Mayor :

If you will kindly take your seat I will have the matter

attended to. It was understood that the ventilating fan

was then put at half speed and business was resumed

* At Tuesday's meeting of the London (bounty

Council the debate was resumed on the proposal of

the Fire Brigade Committee for a large increase in

the stations and apphances of the brigade, at an

estimated cost of nearly £200,000, which were

agreed to, with the addition of a recommendation

that the question of the method by which the fire

brigade expenditure is to be defrayed be referred to

a joint committee for consideration.

It is proposed to carry out the following schemes

of church extension in the diocese of Chester :—St.

Hilary's, Wallasey, a new church, in the place of

the present building known as St. Luke's, Poulton ;

St. James's, New Brighton, a new church, to seat

700 persons, at I'pper Brighton : St. Mary's,

Liscird, a new church, to take the place of the

old mission-house at Liscard village ; St. John's,

Egremont, a new church at the bottom of Trafalgar-

road, near the Presbyterian Church ; St. Paul's,

Seacombe, the mission-rooms to be enlarged and a

new church to be built near the board Bchools,

Poulton-road.

If the choice is really between stiiling and
" draughts," the ventilation of the Bristol

Council chamber is a problem still unsolved.

A FEW weeks since we published a view of

Wells Cathedral, and we mentioned at the time

that Messrs. Frost and Reed, of Bristol, were

.about to bring out a series of etchings of "The
Church Towers of Somersetshire," from the hand

of Mr. E. Piper, R P.E. The first part of this

publication has now been issued, with a descrip-

tive introduction and notes written for the work

by Mr. John Lloyd Warden Page. Wells

Cathedral furnishes the frontispiece. The two

remaining plates are in illustration of Axbridge

Church and St. James's, Winscombe. The

former is a cruciform building, and has a central

tower, with a richlv-pierced parapet and hand-

some south porch." The 17th-century plaster

ceiling over the nave is an instance of incon-

gruity which has found many admirers, the late

J. D. Sedding among the rest. The 18th-century

altar-cloth of tapestry is another treasure to be

seen in this handsome church. Three miles from

Axbridge is situate Winscombe Church, perched

on a knoll below Shutshelf Hill, one of the spurs

of the Mendips. The tower is somewhat too

tall for its size ; but it distinctly belongs to the

district in the leading characteristics of its

design, which much resembles that at Axbridge.

It is 95ft. high, and the walls of the church, with

the exception of the chancel, are enriched by

pierced parapets, .at once so general and so

typical of the Somersetshire Perpendicular style

of building. The three leading classes of tower

design in Somerset are described as the Taunton,

the Bristol, and the Wrington types. The

etchings in the volume before us ore well pro-

duced,'and the folio will find a welcome in many an

artistic home, particularly in Somersetshire, for

the drawings are faithful records, nicely executed.

The letterpress has been written by one who has

a wide knowledge of the architecture of his

county.

The fourth annual dinner of the heads of staff

of the firm of Voung and Marten, Caledonian

Works, Stratford, took place at the llolbom

Restaurant on Saturday, the 29th ult., with Mr.

H. H. Marten, proprietor, in the chair, and Mr.

E. Slontague Edwards, general manager, in the

vice-chair. Mr. Frank Marten and Mr. Ernest

JIarten were also present. Mr. E. M. Edwards,

vice-chairman, stated, in proposing the health of

" The Proprietor of the Business, and Success to

the Firm of Young and Marten," that it was the

toast of the evening, and he regarded it as an

honour that he was privileged to propose it. He
spoke of the achievements of the firm, and the

name they had gained through supplying goods

of sterling value at a nominal figure, and with

promptitude and despatch. They had gained a

position in the building world which was envied

by many. The future success of the firm, he

felt, was assured ; the catalogue just completed,

and now being distributed amotig the firm's

cliottHe, he considered, without speaking egotis-

ticallv, was one of the finest and most compre-

hensive that had ever been attempted : eulogies

from all parts were flowing in to headquarters,

and the trade Press had spoken most encourag-

ingly of it. The toast was drunk with musical

honours. The chairman, in response, thanked

Mr. Edwards for the kind remarks made in pro-

posing his health, and also for the eulogistic

expressions used in reference to the firm of

Young and Marten, of which he had the honour

to be the proprietor. Last year he expressed the

hope that 189" would be a record year, and he was

glad to say the volume of trade done justified that

hope, as they hadhad a considerableincreasein their

turnover. The chairman, in submitting the toast

of " CJeneral Manager and Staff," said :— I have

now to propose what I consider is the toast of the

evening—that is, the health of your worthy vice-

chairm.an and manager, Jlr. Edwards, and the

staff of Young and Marten. No general in the

army could possibly have a more energetic and

loyal body of men than I see around me this

evening. " I thank you most heartily for all your

services, and I rejoice to think the same unity of

spirit, respect, and esteem still exist between us.

I assure you that all the good wishes I know you

extend to me are heartily reciprocated by myself.

—The vice-chairman, in replying to the toast of

his health, and that of the staff, proposed by the

chairman, said that he appreciated on his own

beh.alf the kind words of encouragement which

had fallen from the lips of Mr. Marten; he felt

also that the staff would in a like sense appreciate

them. Mr. Marten was at all times liberal in his

treatment of difliculties, and an instance was cited

which elicited cheers from those present.

CHIPS.

The Sheffield City CouncU agreed, on Wednes-

day, to purchase the undertaking of the Sheffield

Electric Light and Power Company.

The Examiner of the House of Commons passed

on Tuesday the St. Helen's Corporation Bill for the

construction of tramways at a cost of £50,000, and

the extension of the boundaries of the borough.

At the meeting on Tuesday of th» Wirral Rural

District Council, the budding surveyor (Mr. Hughes)

asked for the direction of the council as to the con-

trol of the sewers, a difference of opinion having

arisen between himself and the road surveyor (Mr.

Davies) concerning some sewerage worlM at Ness

Captain Congreve asked if it was true that the road

surveyor was the contractor for the council in

laving that sewer. The chairman said that wasnot

so ; the contractor was the road surveyor s son. 1 he

subject then dropped.

In consequence of a recent outbreak of diphtheria

at the cottage homes of the workhouse at Worcester,

inquiries have been made, and t^« i?™" "P/,?;
ported to the board of guardians at their fortnightly

meeting on Friday. It was stated that, owing to

the condition of the drains at the cottage homes

which are of recent construction, the sewage was

finding its way into the soft-water tank as there

was no trap to the pipe taking the overflow frona

St^ktothe sewe^It wa^. further .stated that

sewage a yard in depth was discovered m the soft

-

w^eFtant It was decided to ask the architects,

Messrs HRowe and Son, to meet the cottage home

committee at once.

At a meeting of the South Shields Town Council

heU orthL 5th of January last, the borough

engineer, Mr. Matthew Hall, tendered his resigna-

tfon after having held the office for nearly thirty

yeTrs Inconselnence of Mr. Hall's long service

Le town comici/ unanimously agreed t^appomt

him as their consulting borougli engineer for a term

Xven years at a salary of ^1*0 P^.a"""-?^^^
HaU will commence private practice in the towri M
soon as his successor is appointed and can take up

the duties.
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MEETINGS FOa THE EN3UINO WEEK.
Satprday :;TO-MnRRow\— E.iinburgh Architectural Aeso-

tion. Visit to the Prudential AHSuraDce
Building, Jeoncr's Buildings, and the
Stock Kxcbange, 8t. Andrew's-aquare.
2 p.m.

MoyuAY.—Clerk of Works' Aanociation. Annual Dinner
at the Kiug'a Hall, Holboru Re.Htaurant.
ti.30 p m.

Society of Arts. "The PrincipIeM of
Design in Form," tluntor Lecture No. 1,

by Hugh >stannu.>4. Hp.iu.
Bristol Society of Architects. " Sorae

Ancient Roman Buildings." Gaston
Green.

TrK9[>AY.-8ociety of Arts. " ThcOoIdfleldsnf Klondyke
and British Columbia," by \V. Hamilton
Merritt. 4.30 p.m.

Institution of Civil Engineers. " Sta-
bility of Channels through 8anily Estu-
aries," by P. M. Crossthwaite. 8 p.m.

WEi'SBriiiAY.— Society of Art«. "The Protection of
Industrial Property," by J. F. Isebin,
M.A., LL.M. 8 p.m.
Edinburgh Architectural Society.

" Normandy," by J. E. Forbes. Dowell's
Rooms. 8 pm.

St. Paul's Ecclesiological Society.
"Some Cathedrals of Northern Spain,"
by Joseph Grimshire. 7.30p.m.

Tiu'RspAY.—Society of Arts. " The Plague in Bombay,"
by II. M. Birdwood, C.S.I. 4.30 p m.

Fkipay. -A..\. Lyric Club. Cinderella Dance. King'.'*

Hall, Holbom Restaurant. 7.30 p.m.
Birmingham Architectural Associstion.

"Siena and Balde.*eare Peruzzi," by
Francis W. Bedford, il 45 p.m.

CHIPS.
The PuVlic Hall, Xortbampton, is being venti-

lated by aeans of Shorl.ud's patent esbaust roof
ventilators and special inlet tubes, the tame being
supplied by Mesr.-i. E. H. .Shorland and Brother,
of Manchi-tter,

Kirkcildy ii to promote a Bill in the present
session of Parliament for the construction of a new
harbour and a line of railway to the new coalfields

in the neigbbourhooJ.

Mr. O. F. B )dley, A. If A., has inspected the west
front of Peterborough Cithedral, and his observa-
tions will be laid before the Kestoratiou Committee
at their next meeting.

The Bishop of Baverley unveilel and dedicated
on Friday the fresco which has been put in
the Altofts St. Mxry Migdalen Church. A few
months ago the church was renovated, and was also
decorated. Mrs. Meynell Ingram, who built the
church 20 years ago, has had the space for the
chancel arch treated with a fi »ure subject, at her
expense, the subject chosen by her being the
"Annunciation." Mr. Gustive Hiller, of Min-
chester, has designed and carried out the work.
The Teredos and the organ screen are also being
decorated at the cost of Mrs. Ingram.

The county C")uucil of Argyle decided on Tuesday
to erect a court-house adjoining the new police
buildings at Dunoon. Mr. NVdliam Fraser, Dunoon,
was appointed architect.

In giving judgment on Friday, in an action
brought by Mrs. Mary Barnes, of .5, Orsett-terrace,
Biyswater, against the trustees of the Scantlebury
Estate, arising out of the drainage of her premises,
Mr. Justice Wright said it was clear that the
defendants employed as their agent a member of
the Pdddington Vestry, that the agent employed as
his builder another member of the vestry, a^d that
the work of the builder was inspected on behalf of
the vestry by a son of the builder. He thought it

was a reproach to the whole system of local
government that such a state of things should exist.

Mr. Hayter, civil engineer, of London, sat at
Minchester on Tuesday and Wednesday as arbi-
trator with regard to a claim for .i:i.'),000 made by
the Manchester Ricecourse Company against the
Lancashire and Yorkshire Riilsvay Company, being
the estimated value of a piece of land on the race-
course belonging to the claimants, which is required
by the railway company for the extension of their
line to the Ship (Jinal docks. It was shown on
behalf of the claimants that the alteration would
block access to streets leading to the barrier wall of
the racecourse. The claim wai not only for the
value of the land, but also for injuring the prospects
of the racecourse compiny in view of the alteraions.
The arbitrator has reserved his award.

A vacincy has occurred in the surveyorship to the
vestry of .St. Martin-in-the-FieUs owing to the
present surveyor, Mr. Chas. Mason, A.M.I.C.E.,
having accepted a partnership in the old-established
business of Messrs. Fjsterand Pearson, horticultural
builders and heating engineers, of Beeston, Notts.
Mr. Mason's resignation was accepted with much
regret at the meeting of the vestry on the 3rd inst.,
he having held the apoointm'int for the past eight
years. The question of appomting a successor has
been referred to the works committee for con-
sideration.

Ctatre i^tbjs.

WAQES MOVEMENTS.
Cardiff.—The whole of the masons in the employ

of two large firms of building contractors at Cardiff

—vi7.., Messrs. Turner and Sons and Messrs. W.
Thomas and Co. — are op strike against the practice
of sub-contracting. A number of hands came out
early last week, and on Saturday the remainder
laid down their tools.

Leeds.—For some time past the master builders
of Yorkshire have had uiider their consideration the
formation of a federation of employers engaged in

all branches of the building trade, on similar lines

to that which exists in Lancashire. While the
arrangements for mutual protection are being
carried out, the masters in Leeds are confronted by
a batch of demands from their employt-s for in-

creased wages and improved conditions of labour.

The operative plumbers have tendered a six months'
notice, which expires on June 1, for an increase in

the rate of pay from 8d. to 'J 1. per hour, and for the
alteration of the rules relating to the number of

apprentices, work on out-jobs, and the hours of
work in winter. The plasterers have asked for an
additional penny per hour, and for several minor
concessioas. The Master Builders' Association
offered the men an increase of a halfpenny ; but as
this was declined, the employers have now with-
drawn the offer. The joiners have given notice,

which will terminate on May 1, asking for an in-
crease from 8id. to 9J. per hour. The masons are
also seeking a similar increase, and practically the
only workmen in the building trade who have not
asked for an advance are the bricklayers. A dis-

position exists on the part of some masters to give
tbe labourers an advance, thousth it is not deficitely
known that the feeling is anything like unanimous.

RriiBY.—At the beginning of January the car-
penters and joiners of Rugby made application to
the master builders of the town to increase their
wages from T^d. to Sd. per hour, and also that over-
time at the rate of time and a quarter should com-
mence after ten hours* work instead of eleven, as
hitherto. They further asked that on all buildings
lock-up places for the safekeeping of tools should
be provided. The masters have agreed to the first

and last of the demands, but decline to accede to
tha^ relating to overtime, and the men have un-
animously decided to accept the modified terms.

The town council of Eiinburgh adopted on
Tuesday a proposal to erect public baths, including
Turkish baths, in Portobello. The resolution to
put up the vacint site adjoining the new North
Bridge, in one or more lots, at a total upset of not
less than £230,000 was again confirmed, on this

occasion by a majority of 25 votes to 12, and thus
now becomes an Act of Council.

The Corporation of London have recently sanc-
tioned a scheme for the extension of the Art Gillery
at Guildhall, at an estimated expanse of £1,600.
The plan, which has been prepared by Mr. Andrew
Murray, the City Architect, shows the absorption of
the ground-floor offices of the Lxnd Tax Com-nis-
sioners and the Miyor's Court in Guildhall-yard.
The newly-acquired space will consist of three
rooms connected with each other, and lighted with
separate skylights, a connection with the existing
galleries being made. The total floor area of the
additional rooms is about 1,700ft. superficial. It
has, however, been decided that no steps shall be
taken to carry the scheme into effect until equiva-
lent accommodation at the existing rent has been
provided, in or about (.iuildhall. for the tax com-
missioners, whom the proposal would displace.

SSTABLI9BED

OVER

BILLS OF QUANTITIES, PLANS, &c.
Lithoprsphed in bfst stjk and with preat eipeditiuB by

PARTRIDGE & COOPER,
ARCHITECTS' AND SLRVEYORS' LITHOGRAPHERS,

191 & 192, Fleet St.. and 1 & 2. Chancery Lane.
London, E.O.

Special Prices quoted /or Large Jobt.

LlBSRAL DI8CO0ST9 ACCOHDINO TO AhKANOZHIIHT.

IS THE ELECTRIC LIGHT REALLY

DEARER THAN 6AS ?'

\ larffp numl" r nf rcphei to the .'tlioie qui-ry from actu-il uat-rx will l>e

j'-nt ppst frtf ijQ ap]jlic,ninn to tlip

COUNIRY HOUSE SPECIALISTS,

Messrs. DEAKE & GOEHAM,
it,, VICTURI I STREET. WESTMINSTER, LONLlUN, S,\V.

LATEST PRICES.

Per ton.

IBON, Sea.
Per ton.

EoUed-Iron Joists, Belgian £6
EoUed-SteelJoists, EngliBh 6 10
Wrought-Iron Girder Platea 5 15
Bar Iron, good Staffs 7
Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Round, or
Square 17

Do., Welsh 5 16
Boiler Plat«3, Iron-
South Staffs 7 17
Beat Snedshill 10

Angles lOs., Teea 209. per ton extra.
Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, &e., £6 158. Od.pet ton.
Builders' Hoop Iron, galvani-sed. £15 lOs. Od. per ton.
Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron

—

No. 18 to 20. No.22to2<.

t
,

,

,

£6 10
7 10
6 10
8

,

,

17
5 17 6

6 ,

,

8 6
10 10

6ft. to 8ft. long, induslTe Per ton.

gauge £10 15
Beat ditto 11 5 e

Per ton.
Cast-Iron Columns £6
Cast-iron Stanchions.

.

Oast-Iron Sash Weights .,

Cast-iron Socket Pipes-
Sin, diameter
4in. to 6in..

6

Per ton.
.£11
. 11 10

Per ton..;

> £8 10
8 10
4 2 6

6 16

5 10

5 5

72i
65

.. 5 10
,.650

Tin. to 2iin. (all sizes) 4 15

[Coated with composition, 2s. 6d. per ton extra; turned
and bored joints, 5s. per ton extra.]
Pig Iron— Per ton.
Cold Blast, Lilleshall 105s. to llOs.

Hot Blast, ditto 578. 6d. to 62s. 8d.

Wrought-Iron Tubes—Discount off Standard Lists f .o.b.

Gas-Tubes 76p.c. Fittings 77ip.o.
Water-Tubes 70 „ 72i
Steam-Tubes 62i
Galvanised Gas-Tubes 60
Galvanised Water-Tubes 65
Galvanised Steam-Tubes 45

lOcwt. casks.

Sheet Zinc, for roofing and work- Per ton.
ing up £22 10

Sheet Lead, 31b. per sq. ft. super. H 15
Pig Lead, in Icwt. pigs 13 10
Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 17 10
CopperSheets, sheathing and rods 5S 10

Copper, British Cake and Ingot... 51 10
Tin, Straits 63 5
Do., English Ingots 66
Spelter, Silesian 17 7

. Per ton.

Cut Clasp Nails, Sin. to 6in £S 16 „
Cut Floor Brads 8 10 „
Wire Nails (Points de Paris)—
to 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

8/6 9/0 9/6 10/3 11,0 12/0 13/0 14/9 16/9

&cwt. caski.
Per too,

to £23 10

„ 15 15

„ 14 10

„ IS 10

„ 59
„ 6-.' 10

„ 64 5

„ 66 10

„ 18 7

Per ton.

£9 15

9 10

B.W.O.
per cwt.

TIMBER.
Teak, Burmah per load £14 to £15 10

~ ' 10 „ 1510 :Bangkok
Quebec pine, pitch

,, yellow ...>.. „ ... 2

„ Oak „ ... 4

„ Birch ... 4

„ Ehn „ ... 4

„ Ash ... 3
Dantaic and Memel Oak ,, ... 2
Fir 1

Wainscot, Riga p. log ... „ ... 2
Lath, r>antsic, p.f , ... 4

St. Petersburg „ ... 5
Greenheart „ ... 6
Box 4
Sequoia, U.S.A. .. .per cube foot
Mahogany, Cuba, per super foot

lin. thick

„ Honduras
„ Mexican „ ...

Cedar, Cuba ...

,, Honduras ,, ...

Satinwood ...

Walnut, Italian , ...

Deals, per St. Petersburg Standard,
by llin. :

—

Quebec, Pine, 1st £19 15

„ 2nd 14

3rd 6 10

Canada Spruce, 1st 9 10

„ 2nd and 3rd 8
New Brunswick 7 16
Riga 6 15
St. Petersburg 8 15
Swedish 9
Finland 7 10
White Sea 9
Battens, all sorta 6
Flooring Boards, p«r square of lin. :

—

1st prepared £0
2nd ditto

Other qualities

Staves, per standard M :

—

Quebec pipe
U.S. ditto £)5
Memel, cr. pipe 230
Memel, brack 200

OILS.
Linseed per ton. £14 17

Rapeseed, English pale... „ ... 24
Do., brown 2'J 10
Cottonseed, refined „ ... 14
Ohve, Spanish , ... 31
Seal, pale , ... 23 10
Cocoanut, Cochin „ ... 26
Do., Ceylon „ ... 22
Pahn, Lagos , ... 23
Oleine „ ... 18 16
Lubricating U.8 per gal. 6
Petroleum, refined ,, ...

Tar, Stockholm perbarrel 1

Do.. Archangel „ ... 12

Turpentine, American... per ton 23

4 10

6
6
6
4 10
3 2
3 15
3 10

6 10
6 10
8 10
15

U

u

6

6i
(

4}
i\

1 2

7

120 — l'2ft. by Ijin.

to £2,'-) 15

„ 16 10

„ 11

„ 11 5

„ 9

„ 8

„ 7 15

„ 12 15

„ 15 10

„ 8

„ 16

„ 20

8 6 „ £0 IS e

7 „ 12

6 „ 6 <

£12 10

240
210

to £15

.. 24
„ 2.1

,. 21
., 27

5

5

6

22 10
23 10

19 15
7

4}
16

16

23 10
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NEGLECTED EEATUEE-S.
" CTfil\'lXa to better, oft we mar what's
O well," is a truth lost sif^ht of in a

good deal of what is done in the name of

improvement and architecture. Those who
regulate our buildings and thoroughfares

have widened and lebuilt at the sacrifice of

health and comfort. Our straight and wider

streets have been purchased at the cost of

dunmished area and light. Again, in our
architecture we have copied almost every
style under the sun, but have been remiss

in attending to those essential matters which
contribute to use or comfort. Our studies

havebeen concerned with the general features,

while we have overlooked the special ones
which have given the ruison d'e're of much
of the design. I^et us take two or three
features, and see how often we have missed
what should have been fundamental ! In
the planning of our streets, especially at

their junction, the desire is seldom to do
more than cut the corner off if the streets

converge at a rather sharp angle, or to form
a curve where four or more meet—in short,

to make a "circus." For the purpose of

facOitating traffic, and of making a large and
imposing area, we can wish nothing better;

tut architecturally it leaves much to be
desired. It is easy to strike a circle at the
meeting of several streets. It would not be
so obvious, perhaps, to form a square or

oblong space at their intersection, though the
arrangement would give the opportunity for

architectural effect. Take a junction of five

or six thoroughfares in which they meet at

different angles. K-ght angle and obtuse
corners would be formed, and some variety
of treatment might be expected. In the
case of two equi-angular streets crossing
at right angles, the square could be
treated with better effect, as at each of

the four corners there would be a square
formed between the lines of the streets pro-
duced and the fronts of the building. This
space could be laid out, turfed, and planted.
tach comer building would then make an
indent of two frontages, which would help
planning, especially of corner entrances. On
the other hand, very little effectiveness in

elevation can be got out of an inverted
curve. "What have our Ludgate, Ilolborn,
or Oxford Circuses to show in architectural
treatment !' They are atrociously common-
place and uninteresting. Where efforts are
made to emphasise the angles, thej- are often
vulgarised by ugly-looking roofs or mansards,
and by huge advertising posters. Let uslook at
the cities of the I'nited States. Take Wash-
ington. The plan or scheme of laying out
was engraved in 1792, and is the nucleus of
the jiresent capital. Ttie city was planned
by Andrew EUicott, C.E., after the plans
of Major Pierre L'Enfant. The prin-
ciples of arrangement are described thus

:

—" The grand avenues, and such streets

as lead to public places are from l:iuft.

to lijoft. wide, and may be conveni-
ently divided into footways, walks of trees,

and can-iage-way. The other streets are
from 9i)ft. to i IKft. wide. In order to execute
this plan Mr. EUicott drew a true meridional
line by celestial observation, which passes
through the area intended for the Capitol

;

these lines he crossed by another one east
and west, which passes through the same
area. These lines are accurately measured
and made the basis on which the whole plan
Was executed." According to this principle the
streets are oriented on true meridians. Few
cities have such noble streets on rectangles

some in diagonal directions. The streets

absorb -1 -J per cent, of the whole area,-and what
is worth notice is that the plan of Washington
shows square and oblong spaces at the

chief centres, inste.ad of circular. In
Paris the effect of some of the recently

formed boulevards, is to cut or to cross at

acute and other angles the older streets,

and to render it necessary to round
off' or cant the corners of the building

where the intersections come. Take, for

example, any of the newer thoroughfares
formed under the late Empire, such as the

boulevard Ilaussman, or the boulevard
Malesherbes, which runs from the Madeleine
in a north-easterly direction. They inter-

sect many old and narrow streets, as do the

Rue Lafayette and the boulevard Italiens.

These thoroughfares, as far as possible,

have been made to terminate at some im-
portant centre, like the Grand C)pera House
or the Madeleine. B\it the minor inter-

sections have been left to take care of them-
selves. Architects have done their best

occasionally to emphasise them by Mansird
roofs or other features, and, owing to the
unifonnity of the house-fronts in elevation

and style, the result is not so incoherent or

jumbled as they are in many of our new
streets.

Corners and re-entering angles have been
more cleverly managed by our French and
Belgian neighbours. They are adepts at

angle towers and turrets. The angle turret

of the old Hotel de Ville, Bourges, and that

of the Hotel de la Tremoille, Paris, are good
examplesof corner treatments. The Chateau
de Chambord is a noble Eenaissance instance

of a palace with corner towers, circular in

plan, crowned by slate conical roofs of bold
design, enriched by dormers and tall

chimneys, which impart a picturesque sky-
line to the building. Angle pavilions and
roofs are important features of this kind.

Those at the angles of the Louvre are of

dignified size and importance, with which
our English imitations compare unfavour-
ably. Compare, for instance, one of these

pavilions with any similar work in London.
X'otice, for instance, the pavilion of the

Place Louis Napoleon—its pala'ial dignity,

projecting insular columns on each front,

the massive and profusely- carved dormers
which rise high on each front of the roof,

the angles of the roof itself, and its orna-
mental lead cresting. There is no stint here.

The details of leadwork are massive and
handsome. Tall chimney-stacks in some
cases flank the roof and rise to a considerable

height, and are enriched by panels and
sculptured ornament on the sides. In other

of the angles of the Court of the Louvre, as

in the re-entrant angles, we find circular

turrets crowned by low, hemispherical cupolas

barely rising above the attic. The Hotel
de A'ille is another notable building where
the lofty roofed pavilions are made the

most of. Besides one at each corner of

this large block, two stand flanking the

handsome centre which faces the Place in

front ; the angles of these are empha-
sised by octagonal turrets, which are termi-

nated by pointed roofs of the same plan at

the level of the main roofs of the pavilions.

Of the recent palatial residences in I'aris,

the house of M. Gaillard in the Place

Malesherbes, designed by M. Fevier, archi-

tect, gives one of the best examples of

pavilifin roofing ; the end roofs are of

a sharp pitch, and the two longer planes

meet in a crested ridge, the front ends

of corner pavilion being semi-octagonal,

which form is carried through the roof,

pi'oducing a picturesque skyline. The archi-

tect, M. Corroyers, has taken as a mutif

the Chateau deBlois. Comptoir d'Escompte,

Paris, is an imposing termination to a

street. Its fai;ade is pierced by one large

arched recess, and is crowned by a steep

<iuadrangular roof and bell-turret in the apex

;

sculptured groups of figures adorn the angles

and make a monumental building of con-
siderable effect.

Both in our civic and domestic buildings

the entrance is often the meanest part of tho

composition. AVe cannot say why it is that

the English architect has so neglected this

featui'e. Has it something to do with the
idiosyncrasies of the English people—theii'

reserve, if not coldness of manner 'r It may
have. AVe must attribute the smallness and
insignificance of the doorway partly, perhaps
chiefly, also to our climate. A large door-
way makes a cold house. There is some-
thing exceedingly potty in many of the

entrances of even our public buildings. Look
at any of those which ought to dignify the

facades of the Mansion House, the seat of

civic hospitality, or the great official depart-

ments in Whitehall ; compare them with
those of similar buildings in France or

Belgium, like those of the City Hall or the

Palais de Justice, Brussels, or the Hotel
de Ville, Paris, or any of tho great town-
halls at Bruges, or Antwerp, or take the

ecclesiastical domestic buildings. Have we
anything to match the doorways of St.

Maclou, Eouen ; of the Madeleine, of St.

Augustin, to say nothing of the grand portals

of Notre Dame, Amiens, Eheims, &c., or

that of the cheateaux, of which the (_'hauteau

Azay-le-Eideau affords one of the finest

examples ? It would fill a page to give a
list of some of the most notable in regard to

their size and architectural embellishment,

to the sculptural accessories which are so

prodigally lavished on them in France,

or the beautiful and exquisite woodwork
and bronze relief of the doors. The jambs
and arch also ar3 often enriched bj- the most
beautiful carvings, and the door-posts are

ornamental features. In our modern build-

ings we attempt nothing beyond a plain

moulded jamb or door-frame. The transoms

and arch is bereft of any ornament. We
can mention a few instances of buildings of a
public kind in which the doorways are very

narrow, and the arches and tympana are

left quite plain or filled with poor sculpture

in bas-relief. Eecessed entrances and vesti-

bules are scarce, though in our climate they

afford the most welcome shelter from tho

weather. The portc rocherc so common in the

larger buildings on the Continent is a feature

that has not " taken hold," and what we see

of it in our streets is confined to a cast-iron

structure of atrocious design stuck on the

front in the most perfunctory manner. The
ordinary West-End entrance porch, with its

columns caiTying a kind of tester roof, such

as we see hundreds of in ('romwell-road,

Kensington Gore, and Grosvenor-place, is

one of the worst features of the Classic

Eevival period ; some have been made
useful by erecting a conservatory on the

top. Happily it is disappearing, and in

the newer neighbourhoods the porch is

no longer a half-portico stuck on to a

flat wall, but is made to assimilate with

the architecture of the front. Still, there is

a want of dignified design in many of these ;

some of them are more adapted for back

than front entrances, and few show any
desire to put the best design in this con-

spicuous and much-examined position, so as

to ameliorate the condition of London
street life.

THE DUDLEY GALLEEY AET
SOCIETY EXHIBITION.

THE Dudley Gallery Art Society opens

with a show of water-colours of

unequal merit. Of course we have a large

sprinkling of commonplace and of the pot-

boiling class. The I'resident (Walter Severn)

sends several works marked by his usual

style and care. We have surely seen

"Caligula's Arch, Anglesey," before—

a

wonderful conformation of natural pipeclay

rock, which closely resembles a flat arch,

with abutments of stone on either side. Mr.
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'V"rn isi a good ilelineiitoi' of ro;k. Tho
irpmeut ot white <.iiir is well

1 liis eqiiilly olV'jctivo '•('•nT!0

i>3 * Awful' Glen), JJass-shire"

.'I'anite lisauro, or g>r^o, narrow
•ilir, and awful-lookiiij: in it?

1, is interc'stiug. It is the

_ .a thi> part of Scotland. More
and tame is " Invor.iry and

(10(1). A pleasinj;; view of

.Norfulk liroads" in winter (I9(j),

a sunny .skj-, with grey clouds and
ion on tho rippled water, is another

.liu'.iou. Landscape studies are verj'

auiicrous. In the hands of such painters

IS Ti. Burleigh ISruhl, wo expoct soft atmo-
;
< elfects like the "Golden Hush of

;ido" (S;, where the tones are subtly
'

. I the dark outlines of the land-
ir a >ainst a waning light, and his

, , . - , -.
• Ua the Wye " (:!S), and '• Gn

tlie Yare"' (l*(i2\ 15 renger JJenger also

^ends one or two sunlight effects, liis

landscape (11' "An August Afternoon'" is

just tho clear sunny effect one sees: a

meadow with poppies, the distant village

peerin" over the bright pasture. His " Tin-
torn .Vbboy

'

' is spoilt l)y the uncertain draw-
ing of the ruins. Evangeline Jex-J3Iake,

whoso delightful sketches are always wel-

come, is charmingly truthful and delicate

in her "Evening on tho I'alace Moat,
AVells " (I'i); her old houses at " Lannion,
Brittany" ("28), and other sketches in

Drittany, &c. Hubert Medlycott sends
many drawings of (Jontinental interest. His
view of Antwerp Cathedral from Kue de
• hovalier, "In Dieppe Harbour" (130),

"Calais" (141), and a sketch of Amiens (2().s).

show the present bias of this jirolific painter

of picturesque subjects, lleginald Jones's
"Sunset iJlow" ("io) is broad and pleasinif.

and his " Criey Evening, I'oole'' (33), is dis-

tinguished also by breadth of colour, the

mass of dark trees against sky and the grey
tone are pleasing. AValtor Hayes's " Vjv the
Sea " is a clover study in strong sunlight ; a
g'ud reclines on a portable chair on the

sandj- beach ; a ci-ested wave is seen ad-
vancing ; but it is the sunlight effect that

we admii'e. His "Le Quai aux Fleurs"
(45) is a brilliant piece of flower painting.

Miss M»uil Turner's verj- nice study of a
little girl, " Peeling Apples "

(31), is good in

drawing and colour, andpleasant colour is seen
in Fred. Jas. Aldridge's " .V Strong Breeze

"

(39). We must pay a tribute again to the
skilful drawing, accurate and delicate, of

Chev. S. Giampietri. who sends half a dozen
subjects of architectural interest, " Stylobate
of the Temple of Antoninus, &:., Forum,
Rome" (42), is a delightful ])ii.>ce of per-
spective drawing and charming colour

;

tho bases of the columns on the massive
podium, which only we see, are painted
with subtle skill, the roughness, chipped
base mouldings, and texture of the stone

are all here, with all th*- charm of

colour. " In the Campagna " (34), the
ruins of the Forum and its delicate bas-
reliefs (78), a " Pelasgic Altar, Bellegra

"

(99), the " Peristyle of the Tomple of

Faustina " (190), and a sketch of rock (275'

arc other works by this consuminate pamter
of Roman remains. J.,exden L. Pocock's
imposing "Forest Glade" (51), a hollow
bsech trunk and the flickering sunlight
through the foliage, is very careful and
dexterous, though the particular tint of

green is open to question. Mrs. Miriquita
J. Moberly, in her " L'.ttle Wojlwlnder"'
(58), has given a nice head, and the cjlour
IS pleasing. J. Maud Peel, in "The Lost

of handling i.-i often associated with careful

driiwing, as in Xos. 75, so, and H2. In
lOii. "In the Garden," R. S. Standen

also mistakes minuteness ot finish for in-

spiration and true sentiment. It is a jiity

lady painters [>*'>) de\ote their t dents to such

trivial subjects as "afternosn teas" and other

like//-)!/'. K. 1 'uassut's '• Hush of Evening
"

(S(i) is careful. Lexden !>. Pocock sends

several pleasing subjects :
" i iieat Expecta-

tion? " (90) is one of them. Miss Agnes J.

Rudd (107) is broad and truthful in colour in

hor " Evening. W.ilberswick," and Miss

Maude Turner's - Waiting" (101) is grace-

fully draw n. Miss Margaret Bernard is in-

domitable : she sends half a dozen sketches.

Xos. 115 and 12'J. sketches on Bournemouth
Sands and 'iti the Thames, are sharp

and bright, and lier dexterous touches

and hi-'li lights tell ; but her view of
" Housss .>f Parliament" is weak in pro-

portion and drawing. Harriet Skidmore
in Ihe " IWeukevs ' is also promising.

Another lady artist, Mrs. E. Heathcote,

sends a nice study of a girl's head in

profile, tho tjne being taken from the rich

auburn hair. .\'o. 139, "On the Moors,"
"Fishing I'.ijats, Ktaples," by Rose Douglas;
an admirable drawing by David Green,

"Wintry \\'eather," Ssherfolk watching a

rough sea breaking over wall of quay (144) ;

R. Wane'.- fiosh blue sea (158), and Miss
Rudd's slight but effective sketch of Dun-
wich(157): S. li. W. Rosooe's "A Peep of the

Dart" (152) (very mannered), a fault which
we notice in Sir W. Eden's woodland (102),

Xo. 177, are other subjects. Rich colour

and clever treatment ai'e to be seen in

Albert Stevens's ""u the Moors. Bettws-y-
Coed" (17!)(, ami thr drawings of J. Carlisle

of Kingsworlhy and Avington. and X. Benett

of Christi.hurch. H.ints, and of Frances E.

Xesbitt of " Harbour, AVhitby" (211), and
a few on the screen may be mentioned.
• i'aite one-half Ih'' pictures might be spared

with advantage.

there is sweetness in the colour and harmony
We also notice sDaio delicate harmony and
colour in her " Fishing Biats " (87).
Another lady piinter ot promise is Rose
Douglas ; her " Water Meadow"' (S3) is very
fresh. No. 68, "On the Uui Vive," by
W;vlter Bothanis, is also of merit. Tameness

A Cu.^'l" 111' PAIXr.—If.

IX the l;ist iirticle it was shown how the several

coats of paint are composed and used on
painting a good (|uality job in painting wood. In
this article are considered the physical and
chemical changes that oc:;ur in the paint com-
pound that h.as been spread on the wood. It will be

noticed th.at the ingredients which have been used

are linseed-oil (raw and boiled;, pigment, white
and red leads, turpentine, driers [a complex com-
pound), and knotting (also a complex compound).

Let us now consider the physical and chemical

nature of these bodies. The linseed-oil, when
in com'jination with red-lead, unites therewith

to form a very hard quick-drying paint, hecause

this oxide of lead imites with the fatty acids of

the oil, and also itnhibes the gljcerine base of the
oil, and •y this mean? the compound becomes a

hard, q\;.-li -drying one.

In the case of the white-lead, a similar action

does not occur. What does take place is this :

—

The linseed-oil becomes split up into its con-

stituents— fatty acids and glycerine—.and the
white-lead (which is a mi.\ture of hydr.ate and
carboar^'.e of lead( unites with these bodies only

, to a sir-.i'l'. e.>:lenl. e.'ccept ir; the case of ttie

( I linoleic a :id that is separated from the linseed-

oil. Th-;5e two bodies (white-lead .and linoleic

acid) unite to form linoleate of lead, a substance
that is sJlutle in water. Meanwhile, the other
constituenls of the linseed-oil are more or less in

a free s:ate—the glycerine particularly so, as it

will no: cam'bine with any of the bodies present.

As a conscnuence, it is only the compound of

linoleate of lead that dries to hardness ; but the
harden:;;:; of this body is retarded by the presence
of the glyiorine, which will imbibe moisture
from w"ilerc^er it can obtain it.

la the vise of boiled linseed-oil that has been
converted into a kind of varnish which will

dry up into a tough, elastic mass. Turpentine
is a volatile II aid chiefly, but it leaves a smiU
residuum of resin behind after the volatile portion
has flown away. Thedi'iers consist of a mixture
ot litharge and otlier lead salts with linseed oil,

and in some cases of borate or sulphate of

mang.anese, or of zinc with zinc oxide and linser 1

oil. Thesi; compounds as.5ist the drying qual!

of the paint with which they are mi.\cd, becvr

they either supply the linseed oil with oxvl
from itself, whereby it is enabled to become i ^

verted into a hard, tough, elastic skin ; or

the drier acts catalytically—that is, it ,ab.<ur

oxygen from the air at a quicker rate than wh it

linseed oil does ; and as it dies so, a p'jrtion

the imbibed oxygim is conveyed direct to ti;

linseed oil. ilt should be explained that tl.

" drying" of linseed oil simplv consists in it.

fatty fluids—chiefly the linoleic acid—bein^

oxidised.;

The composition of "knotting" was explaini/J

in Last article.

Xow, all the above reactions are legitim

ones—such as .should always occur in the ji

.

compound during its conversion from a -•

semi-fluid state to a hard, tough, impermua
skin or coat of paint. There are, however, man;,

factors—atmospheric and chemical—which inter-

fere with these legitimate reactions occurring, and

it is this interference that causes a coat ot paint

to exhibit the vag.ariesof peeling, blistering, chip-

ing, crumbling, &c. , subjects which we wUl now
consider. In the first or primary coat, th

presence of the red-lead causes the thin coat I
,'

on to dry very quickly, and practically for

thin layer of a hard cement-like body on tu

surface of the wood—one which will not allow the

wood to absorb oil from the coats subsequently put

on. It the primary coat consisted ot all red-lead

and oil, an impenetrable buffer would be found

between the absorbent fibres of the wood and the {

remaining coits of paint put on ; but the amount I

ot red-lead is so small, and the amount of white- i

lead so large, that this impermeable coating is not j

sulliciently thick enough, as the white-lead allows^

a large proportion of soluble linoleate ot lead to

be formed, and it is this linoleate which allowa

future mischief to occur in the paint.

In all the subsequent coats there is this soluble;

linoleate of lead, together with glycerine which
i

is eliminated from the oil. Xow, as the coatofi

paint dries first on its exterior surface by reaooD'

of that portion being immediately in contacf:

with atmospheric oxygen, the soft m.oss ot lead!

linoleate has a difhcalty in hardening, and the

glycerine has no means ot escape through the

exterior surface of the paint. As the drying uii(

hardening of the pjint deepens, this glycerineisj

driven further and further into the interior

surface, and, as we have seen the primary c.
'

not impermeable, the glycerine is brought

immediate contact with the wood, which, bemg

ot a porous nature, imbibes the glycerine.
|

Xow the production of blisters is on thiswise:— '

When the glycerine is driven to close proximity

to the wood itself, the latter material, beini;

porous, wdll absorb it, and as glycerine will mix ,

with water in any proportion, any moisture
i

that has not dried out of the fibre ot '

the wood will unite with the glycerine. Xow '

when the wood is subjected to alternations of

temperature, particularly the sun's heat, then

water will be gathered up into patches beneath the

still soft paint and form the origin of the future

blister: this is easily proved by pricking one_ of

these newly-formed blisters which the paint

covers. If it ij soft, an aqueous fluid will

exude, which, it tasted, will be sweetish to the,

taste (glycerine is a very sweet fluid). Xow, as-

there is no escape for this watery fluid through

the paint, its only source of escape is through the

wood, which wiU absorb it as soon as the wood

contracts with a colder temperature. As a

consequence of this absorption, paint which

has been bulged up by the watery fluid

will not regain its former level, but remain

bulged up, covering a void. space. It yo"

chip off the paint forming a dry blister you will

see the plain wood beneath, or, at most, the

priming coat, through which the watery fluid his

been absorbed (owing to the preseflce in the

priming coat ot the soluble linoleate ot lead'.

Xow, if the wood has been subjected to the fierce

r.avs of the sun, the paint forming these blisters

will harden and dry at a quicker rate than the

paint .which still adheres to the wood, and, as a

consequence, they become dry and brittle before

the other coats" ot the paint have completely

hardened, but still remain elastic. As a con-

sequence, the slightest friction, rubbing,_ or

vibration ot the woodwork will cause these brittle

patches of paint to fall off, and expose the wood

beneath. . '

It the wood is a hard non-porous one, or if the;

primary coat has dried so hard as to prevent the.
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'lycerine that has been eliminated from the

aibsequent coats of paint penetrating to the wood,

he glycerine will be gathered up underneath the

mint in a great number of small blisters, and

.hese, it pricked while soft, will allow a sweet

iquid to exude, which is the glycerine without

he presence of water, but contaminated with

)ther fluids that have been evolved during the

lecomposition of the linseed oil during the dry-

ng of the paint. These innumerable small

jlisters, when dry and brittle, will give the

.ppearance to the paint of being pock-marked

ivhen they are rubbed off. It is only when the

Ivcerine can absorb water from the wood libre

Imt large or big blisters result. The remedy

,r preventing the formation of blisters is to

illow each coat to become more than half- dried

"tore laying on the next coat : but the best

ndy of all is to dispense with the use of driers

lO paint and use a varnish vehicle instead, or

have the pigment ground up in an oleo-

!iou8 one, such as was mentioned in the article

The Vagaries of Paint."

(THE PEELING- OF P.UNT

8 caused by the non -adherence of the second and

iubeequent coats to the wood or the primary

•oat. This non-adherence is caused by the

.nabUity of the material on which the paint is

pread to amalgamate or partially unite with the

lint, and it is .also sometimes caused by a too-

iiick drying of the coats of paint, whence the

laint skin is not sufficiently elastic to retain its

.dherence. but, by drying up too rapidly becomes

irittle. and then peels off the wood.

<HACKS IX r.\INT

r:- caused by several influences. Thus, if the

lint is exposed to a direct heat in one or two
iirticular spots, leaving the remaining portion of

he painted surface exposed to the normal tem-

perature, the paint which is under the influence

f the greater heat will dry at a greater rate th.an

he other portions, and, as a consequence, contract

r be drawn away from the slower-drying paints,

nl then fissures, long or irregular cracks, will be

iiised in the paint, leaving the primary coat on

he wood itself exposed to view. The remedy for

his defect is to allow the painted surface to

In* at a uniform rate. This, of course, cannot

'.ways be effect^'d, as, for instance, where there

- a direct draught from a door, window, or other

pening on to the wet paint ; but a great deal

nay be effected as a remedial agent in employing

I quick-drying varnish-paint, which, by its

miform rate of drying, will not allow the paint
' contract or expand, lif course, such a paint

hould be shaded from the direct influence of the

im's rays.

Pitting in paint is often caused by the presence

i water in the paiot. This water is often intro-

luced into the paint-pot by not having properly

reed the brushes from the water in which they

lave been kept while not in use. It would be
mich better to keep paint-brushes in turpentine
fhen not in use. Another cause of the presence

•f water is due to the paint having been spread

luring moist or damp weather, or on a damp
lurface.

<_)ne frequent cause of a paint coating, peeling

r pitting is the fact of its being spread on green
vood— i.e. , wood from which the sap has not

lieen completely dried out. This sap is more or

\eaa acid, and as it dries out of the wood by
ising to the surface, it prevents the paint ad-

lering, and so causes one or the other of the above
'phenomena.

I
So far we have not yet touched on the

^mployraent of adulterated materials, but have
'tonsidered that the best and purest materials pro-

ruiJible have been \i3ed on the job. When,
aowever, the materials have been adulterated,

'ir substitutes for linseed -oil or turpen-

ine have been used, " confusion worse con-
ounded " reigns supreme as regards the
' deviltries

'

' th.at may occur in a coat of paint.

I
Jne example will suffice. If, as is frequently the

'ase, benzine, or some other quickly-evaporating
[luid, has been used as a vehicle in which to

|rriud or mix the pigment, such volatile fluid will

:vaporate and leave the solid particles of pigment
ri a powder or non-adherent pulverulent mass.

u other respects, such a fluid will leave the paint
.lull and bereft of brilliance.

I

The chemical and physical changes to which a

'laint is subject by the immixture of spurious

jaaterials are too numerous to be further men-
ioned here. They are, in fact, important enough
demand an article to themselves.

There is one particular body the iulluer.ce of

which has not been discussed in this article, and

that is the legitimate and abusive use of • driers."

Those compounds are very inimical in a paint

:

but the vagaries their presence engenders are too

varied to be now discussed, and can be more suit-

ably treated in the article deiliiig with substi-

tutes, adulterations, &c., used in paints, vehicles,

and pigments. H. C. ^lAyuxCF..

SEWAGE PUKIFICATION : 111 I'. S.\ l.l-'ORD

EXPERr.MENT>.

MK. H. GILBERT WHVATT, A.M.J.C.E.,

deputy borough surveyor for Salford, read

a paper entitled "The Present Position of the

Sew.age Purification Problem," ,<it a meeting of the

.Sanitarv luspectors' Association ( 1 .ancashire and

Cheshire Branch) held at the l.'oyal Technical

Institute, Salford, on Saturday afternoon, the

12th inst. Mr. .J. T. Shawcross presided, and

there was a large attendance. At the outset of

his paper ilr. Whyatt remarked that it would be

possible to describe in two words the present

position of the problem ; he proposed, however, to

take a comprehensive view of the sit\iation. The
first inquiry by the Local Government Board was
undertaken over forty years ago, a second was

commenced in 1865, and a third in ISC'*. The
third inquiry was the most iniportant, as it was

directed to "the rivers of typical manufacturing

districts in England and Scotland. In their third

report the Commissioners said they considered

that the right way to dispose of town sewage

was to apply it continuously to the land, as it

was only by such application that the pollution

of rivers could be avoided. Pieferring in detail

to the first report of the 1S08 Commission, which

dealt specially with the Mersey and Ribble

basins, Mr. Whyatt spoke of the importance then

attached to the manurial value of sewage sludge.

Eventually this idea of manurial value was
dropped, and experimenters would have been

content with a chemical treatment which would

meet the remaining diBiculties : but their efforts

were futile, and now only "patentees " had any
hope of success. The " international " and
" electrical " systems were brought forward, and

the former had been successfully adopted in many
places. The "electrical" was very successful

also, but its expense was great. Mr. \\'hyatt

dealt at considerable length with the process of

treating sewage by biological agency, which, he

said, dated no further back than li^Si or ISSi,

and about which the report of Mr. W. •'. Dibdin

(late chemist to the l>ondon County CounciP and

Drs. Sorby and Liupre clearly established the

position that the foul matters in sewage were

ultimately destroyed by the action of living

organisms—the process being biological, and not

chemical; and it was when these organisms were

not allowed full scope to exercise their beneficent

life-action that putrefaction resulted. Scott

Jloncrieff, Lowcock, and others had conducted

experiments on these lines. In Salford, experi-

ments had been going on for about ten years, and

much time had been spent on various patented

processes, chiefly chemical. About five years

ago the committee turned their attention to

artificial filter.^. The first set of six filters

were arranged at three heights with a ven-

tilation floor between each 'JOin. of filtering

material. Two filters were composed of gravel

and sand, two of coke breeze, and two of

cinders, and very good results were •t once

obtained from them all. Cinders proved the best

filtering medium. The experiment was con-

tinued for lo months at an average rate of -500

gallons per square yard per day, with very suc-

cessful results. It was then wished to prove the

advantage of a preliminary "roughing" filter

.and varying degrees of aeTation : and this experi-

ment was still going on. The filters were tried

at varying rates of flow, and so long as a filter

did not choke up the efiluent was uniformly good.

If the filter choked up it was found that by

leaving it idle for a week or two it would recover

itself, and again take the sewage perfectly. In
1895 two filters 8ft. deep wei-e male, in order to

.ascertain whether a deeper mass of filtering mate-

rial would deal with a larger quantity of ellbient,

and it was found that while a 5ft. filter would

deal with 500 gallons per j-ard di.il)', an Sft.

one would deal with 800 gallons. In 18'.iC the filters

were run practically continuously for li months

at the rate of 1,000 g.allons per square yard per

day, then for a short time at 500 gallons, and now
at 700 gallons, the only rest bei-ig for a short

time daily, whilst the small pump supplying them
was cleaned. Contrary to expectation, they stood

that severe test. In place of the sprinkling

troughs, spray jets were now used. The surface

of the filter was perfectly open and water was

not allowed to collect anywhere. There had been

no appreciable growth of the brown sewage

fungus since 1895, and the bacteri.al filters h.ad

been protected by a "roughing" filter of fine

gravel. Some 25 precipitation experiments had
been tried, and the efiluent of all passed through

the bacterial filters with good results. The
Corporation had resolved to spend £80,000 in

altering the works and laying down bacterial

filters : but the Local Government Board had

refused its sanction unless the corporation in-

cluded a sum to cover the purchase of land over

which the filtertd elHuent might be turned and
further purified. Mr. Whyatt considered the

time had come when the Local Government
Board should be roused from its state of

" agnostical immobility " and tnke upon itself

to examine whether there was the ertieiency in

bacterial filters that was claimed for them. Mr.
Whyatt was accorded a vote of thanks at the

conclusion of the proceedings.

EXAMPLES OF GREEK AND POMPEIAX
DECORATIVE WORK.*

ACOLLECTIOX of measured drawings of

Greek and Pompeian work is sure to find a

welcome by all who value the subtle and thereSned.

The author, Mr. James Cromar Watt, visited the

neighbourhood of Athens, Palermo, and Xaples

some years ago, and these drawings appear as

the result of his study. The plates, which
number 60, form a large folio volume, and the

designs, mouldings, and ornaments have been
drawn chiefly to a full size and photographed the

same size as the drawings, by which means
accuracy of detail has been insured. For the

same reason shading has been omitted in many in-

stances. The letterpress is limited to occasional

notes in the list of plates : but these are in some
cases quite inadequate. JIany of the details are

extremely delicate and beautiful. The first plate,

for example, gives us details of the pedestal

of white marble of theXikeof Pfeonios, r>lympia.

erected about 420 i-..c. The cornice and base of

the triangular shaft are refined and simple in

contour ; the figure which surmounted the pedestal

is from Griittner's restoration. The sections of

cornices and base are given to a full size. The
white m.arble cornice from the Xational Museum,
Athens, showing a bold eima-reversa, with leaf

enrichment and honeysuckle at the corners, is a

fine profile. The incised and moulded ornament

from the Acropolis, in white marble with traces of

painting in Plate 4, is w.anting in the colour :

the position and height are not sta'.el, without

which the colour of the ornament is greatly lost,

and the same criticism applies to other examples

in the volume, as in the full-size painted orna-

ments from cornices in terracotta, Ijlympia

(Plates 12, 13,1 4), very beautiful develop-

ments of painted enrichments. The ornament

is made up of the Crreek zigzag, scrolls and frets,

the darker parts being in one case purplish black,

the lighter olive green on pale buff. One
honeysuckle enrichment is buff-coloured on

black ground. The cyma, in painted terra-

cotta, from the Leonid;eon, Olympia, is a

fine example. Very graceful and delicate is

the white marble ornament honeysuckle) from

the I-'.rechtheion. Athens, plates 13 and 7, pro-

bably friezes. The terracotta .anteiix e from

Athens (plate 17) and the examples of steles

(plates 19-22) are fine. Among other instances

we may mention the beautiful capitals in

marble from the Propyl:ci, Eleusis, from

the Xational Museum, Athens, from nlympia,

Palermo, and Pompeii. Some of these are

Ionic, and of good outlines : one is a simple

volute from I >lympia (plates 23, 30), and

some more elaborate in sandstone covered with

stucco. The Pompeiian capitals in grey marble,

shown in plate 36, are very eleg.ant adaptations

of later Greek or Roman character, a Roman
variation of the Doric typo. The author gives

several verv beautiful drawings of bronzas,

candelabra, "from the Jtuseo Xazionale, Xaples ;

stands, vases, and lamps, which will be found

full of suggestion for designers in metal-

work. These are admirably and feelingly drawn,

and are reproduced from the pencil drawings .

^

• Examples of Greek and Poinpeiin Decorative 'Work.

By J.VMES Cromar Watt. London : I!. T. Bltsford.
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KLECTKK" LIGHTING NOTES FOR
ARCHITECTS.—XVII.

By AN Assoc. Inst. Elect. Ends.

CONTUOLLINO DEVICES.

XTTIIICIIKVER Bystem of wiring lie adopted

IT in an jlectric-light installation, it is

essential that means should exist for controlling

every circuit and appliance (lamps, motors, &c.)

receiving electricity. The consumer re(|uire8, for

instance, means for turning on or oy/'any, or all

his lamps whenever he may desire. The insur-

ance companies also demand that means should

exist for instantly breaking the circuit should an

ahnormal current traverse any circiiit, or undue

heat be produced. For the former, switches are

used, and these, of course, are worked by hand ;

for breaking the circuit, if undue heating is

produced, automatic devices are necessary, and

these are known as ciil-outs, which may be

electro-magnetic appliances, or simply fusible

cut-outs.

didlrhes.—A switch is a device introduced into

an electric circuit for closing (making contact) or

opening (breaking contact) the circuit readily and

quickly. They are sometimes also used for

diverting the current from one conductor to

others. Since there are many ways in which a

circuit may be made or broken, it is evident that

there will be a large variety of switches in the

qWqO
Fio. -IS.

market, and all that will be done in these notes
will bo to explain some of the principles

employed, to point out the good and bad points
of switches, and also to point ovit how they
should be used. A glance at the catalogues and
price lists of the numerous makers will give some
idea of the types in common use. In all cases, a
switch consists of one or more movable contact
pieces, two or more connecting terminals, an
insulating handle and base, and the necessary
connecting screws. In some cases carbon and
sparking plates, covers, adjusting screws and
keys are added.
To make and break contact, motion may bo

given to a pivoted or hinged contact bar, or by
inserting or removing a plug. And since switches

are used to control the main branches, the sub-
main branches, lamp branches, and the lamps,
they may be designated main, submain, branch,
and lamp switches. It is also usual to denote the
size according to the current they are designed to

carry : thus there are 5, 10, 20, 25, 50, 75, and
100 ampere switches ; and, as we shall presently
see, it is essential that the dimensions of the
v.arious parts should correspond to the current
they have to carry. Before explaining the
various principles employed, it will be well to
point out the special requirements of a good
switch. When we remember that the introduc-
tijn of switches and fuses introduce leak-.ige

points, and biing down the value of the insula-

tion of the circuit, it is evident that it is an

important matter to use none but the best switches.

Essential (J'talilies of a Good Sitilcli

:

—
(1) It should bo of ample size, so that no over-

heating can take place at the point of contact or

Fio. 4y

elsewhere. It should not carry more than
500 amperes to the squire inch at any part.

(2) It should be solid, and have large contact
surfaces. The contact surfaces should have twice
the cross-sectional area of any other part, and the
contacts should be intimate and adjustable.

(.3) Contact surfaces should not deteriorate
quickly, and they should be kept dean ; rubbing
surfaces under pressure clean themselves.

(1) There should not be too many parts or con-
tacts, and they should be smooth- working.

(5) The male and hieak should be long, and be
made easily and quickly, and when motion has

Fio. 50.

been given to the moving parts, they should not

be able to take up an intermediate position be-
tween in and nfi', nor to take up a position so that

a permanent are can be formed. The permanent
gap at off should be of suflicient length to prevent
arcing.

(6) The current should not pass thro\igh thf

pin, pivot, or axle on which the moving arm
works.

(7) The base and handle should be of good
insulating and incombustible material. They
should not readily condense moisture, nor facili-

tate the accumulation of dirt and dust.

(8) They should be protected from dirt ami

dust, and the cover should also be of incombustible

material, and should preferably be either made or

lined with non-conductina; material. The coveri.

of all switches should be kept clear of all the

internal mechanism.
In connection with the requirements of a good

switch, we may add the following rule, taken

from the Institution of Electrical Engineers'

wiring rules :—In order to ascertain that switches

comply with the above requirements, samples

should be selected from each pattern and size

used, and should be tested at an E.M.F. and
current 50 per cent, in excess of that which will

be used on the circuits for which they are

intended."

The method of using switches will be evident

from Fig. 48, which is diagrammatic.

All kinds of switches are divided into two
broad classes, the single-pole (S.P.) and double-

pole (D.P.), and each of these are sub-divided

into single-hfeak (S.B.) and double-break (D.B.)

switches. There are also two, three, or more
way switches called multiple-u-ay switches. Eich
of these kinds are shown diagrammatically in

Fig. 48. At A, for instance, there is a single-

pole, single-break (S P., SB) switch; at B a

double-pole, single-break (D.P., S.B.) switch ; at

C a. single-pole, rfowWc-iirai- (S. P., D.B.) switch :

at D a double-pole, double-bre>k (D.P., D.B.)

Fia. 51.

switch ; whilst at E there is a double-pole, muliiplg-

icag switch.

The function of a single-pole switch is to open
or close one, and only one, lead ; but, as in in-

candescent liprhting, the parallel system of dis-

tribution is universally adopted, and the lamps

connected in parallel single-pole switches are

seldom used, except as lamp switches. In no
case is it advisable to control a circuit supplying

current for more thaii four lamps by means of

single-pole switches, as it is much more satis-

factory to break both mains at once. In all cases

where the supply is taken from the companj's
mains double-pole switches should be used, as they

cut both the mains completely off when the lights

are not required. A single-pole switch, of course,

breaks the circuit and cuts off the light : but the

whole of the hou?e wiring is in connection with

the mains, and the insulation is consequently

subjected to the same strain as when the current

is on. A double-pole switch, on the other hand,

completely cuts off the house mains from the

supply mains, and thus prevents any possibility

of mishap occurring. To be satisfactory, double-

pole switches should have the opposite ends of

the moving bar thorouffhly insulated from one

another, and the two ends should break contact

at the same instant, so as to prevent arcing. As
is well known , sparking takes place whenever a

circuit is broken ; especially is this so when the

circuit contains some electromagnetic appliance,

in which case the spark is very intense, and if the

length of the gap between the contact surfaces is

too small, there is some possibility of an arc being

formed ; and as the temperature of an electric arc

is very high, the metal is fused and the surfaces

are damaged, in addition to which there is some
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ssibility of fire resulting should any inflammable

:i;iterial be near. To prevent this excessive spark-

in", double-break switches are recommended, by
which means a main is broken in two places at

nee, and the sparking subdivided.

(iood contacts require pressure, and in many
ises springs are used for this purpose, and to

;ve the motion of the lever or the bar a quick

.lion. Figs. 49, 50, and -51 will give some idea

111' the principles involved in the construction of

switches so as to produce a good rubbing surface

and a quick snap action.

Figs, ri and 53 illustrate multiple-way switches,

tie former of which is a simple two-way switch.

The ring or chic pattern, represented in Fig.

U, is a very effective switch. From the figure

Fio. 52.

it will be noticed th\l the movable contact-bar
passes between a slit in a piece of stout brass strip

l»ent so as to form almost a circle. The ring is

provided with a bolt passing right through the
ring, bj which means the grip may be adjusted
60 83 to compensate for wear. The stift working
of the switch produces a kind of snap action,

because there is a sudden release when the
iHOvable bir passes out of the ring. By snap
action is meant that rapid movement or quick
action which takes place when the spring is able

to exert its power after the contact bar has moved
through a certain distance. It is very essential

tiiat switches carrying large currents should
possess this action, as it reduces the effects of

sparking to a minimum.
In Fig. 54, II. the sweating socket, or thimble

into which the conductor is soldered, is shown,
and for large conductors this is the only satis-

factory method of connecting the cable to the
switch. For small lamps or branch switches the
wires are often fastened by means of set-screws.
For the interior conduit and concentric systems

FiQ. 5?.

of wiring specidl switches are required, and as
they are generally of the bjx form, they are
known as bjx-switches. In the case of the con-
centric wiring, doub'e-polcswitchfs are dispensed
with, since the second conductor is permanently
eartheJ

; consequently the switches used in this
system are single-pole switches, and they are
always connected to the inner conductor. They
are, morecv,r, surrounded and insulated from a
me'.al box, electiii-ally and mechanically con-
nected with the outside sheath of the conductor.

.\ form of switch not previou-ly re'orred to is
theu-t/l p/ay. It differs from ordinary switches
in that the moviVjle pirt is completely removed
from ths ba'.e when the light is not' required.
Contict is made by two projecting pieces which
fit into tap?red recf sses. They are used in con-
nection with reading and other portable lamps.

JIain switches should be placed close to the

generators if the supply is generated within the

building, or at the transformer if transformed
within the building, or at the point of entrance

of the conductors into any building supplied from
an external source.

When all the three wires of a three-wire

system are brought into a house, the member of

hmiinni sirtit

Fio. 54.

the switch connected to the middle wire must not

make contact later or break contact sooner than

the other two members ;
preferably the middle

member should make contact sooner and break

contact later than the other two members. Single-

pole switches should not be on the middle wire

of a three-wire system. In a tive-wire system

the same principles will apply.

Fiis<'< and Cul-Outs.—The term "cut-out "is
generally reserved for an appliance which aulo-

malieally c:its out or breaks the circuit with a

given excess of current, and a number of such

devices depending upon electro-magnetic action

are on the market, and may be relied upon to

answer readily and quickly. They are, however,

more particularly adapted for switchboard and

o Z7isii.la2cr O
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generating station work generally than for house
fittings, in which case fusible cut-outs are used.

A fusible cut-out, or simply a fuse, is a safety

device, consisting of a short length of wire or

strip of metal introduced into electric lighting

circuits by being placed in series with a con-

ductor to guard against the production of a

dangerous excess of heat in any of the conductors,

due to an abnormal increase of current. They
should, therefore, be of such material and dimen-
sions (length and sectional area) as to fuse, and
thus break the circuit when the current increases

by a given percentage. Their function is to

prevent undue or dangerous heating of the leads,

or the destruction of apparatus (lamps, &c.)

When we remember that every conductor has
some resistance, and that this resistance which is

offered to the passage of electricity manifests

itself as heat, and that the heat produced is

Wrmir/!/-

proportional to the square of the current, it is

clear that the conversion of electrical energy into

heat energy takes place very rapidly, and that an
increase in current strength means a large increase

of temperature.
I'nder ordinary circumstances, the sizes of the

conductors are such as wi'l prevent undue and

dangerous heating ; but as short circuiting may
result (if a fault or an earth is set up), and
irregular driving or racing of the engine may
take place, there is some possibility of an abnormal
current passing along a circuit ; in which cases

danger exists, and it is an advantage when means
exist for automatically severing the circuit. This
is what fuses are intended to do.

The requirements of a good fuse are :— •

(1) It must be reliable and easy to replace.

Figs. 55, II. and III. show very satisfactory fuses

possessing an insulating bridge for readily insert-

ing the fuses when oce has blown. Keliability

is, of course, the essential quality of a good fuse.

The material should be cheap, have alow melting

point, not fuse explosively, nor be liable to

undergo oxidation or molecular change with

elifi
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heating or lapse of time. The following particu-

lars respecting some of the chief metals recom-
mended will be useful.

Platinum has a high melting point (3,632° F.),

is very costly, but is not affected by heating or
time. Mr. Preece recommends this metal, but it

is not advisable to risk such high temperatures

before the wire melts.

Copper mAts at 2,100' F., fuses explosively,

and is liable to change its melting point after

repeated heating, and it is not cheap.

Iron melts at 2,000° F., and although cheap, it

very readily oxidises.

Lead has a low melting point (608° F.), is cheap,

but very oxidisable.

Tin melts at 416° F., does not readily oxidise,

and is cheap.

(2) It should enable perfect contact to be made
between the fuse and the conductor, and the size

of the parts should be such as will not permit too

much conduction or radiation of heat. To insure

good contact the fuse portions are often fastened

@

m.
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to copper contict tips or clips at each end, a&
shown in Fig. 55. For the smaller fuses the

fuse wire is often wrapped round the terminal

and secured by a nut. The contact area should

be at least twice that of the sectional area.

(3) The base should be made of insulating and
inflammable material.

(4) The whole should be provided with a non-

combustible insulating cover if not for use on a

fuse board placed in a box.

The materials of which fuses are generally

made are tin, lead, or an alloy of G parts tin to

4 parts lead. And the point at which a fuse will

break depends not only upon ^he material of

which it is composed and upon the current

passing, but also upon the length and sectional

area, the temper.iture of the surrounding air,

whether it is covered and to the degree of
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espofiiri-, ar.d the nature uf the contact at the

clip.

As regards the length of n fuse wire, it is im-
portant to romemher that whilst the fuse should

lilow with .an excess of current, there should he

no possibility of an arc forming when such does

occur, and it is usual in practice to allow not less

than lin. hctween the fuse terminals for lOU volts,

and to allow lin. additional space between the

terminals {vt each 100 volts in excess of 100 volts.

And in considerins; tho length of the fuse wire

lor the current strength, it is usual to allow Uin.
for .'i anipires and ^in. for each ') amperes in

exc(8sof the first -5 amperes. I'sually wires are

used for currents up to 30 amperes. In deciding

upon the dimensions it must also he rememhered
that the resisitjince per unit length should he

great compared with that of the conductor, so as

to concentrate the heat in the fuse : hut it should

not he so great as to alfect the resistance of the

circuit, and so produce waste. From a large

number of experiments made by Sir. I'reece, the

following formula has been deduced for finding

the diameter of the fuse wire for a given current

—

C = ad- andrf = t^V'

Where t! = di.ameter in inches, C = current in

amperes, and n = a CDnstant for the material

used. A\'hen d is in inches, the following are the

values for a :
—

I'latinum I .T-JO

Copper 10,244

Iron 3,1 IS

Lead 1,379

Tin 1,042

Alloy (lead and tin 2 to 1) .... 1,318

NN'hilst considering the proper size of a fuse, it

will be well to mention that much difference of

opinion exists as to whether (1} the size should

be proportioned to the current they are intended

to carry, or (2' the size should depend upon the

size of the smallest conductor they should protect

;

and of the two the former is probably the better

biisis, and is the one recommended. The per-
centage of increase on the advisable normal
carrying current at which the fuse should break,

the General i''.lectric Company have found to be
approximately :

—

For fuses up to i amperes luO per cent.

,, ,, lu ,, SO

„ 20i;30 50 ,,

,, „ 50 „ 45 ,,

„ „ 100 , 35 „

Many insurance companies, however, fi.x the
percentage of increase at 50 per cent, for all

ordinary cases. Probably the best advice is that

the actual size should be decided upon after an
experimental trial has been made with the mate-
rial to be used.

Fusible cut-outs are usually divided into single-

pole, double-pole, main, and branch cut-outs.

Fig. 5G shows a single-pole fuse and base, Fig. 57

a double pole for main circuits so that each main
is protected, whilst Fig. 5!S shows in plan a
branch cut-out. It will be observed that in Figs.

50 and 57 a dividing ridge of porcelain is pro-
vided in connection with the base, so as to prevent
short-circuiting, and to improve the insulation

generally. To prevent oxidation, the fuse wire
should be coated with shellac varnish ; and we
may mention here a very novel arrangement for

insuring the fuse melting at the proper time,

which was introduced by Cockburn, and is shown
in Fig. 59. It is a weighted fuse, a pellet of lead

being fixed as shown, which breaks the fuse wire
as soon as it becomes soft, and so prevents
uncertainty in the action of the fuse.

Cienerally speaking, fuses should be placed at

the commencement of each pair of mains. On the
main circuit, and as ne.ar the source of supply as

possible, double-pole cut-outs should be used,
c.>»re being taken that the fusible sections should
not he in the same compartments. Fuses should
also be placed at all branching points whenever a
change in the gauge of the conductor occurs.
Also, since an excessive flow of current would

fuse lamji tilaiuents, each lamp should bo protected

by a fuse, which may conveniently be placed in the

lamp-switch. In all cases it is a matter of im-

portance that fuses should be placed at accessible

points, an.l should never be placed under floors or

behind .skirting boards, itc. In good work the

practice is to use fuse-boards wherever possible,

in which case a number of circuits are protected

by separate fuses at the distributing point.

Fig. CO represents the disposal of fuses in practice.

And whilst I'uses must be used, it must be remem-
bered that careless fixing and the injudicious use

of fuses tends to a waste of energy.
Branches from all circuits should have fuse-

boxes made of porcelain or other incombustible
material on both poles, and the fuses in these

fuse-boNcs, if on the same base, should be in

separate compartments. Where the tree, or

tapered, system of wiring is allowed, fuses should
be introduced at such intervals that each fuse

protects the smallest branch between it and the

next fuse ; or. if there is no other fuse, then it

must protect right up to the end of the circuit.

If the .above precautions are taken, it is not
necessary to protect the ceiling roses which
support tiexible pendants, by fuses at the ceiling

point of junction.

^V^^eneve^ circuits not exceeding 5 amperes
have fuses in eai'h pole at the distributing point,

fuses in the connectors are not necessarj' : should
the current, however, exceed 5 amperes up to

125 volts, or 3 amperes up to 250 volts, all

portable fittings requiring flexible cords, or

adapted tittings wired with flexible cords, must
be protected with a fuse at the point of junction
with the circuit.

Where one of the conductors is connected to

earth, all switches and fuses which will be single-

pole should be arranged on the insulated side of

the system. .\'o fuses or switches should be
placed in or at any point of the earthed conductor.
Standard types of fuses should be so designed as

to avoid the risk of inserting fuses intended for

large circuits into the fuse carriers of small
circuits, and lit-c-tenu. The covers of .all fuse-

boxes, whether these be separate or grouped on
switch -boards- should be efficiently ventilated,

so as to avoid risk of fractiire by the sudden
expansion of the air within them at the time the

fuse melts, the covers being arranged to catch

and retain the fused metal.

{To be continued.)

detail of the work; this task had necessrii:'.

to be delegated to the clerk of works, wl

responsibilities were consequently enornv

Mr. Alan PauU, F.S.I., also responded. '

W. ti. >\'oolacott, past-president, proposed

toast of ' The Worshipful Company of (

penters." Mr. Stanton W. Preston, the i.

to the company, in replying, said that durinj,'

twenty-one years he had been its clerk, the

pany "had risen from comparative obscurity

an important position as a leading City gn

When they built their h.all in London Wall, i'

decided to use it for promoting the welfare o!

building trades as far as their means would all

They organised e-xhibitions at which the qu:i'

of work submitted had steadily improved ; cour-

of free lectures on subjects important to ti

building trades were instituted, and had bun
well attended ; a series of workshops bad heei

built on part of their estate at Stratford, wher
they trained 160 boys in tho day and 280 ii

evening classes ; and, lastly, they established th-

Technical Schools in Ureat TitchUeld-street, A\',

which was now attended by 265 young n.en, i

being made an essential that each student shon

be actually engaged in the trade taught. I

conclusion, he referred to the valuable assistai

rendered by the secretary to the associat'

Jlr. F. Uashwood, and their successive presii

in carrying out the company's examinatioi

The Ch.airman then gave the toast of the ever,

ing, "Prosperity to the Clerks of Works' Assfi' i

tion," coupled with the name of Mr. P. J. K;

the president. Mr. King responded. Thi

maining toasts were " The Visitors," proposi

Mr. E. AV. Kighting.ale, past-president,

acknowledged by Messrs. H. T. Hare ;u

L. W. Solomon ;
" The Press," proposed by INI;

A. .S. Flower, and responded to bv Mr. W. '1

.

Plume ; " The Hon. Treasurer, Mr. J. l_»ldriu

Scott," given by Mr. Spooner and acknowledged

for Mr. Scott by Mr. Edmunds ; and " Th

Chairman," proposed by Mr. .1. (i. Peacock.

THE CLI-.KKS (.1 WiHiKS' ASSOCIATIOX.

T^HK lifteenth annual dinner of this associa-

tion wa.- held at the King's Hall, Ilolborn
liestaurant, on Jlonday evening, and was well

attended. .Mr. W. H. "Seth-Smith, F.P.I.B.A..
occupied the chair. Mr. John Brady proposed
the toast of "The Architects and .Surveyors,"

remarking that, while the architect was the best

friend of the clerk of works who did his duty, or

even made an approach to so doing, the surveyor

understood the details of a builder's work better

than anyone else who came upon the job—in fact,

he claimed tliat the capable surveyor was a born
clerk of wiirks. Mr. G. 11. Feiiowes Prynne,
F.It.I.B.A.. in the course of an eloquent re-

sponse, observed that in that association archi-

tects recognised a great guarantee for the proper
supervision of their work. The clerk of works
was the eye of the architect, and carried his

reputation in his hand. The architect could

not be eviuM'ted by the client to look after every

THE METKOPOLTTAN ASYLUMS BOAKI
SOUTHERN HOSPITAL COMPETITION'.

WE give now the names and addresses of the

architects invited to compete for this

building. This information, as we stated a few

weeks since, was refused to us by the clerk to

the Board on the somewh.at curious ground that it

was unfair to competitors that they should know

against whom they were competing '. As we then

stated, soiiiibodi/ knew the names of the com-

petitors, and was already writing to them offering

to assist them in the preparation of their designs

:

H. P. -idams. iS, 'Wobum-place. W. ; Arthur Aidron,

S, Delahiiy-jtreet, Westminster: C. U EUison and Son,

22, Sir Thomas-street, Liverpool : Giles, Gough, and

TroUopc. 2.'i, Craven-street. W.C. ; Greenaway and Smith.

21. Queen Anne's Gate, S.W. ; E. T. Hall, 57, Moor^^
street, B.C.; John Harvey, 47, Victoria-street, S.W.

;

I B. S. Jacobs, Lincoln's Inn Buildiags, W.C. ; M.

Macartney. 5i\, Berkeley-s.iuare, W. ; Newman and

Xewman, 31, Tooley-street : Pennington and Son, Hasting*

House, Norfolk-street, W.C. ; Smith and Croggm, 11,

York-buildings, Adelphi. W.C. ; E. Thomas and Son, 7,

Queen Anne's-gate, S.W. ; Treadwell and Martin. 2,

Waterloo-place, S.W. ; Woodd and Ainsbe, Broad

.Sanctuary Chambers, Westminster.

The competition has some objectionable features

about it which will probably lead to unpleasMit-

ness. We think, for instance, the following

clause in the " Terms of .appointment" sent out

by the Board is a very unf.air one :

—

Any dispute or question between the architect and the

Managers shall be refeiTed to an arbitrator nppo^ated bym
.l/,i,..i;/.,s, who shall have such powers and authority <m»« j

iltinaqT^ man thhtkft to <jiv' h iit, &:c., &c.

A condition of this kind, once accepted, leaves

the architect entirely at the mercy of the

managers. A\'e believe it has not been accepted

by all the competitors without protest ;
but we

should like to have been .able to say that all had

sufticiently valued their professional independence

to join therein.

The work of re-hanging the bells and providing

chimes for the clock his now been completed as

part of the Canterbury Ci-thedral restoration scheme.

The inauguration of the bells and chimes took place

on Saturday.

The technical institute at Grantham was opened

by Eirl Brownlow last week. The premises^ were

till recently a disused cigar factory, near the Guild-

hall, and the alterations and refitting have cost

about £1,000. The whole of the structural altera-

tions have been executed by Messrs. Walker Bros,

and Parks, of Grantham, from plans drawn by tne

borough surveyor, Jlr. F. Morris.

M
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iBuilMng Intelltgtttct

ExMiJiTK.—The new chiir.h of .\U S tints,

i'ter-roid, l-lxmouth, was dedicated on Wed-
Aay week. U is in the Pointed stjde of archi-
tiire and is built of Berry Head limestone, with
indows and doorways in Bath stone. The piers

1 the arcxdes are of Polyphant polished stone.
ho doorinof of the chancel is of marble .and
iirble mosaic, with solid wood block llooring
Isewhero. In plan the church consists of nave,
orthand south aisles, north and south transepts,
' incel, morning chapel (occupying the site of

future tower), baptistery, organ chamber, and
otries for the clergy and choir. There is sitting

. onmmodation for about 700 persons. The cost
t the building will be about £S,000, exclusive of
lie tower. The scats are of unvarnished pine.
vmong the special gifts are the alabaster reredos,

font, and organ. The architects are Messrs.
.' and Harvey, of Kxeter ; while the builders

. Messrs. Luscoiube and Son, with Mr. J.
'iiUen as clerk of works.

hivEiU'ociL.—The corner stone of the new
Ming for the Koyal Insurance Company in
ith John-street was laid on Friday by the

i.iirnian of the directors. The architect is Mr.
Francis^ Doyle, of Liverpool, whose plan was

lit first in competition by the assessor, Mr.
-orman .Shaw, K..A.. The style is Classic,
lapted to_ modern reijuirements. The sub-
tructure will be of grey Aberdeen granite to a

Ijieight of 30ft. above the pavement level. The
uperstructure will be composed of white Portland
tone, and roofed with green slates. To the
'ale-street front will be a gable rising 110ft.
bove the pavement. In Xorth .John-street will
e placed the main entrance, which will be sur-
lounted by a tower 150ft. high. At the south
ad will be the entrance for tenants, which also
.J3 a tower, but of less importance. .\ feature
a the building is the steel construction, introduced
3 obviate the necessity of columns on the ground

!-.oor, which for the entire length will be utilised
,3 the general offices of the company.
MosELKV.—The parish church was reopened
esterday (Thursday), after undergoing con-

jidsrable enlargement, upon a plan adapted to
;nrther developments at some future time. The
• Iterations have been designed by Mr. J. A.
-'hatwin, whose plan provides a large chancel,
chancel aisle, and also a south transept, which

nil provide 100 additional sittings. It is pro-
iosed hereafter to divide the present body of the
r-hurch into a well-proportioned nave and south
dale, and to form large clerestory windows. The
[ast window consists of seven lights, so con-
(tructed as to bring in the three stained-glass
vmdows of the former chancel. T"he chancel and
ransepts externally are faced with Bromagrove
tone. The floors are laid with wood blocks,
vhile the portion of the chancel within the altar-
iils is paved with glass mosaic. The roofs are
;v.Ted with slate. Messrs. Collins and Godfrey,
f Tewkesbury, were the contractors. The out-" has been between £2,000 and £:i,003.

I iCKPOKT.-—The board of guardians of the
- kport T'nion considered, on Monday, eight
-nlers for the erection of the proposed new
workhouse at Stepping Hill, near Htzel Grove.
['he highest tender was £100,467, and the lowest
-i;^,17G. A committee had previously opened

^

he tenders and recommended, by eight votes to
,'our, that the work should be divided into two
ontracts, and that the tender of -Messrs. T. and
*\'. .Meadows, of .Stockport, for .\o. 1 section of
he buildings at £6S,614, and for the roads at
-!. )02, and the tender of Jlessrs. Storrs, Sons,
nd Co., Limited, of Stilybridge, for \o. 2 sec-

:

ion of the buildings at £63,10:5 be accepted. The
I'hairman said there was a private letter on the
subject to the clerk. The representatives of the
I

ress were requested to leave the Board-room
:>vhilst the letter in question was read to the
,'H'ir.lians. Upon their readmission the vice-ohair-
n in said that the architect (Mr. W. It. Ward,

I 'f Birmingham had told them they might let
|ihe two sections separately, and now there was a
•ttpr to a different effect. It was very mysterious

d. It was ultimately proposed to adopt the
iimend.ation of the committee, and anamend-

; was moved to give all three contracts to
-rs. Jteadows. The amendment wasdefeited

y-i votes to 11. .V further amendment, t)
idjourn the question to a special meeting of the
joard and to re<iue3t the architect to be present,
10 that he might be given an opportunity of

explaining why he now asked the in-i jority of the
building committee to "eat their own words,"
was passed by a large iinjority.

CHIPS.
Mr. (r3orge Cartledge, headriia ter of the Koch-

dale School of .^rt, has been appointed headmaster
of the important art school at Hanley, liis native
town. Mr. Cirtledge has been in K'lchdale only
about IM mouths. He succeeded Mr. li. B. Daw.son
on that gentleman's removal to Jvidderruiuster.

The City Art Gallery at Manchester was reopened
to the public ou Monday. The perm inent colIectioQ
has b33n transferred to the eastern side of the
building and rearranged.

Mr. Ogden has been elected headmaster of the
school of art at Cxnterbury, in succession to the late

Mr. H. Allen.

At the quarterly meeting of the Inverness District
Asylum Board on Friday tenders for the construc-
tion of additions to the Inverness Asylum were
accepted at £13,111. A totil of t.'2.">,(i00 has been
expended during the past two years ou the exten-
sion of the building, the demmds upon which have
greatly increased.

Tnere was a very large gathering in the Central
Hall of the new Mount Pleasant .Scliools, South-
ampton, on Thursday in last week, when Sir George
Kekewich, G.C.B., psrformed the opening ceremony.
The architect was Mr. }. H. Blizird, architect to
the Southampton School Board, and his designs have
been carried out by Messrs. H. Stevens and Co.,
contractors, of Southampton.

On Friday last, at the Grosvenor Hall, Bucking-
ham Palace-road, between 3'I0 and 3.')0 employes
of Messrs. Drake and Gorham and their friends
attended a smoking concert organised for the staff,

and a very pleasant evening was spent. Mr. Drake
stated that 1807 had been the firm's record year in

turnover, in spite of increasing; competition, and
that during the past 12 months £1,0:11 ha'l been
distributed among the employes in the form of
bonuses.

Mr. James F. Smith, one of the bast known civil

engineers in Pennsylvania, died at f i iading, Pa.

,

.January 31. He was born in J'lttsburg and started
in his profession in 1831, when he was appointed
assistant civil engineer of the .Allegheny Portage
Riilroad. He was chief engineer of the Sjhuylkill
Navigation Company from IN.iO to 1870, and during
the later years of his basiness life was consulting
engineer of the Philadelphia and li wading Kiilroad
Company. He retired from active life about 10
years ago.

Last week was a quiet one at the .Vuction Mart,
Tokenhouse-yard, and it is noteworthy that there
is less demand than recently for freehold ground
rents. The aggregate realisation for the week was
£17,710, as against £70,770 registered for the
corresponding week of 1807, but this week an un-
usually larga number of investmeiiti have been
placed on the m irkst, and have on the whole
realised fair prices.

At the last quarterly meeting of the Corporation
of Ipswich, another handsome gift to the town was
accepted—that of premises in .St. <i30rge's -street at
the rear of the museum, a property which was
purchased by the late .\lderman Sterling \Vesth0rp3,
with the intention of adding it to the museum, and
is now presented by his executors. Tuis will enable
the museum buildings to bs oxrried through from.
High-street to St. Gaorge's-street.

The Roman Catholic Church of S;. J^3eph,
Huddersfield, erected in 1891, was reopsned on
Sunday after having undergone a course of total
redecoration and ornamentation after Florentine
designs. The alterations and additions have been
worked by Messrs. Crasso, of Bslgium. The
decorations include ornamentation of the sanctuary,
with the figure of the "Sicred Heart,'' and
fourteen pictures on the walls of the .Stations of the
Cross.

Glasgow Djan of Gudd Cjurt hive pissed the
plans for three tenements of shops and dwelling-
houses and a public wash-house which are to be
erected in the Caltoii district by the rmproveiu3ut
and Police Departments of the Corporation. The
tenement, which will be four stories in height, will
comprise room-and-kitcheu and single apartment
houses, rented at from £7 I03. to £U. The cost is

estimated at £7,270. The wash-house, which will

be erected to the rear of the tenement, will be 70ft.

long by 7")ft. broad, and will contain 1 1 stalls. Tne
architect is Mr. A. B. M'Donald.

Peterborough Town Council having applied to
the L-jcal Government Board for sanction to borrow

]

£1.0,0(10 for purposes of electric lighting, Mr. i

W. O. R, Meade King, M.Inst.C.E., has he'd an
inquiry .at the instance of the T.ocil i;overnm3at
Board, at the (iuildhall, Peterborough. In answer
to the Commissioner, the Town <'lerk stated that
the population of Peterborough W115 now :iO,000.

PROFESSIONAI. AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

.VUCHITKCTUU.VL AsSOCUTlON" OF luKLAXIJ.—
I >n Tuesday evening a meeting of the Architec-
tur.al Association of Ireland was held at the
Gro-svenor Hotel. Mr. Cecil Orr, A.U.I.B.A.,
delivered a lecture on "The History of Archi-
tecture." The lecturer lirst showed the origin
of design from natural objects, and the rise of

( ireek architecture from ICgyptian .and .\s8yrian

work. He pointed out that Roman architecture
was a development of Greek work united to the
architecture which they had got from the Etrus-
cans. He next showed how Constantiue the
Great had transplanted the Roman arts to Con-
stantinople, his new capital, wdiore they became
united with the e.asteru work of the Sissanians
and Phnmici.ans. Here Mr. Orr broke off his

treatment of European work, with the remark
that the native work of Ireland was derived not
from the Byzantine school, but from the common
origin with the Phu-nicians through Carthage.
He then dealt at some length with jMoorish

architecture. In his second lectui-e Mr. Orr will

deal with the development of Gothic archi-

tecture.

Eijin-iiiui:h .Vrchitectvuat. Associ vtion".—
At a meeting of this association, held on February
9. the president Mr. Thomas Ross) in the chair.

Mr. James A. Williamson, past president of the
Architectural Society, read a paper on "The
^'ernacular of the Wren School," illustrated by
limelight views. The lecturer gave an historical

resume of the Renaissance in Great Britain from
the earliest period of its influence, in the reign of

Henry VIII., till the beginning of the 17th
century, when the architectural authority of

Inigo Jones became paramount. 3Ir. AX'illiam-

son stated that Inigo Jones was the first

Englishman to grasp in its full signifi-

cance the art of the Italian Renaissance.
The works of Inigo Jones -were minutely
described, particularly the palace at Whitehall
for .lames I. This work, the lecturer considered
showed that .Tones possessed a co mplete master
of proportion, a keen sense of the balance K
voids and solids, and full knowledge of the value
of chi.aro3curo. He was one of the rcost bril'iant

architectural designers this country had ever
produced. Sir Christopher Wren, as the
acknowledged head of the school, was next dealt

with in an exhaustive manner, and his several

outstanding achievements in design described in

detail, notably St. Paul's, Hampton Court
Palace, St. Mary-le-Bow, and Walbrook. Mr.
Williamson claimed that Wren founded a strictly

vernacular school of architecture based on the
principles of Italian Renaissance, and that, never
having visited Italy, he approached the study of

his great works with a mind free from the
trammels of precedent, in which, perhaps, the in-

stinct of the engineer rather than the artist pre-
dominated. After a further detailed reference to

the successors of Wren, including architects such
as Xicolas Ilawksmoor and Yanbrugh, the lec-

turer concluded by referring to the eclectic and
cosmopolitan character of the architecture of the

present day, arguing in favour of a return to the
best e.xamples of the Wren school, with a view to

a logioil development of the spirit then in force

towards perfection on traditional and vernacular
lines.

Xorth Of E.V':;nN'n Federation- ue Mastei:
Painteus.—The annual meeting of this federa-
tion was held at the Siar .and Garter, Middles-
brough, on Jlonday, under the presidcjncy of

Mr. Wm. .A.Uan. The secretary, in his annual
report, stated that at the end of 1897 there were
135 members, and lis believed that now there were
I-)5. The treasurer presented a report, which
showed a balance in hand of £j ~s. The report

and b.alance-.sheet were adopted. The president

expressed the pride and pleasure he had felt in

occupying the position during the first 18 months
of the feder.ition'sexistenco. They had federated

with them every local association in the Korth of

England, excspt one at Bishop .Vuckland, which
they expected would soon join them. They hoped
also to see a local association formed at Darling-

ton. He moved that the president for the ensuing

yearbe Mr. John Sjott, of .Middlesbrough. This

was carried unanimously. Jlr. J. G^ Cole (New-
castle) was elected vice-president, Mr. Wm.
.\llan (South .Shields) was elected treasurer, and
Mr. R. G. Salmon was elected secretary.

PoKTSStOl'TH MasTEU Bl'lI.DElls' ASSOCIATION.

—The annual meeting of this association was
held on Tuesday last at the .Su3se."c Hotel, Land-

rfn_
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port. Mr. ('. Ityo. T.C.. the thiiirman, i-nliroiJ

in the usiinl course, and Mr. J. 11. Corko, .).!',

wus elected for the ensuing year. Jlr. A. E.
Porter was appointed vice-chuirmiin, Mr. C.
Ilardinp; treasurer, and Mr. K. Simpson secre-

tary ; Jlossr*. ('. Dye, H. Jones, J. Cockerel!, \V.
Tjight, C. Reading, W. W. lOi-ans, and .T. W.
I'erkins wore elected on the committeo. Among
the matters discussed and referred to the new
committeo was the demand for increased wages
Ijy the men, the notices in connection with which
expire on May 1

.

CHIPS.
A new clock, built by Messrs. ,Tohn i'^mith and

Co., of Dm-liy, has just been placed in the palish
church otClieriton Fitzpiine, Djvon.

Dr. Collins, Chairman of the London County
Council, on Situnlay opened au extensive block of
buildinsB which has been added to the Woolwich
Polytechnic. The new buildinga. which, with the
eijuipment, have cost about I'lJ.OQd, are intended to
accommodate students in chemistry, physics, and art.

The Admiralty have just accepted a tender for
the enlargement of the Royal Kaval Barracks at
Keyham to provide the accommodation that will be
required when the extensive dock works in progress
are completed. The addition to barracks will be
for a thousand men, and with a new set of otli;ers'

quarters. The work will be taken in baud forth-
with, and is to be finished in three years. The
capacity of the barracks will be doubled. Mr.
A, It. Debnam, of Mount Pleasant, I'lymouth, has
taken the contract, and the work will be carried
out under the supervision of Major H. Pilkington,
C.B., R E., the engineer-in-chief of the Xavy Loan
Works.

•'

In a report posted at Tuesdiy's meeting of the
London County Council, particulars were given by
the Bridges Committee with respect t > the design
for the new Vauxhall Bridge. .Sir A. R. Binn:e
lias prepared a design for a granite bridge backed
with concrete, a principle adopted by his pre-
decessor. Sir J. W. Bizilgette. in New Putney
Bridge. This wUl save about £1,000 a year in the
painting required by an iron bridge of equal
dimensions. The estimate is £:!30,00D, with a
possible reduction of £.'0,000.

In an applicat'oa for an ejectment order agaiist a
tenant of a house in Outer Moss-lane, M' recambe,
made to the Lmcaster County Bench on Siturday,
it was stated that although the house had beeii
recently built, the walls were cracked from top to
bottom, and the district council had declared it to
be dangerous.

The Licil Government Board report on the
Ruskington waterworks question, bised upon the
evidence taken at the recent inquiry held before
Colonel Lxngtou C jka, C.E., decides that the
Euskington Urban District Cjuncil are in default,
and allonrs three months only in which the council
must construct a reasonable scheme of waterworks
for the parish.

After a prolonged discussion the urban district
council of Weston-super-Mare finally adopted at
the last meeting the plans of Messrs. Stewart and
Ciracj, selecte.! and premiated in the recent competi-
tijon, for the proposed pavilion and accessories at
Knightstone, but the plans are to be amended
and reduced. Mr. Stewart expressed his willing-
ness that the conditions and terms of remuneration
specified in the original conditions of competition
should apply to his amended plans, and that the
commission should bj reduced to 2J per cent, for the
preparation of plans, specilications, estimates, and
attending public inquiry, ici., exclusive of all ont-
of-pocket expenses, in the event of the project not
being carried out.

At Tamworth a new board school for boys, built
in the L'^ys at a cost of £7,000, was opened on
Thursday in last week. The school is on the
central hall plan and accommodates .oOO scholars.
During the proceedings a vote of thanks was passed
to the architects, Messrs. W. and .T. Goodacre,
Leicester ; and to the contractors, Messrs. C. Ciarson
and Son, Tamworth.

The aew Mm in Lsith of the North British Rail-
way Company will be proceeded with very shortly.
The line leaves the company's system at Lonion-
road junction signal cabin, below AbbeyhiU Station,
and proceeds in a northerly direction to the foot of
Leith Walk. At the junction of Leith Walk with
Duks-street a large passenger station will be
erected. Messrs. Young and Sons, of E linburgh,
have taken the contract at between £:iO.OOO and
£100,000.

The TaUet says that the reports which have been
circulated concerning the legacv left to the Bishop
of Liverpool by the late Mr. Jamas O'Byrne,
architect, of Liverpool, have greatly exaggerated its
amount. The residue of tho estate left to the R.C.
Bishop of Liverpool amounts to between £10 000
and £1.5,003.

COMPETITIONS.
Bi:i.rr,u.—At the last meeting of the rural

district council, it was stated that from com-
petitive schemes for the water supply of Crich
and South Wingfield which they have received,

that of Jlr. W. 11. Taylor, of Birmingham, had
been selected. lie proposed to give water for

Crich at an estimated cost of £2,790.

BoDTLE.—At the last meeting of the town
council, a committee brought up a rep:;rt recom-
mending the adoption of the uw.ard by Mr.
Turton, of Liverpool, the assessor in the competi-
tion for the fire-brigade station. He recommended
that the plan numbered 1 4 be placed first and be
adopted for execution, subject to the conditions of

competition and instructions to .architects, and to

any modifications in points of detail which the
joint committee may consider desirable. Design
Xo. 1 was placed second in order of merit. The
report was adopted, an endeavour to refer the
matter back to the committee being defeated, and
on opening the sealed envelope it was found that
the successful competitor was Mr. C. J. Anderson,
of Dale-street, Liverpool. The limit of cost is

£13,000.

T.WNTox.—Designs for a town-hall are invited
by the market trustees, premiums of £100, £.50,

and £30 being offered for the three best designs.
Mr. Edward V/. Mountford, F.R.I.B.A., of
London, has been appointed professional assessor.

WoLVERHAMrTox.—The referee, Mr. Alfred
Waterhouse, R A., has this week made his ex-
amination of the designs submitted in the select

competition for the Public Libr.ary to be built as
a .1 ubilee memorial on a fine site facing Snow Hill,
Wolverhampton. The plans were sent in last

Monday, and on AVednesdiy the committee
confirmed the award which accords the first

premium to Mr. H. T. Hire, and the second
to Mr. J. M. Brydon. The drawings are to
be on view during the next seven days to
the public. The total cost, including premiums,
architccfs fees, measuring- up the building when
finished, and all fittings, electric lighting and
warming, is limited to £10,000. Nine sets of
designs were received.

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.
The Soi-TFi Kexsin-otox Collection.—Sir F.

Powell ask-id the First Commissioner of Works on
Monday what steps the Government had taken to
carry out the recommendations of the select com-
mittee of last session on the museums of the Science
and Art Department for the protection of the
collection at South Kensington from the imminent
risk of fire ; and whether they were prepared
without further delay to proceed with the com-
pletion of the permanent buildings in accordance
with the recommendations of the second report of
the same committee. Mr. John Burns also asked a
question on the same subject. —Mr. Akers-Douglas :

The old buildings known as the " Boilers," the
temporary building in the inner quadrangle, and
the students' refreshment-rooms have been removed.
Virions other works are in hand, including the
fireproofiiig of the room next the Riphael Gallery,
and the improvement of the southern galleries on
the west of Exhibition -road. The private resi-

dences of the ofli:ials are to be abolished. Taese,
in the opinion of the tiovernment, comprise all the
matters of urgent necessity, in view of the fact that
a proposal for proceeding at once with the per-
manent buildings will shortly be laid before Parlia-
ment.—Mr. Burns asked whether they were to
assume that "at once" meant the current year'r-
Mr. Akers-Douglas: I have every reason to hope so.

The school board forLittlehampton have appointed
Mr. Leonard Siokes, of Spring-gardens, as assessor
in a competition for a boys' school, the fee to be
paid being thirty guineas.

The S.;ottish National G lUery, which for a
month past has been unler^oing a thorough over-
hauling, has been reopenel to the public this week.
Two new and important pictures have beea added
to the collection—a Raeburn and a Hogarth. Tne
Rieburn is a legacyfrom Lady Riddell, of Kilcamb.
Strontian, and is a portrait of Mrs. Cimpbell, of
Balliemore ; the H igarth is a legacy from Lady
Jane Dundas, and is a cabinet portrait of Sirah
Malcolm, a criminal, who was executed in 1733;
she is portrayed as seated in her prison cell, with a
cross and string of beads lyin^ on a table in front
of her.

On Siturday. February oth, the foundation-
stone of a new church, to be kuown as S:. Peter's,
at Beeston. a suburb of Nottingham, was blessed by
the Right R ;v. Mgr. McKenua. V.G. The church,
which is being erected bv Mr. Turner, a local
builder, from the plans of M-. H irt, of Corby, will
seat about 150, and cost with the site (SOOsq.yds.i
a little over £600.

i -^ /

Mr. Giorge Armstrong Howitt, sculptor, passed
awav at his residence, 13. Prince-street, Gloucester,
on Tuesday week, at the age of 8fi years. Mr.
Howitt was a native of Gloucester, and was
apprenticed to a sculptor. Que of the earliest
works he wi^ engaged oa was the statue of the
Kiv. E'chard Raikes in the cathedral. Subsequently
he was engaged by Sir Dlgby Wyatt, whom be
assisted in church and mission work in various parts
of the country : and he also acted in a professional
capacity to the Marquis of Ailesbury, the Marquis
of Lansdowne, and Lord Falmouth. He retired
some 17 years ago. He was awarded the Royal
Polytechnic Society's set of medals for portrait
heads carved in oak, walnut, and boxwood.

The members of the Glasgow Building Trades'
Exchange held their first annual dinner on Thurs-
day night in la=t week, in the Windsor Hotel,
St. Vincent-street. Colonel Ribert J. Beanett,
president, occupied the chair, and the croupiers were
Mr. Aleiander Gray. Mr. A'exander Muir, aid
Mr. John Patersou. There were about 120 gentle-
men present. Mr. Petej- Lawrence proposed the
toast of the evening, "Glasgow Building Trades'
Exchanee," which was acknowledged by the chair-
man. Mr. John Laird gave "The Merchants' and
Trades' Houses of Glasgow," and the Lord Dean
of Guild and the Daacon-Convener replied.

The corporation of Colchester have adopted
amended designs for the rebuilding of the Town-
hall, submitted by Mr. John Belcher, F.R.I.BA.,
of London, whose design was placed first in the
recent competition, and have appointed Mr. Belcher
architect on the terms previously arranged for.

A Local Government Board inquiry has been held
at Bishopstoke, by Colonel Durnford, R.E , with
reference to an application by the Winchester
Rural District Council for permission to borrow
£5,000 for the purpose of carrying through a
sewerage scheme for the parish of Bishopstoke.

At the weekly meeting of the London County
Council on Tuesday, the Building Act Committee
recommended that Mr. Andrew Moseley, who has
been district surveyor for Fulham for nearly 5 1 years,
should be called upon to resign his position.

At the last meeting of the Glossop Town Council
the plans were estimated of a technical school which
Lord Howard of Glossop proposed to build on a
site opposite the free library, the architects being
Messrs. Douglas and MinshuU, of Chester. The
schools will be three stories high, and large rooms
have been allocated for classrooms, laboratories, «.t5.

The plans were approved, and a resolution thanking
Lord Howard for his generous gift was passed.

The designs submitted by Mr. T. G. Jackson,
R..A., and Mr. T. Brock, R.A., for the Benson
moaument in Canterbury Cathedral having beea
accepted by the committee of the memorial fund,
the execution of the altar tomb has been commenced.
The recumbent etfi^y of the late Primate will

represent him in an att.tude of prayer.

The east window of RIpon Cathedral is being
rearranged as a memorial to Djan Fremantle, and
two brasses have been placed underneath. Mr. A. O.
Hemming, of Mirgaret- street, W., is executing the
work under Sir Arthur W. Blomfiild, A.R.A.

At the Manchester Assizes on the 10th inst., an
action was brought by Dr. G. C. K'ngsbury, of
Blackpool, against Mr. George H. WiUoughby, a
Manchester architect, to lejover damages for

slander. .Some interesting revelations in regard to

hypno'.ic medical treatment were disclosed during
the hearing of the case. The jury gave a verdict

against the defendant, damages 20i. and costs.

The new temporary hospitals for the Guardians
of the Rochdale Union are being warmed and
ventilated by means of Shorland's patent double-
fronted Manchester stoves, with ornamental tiled

sides, the same being supplied by Msssrs. E. H.
.Shorland and Brother, of M incbester.

Mr. R. Norman Shaw, R.A., has accepted the

position of architect to the AVestm'nster Improve-
ment Scheme, and Mr. E Iward L. Lutyens will be
associated with him in advising the promoters of

that extensive project for rebuilding the dilapidated

properties and embanking the river between the

Victoria Tower and Lambeth Bridge.

The design submitted by Mr. T. F. Pennington,
of Cistleford, has been accepted in a limited compe-
tition for a Wesleyan chapel and Sunday-school to

be built at South Kn-kby, near Pontefract. The
chapel is to accommodate 350 persons, and the
schools 200 children ; the style adopted is Free
Gothic, the materials will bo brick and stone, and
the cost will not exceed £1,500.

The Ayr Town Council decided on Monday, after

two hours' discussion, to proceed with the erection

of the new town hall on the old site, at a cost of

£15, .500, which includes £3,200 for additional

property to increase the size of the hall and provide

additional exits.
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ILLUSTRATIONS.
SEW PREMISES, G08FIELI) STREET, W.—SECOND PREMIATi;!)

DESIGN- FOR CHESTERFIELD SCHOOLS AND BATHS.— PRO-
POSED CHfRCII AT CRESSWELL.— SILVER MEDAL STUDIES

OF ANIMAL LIFE TREATED FOR DESIGN. — HOUSE AT
^Sl'RBITO.V.— SKETCHES FROM DIEPPE.—TWO SOMERSET-

SHIRE ri.-i.pns.

^ux Hlttstrations.
NEW PUKMISES, JX. AXD X., GUSFIELD STREET, W.

The above building contains the sets of sniill
flats of two and three rooms each, with a separate
w.e. to each set of rooms. On the top of the 4th
Hoor is a washhouse for the use of all the tenants
generally. Ihe roof is flat and covered with
asphalte, this being laid on Jlessrs. Stuart and
Co.'s granolithic roof. The front is in picked
yellow stocks, the quoins, heads, &c., in red
bricks, and the stonework is Portland. The
lower portion of the jambs to entrance-door are
in glazed brown bricks. The contract was let for
£1,863 6s. 2d. to Mr. James Carmichael, who
carried the work out. The stairs from top floor
to basement are in granolithic. The architect is

3Ir. W. Har^reaves Raflies, of 9, Argyll-street,
Eegent-street, W.
SECOND PREMI.WED DESIGN FOR THE CHE.STERFIELD

SCHOOLS AXD llATHS.

The elementary school proper is placed at the
rear of the block at the same level as Brewery-
street, and reached by separate entrances for
males and females, which pass over the swimming-
bath. The bath has been placed well to the front to
afford facility for the use of the public. Care
has been taken in the planning of the buildings
to insure the carrying out of the future extensions,
so that the whole may be a complete and compact
scheme. The accommodation for the instruction
in cooking and laundry work has been planned
in the basement, and is reached from the main
school floor by two fireproof staircases, which are
also used for the swimming and slipper-baths by
the children. Separate entrances to swimming
and elipper-baths are also provided, so that the
public in using the baths do not interfere with
the ordinary working of the school. The buildings
were to be constructed in brick ; the exterior to
Brewery-street of red pressed brick and stone;
best green slates are to be used on roofs. The
internal walls of rooms to be lined with glazed
brick from floor to ceiling ; staircases and passages
to have a dado of brown glazed brick, the upper
part to be in white glazed brick. The swimming-
bath is to be lined with white glazed brick. This
scheme was submitted by Messrs. Hall, Cooper,
and Davis, architects, Scarborough, and was
placed second by the assessor, Mr. E. li. Robson,
ilessrs. Houston and Houston, Ijondon, taking
the first premium. We understand the board has
now accepted an amended plan by a local archi-
tect, which they intend to carry out.

rnorosED chiuch, cuesswell.

Messrs. Bkewill axu Baii.y are the architects.
whose drawing of this building- we are illustrating
to-day. No particulars of the work have come

to hand, and the plan accompanying the view
shows the contrivance of this picturesque church.

STUDIES OK .'IXIM.IL LIFE TREATED FOR DESKJN :

THE ARCTIC TERX.

Tni.SE silver-medal drawings, by Mrs. 51. E
Dawson, are devoted to decorative studies of the

Arctic Tern, whose graceful flight is extremely
beautiful, and the elegant proportions of the bird

lend themselves exceedingly well for treatment
in ornamental or mural design. The Japanese
have utilised bird-life, of course, in all its

divergences, though seldom with more success

than in the employment of aquatic fowls. Mrs.
Dawson, in a way, appears to reflect the type of

design to which this passing note refers, and,

while not hesitating to conventionalise her pencil,

may be said to be always true to nature.

HOrSE .\T SVUllITOX.

Some capital examples of picturesque house-
building have of late years been carried out in the

district round about Surbiton. The design here-

with illustrated was sent us some time ago by
Mr. Walter E. Hewitt, when we gave another
view of the same residence. The walls, in red

brick below, have tile hanging above. The
windows are muUioned in wood ; but the porch
is in stone, while the roofs are all covered with
tiles.

SKETCHES I'ROM DIEl'l'E.

The Castle of Dieppe occupies a commanding
position at the western end of the town, the
towers illustrated being in the front, at the ex-

tremity facing the sea. The bulk of the building
is built of greystone, with bands and patches of

red brickwork, these last being of somewhat
recent date. The building was erected in 1435,

but was greatly damaged—almost destroyed—at

the bombardment of Dieppe by the English in

1694. The gateway shown in one of the sketches

is a side entrance. The castle was, some few
years ago, converted into a barrack, when the
large windows became a necessity. The old half-

timbered house attracts the attention of all who
arrive at Dieppe by boat. It stands on the quay
on the I^e PoUet side of the harbour entrance.

The house is, unfortunately , in a somewhat ruinous
state, and its appearance is not enhanced by one
side being covered with a large advertisement of

the local golf club. The two crosses, one at the
cathedral, and the other at the church of St.

Remi, are in the squares adjoining these build-

ings. They are of granite, and not very elaborate.

That at the cathedral is the richer one, probably
because it adjoins the more important building.

J. H. Coram.

TWO SOMERSETSHIRE PVLriTS.

These two richly-carved and ornamented pulpits

are taken from the two neighbouring churches of

South and East Brent respectively, each being of

oak in good preservation, and octagonal on plan.

The pulpit at East Brent is entere 1 by a staircase

through the thickness of the nave wall, to which
is attached the panel, haWng incised upon it the

initials " I c, E )i " and the date 1634, which is

probably about the date of the other as well. The
interior of East Brent has a very fine appearance,
having other work beside the pulpit of an in-

teresting nature—namely, in its carved bench
ends, organ gallery, wall frescoes, and very fine

ceiling. The church of South Brent is not other-

wise of much interest. The sloping floor of the
nave is peculiar, the western end being consider-

ablv lower than the eastern. E. Rodway.

At St. John's Church, Newcastle, County Down,
the memorials to the Seymour family and other
improvements were dedicated on Wednesday week
by the Bishop of Down, Conuor, and Dromore.
The church, which was built by the late E irl of
Anuesley in 1832, has been beautified internally.

The walls have been coloured, and pomegranate
foliage and flowers, conventionally treated, are used
as a dado. A moulded plinth course of Italian

marble forms the step to the communion-table, and
at a lower level double steps and risers have been
placed. All the marble work was supplied by
Messrs. S. and T. Hastings, monumental sculptors,

Downpatrick and Newtownards. Tbe memorials
consist of a brass telescopic commuaion rail, with
six standards, supplied by Messrs. M'Gloughlin and
Co., Dublin : panelled wall tiling of chancel, iu

design of raised vine leaves and bunches of grapes,
supplied by Messrs. Craven, Dunnill, and Co.,
Shropshire ; aud a brass tablet on the riser of step

leading to the communion rail. Messrs. T. and F.
Neill, contractors, Newcastle, had charge of the
general improvements.

STAINED GLASS.
DowxPATBicK.—The Down Cathedral Board have

decided to reconstruct the east wiudow iu their
cathedral. The window is in a dangerous condi-
tion, much of the stonework, which was erected iu

1781, being defective, and likely to come down
should there be a gale from the east. Its restora-
tion has been intrusted to Messrs. Hastings and
Crickard, of Downpatrick and Xewtownards. Much
of the stonework will have to be entirely replaced,

and the remainder rechiselled. It has been decided
to fill the window with stained glass. The design
of Messrs. Ballantyne and Gardiner, of Eliuburgh,
submitted by Messrs. Ilastiugs, was accepted by
the board. In the rose light at the top of the
proposed window will be a figure of our Saviour

:

in the quatrefoils below figures of SS. Peter and
Paul seated. The figures in the other ten lights

are SS. Matthew, holding the volume of his Gospel,
.lohn, Simon, Andrew, James, Philip, Thomas,
Bartholomew, James the Less, aud Matthias.

CHIPS.
The first anniversary of the reopening services

at St. Saviour's Church, Southwark, after tbe re-

building of the nave from Sir Arthur W. Blomfield's

designs, was celebrated on Wednesday. A chancel
screen, designed by Sir A. Blomfield—the gift of

Mr. Robert Barclay—and a new clock for the
tower, presented by Sir Frederick Wigan, will

shortly be placed in the church.

The Markets Committee of the Wolverhampton
Corporation have issued a report with reference to

the condition of the Cattle Market. Its state has
been condemned by every inspector of the Board of

Agriculture. They recommend a number of im-
provements, the erection of slaughter-houses, aud a
house for the superintendent, at an estimated cost

of £6,158.

The new (Jaeen's Theatre at the corner of
CUrence-street and Groundwell-road, Swindon,
was opened last week. The building has frontages

of 119ft. by 90ft., with free access on three sides,

the site abutting on the main thoroughfare between
Old and New Swindon. The style is Free Renais-
sance, and accommodation is provided for 1,600
persons. Messrs. Milverton-Di'ake and Pizsy, of

Baldwin-street, Bristol, were the architects, and
Mr. C. Williams, of Swindon, was the contractor.

The death is announced of Mr. James Brashier,

who carried on the business of a builder for about
50 years at 236, Brixton-road, S.W., in which he
was assisted by two sons, both of whom predeceased
him. Mr. Brashier retired from active business

some twelve years ago, and has since resided at 1 7,

Burton-road, where he died on Tuesday at the age
of 81 years.

A general assembly of the R ^yal Scottish Academy
was held on Friday for the election of an
Academician in room of the late Mr. Otto Leyde.
There were several nominations, but the only names
that received strong support were those of Messrs.
F. Ogilvy Raid and Alexander Roche. On a final

vote Mr. Reid, who has been an associate since

18S8, and has lately abandoned Scottish domestic
incidents for landscape work, was elected by
twenty- one to seventeen votes.

The London School Board have decided to fill one
of the lunettes in their board room on the Embank-
ment with the armorial bearings of the Marquis of

Londonderry to commemorate his chairmanship.
The work will be executed by Messrs. Powell, of

Whitefriars.

Mr. Edward Duncan Stoney, only son of the late

Mr. F. G. M. Stoney, of the firm of Ransomes and
Rapier, Limited, Waterside Works, Ipswich, died

iu this town at the age of 29, on Tuesday week,
leaving a widow and three children. Mr. Stoney
superintended for the firm the erection of the sluices

on the Manchester Ship CUnal and those on the
Thames at Richmond. He won the prize of 100

guineas for a design for the improvement of the

River Severn at Bridgwater, and, had he lived,

would have superintended the erection of sluices on
the Clyde, for which Messrs. Rinsomes and Rapier
have the contract. For a year past Mr. Stoney had
been in failing health.

The monthly memorandum of the Labour Depart-
ment states that employment at the end of January
was not so good as it was a year ago. The per-

centage of unemployed in the trade unions mating
returns was 4 96 per cent, (excluding persons

directly on strike or locked out), compared with
5-3 1 per cent, at the end of December, and with .3'3

per cent, at the end of January, IS97. Employment
in the building trades has improved, and coutinues

good. The percentage of unemployed union

members was 2 at the end of January, compared
with 2-4 at the end of January last year. The
furnishing trades are scarcely so active, though up
to the average for the season. The percentage of

unemployed union members at the end of January
was 51, the same as in January, 1897.
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TO cohrespondents-

fWe do not hold ourselves respou^-ible for the opinions of

our conenpondonts. All commuuiwitions should be
diawn up as briefly ns possible, as tliere are many
claimanta upon the space allotted to correspondenta.

]

It 18 particularly requested that all drawings and all

communiaitions respectinjr illuslr;itions ur litemry matter
Bhoiiid be addres.sed to the EDITOU of the BriLuis-o
News, 332, Stnind. W.C'., and nut to moiiibers of the staff

by name. Delay is not uufre<iuently otherwise caused.
All drawings and other coininunientions are sent at con-
txibutors' risks, and the Kditur will not undeilake to

pay for, or be liable for, un.suught contributions.

Cheques and Post-office Ordtrs to be made payable to
Thb Bteanu Nkw^pai'Er Company, Limited.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
One Poimd per annum (post free) to any part of the

United Kinjjdom; for Canada, Nova Scotia, and the
United StJttes, £1 Gs. Od. for (idols. 3uc. gold). To Fi'ance
or Belgium, £1 6s. Od. (or ;«fr. .30c.) To India, £1 63. Od.

To any of the Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the
Cape, the Weat Indies, or Natal, £1 6a. Od.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
The charge for Competition and Contract Advertise-

ments, Public Companies, and all official advertisements
IB Is. per line of Eight words, the first line counting as
two, the minimum charge being 5s. for four lines.

The charge for Auctions, Land Sales, and Miscellaneous
and Trade Advertisements (except Situation advertise-
ments) is 6d. per line of Eight words (the first lint

counting as two), the minimum charge being 4s. 6d. for

40 words. Special terras for series of more than six
insertions can be ascertained on application to the Pub-
lisher.

Front-page Advertisements 23. per line, and Paragraph
Advertisements Is. per line. No Front-page or Paragraph
Advertisement inserted for le^s than os.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
office not later than 3 p.m. on Thursday. Front-page
Advertisements and alterations in serial advertisements
mu-st reach the office by Tuesday morning to secure
insertion.

Situations.

The charge for advertisements for " Situations Vacant

"

or " Situations Wanted " is Oxe Shilling fobTwentv-
FOUB "WoBDS, and Sixpence for every eight words after.
All Situation Advertisemtnts must be prepaid.

NOTICE.
Bound copies of Vol. LXXII. are now ready, and
should be ordered early (price Twelve Shillings each),
as only a limited niimber are done up. A few
bound volumes of Vols. XXXIX., XL., XLL,
XLVI., XLIX., LI., Lin., LVin., ux.,
Lxi., Lxn., Lxrn., lxtv., lxv.. lxvl,
Lxvn.. Lxvm., lxix., lxx., lxxi.. lxxu.
may still be had, price Twelve Shillings ; all the other
bound volumes are out of print. Most of the back'
numbers of foiTuer volumes are, however, to be had
singly. Subscribers requiiing any back numbers to
complete volume just ended should order at once, as
many of them soon run out of print.

C. A. IB^\'I^'. ("We never trouble ourselves -nor need you
—about what such people say. >

REcEivRn.—R. C. (Birmingham I.—T. G. R.—T. W. Co.—D. E. U.-F. N. H.-K. P. and Son.

"BUILDING NEWS" DESIGNING CLUB.
Drawinos Received.— *' Centaur," " Cobden," "Eric,"
" Bantam," " Pick-me-Up," " Giaour," " Spark,"
"Bvd," " Stanley." "Derige," "Microbe." "Gossip,"
"Gib," "Dachs," "Checkmate," " R. W. P.," " Tit-
bits," "Stone." "Pantile." "Thrums," ''Strax,"
" Oak," " Hubert," " William the Englishman,"
"E. G.," " Bernard," " Petticoats," " Chess."

Coritspfoittiatce.

THE ROYAL GOLD MEDAL AT THE
IN'STITUTE.

To the Editor of the Building News.

SiK,—ilr. Wm. Woodward generally inspires

useful work by his criticism of the Institute, and,
though personally I cannot approve of his

methods, it is evident that 5Ir. Woodward not
infrequently imjjarts some life to the otherwise
uninteresting proceedings which present so little

attraction to the profession at Conduit-street.
The dignified protest made by Mr. Woodward at

the last meeting of the Institute against the
nomination of Mr. tJeorge Aitchison as the reci-

pient of the Royal Gold Medal, it must be con-
fessed, fell very flat, and the reason for its failure

was due to the fact that the technical objection
thus brought forward really avoided the real

merits of the case.

My contention is that it doES not matter two
straws whether the Gold iledallist happens to be
the President of the Institute or not, provided he
be the best candidate which the profession affords

;

but I think it is undesirable that the President
should be chosen for the honour, provided there
is an architect worthy of recognition by this

signal distinction of the (iold M-dal, and speak-
ing generally, it -would be wiser and mori dis-

interested to select such a one from outside the

Council of the Institute. As it is, the Cjum-il at

Conduit-street has become somewhat a snuggery,
and the plums available are retained for horns
consu nption—witness the appointm'ntasreferjes
originating at Conduit-street for competitions.

But, to return to the Gold Medal. To an
obscure individual like myself, it does seem un-
fortunate that such masters of the art of arrhitfc-

ture as Mr. G. F. Bodily, A.R.A., Jlr. .Tuhn F.

Bentley, Mr. Hub rt J. Austin, Mr. Bisil

Champneys, Mr. John Douglas, Dr. Kowand
Anderson, or Mr. T. (.1. Jackson, R.A., should be
passed over and ignored. Their execut d works
a'fords the justification for the mention of th-ir

names Wtiat can Profespor Aitchison show
amon^ his buildings and designs to compare for

one moment to the productions of either of these

architects r Personally, I have always found
the professor a most cultivated and accomplished
man, and my acquaintance with his work extends
back to the days when his oiBce was in Sluscovy-
court, and his practice was associated with ware-
houses. Mr. Aston A\'ebb's grain silo at

Greenwich, as a sample of warehouse design, is

worth all that Mr. Aitchison has done in that way
put together, and yet Mr. Aston Webb has not
received the Gold Jledal.

I do not deny the learning displayed by the

President in his .Vcademy lectures, and, against
all comers, I yield to none in my recognition of

hi^ good-heartedness and genial bonhomie, but
I fail to see the surpassing beauty or archi-

tectural merit in his work at all adequate to

the occasion. In questions of taste in design
few probably will agree ; but the Professor,

for one thing-, has made a point of advo-
cating the architectural use of iron. How has
he himself shown the way to its application 'r

Turn to the much-belauded house of the late Lord
Leighton. One of the last additions made by Mr.
Aitchison to that building was an extension of

the studio on the first floor. This is carried b}-

iron columns, which support the brick walls
above. The columns themselves are needlessly

big- for the work they have to do ; their scantlings,

in fact, are in excess of structural requirements,
so that the real difficulty of artisticaUy ti'cating the
economical use of iron is avoided. But that which
strike's me as most incongruous in this piece of

the Professor's design is the use of horizontal
coursed brick beams which come over the
columns. There must be some secret girder, and
one wonders where the injunction " Design with
beauty and build -with truth "' comes in. I do not
think any such a specimen of queer work can be
found among the buildings or designs of any of

the men I have been bold enough to mention. Of
Jlr. Aitchison's decorative designs I will say
nothing, though I admit they^ never interested

me very keenly beyond the fact that on some
occasions, as with the boys and dolphin frieze in

Lord Ilchester's house at the West-end, painted
by Mr. W. E. F. Britten, if I remember rightly,

the Professor has evinced good judgment in

his choice of skilful fellow-workers. His .ability

in the general scheme of his decorations, as at the
Goldsmiths" Hall, I do not for a moment wish to

obscure. Honour to whom honour, and let justice

be done. Excellent it may be for the Council of

the Institute to elevate their President, for he
has lately been made K.A. ; but I for one con-
sider it would ha\-e been more in accordance with
real merit if the Institute and the Academy, too,

had sought out Jlr. CJ. F. Bodley, who, because
he is a quiet worker, is unjustiflably overlooked.
His buildings and designs justify this assertion.

I know all the men I have named, but none of

them are cognisant of this letter. Surely, it

expresses what many must feel, even though my
boldness in thus putting the case may offend the
office-holders.— I am, \-c.,

Ax Au-r WoiiKEH.

QUAXTITIES AXD TEXDERS.

[

Siu,—The correspondence in your columns on
the above is one of great interest to all architects,

and especially in the provinces where nearly all

architects prepare, or have prepared, quantities in

their own offices. There are, 1 think, two
questions that ought to be decided before an

,
architect prepares his own quantities, for perhaps
the council of the Builders' Institute know by
experience the incapability of many architects to

J
prepare a proper set of qu-antitie"s—that is, if

London architects' quantities are, as a rule, no

more co^nplete than many that are issued from a

provincial office (though I must say my own
London experience in this respect is decidedly

different to the provincial). (1) Is the architect

capable of preparing the quantities himself ':

(2)

Is his practice too large to allow him to give

personal superintendence to same, or does he

leave them entirely to an assist.ant (in many cases

quite uncq\ial to the task) r If either of these

objections are present, T say by all means an
independent surveyor ought to be engaged ; but

if an architect is capable, and has time to prepare

his own quantit'es, I say that no one else is so

likely to include all his ideas and minor details

necessary to complete his design as he himself is;

it also assists him and saves time and trouble

when detailing, and decidedly gives him a better

grasp of his own work, and enables him at once,

when superintending the works, to say this or

that is, or is not, included, and extras and

disputes would in many cases be avoided. But
the provincial architect's quantities in most cases

are very incomplete, and, on the other hand,

many builders are as equally unprepared to price

out properly a complete set of quantities when
given. How seldom do we find such items aa

fair ends or jamb seats given on stone window
sills, or mitres to skirting I Is this not unfair?

The same amount of siUs or skirtings in one job

might have four times or more seats or mitres, as

the case may be, as another job, even of eciaal

size, all of which are time and money. A short

while ago I had a set of quantities h-anded me for

a fair-size work, and my great surprise was that

any builder could be found to submit a tender on

them. The items were such as these: —
" No. window sashes, "ft. by 3ft. aU complete,

glazed with of sheet glass. "Xo. Uin. four-

panel doors, with linings and Sin. architraves,"

and so on from beginning to end. Xo wonder

that a dispute arose at the end, which necessi-

tated my measuring almost everything on the

works. As the Institute of Builders refuse to

give reasons to Jlr. Williams for their objection

to architect's quantities, it can well be ignored

by all who are qualified to send out a properly-

prepared set of quantities.—I am, i:c.,

WiLLi.ui R. GuE.iVK, A.R.I. B.A.

IS, Low Pavement, X'ottingham.

CHIPS.

Messrs. Higgs and Hill ask us to state that theii

firm will be, for family reasons, converted intoa

private Umited company, and that the business will

be under the same management as hitherto. Xo
part of the share capital will be offered to the

public.

A well-attended meeting of the newly-formed

Leamington Master Builders' Association was held

ou Saturday evening, Mr. F. W. Smith presiding.

Mr. Burgess was unanimously elected secretary,

and a committee was appointed to draw up rules, &c. i

The light railway between Selby and Cawood, viJ

Wistow, was opened on Wednesday. It is a single

line of ordmary gauge five miles in length, and

passes through level agricultural country. The con-
\

tract was carried out by Messrs. Whitaker Brothers, i

of Horsford, at about f'25,000.

The office of diocesan surveyor under the Ecclesi-

astical Dilapidations Act for that part of the

diocese of Worcester which is within toe cjunty of

Warwick is vacant by the resignation of Mr. ,1.

Willmot.

A carved prayer-desk has recently been placed

before the chair used by the bishop for ordinations,

i:c., in the choir of Salisbury Cathedral. Ttie desk,

of Italian walnut, has traceried ends surmounted

with conventional foliage, and the group in front

depicts Moses with his hands stayed up by Aaron

and Hur (Ex. xvii. IJ^. Ttie work was executed .

from the designs of Mr. E. Doram Webb, of
J

Salisbury. ]

In the Ilou^e of L:ird3 on Monday E irl Stanhope

will ask whether, in view of the decay or deprecia-

tion of the stone on the south side of the new waU

of Westminster Hall, the Government will take

early steps to repair or silicate the same.

An imoortant communication came before the

corporation of Dover on Wednesday in relation to

the Xational Harbour works there, the contractors

askin" for extensive facilities at the east and wMt

end of the town. The contractors desire to be

allowed to take over the East Cliff Jetty, which

they will extend 1,000ft. into the bay. They a^o

propose to construct viaducts east and west of the

towii-that to east at a cost of £7.5,00(1, running

under ithe cliff in the direction of St. Margaret s

Bay. Arrangements are being made to start the

harbour works next month.
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Jtttercommunitation.

Qui:sTioys.

[n902.J-Model Specifications.—Will on? of
-.'lur cnrrespoDdfDts be good enough to tell me whether
tliere are such publications as model forms of buUdinsf
specifirations applicable to ordinary domestic architecture
—dwtll ng houses, shops, and the like-both for new
erections and repairs .' What also is the beat book on
juantity surveying fjr a beginner ^-Stcdent.

ItEFZIHS.

[11837.]-Load on Girder. -Taking moments round

Ui>? point at which the girder B enters the wall, we have,
if F tons be the upward pressure exerted by the girder A',

P X M = W V L.

P = "^ ^ I^

MTherefore

-

tone.

Ill the present instanceW = 12 tons, L = 14'. and M ^ IC.
lience —

P = ^- ^ ^^
tons = 16-S tons,

10

V hich must, therefore, be the amount of the pressure
tused by the weight AV.—J. C. Palmeb.

[llSf.i.]—Artificial Stone.—The stone to which you
relcr is ciUtfd " Ort'en :Stone," which, after a careful
examination, I am convinced can be used with advantage
111 place of Portland. I believe the ottices of the company
iie at 2S, Basinghall -street, where, I am sure, further
information will b<.- given. -F. W. S.

[11^ '7.] -Penalties for Delay — Liquidated
Damages.—iluch depends upon the wording of build-
mg' agreement. I have lately recovered damage-; for
delay. If '•Nemo" wouM care to send me copy of his
igreement. I would advise him. Perhaps the case of

' Doddc. Churton," vl i'.BiiLDiSii Neu>:, March 25. 1^97,
ji. J7:i, would help him.-J. H. H., The Bourne, Farnham.

[11S97.] -Penalties fjr Dslay — Liquidated
Damag^es--Though penalties are not often inilicted. it is
no reason to assume that they are not sometimes enforced.
It is usual to provide for the due perform in:e of the work
' V tisinga sum to be paid on breach. As to recovery, the

,
lestion depends on whether it is a penalty oi- liquidated
:mage. Tae first is conclusive on neither party, and the

luiount and damages sutfered must be proved : liquidated
damages bind both parties. It is a question of law really
t'jr the Court to decide whether the sura specified is a
penalty or liquidated damages. " R inger v. Great Western
l;;iilway." "Fletcher v. Dyche." "Crux v. Aldred " are
ci^es. In one casa the plaintiff, a builder, contracted
[u make repairs. \c., to a hours within a cert-iin time
•5ubject toa penalty of £20 per week that any of the
works remained unfinished " alter the stipulated time. It
wds held that the sum of £20 per week was in the nature
'if liquidated damages, and could be deducted by the
di;fendant without proring the loss he had actually sus-
Limed by the de'ay. Consult cases also of " Law v. Red-
ditch Local Board," " .Sainter v. Ferguson "—L^x.

[n;r9S.]—Paint for Oak Joinery "Work.—Under
tie circimistances, the oak should be either oded or wax-
polished. The first process consists in sponging the wood
with linseed oil. and then with a wet tlannel, or woollen

.'.'ber no oil in it; : rub the wood from end to end in
raight rubs until it shines or a gloss appears. To was-

1 >li^Jh, prepare the wax as follows : -Dissolve 6oz. of
p-arlash in 1 quart of hot water, and add -loz. of white
wax. Let the mixture simmer for half an hour, then
remove it from the fire and set aside Uj cool. When cold,
the wax will float on top ; skim this oil, and with a little

hot water make it into a paste, and rub the wood with
this paste, using woollen rubbers, until an egg-shelt gloss
Appears.—H. C. S.

[11S99.]—Damp-proof Course-—If po.ssible, clear
« trench isin or :;Un. from wall, concrete bottom, and
build up brick lining in left ground, arching over at top,
with air-bricks here and there. If lined inside with best
asphalte so much the better. If it were possible to get
Taylors earthenware damp-course inserted in the wall of
house abave sod, it could only be done bv piecemeal.

—

Es'iEST'sPAIiK.

[11&99, UBw. and 11901. J-Waterproofing" Bricks,Damp Walls, and Damp Course —Saturate the
bricks or rough-cast w,dl with se%'eral applications of hot
boiled oil. or ebe linseed oil in which glue has been dis-
wlved. This latter compound is prepared thus : iioak the
glue for 12 hours until soft; then pour away surphw
water, and dissolve the soft glue in linseed oil m a glue-
pot (or steara-iacketed boiler,. Another process which
may prove satisfactory is to saturate the walls, ice , with
a strong solution of gelatine in water, and before this
dries on the wall, let a second person apply a solution of
bichromate of potash. The result will be, if the wall be
an exterior one and exposed to light at all, a coat of
waterproofing gelatine is fixed in the pores of the brick
oz plaster. Still another waterproofing may be tried as
follows. Make a strong solution of a good tallow soap in
boiling water. Brush this well on the wall or plaster, and
before it dries let a second person lay on a solution either .

of green copperas ferrous sulphate) or of bluestone
!

(sulphate of copper . This solution will ba decomposed '

by the soap solution in the pores of the brick or plaster,
and a sebate of iron or of copper be produced in the pores.
The sebates are not permeable to water. Another waym usii^ such sebate is to mLx a solution of a tallow soap,
a solution of either the above salts, collect the tiocculent

sebate that precipitates, and after draining this or drying
otf all moisture, dissolve it in hot turpentme and use the
liquid on the walls as a varnish. If any of these pro-
cesses are tried, perhaps a report of the result will be
sent to the Editor for the benefit of the Buildisg Nkws
readers in general. -U. C. S.

[119:'l.]—Damp Wall.—Undoubtedly the best plan
to prevent the wet penetrating is either to render the out-
side with Portland cement, or, this being objected to on
account of its appearance, to cover the wall with orna-
mental tiling hung on battens. If, however, the outside
must not be touched, another good plan is to batten the
inner face of the wall, and finish with lath-and-plaster.
The battens might be about Ijin. by 2in., plugged to the
wall at intervals of 12in. to receive the laths. This method
is not so good as the others, ina.smuoh as it still allows the
brickwork to remain satuiated with water, and simply
prevents the wet appearing on the surfa ;e of pla tering.

—H. BrsBRiD<;E.

[11S39.]—Damp-Proof Course-—OQe remedy is to
insert in lengths perforated slabs oi stoneware or, better,

sheets of ilb. lead ; but this is a troublesome operation,
requiring underpinning. A more easy course is to remove
the damp and injured plastering iniide. and to cement
the wall. At the same time, it is probable the earth out-
side is above the damp-coui-se. If it is. form a dry area.
White's composition might be aoplied externally instead.
—H. T.

[11901.]-Damp Wall.-*- P." had better batten his
walls inside ; it is the only remedy. Brick walls facing
south-west are never impermeable to driving rains. I
have known 14in. solid walls quite saturated; hollow
walls are the only safe way of building. Have you tried
S/erelmey's liquid on the outside I It has been found
useful in many cases of this kind by stopping up the pores
of the brick.—Arcihtect.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
The Buildixg of a Workhouse ; T. Dkew-

Bear, ToLPurT, AXD Browx v. the Guardians
OF St. Paxch.ys Uxiox.—Oa Friday last Mr.
Justice R'dley delivered judgment iu the Court of

ti leen's B^nch in this remarkable and protracted
case. We reported the earlier phases of the iaqairy
inourissues of July 17 and 24, and November 2i)

and 27, 1896 (pp. 9S, 133, 765, and 709, Vol. LXXI.,
and January 22 and 29, Mirch T). 12. and 19. 1S97,

pp. 149, 135, 365, 379. and 413, Vol. LXXtl.),
when it was originally heard at the OldBiukruptcy
Court, Portugal-street, W.C., before Mr. Elward
Ridley, Q C. (as he then was), sitting as Offi;ial

Referee ; the appeal to the Divisional Cjurt. which
followed, in the BuiLDixCr News for April IG, 1897.
Vol. LXXII., p. 579, when Justices (jr antham and
Wright set aside the Oftiuil Referee's decision
against the guardians : and the decision of the Court
of Appeal, consisting of the then Mister of th^. Rolls
(Lord Eiher) and Lords Justices A. L. Smith and
Chitty, which was reported in our issue for Miv 21,

1S97, p. 737, reversed the judgment of the Court
below, and upheld the Referee's decision, further
remitting the case to be heard again by Mr. Ridley,
who in the mean time ha^^ecome the Hon. Sir

E Iward R'.dley, one of the Judges of the (Queen's
B?nch Division. That trial, which was confioed to

deciding the amount of such dam^ges as could be
proved to be the result of deliy in giving possession
of the site of the workhouse to the contractor, and
of interference with the slid contractor's work by
sub- contractors, occupied the Court throughout the
second week of January last, and is reported in our
issues of Jan. 14 and 21 current volume, pp. 77-8 and
110. Mr. Reginald M. Bray, Q C, and Mr. A. A.
Hudson appeared for the plaintiffs, and Mi*. E igJish

Harrison, (J.C, and Mr. William Moyses for the
defendants, a singular fe iture of the case being that the
j unior counsel on either side were formerly in practice
as architects. In giving judgment on Friday, Mr.
Justice Ridley remarked that the case was one in

which he had to assess the damage to which he
might consider the plaintiffs were entitled to accord-
ing to the judgment of the Court of Appeal. As he
understood it, the judgment of the Court of Appeal
laid down the rule that the plaintiffs were entitled

to damages by reason of the contractor not hivitig

been allowed to get possession of the site in qiiestiou

at the proper time ; but they were not eutrled to

claim anything in respect to damiges that might
result from the acts of the architect ; it was not,

therefore, a case in which it could be said that the
whole of the contract was at an end, and the
plaintiffs were entitled to recover on a quantum
meruit^ but the amount of damages to which the
plaintiffs were entitled must be ascertained in

respect to such injuries as resulted to the contractor

not being granted by the guardians possession of the
site of the proposed buildings. The evidence which
had tein called on the several heads of the damage
was of a general character, the witnesses eximined
before him speaking on theirexperieuceas surveyors
or builders, and giving their opinion as to the per-

centage a builder would find his outlay increased if

he did not obtain full possession of the site. That
class of evidence, he considered, appealed to any-
one's common-sense, because if a contractor had
four or iive blocks of buildings to erect it was
obvious in a moment that it was of the greatest

consequence that the whole site should be clear, in

order that the bnilder could map out his work, and
so get it pressed forward that each part should

help the other. If the contractor were compelled to

build one portion at a time, the work became dis-

located, and the greater the number of buildings he
had to erect the worse became this dislocation.
That was the nature of the present case. It was
indeed some time before he personally arrived at
the conclusiou that it was of so much importance in

this case. No doubt the interference by the archi-
tect did involve delay to some extent ; but he
thought that the real cause of the mischief which
upset the calculations of the contractor and the
expectation of the guardians a? to the completeness
of the work was mainly due to the fact that pos-
session was not given of the site. That was the way
the contract was broken. ()a the other hand, it

should not be forgotten that on the previous ccja-
sion it was the plaintiff'^ who contended for the
most part during the inquiry that the archi-
tect was the person who had prevented the
job being carried out, and certainly he did
interfere more than usuil in respect to

materials brought on the site and to work done on
the job. In the second inquiry as to the damages,
the case was reversed, because the plaintiffs, who
formerly contended that by reason of that inter-

ference the undertaking was prevented from being
cxrried out, said, on this second inquiry, that the
real cause of the delay was not getting possession of

the site. The tru':h of it was that although there

was undoubtedly some delay occasioned by the
interference of the architect, common sense suggested
thit the real cause of the delay was the failure to

give possession of the site. It was very unfortunate
that this was not done. It was now necessary to

deal with the different heads of damage put forward.
He certainly did not intend to go through the entire

history of the case afresh. He had considered the
matter as well as he was able on the materials laid

before him. The first head of damage claimed was
in respect to the increased cost of the labour by
reason of the delay in getting possession of the site.

The witnesses called for the plaintiffs had calculated
this at the large sum of £0,357. That amount was
established by a strong body of evidence as the ratio

or proportion which in the building trade would be
attributed to the failure of getting possession of the
site. On the defendants' part there was no evidence
whatever of any account. There was, indeed, no
contradiction of plaintiff's' witnesses, and nobody
was called or put forward to say they were not
to be credited. The position taken by the defend-
ants was that it was not right according to the
judgment of the Court of Appeal that this should
be taken into consideration ; but he thought it was.
Iu dealing with such a case as the present, he
thought he ought to be guided by the opinion of

those who understood the trade. He believed it

was within the decision of the Court of Appeal that
he should assess the damages to the best of his

ability on the materials put before him. The per-

centage given by Mr. J. T. Chappell and other
witnesses was not contradicted. He did not mean
to say he was prepared to accept it to its full extent.

He thought that they hid not perhips given suffi-

cient weight to the fact that in this case the architect

did interfere, and that he certainly did prevent, to

a great extent, the cirrying out of the work. He
must, therefore, take off a considerable margin in

respect of such interference by the architect, and
he must also consider whether the whole of the case

put forward by the plaintiffs was exactly made out.

He did not think that the claim of interference upon
the roads by the traffic of the guardians was made
out by the plaintiffs. What he had been able to

arrive at on this head wa=i that in lieu of the
£6,357 claimed by the plaintiffs they were entitled

to £4,000. Then there was the claim for the
increased price paid for labour from and after

September 1, 1893. That he had included iu the

sum of £1,000 already named, and he should add
nothing under that head. In the same way as to

the profit of 10 per cent., that also was included in

the sum of £4,00J. As to the claim for interference

by sub-contractors, he thought, looking at the

evidence given, that it was exaggerated, and that

*:he sum of £250 was as much as the plaintiffs were
entitled to in respect to that matter. Nest, as to the

claim arising from^ the increased price paid for

materials on and after September 1, 1S93, although
somewhat in dispute, he considered that on the

whole it had been shown that the prices of materials

generally were raised a good deal then. He could

not, however, estimate the lo=<s under that head at

as high a figure as the plaintiff) had done, but they

certainly ought to be awarded £500 for such in-

crease. Concerning the claim for establishment

charges, he allowed another £1,250. Tne charges

as to loss of profit and failure to get possession of

the capital outstanding, he had put together and
allowed the sum of il.ODO under those heads of

claim. The total of all the sums he had named was
therefore £7,000, Mr. Bray, Q.C., applied for

costs, on the ground that the defendants had only

paid into court the sum of £2,500. Mr. Justice

R'.dley : You are, I think, entitled to the costs of

this hearing. The Court of Appeal has already

dealt with the costs. Mr. E iglish Harrison : Then,
technically speaking, your Lordship's judgment
will be for £4,50;), in addition to the sum paid into

Court? Mr. Justice Ridley: Yes. Mr. Eagliah

Harrison ; Will you allow me a stay of executioa

Ik
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for about three weeks to consider the effect of your
Lordship's judgment r The money is absolutely

safe. Mr. 15ray demurred, asking whether they
had had not enough of tliis Giso. The learned
Judge said he thought so. He could not delay any-
body's execution in this case. He did not wish to

stop peoph' from t.-iking appeals : but had there not
been enough litigation in this matter. Mr. E^iglish

Harrison pressed his demand for a stay of execution
for three weeks, remarking that his clients had to

go through a process to get the money, and that he
did not thertfore think the request unreasonable
under the circumstances. His Lordship granted stay
of execution for a fortnight, adding that the plaintilfs

would, of course, be entitled to the £2,500 paid
in'o Court in part satisfaction of their judgment.

C'H.utiiE Aii.iiNST A Hastishs Brii.iiEi: —At the

Hastings police-court on Friday, Luke Lutner
Langridge, builder, of HoUiugton, was brought up
on remand charged with being a person in respect

to whose estate a receiving order had been made,
did unlawfully quit England, and take with him a
certain sum, part of his property, above the amount
of £'20 in money, which ought by law to be divided
among his cretlitors, contrary to the statute.

Prisoner, who was arrested at Capetown, took with
him in Isovember two cheques— one for £275,
drawn on a Mr. Colt's account as an advance by
way of mortgage on property at HoUington : the
other was for £iS ISs. 7d., drawn by S.iyer and
Colt, local solicitors, for balance of purchase money
due to him in respect to the sale of a house.
Prisoner reserved his defence, and was committed
to take his trial at the Quarter Sessions, bail being
granted.
A Recalciteaxt Bvixdek FtTiTnER Fixed.—

Mr. George E. Bainey, a builder, of '22, St.

Dunstan's-road, Forest Gate, was summoned to

Stratford police-court on Saturday by the East
Ham Urban District Council for penalties in

respect to non-compliance with an order made by
the Court. In October the defendant was summoned
and fined £.') for failing to remedy certain sanitary
defects at 4C, Rutland-road, East Ham, a house
owned by him. An order was also made to do the
work, with a continuing penalty of 10s. a day till

it was done. But the defendant did not do the
work, and the council thereupon stepped in and
remedied the defects at a cost of £1 Ss. lOd. The
work was completed on January 14. Mr. W. B.
Whittingham, the chairman, said it would be useless

for the Bench to make orders of this sort unless
they were enforced. The previous order of the
Court would now be adhered to, and defendant
would have to pay lOs. a day from the date of the
order till the date of the completion of the work

—

viz., 67 days. Djfendant must also pay £1 Ss. lOd.,

the cost of the work done by the council, and lOs. Gd.

Court costs, amounting in all to £:i3 9s. 4d.

The Cesteal Lo>fDON Railway Tu.vxels.—At
the Sheriff's Court, Red Lion-square, Holborn, on
Wednesday, a case of importance to owners of
property along the lines of the new electric railways
was heard by ilr. Burchell and a special jury. It

was a claim by the trustees of the late Frederick J.

Blake against the Central London Railway Com-
pany for £5.39 for the purpose of repairing the
residence No. 2, Marlborough-gate, Hyde Park,
alleged to have suffered damage by subsidence due
to the works of the railway company. It was alleged
that the house in question had been structurally
injured by the works of the company either primarily
or by reason of the bursting of a water mam owing
to the tunelling operations for the company's new
line from the City to Shepherd's Bush. Amongst
the experts called for the claimant were Mr.
H. H. CoUins, Mr. Aithur C. Pain, Mr. E. A.
Gruning, and Mr. Henry Carrey. On behalf of the
railway company. Sir Douglas Fox, Mr. Cooper,
Mr. George Weston, and others gave evidence, and
it was contended that the system of tunnelling with
the Greathead shield prevented any possibility of
injury to adjacent buildings, and th.at the subsi-
dence must have beea cau3ed by the bursting of the
water-main owing to internal pressure. Tbejury
returned a verdict for the railway company, on the
ground that the damage was done by the bursting
of the water-main, for which the railway company
had not been shown to be in any way responsible.
It was agreed that the claims pending in respect
of adjoining houses should be governed, as regards
the question of liability, by the finding of the j ury
in this case.

Harrogate Waterworks Arbitration'.—Mr.
Shiress Will, t^>.C., made his award on Friday in

connection with the Harrogate Corporation taking
over the interests of the Harrogate Waterworki
Company. The sum claimed by the company was
£2oi,000, and the offer of the corporation before
Parliament was £187,000. The unpire's award is

£187,000. Under the conditions of the award, the
unspent capital of the company, £2, .353, and the
reserve fund, £5,493, are to be set against the
award.

The organ in Dignall-street .Biptist Chapel, St.
Albans, was reopened last week"after being enlarged
by Messrs. Hill and Son, of London.

^ixx O^fSce €Mt.
Sir EdwariiJ. Povxtkr's cartoon of St. David,

which is an elaboration of the design prepared by
that artist some years ago for a companion mosaic
to the St. Cteorge, which lills the panel over the
entrance to the Lords' corridor in the central hall

at Westminster, is approaching completion ; and
Jlr. Akers- 1 louglas hopes that before Parliament
reassembles next year the work of reproducing it

in detail in the panel over the entrance to the
Commons' corridor will have been executed to

the satisfaction of members interested. It may
be remembered that last session a sum of £750
was voted in the Estimates towards the com-
pletion of the scheme of mosaic decoration in the
central hall. A further cost of something like

£200 is expected to be incurred during the forth-
coming financial year.

Mr. Jiinx Ai,rxan-okr Broiue, M.Inst.C.E.,
of Cook-street, Liverpool, h:;s been solefted by
the health committee of that city from 52 appli-

cants, and will be recommended for .appointment
to the post of city engineer of Liverpool. Mr.
Brodie, who is on'y 30 yeirs of age, received his

early training in the Coburg Dock of the Mersey
Dock Board, next entering the Liverpool Corpora-
tion service, and afterwards practised as a civil

engineer in Liverpool on hia own account. lie

is Vice-President of the Liverpool Engineering
Society, a Whitworth Scholar, and a member of

the Institute of Civil Engineers. The com-
mencing salary attached to the city engineersnip
of Liverpool, which became vacant by the resigna-
tion of Mr. H. Percy Boulnois, since appointed
an inspector under the Local Government Board,
is £1,000. The other four selected candidates
for the post were Jlr. J. Patton Barber,
M.Inst.C.E., surveyor to the vestry of St. Mary,
Islington; ^Ir.E. J. Lovegrove,A«soc. M.Inst.C.E.,
engineer and surveyor to the Urban Ilistrict

Council, Hornsey ; Mr. Philip H. Palmer,
M.Inst.C.E.. borough engineer .and surveyor of

Hastings; and Mr. A. E. White, M.Inst "C.E.,
city engineer of Hull.

Imcortaxt changes are, says the London
correspondent of the jranrhcster Gtiirtlian, likely

to take place before long in the surveying branch
of the Department of Works and Public Build-
ings. Sir John Taylor, IC.C.B., who has been
chief surveyor for many years, contemplates
retirement from his office in the course of the
next few months, and it is expected that he will

be succeeded by Mr. Henry Tanner, his chief

assistant. But although Sir .John Taylor gives
up the onerous and responsible olflce in which he
has long served the Crown, his services will not
be completely lost to the department. It is

nnderstood that he will superintend the erection
of the new War Olfice on what is known as the
Carrington House site in Whitehall, as he has
had much to do with the preparation of the plans
for that building, and it would be manifestly
convenient for him to see them carried out. As
the houses now occupied by the Office of Works
in AVhitehall-place will be pulled down in con-
nection with the War ( )ffice scheme, the First
< 'ommissioner and his staff will remove to

Storey's Gate in the course of the ensuing
summer.

At the meeting of the Plymouth Town Council
on Tuesday, a recommendation by the borough
surveyor and the special works committee of a
new code of by-laws for regulating building
operations in the borough was adopted. These
proposals .are of a very far-reaching character,
.•should they obtain the force of law, it will be, no
longer possible to lay out streets 24 ft. in width,
or to crowd houses on the land to the exclusion
of proper means of approach. Greater reg.ard

wOl also have to be paid to the size of rooms, and
to the manner of the erection of buildings,
especially those designed for human occupation.
Under the new regulations the width of streets is

to be increased, there is to be no such thing as a
•'cul-de-sac," and there .are to be b.ack lanes.

Under by - law 4, a street not more than
100 yards long is to be 36ft. wide, one of

200 yards 40lt. wide, and over 200 yards 45ft.

wide.

T«r. first of three lectures was delivered by
Dr. Jean P.iul Richter at the Koyal Institute on
Thursday in last week, the special topic being
•' Some Italian Pictures at the Xational Gallery,"
the paintings of the 14th century. The Xational
Gallery had one peculiar feature in its favour in

that it possessed a not inconsiderable assemblage
of the works of the Italian Trecento, the first

brilliant period of the national art of the

peninsula. But how far did these represent the

great artists of that time ': To Cimabue many
works had been ascribed by X'asari, but these

were so heterogeneous that it was impossible they

should all be his. The Madonna of the Capella

Rucellai in Florence must, on the grounds of

style, be attributed by every unbiased critic to

Duccio, not ('imabue, while the doubt w.as fully

warranted that the altarpiece in the Xational

Gallery ascribed to the latter master was not his

at all, but could only be ranked as a schoolpiece

of Duccio's. n£ the school of Giotto there were

many examples in the Xational Gallery, but not

a single one of them could claim to come from
the hands of the master himself. Only those

who had seen his wall-paintings at Assissi,

Padua, and Florence could appreciate the great-

ness of his art. The lecturer considered that

little instruction was to be gained from the

Florentine painters of the Trecento in the

Xational Gallery, though in numbers they were

more largely represented there than in any other

public collection except at Florence. The one

great Florentine painter of the liuattrocento whc
was most closely allied to the art of the Trecento

w,a.s Era Angelico, of whose work the Xational

G.illery possessed one example of supreme merit

in the ' Resurrection of Christ." Dr. Kichter

concluded with a few words about the Trecento

pictures of the Sienese school. Though Siena

was only 30 miles from Florence, each city wa?
an independent centre of art, anddidnotintiuence

the other in the slightest degree. In the Xational

G.allery there were four panel pictures by Duccio,

who was the founder of the early school of Siena,

the first place being taken by the triptych repre-

senting the Madonna with the saints Dominico

and Catherine of Alexandria on either side. I >f

the other three the •' Transfiguration " alone was
in its original condition.

Ox Saturday evening an art lecture w.i3 de-

livered in the(_;lasgow Corporation Art Galleries by

Mr. T. L. Watson, F.R.I.B.A., his subject being

Glasgow C'.ithedral. The chair was occupied by
Councillor Dougan, M.D. The lecturer referred

to the influence upon the development of CJothic

architecture exercised by the numerous fires

which occurred in the large churches of the 11th

and 12th centuries. In order to make their

religious buildings enduring as well as beautiful,

the whole energy of the designers was directed

to the problems of covering them with stone

vaulting, and this resulted in the evolution not

only of the arch rib vault, but of the pointed

style of architecture. The earliest building of

importance at Glasgow, the church erected by
Achaius in the early years of the r2th century,

was destroyed by fire in 1176, and a parallel to,

this was found in Canterbury, where the choir
of the cathedral, erected at the same time as tha

church of Achaius, was burnt down in 1174.'

The rapidity with which the rebuilding ot the

choir at Canterbury had been carried out wasj
contrasted with the prolonged operations unde

Bishops Jocelyn, Walter, and Bondington af
Cilasgow. The choir and lower church of Glasgow

Cathedral were described in some detail ai

illustrated with a series of views. This part

the building was almost wholly of the 13tl

century, a period when there was no appreciabla

difference between the architecture of Scotlang

and that ot England. We had thus the bro*

basis of English archxology to ground upon, and

in contrast with other parts of the building an^

many other buildings in Scotland, its architectu

was particularly clear. The architecture was of fi

distinct dates," each separated from the othe

by an interval sufficient to mark the develop

ment of the style. This development was ''

dicated by a change of general design and by 1

introduction of a new type of moulding in th

vaulting ribs in each section, which formed i

regular sequence and illustrated the developmen

of vaulting during the 13th century. Th
lecturer afterwards dealt in detail with

sequence and approximate dates of the variou

portions of the structure, and with the method

and machinery employed in erecting larg

buildings such as the" cathedral in the 13ti

century.

The first e.xamin.ation by the Illinois Stat

Board of Examiners of .Vrchitects was held c

Jan. 15. Xineteen candidates for licenses

practise were examined, and eighteen wer

accepted. In addition to these eighteen, hor
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over, more than 600 architects already established

have received licenses, under the provision of the

law which entitles those who iMn satisfy the

examiners that they were in actual practice in

the State on the 1st of .Inly, 189", to a license

without examination : and othei's, making appli-

cation as practising architects, who have not yet

recci\'od their p^ipers, will iindoubleily obtain

them. So far, "SS applications have been made.
Several of these are from persons residing outside

the State who desire permission to practise

within its limits : indeed, architects in other

States, who have clients in Illinois, cannot do
work for them there without a local license.

A UKI'OUT has been submitted to the Statute
Labour Committee of tllasgow Corporation by
Jlr. .lohn Lindsay, clerk of police, on the cost of

taking over and maintaining the foot-pavements
in the city. E.^cluding the footpaths of private

streets, the extent of those of public streets is

approximately 2,000,000 square yards, but in-

cluding the footpaths of private streets, the above
extent would be increased by one-fourth, giving
a total extent of 2,500,000 square yard^. Assuming
that before the footpaths were taken over by the
corporation they were put into a condition to the

satisfaction of the master of worki, the approxi-
mate annual cost of maintaining the same would,
for public streets, be £S,500, and as regards
private streets a further annual sum of ,£2,12.).

These sums are exclusive of the cost of subse-

quent renewal when completely worn out. This
cost is, as regards public and private streets, esti-

mated at £12,248 per annum, .and in this sum no
allowance is made for snowfalls. Mr. Lindsay
explains that the foregoing figures are based on
the assumption that the corporation possesses the
power to tike over all the footpaths in the city,

but the corporation possesses no such legal power.

Thi: annu.al meeting of the Trustees of the
Manchester Koyal Infirmary was held on Friday.
The report set forth the arrangements which have
been made for the sale —if sanctioned by the
corporation and the general body of trustees

—

of the land surrounding the infirmary Three
members of the medical staff opposed the pro-
posal to retain the present infirmary and build a
new one in some other place, holding that a fully
equipped hospital might be built on the present
site without encroaching on the open space.
Eventually, on its being made clear that the
adoption of the report in no way committed the
trustees to the scheme approved by the joint
committee, the report was approved, with the
addition of a sentence declaring that the scheme,
if accepted by the corporation, would be submitted
to a special meeting of the trustees. It was urged
by some of the trustees that it would be better
to sell the whole of the present site and buildings
and build a new hospital elsewhere, than be
subject to the disadvantages of having two
institutions.

We have received frOm Messrs. Sissons Bros,
and Co., Ltd., of Hull, a sample of Hall's "Sani-
tary Washable Distemper," which is a new sani-
tary water- paint of great excellence. It is a
strong disinfectant, and destroys all insects,

vermin, as well as disease germs ; yet it is free
from caustic and alkali, and is non-poisonous. It
is also perfectly washable three weeks after being
applied. It maj- be put on a damp wall, and will
stand better than oil-paint. Moreover, it will
not scale oif , and can be painted on or varnished
without sizing. It is made in all colours, either
rich, dark shades, or light tints, and as there is

no lead in its composition it will not turn black,
as many similar preparations do from the sul-
phurous gases in the atmosphere. Cracks and
holes may be fiUed with the stiff material, which
sets harder than plaster of Paris. It is readily
applied, requiring no solution or liquid other than
hot or cold water for mixing it ready for use, and
it can be applied Vjy inexperienced persons with-
out diflScolty. It is very economical in use— lllj.

of water added to 41b. of the distemper covers
more than 25 square yards.

The parish church of All Stints', iLeigh, Glou-
cestershire, which has baen rebuilt from plans by
Mr. C. E. Pouting, F.S.A., of Mirlborough, was
reconsecrated last week.

At a meeting of the Barnsley Town Council on
Feb. ri, the plans of the proposed new opera-house
to be erected in Eldon-street were approved and
passed. The plans have been prepared by Mr.
John P. Briggs, of 1, Arundel-atreet, Strand,
London.

MEETINGS FOK THE ENSUING WEEK.
Mo.viiAv.—Royallnstitiite of British -Vrchitect^. "The

Mediffval Campanili of Home," by .J.

Tavenur I'erry. 8 p.m.
Surveyors' Institution. '* Le^al Lia-

bility fi)r l'rofe.s.sional Opinion," by T. W.
Wheeler, (i.C, A.P.S.I.
Carpenters' Hall Lectures. " Electric

Mutive I'ower." by Professor Silvanus P.

Thomp.son, F.K.S. S p.m.
Society of Arts. *' The Principles of

Design in Form," Cantor Lecture No. 2,

by Hugh Stannus. 8 p.m.
Liverpool Architectural Society. "Some

Notes on St. George's Hall," by F. E.
Pearce Edwards, A.R I.B.A.

Tl'E3d.v.v.—Institution of Civil Engineers. " Alternate-
Current Motors." by Llewellyn B. Atkin-
son ; and " Dublin Electric Tramway."
by H. F. Piirsball. 8 p.m.
Society of Arts. " The Regalia of

Knijland," by Cyril Davenport. 8 p.m.
Auctioneers' Institute. "Furniture;

Past and Pre-sent," by W. Roland Peck,
F.S.I., Vice-President. 8 p.m.
Leeds and Yorkshire Architectural

Society. Discussion Night.

"Wednesd.v v.—Society of Arts. "Children's Sight," by
R. Brudenell Carter, F.E.C.S. 8 p.m.

Thursd.w.— Society of Arts. "Egypt the Bu-thplace of

Architecture." by G. A. T. Middleton,
A. R. I.B.A. {illustrated by lantern views ,

St. James's Hall, Piccadilly, W. S p.m.
Northern Architectural Association.

Social Gathering of Sketching Club.
Assembly Rooms, Barras Bridge, New-
castle-on-Tyne. 8 p.m.

Frio.vv.—Architectural Association. " Leadwork," by
F. W. Troup, A.R I.B.A. T.30p.m.

THE AECHITECTURAL ASSOCI.ITION.
FEBRU.iRV 15tli. ORDINARY GENERAL MEETING.

No. :i. Ciiduit stieet, W., 7.30 p.m. Papi-i bv Mr. F W. TRUIl'.dn
"LEADWORK, PLVIN AND DECORATIVE" (with pra.-tical

dL.ninii.tiatiiinsj.

FE[!r,rARV 2r,tli. SPRING VISIT to Claiidi^es Hotel, Brook-
^IiiL't. Gros\eDor-squaie. W., Ijy kind pcrmiss-ioji of the An-hitect,
•Ml. C. W. STEPHENS. Memheisto meet at the woiks ,at 2.30 p.m.

E. HOWLEV SIM, I „„„ „„,
G. B. CARVILL, ]

"°°- "'"

Poimded 1884. Incorporated 1893.

The FOURTH ORDINARY MEETING of the Society of Architects

for the Session 18'J7-'Ji* will he held at the Rooms of the Society. ;it

St. James's Hall, Piecaailly, W., on THURSDAY, Febnmry21th, leOS,

at Eight o'cloL'k p.m., when a I'ajier will be read by Mr. G. \. T.
MIDDLETON. A.R. I.B.A. iMi-mI.ei). entitled " feGYPT, THE
BIRTHPLACE OF ARCHITEUTrRE,' illustrated by liiiu-li^^ht

\iL«-. Ladies' ni:;ht.
ELLI-^ MARSLAND. Hon. See.
MUNTAGf BALDWIN, M.A., Sec.

—v>-»

—

WAaES MOVEMENTS.
AsiiFORD, Kent.—A settlement of the threatened

dispute between employers and workmen in the

building trade has been arrived at on the basis of a
halfpenny per hour advance all round, and this to

take effect from Miroh 14. The employes reserve

the right to raise the question of a further advance
to skilled labour in 1'2 mouths' time if the state of

the trade should warrant it.

Caemff.—Misters and men in the building

trade of Cardiff met in conference on Wednesday
night in last week, the former at the Royal Hotel,

and the latter in the Gladstone HxU. E irlier in the

day a joint conference was held between the repre-

sentativesofboth sides, lastingfromll o'clock tilLJ. 30,

but no decision was arrived at. The representatives

from both sides submitted the proposals to a

general meeting in the evening, and the masters'

association confirmed the proposals made by their

representatives. The employers' meeting closed at

10 o'clock. The men's meeting was more pro-

tracted, and in the event w.as adjourned. The
masters, therefore, await the result of the deferred

meeting.

Edinbuhkh Masons and Eight Hours.—In
accordance with the agreement come to between
employers and men, the masons in Eiinburgh and
Leith commenced on Tuesday to work the eight

hours' shift, the time-table ranging from seven a.m.

to five p.m., with two hours off for meals. The
arrangement has been generally observed.

rr.vMOUTH. — In October last the Plymouth
Journeymen Painters' Association gave their

employers six months' notice of their intention to

demand an increase of wages and a shorter number
of working hours per week. Considerable negotia-

tions have taken place on the matter, and terms

have now been arranged which are said to be satis-

factory to both parties.

The death is announced of Mr. Benjamin Suart,

for many years managing director of Messrs. Maw
and Co., Limited.

LATEST PRICES.
IRON, &o.

Per ton.
to

Per ton.
£6 10
7 10
6 10

8

RoUiid-Iron Joi.st3, Belgian £0
RoUed-SteelJoists, English 6 10
Wronght-Iron Girder Plates 6 1.5 ,

Bar Iron, good StaS.s 7 0,
Do.. Lowmoor, Flat, Round, or

S'juare 17 ,

Do., Welsh 5 15 ,

Boiler Plates, Iron-
South Staffs 7 17 6 ,

Best Snedshill 10 ,

Angles lOs., Tees 209. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, &o., £<> 15a. Od. per ton,

Builders' Hoop Lon, galvanised, £15 10s. Od. per ton.

Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Ii'on

—

No. 18 to 20,

6ft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton.

gauge £10 15

Best ditto 11 6
Per ton.

17
6 17

8 6
10 10

No.22to24.
Per ton.

...£11

... 11 10
Per ton.

to £8 10

„ 8 10

„ t 2 6

Cast-Iron Columns £6
Cast-iron Stanchions 6

Oast-Iron Sash Weights —
Cast-Irou Socket Pipes

—

3in. diameter B 10 „ 5 16

4in. to6in 6 5 0,, 6 10

7in. to 24in. (all sizes) 4 15 ,, 6 5

[Coated with composition, 2s. 6d. per ton extra; turned
and bored joints, 5s. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron— Per ton.

Cold Blast, LUleshall lOSs. to llOs.

Hot Blast, ditto 67a. 6d. to 62a. 6d.

Wrought-Iron Tubes—Discount off Standard Lists f.o.b.

G,a3-Tiibes 76p.c. Fittings 77ip.e.

Water-Tubes 70
Steam-Tubes 62i
Galvanised Gaa-Tubea 60
Galvanised Water-Tubes 55
Galvanised Steam-Tubes 45

lOcwt. casks.

Sheet Zinc, for roofing and work- Per ton.

ingup £22 10

Sheet Lead, 31b. per sq. ft. super. 14 7 6 „
Pig Le.ad, in lowt. pigs 13 10 ,,

Lead Shot, in 2Slb. btigs 17 10 „
CopperSheets, sheathing and rods 58 10 „
Copper, British Cake and Ingot, , 5110 „
Tm, Straits 64 12 i; „
Do.. English Ingots 67 „
Spelter, SUesi.an 17 7 6 „

Per ton.

Cut Clasp Nails, 3in. to Bm £8 15 „
Cut Floor Brads 8 10 „
Wu-e Naila (Points de Paris)—

to 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

72i.

66
62i
67$

, 47i
5cwt. caaks.

Per ton.
to £23 10

„ 15 7 eo

„ 14 10

„ 18 10'

„ 59 10

„ 52 10 (j

„ 65 12

„ 67 10 6

„ 18 7

Per ton.

„ £9 15

„ 9 10

B.W.G.
per cwt.S/6 9/0 9/6 10/3 11/0 12/0 13/0 14/9 18/9

TIMBER.
Teak, Biirmah per load £13 10 to £15 10

' 10 „ 15Bangkok „ ... 10 :

Quebec pine, pitch „ ... — „

„ yellow „ ... 2 2 S „
„ Oak 3 15 „
„ Birch „ ... 3 ir, „

„ Ehn .•! 15 „
„ Ash 3 „

Dantsio and Memel Oak „ ... 2 10 „
Fir 1 10 „

Wainscot, Riga p. log .,. „ ,.. 2 10 „
Lath, Dantsic, p.f , ... 4 10 „

St. Petersburg , ... 5 „
Greenheart „ ... 8 5 ,,

Box 4 „
Sequoia, U.S.A. .. .per cube foot 18,,
Mahogany, Cuba, per super foot

lin. thick 5,,
„ Honduras ... „ ... 4J „
,, Mexican „ ... 4 „

Cedar, Cuba „ ... 4 „
,, Honduras ,, ... 3 ,,

Satinwood „ ... 6 „
Walnut, Italian „ ... 3

Deals, per St. Petersburg Standard, 120

by llin. :

—

Quebec, Pine, Ist £19 15

„ 2nd 14

„ 3rd 6 10

Canada Spruce, 1st 9 10

2ndand3ra 8
New Brunswick 7 15

Riga 6 15

St. Petersburg 8 15

Swedish 9
Finland 7 10

White Sea 9

Battens, all sorts 6
Flooring Boards, per square of lin. :

—

Ist prep.ared £0
2nd ditto

Other qualities

Staves, per standard M :

—

Quebec pipe
U.S. ditto £«
Memel, cr. pipe 230

Memel, brack 200

OILS.
Linseed per ton. £15 15

Rapeseed, Enghshpale... 24 5

Do., brown 22 10

Cottonseed, refined ,, ... 13 15

Olive, Spanish „ ... .'51

.Seal, pale a.'i 10

Cocoanut, Cochm „ ... 28

Do., Ceylon , ... 22

Palm, Lagos „ ... 'iS

Oleine ., ... 18 15

Lubricating U.S per gal. 6 3

I'.troleiim, reflned 43

Tar, Stockholm perbarrcl 10
Do.. Archangel „ ... 12 6

Turpentine, American... per ton 23

4 2

5
5
6
4 10

3 15
3 10
5 10
6 10
8 10
15

1 10

6J
6i
5

4i
4J

1 2
7

-12ft. by liin.

to £25 15

„ 16 10

„ 11

>. II 5

„ 9

„ 8

I. 7 15

„ 12 15

„ 15 10

„ 8

„ 16

„ 20

S 6 „ £0 15 6
7 „ 1-2

5 „ 6 6

„ £12 10

„ 240

„ 210

to £16
.. 21 10

„ K!

.. n
» 33

„ 24

5

28 10

22 10
23 10
19 15

7

4i16
15

23 10
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LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.

New York-Sun Dial {Plaster Model) BOOdol., 250dol f^"- Natioml Sculpture Soo 21o West »7^^^^^
Feb. 23

Newca-sOe-on-Tyne-N-ew Inflrmary (local Architect*) (No first) £150, £100, £30 Secretary Bmldmg Committee Newcastle ..^^^^ Mar. I

Caili,le-Siver6iltCR.skpt
: to cost fill) ^- S; ^^"}^^?°.^°''^-^°V^ii • i^^^JI^f U

Berwick-on-Twecd-rolice-Station (£5.000 limit) Commission or £50, £25 ... R. Weddell, Town Clerk. Bf'^*-;°°-^«^«5 -:— -^ J«
IJan»,-athen~8toneHridge.I)ry5lwynFord Carmarthen County CoimcU S?T''^/T'•-?'"''V1°\ ? nS?„:^^i„rhe^?^^ 31
Winchetter-rublic liatSs .... £25. £1S Walter Ba.ley, Town Clerk, Guildhall, Wmchester „ 31

Belpcr-Sewajre Disposal Schemes 50 Guineas, 25 Guineas Joseph Pym, Clerk, Helper ,—.-V-V--V;.-;- pp rji Ji

Stockholm-CityHailwav Stations and Junctions £G56, £ I3S, £219 Consulate General, 2, . Great -Wmchester-sljeet, E.C Aug. 31

'^l^ltc'SfTr''ehi;e^t'^"'"^*""'^"''""''"'
^"'''"" '""'"^ ""

£250, £200, £130. £100 A Ferrier, Clerk, Parish CouncU Chambers, Caatie-terr., Edinburgh -

^Tii^'i^nrHo^Ss"""*'
^'"""'°' ^''™"°*' *"' *'"""'P*' W. B. n. Bemiett, Borough Surveyor, Southampton -

Koyai A.iWium-iVesigii for pobter'::::::::::;:.:":::"".;'.'.:".'.'.:";'.'.::: WQidi^^::: Mgar s. shrubsoie, Royai A.^uanum, Lond°n
. . ...^^..^..^j.^..

-
Leirishai-Oock Tower (£70OUmit)

g'^'il'^',?'"' '^'^?'l''"i;J?f''°i ,h^ n'
Cl-"endon-road. LewLsham.. _

Southwold- Pair of Villas, Church Green E. W. Moore. H.gh-street, Southwold

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

BTJILBINGS.
Carleton- Nine Houses . . .. Carleton Coal and Brick Co Greaves and Sidebottom. Architects. Eipergate Chmbrs,Pontetra5t Feb. I(

Halifax - House, Rhodes-street F. L. Horsfall and Son. Architects, Lord-street, Halifax „ w
Forres-House ..'. !...!!!..!!..!!!!!.! JohnForsyth Ross and M.acbeth, Architects. Inverness i. W
Gaerwen—Houses at Junction , Arthur W. Jones, Plas Hen, Llanddaniel ._ >, 1»

"Whipton-Building Devon and Exeter Reformatory E. H. Harbottle. County Chambers. Exeter "
Woodbridge-Classroom at (irammar School F. J. A. Wood. Church-street. Woodbndge •

J"
Omagh-Business Premises, Market-street Graham, Son, and Wilson .. Wm. Barker, Architect. Londonderry .,^^^.. .. J»
Gosforth—Detached Residence Lister Newcombe,r.R.I.B.A.,89,Pilgnm-street,Newcastle-on-i'yne „ 1»

Northampton -Additions to Infectious Hospital. Kingsthorpe.! Corporation The Borough Engineer. GuUdhall, Northampton „ '9

Morley-Eight Houses in East Park-street G- A, Firth, Plumber, Morley .•
J»

Londonderry- Alterations to Premises Northern Counties CTub W. E. Piolierton, M.R.I.A., Architect, 8, Diamond, Derry J»

Seascale-Dwellins House .''. Railway-terrace, Seascale _^.. i. J*
Wallsend-Rebuilding the Black Bull Inn Duncan and Co Hope and Maxwell. Architects, 40, Westgate-rd.,Newcastle-on-Tyne „ 1»

Torphins—Additions to Leamey .4rma Hotel Jenkins and Marr, Architects. IS, Bndge-street, Aberdeen
_ ._. ,.

19

Ashington-Tower and Vestries for Church Hicks i: Charlcwood, Arch.tects. 42, Grainger-st
,
Newcistle-on-T. „ IV

Camborne -Two Houses J.Bennetts J Bennetts. Vellyn Saundry, Camborne J"
Halifax-House in Rhodes-street .

Chas. F. L. Horsfall and Son. Lord-street Chambers, HaUfax „ 19

Wortlev. Leeds-Weslevan Sunday School .
..'. '...'.

'.

.- G. F. Wilkinson. Architect, 3.5, Park-street. Leeds 19

Hereford -Repairs to Front of Shire Hall Standing Joint Committee J. F. Symonds, Clerk of the Peace. Shire Hall, Hereford „ 1»

Hensingham-House, 6, Marina-terrace Geo. Boyd, .S3, Queen-street, Whitehaven „ 1»

Findhom -Villa .... John Forrest. Architect. 129, High-street, Forres >
19.

Exeter-Offiees in St. Thomas Willey and Co., Engineers Charles E. Ware. Architect, G.indy-street. Exeter ., „ 19

Hull-Restoration of Exterior St. Paul's Church Smith, Brodrick, & Lowther, Architects, York Chmbrs. 77. Lowjate „ Vi

Barry Dock-Additions to Culley's Hotel Gethin. Wallis, and Robertson. Architects, Westgate-st., Cirdifl ... „ i^'

Cork— .Seven Houses, Gaggin's-l'ane Thomas O'Brien M. J. M'Mullen, B E., South Mall. Cork _. ,i !'

Burstwick-Primitive Methodist Chapel and School Brownlow Thompson, Architect, 15. Parliament-street, Hull , 19

Morecambe- Office Midland Railway Co The Secretary, Works Committee, Midland Ratlw.iy, Derby .......... „ 19

Bradford—Four Houses, Ounsworth-street Abm. Sharp, Architect, Albany Buildings, Market-street, Bradford „ 19

London, E.—Repairs at Infirmary, and Smiths' Work at „ „ „i a t j tj .>i

Workhouse. Bancroft-road . Guardians of Mile End O'.d Town .. W. Thacker, Cler'*. Guardians' Offices, Bmcroft-road, London, b. „ -i

Leeds-Four Shops, Central-road The Town Clerk, Town Hall, Leeds « '-]

Connel Ferry—Villa . . Duncan Macgregor Wm. MacKenzie, Architect. 42, Stevenson-street, Oban ,
21

Elgin-Villa Ribt. B. Pratt. A.R.I.B.A., County Bank House, Elgm ,
21

Tredegar-County School Managers C. Daimeey. Solicitor. Tredegar .. » 21

Knockaney-Repairs to R.C. Church, Rev. J. M. Boarke. P.P., Knockaney - .i
^J

Insch—House, Little Mains George Glennie John Craigen, Solicitor, 193. Union-street, Aberdeen „ ii

Great Yarmouth—Additions, MineralWaterMnfy.,Howard-st Chas. G. Baker, Architect, Y'armouth „ 21

Amble-Bakery . . .... Co-operative Society W. R. Hindmarsh. Architect. Alnwick V-'"\* *' ii
Bradford Moor-Stables and Cart Sheds Abm. Sharp. Architect, Albany BuUdinjs, Market-street, Bradford „ 21

Birkenshaw-Eight Through Houses, Shirley-road Industrial Society W. Outhwaite, Secretary, Bradford-road, Birkenshaw .. ..
21

Carlisle-Six Housesand Shop. Grevstono-roadandTullie-street A. W. Johnston, Architect. 81, Castle-street, Carlisle .
-J

Bath-En!argement of Uak SfreetSchools School Board, i
William J. Wilcox, Architect, 1, B-lmont, Bath •> 21

Armagh—Mall School Reconstruction J. J. Philips and Sons. Architects, 61, Riyal-avenue, Belfast , 21

Plymouth—Refuse Destructor Corporation Jas. Paton. Borough Surveyor, Plymiuth ,• 21

Pontefract -Additions to King's School Tennant and Bagley, Architects, Pontefract .. -J
Neath -Schools, Gnoll Park-road (for 950 children) School Board J. Cook Rees. St. Thomas's Chambers, Neath ,• 21

Leeds-Four Shops. Central-road The Town Clerk, Town Hall, Leeds . i> "
London, E.—Building Repairs at Infii-mary, Smith's Work at . s r j t? at
Workhouse. Bancroft-road Mile-End Guardians William Thacker, Clerk to Guardians. Bancroft-road, London, t. .. „ -J

Keighley—Works. Premises. North-street and High-street John Judson and Moore. Architects, York Chambers, Keigaley ,. 21

Porti^head-Mortuary at Burial Gound Urban District Council T. J. Moss Flower. A.M.I.C E.. Carlton Chambers, Bristol
-J

Beeston -Sunday .School & Enlargement of Prim. Meth. Chapel Howdill and Howdill. Architects, 21, Albion-street, Lljeds „ .1

Menston -Eleven Terrace Houses Harold Chippindile, Architect, Springfield, Guiseley fi

Lurgan—Waiting-Rooms at Station Great Northern Rlwy Co. (Ireland) T. Morrison, Secretary, Amiens-street Terminus, DabUn ,
'--

St. Ives-Chapel and Schoolroom Committeeof St. Ives M.N.C. Chapel Rev. S. Wright, St. Ive", Cornw.tll .^'"r'Wii'i " V>
Belfast -Pump-Hou.se at Workhouse Guardians Young and Mackenzie, Architects, 7, Donegal-squire East, Belfast „ 22

Huddersfield - Warehouse and OfEces, Cloagh House Mills ,

John Kirk and Sons, Architects, Hudderstield 2J

Runham-Ad.Iitions to Board School School Board H. Chamberlin. Clerk, 11, Qieen-street, Great Yarmouth „ 2J

Kendal -Three Shops and Houses John Stalker, M.S..V.. Architect, Kendal . 2J

Eskmeals-H.mse at Proof Rmge Vickers, Rons, and Maxim Austin and Paley. Architects. Lancaster .. j'
Kendal -Enlai-ging No. 20. Greenside John J. Wilson Stephen Shaw, F.R.I.B.A ,

Architect, Kendal ,. "
Preston -Royal Cross School for Deaf Sames and Green, (io, Northgate, Blackburn ..

^J
Budleigh Salterton-PoUce Cells StandingJointCommittee E. H. Hirbjttle, County Surveyor, Q leen-street, Exeter „ '2»

Middlesbrough—Additions to Grange-road School School Board J. Mitchell Bottomley. 2i. Albert-road, Middlesbrough > _->

Marsden- Chancel and Morning Chapel. Marsden Church John Kirk and Sons, Huddersfield • jl

Batley -Alterations to Board Schools at Purley Walter Han.stock. Architeit, Branch-road. Batley •<
^J

Dartford -Improving Steps, Mount Ple-isant-roid Urban District Council J. C. Havward, Clerk, Sessions House. Dartford _: vVi " ji
Oakworth—Mill Shed John Julson and Moore, Architects. Oikworth, near Knghley ,.

i'

Hanley- Brewery, Victoria Square Dix and Co R Scrivener and Sons. Architects, Howard Plac2, Hinley ,.
••

Paulton-Weslevan Day School W. F. Bird, Architect, Midsomer, Norton ^'
Wigton-Sunday School Trustees, Prim. Meth. Chapel J. Davison. .32, New-street, Wigton ; • ..

"
Bailitte- Four-story Warehouse, Clifton Mills Joseph F.Walsh, Architect, Lane, .fc York. B ink Cbimbjrs, Hilifax „ ll

CarUsle- Electric-Lighting Station Corporation Henry C. Mir'is, City Engineer, 33, Fisher-street, Carlisle i>
.

Elgin -Pluscarden Memorial Church A. .and W. Reidand Wittet, Architects, Elgin .• ^;
(iueensbury-Wesleyan Sunday School Sidaey Mma, Secretary. Mountain, tireensbury 'l
Thome-House T. F. Hudson H. B. Thorp. Architect. Goole '^"

Canterbury-Station for Electricity & Refuse-Destructor Works Corporation Henry Fielding. Town Clerk. Canterbary ^J
Kendal-Shop and House R. F. Chorley Tohu Stalker. M.3.A.. Architect. Kendal -'

Cupar-Six Attendant's Cottages at Asylum Fife & Kilcross Dis. L-inaoy Board J. Osborne. Clerk to the Board, Cupir >• ^?
Wolverhampton—Swimming Bath and Assembly Hall Corporation J. W. Bradlev. Biroujh Surveyor. Wolverhampton ^'

Nevin -New Church P. Shearson Gregory, Architect. High-street, B in.for „ "
Workington -House, Belie Isle-street G. Bcothwell W. G Scott. Archiect, Victoria Buildings, WorkinjtoT ... „ 25

Keighl.-v -Two Shops and Dwelling Houses, Henry-street W. H. and A Sagdm. Architect-. Civeadnh-s;,reet. Ivei^hley «
Kirkpatrick-Pleming-Public Hall C. F. Brown, Secy., School House, Kirkpatrlck-Flemmg, B.'Cletechin „ «
Lyme Regis -Five Almshouses Mayor and Corporation M. C. Preston, Town Clerk. Lyme Rjgis

v> "nl
" 9*

Cymmer -Alterations to Pisgah Baptist Chapel ,

D. Jones, Secret iry, 146, High-street. Cymmer. Forth ,

_^^
Troedrhiwfuwch -Thirty-one Houses ; a Road 32Dft. long Troedrhiwfuwch Building Club Sydney J. PhiUips, Secretiry, Tcocdrhiwfuwch lou

^^
Penvgroes -Baptist Chapel .... Jenkin Da vies, London Hous", Penygroes, Llandebie -. ^.

Malvern -Sanatorium Malvern Hospitil Committed William Lambert. Clerk to Com-nittee, Malvern Jlir. i

Clwtybont -Alterations to Schools Llanddeiniolen School Board W. D. Prichari, Clerk, ClwtybDat • "
J

Moretonhamps^ead-Enlarging Convalescent Home Edward Richards. Architect, Manor01B:e,3,Park-cres;eot.ljrquay „
J

Bromley, E.—Alterations and Additions at Asylum, Devons-rd. Managers Poplar Sick Asj-lom Dist. Robt. Foskett, Clerk t ) Managsrs. Asylum, Bromley, Milllesex, li. „
j

Moulton -Alterations to School School Board C. D.irman, Architect, Northampton >•
J

Bangor-Friars School R. Hughes Pritohard, Clerk to the Governors, Binj>.- »
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STJlLilUNaS—contiiiue/t.

li.iuglas. Isle of Man—Eolargenient of Post Office H.M. Commisi-ioners of Works Hon. EeRiQaMB. Brett, Sc-o,H.M.Offl'^9ofWorks,Wliit?hall-pl,S.'W. Mar. 1

l.lanrwst -Alterations to Court House Denbighshire County Council LI. Adams, Clerk of Peace, S, Castle-street, Uuthen „ 1

-KDclfrlnnd- Bridge, Station Buildings, and Approaches at
i'.illi..n Station North-Eastem Eailway C. N. Wilkinson, Secretary, York ,, 2

.irdiff- .School, Slarlborough-road School Board J. J. Jackson, Clerk, School Board Offices, Howard-gardens, Cardiff „ 2

Blavdon-on-Tvne -Engine Shed, Offices, &c North-Eastem Bailway C. N. Wilkinson. SecrfUary. York „ 2

Thdmburv- Infant School . School Board Samuel Fudge. Architect, Thombury „ 2

Mitchelstown -Medical Officers' Residence Guardians Richard Fitzgibbon. Clerk, Mitchelstown „ .3

IVnydairen -Twenty Dwelling Houses Awelfryn Building Club J. R D ivies. 22, Glebeland-street, Merthyr Tydfll „ 3
I.l.andlv—Three Schools School Board J. B. Morgan. .^J•chitect, New-road, Llanelly „ 3
Halifax— Villa. Greenroyd Estate Geo. Buckley and Son, Architecta, Tower Chambers, Halifax „ 4

^talybridire -Fifteen Houses Industrial Co-operati re Society Secretary, Grosvenor-strect. Stalybridge 4

Birrainih'ira-BuUdingin Yard of Head Post Office H.M. Commis-sioners of Works Hon. ReginaldB. Brett.Sec,n.M.Offl-eof Works,Whitehall-pl.B.W. „ 4

.oitin-Churrh Rev. Francis Healy, P.P Edward .J. Toye. Architect, Strand, Derry „ 4

Lfwisham-FiroEngine Station, High-street London County Council C. J. Stewart, Clerk, Spring-gardens, S.W „ 8
Norwich—Erection and Maintenance of Technical Institute (for ^

Six Monthsl Corporation Geo. B. Kennett, Town Clerk, Guildhall, Norwich ,, 12

Halifax -Villa, Skircoat Green-road Geo. Buckley and Son, Architects. Tower Chambers. Halifax „ 12

Chadwell Heath—Superstructure of Asylum (SCO patients) , &c. Council Fred. E. Hilleary. Town Clerk, Town Hall. West Ham, E „ It

lljirtford-Additional Buildings, West Hill Guardians of Dartford Union J. C. Hayward, Clerk, Sessions House, Dartfor.i „ 14

Sheffield -Male Inlirmary Ward at Workhouse Guardians, Ecclesall Bierlow Union Thomas W. Smith, Clerk, Union Offices, The Edge, Sheffield „ 21

l.'ngbv -Additions to Graziers' Arms Inn Northampton Brewery Company ... T. W. Willard. Architect, Rugby —
Kams'gate -Altering No. .34, WestcliHe J. Backhouse, 15, Rising-street, Ramsgate —
Folkestone -Factory Chimney {150ft. high), Electiicity Supply
Works Reginald Pope, Architect, Folkestone —

Weston-super-Mare—Rebuilding Pavilion Pier Company Price and Wooler, Architects. Waterloo-st., Weston-super-Mare ... —
Hereford-Three Villas, White Cross-road W'. W. Robinson, Architect, in. King-street, Hereford —
Harrogate—Additions to Harlow Inn, Harrogate ,, H. E. and A. Bown, Architects. Harrogate —
Llanellv-Stables and Out-Buildings, Maesarddafen Mrs. Griffiths W. Griffiths, Architect, Falcon Chambers, Llanelly —
Brtxhain-New Roof, St. Mary's Church J- C. Martin, Luzon, Brixham, Devon —
Annam- Station Hotel F. J. C. Carruthers, Architect, 25, Buecleugh-street, Dumfries —
Finedon -Six Houses, Banks-road Charles Lilley Mosley & Anderson, Architects, Goodyear Chambers, Northampton —
rheadle Hulme -Additions to All Saints' Church Frank Bindloss, Architect, 4, Chapel-walks, Manchester —
l8htenhiIl-F,armhouteand Homestead, Hill Farm Kay-Shuttleworth Estate Office, Gawthorpe Hall, Burnley —
Leeds—Victoria Arcade, Lands-lane and Upperhead-row F. W. DawsoB Ambler and Bowman, Architects, 9. Park-place, Leeds —
Harrogate -House William Siiuires. Architect, Royal Exchange Chambers, Leeds —
Killinure-Rebuilding Mansion and Building Farm Offices P. P. Metge. C.E., 9, Hartcourt-terrace, Dublin —
Kirkstall- Sixteen Houses A. Bell Percy Robinson, Architect, .310, Burley-hill, Leeds —
Leeds-Sonday School, Ventnor-street W. F. Braithwaite, Architect, 6, South-parade, Leeds —
Manchester—Two Shops and House at Fairfield Hyde's Brewery Co., Rusholme Tom Cook, M.S.A., Architect, 39, Victoria Buildings, Manchester ,.

—
Halifax - Converting Two Shops into Bathrooms Wm. Bennett, Superintendent, Royal Baths, Harrogate —
nkley - Steam Laundry, Cottages, and Stables Sanitary Steam Laundry Co BaxendaU and Critchley, Architects, The Grove, Ukley —
Borstal, Kent -Four Cement Kilns and Chimney The Secretary, Borstal Manor Cement Co., Borstal —
Newlay—Additions to House William Braithwaite J. Peakman, Architect, Hopwood Bank. Horsforth —
Hull-Additions to Shop, Hessle-road E. Whitlock, Architect. 26, Scale-road, Hull —
Cork-House, Douglas-road J. Wolfe Arthur Hill, B.E., M.R.I.A., 2>, George's-street. Cork —
Dersingham—Additions to Public-House Louis F. Eagleton, Architect, Bank Chambers, King's Lynn —
Newoastle-on-Tyne—Villa, Rowland's Gill Wm. Dixon W. Rounthwaite, A.ll.I.B.A., Archt., Mosley-st., Newctle-on-Tyne —
Llanelly -Three Villas and Residences, New-road W. Griffiths. Architect, Falcon Chambers, Llanelly —
Clifton-Free Methodist Chapel, Jacob's Well Trustees A. R. F. Trew, M.SA., 22, Broad-street, Brisitol —
Harrogate-House William Squires, Royal Exchange Chambers, Leeds —
Newark-Six Residences, Spital Estate '. Miss Stevens Abraham Friend, Architect, 50, Bowbridge-road, Newark —
Euxton-Farm Buildings at RunshawMoor Jolly and Buckley, Architects, High-street, Chorley, Lanes —
Filey— Pair of Villas Major C. J. Eussel, Malton C. H. Channon, Architect, Malton —
Haslingden—Workmen's Club The Secretary, Station-ro.xd, Haslingdean —
Garforth Colliery -Eight Cottages Owners of Garforth Colliery R. Routledge. Manager, Oarforth Colliery —
Bangor, Co. Down -Presbyterian Church Wm. J. W. Roome, M.S.A., Whitehall Buildings, Ann-st., Belfast.. —
Ramsgate—Wing to Grammar School Headmaster Jas. Ernes, Architect, 151, Ebury-street, S.W —
Devonport- Rebuilding the Shades Inn B. Priestley Shires, Architect, Central Exchange, Plymouth —
Bramlev-Two Terrace Houses, Victoria Park Estate A. E. DLxon, A.R.I.B.A., Architect, 5, Park-lane, Leeds —
B.arrow-in-Fumess —Alterations to House W. Postlethwaite E. M. Y'oung, Architect, 90, Duke-street, Barrow —
Abertillery—131 CoUiery Houses at Six Bells C. Telford Evans, Architect, 8, Queen-street, Cardiff —
Chingford - Block of Shops J. Edward Still, Architect, 82, Queen-street, Cheapside, E.C —
Clones - Creamery Co-operative Creamery Geo. F. Graham, President, Clones —
Buxton—Twelve Cottages, Harpur Hill The Buxton Lime Firms Company, Limited, 8, Quadrant, Buxton ..

—
Derrygonnellv—Creamery D. Donaldson and S. G. Linton, Hon. Secretaries, Derrygonnelly ...

—
Burley-in-Wharfedale—Ten Workmen's Houses J. Gordon Black, Harrogate Whitehead and Smetham, Architects, Albert Chambers, Harrogate —
Erwtbourae- House and Shop „ W. H. Riffles, Architect, 9, Argvle-street, Regent-street, W —
Belfa.st - Semi-Detached Villas, Whitehead Russell and Lockwood, Architects, 16, Waring-street, Belfast ........

—
Parsley -Semi-Detached Villas, New-street Fairbank and Wall, Architects, Craven Bank Chambers, Bradford ..

—
Bal inagh -Constabulary Barracks E. N. Somerville, County Surveyor, Cavan —
Wakefl-ld- House, Oxford-road . W. and D. Thornton, Architects, 21, King-street, Wakefield —
Billynafeigh -Methodist Church Forman & Aston, Architects, Queen's Bldgs, Royal Avenue, Belfast —
Ashmgton—Infant Schools , The Secretarv, Asbington Coal Co., Ashington —
Middleton-.Store and Three Houses, Mills Hill Middleton Industrial Co-op. Society. Fredk. W. Dixon, Architect, Trevelyan Buildings, Manchester —
I'sk—Repairs and Additions to Buildings, Higher Grade School Fenton Geo Harris, Clerk, Estate Offices, Usk, Mon —
Aberfan—Four Cottages C. Bailey, Architect, Quaker's Yard, Cardiff —
Winchester -Cottages, Barton Close W. Borrough Hill, Architect, Southampton —
R.awmai-sh—Twelve Cottages, Goosebutt-street J.Platts, Architect, Old Bank Buildings. Rotherham —
Nelson—Eight Houses, Victoria-terrace Wm. Dent, Architect and Engineer, Railway-street, Nelson —
Manchester—Mission HaU and Two Shops, Oldham-road Fredk, W. Di.xon, Architect, Trevelyan Buildings, Manchester —
Harrogate- offices, Albert Chambers John Smetham Whitehead and Smetham, Ai-cliitects, Albert Chambers, Harrogate. —
L-eds—Five Houses, BrudeneU-road W. Squires, Architect, Royal Exchange l.'hambers, Leeds —
Keighley—Bonding Warehouse, Cooke-street John Judson and Moore. Architects, York Chambers, Keighley —
Harrogate -Pair of Houses in Park Drive „ J. F. Royce. 9, Station-S'iuare, Harrogate —
Winchester— Cottages, Queensland Estate W. Borrough Hill, Architect. Southampton
Dalmally- Cottage Colin C. MacGilp, Estate Office, Dalmally —
Wardleworth- Branch Shop Provident Co-operative Society George A. Hammond. Architect, &c., Rochdale and Heywood —
Cambonif-lifbuildingof 10, 'Trevenson- terrace Frank Trythall, 11, Trevenson-terrace, Camborne —
liramlev—Two Houses, Victoria Park Estate The Architect, 101, Burley Lodge-road, Leeds —
i.wynfl-X.w Pai-iah Church E. H. Bruton, F.K.I.B.A., Architect, 15, Queen-street, Cardiff —
Middlewood -Cottage Homes Guardians of Rochdale Union Butterworth and Duncan, 4, South-parade, Rochdale
Honor Oak, S.E. -House James Rickard. Doris-street, Kennington Cross, 8.E .^.

—
West Kenton—House, Westerhope HarrvW.Tavlor, Architect, St. Nicholas Chambers, Newcastle-on-T. —
West .\Tdsley—Alterations and Additions to Boyle Hall C. S. Nelson and R. N. Savage, Architects. 15, Park-row, Leeds —
Kendal—Alterations to Shop Premises Greenwood and Littlewood John Hutton, M.S. I., Architect, &c., Kendal —

SNaiNEEBINO.
Cppermill-Eebuilding Bridge West Riding County Council .. J. Tickers Edwards, County Sui-veyor, Wakefield Feb. 19

Torres -Harbour Defence Works (estimated cost, 754,430fr.) Department of Public Works, Prefect of Sassari, France 19

Aberdeen—Extension of Water Main District Committtee A. Clark, District Clerk, Bridge-street, Aberdeen ,
IJ

Gudhiera—Harbour Works , Tilbud paa Havnebygning i Gudhjem, Denmark -.. »«
J-J

Portland -Waterworks Urban District Council Ernest J. Elford, C.E., Engineer, Council Offices, New-rd, Portland ,.
l-i

Bridgnorth—Provision and Laying of a 7in. Main (1,800 yards , .„, ^ i .n
in length) Corporation J. Taylor, Sons, & Santo Crimp, C.E , 27, Ot. George-st, Westmnstr ,. ^l

Chathill -Raising Water Tank North Sunderland Waterworks Co. J Ewing, Secretary, Sea House, Chathill •• -{
Plymouth—Refuse Destructor „ James Paton, Borough Engineer, Plym-)uth " ^'

Stevenage —Horizontal Engine, Cornish Boiler, and Pumps. .>.

Construction of Boiler-House, and Sinking Well Urban District Council John Gillespie. Engineer, Stevenage v"j -'2
Plymouth-Dock Entrance Great Western Eailway Company... G. K. Mills, Secretary, Paddington Station, London .......... ..^ > -'

London, N.W. -Marine Boilers Vestry of St. Pancras C. H. F. Barrett. Vestry Clerk, Vestry Hall, Pancras-road, M.W. ... „ "
Portsmouth-Lancashire Boilers and Pnmps Corporation Alexander Hellard, Town Clerk, Town Hall, Portsmouth «
Worthing—Covering Reservoir Corporation W. Verral, Town Clerk, Worthing i'-^'J^i";!"" "

9-t
I'orUand -Waterworks Urban District Council E, J. Elford, C.E., Engineer, Council Offices, New-road, Portland "
Southend-on-Sea—Widening Pier and Contmctiiig "Tramway , o «
Pas.-mg Place Corporation William Gregson, Town Clerk, 8outhend-on-Sea •> "

Belfast-Pumping Engines, Old Park Water Commissioners L. L. Maca.s-sey, l-.E.. Waterworks Olfice^elfast .. "
Hartley-Water Supply Works Eural District Council A. W. Knott, Clerk, 14, Foregate-.-!treet, Worcester .. ^
Canterbury -Electric Wiring, &c.,Beaney Institute Town Council ,^ ^. Henrj- Fielding,jTown 9"H^'- *?'"''"^^..;';;ijii;.:,'.'ir.»''w'f^

' 24

24
London-Engines with Tenders Bengal-Nagpur Railway Company.. Th° Company's Offices. 132, Gresham-House, Old Broad-st,, t.o ,

i«

Harrogate -Sewage Pumping Plant Corporation G. Wilkinson, Electrical Engineer, Han-ogate .
JJ

Shrewsbury—Sludge-PressingMachincry Corporation The Town Clerk, Guildhall, .Shrew-sbury .. '•
I^jicester-Bridges over the Willow Brook at St. Barnabas- „ ,, „ t • . 9%
road, Bridge-street, and Stonebridge-street Highway Committee E. Geo. Mawbey. C.E., Borough Surveyor, Town Hall, Leicester ^j>

Leeds-Water Main between Harehills Reservoir AHunslet-rd. Corporation Thos. Hewson, Waterworks Engineer, Municipal BuUdings, Leeds. „ i}
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l^Iallow—"Watenvorks Alterations

liny—Tmrrovomont Works. River Meuse (est. cost, !)9,13t> 70fr.)

rlova- Stone Bridge over South Esk
Denbiph- Cooking Apparatus at Xorth Wales Lunatic Asylum
Ouipuzcon, Bilboa-Elcctric Tramway (30 miles) from Zumar-
mgo to /.(imiiya

"Reife — Ifarbnur Improvements and Docks, &c
ItorkinK- Eotrine and Purapa
remambiico-rort Works «
Southwold—New Bridge over the Buss Creek
Hliddie>brnni;h-Kxtfusinr. of Dock
Wimble liill. HanU- Watt-r Tower, Pumps, En^Tiie, Fire

JJydrant, .vc, at School and Tnfirraary
S<-rabstcr -Extens^ion of Harbour
Salt'ord-Kxtondinfr and Widening Regent Road Bridge
Noi-thwii'li — Electrir Plant
Apploton Wake-Stono Bndjje over Wiske
T^orstone- Carriage Bridce across the Dore
I'Vi'f'raont - EoRine and Boilers
Sojiliia—Electric Tiif^htin'^ of Town
Msulras— Vtilisation of Water of Periyar Lake
T.oods --Settling Tank, Meanwood Tannery
Northampton- Wat<r Main. See. [two miles)
ilrindi.si -^Vorks to Hiiibuur
Jloscummon - Drying Apparatus in Workhouse
l.ungro—AVater-Supply Works estimated cost, £1,756)
Bradford—Boilor House and Seating
Bramahall— Water-Suijply Boring

ENGINEERING—wwfirtH*:^.

Quardiaos Maurice Re?an, Clerk, Poor Liw Office, Mallow
31 Fendiu=i. Ingenieur. &c., Liege .

Foi-far District Committee John. P. Anderson. District Clerk, Municipal Buildings, Forfar..

Wm. Barker, Clerk to the Visitors, Denbigh

.Feb.

; Commercial Department of Foreign Office. 'WTutehaU, S.W ,.

Department of Pablie Works. R^-ife. Brazil ,.

Water Company T. A. Soiaraers Scott. Se.^retiry. D>>rkin^ ,.

Government Brazilian Ministry of Public Works, Rio de Janeiro
Corporation E. K. Cooper, Town Clerk, Southwold Mir.
Noith-E:i8tera Railway C. N. Wilkinson, Secretary, York ,

Edgar Kempson, Clerk to ^^fanagers. West-Street, Famham „
James Brinn. Clerk to the Trustees. Thurso ,,

Borough Enarineer's Otlice. Town Hall. Salford ,.

The Clerk, Weaver Navigation Ottices, Northwich „
W. Fowler, Clerk, Northallerton „
J. F. Symonds. Clerk. Shire Hall. Dorstone.. „
H. W. Cook, Clerk, Church-street. Egremont, Cheshire ,,

The Mayor, Sopliia, Bulgaria «.

Chief Ens^nee^ for Irrigation, Madras July
Thomas Winn, Aixhitect, 9), Albion-street. Leeds —
Wra. Hull. Architect, 12, St. Gile.s's-atreet. Northampton —
Commercial Department, Foreii^u (Office, Whitehall, S.W —
Ty. O'KeefPe. Clerk. Union Olhce. Roscommon —
Municipal Authorities, Lungro Province of Cosenza) —
F. Holland. Engineer, 11. Parkinson's Chmbs, Hustlergate, Bradford —

,

F. S. Hawthorn, Clerk, Uttcxeter —

Manag<irs Famham School District

Harbour Trustees

Weaver Navigation Trustees
Northallerton Rural District Council
Coimty Council
Wallasey I'rban District Council . .

2.j

2s
2s
2S

Harold Nickolls
,

Rural District Council
Italian Qovemment ...

T'ttoxeter Rural District Council .

FENCING AND WALLS.
Ogwell—Walling at Canada Bam. Ogwell D. R. Scratton Rendell and Symons, F.S.L. Surveyors, Newton Abbot and Totnes Feb. 19^
Denholme-Dry Fence Wall on site of Sewage Farm, DoePark Urban District Council W. B. Waodhead and Son. Gvil Engineers. IS. Exchange, Bradford „ 21

\

Blackbiun-W.L Fencing L.^OO yards run, Rural District Coimcil R. E. Radcliffe, Clerk, Union Offices, Blackburn „ 23 J

Fermoy— Iron Bedsteads
Wcllinjgborough- Intirmary Chairsand Tables .

Belfast -100 Chairs ;...

FURNITURE AND FITTINGS.
Guardians Peter O'Neill, Clerk. Workhou-e, Fermoy Feb. 19

i

, Guardians WiUIam Jackson, Clerk, West End House, Wellingborough „ 22

,
Guardians : James C. Neeson, Clerk. E^ast „ 22

;

Swansea—Council Chamber and Courts in Guildhall
Morley— Electric-Lighting Station, Corporation-street
Homsey— Isolation Hospital. Muswell Hill

Waterloo -Painting and Decorating Town Hall
Homsey—PaintingLamp Columns and Street Name Plates
London -Exteraally to Rental Property (No. 1)

London- Extornally to Rental Property [No. 2)

London-Goods Depot at Wliitecross-street
Bvuton—Passenger Station
Walsall and Wolverhampton—Goods Depots,
Bristol—Goods Depot at St. Philip's

Woodville and Swadlincote- Station Buildings, &c
Spondon, Borrowash-Draycott, Bawley, Sawley Junction Sheet

Stores, and Trent— Station Buildings, &e
StatFord—Repainting Esterior of County Asylum
Nottingham—Cleaning and Decoration of Bulwell Wesleyan
Chapel

Ashton-under-Lyne—Painting, Pai>ering, and Decorating 14

Houses

PAINTING.
Town Council Jno. Thomas. Town Clerk, Guildhall. Swansea

B. Borrough Hopkins, Town Clerk, Town Hall. Morley
Urban District; Council E. J. Lovegrove, C.E.. Engineer. Southwood-lane. Highgate. N.
Urban District Council F. Spencer Yates, A.M.I.C.E,, Surveyor, Town Hall. Waterloo.
Urban District Council E. J. Lovegrove, C E., Engineer, Southwood-lane, Highgate, N.
Midland Railwav Co James Williams, Secretary. Derby
Midland Eailwav Co James Wijliams. Secretary, Derby
Midland Railwav Co James Williams, Seeretan-, Derby...,

Midland Railway Co lames Williams, Seei-etaiy, Derby
Midland Railwav Co .Tames Williams, Secretary, Derby
Midland Railwav Co James Williams, Secretary, Derby
Midland Railway Co James Williams, Socretaiy, Derby

. Feb. 19
I

M 23
. » 28''

M 28

. Mar.

Midland Railway Co James Williams. Secretary, Derby
Walter H. Cheadle, County Surveyor, Stafford.

4
4
4
4
4 •

-4 \

4
'

4 ]

19
i

Arthur Marshall, A.R.LB.A., Architect, King-street, Nottingham.

S, Wilkinson, (J5, Whiteacre-road, Ashton

PLUMBING AND GLAZING.
Llanfyllin-Glazing Market Hall Town Council W. A. Pugh. Town Clerk. Llanfyllin Feb. 2i

\

Belfast-Glazing Goods Warehouse Roof C8,2I28q.ft.) Gt. Northern Rlv. Co. (Ireland T. Morrison. Secretary. Amiens-street Terminus, Dublin „
Whitehead—Plumbing Work at Villa D. J. Lannigan.* Thomas Pentland, Architect. 35. High-street, Belfast : —

STREETS.
H. T.Moss Side-Paving and Sewering Florence-street Urban District Council H. T. Crofton, Clerk, Moss-laueEist Feb. 19

London. E.-Wood-Pa^-ing at Infirmary, Bancroft-road Mile-End Guardians AViUiam Thacker. Clerk to Guardians. Bancroft-road, London, E .. „ 21

Watford-Street Works Urban District Council The Engineer's Office. 14. High-street. Watford „ 23

Berwick- Repairs of District Roads for One Year R.D.C. of Norham and Islandshires H. Alder Peters, Clerk. 36. Ravensdowne. Berwick „ 21

Withington- Street Works T'rban District Coimcil Albert Roberts, Clerk, Town Hall, Withmgton „ 24

Bradfield- Repair of Roads : Bradfield Rural District Council ... John Forrester, District Surveyor, 1 heale. near Readmg ... „ 24

Pentre- Road and Sewer Works Rhoadda Urban District Council ... W.J. Jones, Surveyor, Council (mices. Pentre, R.S.O „ 24

Walthamstow—Construction of Roadn. HighamHill Wra. Houghton, Surveyor. oS, Old Broad-street, E.C „ 29
Cambridge -Roads and Sewers, &c., for St. John's College J- Carter Jonas and Sons. Market-hill. Cambridge —
Borslem-Forming New Street Chatterley-Whitfield Collieries, Limited. Tunstall —
Hai-row-Forming Roads, GreenhiU Park Estate A. Sykes, Architect. 45. Finsbury-pavement, London, E.C —
Nuneaton-New Street ;70D yards) S. P.Stewart, Estate Office, Arbury, Nuneaton —

SANITARY.
Denholrae - Brickwork Culvert Urban District Coimcil W. B. Woodhead and Son. Civil Engineers, IS. Exchange. Bradford Feb. 21

J
Ruddington- Sewerage Works Basford Rural District Council C. J. Spencer, Clerk, Public Offices. Nottingham-road, Basford ,,

Hunslet -Sewage Works Rural District Council B. Finder, Clerk, Leek-street Hunslet ..

Tirlemont— Sewerage Works estimated cost, £34,000) Secretariat Communal. Tirleraont. Belgium Miat.1

Bradford—Water Closets, &c Uo 12 Houses, Manchester-road H. Hardaker, Archt., Ivegate Chambers, New Ivegate, Bradford ...

STEEL AND IRON.
London, S.W.— Steel Rails [;i2,780 tons). Fishplates a,250 tons) Agent-General for Victoria. 15. A'ictoria-street, London. S,W Feb,

Bristol-Aj-c Lamposts r214} H. Faraday Proctor, City Electriacl Engineer, Temple Back. Bnstol „
India Otlice, S.W.—Steel Sleepers, Steel Laminated Springs, .

Cast-iron Axle-Boxes, and Covered Goods Waggons '. Director-General of Stores, India Office. Whitehall. S.W ,.

Birmingham -Welded Steel Pipes (ti.OOOtons ' Corporation "
'... «.. E. Orford Smith. Town Clerk, Council House, Birmmgham ,,

Ashby-de-la-Zouch - Cast>-Iron Mains throughout Streets L>ban Council W. A. Musson. Clerk, Ashby-de-la-Zouch Mar.

Hereford-Bridge over Wye, Castle Green Victoria Bridge Committee .\ J. Parker. C.E., Mansion. House, Hereford .;. .. ..,

Carlisle-3in. Cast-iron Pipes rrt )0 lineal yards) Corporation Henrv C. Marks, A.M.I.C.E., City Siu-veyor, 36, Fisher^st., Carlisle —

Bedford—Road Materials
Sale—Road Materials, &:c. One Year)
Glasgow — Building Stone, Iron Castings, Larch Fencing, Lime,
and Portland Cement ;.

Pontyoymmer -Red Bricks 350.000)
Rawtenstall—Road Materials (12 months) ,

Nottingham -Granite, Slag, and Limestone (Six Months)
Thorpe Asylum -Builders' Materials ^One Year)
Norden-Road Materials (One Year; ^ ,..>....,....

Thame {O-xonj- Broken Granite (1.640 tons) ;

Waketield—Broken Granite (3,960 tons). Broken Furnace Slag
.10,:i50 tons)

Barnes -Road Materials (12 months)
Bath—Sewer Pipes, &c. ((_>ne or Three Years)
Belper—Road Materials
St. Thomas near Eseter)—Road Materials ^OneYear)
Sleaford—Broken Granite 830 or 1.000 tons,
Swansea—Gravel and Sand 1,500 tons) . L'nbroken Limestone

(1,000 tons). Broken Limestone (I,5'X) tons), and Broken
Syenite (6,000 ton-^), tor Road Metal

STORES.
Bedfordshire County Council .

Urban District Council
The County Surveyor. Shire Hall. Bedford Feb. Ig

A. G. McBeath, A.M.I.C.E., Engineer, District Council Offices, Sale ., *"

Glasgow and South-WestemRy. Co. F. H. Gillie?, Secretary, St. Enoch Station. Glasgow *>

.. The Secretary. Ffaldam Collieries Co., Cardiif »

.. Town Clerk's Office, Riwtenstall >
.. E. Purnell Hooley. Shire Hall, Nottingham »
.. G. Smith, Clerk of Works, Thorpe A**vlura, Norwich n
.. J. W.Sunderland, Surveyor. Church View. Norden n
.. William Parker, Clerk, 18, Corn Market, Thane *i

Corporation
Nottingham County Council
Norfolk County Council
Urban District Council
Rural District Council

Wakefield Rural District Council
Urban District Council
Sanitary Committee
Rural liistrict Council ..:.

Rural District Council
Urban District Council

, H- Beaumont, Clerk, Tetlev Hous3. 47. Kiikgate, Wakefield Mar.

G. Bruce Tomes, Surveyor, Council Offices. High-st., Mortlake, S.W. n
Chas. R. Fortune, City Surveyor, Guildhall. Bath »•

Robt. C. Cordon. Surveyor, Hazelwood, Derby »»

Arthur E. Ward, 9, Bedford-circus. E'teter *i

E Imund Clements, Clerk, Council Offices, Sleaford «

Swansea Town Council Borougli Surveyor, I?, Soaaereet-place, Swansea
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ILLS OF QUANTITIES, PLANS, &c.

PARTRIDGE & COOPER,
ARCHITECTS' ANIi SLR VE V( )KS' LITHOGRAPHERS.

191 & 192, Fleet St-, and 1 & 2. Chancery Lane,
Loudon. EC.

Sjfcifil i'mvi quottd _for J^arge Jobs.

LlBEKAL DiSCOCNTS &CCO&DINO TO AlLBl.!lQEHENT.

PILKINGTON & CO.
(ESTAEUSHED 183S),

MONUMENT CHAMBERS,
KING WILIilAM STREET, LONDON, E.G.

Ji,yi,,f<';-('rf Tinde Mark:

poLO NCEftomm
Patent Asphalte and Felt Roofing.

ACID-RESISTING ASPH.VLTE.
WHITE SILICA PACING.

SEYSSEL ASPHALTE.

HAM HILL STONE.
DOULTINS STONE.

THE HAM HILL & DOULTINO
STONE CO.

- orporatins THE HAM HILL STONE CO. and C. TRASK and
SONS (.THE DOULTING STONE CO.)

nffice: NORTON, STOKE-UNDER-HAM. SOMERSET.
; , : , A:'.^nt : Mr. E. A. WILLIAMS, 16, Craven Street, Strand.

FAMBRINI it, DANIELS,
yi iSUFAOTDRKEB or IMPERISHABLE

MASONRY FOB
CONCRETE

CORNICES, STRING-COtTRSES,
MODELLED PANELS, AND EVERY
STONE-WORK REatTISITE.

LANDINGS and Plain or Moulded and Mitre
STEPS, durable throughout.

WORKS AND OFFICES: LINCOLN.

WM. OLIVER & SONS,
MAHOGANY, WAINSCOT, WALNUT,
TEAK, VENEER, and FANCYWOOD

MERCHANTS,
120, BUNHILL ROW, LONDON, E.G.

The most extensive Stock of every kind o'
Wood in Planks and Boards, dry and fit for
immediate use.

TENDERS.
•.• Correspondents would in all cases oblige by giving

the addresses of the parties tendering—at any rate, of the

ftcfepted tend.^r : it adds to the value of the information.

Bi.ArKwooK. N.B.—For the construction of a line from
Blackwood to Lesmahagon, for the Caledonian Railway
Companv :

—
Pirie, G., Aberdeen (accepted) about £S,000.

Dl-di.ev. —For alterations and esten.sions to No. 20,

Inhed^e, AVulverhampton-street, Dadl^y. for Miss Robin-
son. Messrs. John G. Wright and Son, 28, Wolverhamp-
ton-street, Dudley, architects ;— -

Webb and Round £133 10
Edwards. J 1-20

Jakeman and Round (accepted) ... 110
All of Dudley.

East Westmorel.^sd.—For Bleatarn witer supply, for

rural district council. Messrs. George Watson and Son,

Penrith, engineers :

—
Scott and Dent. Applebv £3S8 4
Bowerbink. .J., Penrith 369 10

Taylor, W.,Waitby 359
Jackson. J., Penrith 354
Scott, J. & W., Penrith (accepted: 31.5

Haoi.eicu. St'Ffor.K.—For the supply of fii-e-bose and
apparatus, for the urban distxict council;

—

Salter. A. W £o2 10
Graham and Joslin 58 7 6
Firmin and Co. (accepted) 57 14 3

Go.-;('0::t.—For factory at GosijOrt, for Messrs. C.
Mumby and Co. Mr. AV. H. Fry, Gosport, architect ;

—

I.-ar £1,49.5

L'i-llt 1,475
Corke I.4-2-2

Crookerell 1,100
Dish 1,389
Jones (accepted) 1,.350

HiiiiKi.^TE —For the erection of new infirmary, &c., at

Tlighgate Hill, X., for the Guardians of the Poor of St.

Mary, Islington. Mr. W. M. Smith, A.R.I.B..\.
Ohancf-ry-lan*^, W.C.. architect. Quantities by Mr.
Dow Wliite, 52, Finsbury-pavement, E.G. A.

Gough, F.,andCo. .'
... f20.%045 ...£4,640

Patman and Fotheringham , . 201.474 ... 4,937
Leslie and Co 1E9,707 ... 4.486

Chessum and Sons 198,4.50 ... 4,500

Martin. H 197,162 ... 4,760

Patrick, J., and M 195,547 ... 6,315

Wall. C 195,000 ... 4,300

Gray Hill, C 186,500 ... 5,06.'!

Kirk and Randall accepted! 181,523 ... 4,269

A.—Extra for white glazed bricks above dado.

HocTON", NEAR I->soM.—For alterations to the Manor
House, including the erection of boiler-house, chimney,
and two lodges, and for the erection of temporary build-

ings, for the London Goxuity Council :

—

Erection of temporary buildings :
—

Keay, E. C. and J £77,793
Gough, F.. and Co 72,897

Harbrow, W 70,4^9
HawkinsandCo 03,762 11 1

Kirk and Randall 68.000
Humphrevs. Ltd 66,556
Leslie and Co. (accepted) 64,263
Alterations and additions to Manor House :

—
Le.-ilie and Co 22,429

Harbrow, W 21,711

Kirk and Randall (accepted ... 20,812

Keviiam, Devosport.—For the enlargement of the
Seaman's Barracks, for the Lords of the Admiralty :^

Debnam. A. R , Mount Pleasant,
Plymouth Accepted) ... about £200,000

Leefis.—For carrying-out the excavations, masons',
and bricklayers* work at the new meat market, for the
city coimcil :

—
Wright, A. J. 'accepted) £2,513

[In lieu of tender from Gould, originally recommended
for acceptance at £2,763.]

LivERi'OOf..—For painting and decorating the rooms on
the upper floor of the Town Hall, for the corporation :

—

White, A.. Duke-st., Liverpool ... £3,998 12 9
(Recommended for acceptance.)

Liverpool.—For the erection of a plinth and railing in

Prin -e Alfred-road, for the corporation :

—

Dilworth. Isaac (accepted) £580

HOMAXO' & RODGERS,
ORIGINAL PATENTEES OF ALL GIRDERS ENGINEERS, FORMED OF JOISTS AND PLATES.

CONSTRUCTIONAL STEEL SKELETON BUILDINGS (American system).

FIRECLAY BRICK FLOORS, ALSO CONCRETE FIREPROOF FLOORS.
USED IX OVER 2,000 BCIIiDISfeS

^-_„_ -^=^£^ssg=s==—=3 ^ __- - _ GRANITIC

^^^^^^^^^P^^^^£^^i^^ ~^^ '^T-^ PAVING

BRIDGES. ^^^^St4^^^^^^^^^^fcr-

—

-^X^^^^^^ STEPS.

PIERS.
SECTION

I nunnii ( offices: 17, graceohurch street, e.g.
LUNUUn ( Works; NINE ELMS LANE, S.W.

Telegraphic Address, "Homas Rodokrs, Losdos." Telephone No. 1026 Avenue.

ASPHALTE.

MANCHESTER
Telegi-apliic Address

Offices: 10, MARSDEN STREET.
Works: WEST GORTON.

*' Namoh, Manohebtbh," Telephone No. 637.

FIRECLAY BRICK WORKS :-PARKSTONE, DORSET.

WE' ARE THE

ORIGINAL

INTRODUCERS

OF THE

HOT-WATER

CYLINDRICAL

TANKS.

GALVANIZED IRON
ILLUSTRATED

SHEET,

SHOWING

APPLICATION

OF OXTR

HOT-WATER

CYLINDRICAL

TANKS, SENT

FRED'^BRABY2(C?
- i^

AND AT LIVERPOOL, GLASGOW, DEPTFORD, AND BRISTOL

,,^^ riTZROY WORKS
1^. 352T0 364 EUSTON R? ON REaUEST.
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I

Losuos.—For pulling down and rebuilding thp Oeorac

the Fourth p h , Portugal-street. Clare Market, W.C, for

Messrs. Iloare and Co. Messrs. Reed and I'erry, '.i, John-

street, Adelpbi, W.C, architects :
—

Dove Bros £8,3'.!5

Kniijht, n., and Son 8,295

Hall, Beddall, and Co. \-i*2

Holloway Bros. .. «.17C

CUrkc and Bracey . .

.

»MS
Perry and Co 7.710

Patman and Fothenngham 7,410

Losuos.—For various works at the under-mentioned

Rchools for the London School Board :
-

Jessop-road School-Proiiding teachers' closets outside

building and reconnecting existing closets to childreu's

olTices. and providing drainage ;—
Ciarratt, J., and Son fl,a'i."i

Castle. W. and H 1.3i7

Johnson and Co 1,269 16

Higga, F. and n. F l.ifi!)

Bowyer. J. and C l.-'M

Goad, W. V 1.211

Maxwell Bros., Ltd 1.210

Parkei. G. l.lsi

Akers. W. andCo." 1.118

Canterbury-road School—Providing infants' cloakroom,

additional lavatory accommodation, and skylights in

classrooms :
—

Ford, J. F i:629

Goad, W. V 625

Hammond,W "'73

Triggs, E 55t 19

Line, H. 465

Jones and Groves 449

Leney, H 447

Rice and Son* 4.19

Albion-street School— Inclosing, draining, and tar-paving
the additional land :

—
Williams, E. E , and Sons £930
Johnson and Co 6.50

Ford, J, F 648

Marsland, J 485 u

Line, H.* 419
Weston-street School - For providing and fixing a partition

to divide large room in girls' department :—

Edinburgh-road— Providing and fixint; hot-water coils in
corridors, and fi.xing tubular boilers :

—
I

,

Kosser and Kussell, Ltd £U'7 5
May. J. and F 106
Gray. J 99
Vaughan and Brown, Ltd. 92
Comyn Chingand Co. KS 10
Wontner-Smith, J., Gray, and Co. 73 IS
l)avi.<, a 70
Grundy, J.* 61 7

Brittain, G.
Mu.«gTove, S. -..

Oldman, J. and A.
Tucker, E. B. ...

Wake and Dean
Line, H.'

£139
1.33 14
92 10

88 19
'88

79

Lint-street School -Providing and fixing hot-water coil

in infan's' class-room and fi.xing tubular boiler ;
—

Cannon, W-G., and Sons £12
Grundy, J 36 9
Ellis, J. C. and J. S , Ltd 31 10

.S2Davis, G.
Berry, Campbell, and Co. * 28 10

Dalgleish-street School -Providing and fixing hot-water
coils in corridors iboys', girls', and infants') and in one
classroom (boys' and girls' respectively i and two class-

rooms (infants') and fixing tubular boilers ;
—

Edis, J. C. and J. E., Ltd £149 10
Gray, J. ll<t

Comvn Ching and Co 1,34 10
Defries, J., and Sons, Ltd 130
^^trode and Co. 130
Eraser, J., and Son 109
Simmons. W. ... - , .. IC'? 15
Cooper, W. J.* 101

Weston-street School— Providing and fixing hot-water
coils, and fixing 8.B. stoves m two large classrooms
(b(iys') and one large classroom (girls'), and fixing

tubular boilers ; fixing S.B, stoves in one large class-

room (infanta') :
—

May. J. and F £120
P. isser and Russell. Ltd 112 10

ElUs. J. C. and J. S., Ltd 109 10
Defries. J., and Sons, Ltd 10110
Strode and Co 97
Strong and Collings 79

Clarke, J. F., and Sons* 78 16

Royal Normal College— Repairs to buildings, Arc, on a
running contract :

—
On schedule prices for repairs.

+ 20 per cent,
+ 20

Akers. W., and Co. .

Eowyer, J. and C. ...

Gamham, J., and Son
Ftewart. .T

L.ney, H
Poole, W., and Son ...

-1- 20
+ 15
+ 12i
+ 12i

Supply of English eight-day dial clocks on a running
contract :

—
Warren, R.J eacli£2
Ben-on, J. W., Ltd „ 2
Bowley, J „ 2
Monks, W.H 2

Sainsbury, W. A „ 2
Header, J 2
Stockall and Sons* 1

• Recommended for acceptance.

Burdett-road Congregational Church School—Adapting
premises for a temporary school :

—
HoUiday, J. F £5C:)

Kybett, J 492
Barker, G 464
Jackson, T. H 459
Kymes, A. E 423
Hobey. J. T 421 n
Gibb, D., andCo.' 409

Harwood-road School— Infants' ; Fixing tubular boilers
and four large S.B. stove fronts. Boys' ; FLxing four
large S.B. stove fronts ;

—
Comyn Ching and Co £153 10
Wontner-Smith, J., Gray, and Co. 109 15
Cannon, W. G., and Sons 98 15 o
Defries, J., and Sons, Ltd 9ii

Clarke. J. F.. and Sons 91
Stevens and Sons' y2 5

LosDos.—For sundrv alterations to 15, Castle-street,

E.C . for Mr. Chas. Parkin. Mr. C. R. Winter, architect

:

Jarvis and Son £314
Battley. J. R 298
Harborow ... 2.57

Irwin. W 217

LosDON.— For the reconstruction of drainage and other
sanitary works at the infirmary, St. John's Hill, S.W.,
for the Guardians of the Poor of the Wandsworth and
Clapham Union. Mr. Thos. W. Aldwinckle, F.R.I.B.A.,
architect. Quantities by Mr. Bernard Swinsfead :

-

Aries, S.W., and Co £fi.826

Garrett and Son 5.319

Roome. E. A 5,134

Wall. H.. and Co 5,125

Johnson, W., and Co 4,975

McNeil, D 4.7C')

Beattie.R. P 4.W5
Bostel, D. T.. and Sons 4,575

Gardner and Hazell 4,492

Barrett and Power 4.1S9

Rolfey, H. (accepted) 4,200

Flemming, J., andCo., 3,761

Knight, J., and Sons 3.730

LosDos.—For the erection of a block of flats (Block if
at Sloane-court. Chelsea, S.W. Mr. Paul EotfmaDn. 154
and 153, Palmerston-buildings, Old Broad-.street. E C,
architect. Quantities by Messrs. Dunk and Bousfie'.i3.

Billiter Squ.are-buildiDg8, E.C. ;
—

Allen. J., and Sons £18,950 n

Britton, F 18,900 o

Kearley,C. F 18,610

Grover, J., and Sons (accepted) ... 1S.178

M.vi[)STOsR.—For building a coal-store at the aev' a re-

works, for the corporation ;
—

Burrows, W. T. (accepted) £81 15

(Lowest tender received.)

WAINSCOT.
MAHOGANY.

WALNUT.
TEAK.

AND OTHER HARD'WOODS.

PITCH PINE.

YELLOW PINE.

JOINERS' DEALS.

WAINSCOT, TEAK,
& PITCH PINE FLOORING.

COMMON-SENSE
JOINT

KECOMMENDED.

W"' OLIVER & SONS,'»~if*

OWL ^ HASSALL'S

PATENT

JOINTS.

^
cig C:?€>«, Manufacturers.

Glasgow: 37, West George Street,

Chief London Office : 38, KING'S ROAD, ST. PANCRAS, N.W.
Tdegraphic Addresses :-London Office. " JOHN KN0WLE3. LONDON." Works Office, "KNOWLES, WOODVILLE." London Taephone ^o. ,oS7.

.M
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MODEL SPECIFICATIONS.—I.

WE propose, at the suggestion of several
correspondents, to take up the sub-

ject of specifications — one that, from various
couses, has been much neglected by archi-

tects. The very few books that have
appeared on the subject have dealt with
ppecifications in a more or less general and
formal manner, or have been deficient in

many items of modern requirements. They
have, therefore, been of scarcely any use
except as mere outlines. Two or three
ndmirable works have appeared dealing with
Ihe subject in the form of items, data, or
'' notes," two of which have appeared in the
BuiLDIXG New.s in a series of articles ; but,

as far as we know, the student and architect

cf to-day are without any complete set of

model clauses. There are three methods
of treating the subject, which we may
call A, B, and C. Method A.—Taking
a given building of a particular kind,
smd describing the work seriatim trade by
trade. Method 15.—Taking the trades in

rotation, and giving clauses for ordinary and
superior qualities of work. Method C.

—

Giving model or typical clauses for special

kinds of work. There are advantages in

each method. The first plan can only be of

service when the building described is "on
all fours " with the one proposed to be
erected. A set of clauses for a small villa,

for instance, would be of no value as a guide
for a specification for municipal offices or a
shop. As a skeleton outline it may be of

some service, but for general application to

other buildings it has no value. The young
practitioner is chiefly in want of a carefully-
compiled and comprehensive series of items
or clauses as an aid to the memory, and
which he maybe able to adapt to the particular
work he has in hand. He wants to know, in

short, what and how to specify—in other
words, specimen clauses for the principalkinds
of work in each trade, adapted to different

classes of building. Perhaps it may be a
clause for the drainage of a building, or a
brickwork clause. If he can find one that
can be easily adapted by a few minor
changes—as, e.g., sizes of pipes or qualities

of brick—it is of value. If, for example, his
design shows a quantity of rubbed red brick-
woi'k in reveals and arches cut and gauged, it

will be of assistance to him to find suitable
clauses. Or he may want a clause describing
an underground reservoir, or the mode of

constructing a watei-proof cellar, or a good
clause for hali-timber work or tile hangmg

;

in each of these cases he is anxious to meet
with a clause that will express his require-
ments within a little. For these reasons we
think the methods B and C are of more
essential use to him, and we therefore
intend in these articles to foUow those
modes of dealing with the subject. We
shall fill in the materials and sizes where
it may be necessary to do so as a guide,
adopting in preference those which are used
m the best work ; and we shall give,
when necessary, alternative clauses, or insert
the substitutes in brackets. In the matter
of timber scantlings and stone details, of
course, every building must be studied by
itself, so that any dimensions given may be
misleading.

In covering so large a gi-ound, embracing
as it does all the trades connected with build-

- ing. It will be impossible to deal with every
item or condition that may occur in prac-
tice

; nor do we pretend to be infallible in
our methods or opinions. Our object is not

to write a treatise of lonstruction, or to

supply data on materials and scantlings

which are dealt with in detail by other
treatises ; but rather to frame, unhampered
by convention, or ordinary usuage, clauses
that may be taken as specimens cr models
for ordinary building requirements, omitting
matters that have only reference to special

circumstances, and confining our attention to

those leading requirements applicable to most
buildings. A\'e shall probably not please

everybody ; but we shall be glad to receive
from practical correspondents any sugges-
tions they are willing to offer.

Specifications vary greatly in their matter
and form ;—every architect has his own
formula, and in different localities we find

many diverse uses. The chief want of the
architect is a series of forms for clauses that
will embody his requirements in a clear and
concise manner. A verbose clause is often
ambiguous, or its punctuation is faulty,

or the sentence may be so involved that
the builder or contractor interprets it in a
sense that is not intended, or evasively
turns the circumlocution to his own ad-
vantage. A short one is often so general as

to be of no use whatever. Between verbosity
and extreme brevity, the architect requires
to make a choice, so that definition and
clearness be both attained. There is another
point. We require to choose between a
" cut and dried " form, with its set formula
of words, and that vague and incoherent
composition so tiresome to practical men.
The former often lacks meaning, the latter

ii tedious.

What should a specification comprise ? A
good principle to guide the specification

writer is to make it embody every detail and
item about which the drawings give no
information or are obscure thereon. One
ought to throw light on the other. As a
rule it is very far from doing so, and
perhaps the worst thing for the young
practitioner to do is to follow the drawings too

closely. It is better for him to think and
reflect, to revolve in his mind what is

necessary on this floor and on that, in this

room and the other, and to take up a bill

of quantities to refresh his memory. Mr.
Leaning's little book on specifications wiU
be a help in this direction. Numerous
items like special window and door frames,
sound-boarding, stoves, glazing, &c., often go
undescribed if a regular course is not pursued.
Many specifications are commenced when the
general drawings only are ready, the con-
sequence being that important details are

overlooked ; but if the details are prepared as
they should be, greater brevity is insured, as

the details can be referred to. These may
be numbered or slightly sketched in margin.
If when the drawings are being prepared
notes are made during their preparation
of anything that occurs to the architect,

much trouble in these matters would be saved.

In writing a specification, begin either at the

top or bottom of the building—the latter

preferably, and maintain the same order. It

is necessarj' also to observe an order or

sequence in every trade, as it assists the
memory, and helps to avoid omissions. Thus,
in describing such trades as joinery, it is

advisable to adopt some order, as floors, skirt-

ings, windows, doors; thoseof deal first, after-

wards those in oak or other hard wood. In
describing sashes, their thickness, section of

bar, linings ; or in dooi's, the number of

panels, the thickness of fi'aming, if plain or

moulded on one or both sides, how hung,
what linings, &c.

There are some who think the specification

should be given to the surveyor to write.

Mr. Leaning, in his excellent work on
" (iuantity Surveying," says: "It is an
advantage to have the specification written

by the man who takes off the quantities ; he
checks his own work thereby, and it is better

completed before the quantities are litho-

graphed, so that any errors therein may be

corrected." From an architect's point of
view, this opinion is open to question. If

the specification is merely to be regarded as
a means of contracting or tendering, or as
simply to guide the quantity surveyor, then,
of course, there could be no objection to the
an-angement ; but if the specification is to

be regarded as an architect's document, only
second to the plans and drawings, descriptive

of his intentions and supplementary to them,
it should always be prepared by the archi-
tect. No doubt it is a desirable plan that
the architect should submit the specification

to the surveyor for amendment or correc-
tion before the qumtities are prepared, and
sometimes a meeting is convened between
them to go through the items for this

purpose.

We do not propose to give a form of

general conditions, as circumstances vary so

much that the architect is the best judge in

each case of the particular conditions re-

quired, and the Institute " Schedule of

Conditions " gives a very complete list of

conditions that may be varied to suit special

cases ; but it may be useful to enumerate
certain preliminary conditions which apply
to most cases, and we may name these under
the general head of

PRELimXAEY.

1. At this early stage the architect should
prepare a plan of the site, with the datum
level and other particulars. The levels of

ground should be carefully taken before the
plans or specifications are prepared : thereby
much uncertainty as to the depth of footings,

drainage, and other matters are avoided.
Inattention to this often leads to serious

misunderstandings between contractor and
architect, and to great divergences in the
tendering, especially as to the Excavator and
Bricklayer's work. In most specifications

we have seen, the Excavator's work has been
very vaguel}' described as to the depth of

excavation, the soil to be removed or the
distance it is to be carried. But this in-

formation cannot be given unless levels are

taken over the site, and these are marked in

clear figures, say red or blue, on the site

plan. In some cases, as when the ground is

irregular, sections are necessary, showing
the original levels and those which are

required at the completion. When architects

begin to realise more than they do now the

value of laying out the site and surroundings
of their buildings, they will take more pains

in specifying where the excavated material

is to be placed ; if any depressions and
cavities in the ground are to be filled up,

and if a terrace on one or more sides of the

building is to be formed.
2. Before tendering it is necessarj' that the

contractor should make himself acquainted

with the site, and by the aid of the levels

and plan, see what is requu'ed to be done.

Drainage of site and superfluous water must
also be considered.

i. In town sites, it is necessary to inclose

the site with a post-and-raU fence or a hoard-
ing, allowing for cart entrances, and plank
footwaj's, in accordance with the regulations

of the local authority or vestry.

4. In the building or alteration of street

premises, the question of shoring the party

and external walls, floors, and roofs has to

be considered, and the requu'ements of the

London Building Act (1894), especially the

sections relating to lines of building frontage

(Part III. section22, &c.), to dangerous struc-

tures (section 102, tt seq.) ; to additions to a.id

alterations (sections 207-211, &c.), or to pro-

visions in the by-laws under the Public

Health Act, 187.5, have to be taken into

account, also the rights of adjoining owners.

.3. The old materials of any existing build-

ing to bo removed ; the cleaning, stacking,

and re-use of old bricks.

(). When there are no dimensions given in

the plans or drawings, the architect is to

have the power to decide the same, and
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should there be any omission in the specifica-

tion the contractor is to call the attention of

the architect to it, and, in any case, supply
what is necessai y.

7. It is necessary also for the contractor

to consider the water sup])ly, the carriage,

plant, pumping, and other appliances the

machinery, hoisting, travelling expenses,
lodging, and other requirements of his men.

H. Lighting is often an item of considera-

tion in some cases. In foundation work,
where constant pumping is necessary, or in

completion of short-time contracts, gas or

electric lighting may be necessary.

9. The removal of rubbish from site before

the excavations can be commenced ; storage

of materials under cover like lime and facing

bricks ; sheds for the same : clerk of works'
office, and other tomporarv- fittings, have to

be considered.

There are many preliminary clauses which
ought to bo inserted before the sjiecifieation

of trades, and which apply to all. One of

these relates to the attendance of one trade

on all the others. Thus the joiner is ex-
pected to attend on bellhanger, and to make
good after him, to cut away for pipes, and to

make necessary casings after plumber's work

;

the plasterer also has to make good after

plumbers, bell-fitters, gas-fitters, &c. In
alteration, or in the demolition of an old

building such a clause as this may be neces-
sary :

—"Inclose by proper boarding the
adjoining premises, and carefully shore up
and support the roof and floors of house on
the — side before removal of the party-
wall, &c."

It is customary also to insert a clause
mentioning any provisional sums to be made
in any trade ; as, for example :

—

'

' Provide the sum of, say, £.500 for heating
apparatus. Provide the sum of £200 for

stoves. Provide the sum of £1,000 for

internal decorations, &c."

These sums are often expended as the
architect may direct, or they are to be paid
net to the tradesman selected on the archi-
tect's certificate, or the sum may be deducted
from the contract. The contractor is to

render all facilities, scaflolding, &c.. for the
execution of these works ; a provision for

packing and carriage is to bo allowed in each
case. When these provisional sums are
provided, the architect generally selects any
special manufacturer or tradesman. When
the contractor pays for them, a discount of
10 per cent, is allowed, this percentage being
considered sufficient on these provisions.

THE DESIGN OF THEATEES.

THAT so little has been done to make our
playhouses worthy of the drama and of

the sites which they occupy is perhaps
attributable to the same national indifference

to art which finds frequent expression. The
average Englishman is, it must be confessed,
a very imdemonstrative person, and his
feeling for art or anything else artistic is to

be measured more or less by the amount of

profit or mere utility which may be made
out of it. The " play-sense "' has never been
strong La him : he is naturally disinclined to
favour anj-thing that is sentimental or
poetic, and in many other ways, whether in
public or private, in ceremony, in ritual,

in the aesthetic pleasures, he shows a
marked samj-froid. But with the gi-eater

facilities of travel, the introduction of
wider sympathies, and Continental ideas, the
average Englishman is improving. Mr.
Edwin O. Sachs, in his interesting paper on the
" Housing of the I>rama," which we reported
in our last issue, points out what the
individual holder, lessee, or manager desires
—that it is, in short, a matter of pounds,
shillings, and pence to him. He considers
only the audience within the auditorium :

comfortable seats upholstered 'up to date "
;

gilding and paint. " The London man.agor
has only to cater for the pleasure of a sensa-

tion-seeker practically devoid of any feeling

for architecture and with little reverence for

dramatic art."' It is quite true, and it is this

sort of ephemeral pleasure-for-the-moment
craze that is studied. The great outside public

who seldom enter theatres are not considered
at all ; the comfortable seat or box-holder is

all that is catered for by the builder, and his

or her taste for art or architecture is often onh'
to be measured by the quantity of plush
velvet or gilding that he obtains for his

patronage. The consequence of this taste is

not far to seek. We have practically no
theatre in London, save perhaps the-Palace,

which is at all designed on architectural

lines. Many of them are splendidly equipped
and upholstered and decorated within ; but
we cannot point to one that is architecturally

conceived, where the separate parts like the
auditorium and stage and entrances are

designed in reference to their functions, and
are made to assume externally a building

worthy of the English drama. The Shake-
speare Memorial Theatre at Stratford-on-

Avon is alone the one monumental building

we have, and this was built by subscriptions.

Many theatres, forsooth, are dirty squalid-

looking exteriors, mere brick walls with a

portico tacked on in front, or are so hampered
and concealed by adjoining houses and
shops, like most of those in the .Strand and
West End, that they cannot be dignified by
the name of architecture at all. We enter a
vestibule or crush-room of small dimensions,
embellished by gilt and mirrors, and lighted

by gas or the electric light, and then have
to struggle through a dark unventilated
passage till we enter our box or stall.

Then the "glories" of the real building
burst upou the view ; it is indeed, after

all, but a diminutive affaii-, but embel-
lished with all sorts of manufactured articles

—decorated plasterwork, paint, upholstery,

and gUt, All is cased in plaster or

shams of one sort or another— little solid

work. A firm of decorators or upholsterers

are engaged to turn out the whole thing

;

architecture ceases at the entrance. Nor
can we wonder, if we take into account
the tenure, the financial complications—-in

fact, the commercial basis of the Loudon
and provincial theatres. In most oases they
are speculations ; the buildings are leased,

not erected for the ostensible purpose of pro-

viding a home for the drama. But the lack

of architectural character is owing to the
position assigned to the play. On the

Continent, we find the Court subsidises

the municipal and subscription theatres :

the playhouse- is regarded as educational

and recreative in some Continental towns

;

in others, the building is presented and
endowed by some wealthy citizen. Compare
a building erected for dramatic representa-

tions in this manner, and another erected by
a private individual as a commercial under-
taking. The motives that prompt them are

different ; one is to produce a monumental
building in which the Muses are enthroned.
No expense is spared to produce a building

that shall be an ornament to the site. The
donor builds it. not as a commercial invest-

ment, but as a source of recreation under
municipal management ; the motive, not the

profit, is the consideration. In the com-
mercial undertaking the architect is cramped,
the art is lost sight of, and the question is,

What will pay !' and the design is generally

put in the hands of men who know some-
thing of the planning and working of

theatres. Any architect who is the "run"
with the theatrical profession, and can assist

financially, is employed. He is generally

within the "charmed circle," and the
more he knows of the stage the better.

Those who have read Mr. Darbyshire's book
and his remarks on his own experience as

one who has had to do with many theatres

in Manchester and London will at once

appreciate this attitude. Then the essen-
tially technical demands of theatre construc-
tion have to a large extent called for special

experience, and have estranged the architect

from this class of building. He has to be
expert in planning of entrances and exits

of different classes of the public ; to be
acquainted with the latest improvements in

fireproof construction, in hydraulic and
other appliances, lighting and other details

—matters which it would take a lifetime

almost to master. These are all conditions

unfavourable to an architectural conception.

It is cunous indeed that buildings connected
with our amusements and recreations are

not worthy of better treatment. Anything
is thought good enough in the shape of a

building, and the most temporary structures

are built for these uses, even for housing our
national art collections at South Kensington.
One of the main weaknesses of our archi-

tectural work in this direction is the lack of

relation between plan and external design.

A good plan is often marred by a poui

elevation or an exterior that would do bare

justice to a factory or warehouse. We have
nothing like the Court Theatre, "\'ienna, or

the Paris Opera House to point to, where
fenestration is made a conspicuous part of the
exterior facades. Everything here is lavished

on the proscenium boxes and the decoration

of the interior. In the first of these the archi-

tects, one of whom was Gottfried Semper,

aimed at expressing internal arrangement.
It is true the site or surroundings of these

buildings favoured the monumental style.

Semper's great structure was based on
the radial planning of the auditorium,

and the graceful arrangement was the

result, with its segmental grand vestibule

and foyer. Here, as Mr. Sachs says, the

exterior expressed every part of the interior

planning. Buildings dedicated to the dft.ma,

have in this country at least been designed with
little reference to external effect. No doubt
the situation of many of our London theatres

has made it almost impossible to study more
than one fi'ont. The late Mr. I'hipps, in

Her Majesty's Theatre, we lately illustrated,

had the opportunity of doing something
better, and the result is certainly a step in

advance ; but still there remains much to be

done to make the buildings of the English

opera and playhouse rank with those in other

departments of our national architecture.

Plan and externitl design must be studied

together : the architect ought again to master

the problem of planning, instead of relegating

the duty to experts and decorators who are

content to allow the exterior to remain as a

mere shell or case ofan elaborated, and often

extravagantly embellished, nucleus.

TOP-LOADED BUILDINGS.

THE terrible disaster which befell a
political meeting at London, Ontario,

recently recorded, and which caused the

deaths of twenty-two persons and serious .

injury to a hundred others, comes as another

warning to architects and projectors of public

buildings. A crowded meeting had been

held at the City Hall, followed by a con-

versazione. From the reports published, it •

appears the floor gave way, precipitating

upwards of -00 persons on to the floor

beneath, which, in its turn, gave way, land-

ing the mass of the assembly in the cellar.

To add to the horror of the situation, and

to the injuries inflicted on the hapless

crowd, an immense safe fell amongst
them, as well as a heavy steam coil.

What could have been more disastrous

and appalling r From the evidence of the

city engineer, a heavy compound beam
.

beiow the floor gave way, and it is stated

the beam was composed of " twelve timbers

;

each 3in. by 4in, securely jointed together," '

It broke in"the middle, rolling all the people

on this part of the floor into one mass. The
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engineer states that lie did not consider the

hall was dangerous, but the great weight of

the enormous crowd caused the beam to break.

Till the case has been thoroughly investi-

gated, it would be iinwise to attach blame to

anyone in particular, or to draw any definite

conclusions as to the cause of the catastrophe

;

but, at the same time, the question will at

once occur to the practical mind,—""Why
so largo a crowd of people should have been
allowed to assemble in a room two stories

high without additional precautions having
been taken r " Even so simple a thing as

a stout post or baulk resting on a plank
on the lower floor, and supporting the beam
somewhere about its centre, would, in all

probability, have averted the disaster, as the
load on the beam in such case w ould have
been reduced by a fourth, as the strength
varies inversely as the length of the beam.
The load of the people on the beam was
inferentially a distributed load, and we know
experimentally that a beam can carry twice
the load when equally diffused over it than
it can if concentrated in the centre. Prob-
ably some sudden tread or stamping of the
crowd caused the fracture ; but of these details

all must be conjectui-e. Possibly there was
a defect in the material of the beam itself

;

or the parts of which it was built may not
have been properly bolted together. The
reports received are clearly incorrect as

to the composition and size of the beam.
One of these says the beam was com-
posed of twelve timbers, each -'iin. by 4in.,

which must be a mistake. The dimensions,
Sin. by 4in., are absui-d on the face of it for a
solidly-built beam, but these particulars wiU
shortly be known. The sizes of the timbers
rather suggest a trussed beam of wood,
in which case the size would be intelligible.

The profession interested in these matters
will be glad to know how the beam was con-
structed, and of what composed, and the
immediate cause of collapse. But the sad
fate of so large a number of people, their
precipitation through two floors, suggests the
more general inquiry why a city hall should
be placed in such a position. We have
always strongly objected, for several reasons—chiefly panic caused by fire, and want of
means of escape—to assembly-rooms being
placed on upper floors. AVe know the practice
is common even in this country for the
large hall of a municipal building to
be placed on the first floor above the
offices, so as to command a better or more
prominent position in the elevation ; but for
the reasons we have named, we consider a
public hall should be placed on the ground-
floor level, if possible. To overweight a
building on the top floor is alwaj's dangerous,
and any vibration or sway of a crowd m such
a position miist involve greater risk on the
construction by putting undue stress upon the
floors and walls. Great loads anywhere in a
lofty position are undesirable, for the simple
reason that the centre of gravity is shifted
from its natural position. As to the heavy
safe and coil case which loaded the floor,

inquiry also is demanded whether these had
proper brick walls or piers to stand on ; but
we wait for information.

appeared, and all were falling into a state of

serious dilapidation. Having given a list of the
campanili still standing, the author pointed out
that tower btiilding was a tradition of Roman
Classical times, and mentioned those built by
Pliny, Augustus, and Diocletian, .and representa-

tions of those which have been found, particu-

larly that on a ceiling discovered in the Farnesina
gardens by Professor Lanciani. The first

recorded erection of a hell-tower in Rome is

that of St. Peter's, in the middle of the 8th
century, which was restored by Leo III. a few
years later. In giving an abstract of the

principal events in Medieval Roman history, as

related by Gregorovius, .an attempt was made to

show that only during very limited periods were
building operations possible in Rome, and that

the most important of these was the time
of Leo IV. after the repulse of the .Saracens.

The details of the construction and decoration of

the towers were described in relation to their

likeness to or divergence from Classic examples,
particularly in reference to their arcades : and an
attempt was made by a comparison between these

and the windows of some English towers known
as "Saxon" to establish the theory of their

early date. Mr. Perry asked: "Whence did

the Saxons derive their ideas on this subject r

N'ot from the scanty vestiges of antiquity still

remaining in the island, not from France or

Germany, where such features were unknown
;

but from the only place where they could by any
possibility exist—Rome itself. Alfred the Great,

entering St. Peter's for the coronation of his

father, Athelwulf, had before him the great
campanile of Stephen and Leo, and, when
leaving, from the steps of the atrium, he may
have seen the campanile of St. Michele of the
Saxons in the Borgo, much as we see it now."
A comparison was further made between the
dated examples of towers both in North and
South Italy, such as those of Milan, Amalfi,

&c., with a view to show that the Roman
examples were of an earlier date. The niches

on some of the towers were described, and it

was suggested that these were not intended for

statues, but to shelter sacred paintings, of which
great numbers reached Rome from Byzantium in

the time of Leo the Iconoclast. The majolica
decorations were mentioned as indications of d.ate,

those on SS. Giovanni e Paolo being assumed to

be coeval with the tower, and painted for the
position they occupy. In conclusion, an account
was given of the state of dilapidation into which
most of the campanili had fallen, and the damage
which had been done to them by injudicious

restoration or repair.

Mr. R. Phexe Spiers, F.S.A., proposed, and
Mr. H. H. Statham seconded, a vote of thanks
to the lecturer. This was supported by Mr.
William Woodwakd, and was carried by
acclamation. Mr. Perky briefly replied.

ROYAL INSTITtTTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

AN ordinary meeting of the Institute was held
on Monday evening at 9, (Jonduit-street,

W., Mr. II. Louis Florence, vice-president,
in the chair. A paper, illustrated by numerous
pen-and-ink drawings, executed by the author,
was read by Mr. ,1. Tavexok Periiy, Fellow, on

THE MEIlI.i:VAL CAMVAN-ILI OE ROME.

In his introductorj- remarks, after alluding to
the references to these familiar towers in the works
of Willis, Lockyer, and Papworth, Jlr. Perry
commented on the fact that so little was known
of the history, or had been written about them,
and urged the great necessity of some detailed
record of them, since already many had dis-

throughout the year in helping forward the
work of the institution. It being known that
much distress existed amongst some of the
pensioners, it was thought that a good way of

celebrating the (iueen's Diamond Jubilee would
be to increase the amounts of the pensions—the
men's being raised from £25 to £30 pur annum,
and the widows' from £20 to £24 per annum.
The limit of income (apart from the pension)

being extended from £2.5 to £35 per annum. The
increase made was greatly appreciated by the
pensioners. Referring to the presidency, the
committee announce with pleasure that Mr. R. 0.
Foster has kindly accepted the office in succession

to Mr. Hall. The committee concluded by thank-
ing the professions and trades identified with
the building interests for their continued
support. The President-Elect, in moving the
adoption of the report, remarked that he had
been looking over the acounts ; but it did not
seem needful to say much about them, .as " good
wine needed no bush," and as to the work done
generally, as shown in the report, to say much
in its praise would be like gilding the pill they
were asked to swallow. The institution was to

be congratulated on the success that had attended
its operations since its establishment. There
were now some things he would specially refer

to. In the first place, the previous year's income
had been the largest yet received, a fact to be
noted. Then, again, looking at the income, and
the expenses incurred , he noticed that of every
twenty shillings received the expense of working
amounted to 2s. 2d. only, leaving 17s. lOd. avail-

able for use along the fighting line, and it might be
weU if this could be followed by other societies.

In looking through the list of previous presidents,

he felt it to be quite a new departure in asking

the representative of a country firm to become
president of a London institution ; but he hoped
this would not matter. He might not have the

chance of emulating the out-going president, Mr.
Hall, but he hoped to do his best, and especially

as he had a new field to travel. He had received

valuable help from the secretary, and had done
hie best to digest the various documents that had
been laid before him. He would conclude by
moving the first resolution, to the effect that the

report and balance sheet be adopted and printed,

together with the list of subscribers and rules,

ilr. E. B. Ciammon seconded, and the resolution

was duly carried. Mr. Brooks proposed, and Mr.
Parker seconded, a vote of thanks to the retiring

officers, which was carried. Mr. Thomas Hall,

the retiring president, replied briefly, saying he
had spent a very pleasant year, and was sorry it

had come to an end, and thanked the officers for

the help he had received during his presidency.

On the motion of Mr. Oldham, seconded by 5Ir.

Turpin, officers for the present year were elected,

and the meeting closed with a hearty vote of

thanks to Mr. Foster for his kindness in accepting

the presidency, and his services in the chair.

BUILDERS' CLERKS' BENEVOLENT
INSTITUTION.

THE thirty-first annual meeting of the donors
and subscribers was held at the ofiices of

the Institution, 21, New Bridge-street, E.G., on
Tuesday evening, the president-elect, Mr. R. C.

Foster (Messrs. Foster and Dicksee), occupying
the chair, supported by Mr. Thomas Hall (retiring

president), Mr. E. Brooks (treasurer), Messrs.

E. B. Gammon, F. S. Oldham, H. W. Parker,

C. K. Turpin, W. Seymour, E. C. Roe (son of

the late lamented E. C. Roe), J. C. Amphlett,
and other gentlemen. The secretary read the

report, which stated that the amounts received in

the past year were £271.88. 6d. in subscriptions,

£3y() Os. 6d. in donations, £148 10s. in dividends,

and £2 2s. lid. as interest on deposit. There was
also a balance from the dinner account of

£8 16s. 5d., making a total for the year of

£820 18s. 4d. The disbursements amotmted to

£506 12s. 6d., of which sum £418 8s. 4d. was
given in pensions and temporary relief. There
are twenty pensioners now on the books. Refer-

ring to the orphan fund, there is a vacancy at

the present time, and the committee are prepared

to receive applications on bebalf of intending

candidates. The nineteenth annual dinner was
held in the King's Hall, Ilolborn Restaurant, on
Tuesday, April 6th, 1897. The appeal made by
Ml'. Hall, the president, was most successful,

the amount announced being £391 16s. 6d.

The committee fully realised the value of

Mr. Hall's services, not only in connection

with the dinner, but for all he had done

EGYPT THE BIRTHPLACE
ARCHITECTURE.*

OF

EGYPT is, so far as has been ascertained, the
fountain-head of all civilised architecture,

and being a country of peculiar climate, the

remains of even the most ancient works have
been handed down to us in a remarkable state of

preservation, so that we are able to trace their

history back in a manner which would have been
otherwise impossible. Besides this, .again, the

monuments have been covered with inscriptions,

both by those who erected them and by their

successors, and modem research having enabled

these inscriptions to be read, the history of the

country and of the buildings .alike has been

revealed. So far as it has been possible to

ascertain the facts, it appears that the generality

of the people have been at all times agriculturists,

subject to despotic and often foreign rulers, who
have made them their slaves. Thus, whenever

the throne has been occupied by those who have

been inclined to build, there has been ample slave

labour available, both for the actual erection of

the buildings and for the transport of materials,

to bring limestone from the hills bounding the

Nile valley, or granite from Syene. The dates

given by various authorities both to buildings and

rulers are very confusing ; but, according to

Mariette, there were thirty different Dynasties of

heathen Kings or Pharoahs between the years

' Paper read by G. A. T. Middlkton before the Society

of Architects last night ^Fcb. 24).
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5001 11 c. and 378 ii.c, divided into three great
periods, thus :

—

1st Period .ThiniteaDd MemphitC-lst to 10th Dynasties.

.' Thebin (Ancient)
t iwh to inh Dynasties

I 21t;ii M c. to 1702 u .-. 1
uynasues.

2nd Period

( lTi2=rto'9«"'.c.
• 18th to 2.st Dynasties.

I QR«^*I'*»i'i'<.^'. ^ '22nd to 26th Dynasties.
3rd Period' '^"s" >".^v!Lf

', .5.7'''c^i'??8l.c. I

-^Tth to ..0th Dynasties.

Then, after a short gap, came the period of Grecian
rule, under the Ptolemies, commencing 332 h.c,

the first Ptolemy having teen a general under
Alexander the Great ; and this is followed by
Roman occupation in the year 30 11. c, K»ypt
subsequently for a long time forming part of the
Byzantine Empire, as it has remained feudatory
to Constantinople even to the present day. The
building epochs also arrange themselves into four

great groups, marked, as might be expected,

by great divergencies of style, which may be
arranged as follows :•— (1) Pj'ramidal or Jlem-
phite, during the -Ith Dynasty ; (J) Proto-I>oric

or Early Theban, during the I'-'th Dynasty;

J3) Theban or I.ate Theban, during the 18th and
19th Dynasties ; (4) Ptolemaic, during the times
of the Ptolemies and the Komans. Between
these periods the throne seems to have been occu-
pied by kings who devoted themselves to other arts

than that of architecture, or the country appears to

have been in a state of dis'order, as during the ride

of the Hyksos, of which little is known, between
the iL'th and the 18th Dynasties. The earliest

buildings existing are all of the nature of tombs. It

seems that the Egyptians, with some vague idea
of the Resurrection such as has been possessed

by many htathen races, had a belief that the body
would come to life a second time some 3,000 years

EGYPT.

after death, if properly preserved. Hence the
mummies and the solid tombs. These latter

first took the form of square-based pyramids—
evident successors to simple tumuli" or heaps
of stones ; and the earliest of these of which
remains exist is the Great Step Pyramid at
iSakkarah. -Accepting the earlier dates in all

cases with caution, its erection is generally
ascribed to Ata, King of Egypt, about 4300 11. c.

Besides this, all that is known of it is that it

consists of pix huge steps of limestone masonrv,
arranged one upon another until a rough
pyramidal form is attained, the steps being
respectively 38ft., 3Gft.. 34ft., o'Jft., 31ft., and
29ft. high. If there were any intermediate stages
between this and the perfect pyramid, they have
been lost ; but of these latter there are many
examples, the principal group being at Gizeh,
near Cairo, and the principal one of the group
being the famous < ireat Pyramid of Cheops (or
Khufis), which is supposed to have been erected
about 11. c. 3733. Each side of its base measured
about 760ft., and its vertical height 4.J0ft. :

but its actual dimensions are difficult to

determine, as the original granite casing
has all been removed, and only the lime-
stone core remains. The granite casing is said

to have been so perfectly worked that not
even a thin piece of paper could be passed into
the joints

; and this is still the case with the
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granite lining to the passages with which it is

traversed, and which penetrate even into the rock
upon which i' is built. How the blocks could
have been worked so perfectly, and how raised

into position when worked, still remain unsolved
problems to the present day. The fact of the
tomb chamber having been found imoccupied
when explored has caused the promulgation of

many theories as to the reason for the existence

of the pyramid at all, one of an exceedingly
fanciful nature being that it was a prophetic
building erected by Melchisedech, and another,
put forward by a well-known astronomer, being
that its passages, and the groves along their sides,

were intended to perform the office of huge
telescopes for the observation of certain stars at

certain times. If the remains of the pyKtmidal
epoch be few, even though colossal in size, those
of the succeeding period, the Proto-Doric, are
fewer still and small withal, but they make
up for this by foreshadowment of greater
things to rome elsewhere in later ages. Some
half-dozen dwellings were excavated during the
12th Dynasty, and about the year 2300 h c, in

the limestone escarpment bordering the Nile
Valley at Beni Hassan, these being subsequently
used as tombs upon the death of their inhabit-

ants. Reference to the plans will show that the

arrangement was that of a single chamber with
the roof supported by columns, not built up, but
simply left out of the solid rock when the chamber
was excavated. In the principal case there is also

a smaller chamber within, evidently used as the
tomb ; and in that, as in most instances, a

verandah was formed in front of the entrance by
carrying the overhanging rock there also by
columns. The arrangement is precisely that

which might be expected in a small flat-roofed

timber house in a hot country, from which
the inspiration is most evidently taken ; as

is seen at once by examination of the front

of the verandah, for the columns have small
abaci, representing bearing-pieces of wood,
between their tops and the lintel which they
carry. This lintel is in the form of a horizontal

architrave or beam of wood, and above it are

representations of the ends of longitudinal rafters

such as would carry the Hit roof ; while large

flat circular discs are employed as bases, again,

like the abaci, to act as bearing pieces, this time
to distribute the weight of the columns over the

surrounding surface. In reality, however, the

parts are not pieced together as the above de-

scription might lend one to suppose, but the

whole is left of solid rock, without joint. A
great deal has been made both of this plan and
of this elevational arrangement, as being the

prototype of not only its immediate successors,

the Egyptian Temples of later Dynasties, but of

the Grecian Doric order. The plan of a pro-

sty lar temple consisting of a simple cell, with side

walls extended in front and columns placed there

so as to form a verandah or entrance, is here seen
clearly enough ; but whether the temple plan
was derived direct from these tombs or from the

type of building from- which these tombs were
also derived, and which must have been in

common use for several hundreds of years, is

questionable. So, too, it is with the general

features of the elevation—and perhaps it is min-
interesting to believe that these tombs merely
represent in stone a type of building, common
for a long period of time, proving it to have been
of exceedingly ancient origin, than to imagim;
that the inspiration of the Grecian temples was-

taken direct from them without any connection
across the many centuries between their dates.
The most curious feature, however, is the occur-
rence of flutes, or hollow sinkings, in ths
verandah-supporting columns of the principal
tomb. There are sixteen sides to each column,
and each side is slightly hollowed as if to empha-
sise the arris, or edge—and similar fliitings

appear, at a much later date, in the columns ot'

the Greek Doric order, there being no known
examples at intermediate periods to carry
on the sequence. As to the origin of the.«e

there have been many theories, but probably
the columns were first left square (as they
still are to some of the tombs), then octagonal
by the removal of the edges, then sixteen-sided ;

and then, looking awkward, the sides were sunk
for emphasis as said above. In another of the
Beni-Has6an tombs there are two transverse rows
of three columns each, the columns formin'.^

quatrefoila on plan, being composed of four reeds
of large size, or possibly representations of four
circular wooden posts of small section, bound
round near the top by representations of gntsa
binding, the interstices being filled with short

fillets. Above this binding the reeds swell out,

forming a bud-shaped capital, and above the
capital is a shallow abacus. The columns taper
considerably, and the form is one which came
into very general use later on. As usual, the
theorists have been busy as to its origin ;

but it is, perhaps, best to, record only that
which is obvious. Between the 12th and the
18th Dynasties there is an unbridged gap

Cclonncuie ,

LUXOR.

in the history of Egypt, all that is known beiri

that it was overrun by the Hyksos or Shephes

kings. It was evidently a time of disorded
and no buildings of the period remain. AVith thef

ISth Dynasty, however, there opened the greatest"!

building epoch which Egypt ever saw, the
,

Theban Period, as, also, this time was that of

Egypt's greatest prosperity. Then it was that

the" Israelites were captives in Egypt, Rameses
II., the third king of the 19th Dynasty, being

generally believed to have been the Pharaoh who
withstood Moses. The greit buildings of this

period are all close together at Thebes, further

up the Nile than Beni-Has"an, and now take the

form of huge temples arranged upon a well-

thought plan, one story only in height, but

majestic and awe-inspiring in appearance. Ex-'

ternally they were simple, forbidding structures,

with plain walls inclined inwards, and crowned

with the invariable simple cavetto cornice, and

with entrance at one end only, between huge

masses of masonry called "pylons," in the form

of truncated pyramids, again with the cavetto

cornice crowning them. Internally, the arrange-

ment was always symmetrical round an axial
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passage-way, so managed that when standing at

the main entrance a view was obtained through

the entire length of the temple to the shrine of

the deity at the extreme end. This would be aa

impressive a view as could well be imagined,

through sunlit courtyards and dark pillared halls

alternately, with brilliant, nay gaudy, colouring

used lavishly upon the walls and columns.

The great temple (or palace—probably both) at

Luxor, a fairly typical example, was erected in

three stages. The earlier portion dates to, at

least, 1500 ii.c.—the time of Auienophis III., a

king of the 18th Dynasty. It consists of the

ehrine, with a great number of small chambers
round it, then, in advance, a deep pillared hall,

opening along its entire width into a great court-

yard, with double colonnade on either side, the

whole being closed by a pair of massive pylons
with the entrance gate between. Later on another
hall, comparatively narrow, with two rows of

columns down its length, appears to have been
added, another pair of pylons with entrance be-

tween being erected. So far the usual axial ar-

rangement was preserved, but in making the sub-

sequent addition of another open courtyard, with
a double colonnade all round, and with yet fresh

pylons at the new entrance, the axis has been lost,

and the plan of the courtyard is not rectangular.

Of a slightly later date is the temple at Karnac,
it being generally ascribed to the time of Seti I.

and his son Eamesea II., circa ii.c. 1400 to 1333.

Its general arrangement is very similar to that of

the temple of Luxor, save that a small temple has
been inset into the side wall of the outer courtyard

by Rameses III., as late as 1200 ii.c. : and an outer
pair of pylons was aided again much later, in the

Ptolemaic period. From the outer courtyard is

• •••••• ••••.,»ir"

Hypostyle Hall, Karnac. Theban Period.

entered a great pillared hall, famous as the
Hypostyle Hall of Karnac. The axial passage
of the whole building lies between two rows of

. columns, 60ft. high, resting on circular discs as

bases, then swelling suddenly and afterwards
tapering to a capital which is of bell form. The
abacus above, instead of being a thin broad bear-
ing slab as at Beni-Hassan, is cubical and com-
paratively small. This central passage is roofed
with flat stones in the usual way at a high level,

but on either side are several rows of lower
columns, carrying a roof at a lower level, light

being admitted to the central portion by a series

of clerestory gratings or openings. The shorter
columns very much resemble the reeded columns
at Beni-Hassan, having a bud-shaped capital of

e.xceedingly similar character : but they have a
swelling or entasis, as have the tall columns, and
are circular, ,ind not reeded in section. This, how-
ever, is not a necessary peculiarity of the period,

for reeded examples are to be seen at Luxor,
though the entasis is always present, and the
abaci are small cubes which do not appear to

bring the weight at all well upon the capitals.

The ornamentation, it may be remarked, was
generally painted and not carved during the
Theban period, with the exception of the sym-
bolical winged-globe, which appears in bold
relief in the cavetto cornice over every doorway
—and excepting, too. the hieroglyphic inscrip-

tions and representations of scenes from every-
day life which are commonly found incised upon
the wall surfaces. It seems that the ornamenta-
tions of the columns generally took the form of

representations of reeds, and leaves, and binding
straw bands, as if the column had originated in

bundles of reeds or posts, and not in large tree-
trunks or in monolithic quarry supports. Con-
temporaneous with the temple at Karnac, and
v.cdoubtodly of the time of liameses II., is

tie Kamesseum. It again exhibits the same

characteristics of arrangement, as does also the

temple of Medinet Habou, erected by Rameses
HI., the first king of the 20th Dynasty,
about 1200 Ii.c. So exceedingly conservative

were the Egyptians in their religious rites, as

Part Section through Hypostyle Hall, Karnac.

well as in their general mode of living, the son
always adopting the father's trade and working
according to his rules and methods, that even in

the three hundred years of the Theban period of
architecture little variety is to be found. Even
in the later examples, as at Medinet Habou—and
of course it will be understood that there are
many smaller monuments which are not men-
tioned here—there is but slight change noticeable.

There is the same extreme vigour and imposing
strength, but sculptured figures are now more
often found in front of, and even attached to, the
square supporting columns of some of the colon-
nades and halls. The sculptor's art "had reached
a high state of perfection at a very early date, but
its productions do not appear to have been directly

connected with the buildings till somewhat later,

and then gradually more and more. Still, it was
at all times most architectural in character,
harmonising in its massive solemnity in a most
wonderful manner with the tombs and temples.
Following strict laws of proportion and posing,
it may be called conventional portraiture cf the
highest order ; and so little variety of method is

to be noticed that it is exceedingly difficult to

understand the great distance of time between
the erection of the great Sphinx, which, close to

the Pyramid of Cheops, is by many authorities

contemporaneously dated, and the well-known
portraits of Rameses II. Obelisks, too, were
during the Theban period frequently used as
architectural features, being erected in pairs, as

at Karnac, outside the entrance-doors and pylons.
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pylon, with four colossal seated figures attached
to and excavated out of the face of the rock.

Inside, in the entrance hall (representing the
colonnaded open court of the erected temples)

are two rows of huge standing figures, certainly

much smaller than the external statues, but stijl

GOft. high each, which appear to carry the roof,

but which are, in fact, quite clear of it, looking
straight in front of them, as all Egyptian statues

do, apparently ignoring poor, feeble, pygmy man.
withhisshortexistenceof three score years and ten.

Wonderful and noble edifices are these temples
of the Theban dynasties of Egypt : and a small
point of additional marvel has recently been
brought to light and announced by Professor

Goodyear in the Arcliitcctiiral Iie:ord, of New
York, in the fact that the courtyards of Luxor,
Karnac, and Medinet Habou—and also that at

Edfou to be mentioned presently—are not quite

square, the cornice lines at least being always
somewhat curved convex to a spectator standing
within the court, the curve being sufficiently

subtle to be unnoticeable from below, but yet
inducing an appearance of greater dimensions to

the court than those which actually exist. After
the death of Rameses III.—with whom, it will

be remembered, the 20th Dynasty opened—the
prosperity of Egypt rapidly declined, and at the
close of the Dynasty in 1100 h.c, the state of

the country was not much better than it had
been when the shepherd kings (Hyksos) were in

possession. The natural result followed, and all

building of importance ceased, the art of archi-

tecture only reviving with the later prosperitj'

under the Ptolemies, even though there was

Besides the erected temples, some few were ex-

cavated in the rock during the 18th and 19th

Dynasties, the most important being that at Abu
Simbel (Ipsamboul), of the time of Rameses H.,
and that at Mount Barkal, the date of which is

more difficult to determine. The simplicity of

arrangement noticeable at Beni-Hassan is no
longer preserved, that of the axial passage-

way being followed, with every other detail of

the open-air temples, so fai as was possible undei

the changed conditions ; save that at Abu Simbel

side chambers are to be found, as if they were
subsequent excavations. It was only the inner

portion of the temple of Mount Barkal, however,
which was excavated, the two outer courts or

halls having been built against the face of the

walls. At Abu Simbel it was different. AH _ _,^ ^ _ ^

there was rock-cut, and the entrance was made still present as binding together the reeds of which

as nearly as possible to represent a magnificent
|
the column was supposed to be built up. < )ften

Colossi at Entrance to the Temple at Abu Simbel.

comparative peace during the 26th Dynasty,
from B.C. 666 to u.c. 528. It was with the

conquest of Egypt by Alexander the Great, in

u.c. 332, and with the accession of his general

Ptolemy, that building really recommenced, and,

strange to say, upon almost precisely the same
lines as a thousand years before. Throughout
the length of Egypt the old temples were restored

and new ones built in a style which imitated and
almost equalled that of the Theban period.

Everything upon the is'and of PhiUe belongs to

this time, the worship of Isis commencing there

in 286 H.c. and the worship of Osiris being con-

tinued till 4.53 A. II., and the greatest of the other

erections were the temples at Denderah, 200 ii.c,

Edlou 237 I', c. to 37 ii.c, and Kom-Ombo.
Even a casual glance at the plan of Denderah
shows how similar it is to the temples of the 19th

Dynasty. There is the inner sanctuaiy, then the

pillared" hall, and then the open court, with its

pylon entrance, all arranged about an axial passage.

The differences are those of proportion and detail

rather than of general effect. There is a certain

loss of massiveness and dignity, compensated by
greater elegance, especially in the small single-

cell temples, such as that commonly known as

Pharaoh's Bed upon the island of Phil*—

a

delicate little gem. Like much of the work of

this period, it depends largely for its effect upon

its carving, for the ornamentation which a

thousand years previously had been painted_ upon

the buildings was now carved, and it was in the

capitals of the columns that the change was most

marked. The bud form has by this time gone

out of use, but the bell is enriched with foliage

lavishly applied. As a rule, fern and other leaves

are represented rising above the binding straws.
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they assume most graceful forms, and the

Corinthian capital of the Greeks is frequently

found closely followed in general scheme. A
strange point to be noticed is the retention of the

axial arrangement even in these ornamental
capitals, those nearest to the axis on either

side being alike, and no others, or. in

flanking colonnades, the first on the right of

the axis being similar to the iirst on the left, the
second to the second, and so on. Another form
of capital which was now in common use was
square, with the mask of a female head carved
upon each face, while the abaci above the capitals

were also carved in representation of small
pylons. The columns, too, no longer rest upon
circular discs as bases, but upon a continuous
step or stylobate, and, more than this, they are

joined to one another, save at main axial open-
ings, by a dwarf wall reaching up to about ono-
third of their height. This wall has a small
cavetto cornice, like those to the main colonnades,

the doorways, and the pylons, frequently orna-
mented with simple, vertically-rising leaves.

These comparatively slight differences are all

that distinguish Ptolemaic from Theban work,
yet they are sutlicient to enable a judgment to

be pronounced at once as to which period any
particular building belongs. Thus it will be seen
that there are four great Egyptian building
periods, with gaps of time between, the styles of

the first and second being distinct, and of the
third and fourth almost identical, in spite of an
interval of nearly a thousand years between them.

EXPANDED METAL I\ ITS RELATIUX
Tu FIREPROOF CONSTRUCTION.*

WHEN accepting the invitation to address
this Society, I was not only conscious of

the honour it conferred upon me, but also of the
great responsibility its acceptance imposed, espe-
cially as the subject proposed is one capable of

elaborate technical treatment. But as your
members do not require a technological tre;itise

on the physical elemen's of building materials,

this paper will so far as possible be kept within
the limitation of an explanation of the character

and the means of using expanded metal for floors,

partitions, ceilings, kc, in combination with
other well-known materials employed in the con-
struction of buildings. The structural novelty of

expanded metal has never failed to attract and
interest all those who have seen it. It is metal
distributed in that latticed form which never goes
out of fashion, and it can be applied to almost
every purpose for open metal- work as at present
used. It is about nine years since expanded
metal was first produced in commercial quan-
tities, and then with considerable dilEculty, as a
machine had only recently been invented which
would operate on the metal so as to simultaneously
cut and open it. The perfecting of the details of

this machine had still to be invented, and the
knowledge of suitable metals for cutting and
expanding had to be acquired. It was then an
entirely new article, manufactured by a method
necessarily peculiar to itself, and with an untried
field for its employment. It is not surprisiog,

therefore, that considerable money and energy
were misdirected in the endeavour to vitalise it.

There was, however, a serious limitation to the
use of the products from this machine, owing to

the fact that they could not be expanded from
plates above vuin. in thickness, so that on account
of this, and the imperfections of manufacture, the
use of the metal was restricted almost wholly to

lathing for plastering. The necessity for heavier
metals, and for greater accuracy in cutting, was,
therefore, ever apparent, and the result was the
addition of another member to the family of

expanded metal inventions in the form of a
machine which operates alike upon the thinnest or
thickest metals required, and with great precision,

as will be observed from the various specimens of

metal upon exhibition here. Before detailing
some of the uses to which expanded metal can be
applied, it will be perhaps best to draw some
comparisons between the methods and manufac-
tures of the old expanded metal and the new,
which will assist in making clear the reason why
the old metal was not more generally applied for
exposed uses. The old metal was limited to thin
sheets because the construction of the machine
necessitated peculiar cutters which would not
stand the strain required for heavy metals. The
new machine is the embodiment of simplicity

• Read before the Civil and Mechanical Engineers'
Society, Feb. 17, by Mr. J. F. Goldi.vo.

and strength in all its parts, and is only a large

shearing machine having one lower stationary
blade of required length (say Sft.) and a top
blade, or series of blades, with corrugation
representing hilf the sizes and forms of the
meshes longitudinally, also means for feeding
the metal forward to the cutters, and shifting it

sideways between every stroke. The old michines
each produced but one size of mesh or width of

strand, and were limited in practice to sheets of,

say, 4ft. in width. The new machines are indi-

vidually capable of producing any size mesh by
simply changing the upper corrugated cutters,

and the width of the strands may be increased or

diminished while the machine is in action. The
old machine slit and opened the metal, giving
much the same effect as if it was first slit and
afterwards drawn open, which naturally caused
the metal to shorten in length as it was opened,
or expanded in width, this shortening being
.about 10 per cent. The new machine produces
th') expansion by stretching the strands as they
are cut away from the plate, and consequently
the finished article is of the same length as the
original strip of met.al, while it is increased from
twice to twelve or even more times in width

—

that is to say, a sheet of steel Sft. long by Gin.

wide can become a sheet of expanded metal 8 ft.

long by 6ft. wide or more. In the old machine,
motion was given to both the upper and lower
cutters, both sets consisting of single cutters

stacked alongside each other to the fall length of

the machine, and in this double movement the

cutters had an almost uncontrollable action upon
the metal, with the effect of distorting the

produce, both in respect to the shape of the

strands and of the finished sheet. The effect of

the new machines is perfect alii]^nment of cutting

as to strands, and perfect squareness and regu-
larity of the finished sheet throughout. There are

therefore, besides, the almost limitless capabilities

of the new machines as to varieties of products,

great economy over the old, both as to the
cost of construction and operating charges,

and as to the quantity of metal plate re-

quired to extend over a given area. The
patented processes and machines leading up to

the present perfected system of manufacture
are unique innovations from the routine of me-
chanical discoveries, and have been surprises even
to engineers engaged in avocations most nearly

associated in kind ; so that I would ast you to

pirdon me if I feel some pride in the fact that

there is sufficient similarity between all features

of these various developments to establish them
as my own offspring. lentil quite recent years

the classes of buildings wherein expanded metal is

now largely employed were provided with floors

of wood joists, and wood stud partitions, and wood
lathing. This was dictated by the very obvious

reason that the laths are but faggots with only an
under surface of plaster to protect them from fire,

and are left free above to communicate flames one
to another, thus forming a fire trail to both sides

of the wood joists supporting the floors and ceil-

ings. The marked change towards the further

elimination of woodwork from buildings and the

substitution of all iron columns, girders, joists,

.t;., is shown by the fact that more than 75 per

cent, of the expanded metal lathing used prior

to, say, five years ago was for application to

wooden joists, studs, &c., the balance of percent,

being in combination with other ironwork about

the buildings, whereas at the present date these

figures are reversed in nearly equal proportions.

The expanded metal lathing now not only serves

to incase the main girders and columns, but also

to form suspended ceilings under what were
once termed fireproof floors, consisting of rolled

girders with concrete fillings between them,

also for forming double or solid partition walls.

The importance of protecting exposed ironwcrk
from the direct contact of flames has become so

apparent that new structures without these pro-

visions are rarely to be met with. In fact, there

is a general disposition to cover these in the older

buildings, and the stimulance to this is noticeable

immediately following the recurrence of great

fires, such as the t'ripplegate conflagration. The
advantages possessed by expanded metal lathing,

rendering it so largely useful as a building

material in combination with plasters, are, that

it is fire-resisting, manufactured in form con-

venient and economical for application, being in

fiat sheets, and requiring no stretching, has the

maximum uniform key, and is buried within the

plaster. The first proposition—i.e., fire-resisting

—needs no sustaining ; but the question is asked.

Will it not expand under considerable heat to

disturb the plaster ? This has been answered in

the neg.ative by many tests, and the reison is that

the sheet-steel from which it is made no longer
presents the same rigid plane for expansion or

buckling, but that it has been slit into numerous
strands of small section, and these reticulated in

such a manner as to permit each of such strands

to expand, thus redu':ing its effect to an in-

finitesimal quantity, and this is compensated for

by the yielding nature of the plaster. The
first form of sheet-metal lathing with which I

became familiar consisted of corrugated and per-

forated shcit-iron ; sheets of such lathing, when
used externally on buildings exposed to intense

sun heat, continue to exp\nd and contract, and it

has been found impossible to keep them covered

with cement mortar. Instances like these prove

that for metal purposes the less there is of the

original sheet left in its flat and corrugated form
the better. The second proposition asserts its

convenience in form for application, and this

will be understood when it is known that it

can be produced in flat sheets up to 8tt. in

length, and in width of from a few inches to

several feet—in fact, wide enough to incase

the largest girder or column if desired. In
one direction the material is sufficiently rigid

to span a considerable space without other support,

andyet sufficiently yielding to formself-supporting

corners, &c. ; while in the other direction it is

readily bent, and retains itself at any desired

angle. The third proposition asserts superior

keying qualities for plaster. The strands forming
the meshes lie at an angle of nearly -45° to the plane

of the sheet of lathing, so that if the plaster only

filled the sheet equal to its thickness it could not

be removed except at the angle of the strands

without it was first broken up. The key, how-
ever, in practice will be seen to pass through the

meshes and overlap the strands, effectually

burying the lathing in the mortar, and thus

preserving it from exposure and oxidation.

P.iRTITIOK W.VLLS.

The second development of expanded metal in

structural work was the formation of solid par-

tition walls, and the present system of erecting

them was due to two suggestions. One to an
inquiry as to the use of the metal without supports

while imposing the plaster : and the other a

criticism on the use of angle-iron studs to carry

the lathing. The first inquiry was in the interest

of economy, while the criticism was that the

angle-irons, being of stiff section, must under-

heat, expand and distort or destroy the partition.

As a result, we have a near approach to meeting

to both these suggestions—viz., the taut wire

studs into which the lathing is interlaced and

covered with plaster to a thickness of l|in. or 2in.

These are economical both as to first cost and in

saving of floor space, and are as fireproof as the

nature of the cement plaster permits. The item

of saving of space is of very considerable im-

portance in large cities, especially in sub-dividing

offices, in forming stair and lift shaft casings.

This invention germinated in England, and was

taken up with great avidity in the Tnited States,

and is employed in many of the largest modern
buildings, the area of such partitions erected

annually probably extending a million super

yards. They may be built within any existing

building, and at any point without other founda-

tion than the flooring as they are comparatively

light, and when set hard become a monolithic

slab equally distributing their weight. The ad-

vantages of this feature over segmentary con-

structions will be readily understood. They are

surprisingly sound-proof, as has been witnessed

by many tests at London.

I'LOOUS.

The third development of the use of the ex-

panded metal in fireproof building construction

relates to its use as a tensile bond in concrete

floors. This was also a very natural adaptation

of the metal, because of its manifest and sur-

prising supporting strength. The stiffness is due

to the fact that the strands are set edgewise to

the plane of the sheet of expanded metal, their

combined width representing the width of the

original sheet from which it is made. Thus a

a sheet of expanded metal of 3in. mesh and Jin.

wide strands represents a strip of steel Oin. wide

set upon edge. The carrying capacity of the 3ft.

width of expanded metal, it is true, is not so great

as the Gin. width uncut would be standing edge-

wise, for the reason that in the expanded form the

strands do not set vertically, but as in the lath-

ing, approaching 45° from the plane of the sheet.
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But as these are supported in their Lattice-like

position one by the other, their carrying power
18 many times that of the original sheet when
laid flatwise and tried as a beam. This metal,

of varying meshes and weights, is used for

the manufacturing of flooring, paving, slabs,

lintels, i'C, but most commonly for the making
of concrete floors in situ. This is done by laying

the expanded metal loosely upon the ordinary

centring, so that it will reach from girder to

girder or wall to wall as the case may be, and
imposing the concrete upon it. It is not possible

in practice to either have the centring on the

expanded metal so exactlj' flat, but that with
the weight of .the workmen treading upon the

sheet in the act of imposing the concrete will

cause it first to slightly rise up at some point, thus
permitting the concrete to pass under the metal,

and which prevents it again from returning to the

centring, and as they tread again at the other
points, the metal will be found to have taken its

place wholly within the concrete, so that when
the centring is removed, the metal is not visible,

but is in the best position as a tensile member
and bond to the concrete. No. S expanded metal,

which is Sin. mesh, \ by } strands, made up
into a slab of concrete 6ft. Sin. long by 2in. wide
by Sin. thick, has been proved to increase the
strength of the slab more than tenfold, as is stated

in Messrs. Fowler and Baker's report. All the
tests made by this eminent firm of engineers gave
this as about the average result. The utility of

this metal in concrete as against rods placed at

right angles, as is done in the Monier system, is

evident when we take into consideration the fact

that the expanded metal is a continuous solid

connected web work within the concrete, and that
weight imposed at any one part distributes the
strain over a larger area than it is possible for

disjointed rods to convey. And besides, a large
sheet of expanded metal, say a squire of 8ft., is

laid in a few seconds, whereas considerable care

is required in placing rods of a given distance

apart in either direction, and especially so

if they require to be tied at the intersections.

There are several systems of concrete flooring to

which expanded metal has been adapted—viz. :
—

(1) A continuous slab lying above girder or wall
supports. (2) The metal placed between rolled

iron joists and resting upon their lower rtanges.

This latter practice may be done in situ, or by
casting the slab and placing them between the
joints as they are laid. If cast in situ, a strip of

the lathing mesh somewhat wider than the joists

may be laid beneath and longitudinally with
them, so that the concrete passes through the
larger mesh with it, thus providing a surface

to receive plaster beneath the joists when the
centring is removed. It has been extensively
used in concrete arches—in some cases, the metal
lying immediately upon the arched form of

centring ; and in other cases, as at Kennet Wharf,
London, E.G., the arched centring was filled

with concrete to slightly above the crown of the
arch, when the expanded metal was laid flat from
girder to girder, and the filling in of concrete
continued. By another system considerable
length of span between supports is obtained.
As before stated, there is no single system
of floor which seems to lend itself to all

requirements, and this particular floor, generally
described as the channel arch system, has proven
to be most economical where spanning of con-
siderable distance is necessary. Its special

advantages are that it produces an exceedingly
rigid floor with a minimum amount of material,
and its consequent lightness. This flooring may
finish up either with or without a suspended flat

ceiling, or with a dome ceiling, as shown in
Plate 9. There is no limitation upon the span
of flooring or roofing to be obtained by this

system within the average requirements for
buUdings. One of the first works carried out on
this plan was a reservoir roof, having a clear span
of 60ft. In this instance the arches were about 8ft.

deep at walls and the apex of the roof some 6ft.

above the walls, giving a rise of about 14ft. The
channel supports were 7ft. apart, and the thick-
ness of the concrete between channel supports,
including the finish, about Sin. These floors, of
12ft. spans, the channels at 4ft. centres, with
12in. rise, with Sin. thickness of the flat concrete,
had been loaded with 17cwt. per super, foot, and
Tariously otherwise tested until their strength
and utility has been fully established. I have to
thank you for your very kind attention to this
subject, and trust, if I have not succeeded in
conveying anything specially new, still, that I
may hope to have awakened such interest in the

matter as will en.able those of you of inventive

turn of mind to improve upon the methods of

using expanded metal to your great advantage,

as well as to my own.

LAST SUMMER IN BKITTAXY.

HOWEVER enjoyable the thorough change
of a long sea-voyage may be to the typical

business man, the average one cannot find com-
plete happiness in utter laziness, and so it seems
to me this is a capital time to jog down collec-

tively a few odds and ends. They are notes

written on the spot—last July and August

—

during a happy holiday in Brittany and Finis-

terre, when the same ground was travelled that I

had previously gone over fully a quarter of a

century before. The entries that follow are

given just as they come in my pocket-book, and
may be taken for exactly what they are worth.

.ST. MALO.

Seen from any point of view, this most
picturesque old place looks as quaint as ever.

Surrounded entirely by its Mediieval walls (so

broad in places that two carriages can be driven

abreast upon them), these ramparts represent a

preambulation of exactly half an hour if the

visitor cares to walk around the top of them.
Scarcely a new house has been erected within

these sturdy walls for something like 300 years ;

so, needless to say, no builders live there, and
there are—no strikes ! Practically, the whole
place is built of grey granite, the streets are very

narrow, and the houses are exceedingly high. A
great improvement has taken place in all sanitary

arrangements since my last visit. Then it was
quite customary to throw " slops " of all kinds

out of the windows, making the thoroughfares, in

that respect, more dangerous than some of us can
remember old Canongate, in Edinburgh, to have
been. Happily, all this has been changed for the
better ; water has been laid on to every house,
and the ordinary requirements of civilisation are

now the rule, and not the exception. The in-

ternal old woodwork of many of the houses is

most interesting. For instance, I slept for a

week or so in a panelled chamber, to which
access was only gained by mounting steep

winding stairs, with solid wood risers, built like

those in a bell turret. There are massive beams
in the room supporting the ceiling, in the centre
of each of which were bold bosses, carved in the
solid. St. Malo, although quite a small place,

contrives to support no less than four master
woodcarvers, who appear to at once do excellent

work, and to obtain a comfortable living.

Founded upon a rock, the place is practically an
island, so, like New York city, it cannot grow
any bigger in its actual state ; but during late

years its environs have increased wonderfully.
Dinard, on the opposite side of the water, now
claims to be a thoroughly ideal modern French
watering-place ; but St. Servan, which one sup-
poses is a kind of mainland to St. Malo, keeps as

dull as ever. One of the connections between
these two places is a most remarkable moving
bridge, known as " Le pont Routant." The
tide at St. Malo, as is generally known, falls and
rises very rapidly, something like 40ft. The
bridge (if it may so be called) takes the form of a

tramcar, supported up to the level of the road
from the bed of the river by a tall, slim frame-
work of iron, which, worked from the bottom,
steadily traverses the distance from shore to

shore, no matter how high or low the tide may
be. When the latter is down this lift-like

working-car moves along quite two score feet in

the air, and has a most peculiar appearance.
The most charming feature about St. Malo is

undoubtedly the splendid bay, with its broad
sands extending around the coast to Parame,
itself a pretty bathing- place, about two miles
away. A new spire has just been added to the
church at Parame, and at the time of our visit,

although completed, was still surrounded by a

network of scaffolding. A steam-tram, running
at frequent intervals, unites the two places,

whilst a light railway connection goes on from
Parame to Rotheneuf, another little coast village

smuggled in another baj- a few miles further

east. Here a number of pleasantly-situated villas

have quite recently b;en erected upon various

advantageous points overlooking the sea. It was
regrettable, however, to notice that here, as at so

many other places in North-western Firance, the

tall, venerable, old village cross, consisting of an
octagonal oak shaft upon a granite base, has its

upper part, above the crucified Christ, falling

to pieces. This interesting 17th-century cross is

apparently quite uncared for and neglected. At
Rotheneuf a grand hotel has lately been built
opposite the sea ; at present it looks verj' much
too large for visitors, even at the very height of
the season. The desolation in winter must be
such as may be felt.

On the shore, all around the bay between St.

Malo and I'arame, detached villas, many of them
handsome mansions, have sprang up within the
last few years, and form a continuous connection
between the two places. There is also a very
large and pretentious new casino. Substantially
erected, these villas are distinctly un-English in
appearance. The same kind of dwelling-house
one will find to-day being erected by the score
outside Amsterdam and in the suburbs of

Chicago. So, nowadays, to those who know
both sides of the Atlantic, it is difticult to feel

sure whether the styles for detached and other
residences most aifected should more correctly be
defined Continental or American ; certainly, for
artistic, well-composed, and conceived mansions
the new school of American architects are in
noway behind their average European confreres.

The Ranee is a pretty river, as much like, in

size and sylvan beauty, the Dart or Tamar in

Devon as well could be. The steamer ride from
St. JIalo to Formosa (the waterside village at the
foot of the hill Dinan is built upon) is lovely.

Dinan itself is perched on the summit of a steep,

scarped rock, high above the Ranee, and the deep
gorge through which the latter Hows is spanned
by a high Roman aqueduct-looking bridge of

ten or a dozen arches. The torturous, steep, old

street, known as the Rue du .lerzual, that con-
nects Dinan with Formosa, is one continuation of
ancient half-timbered houses, all and everyone
of exceptionable architectural interest, but all in
an awfully tumble-down state. The ancient
fortifications are almost intact : some parts of

them date from early in the 14 th century. Near
the cathedral it is deplorable to see quite a row of

old curiosity and second-hand shops, filled to over-
rtow with Mediajral Calvaries, old Breton bed-
steads, carved statues, and other interesting

examples of ancient woodwork, evidently ruth-
lessly torn (and recently) away from their original

positions. The same lamentable exhibitions of

deliberate vandalism may be seen, perhaps in a
rather lesser degree, at Morlaix, Brest, and other

places in the north-west of France.

Brest is about so far west of Paris (3S7 miles)

as Edinburgh is north of London ; but the train

services of the two countries will bear no compari-
son. In London the would-be traveller may take
his pick of half a dozen third-class trains daily,

doing the distance in from GJ to 8i hours ; but,

between Brest and Paris, there is only one through
train daily (first and second class only), and it takes
14 hours or thereabouts in the journey. Brest is

about the size of Plymouth, but the latter cannot
compare with it in position. Brest harbour has
the goodly reputation of being one of the three
finest in the world. It is almost lardlocked, its

only connection with the Atlantic being by a
narrow entrance called Le Goulet. Brest itself

stands upon elevated land overlooking this fine

inland sea, the latter bordered around by pretty

and varied coast scenery. Its two admitted rivals

are the bays of Sj-dney and Rio de Janeiro
respectively. The far-famed lovely stretch of

waters just inside Sydney Heads our Colonial

cousins are most justly proud of, but it admittedly

lacks the sublime grandeur of the towering
mountains which enrich the baj- at Rio. The
bold, precipitous headlands which guard the

entrance to Sydney, are, we know, strikingly

majestic ; they pale, however, before the stately

sugar-loaf, which stands like a giant sentinel

over the portals of the " Bay of Hidden Waters "

las the Indians were wont to call it). Brest itself

is distinctly a "bay of hidden waters," and

there are more things hidden there than one, for

it and its harbour are undermined, it is said, for

defensive purposes in every direction.

The main thoroughfare in Brest is Rue de

Siam, a long, straight, somewhat narrow street,

with even narrower sidewalks. Just on entering

Brest bv rail on the southern side of the line is a

cleverly-designed house ; it is of considerable

size, and its graceful turrets rear up very happily

above the tall trees amongst which it is built.

This is the Chateau Ker Stear, erected about 12

years ago from the dt signs of M. Chabal, archi-

I
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tect, of Brest. If this is this gentleman's usual
style of work, then the mantle of the late ^'iollet

le Due rests worthily upon his shoulders. Little

actual building is apparently going on in Brest.

At the bottom of the Rue do Siam a large site

has been made by the clearance of tumble-down,
inferior buildings. It all consists of municipal
property, but nothing has yet been decided as to

its ultimate use. Some old buildings have also

bean demolished in another part of the city, and
this will admit of the continuation of the Rue
Admiral Linois into the Rue de St. Yoes. I >nce

finished, it will open up a new street, parallel to

the Rue de Siam from the Boulevard Thiers, and
must give much needed relief to the traihc at the
southern end of Rue de .Siam, a thoroughfare
whose unfortunate contracted width has already
been touched upon. A large new building, by
no means ornamental, has lately been erected on
the Place du Chateau, a fine open space in front

of tbe interesting old 13th-century castle. It is

intended as barracks, &c., for the staff of the
engineer corps.

Brest, although nominally the terminus of the
Western Railway of France, has two light lines

running out from its station, both built three or
four years ago. One of these is the departmental
line which joins Brest with St. Renan and
I'loudalmezeau, a distance of 32 kilometres (20
miles), and the other to Lannilis, 30 kilometres

(19 miles). The latter section branches off at

Rufa junction, which is a mile or two out of

Brest. Further, at the time of our visit (last

August), labourers had already commenced to cut
up the main street^, and electric cars, on the
trolley system, will soon be, if not already,
running in Brest. When this comes about the
old fortification, and the old inhabitants, will,

indeed, be astonished at such an unusual spirit

of innovation in their midst. The shady walks
upon the ramparts are simply delightful. The
Rue de Cours l>ajot, l.iiOO metres (about one
mile) long, is a superb promenade, giving a fine

view of the road8te,ad. At one end is a marble
statue of Neptune, and at the other (the

western) of L'Abondance. They are both the
work of that great sculptor, Coysevot, and, after
having been vilely mutilated during an insurrec-
tion at some time or other, were conservatively
lestored five cr six years ago. They each bear

the following inscription:—"Donne a la Com-
mune de Brest par le Gouvernement Consulaire le

XIII. tterminal, an IX."
The cemetery at Brest is on high ground out-

side the town ; it is well filled, many of the

memorials being exceedingly good. This God's-
acre is shady, and has sweet-smelling flowers

growing everywhere. A painful interest centres

in the monument over the bodies of the Brothers
Whipp, who went down with the Dntmmond
Castle. The memorial consists of a tall cross and
body stone of polished black granite, with an
inscription running

—

In loviDg memory of Frederick Walker Whipp. aged 34
years, and Walter Walker Whipp, aged 30 years, youngest
sons of James and Mary Whipp, of Clitheroe, England.
They were drowned near Ushaut by the foundering of the
9s. Dnfn>iv>wi <_''istlr when returning home from South
Africa, and their remains are interred here. " In death
they were not diiided."

The statuary who made this monument a'so

erected those to the memory of other victims in

the sam^e catastrophe that we saw at Lockrist and
St. Patri, near Lannilis, on the coast, and upon
the inlands of Molene and T'shant (written

Guessant, and pronounced Wis-song in French).
He has extensive yards in the Rue de Paris and
Rue du Cemetiere, opposite to the entrance to the
burial ground at Brest, and is a very jolly man
of 60 odd summers. His card reads

—

Jules Poillev,
Sculpteur Marbrier,

ConseiUer Municipal.

I have been a town councillor myself, .and

know many others who have also filled the same
kind of office, but never saw " Town Councillor"
printed on a business or private card before !

Through the courtesy of Sir. W. R. Hoare,
the energetic British Consul at Brest, I ani .able

to give the following particulars as to the wages
paid in the building trade in the city where he so

ably represents the interests of our countrymen.
Carpenters, of. .50c. (28. lid.), wages paid
monthly ; granite and stonemasons, 3f. 50c. to

If. 50c. per d.ay (2:;. lid. to 38. Od.), paid weekly
or fortnightly : phtsterers, the same pay as

masons, but received fortnightly or monthly ;

painters, 3f. 50c. (2s. lid.), paid every two weeks.
Plumbers are also paid every fortnight, and
receive 3f. 75c. to il. per day (3s. lid. to 3s. id.)

;

bricklayers, 3f . to 3f. -500. a day, their wages I

paid fortnightly or monthly : labourers, 2f . to 3

2f. 50c. (la. lOd. to 2s. Id.), these receive

their money every night. .\11 the above trades

work, in summer, 63 hours a week. The work-
ing hours on Saturdays are the same as other

days. In winter, on an average, about 50 hours

per week are worked. The pay is the same both

in winter and summer. So it will he seen from
the above statistics the rate of wages paid, per

hour, are as follows :

—

Carpenters and painters, 21 francs a week
(17s. 6d.), which is a fraction over 3jd. an hour
in summer, and 4:fd. per hour in winter. Stone-

masons and plasterers receive the same pay ; but

superior men in both avocations get as much as

27 francs a week (£1 Is. Sd.), which is just over

4d. an hour in summer, and 5|d. in winter.

Plumbers are paid from 22 J francs (ISs. 9d ' a

fraction over 3^d. an hour in summer, and 4'il.

an hour in winter, up to (top wages) 24 francs

(lOs. 2d.), hardly 3fd. an hour in summer, and
just under 4Jd. per hour in winter.

Bricklayers' wages are, curiously, lower than

any other trades connected with building. They
get ISfr. (15s.) a week, which works out at

between 2ifd. and~3d. per hour in summer, and
halfway between 3jd. and 3fd. in winter.

Labourers have r2fr. (10s.), which is less than

2d. an hour in summer, and just under 2.Jd. in

winter, whilst "dapper" men amongst them get

15fr. (12s. 6d.), which is a little over 2id. an

hour in summer, and in winter 3d. an hour.

It is very distressing to find the ancient way-

side Calvaries in Brittany so f.ast disappearing.

Hundreds of them have gone since my last visit.

I happily rescued from a mason's yard into which
they had been ruthlessly thrown, a couple of

colossal ones carved in wood in excellent

preservation and painted (each, probably, 250

years old). They stood, originally, near la

Conquet, the Land's End of France. I got them
both carefully conveyed home, and one of them

now stands on a cross 4nft. high, on the lawn

of my own residence at Exeter.

And now I must close. The R.M.S. Avondah-

Castle, after a capital run of little over four days

from Southampton, has ju3t arrived in the midst

of the deep-blue bay at CJrand Can.ary. As I

look out of the port window at my elbow, Las
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Palmas, with its tall date-trees, its rast orange
groves, and its Eastern-looking flat-roofed houses,
spoilt somewhat in their grouping perhaps by the
ugly towers of the cathedral, stands prettily near
the golden sands, backed by a clear azure sky,
and lit by the glow of most glorious sunshine.

Steamers coal here, and as that makes a delay
of eight hours or so, passengers to South Africa
are only too glad to take advantage of the
stoppage to stretch their legs a while on shore.
So, following their example, I will also renew
pleasant memories of a prior \'isit to this '

' beauti-
ful isle of the sea."
Our nest port is Cape Town, where we are

due in 17 days' time.

February 3. Harry Hems.

EAST FIXCHLEY COXGREGATIONAL
H4.LL AND SCHOOLS.

WE have no intention of reviewing the corre-
spondence* which appeared in our pages

l)€tween ilr. .James Cubitt, the architect of the
plan which was selected in this competition, and
Messrs. Spalding and Cross, the architects who
carried out the work. With the relations between
the committee of the chapel at East Finchley and
their architects we have not the smallest concern,
and we take no sides whatever in the dispute
between the several parties. An oSer, which
seemed a fair one to all concerned, was made by
113 to publish Mr. Cubitt's plans by the side of
those of the building as executed under the super-
viaion of Messrs. Spalding and Cross, so that
readers might form their own opinions as to the
accuracy of the statements made on either side.
As Messrs. Spalding and Cross told us in their

better published on Dee. 24th that the drawings
ere unfortunately not in their possession, we

* SeeBuiLDisG Nkw.s, Dec. 17, 24, and 31, 1897: and
|l«n. 14 and 21, 1898.

CuBrT-T i CoLLiNSON. Arch?

J Broad ST Buildings E..C.-

asked the committee if, with the consent of

their architects, they could either lend the draw-
ings, or, failing that, allow a plan to be made
from the building. Xo definite answer was
vouchsafed for some time, hence the delay

;

but on a second application our request was
declined. We were told that the authorities of

the church would afford us no facilities to survey
the buildings, and that, as far as the secretary's

information went, the plans were now in the

possession of Messrs. Spalding and Cross. We
consequently wrote to these gentlemen, offering to

print their plans side by side with Mr. Cubitt's

without comment, and thus let the drawings
speak for themselves. To this Jlessrs. .Spalding

and Cross, acting under the advice of their

solicitors, Jlessrs. Wontner and Sons, replied

last week, saying that they are unable to comply
with our request.

Mr. Cubitt has sent us his original plans,

requesting us to publish them, and we print them,
therefore, herewith. Those sufliciently interested

in the controversy can now compare them with
the building as actually erected.

LEGAL LIABILITY FOR PROFESSIONAL
OPINION.

UNDER the above title an interesting paper
was read at the ordinary general meeting

of the Surveyors' Institution on Monday evening
last by Mr. T. W. Wheeler, Q.C, who dealt

with the subject, first, as regarding professional

or expert opinion as the law views it ; next, as

to the degree of skill which the law considers

necessary to the practice of any particular pro-

fession or calling ; and, lastly, as to the damages
which may be given in cases of professional

negligence. The author was not quite sure when
the reception of "opinion" as evidence was first

established. Matters of fact, and not matters of

opinion, were regarded as evidence. The jury,

and not the witnesses, had to form an opinion ;

but where there are questions of matters of

science or art, the opinions of persons skilled in

such matters were relevant facts, and this

applied to all subjects on which a special study or

experience was necessary to the formation of an
opinion, and within this rule medical men,
engineers, surveyors, artists, scientists, and
experts in handwriting were among those in-

cluded. It was clear that, from the time when
roads and canals were the suhjeet of litigation,

there was some admission of expert eWdence as to

the amount of damage to adjoining owners. Lord
Mansfield, in 1760, rejected expert e%'idence as

mere opinion, but, in 1782, admitted it in a case

of pure science, in which Snieaton was the expert

witness. The questions put to an expert must be
questions of art or knowledge, and the real use of

such evidence was to open the eyes of the jury to

points which otherwise might not be observed by
unskilled persons. In some foreign countries

—

France and Germany, for instance—the experts

were called, not as witnesses on one side or the

other, but only as advisers of the Court ; and the

evil of the present system in .\raerica, which was

similar to our own, had grown to such propor-

tions that the adoption of the French system had

seriously been considered. In the case of a sur-

veyor's evidence as expert witness on one side or

the other, it was his duty to see that no possible

interest of his client, however remote, was over-

looked. The surveyor, on the other side, must

exclude as far as possible those elements of value

which were problematical or visionary, and thus

wide divergences of opinion arose. The "bias"
of a witness could only be tested by cross-ex-

amination, and the effect of the evidence on an

ordinary jury must be considered. But the

author thought the "bias" of experts was a

vanishing quantity. In a recent case—" Haigh
1'. L.N.W.R."—it was laid down that the award
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of an arbitrator under the Lands Clauses Act \Tas

not necessarily biassed because during the pen-
dency of the award he had given evidence in

favour of one of the parties in another inquiry,

although one of the judges threw out more than
a word of warning that an umpire in such u

case should inform the parties as to the facts.

There had been many ignorant or half-informed
critics who, taking particular cases, had made out
a case against professional umpires as having some
rough-and-ready method by which, in spite of

evidence, they settled matters brought before

them ; but the fact that surveyors as a profession

were so thoroughly trusted in matters of valua-

tion was a sufficient answer to this criticism. The
duty of a surveyor, whose report formed a kind
of rampart behind which a trustee could find

safety and se urity, was a delicate and oven a
dangerous one, and, in case of mistake—negli-

gent mistake, of course—involved a heavy
liability. In the case of counsel or physicians,

whose fee was an '
' honorarium

'

' and not
recoverable, it was probable that liability was
only incurred to the extent to which one was
liable who renders a gratuitous service, although,

as the author pointed out Liter on, even in that

case a man was bound to exercise ordinary care

and skill. '
' A man who enters upon the exercise

of a public profession contracts," said Mr.
Wheeler, " to bring to bear upon his function,

whatever it may be, honest}- and integrity, of

course, and, further, there is an implied
warranty that he is skilled and reasonably compe-
tent for the task he undertakes." No one under-
took more than this by the mere fact of

employment. He could not be bound to pos-
sess an unclouded judgment or consummate
skill; but, in the words of the lawyers, "readi-
ness and willingness" to discharge his duties
imported capacity to discharge them efficiently.

Mr. Wheeler proceeded to give several cases in

which "negligence" had been charged, mainly
for the purpose of showing that whilst in the
witness-box expert evidence had been very
widely criticised, often in ignorance, yet the
Legislature had intrusted many important duties
to experts in an advisatory and even a judicial

sense, while the faith reposed in them by the
public was of the widest and broadest character.
So should be their responsibilities and liability

for failure of duty, negligence, or ignorance.
A short discussion followed, in which Mr.

Howard Martin, Mr. G. K. Crickmay, Mr. D.
Watney, Mr. (4. Corderoy, .and Mr. Xorthcroft
took part. In response to the latter speaker,
Mr. Wheeler said that in case of liability the
amount of the fees was by no means the measure
of damages. In fact, it had nothing whatever to

do with the matter. The vote of thanks having
been carried unanimously, the meeting then
adjourned. •.^

SPECIFICATIONS IN DETAIL.*

THERE are few treatises on specifications,

and these are so incomplete or so super-
ficial in their character as to be of little practical

use to architects. In a new work under the
above title. Mr. Frank W. Macey, architect,

attempts to supply the want. As to whether he has
satisfactorily done so, only those who have care-

fully examined the contents of this compre-
hensive volume can express an opinion, for a
work of this kind can only be tested by many
practical applications. As far as we have been
able to examine the contents of the work and the
system on which it has been compiled, we believe

it will be found very helpful by a large number
of young architects who have not yet been able to

prepare a workable and complete specification, or
who are in some doubt as to the best system and the
proper wording of clauses. One valuable feature

of Mr. Macey's work is the large number of

diagrams, marginal sketches, and details which
illustrate every page of the work, and which assist

to make it a handbook of workmanship and de-
tails as well as of specification clauses. We find

the clauses, as a rule, are sufficient. The author
explains many of them by footnotes or para-
graphs close to the clause itself, which is very
necessary in many special cases. The clauses

describe the usual methods employed, and the
sizes and dimensions are those for a superior
class of work ; but smaller sizes and thicknesses
are often given in brackets for less substantial
work. Of course, every architect ought to be
able to use his own judgment in filling in the

• Specifications in Detail. By Fa.iSK W. Macev,
Architect. London : E. and F. N. Spon, Ltd., Strand.

proper scantlings and thicknesses. To examine
a few of the trades. Taking the Bricklayer, we
find the first clause devoted to hollow walls.

The author specifies a 25in. cavity, and he
is quite justified in faying all external walls

should be built so. In brick districts in

the South and West of England the cavity is

tisually 2jin. The author specifies " heavy gal-

v.anised cast-iron wall ties about SUn. by 2|in.

by .'in.," with a dip in centre and forked ends
spaced 3ft. apart alternately to every third course

of brickwork. Perforated air bricks are to be

placed under the eaves-course, and similar air

bricks at the base of wall for ventilating the
cavities. Over the door and window frames 41b.

lead is to be placed in the cavity, forming a

gutter, turned down at each end, so that the

frames may be protected from any water that

may find its way in. In a note the author says,
" It is better to make the outer casing the lesser

thickness, so that the inner casing may be of

sufficient strength and thickness for bedding the
joists and roof-timbers upon." A 9iu. wall

would have both inner and outer casings half-

brick thick ; in a Hin. wall there would be a 4j
brick outer casing, and a 9in. inner casing. For
many reasons we prefer the thicker casing to

be on the outside, especially for buildings in

which deep brick reveals and jambs are essential,

and if the wall thicknesses are properly tied

together (we prefer wrought -iron or galvan-
ised ties, well forked at the ends), the inner
half-brick casing is ample for carrying the
weight of the two floors. Of course, for buildings

of several stories, and carrying heavj- floors, at least

a one-brick wall is required. Mr. Macey says,

in a hollow stone wall where the greater thickness
is necessarily outside of cavity, the joists, &c.,

must go through the cavity and bear on the solid

stone outer wall. This is certainly not desirable,

as the timber in the cavity would soon decay
;

nor is it necessary it the half-brick inner casing
is well built and tied to the outer walls.

About bricks, much useful information is given.

It wiU not be generally accepted that " kiln-

burnt are better than clamp-burnt bricks." Nor
will the architect be disposed to act up to the
suggestion that "rubbers" are soft bricks, and
do not stand the weather so well as bricks

moulded and carved before burning. The dif-

ferent qualities of lime are noticed, and a
clause is given for each. One clause runs

:

"The lime to be freshly-burnt hard grey
chalk (stone) lime from Hailing, Dorking, or

Maidstone "
; another, " The lime to be freshly-

burnt blue lias lime from Barrow, Rugby, or

Whitby." The latter is, of course, more
hydraulic, but expensive. For damp situations

the lime from Halkin Mountain or Aberthaw is

recommended as the best and the most power-
fully hydraulic. Clauses are given for selenitic

lime or cement, lime mortar, gauged lime mortar,
hair mortar, blue or black mortar, cement mortar,
putty. Much useful information is given in this

tr,'!de as to the requirements of the London Build-
ing Act, and the schedules of thicknesses for the
three classes of buildings are quoted, so that no
reference need be made to the Act itself. Various
kinds of sleeper walls for j oists and paving are men-
tioned, with sketches of parapets, eaves, circular

work, pipe channels, inverts, vaults, dry areas, flue-

pipes, chimney stacks ventilating flues, arches, &c.
Many special kinds of walling, retaining walls,

and storage reservoirs are usefully introduced,

but the clauses for terracotta and faience are in-

adequate. The carpenter, joiner, and ironmonger
occupy by far the larger portion of the book, and
we have many detail suggestions for such things as

floors, fire and sound-proof timber floors, flooring

of particular kinds (rebated or fiUistered)
,
grooved

and tongued yellow Crefle deal in batten widths,
with several alternative clauses for them. A
model clause for reception-room double flooring

is useful, in which lin. wrought (or rough with
edges shot) is laid on joists, and yellow Gefle deal
counter-flooring in batten widths, laid folding,

to be rebated, grooved, and tongued, of 1 or 1]

wrought Austrian Trieste oak, or Hungarian
Fiume oak, or Russian Riga oak, or Dantzic
crown Memel oak, or wainscot oak or Moulmein
teak, or American pitch-pine in certain widths.

Then we have many alternative clauses for

roofs, flats, domes, and skylights, illustrated

by numerous types of roof. The clauses for

many special kinds of casements, and numerous
sections of sills, and frames, transomes and heads
are of value. Half-timber work, so generally

omitted from works on this subject, is dealt

with. The Smith and Founder is prefaced by

data on wrought and cast iron, and clauses oa
rolled iron joists, plates, bars, rivets, Src.

Specifications for wrought-iron and steel joists

and girders are useful ; iron roofs of various spans

are sketched, corrugated iron roofing, stanchions,

and columns of cast iron, with their relative

strengths, and section, and connections, are

described. Some useful clauses on stoves and
ranges will be found. The subject of heating is

described, and various systems are illustrated, a
branch of specification which is often very
imperfectly dealt with or is intrusted to the

engineer. Stables and fittings form part of this

trade. Plans of stalls and cow-houses are given

in addition to clauses, tender Plumber the

principal sanitary fittings are described, and the

clauses refer to hydraulic rams, cisterns of

galvanised iron and lead, hot-water supply. The
latter is illustrated by diagrams showing hot-

water circulation in connection with close fire-

range, high-preasure boiler and cylinder and
different arrangements are shown. The mode of

laying zinc flats, jointing of sheets, and other
I

items is described. Electric lighting forms a
|

useful addition, and the wiring of buildings is
j

generally described, and clauses given. This is

a branch which was generally left to the elec- I

trician. The information and clauses, with the

aid of the diagrams, will be of value to architects,

though a few of theoi are rather ambiguous. A^
form of tender is given at the end, and a very

full index, which will render the volume of

much value to all professional men who wish for

information or precedents in writing their

specifications.

JTHE ENGINEERS' YE.\R-BOOK

WE have received from the publishei

(Slessrs. Crosby Lockwood and Son,

7, Stationers' Hall - court, London), a copy of

the fifth year's issue of this indispensable daily

reference -book for engineers. The volume is

published at the moderate price of 83. In his

preface to the current issue the author states,

" besides general corrections—necessitated chiefly

by the annual alterations in rules and regulations

—the book has again been thoroughly revised

throughout, and a large number of entirely new
pages added, bringing the total up to TOO as

compared with .390 in the first or 1894 issue," and
using 8.50 engravings for the illustrations.

The work is a development on the lines of

Molesworth, Trautwine, andD. K. Clark. Whilst
the general contents of the book are of a high

order, the range of matter included in the volume
is very wide. A great point in the book is that

it supplies explanations and directions, as well as

formulae and tables, and it is arranged to answer

the demands of mechanical as well as civil

engineers. The author is in a responsible posi-

tion, and he has access to very useful and not

very readily attainable information, and in his

comprehensive, complete, and accurate volume

has brought together with great skill all the

technical professional information which an

engineer has to use day by day.

The new station for the City and South London
Railway at St. Mary Woolnoth, Lombard-street,

E.G., is being designed by Mr. Sidney E. J. Smith,

who, as architect, is working in conjunction with

Sir Benjamin Biker and Mr. David Hay, the

engineers. Mr. Smith will be responsible for all the

work above ground, and he is adopting a style in

harmony with the church of St. Mary Woolnoth,

which was designed by Nicholas Hawksmoor. The
station will ha under the church.

The plans for the new municipal buildings to be

erected in Govan have been passed in the Dean of

Guild Court. The buildings will be situated in the

corner of Govan and Summerton Roads, and will

include offices for burgh purposes, council chambers,

a large and a small hall, and the necessary com-

mittee and other rooms. The diflterent frontages

are : To Govan-road and Carmichael-street, each

157ft. 3in., and to Summerton-road, 240ft.
_;

to

Merryland-street there will be two frontages of 71ft.

and soft. 6in. respectively, there being a space left

in the middle for future extensions. There will be

a large hall capable of accommodating 2,000 persons,

and a smaller hall which will seat 500 people, with

the usual cloak and retiring rooms adjacent. The

main entrance for officials and commissioners is

from Govan-road, as also is the entrance to the

board-room. The buildings will cost over £30,000.

Messrs. Thomson and Sandilands, Glasgow, are the

architects.

• The Engineer's Tear-Boolc of Engineering Formulj^-.

Rules, Tables. Data, and Memoranda for 1S9S. By H. h-

Kempe, A.M.lnst.C.E. Fifth vear of publication.
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OBITUARY.
Mr. William Spooxer Till, who for nearly

forty years alily and faithfully filled the office of

city surveyor of Birmingham, died on Tuesday
in his 6Sth year. For a long time Jlr. Till's

health had been failing, and his retirement from
the surveyorship was due to this cause. Recently
he had suffered from insomnia, and had an attack
of influenza a few weeks ago. Mr. Till was a
native of Birmingham, and was educated at King
Edward's School. He left school at the age of

sixteen, and was articled to Jlr. .John Piggott
Smith, who was surveyor to the Commissioners
under the Birmingham Street Acts, a body
who were in some sense the predecessors of
the town council. In 18.51 Mr. Piggott Smith
became borough surveyor to the town council,
and so continued until 1857, when he was suc-
ceeded by his assistant, ilr. Till. Mr. Piggott
Smith had received ,£G0O per annum, but Mr.
TiU, then twenty-seven years of age, commenced
at only £300. Under its new municipal govern-
ment, Birmingham began to move forward with
rapid strides, and numerous works of street
improvement and sewering were undertaken.
In these the borough surveyor was both the
adviser of the Corporation "and its executive
officer. The duties of his department grew
until his position became that of the head of
a large staff. The salary of the office, which
had been increased from £500 to £600 in
1867, was raised to £700 in 1870, and to £1,000
in 1877. In the latter year also the Tame and
Eea District Drainage Board came into operation,
and Mr. Till received from that body the appoint-
ment of engineer to the sewerage works, which had
heen mainly constructed from his drawings, at a
salary of £200, afterwards raised to £100. Mr.
TiU possessed, says the Birmimjhain Post, untiring
industry and a quiet grasp of the subjects with
which he was called upon to deal which made him
a most efficient officer. He established so high a
reputation for fairness and sound judgment that
his advice was frequently sought in disputes and
questions ofdrainage difficultyarising in connection
with the subiurban sanitary authorities. He sawthe
hounds of the city enlarged, and the appearance
o! its central streets wholly changed. When
Mr. Till first took control of the surveyor's
department, the heart of the town was Uttle
better than a network of narrow streets and
gullets. Beyond New-street, High-street, and
Bull-street there was not a pavement in the
?lace but what was set with " petrified kidneys."
h Hagley-road and similar thoroughfares the

paths were strewn with gravel, but the stones
were of a great size. Some streets were in such
a Btate as to be positively dangerous, and in not
a_ few streets the footpaths were raised a con-
siderable height above the road. The paving of
the footpaths, the alteration of the street lines,
and the laying-out of the sewerage afforded an
immense amount of work. The principal street
improvements carried out under Mr. Till's
superintendence were the making of Albert-
Street, Stephenson-street, and John Bright-street

;

the -widening of Colmore-row
; the formation of

the present line of Edmund-street, between Con-
greve-street and Livery-street ; the doing away
with the level crossing in Duddeston Mill-road ;

and the makirg of Station-street and Holiday-
street in connection with the London and Xorth-
Western and Midland Riilway extensions. The
length of public sewers constructed was over 199
miles. The formation of the drainage district, in
connection with which Mr. Till also rendered
services, took place in 1877. The district in-
cludes, besides Birmingham, Smethwick, Balsall
Heath, Harborne, Siiltley, Aston Manor, Hands-
worth, Aston Union (contributory place of Aston j,
King'^s Norton Union (contributory places of
King's Norton and NorthSeld), West Bromwich
Union (contributory place of Perry Barr), and
the borough of Sutton Coldfield. In the con-
struction of these works, and in the acquisition of
land, Mr. Till showed himself an able engineer
and a no less excellent negotiator. Mr. Till was
a widower, but leaves a son—Mr. Guy Till, who
'sengaged in the surveyor's department of the
Birmingham Corporation—and five daughters.
Mr. Cteoroe Henuv Guimwood, J. P., head of

the firm of Messrs. (irimwood and Sons, builders
and contractors, of Sudbury and Ipswich, died on
Monday at Brighton, after a long illness, aged 52
years, ilr. (jrimwood was an alderman .and
lustice of the peac3 for Sudbury, and had twice

' rved as mayor of that boroujrh. His firm
rtcted the new post-office at Ipswich, and
many other buildings in the Eastern Counties.

PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

EliIN-IILUGH AuCHITECTlR.iL SoCIETY. At a

meeting of this society, held in Dowell's Hall, on
Wednesday, February 10th, Mr. William JI.

Cumming, A.K.I.B.A.. president, in the chair,

a paper was read by Mr. J. E. Forbes, intitled

"Normandy." Mr. Forbes g,^ve a very inter-

esting account of his tour, and sketched the

general characteristics of the towns in Normandy,
especially pointing out the peculiar beauty of

colour pervading the landscape. Rouen was
specially mentioned as being exceptionally

artistic, showing marked examples of Hth and
15th-century architecture. Passing on to

Lisieux, Mr. Forbes mentioned the timber-

framed houses as worthy of notice, comparing
favourably with like work in Chester. The
paper was profusely illustrated by limelight

views.

Reiniox of Architects at C.irdii r.—The
annual dinner of the Cardiff, South Wales, and
Monmouthshire Architects' Society was held on
Saturday evening at the Angel Hotel, Cardiff,

when a large company of architects attended

ffom various parts, the guests including Pro-
fessor Aitchison, R.A., P.R.I.B.A., Mr. H. V.

Lanchester (the successful designer in the comp;-
tition for the proposed municipal buildings in

Cithaya Park), the Mayor of Cardiff (Alderman
Kamsdale, J. P.), Canon Thompson, the Deputy-
Mayor (Alderman David .Tones, J. P.), Mr. Lewis
Williams. J. P. (chairman of the Cardiff School

Board), Councillor E. Thomas, J. P., and Mr.
Liscelles Carr, J. P. The chair was occupied by
the president of the society, Mr. C. B. Fowler,
F.R.I.B.A. Mr. E. W. Corbett, M.S..\., gave
the toast of " Our Pastors, Legislators, and
Defenders." Captain W. H. Caple, of the

Severn A'olunteer Division of the Royal Engi-
neers, acknowledged the toast. Canon Thomp-
son, D.D., submitted the toast of the evening,

and expressed the hope that after this lapse of

three years the annual dinner would be continued

in its proper course. The Chairman, in replying,

dwelt upon the state of the South Wales Society,

which was formed in 1890, and although the

membership had decreased from 28 to 18 last

year he was pleased to state that from the

number of applications and the various letters of

inquiry they hoped that in a short time it would
be greatly increased. Professor Aitchison, R.A.,

also responded. Mr. Lascelles Carr submitted

the toast of " The Governing Bodies." The
Mayor (.Alderman Ramsdale). the Deputy-Mayor
(Alderman D. .Tones), and Mr. Lewis Williams
replied. Mr. Edwin Seward, F.RI.B.A., sub-

mitted the toast of " The Master Builders,"

which was replied to by Mr. ,1. E. Turner (presi-

dent of the Master Builders' Association), and
" The Visitors " completed the list.

.Sanitary IxsrECToiis' Association'. — The
15th annual dinner of this association was held at

the Holborn Restaurant on Saturday evening.

Sir .John Hutton, the president, occupied the

chair, and the company numbered about 200.

The President, in proposing "Success to the

Sanitary Inspectors' Association," said its 700

members included many sanitary inspectors

throughout the country. In London there were
only some 200 inspectors for sanitary matters,

and that was a totally inadequate number, seeing

that London possessed some 600,000 houses, so

that each of its sanitary inspectors had under his

charge 3,000 houses and 25,000 persons. The
population test was even more unfavourable. In
one district, where 296,000 persons resided, there

were four inspectors, each having an average
population of 74,000 persons under his charge.

Their remuneration, too, was totally inadequate.

(Jnly nine of the 200 inspectors in London were
in receipt of salaries of upwiirds of £200 per

annum, and 112 received less than £150 per year.

The London County Council, in view of these

facts, was now considering the advisability of

insisting on local authorities increasing the re-

muneratlion of sanitary inspectors in order to

insure a good class of men being attracted to the

service. He presented testimonials on behalf of

the association to Mr. ('. AV. Raymond, hon.

treasurer, and Mr. W. W. West, past-chairman
of the association, in recognition of their services.

Eich received an illuminated address, accompa-
nied in Mr. Raymond's case with a gold watch,

and in that of Mr. West with a writing-case.

(Jther toasts followed.

The Society or Architects.—.\t the monthly
meeting of the Society of Architects, held at St.

.lames's Hall, Piccadilly, W., last (Thursday)
night, Mr. Walter Emden, J.I., L.C.C., the
president, in the chair, Mr. Ernest William
Crickmay, of 5, Rood-lane, E.G., was elected a
member. The I'resident announced that the

annual dinner of the society will take place in

London on Thursday, April 2l8t. Mr. G. A. T.
Middleton, A.E.I.B.A., then read a paper,

illustrated by numerous lantern views, entitled

"Egypt; the Birthplace of Architecture,"
which is fuDy reported on page 20 1

.

CHIPS.
Mr. Herbert Spencer's presentation portrait has

now been finished by Professor Herkomer, R.A.,
and will be exhibited at the Royal Academy this

year.

For the erection of a new district church in Peter-
borough, Mr. W. Boyer, of that city, has been
appointed architect, and has been instructed to

prepare plans for a church to seat 500 persons.

The picture entitled "Sleep," by Mr. Frank
Bramley, A.E.A., which attracted some attention

at the Rjyal Academy last summer, has been bought
for the permanent collection of the Carnegie Art
Gallery, Pittsburg, U.S.A.

The First Commissioner of Works (the Right
Hon. A. Akers-Douglas, M.P.) has declared that on
and after Ist April next no fees will be demanded
lor admission to Glasgow Cathedral.

A mansion at Rivington, near Bolton, erected

many years ago by Mr. C. J. .Stonor, along with lof)

acres of the surrounding land, and coveriug a con-
siderable frontage of the south side of the lower
lake, has been purchased by a couple of Lincashire
poor law authorities for the purposes of a large

institution for the reception of lunatics and
imbeciles.

The Rochdale Board of Guardians have decided
to build a series of cottage houses for children on
the workhouse grounds, at an estimated cost of

about £11,500. Provision will be made for 140 beds.

One of the windows in the Guildhall at York is

about to be filled with stained glass as a memorial
to the late Sir Joseph Terry. The subject will be

:

Kiug Edward IV. assumes the badge of the House
of Lancaster in order to induce the Lord Mayor,
John de Gisbume, and citizens to allow him free

passage through the city (1471).

Permission has been granted to erect the proposed
memorial to the late Sir Charles Craufurd Eraser,

V.C., in the Cavalry Church at Aldershot. Mr.
Gaorge E. Wade, sculptor, has been commissioned
to execute the work.

The London County Council have ju?t converted
the roadway crossing the viaduct on Hinapstead
Heath, and running from the .Spaniards-road to a
spot near Hampstead Heath Railway Station, into a
very tiae cycle track.

Considerable additions are being made to the

head offices otthe Gas Light and Coke Co., West-
minster, and special consideration has been given to

the ventilation, which will be carried out on the

Boyle system.

The sewering of the village of CuUompton has

j U3t been completed for the Tiverton rural district

council. Mr. Barrens has been the engineer, and
Mr. Shaddock the contractor.

A movement has been set on foot for a memorial
decoration of the school-room of the King's School,

Canterbury. It is proposed to retain every piece of

oak at present in the room, including the old oak
rail (originally part of some cathedral pews), on
which so many names and initials have been cut.

It is hoped to combine with the new work some of

the old oak panelling that belonged to the previous

schoolroom (part of the old Almonry Chapel),

which was in use from the Ittth century down to

about 1850.

The River Wear Commissioners have hid erected,

iu order to meet the demand at the Sunderland

Docks for warehouse accommodation a new ware-

house and transit shed. The building, which is

IGOft. long and 46ft. wide, contains three stories,

and has been built by Mr. T. P. Sbaftoe from plans

prepared by officials of the Commission.

The memorial bust of Lord Randolph Churchill,

which has been executed by M^-. Storey, A.R.A.,

for erection within the precincts of the House of

('ommons is ready to be placed in position :
but

some structural alterations have to be made for its

accommodation, and it will not hi inaugurated

before the Easter recess.

Colonel A. J. Ilepper, a Local (lovernment

Board inspector, held an inquiry at Batley Town
Hall on Friday in connection with the corporation's

application for sanction to borrow a sura of .£13,494

for works of surface-water drainage. The borough
surveyor, Mr. O. J. Kirby, represented the cor-

poration.
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liouuNi;, I,iN-(i>i.NsniiiE. — The chancel of
Bourne Al)bpy Church was reopened last week
after restoration from plans by Mr. J.C'.Traylen,
A.R.I.B.A., of Stamford and I'eterborough. The
chancel, as it stands, hae no original relation to
the building : it is the outcome of necessity. In
its entirety, the nave of the Abbey Church ex-
tended beyond the space now over-built by the
chancel, which was built simply to repair the
partially-demolished structure. The roof, as
thus made, was one of stolid ugliness. The ideal

restoration would have been the continuation
eastwards of the grand roof of the nave ; but,
([uite apart from financial considerations, this

could not be undertaken, as the building and roof
were in a sound condition. The walls and stone-
work of the chancel have been cleaned down and
replastered. The memorial mural tablets have
been raised to give way to the warm oak-
panelling, which now extends the entire length
of the chancel; the seating is of English oak.
The eight terminals of the new choir benches
carry emblems of the Sacrament of the Lord's
Supper. The new screen dividing the nave from
the chancel is of English oak tracery, bearing
etligies of the four evangelists, with their
emblems. Other new features are the Com-
munion rails, prayer-desk, and four three-light
liraes pendants tearing incandescent lights. The
pendanta are the work of Messrs. Elgood, of
Leicester. The builders' work has been carried
out by Messrs. Roberts Bros., of Stamford. The
carved work—the emblems and the screen—are
by Messrs. Harry Hems and Sms, Exeter.

EDiMicuGH.—The consecration of the new
synagogue, Graham-street, by the Very Rev. Dr.
Adler, Chief Rabbi, from London, took place on
Sunday week. With the £4,000 the Jewish con-
-gregation received from the corporation for their
-old synagogue in Park-place they purchased the
-Sew Greyfriars Free Church, Graham-street,
'for £2,400, and the balance of the money has
been expended in making the interior suitable for
the purposes of Jewish worship. Formerly the
pulpit stood at the west end of the church, and
the seats were arranged accordingly ; but the fact
that the ark and the pulpit had to be at the east
end necessitated an entire reconstruction of the
interior. The centre of the design is a reading
desk set on a platform in the centre of the area.
It has brass rails. The pews slope upward
from it on the north, south, and west sides.
As no gallery is available for the ladies, space
has accordingly been appropriated on the west
bide of the synagogue, raised, and inclosed with
a light brass grill of Griental pattern. It has a
separate entrance. Cn the east side, on a raised
dais and set close to the wall, is the ark. It
takes the form of an Oriental baldachino, with
pillars at the opening, and having overhead a
golden dome and lantern. It is painted in cream,
gold, and green colours. The synagogue is seated
lor 250 men and i:!0 women. The architect for
the reconstruction was M. N. Thomson, Leith.

•GuxNERsm uY, W.—The new chancel at St.

James's Church has just been consecrated. Ten
years ago the nave and ai.'des were built, part of
the nave being used as a temporary choir and
chancel. The new chancel is the same width as
•the nave, and measures 40ft. in length from the
' hancel arch to the eastern wall, and the height
from Hoor of choir to the apex of ceiling is 42ft.

I In the north side are the vestries and organ-
chamber, with open arches towards the chancel
and nave aisles. Gn the south side of chancel,

lacing the High-road, it is proposed to add at a
future time a south aisle, which may be used as a

morning chapel ; but at present the arches are

tilled in with a temporary wall. The building

hae been carried out in the Early Pointed style,

in harmony with the rest of the church ; but

Ike work in the arches, traceried window.^, and
•credence is somewhat richer in character. The
oak work of the screens and reredos is in a later

style of church work. In the e.ast wall of the

chancel there are six large lancet lights, 17ft.

high, in pairs, with circular cinquefoil and
qiiatrefoil lights over. These windows will

ultimately be filled with painted glass ; but at

present only the two centre lights are so com-
pleted. An oak reredos has been erected at the
back of the altar, and is divided into nine jianels,

with cusped and traceried heads and carved and
enriched cornice. The screen dividing the chancel
from the nave is of light, open oak work. The

nave of the church, owing to the removal of tem-
porary chancel, has had extended pew accom-
modation added, and the pulpit has been altered

and rearranged to suit its new position against
the south jncr nf the chancel arch. The old choir

stalls and altar rail have for the present been
fitted up iu the new chancel, and the existing

organ has been moved to its new position on the
north side. The building work has been executed
by Messrs. Dorey and Co., of Brentfnrd ; the oak
screens and reredus are by Mr. Caldcleugh, of

Durham ; the tile floors Ijy Mes.srs. Carter, John-
son, and Co. The whole of the works have been
carried out from the designs and under the per-

sonal supervision of the architect, Mr. Howard
Chatfeild Clarke, of 03, Bishopsgate - street

Within. The cost has been about £2,7.50.

Newcastle - under - Lyme. — The Bishop of

Lichfield recently opened the new institute at

the corner of Hassells-street and Xorth-street.
It is of red brick, with stone dressings, the style

being Late Gothic. There is a low tower over
the main entrance, and the principal windows
are filled with leaded lights. The large haU or
church-room is 6:5ft. by 28ft., and 2.ift. high to

the principals. This room is fitted with platform
and movable seats, and will also be used as a
gymnasium. On the other side of the main
corridor are a classroom .30ft. by 21ft., a reading-
room 16ft. by 22ft., and a billiard-room 30ft. by
22ft. When required, these three rooms can be
used together, being separated by sliding par-
titions. A smoking-room is situated upstairs,
and a kitchen, heating chamber, and lavatory
accommodation are also provided. The corridors
and other portions of the building have tiled

dados. Messrs. R. Scrivener and Sons, of Hanley,
have been the architects, and Mr. S. Wilton, jun.,

of Newcastle, the builder, Mr. E. Peake, of

Fenton, putting in the heating apparatus. The
total cost has been £3,000.

RoY.\L P.\LACE Hotel, Kex.sixgtox.—Exten-
sive additions have just been completed, in-

cluding the Empress rooms, which consist of the
largest and best arranged ballroom iu London,
which is decorated and furnished throughout.
The whole of the work was carried out in eleven
months. Blessrs. Archibald Smith and Stevens
supplied the lifts, the Coalbrookdale Company
the grates and entrance porch, Messrs. Charles
Knowles and Co. the costly ilapanese papers,
Messrs. Jeffrey ttieleather papers, jlessrs. Graham
and Banks the decorations. Messrs. Legg and
Son were the architects, and Jlessrs. Bywater
the builders. The clerk of works was Mr.
Rowse.

Wakefield.—The new county hall for the
West Riding County Council, built on an isolated

site in the centre of the city at a cost of £120,000,
was opened on Tuesday. The site has an area of

4.5,156 square yards. The architects, Messrs.
Gibson and Kussell, of Gray's Inn, W.C., have
adopted a Renaissance treatment, the chief

features being a dome rising to a height of 130ft.

over the main entrance at the corner of Broad-
street and Cliffe Parade, and a loggia of six arches

in the former street. The main staircase is of

Hoptou stone and leads to the council chamber,
40ft. by 40ft., and ante room, 26ft. square, both
apartments being 24ft. in height. The council

chamber is panelled in mahogany and floored with
oak blocks, the walls and domed ceiling above the
dado being finished in modelled and coloured
plaster work. A library, committee rooms,
luncheon room, and kitchen are also provided.

In Paisley Dean of Guild Court on Friday, plans
of a new eye infirmary to be erected by Provost
Mackenzie as a Jubilee gift to Paisley were passed.

The building will be of stone, and two stories in

height. The site is Mansion House-road. The coat

will be about £4,006.

At a meeting of the Godalming Book Club at the
Grosvenor School iu that town, on Tuesday even-
ing, Mr. Samuel Welmin, architect, read a paper
on the parish church, in which he traced its history

from the days of Rxnult Fl»mbard, Bishop of

Durham and Chancellor to William Rufus, until the
present tim".

The London County Council adopted, on Tues-
day, a recommendation of a committee that the
erection of a block of working-class dwellings on
the Boundary-street area should be intrusted to the

Works Drfpartmeut against a hostile amendment by
58 votes to 45. The architect's estimate of cost is

£13,715. After a brief discussion it was agreed to

contribute £5,000 to the fund for the ac juisition of

Churchyard Bottom Wood, Highgate.

OOJEPETITIONS.
Bishop Aicklaxd.—Sir Henry Bardett, to

whom the committee had referred the matter,

has adjudicated in favour of the plan of Mr. James
Garry, of West Hartlepool, for the erection of

the Bishop Auckland District Cottage Hospital,

projected by Lady Ed in.

Hakuogate.—The committee of the Harro-
gate School of Art have received the report of the

adjudicators, Messrs. \\'oodhouseandWilloughby,
architects, Manchester, upon the competitive

designs for a new technical institute for Harro-
gate, which is estimated to cost £5,000, in addi-

tion to the site. The committee have awarded
the three prizes of £20, £10, and £5 as follows :

—
1, Mr. W. J. Morley, architect, Bradford and
Harrogate ; 2, Messrs. Bland and Brown, archi

tects, Harrogate ; and 3, Mr. J. E. Marshall,

architect, Harrogate.

CHIPS.
The urban district council of Heme B ly , at an

emergency meeting, have decided to twrrow £20,000
to repair the damage to the sea front caused by the
great gale in December.

An adj udication in bankruptcy has been made in

the case of Harry George Wilkins, of Bristol,

builder.

The Marquis of Exeter opened on Thursday in

last week a pariah house erected in Clare Market in

connection with the Church of St. Clement Danes,
Strand. The building has been erected upon a
piece of ground known as " the island," the gift of

Mr. W. F. D. Smith, M.P., at a coat of about
£4,000, exclusive of the site, which is valued at

about £3,000. It contains a hall with seating

accommodation for about 250 persons, and four

other rooms, which are to be used for the purposes
of a creche, men's club-room, dining-hall, class-

rooms. Messrs. H. and P. Currey were the

honorary architects, and Mr. James Carmichael was
the builder.

The Bishop of Rochester took part on Thursday
last in the reopening and dedication of St. Mary
Magdalen, Massinger-street, Old Kent-road. The
renovation of the church, vicarage, and schools has

cost £3,700.

At HoUingbourne, Mid-Kent, on Friday, an
organ which has been built and placed in the parish

church by Messrs. Norman Beard, of London and
Norwich, was dedicated by Dean Farrar.

At St. Gabriel's, Warwick-square, Pimlico, on

Tuesday, Bishop Barry dedicated the reredos, altar-

rails, and other decorations in the sanctuary, the

cost of which (exceeding £2,500) has been defrayed

by Lord Edward Pelham Clinton, Master of the

Queen's Household. The subject of the reredos is

the Crucifixion. The rest is opus scctih; and consists

of types of our Lord as Prophet, Priest, and King,

and of His Passion.

A mission and parish room in connection with the

pariah of Elmbridge was opened at Cutnall Green
on Tuesday week. The room, which is close to the

main road from Droitwich to Kidderminster, will

serve many purposes, and at the rear there are

ante-rooms and stores. Messrs. L. Sheppard and

Sons, of Worcester, were the architects, and the

work has been carried out by Messrs. Emuss and
Harris, of Droitwich.

The death is announced of Mr. Charles W.
Campion, architect and surveyor, which took place

at his residence in Londou-road. Neath, on Sunday,
from pneumonia, after a brief iIlue?B. The deceased,

who was 65 years of age, had lived at Neath for 40

years. His father waa an artist, whose pictures

were held in very high esteem. Until the formation

of district councils took place, Mr. C. W. Campion
was surveyor to the Highway Board of Neath
Union. Mr. Campion's map of the works and
collieries of South Wales is well known. He has

left a widow and three daughters.

At Monday's meeting of the urban district

council for Hoylake and West Kirby purposes com-
mittee, Mr. iLeslie H. Daspher, assistant to the

city surveyor, Lincoln, was appointed assistant

surveyor and assistant inspector of nuisances to the

district, at a salary of £100 a year.

The Egyptian Government has signed a contract

with Messrs. John Aird and Co. for the construc-

tion of barrages at Assouan and at Asuit, the work

to be completed in five years, and payment to be

made by instalments extending over 30 years.

19,031,065 million cubic metres of water will be

stored. Mr. Garston is the engineer-in-chief. The

actual cost of the barrages will be £2,000,000.

Inclusive of interest, the total sum to ba paid will

be £l,SOrt,000, dischargeable by half-yearly instal-

ments of £80,000. extending over a period of 30

years. Messrs. John Aird and Co. have just

ordered 3,000,000 barrels of cement in Europe, to be

delivered in nine months.

I
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ILLUSTRATIONS.
*BLAWITT," GnASGF-OVER-SANDS.—NAT[ONAL GOLD MEDAL

DRAWJSti OF FL'LPIT IS ST. CHAd'S CHURCH, BIRMINGHAM.

—StETROPOLITAS MUSIC HALL, EDGWARE EGAD.— NEW
CRICKET PAVILION, DESSTONE COLLEGE.—TWO 1IOC3ES

AT CHESTER.—ISOLATION HOME ATCHALFONT RT. PETER'S.

—BRIGHTON artisans' DWELLINGS.—PROPOSED PLANS

FOE EAST FINCHLET CONGREGATIONAL HALL AND

SCHOOLS.—AN ALABASTEi: PCLPIT.

^ux 5llustrati0ns.
" BLAWITT, ' (illAXGE-OVEE-SAXDS.

This house is the result of an alteration which
gradually involved almost entire reconstructioQ
of an old house helonging to the late Jlr. G. W.
Dsakin. The general contractor's work was
•executed hj- llr. Enoch Denny, of Grange-over-
Sands, and the panelling of hall, dining-room,
^irawing-room, and billiard-room, and fine stair-

•case up to the first floor by lleesrs. Morrison, of

Liverpool. The panelling and staircase were all

executed in oak. The carving was executed by
Mr. Carlisle, of Barbon, Kirkby Lonsdale. The
architects were Messrs. Willink and Thicknesse,
Liverpool.

rULPIT IN- ST. CH.Ad's, IlIKMINGHAM.

This exceptionally ornate pulpit, originally

belonging to tha church of St. Gt-rtrude,
Louvain, was purchased by the Earl of Shrews-
bury, and presented to the Catholic Church of

St. Chad's, Birmingham. Though a work of

craft rather than design, it is not without merit
in the latter, its bold modelling compensating in

.a measure for the lack of plain surfaces. It is

hexagonal in plan, with sunk panels in four
•faces, the depth of which reduces the internal
measurement to 2ft. 4in. The balusters at angles
stand clear, differ in design, and vary in plan
irom concave hexagonal to circular. Originally
each had a terminal, as shown in illustration :

but these have disappeared together with a
similar, but larger, one from central pendant.
In each face is a seated figure, in the round and
remarkably well cut, representinjr St. Jerome,
St. Gregory, St. Augustine, and St. Ambrose.
Two joists ifrom pier, Sin. by 4in., support the
whole. The drawings illustrated were awarded
a National CJold iledal at South Kensington last

year, and are the work of Mr. Wm. Haywood.

THE METItOI'OLITAN MUSIC HALL.

This well-known variety theatre has just been re-

built. It occupies the site of the previous '
' Metro-

politan," which was erected in 1862 on the same
parcel of land occupied by the '

' Old White
Lion," a hostelry originally founded in 1524,
when "Padynton" was but a small village on
the Edgware-road. So late as the commence-
ment of the present century Paddington numbered
scarcely 2,000 inhabitanta ; to-day it is one of the
largest Parliamentarj- divisions, with two members
of Parliament and 120,000 population. Mr. C.
Gray_ Hill, of Coventry, was the builder of the
present new house, and Mr. Frank Matcham is

the' architect. The construction throughout is

fireprooL

NEW tURKET rAVILIUX, IIENSTIINE COLLEI.K.

This building has recently been erected on a tite

adjoining the college chapel and overlooking the

playing-field. It is built of red brick, with red

sandstone dressings and green slate roof. The
exteinal' woodwork is painted apple green. The
terraces in front of the pavilion are intended to

accommodate spectators. The work has been

carefully carried out by the contractor?, Jlessrs.

Chamberlain Brothers, of Burton-on-Trent. The
architect is Mr. Bertram Hey*ood, M.A.

SEMIDET.\CnED HOVSES, HOOLE IIOAP, IIIESTEK.

These houses, which are being erected for Sir.

Robert Bower, of Chester, are faced with

Haydock Colliery pressed bricks, and the roofs

are covered with Kuabon brown tiles, supplied

by Mr. J. C. Edwards. The builder is Mr.
Samuel Manley, Aston, near Nantwich, and the

architect is Mr. Richard Hall, Bangor, North
Wales.

ISOL.VTIOX home, CH.ILFOXT .ST. PETEk's.

This building, in course of erection, is the gift

of Mrs. Dearmer to the National Society for the

Employment of Epileptics, and although one of the

least in point of size, this home will he by no means
the least useful in the working economy of the

Colony. In style it will harmonise with the series

of buildings already completed or now in progress

at the expense of Sir. J. Passmore Edwards, who
bought the estate and dedicated it to the objects

for which it is now being put by this most useful

and indefatigable Society. Rigid economy has

had to be studied, and picturesqueness is obtained

by the simplest means. The working drawings

herewith photographed show the accommodation
provided. Red brick and tiles, with stone

sparingly used, are the materials employed. The
heating is by Messrs. Haden. The builder is

Mr. George Darlington. Mr. Maurice B. Adams,
F.R.I.B.A., is the architect.

milGHTON artisans' DWELLINGS fllMFETITION.

The drawings which we publish under this head-

ing are those which were placed first out of nine

sets in a competition confined to local architects,

and adjudged by the sanitary committee of the

Brighton Town Council. In making the award
the corporation intimated that they did not

intend to adopt the plans in their entirety. The
joint authors' are Mr. Thomas Garrett, M.S.A.,

of ;i0. Ship-street, Brighton, and Mr. W. E. F.

(iillam, M.S. A., of 162, North-street, Brighton.

There were two sites dealt with, one given to the

town by the mayor. Sir .John G. Blaker, in the

Ijcwes-road, and the other jointly by Messrs.

Daniel Friend and Henry Abbey, in Elm-grove.

Messrs. Garrett and Gillam's scheme, as wiU be

seen from the drawings, comprised two descrip-

tions of dwellings ; the first of two stories, with

back office, containing living-room, kitchen,

scullery, and three bedrooms ; and the second of

three stories, without back oflSce, containing

living-room or kitchen, scullery, and three bed-

rooms. Each house has its own w.c, &c., and is

in all respects self-contained. The two-story

houses were designed for the whole of the Lewes-

road site and for a part of the Elm-grove site,

and the three-story houses for the remaining

portions of the Elm-grove site where necessitated

by the levels of the land. The whole of the

drainage U arranged to be kept outside the

houses. The fronts are faced with red kiln bricks

up to the first-floor level, and above same to eaves

with fine rough cast and red kiln brick dressings.

The roofs are slated. Forecourts are provided

for each house, and open spaces at the rear in

conformity to the by-laws. In addition to the

usual drawings required, competitors had to take

their own levels, and prepare priced detailed sets

of quantities, showing the cost of the proposed

buildings.
an alabaster Pl'LPIT.

The church of SS. John the Baptist and

Patrick, Felling, has been further beautified

by the erection of a new marble pulpit, the

gift of one of the members of the congregation,

Jlr. James McGuinness. The pulpit, which is

here illustrated, is executed in richly carved,

moulded, ami polished alabaster, restinii; on a

moulded base of Frosterley marble. The shaft

above the base is richly traceried and groined,

and has a carved band of conventional vine-leaves

and grapes at the pulpit-fioor level. ( la this

rests the pulpit proper, which is octagonal on

plan, each side of which has two panels, with

traceried heads, and the whole is finished by a

moulded cornice with battlements and carving.

The design is in the Decorated style, and
harmonises well with its surroundings and the

architecture of the church. This work has been
carried out by Jlessrs. Emley and Sons, Limited,

at their Marble Works, Hillgate, Gateshead.

ROYAL ACADEMY DRAWINGS, 1898.

THE last day this year for sending in archi-

tectural and decorative drawings to the

Royal Academy is Jlonday, March 28th next.

We have to acknowledge many promises to

lend us drawings for reproduction before they

are sent in, to be illustrated in our pages after

the exhibition opens as in former years.

We shall be glad to receive other offers of

drawings intended for the Royal Academy, and

they should reach us as early as possible, not

later than March 24th. Contributors who may
wish us to receive and deliver their drawings for

them to Burlington House (and we are willing to

undertake this free of charge for contributors)

must fix a label on the back of the picture and
attach another by means of a string. These
labels must give the title of the subject, and also

the name and address of the sender. The labels

can be obtained from the secretary of the Royal

Academy of Arts, Burlington House, Piccadilly.

CHIPS.
The Peel Portrait Committee have resolved that,

pending the removal of Mr. W. (i. Orchardson's
canvas of the ex- Speaker to Burlington House for

the Royal Academy Exhibition, it shall be hung in

the dining-room ol the Speaker's residence in the

same position as it is intended to occupy permanently

at a later stage.

Three large warehouses forming a stone-fronted

block four stories in height have just been built in

Golden-lane and Cripplegate-street, E.G., for an
ostrich feather merchant. Three hundred girls and
men will be employed in the building, which has

been erected from plans by Mr. George Vickery,

A.K.I.B.A., of 50, Gresham- street, E C. Messrs.

Lawrence and Sons were the builders.

The improvement committee of the town council

of Brighton have been considering the question of

altering the building by-laws now in force in the

borough, one of which has recently been found to

give the works committee some difiiculty in their

desire to deal effectively with the artisans' dwellings

proposed to be erected in Elm-grove and on the

Lewes-road. On the recommendation of the

borough surveyor, they have resolved that the town
clerk he instructed to draw up and submit an
amendment to the by-laws, providing that in

the case of buildings being three stories in height in

consequence of a room in the roof, the thickness of

the main wall of the building shall be 13in. for

the first story, and Siin. for the remainder of

the building.

Another historical work will shortly be added to

the decorations of the London Royal Exchange.

Mr. Seymour Lucas, R.A., has completed his picture

of William the Conqueror granting a charter to the

City of London, and this wiU be placed in proper

sequence in the Ambulatory. Mr. Sigismunde

Goetze is engaged now on a representation of

" King Richard III. being offered the Crown," and
Mr. E. A. Abbey on a picture of " Lord Mayor
Battlesdou giving his award in the Livery precedence

dispute."

It has been decided by the directors of the Vale

of Glamorgan Railway Company to construct a loop

line so as to avoid for the present the viaduct at

Forth Kerry, one of the pillars of which recently

collapsed. The work has been intrusted to Messrs.

Price and Wills.

The Bill for incorporating the Blackpool and

Garstang Railway Company proposes to confer

power upon a new company to construct a double

line of railway commencing in Blackpool, on the

east side of Park-avenue, and terminating at

Catterall, by a junction with the London and

North - Western Railway, over which runniug

powers are sought to be exercised into Garstang

and Catterall Stations. The total length of this

railway will be 13^ miles, and the engineer estimates

that it can be constructed for £213,807.

An important change in the market arrange-

ments at Smithfield has just been effected by the

City Corporation at a cost of over £20,0110. For

some years past there has existed in the centre of

Smithfield a fish market, but, owing to the position

and surroundings, it has proved a failure. The
corporation recently resolved to remove the market

to a new site in the centre of the vegetable and

flower section near the Farringdon Street Railway-

station. A number of shops have been erected,

and the new market has almost absorbed the

vegetable section.
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(I^nginttring i^otes.

BiRMiKouAM.—The directors of the Great
Western Railway are considering a scheme for

«xtension and improvement of their system
between Birmingham and Wolverhampton. This
scheme, if carried out in its entirety, will involve
the expenditure of an enormous sum of money.
The idea is to duplicate the metals at Birming-
ham between the north side of Snow Hill Station,

from Charles -street and Handsworth Junction.
The company have acquired the whole of the land
necessary for the project between Birmingham
,ind Handsworth. The stations at Hockley, Soho,
and Handsworth will be materially improved ancl

enlarged, and the goods depots are to be re-

modelled and increased in size. When the land
is prepared, the work of laying down the two
additional lines of metals will be begun ; but it is

not e.\pected that the undertaking will be com-
pleted under about two years. The general scheme
is much larger, for it is in comtemplation as soon
as the iiirmingham and Handsworth work is

finished to double the lines between Snow Hill
and Small Heath and between Handsworth
Junction and Wolverhampton.

CiTv .\Nii BmxToN R.\iLw.\Y.—The shareholders
of the City and South London Railway Company
have formally approved the Bill for incorporating
a City and Bri.\ton Railway Company, and for

empowering the latter to construct an under-
ground railway from the City and South London
Railway, in Southwark, to Bri.Kton Hill. The
proposed company, if sanctioned, will utilise the
present terminal station in King William-street
and the e.xisting tunnels under the Thames to the
Borough, to be abandoned by the City and South
London Company on the completion of the exten-
sion to Moorgate-fetreet. The City and Brixton
line will commence at a junction about 200 yards
on the London side of the present Borough
.Station, and proceed down the Borough-road to

St. George's-circus, and then into Lambeth-road
and up Kennington-road, passing over the South
London line at Kennington Park and on to a
point about 30 yards beyond the Brixton Station
of the Chatham and Hover Railway. An exchange
station communicating with the City and South
London Company's Henman-street Station will

be made at Benman-street by widening the pre-
sent tunnels. Passengers from this station will

jointly use the lifts and station of the City and
South London company. Another station will be
at St. George's-circus, and at the Oval there will

be an exchange station. The Brixton and City
Railway Bill was read a second time in the House
of Commons on Jlonday night.

Leith.—The new swing bridge across the
harbour of Leith, which connects the thorough-
fares of Bernard-street and Commercial-street,
was opened on Friday. The reconstruction of

the bridge was begun in Jlay of last year by the
Leith Dock Commission. The contract for the
mason work was given to Mr. John Bert, con-
tractor, and the tender for the steel work and
hydraulic machinery was placed in the hands of

Sir W. G. Armstrong and Company, Newcastle.
The total cost has been about £S,000. The length
of the structure is 100ft., and the width 37ft.

The former drawbridge was 26ft. wide. On the
bridge a double line of tramway rails has been
laid down in Bernard-street and Commercial-
street. (In each side of the bridge there is a foot-

path 7Jft. wide. The bridge is carried on a central
cast-iron pivot with steel socket fixed in the
massive framework. The structure consists of
four steel girders, with two side girders of lattice

work, which form the parapets. The bridge
weighs 3-tO tons, and is swung by hydraulic
rams. The steel work and hydraulic machinery
were erected to the design and under the direc-
tion of Mr. Peter AVhyte, superintendent of the
harbour and docks.

V.41XIHI.L BiiiDciE.—A design for the new
bridge over the Thames at A'aushall has been
approved by the London County Council. Sir
Alexander R. Binnie, engineer to the Council,
has prepared the design, which embodies the
principle of a granite bridge backed with con-
crete. The structure will have the appearance of
a granite bridge, .and the design permits of it

being erected like Wiiterloo or London Bridge.
The bridge will have five arches, supported by
four piers and suitable abutments. The central
span will be H9ft. 9in., two intermediate spans
144ft. 6|in., and the two land spans 130ft. 6Jin.
each in width. The structure will be 760ft. in

length, and only 2Sft. in height above Trinity
high- water mark. In order to break up the long
line of parapet, the engineer has introduced
columns, which will ultimately carry the lamps
for the illumination of the roadway and the river.

The Parliamentary estimate for the cost is

£380,000.

CHIPS.
A freehold ground-rent of £200 per annum,

secured on No. 70, Lombard-street, with reversion
to the rack-rent in 36 years, was sold at the Mart
on Tuesday for £12,200, or exactly 61 years'
purchase.

Mr. John Whitton, formerly engineer-iu-chief of

the New South Wales State Railway, has just died
in Sydney. Mr. Whitton was bom at Wakefield, in

Yorkshire, in 1S19. After many years' experience
on the English railways, he was appointed in March,
18.56, on the recommendation of the President of the
Board of trade, engineer-in-chief of the New South
Wales Railways, and had sole charge of the con-
struction of railways and also of railway surveys
in the colony. For many years he was also in

charge of the locomotive and permanent way
branches. Mr. Whitton retired in 1890.

The urban district council of Xewton-in-Maker-
field have resolved to establish waterworks for the
district in accordance with a report by Mr. Richard
Brierley, C.E. The scheme has been reported upon
favourably by Mr. D. Gaskin, of Nottingham,
and Mr. Hill, water engineer to the Manchester
Corporation.

The extensive sawmUls and timber - yard of
Messrs. Christopher Brown and Co., at West
Hartlepool, were destroyed by a fire on Friday.
The damage is estimated at £10,000. Many men
are thrown out of work.

The sales at the Auction Mart last week, as
registered at the Estate Exchange, produced the
considerable aggregate of £189,S5S, in comparison
to £94,787 for the corresponding week of last year.
The properties on offer were very numerous, but,
with few exceptions, not very important in character,
and the demand fully kept pace with the increased
supply, good prices being maintained throughout.

On Sunday the Bishop of Worcester consecrated
the new transepts and nave of St. Margaret's
Church, Olton, together with a pulpit, and pews in

the north and south aisles, which have been given
by two friends of the church. St. Margaret's was
opened two years ago, but only proper seating
accommodation has hitherto been provided in the
nave, chairs having been used in the north and
south aisles. These have now been replaced by
pews corresponding with those in the nave. The
new pulpit is of open traceried work and panels,
with a central figure of St. Margaret. The work
is by Mr. Bridgman, of Lichfield. The steps
leading to the pulpit are of marble. The chancel
screen, which is of alabaster, is 3 ft. high.

The Duke of Norfolk will lay the foundation-
stone of a new public hall and club premises in
connection with St. George's Cathedral in West-
minster Bridge-road, on Saturday, March 19.

At West Ham on Monday Mr. G. E. Hilleary
held an inquest as to the death of William M.
Whittell, 48, a builder, lately residing at 22,
Idmiston-road, Forest Gate. It was proved that
deceased fell from his bicycle in a fit, and, being
unable to give his name and address, by the advice
of a medical man was conveyed to the West Ham
Hospital. The post-mortem examination revealed
that death was due to extensive cerebralhemorrhage,
caused by extreme muscular exertion. The jury
returned a verdict in accordance with the medical
evidence.

The Duchess of Cleveland, who some time since
presented a stained-glass window to the parish
church of St. Mary, Battle, in memory of the late

Duke of Cleveland, has now supplemented the gift

by the erection of a reredos.

The Guard-street schools for the Workington
School Board are being warmed and ventilated by
means of Shorland's patent Manchester grates, the
same being supplied by Messrs. E. H. Shorland and
Brother, of Manchester.

The board of guardians for the Stockport Union
met on Monday to consider the proposed erection of
a workhouse. There was considerable discussion
over a suggestion to divide the contract into two
and to let the work to different contractors.
I'ltimately it was proposed to accept a tender of
£138,476 for the whole of the works. An amend-
ment postponing any further action until after the
election of a new Board was, however, carried by
17 votes to 1.5.

The sanitary committee of the Manchester Cor-
poration have reported in favour of an extension of
the Monsall Fever Hospitil, at an estimated cost

of £27,000. It is proposed to construct additional
wards—including an isolation ward and an erysipelas
ward—with new administrative buildings.

PARLIAMENTART NOTES.
The National CoLi.Ecnoss.— Sir C. Dilke asked

the Chancellor of the Exchequer on Friday whether
he had further considered the expediency of a Civil

Works Loans Bill for spreading over several years
the cost of such woiks as those connected with the
rehousing of portions of the National Collections,

The Chancellor of the Exchequer : Yes, sir, I have
considered this matter. A Bill has been prepared,
and will shortly be introduced.

The Wallace CoLLEcriox.—Mr. Akers-Douglas,
in answer to Lord Balcirres on Friday, said : The
Trustees of the Wallace Collection have proposed
extensive alterations and additions to Hertford
House, in order to render it suitable for exhibition

purposes. These alterations and additions will be
carried out by the Office of Works, and have already

been commenced. There is no probability of their

being completed and the collection arranged for

exhibition at least for 18 months from the present
time.

Co>n)iTios OF Westmixstee Hall.—Chemists'
AD^^CE MoEE Valuable than that of any
Amount of -lECHrrECis.—Earl Stanhope asked, on
Friday, whether, in view of the decay or deprecia-

tion of the stone on the south side of the new wall
of Westminster Hall, they would take early steps to

repair or to silicate the same. He said that on the

south-western side of Westminster Hall the new
stone had turned a white colour, and decay was
rapidly going on. He suggested that a Depart-
mental Committee consisting of a few architects

should inspect the wall and see what steps could be

taken.—The Earl of Pembroke said that he was
informed by the First Commissioner of Works that

the wall on the west side of the interior of West-
minster Hall had been, since it was refaced by the

late Mr. Pearson, the subject of much consideration

and concern to the Ofiice of Works, owing to the

decay that set in on certain portions immediately
after the completion of the work. Two kinds of

stone were used in the alteration, Ketton and
Anstone, and it was almost entirely in respect to the

former that the decay had taken place. Every
effort had been made to discover the cause of the

decay, even to a minute analysis of both the stone

and mortar used in the wall, but without any light

being thrown on the subject, and an indurating

process recommended by the late Mr. J. L. Pearson,

R.A., which was applied in 1896, had not been

successful. The failure was the more remarkable

because the same stone used on the exterior showed
no signs of decay. The matter was receiving every

attention, and steps would be taken to apply any
process which might give reasonable promise of

success. He would represent the suggestion as to

the Departmental Committee to the First Commis-
sioner ; but it appeared to him to be a chemical

rather than an architectural question, and, there-

fore, any committee who might be appointed should

not necessarily be composed of architects, but

rather of persons with a knowledge of the chemical

process that went on in stones, whose advice would
probably be more valuable than that of any amount
of architects.

STAINED GLASS.
Old Whittington Church, Chesteefield.—

This week men have been engaged fixing a stained

glass window of three lights and tracery, the sub-

j act in the centre light being that of the Crucifixion,

and the sinister and dexter lights respectively

Nathaniel under the Fig Tree and Christ's Charge

to St. Peter, whilst the large tracery is represented

with Our Lord in Majesty and Angels with Censers.

The details are of an elaborate character. The
window is from the studio of Messrs. Swaine,

Bourne, and Son, King Edward's-road, Birming-

him, under the supervision of Messrs. Rollinson and

San, architects.

The Wakefield and district master builders have

decided to form an association. Mr. J. Bagnall, of

Eastmoor, has been elected president, and Messrs.

E. A. Elvey, of Belle Vue, and H. Fallas, of

Horbuiy, vice-presidents.

Colonel the Marquis of Breadalbane, K.G., opened

on Friday a new Volunteer drill ball at Blairgowrie

for C Companv 5th Volunteer Battalion Royal

Highlanders. The building is situated in Union-

street, and comprises a drill-hall 60ft. by 40ft.,

armoury rooms for officers and men, lavatories, &c.

The plans were by Mr. Robert Reid, Blairgowrie,

and the total cost was £S50.

A special meeting of the Bith Board of Guardians

was held on Friday to consider a scheme for alter-

ing and reconstructing the workhouse on Did Down
so as to meet the requirements of the local govern-

ment board. The scheme for building a separate

and new infirmary at an estimated cost of £40,000

having been disapproved, the scheme now discussed

was drawn up by the architect, Mr. Oliver, the

cost being estimated at £30,000. It was decided to

consult the local government board before coming

to a decision as to the plans.
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TO OOBBESPONDENTS.
rWe do not hold ouraelvea responsible for the opinions of

our corresponJenta. All communications should be
drawn up as briefly as possible, as there are many
claimants upon the space allotted to correspondents.]

It is particularly requested that all drawings and all

eoQunumcations respecting illustrations or literary matter

honld be addressed to the EDITOR of the Buildinq
News, 332, Strand, W.C, and not to members of the staff

by name. Delay is not unfreijuently otherwise caused.

All drawings and other communications are sent at con-

tributors' risks, and the Editor will not imdertake to

pay for, or be liable for, unsought contributions.

Cheques and Poat-oflBce Orders to be made payable to

TBB STBiJTD NeWSPAPEB CoMPANT, LliUTED.

TEEMS OF SUBSCErPnON.
One Pound per annum (post free) to any part of the

United Kingdom; for Canada, Nova Scotia, and the

United States, £1 6s. Od. {or Sdols. 30c. gold). To Prance
or Bdginm, £1 6s. Od. (or 33fr. 30c.) To India, £1 6s. Od.

To any of the Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the

Cape, the West Indies, or Natal, £1 69. Od.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.

.The charge for Competition and Contract Advertise-

ments, Public Companies, and all official advertdaemente

il iB. per line of Eight words, the first line counting as

two, the rT*i"i"iiim charge being 5s. for four lines.

The charge for Auctions, Land Sales, and Miscellaneous

Aod Trade Advertisements (except Situation advertise-

ments) is 6d. per line of Eight words (the first lint

oonnting as two), the TninjTniim charge being 48. 6d. for

40 words. Special terms for series of more than six

insstionB can be ascertained on application to the Pub-
liihei.

Itent^page Advertisements 2s. per line, and Paragraph
Advertisements Is. per line. No Front-page or Paragraph
Advertisement inserted for less than 5s.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the

office not later than 3 p.m. on Thursday. Front-page
Advertisements and alterations in serial advertisements

must reach the office by Tuesday morning to secure

Insertion.
Situations.

The charge for advertisements for *' Situations Vacant '*

or *' Situations Wanted " is One Shilliso fob Twkntt-
VOUB Woaos, and Sixpence for every eight words after.

AU Bituation Advertisements must be prepaid.

NOTICE.

Bound copies of Vol. LXXn. are now ready, and
should be ordered early (price Twelve Shillings each),

as only a limited number are done up. A few
bound volumes of Vols. XXXTX.., XL ., XLI.,
XLVI., XLIX., LI., Lni., LVm., LIX.,
Lxi., Lxn., T.xTTT , Lxrv., lxv., lxvi.,
Lxvn., Lxvm., lxix., lxx., lxxi., t.xxii.
may still be had, price Twelve Shillings ; all the other
Iwnnd volumes are out of print. Most of the back*
numbers of former volumes are, however, to be had
singly. Subscribers requiring any back numbers to

complete volume just ended should order at once, as

many of them soon run out of print.

Ekceived.—F. N.—S. F. B. -D. T. W.—L. H. and Son.
N. S. C—F. D. S.—A. B. (Liverpool).

W. J. B. (We cannot undertake to give legal opinions as
between landlord and tenant ; but we think you are
bound to pay the rent. You may have a claim against
the landlord for damages, and we should advise you to

consult a solicitor thereon.)—G. J. S. (The company
came to grief, and its promoter has since been bankrupt
— not under the most creditable circumstances.)

of Architecture," hia work in connection with

the Institute examinations, and the fact that

during his reign as Crown Surveyor he has

secured the very best architectural results on the

Crown Estate, to be allowed to pass unnoticed ':

Has Professor Robert Kerr done nothing towards

the elevation of the lileralure of our profession,

nothing in his executed works, nothing by the

refinement of his intellect, which must have made
in years gone by (it did upon mine) such an im-

pression upon the attendants at the meetings at

No. 9, Conduit-street, to bring him within the

Charter scope oi '
' promotion of architecture

'

'

'

And other names could easily lie suggested

the owners of which are thoroughly entitled

to the honour. Bat, as I said at the Institute,

it becomes really impossible to suggest any

name at all, because the " snuggery," by

its action, places a distinct obstacle in the

way—the obstacle being that if one presses

forw.ard a candidate, however worthy, it is

at the cost of fighting one's own President.

The want of tact, the want of mere common-
sense, the want of consideration for the privileges

of the general body of members, are indelibly im-

pressed upon the action of the Council.
_
They,

and they alone, are responsible for placing our

President in the position in which he is placed.

They have permitted to arise a little blot upon what

should, and would a little later on, ha\ e been a

clear and fair shield ; and if I were the President,

I should say, " Save me from my friends !
" The

Council have proceeded in this matter exactly as

they have done in many other instances : they

think and act as if the whole corporate body

were mere subscribers of so many guineas a year,

and had no voice whatever in the affairs

of the Institute ; they arrogate to themselves

any outside attraction which they can secure ;

they comfort themselves with all the at-

tributes of a mutual admiratiom society

;

they send forth opinions and plans as the

work of " The Royal Institute of British

Architects," of which that Royal Institute is

absolutely and entirely ignorant, and upon which

it is completely uninformed ; they endeavour to

suppress from the Journal all that may expose

their Aortcomings ; and, finally, they seek to

gather into their own undivided anH precious

hands the bestowal of the Royal Gold Jledal,

that signal honour the bestowal of which the

Charter confers upon the corporate body.

It is against this line of conduct which I

have persistently and consistently protested, and

against which I shall, on every proper occasion,

continue to protest ; and I am happy to find that,

although " An Art Worker " does not " approve

of my methods," he at least is with me in the

endeavour to prevent our prerogatives being

gradually filched from us by a practically self-

elected permanent council.—I am, &c.,

\Vm. Woodw.^rd.

13, Southampton-street, Strand, Feb. 23.

Intoommutttcatton.

QUESTIONS.
[11903.] — Specifications. — What ia the exact

meaniog in the following extract from specification for

painting new plastered walls? "The walls shall bft

cleaned down, prepared, sized, and painted three coats of

lead paint in approved tints." What I want to know is

the word '* preparing " to be taken as meaning a coat of

oil and driers, or is such coat to be taken as meaning the

first coat of the three coats of lead paint as specified f If

the latter, then the word " preparing," as applied to new
work, is a misnomer, because all that is required to be
done in new work ia cleaning down after ceiling whitening,

and then the oil and drier coat to receive paint.—Per-
PLExiii) Sti-iikst.

[11904.]-Wind Pressure on Bridge Girders.—
Can anyone inform me how wind pressure is allowed for

on the main girders of a plate-girder bridge, and should

any allowance be made for vertical pressure 1 The out-

line cross-section of bridge would be like this :
—

iMA/rt Qm pe« J

Comsponbmct.

THE ROYAL GOLD MEDAL AT THE
INSTITUTE.

To the Editor of the Buildixo H ews.

Sir,—The well-reasoned letter of " An Art
Worker," which appears in your last issue, does,

80 far as my main contention is concerned, agree
with the general principle which I expressed at

No. !', Conduit-street. I was roused to speak,

not because I had any doubts as to the eligibility

of our President, but because the nomination
<ame from the Council, with a decided colouring
of the " snuggery " (as "An Art Worker " puts
it), against which I have protested again and
.again during the last few years.

I may, or may not, agree with the names
which " An Art Worker " puts forth as worthy
of the Royal CJold Jledal ; but of one thing I am
certain, and that is, that there are gentlemen
whom I can name who have thoroughly well
-earned the honour which the bestowal of the
medal confers, and who have done excellent and
laudable service in the direction of that "pro-
motion of architecture," which, according to the
Charter of the Institute, constitutes the ground
for the grant of the medal.
Vor example. Did the late Wyatt Papworth

do nothing for the promotion of architecture 'r

Has Arthur Cates done nothing to entitle him to
the honour r Are his labours on the '

' Dictionary

CHIPS.

The Bishop of Rochester on Saturday consecrated

the new church of Holy Trinity, Roehampton, the

foundation-stone of which was laid in April, 189(j,

by the late Duchess of Teck.

The Great Western Riilway Company are about

to expend about £40,000 in building a new station

at Carmarthen, and a smaller amount in erecting a

goods station at Tenby.

At the last meeting of the Hants County Council,

it was announced that a residence had been erected

for the chaplain at the county lunatic asylum at

Fareham, from plans by Messrs. Canceller and Hill,

of Winchester, Messrs. Green being the contractors.

Plans and a report by the county surveyor were

submitted for the extension of the asylum at a cost

of £21,000 by the addition of infirmary wards con-

taining 150 beds. This exteusion will raise the

accommodation to 1,200 beds, its full limit of

capacity. The plans were approved. It transpired

that the entire cost to the county of preparing plans

were .£100 paid to a draughtsman, whereas if the

council had consulted an outside architect the outlay

would probably have been from £1,400 to £2,000.

At a general meeting of the Rival Society of

Painters iu Water Colours held on Friday evening,

Messrs. Louis Davies and James Paterson were

elected Associates.

The Lowestoft Town Council have decided to

place 40 groynes upon their south beach from the

south pier to the borough boundary, at a cost of

£1,300. The borough surveyor has been instructed

to prepare plans for a concrete sea-wall to protect

the Denes. A Horsfall refuse destructor has been

determined upon, the cost of which will be £3,000.

I have been unable, so far, to find any reference to this in

books on bridge construction.— C. E.

[1190.-).]—Balloon Framing, Plastering:. &c.—
I shall be glad of information on the subject of balloon

framing as practised by the Americans, and if any corre-

spondent can recommend a cheap book on the subject

I shall be obliged. I shall also be glad to know how
Portland cement plastering is done on lathwork. Owing
to the brittleness of the mortar, phisterers tell me they

cannot work it satisfactorily on laths. Misons also object

to using Portland-cement mortar for walling for the same

reason. 1 am told that one part of cement to sut of sand,

with one part of foundry loam added to make it work fat,

makes a very strong mortar. The foundry loam in

country districts is, however, difficult to get. Would
putting lime answer as well as the loam for toughening

purposes while working? I am aware that the lime

would weaken the mortar ; but so would the loam. Will

blue lias lime gauged with Portland cement make a satis-

factory plaster for outside work .' If so, in what propor-

tion should the lime, cement, and sand be used ;
and

should hair be incorporated with the mortar ? An answer

will be much appreciated.—Excalibee.

[11906.]—House Drainage —How can a detached

villa, nearly square in block, De drained! The soil-pipe

and bath-waste come down at the back, and the scullery

sink is on the right-hand side, not far from comer. Is it

necessary to have an inspection chamber where these

drains meet, besides one in front of house next the road

along which the sewer runs ! It seems necessary to run

the main house drain down the right-hand side of house

between these two chambers, and to make separate

branches into it for rain-water pipes. Am I right here
J

Then is it necessary to ventilate the manholes, or which

one-probably the interceptor? Are there any good

patterns of gully traps for stackpipes in stoneware or

iron ? Will be glad of information.—Domds.

[11907.1- Jointing Drain-Pipes.—1 should be glad

to hear the opinions of practical correspondents as to the

most desirable joint for drain-pipes (stoneware). Some
recommend neat cement, others cement and sand m cer-

tain proportions : others prefer the Stanford patent jomt.

Which has been found to answer the best m ground that

is clayey, or that is apt to settle .' Is there much differ-

ence in c08t?-SnjM.\.

[1190.9. 1-Plaatering- Hospital Wards.—Is there

any plaster or cement specially used for this purpose '.

Is Keen's or Parian cement a good covering for walls

where hardness and non-porosity and cleanliness are

necessary ! A tiled dado is often provided. An opmion

from a specialist will be valued.—A. L.

ItSFLIES.

[11887.] -Load on Girder.—Let A B represent the

girder resting on the rolled joist at C. Consider A B as a

A C

X
I

U ~ •* lo

lever whose fulcrum is B, loaded with weight W at the

end K. Let x = the pressure on rolled joist at C. Ihen,

taking momentsabout fulcrum B, we have—

X xCB = 'WxAB.
or— IOj: = 14 X 12.

_ 14 X 12_
Therefore -

10
^ 16'8tons.

Hence the pressure at C is Ifi .S tons. - H. BusBRinr.E.

lUOno.l-WaterprooflnfrRough-Oast.-Anibble
wall rouKh-cast is verv exposed to be attackf d by driving

lain Its veiv rnughnesa favours the lodgment of water.

•• U '

C S ' recommends saturating the wall with several

appiicl^tionsof hot boiled oil. or linseed oil, in which gue

has been dis.solved. Boiled oil will do good, and the

gelatine solution, and the tallow soap in boiling water are

fiseful as preventives of dampness, by closing the pores

of the plaster. Szerchuev's solutions and the tluate

supplied by the Bath stone Hnns are also found to prevent

the percolation .if moisture, and •• Enquirer might try

them They both waterproof the stone or plaster. U
lhe.«e fail, I should recommend the wall to be battened

inside.—A BiiLPEB.
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LEOAI. INTELLIGENCE.
Claim by ax ABniiTzci.—At a special sitting of

Chester County Court, last week, his Honour
Sir Horatio I.loyd was engaged for several hours in

bearing an action brought by Danid J.Kennedy,
surveyor and architect, Liverpool, to recover £31 Ills.

from John Bird, landlord of the Fielding Arms
Hotel, Pantasaph, for professional services and
expenses incurred, riaintift's case was that while
he was engaged doing some work in the neighbour-
hood of Holywell Convent for Mr. Kirby, architect,

Liverpool, he was introduced to defendant, and
subsequently he prepared plans for the erection of
nine cottages and a shop at Holywell for defendant.
The plans were passed by the urban district council

;

but at the last moment defendant was not able to

raise the mortgage money, and accordingly was not
able to carry the work out, so plaintiff did not
prepare the specifications. Finally plaintiff pressed
for the payment of his bill, and defendant offered

him three guineas. Plaintiff estimated that the
work could be done for £1,100. and he charged
commission at the rate of 2^ per cent, on that
amount. I'laintiff denied that it was suggested
that he should do the work for defendant in a
friendly manner. Evidence in support of plaintiff's

case was given by Mr. Whalley, architect, Chester,
and Mr. Owen, architect, Liverpool. For the defen-
dant it was contended that this was an arrange-
ment based on friendship. Plaintiff" went down
and stayed occasionally with defendant, who did
not charge him anything, and Mr. Bird being
anxious to help plaintiff in his business, introduced
him to Mr. Montgomery, a brewer. There was
no understanding as to payment for the plans,
and defendant did not adopt them beciuse he was
informed by a builder that if the buildings were
erected according to them they would cost something
like £2,000instead of £1,000. It was further claimed
that plaintiff was not entitled to commission in a
speculative transaction of this kind, and that £6
paid into court by defendant was all plaintiff was
entitled to. His Honour pointed out that the £il

was not paid into court in time, nor was it paid with
any proportionate costs, so that in two respects it

failed. The payment of the money into court
determined the verdict, except as to the amount.
Defendant's counsel submitted that plaintiff's

i

charges were excessive, and he called two Liverpool
j

architects in support of this view. His Honour, in
giving judgment, said he could quite understand
that owing to the hilly nature of the site of the pro-
posed buildings plaintiff's work was not easy. On
the other hand, the parties met in a friendly kind of
way, and there was a good deal of mutual obliga-

;

tion. With regard to the contention that the plans
could not be carried out at the proposed cost, he
pointed out that it was often necessary to ask archi-
tects to cut down their plans. Under all the cir-

cumstsuices, he should give plaintiff a verdict for ten
i

guineas, with costs on that amount.

Libel Acnox Agaisst a City Si-r\'Eyor.—
Nash v. Davis.—At the Bristol Assizes, before Mr.
Justice Darling and a special jury, an action was
heard on Wednesday and Thursday in last week, in
which Percy Alan Nash sued Charles Edward
Davis, city surveyor, of Bath. The statement of
claim alleged that the defendant libelled the plain-
tiff by the publication of a certain statement with
regard to the construction of a proposed new road
at Bath, from the end of Pierrepont-street to
Pulteney-street. Damages were laid at £250.
Defendant denied the allegation, and stated that
what he did publish was in his official capacity
at the request of the corporation of Bath.
Plaintifi's counsel stated that the plaintiff was for a
time in the employ of the defendant. In 1885 the
plaintiff conceived an idea of making a new road
over waste lands of the^corporation, and joining
Pierrepont-street, Bridge - street, and Pulteney-
bridge, and this plan eventually came before the
notice of the corporation. Plaintiff mentioned the
plans to the defendant, who said, "That is no good;
I tried it myself thirty years ago, and failed to carry
it." A few days afterwards Mr. Nash met Mr.
William Lewis, and showed him the plans, which
Mr. Lewis showed to Alderman Jolly. They were
eventually deposited at the town clerk's office.

After a time the plaintiff heard that these plans had
been submitted to the corporate property committee
by the defendant as being copies of plans prepared
by himself. These plans were afterwards dealt
with in a report which the defendant, as architect
for the city of Bath, had prepared, and which was
printed and fixed in the Guildhall. It was in this

report that the libel complained of was published,
as follows ;

— *' In 189.5, in consequence of a letter

from the town clerk, Mr. Hunter called at my
office. He asked my clerk, Mr. Nash, to show him
the plan of the road. In my absence, Mr. Nash
made search in Pulteney-street for the plan, and
again the same day, accompanied by a pupil, but
unsuccessfully. I found the plans of the roads
' not in their accustomed place.' Shortly after this
Mr. Nash informed me that he had been making a
plan for a new road from Pierrepont-street to New
Market-row, which Mr. Moger, clerk to the urban
sanitary authoritv, and father-in-law to Mr. Nash,

thought excellent. < )n his describing it to me I

recognised it as the same as my own. I told him
so, and I thought my so expressing myself was
sufficient, and from his being in my employ, in

possession of knowledge that otherwise would not

have been the case, I consider that in this matter he

has not been loyal to me. Mr. Nash has been in

my constant employ something like ten years, ex-

clusive of a short time when he started for himself,

but, on his solicitation to return, I again availed

myself of his services." Counsel thought the charge
of disloyalty was a very grave charge to a profes-

sional man. The plain innuuendo was that the plain-

tiff took advantage of his position, surreptitiously

copied plans, and put them before the council as his

own. Anything more injurious than this to a man
in his client's position he could hardly imagine.

Percy Alan Nash, the plaintiff', corroborated this

opening statement. Cross-examined ; He never

saw an entry in the defendant's index box relating

to drawings for the Orange <.irove-road. In the

summer of 189.> Major Davis left his old office in

Pulteney-street, which remained unoccupied, except

for the old papers which remained in the pigeon-

holes. He took a Mr. Clarke there to look for some
plans of the house. Mr. Clarke never asked to see

the plans of the new road. His lordship re-

marked that it was somewhat odd that due
north was at the upper part of the original

plans, but not on the < irdnance maps, though the

same peculiarity was observed in the new plans pre-

pared by plamtift'. Plaintiff, in reply to Dr. Blake
Odgers, stated that after Major Davis had ex-

expressed disapproval of what witness had done, he
had his plans lithographed, and sent copies to mem-
bers of the town council. He did not consider he
was competing against his employer in what he did.

It would have been wrong to have so competed with
his employer in this matter. Evidence of publica-

tion of the alleged libel was given. For the de-

fendant it was argued that there was no evidence of

malice disclosed. Defendant's clerk had done some-
thing improper, and, when called upon to make this

report. Major Davis had been bound to refer to it. He
was not responsible forwhat the members of the town
council might think fit to do. They ordered this

report to be printed at the expense of the corpora-

tion. The occasion for the publication was privi-

leged. Mr. Cyril Thompson, an architect and
surveyor in private practice in Bristol, said he was
formerly a pupil of the defendant at Bath. Plain-

tiff was there at the time. At the request of

defendant he made an index of the plans at the

offices in Pulteaey-street, including a roll of plans
relating to a proposed new road from Pulteney-
street to Pierrepont-street. Major Davis, city

architect and town surveyor of Bath, said he was
appointed to the office in 1803. Before 1865 a new
street was projected from Pierrepont-street, and
the matter had frequently been discussed since,

fresh plans being prepared from time to time. From
1884 to 1S95 the matter went to sleep. When first

told by plaintiff that he had prepared a scheme for

this proposed road, he expressed annoyanceand said it

was part and parcel of a scheme he had been trying

to get adopted for the last 30 years. Later on
witness laid before the council his original plans,

whereupon one of the members produced plaintiff's

lithographed plan, and said it was a copy. He
never had any malice against plaintiff, and he never
showed his reports to anyone outside the town
council. Cross-examined : The words complained
of in his report did not mean that plaintiff had
tampered with the plans of witness, but he sug-
gested that they were competitive. He was engaged
at a nominal salary, with commission. He con-
sidered that the corporation were bound to employ
him upon all their works, but they did not think the

same. The Judge, in summing-up, said he had
already held that defendant had a right to write the
words complained of, because he was acting under
the cover of privilege. If the jury believed Major
Davis was instructed by the town clerk or his

assistant to get this report printed, where was there

any malice r They must also remember the time
defendant kept plaintiff in his employ after he had
prepared his scheme, when they were considering

the question of malice. He should put before the
jury four questions:— (1) Was the publication of

defendant*s MS., including the report—which con-
tained the words complained of—in consequence of

instructions to that effect given by the corporation ':

(2) Did the defendant instruct the printer to print

his MS. in consequence of directions given to that
effect by the corporation': (3) Was defendant
actuated by malice in writing or in publishing the
words complained of : (4) 'VVas plaintiff* not loyal

to defendant': The jury answered the first two
questions in the affirmative, the third in the nega-
tive, and, with regard to the last, they said

plaintiff' was not loyal. A verdict entered for

defendant accordingly.

In Re T. W. Lacey, of Rochesteb.—A re-

ceiving order was made against Thomas William
Lacey, described as a surveyor, by the Rochester
County Court on December 3 last. The proceed-

ings have since been transferred to the High Court,
and recently a sitting for the public examination
was held before Mr. Registrar Brougham, sitting at

the London Bankruptcy Court. The accounts

showed liabilities £2,780, of which £330 are un-

secured, with an estimated surplus in assets of £749.

It appeared that the debtor has failed on four

previous occasions, and he ascribed his present

position to a judgment having been obtained

against him in respect of a disputed claim for build-

ing materials alleged to have been supplied under

his guarantee. Upon the case being called, the

Registrar remarked that an apphcation for adjudi-

cation was recently adjourned to enable the debtor

to pay the debts in full. Applications were also

pending for orders of discharge under the previous

failures, and under the circumstances it might he

more convenient if the present sitting was ad-

journed. This course was adopted, and the case

was adjourned until March 25 next.

Alleged Bkeach of Coxteact.—On "Wednesday

and Thursday in last week, Mr. Justice Bruce and

a special jury were occupied with an action for

breach of contract against the Era Spinning Com-
pany of Rochdale. The plaintiffs were Messrs.

Astin and Barker, of Todmorden, who obtained the

contract for the supply of cast ironwork to be used

in the defendants' new mill in Woodbine-street,

Rochdale, and they claimed damages on the ground

that the Era Company subsequently broke thi

agreement and gave the unfinished work to another

firm. The case for the defence was that the con-

tract was rescinded by mutual consent. There was
a great conflict of evidence, but during the hearing

of the case for the defence the jury stopped the pro-

ceedings and gave a verdict for the Era Company.

CHIPS.

A site for public baths has been purchased at

Frome by a local committee, who have instructed

Mr. P. Edinger, the town surveyor, to prepare plans

for a swimming bath 75ft. by 30ft., at a cost not

exceeding £1,500, with the addition of four slipper

baths.

The wUl and codicil of Mr. Frederick Dale

Banister, J. P., of Stonehouse, Forest-row, Sussex,

the chief resident engineer of the London, Brighton,

and South Coast Railway, who died on December

22nd, have been proved, the value of the personal

estate being £16,169 23. lid. gross and £12,219 Gs. 5d.

net.

In the application for discharge from bankruptcy

in the case of Thomas French, Overbury- street,

Clapton Park, N., builder, the discharge has been

suspended for three weeks, ending February 10, 189S.

Mr. Arthur Cross is presenting a new organ to

St. Michael's, Chester-square, at a cost of £2.000.

He has intrusted the construction to Mr. Hope
Jones. He is also about to build and endow a con-

valescent home, entirely for the use of the poor of

St. Michael's parish.

The death took place suddenly on Tuesday week

of Mr. David Roberts, of Transcend House, Llan-

dudno, in his 76th year. The deceased, who was a

retired builder and contractor, went to Llandudno

over 50 years ago, when the place was but an

obscure village. He was among the first builders

to erect lodging-houses at the " Uaeen of Welsh

Watering-places," and hid been a member of the

old board of the town improvement commissioners.

He was a poet and hymn-writer, being known in

Welsh bardic circles as " Boreufardd."

The presentation to the Art Gallery Committee of

the Manchester Corporation of a reproduction m
bronze of Mr. John Cissidy's termmal bust of Mr.

Henry Clarence Whaite, R.W.S., president of the

Manchester Academy of Fine Arts, took place at the

Art Gallery, Mosley-street, in that city, on Tuesday

week.

The dissolution of partnership is announced

of W. Kidner and W. H. Atkins Berry, architects

and surveyors. Old Broad-street, E.C., under the

style of Kidner and Berry. Also the partuerehip

hitherto subsisting between G. Bywaters, A. By-

waters, W. D. Bywaters, F. S. Bywaters, and

A. J. Bywaters, builders. King-street, Regent-

street, W., under the style of G. H. and A. By-

waters and Sons, so far as regards G. Bywaters

and A. Bywaters has been dissolved.

The trustees of the Birmingham Churches Fund

have appointed Sir Arthur W. Blomfield, A.R.A.,

to act as their assessor, and decided to invite a

number of architects to compete for the erection of

a new church in the parish of Sparkbrook m the

place of Christ Church, Birmingham.

The oldest Wesleyan Methodist Chapel in Man-

chester is shortly to be vacated and afterwards

demolished by the Great Northern RiUway Com-

pany. It is the Great Bridgewater Street chapel,

which was erected in 1800.

At Friday's meeting of the Conway and Colwyn

Water Board, it was reported that the result of the

arbitration between the contractor (Mr. Bugbird)

and the board on a claim of £638 had been in

favour of the former for £4S2. The award settles

everythui" between the board and the contractor.

ji
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M. Pavl Peuiiuizf.t, the well-known French

archwologist, gave at the Passmore Kdwards
Settlement, on Tuesday-, an address on the recent

excavations hy his countrymen at Delphi. Sir

John Evans presided. II. Pedrizet, who gave
his address in Fi-ench, made the tour of the pre-

cincts, starting from the Treasury of the

Athenians and ending with the Stadium. Ho
dwelt on the interest of the ancient precinct of

Gaia, the Earth Goddess, the primitive mistress

of the oracle displaced hy Apollo. The rock of

the Sibyl, the traditional seat of the first priestess,

was shown, and il. Perdrizet hazarded the con-

jecture that the unfilleted omphahis found in the

Treasurj" of the Athenians was the original altar

of Gaia herself. The mutilated metopes of the

Athenian Treasury were also e.xhibited. The
Temple of Apollo was discussed, and the lecturer

made clear how again and again it had suffered

destruction from earth(iuakes. The temple, of

which the foundation has heen laid hare by the

French, is of' the tth century b.c, but built into

its foundations at the west end are portions of

the earlier temple of the AlkmiBonida; : frag-

ments, too, of the sculptures of this earlier temple
remain in the mass of tUbris heaped up when the
ground was cleared for the new structure. Below
the foundations of the west portion of the temple
are traceable the rocks that once formed the
prophetic chasm noted by Aristotle as within the
temple. While the French excavations were in

process Delphi was visited by an earthquake. At
the close of the lecture Dr. A. S. Murray, who
had visited the site himself, mijved a vote of

thanks ; the excavations at Delphi, he said, in

point of scientific importance, stood second to

none.

Mr. Jas. P.iTox, Curator of the Glasgow
Corporation Art Galleries, delivered on Monday
night in those galleries the tenth of his addresses
on the Italian painters, his subject on this

occasion being Tintoretto and Paolo Veronese.
After dealing with the early life and training of

Tintoretto, the lecturer said there was never a
man more wedded to his art or disinterested in

its prosecution. He would paint for the price of
his materials or for nothing rather than not paint
at all ; and such was his unworldliness that in his

later days he had to be guarded by his family
against unscrupulous visitors. He worked with
an incredible impetuosity of temperament and
boldness of will. He conceived his figures on the
grand lines of Michael Angelo ; his fertility of
invention was inexhaustible ; his imagination
was as comprehensive as it was active and
untiring. His own restless activity and energy
are reflected in the tumultuous and some-
times melodramatic action of the crowded
figures in his picture. In his earlier works,
mythological as well as reUgious, he is somewhat
timid and restrained ; but he gives full rein to
his fiery imagination and boundless energy in his
series of pictures, "The Miracles of St. Mark,"
which have been designated as among the most
gorgeous pages in the history of art. In his

mature works he revolutionises and gives an air

of modernity to the traditional subjects with such
boldness of invention, with such vivacity of
movement and gesture, with such fertility of
combination in grouping and decoration, such
passionate warmth in the execution, and occa-
sionally with such pathetic grandeur in the
expression, that in the presence of such mastery
surprise even exceeds admiration.

The annual report of the National Footpath
Preservation Society states that three more cor-
porations have joined the society, with two
district councils and four parish councils. Receipts
from members have amounted to £233 6s., and
the total income to £28S. The expenses for the
past year amounted to £259 12s., and the balance
carried over was, therefore, £23 83. The foot-
path cases during the year were not quite so
numerous as in the previous ye.ar, the number
being 271, against 290. The past year is sbited
to have been most disastrous as to law procfed-
ings respecting rights of way. The first im-
portant matter was the Winter Hill case, near
Bolton. It occupied the Court at Bolton seven
days in March last, and judgment was given
against the right of way by A'ice- Chancellor Hall.
The next matter took place in Dublin almost at
the_ same time—the Giant's ( 'auseway case.
TTiis also occupied seven days, and judgment was
given by Vice-chancellor Chatterton in Dublin

against the right of way on April 29 last. An
appeal has been heard. The next case was an
alleged right of way near Spennymore in Durham

;

the judgment in this matter was also adverse to

the claim of the public. An appeal was heard,

but unfortunately failed. The fourth case was
that of Paddock Wood, Surrey : the jury could

not agree, and the verdict of the majority was
taken against the right of way.

The properties exposed for sale in Glasgow
during 1897 amounted in value to £924,413;
while those of 189G were £771,880—an increase

for 1897 of £1.J2,.533. In the city of Glasgow
and the suburbs the statistics show that property

was exposed at £2,127,668, and there was realised

£716,458, being a gain on the upset price of

£33,925. In 1897 feu-duties of the annual value of

,£944 exposed at the upset price of £29,900 fetched

£30,600—an increase of £700, showing that

something' between 31i and 31f years' purchase
was asked ; while the price actually realised

figures out at fully 32)^ years' purchase. In 1896

the upset price began at the average of 30^ and
finished a fraction over 3 1 i years' purchase, proving

that 1897 commenced higher than the previous

year's highest, and finished nearly a year's

purchase higher. The annual value of ground
annuals exposed last year was £1,076, at the

cumulo amount of £33,632, or a little over 31

1

years' purchase. These fetched £35,040, or a little

over 32j. The gross rental of Glasgow for 1897-98

is :—Dwelling-houses, £2,030,334 ; other sub-

jects (including railways and canals), £2,501,845
total, £4,532,179; empty dwelling-houses,

£46,903 ; other untenanted subjects, £75,478

—

total, £122,381. This is an increase in the

rental as compared with the preceding year of

£99,603, and a decrease in the empty property of

£22,451.

A SERIES of experiments on the strength of

timber is being carried out on a large scale for

the T'nited States Crovernment by Dr. B. E.

Fernow, of the Forestry Division of their

Department of Agriculture. To examine and
test a sufficient number of specimens of any given
species is a costly undertaking ; but the depart-

ment has preferred to expend its appropriations

in doing thorough work on a limited number of

species rather than in doing more or less super-

ficial work upon a larger variety. During the

past year Dr. Fernow rented a testing machine
with which to carrj- on his investigations. In
the course of his work he made the important
discovery that a constant mathematical relation

exists between the compressive and the tensile

tests of any species of timber, and that hence-

forth it will be sufficient to make a laboratory

compressive test, the tensile strength being

calculable from the data so obtained. Dr.

Fernow gives the credit for this important dis-

covery to Mr. S. F. Xeely, one of his assistants.

The coast tram service between Lytham and
Blackpool, a distance of nine miles, was commenced
on Monday, and the line is to be extended to Fleet-

wood, eleven miles further on. The system of

traction employed is gas, which, although known
on the Continent, is now for the first time beiug

tried in England.

Two stained- glass windows were placed ia St.

Oswald Chuich, Thirsk, on Friday, to the memory
of the late vicar, the Rev. L. G. Maine, M.A., and
Mrs. Lambert, the founder of the local hospital.

A memorial window to the late Mr, James
Sharrocks, Newbold, is to be erected in the chancel
of St, Peter's Church, Rochdale, The subject is

*' The Good Samaritan," The work has been
intrusted to Messrs. Comere and Caprounier, of

Brussels,

The church of St. Mary the Virgin, Alderman-
bury, E.G., is about to be entirely redecorated from
the designs of Mr. Lewis E. G. Collins, A.B.I.B.A.,
of 31, Great St. Helen's, E.C.

The directors of the Bath Stone Firms, Limited,

have decided to recommend a dividend for the six

months ending Dec. 31, 1897, at the rate of 11 per

cent, per annum, making, with the interim dividend

paid in September, 9} per cent, for the year. The
annual meeting will be held on March 11, and the

transfer books will be closed from the 26th iust. to

March 11, both inclusive,

Mr, T. G. Taylor, borough surveyor ot Douglas,

IsIe-of-Man, has been appointed borough surveyor

of Ramsgate out of 120 applicants. Mr. Taylor

went to Douglas from Leicester about nine year.')

ago, and during his term of otllce has carried out

many important works. His salary at Douglas was
£200 a year, and his commencing salary at Rams-
gate is £350, rising to £400 in two years.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING "WEEK.
MoxDA v.— Society of Arts. "The Principloa of Doaifpi

in Form," Gmtor Lecture No. 3, by
Hugh Stannus. 8 p.m.

Carpenters' Hull Free Lectures. " Some
Xotable Buildings in France," by Prof,
T. Roger Smith. F.Ii.I.B.A. 8 p.m.

Tuesday,—Inatitution of Civil Engineers. Discussion on
" Alternate - Current Motors" and on
" The Dublin Electric Tramway."

"Wednesday.—Society of Arts. " Kites : their Theory
and Practice," by Captain B. F.S. Baden-
Powell. S p m.
Edinburgh Architectural Society.

" Combined System of Steam-Heating
and Cooking and Domestic Hot-'Water
Supply," by A. Hunter Crawford. 8 p.m.

Friday,—Birmingham Architectural A.ssociation. Lec-
ture by Professor Q. Aitchison, R.A.,
P.E.I.B.A. 6.45 p.m.

CHIPS.
It has been decided that the memorial, at Horn-

castle, to the late Mr. Edward Stanhope, shall take

the form of an obelisk with granite base, to stand
in the Market-place at Horncastle,

The parish church of St. Mary, Tadcaster, was
reopened on Saturday, after undergoing repairs and
extensions which have been carried out at a cost of

£1,300.

Colonel Jeremy-Taylor Marsh, R,E,, an inspector

under the Local Government Board, held an inquiry

at the Council Chamlwr, Leeds Town-haU, yesterday,

into an appUcation by the City Corporation for

powers to compulsorily acquire certain properties,

under the Lands Clauses Act, for purposes of street

improvements. To the principal proposal of the

corporation, that for a new street from Briggate to

Vicar-lane, considerable opposition was offered,

A new church to be dedicated to St. Martin is to

be built in Edinburgh from plans by Mr, Robertson,
of Inverness, at a cost of £5,000,

On Saturday night the Dublin Master Builders'

Association held their annual dinner at Jury's Hotel
in that city. The company numbered about ninety.

The Right Hon. J. M. Meade, LL.D., president of

the association, occupied the chair, and responded to

the toast of the evening, which was proposed by the

High Sheriff of Dublin, Aldermin Pile. The toast

of " The Architects " was proposed from the chair,

and acknowledged by Messrs. W. M. Mitchell,

W. Kaye Parry, and R. C. Orpen.

A movement is on foot for building a public hall

for Liverpool. The site is near Emmanuel Church,
West Derby-road, and it ia proposed to erect a hall

to accommodate 6,000 persons, besides room for

another 1,000 on the stage. The style will be

Lombardic, and the building materials red brick

and terracotta. Under the stage will be a niche or

hall to seat 700 persons, and the entire cost of halls

and shops is estimated at £60,000. Mr. W. Parslow,

of Duke-street, Liverpool, is the architect to the

promoters.

Mr. Henry Yates Thompson has arranged to

provide for Stanley-park, Liverpool, a palm-house
somewhat similar to one he pUced in Sefton-park

in the same city in 1896. The Sefton-park palm-
house and its plants cost over £12,000; that for

Stanley-park will be about TiOft, long, and will

cost about £6,000, Mr. Thompson waited upon the

parks and gardens committee of the corporation

on Wednesday with Mr. Mackenzie, of the firm of

Mackenzie and Moncury, horticultural builders,

Edinburgh, who submitted the plans of the struc-

ture which the firm will build, Mr, Thompson was
warmly thanked by the committee.

A proposal to extend the Walker Art Gallery at

Liverpool is now occupying the attention of the

corporate committee controlling that institution. In
order that the pictures in the permanent collection

may be hung to the best advantage, considerable

additional space is required.

At the last meeting of the urban district counsel

for Littleborough, Lancj,, the clerk read a letter

from Messrs, Clark and Hutchinson, architects,

John-street, Bedford Row, W.C, asking whether
it is the intention of the council to proceed with the

erection of the proposed new offices, fire engine

station, &:c., this spring. Messrs. Clark and
Hutchinson won the premium which the council

offered several years ago for the best plan for these

buildings, and they have written several times, at

long intervals, asking whether the council intend

to proceed with the work. After some discussion, it

was decided to reply that the council do not at

present propose to commence the buildings,

A new Wesleyan chapel, erected in Dearne-street,

Brightside, Sheffield, was opened on Thursday in

last week b\- the President of the Conference. The
building has cost about £2,255, and it provides

accommodation for nearly 400 persons,

A large mansion on the Waynflete estate, Bristol,

has been presented to the city by Mr. Edward P,

Wills, for the Convalescent Home, The building

is situated in its own grounds ot three and a half

acres, on the borders of Durdham Down. The
grounds are well laid out, and the aspect on all

sides is open and airy.
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LATEST PRICES.
IRON, &c.

Per ton. Per ton.

Rolled-Iron Joist-s, Bflffian f« to £« IQ

RoUed-SteelJoists, Enttliah 6 10 „ 7 10

Wrought-Iron Girder Plates 5 15 „ 6 10

Bar Iron, good StalTa 7 0,, 800
Do.. Lowmoor, Flat, Round, or
Square 17 „ 17

Do., Welsh 6 16 „ 5 17 6

Boiler Plates, Iron

—

South Staffs 7 17 6 „ 8 5
BeatSnedshiU 10 „ 10 10

Angles 10a., Tees '20a. per ton extra.
Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, &c., £6 1.5a. Od. per ton.

Builders' Hoop Iron, galvanised, £15 lOs. Od. per ton.

Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron

—

No. 18 to 20. No.Mto21.
6ft. to 8ft. long, indusive Per ton. Per ton.

gauge £10 15 ...£11

Best ditto 11 5 e ... 11 10
Per ton. Per ton.

Castr-Iron Columns £6 to £8 10
Cast-Iron Stanchions 6 0,, 8 10
Cast-iron Sash Weights — „ 4 2 6
Cast-Iron Socket Pipes

—

Sin. diameter 6 10 „ 5 15
4in. to6in 6 6 0,, 6 10

7in. to 24in. (all sizes) 4 15 „ 6 6

[Coated with composition, 28. 6d. per ton extra; turned
and bored joints, 53. per ton extra.]
Pig Iron— Per ton.

Cold Blast, Lilleshall 105s. to llOs.

Hot Blast, ditto 67s. 6d. to 623. 6d.

Wrought-Iron Tubes—Discount off Standard Lists f.o.b.

Gas-Tubes 76p.c. Fittings 77ip.c.

Water-Tubes 70 „ 72'

Steam-Tubes 62l „ 66
Galvanised Gas-Tubes 60 „ 62]

Galvanised Water-Tubes 65 „ 67;

Galvanised Steam-Tubes 46 „ 47'^

lOcwt. casks. 6cwt. casks.

Sheet Zinc, for roofing and work- Per ton. Per ton.

ing up £21 to £2-'

Sheet I^ad, 31b. per sq. ft. super. 14 7 G „ 15 7 6
Pig Lead, in Icwt. piga 13 10 „ 14 10
Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 17 10 „ 18 10 <J

CopperSheets, sheathing and rods 58 10 „ 69 10
Copper, British Cake and Ingot... 6115 „ 62 15
Tin, Straits 64 12 6 „ 65 12 (i

Do., English Ingots 68 „ 68 5
Spelter, Silesian 17 7 6 „ 18 7 6

Per ton. Per ton.
Cut Clasp Nails, Sin. to 6in £8 15 „ £9 16
Cut Floor Brads 8 10 „ 9 10
Wire Nails (Points de Paris)

—

to 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 B.W.G.
8/6 9/0 9/6 10/3 11/0 12/0 13/0 14/9 16/9 per owt.

TIUBEB.
Teak, Burmah per load £1.1 to £15 10

„ Bangkok 10 10 „ 16
Quebec pine, pitch , ... — „ —

„ yellow 2 2 6,, 426
„ Oak „ ... 3 15 „ 5
„ Birch „ ,., 2 15 „ 5
„ Elm „ ... 3 15 „ 6
„ Ash „ ... 3 0,, 500

Dantsic and Memel Oak „ ... 2 10 „ 3 5
Fir „ ... 1 SI „ 3 9

Wainscot, Riga p. log ... „ ... 2 10 „ 3 10
Lath, Dantsic, p.f „ ... 4 10 „ 6

St. PetsrabuTg 6 0,, 6 10
Greenheart „ ... 8 5 0,, 8 10
Box 4 „ 15
Sequoia, U.S.A. ...per cube foot 18,, 1 10
Mahogany, Cuba, per super foot

lin. thick 5 „ 6}

„ Honduras ... ,, ... JJ „ 6}

,, Mexican » ... 4,, 006
Cedar, Cuba 4,, 41
„ Honduras , ... 3,, 00 4|

Satinwood ,,...006,, 01 2
Walnut, Italian „ ... 3,, 007
Deals, per St. Petersburg Standard, 120— 12ft. by IJin.
byllin. ;

—

Quebec, Pine, 1st £19 15 to £25 15
„ 2nd 14 „ 16 10

3rd (1 10 „ 11
Canada Spruce, lat 9 10 „ 11 6

2nd and 3rd 8 0,, 9
New Brunswick 7 15 „ 8
Riga 6 15 „ 7 15
St. Petersburg 8 15 „ 12 15
Swedish 9 0,, 1510*0
Finland 7 10 „ 8
White Sea 9 0,, 16
Battens, all sorts 6 0,, 20
Flooring Boards, per square of lin. :

—

1st prepared £0 8 6,, £0 15 6
2nd ditto 7 0,, 12
Other qualities 6 0,, 066

Staves, per standard M :

—

Quebec pipe — —
U.S. ditto £15 ,,£12 10
Memel, or. pipe 230 „ 240
Memel, brack 200 „ 210

OILS.
Linseed per ton. £15 l.'> to £16 IB
Rapeseed, English pale... „ ... 24 10 „ 24 15
Do., brown „ ... 22 10 „ 23
Cottonseed, refined „ ... 13 1ft „ 14 6
Olive, Spanish , ... 33 „ S3 10
Seal, pale „ ... 23 10 „ 24
Cocoanut, Cochin „ ... 28 „ 28 10
Do., Ceylon „ ... 22 „ 22 10
Palm, Lagos „ ... 23 „ 23 10
Oleine „ ... 18 15 „ 19 15
Lubricating U.S per gal. 6 3,, 076
Petroleum, refined „ ... 4^ „ 4J
Tar, Stockholm perbarrel 10 0,, 150
Do., Archangel „ ... 12 6 „ 16
Turpentine, American... per ton 23 „ 23 10

—*-i^—
WAGES MOVEMENTS.

Cardiff,—The masons' strike has ended. At the

Royal Hotel on Wednesday week a meeting was
held of the representatives of the masters and men,
and, after discussion, terms were arransjed, subject

to approval by the Masters' Association at their

general meeting on the following night. The men
concede the right of the employers to purchase the
dressed stone from Messrs. Turner and Co., or any
other firm, and they have also ac-iuiesced in the

masters' demand that they shall be allowed to pur-
chase dressed stone outside the town, provided the

rate of wages paid for dressing is not less than those

ruling at Cardiff for the same work. The men
returned to work on Monday morning.

Leicester.—Some months ag5 the Leicester
branch of the irpentera' and Joiners' Society gave
notice of a demand for an advance in wages, as well
as an amendment of the rules which govern the
trade. Tnis notice expires at the end of this month.
Councillor T. Smith, the local representative of the
Board of Trade, has been requested to preside over
a joint cmference.

OVEK

ALF-A-CEMTCEI

BILLS OF QUANTITIES, PLANS, &c.
Lithographed in beet style and with great expedition by

PARTRIDGE & COOPER,
ARCHITECTS' AND SURVEYORS' LITHOGRAPHERS,

191 & 192, Fleet St., and 1 & 2, Chancery Lane,
London, S.O-

Specinl Pricfs quoted for Large Jobs.

LiBEB&L DiSCOttNTB ACCOBDINO TO ArRINOEMBNT.

W. H. LASCELLES and Co,,

121, Bunhill Row, London, B.C.
TELEPHONE Ne. 270.

HIGH-CLASS JOINERY.
LASCELLES' CONCRETE

Conservatories & Greenhouses.

WOODEN BUILDINGS.
BANK, OFFICE, & SHOP FITTINQS.

CHURCH BENCHES & PULPITS.
tSTlMATES Otrsy OK APPLICiTIOir.

IS THE ELECTRIC LIBHT REALLY

DEARER THAN GAS ?
A large numbfrof replies to the above query from actu;il user^ wil! be

sent post free on application to the

COUNTRY HOUSE SPECIALISTS,

Messrs. DRAKE & GORHAM,
Cf., V!CTOR[.\ STREET, WESTMINSTER, LONDON, S.W.

HAM HILL STONE.
DOULTING STONE.

THE HAM HILL & DOULTINQ
STONE CO.

Incorporating THE HAM HILL STONE CO. and C. TRASK and
SONS (THE DOULTINU STONE CO.)

Chief OJlce: NORTON, STOKE-UNDER-HAM, SOMERSET.
London Ag*ut : Mr. E. A. WILLIAMS. 16. Cratbn Strebt, STRAnr.

WM. OLIVER & SONS,
MAHOGANY, WAINSCOT, WALNUT,
TEAK, VENEER, and FANCYWOOD

MERCHANTS,
120, BUNHILL ROW, LONDON, E.G.
The most extensive Stock of every kind of

Wood in Planks and Boards, dry and fit for
immediate use.

TENDERS.
•.• Correapondenta would in all cases oblige by giving

the addresses of the parties tendering—at any rate, of the
acr>epted tend'.x : it adds to the value of the information.

ALFORo,LiN-cs.—Forerectinga granite Jubilee memorial
drinking fountain ;

—
Curtis, G. (accepted).

Assouan", EiiYPT.—For the construction of barrages on
the Nile at Assouan and at Asuit. for the Egyptian
Government. Mr. John Henry Oarstin, G.S.I., uf Cairo,

engineer ;
—

Aird, J., & Co., Lmdon (aciepted) about £905,000

B.vTTERSH.v. S.W.—For the enlargement and alteration

of the fire-brigade station, tor the London County
Council :

—
Marchant and Hirst £6.193
Try, J. X 5,3.17 10 11

Stimpson and Co 5,170

Kearley, C. F. (accepted) 4,89.-)

Bktiin-.\l Grekk. E.—For alterations required ia th^
stables of the Bethnal Green Fire-Brigade Station, t>
admit of .in additional pair of horses being kept there, fur

the London County Council :
—

Hearle and Farrow £78
Wood, F. and F. .T 6I> I)

Smith, A. D., and Sons Bi 12 «
Jarvis, J., and Son (accepted) ... .5>

BofuxEMocTH.—For maliing-up Campbell. Heath Farm,
Richmond Park, and Shaftesbury roads, Bouraemiuth.
Mr. F. W. Lacy, M.Inst.C.E., "borough engineer and
surveyor :

—

Troke, G £1 "84 2 10

Grounds and Newton 1,663 11 4

Saunders, W.H., and Co.* 1,657 5 4
* Accepted.

BouRN'EMOL-TH.-For WTOught-iroQ fencing and jates
for Horseshoe site. Bournemouth. Mr. F. W. Lacy,
M.Inst.C.E.. borough engineer and surveyor:—

Morton, F., and Co., Ltd £209 11 5

Dorset Iron Foundry Co ISl IS 6
Hill and Smith , 176 4

Bayliss, Jones, and Bayliss 17.5 19

Taylor and Gardiner (accepted) ... 175 11

Boi'KN'EMOrTH,—For making up Chui-chdl and West-
bourne Park-roads. F. W. Lacey, M.Inst.C E., borough
engineer and surveyor :

—
Troke, G £-583 8
Grounds and Newton 533 10 10

Saunders, W. H., & Co. (accepted) 535 10

Bristol.—For the erection of additions to the Pack
Horse Hotel, Lawrence Hill, for the Bristol United
Breweries Co., Limited. Messrs. Gingell and Bond,

F.R.I.B.A., 61, Corn-street, Bristol, architects:-
Eastabrook and Sons £970
Walters, E 900

Perkins, J 886

Humphreys, G 875

Love. E 813

Cowlin. W., and Sons 814

Clark, E.* 813
* Accepted subject to the omission of pitch-pine seating.

Bromsgrove.— For the erection of a wood and iron

building to serve as an infectious disease hospital, for

the joint authorities of Bromsgrove, Droitwich, and
Eedditch. Mr. Gadd, of Bromsgrove, architect :

—
For wood and iron building ;

—
Weaver, W. (accepted) £103

For roadway and for guttering :
—

Norvell and Son (accepted) £45 15

For tents :
—

Edgingtonfe Son, London (accepted) £107 10

C.iMBERWELL, S.E.—For the erection of a refreshment-

house in Myatt's Fields, for the London County Council :
—

.Tones, E £317 10

Thomas and Edge 316

Richards, J. J 293 3 7
General BuUders. Ltd 290

Marchant and Hirst 280

Garrett. J., and Son 254

Galbraith, R. H 24( 4 7

Ham, J., and Son 24-2 11 2

McAr.hur.G., and Co. (accepted)... 232 8 8

CovESTBv.—For the supply of wrought-iron unclimb-

able fencing, to be erected in Earlsdoo-road, for the city

council ;
—

Bayliss, Jones, & Bayliss, Wolver-
hampton (accepted) 43. 6d. per yd.

Dawsholji, N.B.—For the extension of the purifier at

Dawsholm Gasworks :
—

Escivations, concrete, brickwork, an 1 masonry :
—

Paterson, J., and Son, Glasgow (accepted).

Ironwork :
—

Barrowfleld Ironworks Co. (accepted!.

En-field.-For erection of six houses at Little Park,

Enfleld. Mr. John B. Thorp, architect :

—
Newman, E. W.. Ponder's End ... £3,430

Patman, L. and W. H.. Enfield .. 5.400

Houghton, E., & Son, Stroud Green 5,247

Fbistos-os-Se.^, Essex.—For the erection of a school

for 150 children, for the School Board. Mr. Samuel T. T.

James, M.S. A., Frinton, and 10, St. Mary-axe, E.C..

architect. Quantities by Messrs. Kemp, Welch, and
Thom-as, Bournemouth :

-

McKay, Clacton
BelhamandCo.Clacton
Myall and Ellis. Clacton
Gladwell. T. W., Walton-on-Nize
Conham. T., Weeley
Dixon. J. W., Clacton and Lonion
West. E., Chelmsford
Shtllitoe, J., and Son, Bury St.

Edmund's
Pitcher, T. B , Walton-on-Nize ...

Linzell, H. J., Frinton-
•Accepted subject to the consentof E location Department.

Hajii'stead, N.W.-For enlarging the flre-brijade

station at Hampstead, for the London County Council
:

—
Yerbury, R. A., and Sons £5,24!

Try. J.N 6,109 10 7

Whiteley, W 4,936 11 7

Oough, F , and Co. (accepted) ... 4,851

Helmsi.ey.—For carrying out a scheme of water for

Stonegrave, for the Helm4ey rural district council: —
BsU (accepted) £-2,59J 6 8

{Continued on paje X VI.)

£1.793
1,773
1,761 U
1..574 (1

1,538 »
1.537
1,.303

1,491 c
1,450

1,447
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DISCOATERIXG TAI.ENT IX ART.

IS architectural ability a thing to be proud
^of !' Or is it merely a dead weight—some-

thing to be apjiended to the qualifications

that go to make up successful business men,
surveyors, and estate .agents 'r If the latter,

then we can quite understand the remarks of

our correspondents—" An Art M'orker " and
Mr. Wm. Woodward—in our last issue, on
the bestowal of the Gold Medal at the
Institute. One cannot wonder at the
secession from that body some years ago of

men 'who were bold enough to put their creed
into the form of a memorial—acknowledged
leaders of design, like those named by our
correspondents. These memorialists had
the courage of their convictions by protest-
ing against the mere professional cliqueism
which so weighs down and obscui'es

the talent and natural taste of men
who ought to be the leaders in their pro-
fession. Their names would be invidious
to mention. At all events, we have our
Bodleys, our Bentleys, our Xorman Shaws,
our 'Ja'cksons, Cha'mpneys, Aston AVebbs,
our Hares, Wades, Austins, and many more
whose work's assure us of their artistic

inerit, and of their thorough appreciation of
the difference which separates mere pro-
iessional architecture from the real thing.
Although the two things are as different as
they can possibly be, yet we find the
Institute — aye, and other professional
societies—countenancing only those who have
a particular way of pushing themselves into
notice and who have obtained some success
without in the slightest degree exercising the
control which is expected from them in the
interest of the art they pretend to represent.
The man who can talk the most and the
fastest, or the successful city practitioner,
whose hands are full of fat commissions,
valuations, arbitrations, and the like, pushes
his way into the front rank, and enters the
tliurmed circle, and by so doing excludes
'lie real men of art. But we shaU be told it

will always be so in a world where the means
iTid methods of gauging men's acquirements

so imperfect. Xo doubt ! Still, there is

reason why a body of professional men
-nould not have some better means of dis-
covering the real latent talent, as it may be
like the hidden treasure, or obscured by
circumstances. If they cannot do so, what
are our examinations worth I' If in spite of
all talent and the hard study of these men to
achieve a place in their profession, they still

fin'l Mr. Brown and Mr. Jones, who have
; ipital, and ve eager for fame, able to get

councils, and be recipients of medals,
-ile_ their studies have not availed them
"thing, they may well turn in dis-

- ~t. And if education and ability cannot
ettect an entrance or win a commission to
;men who have proved their knowledge of
the rudiments of their profession, how can
we expect the natural-born artist to share
any better;- When we see the highest dis-
:tinctions are given to men of inferior talents,
:ind for designs of very commonplace merit,

"hose which are exhibited in the academical
lools of the profession, it is fair to inquire

• t guarantee we have that examinations
be conducted on any surer basis !' Xo !

- impossible under our present conditions
promoting architecture or art that any-

ttung can be expected during a man's ILfe-
jtime. After his death, then, perchance,
ai3 talent may be discovered—a satire surely
pn our present modes of reward.

It is hard to discover talent of the real kind

because, forsooth, it is not looked for. Ante-
cedents, influence, birth, the "accidents" of
the individual are the points which the
profession look to. We have never yet heard
of a committee of inquiry to examine closely
into a man's real skill as an artist, or his
works as exemplifying: his ability—the
quality of his art. This is not the way
pursued. Eather is it to find the number of his
commissions, how many public buildings he
has erected, or whether any of them have
been opened under royal or auspicious
patronage. The architect who has designed
and erected a few modest buildings or houses
and churches of exceptional merit, whose
art is expressed in every plan and in everj-
detail, and whose work is always above the
standard of modern tastes, is not the man
whose qualifications appear, because these
are not the things that are looked for.
Xor does the retiring and modest artist reap
any benefit. His work is always admired
by the few who are competent to pass
judgment, but overlooked by the many who
prefer the "loud," obtrusive, and bizarre. It
is this side of art, as of other things, that
obtains popularity. AVe have few that can or
will appreciate the subtle, the hidden, or the
refined ; these qualities are not popular, and
probably never will be, with the masses. So,
in estimating a man's title to a reward or a
distinction, the number and cost of his build-
ings wiU always be esteemed. Whether it be
in cathedral restorations, the building of in-
numerable churches or town-halls, ornational
monuments, the architect who can show the
biggest record is the man of the hour. For
indomitable energy and business qualification
he deserves- the honour. We do not deny it

to him
; but what we should like to see is

some recognition of talent, unostentatious
and quiet though it be.

But if the professional bodies cannot dis-
cern it, how can we expect the public at large
to do so ? We cannot wonder at the frequent
failure of competitions. The ordinary build-
ing committee made up of local tradesmen,
or the average owner of estates who wants to
build, are unable to discover the really good
or honest design; they take the blatant
or showy instead, and it is often a case of
"casting pearls before swine" to try and
open their eyes by sending in better designs
than they have power to appreciate. And
yet the talented designer can do nothing else
than conceive what is able, and clever, and
honest. It is quite impossible for him to do
anything common or vulgar, and therefore
he remains in quiet obscurity till some-
one comes along his path and discovers
his talent. But even then he can design
only for the few ; his chances of promotion
are small indeed. Xow and then we come
across his work—unobtrusive and sober, but
always thoughtful ; it may be in a small
country house or village church, or piece of
decoration. On the other hand, his more
popular ronfrere meets with a large demand.
His work is showj' and " up-to-date," and
]n-obably he gets as much as he can possibly
do well; but he can employ " ghosts," and
depute clerks of works to carry out his
buildings without anj- punctilios of con-
science. He is in the " swim," and he does
not intend to exalt his art at the cost of his
brains or his pocket. Art with him is some-
thing to make a living by, not to be lived up
to. His policy is undoubtedly more profit-

able, and he may win a title by it.

The craftsman is another individual who
can hardly obtain his just recognition.
Those who employ him too often disregard
his skiU or his artistic feeling. So long
as he can turn out his work at a given
rate, or by the piece, he is thought
to be a profitable workman. His indi-

vidual effort is neither estimated nor paid
for. Men, it h.as been truly said, " wiU
not do an extraordinary day's work for an
ordinary day's pay," and it is absurd to

expect any skiU for such remuneration.

Taking our average building crafts, such as
the bricklayer, carpenter, plasterer, and
plumber, the reward is in no sense pro-
portional to the quality of work ; the con-
sequence is that good workmen ai'e not easily
found. Skill in any particular craft is often
too scantily recognised by employers or fore-
men ; someone else gets the benefit of any
" wi-inkle " or improved method of execution,
just as a large manufacturing firm often
takes the credit of its designer's ability.
Hundreds of such instances may be men-
tioiied where individual talent remains con-
cealed, and- the capitalist or the plodding
workman reaping the rew.ard.

MODEL SPECIFICATIOXS. — II.

E.XCAVATOK.—PRELIMIXARY NOTES.

WE propose to take an ordinary building
— such as a country villa or town

house^and to give examples of clauses under
the several trades. And we first deal with the
E.rravatiir. In excavating trenches for brick
footings, it is customary to allow an exti'a

width of 6in. or Sin. on each side at the
bottom of trench to enable the men to work.
Sometimes the bottom of trench is cut to
horizontal benches or steps, to suit the fall

or inclination of ground, in which case care
must be taken to prevent settlement of
the wall at the points where the depth
changes, by using thin joints. All angles of
building, if high, should be laid with large
stones, and the foundations under high por-
tions of the building should be carefully laid

to prevent subsidence. Foundations in clay
soil should be rather deeper than in gravel or
other non-yielding soil, say, 4ft., as clay is

liable to crack by heat, especially after much
rain.

The architect should also consider if the
soU is such in deep trenches as to require
planks or jioling boards at intervals kept up
by struts. In loose ground it is necessary to
place the poling boards close, and to sup-
port them by planks or " walings " longi-
tudinally, these being strutted between by
scantlings. Sometimes in running sands
and clays the sides of the trench have to be
protected by planks put lengthwise, which is

then called " sheeting," this being done at a
foot deep at a time ; the planks are strutted

across as before. (See sketches.)

The width necessary for concrete founda-
tions will depend on the bearing resistance

of the ground. A maximum load of 1 J to 2

tons per square foot is usually allowed. If

the soil is able to support a load of, say,

2 tons per super, foot, and if stock brick-

work in lime mortar will carry .5 tons per
super, foot of section, then if we divide

.5 tons by 2, we get 2J as the ratio of width
of concrete to thickness of wall. The concrete

base for a square pier of brickwork may be
found by calculating the weight of pier

footings and concrete, and then by dividing

it by the safe load on the earth, say 2.

Thus, if the pier and footings weigh 50 tons,

— = 2.5sq.ft., and the size of square base of

concrete wiU be oft.

The full width of the trenches should be
filled with concrete. In soft and wet
grounds a griU or platform of elm or oak,

and, in some cases, of rolled ii'on joists, is

used, on which the footings are built.

The spaces are filled up with concrete,

and then planked or concreted to receive the

footings. In writing specification of concrete

in trenches, it is necessary to define the pro-

portions of lime, ballast, sand, and whether

the concrete is to be thrown in or rammed in

layers. If the depths of excavation or

trenches are not shown by the sections, state

them, and provide for filling up any holes,

cesspools, and grubbing up old foundations.

The By-laws of the London Building Act
provide that '

' no house or building shall be
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erected upon any site which shall have been I

filled up or covered with any material im-
pregnated or mixed with any fieoal, animal,
or vegetable matter, or which shall have
been filled up or covered with dust or slop or

other refuse," or upon which any such
matter has been deposited, " unless and until

such matter or refuse shall have been properly
removed by excavation or otherwise from
such site" (see By-law 2, section 16, of

Metropolis Man. Amendment Act, 1878).

Section 31 of the General Powers Act, 1890,

also provides "that any excavation made
within a line drawn outside the site of a
house, building, or erection, and at a uniform
distance therefrom of 3ft., shall not be filled

up otherwise than with the natural soil or

with brick or dry rubbish or other suitable

material approved by the district sur-
veyor," itc.

The following are a few specimens of model
clauses which may be selected or modified to

suit particular cases :

—

1. Clear Silc.—Cart away all rubbiah, and clear the
site for setting out building. Or

—

liemove the turf carefully, and stack the same
for re-use. Or

—

Siirfarr J>n///iitg.—Dig and cart away all vege-
table and surplus earth from site, and wheel and
deposit same where directed. Or

—

Remove surface -soil to an average depth of 1ft.

(or I8in.) over the whole site of building ; wheel
and deposit the same on terrace or where directed.

(State distance to which earth is to be deposited.)
Or—

2. Jijravtifiviii-.—Excavate for the buildings, areas,

yards, Arc, to the depths, levels, and inclinations

shown, and cart away superfluous earth not
required for retilling or improving levels, <S:c.,

which must be of hard, dry material. Or

—

Excavate for all trenches to the depths shown
on the drawings, and to the following widths ; for
one-brick walls, lift. 6in. ; for 14in. walls, 3ft. (iin.

wide. Level, and ram the earth, &j.

3. Basement or CcUtirti,—Excavate the ground for
basement to a depth of 8ft. (or 10ft.) below
Datum level, and deposit the earth where directed,
or within 20 yards run, and fill in hollow parts or
improve levels where required.

0!il Buildings and Material.—Shore up and
make secure adjoining buildings. Take down old

building, clean and stack old bricks and other

materials, which the architect may approve as

being fit for re-use, and remove all fA'iri.s. Grub
up old foundations and drains, and empty and
cleanse old cesspools and wells, and fill in with
hard, dry material, and well ram,

i. Underpinning.—'Exc&vate the ground for under-
pinning old walls, and deposit earth where
directed. Shore up walls and floors of adjoining

buildings. Provide all necessary needles and
strutting. The excavation to be made in short

lengths—say, about 4ft. at a time.

E.rcavaticin in Louse Omund, il'c.—In loose

ground timbering and shoring are required,

and a clause may be introduced of this

kind :

—

5. The sides of all excavations and trenches to be
secured by shores, sheeting, plankings, or walings,

strutted across. Provide all pumping, and keep
excavations clear of water. Or in

—

6. Qiiiiksand.—Pile round the area to be excavated,

and dig down to solid bottom and fill up with
cement concrete to level of footings. (State area
and depth of excavation.)

7. Well ram the bottom of all trenches for founda-
tions. The contractor is to report to the architect

when the excavations and trenches are ready to

receive the concrete or footings, so that the archi-

tect may inspect the same, and order, if necessary,

any further excavation.
iS. Concrete in Treiichea.—The concrete to be com-

posed of 1 part of fresh ground Dorking (Hailing

or Maidstone) stone lime and 5 parts of clean

ballast, and 1 of sand, thrown into trenches, and
will rammed in layers. Or

—

To be composed of freshly-burnt ground blue

lias lime from Barrow (Whitby, or Aberthaw).

9. Fortlani Cement,—The cement to be from an
approved manufacturer, and weigh not less than

1 101b per striked bushel, and be subjected to the

usual test of sifting and crushing. The ballast

to be clean pit or river, of approved size and
quality, with a proportion of sharp sand. Or

—

The cement to be Portland, from the Thames
or Medway. finely, ground and weighing not less

than ir21b. per bushel striked, or more than ISOlb ,

and when shaken through a sieve of 2, .500 meshes
to the square inch, shall not reject more than
1.5 per cent, and be of the tensile strength of

3601b. per square foot aiter seven days' immersion.

The cement to be laid in a dry place not naore

than 18in. deep some three weeks before using,

and well turned over before use. Or

—

10. Cement Conerete.—To be of Portland cement

one part to 7 parts of Thames ballast and broken

brick or stone. Or

—

One part of blue lias stone lime, one part of

sand, and six parts of ballast, broken stone or :

brick. Or

—

Cement concrete to be composed of 5 parts of

ballast, 2 of sand, and 1 of Portland cement,

measured in boxes, mixed dry, turned over three

or four times, then water added and turned over

again until the whole is incorporated.

(Other proportions are sometimes used :

these will depend on the nature of the

foundations. For those under water, 1 of

cement to 4 or ti of gravel and sand.) One

writer gives the following :

—

U. Method of Mixing and Laying Concrete.—The

'

specified proportions to be mixed on a clean wood
floor after careful measurement, and the materials

turned over three times in a dry state, and then

wetted through a coarse watering rose whilst

being turned back the fourth time, and finally

turned over once more and immediately deposited

on the trenches in layers not exceeding r2in. in

depth. Eich layer to be well rammed and the

top surface swept clean, picked over, and sprinkled

with water before another layer is deposited.

Each layer is to be allowed to set separately.

12. Concrete on Vnderpinninii.—The underpinning

of walls to be done in short lengths at a time, with

hot Portland cement (or grey chalk lime) concrete.

13. Concrete Under Floors, tVi.—Lay a bed of con-

crete, as above, 6in. thick under all wood floors;

also for all tile and cement pavements.

The L.C'.C. By-law 2 provides that the

foundations of the walls of every building

shaU be formed of a bed of good concrete

not less than 9in. thick, and projecting at

least 4in. on each side of the lowest course

of footings. On a gravel site this provision

is not enforced. " The concrete is to be com-

posed of clean gravel, broken hard brick,

properly burnt ballast, or other hard mate-

rial to be approved by the district surveyor,

well mixed with freshly-burned lime or

cement in the proportions of 1 of lime to <i,
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and 1 of cement to S of the other material."

It is also provideil that the site of every

building shall be covered with a layer of

good concrete, at least Oin. thick, and
smoothed on the siu'faoe.

14. Si'^siiU Drainaffe.—Trench out ground according

to subjoined plan, and lay dry 3in. (or '2in.) dia-

meter earthenware subsoil drains, in r2in. lengths,

in parallel lines loft, apart ; also the lines between
them (herring-bone), which diverge in the direc-

tion of fall. The depth of trenches (which are

regulated by the kind of soil) is to be 3ft. deep,

cut as shown, and to a fall, or to follow the

I
inclination of ground. These drains are to dis-

.
, charge into the lower of the surroundiog drains

1
inclosing site, or into any natural stream or out-

1 1 fall sewer. A suitable trap to be provided, and
;.| a ventilating opening made near it.

I

! (According to a by-law of the Local Govern-
ment Board, such drain-pipes are not to

communicate directly with any sewer or
cesspool ; but a suitable trap, with venti-

lating opening as near as possible to trap, is

to be provided.)

l.i. Fill in the trenches over the pipes to a depth of
l.iin. with fioe porous earth ; above this the
ordinary earth is to be shot on lightly, and
afterwards rammed.

If it is necessary to prevent vermin and mice
getting into the pipes, insert "Cover all outlets

with wire netting or broken glass.'*

If the drains come under the walls of the
building, which should be avoided if possible,

we may add to the clause :—Lay the pipes in

concrete arched over the drain with openings
at intervals for drainage. The clause for

subsoil drainage may run thus :—

-

Trench out the site or ground, and lay where
shown on site plan A, 3in. (or 4in.) earthenware
agricultural drain-pipes—say 3ft. deep (the depth
varying from 2ft. 6in. for tenacious clay, to
4ft. 6in. in depth in loose, gravelly sand) every
ISft. apart, as shown herringbonewise to the
outer drain. The inclosing or outer line of
drains to be of 9in. socketed pipes and junctions,
and to discharge into ditch or sewer with wire
netting or an iron grid.

In our next article we shall deal with
house drainage — both with reference to

country and suburban and town buildings.

THE ARCHITECTURAL AS.SOCIATION.

THE fortnightly meeting of the Architectural
Association was held at 9, Conduit-street,

W., on Friday evening, the president, Mr.
Hfimpden W. Pratt, F.R.I.B.A., occupying the
chair. Messrs. E. Ci. G. Box and C. Gilbertson
were elected as members. A number of donations
to the library were reported by Mr. E. Howley
Sim, hon. secret-ar)-, and were acknowledged
with thanks. On the motion of Mr. G. B.
Lahvill, hon. sec, a vote of thanks was accorded
to Mr. Sidney R. J. Smith, for allowing members
to visit, on the previous Saturday, the houses in
course of erection from his designs in Park-lane,
\V. The President announced that the dis-
cussion section would hold a meeting on March 9
Wednesday in next week), when Mr. J. .T.

\Valdram, of the Institute of Junior Engineers,
and Mr. Sydney B. Beale would open a debate on
the subject of "The Desirability of a Closer
.Relationship between the Engineer and the
Architect."

LEAD WORK : PLAIN AN'D DECORATIVE.

A lectuie on this topic-, illustrated by examples
and many practical demonstrations of tinning,
casting, &c., was delivered by Mr. F. W.Tkocp,
V It.I.B.A. The author introduced the subject
by a quotation from a paper by the late William
liurges, A.R.A., published so long ago as
l-'ecember, 18.56, in the Ecelesiologist, in which
'hat gifted artist and architect discovered the
ISC made of ornamental lead-work by Mediieval
irchitects in France. He also translated some
passages from •' The Principles of Architecture,"
by Felibien, published in Paris in 1G90, as giWng
I succinct description of all the crafts as then
jractised. Passing on to the practical side of
:he subject, Mr. Troup pointed out the superiority
in wear of

C.\ST OVER MILLED LEAD,

specially when used for roofs over old oak work.
ftey were told, he remarked, by the advocates of
jast sheet-lead that it turned to a silvery grey or
:vhite in course of time, whereas milled lead

always turned black on the surface. Certainly

the beautiful patina on the surface of many old

roofs of cast sheet-lead went in support of the

first part of the theory : but bethought it w.anted

some farther investigation and proof to show that

cast sheet-lead under modern conditions—which

,

of course, included the metal as well as the atmo-
spheric conditions—would also oxidise to i silver

grey or white patina. The roofs of St. Paul's
Cathedral and the buildings attached to it were,

and always have been, covered with cast lead.

From these roofs they might therefore be able to

judge conclusively, as there was a constant re-

pairing being carried out in which freshly cast

lead was used. But he gathered from Mr. F. C.

Penrose and his plumber some years ago, that

the stock of old lead was adhered to and
simply recast, and in the stock the lecturer

distinctly remembered seeing piled up in the
crypts fragments of very old lead waterpipes,

and even several ' examples of Roman pipes.

In this connection Mr. G. E. Crickmay, of Wey-
mouth, recently found, when restoring Nethbury
Church, Doriet, that a cast-lead roof which had
been on for a hundred years, was perfectly sound

;

but that a portion of the roof which was covered
with 71b. milled-lead only 24 years ago, was
eaten full of holes, owing to oxidation from the

oak underneath. As soon, however, as one came
to ornamental lead- work there was no longer any
([uestion as to whether cast or milled lead was
best. With the latter one was confined to boss-

ing, whereas in casting a sheet it was not only
possible, but very easy, to imprint patterns or

letters or ornament in the sand bed, and it was
still possible to boss or beat up the cast sheet to

what extent one pleased after the casting was
complete. Turning and engraving could be done
equally well on either kind of lead ; but in the

cast sheet all work, however wrought, gained by
the superior texture of the ground surface.

There was, again, a great difference in the metals
themselves—between old and modern lead. The
chief difference consisted in the greater purity of

modem lead. Silver was frequently found in

conjunction with lead ores, and formerly this was
but partially e.Ktracted. By modern perfected

methods it was profitable to extract the silver if

the lead contained only a few ounces to the ton.

Whether this absence of silver in modern pure
lead had any effect upon the colour to which the

surface oxidised or " weathered," as some have
held, he was unable to say ; but he thought there

was no question that the

OLD LEAD WAS H.4.RDEa

and more self-supporting in exposed positions,

from its slight admixture of silver and traces of

other metals (tin, iron, copper, and sometimes
antimony and manganese), alloys being nearly
always harder than the principal metal in the

composition. In this connection it was interest-

ing to note Burges's remarks upon window leads

(from the paper referred to already) :
—"Now

the lead for this purpose was cast, not milled ; it

was also much narrower than the modem, but
contained, if anything, more metal. The con-
sequences are that much of it is good up to the
present time, while our flat, broad-milled window
lead haring its grain broken by the milling, and
presenting a very thin and very broad surface to

the air, becomes rapidly deteriorated. At Beau-
vais I saw some lead, which was probably put up
at the end of last century, quite in a state of

oxidation, and at Tournay, where the whole
immense windows of the choir have been filled

with stained glass, at no very distant period a

very large expense will have to be undergone to

fresh lead the whole, as nothing better than the

common cottage window lead has been em-
ployed." Let them note that thin lead soon

oxidised and absolutely perished altogether. This
might seem strange when they remembered how
everlasting lead sometimes seemed to be. The
reason was very simple, and should not be over-

looked. A fresh, clean surface of le.ad tarnished

very rapidly when exposed to the atmosphere,
owing to the formation of a thin, closely-adhering

film of oxide. This film protected the metal from
further change, excepting that itself in course

of many years became (in the case of cast lead) a

fine patina of appreciable thickness. Where the

lead itself was of considerable thickness, the loss

of strength from this oxidation of the surface was
inappreciable, but when the lead was rolled out

BO thin that the film of oxidised metal bore a con-

siderable proportion to the whole thickness of the

metal, it was no longer able to serve its purpose,

and tore or dropped away as strain or wear and

tear came upon it. Mr. Troup continued : Xow a
word as to the
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Whether milled or cast, it matters not ; there is

room for much improvement on modem methods.
You have only to look at the exhibits sent in by
the students of the Polytechnic schools for the
prizes to see that the ideal aimed at is all wrong.
The results are often wonderful and extremely
praiseworthy if only they were of any use. But
the working of the lead as at present taught seems
to me to be labour misapplied. Wh.at practical

value is to be had from a three-branched soil-pipe

beaten out of one single sheet of milled lead ?

The dexterity and patience required to do such
work ia astounding ; but it serves no practical

purpose. Mechanical precision in lead- work is

not only wrong from its being labour misapplied ;

but it renders the life of the metal shorter, its cost

greater, often prohibitive, and certainly does no
good to the woodwork it covers. Plumbers with
their .'ilb. or Gib. milled lead nowadays often beat
and dress the lead over the wood like a coat of

paint. The result is that frequently the lead

cannot expand and contract freely, as it ought, to

prevent tearing and buckling ; and the wood
under—well, the closer you cover wood the more
chance of dry-rot, and if there is any acid

remaining in the wood, the more certain is it to

attack the under side of the lead. What I should
like to see would be a closer following after old

methods, which .are invariably simpler and more
straightforward. My friend Mr. Dodds used to

say, he admired the old gutters which seemed to

be laid by cutting out a piece of lead the right

shape and walking over it once or twice on your
stocking soles. That was all. Nothing more is

wanted. The young plumber of the present day
is taught to dress and fit the sheet hard down
into every angle and beat it close over the drip.

For all result you get the lead, as often as not,

hard fixed at each end, and under a hot sun it

must buckle, under a frosty sky it must tear. At
each drip the water is drawn up by suction or

capillary attraction between the two sheets of

lead, and if there be any snow in the gutter, as

like as not the water gets up to the woodwork.
By the old method aU this is left loose and easily

fitting, one sheet sliding over the other whether
in expansion or contraction. There is no possi-

bility of capillary attraction taking place at the

drips or elsewhere, for the lead goes gently

rounding over the drip, leaving a clear space

between it and the turn-up of the underneath
sheet. Nor can I see any special merit in beat-

ing things up out of a single sheet of lead when
the same object can be attained more directly,

more simply, and more rapidly by the help of

SOLDER.

There are limits to everything, and soldering

in plumber-work may be overdone ; but soldering

seems to me to be the legitimate treatment for

lead. The joining of two pieces of lead together

by soldering is as pre-eminently suitable to the

material as welding is for wrought iron, or

brazing for copper. Such problems as to beat up
a rain-water head from one sheet of milled lead

ought not to be set, except as a subject for

students' practice—a kind of study in lead-work-

ing ; and even then it is dangerous, as likely to

result in a mere display of manual dexterity and
skill, and to develop into such methods of laying

and dressing lead as I have described and con-
demned already. Having referred to the tinning

and decoration of lead, the lecturer said, in con-

clusion : I would recommend those who wish to

study the possibilities of the plumber's art

historically to avail themselves of Mr. Lethaby's

excellent little work, where they will find a

most interesting chronicle of the best work
to be found in this country in all periods,

besides invaluable suggestions and guidance

for the worker in lead. I have referred very

slightly to ancient examples, although it

would be easy to discourse for hours on the

multitude of beautiful examples of coffins, fonts,

cisterns, pipes and pipe-heads, spires, roofs,

ridges, finials, &c., which remain all over this

country and abroad. Those form an attractive

array for .any student, and as every town has its

examples, at any rate of the later developments

of the plumber's art, iin interesting study might

be made of the varying types in different locali-

ties. This, however, is not my object, and I

would rather warn you against ' • cribbing
'

' or

reproducing old examples. What I wish to show
you is the simplicity of the old methods of work,

by what simple ways (almost child's play) they
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attained their endi?. And, again, from the very

case with which ornament can he applied or

wrought on this loud you must not imagine that

you have reached the goal when you have covered
» ur material with heautiful ornament.

[.KAIt.V TMi: rOSSIilILITIES OF YOVH 5IATKI1IAI.

lietore you attempt to design in it. You architects

cannot possibly study thoroughly aWthe materials

you have to deal with ; hut it is always ppssible

to study one or two, and the doing so will let in

a flood of light upon all the othtrs. This know-
lecgo will make you very modest, indeed, in

attempting to design with blacklead, white paper,

and a T-squarc. Vou have only to try once

t>y designing lirst on paper, and then attempting
yourself to carry out that design in actuality to

learn what a poisonous and deadly thing it is for a

craftsman to have to follow line for line "the
lU'chitect's design." All freedom is gone; what
would have been a quaint twist, or an amusing
play of colour or shade, is sacrificed and killed in

order to follow absolutely the black and white
skeleton on paper. You have only to try it once
in an}- material you like to find the truth of what
I say. A\'hen once you have learned something
about your mateiial, p.aper-and-pencil is very

useful ; but you will use it in a more tentative way,
knowing that many things occur to render a slight

change a necessity in order to get the best result

from what you have in hand ; the drawing is but
a means to an end.

A vote of thanks to the lecturer was proposed by
Jlr. ^V. H. Setu -Smith, and seconded by Mr.
M.vTT Gaiuutt, and having been supported by
Mr. H. LoNGDEX, Mr. Authiu Boi.ton, and the
PuEsiDEXT, was cirried by acclamation.
Mr. Titoir briefly replied.

ELECTRIC LIGHTIN'G NOTES FOR
ARCHITECTS.—XVIII.

By AX Assoc. Ixst. Elect. Engs.

MEASVUIXG IXSTRUMEXTS AXD TESTIXG.

THE determination of the electrical quantities,

amperage and voltage, should be easily and
readily made in every electric-light installation ;

in fact, electrical measurements are as important
commercially as the weighing of goods, or the
measure of water flowing through a pipe. And
as these measurements have to be made so con-
stantly, the instruments used should indicate the
strength of the current in amperes, and the pres-

sure in volts, directly, without having to refer to

tables, or to make calculations before we can
obtain these quantities. \Yhen it is remembered
that electricity itself cannot be seen and treated
as a material substance, it will be obvious that
the methods employed in making electrical

measurements will be totally different from the
ordinary methods of making measurements, as

for instance, in measuring lengths, i'c. ^Ve are,

in fact, compelled to take advantage of the efftcts

which are produced, and accompany the passage
of electricity through conductors to indicate the
existence of currents of electricity, and it is by
means of these effects that we are able to measure
and compare them. It is well known that
currents of electricity possess (1) mar/nctic, (2)
thermal, and (3) chemical properties ; or, in other
words, that currents of electricity :

1. Set up magnetic fields, magnetise pieces of
iron and steel, and deflect compass needles.

2. Raise the temperature of the conductor
through which they pass ; and

3. Decompose compound liquids, and bring
from them their constituent elements.

The magnitude of these effects depends upon
the strength of the current producing them, and
it may be shown that by each of these effects we
can determine the strength of the current, and
al.so that the results obtained by the different
methods are concordant. In only one case, how-
ever, is the effect directly proportional to the
current : and, even in that case (the decomposition
of liquids by electricity), the method is not ap-
plicable for e\eryday work, because the result is

obtained indirectly. To determine the current,
we must first determine the amount of decompo-
sition by weighing, and then calculate the strength
of the cun-ent. It is, however, the method to be
adopted in the calibration and standardisation
of instruments for measuring currents. In the
case of the heating effect, the amount of heat
produced by sending a current through a wire is

proportional to the square of the current : whilst

the magnetic effect is ecpually dependent upon a

constant, and is not directly proportional to the

current. In spite of this, however, the magnetic
property is the one used almost universally in

measuring instruments, and the following notes

are intended to give some idea of the principles

employed. The instruments that we shall deal

with are ammeters for measuring currents in
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amperes, ruUnteters for measuring electrical

pressinres in volts, wattmeters for measuring
electrical power in watts, and ohmmeters for

measuring resistances in ohms directly. The
mechanism of these instruments consists of fixed

and movable parts, and the readings are given

by means of a light aluminium index-finger or

pointer moving over a scale. The movements of

this pointer, indicating amperes, rolls, watts, or

ohms, as the case may be, depend upon the move-
ments of an exploring needle, rod of iron, or coil

of wire forming the movable part, and it is

evident that in all cases the position taken up by
such movable part is that of the resultant of two
forces— i.«. (1) a, controlling force, tending to keep

the pointer in the zero position, and (2) a de/Zecting

force, tending to move it from the zero posi-

tion. There are many ways of producing and
arranging these forces, and as most of the in-

struments in use belong to that class of instru-

ment known as electro-magnetic, the deflecting

force is the magnetic field set up by a current

passing through a coil or solenoid of wire, forming

the fixed part of the instrument. This magnetic

field acts either directly on the movable part, or

by magnetising pieces of iron placed so as to

repel or attract the movable part. And here it

may be remarked that the magnetic field inside a

solenoid is most uniform and strongest at the

centre of the axis of the coO, whOst nearer to

the ends the lines of force diverge from the axis,

and the field increases in strength as we approach

the sides of the coil from the axis. It is thus

Fia. G2.

evident that a piece of soft iron of the same
length as the coil (assumed to be short) has its

poles at the ends when a current traverses the
coil, and consequently it will take up its position
on one side (the strongest part of the field), if

free to move ; a short piece of soft iron, however,
tends to take up its position at the centre and
along the axis when a current traverses the coil,

if placed at the centre of the coil.

The controlling force, which should be of!

constant intensity, may bo due to permanent or
j

electro -magnets, the force of gravity as by
j

weights, springs, or the tension of a wire ; and,
as might be expected, many ingenious attempts
have IJeen made to dispose the controlling and
deflecting forces so as to produce a satisfactory

working instrument. The working parts of

these instruments are usually inclosed in a
circular m'^tal case fastened on to a slate or

polished wooden base, to which are also fastened
the terminals of the instrument. The usual type
is of the clock character, a dial being fixed to the

front, over which the index-finger moves across a
divided scale marked Amperes, Volts, Watts, or
( ihms, as the case may be. In front of the dial

and pointer a glass face is fixed to protect the
instrument from dust and dirt, and the finger

from draught-^.

The essential feature of these instruments is that
'

the}' are ilirccl-reatliiiff ; consequently the measure-
ments will not be so exact as if very delicate

galvanometers were used. Galvanometers, how-
ever, are only suitable for the measurement of

the small currents, and would be out of place

altogether for the measurement of the large

currents used in electric light and power circuits.

They, moreover, are neither direct-reading nor
portable ; and ammeters are universally used for

the measurement of current strength, and the

requirements of a good instrument are :

—

(1) They should be direct-reading, (2) simple

in construction, (3) sensitive, (4) the scale should

start at zero and read right up to the limit, (5)

the scale should be fairly open, (6) they should

not be affected by neighbouring currents or
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magnetic fields, nor by changes of temperature,

(7; they should be dead-beat, (S) they should

indicate the direction of the current—especially

if used on accumulator or arc-light circuits, (9)

they should be capable of being fixed vertically

or horizontally, and also of withstanding the

rolling of ships if used on ships, and (10) they

should be cheap. It is also essential that they

should not waste energy, or cause a loss of pres-

sure, and since ammeters are traversed by the

full current, the coils coniist of a few turns of

thick wire, so that the resistance is usually very

small. Voltmeters, on the other hand, are placed

as shunts to the main circuit, and so carry little

current, being wound with a large number of

turns of fine wire. This is practically the only

difference between ammeters and voltmeters of

the electro-magnetic type, so that it wUl only be

necessary to deal with main principles.

Ammeters.—The instruments which we shall

consider have been chosen and an-anged accord-

ing to the principles they illustrate, rather than

from commercial considerations.

The type shown in Fig. 61 consist of solenoids

which act on soft iron cores, and the piece of soft

iron, being placed in a magnetic field not uniform,

is drawn from the weaker to the stronger part of

the field.

In this class of instrument the core is mag-

netised by the magnetic field ; but the strength

of the temporary magnet is not proportional to
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the current, since it depends upon the permeahility

of the iron, which varies considerably with
difierent field strengths. The readings are there-

fore not directly proportional to the current, the

action being proportional to the product of the

Btrength of the field and the strength of the

temporary magnet. In each of the figures, a is

the soft iron core, J the arbor, and c the coil.

In Fig. 61, A represents Miller's patent, the
controlling force being the force of gravity, a

small weight w being used for this purpose.

B represents a very simple form of gravity ammeter
made by the Socicce des Telephones de Zurich, in

which the core is a peculiarly horseshoe-shaped
niece of thin soft sheet iron, the tongue of which is

OTSwn more or less within the coil according to the
strength of the current. This tongue is pierced

at intervals with holes as shown, by means of

which the sensibility of the instrument may be
adjusted. The pointer is attached to this core,

and the weight of the core and pointer forms the
controlling force. C represents a similar instru-

ment introduced by Edison, w being a counter-
weight of such a weight, and so placed as to

keep the pointer at zero when the instrument is

not in use : D is another gra^•ity intrument, and
illustrates the principle of the instruments intro-

duced by Lord Kelvin and Holivo Dobrowolsky.
E represent Kohlrausch's instrument, in which a

spiral spring, S, forms the controlling force.

Another interesting instrument of the same
class, embodying several unique principles, is

shown in Fig. 62. It shows the working parts

of an ammeter devised by Aj-rton and Perry in

1883, in which the movement of a soft iron core
—which is a hollow tube—is opposed by a spring,
as in Kohlrausch's instrument. "This spring,
shown enlarged in Fig. 6'Ji, is made of hard
phosphor-bronze, and shaped like a narrow
shaving coiled up into a cylinder of smaller
diameter, and, unlike an ordinary spiral spring,
it has the peculiarity that for a small increase in

length along the axis, there is a large rotation of

one end of the spring relatively to the other, the
angle of rotation being directly proportional to

the axial extension, and to the force which is

applied to produce this extension." And since
this spring is capable of magnifying a linear
motion, it is called a magnifying spring, and the
instrument a mafj'uf'jin'j spring amnuter. The
spring is placed inside the thin tube of charcoal
iron, and is attached to a brass cap fastened to

the tube at its lower end, and as this cap termi-
nates in a brass pin, supported and guided at the
bottom of the instrument, the tube cannot ro tate
at the bottom. The tube, however, is free to
rotate at the upper end, to which the pointer is

attached, and with even a small amount of suction
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Jue to a current in the coil) there is a small ex-
t'-nsion of the spring, and this produces a definite
remount of rotation of the tube at the top.
This special form of core was introduced

.because a thin tube of iron soon becomes
i magnetised to saturation even in a weak magnetic
field, so that when used as the core of an ammeter,
;aa explained, it practically becomes a temporary
'magnet of constant strength, and the force with

'lich it is sucked into the coil is, for all fields
jve a certain strength, proportional to the

strength of the field, and consequently is pro-
iportional to the strength of the current producing
the field. The tube is placed with about two-

irdfl of its length in the coil.

In another form of instrument the magnetic
Held inside the coil due to a current passing
through the coil is modified by the presence of a
fixed piece of soft iron. In Edelmann's instru-
ments (see Fig. 63 A) a strip of soft iron, i, is

fixed near to one side of the coil, whilst the
movable core a (shown edgeways) is pivoted at
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one end in the axis of the coil, and is also at-
tached to an index-finger, as shown. The
magnetic field due to the current magnetises both
strips the same way, and a repellent action is

thus set up, with the result that a is repelled.
In the instrument shown in Fig. 63 B the strip
of soft iron i is not used, the core a being fixed
eccentrically within the coil, with its axis parallel
to the axis of the coil in such a way that with the
assistance of a weight the needle points to zero
when the instrument is not in use. When the
current passes, the core tends to move into the
stronger part of the field (close to the side
of the coil), and so moves the index-finger.
In the earlier Evershed's instruments (see

Fig. 63, C), two small soft iron slabs, i, are placed
end to end and fixed upon a stout strip of brass,
one end of which carries a brass disc which
supports the arbor. The two pieces of soft iron
are shaped as shown, and are placed so that there
is just sufficient room for the movable soft iron
core a (of short length and fixed to a spindle) to
swing freelj- between them. It is obvious that
the field is here intense when a current passes, so
that the core a tends to move from a weaker field

into the stronger, and so moves the index-finger.
By shaping the slabs (i) on one side the field is

stronger on that side than on the other. When
not in use the core a takes up a position above
and outside the gap between the slabs, by means
of a counterweight. In Schuckert's instruments
(see Fig. 63, D) a light, steel axle, d, is pivoted so
as to lie parallel to, but a little to the left of, the
axis of the coil. This axle carries a curved piece
of soft iron, i, the same length as the coil, and at

one end a light aluminium pointer, p. The core
i is weighted by means of a piece of wire, «,
which may be adjusted so that when the instru-
ment is not in use the pointer stands at zero.
When a current passes through the coil the core
is drawn into the stronger part of the field

(towards the side of the coil), and the pointer is

deflected. The moving parts of this instrument
are extremely light, and weigh not more than
s'boz., so that there is very little friction.

It will be well here to refer to a class of
instruments which depend upon the tendency of
every magnetic circuit to become as short and
perfect as possible. This is rendered possible by
placing the movable core of soft iron so that it

tends to move, so as to close the magnetic system
set up by the current. The improved Evershed's
instruments (see Fig. 64) are of this type. Within
a fixed brass tube, TT (part of which is cut
away, as shown, so as to diminish the production
of eddy currents when the instrument is used for
measuring alternating currents) is pivoted a
horizontal brass spindle, S, around which (but
inside the tube T T) is attached concentrically
the soft-iron core A B, forming a half-cylinder.
(In the outside of the brass tube is slipped, so as

to fit it tightly, a peculiarly-shaped soft-iron
collar or sleeve, C T), as shown in the figures.

When a current circulates through the coil, the
core A B is drawn round magnetically against
the controlling force of gravity set up by the
weight W. It is obrious that the shape of the
sleeve gives more or less free magnetism en one
side, and it is to this part that the core is

attracted. A similar action is utilised in Hart-

mann and Braun's instruments, the working parts
of which are shown in Fig. 64 D.
Many of the earlier instruments made use of

permanent magnets to form the controlling force,
and it is obvious that in such cases the needle
could consist of a small permanent magnet or
magnetic needle or a small piece of soft iron.
The deflecting force, as in the examples already
considered, was due to the magnetic field set up
by a current passing through a coil. The needle
was pivoted, and attached to it a pointer to
indicate the movements of the needle. 3Iany
such instruments have been made, but we need
only consider the one presented in Fig. 65,
which shows Ayrton and Perry's permanent
magnet ammeter. In this case the needle is a
small piece of soft iron shaped like a flat ellipsoid,

and it is placed between the poles of a permanent
magnet. The coils of wire are wound on the
two halves of a flat brass tube. A, so that the
magnetic field set up by the current is at right
angles to the field between the pole-pieces.
Consequently, when a current traverses the coils

the needle takes up a position coinciding with
the resultant of the two fields, and the pointer
is deflected. Many interesting additions have
been made to the original instrument so as
to improve the sensibility of the instrument and
the controlling force. Pole-pieces of soft iron and
of various shapes were added, as shown at P P in
the figure ; in addition to which two soft iron cores
(FF in the figure) were screwed into the ends of
the brass tube (on which the coils were wound)

,

so that the deflecting force could be varied by
screwing these cores in more or less as required.
Later still soft iron screws, S S, were added to the
pole-pieces P P, so that their ends form the mag-
netic tips of the pole-pieces, the distance between
which could be varied at wiU. This type of in-
strument possesses the advantage of indicating the
direction of the current.

No account of measuring instruments would be
complete without some reference to Weston's
instruments, which have been much used in
America, and are now being introduced into this

country on account of their sensitiveness and
reliability. The working parts of one of these
instruments is shown in Fig. 66, from which it

wUl be noticed that strong percaanent magnets m,
carrying two enlarged pole-pieces, embrace a coil

of wire o, wound on a light aluminium former,
and delicately pivoted upon jewel bearings.
Inside the coil of wire there is fixed a soft iron

core, p. When a current passes it tends to turn
the coil as in a motor, so that the coil may inclose

as many lines of force as possible. This tendency
to turn is opposed by a graduated counterforce
consisting of two flat spiral hair-springs, 7, q,
which also serve to lead the electricity in and out
of the coU, these springs being fastened at the
top and bottom to the coil. We mayadd that the

Fia. 60.

gap between the pole-pieces and iron cylindrical

core in one instrument is •04in., the radial thick-

ness of the coU. including the aluminium frame,

is •Oloin., leaving a clearance of •012.)in. on each
side. These instruments are very dead-beat.

(To h$ continuti.)

CEMENT ADMIXTURES.

FOR the past three years investigations into

this matter have been made by the Cement
Trade Section of the London Chamber of Com-
merce. They instructed Messrs. Stanger and
Blount, of Broadway, Westminster, to make
extensive experiments with mixtures of Kentish

ngstone and Portland cement, and also obtained

valuable evidence from Jlr. D. B. Butler, Mr.
Gilbert Redgrave, Jlr, H, K. Bamber, and
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Dr.^lichaelis. of Berlin, and others. After full

consideration the eertion adopted the following;

resolution: "That I'ortland Cement bo defined

as a mixture of two or more suitable materials

intimately and artilii ially mixed in the requisite

proportions, and afterwards properly calcined and
ground, to which nothing has been added during
or after calcination, excepting that an addition

not exceeding 2 per cent, of gypsum is permissible

for the purpose of regulating the setting. That
the following rule be adopted :

—
" That if any raateriul whatever excepting 2 per cent,

of ff>'P8um for the purpose of reeulating the setting b^
added to the Tortland cement clinker during or after
calcination, the article so produced shall not be sold as
Portland cement, but under another distinctive name.

" That the members of the Cement Trade
Section of the London Chamber of Commerce,
together with all manufacturers of Portland
cement in (ireat Britain and Ireland who are not
members of that Association, be invited to sign
the following declaration of conformity to the
above rule in respect to all Portland cement
made by them whatever. We, the undesigned,
hereby agree to conform and carry out the rule of

the Cement Trade Section of the London Chamber
of Commerce as set forth in a report made by the
Section and adopted at a meeting held on Monday,
the 10th of May, 18SI7 ;—
"That if any materi'il whatever excepting an amount

not exceeding 2 per cent, of gypsum for the purpose of
r^ulating the setting be added to the Portland cement
choker during or after calcination, the article so produced
Hhall not ba sold as Portland cement, but under some
other distinctive same.

" And we further agree that if at any time any
of the parties to this agreement shall by resolu-

tion of a majority of those present at a meeting
of such parties duly and properly convened in

accordance with the practice of the London
Chamber of Commerce, such resolution having
been duly and properly confirmed by a majority
of those present at a subsequent meeting called at

not less than fourteen days' notice, be found to
have failed to conform to and carrj' out the said

rule, then in such case his or their name or names
shall be struck off the list, and notice of the same
made public in such manner as shall be resolved."
The above resolution was based upon the evidence
of various experts, summed up in the following
conclusions of Messrs. Stanger and Blount :

—

" Ragstone is a natural iorm of calcium carbonate
mixed with silicious matter. It is an inert sub-
stance incapable of setting when gauged with
water." ' Ragstone when mixed with Portland
cement undergoes no chemical change, and doe§
not combine with cement either in the dry state

or when the mixture is gauged with water."
" Mi.xtures of ragstone and cement have a specific

gravity lower than that of unmixed cement, and
indeed correspond closely in specific gravity with
that calculated from the respective specific

gravities of the two materials. The specific

gravity of normal ragstone may be taken as 270,
and that of normal cement as 315, so that the
difference between them is substantial." ** Save
for minor effects caused by the slight slaking
action of moisture commonly present in ordinary
ragstone, the part played by ragstone mixed
with cement is purely mechanical. The product
obtained from the two materials is merely a
mechanical mixture, and is in no sense a chemical
combination. In our opinion such a mixture
cannot correctly be termed Portland cement."
*' Gypsum added to cement for the purpose of
regmating the setting time in quantities not ex-
ceeding 2 per cent, of the weight of the cement,
has no deleterious influence on the quality of the
cement." With respect to other materials,

Messrs. Stanger and Blount say that they are
unable to give a general opinion as to their

influence on cement when mixed with it, and that
they would have to report separately as to each
after long and careful investigation ; and they
express a strong opinion in conclusion that what-
ever be the effect, whether good or bad, of the
admixture of any material whatever with Portland
cement clinker after calcination, the article so

produced cmnot legitimately be termed Portland
cement. Each of the other experts examined en-
dorsed this view, and the Section approve and adopt
it. At a meeting of the Societ)- of Chemical
Industry, held on November 1, 1897, a paper
was read by Jlessrs. Stanger and Blount upon
these subjects, when, after alluding to the
investigations made for the section as to rag-
stone, they mate the following remarks, for the
reproduction of which the Chamber is indebted to
the courtesy of the societv and of Messrs.
Stanger and Blount: — "Ragstone is not a

cementitious subst.ance, and it.s addition to

cement is an adulteration. Perfectly sound
cement is weakened by the addition of ragstone.

This weakening is not fully proportional to the

percentage of ragstone added, because the latter

acts ,as a fine filling material and fills up the
interstices naturally present in set cement.
Cement which is not perfectly sound may be
temporarily improved by the addition of rag-
stone. When the cement has become sound by
aeration this improvement disappears. Many
minor points were examined and determined in

the course of the main investigation, but the

most important results are embodied in the con-
clusions given above. Adlitioni to Ccmtnt other

than Jlaystone.—IJje of these which particularly

came within our purview in the course of our
investigation for the London Chamber of

Commerce is gypsum. Gypsum is largely used
in Germany, and to a considerable extent in

this country, in quantities not exceeding 2

per cent., and usually smaller than this,

in order to lengthen the setting time of

the cement. Regarding cement as a chemically
finished product in the state in which it comes
from the kilns, needing nothing but mechanical
comminution to make it saleable, the addition of

any substance to the finished clinker mu-.t be
considered in strictness an adulteration. Thus
gypsum becomes under this definition an
adulterant. Xevertheless, it is added for a dis-

tinct and useful purpose, and in quantities smaller

than 2 per cent, does not affect the cement
injuriously, to far as cur experiments indicate.

The last and worst adulterant with which it is our
purpose to deal is blast-furnace slag. As far as

our experience goes, this most objectionable

addition to Portland cement is not employed
on the Thames and Jledway, but in certain

other districts it is used in large quantities

for the preparation of a grossl}- sophisticated

product which is fraudulently sold as Portland
cement. We must not be understood as con-

demning true slag cement, made by mi.xing granu-
lated bLast-furnace slag with slaked lime, and
sold under its proper title. This material is a

perfectly legitimate product, and has its own
uses ; no one can reasonably object to its utilisa-

tion if it is not covertly substituted for Portland
cement. But the addition of blast-furnace slag

to Portland cement is another matter altogether.

The general practice of the manufacturers who
seek to increase their profits by the use of slag

appears to be to add to the clinker, as it goes to

the crushers, as much crude blast-furnace slag as

they consider can be mixed with Portland cement
without risk of detection by the ordinary con-
sumer, who buys cement in quantities so small

that the cost of its analysis is too great for him
to pay. The quantity added miy be as much as

30 or iO per cent., .and detection is not eas\-

or even always possible for an unskilled observer.

Apart from the fraudulent character of this

addition, about which no doubt can well be enter-

tained, there arises the question of its effect on
the cement. And here it is necessary to make a

small digression into the chemistry of the

subject." After stating their objections to the

use of slag from the chemical point of view,

Messrs. Stanger and Blonnt conclude their paper

as follows:—"All materials added to I'ortland

cement after the clinker comes from the kilns

are adulterants, with the exception of gj-psum,

which is a recognised addition for a specific

purpose in quantities not exceeding 2 per cent.

Of the two adulterants which have been specially

dealt with—viz., ragstone and blast-furnace

slag—the latter is by far the more objectionable,

and it should be condemned and rejected by
makers and users alike. In this ^-iew we believe

we are supported by the great majority of engi-

neers and manufacturers."—By order of the

Cement Trade Section. Publication committee :

Charles Charleton, chairman of section (I. C.

Johnson and Co., Ltd.' ; L=edham White, chair-

man of special admixtures committee (J. B. White
and Brothers, Ltd.} ; William Porter (Burham
Brick, Lime, and Cement Co., Ltd.;. Kenric B.

Murray, Secretary London Chamber of Commerce.

The following firms have signed the declaration:—
Arlesey Lime and Portland Cement Co.. Ltd., .^rlesey,

Beds: William Ashby and Son, Ltd., London; F. C.
Barron and Co., London : Booth and Co., Ltd.. London ;

Borstal Manor Cement Co.. Ltd., Borstal, Rochester

:

Burham Brick, Lime, and Cement Co., T^td., London:
Clitheroe Portland Cement Co., Ltd., Clitheroe, Lanes. :

Dartford Portland Cement Co., Ltd., London ; DLx,
Green and Co., Satfron Walden ; G, and T. Earle, Ltd

,

Hull : Formby's Cement Works, Co., Ltd., London

;

Francis and Co.. Ltd., London : C. Francis. Son, and Co.,

Ltd , Isle of Wight ; Gibbs and Co,, Ltd., London

;

Globe Portland Cement and Whiting Co., Ltd., London
;

Hilton, Anderson, Brookes, and Co., Ltd., London;
Hooper and Co., Southampton ; I. C. Johnson and Co .

Ltd., London and Newcistle-on-Tyne ; Laurence and
Wimble, London ; W. Lee, Son. and Co., London;
London Portland Cement Co.. Ltd.. London ; McLean,
Levett, and Co., Ltd., London ; Martin, Earle.
and Co., Ltd., London ; Xew Rainham Portland
Cement Co., Ltd., London; John Pattrick and
Son, Bovercourt. Essex ; Peters Brothers, London;
Ptai>'ni.\ Portland Cement Co., Ltd.. London ; Hon.
Ashley Ponsonby, Artillery Cement Works, London

;

Addison Potter and Son, Newcastle-on-Tyne ; U'leen-
borough Cement Co. (Jaffray and Castle), London;
A. and W. T. Richardson, London ; Robins and Co.,
Ltd., London; Rugby and Newbold Cement Co , Ltd.,

'

Rugby ; Walter Scott, Ltd..Newcastle-on-Tyne; Skelsey's
Adamant Co., Ltd.. Hull ; South Wales Portland Cement
and Lime Co.. Ltd.. Penarth, near Cardilf; W. Tingey
and Son. London; Tower Portland Cement Co.. Ltd,
London ; Trechmaun, Weekes, and Co., Ltd., London and
West Hartlepool ; Tunnel Portland Cement Co.. Ltd.,
London : West Kent Portland Cement Co., Ltd., London ;

Weston and Co.. London : J. B. White and Bros., Ltd.,
London ; Wouldham Cement Co , London.

CHARTERHOUSE SQUARE.

[with rHOTOLITHOGR.iPHIC ILLVSTR.ITIOXS.]

TO this there are three entrances—Carthusian •

street. Charterhouse-lane, and Charterhouse-
street. In each of the first two there once stood a

gatehouse, the situation of which is now indi-

cated by an iron gate surmounted by the arms
of the hospital. This square is supposed to

have been part of the ground first consecrated

by Bishop Stratford as a place of burial. The
square is inclosed and planted with trees and
shrubs ; an avenue of limes goes across it,

which forms a shady walk in summer for the

occupants of the houses around. The trees, con-

sidering the part of London they £ire in, preserve

their verdure remarkably well. On the north

side, as we enter the square from Carthusian-

street, is to be seen the entrance to the hospital.

The Gateway is the original portal of the monas-
tery, and possesses many unmistakable indicatioDi

of antiquity. It is a four-centred or Tudor arch,

with dripstone terminatinff in plain corbels ; over

all is a shelf supported by two brackets repre-

senting lions, grotesquely carved, which may
safely be ascribed to the early part of the 16th

century. <.>n the right as we enter is the porter's

lodge, a modem erection, i )n the left is the

residence of the medical oflicer of the hospital.

Passing on, we find ourselves in the Entrance

Court. From this there are two places of egress.

A road lies straight before us leading to the

quadrangles, the schoolmaster's house, the gown-
boys', and the preacher's residence. Another on

our left conducts us to the master's lodge, the

hall, and the chapel. Under an archway leading

to the master's court is the entrance to the

Master's Lodge. Having viewed the interior

of the master's lodge, we return to the Master's

Court. On the left an arched passage lead*

us to the Washhouse Court, described hereafter.

In the centre our attention is drawn to a porch

surmounted by the Royal Arms, leading to the

great hall and kitchen, whilst a passage on our

right conducts us to the Chapel Court. This is

surrounded by buildings on the south and w
sides, the chapel on the east, and a colonnade

piazza on the north. This is denominated the

Chapel Cloister, but it does not merit the name.

A row of six heavy inelegant Italian semi-Classic

arches on one side is all it possesses : there is

nothing to attract the notice, save the extreme

clumsiness of form and detail ; in style it is almost

nondescript. At the east end of this specimen of

debased architecture is a door in the same style,

leading to the ante-chapel. Entering the Ante-

Chapel, a small square chamber, at the east end of

which is a modem screen, surmounted by the

Royal Arms and those of the founder, Sutton.

Through this a most beautiful view may be

obtained of the east window. This chsipel is

vaulted and groined, a rib springing from s

corbel in each corner : at the intersection of these

ribs are bosses, ornamented with roses and

foliage, and shields charged with instruments of

the Passion. Here is placed the font. This is of

stone and modem, but it is wotully debased.

The ante-chapel bears the date 1512, and is in

good preservation. At its east end is an equi-

lateral arch leading to the chapel. The mouldings

are distinct and good. Itis filled up with the carved

wooden screen before spoken of. This consists of

a series of pointed arches, cinque-foiled, aad

through it we enter into the Chapel. The plan

of this building is most difficult to describe,

-the present chancel being part of the original

nave. It is square, divided in the centre by two
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Tiisoin pillars : a recess was added to the north

side in 1S.;6, and there is a tower at the west
end, parallel with the ante-chapel. The south
wall alone is part of the original church. It is

supposed that the choir extended some way to

the east beyond the present chapel. The pillars

which divide it in the centre support three semi-
circular arches, the keystones of which are em-
bellished with the Charterhouse arms. The roof is

flit, ceiled and decorated, after the style of the
time of James I. At the west end, under the
tower, is an open screen of wood, carved in a
style corresponding with the date of the rest of

the chapel. This supports a gallery containing
the organ. Its principal ornaments are grotesque,
puffy -faced cherubim, helmets and swords, drums
and instruments of music, and in the centre is a
shield, tied up with a thick cable, charged with
the arms of the Hospital. The altar is of wood,
and on each side in the corner of the chancel is a
sort of stall, the one on the right being appro-
priated to the head, and that on the left to the
second master of the school. The east window is

of live lights under one arch, and is filled with
pxinted glass. The pulpit and reading-desk
are against the south wall, as also are the
masteri' and preachers' pews. The seats for the
ji^nsioners are open, and have poppy-heads iu

the shape of greyhounds' heads couped, ermine
collared gules, garnished and ringed or, on the
collar three annulets of the last, the crest of the
hospital. The scholars sit in the recess to the
north. The founder's tomb is on the north side

of the chancel. In leaving the chapel by way
of the cloister, our attention is drawn to a small
door on the right ; this communicates with a
spiral staircase leading to the roof of the tower.
The tower is square, and is surmounted by a
heavy Italian parapet, with a thing in the shape
of a pinnacle at each angle. The whole is

crowned with a wooden dome resting on pillars

supporting semicircular arches. Il'jturQing by
the cloister we stop at a door on the right which
r inducts U3 to Brooke HiU. This room is now
used as a dining-room for the officers of the
house, where they meet daily and occasionally
introduce a friend to participate in the bounty of
.Satton. Retracing our steps along the cloister

we enter a smiU paved hall, and to our right we
spy the foot of the Great Staircase. This is

magnificently carved with Arabesque ornaments,
of somewhat the same character as those on the
gallery of the great hall. It is 6ft. wide, and
consists of 21 steps. Midway there is a large
window looking in the Master's Cburt. Arriving
at the top, we see on our right the entrance to the
apartments of the Reader, on our left an ante-
chamber conducts us either to The Terrace, a fine

paved w.a'k of nearly 80 yards, commanding
a view of the green, or to The Library, which we
enter through a door on our left. This contains
a valuable collection of erudite and scarce works.
.\djoining is the Governor's Room, the decorations
of which date about the time of Elizabeth, and
are of the most magnificent description. The
reiling is flat, and is adorned with the armorial
distinctions of Thomas Duke of Xorfolk. Re-
tracing our steps down the gr3at staircise, we
come to the Great Hall. This is the most ancient
ot the buildings which date subsequent to the
lieformation, the west wall being part of the con-
^entual eJifice. It was most probably built by
Sir Edward North, who obtained the Charter-
house for his private residence in 153.5. At the
west end is a spacious music-gallery, which, from
the style ot carving, as well as the letters
" T. N." and the date !J71, appears to belong to
the period when the unfortunate Dakeof Norfolk
was a prisoner in his o*n house. This corama-
niaites with a smaller gallery at the side of the
room which was used as a passage from the great
-taircise to other parts of the house, and is of the
-ame antiquity as the hall. The roof is plastered,
panelled with wood, and arched in the centre.
The room is lighted by three Ixrge windows,
which have four centred arches, and four smaller
9 ;uare-headed ones. They consist of five lights,
trausomed and super-muliioneJ. One is sunk in
a recess, with panel-work, sculpture descending
to the ground. The chimneypiece was an addi-
tion by Sutton, and is of later date than
any other part of the building. It is carved
in stone, bat is oE grotesque design, con-
sisting of imaginary scrolls, in the style of the
Ksnaissance school. T'he arms of the founder,
surmounted by helmet, are well executed,
as also are two small pieces of ordnance on each
side, which are boldly, yet accurately, wrought.
Beneath these, and in the centre above the space

allotted to the stove, is an oval upon which is

carved a dragon, but it is now much mutilated.

This room is now used as a dining-hall for the

pensioners. A door on the right opens into the

Upper Hall, which is a small low room, devoid of

all ornament except the chimneypiece, which is

carved in stone, and has the founder's arms
sculptured above. The windows are square-

headed. It is now used as a dining-hall for the

scholars on the foundation. Returning through
the great hall, we make our exit through a door

under the music gallery, which opens into a stone

passage, on the right of which are the apartments
of the manciple. (Jn the left, an outlet opens into

the master's court, and in the centre are three

doorways of depressed Tudor arches within a

square head, the spandrels being filled with roses,

foliage, and angels bearing shields. These lead

to the Great Kitchen, which gives the stranger

some idea of the immense consumption of the

house. Retracing our steps through the master's

court and entrance court, we direct our course to

the gown-boys and green, a road which we
avoided on our first setting out. Proceeding,

therefore, down this road, we come to another

gateway, more ancient than the outer one, but

which possesses noornamental attractions. A door-

way on the right opens into the Abbot's Court. Of
all the courts this is the most ancient. It is some-

times called Wash-house Court. lieturning, we
enter the Preacher's Court. This is a range of new
buildings, castellated and turreted. built in the

vear 18'2.5, after the designs of Edward Blore.

in the centre of the north side is a gateway with

an octagonal turret on each side, one of which
contains the bell, which sounds regularly every

quarter of an hour before the meals of the pen-

sioners. On the west side are apartments for

some of them. On the south and east sides is a

paved cloister, and at the south-east angle is to

be seen the large west window of the governor's

room, above which are five shields, excellently

carved in stone. The gateway in the centre of

the north side has a depressed Tudor arch within

a square head, the spandrels of which are filled

with shields charged with the Charterhouse arms.

The parapet above is embattled. This leads to

the Pensioners' Court. This is of the same date

as the preceding, but does not boast of the

cloistered walk which beautifies it. In the centre

of each side is a fine gateway, similar to the one

before doscribed as opening into this from the

Preacher's Court, but without the two octagonal

towers. The one on our left opens into the

stable-yard and servants' apartments ; that on

the north side into the burial ground : and that

on our right into a passage which divides it from

the schools. Walteu H. Bolrxe.

[We hope to give the general plan and eleva-

tions at an early date.

—

Ed.]

merely standing or jumping; how many really

were standing over the beam which gave way,
and which we are told was I'iin. by 14in., com-
posed of four pieces, each Sin. by Uin , spiked

together, though not securely. According to

Kidder, whose estimate is not high, such a beim,
if sound, would carry safely 13,4101b., allowing

a factor of safety of 4, and according to the cal-

culation of our contemporary the load on the beam
maybe taken at 40,3501b., a load which it was
incapable of supporting according to the evidence

of a witness. We have here the salient points of

the case. A beam of the dimensions and con-

struction stated, if properly made, according to

the best authorities, should at least have been

able to carry without breaking the actual

load of fioor and p3ople that cime upon
it, though that load exceeded the factor of

safety, llut it gave way. We have here another

proof of the valuelessness of calculating strength

when other conditions are wanting—those, for

example, of good material and execution. This

beam clearly failed from imperfect material or

method of bolting ; the wood was seriously

weakened by knots, which robbed it of a large

percentage of its strength, or the pieces of which

it was compose!—according to report, four pieces

3in. by 14in. spiked together—were inadequately

joined to take their share in the resistance. One
witness says the pieces could '

' move one on

another," thus destroying the value of a bolted

beam ; further, that they were only spiked

together instead of being bolted. It these

allegations are true, we have here another

instance of a beam designed rightly to carry

such a load, but rendered incapable of doing so

by carelessness of workmanship. It would have

been safer to have trusted to a solid timber beam
of the same scantling. The incident in its

terrible consequences should be a lesson to archi-

tects and builders, never to trust to bare calcu-

lated strength alone. There are so many other

elements to consider in beams—soundness of

timber, freedom from knots, perfect bolting

toge'her. Then sudden impact, such as jumping

or any synchronous movement of a crowd of

people, as a tread or a dance, unequally increases

the live-load enormously, and one authority puts

the effect of jumping at over half per cent, on

the still load. < »f courie, every floor to a public

hall ought to be strong enough to be able toresist

this severe strain, and to withstand any kind of

treatment. So that the architect ought by no

means to be satisfied with his calculated results, but

allow a full margin for all the above causes of

weakness and increase of stress. Nor can we say

that the jury did their best to investig.ite the

cause of the catastrophe. To say the fall was due

simply to accident, and that more than ordinary

care was used in the construction and selection of

material, is an extraordinary verdict.

D.ANGEROUS FLOORS.

ACCORDING to the accounts recently pub-
lished in the Canadian papers on the late

disastrous collapse of a crowded floor in London,
("Intario, which we noticed in our last issue, the

j ury empanelled to investigate the circumstances

havereturneda verdict, " That more than ordinary

care was used in the construction and selection of

material, and that the sad occurrence was purely

accidental." This is surely unsatisfactory if we
take the facts aa they have been reported, to

which it is needless again to refer. From what
we gather, the public hall was Tift, long and
42 ft. wide, with a platform at one end. The
people in the hall appear to have crowded round
the platform in a rather excited manner. A
portion of the floor in one corner, including

the platform, gave way, and precipitated the mass

upon the floor below. The load, according to

the Canadian Anhilect, was chiefly carried on a

beam i\li. span, and was distributed on an area

of flooring about isft. by 22ft. The total area of

floor bearing on beam was, it is said, 249sq.ft.,

and the weight of floor itself is estimated at 251b.

per square foot. .A-s to the live load actually

bearing on the beam at the time of the accident

no exact information is forthcoming, though it is

calculated by our contemporary, allowing the

weight per person at 1351b., that a total live

load of 33.r501b. was over the entire space which

gave way, or a live load on the beam of 16,S751b.

But the exact condition of the crowd and their

movements are not known, and therefore any

conclusions from these figures are impossible. For

correct calculation it would be necessary to find out

how the people were distributed, whether they ware

THE OUTLAY ON BROOK HOSPITAL.

AT Saturday's meeting of the Metropolitan

Asylums" Board the annual fin.ancial state-

ment was submitted by Mr. A. C. t^covell, from

which it appeared that the total expenditure of

the managers for the year ended Slicbaelmas,

is:i7, amounted to £065,393—an increase of

£10,270 upon that for the previous year. This-

increase was mainly accounted for by the

opening oi the Brook Hospital, involving an

additional expenditure of £33,000. Upon the

presentation of the report of the special com-

mittee in the ra.atter of the Brook Hospital ex-

penditure, Mr. James Brown said that his name

had th.at day been mixed up by certain London

newspapers with what was said to be a gross

scandal in connection with the erection of the

Brook Hospital. He had been accused of sup-

plying the bricks which were used in the construc-

tion of that hospital, but the charge was devoid of

foundation. Mr. Brown explained that he was

the maker of a special sort of ornamental brick,

which was used by builders all over the country,

and that a comparatively small quantity of the

bricks which had been supplied by him to mer-

I'hants in London had been used in the ornamenta-

tion of the Brook Hospital. It was, he said, done

without his knowledge, and it was a matter over

which he had no control. He thought the w.ay

in which the matter had been brought up was a

gross injustice.

Mr. E. White moved the adoption of the com-

mittee's report. In this it was stated that the

original estimate for the erection of the Brook

Hospital was «l9t,810, and the amount of tho
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tenders ultimately accepted £218,171 16s. 2d.,
whilst the amount which the managers were asked
to pay in settlement of the contractors' final

claims was £..'G8,.')li7 1 Is. 'Jj. The difference
between the total amount of the accepted tenders,
£210,018 Os. 4s., for which the architect was re-

sponsible, and the total amount for which ho was
prepared to certify in settlement thereof, was
'J19,383 Us. Sd., of which £10,723 appeared to

have been sanctioned by or reported to the Board,
leaving the balance to represent the value of work
ordered on the architect's individual responsibility
over and above the value of the works for which
tenders were accepted by the ISoard. Jlr.

Aldwinckle, the architect, was blamed by the
committee for having under-estimated the amount
of work necessary in many cases, and for making
no provision in his original estimate for many
incidental matters. While he estimated that the
cost of extra foundations was about £.5,000, the
actual value of the me.asured and certified work
amounted to nearly four times that amount.

Mr. J. H. Brass moved, as an amendment to
the committee's recommendation, that the con-
tractors' claims as finally adjusted be approved,
'•That the report be referred back to the com-
mittee for them to report as to the cause of extra
expenditure, as to the several contractors not
executing the work in accordance with their
sealed contracts, as to the power of the architect
to order additional work without the authority of
the Board, and as to whether the certificates of
the architect for such work were not idtra fires."
After some discussion the debate was adjourned.

IRON UPRIGHTS.

THE series of tests made at Hamburg to show
the behaviour of uprights for warehouses

when subjected to heat or fire are of some value.
They point to certain conclusions—namely, (1)
that wrought-iron uprights, if not protected,
show little resistance at a fire, and may collapse
in temperatures exceeding that of 1,100° Fahr.

;

that (2) wrought-iron uprights, if protected by
concrete—as, for instance, by filling in the kernel
of the framing—offer a somewhat greater resist-
ance th.an if entirely unprotected

; (3) if these
uprights are protected by non-conducting materials
they show a much greater power of resistance than
ca=ei 1 and 2

; (4) that cast-iron columns (unpro-
tected) offer a slightly greater resistance than
wrought-iron uprights, the collapse taking place
at temperatures above 1,400' Fahr.

; (5) cast-iron
columns require considerable attention as regards
section and maximum load when used in dangerous
buildings, as the time of collapse differs very
materially, according to weight during a fire and
their plan

; (6) if protected with non-conducting
materials, cast-iron columns show a greater
resistance than wrought-iron- uprights so pro-
tected

; (7) wooden uprights, if unprotected,
catch fire at a temperature under 1,100° Fahr.

;

but, though well alight, show greater resistance
than unprotected wrought-iron or cast-iron
uprights

; (S) all these kinds of uprights in no
case give any sign of impending collapse.
These conclusions are instructive. Nos. 3 and

7 are very important. The value of protection is
established, but particularly that afforded by
"non-conducting materials." No. 7 ought to
make all architects and engineers think. Wooden
supports collapse only at a temperature a very
little short at which wrought-iron ones yield
if left unprotected. The difference between
wrought and cast iron is assumed to be greater
than these tests show. Most architects are under
the impression that a wrought-iron column is
more fire-resisting than cast iron, that it is less
likely to crack under fire and water, and this is
undoubtedly the case : but they are not prepared
to learn that a cast-iron column protected has a
much greater resistance than one of wrought iron
similarly treated.

A new public hall is about to be built in Fountain-
street, Halifax, from plans by Mr. W. C. Williams.
It is proposed to provide a hall with a seating
capacity of 2,.510, and a lesser haU holding 336
persons.

Mr. Howard Martin, the arbitrator in the claim
brought by Mr. Gill against the South-Eistem
Kailway Company, for the value of the property
known as 34 and 36, Dockley-road, Bermondsey,
taken under compulsory powers, has issued his
award at £1,06.5. The expert valuations handed in
°" -i?*" °* the claimant ranged from £1,676 to

£8'4 3 t
£914°'^ ^""^ ""* railway company from

BOOKS RECEIVED.
Seu'f'r Oas, and its Influence upon Healthy by

H. Ai.iuKii RiiKi lu.iN'G, C.K., Assoc. M.Inst. C.E.,
&c. (London: Biggs and Co., Salisbury-court,
Fleet-street), is an exhaustive treatise on the

sudject dealing with several aspects instead of

only one or two points. The author, in fact, in-

vestigates the subject from several standpoints.

Chemical research, medical science, bacterio-

logical, and engineering inquiry have been
brought to bear. The earlier chapters treat the
later developments of the inquiry, the history of

sewer gas controversy, the theories of Muichison
and of Budd, American and Continental views,
the present state of our knowledge, the con-
servancy methods, and the water carriage system.
The author spe.aks of the sanitary and other
advantages of this system over the conservancy
methods. An important chapter is that on
micro-organisms in sewer air, in which various
experiments are referred to to ascertain whether
germs can be carried away by air currents in

pipes and sewers. Summarising these, it is

held that pathogenic germs meet with conditions
in sewers unfavourable to them, such as

the myriads of other germs that crowd the
sewage, and which struggle for existence ; that
these micro-organisms cannot rise from liquids

and moist surfaces ; and that there is a com-
parative absence of germs from sewer-air. The
report of Messrs. Laws and Andrewes is men-
tioned, to show how difficult it is to catch the
typhoid germ, even in sewage from the Homerton
Hospital. At a mile below this institution, not a
single colony of the bacillus was found in the
drainage. The experiments on animals are

detailed. These show that 75 to 100 per cent, of

all animals inoculated with small doses of attenu-
ated typhoid bacilli, after exposure to sewer-gas,
perished, while not one of the animals kept under
normal conditions succumbed to the inoculation,
proving that putrid gases, including sewer-gas,
predisposes animals to the pathogenic action of

the germ. The appendices and tables given at

the end of the volume are instructive. The
Cuthedral Church of TTinchestrr, i\-c., by PniLir
W. Seugeaxt, late scholar of Trinity CoUegei
Oxford (London : George Bell and Sons), is

another of the useful and admirably got-up series

of monographs of our cathedral churches now
issuing under the title of " Bell's Cathedral
Series," edited by Gleeson White and E. F.
Strange, several of which we have noticed. This
volume on Winchester has been compiled by Mr.
Philip Walsingham Sergeant from authenticated
sources, such as Prof. Willis's paper, and is illus-

trated by numerous sketches and phototypes by
The Photochrom Co., Ltd. ; S. B. Bolas and Co.
have chiefly supplied the negatives. The views
of the choir-stalls, and the beautiful altar and
carved reredos, lately restored ; Beaufort's and
Foxe's Chantries, Wykeham's Chantry, Lang-
ton's Chapel, and the noble nave of Wykehara, are
excellent representations. Other illustrations are
from drawings and sketches. An excellent plan
of the cathedral and one of the crypts, with
references to the chantries and tombs, are given
at the end. Brief notices are appended of Win-
chester College, the Hospital and Church of St.

Cross, and other antiquities. The beautiful iron
grill from St. Swithin's shrine, from Mr. Starkie
Gardener's book, lent by the Science and Art
Department, is one of the illustrations. The
descriptive matter is as far as possible correct and
concise, and the book published at the low
price of Is. Gd., will be found an invaluable
handbook to the general reader and tourist.

Much valuable information respecting the history
and structure of this fine example of Media>val
architecture in its earlier and later phases is

condensed in Jlr. Sergeant's book. 'The series

will entirely supplant the poor and meagre guide
books of our great cathedral establishments.

The Cathedral Church of Lic/ifeM, by A. B.
Cliftox, is another of the series. The author in

this history has been less fortunate in the choice
of his authorities. There are fewer reputed
authorities to consult, but a number of journals
and pamphlets have been put under con-
tribution. The result is, however, satisfac-

tory. For the general reader or student the
information is all that he can desire; the photo-
graphs from the same firm as we noticed above
have been reproduced, and make clear and crisp

pictures. As Mr. Clifton says, while other cathe-
drals are larger or grander, Lichfield is more
charming and jewel-like. Every detail in it is

beautiful. Take a bay of the nave : what can
be more perfect or refined in the Middle Gothic

or Decorative period, or a bay of the choir with

its beautiful traceried window and mouldings?
Take the fine clustered pillars and capitals

in the choir, or the side doorways of west front

with their beautiful foliated tracery over, or the

grand central one with its cusping and carved

arch members and sculptured jambs—all of the

same perfect 14th or 1.5th-century richness. The
tourist and student cannot provide themselves

with a better manual. Se/l's Bictionarij of the

Jf'orkl's Press and Annual of Vseful Knowledge for
1808, is still further enlarged, although, for the

purpose of gaining space, the whole of the lists of

papers, &c., have been reset. Particulars of

everj' newspaper published throughout her

Majesty's dominions are given, together with

the principal foreign papers. Many articles of

great importance to commercial men generally

(other than editors, &c., who are more particu-

larly interested in the newspaper world) will be

found. Laxton's Builders'' Price Hook for 189S

still maintains the honourable position it has so

long enjoyed among architects, surveyors,

builders, and contractors. Great care has been

exercised in the preparation of the work so as to

bring the prices and other information up to date,

based upon the latest quotations of the price of

materials, and throughout the compilation thereof

the aim has been to make it as accurate and
complete as possible. Important decisions under

the New London BuUding Act, 1894, in the

superior Courts and the Tribunal of Appeal are

stated in detail, and "heads of cases" brought

before the police-courts under the same Act are

also given.
^^ I —

CHIPS.

The Leicester Town Council have by an almost

unanimous vote, decided to exercise the right they

have obtained under their new local Act by erecting

a crematorium in their new cemetery at Silroes.

Great progress has been made with the erection

of the new ironworks for Messrs. Lysaght and Co.,

of Bristol and Wolverhampton, on the east side of

the River Usk at Newport, Mon. Three large

buildings have been erected, and three boilers have
been laid down. A number of annealing furnaces

are now in working order, and a prehminary trial

of a 500H.P. engine for working three rolling mills

was made on Friday. The plates will be sent to

Bristol to be galvanised. The Great Western Rail-

way Company are laying a siding to the works
from the new East Usk Railway.

The shareholders of the Maidstone Water Com-
pany, at the private meeting held on Thursday in

last week, approved a draft agreement for the sale

of their undertaking to the corporation of Maid-
stone. The directors were also empowered to pro-

ceed with a scheme for forming an auxiUary com-
pany or syndicate for obtaining a further supply of

water.

At the recent session of the Legislature of the

Province of Quebec a Bill, No. 87, was passed,

making several amendments to the Act of In-

corporation of the Province of Quebec Association

of Architects, chief among which is one which
restricts the use of the title " Architect" to persons

who shall register under the Act. The amending
measure has now received the assent.

On Saturday the members of the Edinburgh
branch of the Amalgamated Society of Carpenters

and Joiners paid a visit of inspection to the M'E wan
Hall. Including a few lady friends, nearly 300

availed themselves of the opportunity of seeing the

great building, and Mr. Allan E. Clark, the clerk of

works, carried out the arrangements. Mr. Clark

gave some particulars regarding the construction of

the hall, its dimensions, and architectural features.

He further described the art-work and the organ.

Thereafter the sightseers walked round the building,

when all explanations were afforded by Mr. Clark,

the engineer, and others.

The Leeds Sanitary Committee have recommendoi

the council to accept tenders for lighting anfl

heating the hospital pavilions at Manston. Tho
tenders amount to between £3,000 and £4,000.

On Thursday week, the city council of Chichesti

elected Mr. James Saunders, A.R.I.B.A., assistaa

borough engineer of Oldham, to the post of citj

surveyor and waterworks engineer. There we."

115 applicants for the appointment.

The extensions to the hospital, Lowestoft, ax»

being warmed and ventilated by means of Shorland'a

patent Manchester stoves, the same being suppliei

by Messrs. E. H. Shorland and Brother, "

Manchester.

The memorial stone of a new Baptist chapel, to

be built on the Grove Estate at Lowestoft, was laid

last week. The tender of Mr. J. Ashley, of

Lowestoft, has been accepted at £3,540 for the

new building, which will be seated for 700 persons.

M
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OBITUARY.
Ml!. Kdwaud .J. riKNELL, Jix., architect and

surveyor in the Coventry district, died on .'Sunday

from consumption. The deceased designed many
of the new cycle factories and the extensions at

former factories in the city, and had se\'eral

important works in hand at the time of his death.
He was surveyor to the JCenilworth Highway
Board, and manager to the Kenilworth water-
works.

The death is annoimced of 3Ir. James Fueuet,
of New Orleans, one of the most distinguished
architects of the Southern States. Jlr. Froret
was horn in that city in 1838, and educated at

the Jesuit College, going thence to the School of
Fine-Arts in Paris, where he was a fellow student
with the Late II. H. Richardson, himself a native
of Louisiana. At the outhreak of the Civil War,
Mr. Fruret returned to Xew Orleans, and joined
the Confederate Army. He was severely wounded
Bt_ the siege of Fort Hudson, and was taken
prisoner, and, though afterwards exchanged, was
permanently disahled. At the close of the war
he entered upon the practice of his profession,
and designed many of the most important huild-
ings in Xew Orleans, including several churches.
He was at one time a prominent candidate for the
position of supen-ising architect of the United
States Treasury Department.

We regret to .announce the death of the wife of
Mr. EUis Marsland, district surveyor for Cam-
herwell, and the genial and energetic honorary
secretary of

_
the Society of Architects. Mrs.

Maksla\d died at their residence, 73, .Sydenham
Hill, S.E., on Thursday in last week, five days
after giving hirth to a son. Mr. ilarsland's first

wife died very suddenly some years since.

Sir William M'Cammoxd died on Wednesday
at his residence, Walton, Fort AVilliam Park,
Belfast. He was the son of ilr. James
M'Cammond, of Ballyduft, county Antrim, and
was horn in 1831. Since 18i0 he had carried on
business as a builder and contractor in Belfast,
and had risen to the leading position in the trade
m that city. He became one of the Water Com-
missioners for the city in 1877, being chairman
from 1882 to 188.5, and a member of the City
Council in 1880. He filled the office of chairman
of the Improvement Committee of the Council
from 1884 to 1894, and was Lord Mavor for two
successive years from 1893 to 1895, being knighted
in the latter year. During the engineers' lock-
out of 189.5, Sir WiUiam was associated with
Lord James, and the then Lord Provost of Glas-
gow, in bringing about a settlement of the dispute.

Mk. ARCHiii.\LD All.^n, C.E., burgh surveyor
for Govan, died suddenly at his oflice. Hillock
House, on Friday, ilr. Allan attended a Dean
of Guild Court at ten o'clock, and he then
returned to his office, where he was seized with
illness and died shortly after, the cause being
cardiac apoplexy. Deceased was a native of
Glasgow, and was appointed burgh surveyor of
Goran in 1880, and during his connection with
the district he prepared plans for most of the
large streets, while pubUc halls and burgh build-
ings are at present being constructed from his
plans. He was 46 years of age, and unmarried.

•.^^^^^-

A new organ has just been opened in St. Mark's
Church, Saltney, near Chester. It was built by
Messrs. H. and H. Whiteley, of Chester and Saltney.
The case, which is of oak, was designed by Mr.
T. M. Lockwood, F.R.I.B.4., of Chester, and was
made by Mr. Freeman, George-street, in that city,
under the direction of Mr. W. Patison. The decora-
tions of the front pipes were designed and carried
out by Messrs. EUis, Foregate-street, Chester.

At Paisley on Saturday the statues of the late
Mr. Thomas Coats and Sir Peter Coats were
formally unveiled. The statues of the brothers are
erected on a terrace leading from the High -street
into Dann-square, and have been executed by Mr.
W. Bimie Rhind, of Edinburgh, whose model was
selected in competition. .Sir Peter is represented
with his frockcoat thrown back by the left hand,
the right hand grasping the lapel below the collar,
whilst Mr. Thomas is placed in a reposeful attitude,
hu frockcoat buttoned, and over it his topcoat.
The pedestal of the Sir I'eter statue is square in
outline. There are pillars at the corners, and
inches and panels on each of the four sides, and on
Uiese are placed symbolic figures representing
Frugality," " Industrv," "The Arts," and
Literature." The psdestal of the Thomis Coats

stotue is of white marble, the angles being rounded
off, and the panels, with symbolic figures in bas-
relief, represent " Prudence," " Perseverance," and

Liberality."

PROFESSIONAL AND TRADK
SOCIETIES.

AllERDEEN" SOCIETV CJF ARCHITECTS. The
annual meeting of this society was held on the
1st inst. when the following office bearers were
elected ;—President, Jlr. .lames Souttar ; vice-
president, Mr. Arthur Clyne : hon. sec. and
treasurer, Mr. John Rust ; members of council :

Mr. Wm. Kelly, Mr. A. M. JIackenzie, Mr.
A. H. J,. Mackinnon, Mr. George Watt, Mr.
R. (i. Wilson.

Electric Lightixg for the House.—At a
meeting of the architectural section of the Philo-
sophical Society of CJlasgow held on Monday, Mr.
William Arnot, formerly electrical engineer to
the Corporation of t41asgow, read a ptiper on the
distribution of electricity in the house. He said
that no one yet knew what electricity really was,
but that it could be measured as accurately as any
matter by its effects. The units, in which we
spoke of the pressure and quantity of electricity,

were now well defined, and could be easily deter-
mined, thanks to Lord Keh-in, Lord Raleigh,
and other eminent scientists. After speaking of
the different units, he described the distribution
of current by means of the three wires, which is

the system now universally adopted. He then
went over in detail the different fittings in a
house, and the different systems of wiring. He
was of opinion that switches should not be spared,
as they tended to reduce the annual biU for
current. Fuses should also be placed in suitable
boxes, and not scattered over the house in
inaccessible place;, even though the cost was a
trifle more under such a system. Ho thought
more taite could be expended on fittings—not so
much brass and more light—and that the positions
of the lights should tend to decorate a room
rather than burden it.

Glasgow AKCHiTEcruR.iL Assochtion.— At
the monthly meeting of this body, the president,
Mr. W. T. Connor, in the chair, Mr. J. A.
Williamson, A.R.I.B.A., as delegate from the
Edinburgh Architectural Society, lectured on
" The Wren School." The lecturer approached
his subject by a prefatory sketch of Wren's
great predecessor, Inigo Jones ; then, taking up
the great master himself, described in a clear and
concise manner his most characteristic works,
closing with a careful criticism of the productions
of Wren's successors, and in particular CJibb,

Vanborough, and Hawkesmoor. The lecture
was illustrated by limelight views of buUdings
and original drawings by the architects referred
to. At the close a hearty vote of thanks was

Maxchester Society of Auchitei-ts.—At a
meeting of this society, held on Tuesday night at
the .Standard Chambers, Mr. John Ely in the
chair, Mr. .T. H. Reynolds, director and secretary
of the Manchester Municipal and Technical
School, read a paper on " Technical School
Buildings." He said that in the construction of
the Manchester Corporation Technical School in
Sackville-street advantage had been taken as far
as possible of the experience gained in the
erection of similar buildings elsewhere, and that
in consequence there were many matters of pro-
fessional and technical interest connected with it.

Schools differed, however, so much in aim,
resources, scope, site, and other circumstances,
that one rarely found the methods adopted in one
place just those best suited to the conditions and
requirements of another. As an illustration of
this, he pointed to the absohite necessity of pro-
viding for the greatest possible amount of light
in buildings situated in a city like Jlanchester,
which, by reason of the narrow streets and the
pall of smoke which overhangs it, enjoys but
little of the blessed light of the sun. The
question of fenestration assumed vital importance
under such conditions, and virtually determined
the style of architecture, or at any rate limited
the range of choice. From this point of view,
the Gothic style, as exemplified in the town-hall
or in the 1 1 wens College, was to be condemned.
So, too, w.as a style of architecture which required
for its best effects heavy projections and conse-
quent deep and widely-extended shadows, or,

again, a style which demanded small windows for

the sake of gaining picturesque or quaint results.

He knew that architects delighted in the sense
of repose which was derived from large blank
wall space as a relief from window openings and
other distracting feat'ires of the elevation of a
building, but that it was possible to make a
satisfactory compromise between the demand for
light and architectural conventions was seen in

the building of the Williams Deacon and Man-
chester and Salford Bank in Mosloy-street, and
in the warehouse recently erected by the Tootal
Broadhurst Lee Company in Oxford-street. Jlr.
Reynolds proceeded to offer suggestions as to tho
means by which beauty and utility might bo
obtained in technical school buildings. His paper
was illustrated by a number of limelight views.
(.)n the motion of Mr. Edward Salomons, seconded
by Jlr. .1. H. Woodhouse, a vote of thanks was
accorded to Mr. Iteynolds.

Society of House Decorators axd Painters.—-The general council delegate meeting of the
above society was held last week in Bristol, and
attended by delegates from various parts of the
country. Mr. E. C. Thackwell, of Plymouth,
was chairman, and Mr. W. F. Wallis, Croydon,
vice-chairman. The society is a sick-benefit
society as well as a trade organisation, and the
twenty-fifth annual report issued by the general
secretary. Sir. E. C. CJibbs, shows that the
membership at the end of 1897 was 3,72G, an
increase of 341 during the year. The income
for 1897 was £4,158, making, with the balance
brought forward, a total of £8,034. The year's
expenditure was £3,237, leaving a credit bahince
of £4,797, and showing a clear gain of £920. It

may be mentioned that during the twenty-five
years of its existence the society has paid £1.5,534
in sick benefits, and £3,135 for funerals, while
the strike pay and trade protection expenses have
absorbed only £3,039. 'The chief purpose oE the
delegate meeting was the revision of rules.

CHIPS.
The will of the late Mr. Donald Munro Drysdale,^

of Princess-road, Liverpool, timber merchant, has
been proved ; the gross personalty is £19,807 Ss. Cd.,
and the net £19,692.

The annual meeting of the Royal Arch.T,ological
Institute will be held at Lancaster from Tuesday,
July 19th, to Tuesday, July 26th.

Tettenhall Wood Church was re-opened on Sun-
day, after undergoing internal renovation, which
has been carried out by Mr. Heath, from the
designs of Mr. T. H. Fleeming, of Wolverhampton.

A instance of zeal in the service of the church
comes from Southrey, Lincolnshire, where the
curate of Bardney (the Rev. Mr. Knox), who is said
to have qualified as an architect before entering the
church, is now acting as clerk of the works, fore-
man of building operations, joiner, bricklayer, and
general labourer on the felt-lined wooden church
he has himself designed.

The chapel of St. Edmund's R.C. College, which
has been closed since Christmas for alterations and
improvements, was solemnly reopened last week.
The changes include an additional row of stalb,
while the floor of the whole chapel and sacristy has
been renewed ; the sacristy has been laid with
parquetry, and the chancel is tiled. The architect
is Mr. Austin Heyes, of Fulham.

The Light Railway Commissioners concluded a
lengthy inquiry at Bournemouth on Friday, with
respect to applications by two electric tramway com-
panies, for powers to construct lines connecting
BDumemouth, Poole, Christchurch, and suburbs.
Strenuous opposition was offered by the Bourne-
mouth Town Council to any tramways being laid

within the borough, and the commissioners decided
that no public necessity had been proved to induce
them to overrule the decision of the council, or to
authorise any remaining portions of the two schemes
which lay outside the borough.

The property market at Tokenhouse-yard is in a
healthy condition j ust now, and when properties are
brought into the market with reasonable reserves
there is very rarely a lack of buyers. The aggregate
realisation for the week at the Mart is f 142,072,

which again shows an advance over the amount
registered In the corresponding week of last year.

Colonel A. J. Hepper, a Local Government
Board Inspector, held an inquiry at Gainsborough
on Friday in respect to an application by the I'rban

District Council for sanction to borrow £2,500 for

the purchase of land for the purposes of public

offices, street improvement, and market accommoda-
tion. Evidence in support of the application was
given by the clerk (Mr. D. JL Eobbs), who stated

that since 1871 the population had increased from
7,561 to 19,187.

The laying of the foundation-stone of a new
Roman Catholic church of Our Lady of Perpetual
Succour at Gillingham, near Reccles, took place on
Thursday in last week, according to the Roman
Pontifical. Tlie building will bo of red brick, with
stone dressings, and will consist of sanctuary,

sacristy, confessional, lobby, uavo, and campanile
about 60ft. high, the dimensions of the church being
77ft. in length and 22ft. wide.
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CoxLoiiuK, Nkwc'Astle.—The city lunatic

asylum for Xowcastle-on-Tyne, at Coxlotlije,

near Gosforth, is nearing completion. The
original asylum was opened about 31 years ago,

the main building accommodating 300 patients.

Two wings, for male and female patients, were
added in ISS'i, increasing the accommodation by
150 places. Not long after the committee added
to the estate some '2S acres of land, and half a

dozen years since invited competitive plans from
local architects for buildings for S.iO patients.

Those by Mr. J. W. Dyson, of Newcastle, were
selected by Mr. G. T. Hine, the assessor, and arc

now being carried out. Sir. John Ferguson was
the contractor for the foundations, and Mr.
Walter Scott, also of Newcastle, for the super-

structure. The extension will accommodate 3G

I

male patients. The buildings are an'anged in

two-story blocks, the external walls being of

stone, and roofs of Bangor slates. The patients'

blocks have the space between ground-floor
ceiling and first floor constructed on Blessrs.

Hark Fawcett and Co.'s system of improved
fireproof flooring, the ceilings to upper floors

being of concrete. The ordinary floors and wood-
work generally are of pitchpine ; the lavatories,

bath rooms, corridors, &c., being lined with
glazed bricks, and the staircases being built of

Yorkshire stone. The heating and ventilation

are on the plenum system, the apparatus being
placed below the buildings in subways. The
heating and ventilating arrangements have been
placed with Messrs. Ashwell and Nesbit, New-
castle and London. Doulton's manufactures are
being employed for the sanitary fittings. The
building contracts have cost £12,000, and
£113,31 i for foundations and superstructures
respectively.

H.4xni'oRTH.—The foundation-stone of the new
church of St. Chad was laid on Saturday, Feb. 19.

The church is designed in the Perpendicular
style of architecture, with half-timber gables and
other details characteristic of the buildings of

Cheshire. When completed, the edifice will

consist of nave, chancel, north and south tran-
septs, organ-chamber, and clergy and choir
vestries. At the south-west angle of the building
will be a belfry-tower, the tower-stage forming
an entrance -porch. The church is arranged to

give accommodation for about 300 sittings when
completed. The work is being carried out under
the supervision of Mr. John Brooke, A.R I.E. A.,
18, Exchange-street, Manchester. The con-
tractor for the work is Mr. Thomas Browne, of
Chester.

SioxEH.WEX.—A granite residence has just
been completed at the junction of Bath-street
and Slug-road for an English gentleman, and
will be used as his summer residence. It is

Scottish Baronial in style, the south and west
elevations (which are the exposed ones) being
built in Kemnay granite, and the ashlar rock-
faced, with fine picked dressings. The front
elevation is 72ft. in length, the coEtre turret
rising to a height of 5,ift. The roof is covered
with Tiberthwaite green slates, and the ridge has
an iron cresting. The inside finishings are all of
American poplar, known as canary weed, except
the staircase, which is of pitch-pine. The hall
containing the staircase is lit by a cupola from
the roof, and forms one of the principal internal
features. The following contractors have carried
out the various svorks :—Mason work, Mr. George
Gregory, Stonehaven ; carpenter work, Messrs.
K. Thomson and Sons, Stonehaven

; slater work,
ill. Charles MaitLand, Aberdeen

; plumber work,
Mr. A. Blathieson, Stonehaven

; plaster work,
Messrs. Scott and Sellar, Aberdeen ; painter and
glazier work, Jlessrs. Barron and Son, Aberdeen.
The building was designed and carried out under
the superintendence of Mr. J. Augustus Souttar,
architect, Aberdeen.

Salisuvry C.^thedb.^l.—The work of restoring
the spire and turrets of Salisbury Cathedral,
•which has been in progress during the past two
years, is now almost completed, and in the course
of the next few weeks it will be entirely finished,
and the scaffolding, which at the present time
envelops the tower and a large portion of the
spire, wiU be removed. The work has been
carried out under the direction of Sir A. W.
Blomfield, A.R. A., and in a recent report to the
committee he informed them that the turret at
the north-west angle of the tower was in such a
bad state that it was needful to take it down. It

has been rebuilt. Every stone that could be

reused appears again in its proper place, only

new stones being introduced wherever the original

stonework has been crushed, broken, or in such

small stones as to be unsafe. The turret stair-

cases at the four angles of the tower, which have
to support so much of the enormous thrust of the

spire, have been repaired and strengthened. On
all four sides defective masonry has been taken

out and replaced by new stones weighing in some
cases upwards of a ton. The foundations of the

south aisle and of the west side of the south

transept have yet to be repaired. Altogether

the cost of the work will be about £1.3,000, of

which £1,400 remains to be raised.

CHIPS.
The Jubilee Schools for Girls at Conway, erected

at a cost of £1,500. were opened on Monday week
by Mr. J. Ernest Greaves, the lord-lieutenant of

the county.

A Victoria Wesleyan Hall has just been built in

Knowsley-street, Bolton, at a cost of £150,000,

including purchase of portion of site. The architects

are Messrs. Bradahaw and Gass, of Bolton.

An extensive block of buildings to be occupied by
Messrs. W. A. and A. C. Churchman, wholesale
tobacconists, has j ust been erected at the comer of
Prince's-street and Portman's-road, Ipswich. They
are of red brick, and are fitted with the electric

light. Mr. J. Shewell Corder, of Ipswich, was the
architect, and Mr. Fred Bennett, of the same town,
the builder.

The ceremony of laying the foundation-stones of
the new workhouse infirmary at Warrington was
performed on Friday. The new infirmary is in

close proximity to the workhouse. Tne contractor
is Mr. Davenport, of Stockton Heath, and the
architect Mr. William G iven.

An inquiry was opened on Friday before Mr.
Dawson. Government Inspector, at the Board-room,
Union Workhouse, in Thirsk, concerning the sur-
charge of £310 3s. Id. to the surveyor of the Thirsk
District Council. Mr. Combie, of York, appeared
both for James Wright (the surveyor to the council)

and also for the Wright family, consisting of three
brothers, trading under the name, as contractors, of
Wright Bros., of Thirsk, who had entered into
various contracts with the Council of the Thirsk
Rural District Board, for leading, &c., in the
district. The real point at issue was as to the
existence of such a firm as Wright Brothers, of
Thirsk, and it appeared that at the last June audit
the auditor had disallowad the above sum for various
reasons, one of the principal being that the firm of
Wright Brothers did not exist, and if it did they
had their carts and horses on the surveyor's (their

father's) premises.

The length of new railroad constructed in the
United States last year was 1 ,SG4 miles, as compared
with 1,818 miles in 1896, 1,803 miles in 1895, 1,949
miles in 1894, 2,635 miles in 1893, 4,192 miles in

1892, 4,281 miles in 1891, .^,070 miles in 1890, 5,230
miles in 1SS9, and 7,10t) miles in I88S. The length
of railroad in operation in the United States at the
close of last year was 184,4(U miles. The greatest
length of line was built last year in the state of
California, where 210 miles of railway was added
to the mileage, Louisiana coming next with 145 miles.

Mr. Herbert H. Law, an inspector under the
Local Government Board, held an in:juiry at the
Sunderland Town Hall on Friday into the petition
presented by the corporation to that body for a
provisional order to empower the corporation to
acquire compulsorily lands for widening High-
street, ^^'est ; and, further, to borrow £2,020 for
electric-lighting purposes.

G ainsborough Urban District Council Highways
Committee has decided to recommend a complete
scheme for the reconstruction of Gainsborough
streets at an estimated cost of £4,000 or £5,000.

The new line from Mold to Wrexham will be
opened for passenger traflio early in April. By an
extension of the existing Mold and Coed Talon
branch as far as Wrexham the new route will give
a through connection between Denbigh, Mold, and
Wrexham.

A new temporary fever hospital at the workhouse
at Deamlcy, near Rochdale, was formally opened
on Wednesday week. The hospital is a timber-
framed building, covered outside with corrugated
iron and lined inside with varnished match board-
ing, with a layer of inodorous felt between. These
are two pavilions, each 80ft. by 24ft. and each
meant to hold 24 beds. Messrs. Butterworth and
Duncan, of Rochdale, were the architects. It was
built by Messrs. E. J. and C. Keay, of Birmingham,
who contracted to finish it within six weeks, and
did so. Messrs. W. A. Peters and Sons, of Rochdale,
undertook the foundations and the draining, and
Messrs. Hewerdine and Dawson the plumbing and
sanitary work. I

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.
TuE National Galleet.—Dr. Farquharson asked

the First Commissioner of Works whether, on the
lines of the precedent so successfully followed in the
case of the South Kensington Museum, he would
obtain an expert report as to the danger by fire to

the National G allery , arising from its close proximity

to St. George's Barracks and other intlammable
buildings. Mr. Akers-Douglas : I do not think
that an expert report is necessary, or can add to

the knowledge already possessed by the OSice of

Works. As was the case at South Kensington, the

construction of the several portions of the buildings

and the circumstanc js of their surroundings are

well known to the Department, and the question of

danger from fire from outside infiimmable buildings

has constantly engaged its attention. Adjacent
property has quite recently been purchased by the

Government, with a view to lessening any such
danger, and a similar course will be followed as

opportunities occur. The House is aware that

arrangements are in progress for the removal of the

southern portion of St. George's Barracks.

A cottage hospital for Accrington and district was
opened on Monday by the mayor. The hospital

has co3t over £7,000, and will accommodate 18

patients.

Mr. J. Bryn Roberts, M P., formally opened on
Tuesday the new board schools at Bronyfoel, near
Handwrog, Carnarvonshire. The schools have been
built from the designs of Mr. R. LI. Jones,

Carnarvon, and are situate at a high altitude

among the Cambriam group of mountains.

The number of men employed in the building
trades at Monteith, N.B., exceeds all previous
record. Large numbers of workmen are employed
at the new railway station, which is being rapidly

proceed with. A large addition is under course of

construction to the public school. Semidetached
cottages are being erected in Panmure-street,
Ramsay-street, Albert-street, and Maule-street.

The temporary buUding in which the congregation
of Whitefield's Tahernable, Tottenham Court-road,
have been meeting has been sold, and the site will

be cleared in a few days for the erection of a
permanent structure on the same spot, A few
years ago the old structure had to be taken down
because it was insecure. The new edifice has been
designed by Mr. Rowland Plumbe, F.R I.E. A., and
will be built by Messrs. Kingerlee, of Oxford,
whose tender for £11,000 has recently been accepted

by the church. Other expenses will raise the total

cost to nearly £12,000.

The demolition of the old infirmary buildings at

Halifax has been commenced this week. The first

portion of the infirmary was erected in the years

1836-3S at a cost of £2,400, the buUding being
opened in the latter year. Since that time wings
have been added, and in 1877, owing to increasing

requirements, the assembly rooms were acquired.

Now the whole of the erections have to come down
to make room for the new police offices and court-

house which are to be erected there. All last week
Messrs. Newsome, of Sowerby, were busy removing
the woodwork and plumbing fittings, and this week
the shell of the building is being tackled by Messrs.

J. Charnock and Sjns, who have erected a steam

•

crane.

The Bishop of Rochester has reopened and
dedicated St. Mary Magdalene Church. Southwark,
after restoration at a cost of £3,700. The old bam-
like appearance has gone : the decayed and dangerous
plaster ceiling has been covered with an inner wooden
roof of fine proportions ; a new organ has been built

by Messrs. Hele ; the case, of solid oak, is in

harmony with the Gothic lines of the church. The
windows (all new except one), are of cathedral

glass. The new west window, which pierces a

formerly blank wall, in three lights, is filled with
painted glass. A new porch being built enables

the long-closed west door to be opened as the

principal entrance for the future. Ugly, uncom-
fortable pews have given place to pitch-pine open
benches. The raised chancel enables the people to

see and hear. - <i

"A Plea for an Archoeologioa! Map of Warwick-
'

shire" was the title of a paper read before the

Archn?ologioal section of the Midland Institute, at

Birmingham on Friday night, by the Rev. J. 0.

Bevan, who has taken part in the compilation

of a work based on an exhaustive archaeological

survey of Herefordshire. The Society of Anti-

quarians is urging the systematisation of infor-

mation of archaeological interest throughout all

the counties of England and Wales, and the

work accomplished in Herefordshire shows how
usefully researches in this direction may be crystal-

lised in maps. The paper was followed by lantern

pictures, illustrating old Warwickshire. Mr. Bevan
expressed a hope that means would be taken to

initiate practical steps for compiling an archaeological

map of Warwickshire. Mr. W. J. Churchill gave

an assurance that the question should be bronght
before the committee of the Architectoial section.
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ILLUSTKATIONS.
aiBNA CATHEDRAL, WEST FRONT.—aiAELBOHOrGH HOTEL

BCBY STREET, ST. JAMEs'S.—SHAXKHILL ROAD MISSION

BDILDING, BELFAST.—" NBWDIGATE PLACE," SURREY.

—

HISTORIC OENAME.XT. — THE DINING HALL AT THE

CHARTERIIOl'SE.

<BxLX Jllustrati0ns.
THE F.IC.VDE, SIEX.i CATHEDRAL.

H.^WTHOiixr, in writing of this very magnificent
and world-famed building, says, " The cathedral
is a religion in itself ; how much pride, love, and
reverence in the lapse of years must have clung to
all this sculpture I

" To this artistically-expressed

idea, Mr. Wallace RimLngton, the author of
the accompanying equally charming study of
the fa(;ade, has written the following note :

—

'

' At first one feels that there is perhaps an over-
delicacy in the white marble churches of Italy

;

but the better you know them the more you
realise their elaborate detail lends itself to such a
subtle play of reflected light that the beauty of
their shell-like opalescence compensates for the
absence of the nobler proportions and greater
picturesqueness of the cathedrals of the Xorth."
We gave an illustration of this interesting cathe-
dral, with further particulars, on Sept. 6, 1889.

MARLBOROI'Gn HOTEL, BfRY STREET, ST. JAMEs's.

This hotel, now in course of erection on the corner
.-site formerly known as Ramsay's Hotel, and to
which has been added No. 12, Bury-street, and
Nos. 12 and H, Ryder-street, is being carried
out in accordance with the designs and under the
superintendence of Mr. G. D. Martin, architect,

3, Pall Mall East, S.W., and will consist of seven
floors. The basement has been planned for
kitchens and the oflBces of the management, and
there will also be a well-Ughted billiard-room and
gentlemen's lavatory. The ground floor will
consist of a large dining-room, vestibule, entrance-
hall, reception-room, bureau, and cloak-room,
together with staircase and hydraulic elevator.
The five upper floors will contain ladies' and
.general drawing-rooms, and about 60 bed and
sitting rooms. There will be ample bath and
lavatory accommodation on each floor. The
elevation, which is of Renaissance style treated
in a free manner, will be executed in red brick
with Monk's Park stone dressings. The whole of
the floors, partitions, and roof will be of fireproof
construction.

SHAXKHILL UOAI) MISSION liUILDIXGS, ltELF.\ST.

This block of buildings, of which the foundation-
•stonea were laid on Oct. 23rd, has a frontage of
•92ft. and a depth of 13.5ft. free from ancient-light
Teatrictions on every side. In designing the build-
ing it was sought to avoid the long corridors, so
universal in buildings of this description, by
contriving a central octagonal hall with galleries
round and large dome light. This hall will give
access to all the departments of the building which
Tadiate frsm it. The building is divided into
•seven principal departments. The first of these
is a large hall capable of seating about 2,000
pfople, designed in the form of an amphitheatre
with a single gallery. This hall will have
•entrances and exits from the Shankhill-road, and
also from C'arlow-street, will be well lighted, and

will be in all respects a hall well adaptedfor large

social gatherings. In connection with the hall

are gentlemen's, ladies', and choir committee-
rooms and cloak-rooms. The second is a medical

mission department, comprising a large waiting-

hall, capable of seating about 200 ; a doctor's

consulting-room, and dispensary and dressing-

rooms. It is entered by the main entrance from
the building, and wUl also have a separate

entrance from C'arlow-street, enabling it to be
used directly from the outside. The third, or

business, part of the premises will consist of four

large shops—two on either side of the main
entrance—and also commodious offices over these

shops. The fourth is a soup-kitchen department,

with ample convenience for cooking and supply-

ing soups and other nourishing provisions for the

benefit of the poor, and also giving the

necessary plant for supplying large social

gatherings in connection with the mission. This
department can also be entered direct from
the Shankhill-road. The fifth section comprises

a minor hall and classrooms. This hall will be
situated on the first floor, and capable of accom-
modating 2.')0 people. There will also be several

class and committee-rooms. The sixth is a social

and recreative department. These rooms will be
situated on the second floor, and will comprise
general parlour, men's reading-room and library

;

boys' club-room and girls' guild-room ; and also

ladies' private sitting-room and bookstall. The
seventh department is the residential training

home ; this will comprise four separate depart-

ments— (1) a wing with parlour and bedroom
accommodation for gentlemen students, and a

corresponding wing for lady students ; (2) the

superintendent's residence
; (3) the servants'

department
;

(t) the lecture-hall and classroom

department. Altogether there will be accommo-
dation for 20 students. Over a part of the

building there will be a flat roof with staircase

communication, so that it can be used as recrea-

tion ground in the summer months. The mate-
rials proposed in the construction of the building

are Scrabo stone for the front elevation and part

of the return, with red brick for the remainder.

The roof will be covered with Westmoreland green
slates for the towers and front part of the building.

The N.A.P. Window Co.'s patent fittings are

being adopted for principal windows. The main
entrance-haU and cloakroom walls will be tiled,

and granite plaster will be used on the walls in

more general use. There will be fireproof floors

over the greater part of the first two stories, thus

making the building not only more secure, but
preventing the passage of sound from one part to

the other. Infernal fittings have been designed

in an inexpensive but substanti.al manner. Mr.
W. J. W. Roome, M.S.A., is the architect, and
Messrs. M'Laughlin and Harvey are the con-

tractors.
" NEWDIG.ATE PL.\CE."

This house is erected on an elevated site over-

looking Ijeith Hill, with lovely views over

Reigate and Horsham. The walls are faced with
local red bricks, the upper part being covered

with weather tiling. The roofs are tiled, the

whole of the external woodwork is of oak, cut

from trees grown on the estate. The entrance

hall has an open oak timber roof, with a gallery

round two sides, and lighted by stained-glass

windows. It is panelled to a height of 10ft.,

with oak panelling, a carved screen separating

the hall from staircase, which is also oak. The
dining-room has oak panelling, with oak beams to

form panelled ceiling. The drawing-room has a

deal dado, painted ivory white. The billiard-

room has Oregon pine framing carried up to

underside of frieze. All other internal joinery is

also in Oregon pine, stained and beeswaxed. 'The

house was erected by Messrs. J. arid J. AVard, of

Warlington, from the designs, and under the

superintendence, of Mr. J. Hatchard Smith,

F.R.I.B.A., who also designed the decorations,

which have been carried out by Mr. Carrick, of

Reigate.

IIISTOIIIC ORXAMEMT.

This plate represents a series of capital drawings
illustrative of historic design, and with each

object their author, Mr. ,Tohn.I. Brownsword, has

written an accompanying account, so that no

further description by way of letterpress seems

necessary. The sheet forms part of a series for

which a National Silver Jledal was given to Mr.

Brownsword last summer.

CH.ARTERHOVSE SQUARE.

(See descriptive article on p. 300.)

COMPETITIONS.
DoUKi.XG. — The workhouse infirm,ary com-

mittee of the Dorking Board of Guardians have
reported that Mr. James Edmeaton, the assessor

appointed by the board, had awarded the prizes in

the competition for the best plans for the pro-
posed new infirmary as follows:— 1st, Mr. H.
Percy Adams, 28, Wohurn-place, Russell-square

;

London : 2nd, 5Ir. J. II. C'ossar, Stamford; 3rd,

Mr. Clarence Coggin, 15, York-buildings, Adelphi.
The committee also reported that a letter had been
received from Jlr. Edmeston, stating that he was
not sure that any of the designs submitted could
be fully carried out for £t,000, and suggesting
that the architect should be asked to furnish a
guaranteed tender from some aubstantial builder.

Thirty-nine competitive designs were sent in.

The drawings have been on view this week.

Rhoxdda Valley, Glamorganshire.—At the
last meeting of the Rhondda District Council, a
committee brought up their report and their

award on the plans sent in for competition for an
isolation hospital to be erected by the council at

Ystrad, and recommended the plan numbered 6.

This report was adopted, and the successful com-
petitor was Mr. W. D. Morgan, architect, of Ton
Pentre, Rhondda A'aUey. Accommodation is to

be provided for 32 patients, matron, nurses, and
non-resident medical oflieer, with laundry, dis-

infecting and discharging blocks, &c. The cost

of the proposed scheme is estimated at about
£10,000. 'Ten sets of designs were received.

CHIPS.

A new chapel has been erected at Chesham, and
special attention has been paid to the ventilation,

which is carried out on the Boyle system.

Mr. Solomon J. Solomon, A.E.A., is engaged in

painting a picture depicting the Lord Mayor and
Sheriffs awaiting at Temple Bar the arrival of the
Queen on Jubilee Day.

A Primitive Methodist chapel in Moor-street,

Brierly Hill, was opened on Monday. The front

of the edifice is Renaissance in style, and is of

brickwork, with terracotta ornamentation. The
church has an open roof, the principals being filled

in with carved and pierced work and shaped
spandrels. The pewing and framing are of

pitch-pine, and polished walnut is used for the

rostrum. The chapel is heated by hot water. A
raised gallery is provided for choir, Messrs. Hicklon
and Farmer, of Walsall, are the architects, and the

work is being carried out by Mr. Horton, con-

tractor, of Brierly Hill. The total cost baa been
£1,.500.

The death at an early age from consumption is

reported from Canada of Mr. D. G. Baxter, of

Stratford, Out., one of the best koown and moat
talented of the younger architects of the province.

He was the first architectural student to pass

the examinations of the Ontario Association of

Architects.

At Ipawich, on Tuesday in last week, the founda-
tion-stone was laid of a building to be erected in

accordance with the will of the late Mr. 11. 0.

Rapier, to serve as a rest for the workmen at the

Waterside Iron Works of Messrs. Ransomea and
Rapier. The site is close to the entrance gates, and
the building will have a frontage of SOft. There
will be a coffee-room, a reading-room, and lavatory

accommodation. Mr. Fred. Bennett, of St. Clement's

Works, Ipawich, is the builder.

Colonel Dumford held an inquiry at Llandudno
on Friday, on behalf of the Local Government
Board, respecting applications by the urban district

council for sanction to borrow £8,63t for the works
of water supply, £3,583 for gaaworka purposes, and
£1,394 for the purchase of land as a site for work-
men's dwellings.

The Conservative c'ub at Oswestry was reopened

on Feb. 2tth after the addition of a wing. The
improvements consist of a new billiard-room, bar,

lavatories, and alterations to the hall and card-

room. The general contract was let to Mr. William

Felton, Oswestry, the seating and decorating being

executed by Messrs. J. Jones and Son, also 01

Oswestry. The work has been carried out from the

designs and under the superintendence of Messrs.

Shayler and Madoc-Jones, architects, Oswestry.

Mr. E. M. Gardner fitted the heating apparatus.

Extensive building operations are going on at the

Lower Brewery, Stone-street, Maidstone, in con-

nection with the erection of new premises and plant,

and on Wednesday week the foundation-stone of

the new brewery was formally laid. The builder's

work is being executed by Messrs. Wallis and

Sons, of JIaidstone ; the ironwork by Messrs.

Eastwood, Swingles, and Co., Limited, of Derby
;

the coppersmith's work by Mr. R. Dann, of Maid-

stone ; and the slate hackwork by Mr. J. Dean, of

the Central Buildings, North John-street, Liverpool,
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.
[We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of
our coiTespondents. All communicationa should be
drawn up as briefly as possible, as there are many
claimants upon the space allotted to correspoudenta.]

It is particularly requested that all drawing and all

communications respecting illustratiuns or literary matter
should be addressed to the EDITOR of the Bhildino
Nkws, 332, Strand, WX'., and not to mprabers of the staff

by name. Delay is not unfrequently otherwise caused.
All drawings and other comimmications are sent at con-
tributors' risks, and the Editor will not undertake to
pay for, or be liable for, unsought contributions.

Cheques and Post-office Orders to be made payable to
The Strand Kewspapbb Coupant, Limited.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPnON.
One Pound per annum (post free) to any part of the

United Kingdom ; for Canada, Nova Scotia, and the
United States, £1 6s. Od. (or6dols. 30c. gold). To France
or Belgimn, £1 Ss. Od. (or 33fr. 30c.) To India, £1 6s. Od.
To any of the Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the
Cape, the West Indies, or Natal, £1 6e. Od.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
The charge for Competition and Contract Advertise-

znenta, PubUc Companies, and all official advertisements
is Is. per line of Eight words, the first line counting as
two, the minimum charge being 5s. for four lines.

The charge for Auctions, Land Sales, and Miscellaneous
and Trade Advertisements (except Situation advertise-
ments) is 6d. per line of Eight words (the first lint
counting as two), the minimum charge being 48. 6d. for
40 words. Special terms for series of more than six
insertions can be ascertained on application to the Pub-
lisher.

Front-page Advertisements 28. per line, and Paragraph
Advertisements Is. per line. No Front-page or Paragraph
Advertisement inserted for less than ba.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
office not later than 3 p.m. on Thursday. Front-page
Advertisements and alterations in serial advertisements
must reach the office by Tuesday morning to secure
insertion.

Situations.

The charge for advertisements for " Situations Vacant

"

or "Situations Wanted" is Oxe SniLLiso for Twestt-
FOUB WoEDs, and Sixpence for every eight words after.
All Situation AdvertiseTneni-a mttst be prepaid.

NOTICE.
Bound copies of Vol. LXXII. are now ready, and
should be ordered early (price Twelve Shillings each),
as only a limited number are done up. A few
boxmd volumes of Vols. XXXXX., XL., XLL,
XLVI., XLIX., LI., Lin., LVUI., HX..
LXI., LXn., LXm., LXIV., LXV., LXVI.,
Lxvn.. Lxvm., lxix., lxx., lxxi., lxxii.
may still be had, price Twelve Shiliinga ; all the other
bound volimies are out of print. Most of the back"
numbers of former volumes are, however, to be had
singly. Subscribers requiring any back numbers to
complete volume just ended should order at once, as
many of them soon run out of print.

E. C. "WlilTELEGGE. (No.)

Heceived.—F. N. D.— S. T. M.-O. S. and Co.—S. D. T.
—N. C. and Son.

C0msp0ttlreiut—^^-*—
THE GOLD MEDAL AT THE INSTITUTE.

To the Editor of the Buildixo J^ews.

Sill,—To read the remarks addressed to you by
Jlr. Woodward, and also the letter which you
have printed on this subject from the pen of " An
Art Worker," it might be thought, if we did not
know better, that the so-called " snuggery " of a
Council at Conduit-street was a self-elected body,
whereas they are the elect of the voting open to
all members of the Institute ; and, moreover,
I beg leave to assert, this self-same somewhat
scandalised Council contains a few, at any rate, of
the moat capable men in the ranks of the archi-
tectural profession. There are, I daresay, a few
wire-pullers there, and one or two who have j ust
managed to pass muster in order to further
individual ends ; but whatever their failings, it is

of no use ignoring the fact that the votes of the
members have put these gentlemen into office.

Of course, everybody is aware that nothing
more than a very luke-warm interest is taken
in these elections, only a comparatively small
proportion of the electorate taking the
trouble to vote at all. Architectural poUtics for
the time seem moribund. Now and then some
enthusiastic reformer obtains an admission to
this estimable board : but his vitality is speedily
absorbed by the sterilising conservatism which
alwa3-8 seems to dominate the proceedings of the
Institute Council ; or possibly, at last, he gives
up his endeavours in despair, particularly as he
realises how unwelcome such aims are, how much
time he has to devote in farthering them, and
how unlikely, if persisted in, they are to develop

chances for personal advancement. The giving of

the Oold Medal, after all, to Mr. Aitchison by the

Council can do the recipient no harm, and possibly

but little good. If mutual satisfaction is secured

thereby, why make all this pother'r The recipient's

old friend, SXm. Burges, used to say it ought to be

shot for. liuskin declined it, and Mr. Butter-

field, though he allowed the medal to be accorded

him, would not come to receive it. The honour
is not an unprecedented one, and who can tell the

internal difficulties which beset the Council r It

is not in the least likely that they will condescend
to take any notice of critical communications in

the newspapers, anonymous or otherwise ;—why
on earth should they ':' All the same, it does

appear a pity that the Council should remain, for

all practical purposes, so incapable of dealing with

unprofessional conduct on the part of its members
—men who care nothing who sinks so long as they

swim. Anything like decided action by the

Council in such matters is never heard of—at any
rate, not since the Metropolitan Board of Works
days. The cases requiring such drastic measures
as expulsion no doubt are happily rare ; but still

it cannot be denied that scandals are not un-

known. I do not refer, of course, to the non-
payment of subscriptions ; naturally enough, men
are struck off the list for that. Why is it that

the Council of the Royal Institute of British

Architects is not a real influence in the pro-

fession and in the art world ? Never mind, my
masters, about the Gold Medal.—I am, i'c,

FtxcTcs Officio.

Jtttercommutticatiait

QUESTIOXS.
[11909.]— Silicate Cotton. — I have lately used

silicate cotton in sheets 2in. to Sin. thick, laid on boards
between the joists of a floor over a drawing-room, for the
purpose of sound-proofing such floor. In one case where
I used this material the result was quite satisfactory ; but
in a recent case, where the walls supporting the joist-ends

are caWty walls, the silicate cotton has not been of any
use in sound-proofing the floor ; in fact, the noise of

traffic on this floor is more distinctly audible than in any

other part of the building where the floors are not sound-
proofed . If any of your numerous subscribers have had
a like experience with the use of this material. I shall be
glad if they will, through your columns, say what means
they used to remedy the defect .'—W. H., Manchester.

[11910.]—Painting: Corrug-ated Iron.—I want a
ruby-red paint to put on a corrugnted iron roof, so that it

may be made to look as if tiled with red tiles. Some eight
years ago I got from a Hull firm a ready-mixed pamt
which was very good in every way and kept its colour
splendidly. On asking this firm to repeat the order, they
sent me Indian red. which is as near the colour I require
as the two poles to each other. When I returned it they
said they couldn't carry out the order. Red lead and
orange lead are of no use, for they turn black in a very
short time. I want a very bright ruby-red that will keep
its colour. Is it an oxide that should be used .' I shall be
truly grateful if any of your readers can help me.

—

J.^mes
CoorER, Cayton, Scarborough.

SEPLIES.
[11906.]—House Drainage.—" Domus" had better

place an inspection-chamber at the foot of soil-pipe, and
another turning chamber at the corner where the soil-

pipe drain turns the comer of the house. The sink can
be made to enter this chamber. Then the side main
drain should be made to run straight to the disconnecting
manhole near the front sewer. A good form of discon-
necting trap is the '"Improved Kenon." which is inserted
in the outgo side of manhole, and has a cleaning arm
and plug over. The chamber may be about 3ft. square.
The separate r.w. branches should run into the straight
drain where necessary. " Domus " is right as to this
drain. The manholes should be ventilated, if possible-
at least, the disconnecting one near sewer. Send for
Crapper and Co.'s or Doulton's lists of gally-traps.

—

O. H.

[11907.]—Jointinsr Drain-Pipes.—If the drain is

for a house, and the ground is firm and not clayey. I
should recommend neat cement, or cement and sand in
the proportion of 1 of cement to 2 or 3 of clean, sharp
sand. If the soil is yielding, Doulton's or Stanford's
joints are recommended. The cost of the latter is trifling.

-G. H.

The general asylums committee of the West
Riding C ounty Council have p urchased a site of over
'200 acres at Ackworth, as a site for a fourth pauper
lunatic asylum. The cost of the land is about
£46,000, and the building itself is expected to cost
between £450,800 and £500,000.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITABX
MATTERS.

The Meteopolitan Water Suitly.—At Mon-
day's sitting of the Eoyal Commission on this

subject, Mr. W. H. Dickinson, chairman of the

Water Committee of the London County Council,

was examined. He said that since 1S91 the policy

ot the Council with regard to the water question

had strictly followed the recommendations of Sir

M. W. Ridley's committee. In his opinion, in order

to arrive at the true value of the undertakings of

the companies, there were problems to be solved

which were beyond the province of any ordinary

administrator, and an arbitrator should be appointed

with special powers. He justified the arbitration

clause in the Purchase Bill introduced by the County
Council, and said the Council had always been of

opinion that the result of ordinary arbitration under

the Lands Clauses Act would be to give the water
companies a present of sis or seven millions of

money. The witness gave a detailed account of the

action and attitude of the Cjuaty Council on the

whole question of the London water supply.

The Water Supply ok South Stai'fordshiee.

—Barr Beacon, one of the most prominent land-

marks in the Birmingham district, has been selected

by the South Staffordshire Waterworks Company as

a site for a distributing reservoir. Near Bourne's

Pool, the company during the last three or four

years have sunk wells, and found a good supply.

This water they propose to pump to the top of Barr
Beacon. The reservoir is the third which the com-
pany have found it necessary to construct lately, in

consequenceof the increasing population. The South
Staffordshire Company's district embraces portions

of the counties of Stafford, Derby, Warwick, and
Worcester, its extremes reaching from within about

three miles from Derby to about eight miles from
Kidderminster, a distance of over 40 mdes. Its

greatest width is 20 mUes, and its area is "276 miles

—the largest area supplied by any water under-

taking in this country, comprising 4S towns
and parishes. The population of the whole area

is about 566,000, and the company supplies 94,853

houses, or an estimated population of 474,265. The
maximum quantity of water supplied per day
approaches \'2h million gallons, and the total for

the year 1896 "was 3,206 million gallons, of which
871 million were for trade use. The new works,

which are being carried out under the direction of

the company's engineer (Mr. H. Ashton Hill,

M.Inst.C.E ), will bring the number of reservoirs

owned by the company to sixteen. The storage

reservoir now in course of construction will supply,

amoug other places, West Bromwich and \ValsaU.

The works on Barr Beacon were commenced in May
last year, and will be finished before the spring of

1899. The top level of the reservoir will be 744ft.

above ordnance datum. The company have acquired

seven acres of land, and the reservoir will occupy
about three-fourths of this area. Built with sides

sloping internally, the reservoir will measure at its

margin 410ft. by 310ft., and at the bottom 350ft. by
200ft., the depth being 21ft. Its storage capacity

will be upwards of ten million gallons. The soil in

which the reservoir is being made is gravel drift.

Clay is plentiful, however, in the immediate neigh-

bourhood, and this will be utilised for puddling the

sides and bottom, consisting of ISin. of clay, 9in. of

concrete, and Sin. of blue-brick masonry. The
clump of trees, by which the hill is recognised far

and near, will be outside the boundary, and will not

be interfered with. The early British earthworks

which are still to be traced on the hillside will not

ba disturbed. A novel method of excavation has been
adopted by the contractors for this portion of the

work, Messrs. K. and B. Bomford, of Pitchill. The

f
round has been first loosened by steam cultivators.

oUowing upon these, an apparatus has been used,

the essential part of which is a large scoop, which
will hold SOewt. of soil. This scoop is attached to

a wire rope, and is dragged through the soil by a

portable winding-engine, as in steam-ploughing.

Attached to it is a small car, in which the attendant

rides, and gearing is provided by means of which
the scoop, when it has been filled and has reached

the tipping place, can be overturned. Another
change of the gearing sets the scoop clear of the

ground for the return journey. By means of these

scoops 12 men have been able to do the work of

200 navvies. This is the first instance of the com-
plete appUcation of this method, and it has been
developed under the direction of Mr. Evershed,

Messrs. Bomford'a representative. The contractor

for the reservoir is Mr. George Law. The other

two reservoirs have been completed. One is at

Shire Oak Hill, near BrownhiUs, and was finished

about 12 months ago. It has a capacity of 4^
million gallons, and its top level is 593ft. above
ordnance data. The other is at Spriugsmire, near

Dudley, and has a capacity of i\ millions. These

two reservoirs have vertical sides and concrete walls,

linedwith brickwork.

Mr. James Saunders, A.R.I.B.A., assistant

borough surveyor of Oldham, has been elected city

surveyor of Chichester.
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LEGAL INTELLIQENCE.
The London Countt Council and the Woeks

DEPABTStENT.—The referee's award in the action

between James Miller (plaintiflf) and the London
County Council (defendants), remitted by order of

Mr. Justice Hawkins from the (jueen's Bench
Division to Mr. Herbert Thomas Steward, architect

aod surveyor, of 4.'), Parliament -street, was received
on Friday. Litigation in the case has been pending
since ISfl.i. • The plaintiff in the action is the owner
of a number of small cottages in Miller's-avenue,

Stoke Xewington-road. At the rear of these
cottages and on a much lower level was a building
which had been decreed as dangerous by the
County County officials. The case for the plaintiff

was that the County Council sent their workmen
from the Works Department, and altogether de-
molished the alleged dangerous structure. In doing
80 they removed a portion of a wall which had
hitherto held up the higher land at its back, and
Slaintiff's cottages were then in danger of falling
own. To make the damage good the plaintiff had

to build a new wall, and he called on the County
Council to recompense him for the cost he had been
put to. As they declined to pay, he brought an
action for damages. The referee awarded the
plaintiff £17 10s., and directed the defendants to
pay the plaintiff his costs of the law action, in-
cluding the costs of the reference and also the
referee's fees and the costs of his award. The fees
and the costs of the award were assessed at
£(3.5 9s. 6d. There were several counsel engaged in
the case and 29 witnesses, some of whom were lead-
ing surveyors.

Paett-Wau, Notices.—At GuUdhall Police-
Court on Feb. 25, Messrs. Spencer and Company,
of 32, Commercial-road, Lambeth, were sum-
moned at the instance of Mr. E. Woodthorpe,
M.A., district inspector for the northern part of the
City, for that, on or about January 5 last, they did
certain work at 45a and 46a, Bisiughall-street, and
4, London Wall -avenue without giving proper
notice under the Building Act, 1894. Evidence
hiving been given to the effect that a hole had been
made in a party-wall without notice being given to
the district surveyor, a fine of 403. was impose! and
£2 23. costs.

BUILDEE AND HOITSE AOENT.—MESSES. HOLLI-
DAY, Pearson, and Co. v. Feedeeick Mooee.—
The plaintiffs, who are builders ani estate agents,
of 1, Queen's-parade, Streatham, brought an action
in the Wandsworth County Court to recover the
balance of account, £32 93. 6d., of a verbal coatraot,
£48 163. lOd., of which £10 had been paid on
account, ic. (this included fees to plaintiff) for
obtaining house and stamping agreement). The
defendant, an agent of house property in London,
alleged that the works were not completed by
plaintiffs. This action was part heard by his Honour
on the 17th January last, who ordered it, by con-
sent of both parties, to be referred to the court
arbitrator, Mr. E. M. Hiscocks, architect and sur-
veyor, of Xo. 1, Church-row, High-street, Wands-
worth. The arbitrator having heard evidence, and
measured the works, extras to dwelling-house, 45,
Barrow-road, Streatham Common, found the value
of all the work (after deducting work which had
been omitted), including agents' fees, to be £30 14s.,
and allowed costs to plaintiffs both in.the action and
reference. His Honour gave judgment for plaintiffs,
£3o 14s., and allowed costs, in.the terms of the
arbitrator's award.

London School Boaed and the Building
Acts.—At the Surveyors' Institution, Savoy-street,
Strand, a tribunal of appeal under the London
Building Act, 1894. recently sat to adjudicate upon
an appeal by the London School Board against a
notice of requirement served by Mr. Ellis Marsland,
hon. sec, S.A., the district surveyor of Camberwell,
calling upon the Board to make certain teachers'
rooms Sft. 6in. in height, instead of 7ft. 6in., as
provided for in the plans of a school now bein?
built at LM-street, Old Kent-road. Mr. H. F.
Gibson, from the solicitor's department of the
London School Board, appeared in support of the
appeal, and Mr. Seager Berry, from the Building
Act department of the London County Council,
represented the respondent. Mr. (iibson said the
district surveyor, by the notice he had served, had
attempted to bring the teachers' offices and inter-
viewing rooms within the operation of section 78 of
the London Building Act—in other words, had
attempted to classify them as habitable apartments
subject to the statutory requirement that they
should be of a minimum height of Sft. Oin. The

:
rooms in question, which were built on the half-
floors of every school, were assigned to the use of
teachers partly as an office, partly as a retiring and
cloak room, and partly as an interviewing room. It
was true that a small kitchener was erected in each,

1 bnt even that could not be contended to bring
' them within the definition of an inhabited room.
Mr. T. J. Bailey, architect to the School Board,
stated that these teachers' rooms were placed in all
tte schools built by the Board, and varied from
7ft. to Sft. in height. That in the projected school
at Lecaiceet would b« 7ft. Sin. The only farni-

ture provided were a chair, a table, a lavatory
basin, and sets of hat-pegs. All these rooms were
planned to meet the approval of the Education
Department, which, by their inspectors, exercised

strict supervision over the use to which they were
put. Mr. Ellis Marsland, the respondent, stated

that it was within his knowledge that the teachers'

rooms were also used for managers' committee
meetings. This was corroborated by Mr. W. C.
Williams, chairman of the Westmoreland-road
(Walworth) group of schools, who added that it

was a matter of general complaint among the
teachers that their rooms were very "stuffy" in

the winter and uncomfortably hot in the summer.
The chairman (Mr. Arthur Gates) said that, taking
into consideration the way in which the rooms were
used, the tribunal had decided to allow the appeal

;

but he must point out that the rooms must be used
strictly for tlie purpose for which the Elucation
Department allowed them to be appropriated.

Housing of the Woekino Classes.—Manning
V. Simpson. — An important decision has been
given by his Honour Judge French, Q.C, at

Bow County Court, in this case. Under the
Housing of the Working Classes Act, 1890, there is

in the letting of a house or part of a house for

habitation by persons of the working classes an
implied conditi'iu that the house is reasonably fit

for human habitation, and the meaning of habita-
tion '

' by persons of the working classes " is

habitation of a house or part of a *' house at a rent

not exceeding the sum named as the limit of com-
position of rates by section 3 of the Poor Rite
Assessment and Collection Act, 1869." The limit

of composition for ra^es under that Act is a rateable

value not exceeding £20 in the Metropolis (other

rates for Birmingham, Manchester, and Liverpool),

and £S if situate elsewhere. The plaintiff sued for

damages for breach of the condition of a tenancy of

a house situate at Forest-gate, in the borough of

West Ham, the ratable value of which was more
than £8, and less than £20. Mr. Newson, for the

defendent, objected that West Ham was not
in the Metropolis within the meaning of the
Act of 1S(J9, because, by section 20 of that Act,
the word " Metropolis " included only the
Metropolis as detined by the Metropolis Manage-
ment Act, 1855, which defined the word so

as to include only certain parishes and places

mentioned in the schedule of that Act, and
the borough of West Ham was not among them.
Mr. Minton-Sentouse, for the plaintiff, agreed with
that statement of the law so far as it went. The
borough of West Ham, however, had obtained a
private Act of Parliament, by which section 3 of
the Act of 1869 is "in force within the parish of

West Ham, as if such parish were situated in the
Metropolis." So that a house in West Ham was
"situate in the Metropolis"; and if the ratable

value was under £20, it would bs a house within
the meaning of the Housing of the Working Classes

Act, 1890. His Honour said that it was clear that

West Ham was "in the Metropolis" within the
meaning of the Act of 1869. The point was of

great importance to a large number of poor people
in the neighbourhood of the Metropolis, and it

would be of service to them to know that they were
entitled to the benefits conferred by the Housing of

the Working Classes Act, 1890.

The Perpendicular oak tracery and carvings in

St. Mary's Church, Hurley, have just been restored

by Mr. Sergeant, builder, H^nrenham Hill, near
Henley-on-Thames.

The joint hospital committee for the Auckland,
Shildon, and Willington District have approved the

plans of the infectious diseases hospitals they pro-

pose erecting. The plans have been prepared by
Mr. Wm. Perkins, M.S. A., architect. Bishop
Auckland.

The Admiralty have accepted the tandar of

Messrs. Woodman, Hill, and Co., of Goiport, for

the construction of the breakwater for the pro-

tection of the harbour. Messrs. Woodmiu and Co.

built the dolphins, which hive recently been com-
pleted in the line of the breakwater at a cost of

£40,000. The breakwater is expected to cost

nearly three-quarters of a million, and to take

three years in construction. The quantity of stone

required, which is to be obtained from the locil

quarries, is put at ten million tons.

Some time ago an Act was obtained empowering
the harbour commissioners of Hastings to con-

struct a harbour, and raise £200,000 for the purpo3e.

The area of the harbour was to be 27 acres, with a

depth at low water spring tides of 12Et._ and 25ft.

at high water. A contract was obtained in 1896 for

the constructiou of the pier for £120,000. Daly
£n8,niJ0of the capital could be obtained, but the

work proceeded. The western pier has been carried

out 1,550ft., leaving 35ilft. yet to finish, and also the

eastern pier and other work*. Further money is

required to carry on the worki, and, unless this cin

be obtained the harbour cannot bs finished, as the

Hastings Corporation have dec ined to help the

promoters.

eux (B^t mhlt.
The Dean and Chapter of Westminster have

done wisely in appointing Mr. J. T. Mickle-
thwaite to the position of architect to the Abbey
buildings at Webtminster. His sometime partner,

Mr. Somers Clarke, occupies the same position in

respect to 8t. Paul's Cathedral, and it would have
been difficult to have made a better choice in

either instance. Both gentlemen are well qualified

for their official positions, and, so far as the
.Vbbey buildings are concerned, no one is better

acquainted with their historj' or arch.^'ology than
ilr. Micklethwaite. Under Sir GUbert Scott he
had speci.al facilities for acquiring a knowledge
of the great Church of St. Peter and its precincts.

This knowledge he has developed, and although
we are well aware that Jlr. Micklethwaite takes

a somewhat different view of restoration to that

held by his predecessor in the office of architect

to the Dean and Chapter of Westminster, we
have little doubt but that he will continue to

preserve the fabric and renovate its faulty or

constructionally weak parts with an equally con-
servative care as that exercised by Mr. Pearson.

To be in office, moreover, entails the advantage of

being criticised, and the new surveyor to the
Abbey is little likely to escape in this respect any
more than his predecessors, even although he
does belong to the Society for the Preservation of

Ancient Buildings.

In the current issue o£ the A.A. Xotes, Mr.
H. Seton Morris gives the following copy of a
circular which has been sent to the beneficed

clergy in the diocese of : "Revd. Sir,

—

Having been appointed Surveyor of Ecclesiastical

Dilapidations for the Diocese of , I have,

as you will see from the above, opened offices on
the first floor of , where I purpose to carry

on my practice in conjunction with my present

oificea at ; and trust that by careful atten-

tion, and doing my best to study the wishes of

each of my several clients, I may continue to

receive the honor of their confidence for future

work, and their interest amongst their friends.

Allow me to point out that in addition to the

work of preparing plans and specifications, and
superintending the execution of buildings, I take

up the particular points of Arbitrations, Dilapida-

tions, &c., of which I have made a special study.

Trusting to be favoured with your further

esteemed commands, I am, your obedient servant,

-— , F.R.I. B. A., Diocesan Surveyor."

In the Chancery Division of the High Court of

.Justice, an application was recently made that

the apprenticeship deed of a ward of Court

should be settled by the Plumbers' Company, and
a form drawn up by the company has been

approved by the judge, Mr. J ustice Romer. In
addition to the usual provisions based on the in-

denture for apprentices in the City of London,
approved by resolution of the Court of Common
Council, April, 1389, special covenants were in-

serted "binding the apprentice to diligently

attend evening classes of technical instruction as

directed by the master under penalty of a reduc-

tion in wages, and binding the master to

provide for attendance of the apprentice at the

courses of instruction ani the examination in

knowledge of sanitary plumbing and workman-
ship proscribed by the Plumbers' Company or any
statutory body empowered to keep a register of

qualified plumbers." These covenants were in-

troduced with the object of encouraging and pro-

moting the apprentice's efficiency, and are novel

in the practice of the City of London and the

Court of Chancery.

Thi; endowment fund of the Hora.e Arts and

Industries Association, founded by Mr. G. F.

Watts, R.A., Eirl Brownlow, Mr. J. Passmore

Elwarda, Lord Burton, and others, with the

co-operation of soma of the l-'ity Companies, is

progressing, and now amounts to £2,595 7s., and

the interest g.ainod from this sum facilitatesthe

work of the association. The report of the society

for 1897 has just been issued, showing a gratifying

progress during the past twelve months, no loss

than thirty new classes having become affiliated

since the beginning of the yeir._ An endeavour

is wisely being made, in asiociation with the

technical instruction committees of local county

councils throughout the country, to develop the

class-teaching cirried on by the Home Arts and

Industries Association. A larger number of

designs, principally of wood, metal, and leather

work, have been added to the collection of the

association, inclading; a graduated aeries of four-
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teen exercises designuJ by ilr. .(. I'hillips, of

Altrincham, and some more advancoJ studies liy

Mr Arthur Simpson, of Kendal. Mr. J. Williams,

formerly of the Cruild and School of Handicraft,

has contributed some desifrns for metal repousse

work. The annual exhibition of class work is to

be hold at the Albert Hall from Jlay I'.i to 23

next. The various agencies for furthuring the

advantage or amusement of young people in many
villages are found to compete with the work of

this association, and the falling off of attendances

is attributed in some cases to the rival attractions

of the fife and drum band, the Band of Hope, and
other social meetings. Has not this sort of thing

also been the experience at the Architectural

Association, too, where the I^yric Club has so

many ardent votaries? With the Home Arts and
Industries local classes the difficulty referred to is

a very real one, as the co-operation and grants

from county councils can only be secured when
an areragc attendance is maintained. This is a

very proper rule, provided the average is pro-

portionately adjusted to the size of the village or

district.

Mk. An-KED jM.\lcolm, o£ Clayton, read a paper

on practical and theoretical lead-burning to the

members of the JIanchester branch of the National

Registration of I'luraber.s at the Technical

Plumbing .School in that city on Friday last. Jlr.

Malcolm said lead-burning is more essentially a

plumber's -work than what is more often tacked

on to his business—namely, painting, glazing,

and paperhanging. He showed a piece of lead

pipe unearthed at Pompeii. It is formed out of

cast sheet-lead and burnt along the edges, and he
doubted whether solder would have stood the test

of 2,000 years so well. The men who made such

pipes were plumbers, more so than those who
to-day buy all their pipes and everything else

ready-made, thus reducing the so-called plumber
to some extent to the level of a mere fitter.

Specimens of burnt joints obtained in the vicinity

of Manchester were shown to illustrate the methods
in times gone by. The modern method, although

now nearly sixty years old, is the use of a flame

to melt the edges of the lead instead of pouring

on the molten metal. Mr. Malcolm described

the mode of work and practically illustrated the

best process. He said the burning was the nearest

approach to solid drawn work, and joints could

be made that would resist more pressure than the

pipes upon which they were made.

Mil. Alfred M. Fowleii, M.Inst.C.E., of

Manchester and Westminster, formerly borough
engineer of Leeds, Sheffield, and Newcastle-on-

Tyne, has been interviewed by the representative

of a Manchester journal with reference to the

relative merits of wood and granite paring, Mr.
T. de Courcy Meade, the city surveyor of Man-
chester, having reported that whilst wood was
noiseless, granite was impervious, comparatively
inexpensive, and exceedingly durable. Mr.
Fowler, on the other hand, states that the

advantages of wood or asphalte more than com-
pensate for any extra cost over granite. The
wear and tear of horsefiesh and of wheels should

be taken into consideration ; and whereas granite

is dangerous to horses in all states of the weather,

wood and asphalte are only so at certain times.

When tramways are laid in wood-paved roads,

the blocks should be, he holds, laid perfectly

level with the rail, and not projecting above it.

Karri and Jarrah are the best woods, he thinks,

for paving : but upon sanitary grounds asphalte

is, he says, par excellence the best material.

To encourage their apprentices to become effi-

cient in the arts of designing and writing on
wood or glass the Yorkshire Master Painters'

Association offer prizes for competition each year.

The classes are divided into two standards, the

first being for apprentices over eighteen and under
twenty-one years of age, and the second for

apprentices under eighteen, but in three classes

apprentices of any age are entitled to compete.

The tenth annual exhibition of works sent in for

competition was opened on Friday in one of the

stock-rooms of the Golden Lion Hotel, Leeds.

The judges were Mr. Joseph Walker, Head-
ingley, Leeds : Mr. F. J. PickersgiU, Woodhouse-
lane, Leeds ; and Mr. Iv. Wheatley, Pontefract.

They were of opinion that the specimen? shown
are superior to those exhibited last year, the im-

provement being especially noticeable in the

writing, the samples of pollard oak, and the

marbles. The decorated panels and the lead-

pencil designs are also very good.

The American Shipbuilder devotes an article

to the subject ot '• Ventilation of Ships," which

has not, till recently, had anything like the

attention which it deserves. Ventilation of

houses on land, though certainly important, can-

not, by the nature of things, be so utterly

dependent on art as is that of ships. The result

has been that the atmosphere of sea -going vessels,

in anything approaching bad weather, has become
proverbially offensive. The bell-mouthed venti-

lators are, at best, only a fair-weather con-

trivance ; they admit water quite as readily as

air, and therefore, in bad weather, when they are

most needed, they fail utterly. Robert Boyle's

system of ventilation, however (says our con-

temporary), remedies all this. There is no neces-

sity to force down the air, because it provides, as

any rational system must provide, up cast shafts

for the removal of foul air, as well as down-cast
shafts for the introduction of fresh air. There
being now no forcing to make room for fresh air^

larger quantities will naturally go in. The great

cowls which retarded the ship's way are dis-

pensed with, and, most important of all, the

intakes and outtakes, though freely open to air,

are impervious to water. Thus, even in the

roughest weather the ventilators remain open and
at work. The ingenuity of the arrangement is

very great, and there is no doubt that Mr. Boyle
has solved the problem of making a foul- weather

Ctabt iltbjs.

%WAGES MOVEMENTS.
Aberdeen.—The annual general meeting of tho

members of the Abardeon Granite Association was
held on Friday evening in the North .Silver-street

Hall, Baillie Taggart in the chair. An application

from the United Operative Granite-Cattera' Union
was submitted for an increase of Id. on the atandan)

rate of wages, making TJd. instead of G^d. After

discussion it was agreed to offer the men a rise on
the standard rate of wages of id., making the rate

7d.

Bristol.—Various branches of the building trades

in Bristol have issued notices asking for an advance

of wages and a reduction of hours, to come into

operation on the first of July next. Duringthepast
week meetings of representatives of the men hav©

^;>een held for the purpose of formulating their pro-

posals, which are about to be considered at a
meeting of the Masters' Association.

CovEMTEY.—The dispute between the Coventry

master builders and the plum )ers and painters has

been settled. A joint meeting of delegates from

masters and men was held last week, at which a
compromise was offered by the employers. Th©
masters agreed to concede the men's demands of

h\. per hour increase of wages, provided that they
ventilator. The speciality is not, moreover, one I ^^ ^^j-n agreed to abide by the oU code of working
which appeals merely to the owner of gilt-edged rules, wMch had been in force for some years, and

ships ; the humblest carrier of coal will find its

value. For cattle-steamers and for such perish-

able cargoes as fruit it is very necessary, and
many times the cost of an installation may be lost

on a single voyage in bad weather by adhering to

the other haphazard system.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Monday.—Pvoyal Institute of British Architects. Business

Meeting. S p m.
Society of Engineers. ** Reservoir E qq-

bankraents," by William Fox, Royal
Uoited Service Institution, "Whitehall.

7.30 p.m.
Carpenters' Hall Lectures. " Wood-

Carving ; its Design and Practice," by
Lewis Foreman Day. 8 p m.

Surveyors' Institution. '

' Land Sur-
veying and Valuation in Northern India,"

by W. Irvine. 8 p.m.
Society of Arts. "The Principles of

Design in Form," Cantor Lecture No. 4,

by Hugh Stannus. 8 p.m.
The Liverpool Architectural Society.

"Siena and Baldassare Peruzzi," by
F. W. Bedford.

TuESDAV.—Society of Arts. " The Making of a Stained
Glass Window," by Lewis Foreman Day.
8 p.m.
Inatitutionof Civil Engineers. Discussion
on "Alternating Current Motors" and
" The Dublin Electric Tramway." S. p.m.

Wednesday.—Architects' Benevolent Society. Annual
Meeting at 9, Conduit-street, W. o p.m.

Society of Ajta. " Linde's Method of

Producing Extreme Cold and Liquefying
Air," by Professor J. A, Ewing, F.R.S.
8 p.m.

St. Paul's Ecclesiological Society.

"The Coronation Services of the English
and French Kings," by the Rev. E. S.

Dewiek, F.S.A. 7.30 p.m.

TufRSDAT.—Society of Arts. " India and Sir Henry
Maine," by Charles Lewis Tupper, C.S.I.

4.30 p.m.

Friday.-Architectural Association. "Scottish Ecclesi-

astical Architecture in the 14th and 15th
Centuries," by Hippolyte J. Blauc,
A.R.S.A., of Edinburgh. 7.30 p.m.
Birmingham Architectural Association.

" The B.A.A. Excursion to Tewkesbury,"
by John Ward.

Satl-rday.—Edinburgh Architectural Association. Visit

to Leith Academy.
Architectural Association. Visit to

Public Baths at junction of New Cross-
road and Lewishaai High-road. 3 pm.

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.
M\KCH lull. ORDIN\RV MEETING. 9. Conduit-slret-t, W..

;u7.'iOn m. Mr. HIPPOLYTE.). BI.VNC, .\.R S.A.on "SCOTTISH
E( CLESI\STIC.VL ASCHITECTUUE of the Uth and IJtli

CEXTIRIES" (Lantern Vipwsl.
.M Wicn 12th SPRING VISIT to tin- new Public Baths, New Tross-

roi.l. :l
i> tn. Rv kinO permission of tht- .\rcliitcct. Mr. THOS.

DINWIOIIY. EnftancL. in Liurip-i^rovp, Fretiuent trains to New
Cross l.v Met., S.E., L.B.and S.C. Uailwavs.

E. HOWLEY SIM, 1 „ „ >.„„,
G. B. CAUVILL, 1""°- ^''"

The Vicaroy of India unveiled on Wednesday a

statue of Field Mirshal Lord Roberta on the

Red-road, Mirdar, near Cilcutta. It has been
executed by Mr. Henry Bates, A.Il.A..

The Mooreud Outfall Works are nearing com-
pletion, and will shortly be used in connection with
the drainaje of the parish of Mingotsfield, near

Bristol. Mr. W. L. Le Maitre is the engineer, and
the total cost of works will be about £0,000.

forego thealterationsthen demanded. The plumbers'
:

and painters' representatives were unable to give a
decisive answer at once ; but they have since

written agreeing to the masters' terms. Th9
question of the demands which the carpenters madft

I

has not yet been settled. !

Leicester.—The attempt of the employers and

operatives in the local building trade to arrive at a

friendly agreement with respect to the questiooB

which have been opened has so far failed. The
carpenters and joiners applied that their wage*

should be advanced hd. per hour, and that their

hours of labour should at the same time be reduced

by three and a half during eight months of the

year, and by one during the remainder. The
employers, on the other hand, offered a reduction

of two and a half hours during certain months. At

the first conference the representatives agreed to a

provisional basis ot settlement outhe concession ot the

Jd. and the 5i hours week during the eight months.

The trade union has since adopted this as a basis ot

arrangement. It has, however, been rejected by

the Mister Builders' Association, and no other

mu-iiis riremii has been arranged. The formal

notices of the workmen do not expire until the

close of the present month, and there is thus time

for conciliatory counsels to prevail.

Plymouth.—The journeyman painters and house

decorators of Plymouth having made demands for

an increase of wages and shortening of working

hours, a conference has taken place between the

employers and a deputation from the Amalgamated
Society of House Decorators and Painters. The

result is that in future the men will be paid 7d. per

hour, and work will cease at 12 o'clock on Saturdays

and at 5.30 on other days, on and after to-morrow

(Saturday)

.

Tn.NBRiDGE Wells.—The house painters of this

town have made a compromise in the matter of a

demand of an advance of Id. an hour in wa^es,

from Id. to 8d., and thus a probable dispute has

been averted. Although the Masters' Federation

has been practically dissolved, the leading firms

severally have offered to the employi;-s an advance

of id., and at a general meeting of the trade

(society and non-society men), convened at the

Friendly Societies' Hall on Wednesday week, the

proposal was accepted.

. %-^
A pipe-organ, erected by Messrs. H. S. Vincent

and Co., Sunderland, was inaugurated on Sunday

in the Buccleuch Street United Presbyterian Church,

Dalkeith.

The Rowton Trustees have purchased a freehold

site at Hammersmith, on which they propose to

build a fourth lodging house for men, similar to

those iu Vauxhall, King's Cross, and Newington-

butts, to contain GOO beds.

The new board schools which have been erected

at Cirnarvon, on a site adjoining the Pavilion, were

opened on Tnesday. The cost of the buUding is

about £6,000. The architect was Mr. Rowland

Lloyd-Jones, Mr. (iwen Morris being the con-

tractor.

A new Wesleysan chapel. Early Perpendicular in

style, and seated for 024 persons, has just been huUC

at Barry, at a cost of £3,400. The walls are of

Newbridge stone, with Bath stone dressmgs, and

the roof is in one span, the roof-trusses heuig

carried by pilasters of Bath stone. Mr. Budgeon,

of Cardiff, was the architect, and Messrs. Evans

Brothers, of the same town, the contractors.

Jl
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LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.
Peterborough—Additions to the Old Guildhall limit £2,000,
exdusiieof littingsund furniture £2o {and 5 per cent. com.}> £15, £10 W. "Wellows, Town Clerk, Guildhall, Peterborough Mar. 7

Barking, E. -Bandstand for Recreation Ground (£2C0 limit) C.J. Dawson, F.E.I.B.A, Surveyor U.D.C, East-street, Barking ..

Carlisle— Siver Gilt Casket I'to cost £(!3) A. H. CoUingwood. Town Clerk, 13, Fisher-street, Carlisle

Berwick-on-Tweed—Police-station (£5.000 limit) Commission or £30, £23 E. Weddell, Town Clerk, Berwick-on-Tweed
Llangathen— Stone Bridge, DryslwynFord Carmarthen County Council Thomas Jones, Clerk, County Council Otiices, Llandovery

1 Winchester—Public Baths £25, £15 Walter Bailey, Town Clerk, Guildhall, Winchester

i
Helper—Sewage Disposal Schemes 60 Guineas, 25 Guineas Joseph Pym, Clerk, Belper May 1

Warrington—Police Station, Court House, &c £100. £50, £25 J. Lyon Whittle, Clerk. Town Hall. Warrington July 2

I
Stockholm—City lUilway Stations and Junctions £656, £ias, £219 Consulate General, 27, Great Winchester-street, E.C Aug. 31

t West Bangour, Linlithgowshire—Lunatic Afij-lum (limited to

I
Scotch Architects) :. £250, £200, £150, £100 A. Ferrier, Uerk, Parish Council Chambers, Castle-terr., Edinburgh —

' Royal Aquarium—Design for Poster 10 Guineas Edgar S. Sbrubsole, Royal Aquarium. London —
Southwold—Pairof Villas. Church Green E. W. Moore. High-street. Southwold —
Linlithgow—County Offices £31 10s., £13 15s W. H. Henderson, County Clerk, Linlithgow —

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

7

BTTILDINGS.
Hunslet—Alteration of Cottages, Aloe-street and Roland-street Mrs. M. A. Holdsworth John B. Preston, Architect, Chapel-Allerton Mar. 5
Colton—Mission Church E. M. Lawson-Smith. Colton Lodge. Tadcaster „ 5

rhristchurch—Shed at Workhouse Guardians A. Druitt, Clerk, Christchurch, Hants „ o

Mollingar-Chronic Block and Farm Offices, Lunatic Asylum H. Williams. Secretary, Board of Control, Custom House, Dublin 5

Perth-School Enlargement. South WiUiam-street School Board P. Martin. Clerk, SS, Tay-street, Perth i> 5

Oakenshaw-.idditions to Schools J. W. Broughton, Architect, 19. High-street, Sklpton „ 5

Newry—Dispensary Building Guardians .; "W*. R. Bell. Clerk. Workhouse, Newry 5
Crail-Police Station .- David Henrj-. Architect, St. Andrews „ 5
Castleford—Dwelling-House and Stables. Back JBridge-street... J. Andrassy Arthur Hartley, Architect. Carlton Chambers, Castleford „ 5

N'ewcastle-on-Tyne-Cambois Mission Church Hicks and Carlewood. Architects, 42, Grainger-st.. Newcastle-on-T. „ 5

Leicester— Offices and Messrooms Midland Railway Company Secretary of the Way and Works Committee, Midland Ry., Derby ,, 5

v"ullingworth—Joiner's Shop Joshua Robertshaw and Son, Architects. 55, Tyrrel-street, Bradford „ 5
Caergwrle -Wesleyan Chapel Trustees John Halliwells. High-street, Caergwile 5

Darfleld—Two Houses, Vicarage-lane Jno. Robinson, Wombwell ,, 5

Artleigh—Six Cottages and a Shop John Fenn P.M. Beaumont. Architect, Maldon ,> 5

Mile End-road -Dining Hall and Lavatory Blocks at Work- „ a t,
house. South-grove Whitechapel Union Guardians W. Vallance. Clerk. I'nion Offices, Vallance-road. E ,, 7

Ilkley—Shops and Offices J. T.Jackson Isitt. Adkin, and Hill, Architects. Prudential Buildings, Bradford „ 7

St.indish- Drinking Fountain and Road-Making Standish-with-Langtree D.C J. H. Richards, Clerk, Standish, Near Wigan „ 7

Goole -Alterations to Workhouse Guardians E. C. B. Tudor. Surveyor, 4S, Burlington-crescent. Goole 7

Exminster—Kxtensions to Devon County Asylum E. H. Harbottle, Architect, County Chambers, Exeter „ 7

Dumbarton-Council Chambers Dumbarton County Council D. M'Naugblan, I A., 137, West Regent-street. Glasgow „ 7

Colwick—Cabinet Manufactory William Lawrence and Co W. B. Starr. Architect. 12. St. Peter's-gate, Nottingham ,
7

I
Wicklow—Eighteen Artisans' Dwellings Town Commissioners F. W. McPhail. Tow.a Hall, Wicklow 7

, Halifax—Shelter Pavilion. Akroyd Park Parks Committee Edward S. Escott, C.E., Borough Engineer, Town Hall, Halifax „ 7

,
Linthwaite—Converting Warehouse into Three Cottages at

' Bankfield George Haigh J. Berry. Architect, 9. Queen-street, Huddersfleld , S

Notsgrove Station -Cottage Great Western Railway Co G. K. Mills, Secretary. Paddington Station, W ,, 8

Blaydon-on-Tyne-T'nitcd Methodist Free Church T.C.Nicholson & E. Bowman. Architects, 52.West^te-rd.,N.-on-T. „ 8

I Penmaenmawr -Thirty-one Cottages Brundritand Co Richard Davies. Architect. Bangor 8

, Oxford—Additions, .administrative Block Radclitfe Infirmary Committee W. H. Castle, Surveyor, Town Hall, O.xford 8

Redruth—Roofs to Station Buildings Great Western Railway Co G. K. Mills. Seeretarv. Paddington Station, W ,, 8

Stockton-on-Tees -Alterations to Board Schools S. Adams. Clerk, 56, North Bondgate, Bishop Auckland „ S

Avonmouth—Two Crossing Cottages Great Western Railway Co G K. Mills. Secretary. Paddington Station. W. ... 8

'Moitlake-Convalescent Block, South Worple Way Hospital ... Barnes Urban District Council G. B. Tomes, Surveyor, High-street, Mortlake. S.W .^ .. 8
I Cramlington— Store Premises at Dudley Branch Cramlington Co-operative Society... J. G. Clone, Architect, 50. Grainger-street, Newcastle-on-Tyne , 8

Penshore—New Station Great Western Railway Co. ,
G. K. Mills, Secretary, Paddington Station,W ,, 8

I Ecdes-Additions and Alterations to Public Baths, Slilton- ,
,

.

. street, Patricroft Corporation Geo. Wm. Bailey. Town Clerk. Town Hall, E;cles >, »

Bretherton—Restoration and Reseating of St. John's Church ... Rev. R.Gardiner Austin and Paley, Architcc's. Lancaster ,. 9
Leeds—Alterations to Boyle Hall Nelson i- Savage. Architects. Sun Buildings, 15, Park-row, Leeds „ 9

. Liverpool—Alterations. Workhouse Inflrmarv, Smithdown-road Toxteth Board of Guardians J. Moulding, Clerk. 15. High Park-street, Liverpool > 9

.Scarborough-House, North Foreshore-road' Town Council H. W. Smith. Borough Surveyor. Scarborough , 9

Kincasslagh—New Ceiling to Church Eight Rev. Monsignor Walker Edward J. Toye. Architect, Strand. Derry <i IQ

Middlezoy—Wesleyan Church . Bowring and Hawkins. Surveyors. 11, High-street, Glastonbury ... „ 10

Sheffield-Panels, Offices, and Subway Great Central Railway Co Oliver S. Holt, Secretary, London-road Station, Manchester „ 10

Croydon—Greenhouse at Cemetery, Mitcham-road Town Council E. Mawdesley, Town Clerk, Town Hall, Croydon ,. 10

Grimsby—School Chapel, Heneage-street Geo. H. Eyes, 151. Freeman-street, Grimsby , 10

Trelewis-Hotel Lewis and Co T. Roderick. Architect. Clifton-street. Aberdarc ., 10

Burton Port -Church Right Rev. Monsignor Walker Edward J. Toye. Architect. Strind. Deny ,> 10

BridUngton—Baptist Sunday School T. Grimshaw, St. John-street. Bridlington <, 10

Stabannon Church—Tower and Spire Very Rev. P. Pentony W. H. Byrne, Architect, 20, Sull'olk-street, Dublin ,. 10

EhnsweU—We.sleyan Chapel Eade and Johns. Architects, CornhUl Chambers. Ipswich „ 11

,Harrogate-Villa, Leeds-road Charles E. Marsden, Architect, 3, John-street, Bradford , 11

;Norwich-Erection and Maintenance of Technical iistitute (for „ .. ,„
SLxMonths) Corporation Geo. B. Kennett, Town Clerk. Guildhall. Norwich .._. , 12

IHipperholme -Detached Residence E. Berry. Architect, Arcade Chambers, Commercial-street, Halifax. „ 12

.Seaton—Two Villas . J.F.Donald J. Donald, Architect, John-street, Warrington ,< 12

Halifax-Villa. Skircoat Green-road Geo. Buckley .and Son, Architects, Tower Chambers, Hahfax , 12

.Mawgan-Additionsand Alterations to Garras Board School ... Mawgan-in-jileneage School Board J. W. G. Bartlett. Boscawen, Cury ::--, " Jf
Cloughjordan-Schoolroomand Vestry, Methodist Church Rev. .lohn G. Whittaker. The Manse, aoughjordan... , li

Baildon Green -Hotel Bentley's Yorkshire Breweries B. Wood Higgins, Architect and Surveyor, Oulton, Leeds 12

Chadwell Heath—Superstructure of Ltmatic Asylum (800 „ , „ „ „. ^ w x. 1

1

patients'; West Ham Town Council Fred. E. Hilleary. Town Oerk, Town Hall, West Ham, E „ IJ
jWalsall-Whitehall Schools f76Splaces) School Board A. Jeffries. Clerk. Bradford-street, Walsall j...... 1*

Deal-Ladies' Ooakroom. South Parade Corporation Thos. C. Golder, Borough Surveyor, 23, Uueen-street, Deal „ 1*

Dartford—Additional Buildings, West HiH Guardians of Darttord Union J. C. Hayward. Clerk. Ses.sioiis House, Dartford > J*
Salford—Scho<jl, Dansky-road School Board D. Duthie, Oerk, Chapel-street, Salford > "
Ipswich—Enlargement of Boys' Department, Wherstead-road „ „ ^ ^ t • i. is
I School f Ipswich School Board J. Hepburn Hume, Clerk, Tower House. Tower-street, Ipswich 1»

Battersea-Superstructure of Fire-Brigade Station in Bridge-rd. London County Council C. J. Stewart. Clerk. Spring-g.irdens, S.W. i.

J5
^Edmonton, N.—Board-room and Offices. Union-road Guardians of Edmonton Union Francis Shelton, Clerk, Lower Tottenham >.

J^Hirst-Branch Store and Manager's House Aahington Equitible Store J. English. Se-jretary, .ishington '• "
Liverpool—Warehouse at North Docks Goods Yard Lancashireand Yorkshire Ry. Co.... C. W. Bayley, Secretary, Hunt's Bank, Manchester <• i»

.London, W.—Two New Ward Blocks, &c., at Workhouse, . „„ „ _,. .,.,.> w ir;

Northumberland-street
. St. Marylebone Guardians Hy. T. Dudman, Clerk, Guardian's Offices, Northumberland-8t.,w. „ 13

lErdingtjn, near Birmingham -Cottage Homes .A.ston Union Gaardians John North, Clerk. Union Offices. Vauxhall-road, Bu-mmgttam „ lo

,r^wi3ham—Fire-Engine Station, High-street London County Council C. J. Stewart. Clerk, Spring-gardens. S.W. .. _^... .._.. ^jp-— " r„
Brentwood -Technical Workshops at Hackney Union Schools... Hacknev T'nion Guardians Frank R. Coles. Clerk's Offices, Hackney Union, Homerton, JM.JS , lo

Harrow -Disinfector Buildings. &c Urban District Council T. Charles, Surveyor, Harrow "
iRegent's Park, N.W.—Brick Chimney Shaft (about 210ft. high I „ „ .„ jT™.i„nVW 17" Electricity Works ^,... St. Pancras Vestry C. H. F. Barrett. Clerk, Vestry Hall. P*?,^™''-™?'''

•^^'V ™,i,™ P " 17h Weald, Es.sex-New Schools Mild End Old Town Guardians Wm. Thacker, Clerk, Guardians' Offices Bancroft-road, London, t. „ i/
at _

'North
IS

•.King's Norton—Police Station Buildings. Stirchley.^treet !!!.!.!! Worcestershire County Council Henry Rowe. County Surveyor, Worcester •

>^owerby Bridge-Three Shops, Sharp-street Horsfell and Son. Architects, Low-street, Halifax „ "
.Accrington—We-sleyan Dayand Sunday School, Spring Hill Henry Ross. Architect. Cannon-street, Accrington ;-^--:v: " i,
Londonderry-House '^

Blair Smith W. E Pinkerton. M.RI.A.L, Architect, s. Damond. Londonderry „ 21

iSheffield-JIale Infirmary Ward at Workhouse EccIesaU Bierlow Union Guardians. Thomas W. Smith, Clerk. Union Offices, The Edge, snemeia _2i

iBnghton-Inflrmary Buildings for ChUdren Guardians B. Burfleld, Clerk, Parochial Offices Brighton
^-,J,:,i, ^i-Belfa.V

" 25

^^J'lSn-y-^''"" Church Rev. B.MuIhoUand, P.P., Coleraine J, .LO'.Shea. Architect. Mysh's-biiildmg,^l-M. DonegaU-
' JfdWmdsor-Xew Infirmary Buildings, &c., at Workhouse ... Windsor Union Guirdian-s PhUip Lovegrove. Clerk. .12, Park-street. Windsor Apru .

iLeeds-Five Houses, Brudenell-road . W. Squires. -Architect. Royal Exchange thambers, Leeds .j^....

iffeighley-Bontling Warehouse. Cooke-street '.
." John Judson and Jloore, Architects, -i ork Chambers, Iteigiuey

Harrogate—Pair of Houses in Park Drive ; J. F. Royce. 9. Station-square, Harrogate _
Winchester—Cottages, Queensland Estate W. Borrough Hill. Architect. Southampton
pabnallr-Cottage ... ' - .

. Colin C. MacGUp. EsUte Office. DalmaUy .^_^

—
Vardleworth-Branch Shop Jr,..]'.'.^'.Z^['.".l".["i'."'.'". ProVidoit Cooperative sioiety George A. Hammond, Architect, &c., Rochdale and H^trool-- —
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BTTILDINQS—continued.

Camborne -Rebuilding of 10, Trevenson- terrace Frank Trythall, 11, Trevenson-terraoe, Ciimbome —
Bramley—Two Houses, Victoria Park Estate The Architect, 101, Burley Lodge-road, Leeds —
Owrnfl-New Parioh Church E. H. Bruton, F.R.LB.A., Architect, 15, aueen-street. Cardiff —
Middlewood -Cottape Homes Guardians of Rochdale Union Butti^rworth and Duncan, 4, South-parade, Rochdale :

—

Honor Oak, 8.E.—House James Rickard, Doris-street, Kennington Cross, 8.E —
West Kenton—House, Westcrhope Harry W. Taylor, Architect, St. NicholasChambers.Newcastle-on-T. —
West Ardsley—Alterations and Additions to Boyle Hall C. S. Nelson and R. N. Savage, Architects, 15, Park-row, Leedi —
Kendal—Alterations to Shop Premises Oreenwood and Littlewood JohnHutton, M.S. I.. Architect, &c., Kendal -^

Leeds - Alterations to North Tavern Chas. D. Swale, Architect, 9S, Albion-street, Leeds —
Insch- School Geo. Sutherland, A. R.I. B. A., 115, Union-street. Aberdeen
Low Baildon -Five Terrace Houses F. Moure, Architect, 40, Sandridge-road, Bradford
Manchester -Five Dwelling Houses, Barnes Green Edward Moore Tom Cook, M.S. A., 39, Victoria-buildings, Victoria-st, Manchester
Llangennech—House J. Davies and Son, Architects, Cowell House. Llanelly

Heme Bay—Two Houses J. Huxtable, Architect, 30, Bismark-street. Highgate Hill. N
Epsom—Conservative Club Frederic W. Ledger, Architect, 8, Philpot-lane, E.C
Exmonth—Enlargement of Premises in Chapel-sixeet W. H. Penwarden Kerleyand Ellis, Architects, Exmouth
Hull— Boilermaker's Shop, Foimtain-road E. Snowden, 53, Grange-street, Hull
Llanelly-Two Houses, Old Road J. Davies and Son, Architects, Cowell House, Llanelly
Burnley—Three Houses. Baker-street J. Mitchell, H, Baker-street, Burnley _....... .^
E-xmouth—Business Premises in RoUe-fitreet Hubber and Son Kerley and Ellis. Architects, Exmouth j

' ^—

Otlev -Thirty-One Houses Fairbank and Wall, Architects, 8. Manor-place, Oiley j.
—

North Salford—Assembly Hall, Business and Club Premises Tom Cook. M.S.A., 39, Victoria-buildings, Victoria-st., Manchester —
Baxton— Pair Semi-Detached Villas J. E. and F. Simpson _ William Perry, Architect, Spencer-road, Baiton —
Ruabon— Villa at Glyn David Foulkes. New Inn, Glyn —
Ashton-under-Lyne—Six Houses in Rycroft A. E. Dalies, Oldham-road, Ashton —
Ramsgate—Premises, Queen-street and Effingham-street Gwyn and Co W. J. Jennings. Architect, 4, St. Margaret-street, Canterbury —
Whitgift—Church Restoration Smith, Brodrick, and Lowther, Architects, 77, Lowgate, Hull —
Selby—Seven Cottages, Brickyard-road W. Green. Casegate, Selby —
Shirebrook—Additions to Grocer's Shop H. Rodgera Jos. Perkins, Shirebrook Colliery, Mansfield —
Oswestry—Primitive Methodist Chapel J. D. Mould. F.R I B.A., King-street, Manchester —
Plymouth—Chimnev at Prince Rech Corporation Jas. Paton, Borough Engineer, Plymouth —
Nottingham -Additions to Imoerial Laundry A. T. Richards, Imperial Laundry, Radford Boulevard, Nottingham —
Harrogate—Eight Houses, Unily-gi-ove Harrogate Co-operative Society S. Coate?. Secretary. Albert-street. Halifax —
Nottingham—Villa, Southey-streit H. J. Price, A.B.I.B.A., 24, Low-pavement, Nottingham, —
Peterborough—House, r.ark-road Sanitary Steam Laundry Co J. G. Stallebrass, Architect. North-street. Peterborough —
Tottenham. N.— Offices at Downhills School Board J. F. Adams. Clerk, School Board Offices. Tottenham —
Littleborough—Two Shops and Slaughter-houses F. H. Shuttleworth, Architect, Littleborough —
Leeds—Alteration of Portion of Mabgate Mills Estate Mabgate Mill Company Mosley. Rent Collector, 6. Wormald-row, Leeds —
Leeds— Rebuilding Warehouse and Factory, Park-place W. Albreoht and Co Ambler and Bowman, Aichitects, 9, Park-place, Leeds —
Kimberworth—Houses in Meadow Hall-lane, and Additions to
other Houses J. B. Jenkinson H. L. Tacon, Architect, 11, Westgate, Rotherham —

Heywood-Church of All Souls' BuUding Committee F. P. Oakley, A.R.I.B.A., Haworth's Bldgs., Cross-st., Manchester —
Colchester-Restoration St. James's Church Chas. E Butcher, Architect, 3, Queen-street, Colchester —
Carlisle -Shop, Lowther-street Chas. Walker, Confectioner ;.. T. Taylor Scott, F.R.I.B.A., Architect. Carlisle —
Basingstoke—Shop and Assemblv Hall Corporation R. S. Wallis. Architect, Potters-lane, Basingstoke

ji"!;;"
—

'

Chesterfleld-Primitive Methodist Chapel W. J. Morlev, F.R.I.B A., Architect 269, Swan-arcade, Bradford.. —
Carlisle-Two Villas, Dalston-road W. and M. Johnstone Johnstone Bro?., Architects, 39, Lowther-street, Carlisle —

ENGINEERING.
Northwich—Electric Plant Weaver Na\-igation Trustees The Clerk, Weaver Navigation Offices, Northwich Mar. 8

Cashel - Single-Lift Gasholder Town Commissioners John O'Leary, Town Clerk, Town Hall, Cashel 1
Warrington -Iron and Steel Platform Paving Committee Thomas Longdin, Borough Surveyor, Warrington „ '

London, E.C.—Pneumatic Plant for Sinking Caissons Bengal and North-Western Rly. Co. E. L. Mairyat, Secretary, 237, Gresham House, Old Broad-st., E.C „ 7

West Derby—Electric Lighting Plant, Mill-road Inflrmarv Board of Guardians Thomas L Miller, M.I.E.E., 7, Tower-bldgs, Water-st., Liverpool „ S

Coventry -Plant for Extensions of Municip,il Electricity Works Electric Lighting Committee Lewis Beard, Town Clerk. 10, Hay-lane, Coventry , 8

West Ham—Wiring and Fitting-X'p Various Buildings Town Council Fred. E. Hilleary, Town Clerk, West Ham „ S

Leeds - Two Steel Boilers for the Hospitals at Mansion Town Council City Engineer's Office, Municipal Buildings, Leeds , 3

Appleton Wake—Stone Bridge over Wiske Northallerton Rural District Council W.' Fowler, Clerk, Northallerton i. 9

Bu.xton—Rotary Exhauster Urban District Council Chairman of the Gas Committee, Buxton >i 9
Eainham- Covered Brick Reservoir {to hold 100,000 gajlons).
Orchard-street Waterworks Co W. Leonard Grant, Architect, Sittingboume » J"

Church Aston—Water Supply Works Newport (Salop) R.D.C W. Wyatt, Engineer. Bryndwr, All Saints, Shrewsbury ,. 10

Lochmaddy—Water-Supply Works Inverness County Council Thomas Wilson, Solicitor. District Clerk, Lochmaddy , M
Market Rasen- Reconstruction of Kettleby Beck Bridge . . James Thronp, County Surveyor, 2<l, Broadgate, Lincoln , 10

Harwich-Cast-Iron Tank on Steel Columns "Tendring Hundred 'Waterworks Co. Secretary, Tendring Hundred Waterworks, Manningtree, Essex 10

Dorstone- Carriage Bridge across the Dore County Council J. F. Symonds, Clerk, Shire Hall, Dorstone .. "
Lincoln- Open Iron Shed, with Corrugated Iron Roof, in
Harvey-street Highways Committee R. A. Maebriar, City Surveyor, Corporation Offices, Lincoln „ 14

Glasgow—Railways, Gatehead to Hurlford (about four miles) .. . Glasgow and South-Western Ef. Co. The Engineer's Office, St. Enoch Station, Glasgow 1<

Pembroke Dock—Water Supplv Works Town Council W. H. Hulm, Town Clerk, Pembroke Dock .. "
Bewcastle—Three Stone Bridge's at Crookburnfoot Ford, Rout-
ledgebum Ford, and Cuddle's Ha Ford Longtown Rural District Council ... James Murray, District Surveyor, Alstonby, Carlisle » J»Morpeth—Water-supply Works, County Asylum Committee of Visitors H. G. Vassall, Clerk, Market Place, Morpeth 15

Lowestoft—Forty Groynes on Foreshore between South Pier
and Borough Boundary at P.aketield Town Council Geo. Hamby, A.M.I.C.E , Borough Engineer, TownHllI, Lowestoft „ 17

Prestwich—Boiler at Crumpsall Workhouse Prestwich Union Guardians Edward W. Ogden, Clerk, Cheetham Hill-road. Manchester „ 17

Egremont-Eogine and Boilers
, Wallasey Urban District Coimcil ... H. "W. Cook, Clerk, Church-street, Egremont, Cheshil'e „ JJ

Sophia -Electric Lighting of Town The Mayor, Sophia, Bulgaria >> ]•
Blackpool - Electrical Plant ; Corporation T. Loftos, Town Clerk. Town Hall, Blackpool 2|
Swinton—Precipitation Tanks „ Urban District Council R. Fowler, C.E., Council Offices, Swinton, r,otherham >• 22

Southampton - Sludge Presses, &c Corporation George B. Nalder, Town Clerk, Municipal Offices, Southampton it
Bimcrana and Carndonagh—Execution of Railway No. 1,

Co. Donegal Board of Works, Dublin J. Y. F. Cooke, C.E., St. Columbs, Londonderry ..
'-•

Madras-Utilisation of Water of Periyar Lake Chief Engineer for Irrigation, Madras July 1

Bradford-Boiler House and Seating F. HoU.and. Engineer, 11. Parkinson's Chmbs,Hustlergite, Bradford —
Bramshall-Water-Supply Boring Uttoxeter Rural District Council ... F. S. Hawthorn, Clerk, Uttcxeter —
Darlington—Double-Flued Lancashire Boiler E. W. Lyall, 39, Northgate, Darlington —
Alton—Single-Lift Gasholder /iOft. diam., 22ft. deep) Alton Gas Company The Chairman, Gasworks Office, Alton, Hants —

FENCING AND WALLS.
Weymouth—Boundary Walls, ic, Burial Ground Burial Board Lewis Chays, Clerk, New-street, Weymouth liar. 5
Bacup -Watercourse and Rubble Fence Wall at Shecphouse

Eeaervoii- James Diggle. C.E.. 3. Longford-street, Heywood „ 8
Abram -Unclimbable Railing (550 yards run) Urban District Council Heaton. Ralph, and Heaton. Surveyors. King-street, Wigan 9
Hastings -Retaining Walls and W.I. Fencing. High Bank, Ore Corporation Philip H. Palmer. M.I.CE., Borough Eogineer, Town Hall, Hastings „ 1»
Shrewsbury—Fencing. Cattle Market Corporation W. C. Eddowes, Borough Surveyor, Shrewsbury ,. 1'
Hackney Wick—Boundary Walls for Test Workhouse, Casual _
Wards, ic, Gainsborough-road Hackney Union Goardiana Frank E Coles. Clerk'sOffices, Hackney Union, Homerton. N.E ..

Gretna Green—Inclosure Walls round Cemetery M'Taggart's, Gretna Green • -'

Carrick-on-Suir -Boundary Wall and Porch," Ballyhest Dis-
pensar;- House Guardians J. Mullins, Clerk, Carrick-on-Suir ~

ETJBNlTtJBE AND FITTINGS.
Ashby-de-la-Zouch—Chemical Laboratory^d Lecture Theatre

at Grammar School Governors J. German and Sons, Clerks to the Governors, Ashby-de-Ia-Zouch .. Mar. i

Birkenhead - 100 Hospital Beds Board of Guardians John Carter, Clerk, 43, Hamilton-square, Birkenhead, ,., 1

Durham—Workhouse Furniture Board of Guardians The Clerk, Crossgates, Durham -• , » l""

Prescott—Bedsteads, Cabinet Furniture, &c.. New Workhouse ,„
Infirmary Board of Guardians A. F. Mann, Clerk, 'Whiston, Prescott .•

''>

Grimsby— 200 Chairs, Orphan Home Secretary, Orphan Home, Victor-street, Grimsby —

PAINTING.
Sedgley—Dudley-road Schools School Board Albert E. Greenway, Clerk, 1, Church-road. Coseley, neaj Bilston .. Mar. 5

Darwen—Millstone Hotel and the Dun Horse Hotel Stones and Gradwell, Architects, Brook's Chambers, Dirwen ...... „ »
Bermondsey—PubUc Library Bermondsey Vestry.. _ Fredk. Evall, Vestrv Cler/, Bermondsey Town Hall, Spa-road, b.E. „ »

Manchester -Iron Bridges on the line of Aciueduct from near ' ' ,.
.\nibleside to Agecroft, near Manchester Waterworks Committee The Secretary. Waterworks Offices. Town Hall, Manchester ..^.^.. ,i

J"
Shooter's Hill-Brook Fever Hospital Metropolitan Asylums Board Clerk to the Metropolitan Asylums Board, Norfolk-st., Strand,W.C. „ "
Buxton -Beautifying Wesley Chapel. School, and Vestries 8. Selby, High-street, Buxton — " "
Buiningham-Exterior of Parish Offices, Edmund-street, New- ..-

,

,

hall-street, and Cornwall-street ............./ Goarfians _ . . . W. H. Ward, Architect, Faradise-stieet, Birmingham ~..,..,w«.;,(i }*
Stafford-Repainting Exterior of County Asylum Walter H. Cheadle, Count}- Surveyor, Stattord » i*

le
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PAINTING—wn^twM^i^.

Kenoineton Park—PaintiDg "Works London County Council C. J. Stewart, Clerk, Spring-gardens, S W Mar. 21
Bostal "Woods—PaintiDg works London County Council C. J. Stewart, Clerk, Spring-gardens, 8.W ., 21
Aahton-under-Lyne -Painting, Papering, and Decorating 14

Houses S. Wilkinson, 65, Whiteacre-road.'Ashton —

PLUMBINQ AND
Edinchip—Plumbing, &c.

GLAZING.
A. H. Ballingall, W.S., Perth . Mar. 12

Oillingham—Construction and Kerbing of Vpper Milton and
Chaucer Roads, and Kerbing in Rock-avenue

Bamsley— Street Works in Agnes-road West and Spring-street,

and Sewers in Blenheim-road and St. George's-road
Blyth—MakinfT-up Sireeta

Oosforth—Asphalting and Kerking
Hexham— Street Improvements
Wimbledon—Making-up Olive-grove, Fairlawn-road, and
Somerset-road

Uodalming—Making-up HoUoway Vale-road
Biggleswade—Remaking Footways
Croydon—Making-Up Leonard-road, Mitcham, and Park Gate-
road, Wallington

Aston Manor—Paving, Kerbing, and Sewering Priory-road
Nuneaton—New Street (70J yards)
Handaworth-New Roads (over two miles)
Church Stretton—Construction of Roada

ROADS AND STBEETS.

W. J. McLellan G. E. Bond, Architect, Rochester

Town Coimcil J. Henry Taylor, Borough Surveyor, St. Maiy's-place, Bamsley
Cowpen Urban District Council Robert Grieves. Surveyor, Seaforth-street, Waterloo, Blyth
Urban District Council Robert Reay, Clerk, Council Chambers, Gosforth
Hexham Urbam District Council ... Wm. Pruddah, Clerk, Hexham

. Mar.

Urban District Council The Surveyor's Office, The Broadway, Wimbledon .

Town Council Samuel Welman, Church-atreet, Godalming
Urban District Council T. J. Hooper, Clerk, Biggleswade

Rural District Council James Wilson, Clerk, Town Hall, Fell-road, Croydon
Urban District Council H. Richardson, Sur\'eyor, Council House, Aston Manor

S. P. Stewart, Estate Office, Arbury, Nuneaton
F*r Croft Estate Office - William Roberts, Land Agent, 37, Waterloo-street, Birmingham ...

Church Stretton Land Co S. Huult Horton, Architect, Effingham House, Anmdel-street.W'.C.

9
10
12
12

14
14
15

16
24

Upton—Relaying Sewers, &c
Lmnelly—Sewerage Works, Forge and Pembrey-road District...

Heswall-cum-OIdfield—Sewers
Tonyrefail— Sewers, &c
Chase Town—Sewerage Works, &c
Broadstairs-Sewerage Works
Hastings— Surface-Water Drain in Bohemia-road
Tipperary—Sanitary Works at Workhouse
Bebington—Sewer in Stanton-road
Tirlemont—Sewerage Works (estimated cost, £24,000)
Rotherham-Laying Pipe Sewers and Outfall Works
Hendon, N.W.—Sewers, kc
Burnley— Sewers, &c
Walsall-Relaying Drains at Sewage Farm, Bescot
Pokesdown-C.I Sea Outfall (500 yards, 21in.) & Outfall Sewers
Wakefield — Sewers and Surface-water Drains

SANITAKY.
Wirrall Rural District Council
Urban District Council
Wirrall Rural District Council
Llantrisant & Llantwit FardreR .D.C
Lichfield Rural District Council.
Urban District Council
Corporation
Guardians of Tipperary Union
Lower Bebington U.D.C

Rural District Council
Rural District Council
Rural District Council

Urban District Council

.

Corporation

J. E. S. Ollive, Clerk, 54, Hamilton-street, Birkenhead iS&r. 7
Henry W. Spowart, Clerk, Town Hall, Llanelly „ 7
J. E. 8. Ollive, Clerk, 54, Hamilton-street, Birkenhead „ 7
Gomer S. Morgan, Surveyor, Pontyclun „ 8
John Derry, Clerk, Lichfield „ 9
Lionel A. Skinner, Clerk, Council Offices, Broadstairs „ 12
Philip H. Palmer, M.LC.E., Borough Engineer, TownHall, Hastings „ 14
E.A. Hackett, M.I.C.E., County Surveyor, Clonmel „ 14
Joseph Young, Surveyor. 13, New Chester-road, New Ferry „ 15
Secretariat Communal, Tirlemont, Belgium „ 15
Bernard Godfrey, A.M.LC.E., 29b, High-street, Rotherham „ 17
F. G. Seabrook, Clerk, Union Offices, Edgware „ . 17
J. S. Horn, Clerk, 18, Nicholas-street, Burnley „ 17
R. H. Middltton, Borough Surveyor, Bridge-street „ 18
W. E. Burt, Council Offices, Pokesdown „ 21
R. Porter, City Engineer, Town Hall, Wakefield

, 21

STEEL AND IRON.
Brighton—Cast-iron Pipes for Waterworks Corporation F. J. Tillstone, Town Clerk. Brighton Mar. 8
Hull—Cast-iron Holding-Down Plates (20,000) Corporation A. E. White, City Engineer.THull ,. 8
Hereford— Steel and Iron for Bridge over Wye, Castle Green ... Victoria Bridge Committee J. Parker, C.E., Mansion, House, Hereford ,, 10
Carlisle—Cast-iron Pipes (6)0 Uneal yards, 3in.) Corporation Henry C. Marks, A.M.I.C.E., City Surveyor, 36, Fisher-st., Carlisle —

Brandon—Road Materials (One Year)
Barnes-Road Materials (12 Months)
Southwark—Lime and Cement, Oils and Colours, Timber, Flag-

ging and Granite Kerbing, &c
I'.dth-Work and Materials (One Year)
Bridgwater—Rough Stone (400 tons)
Bath-Sewer Pipes, Arc. (One or Three Years)
Belper—Road Materials
Swindon—Road Stone, &c., Timber, Pipes and Bricks, Cement
and Lime (One Year :

BiUe.'^dnn—Granite and Granite Chippings (One Year)
Kith' rliithe, S.E.—Broken Guernsey Granite, Pitching Setts,
BiUiist and Sand. Lime, Cement, Drain Pipes, Szc. (One Year)

St. Thomas (near Exeter)—Road Materials Doe Year)
Manchester—Bricks, Colours (dry and ground), Gas and Water

Fittings, Lime. Cement, Earthenware Drains, &c. ;Oue Year)
i.'oventry— Road Materials (during Year)
('hailey—Flints .3,425 yards! for Highways
Downham Market—Broken Granite (2C0 tons). Slag (200 tons),
and Broken Gravel f2,000 yards)

Sleaford —Broken Granite yOO or 1,000 tons)
Swansea— Gravel and Sand (1,500 tons) , Unbroken Limestone

(1,000 tons). Broken Limestone (1,500 tons), and Broken
Syenite (6,000 tons), for Road Metal

STOBES.
Brandon and Byshottles U.D.C. ... John George Wilson, Clerk, North Bailey, Durham
Urban District Council G. Bruce Tomes, Surveyor, Council Offices, High-3t.,Mortlake, S.W.

St. George-the-Martyr Vestry J. A. Johnson, Vestry Clerk, Vestry Hall. Borough-road, S.E
Urban Sanitary Authority Chas. R. Fortune, City Surveyor, Guildhall, Bath
Corporation W. T. Baker, Town Clerk, Bridgwater
Sanitary Committee Chas. R. Fortxme, City Surveyor, Guildhall, Bath
Rural District Council Robt. C. Cordon, Surveyor, Hazelwood, Derby

Swindon New Town U.D.C Henry J. Kinneir, Clerk, Public Offices, Swindon
Rural District Council W. E. Richardson, Clerk, 18, New-street, Leicester

Vestry Jame.s J. Stokes, Clerk, Town Hall, Lower-road, Rotherhithe
Rural District Council Arthur E. Ward, 9, Bedford-circus, Exeter

Great Central Railway Co (jliver S. Holt, Secretary, London-road Station, Manchester ..

General Works Committee J. E. Swindlehurst, City'Engineer. St. Mary's Hall, Coventry..
Rural District Coimcil J. Miles, Clerk, 173, High-street, Lewes

Rural District Council T. L. Reed, Clerk, Downham Market
L'rban District Council Edmund Clements, Clerk, Council Oflicea, Sleaford .

Swansea Town Council Borough Surveyor, 13, Somerset-place, Swansea ....

Mar. 5

.. 7

12
12

14
11

15
17

19

24
2o

LATEST PRICES.—-•-•

—

IBON, &o.
Per ton. Per ton.

RoUcd-Iron Joist8, Belgian £6 to £6 10
Holled-SteelJoiats, English 6 10 „ 7 10
Wrought-Iron Girder Plates 5 15 „ 6 10
Bar Iron, good Staffs 7 0,, 800
Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Hound, or
Square 17 „ 17

Do., Welsh 6 15 „ 5 17 6
Boiler Plates, Iron

—

South Staffs 7 17 6 „ 8 5
Beat Snedflhill 10 „ 10 10

Angles 10s., Tees 209. per ton extra.
Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, &o., £6 168. Od. pel ton.
Builders' Hoop Iron, galvanised, £15 lOe. Od. per ton.

Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron-
No. 18 to 20. No.22to24.

6ft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.
gauge £10 16 ...£11

Best ditto 11 6 e ... 1110
Per ton. Per ton.

Cast-iron Columns £6 to £8 10
Cast-Iron Stanchions 6 0,, 8 10
Cast-iron Sash Weights — ,,426
Cast-iron Socket Pipes-

Sin, diameter 5 10 „ 6 16
4in. to6in 6 5 0,, 6 10
7in. to 2iin. (all sizes) 4 15 „ 6
[Coated with composition, 28. 6d. pec ton extra; tamed

and bored joints, 6s. per ton extra.]
Pig Iron— Per ton.
Cold Blast, Lilleshall 1058. to 110a.
Hot Blast, ditto 678. 6d. to 62a. 6d.

Wrought-Iron Tubes—Discount off Standard Lists f.o.b.
Gas-Tubes 75p.c. Fittings 77jp.c.
Water-Tubes 70 „ 72}
Steam-Tubes 62| „ 65
Galvanised Gas-Tubes 60 „
Galvanised Water-Tubes 65 „
Galvanised Steam-Tubes 46 „

lOcwt. casks. 5cwt. casks.

Sheet Zinc, for roofing and work- Per ton. Per ton,

ing up £22 10 to £23 10
Sheet Lead, 31b. per sq. ft. super. 11 5 „ 15 5
Pig Lead, in Icwt. pigs 13 10 „ 14 10
Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 17 10 „ 18 10
CopperSheets, sheathing and rods 53 10 „ 59 10
Copper, British Cake and Ingot. .. 51 15 „ 52 15
Tin, Straits 66 10 „ 66 10
Do., English Ingots 68 „ 69
Spelter, Silesian 17 7 6 „ 18 7 6

Per ton. Per ton.

Cut Clasp Nails, 3in. to ein £8 15 „ £9 15
Cut Floor Brads 8 10 „ 9 10
Wire Nails (Points de Paris)

—

to 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 B.W.G.
8/6 9/0 9/6 10/3 11/0 12/0 13/0 14/9 16/9 per cwt.

TIMBER.
Teak, Burmah per load £13 to £15 10

„ Bangkok „ ... 10 „ 15
Quebec pine, pitch „ ... — „ —

„ yellow ,,...2 2 6,, 4 2 6
„ Oak „ ... 3 16 „ 5

„ Birch , ... 2 12 6 „ 4 7 6

„ Elm „ ... 3 15 „ 6
„ Ash , ... 3 0,, 500

Dantsic and Memel Oak „ ... 2 10 „ 3 10
Fir 19 0,, 390

Wainscot, Riga p. log 8 5 0,, 3 15

Lath, Dantsic, p.f 4 10 „ 5 10
8t. PetCL-sburg „ ... 5 0,, 6 10

Greenheart ... 8 5 0,, 8 10

Box , ... 4 „ 15
Sequoia, U.S.A. ...per cube foot I 8 „ 1 10
Mahogany, Cuba, per super foot

lin. thick 5,, 6i
„ Honduras ... „ ... 41 „ 6}

„ Mexican 4,, 005
Cedar, Cuba „ ... 4,, 4J

Honduras ,,...0 3,, 4}
Satinwood , ... 6,, 012
Walnut, Italian 8,, 007

Deals, per St. Petersburg Standard, 120— 12ft. by IJin.
byllin. :

—

Quebec, Pine, Ist £19 5 to £25 5
„ 2na 13 15 „ 16 5

„ 3rd 6 5 0,, 10 15
Canada Spruce, Ist 9 5 0,, U 6

„ 2nd and 3rd 8 0,, »
New Brunswick 6 5 0,, 750
Riga 6 16 „ 7 15
St. Petersburg 8 15 „ 12 15
Swedish 9 0,, 16 10

Finland 7 10 „ 8
White Sea 9 0,, 15 10

Battens, aU sorts 6 0,, 18

Flooring Boards, per square of lin. :—

1st prepared £0 9 0,, £0 16 8

2naditto 7 6,, 13

Other qualities 6 0,, 076
Staves, per standard M :

—

Quebec pipe — —
U.S. ditto £36 ,,£42 10

Memel, cr. pipe 230 „ 240

Memel, brack 200 „ 210

OILS.
Linseed per ton. £16 to £16 16

Rapeseed, English pale 24 10 „ 24 15

Do, brown 22 15 „ 23 5

Cottonseed, refined „ ... 13 15 „ 14 5

OUve, Spanish , ... ai „ 33 10

Seal, pale 24 „ 24 10

Cocoanut, Cochin „ ... 28 „ 28 10

Do., Ceylon , ... 22 „ 22 10

Palm. LaKOS 23 5 „ 23 10

Oleine .... .-. 18 15 „ 19 IS

Lubricating U.8 per gal. 6 3,, 076
Petroleum, refined 4J „ 4}

Tar, Stockholm per barrel 10 0,, 160
Do., Archangel 1» 6 „ 16

Tuq>eutine, American... per ton 23 „ 23 10
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CHIPS.

On the motion of Sir W. Walrond in the House
of Commons on Wednesday, a select committee
was appointed to inquire into and report upon the
administration and cost of the museums of the
Science and Art Department.

Three stained-glass windows have just been
placed in St. Martin's Church, Lowmoor. The
subjects represented are " The Holy Family,"
" Ruth," and " Dorcas." The work is from the
studio of Messrs. Abbott and Co., Brock-street,
Lancaster.

On Saturday the memorial -stone of the new
I'nited Presbyterian church, at present in course of

erection on the grounds of Rossbank, West End,
Cambuslang, was laid. The buildings consist of a
church to accommodate 7r>S, to cost £4,900 ; church
officer's house, to cost £300 : also halls, vestry,

managers' room, .tc., to cost £2,000 ; total, £7,200.

A special meeting of the Tewkesbury Corpora-
tion was held on Monday, under the presidency of

the Mayor, when it was resolved that Mr. W. H.
Gray, fiie surveyor, who has been missing since

.Saturday, be discharged from the appointments held
imder the council. It was also resolved to advertise

as vacant the appointments of surveyor and in-

spector of nuisances until May next, when the
annual appointment is made, at a salary of £100
per annum, but the proposition was vrithdrawn.
The finance committee was empowered to perform
the duties of surveyor, and Mr. Leicester, chartered
accountant, of Worcester, was appointed to audit
the borough accounts. Mr. W. H. Gray has been
borough surveyor of Tewkesbury for the past
twenty-five years.

HAM HILL STONE.
DOULTING STONE.

THE HAM HILL & DOXTLTINQ
STONE CO.

IncorpO'»^g THE HAM HILL STONE CO. aod C. TRASS and
SONS (THE DOULTING STONE CO.)

Chief Ojfice NORTON, STOKE-UNDER-HAM, SOMERSET.
Mr. E. A. WILLIAMS, 16, Cbavbh Steset, Steand.

OVER

HALr-A-CBMTDft1

BILLS OF QUANTITIES, PLANS, &c.
Lithographed in best stjl.- and ivilh Rreiit exr>editii>B by

PAKTRIDGE & COOPER,
ARCHITECTS- AND SIRVEVDRS- LITHOGRAPHERS,

191 & 192, Fleet St., and 1 & 2, Ohancery Lane,
London, E.O.

Bpecint Prictt quoted for Large Jobs.

LtBBa&L DI8COO.NTB ACCOROINQ TO A&BII40EMBNT.

FAMBRINI & DANIELS,
MunwAOTUBKES OF IMPERISHABLB CONCRETB

MASONRY yoB

OORNIOES, STBIIfa-00T7BSES,
MODELLED PANELS, AND EVBBY
STONE-WOBK BEaUISITE.

LANDINGS and Plain or Moulded and Mitre
STEPS, durable throughout.

WORKS AND OFFICES: LINCOLN.

PILKINGTON & CO.
(Established 1838),

MONUMENT CHAMBEBS,
KING WILLIAM STBEET, LONDON, E.C

Registered Trade Mark

:

Patent Asphalte and Felt Roofing.
ACrD-KESISTINQ ASPHALTE.

WHITE SILICA PAVINO.

SEYSSEL ASPHALTE.

WM. OLIVER & SONS,
MAHOGANY, WAINSCOT, WALNUT^
TEAK, VENEER, and FANCYWOOD

MERCHANTS,
120, BUNHILL ROW, LONDON, E.C.
The most extensive Stock of every kind iHWood in Planka and Boards, dry and fit tui

immediate use.

TENDEBS.
•«• Correspondents would in all cases oblige by giving

the addresses of the parties tendering—at any rate, of the
ac/'epted tend*^ : it adds to the value of the information.

Babkin''!.—For shops at Barking. Mr. F. S. Ham-
mond, architect :—

Lark and Son ... £5,096
Shurmur ... 5,015
Johnson ... 4,992
Gibb ... 4,400

Betiixal Gbeen.—For erection of the Cornwall Arm
p.h. and two cottages, Bethnal Green. Mr. W. J
Ingram, architect :

—
Maxwell Bros ... 2,556
Parson ... 2,430
Eowe ... 2,410
Higgs, F. and F. H ... 2,370
Ling ... 2,338
Whitehead ... 2,325
Beer and Gash ... 2,297
Shurmur, W ... 2,284
Barker ... 2,249 9
Courtney and Fairbum ... 2,117

BosTos. Lincolnshire.—For the supply of granite, for
roads committee of the Holland County Council :

—

Boston division (2,150 tons) :—
Quenast Co., Bel^um (accepted), 9a. per ton.

Sutterton di\-ision (1,280 tons) :

—

Groby Co., Leicestershire (accepted).
Spalding division :—Groby Co. (accepted).

Bow.—For erection of new rectory at Bow. Alessrs.
"W. A. Hills and Son, architect ; —

Mowlem, J , and Co £2.791
Robey, J. T 2,700
"Woodward and Co 2,620
Perry and Co 2,596
Downs, TV 2,58.*^

Salt, 8 2,577
Shurmur, W 2,493
Sheffield Bros 2,347 ;

HOMAltf & RODGERS^
EiNGINBEiRSi FOEMED of joists AND PLATES.

CONSTRUCTIONAL STEEL SKELETON BUILDINGS (American system),

FIRECLAY BRICK FLOORS, ALSO CONCRETE FIREPROOF FLOORS.
USED IW OYKR 2,000 B1JIL.DIl»[CiS

GRANITIC

,^_„__ . ___ PAVING
BRIDGES. ^^^SB^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ STEPS.

ASPHALTE.

OEIQINAL PATENTEES OF ALL GIRDERS

ROOFS.

PIERS.
section of

I niinnil ) OmoBS : 17, QBAOEOHUBOH STBEET, E.O.
LUnUUN I WoBRS: XINE ELUS LANE, S.W.

Telegraphic Address, "Homah ItODOBBS, London." Telephone No. 1026 Avenue.

BRICK FLOOR,
IIAUnUCCTrD S Omoss: lO, MABSDEN STBEET.
MANuntO I tn \ WoBKS: WEST eOBTON.

Telegraphic Address :
*' Nauoh, Mahohkstbb." Telephone No. 687.

FIBEOLAY BBIOK "WOBKS :—PABKSTONE, DOBSET.

COPPER ROOFING.
X^OOE-XDJG-.

SOLE INVENTORS and PATENTEES of SOLID STOPPED ENDS, &C.

NO EXTERNAL FASTENINGS. NO SOLDER.

F. BRABT k CO, L'
352 to 364, EUSTON ROAD, LONDON, N.W.

Branch Office :-ASHTON GATE WORKS, CORONATION ROAD, BRISTOL.

(
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CRAFT INDEPENDENCE.

THE engineer and architect ai-e often

brought into close relationship ; but

for certain reasons, obvious and otherwise,

they still retain their individual preferences

—tiiat is to say, the wall of separation is not

easily broken down, and a sharp line appears

to divide the two vocations. (Jne of the

strongest reasons for this separation is prob-

ably the fact that both must live. It would
hardly do for architects to invade some of

the fields of the civil engineer—hydraulics,

sewering, or railway engineering, though
in ancient times and the Middle Ages
they did so ; nor, on the other hand,

would it be agreeable, or, in the nature

of things, right, for the engineer to pose

as a designer of buildings, domestic or

public. Things have changed so much that

an engineer's idea of architecture would,

we fear, be rather "mixed," or, shall we
say, too decidedly prosaic to suit most people.

And yet it has been asserted by a good
authority on the history of architecture, that

the modern engineer's work is a great deal

more entitled to be called real architecture

than that of the architect ; in short, that the

engineering work of the age is nearer to the

true spirit of the art, as being an embodi-
ment of our requirements. That honest
construction, which expresses every function

directly without disguise or concealment, is

the basis of good architecture must be con-

ceded, and in this respect the engineer sets

an example to the ordinary architect, who is

content to adopt a style or to imitate a
leader. But there is an element in design
which the engineer has not as yet been able

to discern, and that is human sympathy, or

that element of pleasurable emotion so

necessary to a work of art. If ho could only
understand or appreciate this desire, his

work would be real architecture. For the
lack of this, his designs fail to commend
themselves to the popular eye. They are

hard and unappreciated. And the modern
engineer is in no mood to satisfy this longing

;

he prides himself on his science and technical

skill, and rather exaggerates the qualities of

mechanical cleverness and magnitude. This
is probably one of the reasons why his

relation with the architect is not the
pleasantest.

Let us take, for example, one kind of

engineering work which is closely connected
with the design of the architect—striictural

ironwork of a commercial kind. It is

most likely the architect's design has been
made without reference to a particular
estimate. The engineering firm have to tender
for the work to be done, and are required
to prepare their own quantities and specifi-

cation as well. Virtually, the architect
leaves the matter in their hands. There
are wrought and cast-iron columns or
stanchions, wrought-iron girders, fire-

proof floors and roofs—matters involving
calculation of loads and stresses. The
architect rids himself of the responsi-
bility to some extent, but at a serious
sacrifice of architectural solidity or merit.
The manufacturer is unwilling to learn any-
thing beyond his pattern-book, and the
sections which give the greatest strength at
the least quantity of metal. With him
everything is weight. The architect specifies
certain sections of columns, of stanchions,
and iron joists ; but the details of workman-
ship, about which he knows very little, are
left to the manufacturer. The effect of these
conditions is to make the architect dependent

on the manufacturer, and for the latter to

dictate the details of the work. Of what use

is it for the architect to make designs and
working drawings of certain ironwork, and
find that the iron merchant is not willing to

tender on those drawings '' The latter

knows that iron construction must be used,

and is master of the position, and does much
as he likes. Special designs of the architect

can stand little chance against the market
prices and patterns, which crowd the cata-

logues of the modern tradesman.
We have been speaking of constructional

ironwork ; hut for ornamental wrought-iron
work the architect has it all his own waj-.

That there is something inconsistent with tho

treatment of the material goes without say-

ing. The principle of hammered work is

sometimes lost sight of, and very ornamental
designs are made quite out of character with
the material. In this branch of craftsman-

ship the architect may yet learn something.
Then we have leadwork, about which Mr.
F. W. Troup, A.R.I.B.A., discoursed the

other day at the Architectural Association.

Who that has been to any of the old French,
GeiTnan, and Flemish cities like Bruges can
have failed to see what an important detail

ornamental leadwork was ? The Medieval
architects relied much on it to give point to

their buildings, as wrought iron was used to

decorate brick fronts. Mr. Troup's remarks,
which we reported last week, are of interest

as pointing to the durability of cast over

milled lead iu'roof-work ; its superiority for

ornamental work, for pattern embossing ; the
harder quality of old over new and purer
lead from which all other metal, like silver

tin, iron, &c., are abstracted ; the excess or

misuse of soldering in modern leadwork and
overdose dressing of lead over woodwork.
The remarks on the proper ornamental treat-

ment of lead in pipe-heads, coffers, cisterns,

spires, finials, and ridges, many examples of

which Mr. Lethaby has given us in his recent

work on " Leadwork," ought to be taken to

heart by architects who have too long left

lead and all its works in the hands of

plumbers. No doubt the reason is obvious

:

architects have not taken the trouble to learn

the capabilities or possibilities of the ma-
terial ; they have so long been associated

with stone and stucco and wood that all

other materials have been allowed to remain
in the hands of engineers and plumbers. And
so it is with other trades : they have become
mechanicil simply because architects will

not master them or the materials. •Struc-

tural engineers, plumbers, and smiths
work in them without any feeling or sym-
pathy. AU freedom in treatment is gone

;

the workman tries to follow the architect's

design line for line, but in so doing the

whole spirit is lost. Even workers in iron

and lead know how impossible it is to give

the architect's meaning, or to produce a
particular detail or effect.

In sanitary work, again, the architect has to

give in much to the engineer and plumber.
It would be simply impossible to expect the
architect to know perfectly the technical

details of a cooking apparatus, or even to

specify the requirements of a large hotel in

detail without consultation. Then, again, with
the heating engineer, the trade is left to the

specialist—who takes care to keep in his

own hands the systems of heating buildings.

Nor would we expect an ent'-nte cordiale

between the architect and the mechanical
and hydraulic engineer, or even between
the—horticultui'al engineer and electrician all

of which branches of engineering are now
separate and distinct crafts which have no
reference to architectural design. Yet they
hamper and impede the designer of a
building. Each has its own rules and
trade regulations, which generally conflict

with the architect's notions ; each has its

own conventions and modes of treatment,

and to try to bring them to any common
understanding is an impossible task. With

every invention and building improvement
the architect is brought face to face with a
new form of engineering which he has to

boldly meet or compromise with. Discretion
is often the better part of valour, to find a
solution and try to reconcile what seems
irreconcilable. I^xceedingly distasteful and
obnoxious it must be for an architect to give

up his solid moulded wood beams for fire-

proof casings of metal lathing and plaster, or
to study the electrician's requirements before

he designs his wall decoration and ceilings,

or the ventilating engineer's exhaust shafts

;

but it is better to make room for them quietly

than to fight against the inevitable. The
demons of cheapness and fashion are the
greatest enemies to the architect, and these

can only be vanquished when he learns to

win them over by timely concession.

MODEL SPECIFICATIONS.—in.

EXCAVATOR AND DRAIXAGE.

THE clauses we have given for the Exca-
vator are those which apply to ordinary

buildings ; but, of course, there are special

circumstances in certain cases. It is usual
in clauses for excavations to name some
distance for removal of soil or earth —usually
'2U yards ; if it is wheeled beyond this dis

tance, it is desirable to state how much
Also if the excavation is deeper than 5ft. oi

(ift. Upon these data the charge for carting,

&c., mainly depends. In most trades, as we
have remarked, there is a general sequence,

and the clauses we give will generally begin

with the simpler and commoner kinds of

work, and then proceed to the more complex.
In this particular trade the earlier clauses

relate to superficial digging, as taking off the

top soil not exceeding, say, 12in. in depth over

the whole site ; then to deep excavations

for basements, for which timbering to sup-
port the sides of the excavation may be
necessary ; and the same difference is ob-

served between digging and carting to

trenches; and digging, filling, and ramming,
a portion of the earth being left and returned

for the latter purpose.
Much may be said on shoring, strutting,

and waling to the sides of trenches and
excavations ; but the reader is referred to

the handbooks on building construction. We
show two sketches of ordinary trench-work.
In every case it is necessary to describe the

nature of the soil—whether clay, loam,

gravel, sand, &c., as upon it the necessity of

strutting, &c., entirely rests. In well-drained

land, earth will stand in embankments about

IJ to 1.

For large excavations, steam excavators

are employed, and a 10-ton locomotive steam

crane excavator with Uyd. digging bucket

is stated to excavate and deliver into waggons
from 800 to 1,200 cubic yards per day of 11

hours, according to nature of ground.

DRAIXAGE.

The subject of drain-laying comes under the

general head of " Excavator." It is necessary

for the specification writer to understand the

modern system of sanitation and pipe-laying.

In this system the "disconnecting man-
hole," or " access chamber" as it is sometimes
called, is an important detail. We refer the

reader to many of the sanitary handbooks
on this subject, and confine our attention to

a few details. Practice varies as to the mode
of construction of manholes, but there are a

few points to be observed. Some authorities

say that the "disconnecting manhole" should

be at a distance of about 70ft. or more from

the house ; but this is impossible in ordinary

buildings in towns and suburbs, and the

manhole is generally placed .a few feet from

the house, tho chief consideration being that

it intercepts or disconnects the main sewer

from the house drain, and is built at the

house end of the siphon trap. The chamber
may be for ordinary houses about 3ft. square
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or 3ft. by L'ft. (see sketch C). and be built of

9in. brickwork, finished with cement, the walls
and chamber being laid on a bed of concrete.

A sti'aight, open, half-pipe or white glazed
channel of stoneware is laid in this con-
crete bottom, bedded in cement on the socket

of siphon-trap (see sketch C, last week). On
either side branch pipes from the wastes and
other pipes may be made to join it at an easy
angle or curve, discharging also through

te---

^"^

A
W, Walings ; P, Poling boards ; S, Struts.

open glazed stoneware channels into the
main central channel, so that the drains
leading from them may be cleared if any
stoppage occuiTed. When these half-pipes,

or glazed open channels, are laid, the concrete

shotild be made up loimd them on each side,

battered up to the chamber walls on three
sides, and the surface smoothly rendered
over with cement, made flush with the inner
surfaces of the channels. The walls are also

cemented or facefl with glazed bricks, and an
iron airtight cover put over the manhole.
The detail is shown in our sketch (p. 296).

The house-drain, by which we mean the

length of drain between the soil-pipe foot

and the -'disconnecting manhole," as dis-

tinguished from that from the latter or

siphon-trap to the sewer, or " connecting
drain," should be laid in a straight

line from first inspection chamber to the
disconnecting manhole : or if it must be
in two lines, it should be laid straight to the
" turning chamber " and thence to the dis-

connecting manhole (see plan h, p. liSHi), so

that the house-drain can be cleared from the
latter. If the house-drain passes under the
house, as in town houses, it should be quite

straight, and be bedded in concrete at least

lin. in thickness ; no branch drain should
be connected to it. Whenever a change of

dii'ection in the drain is required, a turning
manhole should be made at that point, and
an open glazed channel must be laid in it

(seec, p. 296). The 4in. house-drain should be
laid to a fall of 1 in 3l), a 6in. drain to a fall

of 1 in 40, and a 9in. to a fall of 1 in 60.

The connecting drain between disconnecting

chamber and sewer is determined by the

length and depth of sewer. AVe give plans

of drainage for country villas and stables

(sketches./', g, h) which explain themselves,

and diconnecting traps for soil-pipes instead

of manhole as described. K shows a

good form of trap in lieu of diconnecting
manhole ; C is a E.W. shoe for the feet of

rain-water pipes, &c.
True gradients must be observed from

chamber to chamber, and these, if for in-

spection or disconnection, should be about
2ft. by 3ft., their depth varying according to

circumstances, and have, as said above,

open-channel inverts and fresh-air inlets.

For jointing pipies, several patent self-

adjusting arrangements for uniting the

spigot and socket ends are in the market.
Doulton's "self-adjusting joint" leaves

little to be desired, as the composi-

tion cast on the spigot is spherical, and
allows a slight deflection to take place. The
concentric fitting secured by the "Stanford
joint " and the " Tyndale" patent, a double-
seal joint, the " P.xtent Paragon," " Sykes "

screw joint, have each merit. If cement
joints are used, they should be wiped out as
the work proceeds.

The Local Government Board By-laws
provide that there shall be on the line of

5
S, Sheeting : P, Poling boards.

each drain " two untrapped openings," one

opening being on the house side of the dis-

connecting trap, and the second on the top

of drain or soil-pipe end.

Notice should be given to parish and other

authorities for connecting house-drain to

sewer, and the drains should be left open for

the inspection of local authorities.

Maxims in Drain Lagim/.—AU junctions

should be made at a manhole. Main pipe-

drains should be laid in straight lines, and

have gradients from manhole to manhoW.
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All junctions should bo made with ;i curve.

Draius of unequal section or diameter should

not join with level inverts ; the lesser should

have a fall into the larger equal to the

difference in the diameters. A ventilating

pipe from the interceptor trap, just where the
drain enters the house, should be provided in

order to disconnect sewer gas from house,
and this should be carried up to the roof

level, finished with a cone or one of Boyle's
oxtractors.

We may name a few intercepting traps

woU known in the market :—Mansergh's
external house protecting drain-trap with
iron grid ; Weaver's ventilating sewer air-

trap ;
Sykes's patent sewer-gas interceptor,

with fresh-air inlet and sewer-gas outlet,

and inspection inlets with screw stoppers

;

Jennings's ventilating cesspool traps
;

Ilellyer's patent ventilating drains, siphon,
and sewer interceptor ; also his combination
drain-trap or disconnector with galvanised
cast-iron gratings ; Winser's intercepting
sewer-trap ; Ilayward's airtight inspection-
covers to drains. (Plans h,/, <j, h, itc, illus-

trate these traps.) The following are the
usual clauses for drainage :

—

1. Drains.—The drain-pipes to be the best (or salt)
glazed stoneware socketed pipes of approved
make (or Doulton's " tested "), hard, sound,
perfectly straight, cylindrical and smooth inside,
and free from flaws, with all bends, tapers,
junctions, and other connections, and to be laid in
straight lines to regular falls from the soil and
waste R.W. pipes to the inspection and dis-
connecting chambers, as shown on plan (see

*./. :h ^)- The pipes to be of the following
•diameters : the main house-drain from soil-pipe
to disconnecting chamber to be 6iu. internal
diameter, and of about 'ift. lengths ; and the other
branches from wastes and sink to be 4in. pipes.

Testing.—ThQ contractor will be required to
test the drains in the presence of the architect or
clerk of works by illling them with water, proper
plugs and other necessaries being provided for
the purpose, and the drains are not to be covered
tn tul this has been done and approved.

Cement Joints.—The pipes to be jointed in neat
Portland cement (or mixed in proportion of one
fart cement to 3 parts of good, clean, sharp sand
y measure), taking care to wipe out the inside as

tne laying proceeds. They are to be laid (or
incased) in concrete 6in. thick (the concrete to be
7 te 1). Form round each joint a fillet of Port-
land cement Sin. wide. Or—
The drains to be of A form [show section! or

B form, laid in a bed of concrete 6in. thick tte
full width of trench, and the pipes jointed to-
gether with Portland cement (or, to have Doul-
ton's or Stanford patent self-adjusting joint).

The stoneware pipes to have Stanford's patent
joints. Clean spigot and sockets of pipes, and
then apply hot with a brush a preparation of
Russian tallow 2 to .3 parts to 1 of resin to the
joints ; wipe the inside clean, and draw a pad
ttirough each pipe as it is laid. A fillet of neat
Portland cement to be put round each joint
outside.

,£eMinf! in Concrete. — AU drain-pipes under
buildings to be incased in cement concrete 4in.
thick (or 16in. by 16in. for 4m. pipes, ISin. by
I8in. for Gin. pipes), and the open channels and
branches in manholes to be imbedded in concrete
aloped down to them.

It should be noted here that the b(jdy of
he pipe is to be laid on a bed of concrete,
iM latter being cut out under each collar to
Jlow space to make the joint.

Inspeclion Chamhers. — Build the inspection
chambers, of the sizes shown on plans, of one brickm thickness in cement, with one course of foot-
ings on a bed of lime concrete 12in. thick, and
oversail top courses if necessary. Form concrete
bed to receive centre open channels and branches
as shown in sketches C and E.

BisconneHing Manholes.—The disconnecting-
cliamber to be buUt, as shown (sketch C) on plans,
with Crapper and Co.'s " Improved Kenon " trap
(or other approved siphon with sweeping arm and
caps set in mortar), and Gin. fresh-air inlet. The
jntenortobeUned with Uin. brickwork in cement
tOT to be cased with white glazed bricks). The
Sf v°5ij°

'"^ °^ cement concrete, in which are to
06 bedded m cement Crapper and Co.'s (orUonltons or Duckett's) enamelled stoneware
«i»nnela and bends. The surface of concrete tomu towards the open channels, and to be rendered

galvanised-iron air-tight covers set in cement of

the size shown. Or

—

Execute the brickwork to manholes and
chambers with stock bricks (or glazed facing
bricks) laid in cement mortar on footings upon
cement concrete foundation. Point the brick-
work on both sides as the work proceeds. (Jr

—

Build disconnecting manhole 3ft. Gin. by 2ft. Gin.

in 9in. brickwork on proper footings upon cement
concrete foundation over the whole area. Insert

at the outlet end a (one of Doulton's, Field's, or
Duckett's) Gin. stoneware siphon intercepting
trap with 4in. cleaning branch and cap. Bed in

concrete Gin. white glazed half-pipe and 4io.

half-pipe bends, as shown ; form the sides and
benches in concrete, and render in neat cement.
Put a Gin. air-inlet pipe where shown, and cover
manhole with a 2ft. by ISin. cast-iron cover anil

frame with indiarubber seating, let into York
curb.

The open channels or half-pipes should
have a fall of .'iin. in their length, and the
sides should be formed up in concrete som3
inches above sides of pipe, and the benches
should be sloped and rendered in neat
cement.
We have given several different specimen

clauses. Very often in the case of ordinary
houses a cheaper plan is to have a discon-
necting trap only, without the chamber, and
many of these are in the market. Doulton.
Dent and Hellyer, Duckett, and others
manufacture excellent intercepting traps,

two or three of which we illustrate. We
may provide any of these as follows :

4. Disconnecting Traps. — At the foot of bath,
lavatory, and sink waste insert one of Dent and
Hellyer's "Waste Receivers" (or Doulton's).
Or-

" Disconnecting " traps as shown on sketch,
bedded in concrete with iron grid. Or

—

The soil-pipe to have at the foot one of Dent
and Hellyer's " Combination " or "Disconnector"
traps as shown i and k, with galvanised iron grid
9in. long, and loose stoppers for stopping holes.
The trap to be bedded in concrete, &c.

5. Jl. Water Shoes.—Fat at the foot of every rain-
water pipe one of Dent and Hellyer's (or
Doulton's) patent stoneware shoes (see sketch e)

bedded in concrete, with a 9in. by 9in. close plate
cover, let into a rubbed or tooled stone curb.

Grease Trap. — Put one of Doulton's (or
Hellyer's or Winser's) 12in. flushing gully,
bedded in concrete (see sketch). The flushing
tank (if any) to discharge into this gully.
Provide iron grid on stone curb.

(Note.—When the trap is deep a pipe shaft for
ventilation can be brought up to level of ground

;

the inlet has a perforated top.)
Or the following clauses may be used :—

-

Put Duckett's automatic grease collector and
fl usher with four-gallon tipper to all sink wastes.
Put one of Doulton's patent " gully channels "

for waste-pipe from sink or bath with wire cover
set in cement concrete where shown.

6. Gii/lg Traps.—Several sorts of gully traps are
patented. The clauses for these may run :

—
The gullies to be Doulton's yard gully (or

Hellyer's E. water interceptor) with 4in. inlet
for rain-water pipe, with Sin. square top, bedded
in concrete 4in. thick. Or

—

Provide Doulton's (round or square) yard
gullies, with bend for rain-water pipe bedded in
cement. Or

—

The gullies at the feet of waste pipes to be
Duckett's patent "self-cleaning channel," and
those for rain-water pipes to be the same maker's
trap and dish-brick with hinged grate. Or

—

The gullies to be of an approved kind with
galvanised iron grids, fitted in rebated York
curbstones, with 4Hn. brick- built pits in cement
of the necessary depth, rendered inside with
cement.

Jled in Concrete.—The feet of all soil, rain-
water, and other vertical pipes to be bedded in

concrete, and be connected in a manner approved
to all traps.

To prevent evaporation of seal, a gully-
trap should have a sink-waste discharging
into it. In dry weather this prevents the
evaporation of water, and it is desirable
when there is no manhole that it should
have a cleansing branch and cap, as shown
in sketch.

Ileferring again to disconnection of house-
drain from sewer, a Gin. pipe shaft—s:ich as
Hellyer's—can bo carried up from the drain-
trap, which may be at some depth, and
terminate with a suitable inlet for admit-
ting fresh air to the house-drains. Many

having another opening or inlet, which can
be turned to any direction for a branch to

enter. The inlet is generally made in a
separate piece to the body of trap.

•Sometimes it may be necessary to insert

a clause of a general kind, thus

—

7. General Clause.—All the glazed stoneware drain-
pipes, interceptors, and gullies to be Doulton's
(or Duckett's, &c.), to have Doulton's (or Stan-
ford's) self-adjusting joints or " composite " joint.

Insert at every bend or junction Doulton's patent
junction or access pipes, with stoneware covers

;

and at all manholes lay in concrete channel-pipes,
the joints between the channel-pipes and brick-
work to be carefully made in cement (or Doulton's
" Registered channel-pipe " to be used), &c.

ARCHITECTtlRE
SCOTTISH

AT THE ROYAL
ACADEMY.

'"^''^ofland cement to a smooth surface. Cover I

stoneware traps are made with an open head
•nanhole with Crapper and Co.'s (or Hellyer's) I for continuing such pipe-shaft upwards, and

THE seventy-second exhibition of the Royal
Scottish Academy, recently opened, has 799

exhibits, which is a somewhat bulkier collection
than that of the year preceding, owing, doubt-
less, to the smaller number of large pictures and
portraits. The arrangements are the same as for

a few years past, and everything has been done
to improve the appearance of the rooms and make
them attractive in every way to the public. The
loan department does not contain any such inter-
esting pictures as those of last year by the late

Sir J. MQlais, and there is no picture of such out-
standing interest as to be likely to attract a
crowd. The water-colours are in the South
Room, as before, and .architectural and other
etchings are in the small octagon. 642, by R. B.
Johnston, is the perspective of the interior of the
Baptistery of Siena Cathedral, which gives an
excellent idea of the building and its decoration,
mostly in blue and red. The font is an imposing
structure, more in the style of the memorial
fountain, the basin being a large octagonal
pouch, with plain structural detail, but elaborate
carving on its panels, and from the centre rises a
lofty octagonal tiirret and spire. 660, "The Old
Tolbooth, Kirkcudbright," by Marian Ancrum,
shows an old Scotch tower with corbelled parapet
and high flight of steps to give access. The rest

of the building to the street is commonplace.
717 is a very nice sketch of "A Bit of St.

Andrew's Cathedral," by W. Proudfoot. There
is not much more than a bit left of the whole, and
the one represented is not inconsiderable. It
shows the broken surface arcading of the
walls of what seem to be the chapter-house.
The detail of the Xorman architecture is

apparently much the worse for weather. 755,
" Crathes Castle, Aberdeenshire," by J". G.
Laing, is very picturesquely sketched—a small
corner of the main building, only visible through
a long vista of ivy-mantled walls. The house is

of many stories, with old Baronial detail. 765,
" A Cloister in Holyrood," by C. P. Ross, is well
delineated in the draughtsmanship, but lacks
softness and harmony in the colour. 772, "The
Enchanted Castle," by .James Ct. Liing, is a
very attractive subject, and represents probably,
with some imaginative alteration and addition, a
real castle. The twilight gloom rests on the
landscape, which has a bridge in the middle dis-

tance, and a rider with lance crossing to the
tower at the other side of the moat or river. The
details of the architecture are fanciful ; but the
well-known Scotch turret plays a good part in

the composition.
The Water-Colour Room, as a whole, has not

many interesting subjects. 691, " Return to
Hawick from Horn's Hole, 1514," by T. Scott,

has a crowd of figures on the canvas, all very
carefully studied, to represent the parties meeting
the survivors of Flodden. The blue blanket has
a conspicuous place.

The sculpture has about fifteen subjects.

394 is "Sketch Study for Colossal Statue of

.James V. of Scotland," for the Xational Portrait

Gallery, by Birnie Rhind. The niche ia also

modelled, with the carved bracket below, and the

figure has a very good presence, and is clad in

the proper style of the period ; but some other

notable might have been more worthy of the

conspicuous position assigned to him, who left

nothing to mark his history but an untimely
death.

The .architectural exhibits are not numerous,
and the names of some regular e-xhibitors are con-
spicuously absent. .Mr. Honcyman, Jlr. H.
Blanc, and .Mr. lioiper are the only Associates
who are represented, and the only one by Mr.
Blanc is 574, "A View of Christ Church,
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Jlorninpraide," erected many yenrs ago. The
drawiDg is a rery fine sepia pirspective to a large
scale, showing to advantage the somewhat over-
elaborated detail of the chancel, and the fine

tower and spire which is the feature of the
neighbourhood. .'i.iS shows two •' Elevations of

Designs for Belfast Town Hall," by Messrs. J.

Iloneyman and K«ppie. It is an etching of a
large builoing with extended frontage, and
central squsre with dome. The details are plain

Classical, md the drawing is made with very
heavy lines, which docs not improve it as a
picture. The dome looks rather small and
pinched, probably from the heavy surroundings
at the lower pait, or its receding to suit the

square structure beneath. »8C>, " Proposed Ke-
storation of Brechin C'uihedral," by the same

—

view from the north-east—is a water-colour
sketch to a good scale, and shows a complete
Medi;oval church of Early English, with earlier

and later developments. The square tower with
embrasured parapet stands at the north side of

the nave. The clerestory has only a few sma'l
lancet lights, but the aisle large triplets, and a
north porch with deeply-recessed doorways. The
choir or chancel is lofty, without aisles, with
parapets and gargoyles and five lofty lancets,

and priests' door below them, near the east end.
The east gable ii treated with octagonal turrets,

rising out of massive buttresses. The round
tower on the south side is not seen. 592, " Design
for Paisley Technical School," by the same
architects, shows an e.^tensive Classical front,

with large circular projection in the centre, a
broad zone of sculptured ornament making
up for lack of windows. ITie details are
those of the usual Classic work. 566,
" Viewfield, Stirling," for Mr. W. Kenwick,
by W. Leiper, R S.A., is picturesque treat-

ment of a large mansion house in the Scottish
Baronial style. There is much variety in
height of roof and arrangements of plan, with
angle turrets of large proportions and dormers.
A range of lower buUding to the left gives dignity
to the highest portion of the design, which must
have a ground plan of considerable extent. The
entrance is in a projection running in line with the
front of the principal part of the building, and
behind it is a lower building of two floors and
the dormers. Mansion houses, large and small,
bulk largely this year. 564, "An Architect's
House, Ayr," by James A. Morris, shows a long
ground plan, with rooms all on one side and
passages on the other. It is designed in the
half-timber upper-floor style, with red-tile roof,

and with very small windows of irregular size,

going, indeed, to the opposite extreme, for which
buildings in this style are generally notable

—

viz., their spacious windows 573, "Proposed
Additions to an Old Scotch Mansion," by Messrs.
Leadbetter and Fairley, seems to be an extensive
addition on one side of a building, and forming
a third side, inclosing a square plot. The " auld
house " has been a very plam one externally,
and the addition could ba nothing else to be in
keeping. A hall, drawing-room, and entrance
appear to have been but ill provided for before.

577, " Eccles, Berwickshire," by the same archi-
tects, is a perspective in a different style of an
entirely new edifice somewhat in the bungalow
style, being a lengthy and low stretch of build-
ing of two floors, with deeply overhanging
eaves, and hipped or pavilion roofing. The
elevations shown are pleasantly relieved by
various projections, which completely save the
whole from the commonplace aspect of the style.

Conspicuous features also, with similar result, are
the numerous chimney stacks rising on the front
walls, and a large octagonal projection in the
centre of same elevation has a happy effect. 575,
" Dalskairth House, Dumfriesshire," by J. A.
Campbell, is another large mansion, with con-
spicuous central tower, and other usual details of
the Scotch Baronial. 585, " Millhills House,
Perthshire: Additions and Alterations," by J. M.
Henry, is a building of inconsiderable height in

the Scotch style, with corbelled gables. 554,
" Briglands, Kinross," by R. S. Lorimer, is an
edifice of moderate size, in ground plan in form of
an L, with a court in the angle, inclosed with
balustrade in front, to which access is had by a
handsome staircase down to its ground-floor level.

The door is rather close to the re-entering angle,
and generally the windows are very irregular in
their size and arrangement. It is a plain building
of three floors. 570 is a water-colour sketch of
" Lady Stair's House, Liwnmarket, as restored
for the Earl of Rosebery." The drawing is a
faithful perspective of this great improvement to

Fio. 234.

the neighbourhood ; but it looks too much alone,
and the surroundings, which are contiguous, are
represented as very far away. 560, " New Print-
ing Works, McDonald-road," by Cooper and
Taylor, is a fine specimen of street architecture.
o6li, "Two Views of Boarding House for Boys
at Edinburgh Academy," by A. N. Paterson,
is a water-colour, showing a large building
of two floors in red stone, building in

Inverleith-place. 571, "Premises in (Jueen-
street," by J. Jordan, is also a good sample
of street architecture, breaking up the monotony
of this old Xew Town architecture. 572, " Parish
Council Offices, Aberdeen," by A. JI. KcKenzie,
is a Classic design, and shows a building of lofty

proportions, with large windows, and well-pro-
portioned details. 588, " Duddyston Golf Club-
House," by Messrs. Cooper and Taylor, shows a
very long elevation, with a sort of square tower
about the level of the eaves at one end, a plain
pavilion at the other extremity. 543, "Com-
petitive Design for Englargement of Lerwick
School," by J. A Car^e, is a small addition
evidently to a plain edifice. 555 is the accepted
design for Ivirkaldy Burgh School Board, by
W. Williamson, jun. This is street architecture,

with large circular openings on ground floor,

apparently fitted up as shops, with the offices

above.

Church designs are very scanty. 559 is a

water-colour of " Mayfield U.P. Church in

fountainhall-road," by J. E. Fawley. It is

drawn to a very large scale, and is evidently a
design with nave, transepts, and shallow passage

ais'es. But it seems of good proportions as to

length—in Early Gothic style—with rather much
in the way of heavy buttressing, to make up,

perhaps, for the absence of the spire. 587, " Pro-
posed Free Church, Thornton, Fifeshire," by W.
Williamson, jun., is too like a parish hall, with
lintelled and Gothic windows. 569, "Proposed
Decoration in Marbles of the Jesuit Fathers'

Church in Lauriston," by E. A. McPherson, is a
masterpiece of interior perspective and colouring.

The chancel of this church has been enlarged, and
it cannot any more be quoted as an example of the

want of architectural taste for which most of the

Jesuit churches are noted.

WROrGHT-IRON AND STEEL IN CON-
STRUCTIONAL WORK.—XXXIV.

THE introduction of cast iron to any important

extent into wrought-iron and steel struc-

tures is generally deprecated, and it is therefore

employed in a much less degree than formerly.

Even "for struts, for which it is well fitted, it has

been mostly discarded ; and though once much
med to effect the union of the bars composing

iron roof-trusses, its place is now taken by pieces

of plate, angle-irons, and other sections. There

is yet, however, a considerable margin for the

employment of c,ast iron in some minor details.

The general methods by which the malleable

work is attached to tho cast may be considered

in this article.

It must be laid down as a rule, to which there
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are few exceptions, that any method of attach-

ment should not put the cast metal into tension.

When this is unavoidable, then very ample

margin must be made, and this means the em-
ployment of unsightly masses, ill in harmony

with the light appearance of the main structure.

Another point is, that rivets are not suitable

means of union between wrought and cast iron.

In parts which are sensibly affected by differ-

ences in temperature, rigid cast-iron connections

are quite unsuitable, unless means of affording

compensation are adopted. Provision for expan-
sion and contraction in steel work does not seem
necessary in any constructional work except long
bridges. Provision is not usually made in the

case of roofs, even though of large span.

Fio. 237.

The closing of the rivets is likely to fracture the
latter, especially when holes come near edjres and
comers. Only in the case of thick castings, of
over, say, lin. or IJ-in. in thickness, can rivets be
mployed with safety.

The place of cist iron is in sections which are
not subject to severe stress, or in parts where the
pbesses are compressive only or principally, and
in the case of light details of a rather intricate
(jharacter, which would be troublesome to form

^ building up in plate and angle or other sec-
Oons, and, of course, in large masses. All these
Occur in many classes of constructional work.

When cast-iron lugs are used as attachments
for wrought-iron eyes, tight fitting must be

avoided. The conditions are different from those

which attend the union of malleable metals, or of

cast metals united closely together by turning or

planing. In the union of iron and steel plates

and various sections, the closer the fit the better,

consistently with the erection of the parts. Thus
a turned pin fits in its drilled hole just easily by
a difference, say, of one-fiftieth of an inch only.

The faces of eyes are given only stiflicient clear-

ance with the faces of the members which they

connect to prevent risk of having to file or plane

the faces in order to permit of their insertion. In
riveted work it is stipulated that the rivets shall

fill their holes ; but in fitting eyes between cast-

iron luKs the contact both of the eye and of the

bolt or pin should be quite easy. The difference

is due to the characteristics of the metals. The
malleable metal will readily yield sideways

to any slight diagonal strain, and the driving-

in of rivets will not twiat it. The cast metal

will fracture if a tie-rod brings a moderate side

pressure upon it, and the driving of a bolt or

pin tightly will crack it. Fig. 234 illustrates

the clearance between the lugs and rods, and

Fio. 236.

|in. is not too much to allow in slack fits such

as these.

One of the reasons why lugs of cast iron are

distrusted is that there is often a risk of their not

being sound. Though ample tensile strength

may be allowed, yet halt of that may be lost by
reason of unsoundness. This may be due to

several causes, which I explained at length in a
previous series, and need not repeat. The
principal underlying causes are the facts that

these lugs project from the main body of the

casting, and the bolt-holes are generally cored

—

two facts which, unless particular care is exercised

m the foundry, contribute to produce unsatis-

factory results.

Fig. 234 illustrates the bracing of the screw-

piles which support the parilion on the Southsea

Pier. In this case cast-iron lugs are used for the

attachment of the bracings—a method not to be

commended, and which would be inadmissible in

many situations. But the piles are only 14ft. 6in.

apart, and the horizontal bracings and the

diagonal ties are so rigidly united that there can
be little risk of excessive tensile strain coming on
any one pair of lugs. The details of the fittings

are clear from the drawing. The whole of the

ironwork is below water, and there are two circles

of piles, connected with horizontal and diagonal

bracings. The adjacent pUes in each series are

connected with bracings formed of old rails in-

closing duodecagonal figures. At A A B B plan

sections are given of the upper and lower bracing

attachments.
The employment of old steel rails utilised here

i

Fio. 23S.

is not infrequent : its merit being cheapness.

But there is no sacrifice of efficiency, and the

practice is therefore to be recommended in many
cases. Another example of the use of such rails

is shown in Fig. 23.), in which the cross-girders

and rail-girders are formed of old rails.

Generally, straps of steel or wrought iron are

made to encircle the smaller cast-iron pillars, for

the attachment of tension rods. In the larger

pillars gusset brackets are mostly employed.

Fig. 23G illustrates an encircling strap made in

four parts for the attachment of four tie-rods.

For three rods it would be in three parts, for two

in two, and for one either in two parts or a single

piece bent round. These are the most common
forms.

Fig. 237 illustrates the method of attaching

horizontal and diagonal bracings to the piles of

the Southampton pier. The former are of channel

irons placed back to back, with cast iron distance

pieces, l[in. thick between, through which the

connecting - bolts pass. Wrought - iron straps

fitting between the flanges unite these channels
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to the columns. The vertical bracings are of

round iron, with flat eyes bolted to the straps

and horizontal channels, as shown.

Fio.

''' At the top of the pile the union of the main
girders to pile-hends is shown. Cast-iron brackets
or chairs are the means employed—a case in which
a rigid fixing is made by the use of cast iron, at

|in. Light lattice girders are fastened to cast

columns by means of straps. Fig. 239. In such
a case a wide plate is riveted next the end
of a girder, instead of a narrow vortical, and the

strap is riveted to this. Fig. 241) shows H-iron
bracings of large cast-iron piles. Here gusset

Fio. 242.

plates and angles are employed instead of straps,

because of the large diameter of the pillars.

AVhen columns are built up of rolled or Phi nnix

section, attachments can often be made to the
flanges. If the flanges are not sufficientlj- wide,

a lesser cost than would be incurred by the use of

brackets of plate and angle.

Strap attachments are suitable for the heavier

Fio. 241.

as well as for Ihe lighter bracings. Fig. 238
illustrates girJtis 9in. by Cin. attached to cast
piles 2ft. Cin. diameter, with straps Sin. by

Fio. 243.

the method shown in Fig. 241 can be employed.
Thickness webs are riveted between the flanges

throughout most of the length, but wide-webbed
libs can be riveted in the positions, and of the
length required, or they may be continuous. The

ribs projected as shown serve for the attachment
of girders, tie-rods, kc. The same webs may
form joint connections between lengths of column.

K.xamples of castings in roof-work are given in
Figs. 242, 243. A light iron standard for a sky-
light is shown in Fig. 242. These are bolted to -

both principals and purlins, the latter being that
illustrated, by means of hook-bolts. The feet of
the castings are made to clip the joist flanges so

that they cannot shift. At the top the castings
on opposite sides are connected by a light tee-

iron, and boards cover over these. The castings
down each side are connected by means of an
angle-iron A, which receives one end of the sash-
bars. The sloping ribs placed one above the
other receive the louvres. Fig. 243 is a shorter

casting which supports the lower end of the sash-

bars, and it is fastened to the purlins similarly to

the previous one. J. H.

ACETYLENE GAS: THE NEW
ILLT'MINANT.

AT the meeting of the members of the Northern
Architectural Association held at the Art

Gallery, Newcastle-on-Tyne, on the 2nd inst.,

a paper on " Acetylene Gas " was read bv Sir.

C. T. Marshall, M.S.A., of Newcastle. ' Mr.
F. W. Rich occupied the chair. Throughout
the evening the hall was brilliantly lighted

by means of the illuminant described. A
generator, the patent of Mr. W. H. Dargue, of

Grey-street, Newcastle, was connected up to the
gaspipes, and thus through the ordinary gas-

pipes and fittings, but substituting smaller

burners. The opinion was generally expressed

that the hall had never been so efficiently lighted.

Having referred to the interest the introduction of

a novel illuminant must possess to all architects,

the author proceeded : Acetylene gas, although
as a practical light a thing of to-day, possesses a
history, and a not uninteresting one. Edmund
Davy, in 1836, while experimenting with a
process for the production of potassium, found a

black residue in the retort, which, like potassium,

decomposed water ; but instead of the gas given
off being pure hydrogen, it was found to be a

compound of that gas with carbon, two volumes
oi hydrogen combining with two volumes of

carbon to form a hydro-carbon, differing in

composition from any hydro-carbon then
known, which we now recognise as acetylene.

In 1SG2 Wohler made carbide of calcium by
fusing an alloy of zinc and calcium with carbon,

and ascertained that it decomposed in contact

with water, forming calcic hydrate and acetylene.

In the same year the great French chemist Ber-

thelot made a series of most interesting experi-

ments upon this gas. He found that as the

electric arc passed between carbon electrodes in

an atmosphere of hydrogen, direct combination

took place between these elements, and acetylene

was thus synthetically produced. He also found

that when the vapours or gases of more complex

hydro-carbons came to be passed thi-ough heated

tubes this same gas made its appearance in small

quantities. In addition to carrying out these

experiments, he took upon himself the responsi-

bility of giving it a name, and the newest of the

hydro-carbons hencctoith stood known to the

world as acetylene. On October 17, 1892, Mac-
quenne announced to the Academy of Sciences that

he had made barium carbide by heating barium

carbonate, magnesium powder, and charcoal in an

iron bottle, and that on treatment with water or

other hydro-xylated compound, it yielded acety-

lene gas, and "on January 19, 1893, Mr. Travers

announced to the Chemical Society that he had

also made carbide of calcium by heating a mix-

ture of sodium, calcium chloride, and powdered

gas carbon, the resulting mixture giving 10 p.c. of

calcium carbide. The discovery of a method of

making carbide of calcium cheaply and in larger

quantities was the result of an accident. Sir.

Thomas Leopold Willson, a Canadian chemist,

had devised a process for the production of

aluminium by the use of an electric furnace, but

found himself debarred from carrying outwork
on aluminium owing to certain patent rights.

Whilst attempting to utilise his electric furnace

for obtaining the metal calcium by reducing lime

with finely-powdered charcoal, he found that at

the temperature of the electric arc an interaction

took place, which resulted in the evolution of

carbon monoxide, and left behind a fused mass

which solidified to an extremely hard semi-

crystalline body. The experiment was a failure.

Anything but pleased with the result of his ex-

periment, Mr. Willson threw the mass into tha

/
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stream whichdrove the turbine. The substance thus

thrown so lightly aside made itself both seen and

felt in the most unmistakable manner, by causing

a violent effervescence in the water, and giving

off an odour that demanded the undivided atten

tion of all those who came within reasonable

distance of it. This remarkable action was not

without its result. Some more of the substance

was at once made and examined chemically, when
it was found to be what is known as cubideof
calcium, and upon being brought into contact

with water it gave off large vobimes of

acetylene gas. In describing Mr. AViUson's
discovery of the formation of carbide of cal-

cium in the electric furnace, I must not
overlook the claims of JI. Moissan. Carbide

of calcium is a hard, greyish substance, containing

40 parts by weight of calcium, combined with 21

parts by weight of carbon. It has a specific

gravity of 2'26, and the theoretical yield of lib.

when saturated with water is .VSSOc.ft. of gas. In
practice, the average yield of good commercial
carbide is about 5c. ft. per pound. The evolution

of acetylene gas upon water being brought into

contact with carbide of calcium is due to the

chemical affinities of hydrogen and carbon and of

oxygen and calcium. Immediately upon contact

a double reaction takes p'ace. The oxygen of

the water combines with the calcium of the calcic

carbide to form lime, while the hydrogen of the
water combines with the carbon of the calcic

carbide to form acetylene. Acetylene is a gaseous
compound, composed of 24 parts by weight of

carbon with two parts by weight of hydrogen,
having a specifie gravity, as compared with air, of
0"91. When burnt it gives a flame of intense
trilliance, the rays being almost identical with
those of the sun. It is far superior as an illu-

minant to any other known gas, ."ic.ft. of it giving
an illumination of 2 40c. p., as compared with
16c. p. given by the same quantity of coal-gas.

It has an intensely penetrating odour, which
somewhat resembles garlic, its strong smell
being a very {treat safeguard in its use, as

the smallest leakage would be at once detected.
Indeed, so pungent is this odour, that it would
be practically impossible to go into a room which
contained any dangerous quantity of the gas.
Although acetylene has, of itself, so recently
become a practical illuminant, it has long been
recognised as the source of luminosity in all

hydro-carbon flames. We hare recently had
many alarmist statements as to the safety or
otherwise of acetylene gas, and I now propose to
deal with it from the point of view of its ex-
plosibility, poisonous nature, heat of the flame,
and products of combustion, as compared with
coal-gas. It is explosive over a sUghtly wider
range than coal-gas. Mixtures of air and acety-
lene commence to be explosive when containing
about .5 per cent, of acetylene, while the propor-
tion of coal-gas in a mixture of air and coal-gas
required to make an explosion is about S per cent.
These figures appear to favour coal-gas in the
proportion of 8 to 5 ; but further inquiry more
than nullifies this advantage. In an escape
caused by a tap being left on, the average coal-

gas burner will pass at least .5 cubic feet of gas
per hour, during which time an acetylene burner
would only pass Jft. of gas, while if the escape
were caused by a hole in the pipe, the amount of
gas esraping would depend upon the specific

gravity of the gas ; the specifie gravity of coal-gas
IS -4, that of acetylene is -9, thus the propor-
tionate amount of gas escaping under similar
conditions would be two (2) volumes of acetylene
to 3 of coal-gas. It will thus be seen that while
if the escape is caused by a tap being left on, the
comparison is overwhelmingly in favour of acety-
lene, if it is caused by a hole in the pipe the two
are practically equal. This is without taking into
consideration the odour of acetylene, which, as
previously mentioned, makes no mistake about
giving warning of any escape. An acetylene gas
flame only gives off one-fifth of the heat given off

by a coal-gas flame. For the generation of
acetylene gas all that is requisite is to bring
carbide of calcium into contact with water. This
must obviously be done in one of two methods,
either the carbide may be dropped into water, or
water may be allowed to flow into the carbide.
Both methods have their advantages and dis-
advantages. Taking the first principle, that of
dropping the carbide into water, from a chemical
point of view, it is undoubtedly the best ; but
from a mechanical point of view it has serious
limitations. By dropping the carbide of calcium
in small pieces into a comparatively large volume
of water, there is practically no rise in the tem-

perature, the decompositidb- is perfect, and having
to bubble through the water the gas is condensed,

washed, and freed from impurities. Its main
disadvantage from a mechanical peint of view is

the practical impossibility of making at a moderate

cost a small automatic generator that will work
in a satisfactorj- manner. The difficulties are of

a purely technical nature, and I do not propose to

go into them here. Mr. Dargue considers that

very large apparatus should be made on this prin-

ciple, and that they should not be automatic in

action. He has designed an apparatus on these

lines. The second principle — that of allow-

ing the water to flow to the carbide— is, for

obvious reasons, that most generally adopted, the

reason being its adaptability to the construction

of generators of a moderate size, designed to work
automatically by allowing the water to flow by
gravity to the vessel containing the carbide of

calcium, and the cutting off of the supply of the

same, either by the action of a valve closed by the

rising of the gasholder when a certain amount of

gas having been made causes it to rise above a

certain point, or by the back pressure of the gas

when a certain amount of gas has been made.
As a result of the automatic operation of these

generators, a large storage capacity is not re-

(^uired in connection with them ; they can, there-

fore, be made of a comparatively small size, and
at a moderate cost. It is, for this reason, prac-

tically certain that most generators will be made
on this principle, and it is necessary that we
should give our very careful attention to any
faults that there may be in this principle, and to

the methods in which these faults may be over-

come. The conditions given rise to by this

method of generator which necessitate special

precaiitions being taken to overcome them (and

this is especially the case in those machines where
the water is sprayed on to the carbide) are that

the heat developed during the reaction is suffi-

cient to pulverise some of the acetylene into

liquid products of a tar-like nature, and that by
decomposing all the impurities present in the

carbide, the gas is rendered extremely impure.

These impurities, if not dealt with, are likely to

find their way into the pipes, and to cause stop-

pages in the same. The conditions can be over-

come by (1) inclosing the carbide container in a

water-jacket
; (2) by passing the gas through

water or some other purifying agent. As I have
previously stated, there are two principles on
which generators working on this principle can

be designed. They may be made on what I call

the " gasholder principle," having the supply of

water regulated by a valve opened and closed by
the falling aad rising of the gasholder, or upon
what I will call the " back pressure of the gas

principle," in which there is no cut-off between
the water and the carbide container, the water

being driven back by the pressure of the gas after

a certain amount has been made. I have here for

your inspection this evening an example of a

generator made on each of these two principles

—

they have both been made, as I said before, in

Newcastle, by Newcastle firms. The generator

on the gasometer principle is one designed and
patented by Mr. \V. H. Darge, of 72, Grey-
street. The generator on the back pressure of

the gas principle is one designed and patented by
Mr. F. Smith, of lilackett-street.

COLUMN TESTS.

IMPORTANT tests conducted under the direc-

tion of the Department of Buildings of New
York City on cast-iron columns and their details,

full tize, have been noticed by the American
engineering Press. No doubt it was a mistake to

confine the compressive tests to one side of the

column instead of being measured on opposite

sides. The Phii'nixville and Watertown machines

were used. The tests show rather low resistances

per square inch of the sections, the areas of which
were from 17'4 to .3l-5sq.in. The largest columns
(."lin. and Sin. in diameter) were only 20 times

the outside diameter, so that they were not long

examples : the shortest was also extremely short.

According to the Engineering Record^ " five of the

shortest columns (l.Oin outside diameter) exhibited

breaking loads from 29,900 to 32, 1001b. per square

inch

—

i.e., about one-third of the ultimate crush-

ing resistance of cast iron in short blocks. This

is a far greater reduction than ought to

follow from the small amount of what may
be called column influence ; it is accounted

for by such remarks as ' blowholes ' and

dirt, 'spots,' 'flaws,' and others ajipUed to the

surfaces of fracture." Our contemporary refers
to the building law of New York, which allows a
working load of 11,4291b. per square inch to be
used in loin, columns, but the working load is

not to exceed one-fifth of ultimate resistance.
The least building load of the six 15in. columns
was 24,9001b. per S(iuare inch, and one-fifth of
that is 4,9S01b. These tests show, tbe Itecnrd

says, that there are cast-iron columns in buildings
carrying loads equal to half the breaking loads
calculated. If the average of the results of the
six 15in. columns be taken, it will be found that
the actual safety factor under the loads per-
mitted by the law will be reduced to 2C instead
of 5. These results are certainly very satisfactory

evidences of their strength.

^^

THE SURA^YORS' INSTITUTION.

AT the ordinary general meeting of the above
society on Monday last a paper was read

by Mr. W. Irvine, on the subject of " Land
Survey and Valuation in Northern India," a
subject which, although it is perhaps beyond the
metier of an English surveyor, cannot fail to be
interesting as showing what has been accom-
plished by strictly scientific methods to form a
system of land taxation, as compared with the
system in our own country, controlled, as the
latter is, largely by ancient custom. The
author dealt only with a portion of India

—

the Northern Provinces, with which for twenty-
five years he was connected. Land valuation
of some sort had, he said, always been practised

in India, for the revenue of the ruler had
always been derived from a share in the pro-
duce of the soU. He was formerly considered the
sole owner of all rights in the land except the
right of actual cultivation and subsistence there-

from. In cases where the Hindu chieftains had
never really been subjugated, the share of the
Government took the form of annual tribute or

fines on succession. The root idea in native
administration was that the whole country was
the private estate of the sovereign, and that no
distinction ought to be made between the rent

and the taxation of the land. Whatever could lie

screwed out of the cultivator was the due of the
State.

There were several methods by which the
native ruler recovered from the cultivators his

share of the crop. There was the actual division of

the grain on the threshing-floor, the State taking
two-fifths or half. By this method the land did

not require to be measured. Or the standing
crop could be estimated, and the Government's
share commuted into money. This involved a

unit of area, and a calculation of the number of

such units in the holding. In the case of superior

crops, the rent was fixed beforehand. The
determination of the ruler to take his dues in

money, rather than in grain, necessitated some
system of measurement more or less accurate.

In 1793 we made the fatal mistake of fixing

the land revenue in Bengal in perpetuity without

any preliminary accurate survey, with the result

that we received now from 13 millions sterling

rental value only as much as from less than half-

a-millionin 1793—indeed, only from 5 to 10 per

cent., instead of the 90 per cent, we expected to

take in perpetuity. The assessments of the later-

acquired provinces were not permanent, but

fixed for 20 or 30 years only, and this system

had been adopted since 17'.'), with varying

success. After describing the conditions under

which the land is cultivated in the area with

which he dealt in his paper, Jlr. Irvine said the

subject divided itself into three parts— (1) The
measurements and maps

; (2; .Statistical re-

cords as to assessment ; (3; Fixing of rents

between landlord and tenant. The work of

setting out boundaries fell upon the Revenue

officer of the district, the native sub-coUoctor

calling upon the head men of a village to

point out a boundary line. If there were no

dispute this was temporarily marked out and

the agreement signed by all concerned. Where
disputes occurred it was often very difficult for

the deciding officer to settle them to the satisfac-

tion of the parties, although improved maps

were gradually lessening this ditliculty. After

boundaries were marked out they were measured,

and later a cadastral survey was made, the

separate districts dealt with being about 1,800

to 2,500 square miles in area. The unit of

the cadastral survey in Northern India was

the "field"; but w-ith the greatest care the

boundaries of these fields were often difficult to
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determine, especially ns a field held by one tenant

and sown with one crop often belonged to dif-

fereiit owners. An instance was given where

a field of a quarter of an acre belonged to ten

owners. When the lands were first assessed, 90

per cent, of the rental was taken as the tax.

leaving 10 per cent, for management, and also

allowing the owner the profit on the land he held

rent free. But this was found to be excessive,

and it had been gradually reduced to 50 per

cent, plus another 10 for various expenses.

The system at present in force, which was

to some extent a siirvival of the old custom,

amounted practically to allowing the settlement

olKcer first to fix the 'imount of the assessment,

and then by it to rule what the rent must be.

This, experience had taught the author, woiked

well and equitably. JIany more detailed statistics

were given in the paper, for which we have not

space, but which were listened to by the members

with great interest, and which will no doubt form

a valuable addition to the Transactions of the

Institution. A vote of thanks was moved by

Jlr. Daniel Watney, and seconded by Mr. .1. II.

Sabin, and, after short speeches by Sir Edward
•lenkinson, Mr. Howard Martin, and Mr. New-
march, was put to the meeting, and carried

unanimouslv-

mieu, Mr. Wm. Woodward, Mr. E. P.. I'Anson,

and Mr. E. II. Martineau.

Mr. Eorster Hayward ani Sir. George Leth-

bridge were elected auditors for the ensuing year

of office.

TILES.

. (,T. and T.

ARCHITECTS" BENEVOLENT SOCIETY.

THE annual general meeting of the Architects'

Benevolent Society was held in the rooms

of the Royal Institute of British Architects on

Wednesday, the 9th inst.. Sir. George Scamell

taking the chair in the absence of the president.

Professor Aitchison, R.A. There was a good

attendance of members. Colonel Robert W. Edis,

F.S.A., Mr. Henry C. Florence, Mr. T. M.
Rickman, Mr. Sydney Smirke, Mr. J. T.

Christopher, Mr. II. H. CoUins, Mr. Henry T.

Hall, Sir. Wm. Woodward, Sir. W. Hilton Nash
(honorary treasurer), and Sir. Percivall Carrey

(honorary secretary) being amongst those present.

Letters regretting inability to attend were read

from Sir. Arthur C ites. Sir. Zephaniah King,

and Sir. G. T. Hine.

The honorary secretary read the annual report

of the council :—The amount received in annual

subscriptions during the year was £456 10s., as

against £453 8s. in 1896. Four members have

withdrawn, and twelve members were in arrear

with their subscriptions when the books were

closed for the year.

At the beginning of the year there was a

balance of £64 10s. 2d. to the credit of the Capital

Account, and the amount of bequests and

donations received during the year came to

£300 17s. 7d. It was, therefore, decided to in-

crease the society's investments by the purchase

of £200 Caledonian Railway Four per Cent.

Debenture Stock, and the purchase was effected

•at a cost of £311, thus leaving a balance to the

credit of this account of £54 Ts. 9d.

A larger number of applications for assistance

than usual were made to the society, and con-

sidered by the council. After proper investi-

g.ation in each case the sum of £607 Is. (as against

£569 10s. in 1S96) was distributed amongst forty-

three applicants ; and £70 was paid to the

Society's three pensioners.

As the exertions of successive councils for

many years have succeeded in bringing the

amount of the invested capital up to £10,000, the

council consider that the society might now in-

crease its present list of three pensions of not less

•than £15 a year each, to six pensions of not less

•than £20 a year each. The approval of this step

would, the council think, add to the happiness of

deserving applicants by the knowledge that they

were to receive annually a certain sum. A motion

to alter by-law No. 65, so that the above proposal

may be carried into effect, was therefore submitted

and carried.

The chairman moved the adoption of the

reportj and the motion was unanimously carried.

Mr. Henry T. Hall proposed, and Sir. Chris-

topher seconded, a vote of thanks to the outgoing

members of council.

Colonel Robert W. Edis moved, and Sir. H. II.

('oUins seconded, the election of the council for

the ensuing year of ofhce as follows :—President,

the President of the Royal Institute of British

Architects ; Sir. Arthur Crow, Sir. E. A. Gru-
ning. Sir. G. T. Hine, Sir. Arthur Cates, Sir.

Aston Webb, Sir. H. L. Florence, Mr. J. T.

Christopher, Sir. Sydney Smirke, Sir. W. Grel-

lier, Sir. E. W. Mountford, Mr. R. St. A. Rou-

ORNAMENTAL BRICKS AND

THE Hartshill Brick and Tile Co
Birks), Stoke-upon-Trent, Staffordshire,

have published an illustrated price list, which

will enable those who deal with this well-known
firm to select their patterns of goods with the

gross prices appended. The architect finds it

also an advantage in being able to select his

patterns of ridge or finial, roofing tile or paving

tile, when he specifies this portion of his work.

The bricks, tiles, and other goods manufactured

by Slessrs. J. and T. Birks have excellent quali-

ties : they are sound, well shaped, and of good

colour, as all can testify. The ridge tiles made
in red, blue, brindled, or Broseley colours, plain

and capped, are of various patterns and prices.

T-junctions, with grooved ridges for ornamental

crestings, quoin tiles for hips, &c., are illustrated.

The r2in. "fast ridges" areof many kinds, and the

finials display a large assortment for gables and

hips. Some of these are suitable for church

gables. The roofing-tiles (red, Broselej' or

brindled) are of several kinds, and of ex-

cellent quality ; plain tiles lOi by 6|, 60s.

per 1,000, ordinary hand-made ; others are

pressed. Several sections of bluo vitrified

wall - coping and stable - ch-xnnels are shown.

Red, blue, and buff paving - tiles, encaustic

pavements, terracotta panels, and sanitary ware

are other goods shown in this useful list.

We notice some very moderately-priced glazed

hearth-tiles. These vary in price from ISs. 6d.

to 22s. per hearth, and the glazed wall-tiles vary

from 16s. to 20s. per yard super. The sanitary

goods comprise a few excellent patterns for

siphons, with inlets and intercepting traps

;

and some good cottage hopper closets and

traps, closet basins, stoneware sinks, lavatory,

and other fittings. The " Builders' Notes " pre-

fixed to the catalogue are useful, and we recom-

mend our readers to send for a copy. One
advantage is that gross prices are affixed instead

of net prices, from which a trade discount is given.

ft-^
USEFUL ITESIS FOR BUILDERS,
PLASTERERS, PAINTERS, PAPER-
HANGERS, &c.

A GLUE or putty for ceraentiog water-
• ,/\_ tanks that are not zinc-lined is composed

as follows : —Slelt 9oz. guttapercha, and when
melted stir in 25oz. pumice-stone powder, and

then add SOoz. of Burgundy pitch. Lay this

compound (hot) on the inside of the tank, and

pass a heated iron over its surface to smooth it.

The tank may be filled with acids instead of

water, but the wood of it will not be affected by
same.

2. Another compound for a similar purpose is

prepared by melting together equal parts (by

weight) of pitch, rosin, and dried plaster of Paris.

3. A colourless cement for plastering up cracks

in structures exposed to the fumes of acids is

prepared by mixing silicate of soda with pow-

dered glass to form a stiff paste, and using this

paste as a cement.

4. An acid-proof cement is also prepared by

mixing either china-clay with boiled Unseed-oil,

quicklime with raw linseed-oU, or pipe-clay

and coal-tar may be used.

5. To resist boiling acids, prepare a compound
of indiarubber, tallow, dry slaked lime, and red

lead, as follows : —Slelt a sufficient quantity of

indiarubber over a sand-bath, and then add 6 to

8 per cent, of its weight of taUow, and well mix

in this ingredient by stirring the whole ; then

add sufficient dry slaked lime in powder to bring

the mass to the consistency of soft paste. Finally,

mix in 20 per cent, of red lead to make the

compound harden and dry.

6. Another waterproofing cement and plaster is

prepared by melting separately 50 parts of sulphur,

1 part of tallow, and 1 part of rosin, and mixing

the tlree ingredients while hot, and then adding

sufficient ground glass to make a stiff compound.

7. Cement and plaster to resist fumes of nitric

and hydrochloric acid is prepared by melting and

mixing equal parts of rosin and sulphur, and then

stirring in brickdust equal to carry the weight of

the compound, or all three components may be

mixed in the dry state, and the compound then

I heated and stirred.

8. A plaster cement that will soften without

melting so to adapt itself to the expansion and
contraction of metal is prepared by dissolving ,

1 part of pure rubber in 2 parts of linseed oil, and 'I

then stirring in 6 parts of pipeclay.
"

9. A similar cement for an identical purposeis

obtained by melting 24 parts of rosin, and, while

this is hot, stirring'in 4 parts of dry red ochre,

2 parts of calcined plaster of Paris, and 3 parts of

linsped oil.

10. An acid-proof plaster is composed by melt-

ing 1 part of guttapercha in sufficient boiled oil,

and then stirring in 4 parts of rosin which has

been previously melted. Apply this mixture hot

to the dry wood or metal, and then go over the

surface with a hot iron on purpose to drive

the cement into all cracks and crevices.

1 1

.

A cement or plaster for oil tanks is prepared

by making into a paste with a little water (oil can

be made to mix with water by means of lime)

5 parts of litharge (ground fine) 2 parts of un-

slaked lime, 2 parts of quartz sand.

12. An insoluble plaster or cement for paraffin-

oil tanks ; Take 4 parts of strong soda lye a.nd

dissolve therein 3 parts of powdered rosin. Stir

the compound until all ingredients are well in-

corporated. Allow it to become cold, and then

dilute with 5 parts of water, and when all is

properly diluted work in 5 parts of plaster of

I'aris.

13. A solder for metal tanks that are to hold

petroleum, kerosene, paraffin, &c. : Slelt together

6 parts of lead, 4 parts of tin, 5 parts of bismuth.

14. A waterproof glue for woodwork: Soak 5

parts of glue in water for 12 hours ; then pour off

any unabsorbed water and dissolve the glue by

heating it. Stir in 4 parts of powdered rosin, and

when that has melted in the hot glue stir in 3

paris of red ochre.

15. A waterproof cement or putty for metal

or wood is prepared by mixing 10 parts (fluid

measure) of bisulphide of carbon and 1 part (fluid

measure) of oil of turpentine, and then add as

much guttapercha as will dissolve in the fluid to

a thick paste. The compound so formed is flexible

and waterproof, and dries hard as soon as the

excess of bisulphide evaporates.

16. A hydraulic plaster or cement is prepared

by pulverising 45 parts of limestone, 2 parts of

grey clay, 3 parts of black oxide of manganese

(all parts by dry measure). After mixing the

mass by sieving several times, calcine them at a

dull red heat, and reduce to powder; for use,

mix with water .and a little sand like ordinary

mortar. The limestone may be sprinkled with

water and allowed to become reduced to dry

powder before mixing with the other compounds.

17. Another hydraulic cement is prepared by

mixing in the state of powder 25 parts of lime

and 3 parts of manganese iron ore, calcine the

mixture and then reduce it to powder again.

For use, mix with a little sand, and then make

into a mortar with water.

18. A waterproof cement for marble and stone

is prepared by slaking lime by sprinkling it with

water, and while this is slaking curdle some milk

by adding a little vinegar to it, strain off the

curds from the whey through a cloth, andmix

this fresh curd with the slaked lime asit la

required for iise. This cements sets very quickly.

19. An artificiiil cement is prepared by reducing

to powder and then weU mixing by sifting

through a fine wire sieve, 6 parts of freshly-

ground plaster of Paris, 3 parts of bnckdust,

and 4 parts of refinery cinders. For use, mix

this compound with water, and shortly before the

cement is to be used mix thoroughly with 2 parts

of sifted iron filings ; use like ordinary mortar,

but as thin and soft as possible.

20 To render brick masonry waterproof,

repeatedly wash the wall with the following

solution :— (a) 12oz. Castile soap, Igal. of water

;

(A) 2oz. of alum, Igal. of water. Brush the wall

first with (a) solution. The wall should be clean

and dry, and the temperature of the air not below

50^ Fahr. ; laid on boiling hot. Give it 24 hours

to dry before applying [h) solution which should

be applied when the temperature of the air is bu

to 70° Fahr. After 24 hours repeat the soap and

the alum solution, and repeat both solutions

alternately at intervals of 24 hours, until the waU

is sufficiently impervious to water.
_

21. A cement for repairing granite is made by

reducing to an impalpable powder equal parts oJ

black feldspar and marble dust, and mixmg in

Dowdered gu.n dammar. Heat the mixture until

the gum melts, mix the whole by stirnng, and

then apply to the fractured parts of the granite

like putty is used.
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22. A cheap cement for many purposes is a

mixture of quicklime (unslaked lime) and hot
glue.

23. A cement or plaster for paving, such as

Lyons ssphalte, is prepared by heating to boiling-

point 3 p irte of bitumen, and then mix in 7 parts

of coal cinders. Let the mixture continue to

boil until the froth ceases to rise ; this should be
skimmed off separately. Mix together 2 parts of

powdered coke and 20 parts of lime ; heat this

compound to 57'° Fahr , and then mix it with
that in the boiler, and finally stir in 32 parts of

fine grav 1. Continue the heating and stirring

until well mixed, and then lay on the pathway,
which should have been previously levelled and
covered with a layer of foundry cinders or other
suitable material. All irregularities should be
removed by smoothing the asphaltum while it

is hot.

21. Cements and putties for masons' use:
Dissolve alum in water until the fluid will not
dissolve any more, then mix in this suflicient

plaster of Paris to make a stiff dough and bake
it ; when baked hard and dry grind it to powder,
and for use mix with water as wanted, and apply
it like plaster. Various pigments may be mixed
with it (while in the dry state, after baking and
({rinding) to make the cement imitate the colour
of any kind of marble it is required to cement or
join. Joints made with this compound can be
polished as smooth as glass, and thus the joint in
tie marble-work may be rendered imperceptible.

25. A cement or mortar for marble: melt
together 8 parts of rosin and 1 part of white wax,
and while hot stir in 4 to 5 parts of dry plaster
of Paris, and use the compound while hot. The
surfaces to be joined should also be heated before
cementing with the putty.

26. A slow-setting cement which requires only
a thin layer to be used in joining marble is

prepared by mixing together, in the dry state,
12 parts of Portland <;emeut, 6 parts of slaked
grey lime, 6 partj of sand, and 1 part of kiesel-
guhr (fossil meal or infusorial earth) ; when these
ingredients are all well mixed by sifting, make
the compound into a stiff paste with silicate of
soda as required for use.

27. Plaster cornices and marble skirtings may
be imitated by either of the following compounds :— (a) Take moderate sized lumps of native
gypsum (sulphate of calcium), and bum them at
a temperature below red heat, and at the same
time prepare a solution of 1 part of alum in 10
parts of water—using hot water and powdered
alum. In this solution steep the warm lumps of
gypsum for about fifteen minutes ; take them out
and allow to drain off all surplus fluid, and then
again bum the lumps at a red heat. Afterwards
reduce to pow.Jer, and when wanted for use mix
with water like ordinary plaster of Paris. It will
not set so quickly as the ordinary plaster, but be
a slow-setting cement, and while pliable, can be
moulded in the usual way. When perfectly dry
it will become very hard. Dissolve chloride of
zinc in water to make a solution having a specific
gravity of 1-490 or 1-453, and then put into such
solution 3 per cent, of borax or salammon'ac
(chloride of ammonia). Meanwhile, heat oxide
of zinc until it is red hot, and allow it to cool,
and when the borax or ammonia salt is dissolved,
put in sufficient zinc oxide to produce a com-
pound of the desired consistency ; mould the
compound while plastic, for when cold it will be
as hard as marble, and take a fine polish.

28. A cement to imitate any kind of marble or
stone is prepared by taking some of the dust of
the marble or stone it is desired to join, and then
mixing powdered shellac therewith, and use this
as a putty or cement by melting the compound at
a suitable heat, and kneading it to a kind of
putty.

29. A cement for joining rockwork for grottos,
when it is desired that the plaster or cement
should not be seen, is at once to hand by using
ttie commonest sealing or parcel-wax, or same can
Oe prepared by melting first 8 parts of common
rosin, allowing them to cool sufficiently to permit
of 2 parts of oil of turpentine being added with-
out catching fire. Stir up well, and re-heat ; and
then add 21b. of good quality rosin (yellow rosin
or colophony). When that has melted, stir in
and well mix 3 parts of powdered chalk, perfectly
dry, and then 3 parts of dry brickdust.

30. Modem Roman cement consists of a mix-
ture of cidinnry c!ay, (altictd, ard lime, the
compoimd, after mixing, being recalcined. The
proportions are :i of clay to 2 of lime. The
original Roman cement consisted of pulvis Puteo-
lanus, or pozzuolana (a ferruginous clay from

Puteoli), calcined by the fires of Vesuvius, lime,

and sand, mixed with soft water. The pozzao-

lana only needs to be reduced to powder
and sifted. To give the compound greater

tenacity, fresh bullock's blood is mixed with it

occasionally.

31. Siwdust instead of hair in mortar is a good
substitute. The sawdust should be well dried

and sifted before use, and then the mortar made
by mixing 1 part of cement, 2 parts of lime, 2

parts of sawdust, and 5 parts of sharp sand. The
sawdust should be first well mixed dry with the

cement and sand ; then strew the lime over this,

and sprinkle the mass with water, and work up
into mortar.

32. A cheap cement is prepared by mixing
blast-furnace slag with lime and clay, in the pro-

portion of 2 slag, 5 lime, and 2 clay ; calcine the

whole, and reduce to powder.

33. Slate may be cemented by compounding
boiled linseed-oil, white-lead, and chalk. Make
the compound into a fluid condition.

34. To fix iron bars in stone : Melt sulphur,

and work in the melted mass plumbagoor graphite.

This renders the sulphur more elastic. A little

boiled oil may also be added, as also sand or rosin

instead of the plumbago. Sulphur alone is very

brittle.

35. Cement for terracotta : Melt 5 parts of

rosin, then add 5 parts yellow wax, and finally

add 1 part of sulphur. Lastly mix in half part

of furnace slag and quartz sand. Warm the terra-

cotta, and then apply the cement and finish off

the joint with powdered terracotta.

36. Turkish mortar : Pound up bricks and tiles,

and mix 1 part of this with 2 parts of fine sifted

lime, and make into mortar with water to the

desired stiffness, and lay on 5in. or 6in. thick be-

tween the coursea of bricks and stone.

37. Pitch p'aster for waterproofing walls: Put
50 parts of pitch into a cauldron and melt it ; then

add 30 parts of common resin, and when melted

mix in 6 parts of red ochre and 12 parts of brick-

dust, finely powdered. Bjil up, and well mix by
stirring, and then allow to cool, and then bring

the compound to a fluid consistence (so as to spread

speedily) by adding about a quarter its bulk of oil

of turpentine. Lay the plaster on the wall with

a brush or tar- mop.

38. A useful cement for general use is prepared
by mixing to a paste with water 1 part powdered
slaked lime, 1 part sand, and 6 parts iron filings.

39. White hydraulic cement, ilix 1 part of

infusorial earth (kieselguhr) and three parts of

chalk free from iron rust, 1 part of a solution of

potash or soda water-ghiss, and make the com-
pound into a dough, and then into bricks, which
burn at a white heat, and then reduce these

bricks to a fine powder, and mix with water to

form a cement when required for use.

40. An insulating cement for electrical fittings

is prepared by soaking for 12 hours lloz. best

cabinetmaker's (or white) glue in 2 quarts of

water, and when properly softened melt the glue

in a glue-pot by heating it with the whole of the

water, and then cut up loz. of white curd soap
(this is a hard tallow soap, made from tallow and
soda salts), and when this has been dissolved

stir in 52oz. of plaster of Paris, and mix the
whole by stirring so as to form a thin paste,

which should be used at once, as it rapidly sets

and hardens. For insulating electric-light wires

and other electrical fittings fixed in walls, this is

a most useful element.
41. An insulating cement for glass electrical

fittings is prepared by mixing equal weights of

red and white lead ground up in oil.

42. Another useful cement for the same purpose
is to melt together 5 parts of rosin, I of beeswax,
and 1 of dry Venetian red.

43. Another cement of a similar kind is pre-

pared by heating together at temperature above
boiling water (212° F.), 14 parts of black rosin,

2 parts of red ochre, 1 part of plaster of Paris,

all well dried and mixed while warm. Continue
the heating until all frothing ceases and the com-
pound flows smooth ; then remove the vessel from
the fire, and stir its contents until sufficiently cool

for use. Half-part of linseed-oil may be added at

will.

44. A cement for oil of vitriol and chloride of

lime tanks is prepared by mixing thoroughly
together equal p;irts of pitch, rosin, and plaster of

Paris.

45. A cement for listening fittings that are

used in apparatus for alkaline fluids is prepared

by melting four parts of yellow wax and dis-

solving this two parts of Venice turpentine, and

then stirring in one part of rel oxide of iron (well

dried beforehand).

4C. To repair broken glass electricil apparatu'i,

mix together by sifting two parts of flour, two
parts of finely-powdered glass, two parts of finely-

powdered chalk, and one part of powdered brick-

dust, one part of shredded lint, and then make
into a putty with one part of white of egg. Spread

this on linen, and lay it on as a plaster over the

crack in the glass.

47. A fireproof cement for fireclay-lined fur-

naces is prepared by mixing freshly-slaked lime

into a paste with a concentrated solution of borax,

and allowing this cement to become thoroughly

dry before using in furnace.

48. A cement for a similar purpose is prepared

by mixing into a paste with a saturated solution

of borax in water equal parts (or otherwise) of

dried clay powdered and powdered brickdust.

49. For furnaces that are required to stand

a fierce heat, use either the last-named compound
or else a paste made with 2 parts of borax, 2

parts of slaked lime, and 1 part of litharge and
water.

50. A cement to withstml a dull-red heat is

prepared by mixing plaster of Paris with a weak
glue.

51. A cement or plaster resistant to corrosive

gases is obtained by drying clay, powdering same,

and sifting it, and then gradually working into

a piste by rubbing it up in an iron mortar with

boiled or drying-oil, the latter being added a little

at a time. This cement will not resist heat, but

softens thereby.

52. A cement for repairinpr gas-bags used in

limelight and similar purposes, is prepared by
adding glycerine to very thick boiled glue, and
applying same while warm. If too stinky, strew

over it powdered soapstone. This cement is

useful for repairing leakages ; but for tears or

r- -nts put a piece of the material over the rent,

and well cover it with glue.

53. A fireproof glue Is readily prepared by
mixing a handful of quietlime in 4 of linseed oil,

and boil to a stifi consistency ; then spread the

compound on metal or earthenware plate, and
dry it in this state by exposure to the air. When
wanted for use, dissolve it over the fire as ordinary

glue.

5t. A universal cement is prepared by dis-

solving 1 part of rosin, 1 pirt of Stockholm tar,

and 2 parts of guttapercha by heating together.

55. To insulate electrical conductors, use a
cement or plaster prepared as follows : Dissolve-

26 parts by weight of paraffin-wax (or else bees-

wax, or spermaceti ditto) ; when melted, add

3 parts by weight of raw or boiled linseed-oil,

and then stir in 66 parts by weight of finely-

powdered glass or quartz, and 34 parts by weight

of powdered rosin. If this insulating material is

to be exposed to the sun, use less wax ; and if for

underground use, employ a larger proportion of

wax.
56. A flexible insulating cement for electrical

apparatus or plant is prepared by melting 1 part

by weight of mineral wax (paraffin oxycerite), 10

parts of wood-tar, 32 parts of shellac, and 32

parts of dry and finely-powdered asbestos (or

else flax, cotton wool, sawdust, or paper. Heat the

compound from 100° to 200° F., while constantly

stirring. Use less tar for a leading wire, and

for a very hard wire omit the mineral wax, use

less asbestos (or the other bodies mentioned), and

add 24 parts of powdered slate or clay free from

iron.

57. An insulator for tape-covered electrical

wires is prepared by mixing 1 part of raw
linseed-oil with 20 parts of oil of turpentine, and

dissolve in this fluid sufficient pure gum-rubber

(guttapercha) to form a mixture of the consistency

of paint.

58. An insulating cement for a similar purpose

is also prepared by melting together by heat

8 parts of yellow wax, 2 parts of beeswax, and

1 part of tallow.

59. Electrical insulators may bo cemented to

their attachment by mixing sulphur, dry white

lead, and plaster of Paris in sufficient glue (solu--

tion being made in the ordinary way) to prevent

the compound settling quickly.

60. A lute or cement for stopping era ks in

iron retorts is prepared by mixing 2 parts of

flour, 2 parts of lime (quicklime;, and I part of

potter's earth into a paste, with white of egg

diluted with an equal bulk of water.

6 1

.

Another lute for the same purpose is pre-

pared by mixing together, in the dry state, equal

parts of brickdust and red-lead, and then rubbing
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up the mixture to u putty with hoiled linsoeJ oil,

and add coarse sand to stiffen the mass.
IJ'J. A fusible fireproof lute for the same pur-

pose is prepared hy rubbing up freshly-eluked

lime into a concentrated solution of horax. Apjjly

this mixture with a stiff brush, allow it to dry.

and when it is heated, the mass fuses into a glaze

or glass.

(J3. Another cement or plaster for a similar

purpose is made by mixing 3 parts lilharj;e,

2 parts freshly-burnt pulverised lime, and 1 part

of white bole with linseed oil to a putty or paste.

64. Cement for fastening brass to glass : lioil

3 parts of rosin in 1 part of caustic soda and
.5 parts of water, and mix the resulting resinate

(a kind of soap) with half its weight of plaster of

Paris.

6j. Cement for fastening iron on glass : Soak
white glue or gelatine for twelve hours in

water, and then pour off the superfluous water,
and mix in with the glue one-fourth part by bulk
of treacle. Heat this gently until well incor-

porated. A little glycerine miy be added to

keep the compound from being too tenacious.

Every time this compound is heated (it softens

by heat) it contracts, until at last it will no
longer melt by heat.

[To be concluded.)

SCHOOLS IX THE STATES.

THE subject of ventilation of public schools is

receiving attention in Baltimore. The
health commissioner, Mr. Shane, reports to the
City Council on the question, and urges them to

promote legislation providing for the proper
lighting, heating, and ventilation cf schools.

He recommends that not less than 1.5sq.ft. of

floor space, and 2. 000c. ft. of air per hour per
pupil should be provided. The air should be
delivered into the room near the ceiling, allowing
it to diffuse at the top of room and then settle

down. This air should be warmed sufficiently.

The light should enter the room from the left

of the pupil, and should never be less than one-
seventh of the floor aren. The hall space should
be one sixth of the room space. The entrances
should be ventilated, and all stairways made fire-

proof. It is also recommended that foot warmers
should be placed in each hall so that the children
may dry their feet in wet weather. The air of

cloak-room should be heated and changed at least

fovir times an hour. It is certainly quite time
legislation should make it compulsory to provide
air-space and proper ventilation in the schools of

the States. In this respect our English schools

are much in advance of those in the United States,

where science has been spent in the erection of

"tall buildings" and other mechanical feats.

At a meeting held at Wakefield of the Walsham
How Memorial Committee, it was reported tliat the
amount promised towards the enlargement of the
Cathedral was £3,SIO 33., and towards the recum-
bent effigy £3S0 6s., a total of £4,220 Os. Mr.
Frank L. JPearson is the architect to the committee.

The foundation-stone of the new Church of Our
Lady of Perpetual Succiur has been laid at Gilling-
ham, near Beccles. The church, as designed by
Mr. P. E. Bauham, architect, will be built in the
Homan style by Messrs. Allen, contractors, Beccles,
and will consist of sauctuary, nave, and campanile,
with sacristy, confessional, and lobby on the south
side. Its dimensions are 77tt. by 2ift. ; and will
present a structure of red brick with stone dressings,
and campanile of brick with stone cupola Onft. high.
In the interior there will be a circular apse and
circular ceiling, and the walls will be divided into
bays with pedestal columns and cornices of the
Doric order.

Mr. Justice Xorth, in the Chancery Division, on
Saturday, heard a petition presented on behalf of
the Xational Dwellings Society, Ltd., asking the
sanction of the Court to tlie reduction of its

capital, owing to the defalcations of its former
managing director, A. T. Hawkins, The company
was for some time under the control of Hawkins,
who committed numerous frauds upon the company,
misappropriated money, and wrote up fictitious

values of the company's property. A committee of

investigation was appointed, which discovered the
frauds, and he was prosecuted. He was sentenced
to five years* penal servitude. The present capital
of the company was £1.50,000, divided into 30,000
shares of £.5 each. It was proposed to write off

£93,1S3 10s. as capital lost or unrepresented by
available assets, thus reducing the capital of the
company to £o6,.SlG lOs. His Lordship sanctioned
the reduction.

UBITLWUV.

Mr. J.vmes Edmkston. F.R.I.U.A., F.S.I. , of

42, Old Broad-street, E.C., one of the oldest

architects practising in the City, died on Friday
Last at his residence, 49, Inverness-terrace, Hyde
Park, \V. ilr. ICdmeston, who was in his 7.5th

year, succumbed to an attack of bronchitis. The
son of Mr. James Edmeston, the author of many
Evangelical hymns still well-known and often

sung, Jlr. Edmeston was the pupil and managing
clerk to the late Arthur .\shpitel, but had spent

the whole of a long professional career in the

City, where he built up an extensive practice in

designing banks, offices, warehouses, and other
premises for commercial purposes. His wide
experience, sound j udgment, and business capacity

made his services in later years widely in request
in arbitrations, and also as assessor in architectural

competitions. He was the official arbitrator to

the City of London Court, and one of those
appointed under the Board of Trade, while among
recent competitions in which he acted as assessor

may be named three at Kichmond, Surrey—those
for the municipal buildings, the isolation hospital

and coroner's court, and one decided only a fort-

night since, that for the workhouse infirmary at

Dorking. He was for some years in p.irtner-

ship with his' only son, Mr. .lames Stanning
Edmeston, and upon that gentleman's death
in September, 1.SS4, he took into partnership
Mr. Edward Gabriel, of Old Bro.ad- street, E.C.,
and Bristol, by whom the practice will be con-
tinued. Among the later works carried out by
Messrs. Edmeston and Gabriel may be named the
completion of Olympia on the deaths successively

of 3Ir. Peck and Mr. Coe ; a large number of

suburban banking premise* for the I^ondon and
South-Western Bank, and also their he;id-oflice,

the most recently opened being that at Kilburn :

the free library at Tottenham : the free library

and fire-brigade station and isolation hospital at

Willesden ; extensive works for the Brush Electric

Corapan}- at Loughborough, Leicestershire, now
approaching completion : and many buildings at

Bristol and its vicinity. Jlr. Edmeston took
a keen interest in the introduction of zinc as a

practicable building material, and many years
since read papers before the Institute on the
methods of selecting, laying, and preserving
the metal. He was one of the promoters, and
until his death a director, of the Architectural

Union Co., the owners of No. 9. Conduit-street,
so long the home of the Koyal Institute of British

Architects and the Architectural Association, and
was for many years its chairman, an office in

which he was succeeded a year or two since by
his old friend Mr. Arthur Cates. lie joined the
R.I.B.A. as an Associate in 1856, becoming a

Fellow three years later, and subsequently served

on the council, and was one of the oldest members,
his place on the roll of membership this year
being Xo. 36. He was one of the founders of

the Architectural Association, and occupied the
presidential chair so far back as 1853-4, having
been a vice-president the previous year. He
was .also a Fellow of the Surveyors' Institution,

and a member of the Surveyors' Association. He.
had been a member of the Bread -street W.ard in

the Common Council of the City since 180S, and
was elected Deputy of that Ward in 1880. He
took a hearty interest in the craft of Free-
masonry, and was Past Grand Superintendent of

Works, and, therefore, a member of Grand
Lodge : also .a member of Grand Chapter. He
was for a long period the chairman of the Society
for the Promotion of the Fine Arts, and on his

resigniition of that office some time since, owing
to adv.ancing years, was elected a vice-president.

He was twice married, and leaves, by his first

wife, three daughters ; his second wife survives

him. The funeral took place yesterd.ay )Thurs-
d.ay) at noon at Brou".pton Cemetery, and was
.attended by the famDy, Jlr. Gabriel and the

members of the staff', and by representatives of

the Roy.al Institute of British Architects and of

the Corporation.

Ox Friday evening, Mr. G. P. Wyatt, coroner,

opened an inquest at the Lambeth Coroner's
Court on the body of Samill Jokx Lonc;, aged
60 years, iin .architect, lately residing at 14,

Mostyn-road, Brixton, whose death occurred
under mysterious circumstances. Deceased left

home at 10 a.m. on the previous A\'ednesd.ay to

collect some rents, and half an hour later a green-

trrocer passing the house heard a loud crash, and
ilece,ased was found in the footpath opposite his

own door, obviously suffering from severe injuries.

Death ensued within ten minutes. Jledical evi-

i

dence showed that the spinal column, sternum,

one thigh, and .all the ribs except two were broken,

and there was also a compound fracture of one

ankle. The doctor stated that the extent of

damage could not have been greater had cleceased

fallen from the top of a spire or been run over by
a traction engine. Nothing transpired as to how
deceased met with his injuries, and it was thought

impossible he could have returned unperceived to

to the house to have thrown himself from the -

roof, a flat one, or a window. The inquest was
adjourned. A-^

CHIPS.

A new clock, in commemoration of Her Majesty's

Diamond Jubilee, has just been fixed in the tower
of Glentworth Church. The order was given to

Messrs. W. Potts and Sons, of Leeds.

Several hundreds of the sufferers in the recent

typhoid epidemic at Maidstone have decided at a
private meeting to bring a combined action against

the water company to obtaiu compensation for the

losses which they have sustained. The company
had expressed their willingness to make a grant of

£3,000 as compensation, on conditions which the

consumers could not accept.

At a vestry meeting held at Padstow, Cornwall,

last week, plans were unanimously agreed to for

reseating the fine old parish church, and a restora-

tion committee was appointed. According to the

Koual Corntcall Gazette, the plans were " prepared

by Mr. Samuel Martyn, of Gragmeer, Mr. Prideaux-

Brune's he id garilemr of the manor."

Damage to the extentof over £100 was caused by '.

a fire which broke out on Friday night on the -;

premises of S. and R. Horton, joiuers, in Portland-
'

street, Lincoln.

The Manchester Corporation granted at their last ;

meeting the following advances of salary in the

waterworks department :—Mr. William Blackstock,

secretary, £400 to £4.50 ; Mr. Joseph Haynes,
general inspector and surveyor of mains, £^50 to

£400 ; and Mr. L. Holme Lewis, engineer and
manager of the hydraulic power supply, £350 to

£400.

A light railway has now been authorised to be
made from Helston to The Lizard. It will be llj

miles loug, and there will be three fixed stations :

at Dodson's Gap, two miles from Helston : at

Trevassack, five miles from Helston ; at Peahale,

about 3' miles from The L'zard, and near The
Lizard Village, where the line will terminate.

It has been determined that from the 31st inst.

the administration of the grants for drawing and
manual instruction in public elementary day schools

shall be transferred from the Department of Science

and Art to the Education Department.

A syndicate of Airdrie gentlemen hive secured

from the Caledonian Railway Company a site of

12 acres between Cilder and Whifllet stations

whereon to erect extensive ironworks for the pro-

duction of merchant bars, i:o. ( iperations have
been begun, and arrangements are being made so

that the ironworks can be considerably extended,

and a steel plant can be put down. Mr. David
Home Morton, A.M.I.C.E., has been commissioned

to design and put down the necessary works.

At the last meeting of the Liverpool Corporation,

Mr. John Alexander Brodie, Whitworth Scholar,

M.Inst.C.E., M.Inst.M.E., was appointed city en-

gineer and surveyor to the urban sanitary authority

in place of Mr. H. P. Boulnois, resigued, at a salary

of £1,000 per annum, under the usual conditions.

It was stated that there were 52 applicants for the

position, ten of whom appeared before the com-

mittee, and the choice of Mr. Brodie was unanimous.

A new home for nurses engaged at the Bradford

Workhouse and additional cottage homes for

boarded-out children in the same institution were

opened on Saturday. The home for nurses has cost

£7,000, and that for children £1,500. The plans

are the joint production of Mr. J. H. Martin, of

Newcastle, and Mr. J. P. Kay, of Leeds, and the

nurses' home is built on the pavilion plan, and has

accommodation for 36 in the bedrooms.

The foundatio-.-stone of church Sunday-schools

for Stythians '.•as laid on Monday week. The new
building, which is close to the church, will contain

main room, 4Sft. by 24ft., and acl.assroomadjoining,

17ft. by Oft. Local stone will be used, with grauite

dressings. The archi'ect is Mr. W. Swift, of Truro,

and the builders are Messrs. John Symous and Son,

of Blackwater. The cost will be £550.

Good progress is being made with the extension

of the steamboat pier at Walton-on-the-Naza.
,

The extension reached its full length in an easterlyl

direction ou Fiiday— viz., 2,000ft. Now the workal

wUl proceed in a southerly direction for 500ft. I

With a view to improving the water supply atl

Wallasey, the water committee of the council have

|

decided to carry out boring operations at thai

Liscard works, at an estimated cost of £1,500.
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PBOFESSIONAL AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

Am.VLGAMATKD SlKlF.rV 111- IIiirsE-Dl'.COUATORS
Axi) Paixteks. — On Saturday, this society
brought to a dose their Bristol confereucu.
Kvery weekday for a fortnight the general council
of the organisation, numbering between forty and
fifty delegates, met for the discussion of rules
which form the constitution of the society. One
of the most important proposals which received
attention in the latter part of the conference was
th.at to establish an out-of-work benefit fund.
The

_
Worcester District had on the agenda a

detailed set of proposals for a fixed scale of pay,
and these were based on the assumption that -Id.

per week extra contribution would enable 10s. per
week to be paid to men not in work. The
council, however, although not in the possession
of figures sulKcient to enable a scheme to be
formulated, seemed convinced that such a rate of
benefit could only be given by increa-ing this
contribution to 6d. or 7d. at least. .Several dele-
gates opposed the idea of making such a scheme
compulsory; but the council, by a majority of
only one vote, affirmed the piinciple of such a
scheme, and appointed a special committee to go
into the whole question, and submit the result of
their deliberations to the branches. Another
matter of interest was a motion in favour of a
superannuation fund. The allowance suggested
was .5s. a week to a member GO years of age who
had been in the society for 1.5 years, and 7s. per
week for a member of 20 years' standing. This,
however, it was proposed to accompany with con-
ditions calculated to reduce materially the liability
such superannuation involved upon the society.
The member superannuated was to lose all

benefits other than funeral benefit, and it was
pointed out that among members over si.Kty years
of age sick pay was at present a serious item.
Beyond this, members would not be superannuated
if earning more than half the usu'il rate of wages,
so that a painter retaining his health and strength
had little temptation to throw himself on the
superannuation fund. The superannuation scheme
^received a good deal of support, but not enough
'to carry it. A scheme was adopted which calls
into being district management committees, to
deal with wages, hours of labour, overtime, and
the general conditions affecting the interests of
the trade in the respective districts, and to bring
about the amicable settlement of disputes with
employers where possible. A resolution in favour
of separating the trade and sick benefit funds was
defeated. It was decided that in future the strike
pay will be 23. 6d. per day, instead of Is. Sd. as
heretofore. Merssrs. Gaiger, Bennett, Dunkin,
Matthews, and Owen were appointed a committee
to draft a scheme of out-of-work benefit, and
Messrs. Dunkin and Bennett were appointed to
act with the general secretary in the tabulation
of the rules. Birmingham, London, Cirdi If, and
Leicester were nominated for the ne.xt general
council meeting, and Birmingham was selected.

Birmingham AucniTEcrruAL Associ.vtiox.—

A

meeting of the members of this association was
held on Friday night at (iueen's College, Par.adise-
street, when an address wasde'ivered by Professor
Aitchison, R.A., P.R I.B.A. The President
(Mr. C. E. Bateman) presided, and there was a
good attendance. Professor Aitchison said the first

thing anyone who desired to become an architect
should be sure of was that he had a natural gift
for the work, and if he found that he had no
taste for it, and that he had b-en mistaken in
the passion, he should get his living in something
else. The profession of an architect was by no
means a money-making profession, and if a person
found he could not devote himself with all the
energy he possessed to the study of architecture
he might surely io something better than spoil
the look of the face of his own country. Archi-
tecture was pre-eminently a constructional art,
and consequently it was of the utmost importance
that any man who wanted to become an architect
should make himself sufliciently acquainted with
the subject, so that he could build with satis-
faction to himself and to those who used the
edifice. The science of construction was statics,
and every man who professed to be an architect
should learn sullieiontly of statics to be able to
gauge the security of walla against the pressure
of the wind, water, and earth, and even against
the pressure of goods ttowed against them that
had an inclination to slide, ile must know the
pressure that was exercised by vaults, domes,
and arches, and learn how those might be
properly abutted, as well as understand how

to prevent walls, piers, and columns becoming
forced out of the vertical. Besides statics,

he had to learn the force and strength

of the different materials that were used.

Unless a man knew the outlines of construction,

he could hardly be called an architect, although
he might be an admirable designer and planner.

The great thing a man who could plan and con-
struct ought to know was how to make the

necessary portions of the building he was putting
up tell the tale they were required to fell. He
was sorry to say that a great deal too little atten-

tion was paid to that matter in England, for they
saw all kinds of incongruous ornaments and
decorations p>it on all sorts of places. It was
probably ten times more difficult to get a thing
to look well that was simple than if it was orna-
mented. Great ornateness was a mistake, for it

was never equal to the perfection that could be
obtained by the greatest possible simplicity. In
every architectural epoch of importance the world
had known some buildings were erected that had
been the admiration of succeeding generations,

and now all persons of culture and wealth would
as soon think of being ignorant of the great
writers of their own countries as not to have seen

Rome, Athens, Italy, and Florence. He did not
know we were very much inferior in Gothic days
in our works to the French ; but he was afraid

in his time there had not been so many great
buildings put up that would bring persons to see

them from all parts of the world. One of the
things that seemed to be forgotten was that

architecture was a constructive art, and sufficient

pains were not taken to see how the elegancies of

proportion and the beauties of form could be
added to our buildings. Those who felt they
had divine genius for architecture should use that

precious gift properly, and let no labour and no
difficulty overcome their desire to make theni-

selves skilful, and to confer such an inestimable

boon on their country as to be able to raise build-

ings which would attract people from all parts of

the world.—On the motion of Mr. W. Hale,
seconded by Jlr. \V. Henman, a vote of thanks
was accorded Professor Aitchison for his address.

Exeter Diocesan Architectcral axd
Ai!CH-i;oLOGicAi, SociETV. — Bishop Kestell-

Cornish, formerly Bishop of Madagascar, pre-

sided at a meeting of this Society on Friday,
when a paper was read by Canon Edmonds on
the length of the Norman nave of Exeter Cathe-
dral. The lecturer said Dr. Oliver, who had left

them much valuable information, was of opinion
that the original Xorman part of the cathedral
stopped at the north porch, and that Grandisson
added further pillars westward. There were
proofs of Xorman work in the nave. A docu-
ment of 1283 showed that Grandisson built the

chapel of St. Ragisund in the north side of the
big west door, and in order to do so had knocked
down the original Xorman wall. From the

various proofs they had, Canon Edmonds con-
tended that the present nave of the cathedral was
precisely the length of the original Xorman
building. A discussion followed in which the
speakers generally agreed that the opener's con-
clusion was correct.

RoY.VL IXSTITVTE OF BlUTISn ARCHITECTS.
At a special general meeting of this Institute

held on Monday evening, the chairman, Jlr.

W. M. Fawcett, M.A. (vice-president), moved
that, subject to Her Majesty's gracious sanction,

the Royal Gold Medal for the promotion of archi-

tecture be presented to Professor Aitchison, R.A.
The motion having been seconded by Mr. II. L.
Florence (vice-presi'ient), it was resolved ncm. con.

•' That, subject to Her Majesty's gracious sanc-

tion, the Royal tiold Medal for the promotion of

architecture be presented this year to Professor

Aitchison, R.A." A business meeting was held
immediately afterwards, Mr. \V. M. Fawcett,
.M..\.. (vice-president), in the chair. The cli.air-

man announced that the Council had resolved to

increase the value of the Owen Jones Studentship
from £50 to £100, and that the holder of the
studentship would be required to make a tour
extending over six months, such tour to be
devoted to the improvement and cultivation of

his knowledge of the successful .application of

colour as a means of architectural expression.

SiiEFFiEi.T) Society or Architects axd Scr-
vEYORs.—The monthly meeting of members of

this society was held on Tuesday evening. A
lecture was delivered by Mr. Charles Castle, of

Sheffield, one of the members, on " Timber
for Construction and Decoration." He outlined

some of the many vicissitudes through which

timber trees pass from birth to maturity, and
explained how environment almost changed the
species. Mr. Castle rapidly passed in review
some of the ordinary woods of commerce, such as

spruce, pitch pine, yellow pine, red pine, &c.
Then teak. Kauri, Oregon pine, mahogany,
oak and canary wood, pointing out their various
characteristics, and showing in detail many
interesting facts in relation to them. Some
good specimens of the combination of various

woods for decorative purposes were then shown.
The lecturer said that teak was one of the most
reliable and beautiful of woods. It had the
advantage of standing artificial drying without
casting, and it was most dur.ible. Kiuriwasa
wood also much praised for its beauty by Mr.
Castle, who said that its natural colour was like

plain satinwood, and used in decoration it would
alternate with any darker wood. It was strongly

recommended for first-class floorings, staircases,

hand-rails, and shop-fronts. The various kinds
of mahogany were referred to, and samples shown.
The immense increase in the importation of

African mahogany was noted. The amount of

200 tons in 1886 had increased to the enormous
extent of 40,000 tons in 1S97.

Society of Exgixeers.—At a meeting of this

society, held at the Royal United Service Institu-

tion, Whitehall, on Monday evening, Mr. W.
Worby Beaumont, president, in the chair,

a paper was read Ly Mr. William Fox,
M.Inst.C.E., entitled" Reservoir Embankments :

with Suggestions for Avoiding and Remedying
Failures." The author mentioned several in-

stances where difficulties had arisen, and the

means adopted to overcome them. He then de-

scribed the depth and form of the foundation for

the puddle trench, showing how springs might
be dealt with by means of vertical pipes. He
referred to the width of the trench when to be
lefilled with concrete or puddle, and gave the

proportions in both lime and cement concrete.

The author gave his experience with reference to

the material used and mode of construction of

the embankment
;

particulars of the width of

the puddle wall ; the distribution of material on
each side, and width of the top ; the desirability

of the construction of stone or burned ballast toes

under certain conditions ; the mode of working
the clay and of forming the layers of emb.ank-

ment, and the protection of the inner slope

from the wash of the waves. In connection

with the Den of Ogil Reservoir at Forfar,

the author described the way in which a leak

through the concrete was traced and repaired.

The Dowdeswell Reservoir Embankment, which
was made to a great extent of clay, was provided
with burned ballast toes to within 20ft. of top
bank level, which had the desired effect of pre-

venting any slipping. The Monkswood Reservoir
was also made of very treacherous material, and
to prevent slipping, rubble stone toes were
adopted. This had the desired effect to a certain

extent, but it was found necessary to use more
rubble stone than originally intended, and to

flatten the outside slope . These precautions were
taken immediately signs of a slip became visible,

and successfully prevented any further movement.

The vicar of St. Crantock, near X'ewquay, has
issued an appeal for help in restoring the fine old

church in his parish. Ho states that the building

has been ruinous these mauy years, and unless

something is soon done it may suffer disastrously.

The estimated cost of restoration is £2,000, towards
which about £750 is available.

The Edinburgh Architectural Society met on the

2nd inst., the president, Mr. \V. Xicholaon dim-
ming, in the chair, when Mr. A. Hunter Crawford
delivered a lecture on ".Steam-Heating." The
lecturer adopted the plan of discussing the solutioa

of an actual problem before his audience, illus-

trating the subject by sketches aud a working

model, showing a combined method of steam-lieat-

ing and domestic hot-water supply.

Mr. G. Salviati, the well-kuown dealer in Vene-
tian glass, of 213, Regent-street, shot himself on
Friday night in his shop after the last of the

employes had left. Upon the premises being

entered tlie following morning, he was found lying

dead with a bullet-wound in his forehead. A few
weeks ago Mr. Salviati turned his business into a

limited liability company. The evidence given at

the inquest showed that deceased, who was .55 years

of age, had recently suffered from insomnia, a.nd

although a wealthy man, was under the delusion

that he was beset n'ith pecuniary difficulties. A
verdict of suicide during temporary insanity was
returned by the jury.
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Deuhy.—Holy Trinity Pjirish Church, situated

in the London -road , and opposite the Koyal
Derbyshire Inlirmary, was recently condemned
as unsafe l)y the professional adviser of the vicar

and churchwardens, Sir. Charles P-. Hewitt,

architect, of liueen's-road, Brighton, who has

been consulted from time to time during the last

three or four years. A survey made in November,
IS'.l", showed that there had been a further sub-

sidence of the building, and that, in addition to

the tower being very weak and about Oin. out of

the perpendicular, the body of the church was in

such a dangerous condition, owing to the roof,

that it was necessary to prevent what might have
become a general tvllapse of the whole structvire.

A speeilicati&n and plan were prepared and a

faculty obtained, and the work, which was in-

trusted to Jlr. R. Weston, builder, of IJerby,

under the superintendence of the architect, was
completed at the end of last month. The work
undertaken included (o) taking down about 34ft.

of the tower ; (4) securing the roof trusses (the

span of the roof being iSft.) to prevent them be-

coming further out of the perpendicular : (<) the

main walls of the body of the church, on which
the roof trusses rest, have been tied together with
steel tie -rods to prevent spreading; (»/) the west
walls of the nave have been shored, and also the
windows over which the roof trusses rest. These
measures, adopted for the safety of the public
and the congregation, are only of a temporary
nature, is the vicar and churchwardens are con-
templating the erection of a new church on the
same site. This church was struck by lightning

in June, 1S53.

Liverpool.—The city stirveyor of Liverpool,

Mr. George Shelmerdine, reported on Friday to

the finance committee of the corporation of that

city as to utilising the site of 8t. George's Church,
which occupies the site of the ancient castle, and
which is about to be demolished. He said there
were 115 vaults underneath the body of the
church. The majority of the pits had wooden lid

coverings, which in many instances had fallen in,

and no earth covered them. The vaults being in

a confined space, the .atmosphere was necessarily

putrid, and was certainly dangerous to the health
of persons entering them. The surveyor said

he attributed his recent illness to his inspection.

The remains ought to be removed and reinterred.

The trustees' surveyor (Mr. Bradbury) had stated

that it was the intention of the trustees to take
down and dispose of everything to the floor-level

uf the church, leaving the lofty spire and arches
of the vaults and the foundation for the corpora-
tion to remove. Mr. Shelmerdine reported that

the cost of removing these would far outweigh the
value of the materials. The site comprises an
area of about l,ll'.)0 square yards, and, with the
cabstand on the south side, there was at command
a site unequalled in the centre of the city avail-

able for the erection of a building for public pur-
poses, and one which would be found capable of

fine architectural treatment. He had prepared a
draft of a plan for a proposed council-house on
the site, containing lord mayor's, luncheon and
tea, committee, and retiring rooms, vi;c. Con-
sideration of the report was postponed.

MiLTox, ToRTSEA.—The new workhouse in-

firmary and nurses' home at Milton have been
formally opened. The infirmary buildings run
north and south, and comprise two w.ard

pavilions, nurses' home, and kitchen block. The
ward pavilions afford accommodation for 60 male
and GU female patients, and contain on each floor

a ward 76ft. by 21ft., two isolation wards, nurses'

duty room, linen store, bath-room, lavatories,

small lift, &c. The ground floor is kept up 3ft.

above ground line. The upper floors throughout
are of fireproof construction. At the south end of

each of the large wards there is a balcony, with
e.^ternal staircases affording a second exit in ease

of fire or panic. The nurses' home is a three-

story building, facing south, and contains matron's
apartments, nurses' dining and drawing rooms,
linen stores, Src, and 21 bedrooms. The kitchen
is fitted with plant and appliances to cook for the
whole of the patients, both in the old and new
hospital blocks, and also in the imbecile wards,
and is centrally situate. In the basement are

two lOH.P. steam boilers. The buildings
throughout are lighted by electricity. The cost

of the works, including road-making, has been
approximately £22,000, and of the furnishing
£i,000. Mr. A. H. Barnes has acted as clerk of

works, and the works have been cairied out from
the designs of Mr. C. W. Bevis, F.R.I.B.A.,

architect, of Southsea.

PETEUjioRoi'dH.-—At the last meeting of the

committee for the restoration of Peterborough
Cathedral, held on Thursday in last week, Mr.
G. F. Bodley, A.R.A., the newly-appointed
architect, was present, and reported on his recent

inspection of the west front and other parts of

the cathedral which are showing signs of weak-
ness. He stated that the measures already taken

confirmed the wisdom of the course suggested and
Ciirried out on the north side by hie predecessor,

the late Mr. J. L. Pearson, R.A. Happily, the

great arch on the south side of west front was not
in so bad a state as the northern one, and he
hoped they might be able to keep it up. Mr.
Bodley thought that by carefully grouting with
liquid grout from the top of the arch, and other

means, much might be done to strengthen it ; but
it had yet to be seen how far this would be suffi-

cient. The whole of the front had gone consider-

ably out of the vertiail, and was a good deal

shaken, and the gable end was so weak that he
feared it must be reset. The walling behind the

ashlar face was in so bad a state that he thought
no method of strengthening the wall was here

practically possible, though he lamented the

necessity of its being taken down. The stone

was so perished and the masonry so shaken that

it would not be feasible to back the existing wall

of the gable and get suflicient strength for it.

This work should be taken in hand at once. Mr.
Bodley also drew attention to urgent repairs

needed in the walls of the eastern chapel. The
estimated cost of the whole of the work was
£8,659, and that which it was urgent to under-
take at once would C03t £2,739. It was decided,

on the proposal of the Marquis of Exeter, to pro-

ceed with the more urgent work, and to hold a
public meeting on behalf of the restoration fund
at Peterborough on April 20.

St. Axse's-ox-Se.v.—The new clubhouse of

the Lytham and St. Anne's Golf Club was
formally opened on Saturday by the Marquis of

Lome. The links are situated between the rail-

way stations of St. Anne's and Ansdell. The
circuit of the links is 3| miles, and the area

covers some 150 acres. The club has expended
over £3,000 on the links alone, while the Gothic
clubhouse, built from the designs of Messrs.

Woolfall and Eccles, of Liverpool, has cost

£8,000, and the furnishing an additional £2,000.
The house comprises entrance-hall, locker-rooms,
clubrooms, dining-h.all, ladies' clubroom and
dressing-rooms, billiard-room, baths, lavatories,

offices, and steward's service.

Waruixgtox.—The foundation-stones of the
new workhouse infirmary were laid on Thursday
in last week. The infirmary will stand upon
five-and-three-quarter acres of land immediately
behind the present workhouse premises. The
present contracts deal with three blocks of

buildings, standing 70ft. apart, but connected on
each floor with open-air corridors, 10ft. wide.

The central will be the administrative block,

three stories high, and the two outer blocks will

be ward pavilions, each two stories high. Under
the whole of the buildings there will be a base-

ment for access to heating and water-pipes. The
administrative block will give accommodation on
the ground floor for the medical officer, head
nurse, dispensary, waiting-room, nurses' sitting

and dining rooms, linen stores, and on the first

and second floors there will be bedrooms for the
nursing staff, each floor being fitted with baths,

lavatories, and closets. Toe other two blocks

will be ward pavilions, one for males and the
other for females, each accommodating 92 beds,

or a total of 184. In each block there are two
wards of 24 beds, two wards of four beds, and six

wards of three beds each, and each set of wards
has separate baths, lavatories, and closets. There
are also ward kitchens, linen rooms, separation
lobbies, and lifts. All wards will be heated by
open fireplaces, or central open-fire Musgrave
stoves, augmented by hot- water pipes. The
floors throughout will be fireproof, of Messrs.
Homan and Rogers' construction, ani in addition
to stone staircases there will be also an outer
stair of iron in each case. The contract entered
into with Jlr. C. W. Davenport, of Stockton
Heath, including the boundary walls, amounts
to £23,266. Externally, hard grey brick will be
used, with a sparing allowance of terracotta and
red pressed brick dressings. The works have
been designed by Messrs. William and Segar
Owen, architects, of Warrington.

—»<

—

AilERLADV AXI) GlLLANE RAILWAY. Thfl

new railway connecting Aberlady and GuUano
with the main line of the Xorth British Railway'
will be opened for traffic on April 1. The line is

only 4] miles in length, but it will open up
an attractive district of East Lothian. The new
line, which is single throughout, leaves the main
line a mile and a half to the east of Longniddry
junction. There is an intermediate station at

Aberlady. The railway will be worked by the

North British Railway Company, who are asking

sanction this session to the extension of the

stipulated time for the completion of the line from
GuUane station to join the North Berwick loop

line near Williamston Farm.

Maxciiester.—The Lancashire and Yorkshire

Railway Company will open their new branch
line to the Mancbester Ship ('anal for merchandise
traffic on Monday, the 2Sth inst. The work has

been in progress since November, 1895. The
new line is for the most part carried underground,
by means of a series of tunnels. (Jn the whole
length of the line there were buildings, chiefly

shops and dwelling-houses, which had to be

demolished. The tunnelling throughout is faced

with blue Staffordshire bricks. The height of

the tunnels is from 17ft. to 23tt., and the depth
of the line below the surface varies from 35ft. to

45ft. Some of the walls are 7ft. and others as

much as 12ft. thick. One difficult feature was
the making of a tunnel between the London and
North- Western Railway and Regent-road. The
large gasholders and the mains leading from them
along West Egerton-street had to be carefully

passed. Then also a tunnel had to be made under

the North-Western line, which itself passes under
West Egerton-street by means of a bridge. BIr.

W. B. Worthingtou is the chief engineer of the

Company, and BIr. L. Franklin has acted as

resident engineer. Mr. Thomas Wrigley, of

Middleton Junction, was the contractor.

Peterhead.—The annu.al report of the engi-

neers in chief for the new harbour of refuge, Messrs.

Coode, Son, and Matthews, of 9, Victoria-street,

S.W., states that during the past year the south

breakwater was extended 105ft. A further length

of 45ft. has been brought up to low-water level.

Mr. E. Raban, director of works, in a memo-
randum on the report, says progress continues

to be made with the south breakwater and barge

harbour. The quarry has been further opened
out, and the workj-ard, buildings, railway, and
plant properly maintained. A new locomotive

tank engine has been supplied. The daily average

number of convicts employed on the works during

the year has been 237, as against 241 shown in

the previous year's report. The annual report of

the surveyors, with measurements and valuation

of the work done on the basis of Sir John Coode's

original estimate, has been received. The result

is given in the following extract from that

report :—" As far as can be seen at present, the-

original estimates will not be exceeded. The
works do not progress so rapidly as possibly they

might, owing to the dearth of convicts. This is,

no doubt, a satisfactory circumstance to notice.

At the same time, the want of progress will tend

to increase the total cost.

Port Victoria.—The .South-Eastem Railway
Company have completed the reconstruction of

Port Victoria pier, the terminus of the Hundred
of Hoo branch, which was temporarily closed for

traflic in October, 1896, on account of the struc-

ture being considered unsafe to bear the strain of

trains. The pier has been strengthened by the

addition of 324 new piles, the largest of them
being 70ft. long and 17in. square. The piles on

the riverside of the pier have been left standing

6ft. above the deck level, in order to prevent the

sponsons of Royal yachts from settling on the

edge of the pier when lying alongside at high

water. The whole of the "old piles have been left

in, the new piles being driven alongside of them
and being bolted to them by Ijin. bolts. To
prevent the inroads of the teredos, which hare

eaten away the old pile?, the new piles have been

sheeted with copper for a height of 4ft. above

mud level. The plan of the superstructure

—

platform and buildings—has been entirely altered,

the rails being now laid on the inner side of the

pier, facing the Isle of C4rain. A covered way
has been provided, and the length of the platform

has been extended to 500ft. The works have

been carried out by Messrs. John Aird and Sons,

ol Lambeth.
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ILLVSTRATIONS.
THE ROYAL MASOKTC INSTITLTION' FOR DOVS, CU-'^TIEV.

STUDIES OV AN'IMAL LIKE, TREATED FOR DESH;S'.

(Dtit Jllttstrati0tts,

HOYAL MASOXIC IXSTITITIOX FOK liOVS, HISUKY.

It is inteniled to erect new schools at liushey,

Herts, as a memorial of the centenary of this

institution, the requirements having outgrown
the existing huildings at Wood Green. With
the general approval of the subscribers, the board
of management purchased the Bushey Grove
Park Estate of about 67 acres in extent, and has
devoted much labour to its development. The
site is an admirable one, having an area of 6.5

acres, with roads on all sides, the general soil

being loam with pebbles therein, and possesses a
level plateau, standing high, upon which it is

proposed to erect the buildings. Having given full

consideration to the future requirements as well

as the immediate necessities of the institution,

with the valuable assistance of W. Bro. Rowland
Plumbe, F.R.I.B.A., P.G. Supt. of Works, the
board prepared a schedule of conditions and
accommodation required, and invited si.K firms

of architects to submit designs in a limited

competition. The designs were most carefully

adjudicated upon by the assessor, whose award
met with the unanimous approval of the board,
and the plans placed first in order of merit were
submitted to the Quarterly Court in .January last.

The authors of the designs were found to be
Messrs. Gordon, Lowther, and Gunton, of

Finsbury House, London, E.G., and these brethren
are now engaged in preparing the working
drawings and quantities. It is expected to

have these completed and the work on the
buildings commenced in the autumn. The
designs show a complete arrangement for a
school of 500 boys ; but it is proposed to build
dormitory accommodation for 400 only at present.
The administrative offices, halls, &c., will be
adapted for the greater number, so as to avoid
expense in alterations, &c., in the future. It

will be seen from the accompanying plan that
the general scheme is quadrangular, plai'ed so as
to secure the best possible aspects, the administra-
tive block, with its central tower, occupying the
principal or south-west side and facing the main
road and entrance. This block contains the
museum and library. The Educational block,
with its separate quadrangle, containing the
assembly -hall, the music-school, the various arts
and physics schools, classrooms, together with
the chapel and head-master's residence adjoining,
are placed on the north-west side. The north-east
side is occupied by the dining-hall, the kitchen and
service department, with its separate courtyard ;

and beyond this the technical schools, swimming-
liath, gymnasium, and fives-courts, ire, are placed.
The south-east side is left partially open for the
present, with a view to the erection in the future,
if necessary, of an additional residential block.
The residential blocks are placed at each corner
of the main quadrangle, and arranged to accom-
modate 100 boys, each block comprising two
houses with day-schools, dormitories, and masters'

and service-rooms, complete .\ main feature of

the design is that all the principal blocks are

connected by cloisters and subways, and are pro-

vided for dome.stic service. It is proposed

ultimately to erect a sanatorium for oO boys, as

well as an infirmary for 2.5 cases, the former at

the extreme north corner of the site, so as to be

placeil as far as possible from the school building,

and the latter at the extreme south, each

having separate approaches from the main roads.

The playing-fields" and tennis-courts are placed

to the south and west of the site, and the former

are overlooked from the master's residence. The
heating to the buildings will be by means of hot

w.ater on the low-pre.=sure system, with venti-

lating radiators for the admission of warm, fresh

air, in conjunction with Tobin's tubes, the ex-

ha-ist ventilation being effected by means of fans

placed in the turrets, and connected with hori-

zontal trunks in the floors and ceilings, and rising

flues in the walls, fitted with automatic valves.

The lighting wiU be by means of electricity,

which will be generated on the premises. The

drainage will be on the duplicate system, well

intercepted and ventilated, and arranged so as

not, in any case, to pass under the residential por-

tion of the buildings. The buildings are designed

in a plain, scholastic style, mainly 15th-century

in character, having red brick facings, stone dress-

ings, and slated roofs of a green tint. Great

reliance has been placed upon the grouping of the

various blocks for the general effect, the niain

entrance being distinguished by a central clock-

tower, and the residential blocks at each corner

of the main quadrangle by square towers con-

taining the water-storage tanks. A further and

important feature of the principal front will be

the chapel, which will be erected at the cost and

under the immediate supervision of W. Bro.

Charles E. Keyser, patron and treasurer of the

institution, this munificent example, the board

hopes, may be followed by others, and thus

economise the very limited capital funds of the

institution. \n opportunity is also afforded to

lodges, chapters, or brethren to undertake cer-

tain structural embellishments, which will add

grace and dignity to buildings of intense useful-

ness, .and of which there is every reason to

believe the whole Craft will be proud.

LIFE TRE.4TED roll DESIfiX :

MEIIAL nIi.\WIXOS, BY .lOHX
srrDiES or aximal

X.ITIOXAL SILVEK
lillOWXSWORD.

CoxTixviXG the series of bird and quadruped

studies which we commenced on Jan. 7 last, we

give to-day a sheet of very spirited drawings of a

suggestive character from the brush of Mr. John

Brownsword, of the Royal College of Art. The

aim of the artist has been to present the subjects

in a strictly natural way as records which shall be

ornithologically and zoologically correct, but at

the same time" so contrived as to offer ideas for

adaptation and development in a conventional

manner for decor.ative design. This intention

seems to have been very well managed, and for

this purpose these sketches cannot fail to be

valued by our readers.

COMPETITIONS.
Armeey.— In a limited competition for chapel

and Sunday-schools for the Methodist L'ree

Church, Armley. near Leeds, the design sub-

mitted by Mr. Walter Hanstock, of Leeds and

Batley, has been placed first, and its author will

design and carry out the buildings.

BiuMixciiiAM.—The plans prepared by the six

selected local architects in competition for the

new lunatic asylum which the Birmingham Cor-

poration propose to erect at Holly Moor, near

Rubery, have been deposited at the Council

Hous9 in that city. The names of the com-

petitors are : Messrs. Cos^ins, Peacock, and

Bewlay, Colmore-row ; Jlessrs. Mansell and Sons,

Colmore-row : Jlessrs. Ingall and Sons, Temple-

row West ; Messrs. Cross, Brooks, and NichoUs,

Temple-row ; Mr. Fr.ank P.. Osborne, Bennett's-

hiU ; aud Messrs. Martin and Chamberlain, Col-

more-row. Mr. Ct. T. Hine, F.R.I.B.A., of

Parliament-street, S.W., has been appointed as

assessor to the asylums committee.

Leicester.—In the competition by local archi-

tects for layinn- out the new cemetery on the

Gilcross estate, the corporation have adopted the

report of their assessor, Jlr. John Belcher,

F.R.I.B..\.., of Hanover- square, A\\, and have

awarded the first premium of £50 to Slessrs.

Goddard and Paget, the second, £30, to Mr.

Stockdale Harrison, and the third of £20 to Mr.

Chas. Kempson. The original estimate of Messrs.

Goddard and Paget was £27,573; but the pre-

niiated plans have been revised and reduced in

cost to £20,797, and with these modifications will

be carried out.

Westminister.—The Poster competition in con-

nection with the foilhcoming Art Metal-Work
Exhibition, to be held at the Royal Aquarium in

May and June, was sett'ed last Friday. Forty-

three designs were received, and the prize was

unanimously accorded to the design submitted by
Mr. W. Dimdas, Carlyle Studios, King's-road,

Chelsea. The composition represents the Jack

of Clubs holding a repoi,ise bowl, the figure being

strikingly designed, and standing in front of a

wrought-iron grille enriched with trefoils. Two
other designs, which, as drawings, were in many
ways superior, but less successful as posters to be

seen at a distance and in the street, were awarded

hon. mention. We shall probably illustrate them,

with the chosen design, as all three are of excep-

tional interest. The judges who made the award

were Messrs. George Frampton, A.R.A., Lewis

F. Day, Maurice B. Adams, F.R.I.B.A., George

Haite, Josiah Ritchie, managing director of the

Aquarium Conpany ; and Professor Banister

Fletcher, J. P., chairman of the council of the

Art Metal-Work Exhibition. During the week

the Duke of Westminster has joined this council.

Mr. T. B. Grierson, chief engineer of the Dublin,

Wicklow, and Wexford Railway, has been appointed

engineer and locomotive superintendent of the Lan-
cashire, Derbyshire, and East Coast Railway.

The formal reopening of the grand organ in

St. George's Hall, Liverpool, after being closed for

improvements and rearrangements for about five

months, took place on Saturday. The alterations

have been carried out by Mr. Henry Willis, of

London, at a cost of upwards of £3,000.

The newly-erected diphtheria block, which has

been added to the Delanccy Fever Hospital at Chel-

tenham, was opened on Saturday afternoon. The
new block, which is isolated from the main build-

ing, cousists of three wards for two beds each, a

convalescent ward, nurses' room, bith-room, stores,

kc, arranged round a corridor Oft. wide. Messrs.

Middleton, Prothero, aud I'hillott, of Cheltenham,

were the architects, and Messrs. Collins and God-

trey, of Tewkesbury, the contractors. The total

outlay will reach £2,500.

Messrs. Cialbraith and Church, the engineers of

the extension from Wadebridge to Padstow of the

North Cornwall Railway, report that great progress

is being made with the undertaking. Some three-

fifths of the total excavation is done, aud nearly

3', miles of the line fi)rmed. The masonry and

bridges are well forward, and a considerable

number of the cast-iron cylinders for the viaduct

piers are on the ground. The station-house at

Padstow is about half-built, and platform walls are

in hand.

CHIPS.

Mr. George Gammon Adams, F.S.A.., the well-

known sculptor and medallist, died on Friday last

at his residence, Acton Green Lodge, Chiswick,

aged 77 years.

A theatre is being built at the corner of South-

place, Keunington Park-road. Built in the Italian

Renaissance style of white Portland stone, it will

have an entrance frontage of IfiOft. : there will be a

marble staircase 29ft. wide leading to a crush-room,

the roof of which will be supported by marble

columns. There will be seating accommodation for

2,500 persons.

The Ben Brierley Memorial, which is to he placed

in Queen's Park, Harpurhey, Manchester, will be

completed and ready for unveiling about the middle

of April. The statue will be 7ft. Sin. in height,

and the pedestal and b.asB 9tt., a total of 16tt. bm.

It is to be of whitbed Portland stone. The sculptor

is Mr. John Cassidy, of Manchester.

The city council of Oxford h^ave purchased land

in Blue Boar-street in that city, and are about to

erect thereon a residence for the chief constable at

an estimated cost of £1,250. The site is at the rear

of the new municipal buildings, and will com-

municate with them.

The amount provided in the 1S9S-99 estimates for

continuing the work of ""^^i^
„f

,~"*'°" "V *°?

central hall at Westminster is £1,000. The next

panel to be dealt with is that over the entrance to

the House of Commons corridor, for which Sir

Edward Poyiiter has drawn a cartoon of ht. David

in harmony with the representation of St. tleorge

opposite. The subjects for the other vacant panels

will be St. Andrew and St. Patrick, for which the

sketches prepared by Itr. Albert Moore, and

exhibited for a considerable period at boutn

Kensington, wUl probably be utiV.ioI.
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.
[We do not hold oiiraelves responsible for the opinions of
our coiTespondents. All communications should be
drawn up as briefly as possible, as there are many
claimants upon the space allotted to coiTcspondeuta.]

It in particularly requested that all drawings and all

communication-s respectiujj illustrations or literary matter
should be addressed to the EDITOR of the Biiildino
News, 3S2, Strjind, W.C, and not to members of the staff

by name. Delay is not unfrenuently otherwise caused.
All drawings and other communicjiti«)ns are sent .at con-
tributors' risks, and the Editor will not undertake to
pay for, or be liable for, im.sought contributions.

Cheques and Post-office Orders to be made payable to
Thk Stbano Newspaper Company, Limited.

TEKM8 OF SUBSCRITTION.
One Poxind per anntun (post free) to any part of the

United Kingdom ; for Canada, Nova Scotia, and the
United Stites. £1 68. Od. (or edols. 30c. gold). To France
or Belgium, £1 lis. Od. (or :i.ifr. .30c.) To India, £1 6s. Od.
To any of the Austrahan Colonies or New Zealand, to the
Cape, the West Indies, or Natal, £1 68. Od.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
The charge for Competition and Contract Advertise-

ments, Public Companies, and all official advertisements
is Is. per line of Eight words, the fli-st line counting as
two, the minimum charge being 58. for four lines.

The chjirge for Auctions, Land Sales, and Miscellaneous
and Trade Advertisements (except Situation advertise-
ments) is ed. per line of Eight words (the fli-st Une
coimtingas two), the minimum charge being 4s. 6d. for
40 words. Special terras for series of more than sis
insertions can be ascertained on apphcation to the Pub-
lisher.

Front-page Advertisements 2s. per line, and Paragraph
Advertisements Is. per line. No Front-page or Paragraph
Advertisement inserted for less than 5s.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
office not later than 3 p.m. on Thursday. Front-page
Advertisements and alterations in serial advertisements
must reach the office by Tuesday morning to secure
insertion.

Situations.
The charge for advertisements for " Situations Vacant

"

or "Situations Wanted" is On-e Shillixo for Twentt-
pocR Words, and Sixpence for every eight words after.
All Situation Advertiseifunts must be prepaid.

NOTICE.
Bound copies of Vol. LXXII. are now ready, and
should be ordered early (price Twelve Shillings each),
as only a limited nmuber are done up. A few
bound volumes of Vols. XXXIX., XL., XLI
XLVl., XUX., LI., LIU., LVIU., LIX.
LXI., LXU., LXm.. LXIV., LXV., LXVI.
Lxvn., Lxvm., lxlx., lxx., lxxi., lxxei.
may still be had, price Twelve Shillings ; all the other
bound volumes are out of print. Most of the back-
numbers of foi-mer volumes are, however, to be had
singly. Subscribers requiring any back numbers to
complete volume just ended should order at once, as
many of them soon run out of print.

AncniTECT. (We know of no good book : but in.iuire of
Batsford, 94. High Holborn, W.C.)

Eeckived—T. K. andCo.—B. A. W.-P. H.R.—G T G—L. M. W. -L. a. K. -E. K. and Co.—8. H. G.
" BUILDING NEWS " DESIGNING CLUB.

SIXTH LIST OF SUn.IECTS.
F.—A Bungalow for a Gentleman.—The site for this small

residence is on the side of a well-wooded hill a few miles
from London, and the building is intended for summer
occupation. The incline from east to west is Ift. in loft.,
and the prospect, of course, is over the valley below.
The approach is from the north. The b.ase of the build-
ing is to be in red brick. The whole of the accommoda-
tion is to be on the ground floor, e.xcepting a belvedere
smoking-room, which is to be located over the central
hall, out of which the reception and best bedrooms are
to be approached. This hall is not to be treated as
a sitting-room. The building must be compactly
contrived in a simple and suitable way, remem-
bering that a bungalow is not a baronial hall.
The living-room is to be S^ft. long by about IKft. wide
The drawmg-room 16ft. by 13ft., or of that area. A
biUiard-room for a full-sized table. Four best bed-
rooms, and two more for female servants. A man's
room IS to be provided, and to be suitably isolated. A
bathroom, lavatory and cloakroom, ic ,and a box-room
to be provided, and space for bicycles, golflng-irons. itc ,

I.S to be accommodated. There should be a small
cellar, and the fall of the ground mav suggest a half-
basement

; but the scheme is left to the competitors.
Along the garden side of the house on the west front
a teirace laft. wide is to be planned. The kitchen and
offices to be appropriate for such a dwelling. Muterials
bnck and rough-cast. Tiled roofs. Scale, Sft to the
mch. Style, suitabihty. Plans, two elevations, section,
and view. If really necessary to work the drawiugs
nicely into one sh^et, the scale of plans m.ay be 16ft. to
the inch.

Drawin-.^s Eeceived. —" Stanley," "John Bull,"
"By Go," • Angler." "St. Catherine," "Chuckle,"
"Phantom," " Ssvan." "Saxon," " Suburb," " Gib."

—*-•-•

—

THE GOVERX.MEXT AND THE XEW
PUBLIC OFFICES.

To the Editor of the Bdii,dino U ews.

^"'t—The debate in the House of Commons last
Friday shows that the Cfoverment and the House

are taking a most Laudalile interest in the subject

of the designs for the new public offices.

Sir. 1'.. Morton askod, '' How is the choice of

designs made:-" And Mr. Aker^-Djuglns re-

plied that " The Government had not got so far

as that yet."
I think, Sir, th.it it i.^ generally understood that

the Office of Works "'11 lav down the plans of the
new offices (as they are so well able to do), and
that outside architects will be asked to clothe

those plans with architecture worthy of the posi

tion. And it -will be of very great interest to the
profession at large to know, in good time, in what
manner this outside help is to be invoked I

A rumour is afloat that the Office of Works
will communicate with the Uoyal Institute of

British Architects, with a view to appoint some
one architect to so clothe the skeleton of the
Office of Works : in other words, that it will be
left to the council of the R.I.B.A. (because not a
word of this arrangement will be communicated
to the general body of members until the whole
arrangement is cut and dried) to nominate and
secure the .appointment of the particular gentle-
man whom that council may delight to honour.

If this rumour has a foundation in fact, no
time should be lost by the general body of archi-

tects in this country in conveying to the proper
quarter [i.e., the Government) the fact that such
an arrangement will not be fair either to the
public or to architects. Another opportunity
(notwithstanding past failures) should be afforded
for a pubUc cuitipetltinu for these new offices, and
in that way and that way alone will the final

result be satisfactory. This will give a fair chance
to the members of Council of the R.I.B.A. to
show their superiority of knowledge of design as

compared with the rest of the profession, and it

may secure a design from some unknown man
which maj- redeem the past, and give Whitehall a
structure or structures in every way a credit to
the architectural world.

At all events, Sir, it is now left for architects to

assert their fair rights ; but if they do not care
to take the trouble to do that, then they have
simply to await the announcement of the decision
th.at Mr. A. B., member of Council of the
R.I.B.A., has been selected by the Government
to prepare designs for the new public offices to be
erected in "Whitehall. Personally, I have no
other interest in the matter than to secure what I

may term " fair play."—I am, frc,

AVm. Wooiiwauii.
13, Southampton-street, Strand, March 9.

Intert0mmunicati0tt»

Q UESTIONS.
[11911.]—Bending- Moment.— I shall be obliged if

someone will detioe the meaning of the term '-bending
moment," and also say whether a mechanical moment
and a bending moment are synonymous^ terms ? —
Igxora^il:s.

[11913.1 -Painting- Galvanised Iron.—When
galvanised iron is painted with paint made with white-
lead, is a galvanic action set up and the durability of the
iron thus lessened .'—C. F. M.

[11913.] — Furnishing Common Lodging-
Houses. — Can any of your numeroius readers give me
particulars and cost of furnishing the wards or cubicles
for married couples and single men and women respect-
ively .'— IsouIRER.

The annual dinner of the Birmingham Clerks of
Works' and Builders' Foremen's Association was
held at the White Horse Hotel, Congreve-street, in
that city, on Tuesday week. County Alderman
John Bowen, in responding to the toast of "The
Honorary Members," congratulated the association
upon its success, and which must be of great ser-
vice to the building trade of Birmingham, and
deserved the support of the Master Builders'
Association. Mr. Whitall, vice-president, endorsed
the views of Mr. Bowen. Mr. Cummings proposed
the '• Health of the Officers," and Mr. Pdtchett, the
president of the association, responded.

The supply of property at the Tokenhouse-yard
Mart during last week was of a limited character,
and chiefly consisted of L-judon and suburban brick
and mortar investments. In some instances the
demand for these properties was brisk, and m a few
cases very exceptional prices were obtained. For
reversions and life policies there was a good market,
over £tO,OUO being realised for these speculative in-
vestments. The aggregate for the week amounted
to £91, .S2.), as compared with CG.),14'2 for the same
week in last year. During the mouth of February,
although the supply has not baen he ivy, property
has sold well, the total amount of the sales being
£11-2, 308, as compared with £318,909 for the corre-
sponding month in 1897.

WATEB SUPPLY AND SANITAKY
MATTERS.

Liverpool —The conversion of Cowny Valley
int) a lake for the supply of water to Liverpool
formed part of the original Vyrnwy scheme, and
progress is now being made with this undertaking.
Wif.h a view to the creation of this second water-
shed, a tunnel to Lake Vyrnwy is in course of con-
struction, and the completion of this work will

assure Liverpool of a generous water supply for

many years to come. It is proposed to extend the
accommodation of the Vyrnwy Hotel, which is

thronged with visitors during the short summer
season.

Moffat, N.B.—A special meeting of Moffat
Burgh Commissioners was held last week to

decide upon one of three systems of sewage
piirifioation as reported on by Mr. T. O. Xiveu,
C.E., Glasgow. It was resolved to adopt the
system known as Mr. Dibdin's, or the Sutton system,

by which the sawage receives biological treatment,

being purified by bacteria before being discharged

into the river. At Moffat, owing to the substratum
of laud being porous, the tanks will require to be
built of brick instead of being cut out of clay where
this is available. It is proposed to provide an
installation capable of dealing with 200,000 gallons

in twenty-four hours, which will necessitate an area

of about G70 square yards for tank and filter accom-
modation. The total estimated cost of the system is

£2,350. — 1 — I

CHIPS.
An organ built by Messrs. Ilele and Co., of Lon-

don and Plymouth, was opened on the 3rd iust., at

the Presbyterian Ciiurch, Augustine-pxrade, Bristol.

Through the courtesy of the architects (Messrs.

Gibson and Russell, London), the members of the

Leeds and Yorkshire Architectural Society and of

the York Architectural Society were recently

enabled to pay a joint visit of inspection to the

county buildings which have been erected for the

West Riding County Council at Wakefield. The
party were met on their arrival by Mr. A. E.

Marsh (clerk of works), who escorted them over the

premises.

The Mersey Docks and Harbour Board have
unanimously agreed, on the recommendation of the

committee of works, to proceed with the extension

of the Wallasey landing-stage at an estimated cost

of £21,500. Toe stage will be extended 250ft. at its

northern end.

The Anglesey County Council have decided

almost unanimously to sanction a scheme for the

construction of a light railway—probably in a form
of an electric tramway—between Llanfair P.G. and
Beaumaris.

Experiments have been made, the Peferborough

Ath---'-tiscr says, with brick-earth on the works of

the New Peterborough Brick Company with the

object of ascertaining the possibility of miking
white facing bricks of fine quatity. The experi-

ments have proved successful, and a first-class

smooth-faced white brick is obtained from it. There
is a likelihood of this description of brick becoming
one of the most expensive turned out at the local

yards, and there is every probability of a large

de.maud being made for it.

The rebuilding of the barracks at Winchester on
the new plan and site will he commenced soon after

the tenders have been opened at the commencement
of next month. The foundations will swallow up a

lot of Wren's buildings, which are to be converted

with concrete.

The Southampton board of guardians at their

last meetiug appointed Mr. Gutteridge, of that

town, architect for the proposed new workhouse
buildings on the Shirley Warren site.

A new organ erected in the Congregational

chapel, Heywood-road, Castleton, Lanes, was
opened last (Thursday) night. The organ, which

is composed of three manuals, with 26 stops, and
necessary couplers, has been been built by Messrs.

Driver and Co., of Burnley.

A three light window in the south transept of

Claydon parish church, near Ipswich, has just been

filled with stained glass as a memorial. Mr. A. J.

Moore, of Southampton-row, Russell-square, W.C.,

was the artist, and the subjects are the .•Vnnuncia-

tion, the Nativity, and the Presentation in the

Temple.

A local Government inquiry was held at Newport,

Mon., on Friday, into the application by the borough

council to borrow £5.000 for the purpose of laying

down wood-paving in High-street and Commercial-

street. There was nO opposition to the- loan.

On Thursday in last week at the Camden Hotel,

Pembury, Mr. G. W. Willcocks, M.Iust.C.E , held

an inquiry on behalf of the Locil Government
Board, iuto au application by the Tonbridge Rural

Sanitary Authority for a provisional order to com-

pulsorily acquire lauds required for the purposes of

a sewerage scheme for the parish of Pembury.
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LEQAX INTELLIGENCE.
Riotous Assertion of Riohts of Ways.—Tn the

(Queen's Beach DiTiaion of the High Coiut, on
Saturday, before the Lord Chief Justice, Mr.
Jcstice Grantham, Mr. Justice Wright, Mr. Justice
Gigbam, and Mr. Justice Darling, sitting as a Court
for the Considera ion of Crown Cases Reserved, an
appeal was heard against a conviction of Henry
Clemens and 19 others for having, on August 31
laat, maliciously damaged a wooden structure, the
property of the Headland Hotel Company, at Xew-
quay, Cornwall. The hotel company had obtained
a lease of land from the owner at S'ewquay, and
begun excavations for the erection of a hotel, from
plans by Mr. Silvanus Trevail, F.R.I.B A., of
Tiuro, and had put up a wooden building as an
office. The defendants and other persons, claiming
rights of net-drying and resort for recreation on the
laud, pulled down this building, and threw the
materials of it into the sea. They were brought up
for trial at the Bodmin Quarter Sessions, when their
defence was that the acta alleged against them had
been doiie in good faith, in assertion of rights which
they believed to be possessed by the inhabitants of
Newquay. The jury returned a general verdict of
guilty, and also found that the defendants acted on
the lioiid-Jifk belief that they were entitled to remove
the building, and that they did more damage than
waa necessary. A tine of 40s. was imposed on each
defendant, and a case was reserved for the con-
sideration of the Court. Their Lordships upheld
the conviction.

Cosnnssiojf ox a Buildino Lease —Maetcj and
Pl'echase t. Raffeety.—This, an action heard by
Mr. Justice Wright on Saturday, Wiis brought by
Mr. George Dennis Martin and Mr. Edward Keynes
Purchase, architects and surveyors, formerly carry-
ing on business in partnership, against Mr. William
John Rafferty, to recover £700 under an agreement
dated March 11,1895. Defendant denied liability.
In March, 1S95, the defendant was the owner in fee
simple of some land at Bayswater which he was
desirous of letting on a building lease at a ground
rent, or selling. By an agreement dated March 11,
the defendant agreed to pay the plaintiff a certain
commission if he let the land on a building lease at
a ground rent. There was also a clause in the
agreement to the effect that if Ihe defendant should
kt the land to a tenant not introduced by the
plaintiffs, at a ground rent not exceeding £600 a
year, he would pay them £350 in full settlement,
and that if the ground rent exceeded that sum, the
plaintiffs should receive one- half of the excess, cal-
culated at 1-4 years' purchate. Plaintiffs' case was
that they used their best efforts to let the land, and
that while they were in negotiations with certain
persons who were likely to take the site on a building
lease, the defendant let the land to a Mr. Schofield,
who was not introduced by them, at a ground rent
of £675 per annum. Therefore they said they were
entitled to recover £700. Defendant denied that the
plaintiffs used their test endeavours to let the land,
•nd contended that, under the agreement, he was
leKeved from liability, inasmuch as he had to
abandon the letting of the land and to commence
DuUding thereon. Mr. Justice ^\right said, in his
opinion, the defendant never did abandon the
intention of letting the site, though he took steps to
begin building operations in order to save the
County Council license. There would be judgment
for the plaintiff for the amount claimed, with costs.

Disn-TE AS TO Bucks.—At Ihe West Bromwich
County -court on Friday, before Judge Griffith, an
acbon was brought by Messrs. P. and S. Wood,
brick manufacturers, Greets Green, against Messrs.
Monk and Newell, contractors, of Heckmondwike,

Leeds, to recover £10 Ss for the supply of
icks. The plaintiffs' case was that in April, 1896,
defendants obtained a contract for the erection

of works at Heckmondwike belonging to the London
and North-Western Railway Company. Plaintiffs'
tender for bricks was accepted, and 100,000 were
rarwarded, but 20,000 were rejected. The defence
was that the bricks rejected were of an inferior
Qoality to those the plaintiffs quoted for. A counter-
claim for £20 was put in by the defendants, on the
giound that the bricks were not equal to the
rtandard stipulated in the contract. The Judge gave
a verdict for the plaintiffs on the claim, and also in
«Bpect of the counter-claim, but granted the
oslendants leave to appeal.

mencethe work. On May 14 the first sod wascut,aiid
the plaintiff began erecting machinery and bringing
materials for the purpose. It was a term of the con-
tract that the plaintiff should on its execution deposit
with the defendants a sum of £1,000 as security for
its due performance, and this amount was to be
repaid by instalments as the line progressed. It
was also a term of the contract that the defendants
were to pay the plaintiff £500 seven days after the
commencement of the work, and another £500
14 days after that event. It so happened that the
plaintiff, contrary to his expectations, had been
unable to raise the £1,000 to deposit with the
defendants, and so the contract was never executed.
The work, however, was carried on by tie plaintiff
right up to September, IS9C, when the defi ndants
gave him notice to leave off, and terminated the
contract on the ground that, as he had not pa''d the
hum of £1,000, they were entitled to withdraw from
the agreement. The defendants had not paid either
of the two sum^ of £500 agreed on, nor anything
except £200 on account, for work and labour done,
which the plaintiff' estimated at over £1,500. The
plaintiff's case was that, though the contract
had not been executed, since the directors had
adopted it and had authorised the plaintiff' to
begin the work, the defendant company must
be held to be bound by the contract. For
the defendants it was said that they were quite
willing to pay on a quantum meruit for work
actually done by the plaintiff. The defendants,
however, were not liable for breach of contract. The
authority of the directors to commence the work was
given subject to the payment of the deposit, and
that was a condition precedent to the contract. Mr.
Justice Mathew held that the condition that the
plamtiff should pay £1,000 deposit was a condition
precedent, and was vital to the contract, and there-
fore the plaintiff' could not recover damages for
breach of it. The plaintiff would be entitled to
payment for what work he had done. Terms being
agreed on, judgment was entered for the plaintiff
for £1,500, less £200 already paid to him, and £200
brought by the defendants into court.

C0>JTEACT NOT UNDEE SEAL : A LeOAL IxxUSTICE.
—At the Grantham County Cjurt last month,
before Judge Wightman '\Vood, an action was
brought by Messrs. Foley Bros., contractors,
Bourne, against the Bourne Rural District Council,
to recover £40 for work done and materials sup-
plied in connection with a contract for the sinking
of an artesian well. The case was heard by a jury,
who found in favour of the plaintiffs for £37 lOs.

A technical point was raised for the defence, that
as the contract was not under seal the plaintiffs
had no claim, and on this point his Honour reserved
judgment. On Tuesday Judge Wood said he had
looked up authorities on the subject, and the result
was that, as the contract was not under seal, it did
not bind the council, and plaintiffs could not
recover the value of the work, notwithstanding the
verdict of the jury. He added that he knew of no
instance in which there was so strong a conflict
between the law of the land and the common-sense
of those who live under it. In the present case the
defence must prevail, and his Honour gave judgment
of non-suit, but without costs.

CcEiors Beeach of Contract Case.—Haslett
llIE NOETH SUNDEHLA-VD RAILWAY COMPANY —

to thjs action, heard on Wednesday in the Queen's

5?*T-„°.'J™°" ^y ^^- Justice Mathew, the
MUnbff, Mr. Alfred Haslett, a contractor, claimed
Bom the defendant company a sum of £2,61 1 os. 6dpr work and labour done and materials suppliedMM also damages for breach of contract. The
oamj arose out of the construction of a railway for
tte defendant company. On May 4, 1S96, the
plaintiff entered mto a contract with the defendants
^construct a railway for them from Sunderiand to
osahouses, a distance of four miles, for f'^4 500
nie contract was not actuaUy executed, but it'wa^
Klopted by the board of directors of the defendant

CHIPS.
The promoters of a pier company at Colwyn Bay

seek to construct a pier, jetty, and landing-place,
1,000 yards in length, close to the L. and N.W.
Railway subway. The estimated cost of the works
is set do?m at £40,000.

Colonel Hepper, Local Government Board in-
spector, sat at Skipton on Tuesday to inquire into
an application by the urban district council to
borrow £1,200 for their Broughton-road sewerage
scheme, and with respect to a further application to
borrow £400 for a new steam fire-engine and appli-
ances. There was no opposition.

In the competition recently decided for the lest
scheme of warming, ventilation, i!cc., for the new
Infectious Diseases Hospital, Leeds, the scheme and
tender of Messrs. Dargue, Griffiths, and Co., Ltd.,

of 72, Grey-street, Newcastle, was formally adopted
by the corporation of the former city.

The Wesleyan General Chapel Committee have
just sanctioned proposals for the erection of 13 new
chapels in various parts of the country, at an esti-

mated expenditure of £38,980. This brings up the

total to 26 within the past two months. Ooe of the

proposed new chapels is at Twickenham, .\nother

new chapel, to cost £9,153, is to be built at Weston-
super-Mare. It will seat 1,000 persons. A sum of

£5,364 is to be expended on alterations.

It was reported to the Manchester Corporation

at the last meeting that the last arbitration under
the Thirlmere water supply scheme had just been
finished, and the award had been received. The
late Mr. Watt was the contractor who did the work,
and his executors went to arbitration, claiming
£95,000 for extra work. The umpire sat a long
time, and the result was that he awarded the

O^ur O^f&ce Cablt,

Ix the Parliamentary Estimates for the ensuing
year the total for Public Works and Buildings
shows a reduction of £57,279. The chief feature
is the disappearance of the Vote for extending
Admiralty buildings, from Messrs. Leeming and
Lcemings designs, a service for which other
provision will be sought. In the Estimate for
Royal Palaces, which has risen from £34,000 to
£58,000, there is included a sum of £3,500 for
beginning the installation of electric light at
Buckingham Palace, and £15,000 for further
restoring the State Rooms and Banqueting House
at Kensington Palace. In the Estimate for Royal
Parks, itc. (increase £12,830), the maintenance
sub-head has grown by £3,530, while the new
works include the completion (£6,000) of the new
wing to the Temperate House at Kew Gardens,
.and further improvements (£1,000) in lighting

• footpaths in St. James's, Green, and Hyde
Parks. The Public Buildings Vote includes an
item of £25,000 for alterations to Hertford
House, purchased in 1897-98 at a cost of £80,000
for housing the Wallace Collection recently
bequeathed to the nation. The Estimate for
Public 'Works and Buildings, Ireland, contains an
item of £2,000 on account of the commencement
of the National Gallery extension in Dublin.

OxE of the first subjects with which the newly-
elected London County Council will be called
upon to deal is a proposal that the Council's
sinking fund should be utilised for the pur-
chase of well -secured freehold ground-rents
within the Metropolitan area. The matter will

come up on a report of the Finance Committee,
in -which the arguments in favour of and against
the proposal are dealt with, and it is stated that
there is a diversity of opinion upon the subject.
On the whole, the commiltee think that well-
secured ground-rents bought at fair prices would
give a good return upon the purchase money, and
that the Council would be justified, from a
financial point of view, in asking authority to
invest, with the consent of the Treasury, its

sinking fund in that class of securities. At the
same time, they do not think that the necessity
has as yet arisen for seeking new investments for

the sinking fund, which does not at present
suffice to meet the applications from local autho-
rities for loans, and money has to be borrowed
yearly by the issue of new stock to make good
the balance and meet the Council's own capital

expenditure. If the sinking fund should at any
time exceed the demand of its use, the question
of other investments must be considered ; but at

present they do not advise the Council to apply
to Parliament for power to invest the sinking
fund attached to the Council's stocks in the pur-
chase of ground-rents.

ipany, and the plambff was authorised to com- executors of Mr. Watt £16,709,

A MEETING was held in the Douglas Hotel,
Newcastle-on-Tyne, on Friday night, to consider
the desirability of instituting a building trades'

exchange on somewhat similar lines to those
which have been successful in Glasgow and
Edinburgh. There was a large attendance of

gentlemen connected with various branches of the
building trade. Sir. J. G. Walker presided. The
Chairman said some time ago a representative
meeting of the various trades was held, when it

was determined that a deputition should visit

Glasgow, and see how matters really stood there.

The report given by the deputation was a satis-

factory one, it being stated that the ex-
changes at Glasgow and Edinburgh had been
distinct successes. Col. Bennett, of Gla-sgow, the

founder of these exchanges in Great Britain, then
gave an address, from which it appeared that the

building trade exchange is an American insti-

tution. Ue said that at Glasgow they had proved
to a certain extent the possibility of the existence

of those exchanges in this country. It was of the

greatest importance to have a central office where
they could at a certain hour expect to meet those

engaged in different branches of the building

trade. The exchange could be open from 8 till 5,

the hours of meeting being from 1 1.30 to 1 o'clock.

There would be a telephone, telegraph, special

service of messengers, ample supply of business

and daily papers, while the exchange would also

be a place where they could exchange ideas. The
public would have more confidence in the trades-

men they employed, and a better feeling would
be established between the architects, the sur-

veyors, and the tradesmen in general, ilr. David
Cook, secretarj- of the Glasgow Building Trades
Exclmnge, also addressed the meeting, and
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Mr. Laird, also of Glasgow, explained that the

exchange had nothing to do, as had been alleged,

with keeping up prices. It did, however, say

that the uontracts should be earned out in a fair

and honourable fashion, ilr. John Ferguson

moved :
—" That this meeting is of opinion that

it is desirable that a Building Trades Exchange
for the city and council of Newcastle, the borough

of Gateshead, and the district generally should

be formed, and appoints a committee to promote a

limited liability company to carry out this object."

Mr. \V. Lister Xewcorabe seconded the reso-

lution, which was carried unanimously. A com-
mittee was then appointed.

Tin: annual distribution of prizes in connection

with the Edinburgh Technical School for appren-

tices and young men of the house-painting trade

was made on Friday night in the Ileriot-W'att

College, Edinburgh. Bailie Mackenzie presided.

Principal Grant Ogilvie reported that over a

hundred students had entered the classes, and the

work done had been very good. The scholars

had worked successfully and diligently, and their

conduct had been entirely satisfactory. The report

of the examiners (Messrs. Thomas Kirkpatrick,

Leith, and David Bisset and Thomas Hardy,
Edinburgh), stated that the exhibition of work for

the session reflected great credit on teachers and
pupils alike. The chairman, in presenting the

prizes to the pupils, impressed upon them the

benefit of technical education in preparing them
in all matters concerning their trade. The fol-

lowing were the principal prize-winners:—Class

medallists : Class A, Alexander Flynn ; Class B,

Duncan Gollan. First grade for first and second

year apprentices : Plain work, George Keppie ;

lettering, John Heatley ; lining and stencilling,

Cfeorge Glass. Third and fourth year appren-

tices : Plain work, James Russell ; lettering,

Duncan GoUan ; graining, Robert Wishart

;

lining and stencilling, George Taj lor. Fifth

and sixth year apprentices : Lettering, Robert

Heriot ;
painted panels, J. R. Cantley. Certi-

ficates were also awarded to apprentices for

graining, lettering, and painted ornaments.

The t>ntario Association of Architects have
decided to petition the Ont;\rio Government to

grant a sum of money to defray the cost of

making scientific tests at the School of Practical

Science, Toronto, of the various native woods
adapted to building requirements. The series of

tests of Canadian building stones made a few
years ago, under the direction and at the expense

of the association, have proved so valuable that,

in many portions of the Dominion they have
taken the place of reference tables and practice.

The authorities of the Toronto School of Science

have also conducted tests of native books

formerly employed by architects in their bricks,

concrete, and cement, so that the qualities of

these materials are in a measure understood. Xo
adequate tests have yet been made, however, of

native building timber. In view of the extent to

which wood is employed for supports in build-

ings it is desirable that the strength and physical

ch.aracteristic3 of the v.arious woods employed
should be well understood, in order that the re-

quisite factor of safety may be used.

The thirty-third annual report of the trustees

of the Peabody Donation Fund for 1897 states

that the year's net gain from rents and interest

has been £32,320. The total fund on December 31

last was £1,220, -140. Of the £8.5,000 advanced
by the Bank of England, the trustees have repaid

£;33,.500, leaving a balance of £31, .500 still due.

The capital expenditure on land and buildings to

the end of the year was £1,250,390. The whole
of the repairs for the year, amounting to £12,232,

which include extensive structural and drainage

alterations at Islington, Shadwell, and Stamford-

street, have been charged to income as formerly.

At the end of the year the trustees had provided

for the artisan and hibouring poor of London
11,367 rooms, besides bath-rooms, laundries, and
lavatories. These rooms comprised 5,121 separ;ite

dwellings—viz., 86 of four rooms, 1,781 of three

rooms, 2,426 of two rooms, and 828 of one room.

The death-r.ate, including the deaths of 09

inhabitants of the buildings removed to hospitals.

men's Compensation Act, without any limitation.

The " Guardian," with its large capital and
resources, offers unequalled security for such
protection. It has a paid-up capital of £1,000,000,

and a subscribed cvipital of £2,000,000, and the
latter with the Hre funds £526,850, amounting in

total to £2,526,850, is the security for the policy-

holders of the company generally, including

accident policy-holders. The anxiety of any of

the life policy - holders, who may, perhaps,

imagine that the life funds are liable for fire and
accident risks, may be at once relieved. The life

funds of the " Guardian," in common with those

of every life company, amounting to £2,818,721,
are secured to them by Act of Parliament, and
are, therefore, liable only for the life assurance

and annuity contracts of the company.

The Prudential Assurance Company, in its

forty-ninth annual report,' states that the number
of policies issued during the year was 65,893,

assuring the sum of £6,698,755, and producing

a new annual premium income of £365,996.

The premiums received during the year were
£2,774,201, being an increase of £231,002 over

the year 1896. The claims of the year amounted
to £707,613. The number of deaths was 5,038,

and 656 endowment assurances matured. The
number of policies in force at the end of the year

were 497,327. In the Industrial Branch, the

premiums received during the year were

£4, 793, .591, being an increase of £214,798. The
claims of the year amounted to £1,823,338. The
number of deaths was 192,359, and 1,876 endow-
ment assurances matured. The number of free

policies granted during the year to those policy-

holders of five years' standing, who desired to

discontinue their payments, was 60,848, the

number in force being 549,889. The number of

free policies which became claims during the year

was 10,710. The total number of policies in

force at the end of the year was 12,540,132 :

their average duration exceeds eight and a quarter

years. The assets of the company, in both

branches, as shown in the balance-sheet, are

£30,438,337, being an increase of £3,379,226

over those of 1896.

OwiXG to increased business, Jlessrs. T. and R.

Boote, Ltd., of the Patent Tile Works, Burslem,

are removing their London office from AValtham
Buildings to more convenient premises at Birk-

beck Bank Chambers, Southampton Buildings,

Holborn, E.C. The change will take place on
March 25, and will no doubt be duly appreciated

by their customers, whose wishes will, as hereto-

fore, be attended to by Mr. Thomas Foster, the

courteous agent of the firm. Messrs. Boote have

recently completed some important contracts for

tiling, amongst which are the Blackwall Tunnel,

Rangoon and Pretoria Government Offices, and
almost the whole of the interior of the Birkbeck

Bank Buildings, in which their office will in

future be situated, and which will therefore be a

permanent specimen of their work.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
HoSD.iv.—Society of Arts. "The Thermo-Chemistry of

the Bessemer Process.'' Cantor Lecture
No. 1, by Prof. W. N. Uartley, F.E.S.

8 p.m.
Carpenters' Hall Lectures. " Archi-

tecture versus Buildin;?." by Professor

Banister Fletcher, F.K.I.B..\. 8 p.m.
Bristol Society of Architects. " Archi-

tectural Photography," by G. C. Law^i
rence. 8 p.m.

Ti'ESDAv.—Society of Arts. "The West Indies anS
Sugar Bounties." by Nevile Lubbock.^
4.30 p m.

Institution of Ci\'il Engineers. "Calcium
Carbide and Acetylene," by Heniy'
Fowler. 8 p.m.

WEDSESDiv.—Society of Arts. " The Recent History of

Paper - Making," by Clayton Beadle.

8 p.m.
Edinburgh Architectural Society,

" Ecclesiastical Decoration," by T. Ker-
shaw Bonar. 8 p.m.

Thl'ESd.vv.—Civil and Mechanical Engineers' Society.'
" The Theory and Practice of Co-opera-
tion as Applied to Industrial Purpose-s," i

by W. N. Twelvetrees. Victoria Hotel,,

Northumberland-avenue, S.W. 7 p.m.

The fabric of Christ Church, Mold Green, near

Huddersfield, is about to be completed by the addi-

tion of a chancel and vestries, from plans by Mr.
G. F. Bodley, A.R.A.

A dispute as to the ownership of Bridgewater-

square, City, was decided on Tuesday by a special

jury in the Queen's Bench Division. The plaintiffs,

Trustees of Cripplegate Without Boys' Charity

School, claimed to be owners of the square,

which was formerly the Courtyard of Bridgewater
House, tha seat of the Earls of Bridgewater,_ by
virtue of a twelve years' undisputed possession.

The defendant, Mr. George S. Tranter, who is a

member of the Common Council, a resident in tha

S([uare, and the owner of six houses, contested the

claim, urging that the plaintiffs had only been per-

mitted to use the square as a drill-ground through

the kindness of the neighbours. A verdict was
returned for the plaintiffs.

The Lord Mayor of London and Sheriffs will visit

the Northampton Institute, in Clerkeuwell, on
Friday in next week, the ISth inst. , for the purpose

of formally declaring it open. The buildings and
equipment have up to the present cost over fSO.OOO.

I

In addition, the land, generously given by the late

was 15-4 per 4,000, which is 2-8 per 1,000 below
j

Marquis of Northampton, is estimated to be worth

the average of London. i not less than £25.000. We illustrated the buildings,

I

which have been erected from designs by Mr.

1 E. W. Mountford, F.R.I.B.A., selected in competi-

, tion, in our issue of April U, 1893. The style is

,. . „,,,. , • Free Renaissance, the facing materials being red
now issiimg accident policies of all kmds, and is

I ipg^jch bricks with dressings of Monk's Park
stone. Mr. Walter Wallis, of Rimsden-road,
Balham, was the builder, and Mr. Isaac Gard the

TiiK old-established and wea'thy Guardian Fire

and Life .\3surance Company, which has hitherto '

confined its business to fire and life assurance, is
I

prepared to consider proposals for the insurance

of the entire liability of employers, under the

Employers' Liability Act and the new AVork-

CHIPS.

The parish church of Doverconrt, near Harwid

has just been reopened, after restoration under iSi

direction of Messrs. J. E. K. and ^J. P. Cutts, of

London.

The clock purchased by the inhabitants of Kilham,

near Driffield, to commemorate the Diamond JubUee,

now being erected by Messrs. Potts, of Leeds, will

be started at noon on Sunday next, March 13.

The new city hospital, Ham Green, Bristol,

being warmed and ventilated throughout by means

of Shoriand's patent double-fronted Manchester

stoves, with ornamental tiled sides and with

descending smoke-flues, the same being supplied by

Messrs. E. H. Shorland and Brother, of Manchester.

A local syndicate has been formed to promote the

construction of a light railway to connect the

Great Western system at Brent Knoll with the'

town of Bumham. Plans have been prepared byi

Mr. W. H. Aitchison, C.E., and Mr. Chas. S.^

L?ech, of Burnham, joint engineers for the scheme,!

which provides for a terminus station near the

cemetery a'; Burnham, at a point dividing the

business portion of the town from the rapidly-

extending residential part. It is proposed that the

ordinary gauge should be adopted.

At Monday's meeting of the Morley Town Coundli

five candidates for appointment as borough surveyor

and engineer, at a salary of £200 per year,,

appeared before the council, and it was decided toi

appoint Mr. W. E. Putman, of the City Engineer 8

Oflice, Leeds.

At a public meeting held at Paisley on Monday,

under the presidency of Sir M. B. Shaw Steward

Lord Lieutenant of Renfrewshire, it was decided
|

take steps for the restoration of Paisley Abbay,

accordance with plans prepared by Dr. B. Rowai

Anderson, of Edinburgh. A large and represent^

five committee was elected. It was agreed that tJ

restoration of the abbey should be accompanied I

an improvement in the surroimdings of the abba

and that it be remitted to the same committeel

consider how best this could be done, and the pg
bable cost of acquiring and laying out neighbou

properties.

About fifty applications have been received for

the vacant post of burgh surveyor and sanita^

inspector of Peterhead. These have been reduced

to a short leet of five, consistmg of Messrs. Fleming,

Dundee ; Shand, County Engineer's Office, Aber-

deen: Chisholm, Burgh Surveyor, Buckie; —
Edinburgh ; and Budge, Laith.

A deputation from the Glasgow Corporation,

consisting of Baillie J. M. Johnson, Baillie K.

Anderson, Mr. S. B. Micdonald, M.Inst.C.E,, and

Mr T S Melvin, manager of the Glasgow sewage

woiks^ visited the Minchester Corporation sewage

works at Davyhulme on Monday.

Alderman Baker. Alderman Birratt, Councillor

Stembrid^e. and Councillor Fletcher, representing

the Improvement Committee of the Birmingham

City Council, with .Alderman Cook, and Couucillore

Martiueau and Lancaster, representing the Health

Committee of the same body, went on V> ednesday

as a deputation from Birmingham to Liverpool to

inspect the provision made by the Liverpool Cor-

poration for the housing of the working classes, ana

to inquire into the working of the dual system 01 >

house-building adopted in that city. The deputa-

tion were accompanied by Mr. Adie, the retinngi

manager of the improvement scheme, and Mr. J.

Tart, his successor, and by Mr. H. Price, the mi
surveyor. They were received at Liverpool by Wfj

Lord Mayor and the town clerk, and other menrberH
J

J, _.^.,_ -u..;.. round oil

clerk of works.

of the corporation, and after their

inspection were entertained at dmner by the l.onj

Mayor.
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WAGES MOVEMENTS.
Bkistol.—At a combined meeting of the Car-

penters^ and Joiners' Societies, lield at the Shej)-

beids' Hall, Old Market-street, important changes

have been agreed upon in connection with the

amended rules regulating their work in Bristol.

2fotices of these proposed changes, to t;iko effect

on July let next, have been given to the Master
Builders' Association and other employers in the

city, with a hope that they would make the cou-
ceasions asked for on the date named. The operatives

ask for 8^d. an hour instead of the present wages of

an hour. With reference to working hours,

they ask to reduce the time generally from 48 to 17

hours F®^ week during the months of November
and February, and a similar reduction in hours in

builders' yards in the months of December and
'anuary. Other alterations are asked for with
regaid to country work and overtime. Other
blanches of the building trade have sent in similar

notices. The monthly meeting of the Master
Builders' Association of Bristol is to be held
shortly, when the matter will come under con-
lideration.

LracOLM.—The master builders have acceded to
m ie demand of the plasterers for an advance of Id.
jler; jerhourin the rate of wages. The new rate, 'Jd.

'uttj, 3OT hour, has come into force.

ScARB0E0i7CtH.—The Scarborough stonemasons
is lave been conceded an increase of Jd. per hour,W naking S;d. Commencing on April 1st, work will

begun at 6.30 and extend over nine hours, and
n the winter mouths the men will start at seven

.jjj' ind cease at five o'clock. The men asked for 9d.

jM "ihour.

[iiiitl BnuriNOHAJr BuiLDCJd Wages.—In accordance
ith the agreements existing between the v.irious

lections of the building trade and the Birmingham
icU Uaster Builders' Association to the effect that six

nonths' notice shall be given on either side for the
iteration of rules, the scale of pay, kc, the ref re-
lentatives of the carpenters, plasterers, masons,

^lumbers, scaffolders, and labourers gave notice in
)ctober last of their intention to claim an increase

^j )i wages dating from the 1st of April next. In the
I

ase of each of the skilled branches, the increase
LSked for is at the rate of Id. per hour, whilst the
abourers and scaffolders ask for Jd. per hour.

/': Ifotices were also given by the men of certain altera-
ions desired by them in the rules. Since October
everal meetings have been held to discuss the
iiuation on both sides, and, owing to the abnormal

iiTfl niskness of the budding trade, the operatives have
eon encouraged to enforce their demands in their
olness. In view of the fact that the granting of

lya he increases asked for would mean an enormous
liSerence in the profits on existing contracts, the

jj.jj
mployers considered that the offer of an advance of

J

a. per hour, to come into operation in April, lSi)9,

ronld be fair, whilst, on the other hand, the
"L' IfBratives have decided that if the id. is granted
'^ inr the current year they would accept such a

pttlement as satisfactory now. The latter proposi-
Lon has not yet been discussed by the masters.

inji

po*

The death is announced of the distinguished
'tench architect M. Louis Petit-Grand.

The new headquarters of the Volunteer Medical
Itaff Corps were opened by the Lord Mayor of

liniB**^.' O" "^^ Sth inst. The new premises, which
situate in St. James-street, con'^ist of a drill-

rfis all, staff offices, orderly offices, clothing stores, and
amdence for staff-sergeant. The rear portion of
lie site has been reserved for the erection of a model
0«pital in the near future. The work in connec-
lon with this corps has been carried on by Surgeon

-

laptain De Burgh-Birch from its formation. The
lew buildings have been erected from plans pre-

T, , ,, T, T, T T, . ^j Leeds.
';!'

Jared by W illiam BakeweU, F.R.I.B.A.
At Killick's-road, Mitcham, Surrey, on Saturday,

^eb. 20, the foundation-stone of the new church of
it. Mark was laid. The church will comjirise nave
nd aisles, northand south transepts, apse, baptistery,
orth porch, and a small bell turret, and will have
CO sittings. The architects are Messrs. R. M.
!hart and Son, of Union Bank Chambers, C^roydon

^nd Mitcham, and the contractors are Messrs. D.
jtewart and Sons, of Wallington, the amount of
Seir contract for the first portion (nave and aisles),
idusive of furnishing and heating, being £3,319.

The foundation-stone of the new Church Institute
d Parochial Hall connected with St. Paul's
im-oh. Prince's Park, Liverpool, was laid in

^des-atreet, on Friday, by the Hon. Mrs. M'Xeile.
lie new building will be of two stories, and will
oueist of several classrooms, a large room to con-
>m 400 people, and two other large rooms which
u be thrown into one for the purpose of a
ymnasium and recreation-room. The total cost
,ill be l:i,200. Messrs. Willink and Thicknesse,
I Liverpool, are the architects.

CHIPS.
Among the members returned to the London

County Council on Thursday in last week, were
Mr. Walter Emden, J. P., the President of the
Society of Architects, who was re-elected for the
Strand Division, and Jlr. Howell J. Williams,
builder, of Bermondsey, formerly member of the
Council for Kotherhithe, and now returned for

South Islington.

The town council of Taunton decided on Tuesday
to adopt the septic method of treating sewage in

use at Exeter, and instructed Messrs. Cameron,
Commin, and Martin, of Exeter, the patentees, to

prepare plans and estimates.

At Hayward's Heath, on Tuesday, Herbert
Chapman, described as a London journalist, was
committed for trial on a charge of obtaining credit

for £69 by false statements. It was alleged that
he took a house at a rental of £12S a year, but had
paid no rent. The alleged false statements were
that he edited the Build' rs^ Journal and the Archi-
tecttiral Jierieu-, and that his wife was related to the
Duke of Richmond. Evidence showed that the
accused was a canvasser, and that he earned £80
a year.

The Local Government Board has given notice

that Col. A. G. Durnford, R.E., one of the Board's
inspectors, will hold a local inquiry at the Guildhall,

York, to-day (Friday), in reference to the applica-
tion of the city council for sanction to the borrowing
of £23,000 for sewerage purposes.

wing to a desire on the part of several important
exhibitors for more time in which to prepare their

exhibits, it has been found necessary to delay the
opening of the Building Trades Exhibition at St.

James's Hall, Manchester, to June 20, 1S98.

A disused building, intended for infectious cases

and standing in the grounds of the Melksham Union
Workhouse, Wilts, has recently been transformed,
at a cost of £1,260, into an up-to-date infirmary
for 30 patients, upon plans prepared by Mr. Walter
W. Snailum, P. A.S.I. , architect, Trowbridge. Mr.
E. Linzey, of Trowbridge, was the contractor.

ESTABLISHED

OVER

lALF-A-CENTfRT

ESTABLISHED

OVER

ALE-A-CENTCRT

BILLS OF QUANTITIES, PLANS, &c.
Lithographed m best style aod with great expedition by

PARTRIDGE & COOPER,
ARCHITECTS' AND SURVEYORS' LITHOGRAPHERS,

191 & 192, Fleet St., and 1 & 2, Chancery Lane,
London, E.G.

Special Prices qitolmi /or Lnrt/e Jobs.

Liberal Discounts accordino to Arrangement.

f , H. LiSCELLES and Co,,

121, Bunhill Row, London, B.C.

TELEPHONE Ne. 270,

HIGH-CLASS JOINERY.
LASCELLES' CONCRETE

Conservatories & Greenhouses,

WOODEN BUILDINGS.
BANK, OFFICE, & SHOP FITTINQ8.

OHURCH BENCHES & PULPITS.
ISTIMATXS airsir oif afflicatioii.

ISTHEELECTRIGLIGHr REALLY

DEARER THAN GAS

r

.\ large numliir tif rcplirs totlie ,it.ov»- qn.-ry I'rotn .irtuul nsvn w\\\ In-

sent post frci' on application to the

COUNTRY HiJITSE SPECIALISTS,

Messrs. DRAKE & GORHAM,
60, VICTIIRIA STREET. WESTMINSTER, LUNDUN, S.W.

HAM HILL STONE.
DOULTING STONE.

THE HAM HILL & DOULTING
STONE CO.

lacorporatine THE H.^M HILL ST()NE CO. and C. TRASK \aA
SUNS tTHE nut'LTING STUNE CO.)

Chief Offite: NORTON, STOKE-LNDER-H A-M, SOMERSET.
London AHent: Mr. E. A. WILLIAMS, 16, Cravhh StaKBT, STa4.J*D.

LATEST PRICES-—*-*-*—
IBON, &c.

Per ton. Per ton.

RoIIed-Iron Joists, Belgian fo to £6 10

Eollod-StcelJoists, English 6 10 „ 7 10

Wi'oii;,'ht-Iron Girder Plates 5 15 „ 6 10

Bar Imn. good Staffs 7 0,, 800
Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Round, or
Square 17 „ 17

Do., Welsh 5 15 „ 6 17 6
Boiler n.ates, Iron^
South SUffs 7 17 6 „ 8 5
Best Snedshill 10 „ 10 10

Angles IDs., Tees 203. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, &c., £6 15s. Od. per ton.

Biiilders' Hoop Iron, galvanised, £15 lOs. Od. per ton.

Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron-
No. 18 to 20. No.22to24.

6£t. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.

gauge £10 15 ...£U
Best ditto 11 5 e ... 11 10

Per ton. Per ton.

Cast-iron Columns £6 to £8 10

Cast-iron Stanchions 6 0,, 8 10

Cast-Iron Sash Weights — ,,426
Cast-Iron Socket Pipes-

Sin, diameter 6 10 „ 5 15

4in. to6in 6 6 0,, 6 10

7in. to 'i^in. (all sizes) 4 15 „ 5

[Coated with composition, 2s. 6d. per ton extra; turned
and bored joints, 5s. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron— Per ton.

Cold Blast, Lilleshall 1058. to 110s.

Hot Blast, ditto 67s. 6d. to 62s. f>d.

Wrought-Iron Tubes-Discount off Standard Lists f.o.b.

Gas-Tubes 75p.o. Fittings 77Jp.c.

Water-Tubes 70 „ 72J
Steam-Tubes 6-2i „ 65

Galvanised Gas-Tubes 60 „ 62*

Galvanised Water-Tubes 65 „ 57t
GaJvanised Steam-Tubes 45 „ 47J

lOcivt. casks. 5cwt. casks.

Sheet Zinc, for roofing and -work- Per ton. Per ton.

ing up £2-2 10 to £23 10

Sheet Lead, 31h. per sq. ft. super. 14 10 „ 15 10

Pig Lead, in Icwt. pigs 13 12 6 „ 14 12 6
Lead.Shot. in 2Slb. bags 17 10 „ 18 10

CopperSheets, sheathing and rods 58 10 „ 59 10

Copper, British Cake and Ingot... 5115 „ 62 15

Tin, Straits 65 13 9 „ 6G 18 9

Do., Enghsh Ingots 69 „ 70

Spelter, Silesian 17 7 6 „ 18 7 S

Per ton. Per ton.

Cut Clasp Nails, Sin. to 6in £8 15 „ £9 15

Cut Floor Brads 8 10 „ 9 10

Wire Nails (Points de Paris)

—

to 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 B.W.G.
8/6 9/0 9/6 10/3 11/0 12/0 13/0 14/9 16/9 per cwt.

TIMBER.
Teak, Burmah per load £13 to £15 10

„ Bangkok 10 „ 15

Quebec pine, pitch „ ... — ,,
—

yeUow „ ... 2 2 6,, 426
„ Oak 3 15 „ 5

„ Birch „ ... 2 15 „ 4 10

„ Ehn „ ... 3 15 „ 6

„ Ash „ ... 3 0,, 500
Dantsic and Memel Oak 2 10 „ 3 10

Fir 19 0,, 390
Wainscot, Riga p. log ... „ ... 3 5 0,, 3 15

Lath, D.intsic, p.f , ... 4 10 „ 5 10

St. Pettrsburg „ ... 6 0,, 6 10

Greenheart 8 5* „ 8 10

Box „ ... 4 0,, 15

Sequoia, U.S.A. ...per cube foot 18,, 1 10

Mahogany. Cuba, per super foot

lin. thick 5,, 6i

„ Honduras ... „ ... 4i „ 6S
Me.'dcan „ ... 4,, 006

Cedar, Cuba 4,, 4i

Honduras 3,, 00 4i
.Satinwood 6,, 012
Walnut. Itahan 3,, 007
Deals, per St. Petersburg Standard, 120— 12ft. by IJm.
by llin. :

—

Quebec, Pine, 1st £19 5 to £25 5
2nd 13 15 „ 16 5

3rd 6 5 0,, 10 16

Canada Spruce, Ist 9 5 0,, H 5 »
2nd and 3rd 8 0,, ^ <> *

New Brunswick 6 5 0.,, 7 5
Riga 6 15 „ 7 IS

St. Petersburg 8 15 „ 12 15

Swedish 9 0,, 15 10

Finland 7 10 „ 8
White Sea 9 0,, 15 10

Battens, aU sorts 5 0,, 18

Flooring Boards, per square of lin. :

—

Ist prepared £0 9 0,, £0 16 «
2nd ditto 7 6,, 13

Other qualities 6 0,, 076
Staves, per standardM :

—

Quebec pipe — ~ .

U.S. ditto £35 ,,£12 10

Memel, cr. pipe 230 „ 240

Memel, brsvck 200 „ 210

OILS.
Linseed per ton. £16 to £16 16

Rapeseed, EngUsh pale 24 5 „ 2^110

Do, brown .
22 15 „ 2:1 ..

Cottonseed, reflned „ ... 13 15 „ II 5

Olive, Sp.aniBh „ ... 33 „ 33 10

.Seal, pale , ... 24 „ 24 10

Cocoanut, Cochin 27 10 „ 2S

Do., Ceylon ... 22 „ 22 l.i

Pahn, Lagos 23 5 „ 23 10

Olcine 18 15 „ 19 15

Lubricating U.8 per gal. 6 3,, 078
Petroleum, reRned ,. ... 4| „ 4s
Tar, Htorkholm perbarrel 10 0,, 150
I).).. .Archangel ... 12 6 „ 15

Turpentine, American... per ton 23 „ 23 10
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LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.

Carliale-Siver Gilt Casket (to cost £61) A. H. ColUogwood, Town Clerk, 15, Fisher-street, Carlisle Mar. 12

Benrick-on-Tweed—Polic*-Station (£5.(100 limit) Commission or £50, £25 R. Weddell. Town Clerk, Berwick-on-Tweed ,. 14

Llangathen—Stone Bridge, DryalaynFi>rd Carmartljen County Council Thomas .Tones. Clerk, County Council Offices, Llandovery ,. 1*

Belfast - Church and Lecture Hall at Chlorine .TohnM'Kee. 10), High-street, Belfast ,, 2V

Salford - Generating Stition S. Brown. Towd Clerk. Town Hall. S^ltord 25

Winchester—Public Baths £25. £15 Walter Bailey. Town Clerk, Guildhall, Winchester 31

Belper -Sewage Disposal Schemes eoGoineaa, 2S Guineas Joseph Pym, Clerk, Belper Stay 1

Trowbridee—Technical School (£5,500 limit -Mr. E. W. Mount-
ford, F.R.I. B.A., Assessor) £40 (and 5 per cent, com.), £30, £29 H. Ledbury, Sec. Castle-street, Trowbridge, Wilts

Warrington -Police Station, Court House, ke £100. £.50, £-25 J. Lyon Whittle, Clerk. Town Hall. Warrington July 2
Stockholm-City RaUway Stations and Junctions £656, £438, £219 Consulate General, 27, Great Winchester-street, E.C Aug. 31

West Bangour, Ijnlithgowshire—Lunatic Asylum (limited to

Scotch Architects! £250, £200, £150, £100 A Ferrier, Clerk, Pariah Council Chambers, Castle-terr., Edinburgh —
Royal Aquarium—Design for Potter 10 Guineas Edgar S. Shrubsole, Royal Aquarium, London
Southwold-Pairof Villas. Church Green E. W. Moore. High-street, Southwold
Linlithgow—County Offices £31 lOs., £15 158 W. H. Henderson, County Clerk, Linlithgow

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

BVILDINQS.
Macroom —Drying Chamber. &c Guardians .T. T. Murphy. Clerk. Macroom Mar.
Tuckingmill -Renovation, United Methodist Free Church T. Cock, 40, Edward-street, Tuckingmill
Norwich—Erection and Maintenance of Technical Institute (for
Six Months) Corporation „ Geo. B. Kennett, Town Clerk. Guildhall, Norwich „

Hipperholme —Detached Residence R. Berry. Architect, Arcade Chambers, Commercial-street, Halifax. ,.

Kingston-upon-Thamea—Electricity Chamber Harold A. Winser, Town Clerk, Clattem House ,.

Seaton—Two Villas J. F. Donald J. Donald, Architect, Johu-street, Warrington „
Halifax -Villa. Skircoat Green-road Geo. Buckley and Son, Architects, Tower Chambers, Halifax
Leeds—Shop I^mises, Woodhouse-lane James Charles and Sons, 98, Albion-street, Leeds „
Mawgan—Additions and Alterations to Garras Board School ... Mawgan-in-iieneage School Board J. W. G. Bartlett. Boscawen, Cury
Cloughjordan- Schoolroom and Vestry, Methodist Church _ _ Rev. John G. Whittaker, The Manse, Cloughjordan ,

Lelant—Two Cottages ? J. Harry. Mount Pleasant, Lelant „
Baildon Green—Hotel Bentley's Torkshire Breweriea B. Wood Higgins, Architect and Surveyor, Oulton, Loedj „
Chadwell Heath—Superstructure of Lunatie Allium (80O

patients) West Ham Town Council Fred. E. Hill&iry. Town Clerk, Town Hall. West Ham, E „
Walsall -Whitehall Schools (765 places) _ School Board A. Jeffries. Clerk. Bradford-street, Walsall ,

Deal—Ladies' Cloakroom. South Parade Corporation Thos C. Golder, Borough Surveyor, 23, Queen-street, Deal
Wakeileld— Laundry Buildings, Clayton Hospital „ ^ William Watson, Architect, Wakefield ,

Moreeambe—House and Shop. Yorkshire-street W. H. Burrow James ^larshall. Architect, Back-crescent, Morecambe „
Eekdale-Dwelling House at Church House Mrs. Hannah Hartley Robt. Wilson. Lutwidge Arms, Holmrook, S.O., Cumberland „
Dartford—Additional Buildings, West Hill Guardians of DartfoM Union J. C. Hayward. Clerk, Sessions House. Dartford „
Keighley—Shop in Church-sti^et Judson and Moore, Architects, York Chambers, Keighley „
Rotherham— Residence Dr. Naylor J. Platts, Architect, Old Bank Buildings, High-street, Rotherham .. „
Salford- School, Dansky-road School Board D. Duthie, Clerk, Chipel-street, Salford „
Ipswich—Enlargement of Boys' Department, Wheratead-road
School Ipswich School Board .7. Hepburn Hume, Clerk, Tower House Tower-street, IjBWich

Battersea-Super^tructureof Fire-Briffide Station in Bridge-rd. London County Council C. J. Stewart, Clerk, Spring-gardens, S.W. ,»

Edmonton, N.— Board-room and Offices. Union-road Guardians of Edmonton Union Francis Shelton, Clerk, Lower Tottenham ,i

Hirst—Branch Store and Manager's House Ashington Equitable Store J. English. Se--retary, Ashington i,

Liverpool-Warehouseat North Docks Goods Yard Lancashire and Yorkshire Ry. Co. .. . C. W. Bayley, Secretary, Hunt's Bank, Manchester „
London, W.—Two New Ward Blocks, &c., at Workhouse,
Northumberland-street St. Marrlebone Guardians Hv. T. DuJman. Clerk. Guardian's OSBces, Northum')erland-et.,W. „ IS

Erdington, near Birmingham Cottage Homes A,ston Union Goardians John North, Clerk. Union Offices, Vauxhali-road, Birmingham „ IS
Lewisham—Fire-Engine Station, High-street London County Council C. J. Stewart. Clerk. Spring-gardens, S.W. „ 15

Nantymoel—Extension nf Hotel Rhondda Valley Brewery Co J. Rees. Architect. Hillside, Pentre „ 18
Brentwood—Technical Workshops at Hackney Union Schools... Haciney Union Guardians Frank R. Coles, Clerk's Offices, Hackney Union, Hom!rton, N.E. .. „ Iff

Whitehaven— Farm Building. Bankhouse Edmund Jackson. C.E . Whitehaven „ Iff

Liverpool— Open-Air Bath. Maiden'f-bower Corporation W. K. Court. W. Great George-square, Liverpool, „ 16
St. Lawrence Intra— Caretaker's Lodge and CKrgv Rooms St. Lawrence Intra Burial Board ... O. F. Daniel. Clrrk, Efflngham-street, Rim."gate „ 18
London, N.-Galvaniscd Iron Hospital Building (12 beds) South Homsey U.D.C E B. Bennett. Clerk. Council Offices. Milton-rd., South Hnmsey, N. „ 16
Peterborough—Alterations to Newborough School Slanagers J. G. Stallebrass. F.I.A.S., .Architect, North-street, Peterborough .. „ 18
Harrow -Diainfector Buildings. &c Urban District Council T. Charles. Surveyor, Harrow „ Iff

Lame—Alteration and Repairs at Workhouse Guardians William Hay. Clerk, Board Room, Lame , Iff

Regent'sPark.N.W.- Brick Chimney Shaft (about 240ft. high: , „
at Electricity Works St. Pancris Vestry C. H. F. Barrett, Clerk, Vestry Hall, Pancras-road, London, N.W. „ 17

Lancaster -Branch Shop in Sterling-road Lancaster and BkertonCo -op. Socy. J. Parkinson, Architect, 67, Church-street, Lancaster „ 17
Sanquhar—Houses P. Fulton, Architect, Rimbodde, Forr-s „ 17
North Weald, Essex-New Schools Mild End Old Town Guardians Wm. Thacker, Clerk. Guardians' Offi-Ks, Bancroft-road, London, E. „ 17
Newent-Boys' School School Board Octavius T. Price. Clerk, School Boird Offices, Newent „ 17
Salford—Police Parade-Room Corporation Saml. Brown. Town Clerk, Town Hall, Salford „ 17
Hope Station—Additional Waiting Rooms (in Timber) Midland Railway Co James Williams, Secretary, Derby „ 17
Horbury—House Thomas Graham. Horbury Bridge ,* 19

Sanquhar—Distillery Buildings, &c Charles C. Doig. Architect, Elgin „ 1»
King's Norton—Police Station Buildings. Stirchley-street Worcestershire County Council Henry Rowe. County Surveyor, Worcester .. ,, 18
Otterbum -Bam and 26-Stall Mistal. & Additions to Residence Barber Hopkiason 4: Co , Archts.. Craven Bank Chambers, K-ighley „ 18
Sowerby Bridge-Three Shops and Houses, Wharf-street Chas. F. L. Horsfall k Son. Architects, Lord-st. Chambers, Halifax „ 19
Pengam—Vicarage at Fleur-de-Lis Bev. Thomas Edwards E. M. Bruce-Vaughan, F R. I. B. A.. Architect, Cardiff „ 19
Accrington—Wesleyan Dayand Sunday School, Spring Hill ,

Henry R'iss, Architect. Cannon-street, Accringtou „ 19
Maesteg—Baptist Chapel John Jones. Torcwd-terraee, Maesteg ,, 19
Stoke-upon-Trent—Boiler House, &e., Sewage Works Rural District Council Lamer Sugden. F.R.I.B.A., Miles Bank Chambers. Hanley „ 21
nkley—Pair of Villas Lsitt. Adkin, and Hill, Architects, Prudential-buildmgs, Bradford .. „ 21
Londonderry - House - Blair Smith W. E. Pinkerton, M.R I.A.I., Architect, 8. Diamond. L mdonderry „ 21
'''' '" li-ie innrmary Ward at Workhouse Ecdtsall Bierlow Union Guardians. Thomas W. Smith. Clerk, Union Offices, The Edge. Sheffield „ 21

Keighley—Three Shops and Houses, Cavendish-street W. H. and A. Sugden, Architects, Cavendish-street, Keighley 21

Roydon -Board School School Board St. Newson. Clerk, St. M.ary's-terrace. Diss. Norfolk ,
it

Kendal— Additions to Commercial Hotel Spencer and Co Joseph Bintley, Architect. 7. Lowther-street, Kendal „ 21

Leyton—Workhouse lotirmary West Ham Union Guardians Fred E. Hilleary, Clerk. Union-road, Leytonstone „ 21

Llanover-Welsh Presbvterian Church H. D. Jones. Estate Office, Llanover » 2*
Weston-super-Mare -Alterations to Market House Urban District Council Sydney C. Smith, Clerk. Town Hall, Weston-super-Mare „ '2*

Swindon —Assembly Room Robt. J. Beswick, Architect. 9. Regent-Street, New Swindon „ 22

Brighton-Infirmary Buildings for Children Guardians B. Burtield, Clerk. Parochial Offices, Brighton „ '^
Meltham—Two Houses, Longard's-lane ,Toho Kirk .and Sons- .Vrchitects, Huddersfield 2r

Luddenden - Organ Chamber, Arc, St Mary'sChurch T. Lister Patchett, Architect, George-square, Halifax »
London — Repairing, Maintaining, and Deceor iting Police „

.

Stations. &c. (Three Years) Metropolitan Police The Police Surveyor, New Scotland Y'ard, S.W. „ 21

Ulingworth-Two Houses, Raw-lane Medlev Hall, .\rchiteot. 29. Northgate. Halifax n ''•

Aghadowey—New Church Rev. B. Mulho'ilanJ, P.P.,Cjleraine J J. O'She.a. Architect. Mirshs-buildings, 121, Doneg*ll-st., Belfast „ 2S

Cheshire—Police Station and Courtroom at Egreraont Corporation Reginald Potts, Cleri of the Peace, Chester i, 26

Kingston-on-Thames—Alterations to Female Infirmary, and ,j^
Underground Carriers, Steam Heating, ic. at Workhouse... Kingston Union Guardians Jas. Edgell fSolicitor), CTerk. Union Offices, Kingston-on-Thames .. „ ^

Gloucester— Cottage Homes, Tuftley Coiirt Estate Guardians of Gliucester Union W. B. Wood, A R.I.B.A., 12, Queen-street, Gloucester , »
North Woolwich - Fire Brigade Station London County Council C. J. Stewart, Clerk. Spring-gardens. S.W ,, ^
Grangemouth—Block of Houses, New-street Grangemouth "Building Society J. P. M'Kenzie. Solicitor. Grangemouth i, ^
Roath—Passenger Station Great Western Railway Co. G. K. Mills, Secretary, Paddington Station, London, W. »
Hammersmith— Extension of Electxic Lighting Station Hammersmith Vestry W. P. Cockbum. Vestry Clerk, Town Hall. Hammersmith „ w
Skircoat -Villa. Albert Promenade - Chas. F. L. Horsfall & Son, Architects, Lord-st. Chambers, Halifax .. 31

Old Windsor—New Infirmary Buildings. &c., at Workhouse ... Windsor Union Guir.'U.ans Philip Lovegrove. Clerk. 32, Park-street, Windsor Ajnl z

Leyton —Extension of Electricity Station Urban Di-strict Council R. Vincent. Clerk, Town Hall, Leyton - > *

Sleaford—Foundation Works for Asylum at Ranceby Kesteven County Council Thos. II. Holdich, Clerk to Committee of Visitors, Sleaf.jrd ... „ »
New Brompton—Bread and Cake Bakery, &c.,Gillingham-road New BromptoaEc. & Prov.Soc.,Ld. E. J. Hammond. Architec', 111, High-street, New Brorapton, Kent „ IS

Keighley—Bonding Warehouse. Cooke-street John Judson and Moore, Architects. York Chambers, Keigaley —
Harrogate— Pair of Houses in Park Drive J. F. Royce. 9. Station-square, Hirrogate
Winchester—Cottages, Queensland Estate W. Borrough Hill. Architect, Southampton
DalmaUy—Cottage Colin C. MacGilp. Estate Office, Dahnally - —
Wardleworth -Branch Shop Provident Co-operative Society George A. Hammond. Architect, &c., Rochdale and Heywooi —
Camborne -Rebuilding of 10, Trevenson-terrace Frank Trythall, 11, Trevenson-terrace, Ciimbome
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fine view

INSTITUTE OF P.VIXTERS IN WATER
COLOURS.

A VARIETY of methods and of merit is

to be seen in this popular exhibition of

water coloui's. There are not only works
•which savour too much of the mere picture

luyer, and which show the desire to bring

down painting to the level of the average

public, but others which aim at higher ideals.

We can notice only a few of the more
meritorious contributions. John FuUeylove,

whose early architectural training has made
liim faithful to his early love, sends several

bright and spirited water-colour sketches

from the Continent. His " Hotel de Ville,

Bruxelles," and other views of that city
" The Parthenon from the Propyhva " (-12),

" The Caryatid Portico of the Erechtheum,
Athens" (153), &c., are all truthful and
ieeling sketches, in which drawing is not

sacrificed to effect. Several ver}' beautiful

pictures by Frank Walton of the Cornish

•coast are hung. We may particularly

notice here his view of " The Land's End "

(2), "Cape Cornwall" (616), his "Black
Eock, Widemouth" (360) "Bude Haven"
and "Breakwater" (442-617), all careful

and pleasing transcripts. In the same gallery

we notice " A Sandy Road "
(4), the summit

of a hill, by Joseph Knight, inimitable and
dextrous in manipulation; a broad sunny
sketch in Berkshire, byEdward H. Fahey (12).

The president, Sir James Linton, has four sub-
jects. " Roses " is a beautiful, but rather
coldly-painted, face in Sir James's best style,

graceful in drawing and admirable in tech-
nique. The bowl of rich pink blossoms
wmch the dark girl holds daintily in her
Lands, and the rich yellow brocade sleeves of

ter bodice, the red coral necklace and pearl

trimmings, are exquisite, but there is the
fault of hardness. His Shakespearian sub-
jects, " Slender and Anne Page" (190), and
" Portia Sending the Letters to her Cousin "

in the Merchant of Venice (245) are inter-

esting as examples of the president's claims
as a subject-painter. Ilis other single figure

"Jaqueline," "Quentin Durward" (357) is

more successful, the daintUy-shaped little

. silver goblet which the brunette carries,

with a plate of fruit on a waiter, the scarlet

skirt and green bodice of the girl make a
picturesciue subject. Very energetic and
forcible is the large centre picture, " Waiting
for the Fishing Boats," by Hans von Bartels.
The vice-president, E. M. Wimperis, is

also strong. His "Hayfield" (21), isabreezy,
fresh landscape, anil his "Marsh near
Bawdsey Ferry" (89), and "Wet Sands"
(177), are all excellent in breadth and colour.
Mr. Wunperis is a master of broad expanses
of moors and marshes, and he throws the

- charm of passing shadow and sunlight over
them, and gives us the suggestion of showery
weather and breeze—some of these are studies
in Cornwall. E. B. Nisbet, in his "Waiting
for the Tide, Stonehaven," is delightfully
quiet and broad. It is a still evening effect

;

the sombre shades of the harbour and craft
stand out from the illumined sky and water-
reflected light. Mr. Nisbet has instructively
felt the deep solemnity and subtle mystery
of the afterglow and mists of his Northern
clime, and in this and his I'erthshire scenes,
"Wet Day," "Afterglow," "Moonlight,"
" Stormy Day on the East Coast "

(555), he
has abundantly proved his skill and power
in this phase of landscape. A bright sketch,
''Old Street, SaUsbury " (103), by Miss K.
Gordon, must be mentioned ; but, perhaps,
the chief landscape is Bernard Evans' very

" From Gourdon to the Mediter-

ranean " (113), a grand sweep of rocky

tills. The stratified I'ocks and verdure, the

vast perspective of receding hills, and the

distant sea are painted with power in this

lanilscapisfs most forcible manner. His

other subject is "Fountains Hall and the

Ijadies' Garden, Yorkshire," in the East

Gallery. Other pictures that have merit are

Miss Rose Douglas' " Market Day, Etaples
"

(25), a delightfully drawn and brilliant view

of a busy market-place, executed in a few

telling strokes of the brush ; St. Geo. Hare's

clever study of a girl by the sea, near rocks,

holding her scarlet-lined sunshade during a

sudden gust—" Breezy " (32) ; Innes Fripp's

"Treasure Trove," drawn with refined techni-

cal skill : John I. Richardson's admirablybroad

view, " On a Perthshire Moor" (41); David
Green's " Misty Morning, Polpeiro," grey

and wet ; James Tower's clever coast scenery,
" Perwick Bay" (53); and works by
St. George Hare, " A Breaking Wave " (57)

;

John Muirhead, Ernest Parton, and Miss

Christina Allan (104), charming sketch of

"Fishing Village" and fresh colour. William

W. ColUns's "TheDesertedCopperMine,"isa
colour-stud}-, really a background for a nude
figure of a woman at her toilet, well drawn
and strong in the colour of the rocky cavern,

and its shades of blue-green and reds.

Max Dudley is Turner-like in his large,

briUiant-toned landscape No. 142 : the atmo-
sphere and light are excellent. The delicacy of

colour and mist in F. Stuart Richardson's

"Cormorant's Crag, Stonehaven" (149),

must be noted ; and P^obt. Hughes' bold

forest scene (141) and S. Marjoribanks'

"Mist, Wind, and Rain" (168) are other

works of merit. Harry Hine has a broad

study, " An Old Bridle Way "_ (162). Count
Seckendoi-ff has a brilliant view of " Scala

di Spagna, Rome" (155).

In the Central Gallery, one of the best

subjects—merely a sketch study on grey
paper—is George Weatherbee's " A Lonely
Shore" (179), a mother and chUd crossing

a bleak shore of sandy hillocks. Simple in

drawing and arrangement, the artist suc-

ceeds in giving us a study in which there

are all the elements of a good picture.

A. Kinsley's "Across the Moor" (198) is

bold and strong in colour ; and we must also

notice for its unaffectedness Alfred East's

"Haverstock Hill" (187). John R. Reid's

boat and fishing scenes are, as usual, bril-

liant and sti'ong, but not such successes

as his oils. "When the Boats come in

(Scheveningen) " (201), "Waiting for the

Boats" (363), "The Gipsy's Home " (208),

and others in the East Gallery are at least

fresh in colour.

A great many commonplaces meet us, as

"The Music Lesson," and many studies of

je/irehard and crude that would, have been
better unhung, as Nos. 241, 248. 243, 256,

&c. William Evans's child study (215) has

simpHcity; Henry Ryland's delicate fair

maiden study, "Doris" (220), with her
brown thick tresses and background of lilies,

is dainty. Walter Langley's " Day Dreams "

(227), a country woman outside her cottage

door meditating, is one of the best subject

pictui-es. J. Aumonier, in " A Chalk Cliff,"

has chosen a bold and striking subject. The
sun illumines the cliff, which forms a back-

ground to a group of farm buildings and
its pool. His other work is also pleasing and
unaffected, and has a sense of atmosphere, as

in " A Flowery Mead." " A Bridge on the

Stour," by Yoend King (233), is a pleasing

subject handled with care, and " Near Dart-

mouth " (281); and we must notice Arthur
A. Dixon's "Dawn," a child's face (234)

;

"A Savoy Garden" (256), by A. Parsons;

a pleasing portrait of a gu-l, with a

decorative motive, by Henry M. Rheam

;

W. T. M. Hawksworth's drawing of

"An Old ('ity Church," with its carved

puli>it and sounding-board ; I'^dgar Bundy's
" Market Day," a clever group of country

folk in a country inn parlour —a charac-

ter study of faces ; a sunny hillside

s'Kotch, "In a Swiss Garden, Lake of

Zurich," by Miss Jane Inglis (327), are of

interest. One of the cleverest pieces of fimre

is Mrs. Lydia J. Price's "'The Preiniere

Danseuse " (365), a highly-amusing bit of

drollery—Dutch doUs, with their wooden
stare and expression, looking at a figure of

a dancing girl, a piece of grotesque pleasantry

that will provoke much mirth. H. E. Tid-

marsh (404) has a good drawing of " St.

Mary-le-Strand "
; Terrick Williams has a

nice grey evening effect (405) ; and C. Maciver

Grierson's "An Old Maid" are clever. We
need not say that Edwin Hayes, R.H.A.,

contributes several of his inimitable sea-

scapes, as a " Guernsey Fishing Boat Enter-

ing Harbour " (366).

In the East Gallery, John Gulich's picture,

" The Violin Concerto " (435), is unquestion-

ably the highest piece of art in the rooni,

though its handling and solid treatment is

more suitable for the oH medium. 'The

observer faces a vast orchestra in serried

ranks during the most impassioned part of

the performance. The central figure is a

young and beautiful vocalist in white satin

robe, taking the chief part ; at her feet have

been ilung the choicest roses. The painter has

endeavoured to realise the ecstatic delightand

rapture of the melody by the hovering light

which soars upwards from the songstress,

and which seems to realise the very spirit or

afilatus of music. With its faults of execu-

tion, there is much invention shown. A
beautiful coast scene, "Aberdeenshire"

(428), is by F. Stuart Richardson, the subtle

blending of tones being charming. Edwin
Hayes, " Fishing Boats, Hastings" ; William

W. Collins, "Easter Mom" (461); Miss

Anna Nordgren, " Quand on est Jeune"
(471) ; Dudley Hardy's sea-coast subject,

"Last Load," are all pictures of interest.

One of the chief works is Walter Langley's
" In the Fishing Season," a group of fisher-

women on a beach of rock at the foot of cliffs.

The same deKneation of character, the same
light and freshness, are seen in this as in

former achievements, and the work will rank

with many of them. A large picture,

"Evening Dews and Moonset " (540), by
Edward Read, realises the evening misty-

effect of dews under moonlight; James
Orrock's large landscape, " Barford MiU,
Warwickshire" (549), is one of the chief

of his three contributions. There is the

Constable-like manner we have noticed

before in this master's treatment of foliage,

a glittering dewy effect. Walter J. Morgan's

large figure subject "A Reverie," a young
woman in blue dress standing at an open

window. The letter in her hand suggests

the cause of her wandering thoughts.

F. G. Cotman (551) sends a small but

delightful sketch "From a Lowestoft CKff.''

There is simplicity and nice drawing in

Harry E. James's ". Old-street, Amesbury,"
and E. B. Nisbit's grey-toned seascape,

"Stormy Day on the East Coast" (555),

must be mentioned. A large view of " The
Cliff, Bagot Park," is by Fred. Mercer, a

piece of bold forest painting. Luminous is

David Green's fisher folk on sands" " Waiting

for the Tide" {')b\)). Thos. Pyne has a

careful but mannered study of landscape

(563). The scheme of intense coloui- in

T. Austen Brown's "By the Blue Sea" is

strong ; two girls, one stooping to pick up a

pebble, are drawn with poetic power. The

sea blue is intense, and contrasts strongly

with the fresh face. Miss Louis Eayner

(in 572) sends a careful drawing of Wrex-
ham. J. Aumonier has several drawings

of the Old Chain Pier at Brighton (573).

Arthur Burrington has a large picture

entitled "Cindorella" (611), in which the

composition and colour are successful ; and

above it Stuart Lloyd has a view of

" Worcester." There is some poetry in

W. Lee llankey's " Une ViOrge " (636),
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study of a peasant girl trud<;ing homo with
her crook in the -wauing light of evening
near the sea. The picture by (>. Shei-idan

Jvnowles (499) is pretty and graceful in

di-awing and delicate in colour, and there

are several other works of a pleasing but
commonplace order.

MODEL SPECIFICATIONS.—IV.
DliAIXAGE AXD BRICKWORK.

WE now give plana of the drainage of two
town houses, such as are built in

ordinary streets (see plans 1 and 2). Both
.show a mam Hm. house-drain laid beneath
the basement floor to a sewer in front with
-lin. branches. At the head of drain a

chamber is built lift, square or more, which
receives the discharge of sinks and wastes.

Another manhole is built to receive the soil-

pipe, and a disconnecting manhole 3ft. by
2ft. (iin. with intercepting trap with cleaning

branch (already described) near the sewer
end of drain. In specifying, the following

clauses may be adopted :•

—

Coniiietinn with Sew r.—Due notice to be given to

local authorities, and pay fees for coDnecting with
sewer, and for inserting a galvanised iron flap for

a Gin. drain, and making good to road, curbing,

and pavement.
I)i>c)i,neetiiig Manhole.—Build a disconnecting

manhole. A, in area 3ft. 6in. by 2ft. 6in. in Oin.

brickwork in cement on concrete lined with glazed

bricks inside. Insert a Doulton's 6in. (or Hell-

yer*s or dapper's) stoneware intercepting trap

having a 4in. cleaning branch with cap. On the

concrete bottom lay a Gin. glazed channel invert

{or half pipe) 3ft. long, and 4in. junctions. Form
the sides and render in neat cement to even and
smooth falls. An air inlet Gin. diameter to be
introduced carried up area wall (or as directed)

,

with iron grid or Hellyer's mica flap, or connect
manhole to a Gft. length of 4in. iron rain-water

pipe fixed to wall, with approved outlet.

Other Manholes.—Build the other manholes, B
and C in plan, 2ft. Gin. (or 3ft. by 2ft. Gin.), and
at the proper depths with footings on concrete,

and line walls with white glazed bricks, and con-

nect the manholes with a Gin. (or 4in.) stoneware

pipe laid to a fall of—in 10ft.—straight in line, and
even in gradient. The pipes to be incased in

cement concrete ISin. square when finished ; the

concrete to be hollowed out at every socket, so

that the pipes may have a firm bedding. Or

—

Connect with iron drain-pipec, well caulked and
jointed with molten lead in concrete.

Branch Piyjcs.—Connect the feet of soil-pipe, rain-

water waste, and gullies to the manholes with

4in. stoneware pipes, with proper bends, incased

in concrete, and put Doulton's (or Hellyer's)

gullies and traps where required, with iron grids

in stone curbs, c^:c.

FRELI.MIXARY X0TE;3 OX BRICKWORK.

In the construction of buildings many
important points should be considered. First,

as to dry walls. It has been calculated that

ordinary cottage walls, one brick thick, con-

sisting of r2,(KlO bricks, are capable of hold-

ing 1,500 gallons or (ij tons of water.

Hence the importance of damii-proof courses,

dry areas, hollow walls, and other means of

arresting the moisture to which brick walls

are exposed. Where the ground or lowest

Hoor is below level of outside soil, a dry area,

or what is sometimes called an air-drain,

becomes necessary. We give one or two
sections of this arrangement (see sketch, c).

The outer wall should be 9in. in cement, and
the air-drain or space 12in. wide, covered by
weathered flagstones (see section 2). A per-

forated damp-course or air-holes should be
introduced beneath plate of joists, as shown,
and air-ducts formed at intervals (see sections).

.Sometimes, when space is valuable, the inner

brick wall can be protected from moisture

by a verticril lining of White's Ilygeian Kook
composition between the two casings, as

shown (section 3).

Bamjj-courses should be Gin. at least

above external ground surface, and they
should- be placed under the lowest wall-plate.

There are several kinds of damp-courses ;—(1)

(ilazed pottery slabs (perforated), like those of

Doulton, Jennings, &c. ; (2) layers of asphalte

gin. thick
; (3) slate in cement (two courses)

;

(4) sheet lead (see Fig. 4).

t- o m II,

t> 1 ^t

S e.^*Je,y

It is necessary, also, to put a damp- course

in all brickwork above the roof-level, like

stacks, parapets, gables, ix.c. The layer of

asphalte or lead should be laid above the

flashing of gutter in a parapet.

Footings should be built of hard, -well-

burnt bricks, and care should be exercised

that the lower courses should be properly

composed of headers, and that bats and
broken bricks be avoided. They should

spread on each side of the wall half the

thickness of wall, and diminish in regular

2jin. offsets. In specifications for important

buildings it is necessary to describe in detail

the number of single or double courses, and
to insist that no bats or snapped headers be

used in making the offsets. The lowest

course should be double. Ilard bricks and
good hydraulic mortar ought to be used.

Bond, too. is important, and ought to be

specified more fully than it is, especially in

important buildings. We give plans of two
kinds of brick- and-a-half walls. The first

shows half-bricks in the centre of wall, and a

three-quarter b.at used in the inside. As it

is plastered inside, this arrangement is ad-

missible, and is strong (see h). The bond

mv
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shown at c is often used; it has a closer

on each course, which weakens the bond
internally, as shown by the thick line ; /< is

stronger.

Then it is important to specify that the

bond between a main wall and a thin cross-

wall be so arranged by bats that the cross-

wall is tied into the main wall (we shall

show plans of this). If a half-brick inside

wall join an outer brick wall, one course wUl
;

simjily abut against the main wall ; but
^

m the next course two bats are used at i

the end of the thin wall which rims right

through the outer so that a bond is secured.

Again, in 2 and 2J or 3-brick outer walls tha •

cross walls may be halt-brick less in thick-

ness. In every alternate course, the bond is

secured by the cross wall entering into the

substance" of the outer wall, giving a one-

brick tie. Then attention should t)e given

to the arranging of the bricks at right and

other angles. Generally a "closer" is

introduced in each com-se, but in different

directions. So also the bond at window and

door openings ought to be specified. To

prevent straight joints occurring between

the reveal and jamb, "king closers" or
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, mitre-cut bricks are necessary at the inner
^angle between reveal and jamb. We show
" sections of hollow walls rf, one 11 Jin. thick,

itCOnsisting of two haU-brick thicknesses, and
a cavity of 2.|in. ; the other, one of Kiin.,

showing: the Sliii. wall inside and a 45in. out-
side, with a cavity of Sjin.

BRICKLAYER.

In a properlv-prepared specification the
bricks to be used should be described, naming
the field or the manufacturer's "name. It is

necessary also to require a sample deposited
with the architect, though this precaution is

of little value unless the bricks delivered are
carefully examined as they come in by the
clerks of works.
The best building bricks used in London

are called " stocks "
; but they varj- much in

make, quality, and colour. Those called

Malms are the best variety, and of a decidedly
yellow colour-, and from this circumstance
and their evenness of texture are well
adapted for facing-bricks, gauged arches,
and dressings. Malms go under se\'eral

names— cutters, best seconds, facing paviours,
hard ditto, shippers, grizzles, and place ; the
latter are imperfectly burnt.
For superior buildings, where a pleasing

stonelike tint is desired, the Suffolk whites
are often used for facework. Tor good
work in London the "Malm Cutters,"
" best 82cond;'," or " facing paviors,"
may be used ; but for ordinarj- building
"Malm paviors" or "washed stocks" do
fairly well. "Grey stocks," though not
uniform in colour, make good fronts. For

1 foundations, hidden, or rough work, rough
stocks, grizzles, jilace bricks are employed.
The best for red work are cutters or red
rubbers, such as the Fareham Reds, or the
well-known " T.L.B." made by Lawrence
and Co., Bra;k-:eU. I

A few general clauses on materials are the
following :

—
1. Brichs.—The bricks to be hard, sound, and well-
bumt, of even size, havuig a metallic ring when
struck. Or

—

AU bricks to be well burnt, of uniform size,

square in shape, free from cracks, stones, flaws,

and other defects, and equal to samples deposited
with the architect for approval. Soft or "place "

bricks will not be allowed to be used, and bats
only to be used where necessary for bond. The
external wall (or other portions shown) to be
built with best London stocks (or malms), and
to be faced with Suffolk whites (or Fareham
" reds "). Or, in London

—

The brickwork generally, except when shown,
to be executed in superior bricks, or hard, square
well-burnt stocks (or approved grizzles).

2. Wetting Bricl-t.—The bricks to be well wetted
befors being laid, and the joints to be well flushed
up as the work proceeds.

3. LiDW.—The lime to be freshly-bumt Dorking (or

Maidstone) stone lime, or freshly-bumt blue Uas
lime from Barrow or Aberthaw.

t. Saiir! —The sand to be clean, sharp Thames grit

from above bridge, washed and screened and free

from salt. O •

—

The sand to be clean, sharp, pit or river grit,

free from loam or other impurities, and well
washed.

5. Mortar.—The mortar to be composed of fresh-

burnt grey stone lime, and clean, sharp pit sand,

in the proportion of 1 part lime to .3 (or 2) parts

of sand, mixed and used fresh every day. Ur

—

The mortar to be composed of freah-bumt,
slaked, and screened grey chalk or stone lime,

and clean, sharp pit or fresh river sand, in the
proportion of 1 part lime to 3 parts sand, measured
in boxes, mixed dry on a wood or stone floor, and
water added till the whole is incorporated and
brought to a proper consistency.

(Sometimes clean broken brick rubbish is

used instead of sand. This should be finely

ground in a pug or moitar-mill.)

Black or Blu: Mortar.—Tha blue (or black) mortir
for pointing to be composed of 1 or 3 parti of

blacksmith's ashes, finely tifted, and mixed with

three parts of grey chalk lime and 4 parts of

sand. Or

—

Two parts sifted forge coal ashes to 1 part of

stone lime.
Cement Mortar.—For foundations, piers, and other

portions of work shown, cement mortar is to be
used composed of Portland cement, and gauged
one part cement and three parts sand. Or

—

To be composed of one part Portland cement
and two (or three) parts sand.

Putty for Pointing.—To be composed of pure Kme
and clean, fresh water.

6. Footingi.—To be built as shown on drawings, in

English bond, with three or two projecting

courses or double lower courses for 14in. (or 16in.)

hollow walls.

7. Air Bricks.—Insert where shown (or directed)

under all ground floors 9in. by Sin. (or 91n. by
6in.) terracotta or galvanised-iron air-bricks, and
form and cement flues for same.

S. Damp-Course.—Lay at the proper level, as shown
(or 6in. above the outside ground), tiiroughout

the full thickness of all the walls and jambs, a
courseofCIaridge'sPatent(orSeys8f r asphalte Jin.

(or jin.) thick, applied hot and sanded over. Or

—

Lay over the surface of all walls their full

thickness Doulton's (or Jennings's) improved
glazed stone courses, with tongue and grooved

joints and proper angle pieces bedded and jointed

in cement mortar. Or

—

Lay over all walls, kc, a double course of

stout Welsh slates, lapped at joints, bedded and
jointed in wet cement Sin. thick, the course of

brickwork above and below being built in cement

mortar.
0. Brickworlr.—'BwiA the walls, piers, chimney stacks

upon proper footings (as shown on sections) with

the best hard burned London stocks (or other

approved bricki carried up in Kiiglish or Fit mish

bond I in lime (or gauged) mortar, to the several

heights and thicknesses shown (or figured) on
plans and sections.

Carry up the walls in a uniform manner,

in EogUsh (or Flemish bond), no one por-

tion being allowed to rise more than -Jft.

(or .^ft.) above another at one time. Flush up
each course with mortar (or grout every fourth

course with liquid mortar). Xo four courses to

lise more than r,in. besides the height of the

bricks (or the joints to be Jin. thick). .^U per-

pends and quoins to be kept strictly true and
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square, and the whole to be bouJed in accord-
ance with the rules of good work. Or

—

2lrir!:s nut Brhl.Ht'ik.—AU bricks to be well-burnt
and of a uniform size, of the best ijuality of their
respective kinds. The external, main, and party-
walls to be built with well-burnt stocks ; the
external walls (marked) to be faced with malms
of approved quality. The internal walls to be
built with rough stocks (or gi'izzles, or other
approved bricks), and the footings and basements
of rough stocks. Or

—

IIolloiv Volts.—Build the external walls hollow in
two thicknesses, 9iu. brick on the inside (or out-
side), aud IJin. brick on the outside (or inside),

with a cavity of 2h\n. between, from where shown
on section, or two courses below the damp-course
to eaves level, aud tie the two thicknesses to-
gether by wrought iron cramp Sin. by Jin. by iin.

(or by bonding bricks of Doulton or Jennings),
six of these cramps being used to a yard super,
(or spaced oft. apart alternately to every third
course). The cavity aud cramps to be kept cleai'

of mortar droppings.
Over all door and window frames in hollow

walls put 41b. lead built into both thicknesses,
and beyond lintels 4in. on each side, and turn
down at ends.

10. Slivpcr M'alh.—Build sleeper walls Din. (or4Jin.)
in cement mortar, to carry ground floor joists

where shown on section, not exceeding 5ft. apart,
pigeon-holed for ventilation. Or

—

The sleeper walls to be half-brick (or brick
thick) with footings, with openings left every 4ft.

Or—
Build Uin. piers 5ft. apart, with footings, on a

bed of concrete 6iu. thick.

11. Fender Walh.—Round all fireplaces on ground
floor, build, with proper footings, fender walls
one brick thick in cement mortar, and fill in space
with cement concrete for stone hearths.

12. Half- Brick Wath.—'BaM all half-brick walls
with a tier of iron hooping, tarred and sanded
{where necessary) , inserted every 5ft. in height, and
"the courses above and below buUt in cement. Or

—

In cement mortar.

13. Chimney B irx.—Put to all fireplace openings
2.Hn. by i'm. strong wrought-iron bars, caulked and
turned up and down at each end 6in. into the
brickwork.

14. 'led and Point Frames.—Bed and point in lime
and hail' mortar all door and window frames. The
hair mortar to be 1 part lime, 3 parts sand, and
lib. clean bullock's hair.

Generally.—Bed in mortar all beams, plates, lintels,

stone sills, kc, and make good after carpenter,
mason, ic. The brickwork to be well pinned and
backed up to all stone (or terracotta work), and to
be cut and fitted at the ends of all joists, iron
girders, tVc.

SANITARY WORK.—I.

rR.iCTIC.\L DETAILS.

OF late years much attention has rightly been
given to the subject of house-drainage and

sanitation, so that it is scarcely necessnry to dis-

cuss anew the broad principles which are inti-

mately connected therewith. Thepresentpurpose
is rather to direct attention to a few matters of

constructional detail which may prove useful in

carrying out drainage works.
It is now an accepted axiom that all drains

shall be laid in perfectly straight lines from point
to point (any bend or change of direction being
arranged within a properly-constructed inspec-
tion chamber), and as far as possible with
self- cleansing gradients throughout. Adequate
provision must also be made for the proper
ventilation of each length of drain and soil-pipe,

whilst at the same time taking due precautions to-

prevent the possible entry of vitiated air from the
drains into the building. An intercepting trap
ifl fixed at the junction of the house-drainage
system with the public sewer, so as to prevent the
escape of sewer air from the latter into the house-
drains. The materials and joints of all drains
must be such that when laid they shall be quite
air and water-tight, so that no air or sewage may
escape from the pipes other than at those points
where provision is made for such purposes.
The nature of the ground in which the drains

are laid should receive careful attention, and all

necessar)- measures taken to insure a firm seating
for the pipes : otherwise, settlements and fractures
may result from an unstable or improper
foundation.

When the bottom of the trench is formed in
hard, unyielding ground, such as compact gravel
and similar form!itions, the pipes are frequently
laid directly thereon. In loose earth, wet clay.
vVc, where there may be a probability of the
pipes sinking with the pressure of the super-
incumbent earth or from other local causes, a bed

of I'lirlland cement concrete should invariably
be liid under the pipes, so as to provide an
increased bearing surf.ace.

For ordinary purposes the concrete is from
4in. to 6in. thick, and about 12in. wider than
the internal diameter of the pipes to be laid. As
a further precaution, the pipes are frequently well
haunched up at the sides with concrete after the

drains have been satisfactorily tested. By this

means the resistance of the pipes to crushing or

ultimate displacement is increased considerably,

and further security provided against any chance
of leakage in the drains themselves. Where
very soft and treacherous ground is met with,

it is desirable to use cast-iron drain-pipes,

supported on stout creosoted fir piles driven

sufficiently deep to insure a sufficiently stable

foundation.

When excavating trenches in loose soil, proper

shoring or timbering must be provided so as to

prevent the sides from falling in. Fig. 1 illus-

trates the usual method of fixing the necessary

strutting and planking. Short lengths of board-

ing (marked PP on sketch), about 3ft. long, and
known as " poling boards," are placed vertically

on each side of the excavation. These are held

in position by means of a stout " waling piece "

(W W) placed horizontally on each side of the

trench, near the centre of the poling boards, the

whole being firmly wedged against the standing

earth with strong transverse horizontal " struts"

iS), spaced about Gft apart. As the excavation

becomes deeper, another set of poling boards,

walings, and struts are inserted below those

previously fixed, until the requisite depth is

Fio. 2.

attained. Each set of poling boards, waling, and
struts is technically known as a " frame," so that

the illustration (Fig. 1) shows two "frames" of

strutting and planking placed in position.

The poling boards are generally about 9in.

wide, and from lin. to 2in. thick, according to

the nature of the ground to be supported. In
very loose earth they are placed close together :

but in comparatively firm ground they may be
spaced from 2in. to Gin. apart.

The waling pieces consist of stout planks

about 9in. wide, Sin. .thick, and 12ft. to 14ft.

long, whilst the struts are cut out of timbers

varying from 4jin. by Sin. to 6in. by 6in. in

section, according to the width of the trench and
the nature of the excavation.

In Fig. 1 is also seen the elevation of a sight

rail, the height of the boning staff used for laying

the pipes to the desired gradient being indicated

by the dotted line. Sometimes the sight-rails

are limewhited or painted black, so that the

sighting ed^'e may be more easily distinguished

from the surrounding objects.

Where the exigencies of the site do not admit
of drains being laid to self-cleansing falls, it is

desirable to provide an automatic flushing chamber
arranged to discharge by siphonic action at regular

intervals. A siphon in its most elementary form
consists of a bent tube or pipe, having arms of un-
equal length. When the short arm is dipped into

any liquid requiring to be discharged, and the in-

ternal air removed from the siphon, theatmospheric

pressure within the tube is then less than that on
the outside, so that the external pressure of the

air, acting on the surface of the liquid, forces the

fluid through the siphon, which thus passes up
the short ascending arm round the crown or bend
of the pipe, and escapes down the long arm.

In the constniction of flushing chambers the

principle of the ordinary siphon has been in-

geniously adapted by different inventors so that

the whole apparatus may be automatic in action.

Fig. 2 is an illustration showing the general

arrangement of Mr. Rogers Field's automatic

siphonic - action flushing cistern. The long

descending arm is here represented by a vertical

pipe, the upper end of which is covered by a

shorter tube of larger diameter and closed at the

top. This closed tube or cap represents the short

descending arm of the siphon. The lower end of

the descending arm is arranged to stand slightly

below the level of the water contained within the

"trapping box" beneath, whilst the upper end

is formed with a projecting lip. When the tank

is being filled, the water at the same time rises

within the annular space between the long and

short arm of the siphon, whilst the confined air

is forced through the slight water seal of the

tiapping-box below. So soon as the level of the

descending arm is reached, the water overflows

and passes down inside ; but owing to the pro-

jecting lip at this point it is prevented from trick-

ling down the side of the pipe, so that it falls

clear into the water-pool below, carrying with it

small quantities of the confined air. -i.s the in-

ternal air gradually becomes exhausted, the pres-

sure within the siphon consequently becomes less

than the atmospheric pressure outside, so that the

water in the tank is forced through the siphon

with great velocity.

To insure the proper working of the siphon it

is necessary that the descending arm shall be

placed truly vertical : otherwise the overflowing

water—instead of dropping clear of the sides

—

will slowly trickle down the side of the pipe and run

to waste, the siphonic discharge not taking place.

When properly fixed, these flushing cisterns or

chambers will act efficiently, even though they be

only very slowly filled with water.

Where flushing tanks are designed to discharge

their contents automatically at comparativelv long

intervals, the water supply must of necessity be

a mere dribble. Instead of fixing the usual form

of ball-valve, or a regulator valve which is

arranged to admit an even and unvarying flow of

water to the tank, it is desirable, where prac-

ticable, to provide a " reversible baU-valve," in

which the action is exactly the reverse of the

ordinary ball-v.alve. These are so constructed

that the supply of water is a mere dribble when
the tank is empty, but as soon as the cistern is

almost fiUed the Valve is opened and allows a full

stream of water to enter, so that the action of the

siphon takes place immediately.

Another well-known automatic siphonic action

flushing arrangement, patented by Messrs. Adams
apd Co., is shown in Fig. 3. In this case the

upper end of the descending arm is covered with

a cap which corresponds to the ascending arm

of the siphon, whilst the lower end is deeply

trapped, the outlet of the trap being slightly

contracted at C. When the flushing-chamber is

empty, the level of the water-seal in the trap is

shown by the dotted line B. As the water-level

in the chamber rises, the confined air gradually

forces out the water composing the seal of the

trap, which escapes into the drain. This con-

tinues until the water-level within the descending

arm reaches the point A, when the imprisoned

air endeavours to escape round the lower bend.

The compressed air, on passing up through the

water-seal, is checked at the point V, but rises

with sufficient force or impetus to carry a small

quantitv of water with it, thus destroying the

equilibrium of pressure previously maintained

within the tank and siphon. The excess of

atmospheric pressure accordingly forces the water
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in the tank through the siphon, and the whole is

rapidly discharged. A liin. diameter Tent-pipe

with tend (D) is provided ju^t above the water-

seal of the trap. This confines the requisite

amount of air within the siphon, and is designed

so as to prevent a partial vacuum occurring

within the siphon after the discharge has taken

place, thus insuring the water standing at the

•normal level (B) within the trap. The siphon

'Jnay he set in action hy the smallest dribble of

water.
In some cases sewage or storm-water is used

for flushing the main drains, one or more branch
drains being arranged to discharge into the

flushing chamber, as indicated at E in the illus-

tration. An auxiliary vent-pipe (indicated at F
by dotted lines) may also be provided if desired.

^his is useful as a means of ventilating the upper
^d of the drain, and is so fixed that when sewage,

&c., is used for flashing purposes it may from
^me to time be removed so as to allow any

'

nil*

',Hti*

, (If*

sdefS

sediment at the bottom of the chamber to pass
directly into the drain.

The thorough disconnection of the house-drains
from the public sewer is another matter which
must receive careful attention. An intercepting
chamber, having a well-designed trap with a deep-
water seal, should be constructed near the j unction
of the house-drain and the sewer. An air inlet

for the continuous supply of fresh air to the

drains discharging on the house side of the trap

mast also be provided.
The intercepting trap should be of a good self-

deansing type, with cascade inlet and a water
seal of about 2in. or .Oin. The cleaning eye of

the trap should be fitted with a movable cap
which can be readily removed and securely fixed

without difficulty. Some of the best forms of

intercepting trap are slightly contracted at the
lower part of the trap, so that it may be more
efiBciently cleansed by the flow of sewage.
Another patented form of intercepting trap

obtains the same self-cleansing effect by con-
Btmcting the passage of the trap in an ovoid or
egg-shaped section, as indicated in Fig 4. The
inlet and outlet ate of the usual cylindrical form
shown at E, so that the trap may be properly
connected to drain-pipes of ordinary section ; but
theintermediate portion is gradually diminished
until the passage between B and C assumes the

egg-shaped section shown at F. The passing

sewage is, therefore, concentrated at this point,

so that the water has a greater power to force the

solid matters through the dip or seal of the trap.

Fio. 5.

When the house drains discharge into a sewer
which is subject to tidal influence, or liable to

be flooded during very heavy storms, it is neces-
sary to adopt measures for preventing the back-
flow of sewage or water into the drains at such
times. Some form of self-acting tide-flap or
valve must therefore be provided near the outfall.

Fig. .5 is an illustration of Dyer's patent
automatic tidal valve arranged within an inspec-

tion chamber. It consists of a hollow ball

attached to a lever or rod so as to move freely at

the slightest pressure. Under normal conditions

the sphere remains suspended within the drain,

and allows the unrestricted passage of sewage
matters from the house to the fewer, but directly

the sewage is headed back into the drain the

pressure of the back-flow forces the sensitive ball

against its seating on the pipe, and thus eifectu-

Fio. 6.
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ally seals or closes the house-drain until the

pressure on the sewer side of the ball-valve is

removed.
All inspection or intercepting chambers should

be fitted with a strong iron cover. For house-

drainage purposes, solid covers and frames are

generally used, the entrance of fresh air to the
drains being provided by means of a specially-

constructed fresh-air inlet. I'erforated covers,

with dirt-box under—known as ventilating

manhole covers—may be used for the admission of

fresh air to the drains in suitable situations, but
should not be placed near doors or windows, lest

the ventilated drain become objectionable at any
time, and so create a nuisance.

Numerous varieties of solid manhole covers are

now obtainable. When selecting a cover for any
particular purpose, it is ntcessary to take into
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consideration the surroundings, and also the con-

ditions under which it is to be fixed. Even when
situated in the open air, and well away from
inhabited buildings, the solid covers to inter-

mediate manholes should be practically airtight,

so that the air-currents between the properly-

constituted fresh-air inlets and foul-air outlets of

the drains may not be checked or disturbed in any
way by the ingress or egress of air at other points.

Where the manholes are necessarily in small

areas or other confined situations, then not only

should the covers be airtight for the reason men-
tioned, but it is essential—on the grounds of

health—that they should be so arranged as to

prevent the possibility of any escape of air or

gases from the drain. Under such circumstances,

particular attention should be given to the choice,

and also the proper fixing of the frame and cover.

An efticient air-tight cover should be so designed

as to be automatically sealed when closed, and at

the same time the seal should not be liable to be
broken in any way so long as the cover itself

remains intact. It should also be strong, simple

in construction, with few loose parts, easily fixed,

and thoroughly secure against interference by
mischievous or ignorant persons.

Figs. 6 and 7 are the plan and section of a single

solid cover with a double joint. The inner groove

of the frame is fitted -with an indiarubber seal,

whilst the outer grove may be filled with oil,

glycerine, soft soap, or other suitable material.

For additional security it is firmly fastened down
by four gunmetal screws.

Double manhole covers should be fixed to all

inspection chambers situated in confined places-

near the house, so that every safeguard may be
provided against the escape of vitiated air from

the drains.

Fig. 8 shows a section through a well-known
patent double cover and frame for manholes. The
inner cover is slightly arched, so that all mois-

ture condensing on the under side runs down into

Fig. 10. Fio. 9.

the adjacent groove. By this means an automatic

water-seal is obtained. The inner cover is further

secured by two locking bars (one at each end of

the cover), so that it may be screwed down tightly

into the groove. An air-tight joint is also pro-

vided to the outer cover by filling the groove with

oil, glycerine, kc, thus affording an additional

seal.

Lead soil-pipes should be connected to stone-

ware drains by means of a strong brass tail-piece

or ferrule (sometimes known as a " braes sleeve ")

passed over the end of the lead pipe and soldered

thereto. The joint between the ferrule ard the

socket of the drain-pipe is then made good with

neat cement.
The connection between the lead outlet of a

water-closet and a cast-iron soil-pipe should be

made in a somewhat similar manner, except that

the joint is run with lead instead of being made
good with cement. A brass ferrule is securely

soldered to the lead outlet, which is then placed
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in the socket of the iron pipe, and the joint run

with lead and well caulked.

Fig. 9 is an illustration of a brass straight

ferrule. They should be of the quality known
as heavy cast brass, well finished in every respect,

and not less than ;!}in. long for pipes of small

diameter, so as to allow sufficient space for making

the wiped joint at one end and a caulked lead

joint at the other.

The following table gives the appro-^imate

weights of ordinary brass straight ferrules and

tail-pieces used in sanitary work, viz. :

—

AppECviMiTE Weights of Brass Steaight Febkcles
AND Tail-pieces.

Internal Weight.

or Bore.
Length.

Light. Medium. Heavy.

incliea. inches. lb. oz. lb. oz. lb. oz.

(
3 7 —

12... 3 — 9 —
( 6

Si 8 — —
2}...| a — Oil —

6 — — 1 4

(
33

3i
6

9 — —
2S..| z 14

1 10

( 4 11 —
3i... 4 — 1 3 —

( e —, — 2

^^
1

a 15 1 10 —
6 — — 2 7

( T — — 3 10

( 5 1 11 1 13 —
41... 6 — — 2 12

( 7 — — 4 10

41...
1

5 1 14 2 4 —
6 — — 3 2

{ 7 " 5 8

best possible manner. Neglect of such precau-

tions might otherwise endanger the health of the

occupants of the building.

The tops of all ventilating pipes should be fi tted

with a copper-wire grating or cage, so that the

opening may not become blocked with birds' nests

or falling leaves. Fij?. II is a sketch showing
the form of wire grating generally adopted.

The connection between the earthenware outlet

of a water-closet and the lead branch of a soil-

pipe must be made by means of a stout brass

socket or thimble. The socket is secured to the

lead pipe with a wiped solder joint. The closet

outlet is then placed in the brass socket, and the

joint carefully made with neat Portland cement.

The brass socket connection as ordinarily used

is seen in Fig. 10, whilst Fig. 10a is a sketch of

what is known as an elbow brass connection or

1

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

THE fortnightly meeting of the Architectural

Association was held at 9, Conduit-street,

W., on I'lidav evening, the president, Mr.
Hampden W. i'ratt, F.R.I.B.A., in the chair.

Two nominations for membership having been

read, Messrs. A. T. J. Harris, of Croydon, and
H. WyUie, of Rochester, were elected as mem-
bers. A vote of thanks was accorded to Mr. C.

W. Stevens for permitting a visit to members to

Claridge's Hotel, Bond-street, W., of which he

is the architect, on Saturday, February 28th, Mr.
E. Howley Sim, hon. secretary, remarking, in

proposing the motion, that that building had
proved a most interesting one.

SCOTTISH CHIRCH AKCHITECTX"KE OF THE FOUK-
TEEXTH AN"D FIFTEEXTH CEXTFKIES.*

A paper on this subject—illustrated by large

scale plans, elevations, and details, some of

which were taken from Messrs. Ross and
McGibbons's recent work on " The Ecclesiastical

Architecture of Scotland," others being contri-

buted by students to the " Edinburgh A. A.
Sketch-book," and others e.xecuted by the

author—was read by Mr. Hippolyte J. Blanc,

R.S.A., past president of the Edinburgh Archi-

tectural Association.

To attempt anything like a detailed or system-

atic examination of the church architecture of

Scotland of the 14th and 15th centuries is not, he

said, intended. The variety of detail those periods

exhibit makes their study very interesting, but

there is too much in them for one evening's

review. I hope to satisfy you with a sketch of

some of the most prominent examples, which may
form leaders to much of like form and detail to

be found in many smaller works, and to endea-

vour, as far as possible, to assist you in your

knowledge of the English work of the same time,

to compare, from the illustrations, the contempo-

raneous architecture in Scotland. One cannot

pretend to be very accurate with regard to the

precise dates of each and all of the examples

selected, because of the special difficulty all

students of Scottish work have experienced in

chronologically placing works of those periods.

This particular period of our church examples has

been chosen because the church work of those

centuries (and for that part the first half of the 16th

century also), is

MURE DISTIXCTLY SCOTTISH

than can be said of the works of the centuries pre-

ceding. The most casual observer of church

forms and details of the 11th and 12th centuries

in France and in England will readily trace their

genesis in the one country, and their acceptance

and adoption in the other. During the early

part of the Middle Ages, when, under the fresh.

ness of enthusiasm, Christian emigrants rapidly

spread themselves all over Europe, Scotland also

received the foreign influence, and readily

accepted the progressive developments of archi-

tectural forms and details which the church-

building fraternities brought with them. I do

not suppose that anyone has contended that Scot-

land during that early period struck forth a style

of her own, or even expressed then any very

distinctive individuality in her treatment of

churches ; rather she adopted, under the guid-

ance of her church patrons and founders, charac-

teristics from both France and England. Daring
the Romanesque, Norman, and First Pointed

periods of church building, there is an evident

parallelism in the works of France, England,

and Scotland, even to the 13th century. In

England church builders accepted the leading

from France, while there are evidences of some
individuality in treatment of details. In Scot-

land the French influence for long was strongest.

In England the general proportions differed from

those in France : English cathedrals of the 12th

and 13th centuries are wider, but not so lofty as

are those of the same era in France. In this

matter Scotland appears to have followed more

closely the French models. English work shows

more restful consistency and stolidity, but seems

to lack the rich grace and elevating continuity

of forms—the emotion -of French examples.

Whether Scotland in her works of that early

time ever reached the great flights of skill an!

poetic expression witnessed in the French

examples, we have perhaps lost the means of

determining. Wherever, however, remains of

her early works are found, there is enough to

show that, while her buildings could not vie

with those in England in respect of magnitude or

richness, yet, as regards elegance of composition

and expression of disciplined refinement of detail,

the abbeys and cathedrals of Scotland can claim

equal merit ; they possess the same grace ; they

show the same skill in execution. Her church

designers have exhibited equal ability and her

artificers show themselves to have been equally

capable with those of other countries during all

periods up to the end of the 13th century. In

Scotland

THE UUILDIXGS WERE FEWER AXD OF SMALLEK
DlilEXSIOXS.

Chronologically they are several years later than

are the English examples, but in plan, general

treatment, and in the order of development they

do not differ much from their prototypes. As

illustrative of the diiferences of dimensions of

contemporaneous cathedrals in England and Scot-

land the following examples may serve :

—
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thimble. The approximate weights of ordinary

brass thimbles or socket ferrules are as follows,

Appeoxim.vte Weight.s of Beass Thimbles oe Socket
Feerules.

Internal Diameter or Bore.

Spigot End. «,Socket End.

inclies.

8i.

4i

inches.
a

4i
4)

4|
6}

4

Length. -

Weight.

Medium. Heavy.

York 524ft. in length
Lincoln ... 482ft. „
Salisbury. 474ft. „
Durham... 461ft. „

St. Andrew's 353ft. in length.

Glasgow 2S3ft.

Elgin 282ft.

KirkwaU ... 218ft.

inches. lb. oz.

1 6
lb. oz.

2 G

3

Copper and gunmetal ferrules or thimbles are

also sometimes used. It is most important that

the connection between pipes of dissimilar

materials stould be made in the strongest and

• The following illustrations of the buildings described

by Mr. Hippolyte J. Blanc have appeared in the pages of

the BriLDiNG News : —Aberdeen, Old— King's College

Chapel, tower and crown spire, Feb. 23, 1872 (by J. Mal-
colm), and Dec. 31, 1897; stalls (measured drawings by
P. Auld), Anril 1, 1870; St. Machar's Cathedral, western
towers, Jan."27. 1871 ; Costorphine Church (John Stewart),

May 9, 1894 ; Dunblane Cathedral (perspective by J. B.

Tyerman), July 24, 1SS.5 (nave interior, by James B. Gib-
son July 24, 1885; windows (E. F. C. aarke), May 20,

1870: stalls (ditto), June 18, 1869; Dunfermline Abbey,
plan of monastery buildings (the late E. C. Mackenzie
Walcott^ , July 15, 1870 ; interior and north porch,

April 14, 1893 : section, April 3, 1896 ; Elgin Cathedral,

east front (James B. Gibson), July 24, 1885; Glasgow
Cathedral, perspective i

Jas. Glen) , April 26, 1884 ; Holy-

rood Chapel Royal. Edinburgh, April 10, 1896; arcading

(J. Russell Walker , Jan. 2S, 1870; capitals (ditto),

March IS. 1870: Kirkwall Cathedral (section*, April 3.

1896 ; Melrose Abbey, sketches (W. Caiming', Jan. 21,

18*^1 ; measured drawings (Fred. J. Wass), February 5

and March 26, 1S97 ; east end (John Begg),

August 2, 1889: south tininsept (T. Lennox Watson),
September 7, 1869, (John Begg), May 17, 1889 ;

Midcalder Parish Church jHippolyte J. Blanc), April 26,

1889 ; Paisley Abbey, measured drawings (T. Roger
Kitsell), March 9, April 13, and June 22, 1888; Plus-

carden Priory, measured drawings (Alex Macintosh),

April 4 and August 1, 1890 , Roslin Chapel, north and
south sides, December 31, 1897 ; north door (from water-

colour drawings by Patrick W. Adam), April 28, 1893;

interior (J. B. Tyerman), July 24, 1883 (John Begg),

April 12, 1889 ; ditto from photos, showing Lady Chapel
and 'I'rentice Pillar, Feb. 19, 1S92 ; St. Andrew's, St.

Pahator's Church, December 31, 1897; St. Monance,
Fifeshire, plans and measured drawings (J. Russell

Walker .March '20, ISH: sketches t John Begg' , Augiist 2,

1689 ; Stirling parish church interior, December 31, 1897.

Scotland's equal pace with England in the proj

gross and expression of her church architecture i(_

readily understood when we know that at this

time the Norman barons, who, encouraged by

David I., and tempted by extensive gifts of lands,

spread and established themselves and their fami-

lies all over the better parts of Scotland, following:

the great example of '
' that sair sanct for the

Crown," founded bishoprics, and for centuries

became patrons and superiors of bishops and also

liberal founders of abbeys. Those noble Norman
lords and knights carried with them from time to

time, along with a love of war and the chase, a

strong desire to foster the arts of peace, more

especially in the form of church building. We
find them liberally encouraging the Church in

turn by gifts of lands, &c., in which such abbeys

as Paisley and Melrose shared very largely.

Parish churches also, as were required, were built

by those barons, and were afterwards, by consent

of the bishops, conferred in perpetuity upon the

great monasteries and religious Houses of Regu-

lars. The singular uniformity characterising the

ecclesiastical buildings of the 12th and 13th

centuries would seem to indicate that fraternities

of church builders assisted in rearing the beautiful

edifices found over Europe. Rickman reminds

us that when Early Gothic was developed the

whole western provinces of France were under

the dominion of the English Crown, and that

Normandy had been for a century or more part

of the same kingdom. Thus Norman knights and

churchmen would find ready access to England

and Scotland, and carry with them the progres-

sive development of church style. In many cases

we know that monastic buildings in Scotland were

subject to the rule of the French monasteries

I
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fron which the coumnitiealirmchei ; hut, as if

anticipatirg Pope, who enjoins :

—

Who builds a churc'i to God and not to fame.
Should ae/er mark the marble with hi^ mm ',

the architects of those gre%t cathedrals have not

left any record of their names. If, as we
asBuoi'?, those buildings were the outcome of an
aggregation of thought by fraternities, the expla-

nation is apparent. There is no doubt that

churchmen studied architecture, and were for the

most part architects of their own b^iilding^, being
aided and counselled in mxtters of taste by the

members of church-building fraternities already
referred to. The

INl'LVEN-CE OF EXGL.iXD

at this time upon our Scottish church archit.cture

must have been likewise very important, because

we know that the clergy who served in the Scot-

tish churches were either priests from Eaglaui or

kinsmen of the Anglo-Norman founders bom in

Scotland. " Of the fifteen prelates who were
elected to the primatial See of St. Andrew's
during the 12th and 13th centuries, and desig-

nated themselves 'episcopi Scotorum.' not one
appears to have been a Celtic Scot. Only a few
sprang from the Anglo-Norman houses of Sc it-

land, the great majority being Saxons and Nor-
mans from England." There must have been
interchange besides, because we are informed that

monks from Melrose became abbots of the York-
shire monastery of Kievaulx, the parent house ;

Melrose also sent abbots to other Cistercian

houses, including Kinross, Cupar, Newbattle,
Deer, and Balmarino. Those warlike nobles,

patrons of the Church, always in a state of pre-
paredness for war, became the natural protectors

of the unarmed monks, who thus eo joyed un-
molested security in pursuing their building
operations. The influence upon the country by
the building of an abbey was great. A long
period was usually required for the work, and
during that time its members were continually in
the midst of the practice of all the arts—painting,
sculpture, and architecture, as well as of the orna-
mental hand works, for these were all practised
together. The highest taste was thus cultivated,
to be disseminated for the greatest good of the
country. To these influences may be added zeal

for religion, a high ideal, a generous rivalry
between convents, and a desire to render the
Church ritual magnificent—each and aU of which
gave impetus to church work in Scotland, and
kept it full of vitality and abreast of the best work
found elsewhere. The industrial and social life

of Scotland up to the 13th century were likewise
in a flourishing condition. The burgher and
trading classes amassed great wealth, and gave
generously of their lands and means to the
Church. Scotland was thus a centre of intel-

lectual cultivation, and enjoyed at this period
more peace than fell to the lot of English
monarchs. But all at once all these favourable
conditions changed. By the sudden death of one
of her most enlightened kings, Alexander lit., in

1286, Scotland's lamp of prosperity and progress
was unhappily extinguished, only to be rekindled
after a long interval. The sviccession was now
brought to open dispute. England essayed to
adjust the matter by placing a king under
vassalage to her. This was resentel, and wars
followed between England and Scotland, and it

was only towards the close of the 11th century
that Scotland began to show signs of returning
restfulness and prosperity. The eifect upon Scot-
land's architecture was disastrous. Scarcely any
new buildings were undertaken, and by the wars
many of the finest of those existing were greatly
damaged. Her patrons—the wealthy nobles—had
left the country, m:iny to espouse" the cause of
England's kings, to whom, after the death of
Alexander, they had sworn fealty. During that
interval oi strife—upwards of eighty years-
England's church .architecture had developed new
features, passing out ot the First Pointed to a new
phase—the Dacorated or Middle Pointed. But
when

8C0TI,.A.SD RE.WMEI) HEIl CHURCH KVILMNO,
her schools of church builders had passed away

;

consequently, she had to go back, and, so to speak,
reconnect the thread ot architectural evolution
from where she had left it in the 13th century.
Even the monks had been cast adrift, to find else-
where the help their homes could no longer afford.
In the beginning few churches were built ; but
gradually, as returning prosperity increased,
Scotland became alive to what she had lost in art,
and in the loth century sha came forward with

renewed virour in the expression of a series of

churches distinctively of native growth and
development. The perfect First Pointed period,

with its refinement and purity, its gracefully

c' ustered shafts, lofty groined roots, and elegant

carvings was, in England, virtually obsolete. A
style more massive had taken its place, the distinc-

tive features of which were a greater exuberance

of ornamentation, wider fenestration with elabo-

rate cusped tracery, pinnacled buttresses, profu-

sion ot niches on walls and buttresses, &:. All

these were matured, and were even passing out of

English practice when Scotland commenced again

her church work. England had .actually entered

upon her phase ot the Perpendicular. France,

with the buoyancy and vivacity of the race, rose

out of her Decorated work iito the flow of a rest-

less form designated Flamboyant.

ECLECTIC ADArX.VTION WITH ORIGINAL TREATMENT.

Along with the examples of First Pointed in her

midstjScotland had the association of the Decorated

and Perpendicular of England and the Flamboyant
ot France, oa which to draw for inspiration. The
result is not an adoption ot either, but a sort

of adaptation of all, in which the work ot the

Decorated period predominates. Thus Scottish

artists struggled bravely to regain for her a

parallel place with England, and, though here and
there comparatively unsuccessful, much of her

Later work ot the 1.5th century andof that entering

upon the 16th century exhibits a return ot the

native talent for graceful expression and skilful

execution. Of the contemporaneous works of

England and France no doubt Scotland assimi-

lated a good deal ; but in all cases if would appear
that she gave an independent character to the

rechauffe. Thus her Perpend'cul.ar work, which
is chiefly found at Melrose Abbey, with a scattered

fragment here and there over the country, can

scarcely be said to be merely a repetition ot that

in England. Moreover, with regard to the

French influence of the Flamboyant ot the same
period, it will be found th.at Scottish examples

really show very little ot the actual forms of that

period. The forms of window tracery, for in-

stance, might be described as a transition between
Decorated and Flamboyant. The construction is

heavier, but the forms are more restrained than

in the French examples, and are by no means in-

elegant. From a few examples of these on the

screen we may be able to verity this. Of
Decorated buildings there are few complete in

Scotland, or executed while that style was in

practice in England. The Decorated style, how-
ever, lingered very late in Scotland, examples

being found up to about 1462. The later ex-

amples are not so successfully treated, however,

the best work being found in Lincluden, Cross-

raguel, the naveof (tlasgow, Elgin Chapter-house,
Linlithgow, and part ot Melrose. After the date

named the work in Scotland became very mixed
and degenerate, and under later influences began
to show an infusion of the contemporaneous work
ot her Southern neighbours. During the centu-

ries under review no cathedrals nor conventual

churches were founded, yet many .alterations and
additions were made to those existing. To Glas-

gow Cathedral was added the upper part of the

nave in the beginning ot the 14th century, while

the sacristy, the tower, and the south crypt were

added in 142-5 and 1.500 respectively. In these is

manifested the lingering attachment of the Scotch

to earlier forms, all beaiitifuUy blende! in a most
interesting manner with details ot a later period.

But decaying piety and the comparatively

diminished resources of the country brought about

a reduction in the dimensions of her works.

Hence we find, as fewer clergy were required,

Scotland's chief works are the

COLLEGIATE CHI'IICHE.S AND CHAPELS,

of which nearly forty were founded in the 14th

and 55th centuries. D.ivid Laing s.ays there were

thirty-six erected all over the country in the 15th

and first half of the 16th centuries. They present

in their detail nearly all that is characteristic of

the period. Many ot them no longer exist. They
were built and endowed for a society ot priests,

commonly in a place having no episcopil see.

The society consisted of ;i dean or provost, or

other president, and, under them, prebends or

canons who h.ad in the church several degrees

or stalls, where they sat for the more orderly

singing of the canonical hours. They were

instituted for performing divine service, tor sing-

ing mass, vespers, i;j., for the founders. They
were divided into two kinds—one ot Royal

foundation, whereof the king was patron, con-

ferred the prebenis, named the provost or dean,

and the canons or prebendaries : the other the

foundation of barons, who, of their means,
bequeathed grants to the Church for singing

of Mass for the repose of the dead. Both in

their services were regulated as in cathedials, but
were not under cathedral chapter control,

trenerally,

THE I'LAX IS CRUCIFORM,

or intended to be so (because a great many have
never been con.pleteil), and comprises a central,

or sometimes a western, tower, a sacristy on the

north side ot the chancel, and a porch on the

south side ot the nave. There is but one example

of a building with twin western towers^that of

St. Machar's at Old Aberdeen. In one or two
instances—as at St. (riles's, Edinburgh—there

are chantry chapels, sometimes the addition of

pious founders. Aisles are not common except

in the largest of them. Koofs are plain, arched

with ribs, but rarely groined. In one case

—

Roslin—the stone arch has no other external

covering. In roof-treatment there are many
very interesting and quite uniiiue fe.atures. Over

the vaulting is laid a series of overlapping and
guttered blocks of stone in parallel squares, in

some instances at very high pitch, and in others

very nearly level, with but a slight elevation for

water-run. This form of construction involved

much difficulty in cases where transept or chapel

roofs rose up upon the nave roof. In such cases,

each section of the building was treated inde-

pendently with gabled termination. This feature

is met with all over Scotland, and seems specially

a Scottish invention, being perhaps originally

designed for her castles of much earlier date. It

is not much met with in English work. The
forms of most of the buildings of this period being

chiefly aisleless structures, gave special pro-

minence to the

WINDOWS.

These were large, and arch-headed, of two, three,

and four lights. They were not lofty, however,

evidently to avoid the necessity of cutting in upon
the interior vaulting, and necessitating cross-

vaulting with its more intricate constriction. In

England, even, we find that notwithstanding the

greater richness their works express, the groined

vaulting has given place to plain surface vaulting,

but decorated with a superfluity of ribs which are

merely ornamental. In the same way, while we
have a few examples ot good vaulting such as in

the south crypt of (Uasgow Cathedral, in Trinity

College Church, Edinburfrh, and in the collegiate

churches at this period—ornamental ribs are here

and there found applied to surface vaulting,

merely to give distinction to the choir or other

part ot the interior of the building—such as the

chancel at Seton Church. Other examples of

this are at Melrose, and St. Mirren's .aisle or

Chapel, Paisley. In Ijinlithgow and Stirling

Churches may be seen some interesting mani-

festations of ingenuity in overcoming the diffi-

culties ot vaultinsr over the apsidal terminations

of the choirs. Fan vaulting is not found in

Scotland, lioslin Chapel, already referred to (the

plan of which resembles very closely the character

of the choir at Glasgow Cathedral in its aisles and
retro-choir), bears the simple pointed-arch vault.

It is, however, profusely decorated with ribs

rising from the main piers, and, on the fields

between, with an exuberance of carving, quite

unique. The side aisles are vaulted at right

angles to the choir vaulting, and in this way a

greater elevation than would otherwise have

been available is obtained for the windows. This

chapel was founded in 1446, and while bearing in

its charter that it was built by workmen from

foreign parts, it possesses all the evidences of being

of home manufacture. The details in moulding are

those found on other coUegiate churches of the

period. Its buttress-shaped quasi-porches are quite

unique and thoroughly Scottish. For richness and

interest in carved work it stands unequalled, it

its small dimensions are considered, and in view

of the fact that about this time (1446) French

masons were numerous in Scotland, it is possible

some were employed upon Roslin. This would

explain the charter notice referred to. Each bay

of the aisles is spanned by a pointed arch, spring-

ing from a richly-carved flat one, from which the

relative vault springs. As formerly noted, while

the Scottish churches of this period are designed

to have nave, choir, and transepts, in many cases

the nave has never been erected. A feature

almost confined to Scotland at this time is the

polygonal termination of the choir. It is to

France, where it was very common, wo must look
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for tke prototype, for in English work it is not
found in the Late period, though Wells Cathedral

possesses it. (If that form we have many ex-

amples, some showing externally merely a con-
tinuation of the main roif; others projected
from the tenuinal gable of the choir as a bow-
window. I If side chapels there are se\eral ; but
they are cither formed as quasi-transepts, or, as

at ilelrose, out of duplicating the south aisle of

the nave in the same way as at Coutances. E gin
appears to have had chapels similarly constructed.

Other features, such as sacristies and porches,

are noticeable in the work of this period

—

two of the porches—namely, at Linlithgow .and

.\berdeen, being remarkable for the possession of

an upper priest's chamber or parvise, with a

turret stair conveniently placed to reach them.
In doors of this period we have examples of the
features of nearly all the preceding styles. But
it is noticeable that the round arched form is

found most frequently through all the periods of

Scotch Gothic. In detail of moulding it, never-
theless, usuall}' conforms to that of the style of

the building to which it is attached. I )f double
or twin doors of the period, we have interesting

examples at Haddington and also at Linlithgow,
both of totally different character, and seemingly
of different dates. Upon this

QUESTION- OF DATES,

however, it is very diBBcult sometimes to trace

the period of execution of the several parts from
their mi.xed character. Defined as are the early

periods, it cannot be said that the later are

equally so. There is no line of demarcation
marking the change from the Decorated to the
Third I'ointed in Scotland, such as one finds

between the Decorative and Perpendicular in

England ; the movement is so gradual in Scot-
land. In external detail the Scotch Decorative
period follows largely the suggestions of both
England and France. Mouldings are, however,
broader in treatment, and carving not generally

so fine. There are many exceptions, however,
and very often one comes across an interesting

monument or sedilia, designed and carved with
such richness as to be suggestive of French
influence of later date. Of such we have
excellent examples in Bishop Kennedy's tomb at

iSt. Andrew's and elsewhere.

THE TOWERS

of the period are very interesting, though per-
haps not elegant. Placed at the crossing of nave
and choir, or .at the west end, they are usually
sturdy features of a great variety of form and
finish. They are rarely at this period extended
as spires, though the two at Aberdeen Cathedral
have spires in rather stunted form. The most
interesting form of termination of towers we
possess is the crown, as at Aberdeen College and
St. Giles's, Edinburgh. Two others—at St.

Slichael's, .at Linlithgow, and .at Haddington
Abbey—existed on a smaller scale, but were
thoughtlessly recommended to be taken down
through an unwarrantable fear of their

giving way. The origin of that feature has
not been traced : but one example, some-
what more elegant than our Scotch examples,
exists at Xewcastle. It is in the windows, how-
ever, that we find the best expression of this

period. There are many examples of pure Deco-
rated work at the beginning; but as the 15th
century progressed, the influence of the French
Flamboyant manifests itself. The tracery is

heavy, often clumsy, and in many characteristic

examples the cusped foliations are wanting.
Forms are likewise traceable to English examples
of a much earlier period. Instances of Geometric
design are found at Jlelrose, Dunkeld, Paisley,
T.ain, Crossrasruel, andTorpichen, and the reticu-
lated pattern is found at Dunfermline Refectory.
There are few of the English Third Pointed or
Perpendii ulartype. Melrose, perhaps, bears the
nearest approach to it, while in a less degree are
other examples at Stirling, Linlithgow, and
Corstorphine. At Melrose the south transept
window with its gable is rather a successful, and
almost unique, example of the combination of Per-
pendicular, Flamboyant, and Decorated types.
Of carved woodwork we have, tinfortunately,

Tery little left us of the period. An fasy prey
to fire, it is scarcely to be expected that much
would escape in the track of the wars of the
14th century. At Dunblane, however, we still

possess a portion of the stalls, which is traced
to be of late 15th century or early 16th century,
and at Aberdeen and Tain respectively we have
very characteristic pieces in a group of stalls and
screen, and in a pulpit. The latter had become

dismantled, and the carved parts scattered among
the townspeople. They were, about 20 years ago,

collected again, and reconstructed in the original

form by the writer. The original pieces were
nearly complete, i^uch, then, is a sketch of the

outstanding distinctive features of .Scotland's

church architecture after the close of the 13th

century—a sketch which it has been thought well

should comprise the gradually diminishing few
churches erected in the early part of the IGth

century, prior to the Reformation. The last of

these—a collegiate charge — was founded in

1545, and was scarcely finished when the

Reformation became a completed act to turn

the tide of church building into new channels

Perhaps it is as well something did happen in

the cause of art. This dyin? specimen, debased,

perhaps, in everything but in plan, bears evi-

dence of a sad falling off in artistic qualities.

It is a mere shadow, and a distorted one. of the

many fine and characteristic details of preceding

examples. But it seems as if it had become
awiare of its impotence, and so unpretendingly
e\'olved a structure to meet certain requirements,

heedless of its art value. I trust that in your
review of the buildings described and illustrated

1 may be permitted to anticipate that you will,

as I have done, recognise that in its work, Scot-

land has sustained the

RACI.IL CHARACTERISTIC OF STURDY IXDEPKXDEXCE,

though expressed sometimes at the expense of

elegance. The Eoglish work of the same type,

busy with many small members in mouldings,
attenuated arcades supported on elegant but
rather reduced shafts, does not seem to have ap-
pealed to the Scottish mind. The .Scotch seem
to have preferred the strength and solidity of

their earlier works, continuing the cylindrical

and polygonal shafts in arcades, even to a very
late period, and in nearly every case they exhibit

a mastery of the art of masonry construction quite

commendable. It must be recognised that .Scot-

land laboured under very special disadvantages

from its prolonged internal disturbances. These
severed her continuity of art study and culture,

yet her work bears the impress of a vigorous effort

having been made to regain her place in the art

of church architecture. I do further anticipate,

however, that, while her works may be judged as

exhibiting an absence of the refinement shown in

the works of her Southern neighbours, it must be

remembered that in England and France political

conditions were more favourable to an unbroken
development of art. Where work of any magni-
tude had to be done in Scotland, however, the
results (such as at Melrose} show that the intelli-

gence and ability to apply appropriately and skil-

fully available architectural details, and at the

same time to give the impress of her o »n
independent mind upon them, had not entirely

died out. Mr. Blanc further illustrated his

address by showing on the screen over seventy
lantern-slides of the principal churches described,

including reproductions of plans and sections, and
also photographs specially taken by himself. In
this way the churches of .St. Monance, Fifeshire :

Dalkeith, Stirling, Seton (chapel), Trinity Col-

lege, Edinburgh (now demolished) ; White
Xirk College (chapel). Lady Kirk,- King's
College, Old Aberdeen ; St. Michael's, Lin-
lithgow ; St. Giles, Edinburgh : St. Machar's,
.\berdeen ; Elgin, Glasgow, and Dunblane Cathe-
drals, Roslin Abbey, St. Salvator at St. Andrew's,
and Haddington. Paisley, and Jlelrose Abbeys
were vividly illustrated, and attention was called

to the characteristic features—to the curious com-
mingling of Flamboyant and Decorated detail,

and the massive central mullion in the fenestra-

tion, the persistence of the round arch, the stone

blocks used as roofing over a vault, the conical

dwarf spires piercing the towers, and the poly-

gonal east ends—in such a manner as to impress

the peculiarities of Later Scottish work indelibly

on the minds of all.

Mr. J. M. Bkvden, in proposing a vote of

thanks to the lecturer, remarked that it had
been one of the most interesting papers read in

that room, whether before the Institute or Asso-
ciation, for very many years. There was evi-

dently a strong French feeling in all work
executed north of the Twee^, especially in later

times, some of which recalled the Late Gothic
tracery at the Church of St. Eustace at Paris.

Attention had not been called to the beautiful
example of groined work to be seen at Dunfermline
Abbey.
Mr. R. Phexe Spiers. F.S.A., seconded the

vote of thanks, observing that .Scottish archi.

tecture was obviously origin.al, and neither copied

from English or French work. At Melrose

Abbey the great beauty of the decorative carving

w.as very noticeable. There seemed to be some
foreign influence apparent in Roslin Chapel

—

either Spanish or Portuguese—but after care-

fully studying that building, which displayed an
extraordinary originality and power, he had re-

turned puzzled and dissatisfied with his analysis.

The motion w.as supported by Mr. Henry
LovEGBOvE and Mr. Berf.sfoud Pite, the latter

remarking that Mr. Blanc, in his criticism of the

restoration of St. Giles's, Edinburgh, had lighted

the funeral pyre of Mr. Bum ; but from that

office had come Xorman Shaw and MacVicar
Anderson. There was an obvious want of

coherence in Scottish design throughout the

Gothic period, and it was verj- doubtful whether the

fenestration was derived from Xorman or Spanish

sources. He wondered where the idea of the

Scottish crown spires was derived from, asitseemed

altogether foreign to the spirit of the period, and
country. There was an absence of finish in the

carving,' ; but this possibly might be due to the

use of hard, coarse, and intractable stone. And
when they recollected the eternal lack of pence

and the hard times occasioned by the English,

they must admit that the old Scottish designers

did wonders.
Mr. Thomas Arnold said any foreign influence

in Early Scottish architecture must have been

French,' and not English, as the Scotch were

constantly at war with the Xorman conquerors of

England. He had never heard so lucid and

interesting an account of the Later Scottish

architecture.

The vote of thanks having been passed by
acclamation, on the motion of the President,

who observed that Roslin was still a puzzle,

ilr. Blanc responded, remarking that he had

taken some 500 photographs of Scottish churches,

of which he had brought to London over ^Oil

lantern slides, and he had spent the whole of that

day in weeding these down to the absolutely

essential 70 views to explain his subject. The
influence of Scottish work on English architec-

ture had been as potent as that of English work
on Scotland. Even the crudest work of Scotland

had, he claimed, a touch of the refinement, and

even of poetry, which was well known to belong

to the nation'. He suggested that the Architec-

tural Association should endeavour to arrange an

excursion to Scotland, in conjunction with the

kindred body at Edinburgh. He could promise

them a hearty welcome, and the visit would be a

mutual benefit, he believed, to the members of

both Associations.

"THE BASIS OF DESIGX," BY WALTER
CRAXE.

THE last addition to the artistic library which

Messrs. George Bell and Sons have produced

is a handsome volume of lectures by Mr. Walter

Crane on "The Basis of Design," * in which he

endeavours, with no little success, to build up his

thesis from the architectural root through
" utility " and "material," which in turn are, of

course, "influenced by climatic and racial condi-

tions, and find expression ultimately through

such controlling limitations as "the symbolic,"

"thegraphic," " theindividual,"and " the collec-.

"

five " impressions. One scarcely knows which t<^

admire most in the character of Mr. Walter Crane,^

his wonderful facility of inventiveness in the

patterning andschemingof decorativedesign, orhiaj

remarkable and sustained industry. Throughout^
his work is undoubtedly mannered, and sometime

this mannerism seems detrimentally to domioata"

his productions in a regrettable way ; but possible

this is inevitable in any case, and particularly^

where the producer evolves so much as Mr. Walter

Crane, who has so masterful an individuality. His

influence, therefore, as a teacher, cannot be con-

fined to the comparatively limited sphere of the .

Manchester School of Art, where these lectures!

wereoriginally delivered during the Directorshipof

Design held by him at that institution with so much'
(c/at. Of these essays he says: "Mymain object has

been to trace the vital veins and nerves of relation-

ship in the arts of design, which, like the sap from

the centr.il stem, springing from connected and

collective roots out of a common ground, sustain

and unite in one organic whole the living tree."

Thus the author's scheme is far-reaching enough

for any man ; indeed, he admits that every chapter

• The Basis of Design. By Waltbe Crane. London

:

George Bell and Sons, Covent Garden. 1898. 18s. nett.
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Fio. 3.

of hie book iright be expanded into a volume to

secure for each section anything like an adequate

treatment. But, after all, it is the suggestiveness

of his writings which constitutes their value,

giving enough, even where the touches on some
branches of his subject are necessarily elementary,

to set the student thinking, as he is started off in

a right direction to work out for himself some of

the problems connected with the art with which
he has set himself the task of becoming acquainted,

if not, in fact, to master. Mr. Crane begins at

the beginning, and at the outset declares that the

original and controlling fundamental principle

of design is to be found "in Architecture, the

Queen and Jlother of all Arts," and so we are

taken through the familiar development of archi-

tectural form and construction, the architecture

of the round arch or dome, and the architecture

of the pointed vault and buttress. The theme, of

course, is not new—how could it be r but it is

handled in an individual way, and that is what
one wants, for, though Mr. Crane's method is

by no means the strictly architectural way of

treating the matter, the decorative side of the

subject is never divorced unduly from the con-

structive. Va the contrary, Mr. Crane insists

again and again on the necessities of con-

struction being utilised as the true base of a

decorative feature and significant of its design.

The construction, too, of decorative ornament,
showing the relation and proportions of the masses

in relief to the ground, is enlarged upon, as, for

example, in the spacing of a metope of the

Parthenon, which is treated upon in particular.

The value of simplicity of line, the value of re-

curring and re-echoing forms, the value of figures

in low relief, and the value of largeness of style

in design are each in turn found emphasised in

the first instance by the architecture of the
I.intel, and in the Parthenon especially. As a

Fio. 4.

matter of fact, however, throughout the history

of the art the same lessons are to be found in the

acknowledged types of the various styles, and even

in the degraded periods, because as architecture

deteriorated, it is manifest to even the casual

observer that these values, of which we have

spoken, are made conspicuous by their absence.

Jlr. Crane, having taken his pupils through

the styles in this manner, draws their attention

to minor details, and directs theirnoticelo furniture

and articles of utility. Then the intluence of

material and method. This, by way of example,

is illustrated through a study o t wrought-iron work,

as showing what ornamental effects can be gained

by economy of means, the effectiveness of simply

repeattng well chosen cur\es, spirals, and lines,

the whole being governed by the controlling spii it

and period of the architecture of which it becomes

a part. The flowing Renaissance scroll balustrade

from Rothenburg, herewith illustrated, from a

drawing by Mr. Phenc Spiers, is a case in point,

Fig. 1. Compare this with the altar screen from
!St. Thomas Church, Salisbury, Fig. 2. On glass

design Mr. Crane has many useful things to say,

and he gives several good illustrations. We are

enabled to reproduce two, showing lead lines as

the governing element, from cartoons by the late

Ford Madox Brown, Figs, o and 4, which are in

every way admirable.

The climatic influence and the essenti.il differ-

ence of character as between the products of one

country and another, are fittingly referred to.

We associate, naturally, brilliant colours and bold

designs with Eastern and Southern countries ; but

apart from the great stimulus of light which might

encourage the use of vivid colour, broad and full

sunlight has a curiously Uattenin'g effect upon

colour and pattern, and, therefore, colours and
patterns which, under a grey sky, would look

staring or very strcng and striking, under the

sunlight fall into place and become subordinated

to the dominant pitch of light. The porch of the

cathedal at Pistoia, with its bold black and white

bands of marble which face the front of this

building, is given as an illustration which demon-

strates this fact. Fig .5.

Of such mdications of character and preferences

generally traceable to the race, or mi.tture of the

races from which a people have sprung, Jlr.

Walter Crane has much that is useful to say.

We attribute certain imaginative faculties to our

Celtic origin ; certain calculating and analytical

capacaties belong to Teutonic sources ; while a

mixed race, such as the Anglo-Saxon, is pre-

sumably distinguished by a marked practicality.

These typical racial characteristics_ impress

the art of a people, giving preference in colour,

form, pattern, treatment, sentiment andidea,

leaving a distinguishing mark upon the history

of art, eloquent of the life of a nation, records

of powers possibly long ago covered by the sands

of time. It is difficult to disentangle these

strictly racial characteristics entirely from other

influences. Climate, habit, and local materials

all help in its formation, yet a purely human
element none the less real is discoverable, as

clearly definable very often as the stamp of

individual choice, as well as of the collective

sentiment and climatic influence. The Egyptian

hieroglyphics, their lotus flower ; the ram and

sun svmbolising Araru-l!a, the king of all gods,

the Assyrian trees and other forms are all dis-

tinctly definable, though the same ideas, and

sometimes the same forms, reappear in Persian,

(Ireek, Roman, and Renaissance work. The

Assyrian Tree of Life (Fig. 6) becime with them a

formal piece of ornament constantly recurring in

the art of all the Asiatic races, and was carried by

them apparently, or from them, into Europe. So

with other Early forms and ideas—they, too, often

originating in a common source, gradually

changed and became modified, as our author has

in the volume before us in general terms skilfully

indicated. For his chapter on Symbolism in Art

and his account of Graphic Art we must refer the

reader to these lectures themselves. They con-

clude, as we have already indicated, by some

clever remarks upon Individual Influence and on

Collectivism in Art, the collective experience of

ages. And thus the book ends : "If we realise

the close and necessary links that imite all

workers, that are essential to the production of

things useful or beautiful, or both, should we not

do well to strive to make the association closer

and more complete than it is, and thus hand on

the lamp of good tradition in design and work-

manship, however far we must look forward to

the enlargement of our horizon and the har-

monising of human lite, and its freedom from

the sinister powers and false ideals that now
oppress and deceive it. And if we may accept

the truth that art is unity, and that what

the unit is the mass may become, should we not

strive, each in his sphere, whatever our main

work may be, to do it worthily and well;' remem-

bering that it is better to do a small thing well

than a big thing badly, and that it is the spirit in

which our work is done, not the place it may
accidentally occupy, or the class to which it may
belong, or the reward it may receive in the ordi-

nary estimation, that makes it great or little."

There is no more to be said : the author shall

thus have the last word His book is well got up

and nicely printed. The drawings are not uni-

formly equal in merit; lecture cartoons do not

always make best book illustrations. The delinea-

tions of tiothic ornament are not among the

most successful in the series, though they serve

their purpose. *-^
A sculptured monument has been erected in the

south aisle of St. Michael's Church, Beer, South

Devon, in memory of the late Miss Isabella Agnes

Byles, of WhitecUff Glen. It has been executed in

the studios of Messrs. Harry Hems and Sons, of

Exeter, who carried out the whole of the carving

and sculpture in the same church during the

restoration, some 20 years ago.

At the meeting of the Monmouth Town Council

held last week, a lengthy discussion took place

regarding the cost of the new drainage scheme now
being carried out by Messrs. Johnson Brothers.

The original estimate by the engineer, Mr. Lailey,

was about £12,000, and the original contract was

£S,00o. X report from Mr. Lailey before the tward

now estimated that it would take £1(5,432 to com-

plete the work. The question of borrowmg £1(1,000

more was adjourned, and it was decided to hold a

special meeting on the 23rd iust., and invite Mr.

Lailey to attend and explain.

\
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ANGELS AT THE V.VTICAN, BY MICHAEL ASGELO.—NEW

POST OFFICE, Sl'BERTO.V.—*' THE PARADE," BOSCOMBE.

—

DESIGN FOB A SCREES FOE A PBIVATE CHAPEL.—DESIGNS
FOR VILLAGE, HAMLET, AND MOUNTAIN CHURCHES.—

A

SOMERSETSHIRE FONT AS'D Pri.PIT.

Out Illttstratt0ns.—.

—

KGVRES or .\XGELS FROM THE V.iTICAX,

IIY MICH.\EL ANGELO.

The angels of Michael Augelo are almost,
without exception, wingless beings endowed with
.superhuman forms, striking in the boldness of
their muscular attitudes, depending on vigour
rather than aiming at an ideal angelic conception
of the messengers of the Most High. Xeverthe-
less they exemplify great imaginatire and artistic

power exhibited in the realisation of the grandness
•of form, though the tranquillity, serenity, beati-
tude, ethereal purity, and spiritual grace may be
sought in vain in these masterpieces of Titanic
art. The " Angel in the Annunciation," by
Michael Angelo, is, perhaps, his single exception
in the employment of wings. The followers of
his school in its later phases degraded this
earthly form of spiritual beings adopted by their
.great master, and they caricatured his ideals,
rendering them at times extravagant and even
•sensual. Eaffaelle stands alone in his sense of the
aerial character of angels, though Rembrandt's
works in this respect are of the highest degree of
merit. Titian's angels are limited by a sense of
.glorified infancy. C'orreggio's angels are grand
and lovely, while, elegant as the angels of
iieonardo da Vinci unquestionably are, they seem
to smile too much, and so fail in force of power,
seldom entirely realising that knowledge of
strength peculiar to the sons of God shouting for
joy. As decorative groups, those which we re-

Sroduce to-day are too well known to need
escription. They embody this master's

strongest characteristics in the sense which we
have briefly indicated.

SIDERTOX POST OFFICE.

Tius new Government buOding is fully illustrated
by the accompanying plans and view, so as to
need verj' Uttle description. It is being built in
red bnck, with Bath stone dressings. The builder
is Mr. Ci. H. Tucker, Caversham-road, Reading,
and the architect is Mr. E. G. Rivers, of H M
Office of Works.

"the PAUADE," 1108C0MHE.

This row of business premises, illustrated by the
accompanyinjj photograph, may be named among
the extremely few buildings at ISournemouth
which have any real architectural fitness or
merit. Boscombe particularly is devoid of any
buildings worthy of such a description. iMr
T. E. CoUcutt's big hotel is, of course, a con-
spicuous exception, and in Bournemouth proper
Street's grand Church of St. I'eter gives the town
a real character. Sedding's church, and another
by Mr. Xorman Shaw, help to redeem the
monotony of the place, which, for the vulgar

pretentiousness of its buildings, is scarcely sur-

passed, particularly some of the Nonconformist
buildings in the town, on which no money seems
to have been spared. " The Parade," Boscombe,
has been built from the designs of Jlr. Norman
Wight, architect.

DESIGN Foil A SCREEN IN A PRIVATE CHAPEI,.

There is a degree of freshness and richness of

treatment in the accompanying Silver Medal
design for a screen by Mr. James li. Fulton,
which may be considered suggestive. The
original drawing was washed over with a pale

tint, which rendered its reproduction somewhat
difficult, to the loss of some of its detail. It was
crispl}' drawn, and the sculptures along the frieze

were enlivened with gold and colour. The idea

of the designer has been to adapt Late Perpendi-
cular forms to modern uses.

" liCILDIXG NEW.-)" designing CLVll : A .^MALL

SUniRRAX CHURCH.

(For description and awards see p. 39G.)

A SOMERSETSHIRE FONT AND PULPIT.

The font, with its handsomely carved cover, is

taken from Banwell Church, and is interesting,

exhibiting, as it does, on the bowl, the use of

seaweed as a means of ornamentation. The cover
is of oak, octagonal in plan, terminating in a
spire, with metal ring attached. liesiies the font,

.there is a very richly carved and gilded rood-

screen between the nave and chancel, the church
itself being a good example of the characteristic

Somersetshire Perpendicular type. The pulpit,

which is from Huntspill Church, presents a sturdy
and massive appearance, being of oak and deca-
gonal in plan, three sides being omitted at the

ba'-k to form the entrance. It will be noticed that

each face, though of similar form, is differentlj'

treated as regards the carving, thus forming a
rich variety. The letters forming the texts are

left slightly projecting, the surrounding wood-
work lieing picked out. The church itself has a
lofty and spacious interior, and was partially

destroyed by fire some years ago, but has since

been restored. E. Rodway.

It was reported to the Heywood Corporation at
their last meeting that about half of the work in

connection with the strengthening of the embank-
ment of the higher reservoir in the Nayden Valley
had been completed, and the cost up to date had
been £6,OS0, exclusive of £4,008 for plant and
material.

A new fire-brigade station has just been built at
Hampton, Middlesex, by the urban district council.
The architect is Mr. J. Kemp, A.M.I.C.E., the
surveyor to the council. The building is in red
brick, with Mansfield stone dressings, with elliptical

arches and gables, and was erected by Messrs.
Wright and Son, of Hampton.

Mr. G. W. Willcocks, M.Inst.C.E., Local Govern-
ment Board inspector, held an inquiry at the town-
hall, Maidstone, recently, with reference to the
applicati:m of the corporation for sanction to borrow
£1,023 for the construction of a new street and for

street improvement.

Colonel W. E. Slacke held a Local Government
Board inquiry at the town-hall, West Bromwich,
last week, concerning the application of the town
council for sanction to apply t!3,500 of the balance
of loan raised by them for works of sewerage and
sewage disposal in defraying the cost of works of
sewage disposal.

A new bank has just been built for Messrs.
Stuckay in Regent-street, Kingswood, near Bristol.

Messrs. Crisp and Oatley, of Clare-street, Bristol,

are the architects, and Messrs. W. Cowlin and Son,
of the same city, are the builders. The front is of
Ham Hill stone.

Mr. H. H. Law, one of her Majesty's Local
Government Board inspectors, held an inquiry at
the (Jswald Lodge, Woolston, near Southampton,
on the 10th inst., into the subject matter of a peti-

tion to issue a provisional order to empower the
rural district council of South Stoneham to put in

force with reference to lands required by them for

the disposal of the sewage of the parishes of St.

Mary Extra, Sholing, and Bittenie, the poweis of

the Land Clauses Acts with respect to the purchase
and taking of lauds otherwise than by agreement.

Two new underground conveniences and lavatories

have just been completed for the Shoreditch Vestry,

the one in the High-street, and the other in Xew
North-road. These conveniences are for both sexes,

and have been constructed for the vestry, at a total

cost of about £-1,100, by Mr. George .Jennings,

sauitary engineer, of Lambeth, under the direction

of the Works Committee and the surveyor, Mr. J. K.
Dixon, A.M.I.C.E.

COMPETITIONS.
Barrow Muniijipal Technical and Art In-

stitute.—Acting on the advice of the assessor,

Mr. Henry liOrd, of Manchester, the committee
of the Institute have awarded the first premium
of f.iOto the design submitted by Messrs. Wood-
house and Willoughby, of iManchester, and the
second premium of £20 to Messrs. Wood and
Hutchings, of Tunstall. The estimated cost of

the structure is about £9,000.

CHIPS.
On Friday, the Woodnow district of Farsley,

which has suffered for years in consequence of an
insufficient supply of water, was coupled with the
high-level service of the Bradford Corporation, who
have carried out the work.

The partnership hitherto subsisting between
L. A. Withall and E. H. Barton, architects and
surveyors, Jewry House, Old .Tewry, E.C., imder
the style of Litham A. Withall, has been dissolved.

In the Hovise of Commons yesterday (Thursday)
afternoon a Bill was introduced to enable the
Government to commence building operations on
the sites now being cleared in the vicinity of White-
hall and Parliament-street.

The ceremony of cutting the first sod of a new
dock which is to be constructed at Llanelly was
performed on Tuesday. The dock, which is to be
nine acres in area, will be 1,000ft. long and -lOOft.

wide, with quayage of 1,200ft. It will be 17ft.

deep on the sill, and the gates will be 50ft. wide.
The total cost will be nearly £200,000.

At the Congregational Chapel, Highgate, N., an
alabaster cenotaph with panel of white marble has
been erected as a memorial of the late Rev. Josiah
Viney, 1816-96. Above the panel rises a massive
canopy, crocketed, terminating in a crisply carved
finial. The memorial has been carried out by
Messrs. Harry Hems and Sons, of Exeter, from
designs by Mr. E. J. Paine, F.S.I., architect.

The Bill for incorporating the Brighton L'nder-
ground Railway Company was to have been con-
sidered on Tuesday by a Select Committee of the
House of Lords. At the meeting of the committee,
it was announced that the promoters had decided to
withdraw this scheme, which provided for the con-
struction of an underground railway from Brighton
railway station to the sea beach.

At the chui'ch of the Holy Innocents, Fallowfield,
Manchester, on Sunday, the dedication of the
.Jubilee thank-offering took place. This thank-
offering consists of a set of nine canopied stalls

occupying the full width of the nave at the west
end. In the back of each stall is a medallion carved
in oak. The centre one contains the symbol of the
Holy Innocents ; the other eight the symbols of the
Beatitudes.

The annual report of John Bazley White and
Brothers (Limited) states that 1S97 has been a year
of improvement in the cement trade, both as regards
prices and demand. The increase in the profits is

due to decreased cost of manufacture and increased
prices of sale. The amount of £89,0.57 is after

deduction of £.'1.3,372, which sum includes all ordi-

nary repairs and replacements, as well as the special

outlay to repair the damage caused by the recent
floods. After t'ne deduction of debenture and
mortgage interest, sinking fund, and dividend paid
on the preference shares, there remains a balance of

£17,973, out of which it is proposed to pay 4 per
cent, on the ordinary share capital, to place £10,000
to reserve, and to carry forward £1,118.

By a disastrous fire, which occurred in November,
1896, the Valletort flour mills and warehouses at
Plymouth, belonging to Messrs. Hosken, Trevithick,

Polkinhorn, and Co., Limited, were entirely de-
stroyed. Preparations were immediately made for

rebuilding, and Messrs. Lethbridge and Sous, of

Plymouth, were intrusted with the contract. The
order for the machinery was placed with Messrs,

Henry Simon and Co., Limited, of Manchester,
milling engineers. Xat only is the new building

a larger structure, but its milling capacity is con-
siderably greater.

Mr. J. S. Brodie,C.E.,the engineer to the White-
haven Harbour Commissioners, has reported to that

body on the alterations necessary for the accommo-
dation of the proposed daily service of steamers

between Whitehaven and Kimsey. Mr. Brodiehas
prepared alternative plans for adopting either the

north pier or the west pier as low-water landing

berths. He estimates the provision of a north pier

berth and dredging at £0,057 ISs., north pier ex-

tensions at £8.178, and contingencies £738 2s., or a
total of £15,514. The alternative scheme is, west
pier berth and dredging, £3,345 ; north pier exten-

sion, £8,718 ; contingencies, £603 ; total, £12,666,

Mr. Brodie strongly recommends the north pier

scheme, and especially the extension of the north
pier itself, which was part of the original scheme of

Sir John Rennie.
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"BUILDING NEWS" DESIGNING LLl'B.

A SMALL srnrRBAX cnuucii.

ASMAIJj church for a hamlet on the out-

skirts of a town. The builjing to accora-

modato 30() and a choir of 21 voices. The site

falls from W. to K. 10ft., and it is situate at the

«omer of two roads, with a south frontage of

IfiOft., and a depth of UlOft. to the second road,

which runs N. There is to be a spire at the

X.W. corner of the building, and tlio west
entrance is to be through this tower, which will

form a porch. There is also to be a south porch,

and there may be transepts ; but the building is

not to be ornate, and it must be adapted to church
requirements, and have a choir-vestry, as well as

one for the priest. These need not be level with
the church. The altar pace is to be seven steps

above the nave Moor, and the central passage-way
up the nave is to be Sft. wide. The organ must
be near the chancel, and not be cramped in a

recessed " organ- chamber," so as to impede the
sound of the instrument gaining full vent.

Material, coursed stone and wrought dressings.

Style loft to competitors. Roofs open-timbered,
and covered with tiles. A pulpit and screen to

choir to be shown. Scale, Sft. to the inch for

one main elevation and cross-section ; other
drawings may be 16ft. to the inch. Sketch view
desirable. Cost will be taken into consideration ;

but no precise sum is fixed, though an estimate

reckoned at a shilling per foot cube is to be
furnished with each design.

These are the conditions which set out our
requirements, and the two accompanying photo-
lithographic drawings illustrate how our sug-
gestions have been realised by the two architects

whose plans were chosen for the first and
second places. A block illustration of the third

design is given with our letterpress. The first is

by "Centaur," the second is by " Byd," and
the third is by "Pantile." The last named is

the most original ; but we do not think his design
is either attractive or suitable—in fact, it is

crude and does not realise church requirements.
" Centaur " works on regulation lines, though a
strict ecclesiologist would not put a choir vestry

under the sanctuary. The plan presents nothing
very novel, and the external treatment hardly
calls for much comment. There is good taste

observable in the broad wall spaces and digni-

fied simplicity of the elevations. " Byd," in a

way, is rather similar, the transepts being, how-
ever made part of the choir rather than adjuncts
to the nave. The interior we like better—indeed,
the choice between these two is not very great,

and not exactly easy to define. Some would no
doubt prefer one to the other. The governing
ieeling in favour of the scheme placed first is that

it is more like a village church in general
idea, and it seems better as a whole. We have,
perhaps, said enough about " Pantile's " design,
which is rather American in type—at any rate,

it is un-English. That is not a fatal fault ; it is not
enough, however, to be uncouth and queer, though
we recognise the author's endeavour to give some-
thing out of the well worn track. The course he
has adopted, be it noted, would soon wear itself out,

and this church, if buUt, would not weather well.

Its regular coursed masonry is very out of keep-
ing with the design. " Dacho " (who sends
neither name nor address) comes next, chiefly on
account of his elevation, for the plan is poor
enough, with a heating chamber—of all things in

the world—under the altar pace. The treatment
•externally is free, and the square-headed clerestory

windows are ugly. "Thrums" is simple and
is marked by a regulation air, with a squat Sussex-
like tower, the walls of which are very thin. His
tracery is Flamboyant, but weak. " Petticoats "

does not understand church work, and his chancel
is shockingly contrived. The view being some-
what spiritedly drawn attracts attention ; but
the whole thing is unreal and unsuitable.

"Microbe" is very weak in a bold Lancet
style which hardly calls for further com-
ment. " Checkmate " conceives a hamlet church
to look as if it were intended for St. John's
Wood. He makes a feature of the narthex, or, in

common English, the passage-way between
two doorways, and here he locates the font.

A nice draughty place for infants surely, par-
ticularly those who are baptised, in accordance
with the Rubric, within eight days of their
birth. This wovild be " Checkmate" with a
vengeance. "Phantom" seems to believe in
sloping buttresses, one of which he uses to shore
up the relieving arch of his transept. His tower
is very ugly. We really cannot specify all these

designs ; they are so poor. The church work of

the future will be in a sorry way if the coming
generation of architects cannot do better than
these designs. They corneas follows :

—" Stone,"
"Tee-Square," "Olliwops"(no name or address)

"Chuckle," 'Hotspur," " Lany," "Gossip,'
" JJerige," "Stanley," "Spark," " Gaiour'
(sii), " Pick-Me-l'p," "Bantam," "Eric,'
" Cobden," " Gib," " Hubert," " dcik,'

"Strax," "Tit-Bits," "R. \V. P.," "Bernard,'
" E. G." " WiUiam the Englishman," and
"Chess."

THE BKUOK HOSPITAL.

AT Friday's meeting of the Metropolitan
Asylums Board, an adjourned discussion

took place on the report of the special committee
in the matter of the Brook Hospital expenditure,
which had exceeded the estimate by about
£ J0,000. The committee had recommended the
payment of the contractors' claims as finally

adjusted by the architect, Mr. T. W. Aldwinckle,
and the renewil of an application to the Local
Government Board for an order authorising the
further e.xpenditure on loan, in respect of the
erection and equipment of the hospital, of the
sum of £100,000 in lieu of the sum of £75,000
applied for on Oct. 10, 1896. To this Mr. J. H.
Brass had moved, as an amendment, " That the
report be referred back to the committee for

them to report as to the cause of the extra ex-
penditure, as to the several contractors not
executing the works in accordance with the
sealed contracts, as to the power of the architect

to order additional work without the authority of

the board, and as to whether the certificates of

the architect for such works are or are not ultra

vires." Mr. Lile, in resuming the debate,
attributed blame to the committee in allowing
the architect to incur an extra expenditure of

nearly £39,000 without reference to the com-
mittee ; but did not think there was any evidence
to show that if the whole of the items of extra
expenditure had been brought before the com-
mittee the expense could have been in any way
reduced.

Several members agreed that the board had a
substantial buHdint; which was worth every
shilling which had been spent upon it.

Iilr. Purchese said the disclosures which had
been made in connection with this matter were
a gross scandal.

Mr. T. J. Robins asserted that the Brook
Hospital Committee was as much to blame as the
architect.

Mr. Edward White, the chairman of the com-
mittee of inquiry, expressed the opinion that the
architect was largely to blame in not consulting
the committee as to the extra expenditure.
The amendment was lost by 41 votes to five,

and the recommendations of the committee were
agreed to.

Mr. Lubb called attention to a letter written
by the clerk to Mr J. Brown, a member of the
board, in June, 1894, in which the hon. member
was informed that a resolution passed by a sub-
committee to the effect that certain bricks, of

which' Mr. Brown was the maker, might be
supplied for use in the construction of the Brook
Hospital, Shooter's-hill, in no way relieved 5Ir.

Brown of the penalty which section 14 of the
Metropolitan Poor Law Act of 1807 imposed upon
the managers, and \(hich might be recovered at

the suit of any common informer. He said that
in consequence of the receipt of that letter Mr.
Brown requested the architect to omit all refer-

ence to the bricks in the specification ; but,
although that was done, certain bricks of which
Mr. Brown was the maker had been used in the
construction of the hospital. He moved "That
the whole matter be referred to the Local
Government Board to ascertain whether section

14 of the Metropolitan Poor Liw Act, 1867, has
been contravened by Mr. Brown in supplying
bricks used in the erection of the Brook
Hospital."
Mr. Willmott said a dishonest attack had

been made upon Mr. Brown. The bricks manu-
factured by that gentleman were purchased by
merchants and builders all over the country, and,
amongst others, by a firm of merchants in London,
who supplied a comparatively small number to

the builders of the Brook Hospital. Mr. Brown
had no control over the merchants or builders,

and the only way in %vhich he could prevent such
an occurrence was to give up his business
entirely.

The motion was lost by 26 to 5 votes.

OBITUARY.
TuK death is announced of Professor Kirk,

F.L.S., the well known botanist of New Zealand.

Professor Kirk rendered valuable official service

in connection with the Department of Woods and

Forests. His " Forest Flora of New Zealand"
is the standard work upon the forest growths

native to the islands. Since the production of

his principal work he has continued, from time to

time, to publish monographs upon New Zealand

timbers. A valuable rep 'rt on the trees suitable

for forest cultivation in the colony was issued by
him in 1886, at which time he held the position

of Conservator of State Forests in New Zealand,

and he was enjraged up to the moment of his

death upon a great work devoted to the botany of

Australasia. •-^ —
CHIPS.

The Isolation Hospital, Belper, is being warmed
and ventilated by means of Shorland's patent

Manchester stoves, with descending smoke-flues,

and Shorland's patent Manchester grates, the same
being supplied by Messrs. E. H. Shorland and
Brother, of Manchester.

The convalescent home at Dundee is about to be
extended at a cost of £3,700, by the addition of two
wings providing 34 more beds.

On Friday night the members of No. 3 Branch at

Leicester of the Amalgamated Society of Carpenters

and Joiners met at dinner at the De Montfort
Hotel, Wellington-street, in that town, and subse-

quently presented Mr. E. Thomson with an illumi-

nated address and a handsome marble clock and
bronzes in recognition of seven years' services as

secretary of the branch. Mr. J. Steer presided.

Lieut. -Colonel A. C. Smith, R.E., Local Govern-
ment Board inspector, held an inquiry at Surbiton

last week into an application by the mbau district

council for permission to borrow £6,000 for the

erection of municipal offices, and £4,.')00 for the

making- up of five roads at Tolworth under

the Private Street Works Act, 1892.

The Lord Lieutenant of Ireland unveiled, on
Leinster Lawn, Dublin, yesterday, a memorial

statue to the late Sir Robert Stewart, the Irish

composer. The statue, which is of Carrara marble,

has been executed by Sh- Thomas Farrell, P.E.H.A.

At their first meeting held on Tuesday, the

London County Council accepted the gift of a new
recreation ground, seven acres in extent, from

the Earl of Northbrook and Viscount Baring at

Bromley-road, Lee.

A select committee of the House of Lords decided

on Tuesday, in the case of the Inner Temple (King's

Bench Walk) Bill, under which powers were sought

to build on reclaimed land now forming part of the

Temple Gardens, that the preamble had not been

proved. The Bill is consequently thrown out.

Four memorial stones were laid on Monday in

connection with the enlargement and renovation of

the Bethany Welsh Calvinistio Methodist Chapel,

Lodge, Brymbo, near Wrexham. The chapel was
built over 30 years ago, and has been completely

renovated, and will now seat about 500. The total

cost was £8.50. The builders were Messrs. Rogers

and Son, Brymbo, and the architect was Mr. G. T.

Williams, Liverpool.

The opening services in connection with the new
Presbyterian Church, Blundellsands, were held on

Sunday. The building has been erected at a cost of

about £400, and is intended to provide accommoda-
tion for 200 persons.

The new list of members of the Society of Archi-

tects just published shows that there are on the roll

514 ordinary members, 17 honorary members, and
10 associates, givin;; a total of 541 in the three

classes. At the corresponding period last year

there were 518 members. 17 honorary members, and

nine associates, in all, 544.

The South Shields town council have appointed

Mr. S. E. Burgess, A.M.I.C.E., surveyor to the

Stoke Newington Vestry, London, as borough

engineer and surveyor at a commencing salary of

£500, rising by annual increments of £25 to a

maximum of £700.

A Local Government Board inquiry was held at

Swanage last week by Mr. H. H. Law, C.E.,

respecting an application from the urban district

council for sanction to borrow £8,500 for sewerage

purposes.

The corporation of York, having applied to the

Local Government Board for sanction to borrow
certain sums of money for the purpose of carrying

out the electric hghting of the city and other works,

a pubUc inquiry was held there on Friday before

Colonel A. G. Durnford, E.E., inspector of the

Local Government Board. The corporation seek

power to borrow £23,000 for the sewerage works,

£20,000 for the purpose of electric hghting, and

£11,852 for street improvements.
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PEOFESSIONAL AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

The Ai'CTioxKEUs" Ixstitl ti;.—The first pro-
vincial meeting of the year of the Auctioneers'
Institute of the United KingJom was held on
Friday at Oxford, and was largely attended.
3Ir. James F. Field, of London, the president,
occupied the chair at the meeting of the council.

A satisfactory report was received from the
finance committee showing a baliince in hand of

nearly £.500, and the benevolent fund showed a
balance of £'i'.iX. It was reported that a depu-
tation from a meeting of bailiffs was received
early in the year upon the subject of the law of

distress and the present position of biililis, and it

was resolved that it was desirable that a repre-
sentative meeting of bailiffs should be held to

thoroughly discuss the whole subject, and that the
views of such meeting should be placed before a
committee of the institute for consideration.
Forty new members, 24 fellows, and H associates

were elected. Mr. Alexander, of Cardiff, gave
notice of a motion that the qualification for the
election of a fellow should be amended, as it was
considered by the .South "Wales branch that five

years' practice as an auctioneer was not sufficient

to admit anyone to this grade of membership.
In the evening a banquet took place in the
Municipal Buildings, when Mr. Field was sup-
ported by a numerous company.

, The EniNMivuGH Architectir.il As.soci.vtion.—The members of this association met on Wed-
nesday in last week in the Royal Institution, Mr.
Thomas Ross, president, in the chair. Mr. A.
Hunter Crawford delivered a lecture on " Steam
Heating and Domestic Hot-Water Supply," illus-

trating his remarks by a plan, sketches, and a
working model. The application of steam for
domestic heating, cooking, and hot-water supply
from one boiler was described, and the advantages
and disadvantages of steam as a heating medium
discussed, the lecturer expressing considerable
doubt as to the advisableness of its introduction
into this country to the same extent as employed
in America, where the climatic conditions were so
different. The flow of hot-water in pipes was
then described, and the results of the experiments
on the model given. On Saturday afternoon
the_ members visited Leith Academy, Leith Links,
which has just been erected by the Leith School
Hoard, Mr. George Craig, architect of the school,
acting as leader. The company visited the infant
classrooms, juvenile classrooms, art-rooms, lecture-
hall, chemical laboratories, physical and technical
laboratories, and other rooms for a science college,
cookery and sewing-rooms. The school has accom-
modation for 2,097 pupils, and was built at a
cost of about £.30,000. The building is 122ft.
long, and the height of the structure from the
pavement to the top of the centre tower is

123ft. The style is Renaissance, with a centre
wing and two side wings. The centre wing is

one story higher than the rest of the school,
which is four and a half stories in height. On
the top of this story is a mansard roof, sur-
mounted with a large fleche to be used as a
ventilation outlet. The towers surmounting the
other two wings are also to be used for ventilation.
The heating and ventilation, which is on the
plenum system, has been put in by Mr. Key,
Glasgow, who explained to the company his
method whereby filtered, washed, and warm air
is impelled into every classroom, cloak-room, and
corridor in sufficient volume to renew the whole air
so many times ptr hour in summer and in winter.
The members afterwards visited some of the few
remaining buildings of historical interest in
Leith, under the leadership of Mr. John Watson,
architect. The town house of the Balmerino
family, situated in a close off the Kirkgate, was
first seen, then an interesting mansion-house in
Quality-street; also the Old Custom House,
dated 1727, on the Shore, and St. Xinian's
Manse.

The Society oi- Architects .\nd the Regis-
tration QcESTiox.—The council of the Society
of Architects is desirous of obtaining the views of
provincial architects upon the question of regis-
tration. They have, therefore, arranged to hold
a series of meetings in the provinces, to which
the best known architects who reside within a
reasonable distance of the localities chosen will
be invited. A meeting will be held at the library,
Philosophical Hall, Park-row, Leeds, on Fridav,
March 25, at 7.30 p.m., Mr. Walter Emden,
J.P., L.C.C., president of the society, in the
""' An address on " The Statutory Registra-

of the Profession " will be delivered bv Jlr.

chair,

tion

Kllis Marsland, hon. secretary, and a resolution

approving of the principle of compulsory regis-

tration will be proposed by Mr. .1. Wregitt
C'onnon, F.R.I.B.A., of Leeds. This will be

followed by a general discussion of the subject.

In view of the Bill now before Parliament, it is

eminently desirable to ascertain at once the

attitude of provincial architects on this important

subject. A similar meeting will be held at

the Arts Club, CTraioger-street, Newcastle-on-
Tyne, on the following Monday evening, the

2Sth inst. The chair will be taken by Mr. Sil-

v,anu3 Trevail, F.R.I.B.A., vice-president, of

Truro, and a resolution approving of the registra-

tion principle will be proposed by Mr. J. J. Lish,

of Newcastle, past-president.

CHIPS.
The Council of Kind's College, London, have

appointed Dr. W. J. Simpson, late Health Officer

of Calcutta, to the Professorship of Hygiene.

The parish church of Honingham, Xorfolk, has
just been reopened, after restoration from plans by
Mr. Herbert J. Green, of Norwich. Tlie work
includes reflooring and reseatinsc, which have been
carried out by Mr. Chapman, of Hanworth.

The twelfth county school erected in Glamorgan-
shire under the Welsh Intermediate Education Act
was opened at Gowerton on Saturday. The new
buildings, which have cost nearly £-5,000, afford

accommodation for 120 pupils.

On Monday evening the new theatre connected
with the training ship Merfiiry^ lying in Hamble
River, was opened. It has been designed by Mr.
Romaine Walker, of London, after the Opera House
in Bavaria. It is horseshoe in shape, and fitted

wi'h electric light, and is capable of seating about
600 persons. The orchestra, out of sight of the
audience, is under the stage. The scenery is from
the brush of Mr. Helmsley, of London.

A meeting of the Executive Restoration Com-
mittee for the Church of St. Bartholomew the
Great, Smithfield, was held last week to celebrate

the completion of the work of restoring this historic

edifice, and the recovery of the portions so long
alienated. Addresses of congratulation were pre-
sented to Mr. E. A. Webb, who has been church-
warden and treasurer throughout the whole period,

and to his brother, Mr. Aston Webb, F.S.A.,
F.R.I.B.A., under whose directions, as architect, the
workj have been carried out by Messrs. W. Dove,
Brothers, contractors, at a cost of about £31,000.

Mr. H. H. Law, Local Government Board in-

spector, held an inquiry at Carisbrooke re a dispute
which has arisen between the Newport Town
Council and Isle of Wight Rural District Council,

as to the terms upon which the corporation are pre-
pared to sanction the parish of Carisbrooke being
connected with their sewerage system, and also upon
the application of the rural district council to the
Local Goverment Board for permission to borrow a
sum of £2,000 for the purposes of the works of

sewerage for the village of Carisbrooke.

A preliminary meeting of creditors in the matters
of Michael Harmel and Myer Sayers, trading in co-
partnership as the South Main .Street Furnishing
Company, of Cork, also of Michael Harmel, Lom-
bard-street, Dublin (on his own account), was held
at Manchester, on Friday. The liabilities of the
.South Main Street Furnishing Company, which was
only commenced in February, 1S97, amount to

£2, 3-56, and the total deficiency is £3,914. After a
long discussion an offer of 73. 6J. in the pound,
payable within twelve months, was refused, and
eventually it was agreed that unless 10s. in the
pound was forthcoming, the matter should be wound
up in bankruptcy.

The Southampton Corporation were informed at

their last meeting that, on the instructions of a com-
mittee, the borough engineer, Mr. W. B. G. Bennett,

had reduced the estimated cost of the proposed
municipal lodging-house from £14,500 to 110,000,

the changes including the reduction in accommoda-
tion from 225 to 189 beds. After a prolonged
discussion, and a division, the report was adopted,

and Mr. J. F. Crook was appointed to take out the

quantities for the budding at a commission of

1 i per cent, preparatory to inviting tenders for the

work.

The burial of the late Mr. Deputy .lames

Edmeston, F.R.I.B.A., of 42, Old Broad-street,

E.C., whose death we recorded in our last issue,

took place at Brompton Cemetery on Thursday in

last week, in the presence of a large gathering of

relatives and friends. The principal mourners were
Mrs. Hodges, Miss Edmeston, and Mrs. Dow
(daughters). Dr. Dow, Mr. J. S. Edmeston, and
Mr. J. Edmeston, jun. (grandsons). There were
pfesent also : Mr. E. Gabriel (the late Deputy's
partner). Sir G. Harriss, Mr. P. Harris, Mr. H. H
Collins, F.R.I.B.A.. Mr. F. Stanley, C.C, Mr. E. C.

Beedell, CO., Mr. W. Brown, C.C, Lieut.-Colonel

Thompson, C.C, and Mr. R. \V. Edwards, C.C.

Builiiins Juttlligtnct

BoRDEsLEY.—A new building, to be known as

the Imperial Theatre, is to be at once erected on
a site in High-street, at the junction of Clyde-

street, and nearly opposite to the railway station.

Plans have been prepared by Messrs. Owen and
Ward, architects, of Birmingham. The stage

will be 70ft. by 45ft , and the auditorium 70ft.

by Gjft., and providing sitting accommodation
for 2,700 persons. It is divided into orchestra

and pit-stalls, pit, circle, and gallery, with si.x

private boxes. There will be only two tiers

above the pit level, and these are to be con
structed on the cantilever principle. The prin-

cipal entrances will be from the High-street into

a hall 2Gft. by 24ft., with a domed ceiling, and a

marble staircase leading to the grand circle and
balcony. The internal decorations will be in

Louis XIV. style, the prevailing colours being

turquoise-blue, cream, and gold. The external

elevation will have a frontage of 100ft. in length,

and will be of red brick with buff terracotta

dressings, and an iron and glass verandah, sup-

ported on pillar-lamps, will span the footpath.

The building, irrespective of fittings, is estimated

to cost £12,000. The new theatre will be com-
pleted ready for opening by Christmas next.

DiXiiLAXE.— In consequence of the yearly

increasing number of visitors to Dunblane Hydro
pathic, the proprietor has decided on extensive

additions. A new wing will be added to the

north end of the building, greatly enlarging the

existing dining-room accommodation. The addi-

tions will afford room for nearly 100 persons, so

that about 250 may sit down to dinner when the

alteration has been carried out. In the basement
underneath the new dining-room is a servants'

hall and a servants' dormitory. X^ext year the

symmetry of the frontage will be insured by the

erection of a similar wing at the other end
adjoining the present drawing-room. Plans for

the extension have been prepared by Messrs.

.lames M'Laren and Sons, architects, Dundee,
while the contract for the mason work has been
secured by Messrs. J. and C. Hay, builders,

Dundee. The extension is to be completed in

time to accommodate summer visitors.

It is announced that all applications for licenses

for hoardings, scaffolds, shores, Arc. , upon or over the

public-ways of the City of London, and for placards

and advertisements upon the same, should for the

future be made direct to the town clerk at the offices

of the Public Health Department, Guildhall.

A vicarage house has lately been built at Weston,
near Southampton. The building is a plain and
solidly-built red brick structure, designed by Messrs.

Mitchell and Gutteridge, architects, of Southamp-
ton, and executed by Mr. Rashley. It was opened
on Monday in last week.

Very good business was done last week at the

Auction Mart, among the notable features being the

continued demand for freehold ground -rents at

reasonable prices, and for budding land in good
positions. The aggregate realisation, as registered

at the Estate Exchange, amounted to £165,354—

a

long way in advance of the corresponding week of

last year, when the total recorded was £96,654.

The new Roman Catholic Church in Beverley
was formally opened on Friday by the Bishop of

Middlesbrough. The building is of stone, hght
being admitted by eight traceried windows, two of

which, near the altar, are of stained glass. The
pews are of pitch-pine, accommodating 200 wor-
shippers. There is a gallery over the entrance for

the organ and choir, and on the north side of the

altar a small sanctuary and confessional.

At a meeting of the Lynn Town Council, on 9th

inst., the resignation of Mr. E. J. Silcock, C.E.,

borough engineer, was accepted ; but it was decided

by the council to retain Mr. Silcock's services for

the completion of the works for a new water supply

to the town and new sewerage scheme which have
been designed and commenced by him. We under-

stand that Mr. Silcock has been appointed engineer

to the King's Lynn Harbour Conservancy Board,

and that he will also carry on a general practice as a

civil engineer.

At a special meeting of Haddington Town
Council, held on Friday, a report relative to the

new bridge scheme was submitted by Messrs. Car-

frae and Belfrage, C.E., Edinburgh. The engineers

report in favour of the Market-street route, and
estimate that a bridge, plans of which were pro-
duced, could be erected for the sum of £5,000,

exclusive of approaches. The council agreed to ask

the engineers to supply detailed figures regarding

the various routes suggested.
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TO OOBBESFONDENTS.
[Wo do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of

our correspondpnte. All communications should be
drawn up as briefly &s possible, as there are many
claimants upon the space allotted to correspondenta. ]

It ia particularly requested tliat all drawings and all

communicaturns respecting illastnitiims or literary matter
should be aildri\-*!*ed to the EDITOU of the linii.DiNO

News, 332, Ktnind, W.C, and not to m<_'rabers of the staff

by name. Delay is not unfrequcntly othorwiHe caused.
All drawings and other coiumamcatii>u.s are sent at con-
tributora* riaka, and the Editor will not undertake to
pay for, or be liable for, unsought contributions.

Cheques and Post-offlce Orders to be made payable to
Tub St&and NewspArKR Coupant, Liuited.

TERMS OF StTBSCUIPTION.

One Pound per annum (poat free) to any part of the
United Kingdom ; for Canada, Nova Scotia, and the
United SUtey, £1 6a. Od. (orBdols. 30c. gold). To France
or Belgium. £1 6s. l)d. (or 3;jfr. 30c.) To India, £1 6s. Od.
To any of the Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the
Cape, the West Indies, or Natal, £1 63. Od.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
The chai^^e for Competition and Contract Advertise-

mentfl, Public Companies, and all official advertiBementa
is Is. per line of Eight words, the first line counting as
two, the minimum charge being 5s. for four lines.

The charge for Auctions, Land Sales, and Miscellaneous
and Trade Adverti-sements (except Situation advertise-
ments) ia 6d. per line of Eight words (the first lint
counting as twoK the miniraiun charge being 4s. 6d. for
40 words. Special terms for series of more than six
insertions can be ascertained on application to the Pub-
lisher.

Front-page Advertisements 2s. per line, and Paragraph
Advertisements Is. per line. No Front-page or Paragraph
Advertisement inserted for less than os.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
office not later than 3 p.m. on Thui-sday. Front-page
Advertisements and alterations in serial advertisements
must reach the office by Tuesday morning to secure
insertion.

SituATIOSS.

The charge for advertisements for ' * Situations Vacant '

'

or " Situations Wanted " is Ose Shilling for Twentt-
Foaa Words, and Sixpence for every eight words after.
All Situation Advertisements must be prepaid.

NOTICE.
Bound copies of Vol. LXXIII. are now ready, and
should be ordered early (price Twelve Shillings each),
as only a limited number are done up. A few
boimd volumes of Vols. XXXIX., XL., XLI.,
XLVI., XLLX., LL, Lin., LVIH., LIX.,
LXI., LXII., LXTTT., LXIV., LXV., LXVL,
Lxvn.. Lxvm., lxix., lxx., lxxi., Lxxn.
may still be had. price Twelve Shillings ; all the other
bound volumes are out of print. Most of the back-
numbers of former volumes are, however, to be had
singly. Subscribers requiring any back numbers to
complete volume just ended should order at once, as
many of them soon run out of print.

A. 8. P. (We know few books on the subject to which
you refer. If you apply to the Secretary of Institution
of Surveyors. Savoy-street, for a copy of their examina-
tion syllabus, you will find a list of subjects, and we
believe a list of textbooks for estate-survejing is given.
The subjects you ou^-'ht to study are those on estate
management, law of landlord and tenant, dila^-idations,
land surveying, agricultural buildings and drainage,
road-making, sanitary work. Get the "Handbook of
House Property" by Tarbuck, Inwood's "Tables for
Purclmsing Estates, &c.," Wheeler's " Appraisers' and
Estate Agenta' Pocket Assistant" (Crosby Lockwood),
and inquire of Batsford, 9i, High Holbom, for books on
any of these subjects.)

Received.—C. H. W.—O. V.—L. T. and Co.—N. P. G.—
S. K. and Son.—D. C.

"BUILDING NEWS" DESIGNING CLUB,
Drawings Received. — "Bernard," " Petticoats,'*

*'Stra.x," '-Ivy," *• Dacas," " Olliwops." "Notts."
"Pantile." " Alesia," "Tee-square." " Rydal,"
"Klondyke," "Centaur," " Cobden." "Giaour."
"Crow," " Lany," " Derige," " Don't Know,"
"Hotspur," '• Nowhere," " Cwdmon," " Chess"
(nearly a week late\

Jnteitommtttttcatian;.

QUESTIONS.
[11911.]—Regrimental Colours.—Can any reader

adWse as to how to preserve old regimental colours,
which have sutfered severely from being kept against the
damp walls of a chuich .' Is it possible to mount them
on strong linen or hue canvas . Are there any firms who
make a speciality of such work ?—R. B. C.

[1191.3.] — Rendering Lime Concrete with
Cement.—Lime, gravel, and s:ind are obtainable here
at very low prices. Tne lime is a go id quality, of very fat
nature. I have built a ilight of steps with lime concrete,
and rendered it with cement, the result being not very
satisfactory, which [ ascribe to the araouot of clay in tlie
sand used in the cement rendering and the too small
quantity of cement. I am told that cement will not hold
to lime concrete, the two materials hs,ving no affinity,
though I have often rendered a plain lime concrete floor
inth cement with satisfactory results. Will any readers
oblige me with their opinion '

—

Aistr \l.

rilOM.]-Dry and Wet Rot--C<in any of your
subscribers give me a good remedy for both dry rot and
also wet rot with fongm growth, &c. i—lN-<iuiRER.

ril917.1 -Brick and Timber Work.-I shall be
obliged if a practical reader will give a specification for a
brick gable in whitti briek and timber framing are
employed, stating the ordinary dimensions of the uprights
and other timbei-s. thickness of wall, load, and other
details of the corbelling over of the gjtble. The descrip-
tion will be useful to others beside myself.—A Col'xtbv
BlMLHEIt.

[ liius. 1—"Witness to Building- Agreement.—
Can any reader of the BiMi.txsi; News inform me if , in
the case of an ordinary building agreement between the
owner and the contractor, the architect can .sign the same
as a valid witness to the signatures of the contiucting
parties, or whether the signature of an outside person as
witness is preferable ?—Lector.

[11M19.]—Hyeeian Rock Building- Compo-
sition.—Will anyone give particulars as to liow this
composition can be applied to walls—whether it is best
used between two walls, and what thickness, or as an
outside or inside lining to cellar walLs or storage tanks ?

—

G. Williams.

[I1920.]-Hollow Wall Ties.—A friend is thinking
of building a Iiouse with hollow walls. What is the
strongest and best form of iron tie, and the name it is

known by .' I think the stoneware brick gives more
opportunity for the moisture to pass through, as it affords
a better lodgment for mortar droppings. 1 shall be glad
of any practical advice, the distance the ties should be
placed, size of cavity, ire-Dami'-Peoof.

[11921.]—Facing: Bricks.—What bricks are recom-
mended for the front uf a house in a West-end street ?

They must be good, hard, and of deep colour, though
absolute uniformity of tint is not desired.— L. O.

MEFZIES.
[I1909.]-Silicate Ootton.-Replying to " W. H.,

Manchester," in your issue of 4th inst., the fault of his
method of applying the silicate cotton sheets is that he
failed to secure entire insulation by leaving the joists
free to conduct the sound. Complete insulation is essen-
tial to complete success, and this is obtained by fixing the
" sheets " underneath the joists, say from centre t<5 centre
of each alternate joist. Fillets can then be fised to carry
the laths for the ceiling, or, better still, Jones's patent
combined silicate cotton and plaster slabs can be used , thus
economically combining the silicate cotton sheets and the
plaster ceiling in one process.-M. H.

[11911.] —Bending: Moment. — In mechanics a
"moment," or "moment of a force," about a point is

said to be its tenden y to produce rotation about that
point. We speak of the moment of a lever about the ful-
crum, of the handle of a pump, the rotating etfect being
measured by the dis'ance of the force from the axis of
rotation. The " bending moment " of a beam ia the load
relatively to the cross-section, or the weight acting to bend
the beam effectively. If we suppose a cantilever b~am
with the weight applied at the free end. the bending
moment is "

. x, n* representing the weight, and x the
distance of weight from the fulcrum, the strain or moment
being proportional to the distance. In other words, the
"bending moment" of a beam has bjen defined as
follows :

—" The bending moment at any point in a beam
is the algebraic sum of the moment^s with respect to that
point of all the external forces acting on the portion of
the beam on either side of that point," and the amount of
the moment can be determined graphically, as shown in
all treatises on mechanics.-G. H. (r.

[1191-2 1—Painting G-alvanised Iron.—White-
lead unquestionably sets up a galvanic action on the iron,
and is not recommended. For toughness and adhesive
qualities, iron oxide paint with pure oil is no doubt one
of the best coverings for iron. Considerable experience
in the painting of iron structures in America proves the
value of oxide of iron paint to corrugated roofs, especially
when the metal has been scraped clean. The subject has
lately been di-cussed in the columns of the BcTLorxii
News, and I think " C. F. M." will had some useful
remarks on the subject by referring to two or three of the
last volumes.— <>. H.

CHIPS.
An alabaster tablet has been erected ia Durham

Cathedral by the family of the late Dr. Alaltby
(1770-1859) in memory of the deceased prelate, who
was Bishop of Chichester from 1S31 to ISoG, and
Bishop of Durham from that year till 1856. It is

placed in the north transept, and beara an inscrip-
tion, surmounted by the Episcopal arms.

Mr. "W. Y. Macgre^or and Mr. W. S. Macgeorge,
painters, were elected to the rank of Associate at a
general assembly of the Royal Scottish Academy on
Wednesday.

Decorations, designed by Mr. Aston Webb, have
Just been completed at St. John's, Notting Hill.
The colour scheme is green, red, and yellow,
sparsely relieved with gold—all tept iu a light key,
as the chancel is a dark one. The greatest elabora-
tion has been reserved for the east wall. On either
side of the east window are painted full-length
figures of St. John and the Blessed Virgin. The
general wall faces of the chancel are diapered with
pomegranates and bluebells, emblems of St, John.
Above the arch is the Dove, and on either side two
censing angels (9ft. high). The ornament geaerally
is designed in a Late character, the emblematic
grape and vine-leaf being mainly used.

The national harbour works at Dover have been
commenced this week by the inclosure of an area of
foreshore between the Admiralty Pier and Shake-
speare Cliff at the western end of the town. The
inclosure will be used for the purpose of making the
concrete blocks for the extension of the Admiralty
Pier section of the work, which is to be continued
to a distance of 4,000ft. into the sea.

LEGAI. INTELLIGENOS.
Pdblic BriLDiNo District SirRVEYORs' Fees.—London Building Act, 1891. — Dicksee v.

BuLLERS.—At Southwark Police Court on March
14, Mr. Fenwick gave his decision in this case. The
plaintiff, Mr. Bernard Dicksee, district surveyor for

East Newington, summoned Mr. J. Bullera, the
builder employed, for £7 179. Od., district sur-

veyor's fees, in respect of certain alterations made
to St. Matthew's Church, New Kent-road. The
case was heard on January 26, when evidence wa«*

given by the plaintiff that the work done consisted

of removing the old chancel floor, and erecting a
new chancel floor supported on dwarf walls at a
higher level than the old floor, and extending
some Oft. further into the body of the church,
several pews being removed to make room for

this. The new floor had seven steps up to
the altar, instead of the previously existing three

steps. There was no alteration to the walls
or columns of the church, except that the bases of
the small attached columns at the east end were
taken out and refixed at a higher level. No
building notice was in the first instance given by
the defendant, though one was subsequently given
when demanded by the district surveyor. The dis-

trict surveyor surveyed the work from time to time
until completion, when he issued his certificate under
Sec. 78. When, however, a demand was made for the
fees, defendant wrote to the plaintiff that he was in-

structed by the owners not to pay. It was con-
tended by the district surveyor, who appeared in

person, that the work done came within Sees. 78 and
-SO, brought into operation by Sees. 207 and 209,

and that the work must be done as approved by
him. It was argued by counsel for defendant that

the Act did not apply in this case, and the case of
" Venner v. McDonell" was quoted. Mr. Fenwick,
in giving his decision, said that he had come to the

conclusion that the correct reading of the Act was
that for the Act to apply the work done must be
"work affecting, or likely to affect, the building,"'

as stated in the latter part of Sec. 78. It therefore

only remained for him to decide as a fact whether
the work done was of such a character. For ex-

planation he must refer to the earUer part of the

section which read that *' Every public building, in-

cluding walls, roofs, floors, galleries, and staircases

shall be constructed in such a manner as may be
approved by the district surveyor. " The question

was, therefore, Was this work such as affected the
construction of the church ? He had heard the

evidence and made a personal inspection of the

building, and he had further an excellent plan of

the alterations to guide him, and he could come to

no other conclusion than that it did—therefore, the

district surveyor was entitled to the fees. Address-

ing the plaintiff, the magistrate asked whether,
having regard to his (plaintiff's) previous offer to

accept less, he was still disposed to do so, and asked

what amount was suggested. Plaintiff stated, that

no amount had been mentioned, and he would
prefer to leave the matter entirely in the magistnite's

hands. Upon the magistrate pressing the plaintiff

for his view of the amount, he suggested one-half.

The order was therefore made for £3 ISs. 9d., and
33. costs.

Alterations are being made at the Corn Exchange,
Melton Mowl'ray, embracing the ventilation, which
is now carried out on the Boyle system.

In the House of Commons on Wednesday, a Bill,

introduced by Sir Elliott Lees, to prevent the re-

moval of monuments which have been erected in

cathedrals or churches out of public money in pur-

suance of a vote by Parliament, was read a first

time.

Iq the north transept of Ely Cathedral there are

two recessed bays of Abbot Simeon's original work,
the finest examples of Early Norman in this country.

The recess nearest the choir is known as Northwold's

Chapel, and within this a work iu alabaster is now
being erected, consisting of a reredos and altar.

Beneath a pierced canopy are figures—in the centre

the Saviour, on either side an angel bearing a censer,

and below these six angels in prayerful pose. The
idea of a place for private jtrayer is due to a Canon,

at whose cost it will bo carried out. It will be

dedicated to St. Edmund, King of East Anglia.

The parish church of Falmouth was reopened

last week by the Bishop of Truro after recon-

struction. The unsightly old roofs have been

remodelled on an elaborate scale. The huge north

and south galleries have been removed, a west

gallery has been retained but rearranged, the

dilapidated pewing removed, and new seating has

been substituted. The old floor (which was com-
posed of patches of woodwork, and large iron

gratings, and loose stone slabs and tiles) was taken

up, the numerous vaults tilled in, and a new floor

laid down with wood blocks, under the 'seating.

The scheme for the alterations includes a new apse

and a new north tower ; but only the first portions

of Mr. Edmund Sadding's plans have been carried

out, for want of funds. Over £3,000 has been

expended on these improvements.
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WATEB SUPPLY AND SANITABY
BCATTEBS.

The London Watee Supply.—At Monday's
sittiDg of the Royal Commission on the Metro-
politan water supply, Mr. W. H. Dickinson, chair-
man of the water committee of the late London
County Council, was recalled and cross-examined
by Lord 1!. Cecil for the Hertfordshire County
Council, and said the policy of the Council with
regard to the outside areas was to hand over to
them entirely the distribution, and a proportionate
share of the right to draw water from the Thames
according to the number of consumers. The witness
expressed a decided preference for a policy of pur-
chase rather than one of administrative control.
Sir John Lubbock, M.P., said that in his opinion
the purchase by the London County Council of the
undertakings of the eight water companies would
not be expedient in the interests of London, either
as regarded the purity of the water supply or from
a financial point of view. He cited figures to show
that purchase would involve increased cost to the
ratepayers. Neither Government nor municipal
management could be expected to compete with
private management in economy or efficiency, and
was only defensible in special cases. He doubted
whether the tendency of public opinion was really
in favour of placing the water supply in the hands
of the County Council ; and it was undesirable on
several grounds that the governing body of the
Metropolis should be a gigantic employer of labour.
In preference to a policy of purchase he advocated
a. control with representatives of the ratepayers on
the board of each company. By such an arrange-
ment the advantages of purchase would be secured,
and its dangers avoided.

Royal Commission on the Sewage Question.—The Royal Commission about to be appointed to
consider the various phases of the sewage ques' ion
will be a small body, consisting, in all probability,
of seven members. The chairman will be supported
by a chemist, a bacteriologist, a couple of engineer-
ing experts familiar with the different methods of
urban drainage, and probably two Local Govern-
ment Board officials specially qualified to speak
with authority upon sewage matters.

Watee-bokne Typhoid.—At the Sanitary Insti-
tute on Wednesday night in last week a paper was
read by Dr. Childs, of University College, on water-
borne typhoid. After reviewing the various causes
of typhoid fever, he pointed out that the protection
of water supplies was the one measure calling for
immediate action. The present law was quite in-
adequate. The first requirement was the thorough
and systematic inspection of the water supplies
from source to distnbution ; but the duty of taking
action was thrown on the sanitary authorities who
had only enabling, not compulsory, powers, and
were themselves often the greatest polluters. The
chief obstacle to reform was the ignorance and in-
difference of the public. He concluded by recom-
mending (1) that sanitary authorities should have
free access to water supplies, and should provide for
their inspection and analysis

; (2) that water com-
panies should publish full information as to their
water

; (3) that they should be required to make
regular inspections and analyses, and publish the
reports ; (4J that they should be made responsible
for the consequences of pollution : (5) that wilful
pollution of water should be a penal offence

;
(G)

that public authorities should be appointed for the
caie and protection of watersheds. A discussion
followed. Dr. Sims Woodhead drew attention to
the vitality of the typhoid bacillus in soil, and the
consequent need of preventing soil pollution. He
suggested that sanitary authorities should have
rights of supervision over water companies, and
that the responsibility for pronouncing on the suffi-
ciency of the water should fall upon them. The
whole question should be placed under the control
of a central board. Major Flower, engineer to the
Lea Conservancy Board, advocated individual action
in gettmg rid of river pollution. Dr. Louis Parkes
thought the protection of watersheds might very
well be intrusted to county councils. Dr. ChUds,
"\ reply, laid stress on the primary necessity of
diffusing knowledge among the people.

A destructive fire broke out on Friday night in
St. Edmund's Roman Catholic Church, Walkden
Moor, Walkden, resulting in the complete gutting
of the building, which was of pitch-pine, covered
with felt and galvanised iron. The fire originated
through a leakage of gas in the vestry. The
damage amounts to over £1,000. The whole of the
church furniture, including a valuable organ, was
destroyed.

An important inquiry was opened in the Withing-
ton Town Hall, on Friday, by W. W. E. Fletcher,
an inspector of the Local Government Board, into an
application made by the Withington Urban District
Council for sanction to borrow £.5,500 for the pur-
chase of Baguley Lodge Estate, 41 miles from
Withington town hall, as a site for an Infectious
Diseases Hospital. Mr. Mountain, surveyor to the
urban district council, explained the scheme.

PABLIAMENTART NOTES.
The Akohitects' Reqistkation Bill.—In the

House of Commons on Wednesday, Mr. LI.

Atherley -Jones brought in the Bill to provide for

the Registration of Architects. The measure was
read a first time.

CHIPS.
The 20th annual dinner of the Builders' Clerks'

Benevolent Institution will be held on Tuesday,
April .5, at the King's Hall, Holborn Restaurant,
when Mr. R. C. Foster, of Rugby (Foster and
Dicksee), the President, will occupy the chair.

Messrs. Warner and Son, of Cnpplegate, have
now completed the recasting of the old church bells

at Sevenoaks. They have been rehung in the belfry,

and will be rung for the first time on Sunday.

The Hotel Victoria, at Newmarket, which has
been erected from designs by Mr. Walter Emden,
P.S.A., was opened yesterday (Thursday). The
building, the architecture of which is of the Flemish
character, stands on the site of the old Greyhound,
in the High-street. The entire furnishing of the
establishment has been carried out by Messrs. Maple
and Co.

Messrs. Balwin-Latham, C.E., and W. J. Dibdin,
F.I.C. , have prepared a scheme for the purification

of the sewage of Aahton-under-Lyne, by the
bacteria process.

The East window of the church of St. Michael at
St. Albans, lighting the famous effigy of Lord
Bacon in the chancel, has just been filled with
stained glass, at the cost of the Earl of Verulam.
The window, of three lights, has as its subject the
Transfiguration. Our Lord occupies the central
light, and on either side are figures of Moses and
Elijah : while underneath are the three apostles

Peter, James, and .John.

In the Court of Appeal, on Friday, before the
Master of the Rolls and Lords Justices Rigby and
Vaughan Williams, judgment was given in an
appeal, "The Overseers of Worthing v. the Sur-
veyor of Taxes," from the judgment of a Divisional

Court. The question at issue was whether glass-

houses in or on a market garden were to be rated as

buildings or as agricultural land under the Agricul-
tural Rates Act, 1896. A Divisional Court had
decided that the buildings were to be treated as

part of the market garden, and rated as such. The
surveyor of taxes appealed, and their Lordships now
by a majority (Lord Justice Williams dissenting)

allowed the appeal, with costs in that court and
below, holding that the buildings must be rated as

such, and not as agricultural land.

The ceremony of opening the new Wesleyau
Sunday-schools, erected in connection with the
Coltman- street Church, Great Thornton -street

circuit, Hull, was performed on Friday afternoon.
Some £3,500 has been expended on the new pre-
mises; The central hall will accommodate about
800 children ; but there are in addition 17 class-

rooms and other dormitories.

A decorator and grainer, named Jinks, 5G years
of age, was, in the Queen's Bench Division on
Friday, awarded £500 damages against Messrs.
Lawrence and .Sons, contractors, for personal
injuries. As the plaintiff was walking along the
Strand last June a piece of timber, weighing 2001b.,

which was being shifted from a mansion at 336,
Strand, W.C., by a workman in the defendant's
employ, fell on him, causing serious injuries, one of

the effects of the accident being that plaintiff's left

leg had to be amputated below the knee, while he
also lost the sight of one eye.

On Thursday, in last week, Mr. G. W. Willcocks,
M Inst.C.E., held an inquiry at Pembury on behalf
of the Local Government Board, into an application
by the Tonbridge Rural Sanitary Authority for a
provisional order to compulsorily acquire lands re-

quired for the purposes of a sewerage scheme for

the parish of Pembury. Mr. W. Vaux Graham,
engineer of the scheme, explained the proposals.

The Education Committee have decided that the
associateship of the Royal College of Art is to be
granted to all those who, having passed satisfactorily

through at least two years' training in the Royal
College of Art or National Art Training School

,

have obtained the .^.rt Master's Certificate, Group
I., and two certificates of other groups. Applica-
tions for the diploma of associateship should be

made by those past students of the college who are

qualified for it under the above rule to the secre-

tary. Department of Science and Art, South Ken-
siugton, London, W.
At the Old Bailey, on Friday, John Jolly, 47,

builder, was indicted for shooting, with intent to

murder, police-constable Hill, of Stratford, for

causing him to be arrested for disorderly conduct.

The bullet struck the constable behind the ear, and
he is now suffering from facial paralysis. Justice

Grantham, in sentencing the accused to seven years'

penal servitude, said that if Hill had died nothing
could have saved Jolly from the gallows.

-—«-

—

" AUCIUTECTUHE VERSUS BlILDINf. " WaS tho

title of a lecture given at Carpenters' Hall on

Jlonday evening by Professor Banister Fletcher,

C.C., J.P. Mr. A. Preston, past -master of the

company, presided. Professor Fletcher pointed

out that the great end of art was pleasure, and

proceeded to describe the affinity of art and

architecture. To show how practical was the

work of the architect, he gave some drawings of

buttresses, indicating first the ordinary " shore "

of the builder, and secondly the same end accom-

jjlishedbythearchitect's more pleasing buttressand

flying buttresses. The point the speaker emphasised

was that no ornamentation of architecture could

be good which structurally was bad, and this he

illustrated by a specimen of an exceedingly ugly

Decorated French buttress. Passing on to the

necessity of the study of proportion as an essential

characteristic of architecture, the professor gave

some useful rules which might be generally

applied in the construction of ordinary houses,

dealing more especially with the proportions of

windows, doors, and staircases. Many excellent

views were shown, some of them of the most

admired architectural types known to the world

;

and, as a concluding remark, the lecturer pointed

out that nothing was beautiful in a design unless

it was meant to serve some good end. Finally,

some lantern views were shown of famous

buildings.

The London School Board have received a

report from the School Management I'ommittee

with regard to a scheme drawn up by JUr. Lyulph

Stanley for regulating the work in connection

with the alteration and improvement in schools.

Mr. Stanley stated that the Board had from time

to time sanctioned the improvement of the earlier

schools by the addition of halls, better cloak-

rooms, wider corridors, additional staircases, and

so forth. The time had come when the Board

should consider systematically and methodically

the question of improving its older schools. The
Works Committee had furnished a list of 25

schools where halls could be added at a moderate

cost. There were some of the older_ schools,

especially in the poorer and crowded neighbour-

hoods, where improvements were greatly needed,

although in some cases they would be very costly.

It was suggested that the School Management
Committee should draw up a list of such schools,

and that the Works Committee should be asked

to report whether it was practicable to improve

these schools, and, if so, at what cost. The Works
Committee should also report in the case of all

the schools in either list whether it would be

practicable to enlarge them, and whether the im-

provements could be more easily carried out along

with enlargement. It was probable that, taking

one school with another, at least 16 schools a

year could be brought up to date. There were

in all 175 schools without halls, which should,

sooner or later, be dealt with. Under this

scheme they would be taken in hand gradually,

and probably nearly all be made suitable in aljout

a dozen years. The School Management Cona-

mittee have approved of the principles set out in

Jlr. Stanley's memorandum, and proposed that

£100,000 in the coming year be set apart on loan

for the purpose of improving old schools. Con-

sideration of the matter has been postponed.

At a special meeting of the Birmingham,

Tame, and Ilea District Drainage Board, held on

Friday, a vote of condolence with the fiimily of

the late Mr. W. S. Till, for many years engineer

to the board, and expressing appreciation of his

distinguished services and zeal as an engineer, was

passed. It was decided to terminate the arrange-

ment with the Birmingham Corporation by which

the surveyor of that city acts as engineer to the

board, and the resignation of Mr. .lohn Price,

city surveyor, of the office of deputy engineer to

the board, was accepted, with thanks for past

services. Mr. John Knight, at present assistant

engineer, was appointed as engineer, with a

residence at Tyburn and a salary of £000 a year.

The Department of Science and Art has

received information, through the Foreign Office,

of an Art Exhibition to be held in Vienna this

year in celebration of the 50th anniversary of the

"Emperor of Austria's accession. The exhibition

will be opened about the middle of April and

closed at the end Of June, and the work.s will be

arranged in the following groups :—.Architecture,

works of sculpture, painting, reproducing arts.

Further information respecting the exbibitiou
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ran be obtained from the Committee of the
Jubilee Kxhibition of Fine Arts, KS9S, Kunstier-
haus, I LothringeretrasBe, Xo. i>, Vienna.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSXJINa WEEK,
MuMiAY.—Carpenters' Hall Free Lectures. **MuDicipal

Control of Buildings," by Dr. G. B.
Lonf^statfe. 8 pm.

Society of Arts. " Tlie Thermo-
chemistry of the Bessemer Process."
Caittor Lecture No. 2. bv Professor W.
Noel Hartley, F.R S. 8 p.m.

Sur\'eyor8' Institution. "Tithe-Rent
Charge Kecovery," by n. M. Grellier.

8 pm.
Koyal Institute of British Architects.

" Heraldic Drawing and its Adaptation,"
by J. D. Craee. 8 p.m.

Tt'RSDAv.—Institution of Civil Engineera. Discussion
on "Calcium Carbide and Acetylene."
8 p.m.

WsDXESUAV.—St. I'aul's Ecclosiological Society. ** Notes
on the Brasses of Jliddlesex," by Mill
Stephenson, F.S.A. 7.30 p.m.

Society of Arts. '* The Preparation of
Meat Extracts," by C. R. Valentine.
8 p.m.

Thubsdav.—Society of Architects. "The Position of
Owners of Property with Regard to
Rights of Light and Other Easements,
with a Suggestion for Future Legis-
lation." by A. A. Hudson. Barrister-at-
Law. St. James's Hall, Piccadilly, W.
8 pm.

Institution of Civil Engineers- *' Geo-
Ic^y in Relation to Engineering," by
Professor W. Boyd Dawkins, F.R.8.
8 p.m.

Friday.—Architectural Association. " Constructional
Steelwork," by T. C. Cannington. 7.3t>

p.m.

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.
MAKCH 25ili. ORDIXARY GENERAL MEETING. 9. Conduit-

Mm-t, W. 7.30 p.m. Paper bv Mr. T. C. CLNNINGTON on "CUN-
.^JTRfCTIUNAL STEELWORK,"
MARCH 26tl, SPRING VrSITtu Lonl Win<lBor's House, ffrnemf

Mount-street and Park-street, W . Mr. F. B. Wade, Arcliittct. 3 pm.
E. HOWLEY SIM, 1 „ ^
G. B. CARVILL, ]

"«°- »*'C'>-

Cfje Sccutg 0f to&ittcts.

Founded 1884. Incorporated 1893.

Tht FIFTH ORI)lX»RV MEETING of the Society of Architects
for the Session l»y7-98 will be held at the Rooms of the Societir. at
St. James's llaU, Piccadilly, W., on THURSDAY, March 2Hli, 1898,
at Eijrht o'clock p.m., when a Par>er will he read by Mr. A. A.
HUDSON, A.S I., Barrister-at-Law, entith-d -THE POSITION of
OWNKRS of PROPERTY with REGARIl to RIGHTS of LIGHT and
other EASEMENTS, with a SUGGESTION for FUTl RE LEGISL\-
TION. "

ELLIS MARSLAND. Hon. Sec.
MONTAGU BALDWIN, M.A., Sec.

CHIPS.
At Newquay, Mr. 0, E. Meade King, M.Inst. C.E.,

held a Local Government Board inquiry on Wed-
nesday, concerning the application of the Newquay
I'rban District Council to borrow £400 for works
for street improvements, £330 for the provision of a
steam fire-engine, and £2,300 for sewerage works.

On Thursday evening in last week the new organ
built in the Congregational Church, Castleton,
Lanes, was opened. The organ has been built by
Messrs. Driver and Company, of Burnley, at a cost
of between £300 and £400.

An inquiry was held at the council-room, More-
cambe, on Fricay, by Colonel R. J. Hepper,
Government inspector, into an application by the
district council to borrow £1,418 for the purpose of
extending the water supply, and £10,000 for the
extension of the electric lighting. It was stated
that since the last census was taken the population
had increased by nearly 4,000, whilst the assessable
value was estimated at £4,"),G00.

Mr. French has been appointed to the chief
agency of Lord Penrhyn's Carnarvonshire, Djnbigh-
shire, and Anglesey estates, in succession to the Hon.
W. E. SackviUe West, who has retired.

The organ of Clyst-Hydon Church, Devon, after
fifteen years of silence, was reopened on Sunday.
The work of reconstruction and renovation has
been carried out by Messrs. Minns and Co., of
Taunton,

The latest addition to the vast collection in the
private.apartments at Windsor Castle is a life-size
bust in white marble of Prince Henry of Batteuberg,
by the Countess Gleichen, daughter of the late
Prince Victor of Hohenlohe-Laugenberg. The bust
has been placed on a pedestal at the upper end of
the corridor.

The will and codicil of Mr. Charles Park, of 154,
Piccadilly

; 90, Long Acre ; 157, Haverstock Hdl

;

and Wingham Lodge, Minster, artist colouiman,
who died on January iSth, have been proved,
the value of the personal estate amounting to
£33,898 ISs. 7d.

^

Crabe ^tbs.

WAQES MOVBMENrS.
The .State of E.muloymext and Trade.—The

monthly report for February of the Labour Dapart-
ment is bised on 2,290 returns—viz., l.iilS from
employers, oOS from trade unions, and 134 from
other sources. The state of employment shows a
marked improvement compared with a month ago,
though not (juite up to the level of the corre 'pond-
ing month m last year. The labour market has
been very little disturbed by disputes, and the
changes in wages have also been comparatively un-
important. In the 116 trade unions making returns
with an aggregate membership of 466,302, 4 4 per
cent, were reported as unemployed at the end of
February, compared with 4 '96 per cent, at the end
of January, and with 3 per cent, with February,
1807. Employment in the building trades is very
good, the percentage of unemployed union members
being 1-7, compared with 2 per cent, for January,
and also for February, 1897. The furnishing
trades are more actively employed, the percentage
of unemployed union members having fallen from
5'1 at the end of January to 2'S at the end of
February. The percentage for February, 1897,
was 3.

Paisley Town Council have adopted a resolution
declaring that the value of land apart from improve-
ments should be rated for local purposes, and has
signed a petition to Parliament for the necessary
powers to give effect to this principle.

Operations have now been commenced in con-
nection with the erection of the new lighthouse and
fog-signal station for the Irish Channel, on the
Blackhead, N.B., a bold promontory over two miles
north of Portpatrick harbour, and commanding a
wide expanse of the Channel. Whinstone is being
quarried on the adjoining farm of Killantringan.
The buildings will comprise a light-tower, engine-
room, and dwelling-houses for the principal and
assistant lightkeepers.

B6TABL1SHED

OVER

HiLF-A-CENTrHT

EBTABLISSED

HALF-A-CENTOm

BILLS OF QUANTITIES, PLANS, &c.
Litbographed in best etj'le and with great expedition by

PARTEIDGE & COOPER,
ARCHITECTS' AND SURVEYORS' LITHOGRAPHERS,

191& 192, Fleet St., and 1 & 2, Chancery Lane,
London, E.G.

Special Prieei qtioted for Large Jobi.

LlBER.iL DiSCOrNTS ACCORDING TO AkRANOEMENT.

FAMBRINI & DANIELS,
MuroyAOTUBKBa o» IMPERISHABLB CONCRETB

SIASONRY FOB

OOBNIOES, STBING-OOTJBSES,
MODELLED PANELS, AND BVEBY
STONE-WOBK BEQUISITE.

LANDINGS and Plain or Moulded and Mitre
STEPS, durable throughout.

WORKS AND OFFICES: LINCOLN.

PILKINGTON & CO.
(Established 1S3S),

MONUMENT CHAMBEBS,
KING WILLIAM STBEBT, LONDON, B.C.

Metjiitered Trade Mark:

POLONCEKPHALTE
Patent Asphalte and Felt Roofing.

ACID-EESISTINO ASPHALTE.
WHITE SILICA PAVING.

SEYSSEL ASPHALTE.

HAM HILL STONE.
DOULTING STONE.

THE HAM HILL & DOULTING
STONE CO,

iDCorporaling THE H.\M HILL STONE CO. and C. TRASK and
SONS (THE DOULTlNti STONE CO.)

Chief Qfiee: NORTON, STOKE-UNDER-HAM, SOMERSET.
London A9ent : Mr. E. A. WILLIAMS, 16, Cratbm Stsebt, St&anp.

LATEST PRICES.—.-•-.

—

I BON, &c.
Per ton. Per ton.

Eolled-Iron Joists, Belgian £ti to £6 10
EoUed-SteelJoiet*, English 6 10 „ 7 10
Wrought-Iron Girder Plates 5 15 „ 6 10
Bar Iron, good Staffs 7 0,, 800
Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Round, or
Square 17 „ 17

Do., Welsh 6 15 „ 5 17 8
Boiler Plates, Iron

—

South Staffs 7 17 6 „ 8 B
Best Snedshill 10 „ 10 10

Angles 10s., Tees 208. per ton extra.
Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, t&c, £6 ISs. Od. per ton.
Builders' Hoop Iron, galvanised, £15 10s. Od. per ton.

Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron-
No. 18 to 20. No.22to2*.

6ft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.
gauge £10 15 ...£11

Best ditto 11 6 ... 1110
Per ton. Per ton.

Cast-Iron Columns £6 to £8 10
Cast-iron Stanchions 6 0,, 8 10
RoUed-Iroa Fencing Wire 7 0,, 800
RoUed-Steel Fencing Wire 7 6 0,, 7 10

„ „ .. Galvanised 10 10 „ 11 10

rjast-lron Sash Weights 4 0,, 426
Castr-Iron Socket Pipes-

Sin, diameter 5 10 „ 5 IB
4in. to6in 6 5 0,, 6 10
7in. to 24in. {all sizes) 4 15 „ 6 0'
[Coated with composition, 28. 6d. per ton extra; turned

and bored joints, 5s. per ton extra.]
Pig Iron— Per ton.

Cold Blast, Lilleahall lOSs. to 110s.

Hot Blast, ditto 67s. 6d. to 628. 6d.

Wrought-Iron 'Tubes—Discount off Standard Lists f.o.b.l

Gas-Tubes 75p.c. Fittings 77}p.cJ
Water-Tubes 70 „ 7'2j

Steam-Tubes 6'2i „ 65
Galvanised Gas-Tubes 60 „ 62*
Galvanised Water-Tubes 65 „ 57*

Galvanised Steam-Tubes 45 ,, 47}
lOcwt. casks. 5cwt. c

Sheet Zinc, for roofing and work- Per ton. Per ton
ing up £22 10 to £23 10

Sheet Lead, 31b. per sq. ft. super. 14 10 „ 15 10

Pig Lead, in Icwt. pigs 13 17 6 „ 14 17

Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 17 10 „ 18 10

Copper Sheets, sheathing and rods 58 10 „ 59 10

Copper, British Cake and Ingot... 6115 „ 62 15

Tin, Straits 66 3 9 „ 67 3
Do., EngUsh Ingots 69 „ 70
Spelter, Silesian 17 7 6 „ 18 7

Cut Clasp Nails, Sin. to 6in 8 15 „ 9 15

Cut Floor Brads 8 10 „ 9 10

Wire Nails (Points de Paris)

—

to 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 B.W.O."
8/6 9/0 9/6 10/3 11/0 12/0 13/0 14/9 16/9 per cwt.

TIMBEB.
Teak, Burmah per load £13 to £15 10

„ Bangkok 10 „ 15 O
,

Quebec pine, yellow „ ... 2 2 6,, 42
„ Oak „ ... 3 15 „ 5

„ Birch , ... 2 15 „ 4 10

„ Elm „ ... 3 15 „ 5

„ Ash 3 0,, 50
Dantsic and Memel Oak 2 10 „ 3 10

Fir „ ... 19 0,, 390'
Wainscot, Riga p. log ... „ ... 3 5 0,, 3 15

Lath, Dantsic, p.f „ ... 4 10 „ 6 10

St. Petersburg 6 0,, 6 10

Greenheart „ ... 8 5 0,, 8 10

Box 4 „ 15

Sequoia, U.S.A. ...per cube foot 18,, 1 10

Mahogany, Cuba, per super foot

lin. thick 5,, 6J

„ Honduras 4J „ 6J

„ Mexican „ ... 4,, 005
Cedar, Cuba 4,, 4.i

„ Honduras 3,, 00 4j

Satinwood ... 6,, 01 2
Walnut, Italian ... 3,, 007
Deals, per St. Petersburg Standard, 120— 12ft. by Ijm.
by llin. :

—

Uuebec, Pine, 1st £19 5 to £25 5

„ 2nd 13 15 „ 16 5

Srd 6 5 0,, 10 15

Canada Spruce, 1st 9 5 0,, 11 5
2nd and Srd 7 5 0,, 850

New Brunswick 6 5 0,, 750
Riga 6 0,, 700
St. Petersburg 8 15 „ 12 15

Swedish 8 10 „ 16

Finland 7 10 „ 8
W^te Sea 9 0,, 15 10

Battens, all sorts 6 5 0,, 18

Flooring Boards, per square of lin. :

—

Ist prepared £0 9 0,, £0 16 6
2nd ditto 7 6,, 13

Other qualities 6 0,, 076
Staves, per standard M :

—

Quebec pipe — —
U.S. ditto £35 „ £12 10

Memel, cr. pipe 230 „ 240

Memel, brack 200 „ 210

OILS.
Linseed per ton. £16 to £16 10

Rapeseed, Qiglishpale... „ ... 24 5 „ 24 10

Do., brown „ ... 22 10 „ 23

Cottonseed, refined „ ... 14 15 „ 15

Olive, Spanish 33 „ 33 10

Seal, pale , ... 24 „ 24 5
Cocoanut, Cochin 27 10 „ 2S

Do., Ceylon „ ... 22 „ 22 15

Palm, Lagos „ ... 23 5 „ 23 10

Oleine IS 15 „ 19 15

Lubricating U.8 per gal. 6 3,, 7 «

Petroleum, refined „ ... 41 „ 4J
Tar, Stockholm perbarrel 10 0,, 160
Do., Archangel „ ... 12 6 „ 15

Turpentine, American... per ton 23 „ 23 10
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LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.

Belfast -Cliurch and Lecture Hall at Chlorine JohnM'Kee, lOD, High-atreet, Belfast Mar. 21

iSalford-Oeneratins Station S. Brown. Town Clerk, Town Hall, Salford , 25
Oodalmins-Municipal Buildings (£15,000 limit) £52 10s. merged J. H. Norris, Borough Surveyor, Godalming „ 26
Winohetter—Public Baths . £26, £15 Walter Bailey. Town Clerk, Guildhall, Winchester 31

Belper—Sewage Disposal Schemes 50 Ouineas, 25 Guineas Joseph Pym, Clerk, Belper May 1

Trowbridge—Technical School (£S,500 limit—Mr. E.W. Mount-
ford, F.R.I.B.A., Assessor) £40 (and 5 per cent, com.) , £30, £20 H. Ledbury, Sec, Castle-street, Trowbridge, Wilts , 28

Fotmby—Sewerage of a Portion uf the Township £100, £50, £25 J. H. Havelock Sutton. Surveyor, Piercefleid-road, Formby July 1

Warrington-Police Station, Court House, &c £100, £.50, £25 J. Lyon Whittle, Clerk. Town Hall, Warrington 2
Stockholm-City Railway Stations and Junctions £656, £138, £219 Consuhite General, 27, Great Winchester-street, E.C Aug.3l
West Bangour, Linlithgowshire—Lunatic Asylum (limited to
Scotch Architects) £250, £200, £150, £100 A. Ferrier, Clerk. Parish Council Chambers, Castle-terr., Edinburgh —

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

BtriiiDiNas.
Howdon-on-Tyne-RebuildiDg Black Bull Hotel NewoasUe Breweries, Ltd Joseph Oswald, F.R.I B. A., 33, Mosley-street, Newcastle-on-Tyne.. Mar. 19

SowerbyBridge-Three Shops and Houses, Wharf-street das. F. L. Horsfall 4: Son, Architects, Lord-st. Chambers, Halifax „ 19

Inverary- Stable, House, &c James Wyllie, Chamberlain of Argyll, Inverary, Scotland ,
19

Penarth-Tement Kilns !!..!!!.!!!1]!!!!'.!!.!..,!!! South Wales Portland Cement Co.. The Secretary, L. iwer Penarth „ 19

Bridlington-Baptist Sunday-School Rev. H. F. Orittin. Petersfleld, Vemon-road, Bridlington Quay 19

Pengam—Vicarage at Fleur-de-Lis Eev. Thomas Edwards' E. M. Bruce-Vaughan, F.R.I.B.A., Architect, Cardilf „ 19

East Looe-Two Dwelling-Houses in Shutta-lane A. E. Skentlebery. Architect, Lostwithiel „ 19

Accrington—Weslcyan Day and Sunday School, Spring Hill Henry Ross, Architect. Cannon-street, Accrington „ 19

Morlev—Eight Houses Tingley Common Ackroyd Bradley T. A. Buttery and S. B. Birds, Architects, Queen-street, Morley ... „ 19

Holbe'ck—Three Houses. Domestic-street C. Fredk. Wilkinson, Architect, 35, Park-square, Leeds „ 19

Camden Town, N.W.- Extensions and Sanitary Works, Baths _ „,,..„„„
and Washhouses, King-street St. Pancras Vestry C. H. F. Barrett, A estry Clerk, V estry Hall, Pancras-road , 19

Inverarv—Dwelling-House, Kilmun Farm James Wyllie. Chamberlain of Argyll, Inverary, Scotland „ 19

Darlington-Villa, Duke-street West J- P. Pritchett, Architect, 24, High-row, Darlington 19

Richmond, Torks-Victoria Hospital Clark and Moscrop, Architects, Darlington 19

Glencadam—Warehouse and Offices Glencadam Distillery Co D. Wishart Galloway, Architect, 2, Market-street, Brechin „ 19

Maesteg—Baptist Chapel John Jones, Torcwd-terrace, Maesteg , 19

Egrtmont-Seven Cottages at Green Dykes John Smith, Town Hall. Egremont „ 19

Liverpool— Repairs atWorkhouse, Brownlow-hill, and Industrial
Schools (One Year! .. .. . Select Vestry H. J. Hagger, Vestry Clerk, Parish Offices. Brownlow-hill, Liverpool „ 21

Stoke-upon-Trent-Boiler House, &o., Sewage Works Rural District Council Lamer Sugden, F.R.I.B.A., Miles Bank Chambers, Hanley , 21

nkley—Pair of Villas Isitt, Adkio, and Hill, Architects, Prudential-buildings, Bradford 21

Larbert-Additions to School ""''"!!!1!.!]'!!!!.!!''!!!"!!!!!!"7.!!]!!!1 School Board Robert Taylor, Clerk, 415, Bamton-place, Stirling „ 21

Londonderry— House Blair Smith W. E. Pinkerton, M.R I.A. I., Architect, 8, Diamond, Londonderry „ 21

Bradford—Additions to Shop Premises, Leeds^ircKid!!!!]!!!!.!!!!!!!' Rhodes Calvert, Architect, 4, Forster-square, Bradford 21

Sheffield-Male Infirmary Ward at Workhouse Ecclesall Bierlow Union Guardians. Thomas W. Smith, Clerk, Union Offices, The Edge, Sheffield „ 21

Eatlinghope- Schools School Board Rev. T. R. Glenar, Vicarage, Ratlinghope, Salop „ 21

Keighley-Three Shops and Houses, Cavendish-street W. H. and A. Sugden. Architects, Cavendish-street, Keighley 21

Croydon-Estension of Electric Lighting Buildings, Factory-lane Town Council E. Mawdesley, Town Clerk, Town Hall, Croydon „ 21

Roydon- Board School School Board St. Newson, Clerk, St. Marj-'s-terrace, Diss, Norfolk „ 21

Bradford—Alteration of Shop at Harris-street J- A. Gibson, Laundry Woik.s, Harris-street, Bradford „ 21

Kendal- Additions to Commercial Hotel Spencer and Co. .: Joseph Bintley, Architect. 7. Lowther-street, Kendal , 21

Leyton—Workhouse Infirmary West Ham Union Guardians Fred E. Hilleaij, Clerk, Union-road, Leytonstone „ 21

Preston—Additions to Ormskirk-road Premises Industrial Co-operative Society W. Manforth, 33, Guildhall-street, Pi-eston „ 21

Alverthorpe—Eight Terrace Houses Edmund Wright, Architect, Silcoates, Wakefield „ 21

Omagh—Laundry Omagh Manufacturing Company ... W. Barker. Architect, Deny „ 21

Harrogate—Eight Houses, Unity-grove Harrogate Co-operative Society S. Coates. Secretary, Albert-street, Harrogate „ 21

Elgin-Duty-Free Warehouse, Glen Moray Distillery Charles C. Doig, Architect, Elgin „ 21

Rawdon— Eight Houses, Green-lane Industrial Co-operative Society H. Chippenden, Architect, Guiseley „ 21

Hanover—Welsh Presbvterian Church H. D. Jones, Estate Office, Llanover „ 22

,
Weston-super-Mare—Alterations to Market House Urban District Council Sydney C. Smith, Clerk, Town Hall, Weston-super-Mare „ 22

Swindon-Assembly Room Bobt. J. Beswick, Architect, 9, Regent-street, New Swindon 22

Catcbgate— Dwelling-House i..!!.....!!.!!!!'.'.!.!..!!!!! ..!. '.. J. Caaile. W. M. Spence, Architect, Front-street, Annfleld Plain ,, 22

BatleyCarr— Six Houses F. W. Ridgeway, F.R.LB.A., Borough Chambers, Dewsbury ,, 22

Snydale—Two Houses '.
' W. B. Fletcher W. Hamilton Feamley, Architect, Featherstone „ 22

Southend-on-Sea-Additions to Victoria Hospital W.J. Wood, A.R.I.B.A., 1, Finsbury-circus, E.C „ 22
Dufftown—Villa J. Mackie, Lettoch John Alcock, Architect, Leith „ 22

Halifax—Three Shops, Commercial-street W. G. Gray and .Son, Architects, 28, George-street, Halifax „ 22
Brighton— Infirmary Buildings for Children Guardians .. B. Burileld, Clerk, Parochial Offices, Brighton „ 22
Meltham—Two Houses, Ixmgard's-lane John Kirk and Sons, Architects, Huddersfleld , 22
Lancaster—Auction Mart, &c Corporation T. Cann Hughes, Town Clerk, Town Hall, Lancaster „ 22

8t. Bees—Two Semi-Detached Houses J. Thompson Goulderton, Egremont 22

Mus«ell Hill, N.—Bath and Discharge Rooms at ]^latioa
Hospital Homsey Urban District Council F. D. Askey, Clerk, Southwood-Line, Highgate, N „ 23

Stockton-on-Tees-Shops and Houses, Oxford-street Co-operative Society J. A. Todd, Secretary, Wellington-street, Stockton „ 23
Pontardulais-Extension National School Rev. W. Morgan, Vicarage, Pontardulais ,, 23

Leigh—Classrooms, &c. (120 children: School Board Frederic Gregson, Clerk, Southend-on-Sea i 23

Barrow-in-Furness— External Staining to Workhouse Board of Guardians Frank Taylor, Clerk, Harrison-street, Barrow-in-Furness ,, 23

Luddenden- Organ Chamber. &c., St. Mary's Church T. Lister Patchett, Architect. George-square, Halifax 23

Bishop's Waltham—Institute Trustees of Charities Chancellor and Hill, Architects, 12, Jewry-street, Winchester 23

London — Repairing, Maintaining, and Decorating Police
Stations, &c. (Three Years) Metropolitan Police The Police Surveyor, New Scotland Yard, S.W „ 24

Bury—Abattoirs in Georgiana-street and Back Market-street .. Bury Co-operative Provision Society D. Hardman, Architect, Bury ,
24

Ulingworth—Two Houses, Raw-lane Medley Hall. Architect, 29. Xorthgate, Halifax „ 24

Treeton—House Rev. T. Monitor E. Winder, jun.. Architect, Wharf-street, Sheffield „ 24

Stockport—Electric Lighting Station Corporation S. Mannier, C E., Millgate Works, Stockport „ 24

Westwood-Additions to Vicarage G. Dale Oliver, Architect, 5, Lowther-street, Carlisle 24

Lockwood— Offices, Showroom, and Erecting Shop at Prospect
Ironworks J. Berry, Architect, 9, Queen-street, Hudderstield ,, 2o

Aghadowey—New Church Rev. B. Mulholland,P.P.,Coleraine J J. O'Shea, Architect, Marsh's-buildings, 124, Donegall-st., Belfast „ 25

Elgin—Residence, Dulf-avenue Charles C. Doig, Architect, Elgin „ 25

Laindon-Offices at School School Board C.Edgar Lewis, Clerk. Bank, Billericay ,i 2S

Kirkbv Lonsdale—Two Houses, New-road * John Kassell, Architect, Kirkby, Lonsdale n 25

Holbeck—Printing Factory, Water-lane Knight and Forster J. P. Kay, Architect, 34. Prudential Buildings, Park-row, Leeds ... ,, 25

Aberlour-Farm Steading at Orphenage C. C. Doig, Architect, Elgin „ 26

Bedwelty—Vagrants' Wards Guardians J. A. Shepard, Clerk, Town Hall, The Circle, Tredegar „ 26

Llandrindrod Wells—Additions to the Bridge Hotel M. Bruce Vaughan, F.R.LB.A., Cardilf 26

Cheshire—Police Station and Courtroom at Egremont Corporation Reginald Potts, Clerk of the Peace, Chester .i 26

Ballyboe—House Philip MLaughlin, 3, Kennedy-place, Londonderry n 2b

Holyhead—Alterations to 'Tabernacle Congregational Chapel, ^^
Newry-street R. Roberts, 12, Newry-street, Holyhead i» 27

Kingston-on-Thames—Alterations to Female Infirmary, and
Undergroimd Carriers. Steam Heating, &c., at Workhouse ... Kingston Union Guardians Jas. Edgell (Solicitor), Clerk, Union Offices, Kingston-on-Tliamea... ,, 28

Bradford- Rebuilding Unitarian Sunday-School, Chapel-lane Empsall and Clarkson, Architects, 7, Exchange, Bradford ,
28

Keighley—Eleven Houses in Ethel and Barley Streets W. H. and A. Sugden, Architects, Cavendi-sh-street, Keighley i 28

Gloucester- Cottage Homes, Tuftley Court Estate Guardians of Gloucester Union W. B. Wood, A.R.I.B.A., 1'2, Queen-street, Gloucester ,. 28

Dun5table-.Swimming-Bath at AshtonGrammai- School Frank Kelly, C.E., A.8.I., Architect, Albion-street, Dunstable „ 28

Bromley, E.— Alterations and Additions at Asylum, Devons-rd. Managers Bromley Sick ^Isylum ... Robert Foskett, Clerk, Bromley, Middlesex, E 28

HoUins—New Warehouse LanoashireA: Yorkshire Railway Co. C. W. Bayley, Secretary, Hunt's Bank. Manchester i ^
North Woolwich-Fire Brigade Station London County Council C.J. Stewart, Clerk, Spring-gardens, S.W

-ii'-l'.y Si
HaUfax-Pair of VUIas, Green Royd Estate George Buckley and Son. Architects, Tower Chambers, Hahfa.x „ Z»

Blackpool—Houses, Stables, and Workshops Corporation J. Wolstenholme, Borough Engineer, Market-street, Blackpool „ 29

Grangemouth—Block of Houses, New-street Grangemouth Building Society J. P. M'Kenzie, Solicitor. Grangemouth ..^ ti 29

Roath—Pa.«senger Station Great Western Railway Co G. K. Mills, Secretarj-. Paddingt/m Station, London, W -,:: >• fj
Halifax—Wesley^in Clapel, Pellon-lane Utley, Hebblethwaite, & I'tley, Archt.s., 10. Waterhou=e-st., Halifax „ 30

Coventry-Cookerv Kitchen, Siran-street Schools School Board George and Isaac Stcane, Architects, 22, Little Park-st., Coventry „ 30

Pochhngton- Police Station East Riding County Council A. Beaumont, County Surveyor. Beverley •> ^Leamington-Wing, Wameford Hospital J. Wan-en, Secretary, Leamington 30

Eipponden—Five Houses Co-operative Society W. Clement Williams, Architect, '29, Southgate, Halifax „ 30

Hammersmith—Extension of Electric Lighting Station Hammersmith Vestry W. P. Cockbum, Vestry Clerk, Town Hall, Hammersmith 3̂0
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Barkisland— Mill B. Taylor and Co A. Clement "Williamo. Architect, 29. Southgate, Halifax Mar. 30
Skirot>at -Villa. Albert Promenade Chas. F. L. Ilorsfall & Son, Ari-hitects. Lord-st. Chambers, Halifax ,, 31
Bolton— Fevf-r Hiwpital Extenaiona Corporation R G. Hinnell. Town Clerk. Town Hall, Bolton ,, 31
Marj^den—Additions to Ijngard'fl Wood Bottom Schools John Kirk and Sons, Architects, Huddersfield „ 31
Bridlington liuay— Additionn to Holj- Trinity Church J. V. Kingrsley. Marshal 1-stre^t. Bridlin^rton Quay 31
East Fincbley—Mortimr>' Chapel atCemetery Vestry of St. Mary, Islington "W. F. Dewey. Vestry Clerk, Upper-street Islington „ 31
IJantihan^fl—Additionw to Board School D. J. Lougher, Architect, Pontypool April 1
Old Windsor— N'ew Tntirmarr Buildings. &c., at Workhouse ... Windsor Union Guardians Philip Love^ove, Clerk. .32, Park-street, Windsor „ 2
Leyton—Extension of Electricity Station Urban District Council R. Vincent, Clerk, Town Hall, Leyton „ 4
Barry—AdditioDB Rohially Board Schools School Board W. H. I^wis. Clerk, Barry ,, 4
Halifax— Rebuilding White Horse Inn 8. Webster and Sons Jackson and Fox, Architects. 22, Q«orge-street, Halifax „ .?

Ardrossan- School School Board Jas. Cook, Clerk. Ardrossan, N,B „ 4
Bedwelty—Argoel School School Board C. Dauncey, Clerk, Trede^r „ 4

Droitwich— Gasworks Buildings and Plant.... Corporation S. John Tombs. Town Clerk. Town Hall. Droitwich „ 5
Sleaford—Foundation Works for Asylum at Ranceby Keateven County Council Thos. II. Holdich, Clerk to Committee of Visitors, Sleaford „ 5
Aldershot—Isolation Hospital '. Urban District Council W. E. Foster, Clerk. Alderahot „ 6
New Brompton - Bread and Take Bakery, •S:c.,Gillingham-road New BromptonEc. (c Prov.Soc-.Ivd. E. J, Hammond. Architect. Ill, High-street, New Brompton, Kent ,, 18
Belem— Cattle Pens, Abattoir, and Two Markets ^Municipal Authority The Brazilian Ijegation, London July 24
Ba.'iingstoke—Shop and Assembly Hall Corporation R. S. Wallis. Architect, Potters-lane, Basinsfstoke —
Chesterfield-Primitive Methodist Chapel W. J. Morley, F.R.I.B A., Architect 269, Swan-arcade, Bradford.. —
Carlisle—Two Villas. Dalston-road W. and M. Johnstone Johnstone Bro«., Architects, 30. Lowther-street, Carli.sle —
Colchester— Restoration St. James's Church Chas. E. Butcher, Architect, 3. Queen-street, Colchester —
Carlisle-Shop, Lowther-street Chas. Walker, Confectioner T. Taylor Scott, F.R.I.B. A.. Architect, Carlisle —
UttleborouL'h—Two simps and Slaughter-houses F. H. Shuttleworth, Architect, Littleborough —
Leeds—Alteration of Portion of Mabgate Mills Estate Mabgate Mill Company MoBley. Rent Collector. 6. Wormald-row. Leeds —
Wadebridge— Schools Kerley and Ellis, Architects, Exmouth and Saltertoa —
Tadcaster-Enlartremcnt of St. Joseph's A. D. Kaye. Architect, 71. Albion-street, Leeds —
Starling—Rebuilding Black Bull Inn and Cottages Bury Brewery Company Thos. Nuttall, Architect, 20, Market-street, Bury —
Sleaford—Ten Cottages in Drove-lane Jesse Clare, Sleaford —
Otley—Thirty-one Houses Fairbank and Wall, Architects. 3. Manor-square. Otley, Bradford... —
Maidstone-Riverside Store Wakeley Bros Simeon Hunt, Architect, 129, Queen's-road, Briehton —
Lowestoft— Salvation Army Buildings, Battery Green-road AJexr. Gordon. !M S.A., Architect. 101, Queen Victoria-street, E.C. —
Ilkley—Three Shops in the Grove Baxendall and Critchley, Architects. The Grove, Hkley —
Golbome—North Aisle ^: Organ Chamber, St. Thomas's Church Heaton. Ralph, and Heaton, Architects, King-street, Wigan —
Long Eaten—Nine Shops, Public Hall, Offices, Warehouse, &e. Long Eaton W.M. Co-op. Saic.,Ltd. Ernest S. Ridgway. M.S.I. , Architect, Long Eaton, nr. Nottingham —
Featherstone—Ten Houses R. W. Feamley, Featheratone Common, near Pontefract —
Llanelly—Two Villa''. Old-road J. Da\ies and Son. Architects. Llanelly —
Filey—Thee Shops, Belle Vue-etreet Smith and Tweedale, Architects, 12, South-pirade, Leeds —
Bradford— Empire Palace Theatre, and Reconstruction of the
Alexandra Hotel H. £. Moss W. G. R. Sprague. Fitzalan House, Anmdel-atreet. Strand, W.C.... —

Preston Wynne— Church Restoration G. H. Godsell. Architect. Palace Chambers, Hereford —
Filey—Three Shops, Belle Vue-street Smith and Tweedale. F.K LB.A., Archts., 12. South-parade, Leeds. —
Selby— Factoiy Inlaid IJnoleum Co J. F. Walsh. Architect. Bank Chambers, Halifax —
Llangennech—House J. Davies and Son, Ai'chiteet.s, Llanelly —
Cheslyn Hay—Additions to Methodist New Connection Church Bailey and McConnal, Architects, Bridge-street. Walsall -^

Long Eaton—Nine Shops, Pubhc Hall, Otfices, and Warehouse Working Men's Ccnoperative Society Ernest R. Ridgway. M.S. A., Long Eaton, near Nottingham —
Castle Donington—Villa and Stabling E. R- Ridgway, M.S. A., Long Eaton, near Nottingham —
Bradford—Detached Hout^e, Lister-avenue F. Moore, Architect, 40, Sunbridge-road, Bradford —
Keighley—Twenty-four Houses in Fell-lane Keighley fiidustrial Co-op. Society... John Haggas. Architect, North-street, Keighley —
Llanelly—Alterations to Two Houses, Cambrian-street J. Davies and Son, Architects. Llanelly —
Leeds —Clothing Factory in Hudson-road Smith and Tweedale, 12, South Parade, Leeds —

ENGINEERING.
Ballyhack—Water-Supply Works Guardians of New Ross Union J. Webster, County Surveyor, New Rosa Mar. 19
Oldbury—Piu-ifier at Gasworks. Dudley-road Gas Committee Chairman of Gas Committee, Gasworks, Oldbury : „ 19
Kendal—Waste Weir and Channel, Birds Park Gas and Water Committee T. N. Ritson. A.M.I.C.E., Manager, Gasworks, Kendal „ 19
Rotherham—Gas Testing Apparatus Gas Committee Frank A. Winstanley, Engineer, Rotherham n 21
Erith—Borehole for Supply of Water Urban District Council Fredk. Parish, Clerk, High-street, Erith „ 21
Devizes—Two ("orapoimd Engines ;70H.P.),Wilts CountyAsyim Joseph T. Jackson, Clerk to Visiting Committee, Devizea „ 21
Stroraness—Water-Supiily Works Commissioners J. A. S. Brown, Town C'erk. Stromness „ 22
Blackpool -Electrical Plant Corporation T. Loftos, Town Clerk, Town Hall, Blackpool „ 22
Swinton—Precipitation Tanks Urban District Council R- Fowler, C.E., Council Otfices. Swinton, Rotherham „ 22
Bantry—Pipe-Laying Guardians Richard Croly. Clerk, Board Room. Bantry „ 22
Southampton - Sludge Presses, &c

._
Corporation George B. Nalder, Town Clerk, Municipal Offices, Southampton ... „ 22

London. E.C— Steam and Condense Mains, '&c., at City-road
Workhouse Holbom Union Guardians Harry 0. Hill, Clerk, Clerkenwell-road, E.C „ 23

Ballater— Concrete Filters and Boundary Walls of Reservoir Jenkins and Marr, Architects, 16, Bridge-street, Aberdeen ,, 23
Buncrana and Carndonagh—Execution of Railway No, 1,

Co. Donegal Board of Works, Dublin J. Y. F. Cooke. C.E.. St. Columbs, Londonderry m 24
Derby—Electric Wiring at Limatic Asylum, Arc, Rowditch Corporation H. F. Gadsby. Town Clerk. Derby i» 24
Bangor—Two-Lift Gasholder Gas Committee John Smith. Manager, Bangor n 24
Glasgow— Carpet-Beating Machine at Washhouse, Belvidere ... Corporation John Lindsay. City Chambers, Glasgow , 24
Inverness—Railway Works. Fort George Branch Higuland Railway Company Wm. Gowenlock, Secretary, Inverness ,, 25
Birkenhead—Iron Pier, Bridge, and Floating Landing-Stage at
Rock Ferry Corporation Alfred Gill. Town Clerk, Town Hall, Birkenhead „ 28

Darwen—Electrical Plant Corporation The Town Clerk's Office, Darwen , 28
Alton— Oil-En^nes and Pumps Urban District Council R. B. Grantham and Son. 23, Northumberland-av., London, W.C... ,, 28
Perth—Steel Girder Bridge over River Tay Town Council Wm. Macleish, Town Clerk, City Chambers, Perth „ 28
Devonport—Widening 2h miles near Devonport, and Con-

struction of Passenger and Goods Stations at Keyham, and
New Viaduct over tiie Weston Mill Lake, Plymouth Great Western Railway Company... G. K. Mills, Secretary. Paddington Station, London „ 29

Brighton—Two Reservoirs at Patcham Waterworks Town Council Francis J. Tillstone, Town Clerk, Town Hall, Brighton „ 29
Bassaleg and Risca-Widening of Line (3 miles) and New

Stations at Bassal^ and Tydd Great Western Railway Company. . . G. K. Mills, Secretary, Padding^ton Station, London „ 29
London, E.C—Bridges (300ft. and 100ft. spanal and Travelling
Cranes Bengal-Nagpur Railway Co The Company's Otfice, 132, Greaham House. Old Broad-street, E.C. „ 29

Wetherby—Widening Leeds and Wetherby Railway (11 miles) North-Eastem Railway Co H. Copperthwaite, Engineer's Office, North-EastemRy., York „ 30
Agha—Harbour Algerian Government M. Coustolle. Rue Mahon, No. 1, Algiers ,• 30
Sxmderland— Steel Cornish Boiler Corporation The Town Clerk's Office. Town Hall, Simderland , 31
Bournemouth—Motor Vehicles Corporation F. W. Lacey, M.I.CE.,Boro.Eng., Municipal Offices, Bournemouth April 4

Windsor- Gas Purifier Gaslight Co The Company's Secretary, 15, Victoria-street, Windsor „ i

iJitchingham—Reconstructing Pimough Bridge Norfolk County Council C. Foster, Clerk, Shire House, Norwich n 7
Ballachulish—Railway Extension from Connel Ferry to Balla-

chulish. with Bridges across Loch Etive and LochCreran Callander and Oban Railway Co. ... John Anderson. Secretary. 58, Bath-street, Glasgow n 20
Madras—Utilisation of Water of Periyar Lake Chief Engineer for Irrigation, Madras July 1

FENCING AND WALLS.
Gretna Green—Inclosure Walls round Cemetery M'Taggart's, Gretna Green Mar. 21

Shrewsbury—Wrought-Iron Fencing (120 yards) Water Committee W. C. Eddowes, Borough Surveyor, Shrewsbury i. 25

FURNITURE AND FITTINGS.
Liverpool—Nurse's Home Select Vestry H. J. Hagger, Vestry Clerk, Brownlow BKll, Liverpool Mar. 21

Lisbum—Bedsteads and Bedding Board of Guardians Wm. Sinclair, Clerk, Lisbum m 22
Grimsby—200 Chairs, Orphan Home Secretary, Orphan Home. Victor-street, Grimsby —

PAINTING.
Stroud—Baths Urban District Council Percy Witcbell, Clerk. Russell-street, Stroud Mar. 19

Bridlington Quay—Royal Crescent Buildings Chas. Gray, 39. High-street, Bridlington m 19

Seascale-GoU Pavilion and Caddie Shelter H. Braithwaite. Hon. Secretary, Seascale 1 W
Stafford—Repainting Exterior of County Asylum Walter H. Cheadle, County Surveyor, Stafford *• 19
Kennington Park-Painting Works London Ctounty Council C. J. Stewart, Clerk. Spring-gardens. S.W. m 21

Rotherham—Two Gasholdei-s Gas Committee Frank A. Winstanley. Engineer, Rotherham *• 21
Bostal Woods—Painting Works London County Council C. J. Stewart. Clerk, Spring-gardens, S.W. n 21
Bury (Lanes i—Cemetei-y and Approaches Corporation John Haslam, Town Clerk. Corporation Offices, Bury >• ^
Wolverhampton-Lodge and Boathouses at East Park Park Committee J. W. Bradley, Borough Survtyor, Town Hall. Wolverhampton. „ 2b

Durham—Baths Bridge Corporation James Coldwell, Surveyor, Market-place, Durham ** -S

Westminster-Painting and Repairing Model Dwellings in ' ,„, __ _,
Silver-place and Ingestre-place St. James's Vestry ..- T. HensraanMunsey, Vestry Clerk, Veatry Hall, Piccadilly,W » oi

PLUMBING AND GLAZING.
Carli.sle—Plumbers* Work to Six Houses in Beaconsfield-street South End Co-operative Society J. Pogson, Architect, Devonshire-street, Carlisle

^^'^'oJRochdale—Plumbing Work at Workhouse for 12 Months Corporation A. Leach, Uniou Clerk, Union Offices, Townhead, Rochdale 2i
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THE PROPOSED NEW GOYEENMENT
BUILDINGS.

ONCE more the question of pi-oyiding

accommodation for certain public
departments has been brought before a
Committee of the House, and this time with
greater probability of success. The scheme
proposed by the Government, and detailed

by Mr. Akers Douglas, as mentioned by
us elsewhere, involves the expenditui-e
of a sum of more than two millions and a
half, and comprises the building of the War
Office, for which £47.'>,000 is asked ; a
further sum of £'(iOO,Ol)() for the erection of

the buildings on the I'arliament-street site
;

another £100,000 for the completion of the
purchase of that site, including the widening
of that street; also a sum of £150,000 for
the completion of the Admiralty Buildings

;

£300,000 for additional Post Office buildings

;

and lastly a sum of £800,000 for the com-
pletion of buildings for the Science and Art
Department at South Kensington. From this
expenditure there will be received for the
spaces and areas available after the new
buildings are erected a sum of about one
million sterling, so that the expenditure
will be lessened by nearly half. The resolu-
tion was carried by a large majority.
When it is borne in mind that a very con-

siderable sum is paid yearly for temporary
office accommodation amounting, it is said,

to something like £16,000, in addition to
premises on Crown land ; that a large area of
unused land is lying idle in Whitehall, which
is valued at £10,000 rental ; that, in addition,
large sums have been expended in altering
and fitting these temporary buildings and
leasehold premises, and in appointing care-
takers, office keepers, and a large staff of
clerks and messenger required in carrying
on the work of the department, scattered as
it is in many cases over a large area, the
wonder is that there has been so much delay.
It is quite time that the Government took the
matter in hand. The Carrington House site,

Whitehall, has been a useless waste for
years, besides being an eyesore in one of the
best parts of London. In another case, in
Charles-street, land acquired 30 years ago
had been paying no interest. The Govern-
ment this time means business. The purchase
of Parliament-street site, and the various
Bills for promoting the acquirement of the
Carrington House site for the erection of the
War Office, have been matters of public
knowledge. Last year the Select Com-
m.ittee went a step further, and recommended
the appropriation of sites for the different
departments. The Parliament-street site

was proposed for the Board of Trade and
Education Department, and the extension
of the Local Government Board. Now,
having acquired the sites or most of them,
the Committee asks Parliament for money to
erect the buildings. Concentration has been
found to be so urgently demanded for the
despatch of business, that the building
of offices on convenient sites not far from
the Houses of the Legislature cannot
any longer be delayed. But the question
of design has yet to be decided. Are
wa to have a repetition of the failure of
the existing buildings at Whitehall, or is

there to be—as there should be—a public
competition in each of these pubHc depart-
ments y Are certain Govemment officials to
bo chosen to carry out the intentions of the
committee, in conjunction with some eminent
architect, or is the country to have the
benefit of the talent of the whole profession ?

These are questions that ought to be

answered. The story told by Sir H.
Campbell-Bannerman confirms the impres-

sion of all who have ever visited the new
Home Office block. When that costly build-

ing was completed, it was found to be so

inconveniently arranged, draughty, dark,

and uncomfortable, that the officials of the

War Department, on being invited to use

it at first by Ijord Cranbrook, on their

preliminary inspection, said :
" Sir, for

Heaven's sake let us stay where we are, for,

bad as our building is, and constructed after

the manner of a rabbit-warren, we prefer it

to the ghastly, uncomfortable, dark and
draughty, incommodious building which you
have been good enough to offer us." The
building, the same speaker said, was a

scandal, and those who were housed in it,

experienced public servants, could testify of

the inconvenience of that structure. Dark
corridors, often lighted by gas, prevail, and
enormous rooms, many of them more suit-

able for state purposes, are set apart as

offices where compactness, comfort, and
warmth are demanded. The size and pro-

portion and position of a room for an office

where business is transacted are most im-
portant factors, so is light ; but in the building

referred to, these requirements have been
disregarded, and the architect only thought

of dividing up his space along the corridor

into rooms of large size, and consequently

much too high to suit his elevation. It is

very difficult, we know, to plan a building

for offices and to give it externally a palatial

character ; hence, it was a mistake to select

a Classical or Italian style for such a

purpose. It is almost impossible to make
such a treatment practicable. The Classical

facjade demands height and dignified

fenestration, and equal spacing, and every

architect knows how impossible it is, without

a large use of entresol arrangements, to make
comfortable high rooms, or to avoid "tank
rooms," or dead walling over the windows.
According to Sir W. Harcourt, " each public

building in succession seems worse than the

last," and he gave a by no means flattering

picture of the Home, the Colonial, and the

Foreign Office when we are told that, even
on a midsummer's day, one cannot get into

the Foreign Office except through a passage
lighted by gas. The new Admiralty block,

bereft as it is of many of the features

designed by its architects, is an exception

;

the rooms, as we know, are cosy and com-
fortable.

The outlay for the South Kensington
scheme, large as it seems, is a foregone
conclusion. It is a disgrace to the country
that such a valuable collection should be
housed, as it is, in temporary buildings of an
inflammable kind. The designs for the com-
pletion of the buildings have long been in

abeyance. Mr. Aston Webb's admirable
design was accepted in competition in 1891

;

but little since has been done owing to lack

of funds. The report of the Commission on
Secondary Education has suggested the

removal of the secretariat to the Education
Office ; it is also decided to remove the

official residences, &&., from the Museum on
the east side. These changes will enable
increased accommodation for both the Science

and Art Departments, and will enable an
effective fa(;ade to be erected along the front-

age in Cromwell-road and Exhibition-road

—

alterations which will require some revision

of the plans.

The Post Office Savings Bank Department
is also to be furnished with a new buUding
at West Kensington. There will be some
objection to the removal of this department
so far west and from the City buildings

;

but the cost of a sufficiently large City

site is one reason for the proposal,

and the concentration of the Post Office

buildings proper near the central office

in the C!ity is secured by this arrangement.
Those intrusted with these great national

buildings have to face future expansions of

the departments, and the plans for them
will have to meet the need of extension.

The question that most nearly concerns
the profession is the bestowal of the patron-

age. According to Mr. Akers Douglas, the
intention of the Govemment is not to go to

competition, because public competition has
failed in the past. But why has it ? The
idea seems to be to employ their own official

advisors to arrange the offices, and to appoint
an architect for the purpose of clothing the
buildings so planned. We know what such
a view is worth—how often it has been tried

and found wanting. It is like trying to fit

a symmetrical garment to a deformed figure.

Nor is it possible to produce any architecture

worthy of the name under such a system ?

Yet it is expected of these buildings that they
should "add very largely to the architec-

tural beauty of London "
!

MODEL SPECIFICATIONS.—V.
BRICKLAYER

—

{continued).

WE have made a few general remarks on
certain details of damp-proof walls

and courses, footings, and bond in our last

article, and now give a number of details

which have reference to the bond of quoins

and jambs (see b), for windows and doors,

recesses and pilasters [i-), angles of wall,

bay-window bond, &c. These will explain

themselves ; but what we desire to emphasise
is the importance of architects not only

describing in general terms certain kinds of

brickwork, but, when necessary, illustrating

their meaning and intention by detail sketches

such as those here given. The stereotyped

phrases :
" Carry up walls in a uniform

manner, &c.," or " AH brickwork to be laid

in Old English bond, itc," or " Build piers

and muUions with hard, well-burnt bricks,

&c.," convey very little meaning to the

bricklayer as to the mode of executing the

work. The bond of main and cross walls, of

angles, of jambs, and reveals can only be
explained by diagrams such as those given.

The importance of bond cannot be over-

estimated, especially in buUdings of any
height, or which have to carry heavy floors,

and therefore for such buildings English

bond ought always to be specified. The
great object of bond is to break the vertical

joints ; in other words, to prevent them
following through more than one course at a

time. For thicker walls than those of one

Ijrick, English bond is to be preferred. For
heavy building or where any irregular settle-

ment or loading is to be apprehended, hoop-

iron lin. or 'llm. wide and ^in. to 3-ll5in.

thick, tarred and sanded, should be used.

If laid every .3ft. or Oft. in height, with the

courses above and below set in cement, it

affords considerable strength to a wall, parti

cularly when it is laid between the tiers of

windows.
A few points in bonding deserve attention.

One is the connection of main and cross

walls. It is necessary that every other course

should enter the thicker or main wall, as in

plan (c), which is effected by the use of bats,

as shown. Unless this is specified, brick-

layers are apt to neglect the tie. The bond
at window and door openings is often

defective. It is necessary to insert a

"closer" next the jamb in one course or

to use a "king-closer" (Pig. d) as in the

two-brick wall (plan m) with two closers in

the jamb. Again, in forming angles of walls,

acute or obtuse (see plans of those angles i),

specially made or cut bricks ought to be

used at the corners, which should be men-
tioned. Also in carrying up mullions for

windows of baj's, bond can only be secured

by cutting the bricks or using special

moulded ones (see plan K). In all these and
other cases the architect should furnish a

detail of the bond of two courses or give a

marginal sketch, and mention ought to be
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made of the particular moulded brick or of

the maker's name. An ordinary specification

does not give any useful information to

tlie bricklayer on these points, nor do the
contract plans afford any help. The work is

executed in the workman's own way, and
straight joints occur as a consequence.

Moulded bricks enter very largely into

modern buQdings in the various forms of

sills, jambs, architraves, mullions, plinths,

string-coiu'ses, cornices ; and in every special

case the particular section or profile and the
maker's name ought to be given. It maybe
as well to state here that some of the lead-

ing firms manufactme moulded bricks in

a large variety of profiles in both stretchers

and headers, a few sections of which we shall

give next week. These moulded bricks
are of the usual size to bond with common
brickwork, and are made with external
and internal angles of 4.j-, suitable for bay
windows or turrets, and mitres, so that any
architectural arrangement can be formed.
One firm shows over 300 sections for various
purposes. Some of these are 3in. or a course in

thickness ; others are made 4Ain., the width of

a brick, suitable for strings, cornices, or sills,

and there are (iin., 9in., or TJin. moulded
bricks adapted for cornices, bands, and other
purposes.

In the present article we give a few clauses

in general use, and in the following one we
intend to deal with more ornamental forms
of brickwork in which cut or moulded bricks
are used.

The following clauses are for ordinary
kinds of work, and may be introduced or not
as required.

15. Turn Sough Arches.—Over all drains (or cess-

pools, or wells, or other excavation), turn one-
brick rough arches in cement mortar wherever
they pass through, or exist, in the line of walls.

16. External Arches.—The external arches shown in

,
elevations to be of approved malm bricks (or
Fareham red rubbers) cut and gauged.

17. Relieriiij Arches.—Rough relieving arches to be
formed in two half-brick rings in cement (or

mortar) from ends of lintels, over all internal

openings : also form all rough inverts in two
half-brick rings in cement mortai'under all open-
ings of external or internal walls where required.

IS. Form Flues for Viiitdation.—Carefully form all

fluea for ventilation or otherwise, parget and core

the same. Or

—

Form [so many] air-inlet flues, 9in. by 4iin.,

for ventilation, and render the inside of tlues

smooth in cement. Or

—

Form [so many] flues, 9in. by 4Jin., for

Tobin's tubes, with 9in. by Gin. iron gratings on
the outside. Or

—

Form outlet ventilation flues from each room,
9in. by 9in. or 9in. by 4 Jin., carried up by side of

smoke flues, parget and core same, and provide
hit-and-miss gratings, p. c. lOs. each. The tops of

flues to have iron gratings in stacks, 9in. by 9in.

,

as shown.
Chases for Pipe).—Form cha«e3 where directed

for soil, waste, hot and cold water pipes, and
make good afterwards.

19. Ilrii .(;'>(<.-—Round the building (or the side

specified) form a dry area liin. wide with 9in.

walls in cement mortar, built on a bed of con-
crete, below the footings of buildings. The out-

side wall to be rendered in cement and sand.

Cover top of area with a tooled York stone,

weathered (or inclined) to throw off water, a few
inches above ground-level. The bottom channel
to be formed in concrete to an inclination for

gully, and rendered in cement. Every 10ft. apart

form air-ducts for ventilation, or insert itin. by
Gin. cast-iron air-gratings or bricks where re-

required. Or

—

20. llry Walls.—Build against all outer basement
walls where shown on plan or section, wherever
they abut on the soil outside, a 9in. wall in cement
mortar with a cavity of Iin. (or i'm.), and
fill in the same with mastic asphalte or White's
" Hygeian Rock " Building Composition, and
finish top of wall Gin. above ground-level with
rubbed Portland stone let into wall.

21. Storai/e Tanks.—Build a storage tank as shown
on plans (or large enough to hold a IG weeks'

supply) , with piers and arches in stock brickwork
in mortar composed of 1 part Portland cement
tx) .5 or C parts of ballast and sand, and rake out

joints to form a key to cement rendering or

asphalte. The roof to be supported by rolled

iron or steel joists (Gin. or Sin. by 4in.) every 2ft.

or 3ft. apart, on hard stone templates. Fill in

between joists with cement concrete (1 to G), and
weather the top and render the same with Port-
land cement 3 to 1. The outside of walls of tank
to be rendered with Portland cement (1 to 1)

%m. thick, and the inside to be rendered
with Portland cement fin. thick, with angles
rounded and finished with neat Portland
cement |in. thick (or build a half-brick

lining in glazed brickwork in neat cement^
well grouted with neat cement between it and the

main walls fin. thick ; or line the inside with
"White's Hygeian Rock Composition, or mastic
asphalte applied according to patentee's direc-

tions). The floor of tank to be formed in

concrete to proper falls and channels ; the concrete

to be 3in. thick, composed of 1 of Portland cement
to 4 parts of fine shingle, with comers thickened ;

the same to be rendered in neat Portland cement
fin. in thickness (or line with White's Rock
Composition). Form manhole to roof of tank,

and cover same with galvanised iron cover, with
iron ladder, &c.

22. Taidts and Light Arej^.—'Vava arches over

cellars in cement mortar of two (or three) half-

brick rings, and lay over the arches a coating of

Claridge's asphalte (or White's Rock Composition)

Jin. thick, the same to be brought up to curb.

Form small arches as shown in plan before each,

basementwindow ; the back wall to be hollowed (or

battered), and to have a course of footings in a bed
of concrete which is to form bottom of area. The
wall to be built in cement mortar, and to have an
outer lining of asphalte (or White's Rock Com-
position) iin. thick. The inside may be lined

with white glazed bricks. Or

—

The outside walls of vaults (or basements) to

have the asphalte damp-course extended to top of

walls, and continued over top of vaults, and
turned up round coal-plates or pavement lights,

as required, to make vaults watertight.

23. Trimmer Aretes.—Turn to all fireplaces above
ground floor for hearths, half-brick in cement
trimmer arches. (_>r

—

Turn half-brick trimmer arches in cement
against all fireplace openings ISin. longer than
their respective openings, and ISin, wider. The
arches to abut against feather-edge springers,

and the top of arch to be brought up level with

concrete to receive hearths ; or level in cement
concrete (1 to 1), and float and trowel over with

neat cement Jin. thick to form hearths.

24. Channels for Fipcs.—Form channels for pipes
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under floor on a concrete bottom Bin. thick, with
half-brick in cement sides with stone coverings.

2.5. Fhie Fipes.—Line with fireclay oblong pipes (or
circular) Uin. by 9in. (or liin. by Gin. or 9in.
diameter) the flues.

26. Stoves.—Properly set in firebrick and cement
the kitchen range, hot plates, &c.

27. Sake Out and Point.—Rake out joints for
flashings, and point same in cement, and to all

frames. The joints to all facings where required
to be raked out and weather-pointed in cement.

28. Glazed Brick.—The areas (marked in plan) to
be faced with Hartshill Brick and Tile Co.'s (or
approved) white glazed bricks, finished with a
weather joint. Or

—

Face the walls of lavatory and bathroom with
cream or white glazed enamelled bricks and a
dado of approved colours, and pointed in Parian
or cement, with coloured joint. Or

—

Line walls of lavatory with best gin. white,
cream or blue glazed tiles in 6in. squares, set in
Portland cement on a backing of cement-mortar,
with a dado and skirting. Or

—

Line with white glazed hanging tiles backed
and bedded in Portland cement ; the area walls
nailed every other course.

29. Cupper.—Binli copper with 9in. firebrick in
fireclay on footings on a bed of concrete, with
proper flue and ashpit, and provide and fix fur-
nace-door and frame, with bars and damper and
soot-door ; and set in brickwork a strong-made
copper pan, to hold 40 gallons, weighing not less
than lilb. per gallon (or Young and Marten's
galvanised iron pan and frame, p.c. 65s.) ; render
m cement and sand.

30. ScutUrtj .S'JHi.—Provide and fix (or set) one of
Boolton's (or Duckett's or Crapper's) glazed
stoneware sinks, 3ft. by •Jft.,p.c. los., on half-brick
supports in cement, eind pin into wall in cement.

31. Chimneys and Stai/.s.—Build all chimney-
breasts on proper footings on a bed of concrete,
and parget and core all the flues, and properly
bond the "withes," and make the flues airtight,
The chimney -shatts and tops to be built, as
shown, in cement mortar, the pots (if any) to be
set in cement, and well flaunched up and
weathered at top.

32. Parapets and Eaves.—The upper four courses of
parapets and eaves to be built in cement mortar,
with red (or moulded) bricks in accordance with
design. Cement fillets to be run to all gables,
chimney-stacks. Arc. Put tile creasing round
chimney-shafts, stopped at sides in cement with
Portland cement flashings. Make good after all
other trades.

In connection with this trade several im-
portant rules and by-laws apply to it, which
the architect must peruse before writing his
specification. The London Building Act,
1894, particularly applies to external, party,
and cross walls (see sections 53— 81,
Part ^V^), and the schedules of thick-
ness of walls relating to buildings of a
private or dwelling-huuse kind, and those
of the warehouse class, which are familiar
to our London readers^ .Section 54, Part
"Vl. is important, and applies to "Recesses

and Openings " made in external walls.

Sub-clause ((() provides "That the backs of

such recesses are not of less thickness than
Siin., and (//) that the area of such recesses
and openings above the ground story do not,

taken together, exceed one-half of the whole
area of the wall above ,

the ground story in
which they are made. (2) Eecesses may be
made in party-walls, provided («) that the
backs of such recesses are not of less thick-
ness than 13in., and (i) that over every
recess so formed an arch of at least two rings
of brickwork of the full depth of the recess
be turned on eyery story, except in the case
of recesses formed for lifts ; but where such
recess does not exceed oin. in depth, corbel-
ling in brick or stone may be substituted for

the arching ; and (c) that the area of such
recesses do not, taken altogether, exceed one-
half of the whole area of the wall of the
story in which they are made ; and [d] that
such recesses do not come within 13Jin. of

the inner face of the external walls. (3) An
opening shall not be made in any party-wall,
except in accordance with the provision of

this Act in relation thereto." These require-
ments may be modified in certain cases, and
the superintending architect (on application
made to him) may consent to any modifica-
tion or relaxation of this section, in respect
to the area of recesses and openings in
special cases.

ROYAL INS'nXUTE OF BRITLSH
ARCHITECTS.

THE tenth ordinary meeting for the present
session of the Institute was held on Jlonday

evening, and was very numerously attended.
The president, Professor Creorge Aitchison, R.A.,
occupied the chair.

THE XEW GOVERXMENT OFFICES.

Mr. William Woodwakd asked whether any
communications had passed between the Council
and Her ilajesty's Office of Works, with refer-
ence to the designs for the proposed new Govern-
ment Offices in Whitehall :' The Pkesidext
replied that communications had passed ; but as
at present they were strictly confidential, he
could give no information on the subject. Mr.
WooDwAui) asked whether, as members of the
Institute were not all able to attend the meetings,
but were scattered over the United Kingdom and
the Colonies, an official intimation of the nature
of the correspondence might appear in the next
issue of the Institute Journal ! (Several voices

:

No, no.) The President said that until the
people who had asked them to regard these
matters as confidential requested them to make

them public, they would be unable to publish

them.

rRE.SEXTATIOX OF MR. PEXBOSk's PORTR.UT.

The PuEsiDEXT then requested Mr. Alma
Tadema, R.A., to formally unveil and present to

the Institute on behalf of the subscribers a por-

trait of their late President Mr. F. C. Penrose,
who was so well known througho\it all the world
for his discovery of the optical refinements which
governed Greek architecture. The subscribers

had been so fortunate as to get Mr. Sargent to

execute the commission, and having seen the
portrait, he would only say it was well worthy to

be hung alongside those they already possessed,

executed by J. P. Knight, William BoxaU,
George Richmond, Frank Holl, and their distin-

guished honorary AESociate, Alma Tadema.

"

Mr. Alma Tadf.ma said he regarded it as a
great privilege to be called upon to unveil the
portrait of a man he esteemed so highly painted
by a man whom he esteemed no less. They
recollected that during his term of office -Mr.

Penrose was called upon as the English member
of an international commission of three architects

to revicit Athens and advise as to what steps

should be taken to save the Parthenon from
further damage after a seismic disturbance. To
have had such a president was an honour to the
Institute, and to possess such a portrait of him
added very much to the collection, which, he
would venture to suggest, were worthy of being
hung in a special gallery-. [Hear, hear.] Sir.

Tadf.ma then, amid general applause, unveiled
the portrait, which depicts Mr. Penrose at

neiirly full length. He is reported as seated in a
high-backed armchair, with head slightly raised,

and looking almost directly forward : the knees
are crossed, and the hands folded just above
them. On the right of the chair is a portfolio of

drawings. The general expression of opinion
afterwards was highly favourable.

The President referred at some length to the
investigations and measurements carried out in
Athens by Mr. Penrose for the Dilettante
Society, which established for all time the truth
of Wilkins's surmise as to the proper reading of
the passage in Vitruvius as to the optical refine-

ments in the lines of the buildings adopted by the
Greeks. He proposed a vote of thanks to Mr.
Sargent for the admirable portrait he bad given
them.

Mr. J. S. Sargf.xt, R.A., who spoke with obvious
diffidence and embarrassment, briefly replied.

heraldic drawing and its AD.tPTATION.

Mr. John D. Grace, Hon. Associate, rea^ ^
paper on this subject, Dlustrated by a number. i?f,

original pirtoons by well-known architects, anJi .

by drji'wings, tracings, and photographs, of .

ilediieval examples, specimens of l)ook-plate9^_

and a magnificent Spanish cloth of State, heavily;
embroidered in gold. He mentioned thai in ^^.
drawing of heraldic devices, one leading grincipl^,

applied—the necessity of recognising what has to

be said, and how to say it simply and directly.

The heraldic device was intended to appeal, not
to the sensitOities or emotions, but to a simple
intelligence, to be rapidly understood. The
eagles, lions, roses, or fleurs-de-lys of heraldry
were not to be thought of as pictorial illustra-

tions of the animal or vegetable creation, nor
even as emblems, but as symbols. The conven-
tional or symbolic representation of the heraldic
" charge " conveyed certain limited information
at a glance. Heraldry had been described as
"out of date," "antiquated nonsense"; but
modern equivalents for the heraldic " ordinaries"
might easily be foimd. The effigies painted on
tavern signboards showed at once the name and
purpose of the house ; the colours of the jockey's

jacket conveyed distinct information ; flags,

whether for signalling or for distinction, were
actually heraldic. The lecturer cited instances

of the ease with which facts about people dead
centuries ago could be learned from the heraldry

displayed on relics associated with them which
had come down to the present day. In decorative

heraldry, whether architectural or other,

extreme clearness of expression

is required ; the more so since frequently the

examples are distant from the eye, or in positions

where other forms more important to the com-
position must be so rendered as to claim the first

attention. The details have also sometimes to

conform to cramped and difficult spaces, such as

spandrels or glass inclosed by intricate tracery.

Allusion was made by the lecturer to the close

relationship between the symbolic design of
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heraldic charges, and the less direct forms used

in expressing ideas hy writing. Looking hade

to the remote times of Egyptian art, each of

the kings and queens of the various dynasties

could be distinguished hy the "cartouche'*

hearing the symbols of that sovereign. That
"cartouche," repeated on the cornice of a

temple, was almost as heraldic as the shield

repeated on the cresting of an English monu-
ment, and its ohject was virtually identical.

The animal devices iiscd as symbols on Egyptian
monuments of 3,000 years ago had never been
surpassed, and should be well studied by the

heraldic draughtsman. Though used to convey
the sense of words or sounds, they were also used

to convey certain information even when writing

came into general use. For monumental purposes

the well-recognised symbol conveyed the idea

more promptly. It is of primary importance that

the object representing the idea should be so

drawn as to be promptly recognised : and the

art of conventionalism is the art of selecting

the most characteristic points, lea\'ing details to

be filled in or not according to circumstancee.

Having shown under what conditions it was
permissible to multiply or omit details, and when
"naturalism" or fanciful treatment might be
indulged in, provided the object represented was
as far as possible unmistakable, the lecturer went
on to speak of heraldic draughtsmen of the last

fifty years who had successfully grasped the
problem of sound conventional drawing as applied

to heraldry, selecting for mention the names of

those deceased—Willement, Pugin (some of whose
original drawings for the heraldic glass in the
Houses of Parliament, lent by Messrs. Hardman
and Powell, were exhibited in the meeting- room),
John Powell, James West, Clement Heaton, and
William Burges, all in their several ways real

artists. So far as heraldic art was concerned,
Pugin w&s facile princepn. In point of design and
arrangement, his heraldic glass at Westminster
was without equal. The lecturer then exhibited
a model, and dealt with the relations between
the helm, the crest, the wreath or torse, and the
mantling, describing and explaining the origin

and purpose of the various parts, and some methods
of treatment.

COMTINEXTAL HERALKKY.

Touching heraldry abroad, the Germans had
always maintained a love for heraldic device ;

and the principal front of the new I'arliament
House in Berlin is ornamented with two fine

heraldic panels, in which the shields are com-
bined with sculpture of very high artistic merit.
In Spain heraldry was freely used for the
decoration of architecture—there were notable
examples at Burgos and Toledo. Magnificent
cloths of State, embroidered with the arms and
badges in gold and colour on silk or velvet

grounds, were also in use in Spain. Such
decorations, the lecttirer considered, might be
introduced into municipal and other public cere-

monials in our own days. A really fine heraldic
cloth would make a much more imposing back-
ground to a royal or municipal group than the
extemporaneous and tawdry finery ordinarily
the expedient on such occasions, and the
cost, in the long nm, be less than what is now
expended spasmodically on temporary rubbish.
As examples of the valuable decorative eifect of

heraldry in architecture, the lecturer instanced
the blazoned shield in the boss at the inter-

sections of rib-vaulting, or on the hammer-beam
of a timber roof, or in some of the high chimney-
pieces illustrated in the paper read a year since
by Mr. J. A. Gotch. Having summed up the
essentials necessary to good heraldic designing,
the lecturer, in conclusion, read some notes by
Mr. (ieorge W. Eve, author o' the recently-
published work on " Decorative Heraldry."
These touched upon the influence of architecture
on heraldic designs in book plates, perceptible
from the very earliest examples : the value of the
panel as a basis of design, as shown in the works
of Sebald Behem, Virgil Solis, and others; the
extensive use of architectural details in the
annorial work of Albert Diirer and his school,

and in the elaborate compositions of Jost Amman

;

and the modifications in treatment the armorials
have imdergone by the influence of the si-ulptures

and coats-ot-arms represented in high relief.

Mr. J. Aliued Gotch, in proposing a vote of
thanks to the lecturer, observed that there had
been of late years a revival of interest in heraldry

,

and it was most desirable that architects should
be in a position to draw the charges and
rnantling clearly and correctly. He did not
himself revel in a multiplication of quarterings.

but admired a simple and legible rendering of

family arms. Architects and the public gener-
ally were largely in the hands of the officials of

Heralds' CioUege, and it was satisfactory to see

some improvement in recent grants on the
absurd and unartistic arms granted 90 years
ago. They might hope for still greater im-
provement in the future in the training
of these officials. One paramount quality

was necessary in heraldic draughtsmanship
— vigour. All the animals displayed in

heraldry, with one doubtful exception, the mer-
maid, were masculine, and should possess the
virility of their sex. The heraldic artist had to

study how to impart interest and beauty to sub-

jects which were comparatively tame. It was
easy to draw an interesting Hon or even a
vigorous pig—an example of which by Pugin
could be seen on the wall ; but when they came
to draw a porridge-pot or a wheel then difficulties

began. On the great Spanish cloth of State hung
on the wall they would see an excellent treatment
of this very object (a wheel) in perspective. As
to the mantling, Mediaeval designers recognised
and emphasised the fact that the material had two
sides of different colours. With regard to book
plates, many had been designed of recent years,

and in some of them legibility was sacrificed to

beauty. Modem heraldic drawing might be quite

distinct from Mediiuval examples, and yet very
effective.

Mr. W. H. St. John Hope seconded the vote

of thanks, remarking that Mr. Grace might give

them a second paper on Badges and their treat-

ment. Mediaeval heraldic artists revelled in the
drawing of badges, and Pugin fully appreciated

their value for decorative purposes.

Windsor Herald (Mr. W. A. Lin-dsay) said the
lecturer and Mr. Gotch had been rather hard on
the College of Arms. He conceded that years
ago grants were made of arms which were absurd ;

but the fault was that the officials of the College
of Arms were then too willing to give individuals

or the public what they demanded. He must
demur to Mr. Gotch's suggestion that in book-
plates the name ought to be clearly printed—if

heraldic emblazonment was worth anything at all

it set forth the name as distinctly as if it were
written.

Mr. William White, F.S.A., having sup-
ported the vote of thanks, the President, in

putting the motion, observed that heraldic

drawing was one of the most becoming sub-

jects to be treated of before architects, for,

according to Addison's mistransla^on of one of

Martial's epigrams :

—

If ef dull parts a stripling you suspect,
A herald make him, or an architect.

Mr. Ckace, in reply, said he concurred with
Sir. Gotch that vigour was essential in heraldic

drawing. The subject of Badges, suggested by
Mr. St. John Hope, would make an interesting

paper of itself. 'The College of Arms shared in

the general decadence of taste on the part of the
public in the first part of the century, a fault

from which they were not altogether free in the
second half. He was sorry he could not support
the contention that the owner's name should
never be added to the coat of arms on book-plates.

If they examined the stall-plates of the Knights
of the Garter in St. George's Chapel, Windsor,
they would see that the names of the holders were
engraved on many of the earliest plates.

depending upon the dynamical forces set up by
adjacent cu-rents. And, as Siemens' electro-

dynamometer is a good example of this type of

instrument, we shall consider this particular

instrument to illustrate the principles underlying
the action of the electro-dynamometers generally.

A diagrammatic sketch of the working-parts of a

ELECTRIC LIGHTING NOTES FOR
ARCHITECTS.—XIX.

By AN Assoc. Inst. Elect. Enos.

measuring instruments and testing.

BEP'OKE leaving the subject of ammeters and
current measurement it will be necessary to

refer to a class of instrument quite distinct from
those already considered, much used for standard-

isation purposes. These instruments are known
as /•kctro-difiiamometcrs, since the working of

them depends upon the mutual attraction and
repulsion of two adjacent current-carrying con-

ductors, and not upon the magnetisation of iron ;

the determination of current strength with these

instruments, in fact, depends upon the measure-
ment of the mechanical forces existing between
the adjacent coils traversed by a current or cur-

rents. Weber was probably the first to draw
attention to the fact that this class of instrument

was specially adapted for making accurate

measurements, and both Siemens and Lord
Kelvin have introduced modem instruments

Siemens electro-dynamometer is given in Fig. 67,

whilst the complete instrument is shown in

Fig. 68.

As will be observed, the instrument consists of

two rectangular coils, connected in series with

each other. One of the coils, abed, is fixed per-

manently to the framework, whUst the other,

a^yy, which is movable, and consists of one or

two turns, is suspended by a silk thread and a
spiral spring S. Siemens' electro-dynamometer

is, therefore, an example of a spring-control

ammeter, the needle of which is replac^ by the

suspended coil. In the normal position the plane

of the movable coil, a e/j', is at right angles to

the plane of the fixed one, the latter being placed

within the former, so that their centres coincide.

Fio. 68.

To enable the same current (which is the one to be

measured) to pass through the two coils they are

connected together in series by means of mercury
cups, and the suspended coil is therefore perfectly

free to move round the vertical suspension when
the current passes. The normal position of the

movable coil is indicated by a pointer, P, pointing

to the zero point of a scale fixed at the top of the in-

strument. This pointer is attached to the

movable coil, as shown, and the movement of this

pointer, and therefore that of the coil, is limited
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by two sm:\ll pins, p p, projecting from the edge of

the disc on which the scale is marked, one pin
being on either side of the scale zero. A plan of

the disc, scale, pins, pointer, torsion-index T, and
torsion head t, ie shown in Fig. HO.

Before using the instrument, it should be placed
so that the plane of the fixed roil coinchles with the

earth's magnetic meridian, in which case the earth's

magnetism cannot produce any deflecting effect

on the movable coil, and the instrument should
also be carefully levelled. It will also be observed
that the upper end of the spiral spring is attached
to a milled torsion head, marked i in Fig. 67, to

which is also .attached a torsion inde.\ T, to indi-

cate the angle of torsion given to the spring.
Should this torsion index not point to the zero
point of the scale when the movable coil is in its

normal position and no current is passing, the
torsion index may be turned without twisting the
spring or turning the milled head t by loosening
a small pinching screw which clamps the torsion
index to the milled head, and in this way the
torsion index and pointer may be made to point
to the same point without giving torsion to the
spring.

On sending a current through the instrument,
the movable coil tends to place itself parallel to

the fixed one

—

i.e., bo that their axes are parallel,

in which case the magnetic fields due to the
current traversing both coils would be coincident

;

hut this is prevented by the two pins pp. In
consequence of the arrangement and intercon-
nection of the coils, the direction in which the
suspended coil tends to rotate is counterclockwise,

and by turning the torsion index in the clockwise
direction through a certain angle sufficient torsion
is given to the spring, so that the couple exerted
by it just balances the couple exerted between the
current-carrying coils, and the movable coil is

brought back to its initial position— i.e., the
pointer P points to zero. Now, the actionbetween
two adjacent current-ceurying coils traversed by
currents is mutual, and the couple is simply pro-
portional to their magnetic moments, and there-
fore to the product of the currents passing through
them. Moreover, the moment of the couple
exerted by the spring is simply proportional to
the angle through which the torsion index is

turned, or, in other words, to the angle of torsion,

and it is thus clear that the angle of torsion is a
measure of the square of the current, since the
same current passes through each coU. Hence
the value of the current is given by the formula

:

C = K V9,
Where C = the current in amperes.

K = a constant depending on the construction
of the instrument and the spring used,
and which may be determined by
experiment.

S = the angle of torsion when equilibrium
exists between the two couples. In
other words, it is the torsion which
must be given to the spring to keep
the suspended coil at zero.

In order to increase the range of this instru-

ment, or, in other words, to enable the same
instrument to measure currents differing con-
siderably in magnitude, each instrument is

provided with two distinct and separate fixed coils.

One of these consists of a few turns of thick wire,
and is used for the measurement of heavy currents,
whilst the other, consisting of five times as many
turns of finer wire, is used for the measurement
of smaller currents. To use either of these coils

as may be desired, the instrument is provided
with three terminals, the middle one being a
common connection to both coils, With each in-

strument there is supplied a table of values, giving

the magnitude of the current corresponding to

each division of the scale, so that the current is

determined directly without making any calcula-

tion. The electro-djTiamometer may be used for

alternating currents, as well as for continuous
currents, and this, it will be observed, is a great
advantage.

Voltmeters.—We have already pointed out how
essential it is that the proper electrical pressure
should be generated and maintained in a circuit

supplying energy for lighting purposes. It is,

Fia. 70.

therefore, a matter of much importance to be able
to determine readily the pressure between different
points in a circuit, and for this purpose volt-
meters are used. In the majority of the voltmeters
used the electro-magnetic principle is employed,
and the working parts and construction are
identical with those explained under the head of
ammeters in Article XVIII. As a matter of fact,

electro-magnetic voltmeters are ammeters cali-

brated to indicate electrical pressures. When
we remember that, according to Ohm's Law,

F
C = — , it will be obvious that if R is constant,

the current C will be proportional to the pressure
E, sending the current through the resistance R
of the instrument—that is, the deflection pro-
duced by the current is a measure of the electro-

motive force at the terminals of the instrument.
It must, however, be pointed out that ammeters
depending on electro-magnetic action are low-
resistance instruments, being usually wound with
few turns of thick wires, so as not to produce any
appreciable loss of pressure, from which it is

clear that voltmeters should be high-resistance
instruments ; they are therefore wound with
many turns of fine wire, and this is practically

the only difference in the construction of volt-

meters and ammeters of this class of instrument.
At the same time it is essential that voltmeters
should not waste an undue amount of energy, and
fortunately very little current—only a fraction of
an ampere—passes through the instrument ; and,
unlike ammeters, voltmeters are connected across
the mains of a circuit

—

i.e., between the points

readily calculated by means of the formula
II = C'R t y 0-24, in which H is the number of
units of heat (calories) developed, C the current
in amperes, R the resistance in ohms and 0-24 is

a constant connecting these quantities together.
From this formula it is obvious that hot-wire
instruments are altogether unsuitable for use as
ammeters, since ammeters are traversed by the
full current. As voltmeters, however, hot-wire
instruments possess certain advantages. The
currents passing through them are small, and
since it is desirable they should have considerable
resistance fine wire may be used, in which case an
increase of temperature results with very little

loss of heat, and the accompanying expansion of
the wire produces sufficient elongation to indicate
the magnitude of the current passing, and there-
fore the electro-motive force sending the current
through the wire. They are, moreover, specially
adapted for measuring alternating currents, and
the same hot-wire instrument may be used on
both direct and alternating current circuits.

There are, however, several sources of error in
hot-wire instruments, and the following descrip-
tions explain how these instruments may be made
reliable.

In Fig. 70 a diagrammatic figure is given of

Fio. 72.

Fio. 71.

between which we desire to determine the

pressure, and no{ in the main circuit. This
is, of course, connecting the voltmeter as a shunt
across the part of the circuit to be measured. So
far no mention has been made of instruments
depending upon the heating effect of a current,

although the temperature of a wire traversed by a

current is always raised to a greater or less degree,

the amount of heat which is produced being

one of the earliest practical forms of hot-wire

instruments introduced by Mr. U. M. Hopkins.
As will be observed, there are two fine wires, w
and Wi, and these are exactly similar and of the

same material. The wires are arranged as shown

,

so that the one w, which carries the current, will

move the index finger when expansion occurs,

whilst the other, «,, which is not traversed by
the current, moves the dial should expansion

occur. This arrangement compensates for all

variations of the temperature of the surrounding

air, so that the actual reading indicates the differ-

ence of the temperatures of the two wires, and not

on the absolute temperature of ". The difference

between the temperatures of the two wires is

obviously due to the current passing through «,

and in this way the expansion of this wire enables

the current to be measured.
Another interesting hot-wire voltmeter, known

as a cell-tester, and introduced by Holden, is shown
in Fig. 71. Since the E.M.F. given by a single

secondary cell or accumulator varies from 2 to

2-.') voltsi this instrument has been designed to

measure small pressures. From the figure it will

be observed that two fine wires, !(' and ic„ of the

same material and size, are connected to a spring,

S, fixed horizontally at the top of the instrument,

and to two separate angle-pieces, C and C ', fixed

at the bottom of the instrument, and C" is insu-

lated . C is connected by means of a conductor

(shown dotted) to the terminal marked (T — )

.

The spring .S is supported by the angle-piece C,
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which is connected directly to the terminal (T i ).

It is thus evident that only the wire w can be

traversed hy a current, the second wire i''i heing

introduced to compensi.te for variations of the

temperature of the surrounding air. Since both

wires are stretched tightly between the spring S

and the angle-pieces C and C, any sag in the

two wires resulting from expansion due to varia-

tions of temperatures externally, will be taken

up by the spring S, and the needle of the instru-

ment will not be affected. ]!ut when the wire «•

is heated bj- the passage of a current through it,

it expands more than «„ and a certain amount of

sag results. This is taken up by the hair-spring

s ,«, and the bar 4 connected to the wire «', and

the needle « is free to rotate a certain amount.

Since the spring S is prevented from taking up

any of this sag, in consecjuence of the tension of

the wire '<i, it is clear that the controlling force

of the instrument is supplied by the spring S.

The arrangement of the hair-spring s s and the

needl 3 n is such that the needle tends to rotate.

But this is not possible under normal conditions,

and the deflection of the needle is a measure of

the difference of the temperatures of the wires,

and therefore of the current passing along w.

The current passes from terminal to terminal

along the spring S and wire ir. The needle may
be adjusted to zero by means of a small thumb-
screw.

The chief of the hot-wire voltmeters is that of

Cardew's, shown in Fig. 72. In this instrument

a long length (13ft.) of fine platinum-silver wire
—0-0025 of an inch, or Simils. in diameter—is

used. This wire is fi.ted at one end to a small

fi.'ced brass block, b, from which it is led round
a grooved insulated pulley fixed at the other end
of the brass tube. It then returns, and passes

round a small insulated pulley, c, and back again

to pass round a second grooved insulated pulley

at the end of the tube, finally terminating at

the brass block !/. These blocks are insulated

from the case by pieces of vulcanised fibre,

and are also connected to the two terminals

of the instrument by pieces of copper wire,

as shown. The spindle carrying the two pulleys

at the end of the brass tube is pivoted in

jewelled holes, so that the friction is reduced to a

minimum, and it is necessary that the wire

should pass round these two pulleys in such a

way that they rotate in the same direction when
the sag is taken up by the movement of the

pulley C, which does not rotate. The pulley C,

it will be observed, is attached to a brass strip,

which is connected by a fine platinum-silver wire

to the spiral spring S. This spring keeps the wires

stretched tightly, and the tension of the spring

may he varied by means of the adjusting screw

S c. When a diiference of potentied is maintained
between the terminals of the instrument, a

current traverses the platinum-silver wire, and
since the resistance of this wire does not vary
greatly, the current is proportional to the pressure

maintained at the terminals. The current raises

the temperature of the wire, which expands, and
since the wire is very thin, the temperature corre-

sponding to the current passing is quickly
attained and very little heat is lost. The elonga-
tion produced is taken up by the spring S, which
pulls down the wire (passing round the double-
grooved wheel W) connected to the pulley C, and
the wheel W turns on its spindle, which also

carries a toothed wheel geared into a small

pinion. .Vttached to the spindle carrying this

pinion, but in front of the instrument, is the

pointer capable of moving over a dial graduated
in volts, and the gearing is so arranged that for a

small elongation of the wire there is considerable

movement of the pointer. A moment's considera-

tion will suffice to show that the movement of the

pulley C is due to the expansion of only half the

total length of the wire used. The same result

would be produced if only half the total length of

fine wire were used ; but there is the advantage
that by using the greater length of wire the

section may be smaller (for the same spring 8),

so that the fine wire heats and cools more rapidly

than a thicker one, and the voltmeter is more
dead-beat in its action.

In addition to the advantage of being able to

measure the pressures of alternating currents as

well as those of continuous currents, this instru-

ment possesses the advantage of having no heat-
ing error, inasmuch as the heating effect of the
current is the propertj- utilised. It, however,
absorbs a good deal of energy, and cannot be
used for measuring small differences of potential.

{To be coHtiiimd.)

JSAXITAUY WORK. -II.

WATEU-WASTE PREVENTEKS.

I7]>rSlIINCT appliances for water - closets,

urinals, housemaids' slop-sinks, &c., can

be obtained in almost endless variety, and it is

therefore necessary to exercise a certain amount
of discrimination in their selection.

In most towns the water company make it

Via. 12. FiQ. 13.

compulsory that the flushing apparatus to a

water-closet shall take the form of what is known

as a " water-waste preventing cistern," and

frequently will only permit certain approved

patterns to be used. The discharing capacity of

the waste-preventer is also generally hmited to

two gallons on each occasion that the closet is

flushed with water.

As a general rule the waste-preventing cistern

is placed directly above the closet at a height of

7 or 8ft. from the floor. The Ifin. diameter lead

flushing pipe should be connected to the flushing

arm of the closet by means of a stout indiarubber

cone, and well secured with copper wire. Illus-

trations of the indiarubber cones or connectors

used for this purpose are seen in Figs. 12 and 13.

The result is that in the majority of cases where
this tj-pe of waste preventer is used, the closet

basin is insufficiently flushed, as the volume of

water passing during the short time the handle

is held is quite inadequate to properly remove the

fii'ces and paper from the drains. Such an
economical use of water may be advantageous to

the water company, provided the cisterns continue

in good working order ; but, on the other hand,

should the apparatus be in any way defective, a

very serious waste may take place without being

noticed or remedied for a considerable time. For
instance, if the valve does not sit tightly upon its

seating, a small stream of water will be continually

running through the flushing pipe, probably quite

unobserved.
The flushing cistern shown in Fig. 15 is known

as a " double - valve waste-preventer." The
cistern is divided into two compartments, A and
B, one of which is connected directly with the

fl\i8hing pipe, whilst the other contains the ball-

valve. An opening is arranged between the two
chambers, which is governed by the dead-weight

6
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' straight" cone,The former being known as

and the latter as a " bulged " cone.

Waste-preventing cisterns are broadly divisible

into two classes—viz., those which depend for

their action on the opening or closing of one or

more valves, and those which are entirely valve-

less. The contents of the latter description are

usually arranged so as to be discharged by
siphonic action on pulling a handle.

Before referring more particularly to the

siphonic action flushing cisterns or water-waste

preventers, which are now so largely used, the

class of flushing cistern in which the supply of

water to the closet or other fitment is regulated

by one or more valves will first be noticed.

Fig. 14 is an illustration of what is known as

a " single-valve waste-preventing cistern." On
pulling the handle, the dead-weight valve A is

raised so that the water within the cistern rushes

FiQ. 16.

valve C. The water supply to the flushing-pipe

is regulated by means of the valve D. When the

cistern is not in use, both chambers of the waste-

preventer are full of w.ater. The apparatus is so

arranged that when the handle is pulled the valve

D is raised whilst that at C is tightly closed. So

long as the handle is depressed, the water from

the compartment B passes down the flushing-

pipe to flush the closet-basin : but no further

supply of water can pass from the chamber A
untU the handle is released. When this takes

place the valve D is closed, and that atCis
opened, so that the chamber B is again quickly

filled with water. These waste-preventers are

subject to the same disadvantages as those already

mentioned in connection with single-valve waste-

preventing cisterns.

It will be observed that neither the single or i

the double-valve waste-preventer shown can ba'J

FiQ. 15.

down the flushing-pipe and flushes the closet-

basin. It will also be observed that by the same
action of the lever the ball-valve is closed, so that

should the cistern handle be held or fastened down,
only the contents of the cisterp (generally about

two gallons) can be discharged, and no more
water will be supplied until the handle is released

and the dead-weight valve closed.

For the purpose of emptying cisterns of this

description, and so obtaining the maximum flush

which they provide, it is absolutely necessary to

hold down the handle during the whole time.

used with valve closets, as no "after-flush"

is provided in order to recharge the basin with

water when the closet valve is closed. Attempts

have been made to overcome this difliculty by

providing an additional small chamber or bos at

the bottom of the waste-preventing cistern, and

which is known as a '' trapping -box." The
trapping-box is so designed as to retain a small

quantity of water (about half a gallon) when the

cistern is being discharged, and afterwards to

allow the retained portion to slowly trickle down
theflushingpipeand remain within the closet basin.

Should, however, the handle be held up too long,

the dribble of water intended for the after-flush

runs away, and the closet basin is left quite dry.

Another form of valve waste-preventing cistern

which provides a distinct after-flush is also some-

times used. In this instance the cistern is divided

into three compartments, and arranged with four

separate valves. In one compartment the ball-

valve is placed ; whilst the other two respectively

contain the specified quantity of water required

for the flush and after-flush. When the handle

is raised, the water within the flushing compart-

ment is discharged ; but no further allowance of

water can pass into the basin until the handle is

returned to its normal position. The water re-
'

tained within the after-flush compartment is then

immediately discharged to provide the neceesaty
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pool within the basin. Waste preventers of this

latter description are, however, far too compli-
cated for ordinary purposes, and are constantly
liable to get out of order, besides being difficult

to repair.

Many descriptions of water waste-preventing
cisterns are provided with a valve so arranged
as to set up siphonic action, and thus rapidly
discharge the entire contents of the cistern with-
out the necessity of holding down the handle

Fio. 18.

during: the whole period of discharge. Fig. IG
is a sketch of a waste-preventing cistern of this
class. When the handle is pulled, the dead-
weight valve A is immediately raised, so that a
quantity of water rapidly passes down the
flashing pipe and at the same time withdraws
the air from the discharging leg of the siphon.
By this means siphonic action is directly set up
within the siphon, and a full and complete flush
is_ obtained. As in the case of all cisterns pro-
vided with valves, a great waste of water may
take place, shoiild the valve at any time become
worn, or sit improperly upon its seating.
Numerous varieties of valveless water - waste

preventing cisterns—good, bad, and indifferent

—

have been introduced from time to time, most of

6
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which utilise the principle of siphonic action in
one way or another. For water-closets and
housemaid's slop-sinks, this action is generally
put in motion by simply pulling a lever or handle

;

but for urinals, &c., the waste-preventers are
more frequently arranged to discharge auto-
matically at regular intervals.

In addition to the various siphonic action
water-waste preventers now in the market, there
is another type of valveless waste-preventing
cistern manufactured to which a brief reference
may be made. These are known as "tipping,"
or "revolving water-waste preventers." The
general principle of construction is indicated in
Fig. 17. A small revolving basin or "tipping
box " is accurately pivoted inside the ordinary
cistern, which is filled -with water by means of
the usual ball-valve. On pulling the handle, the

Fio. 20.

tipping box is overturned, so that the water is

discharged into the outer cistern, and from thence
into the flushing pipe.

Aitlomatic revolving water-waste preventers
may also be obtained, in whi^h the tipping-box is

80 arranged that directly it is full the weight of

water overturns it and the contents are imme-
diately discharged. They may be fed by the
smallest dribble of water. Revolving water
waste-preventers are, however, not much used,
as the noise and splashing of water renders them
objectiouible.

Fig. 18 shows a well-known form of valveless

siphonic-action cistern or waste-preventer. It

consists of a siphon provided with a trapped arm,
the lever or handle being attached to the movable
cap, as indicated in the sketch. By pulling the

handle the cap is raised, together with the water
contained within the annular space, which , falling

in comparatively large volume down the vertical

pipe, starts siphonic action and rapidly discharges

the contents of the cistern.

Some water companies insist upon the crown or

bend of the siphon being so arranged as to be above

the level of the top of the cisten, so that any risk

of the water wasting and dribbling away un-
observed through the siphon itself may be entirely

prevented. Under such circumstances, the waste-
preventer just described cannot be used

Figs. 19, 20, 21, 22, and 23 are typical

illustrations of valvelcas water-waste preventing
cisterns in which the crown of the siphon is

placed above the level of the top of the cistern.

In each case it will be seen that a quantity of

water is in the first instance mechanically forced

through the siphon in order to start the siphonic

action. They are accordingly sometimes known
as " displacer- started siphonic-action cisterns."

The different means adopted for mechanically

Fio. 21.

displacing the water, so as to bring the siphon
into action, will be readily understood on reference
to the illustrations. In Fig. 19, the act of pulling
the handle lifts the plunger (or water displacer)

attached thereto, and forces a quantity of water
into the descending arm of the siphon, bringing
it immediately into action.

A modification of the same mechanical move-
ment is shown in Fig. 20. The water is first

lifted over the crown of the siphon by means of a
loose metal disc, and the siphonic action started.

Fig. 21 illustrates a water waste-preventer, in

which the plunger is given a horizontal move-
ment. This is connected to the handle by
means of a cranked lever weighted at one end.

Pulling the handle, the plunger is thrust forward,

driving the water before it into the siphon, and
so setting it in action. The plunger remains in

this position until the contents of the cistern are

discharged, when it returns to its original

position, being forced back by the weighted

lever attached thereto.

The valveless, siphonic-action waste-preventer

shown in Fig. 22 is illustrative of what is known
as the " puU-and-let-go " type. When the

handle is depressed, the movable cap of the

siphon is raised ; but the water within the

annular space is not lifted, owing to the absence

of any trap or seal on the outlet or discharging

arm of the siphon. jVs a consequence, so long as

the handle is held down, siphonic action cannot

take place, nor can any water escape ; but

directly it is released the cap descends (in con-

sequence of its weight) and forces the water before

it into the discharging arm, thus setting up
siphonic action.

Another arrangement is shown in Fig. 23. In

this case the cap, when in its normal position, is

r.aised to a certain level by means of a weighted

lever. On pulling the handle the cap is forced

downwards into the well in which it works, the

water being at the same time driven into the long

arm of the siphon in suflicient volume to start it.

When ordinary siphonic action water-waste
preventing cisterns must of necessity be fixed

near living or bedrooms, they are frequently
found to be very objectionable on account of the
loud gurgling noise which occurs at the con-
clusion of each siphonic discharge. This is due
to the siphon drawing in both air and water
towards the end of the action. Under such
circumstances the closet cannot be used without

Fio. 23.

the fact being made perfectly audible to every
person in the immediate vicinity. To remedy
this defect, various contrivances have been
designed. Amongst others that might be men-
tioned, the waste-preventer just illustrated (Fig.
23) can be obtained with a noiseless arrangement.
A valve with a weight and float is attached to the
cap or dome of the siphon at A. When the cap
is pulled down in order to start the siphonic action,
the weight keeps the valve closed ; but when the
water-level in the cistern falls below the float, the
valve is opened, and air is admitted into the iop
of the siphon, thus preventing the noise which
would otherwise be caused by drawing in air and
water at the bottom.
Automaticflushing cisterns are usually provided

to urinals, latrines, &c., and may ibe obtained in
great variety. As regards the general principles
of construction, they are practically the same as

Fio. U.

those of larger size, which are used for flushing

drains. The action of the automatic siphonic

flushing-cistern, shown in Fig. 2, has already

been explained.

Fig. 24 is the sketch of another well-known
automatic siphonic-action flushing- cistern.

Essentially, it consists of a siphon with a trapped
arm, so arranged that immediately the water-
level attains a sufficient height, or head, above the

crown of the siphon, the confined air is forced out

and siphonic action set up. A reversible ball-

valve must be used with this cistern ; in fact, it

is a safe general rule to provide a reversible ball-

valve to all automatic siphonic-action flushing-

cisterns.

Most water companies insist upon some form of
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water-waste preventing cistern being used for

flushing closets, &c. : but where this is not com-

pulsory, a type of fitting known as a "waste-

preventing closet-valve" is sometimes substituted.

On lifting a handle, the valve (which is usually

fixed on the flushing-pipe immediately under the

closet-seat) is opened, and a certain quantity of
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water allowed to pa»8 for flushini» purposes. So

soon as the presciiljed quantity of water has

passed, the valve closes, even though the handle

be kept raised.

Fig. 2.5 shows the general arrangement of

Tyler's patent waste-preventing closet-valve.

The plunger or valve V is so arranged as to be
perfectly free to move up and down within the

carrier or socket S, which is attached to the lever

L by means of a short connecting-rod or spindle.

The descent of the socket is capable of being
controlled by the loose ring R. A small passage

or channel (' allows the water to flow from the
under to the upper side of the ricg, which can be
regulated by means of the tap T.
The action of the valve is as follows :—On lift-

ing the closet-handle, the socket S is correspond-
ingly raised, whilst at the same time the valve V
and the ring li also ascend by suction. If the
handle is then released, the carrier or socket
gradually commences to fall, the velocity of its

descent being controlled by the quantity of water
which is permitted to pass to the upper side of

the ring R, through the channel C. Should the
closet-handle be kept raised, then neither the

Fia. 26.

socket S nor the ring R can descend ; but the valve
V—being perfectly free-will slowly fall by
means of its own weight and the pressure of

water until it rests upon its seating W, thus
cutting off the water-supply to the closet.

Another type of *' water-waste preventing
valve " is also sometimes used. It is intended to

be fixed under water, and within the cistern sup-
plying the closet. Fig. 26 is a sketch of a well-
known patented form of *

' waste - preventing
cietem-valve." The principle of construction is

essentially the same as the waste-preventing
closet-valve just described. When the closet-

handle is raised, the carrier or socket S is lifted,

and at the same time the loose plunger or valve
V is carried upwards by suction, thus allowing
the water in the cistern to escape down the flush-

ing-pipe. On releasing the handle the socket
descends, and the valve Y returns to its seating.
If the handle is kept raised, the carrier or socket
is also held up, but the loose valve V gradually
descends by its own weight and the pressure of
water untU it falls upon its seating. By this
means the supply of water to the closet is shut
off directly a certain quantity of water has

USEFUL ITEMS FOR BUILDERS,
PLASTERERS, PAINTERS, PAPER-
HANGERS, &c.

{Concludedfrom page 340.)

66. ^0 fix gla=s letters on shop-fronts

:

A Make a thick solution of marine glue
in wood naphtha, and apply this to the glass
surface after having cleaned same.

67. Cement for fastening glass and metals
together : C41ass can be made to adhere to any
other substances by means of a mixture of gum
arabic and calomel (mercurous chloride). Digest
best quality gum arabic in water until a mucilage
as thick as treacle is made, and stir into it

suBicient calomel to make a sticky mass, and mix
up in a plate with a bone spatula. Make only
just as much as is required for use. Allow the
compound a day or two before use, but it may be
used directly it is mixed. This cement hardens
in a few hours.

63. The usual cement for affixing metal letiers
to glas3 shopfront.i is prepared by melting
together up to the heat of a waterboil, 1.5 parts
.tluid measure) of copal varnish, 5 parts fditto)
dryin? oil, 3 parts (by weight) of Venice tur-
pentine, 2 parts (fluid measure) of oil of tur-
pentme, and five parts of liquefied marine glue,

and to the melted compound add 10 parts (by
weight) by slaked lime.

69. A very secure and quick-drying cement
for identical purpose is prepared by boiling

3 parts of boiled linseed oil with 1 part of white-
lead and 2 parts of litharge (both in powder), and
then adding 1 part of copal resin powdered, and
continue the heating until the resin is melted.

70. .\ waterproof cement for the same purpose
ii prepared by melting 4 parts of glue in the least

possible quantity of water, and then adding
1 part of Venice turpentine.

71. Olue for joining wood to stone or glass

:

Mix dry wood ashes (beech ashes preferable) with
ordinary glue at boiling point until the mixture
is of the consistency of thick syrup. Use
while hot.

72. A cement for uniting transparent objects
(suc\ as glass letters in shop windows) : Make a
solution of acid chromate of lime in water, and
use 1 part of the solution to 5 parts of softened
gelatine. The chromated gelatine will harden
to an insoluble cement when exposed to light.

73. Ulue for fastening leather, leatherette, &c.,
to walls : Mix 20 fluid ounces of rye whisky with
the same quantity of water, and then stir in

4s ounces of powdered starch to make a thick

paste : separately dissolve 1 \ ounce of good glue
in an equal weight of water, and melt this by
heat; then stir iu 1^ ounces of Venice turpentine
in the glue solution, mix thoroughly, and then
mix the glue and starch and compound together
and well incorporate.

74. A cement for uniting guttapercha ctnnec-
tions of electrical apparatus is made by melting
together by heat 1 part of tar, 1 part of rosin, and
3 parts of guttapercha.

75. Another cement for the same use is made
by dissolving 2 parts of common pitch with 1 part
of guttapercha by heat. Make the mixture in

a saucepan, and when fluid pour out into cold
water. When cold it is a black elastic solid, but
readily softened by heat, and at 100° Fahr. it is a
thin flu'd. It may be used in either fluid or
solid state—in the latter case, just as putty is

used.

76. Cement for afiixing leather to various ma-
terials : Dissolve 20 parts of guttapercha and 20
parts of black pitch in 3 parts of oil of turpentine.

77. A cement for the same purpose is made by
dissolving guttapercha in bisulphide of carbon
until it is of the consistency of treacle.

78. A ditto cement is made by melting together
in two parts of linseed oU 16 parts of guttapercha,
4 parts of indiarubber, 2 parts of colophony, and
1 part of shellac.

79. Gasket for putting between manholes
and other removable parts of steam boUers, hot-

water apparatus, &c.. is made by mixing the
following ingredients to a stiff putty:— 10 parts
of graphite (or plumbago) , 3 parts of whiting, 3

parts of litharge in sufficient Hnseed-oil varnish.

80. Cement for joining indiarubber con-
nections of electrical apparatus : Dissolve in

suflicient bisulphide of carbon 10 parts of india-

rubber chopped up small, IJ part of rosin, and
1 part of shellac.

ISl. To glue leather to iron: Melt equal parts
of asphaltum and guttapercha. Apply hot,
and put under pressure until dry.

82. Cement for hot-water and steam-pipes :

Compound : 10 parts of white-lead ground in oil,

3 parts of black oxide of manganese, and 1 part
ot litharge.

S3, .\nother cement for a similar use is pre-
pared by mixing 6 parts of dried clay and 1 part
of iron filings in boiled linseed oil, so as to make
a paste.

84. A cement for repairing cast-iron tanks is

prepared by melting at a low heat (so as to pre-
vent the brimstone catching fire) 5 parts of brim-
stone, 2 parts of blacklead, and 2 parts of sifted

cast-iron filings. Before applying this cement,
warm the metal by laying a red-hot iron over it.

The metal must be perfectly dry, so as not to

generate steam, and then stop up the damaged
part with the cement applied in a soft state by
gently heating it in an iron ladle.

85. Cement for affixing leather, paper, &c., to

iron girders, pillars, itc. : Make some carpenter's
glue in the usual way, and then stir in pure
tannin until the glue becomes ropy, and spread
this on the cloth and metal. If the iron has a
polished surface, first coat the smooth surface
with a coating of white-lead ; and when that has
dried hard, give a coating of Russia glue dis-

solved in water, to which has been added a little

vinegar.
86. To fasten copper in sandstone, rub up

4 pnrts ot linseed oil and varnish, 7 parts of

white-lead, 6 parts of litharge, 6 parts ot bole,

and 4 parts ot broken glass.

87. To repair cracVs in ovens, mix into a paste
with water when about to use it a compound
composed of 2 parts of litharge, 1 part of fine

sand, and 1 part slaked lime.

88. To attach fibrous material to metal, soak
good glue in water for 12 hours, and then dissolve

the softened glue in hot vinegar, and add one-

third of its volume of white-pine pitch, also hot.

89. A cement for gasfitters" use : melt 9 parts

ot rosin and 2 parts of beeswax, and then stir in

6 parts of red ochre or other red oxide of iron.

90. Cement for cracks in hot- water pipes:

Mix loz. of powdered salammoniac with lOOoz.

of iron borings, and ram them well into the crack

or joint ; or else mix 121b. ot iron filings, 2oz. of

salammoniac, and loz. of sulphur, worked up in

water.

91. To cement iron to stone : Mix together one
part of iron filings and seven parts of plaster ot

Paris (by weight both ingredients) and make into

a paste with water ; use at once.

92. To repair cracks in iron grates, mix to a

stiff paste five parts ot wood ashes, five parts ot

clay, and two parts of burnt (quick) lime.

93. To cement iron railings, girders, &c. : Mix
together six parts of sulphur, six parts ot white-

lead, and one part of borax ; then, when wanted
for use, moisten it with strong sulphuric acid, and
place a thin layer ot it between the pieces of iron

which are to be joined. In five or six days the

cemented pieces will be firmly attached.

94. To protect iron structures from rusting mix
1 part of quicklime with 5 parts of water, stir it

up to allow the lime to settle ; then pour off the

clear water, and mix the lime with suflicient

olive-oil to make a thick cream, and paint this

over the iron surfaces to be protected.

95. To fix metal letters on glass mix 3 parts of

copal varnish, I part of linseed-oU varnish, 1 part

of oil of turpentine, and 1 part ot liquefied glue

:

or else this compound, which is suitable for

fastening metal letters on any material : melt

together 15 parts of copal varnish, 5 parts of

drying oil, 2 parts of oil ot turpentine, 5 parts

liquelied glue, made with the least possible

quantity of water : when the mixture is well

stirred put in 10 parts of fresh slaked lime that

is perfectly dry.

96. To repair broken stone, prepare a powder
and a liquid as follows : mix and grind 2 parts

(by weight) of oxide of zinc, 2 parts of crushed

limestone of a hard nature, and 1 part of crushed

grit, and add ochre in suitable proportions to

colour the mass. To prepare the fluid, make a

saturated solution of zinc in commercial hydro-

chloric acid, and add thereto hydrochlorate of

ammonia equal in weight to one-sixth of the

dissolved zinc, and dilute the mixture with two-

thirds of its bulk of water. To use the liquid,

mix 1 part ot the powder compound with 2i parts

of this liquid.

97. To cement steam pipes, make into a paste

8 parts of native or else precipitated sulphate of

barium, 6 parts of graphite (or plumbago) , 3 parts

of slaked lime, and 1 part of boiled linseed-oil.

98. Putty for steam-pipes : Mix 2 parts of a

good metallic paint, 1 part ot litharge, and 3

parts of dry iron borings (or filings) with sufli-

cient linseed-oil to make a stiff putty.

99. Putty for repairing broken stones (the heat

will harden this cement). Reduce the following

ingredients to powder. Mix all together in a

mortar and make into a thick putty with water

just before use : 10 parts of clay, 4 parts of fine

iron filings, 2 parts of peroxide of manganese,

1 part of common salt (sodic chloride), and 1 part

of borax.

100. A cement for a similar purpose that will

resist a very high temperature is prepared by
making into a psiste with solution of silicate of

potash and borax 1 part oi sulphate of barium

and 2 parts of clay.

101. Cement for water-pipes : Mix 5 parts of

zinc white, 4 parts of pyrolusite, and 1 part of

sodium silicate.

102. A waterproof glue is prepared by adding

4 parts of common rosin to 4 parts of hot glue,

and stirring in 1 part of red ochre.

103. A glue for universal use is made by
stirring dry powdered chalk with common glue.

104. To keep glue elastic, and free from

cracking, add a little chloride of calcium to the

glue made in the usual way ; a little glycerine

also has the same effect, but not too much must
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be used, or the glue will attract mo'sture, and he
non-adherEnt.

10.5. A putty for mahogany ie prepared by
melting i parts of beeswax and whiting in 1 part
of Indian red, and 1 pirt of yellow ochre or
shellac may be melted and coloured with these
pigments, and used for the Bame purpose.

106. Common putty is made by mixing
thoroughly dry whiting with raw linseed oil.

A little dry white-lead may be added as well as
ochre to colour the putty.

107. A good floor putty is prepared by melting
1 part of glue in S parts of water, and then stir in

1 part of litharge, 2 parts of plaster of I'aris,

4 parts of curds (from curdled milk), and 2 parts
cf sawdust. It the floors are to be varnished,
dissolve 1 part of glue in 6 parts of water, and
then work in 2 pirts of plaster of Paris, and 1 to
2 parts of litharge.

108. An imperishable putty is prepared by
boiling 4 parts (by weight) of brown umber in

7 parts (by measure) of linseed-oil for two hours.
Then melt in two parts of wax, and afterwards
stir in 5 j parts of powdered chalk and 1 1 parts
of white-lead, and thoroughly incorporate the
whole.

109. Putties for cracks and joints : Mix 2 parts
of glue in 1 part of water, and then stir in 7 parts
of cement and 3 to 4 of sawdust ; or else mix 1

part of powdered slaked lime with 2 to 5 parts of
rye flour, and make into a putty with 1 part of
linseed-oil varnish, and thin the mass with suf-
ficient water to make it thin enough for use.

110. Russian glue is made by soaking 100 parts
of good glue in 120 to 140 parts of water, and
melting by heat, then adding 5 to 6 parts of nitric

acid, and afterwards 6 parts of sulphate of lead in
powder.

HI. Glue for green or damp wood is prepared
by soaking good glue in water until soft ; then
dissolve it in the smallest possible quantity of
proof spirit by the aid of a gentle heat. In every
pound of this mixture dissolve 3oz. of gum
ammoniac, and while liquid add ifl.oz. of rectified

spirit of wine ; stir well, and for use keep it

liquid by standing the vessel in hot water.
112. Glue for veneers : Dissolve a good quantity

glue in water, and to every pint of this solution
add 5oz. best vinegar and |oz. of isinglass.

113. A marine glue is prepared by dissolving
loz. of unvulcanised indiarubber in 20fl oz. of
coal naphtha ; then rub it smooth on a slab with
a spatula or palette knife, and add at least enough
to melt two parts shellac by weight to one part
of this solution. Heat this compound to 250"
Fahr. when using.

114. Glue for damp walls that are to bopapered:
Dissolve one part of asphaltum by heat, and add
1 part of rosin, and then stir in 2 parts of
powdered whiting. Separately dissolve 2 parts
of caoutchouc in 4 parts of oil of turpentine, to
which 2 parts of bisulphide of carbon has been
mixed. Then mis these two compounds (the
rubber and glue solutions) by heating at a gentle
warmth. Cleanse the waU by scraping, and then
brush on the above compound on the damp places,
and before the glue is dry put on plain paper,
over which, when dry, put on the wall-paper.

115. To make common glue waterproof add
a little tannic acid dissolved in water to the hot
glue.

lie. Piiperhanger's paste : Mix powdered alum
into the flour before mixing in the parts to the
proportion of 13 of alum to every 666 of the
flour. Instead of alum, powdered rosin may be
mixed in the paste after having made it in the
usual way. The rosin should be strewn in the
paste while it is boiling hot, so as to cause
the rosin to dissolve.

117. To fasten tapestrj- and textile hangings
on walls, &c. : Mike a paste of rje-flour, and
then stir in gool glue in the proportion of 1 part
glue to 4 parts of flour originally taken. The
glue should be melted in the usual way before
being mixed with the paste. A few drops of
carbolic acid or essential oil of cloves will prevent
this compound decomposing or putrefying.

lis. Modelling paste for architects and
draughtsmen: Boil white paper to a pulp by
boiling it in water for four to five hours. Then
pour off the water, and pound the paper in a
mortar

; pour it through a sieve, and mix with
some gum water or isinglass glue.

119. Red-lead cement is made by mixing red-
lead with linseed oil to a paste, and is used by
plumbers, gasfifers, and for metal pipes.

120. Plaster for insulating steam-pipes: Paddle
some clay in water to a thin fluid mass, and then
mix in felt, cork waste, chopped straw, or asbestos,

so as to make a stiff compound, and plaster this

on the pipes while moist. To prevent this c:)m-

pound cracking and falling off, mix infusorial

cement with silicate of soda or of potash, so as to

form a fluid of the consistency of paint, and then
brush this over the insulating layer of clay, and
when dry give a second or third application, and
finally a coating of drying oil may be given to

prevent efflorescence of the silicate.

H. C. S.

THE SURVEYORS' INSTITUTIOX.

AT the ordinary general meeting of the above

Institution on Monday evening last an
interesting paper was read by Mr. Harley M.
Grellier on "Tithe Rent-Charge Recovery,"
dealing especially with the changes which the

Act of 1891 had made in the procedure under the

Tithe Commutation Act of 1836 Under the

older Act, tithes were, with certain exceptions,

discharged, and for payment in kind or in the

form of a voluntary composition, was substituted

a rent-charge, fluctuating annually with the

average prices of wheat, barley, and oats, calcu-

lated on the average of the seven previous years, in

order to avoid too sudden fl'ictuations in goodor
bad seasons. This sum was payable in half-yearly

portions, and was recoverable by distress and
entry, i- being expressly provided that no one
should be personally liable for the payment, and
that not more than two years' arrears should at

any time be recoverable by distress. Although
tithe rent-charge was regarded as an owner's
liability, the tenant was given power to deduct

from the rent the sum paid by him, as part of

the consideration on which he held the land,

and it b;came the custom for the tenant so

to pay it direct. There were good reasons

for this, for where the land was let tithe

free, and the landlord neglected to pay
it himself, the goods of the tenant were
liable to seizure as the only tangible security of

the tithe owner. The agitation in Wales, due to

various political and other causes, hastened the

passing of the Tithe Act of 1891, which intro-

duced an entirely new method of procedure, and,

starting with the fact that tithe rent-charge is

a liability attached to the land, it provided that

it should be payable by the landowner in every

case, notwithstanding any contract or agreement
to the contrary ; and that where any sum due on
account of rent charge is in arrear for not less

than three months, the person entitled to it

might apply to the County Court for an order
for its recovery, either by distraint on the

lands when they are in the occupancy of

the owner, or the appointment of a receiver of

the rents and profits in every other case, due
notice and the opportunity of appearing and
being heard being given. In cases of contracts

entered in before 1891 for the tenant to pay the

charge, he is bound to pay it, but to the land-

owner, and not direct to the tithe owner. In the
case of lands of one owner situate in different

parishes, the Court has power to apportion the
charge on them according to their ratable value.

The author then dealt exhaustively with the
method of procedure under the Act for the

recovery of tithe rent - charge which was
three months overdue, the service of notices,

the fees to be paid in the notice of opposing the
application, and the hearing of the case, which,
if the application be unopposed, may be decided
without a hearing. After a receiver has been
appointed by the Court—in the case of lands not
in the occupancy of the owner—notice is given
to the occupiers to give all particulars required
as to their tenancies, and if they refuse to do so

they maj- be compelled by summons to appear
as witnesses, bringing the necessarj- books,

papers, and documentj in their possession. Sj
much, said Mr. Grellier, depended upon the

correct appreciation of the term "owner" as

used in the Tithe Act, that it was well to

consider its meaning very carefully. " 'Jwners "

were not only persons having a fee - simple

interest in the land, but included every person

in receipt or possession of rents or profits

of lands or tithes without regard to their

real amount of interest. Tenants for life, or

lesjees for lives or for a term originally exceeding
fourteen years, holding at a rent less than two-
thirds of the clear annual value of the premises,

are owners, although the persons to whom they

pay rent are joint - owners with them. The
building lessee holding for a long term is an
"owner," and in practice he alone may in most
cases be treated as such by an applicant, for

in the case of a joint-ownership, service on the

owner in possession of the rack-rents is good

service on the other owners, and proceedings

might be taken against the ' owner of the

lands" in cases of difticulty, without any name
being mentioned on the notice of application.

The case of "Peed v. King "decided that the

only rents the receiver can take were the rack

rents payable by the ' actual occupiers of the

premises. The last Act also introduced the prin-

ciple of the remission of a certain portion of the

tithe under certain circumstances, on the ground

that the tithe rent-charge should never be per-

mitted to exceed the profits on the land, the

assessment of the land under schedule B of the

Income-tax being taken as the gross annual

profit, and the net profit being arrived at by
deducting one-third to cover repairs, main-

tenance, and management.

Mr. Grellier proceeded to give many details of

costs, tithe redemption, the calculation of the

corn averages, cases which had been decided

bearing upon the subject, and after a short dis-

cussion, in which Mr. .1. H. Sabin, Mr. H. C.

Xewmarch, Mr. C. Gepps, Jlr. H. Grimdall,

and Mr. Jonas took part, the meeting adjourned.

The next meetings of the Institution will be at

Jlanchester on the 20th and 21st prox.

WROUGHT-IRON AND STEEL INf CON-
STRUCTIONAL WORK.—XXXV.

PROVISION for expansion and contraction

due to changes in temperature has to be

made in most structures of considerable linear

dimensions. The character of this provision and

its extent depends on various conditions, being

simple and of slight amount in some cases, and

the reverse in others. All work in iron or steel

must, however small its dimensions, vary in sizj

with alterations in temperature. But in many
instances the effect can be neglected. The
natural elasticity of these materials will often

suffice to fully compensate for such altera-

tions, due to their yielding, by virtue of that

elasticity, into varying curves or cambers,

and returning again to normal conditions. This

isthecasein aU arched structures, the effect of

expansion being to increase the height of the arch

or camber, by a difference corresponding wiih

the increased length of the metal measured round

the arc. So long as these extensions are well

within the limit of natural elasticity of the ma-
terial no harm can result. The Forth Bridge

cantilevers, though they stand so high overthe

piers, contain no provision for vertical expansion,

because it is taken up by the elasticity of tho

steel. It may happen in some instances that the

increase in the height of an arch might interfere

with the level of a roadway, or railway, thouglj

the expansions would in themselves be of no

moment. For this reason partly, pivoted arches

are regarded with favour by many engineers, and

several bridges havebeen built on thisprinciple, the

arches being pivoted both at the springings and at

the crown. Some large roofs have also been

constructed on the same principle. When abso-

lutely linear structures confined at both ends aro

concerned, then it is necessary to make some

provision for expansion, the nature and amount
of which will vary. In many cases it is sufficient

to put one set of bolts through slot-holes, the

slots moving along past the bolts, and the struc-

ture sliding on planed plates. The columns of

the Kuinz I Viaduct in the AUeghanies are free

to move in this w.ay. In large roofs, allowance

has been made for the expansion of purlins in

a similar way, one end of each purlin being

attached to brackets on the main spans by means

of slotted bolt-holes. In bridges, in some cases

broad planed sliding surfaces only are used ; but

generally, when the movement amounts to an

inch or two, rockers aro employed ; when to

several inches, rollers ; while when of greater

amount, very special arrangements have to be

devised, since all cases are not so simple as that

of a girder sliding on a plain base.

AU lattice bridges of any considerable length

are fitted with expansion bearings of one of these

types. 'Jne end only is fixed, and the other end

is generally supported on rollers or rockers which

sustain the weight of the free end, and on which

it moves during expansion and contraction.

There is not much essential difference in the

general type on which these bearings are con-

structed, but the number and details vary widely.

Figs. 244, 245, illustrate the fixed, and Figs. 246,
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'247, the expansion bearings for a bridge o^er the

Xerbudda, belonging to the IndianState Railways.

At the fixed end, Tigs. 244, 215, a plate, A,
riveted to the bottom boom 1! receives a broad,

Fio. 244.

stout casting, C, which is recessed out to take a

casting, D, bolted down to the pier. There is

nothing beside the weight of the superstructure

necessarj- to retain these in place. At the ex-

pansion end, Figs. 24G, 247, the upper casting C

Fio. 245.

13 similar, but the lower one D rests upon the live

rollers E, which in turn rest upon the casting F,

bolted to the pier. The rollers are merely placed

between the top and bottom castings, being

^^V^ \ .^.\^^ v\' -ft^}?^?J>HJ

Fi8. 24G.

retained equidistantly by means of end cradles,
aa. The semicircular fitting of the castings

S •
j'*'^ P prevents the varying deflections of the

bridge from putting strain on the bearings.

.\8 a rule, mild steel is used for rollers an<l

rockers, cast steel for their bearing castings, and
cast iron for the base, which is fastened to the

masonrj- with bolts. To insure a good joint

between the latter, sheet lead is sometimes inter-

posed, Gib. lead being a suitable thickness.

Much care has to be exercised in the fitting.

The rollers are always turned, and sometimes
groimd in addition. The surfaces on which they

move are planed, and the top bearing is planed to

fit the bottom boom.
Figs. 248—251 illustrate the bearings of

«^
Fi8. 247.

^•iaducts on the Manchester Ship Canal, the
viaducts being built of lattice girders, each 156ft.

long. Fig. 248 gives one view of the fixed

bearings, and Figs. 249—251 views of the
movable ones. The span being short, rockers

are used instead of rollers for the latter. In
Fig. 248 the top and bottom saddles A and B
are of cast steel, and the pin C is of mild steel.

The top saddle is attached with turned bolts to

the bottom boom. In the rocker bearings,

Figs. 249—251, cast, and mild steel are used
similarly. The rockers are turned on their

bearing faces. They are inclosed in a built-up

frame, and retained in place by set-screws, the

rollers and frame being seen detached in

Fig. 251. There are side - guards on top
and bottom saddles ;—Figs. 249 and 250, to act as

Fio. 248.

checks on the rollers sideways. The steel cast-

ings are strongly ribbed. Fig. 249 ; and those in

Fig. 248 are ribbed similarly, in order to afford

ample strength to resist crushing stresses. Figs.

252 and 253 show roller bearings which differ

slightly from the preceding. The frame is united
with bolts passing through distance-pieces, and
the rollers are turned down in the centre. They
are but light, being Sin. diam., for a single-line

light railway bridge.

Probablyno structure has ever been erected in

which the effects of temperature had to be taken
account of under such difficult conditions as the

Forth Bridge. It was necessary to await a

definite rise in temperature, in order to make
some of the permanent connections. An allow-

ance of no less than two feet was considered

/_
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Fio. 249.

requisite to make between the cantilevers

and central girders, and the nature of the connec-
tion between these rendered expansion rollers

impracticable. These, in fact, were only em-
ployed in one portion of the bridge—namely, in

the cantOever end piers. At the ends of these

fixed cantilevers a movement of one foot is pro'
vided for. Elsewhere, the methods adopted wen
of an original character. In this bridge, too, thai

movements are of so complicated a nature that ilT

Fio. 250.

was necessary to make provision for them in men
than one direction. Thus, the effect of the sui

shining on one side of the bridge, and of a coU

wind blowing on the other, would be to warp oij

curve it, and the same effect would follow from al
strong wind blowing on one side of the bridge.]

Since the connection between the cantilevergirde

and the central g^der cannot be rigid, it was neci

sarytocontrive a pivotedjointforhorizontal 8w'~

rm I
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Fia. 251.

with the joint for longitudinal movement. The

distance between Inchgarvie and Queensferry is

1,970ft., and between Inchgarvie and Fife

1.710ft. The maximum provision made between

each of these is 24in., and is located at each end

of the Inchgarvie cantUever. The distance was

settled bv experiment only, after many careful

measurements taken at different times, and at
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various temperatures ; and this determined the

length of the middle girders, so that there should

he sufficient play between them and the canti-

levers under the greatest heat of summer, with

Flo. 252.

full sunshine. At the mean temperature, which
is 51° Fahr., the bottom booms of the central

girders stand about 1ft. away from the ends of

the cantilevers.

The expansion connection is efiected by means
of rocking-posts (Fig. 254) and slide blocks (Fig.

nHMM
Fia. 253.

255), and expansion joints in the rails. The
rocking-post (Fig. 254) forms a connection by
ball and-socket joints, with the top boom B of

the central girder, and bottom boom C of the

cantilever, the top boom of the former projecting

m.

Fig. 2-34.

into the cantilever. At the normal temperature
these posts are vertical, but move out of the per-
pendicular with thermometric changes. The ball-
and-socket joints 1), E, of I2in. radius, were
selected by reason of their large bearing surface,

FiO. 255.

far in excess of that of suspending links. The
posts A are built of steel plates and angles, and
the balls and sockets are steel castings. The
weight is thus transmitted from the top booms
and rocking-posts to the bottom booms of the
cantilevers, and side horizontal movement can

ment is provided for, as previously mentioned

by rollers, and also side and vertical move-
ments. Fig. 257. Here steel castings, A, are

bolted to the bottom ends of the cantilever.

These rest on the head of the roller bearing cast-

ings li, which are of the ordinary type, the

'
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FlO. 257.

also take place. To maintain the booms in

alignment, while yet allowing freedom to

move lengthwise, and to pivot, a tongue or

bracket A is carried (Fig. 255) from the canti-

lever C to the central girder B in the longi-

tudinal centre of the bridge. The upper part

of Fig. 255 illustrates this connection in half-

plan view, a a being the longitudinal centre, and

the lower half is a section taken perpendicularly

to the former \-iew. The tongue A passes from

the last cross-girder of the cantilever into that of

the girder, a similar construction occurring both

FiQ. 256.

in top and bottom. It has a slotted hole with

faced sides, in which slides a block, D, 15in.

square, secured by a 9in. bolt, K, to the first

cross-girder of the centre girder. A long expan-

sion-rail joint over each junction of girder with

cantilever is also made, being de\-ised in such a

way that the gauge is always preserved constant.

Fig. 256 shows the pivot of the fixed end uniting

girder and cantilever.

In the cantilever end piers longitudinal move-

rollers C moving in a frame between top and
bottom plates B and D. To limit movement
sideways, a projection with a flat face on the side

of the cantilever castings, A, will come into

contact with a projection on a plate, E, bolted to

the masonry. To prevent possible rising of the

cantilever due to gusts of wind, which might
overstrain the metal, steel castings, F, are

attached to them, to come into contact with over-

hanging castings, G, built into the masonrj-.

These examples cover most of the ground

;

but with dift'erences in design different problems
have to be solved. The Tower Bridge has a
complicated system of roller bearings to carry the

chains over the main columns, the Niagara Sus-

pension Bridge has an automatic arrangement of

lever and wedge to compensate for 8Un. of ex-

pansion. With increase in dimensions and com-
plexity of form, the problems of compensating

for the expansion of iron and steel structures

demand more original solutions. Once on the

Forth Bridge, a sudden fall in temperature taking

place during the making of a permanent connec-

tion, about thirty rivets were shorn off, with a
report like a 3S-ton gun. Sometimes artificial

heat had to be applied to girders to permit of

riveting up parts. J. H.

The proposed Thames -side line from Mariow to

Henley-on-Thames, promoted by the Great Western
Railway Company, will not be proceeded with.
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LOrVINc; PKUCKSSES I'OK KEPEO
DrCING AND DTIl'LICATING DUAW-
INUS, I'LANS, Arc.

''pUK old fiimiliar process of copying a plan ty
J. tracing it on tracing-paper is hardly con-
eistcnt with the present go-ahead times. By means
of chemical and photographic processes a much
more rapid means of reproducing a plan is ready
to hand. If the plan be one that is washed-iti
with various •water-colours, a photographic
method of reproduction is the only one to use.
It the plan be one that is drawn in ink which
contains a salt of iron and copper (such as most
writing-inks do), then the blue or brown process
of reproduction may bo followed. Both these
processes depend for the result on the chemical
reaction that takes place between the iron or
copper salt in the ink and the ferrocyanide of
potjvssium with which the paper has been treated
which is to take the copy.

Other methods of copying, such as the cyclo-
style, hectograph, &c., are suitable for many
cases that crop up in an architect's office. The
following description w'.U put the reader in
possession of all necessary details for carrying out
any of the copying processes in vogue.

PnOTO-CHEMICAL I'ROCESSES.

The foliowinjj- processes depend for their
success on certain chemical reactions which occur
in the treated paper when subjected to the
influence of light :

—

No. 1.—Prepare two compounds (o and b) as
follows:—Compound (rt) : l.'> parts of curd soap,
l.'i parts of alum, 20 parts of glue, 5 parts of
albumen (white of egg), 5 parts of spirits of wine
60' strength, 250 parts of water, 1 part of glacial
acetic_ acid. Preparation : Cut up the curd soap
(this is a white hard soap made from tallow and
soda salts), and dissolve it by gently heating in
about twice its weight of water, separately soak
the glue in its own weight of water until it is

soft (about 12 hours), and then gently heat it and
mix it with the soap solution

; stir well until the
mixture froths and is homogeneous. Mix the
acetic acid with the spirit and the albumen in the
remainder of the water, dissolve the alum ; finally
mix all together. Compound (4) : 25 parts of
burnt umher ground up in spirits of wine, 10 parts
of lampblack, 5 parts of glue, 5 parts of bichro-
mate of potash, 250 parts of water. To prepare
the paper that is to take copies of drawings, first

dip it in compound (a), and then, after drying, in
compound (*), when it will be sensitive to light,
and should be preserved in the dark. This paper
will be the negative piper. For preparing the
positive paper, treat it in the above manner
without the aid of burnt umber, and only lamp-
black or any other suitable coloured pigment
which will not be reacted on by the chemicals
used. To take a copy, put the drawing of which
a copy is to be obtained, in a photographic
printing-frame, and lay a sheet of the negative
paper over it, and expose the frame to the sun's
rays for about two minutes (in cloudy weather a
longer exposure is necessary) . After exposing the
negative paper, put in water to develop it, when
a faositnile of the drawing will appear on it in
white lines on a black ground, or as a negative
or reverse picture. Dry the negative paper thus
printed and place it in the glass of a printing-
frame, and then lay a sheet of the positive paper
on it close up to the frame, and expose to light
as before, when the positive paper will be printed
on, and the drawing will be developed by placing
the positive sheet of paper in water, whence the
black colouring matter is dissolved off, and the
drawing appears.

^0. 2.—To reproduce drawings made in black
and white:—The reproductions may be made
on paper or on linen by twice coating material
with the following compound:—5fl.oz. of water,
i:i5gr. of chloride of iron, 70gr. of citric acid,
217gr. of gum arable. Place the material
coated with the compound under the drawing
to be copied, with the prepared surface to
the drawing, and expose to strong sunlight
for five or fifteen minutes, according to the
thickness of the paper on which the drawin<r is

made
; then dip the copy in a solution of yellow

prussiate of potash or of nitrate of silver to be
developed, and then wash it in a solution bath of
water which has been slightly acidified with
sulphuric or hydrochloric acid.

No. 3.—To produce copies in black lines on
white ground. .Sensitising bath prepare as
follows :—In 47oz. of distilled w.ater dissolve loz.
of tartaric acid, ooz. of sulphate iron purified
crystals, lOoz. of perchloride of iron (45° Be.),

:ioz. of common salt (sodic chloride), 2.')0Z. of gum.
For the developing bath use a solution of red or
yellow prussiate of potash (i.e., ferricyanide or
ferrocyanide of potassium). It does not matter
whether this solution be alkaline, acid, or neutral.
After removal from this bath, wash the paper in
water to free it from excess of prussiate, and then
dip in a solution of acetic, hydrochloric, or sul-
phuric acid. To take copies of the drawings,
sensitise sheets of paper by dipping them in the
sensitising bath and then drying them in the
dark. Then put this sensitised paper in the
photographic printing frame, and lay over it

the drawing which it is desired to copy, and
expose the frame to sun or strong light. Then
remove the sensitised paper, and dip it in the
prussiate solution to develop the printing, and
afterwards pass it through water, and finally dip
it in the acidified water, and dry. The parts of
the sensitised paper which did not receive the
light will take a dark-green colour; but the other
parts do not change. After washing, however,
the lines which have been printed on the
sensitised paper will be of a deep indigo or black
colour.

No. i.—To change blue printing on a white
ground to black proceed as follows; Make a
solution of potash by dissolving loz. of common
potash in 2.5oz. of water, and dip the blue-printed
proof in this solution, when the blue figures will
assume a rusty-brown colour by conversion
into iron oxide ; then dip this proof in a solution
composed of loz. of tannic acid and 20oz. of
water. The brownish oxide of iron will be
changed to a black colour by the tannic acid, and
this is fixed by washing the print in pure water.

No. 5.—Sensitise paper as follows ; Make a
solution of bichromate of potash, and dissolve in
it some gum or white of egg, and then mix in
the solution some lampblack or other inert pig-
ment, such as water, and brush this over the
sheets of well-sized paper as evenly as possible,
doing this in a dark room or by lamplight, and
dry the paper in the dark. On a sheet of thin
sensitised paper lay the drawing (which, if not
done on transparent paper or tracing-paper should
be oiled and dried so as to render it translucent),
and expose the drawing to the light in a photo-
graphic printing-frame. Remove the drawing
from the sensitised paper, either in a dark room
or else by lamplight, and wash the sensitised
paper with water, when a negative of the drawing
remains, as the portions of the coating which have
been acted on by light are insoluble in the water.
By preparing a negative like this a large number
of positives may be taken.

No. 6.—To take copies of drawings, plans, &c.,
that have been done in printing-ink : Wet a piece
of stout paper in water and lay it on the printed
matter it is desired to copy, and then rub the
back of this paper with an agate burnisher or
ivory handle of a knife, when a negative of what-
ever is done in the printer's ink will be obtained.
If the ink does not readily yield a copy, moisten
it with spirits of wine, or spirits of wine in which
a little essential oil of lavender has been mixed.
Lay a piece of blotting-paper beneath the printed
one.

No. 7.—Sensitise the paper to be used for copy-
ing in the following solution ;—

1 J pint of distilled
water, loz. ofsulphateof iron, loz.ofsesquichloride
of iron, loz. of gelatine, loz. of tartaric acid.
After sensitising the paper, keep it in a dark
receptacle, not rolled. For use, lay the drawing
which is to be copied—the paper on which same
is drawn should be transparent—on the sheet of
sensitised paper, and then expose same to light,

when the parts of the sensitised paper which are
influenced by the light will lose their greenish-
yellow colour. For a developing solution, mix
Ifl.oz. of alcohol, OJ^oz. of gallic acid, SOfl.oz. of
water, and dip the exposed drawing in the fluid,

when the greenish-yellow lines turn black at once.
Rinse in clean water, and dry.

CY.tXOTVrE COl'YINfi PROCESSES.

Blue-print process ; Sensitise the paper with
the following solution:—! Oil. oz. of distilled water,
loz. of soluble citrate of iron (or else double
citrate of iron and ammonia), loz. of red prussiate
of potash. Mix these ingredients when required
for use, and brush it over the surface of the piiper

to be sensitised as uniformlj- as possible. The
sensitised paper should be kept in the dark out of
the reach of light jmtil it is required for use, the
process of which is as follows. Cover a drawing-
board with two or three thicknesses of blanket,
and upon this place the sensitised paper, with
the sensitised side uppermost ; then lay the

drawing to be copied, which should be on
tracing or other transparent paper, on the
sensitised sheet of paper. Lxy a piece of glass

over the drawing, and press it firmly and
evenly down, so as to make every part of the
drawing and sensitised paper be and remain in

j
contact. These operations should be carried out
in a dark-room ; then expose the whole to cla

sunlight from 4 to 6 minutes in summer, to ijj

in winter, and, in the absence of sunlight, fa
'SO minutes under a clear sky. Then remove thi
drawing from the sensitised paper, and pen
water over the latter from one to two minutes,
as to thoroughly saturate it, and then hang it iij|

to dry, when the yellowish-bronze colour

become darker, and the lines of the drawing sti

darker ; the sensitised surface becomes of a bluJ
tint, with the lines of the drawing in vivid con-
trast. Instead of the above sensitising solution,

the following mixtures can be kept ready pre- i

pared, and mixed when wanted for use :—Solu-
tion (a) : Dissolve loz. of citrate of iron and

]

ammonia in 4oz. of distilled water ; keep this in.

a stoppered bottle. Solution (i) : Dissolve loz.
'

of potassic ferrocyanide (red prussiate) in 4oz. ol
'

distilled water, and keep in stoppered bottles.

When wanted for use in sensitising the copying
paper, mix equal quantities of (a) and (4), and
either float a sheet of paper in a bath of the
mixture, or else brush or sponge it over evenly. '

Blue prints obtained by the above process may be '

changed to brown or green by the following
method. To connect blue prints with green ones,

make the following solutions. Solution (a) : A
crystal of nitrate of silver as large as a pea, 8oz.

of distilled water. Solution (i) : Ifl.oz. hydro-
chloric acid, 83. oz. water. Solution (c) : Potassic

iodide solution (loz. potassic iodide, 8oz. of water)

saturated solution of bichloride of mercury water.

To prepare this solution add as much of the
potassic iodide solution to the bichloride of .

mercury one until the red precipitate is just re-

dissolved, then reduce the resulting solution

with four times its bulk of water. Solution {d)

:

Idr. of iodide of potassium, 16oz. of water.

Method of usage : Dip the blue print in a bath of

solution so as to bleach it until the blue lines

turn either a pale yellow or else slate colour ; then
wash the print thoroughly in water and dip it in

solution (4). This will restore the blue printing.

Next, without washing, put the print into

solution (c) , when the printed lines will be of a

green colour; but the "whites" of a yellow
colour. Then put the print in (S) again, without
washing. Next pour solution [d) over the print

to purify the white, and give the green image a
bluer tint. Do not let the print remain in this

sjlution too long, or it will become blue again.

{To he continued.)
H. C. S.

CHIPS.
The War Department estimates contain a vote ofl

£66,000 for barracks and other buildings at PenV
dennis, near Falmouth.

The foundation-stone of a new Wesleyan chap
was laid in the High-street, Ramsey, Hunts, la

week. The building will be Gothic in style, and
the contract for erection has been taken by Mr.]
Wade, of St. Neot's, at £1,920.

A new block of buildings is about to be erected a^
Llandrindod Wells for the London and Provincif

"

Bank, Limited. The directori have instruct!

Messrs. Wilson and Moxham, architects, Swansea,]
to prepare the designs.

The North-Eastem Railway Company are aboa^
to widen the Leeds and Wetherby Railway, eleven
miles in extent, and to construct a short j unction

line at Wetherby about halt a mile in length. This
will involve about 200,000 cubic yards of earthwork
and the building of no fewer than 30 bridges.

Tenders are now being invi'ed.

An Order in Council has been made for the sale

of Addington Park, on the ground that it is " ex-
pensive to maintain and otherwise undesirable to

maintain as an Archiepiscopal residence." With
the proceeds it is proposed to provide a house for

the Archbishop within or hear the city of Canter-
bury.

The Whitechapel Picture Exhibition, to be opened
on Tuesday next, is expected to be very at-

tractive this year. Among the many works by
the late Sir John MiUais, which are to be transferred

from Burlington House to St. Jude's Schools are

"Chm October," "The Old Garden," " Lilacs,"j
" A Message from the Sea," and "Lord Silisbury."!

and we are informed that the Queen has lent thai
portrait of the child Princess Marie of E jinburgh,]

now Crown Princess of Roumania. The exhibition

closes on April 17.
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<Bvix Jllu2trati0ns,

SVOLTERHAMPTON I.IlUtARY COMPETITION- :

SELECTED DESIGN.

The two accompanying; double-page plates in
illustration of the first premiated design in this
competition were reproduced from the original
drawings by Mr. Henry T. Hare, A. R.I.B A.,
the author of this plan, chosen by Mr. Alfred
Waterhouse, R.A., the referee. It is proposed
to face the building with red-brick and buff
terracotta dressings. The floors are to be fire-
proof. The news-room and magazine-room are
intended to be warmed on the " plenum " system,
and the other rooms and entrance - hall by
radiators. The curved outline of the site and its
special surroundings offered no little difficulty
in designing a satisfactory buUding, and the
exceptionally large areas stipulated for in the
conditions were at variance with the money
restrictions imposed upon the competitors. The
competition was a limited one, and the nine
architects who submitted designs appear as
follows in the official report:—Mr. H. T. Hare,
A.U.I.B.A.

; Mr. J. M. Brydon, F.R.I.B.A.

;

Mr. Maurice B. Adams, F.R.I.B.A. ; Mr. W. H.
Eidlake, Birmingham : Sir. W. Henman, Bir-
mingham

; Mr. W. Martin, Birmingham; Mr.
F. W. Simon, Edinburgh ; Mr. F. T. Beck,
Wolverhampton ; and Mr. G. H. Stanger, Wol-
rerhampton.

FARM BUILDINGS AT COPPED HALL, EPPIXG,
ESSEX.

These buUdings, the property of Mr. Ernest J.
Wythes, J.P., recently inclosed for the home farm
at Copped Hall, occupy a central position for the
working of the farm on high ground, conve-
niently placed for roads and water, and within a
few hundred yards of the mansion. The home
farm consists of some 600 acres of heavy clay
land (mostly grass), and the new buildings,
which have been planned for dairying and breed-
ing purposes, cover an area of 2.5,0008q.ft., and
are capable of housing 120 to 150 head of cattle,
the accommodation consisting of 56 standings for
tied cattle, 19 boxes for in-calvers, calves, and
bulls, and covered yards to hold about 35 head of
cattle. There are also two mixing floors fwith
chaff floors over), two granaries, with space for
about 400 quarters of corn, various storehouses,
cart and implement sheds, nag-horse stables (two
stalls and one box), and coachhouse and piggeries.
Detached from the main building, and at a conve-
nient distance from the cowhouses, there is the
separator house, also men's mess-room, fowl-
houses, sick-bo.^, more piggeries, boiling-house,
meal-store and sJaughter-houae, the whole being
substantially built of red brick, roofed with
Staffordshire tiles, with the exception of the
covered yards, where the open-boarded system
has been adopted, the boards being crea-

soted, grooved, and placed -Jin. apart. The
plans and views will show the arrangement
and style of the buildings. Entering from the

stackyard on the north side through a wide arch-
way under the granary, are the mixing floors on
either side, with chaff-shoot and steps to floors

above and sliding doors leading to the feeding

gangways, which run down the centre of the

long ranges of cowhouses, the gangway at the

upper end continuing round to the piggeries and
range of boxes on the south side of the building.

It will be noticed that the position of the mixing
floors is convenient for the stack-yards and
granary, as well as for feeding, and it may be
pointed out that the open space in the centre of

the buildings makes the covered yards particularly

"light and airy without being draught)-"

—

this is, of course, a matter of great importance to

owners of cattle. In the making of covered yards
this is overlooked, and that is why they are so often

carried out unsatisfactorily. The floors of all the

cowhouses, boxes, and gangways are laid with
granite concrete and grooved, and the whole of

the drainage is conducted into a liquid-manure
tank under the cartshed at the lower end of the

buildings, from whence a chain-pump delivers it

into carts for distribution on the land. The
drainage was made easy by the natural fall of

the ground, which amounts in the length of the

building to upwards of 12ft. The floors of the

various cowhouses, boxes, &c., are placed in

different levels to suit the fall of ground, and
steps in the buildings are happily avoided
altogether by sloping the gangways, &c. The
upper cowhouses have iron fittings filled in

with oak, carrying a shell-shaped drinking-
trough for each beast, the water supply being by
gravitation from large pond near. The mangers
to these houses are of stoneware, the fronts being
faced with brown and white glazed bricks, with
oak capping ; other mangers and troughs through-

out the buUdings are of concrete. Loading and
unloading corn, &c., is made easy by double-lift

hand-hoists, and the hoists being in the centre

of the floors under the archways, the work can
be carried on in all weathers. It should be
mentioned that the cart-horses are kept in a

separate set of buildings elsewhere on the farm,

where also the cutting of chaff, grinding, &c., is

carried out by steam power, the latter being used
also for electric-lighting purposes. The agent is

Mr. P. "W. Dashwood, and the c'.erk of works is

Mr. Geo. \V. Johnson, who acted as architect.

The farm steward is Mr. J. B. Ormond.

X.VTION'AL PRIZE DESIGN FOR ST.IINED GLASS
WINDOWS.

The subjects of " Lancelot " and " Guinevere "

are chosen for this work now being executed. The
intention in " Sir Lancelot " is to express remdrse
for his love of Guinevere. In the background, the

Vision of the Holy Grail appears. In " Queen
Guinevere " it is endeavoured to express the ex-

treme contrast, by her regal and gay attire, with
the solemn character of the monastic surround-
ings which are suggestive of her future. These
cartoons were awarded a National Book Prize

last year to their author, Mr. Henry Ospovat, of

Kensington.

THE ROYAL free HOSPITAL.

The Royal Free Hospital, Gray's Inn-road,
W.C., is an institution in every respect free, and
it is situated just where a hospital of the kind is

most needed. The locality is one of the poorest

and most densely populated in the Metropoiis,

containing 61 per cent, of the poorest classes,

and 297 persons to the acre. Since its foundation

in 1828, the Royal Free Hospital has relieved the

destitute sick to the number of 2,221,880. Of
course, the hospital soon required more room, and
in the year 1842 it was removed from Greville-

street to the site it still occupies in the Gray's
Inn-road. Having no endowment, the governors

were forced to be content with some old barracks

in the former occupation of the Light Horse
A^olunteers. A welcome addition was made,
however, by the Freemasons of England on the

death of the Duke of Sussex, their late (irand

Master. They erected the "Sussex" win; to

his memory, pUcing a statue of his Royal High-
ness in front. This wing was opened in 1856,

and six years later the freehold of the hospital

was purchased, chiefly through the zeal and ability

of the then chairman of the hospital committee

—the late well-known philanthropist, George

Moore. Fifty beds were sub-sequently added,

when another wing, the "Victoria," was built

in 1870, out of a large sum bequeathed by the

late Rev. John Gautier Milne. In addition, a
large o\it-patient department (including waiting-
rooms for men and women, a dispensary, and a
cQvered way communicating with the rest of the
building) was also erected. Owing to the receipt

of considerable lejfacies, further accommodation
was provided next year—the nurses' quarters,
isolated wards for patients, a large lecture-room,
private rooms for the medical staff and the
students, a museum,post-mortem theatre, mortuary,
and a number of store-rooms and other essential

adj uncts to the hospital. By this the bed accom-
modation was brought up to IflO, and the hospital
equipped throughout on the very best lines for

the comfort of patients and nurses alike. So far,

we have spoken mainly of the new wings. All
that remains of the old barracks are the casualty
rooms, dispensary, drug-stores, laboratory, the
resident medical officers' quarters, and the
steward's, housekeeper's, and servants' rooms.
The committee decided three or four years ago
to rebuild the whole of the front at a cost

of £20,000, by Mr. AV. Harvey, F.R.I.B.A.,
the architect of the hospital, and this has
now been completed, as seen in the accom-
panying view, lent us by the architect. The
centre quadrangle has some well-grown trees in it,

and on a pleasant summer day convalescent
patients may be seen taking a welcome airing on
the seats in the shade. As for the wards, they
are more than usuallj' large and airy, while the
quar.tit)- of flowers displayed on the fables in the
centre give them a most home-like and charming
appearance, soothing, indeed, to weary patients

longing to be at liberty. There are also plenty
of pictures and ornaments, all of which contri-

bute to the same end. The nursing staff is large

and capable. This leads us to refer to one
extremely important point in connection with the
management of the Royal Free Hospital—its

association with the London School of Medicine
for Women. We believe this is the only hospital

in England whose doors are open to lady students.

Here these ladies are enabled to obtain actual

clinical experience of the greatest value ; and the
outcome ha3 been the placing of many of them
upon the Medical Register ; others have taken the
very highest honours at the London University.

<_)ver 2,000 poor sick persons are annually treated,

not to speak of the advice and medicine
administered to nearly 25,000 out-patients—all
gratuitously—at an annual cost of about £11,500
per annum, of which only some £2,500 is assured.

CHARTERHOUSE SQUARE.

We give herewith the general plan, &c., which
we promised on page 301, when we fully

described and partly -illustrated Mr. Walter H.
Bourne's careful and useful drawing of this

famous old foundation.

CHIPS.

A Local Government Board inquiry will be held
at the Council House, Bristol, to-day (Friday), in

reference to an application by the corporation of

that city to borrow £43,000 for the extensions de-
cided upon at the Stapleton Lunatic Asylum.

At a vestry meeting held at Bury St. Edmund's
last week, it was reported that the roof of St. Peter's

district church was very insecure, and needed
restoring, while the organ is beyond repair. It was
decided to raise funds for a restoration fund.

Mr. Lionel Cast, director of the National Por-
trait Gallery, will to-morrow (Saturday) afternoon,

at 3 p.m., deliver the first two lectures at the Koyal
Institution ou " Portraits as Historical Documents

;

Portraits as Monuments."

The contract for the construction of the extensioa

of the City and South London Railway from Stock-

well to Clapham Common is said to have been

placed. This extension, which is to be completed

in fifteen months, with the opening of the com-
pany's line to Moorgate-street, now being rapidly

pushed on, will, it is confidently expected, open a
new era of prosperity for the company.

In the Chancery Division on Tuesday, Mr. Justice

Stirling gave judgment in an action, " Allhusen v.

the Eiling and South Harrow Railway Company,"
in which the plaintiff, the owner of a mansion-house

known as Twyford .^bbey, sought to compel the

defendants—who had giveu notice to treat for the

purchase of a small portion of a private road

forming the approach to the house for the purposes

of their railway—to purchase the whole of the

property. His Lordship refused the plaintiff's

motion for an injunction, holding that the land

which the defendants sought to acquire would not

pass under conveyance as part of the plaintiS's

house.
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KOOKS liECKIVKD.

Noruich Catheilral is succinctly described and

excellently illustrated in the handy volume just

published as one of Hell's Cathedral Series of

monographs on the J'^nglish nr.insters (London:

Geo. Boll and Sons). The book on Norwich is

written by Mr. C. H. B. Uiexni;i.i,, and contains

forty illustrations from drawings by Mr. S. K.

Groenslade, and photographs, and also a clearly

engraved plan. A history of the fabric is given,

it being shown that the ciithedral occupies the

site of no earlier church, and that to-day, in plan

and general bulk of detail, it is as characteristic-

ally Norman as when left linished by Eborard,

the second bishop. Its distinctive features, the

long nave, the grand apsidal termination encircled

by a processional path, the segmental chapels to

north aiid south of the apse, the centrally-placed

bishop's chair and westward position of the

throne are dwelt upon. The Close gates are

described and pictured, and supplemental chapters

deal with the sees of the East -Anglian bishops

and the city itself. Everyone interested in our

church architecture—and what educated man or

womanisnotr—oughtto possess this cheapand well

gol-upseries of handbooks. Tlie Catheilral Church

ofF<terhoroHgh, "hy i'heliev .Vf .\) . SwEKTiN-r:,M.A.

(London: George Bell and Sons), is another of

the excellent handbooks published in Bell's Cathe-

dral Series, of which we have noticed many. It

is only necessary to add to our former notices

that this handbook is compiled from the best and
latest sources, such as Gunton's " History of

Peterborough," Craddock's " History," the mono-
graphs of Professor Paley, Mr. Poole, and Canon
Davys. The work is divided into si.v chapters,

which deal with the history of the cathedral

church of St. Peter, the exterior, the interior,

the Minster precincts and City, History of the

Monastery and of the Diocese. There are nearly
50 illustrations, many of these being clear re-

productions of photographs by the Photochrom
Company, Ltd., and Messrs. S. B. Bolas and
Co. Other illustrations are from sketches by
Messrs. H. P. Clifford, W. H. Lord, and A. K.
Allbrow. The views of the apse and new build-

ings, the triple-gabled west front, and the in-

terior are excellent. Reference is made to Mr.
Pearson's restoration of the north gable, and to

the controversy which raged so furiously some
time ago. To all students and visitors this hand-
book will be a valuable guide. Spans' Archi-
tects' and Muili/ers' Price-Book, 1898, edited by
W. YoiNci, architect (London : E. and F. N.
Spon, Ltd., Strand), retains its useful alpha-
betical arrangement, and has been carefully

revised and brought up to date by the insertion

of a chapter on electricity, with a complete
specification and estimates of electric-lighting

installations ; also notes on lightning conductors,

electric hells, and memoranda on concrete fire-

proof floors, &c. The notes and memoranda on
ancient lights, architects' charges, floors, girders,

measurements of work, stones, approximate cost

of buUdings, besides those of each trade, make
this book, as we have said before, a textbook of

general use, as well as a price-book. We have
received a third edition of JTillis's Workmen's
Compensation Act, 1897 (London : Butterworth
and Sons, 7, Fleet-street). This reliable hand-
took, by Mr. W. Addingtox Willis, LL.B., is

supplied with copious notes, and has an appendix
giving the Employers' Liability Act of 1880. A
new feature in the edition is an analysis of a
proposed scheme to be certified under the Act of

last session, and a form of application for a
certificate. The last quarterly issue of the
£s8sx Review (Chelmsford : E. Durrant and Co.),

contains illustrated articles on "The Hawys of

Saffron Walden," by Algernon R. Goddard, and
on " Essex Brasses," by Millar Christy and
W. W. Porteous.

\

A group of labourers' dwellings at Liverpool,
which have been erected for the accommodation of

those who have been dispossessed of houses by
the action of the Insanitary Property Committee
of that city, are now ready for occupation, the rents
ranging from 2s. 6d. to Ss. 6d. a week, the corpora-
tion paying rates and taxes.

The building trade throughout North StafEord-
Bhire is in a flourishing condition, and there is every
prospect of a continuance of the same, cottage
property for artisans being in great request. At
Burslem bricklayers report a small percentage out
of work, but jomers are well employed. In Ilanley
all branches are busy, with none out of employ-
ment. A similar remark applies to all the other
pottery towns.

PBOFESSIONAIi AND TKADE
SOCIETIES.

Ydhk AiicHiTECTiHAL SiiLiKTv.— hX the meet-
ing on Friday evening of this body, Mr. C. 11.

Channon, of Malton, delivered a lecture on "Old
Malton Priory," illustrated by measured dr.iw-

ings, and showed a conjectural rpstoration,

developed from actual data, describing what the

building would lie like in its original and pristine

grandeur. The church, he said, is interesting as

being the only one of the Gilbertine Urder re-

maining: in which public worship is still held. It

was founded in 11.50 by Eustace Fitz.Tohn. The
Gilliertines sheltered Thomas ;i Beckel during
his flight from the King's wrath. Uf the twenty-

six Gilbertine monasteries suppressed by Henry
VIII., twelve were in Lincolnshire, the home of

the Order, five in Yorkshire, three in Cambridge-
shire, and the rest distribute! singly in the

Slidland counties. Everyone of these, with the

exception of that at Malton, has entirelj' dis-

appeared, and thus this little Yorkshire town
possesses a church unique in character, and
valuable as a national monument. Mr. George
Benson occupied the chair. At the close of the

lecture, Mr. A. Pollard proposed, and Mr. A. B.

Burleigh seconded, a vote of thanks to Mr.
Channon.

The widening of Cherry-street at a cost of

£12,300 has been agreed to by the city council of

Birmingham.

A new organ for the Presbyterian Church, Bristol,

has j ust been completed by Messrs, Ilele and Co. , of
Exeter and Plymouth. Special services in con-
nection with the opening of the organ have just been
held.

A new church of St. Silas, which has for some
time been in course of erection on a commanding
site in Preston New-road, Blackburn, will be ready
for opening after Easter.

The Lower Mosley -street Schools, Manchester,
built in 1836, are about to be demolished, the site

being required for the new Great Midland Hotel.
A new and larger building has been erected on the
other side of Lower Mosley-street at a cost of

£.5,700, and is on the point of completion.

The tomb of the Duke of Clarence aud Avondale,
in the Albert Chapel at Windsor Castle, is now
being completed. A recumbent statue of the Duke
is to be placed upon the hd of the Mexican onyx
sarcophagus containing the coffiu, and the Royal
burial place will be surrounded by bronze railings.

Professor Charles Eliot Norton will retire from
the Department of Fine Arts in Harvard L'uiversity

at the end of the present academic year. Professor
Norton has had, for the last thirty years, a very
great influence upon American artistic ideas. His
courses of lectures at Harvard University have been
extremely popular, attracting usually more than
four hundred registered attendants.

The urban district council of Sheeniess have
applied to the Local Government Board to sanction
a loan of £13,700 for the construction of a new iron

Eier in place of the wooden structure which was
uilt in 1833 and partially destroyed in the gale of

Nov. 29.

At Edmonton County-court, on Friday, an action
was brought by a bncklayer, named Gardner, of
Westmacott-street, Camberwell, against Kuight
and Son, builders, Tottenham, to recover damages
under the Employers' Liability Act, for injuries
sustained through negligence of defendants' servant
whilst the plaintiff was employed by them in carry-
ing out internal alterations at the Crown and Shears
public-house. Sparrow-court, Minories, E.G. A
verdict was returned for plaintiff for £.50 and costs.

The Bill for the construction of the City and
Brixton Electric Railway, which the City and South
London Company have agreed to work iu perpetuity,
came, on Friday, before a special committee of the
House of Commons. It was practically unopposed,
and was passed by the committee subject to the
insertion of clauses to be arranged with the St.

Saviour's District Board of Works. The proposal
is to provide stations at Brixton Hill, Lome-road,
Kennington Oval, Kennington Cross, St. George's-
circus, and King William -street ; and the City and
South London Company will have connections at
the Oval and at the Borough. Sir Benjamin Baker
is the engineer.

A new hospital is about to be built by Lord
Forester near the railway-station at Wenlock, on a
site of four acres. Mr. A. Bilfour is the architect.

A meeting of the Conway aud Colwyn Bay Water
Board was held on Friday to" consider the claim of
the engineer, Mr. T. B. Farrington, C.E., for

£2,000 for services rendered. The board offered

£1,600, which was declined, and the matter remains
in abeyance for a month.

COMPETITIONS.

AlTIUXCHAM, CiIESHIKE, Pl'ilLIC OrFICES.—

-

In competition for this building, to cost £1,000,

26 architects sent iu designs. The council

re(|uested Mr. John Ely, F.R.I.B.A., president

of the Manchester Society of Architects, to act as

assessor, and this award was before their meet-

ing on the 18th inst., when it was found that the

first place was given to the design " Vox Populi,"

by Messrs. Chas. A. Hindle, A.R.I.B.A., and

it. Davenport, of Monton, near Manchester. The
second place is taken by " Altrincham," by Mr.
J. Macnamira, of Altrincham. Before opening

the assessor's award, the council passed a resolu-

tion deciding to adopt the design placed first.

This is an excellent procedure, and would give

confidence to competitors if more generally

adopted. The designs are to be exhibited in

public

CHIPS.

A Free Church and lecture-hall are about to be

built in St. John's-road, Tunbridge Wells, from
plans by Mr. Galey, of that town.

A destructive fire occurred on Friday night in an
extensive house carpentry yard in Ayr, and the

whole premises and stock of timber were burnt out.

The loss is estimated at £5,000.

In aid of the effort which is being made to fill

with statues the niches which adorn the beautiful

west front of Beverley Minster, Professor Wood-
berry, of New York ITniversity, has forwarded a

cheque for £35, the cost of two statues, as a con-

tribution from the Historical Society of Beverly,

Massachusetts, of which the professor is the

president.

The official view with regard to the desire of the

Museums Committee that they should be consulted

in connection with the changes at South Kensing-

ton is that the demand is inadmissible, as the plans

must be left to be settled by experts. It is probable

that it will be some time before they are framed,

and the building operations may extend over two or

three years.

The London School Board discussed at their last

meeting a proposal of the School Management Com-
mittee to set apart £100,000 in the coming year for

the purpose of improving old schools. An amend-
ment was proposed to refer the matter to the Works
and Finance Committees to bring up the whole

scheme, with an estimate of the total cost ; but after

discussion this was rejected, and the original motion

was adopted.

Mr. E. Druce, who superintended the building of

the Admiralty Pier at Dover on behalf of the

Government and was in charge of the structure

until it was handed over to the Dover Harbour

Board several years ag->, died suddenly on Tuesday

at his residence in Victoria Park, Dover.

The fine organ of St. James's Church, Piccadilly,

originally built by Renatus Harris for the Chapel

Royal, Whitehall, and given to St. James's Church

by WiUiam and Mary in 1695, has been for some

time under repair by Messrs. Bishop and Sons ; it

was reopened on Tuesday evening by Sir Walter

Parratt.

The prizes offered by the Corporation of the City

for the best designs for a medal to commemorate

her Majesty's Diamond Jubilee have just been

awarded :—First prize, £20, to Messrs. Spink and

Son, Gracechurch-street and Piccadilly; second

prize, £15, to Mr. J. Gamble, 21, Rich-terrace,

South Kensington ; and third prize, £10, to Mr.

A. B. Sykes, 16, Perry-hill, Catford. There were

16 designs sent in, and U were accepted for

competition.

The Deritend Branch Free Library at Birming-

ham, which has been partially reconstructed and

extended, was reopened on Saturday afternoon by

the Lord Mayor. The old building was ill-lighted

and ill-ventilated, and the accommodation was very

inadequate; but now a lengthened, Hght. and com-

modious news-room and library have been provided.

The total cost of the alterations was £1,500. Mr.

J. A. Cossins, of Birmingham, was the architect for

the enlargement.

The Plumstead Vestry are about to commence the

sewerage scheme for Shooter's Hill district, and also

to construct an underground convenience for both

sexes by Plumstead Railway Station, in accordance

with plans prepared by their surveyor, Mr. W. C.

Gow.

New offices for the school board of Newport,

Mon., have just been built in Charles-street in that

town. The buildings, which also include a pupil

teacher's centre, are English Renaissance in style,

and are faced in red brickwork, with red Mansfield

stone for dressings. Messrs. Conyers, Kirby. and

Son, of Newport, are the architects, and Mr. J.

Linton, is the contractor. The outlay has been

about £6,000.
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BuiUriTts Jnttllistttct

Ahmlev, Lekds.—A Methodist New Con-
nexion Chapel in Hall-lane, Armley, was opened
last week. The total cost of the chapel and
the adjoining Sunday-school, which has been
open since September last, has been £3,8.50.

The site of the buildings covers an area of
925 square yards. The style adopted is a plain

treatment of Gothic. The chief external features

are a tracery window in the front gable and a

square tower with octagonal spire. The chapel,

. which consists of nave and side aisles, is 52ft.

long by 39ft. wide, a deep recess behind the

pulpil forms the organ and choir-chamber, and
over the vestibule is a small end gallery.

A clerestory runs the whole length of the nave
supported by iron columns and wrought-iron
stanchions, filled with wood framing, and leaded
lights. Between the columns are plastered,

moulded arches. The woodwork is of yellow
pine, varnished, the pulpit and communion rail-

ings being of English oak. The chapel provides

accommodation for 410 persons. The school,

situated behind the chapel, consists of a central

hall, 52ft. long by 28ft. wide, out of which five

classrooms open. The minister's vestry and a
caretaker's house are placed between the chapel

and the school. In the basement is a room for

cooking. The architect is Mr. W. S. Braith-
waite, of South Parade, Leeds.

BiR5iixGH.\M.—A new theatre is about to be
provided for Birmingham, on the site now occu-
pied by the circus in Corporation-street, from
plans by Sir. Frank Matcham, of London. The
Corporation-street frontage will be devoted to

eight shops, with either residential chambers or

offices above. The property on the Dalton-street
side will be utilised as warehouses and business
premises. The stage, at the James Watt-street
end of the site, will be "Oft. wide by 45ft. deep,
with dressing-rooms, scene-dock, dynamo-room,
i:c. The pit, which will be on the floor level,

will provide accommodation for 800 persons, with
150 stalls in front. The dress-circle and stalls

will be reached by a vestibule and staircase in

marble and mosaic, opening out at the corner of

Corporation-street ,ind Ryder-street. A novelty
will be noted in the placing of the five private
boxes at the extreme back of the circle, though
there will almost of necessity be a couple of stage
boxes in the accepted position. The dress-circle

will seat 275 persons. A lounge and promenade
will extend from the ends of the circle to the
stage boxes on cither side, fronted with alcoves.
The refreshment buffet will be reached through a
foyer, and beyond will be erected a conservatory,
arranged as a winter garden. In the upper
circle, and in the gallery above, the accommoda-
tion will be on proportionate lines, and refresh-

ment rooms and cloak-rooms will be provided for

each section of the audience. The scheme of
decoration will be Moorish throughout. The
cost of the buildings is estimated at £50,000 or
£60,000.

Clerkenwell.—On Friday evening the Lord
Mayor paid a state (isit to the building in St.

John-street-road, Clerkenwell, known as the
Northampton Institute. The foundation-stone
was laid on July 9, 1894, and the gymnasium,
swimming-bath, largepublic hall, library, reading
room, and worKshops are now in occupation. The
site is IJ acres in extent, and is triangular in
shape, the apex of the triangle resting upon
Northampton-square and the base upon St. John-
street-road. The block of buildings in St. John-
street-road contains the main entrance in the
centre, on the north the large hall, and on the
south a four-story building, chiefly consisting of
rooms devoted to the social and recreative work
of the institute. The northern side of the
triangle, extending from St. John-street-road to
Northampton-square, along Lower Charles-street,
consists of the buildings which contain the bath
and the gj^mnasium, each of which is 120ft. long.
The former has dressing-rooms beneath, and the
latter has over one end of it a three-story building
devoted to educational work. The southern side
of the triangle, in Ashby-street, contains a five-
story building devoted to educational purposes.
These buildings inclose a courtyard, from which
the inner rooms and corridors derive their light.
The various floors are reached by three staircases
placed at the angles of the triangle formed by the
courtyard. Over the main entrance there U a
tower supporting a bracket clock, and containing
in the belfry a heav)- peal of bells forming the

chimes and hour-bell of the clock. The architect

for the building was Mr. E. W. Slountford, of

Buckingham-street, Strand, and the cost has been
about £80,000.

CocKFiELD Hall.—The works in the partial

rebuilding and enlargement of Cockfield Hall,

Yoxford, East Suffolk, the seat of Sir Ralph
Blois, Bart., which have taken upwards of two
years and a half in execution, have just been
completed. The new entrance hall is open from
the ground floor to the first-floor ceiling, and has

an arcaded gallery at the first-floor level. On
the ground floor the hall is subdivided by an
arcade of three wide arches, access to the first

floor being by a wide staircase, elaborately treated

and carved. The reception-rooms all open into

the hall, and are fitted up in harmony therewith.

The ancient Tudor wing remains intact, the

portions pulled down being comparatively modem
additions, of no architectural interest. The
mansion has been redecorated throughout. The
work has been executed from the designs, and
under the superintence, of Mr. E. F. Bisshopp,

of Ipswich, architect and diocesan surveyor. 5Ir.

Alfred Brown, of Braintree, was the contractor.

EniN'iiuRGH.—The range of new conservatories

which has been erected at the Royal Botanic

(iardeus, Edinburgh, was opened on Sunday for

the first time. The range of glass buUdings has

a frontage of 340ft., and the main building,

which is on the west side, is open from end to

end for that length. At right angles to it, on its

east face, are four conservatories, 64ft. in length

by 24 ft. in breadth; and rising over the central

house is a dome with annexe, around which the

other buildings are grouped. The first of these

buildings on the south is devoted to the culture

and exhibition of stove plants, the second to

orchids, the third to economic plants, and the

fourth to succulents and plants from dry regions.

A new system has been adopted in the Botanic
Garden conservatories for the last year or two

—

viz., to set the plant or shrub in the earth and
not confine its roots within the limits of a pot or

tub. The plants grow much larger, send ou-t

fresher foliage more frequently than under the

old plan, and give to the houses a more furnished

appearance. The cost of the erection of the new
greenhouses has been over £2,000.

FoUEST Hill, S.E.—Work is about to be
begun upon the Homiman Free Museum, Lord-
ship-lane, which its founder, Mr. Frederick J.

Horniman, M.P., intends to present as a free

gift to the inhabitants of the district. The build-

ing will consist of two galleries, each upwards of

100ft. long, lighted from the top. In addition,

there will be a lecture-hall, having a seating

capacity for 300 persons. Altogether the museum,
including the administrative block, will be some
300ft. in length ; its front will be constructed

entirely in stone, and there will be a clock tower
ever 100ft. in height. The galleries will be
divided into various courts, each devoted to a

separate class of the objects of which the museum
proper consists. Thus there will be a pre-historical

court, an Egyptian court, an Indian court, a

colonial court, a Japanese court, and so fourth,

while there will be special departments for the

zoological and entomological specimens as well as

for the library. Fifteen acres of land surround-
ing the dwelling in which the collection is now
housed will be converted into a public park and
recreation ground, while Surrey Mount, an exist-

ing mansion therein, is to be fitted up as a free

library and clubhouse. Mr. C. Harrison Town-
send is the architect of the new museum.

Ijeeds.—A Home and Schools for Blind and
Deaf Children is being erected by the lieeds

School Board in Blenheim-walk, off Woodhouse-
lane. The building, the plans of which have
been prepared by Mr. W. S. Braithwaite, of

Leeds, will cover an area of 1,200 square yards.

The style is a free treatment of (iothic. The
structure will be three stories high, with the

addition of a good part basement lighted from
wide areas, and a sub-basement for heating and
ventilating arrangements. Each department will

be separate in its working for scholastic purposes.

The accommodation provided is for 100 boarders

and 100 day scholars. The building will be faced

with pressed brick, with sandstone dressings,

except the main entrance, which will be of

Morley stone. The roofs will be covered with

Westmoreland slates. The building, together

with the site, will cost £28,000.

SxitAXR.iER, N.B.—The new United Presby-

terian Church was opened on Wednesday week. It

has been rebuilt on the site of one erected in 1840

in London-road, of the plain square box type

then in vogue. The new buUding is designed in

Late Decorated style. The walls are of dark-

blue dressed whinstone, with hewn work of a
cream-white stone from Prudham (-iuarry, North-

umberland. The roofs are covered -with sea-

green slates, finished with red-ridge tiles, and

the roof of the stair-turret is covered with dark-

red tiles. The main gable faces the street, the

principal entrance being in the centre by a wide

double doorway, with moulded arch, and tym-
panum filled with sunk panelling. On each side

are muUioned windows. Over the main entrance

is a five-light window, the upper part filled -with

rich tracery ; and in the upper part of the gable

is a moulded niche over a carved corbel. On the

western side of the main gable the gallery stair-

case is carried up in an octagonal tower, ending

in a steep conical roof covered with red tiles.

The hall and other rooms form an angle to the

south and west of the church, and are similar in

architectural treatment. The church is divided

into nave and side aisles by stone piers and arches,

the piers also carryingthegalleries, which are placed

behind them at the sides, and supported on steel

girders. The roof construction is exposed and of

dressed timber, the ceilings all wood lined, and

pulpit recess is formed at south end of church with

stone columns and a moulded arch over it, and
the upper part has a traceried three-light window.

Sittings are pro-vided for 530 persons ; the hall

seats about 300, while the session house can also

be opened into it when required. There are also

provided ladies' room, vestry, kitchen, and heat-

ing-room, with cloakroom and lavatory accom-

modation. The gas-lighting is by coronas sus-

pended from the ceiling and brackets on the lower

side walls, all designed in hammered iron and

copper. The church has been fortunate in gifts

of stained-glass windows. The pulpit window has

been designed and executed by Messrs. Stephen

Adam and Son, Glasgow ; the large five-light

window by Mr. Joseph Miller, Glasgow ; whOe a

four-light memorial window is from the same

studio. The total cost of the church, exclusive

of the gifts mentioned, will be about £4,000.

The architect is Mr. John B. Wilson, A.R.I.B.A.

and I .A ., Glasgow , and the work has been executed

under his supervision.

CHIPS.

Dr. Charles Waldstein, FtUow of King's College,

Cambridge, was re-elected on Wednesday to the

Professorship of Fine Art on the Foundation of

Mr. Felix Slade, for a second period of three years.

On Thursday in last week, under the direction of

the Local Government Board, an inquiry was con-

ducted by Colonel Coke, M.I.C.E., at Barnet, into

an application made by the urban district council to

borrow £4,102 for sewerage purposes.

The sum of £6,093 has been raised for the build-

ing fund of the west front and Victoria Porch pro-

posed to be added to Manchester Cathedral, from

the designs of Mr. Basil Champneys. Of this sum
Sir William Cunliffa Brooks has contributed £2,000.

This special fund is in addition to the £50,000 which

was raised mainly by Sir J. W. Maclure for the

restoration of the cathedral.

A public hall to seat 450 people is now in course

of erection at Pitsea, Essex. The architect is Mr.

Arthur T. A. Bowyer, of 90, Leadenhall-street,

Loudon, and the builder is Mr. Joseph Bayliss, of

Forest Gate, E.

The Pennsylvanii Riilway station at Jersey

City, opposite New York, was burnt on Monday
morning. The buildings covered four acres, and

included station buildings five stories in height, and

a huge iron construction covered with a glass roof.

The flimes also destroyed the pier adjoining, where

there was a landing-stage for four lines of ferry

boats.

Mr. G. A. R. Fitzgerald and Colonel Boughey,

C.S.I., Light Railway Commissioners, sitting at the

Hampstead Vestry-hall, Haverstock-hill, on .Satur-

day, concluded a three days' public inquiry mto a

scheme for connecting Finchley and Hendon with

Hampstead by means of a light railway, otherwise

an electrical tramway, along the Finchley-road,

starting from Ciufield-gardens, Siuth Hampstead,

near three raUway station's. The scheme was

opposed by the Hampstead Vestry, a committee of

Hampstead residents, the London County Council,

and the Finchley Urban District Council, but was

supported by the Hendon Urban District Council.

The engineers were Sir Douglas Fox and Mr.

Wragg. The commissioners said that the necessity

for the light railway had not been proved, and

they therefore declined to grant an order for its

construction.
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.ScAKiioiioion.—The now sea wall for the

Marine 1 'rive has been constructed as far south

RB Coffee Pot Kock, a distance of about 400 yards

from the existing Ivoyal Albert Drive, and there

are already manufavturud blocks for 'J50 addi-

tional jards. The date lixed for the completion

of the contract is August, 180!l, and both Mr.

J. E. Kverett, the resident engineer, who looks

after the interests of the corporation in the

matter, and also the contractors (Messrs. Cooke
and Co., Battersea), are of opinion that the work
will be completed by that time. .tlO,000 has

already been paid on account of the contract

(£09,270), so that, allowing for retention money,
more than a sixth of the labour has been

performed.

SwANSE.\ Docks.—The Marchioness of Wor-
cester recently laid the memorial-stone of a

dock extension at Swansea. The I'rince of Wales
Dock has been opened only l.i years, but three

years ago it was found inadequate to meet the

rapid growth of shipping in tho port. I'eyond

carrying out extensions of other docks, it was
decided to extend this particular dock so as to

increase its wharfage space by 50 per cent. This
addition has now been completed by Sir John
Jackson, contractor, at a cost of about £70,000.

Tho whole quay frontage on the north side of the

enlarged dock has been let to the Great Western
liailway Company and to the Rhondda and Swan-
sea Bay Railway Company for the shipment of

coal, the former company occupying the western,

and the latter the two eastern coal tips, with
frontages of 2G0ft. and 400ft. respectively.

CHIPS.
The urban district CDuncil of Shanklin, I.W.,

have elected Mr. Ernest Charles Cooper, son of one
of the members, as surTeyor, at a commencing salary
of £120.

The Workington Docks and Riilways Bill, which
involved an expenditure of half-a- million of money,
has been withdrawn from the present session of

Parliament.

Alterations are being made to SadgSeld Asylum,
Co. Durham, embracing the ventilation, which wJl
now be carried out on the Boyle system.

Messrs. Harry Hems and Sons, sculptors, of
Exeter, have received instructions from a Guernsey
Committee to prepare and erect a massive monu-
ment of grey granite. The memorial wUI be placed
upon the rocks at Guernsey, overlooking the spot
wnere the recent disaster to the (Jhannel Queen
occurred, and upon its sides will be recorded in
metal letters the story of the wreck, and the names
of all those who perished.

On Tuesday morning a fire broke out in a timber-
yard belonging to Mr. Matthews, builder, of Nant-
wich. Five stacks of timber, principally pitch-pine
and Califomian red wood, valued at £1,500, were
entirely destroyed. The fire is supposed to have
been the work of an incendiary, or of some tramp,
who took shelter in the timber-yard, which is

isolated.

The East Sussex County Council have received a
report from a committee recommending the acquisi-
tion as a site for a new county lunatic asylum of
about 400 acres at the Park Farm, Amberstone, in

the parish of Hellingly. The report was adopted.

The House of Lords' Committee, presided over by
Lord Rookwood, resumed its inquiry on Thursday
into tho proposal made by the Midlaud Railway
Company in their omnibus bill to take power for
widening their line between Laeds and Bradford for
a distance of 2^ miles. The clause was passed.

Colonel A. J. Hepper, D.S.O., R.E., held an
inquiry at Conway on Tuesday touching an appli-
cation by the town council to the Local Government
Board for approval to a loan of .£1,500 for the
purposes of municipal buildings, and £310 for gas-
works purposes.

Mr. G. S. Elliott laid on Wednesday the founda-
tion-stone of a new infirmary for Islington at
Highgate Hill, which is about to be erected at an
estimated cost of £250,000. The new infirmary is

to be built on the sits of the Highgate Small-pox
Hospital.

A London syndicate contemplates spending a
large sum of money in erecting sea-defence works
and developing the southern end of Cleethorpes.
The scheme includes the layiug-out of winter
gardens, and a recreation- grouud with a 50ft. front
road. Terms have been offered to the landowners
interested, and negotiations have been entered into
between the syndicate and the Cleethorpes District
Council. .

TO OOBRESPONDBNT3.
["We do not hold ourselves responHible for the opinions of
our correspondents. All communications should be
drawn up as briefly as pos.sible, aa there are many
claimants upon the space allotted to con-eapondenta.]

It is particularly requested tliat all draTrin(»s and all
eommunications respecting illu.stration.s or litemry matter
should be addressed to the EDIXOK of the BiriLniNO
News, 332, Strand, W.C, and not to members of the staff

by name. Delay is not luifreqviently otherwise caused.
All drawings and other commimicationa are sent at con-
tributors' risks, and the Editor will not undertake to
pay for, or be liable for, unsought contributions.

Cheques and Post-office Orders to be made payable to
The Strand Nbwspapeb Company, Limited.

TEEMS OP SUBSCRIPTION.
One Pound per annum (post free) to any part of the

United Kingdom ; for Canada, Nova Scotia, and the
United States, £1 6s. Od. (or6dols. 30c. gold). To France
or Belpum, £1 63. Od. (or 33fr. 30c.) To India, £1 6s. Od.
To any of the Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the
Cape, the "West Indies, or Natal, £1 6a. Od.

ADVERTISEMENT CHAEQES.
The charge for Competition and Contract Advertise-

ments, Public Companies, and all otficial advertisements
is la. per line of Eight words, the first line counting aa
two, the minimum charge being 6s. for four lines.

The charge for Auctions, Land Sales, and Miacellaneoua
and Trade Advertisements (except Situation advertise-
ments) is 6d. per line of Eight words (the first line
counting as two), the minimum charge being 4s. 6d. for
40 words. Special terras for aeries of more than six
inaertions can be ascertained on apphcation to the Pub-
lisher.

Front-page Advertisements 28. per line, and Paragraph
Advertisements la. per line. No Front-page or Paragraph
Advertisement inserted for leas than 53.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
office not later than 3 p.m. on Thursday. Front-page
Advertisements and alterations in serial advertisements
must reach the office by Tuesday morning to secure
insertion.

Situations.

The charge for advertisements for "Situations Vacant"
or " Situations Wanted " ia O.ve Sbillino for Twentt-
FOOE Words, and Sixpence for every eight words after.

All Situation Advertisements must be prepaid.

NOTICE.

Bound copies of Vol. LXXIII. are now ready, and
should be ordered early (price Twelve Shillings each),
as only a limited niunber are done up. A few
bound volumes of Vola. XXXCX., XL., XLI.,
XLVI., XLIX., LI., LIU., LVin., LIX.,
Lxi., Lxn., Lxni., Lxrv., lxv., lxvi.,
Lxvn.. Lxvm., lxix., lxx., lxxi., lx.xii.
may still be had, price Twelve Sliillings ; all the other
bound volumes are out of print. Most of the back'
numbers of former volumes are, however, to be had
singly. Subscribers requiring any back numbers to
complete volume just ended ahould order at once, as
many of them soon run out of print.

Eeceived.—R. C. and I. M.—Tangye.—D. S. R.—J. P.-
J. M. and Co.—F. Bartlett.

Ittttrcommutticatiott

QJIMSTIONS.

[1 1922. ] — Cleaning- Headstones. ~ Could any
reader tell me the best method of cleaning headstones
that have gone black 1 I have been told some people use
an acid in cleaning ; if so, could reader give me the name
of the acid and how to apply it ?—Stonemason.

REPLIES.
[I1916.]-I5ry and "Wet Rot.—Tliere is no remedy

for dry-rot ; the only way to get rid of it is to cut out all
the affected parts and provide ventilation, with freedom
from damp, to all the woodwork. Wet rot does not spread
like dry rot. and the removal of the cause of dampness
which produced it will also remove the infection. It may
be prevented by preparing the wood in some way by
injection of creosote or other patent preparations—Louis
Erwolii.

[11916.]—Dry and "Wet Rot-—The only remedy is

to cut out the atfected parts, and substitute new work.
Several preventive solutions hive been given in the
Bi-iLuisr. News.-H. "W.

[11919.1—Hygreian Rock Building Composi-
tion.—The manufacturers of HygeianRock Composition
claim that by building a wall aa they advise. 9in. walls
are equal in strength to 18in. walls, and, therefore, where
strength is required, it would be best to put the composi-
tion into the middle of the wall about Jin. thick.—Louis
K[t\Vt)LD.

[11919.1—Hygreian Rock Building- Composi-
tion.—This composition can be applied to walls very
easily. Let the existing wall be a !)in. or 14iu. wall,
which it ia desired to protect from damp ; build up an
inner or outside casing of 4jin , after raking out the
joints of the old wall, and then pour the composition in
at intervals after three courses of the casing are built.
Mr. White, I believe, has patented a wall lining which
Clin be applied to any damp wall. The inside joints of
wall are all raked out, and a frame is put up for fixing
special-made locked tiles. As these tiles are fixed the hot
composition is poured in between ; when it has cooled the
tile.-* adhere firmly to the wall, and form an impernous
lining. As the tiles are rough or honeycombed on the
surface, their face can be cemented or plastered. The

mode of doing this is described in a pamphlet that can be
obtained of the patentee. For new walls that are being
built it is necessary to allow a ^in. or :,in. cavity between
the two thicknesses. The joints should be raked out so
that the composition may " key " in. It should be poured
into the cavity everj' three or four eourse.s. For tanks it

is desirable to apply the composition between a 4J brick
inside lining erected after the main walls are built, after
raking out joints. Send for particulars to Mr. W. White,
Abergavenny.—G. H. G.

[11919.]—Hyeeian Rock Building Composi-
tion.— The Hygeian Rock should be applied in between
two walls in new work, but may be applied internally to
existing buildings. If querist ("O. Williams) will write to
White, Great Western Works, Abergavenny, he will send
him pamphlet giving full particulars on every point.—
SURVEVOB.

[11920.]—Hollow-Wall Ties. —I should advise
" Damp Prooi " to use wrought-iron galvanised or cast-
iron wall ties, many of which are in the market. These
are generally made with forked ends to give a better hold
in the brick joint. Glazed stoneware ties are made by
Doulton and other makers perforated, but the cavity
ought to be cleared out as the work proceeds. The ties

should be inserted every three or five courses in height,
and be placed about 2ft. 6in. apart. The cavity should be
about 2jin.— U. H. H.

[11920.]—HcUow-Wall Ties.—I have found that a.

strong galvanised wrought-iron tie ia most serviceable,
and that -2\\n. is quite enough space to leave between the
two walls. It is best to place the ties about 3ft. apart
horizontally, and 9in. vertically, every other row being
shifted 18in. along horizontally so as to make vertical lines

of ties 18in. apart. More ties should be provided for the
angles of buildings, so as to make them siroager.—Loois
Erwold.

[U920.] — Hollow- Wall Ties. — Replying to
"Damp-Proof," I advise him not to use waU-tiea in
hollow walls. They are most objectionable, and a
lodgment of mortar upon the ties would defeat his
purpose. Write to White, Great Western Works, Aber-
gavenny, and get one of hia pamphlets.—Architect.

[11921.]~Facing Bricks.—"L. O." may use best
marl stocks, Fareham reds, or Suffolk white bricks.

These bricks are to be built with a fiat parallel ruled
joint, or tuck-pointed afterwards. Many facing bricks
are to be had of good quality. The Hartshill Brick and
Tile Co., Stoke-on-Trent, or R. M. Whiting, Faversham,
Kent, or T. Lawrence's hand-made facings supply excel-
lent facing bricks.— G. H. G.

A memorandum "by the Indian Government
shows that SOO miles of new railway have been
opened during the present financial year; 1,500

miles will be opened nest year.

Extensive damage was occasioned on Tuesday
morning by a fire which broke out in the timber-

yard in \Venlock- street, City-road, belonging to

Messrs. Esdaiie and Co., sawmills proprietors. A
building of two and three floors, about 100ft, by
50ft., was burnt out.

The Wandsworth Guardians, having received the

necessary sanction to expend a sum not exceeding

£11,400 for the purposes of a nurses' home, have
decided to take steps to have the home erected at

the infirmary forthwith.

Sir George Meyrick, the ground landlord of

Bournemouth, has entered into a provisional agree-

ment with a speculative syndicate to make over to

them the Eastern cliffs, the narrow beach, and the

foreshore. It is proposed to construct on the beach

a wide drive, a footpath, and behind these to erect a
row of houses about a mile long, to effect which it

will be necessary to cut back the cliffs very largely,

and to convert this seaside resort into a second

IVIargate.

A new Jubilee clock hag been placed in Kitham
parish church tower by IMessrs. Potts and Son,

Leeds. Messrs. Potts are also making new clocks

for Hedon, Flamborough, North Ferriby, and
Whitby Abbey churches,

A terrible disaster occurred at noon on Friday at

Edinburgh, the scene being the Waverley hotel

building which is at present being erected by
Messrs. G. and R. Cousin, of Alloa, builders, for the

North British Kailway Company at the corner of

Princes -street. A huge scaffolding had been erected

GOft. high from the bsams on the first floor, and a
crane and donkey engine had been put on the top

of the structure. Without any warnmg, the whole
concern collapsed with a mighty crash into the centre

of the building, carrying with it 15 workmen. Four
men were killed and three others very seriously

injured.

At a special meeting of the town council at

Leicester on Wednesday week, the chairman of the

Finance Committee announced that the council had
voted £160,000 for street improvements during the

past 2S months ; had devoted i;230,000 more during

the same time to the acquisition of parks, lunatic

asylum, cemetery, and baths, and had spent

£183,000 on the extension of the gas and electric-

lighting plant, making an aggregate of £573,000.

At the same meeting special committees were
appointed to consider the expediency of acquiring

the Leicester tramways and erecting a block of two-
story buildings for the housing of the aged poor at

rentals not involving any charge upon the rates. It

was also decided to spend £6,200 on the maintenance

of the Municipal Technical and Art Schools,
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PAKLIAMENTARY NOTES.
New GovEHXMB>rr Offices : Proposed Ex-

rENDITtTKE OF £2,500,000.—Au important statement
as to the required new Public Buildings in London
was made on Thursday night in last week by Mr.
Akers Douglas, First Commissioner of Works,
before a Committee of the House. At present, he
said, many of the Government Departments were
scattered about Westminster, in houses temporarily
rented for the purpose. For instance, the War
Office occupied eleven separate buildings, all old
and insanitary, and widely scattered, and the Board
of Trade eight or nine buildings, while the Home
Office and the Education Department were similarly
situated. It was evident that the state of things
was inconsistent with good administration. It was
equally inconsistent with economy, for no less than
£16,000 per annum was expended in the rent of
these temporary buildings, and land of a still larger
rental value was lying unused. The Government
had determined to put an end to such a state of
things, and they therefore proposed to introduce a
Bill sanctioning the necessary expenditure for the
acquisition of sites for suitable buildings, and for
their erection. They asked first for a sum of
£475,000 for the buUding of the War Office
on the Carriugton House site, which was amply
large enough for this purpose. It contained
an area of 75,0003q.ft. They further asked
for a sum of £60,000 for the erection of build-
ings on the Parliament-street site, and another
£100,000 for the completion of the purchase of
that site. The scheme carried with it the widen-
ing of Parliament-street. In addition to this, they
also proposed to place in the Bill the money still

required for the completion of the Admiralty. As
it now stood, £125,000 was wanted to complete that
building according to the original plan and esti-

mates : but owing to the very large increase of the
Navy in recent years, it was necessary to provide
for the corresponding increase of the staff at the
Admiralty. They, therefore, asked, in addition,
for £150,000 to provide for this extension. They
already possessed the necessary site upon which the
extension should be placed. A further sum of
£300,000 was required for additional Post Office
buildings. It was proposed to obtain for this
accommodation the building now occupied by the
.Savings Bank Department in Queen Victoria-
street. The buildiug was barely large enough for
the present work of that department, and was
quite unequal to any expansion which would
shortly be required. A fresh site for housing
that Department had been obtained at West
Kensington. Lastly, they asked for £800,000
for the completion of the buUdings at South
Kensington connected with science and art. The
settlement of this question had been demanded
by this House and by the public for many years
past. In 1891 a decision was come to to proceed
with the building to complete the accommodation
for the Art Museum, and for housing the adminis-
trative Departments of Science and Art. Plans
were accordingly prepared by Mr. Aston Webb, and
accepted, for a building to occupy the land on the
south side of the Museum, facing Cromwell-road.
But the resources at the disposal of the Chancellor
of the Exchequer on both sides of the House, unfor-
tunately, did not permit of the grant of the necessary
funds, and the scheme had since then been in abey-
ance. Since that scheme was formulated, it was in
contemplation to move to the Education Office the
Secretariat of the Science and Art Department;
and, further, in accordance with the recommendation
of the Select Committee of last year on the South
Kensington Museum, it had been decided to remove
the official residences and certain other temporary
buildings, which were a source of danger from fire.

With tHs additional space at disposal, it was now
possible to provide on the eastern side of Exhibition

-

road the necessary accommodation for both Art and
Science. It is, therefore, intended to build an addi-
tion to the building proposed in 1891, which would
complete the frontage on both the Cromwell-road
and Exhibition-road sides, and which would amply
meet the requirements of both branches of Art and
Science for many years to come. These items
brought the total up to the large sum of £2,550,000;
but there would ultimately be a very considerable
set-off to this figure—of probably over a million—
by the release and disposal of the War Office buUd-
mgs and sites in Pall Mall and those of the Board
of Trade in WTiitehall. After some discussion, the
resolution was adopted by 265 votes to 15.

South Ken-si>-gton- MusEuit. — Mr. Bartley
asked the First Commissioner of Works on Monday
whether any further plans had been made for the
completion of the South Kensington Museum, and,
if so, by whom ; and whether he would have copies
placed in the tea-room before they were finally
accepted. Mr. Akers-Douglas : Mr. Aston Webb,
who in 1S91 prepared the plans for additions to the
museum, will be instructed to draw up revised
plans, and hon. members will have an opportunity
of inspecting them before they are finally accepted.
Lord Balcarres asked the First Commissioner of
Works whether, in connection with his statement
about new buildings for the South Kensington

Museum, it was to be understood that the science

collections now housed on the west side of Exhibi-
tion-road were to be moved to the new buildings to

be erected on the east side of Exhibition-road

;

whether it was also proposed to move the Indian
and Oriental collections to the new galleries ; and
what was proposed to be done with the large

extent of land upon the west side of Exhibition

-

road, and the buildings now occupied by the science

collections? Mr, Akers-Douglas: With regard to

the first and second paragraphs, the answer is in

the affirmative ; and with regard to the third para-
graph, I can only say that it is a matter which will

receive the attention of the Government when the
new buildings it is proposed to erect approach
completion. ».^

CHIPS.
About six acres of ground have been acquired by

the North British KaUway Company adjoining their

passenger station at Possilpark, in the northern

district of Glasgow, and it is intended to construct

a large goods station there. The plans provide for

station sidings, including goods shed and double
loading bank, with offices.

A special dedicatory service was held on the 24th

inst. at Garforth church, Torks, by the Rev.
Canon Hope, upon which [occasion a memorial
stained-glass window was unveiled. The window
has been erected to the memory of Mr. A. S. E.
Archer, of Garforth, by his widow, and it contains

subjects of the Ascension and Resurrection of Our
Lord, besides smaller pictures connected with these

final events. The work is from the studio of Messrs.

Powell Brothers, of Park-square, Leeds.

The Expanded Metal Co., Ltd., has just received

an important order for a large quantity of expanded
steel to be used in an extensive area of concrete

warehouse floors in Manchester, according to one of

their patented designs, a construction that consti-

tutes an improvement upon the Monier system.

The BQl for the National Registration of Plumbers
was introduced into the House of Commons by Mr.
Lees Knowles, on Thursday night in last week, and
was read a first time.

Sir William Fraser, formerly Deputy Keeper of

the Records of Scotland, and a well-known anti-

quary and genealogist, who died last week, has, by
his win, left to the University of Edinburgh i25,000
for the foundation of a Chair, to be called the Sir

William Fraser Professorship of Ancient History

and Paleography; £10,000 for the purpose of the

library ; and one-halt of the residue of his estate,

which is expected to amount to between £9,000

and £10,000, for general requirements, bursaries,

research, publications, kc.

A monument to the late " Red Prince," Frederick

Charles of Prussia, was unveiled on Sunday in

Metz. The bronze statue of the Prince, of heroic

size, stands on an octagonal pedestal more than
20ft. high.

Colonel C. H. Luard, an inspector of the Local
Government Board, held a long inquiry at Ossett,

on Friday, concerning the application of the corpora-

tion for sanction to a loan of £4,200 for the purchase

of property as a town hall site. In 1896 it was
proposed to build upon another site, but the Local
Government Board objected. It was elicited that

the corporation was equally divided upon the pur-

chase, which was cirried by the casting vote of the

mayor.

The Duke of Norfolk, on Saturday, laid the foun-

dation-stone of the Roman Catholic Hall and Club,

Westminster Bridge-road, which is to be erected

and fitted as a social and recreative institute, in

connection with St. George's Cathodal, Southwark.
The ground floor of the building will consist of a
spacious hall for the purposes of public meetings,

lectures, and entertainments ; the first floor will

become the quarters of the men's club, and the

second floor will provide a home for the juniors'

club.

The new wing to the Marlborough College sana-

torium, Marlborough, is being warmed and ventilated

by means of Shorland's patent Manchester grates,

the same being supplied by Messrs. E. H. Shorland

and Brother, of Manchester.

The North Warwickshire Water Bill, an un-

opposed measure which has been read a second

time in the Commons, came, on Friday, before Mr.
J. W. Lowther, chairman of Ways and Means. Its

object is to supply water to the parish of Foleshill

and adjacent places in North Warwickshire, at an
estimated outlay of £21.629. The preamble was
proved by Mr. Joseph Quick, engineer. The Bill

successfully passed through Committee, and was
reported for third reading.

A stained window, given by Miss Wright, of

Whitworth Park, Manchester, to Alford Church,

was unveiled yesterday (Thursday) by the Bishop

of Lincoln. It is in the south aisle, in what was
formerly the Lidy-chapel. The subject is the

Annunciation. The window is by Mes-srs. Heaton,

Butler, and Bayne.

LEQAL INTELLIGENCE.
The L'nseex Wiee axd the Aecuiteci's Silk

Hat.—Hu.vTLY-GoEDON v. the Standard Time,
CosiPAN'Y (Limited).—In this case, heard on Friday,

by Mr. Justice Stirling, in the Chancery Division

the plaintiff, Mr. Herbert Huntly-Gordon, an
architect, sought an injunction restraining the

defendant company from fixing any wires or cables

to his premises in Cheapside, and he claimed
damages for an alleged trespass. Mr. Jenkins, ' j.C,
for the plaintiff, said the Standard Time Company's
business was for synchronising clocks in London,
and those of the various clock and watchmakers by
means of electrical connection made with the

Observatory at Greenwich. The plaintiff had
acquired 60, Cheapside, and on December 18, 1896,

he went on to the roof, which was very high.

Without knowing anything of the presence of a wire

he ran violently against one and fell. By three

feet he missed a well 50ft. deep. Had he fallen

into it, he might have been killed. His hat was
damaged. His case was that the defendants had
put up the wire without leave. Correspondence

was read, in which the defendants offered the

plaintiff liberty to go into any hatmaker's to make
a purchase, and in this way replace his damaged
property. This plaintiff refused, and he brought his

action by way of protest against what he alleged to

be the high-handed proceedings of the defendant

company. Mr. Justice Stirling, in giving judgment,

said he should assess damages for trespass merely.

As the wire had been removed, there was no further

need for the inj unction, and the sum of two guineas,

paid into court, was sufficient recompense to the

plaintiff. The costs would have to be borne by the

defendants up to January 22, and subsequent to

that date, when the offer of compensation was made,
the plaintiff would have to pay the costs.

The Use of Subways. — Lon-dojt County
Council v. Londox Hydraulic Coupan'y.—This

appeal, heard on Friday, was made by the defendant

company from a decision of Mr. Justice Wrightand
Mr. Justice Kennedy, sitting as a Divisional Court,

deciding that the company were liable to pay
charges at the higher scale in reaped of their use of

certain subways under Queen Victoria-street,

Victoria Embankment, Northumberland - avenue,

Shaftesbury-avenue, Charing Cross-road, South-

wark-street, and Eosebery-avenue. In the action,

the County Council sought to recover from the

company £185 5s. in respect of their water-pipes

placed in these subways. The question was whether

the defendant company was a "water" company,
for if it was, as the company contended, then the

charge for the use of the subway would only bs

£32. The County Council had statutory power to

fix the scale of fees and charges to be paid by any
company using any of these subways, and a scale of

charges was accordingly drawn up. One table

consisted of the charges to be made on water and
gas companies having power to break up streets,

and the other of the charges for companies, bodies,

and persons other than water or gas companies,

with similar power. The latter was the higher

scale. The company was constituted under the

Wharves and Warehouses Steam Power and
Hydraulic Pressure Company's Act, 1871, for

applying motive power by hydraulic pressure to

waterside and land cranes used for working lock-

gates and other machinery ; but, unlike any other

water company, they were bound to return all

water, after it had been used by them, to the river

again. The Court dismissed the appeal, being of

opinion that the Hydraulic Company was not a,

"water" company, and was liable, therefore, to

pay as a company other than a water or gas company
having power to break up streets.

Re FuAsas Mobton and Co., LnrrrED, is

Liquidation.—The Pearson and Knowles Coal and

Iron Company's petition for the compulsory

winding-up of this company came before the Vice-

Chancellor of the Chancery of Lancashire last

Monday morning, and on the application of the

petitioning creditor it was adjourned for a week.

Creditors representing an aggregate of debts of

£10,6:53 have instructed solicitors to oppose the

petition, and they will be represented on the

hearing. So far, the receiver and liquidator says

he has no intimation from any creditor of his

intention to support the petition. There are stiU a

number of creditors who have not intimated their

views one way or the other, and we should think

most of them will agree with us, that it is time the

company was wound up by somebody '.

"DuROLi.vE" xot Watep.tioht.—In the Queen's

Bench Division, on Friday, before Mr. Jostica

Matthew and a special jury, Mr. Arthur Firth,

proprietor of a hydropathic establishment near

Little Orme's Head, brought an action against the

New Wire Wove Roofing Company, Limited, for

damages by reason that some " Duroline " which

the defendants had supplied was not equal to

warranty, and not fit for the purpose for which it

was supplied—the roofing of two tenuis-courta.

The defence was, first, a formal denial that the

warranty was given, or, alternatively, that if it was

given, it was true. Another defence was, that the
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reason of tbo failure of the material was that the
roof, as constructed by the plaiatiif's architect, was
insutticient for the purpose, as it vibrated and
opened the joints. The reply to this on the pirt of

the plaintiff was that the roof had been seen and
approved by the defendants' representative before
the work was entered upon. In the result the jury
returned a verdict in favour of the plaiutiiY for

Xii">0. Judgment was given accordingly, with costs.

Bini.iiKBs' Duties a^jd REsrONSiniLiTiEs. —
Bennett v. Castle ash Son.—In the Court of
Appeal, last week, Lord Justice A. L. Smith,
Lord Justice Chitty, and Lord Justice tJoUins gave
j udgment in this application by the defendants for

judgment or a new trial in an action tried before
Mr. Justice Lawrance and a CDmmon jury. The
action was brought to recover damages for personal
injuries owing to the alleged negligence of the
defendants' servants. The defendants were con-
tractors who were engaged in doing certain work at

a private house from the end of September, 1896,
until November '21, 189G, when the accident hap-
pened. After each day's work was over, the
ladders were fastened together and laid on and at
the side of the path leading to the back door of the
house. The pfaintiflf was a baker who delivered
bread at the house in question, and between 6 and 7
p.m., on Xovember 21, 1896, the night being very
dark, he walked up the path and delivered the
bread, and when returning he stumbled against the
ladders and fell, and was injured. The defendants'
case was that, at first, the ladders were placed
each night on the lawn ; but the occupier of the
house objected, and directed the defendants'
men to place them on the pith in question.
The ladders were accordingly placed there, and the
defendants contended that if there was any negli-
gence at all, they were not liable. The jury were
asked whether the ladders were placed there by the
Eermission or by the order of the occupier of the
ouse, and they answered, by the permission of the

occupier, and they found a verdict for the plaintiff
for £50 damages. The Court dismissed the appli-
cation. Lord Justice A. L. Smith said that it was
contended that the defendants' men, in putting the
ladders on the path, acted as the servants of the
occupier of the house, and not as the servants of
the defendants. He could not agree with that
contention. The answer of the jury disposed of it.

The jury were asked if the ladders were placed on
the path by the permission or by the orders of the
occupier of the house, and they said that the
ladders wei e placed there by the permission of the
occupier. Tbat meant that the ladders were not
placed there by the orders of the occupier.
That finding negatived the suggestion that the
defendants' men, in putting the ladders on the path,
were acting as the servants of tha occupier of the
house. There was evidence to justify tbat finding,
and there was no ground for disturbing the verdict.
Lord Justice Chitty and Lord Justice Collins con -

cnrred.

The Toweb Bridge Approach.—Mr. XTnder-
Sheriff Burchell and a special jury hsard, at Ked
Lion-square, last week, the case of " William-
son and Joseph (Limited) v. the London Cjunty
Council," a claim for about £8,300 as compensation
for the leasehold interest in premises in Coxon-
place, Horselydown, and for injury to the business
of electrical engineers, which the claimants carried
on therein. At the request of the parties the Under-
Sheriff referred to arbitration the question of the
value of the fiied plant, machinery, and tenants'
improvements and the cost of removal and replace-
ment of stock, stores, and loose plant. The questions
left for the jury were, therefore, the improved rental
value of the premises in queition and the injury to
the business. Among the experts who gave evidence
for the claimants were Mr.Eiward Stimson (Messrs.
Stimson and Sons), Mr. Francis J. Bisley (Messrs.
F. J. Bisley and Sons), Mr. Frederick S^nee
(Messrs. Bradshaw, Brown, and Co.). and Mr
Henry Shirley Price (Messrs. Whealley, Kii k. Price]
and Goulty). It was stated that the nearest suitable
premises were at Highbury, and that in consequence
of the great activity in the engineering trade, it

would be impossible for the claimants to replace
their machinery in less than three or four months.
Sir William Marriott offered on behalf of the London
County Council to allow the claimants to transfer
the whole of their plant to the new premises. Mr.
Dickens, (i.C, said that offer should have be2n
made earlier in the proceedings ; it wxs practically
useless now. The case was adjourned till Wed-
nesday, when the case for the County CouncU was
opened by Sir WUliam Marriott, who contended
that £ 100 would amply compensate the claimants for
any improved rental value which there might be in
the premises for the remainder of the term, and that
£250 in addition would cover any loss of business
during removal from Coxon-place toHighbury. The
experts who gave evidence for the Council included
Mr. James F. Field (president of the Auctioneers'
Institute), Mr. Adrew Young (valuer to the County
CouncU), Mr. WUliam Eve (Messrs. William Eve
and Sons), Mr. Henry Stock, and Professor Henry
Robinson (of King's College). The Uuder-Sheriff
in summing up, reminded the iury that the greater

part of the claim had been referred to arbitration,
and that they had only to assess the value of the
leasehold interest and the injury to the business.
The jury awarded £350 in respect of the lease-
hold intere t and £1,100 in respect of probable
loss of trade, making a total compensation of
tl,l50. The Under-sheriff stated that he had
appointed Mr. E. Terry Hirsey (Fuller, Horsey,
Sons, and Cissell) as umpire in regard to those items
of the claim which are to be referred to arbitration
— naaiBly, the va'uu of the fixej plant, inichinery,
and tenants' improvements, and the cost of removal
and replacement of stock, stores, and loose plant.
The arbitrators will bi—for the claimants, Mr.
Shirley Price ; and for the London County C:)uocil,
Professor Henry Robinson, and the amount of their
award will be added to the sum of £1,-150 awarded
by the j ury

.

Neolecti.vo to Abate Nctisance.—At the North
London Police-court, before Mr. Cluer on Monday,
7th inst., Mr. W. H. Pocklington was summoned at
the instance of the Islington Vestry for neglecting
to abate a nuisance at No. 52, "Cinonbury Park
South, under the Public Health Act, 1891. Con-
siderable correspondence had passed between the
vestry and the owner's architect, and a sanitary
notice had been served by the vestry. Certain
alleged nuisances mentioned on same had been
remedied, others ignored, and the point now at issue
was with respect to the sanitary condition of certain
drains. The vestry's solicitor called the sanitary
inspector, the superintendent of the Public Health
Department, and the medical officer, Dr. A. E.
Harris, to show that the drains, which all run out-
side the house, had been tested with a scent-test and
found defective. The owner's solicitor, Mr. A. H.
Hammond, called Mr. P. H. Adams, A.R.I.B..i.,
of 65, L3adeuhall-8treet, EC. to prove that he had
tested the drain on three separate occasions and had
found no defect. Mr. Gale, builder, of Hornsey-
road. N., also gave evidence to a similar effect. Mr.
O. C. Hills, A R I.B.A., of 147, Bow-road, E., also
stated that he had tested the drains that morning
and found no defect. The magistrate then adjourned
the case, and announced his intention of visiting the
premises on the 8th inst. and witnessing the test
himself. This was accordingly done ; but the test
proved inconclusive, and it was arranged to again
apply the test on Tuesday, the 15th inst , before the
parties. This was carried on*', and the magistrate
could find no trace of the scent, and gave judgment
for the defendant in court with £10 lOs. costs.

Stedman v. Stedman.—In the Probate Division
last week before the President, Sir F. Jeune, a
petition was presented by the wife, Mrs. Helen
Stedman, praying for the dissolution of her marriage
with Charles Mason Stedmin, an architect and
surveyor, on the ground of cruelty and misconduct.
There was no defence. Mrs. Helen Stedman said
she was married to the respondent on April 15,
1874, at St. Barnabas' Church, Kensington, and
they afterwards resided in the neighbourhoods of
Clapham and Streatham. They lived happily
together for some years, but eventually the
repondent became addicted to drink, which habit
unfortunately increased. In 188S her father died,
and she then came in for a substantial sum of
money, but from that time the respondent had
given up his profession, and had practically done
nothing since. When the respondent was under
the inSuence of drink he acted very cruelly towards
her, and eventually hearing that the respondent was
living with another woman she gave instructions
for the present suit. She had received letters from
him apologising for his cruelty to her. Evidence
as to cruelty and adultery having been given by
other witnesses. Sir F. Jeune granted a decree nisi
with costs, and he also gave the petitioner the
custody of the children.

At a general meeting of the Royal Society of
British Artists, held on Monday, the following were
elected members:—H. P. Clifford, William Kaeen,
Giffard H. Lenfestey, H. Childe Pocock, H. Kerr
Rooke, and Henry Stannard. Mr. Cirew Martin
has been appointed to the post of Keepsr.

A scaffold, over 50ft. in height, in course of
erection at the new school of art buildings in
Uenfrew-street, Glasgow, was blown down on
Friday by the force of the gale. A number of
workmen were on the scaffold at various heights,
but all escaped with slight bruises, with the excep-
tion of a joiner, Hugh M'Turk, who was engaged
near the top of the structure. M'Turk fell on his
head and sustained seriom injuries, necessitating his
removal to the R>yal Infirmary.

A new lighthouse is being built for the Trinity
Board on St. Mary's Island, off Carrey Point,
Northumberland, and when finished in August next,
the illumination of the present lighthouse at Tyne-
mouth Castle (.3i miles south) will be discontinued,
and the building itself removed. The new light-
house is circular on plan, white in colour, and 120 ft.

in height from base to vane. It will carrv a white
flashing light visible for 17 miles. Mr. J. L. Miller,
of Tynemouth, is the builder.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITABT
MATTERS.

Aeukoatii Watek Sctply.—The works for the
extension of the underground water supply of
Arbroath have been at a standstill for many months
in consequence of a difference with the contractors,
Messrs. Paterson and Son (Limited), Glasgow, as
to matters in connection with the carrying out of
the work. The points at issue were recently referred
to Mr. Mansergh, C.E., London, as arbiter, who,,
instead of an award, gave a report with a view to
parties coming to an amicable arrangement. On
Tuesday, at a meeting of the Water C:>mmittea of
the Police Commission, Mr. MCuUoch, C E., the
engineer of the works, reported that he had
arranged with the contractors to proceed with the
work, and that the western portion of it would at
once be resumed. The brickwork of the adit is to
be strengthened by being made 14in. thick instead of
9in. so far as necessary through the soil which has
been disturbed.

London Water Supply.-At Monday's sitting of
the Royal Commission which is inquiring into this

subject. Sir John Libbock, M.P., was further
examined. He admitted that the great majority of
the water committee of the London County Couocil
were favourable to a policy of purchase. He
thought it would probably be a wise course to go
far afield for a fresh supply : but it involved very
intricate questions. He did not think it would hie

impossible for the companies to go to Wales for
water. He contended that it was undesirable that
an enormous work such as that involved in the
administration of the water supply should devolve
on the London County Council in addition to their

present responsibilities. He calculated that the
transfer of the undertakings of the water companies
to the County Council would involve the ratepayers
in a deficiency of £40,000 a year in addition to any
expenditure that would be necessary for an additional
supply. It was not entirely on financial grounds
that he objected to the transfer of the water under-
takings, as it was most important that there should
be a watch kept over the purity of the water. Mr.
Whitmore, M.P., the next witness, expressed the
opinion that it was not in the public interest that
large industrial undertakings such as those of the
water companies should be owned and managed by
the London County Couicil, so long as the Council
remiined a political body. The witness was still

under examination when the commission adjourned.

Manchester.—The Rivers Committee of the

Manchester Corporation, at a meeting held on
Friday, discussed the '

' biological
'

' system of treat-

ing the sewage at Davyhulme, which was recom-
mended by a sub-committee. The calculations of a
city surveyor, who has been instructed to prepare
plans for proposed new works at Divyhulme, is

that an outlay of £127,000 will be required for an
area of 35 acres. The Committee decided to begin
experiments on an area of four acres only, and a
resolution was passed asking the Mersey and Irwell

Joint Committee to sanction an extension of time
which will enable the Corporation to carry out the

works.

OHIPS.
The Hislingden Corporation have decided to

acquire and lay out land at Rough as a cemetery at

an estimated cost of £7,700, including site and
chapels.

Mr. D. H. W. Powell, surveyor to the urban dis-

trict council of Kingswood, near Bristol, has been
appointed to a similar office under the district

council for Witney.

A new organ was opened on Friday last in

the parish church of Atveston. The instrument has
been built by Messrs. Nicholson and Co., of

Worcester.

The Duchess of Montrose will visit Cheltenham
College on Friday, April 1, and unveil a statue of

the Queen presented to the college chapel by Old
Cheltonians.

A bronze statue of Sir William Gray, subscribed

for by the inhabitants of West Hartlepool, has been
placed on a pedestal facing the municipal buildings.

The Ewl of Durham will publicly unveil it to-

morrow (S.aturday).

In the case of Arthur HoUick, of Birminghaai,
builder, the order of discharge from bankruptcy has

been suspended for two years, ending Feb. 17, 19J0.

In the Dumbarton Dean of Guild Court on
Monday plans were passed for an extension to the

present County Buildings. The extension is to

contain offices, meeting-hall, and committee-rooms^
and will be built at an estimated cost of £4,000.

Major Cardew, an inspector from the Board of

Trade, held an inquiry at the town-hall, Hilifar,

on Friday, with respect to an application from the

corporation for sEtnction to borrow the sma of

£20,000 for tramway purposes, chiefly to meet the

cost of the proposed depot in Gibbet-street. Mr.
Wilmshurst, the engineer, explained the proposals.

I

i
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(Dttt (DflRce €Mt.
A Pauliamentauy Paper has been issueil this

week containing reports from Her Majesty's
representatives abroad as to the statutory pro-
risions existing in foreign countries for the

preservation of historical buildings. In May,
1896, Lord Salisbury addressed a Circular Note
to the British Ministers abroad, stating that the

Royal Society of Antiquaries of London had ap-
pointed a committee to ascertain what steps

could be taken to prevent the destruction, either

b}' demolition or restoration, of historical build-

ings in this country. It appeared that in France
there is an "Ancient Monuments Act," under
which some seventeen hundred abbeys, castles,

cathedrals, and other historical buildings were
said to be scheduled, and cannot be touched with-
out the consent of the Ministere des Beaux-Arts.
Similar provisions are stated to exist in Switzer-

land and Austria. The society were anxious to

know what Statutable provisions exist in various
countries with regard to this matter, and how
they work. Reports have been received from
all the principal capitals, and they are included
in the Paper just issued.

The report of the Fire Brigade CJommittee, laid

before the London County Council on Tuesday,
stated that the new firefloat which Messrs. Yarrow
and Co. have undertaken to supply for £8,000,
will be 100ft. in length, the beam 18ft., and the
draught about 1ft. Tin., and it is estimated the
speed will be from nine to ten knots. The fire-

pumps will consist of four powerful Worthington
duplex pumps, each capable of discharging 500
gallons per minute, any one or more of which
pumps may be started as occasion requires, and
worked at full power. These pumps will deliver

into a discharge pipe connected with a water-
tower in the forward part of the craft, and from
which a series of branches will be carried with
shut-off valves connected with any required
number of fire hoses in action. On the top of
this large air vessel will be mounted a water-
tower ladder, the two sides of which will be
formed by water pipes delivering at its topmost
end and through two 2in. nozzles. The direction
of these nozzles can be varied according to the
instructions of the fireman at the top of the
ladder by lifting, depressing, or swinging the
water ladder from the deck.

A LECTUKE on " The Workmen's Compensa-
tion Act, 1S97," so far as it affects the employer
and the insurance companies, was read on the
17th inst. before the Insurance Association of
Manchester, by Mr. Charles H. Green, assistant
secretary to the Sun Life Assurance Society,
London. The lecturer pointed out that, by the
present Act, our legislators had laid down, for
the first time in this country, the doctrine that a
workman in certain specified industries had a
legal claim upon his trade for accidental injuries
arising out of his employment, except such as
were caused by his own wilful misconduct. Its
provisions would come into force on the 1st of
•Tuly next, when every employer would find him-
self saddled with new and great responsibilities,

and the only advisable source of relief was offered
by an indemnity from an insurance office. In
order to fix a rate that should be satisfactory to
all parties, it would be necessary to consider the
number of workpeople killed and permanently
disabled annually, the number and duration of the
disablement costs, and the wages paid, and at
present the data to go upon were very deficient.
A committee of representatives of accident offices
had been for some time past engaged in preparing
a table of rates, which it was hoped would meet
with the approval of all the interested parties.
In the absence of direct statistics, and hampered
by the indefiniteness of the compensation to be
paid, their labours were not enviable ; but the
majority of the offices appeared to be working
loyally together for the common good, and that
it was hoped that a combination would be main-
tained which would be of incalculable value in
the ultimate determination of the true rate for
each particular risk, thus furthering the interests
of the employers, and at the same time tending
to establish the business of the companies on a
sound basis.

Last week's business at the Mart, Tokenhouse-
yard, was exceptionally good, considering the
nearness of Easter, the total realisations reaching
£207,783, against £60, .578 for the corresponding
week of last year. City properties readily found
buyers, the principal transactions being the sale

of a freehold with an area of 2,100ft. in Grace-
church-street at £12 per foot, and shop premises
in the main Finsbury-pavement at £10 per foot.

The sale of the week, so far as the provinces are

concerned, was the disposal of the Golden Cock
estate, Leeds, by Messrs. Hepper and Sons, for

£32,000. The estate, which covers an area of

1,776 square yards, and which is let at a total

rent of £850, consists of the fully-licensed inn,

the Golden Cock, four shops in Kirkgate, and
warehouses, cottages, workshops, and stables in

Fish-street. The purchasers were the Leeds
Estate Company, who have now acquired the
whole of the buildings and land extending from
Kirkgate to Lowerhead-row, with the exception

of parts of the frontage to Briggate and Vicar-

lane. The company intend making two new
streets, several new arcades, and over two hundred
shops. The carrying out of the whole project

will involve an expenditure of half a million

sterling.

The committee on Science and Arts of the

Franklin Institute, of Philadelphia, has issued

a report, giving an account of some experiments,
which show that cast iron undergoes, with
age, a remarkable change, increasing in tensile

strength, often to a very great extent, as if

certain internal strains, tending to cause brittle-

ness, were gradually relieved. It has long been
known that old castings were, as a rule, superior

in tenacity to new ones, and this increased

strength of old cast iron has often been attributed

to the better quality of the old metal ; but the
metallurgy of iron is so well understood now that

it is not likely that any valuable secrets of mixing
metal have been so recently forgotten, and it is

now evident that age alone accounts for the dif-

ference. The committee of the Franklin Institute,

acting on these surmises, devised a series of experi-

ments, to ascertain not only whether time produced
such efifects upon cast iron, but whether they were
the same with all varieties of metal, and in addi-

tion, to study the conditions under which such
effects were produced or hastened. The most
important discovery made in this way was that
the effect of age could be produced in a short

time on cast iron by vibration, or repeated shocks,

such as those which small articles receive by being
rolled about together in the "tumbling-barrel"
used in foundries for smoothing the rough edges
of small castings, and that this effect might bean
increase of a hundred per cent, in the tensile

strength of the piece to be tested. So far, no
important practical application of the new dis-

covery has been made, but some Pennsylvania
engineers have taken the precaution, in making
specifications for iron castings, to stipulate that

test-bars, from which the quality of the metal is

to be ascertained, shall not be subjected to shock
in a tumbling-barrel, or to mechanical vibrations

of any kind, before testing.

Mes.^ks. Hayward Brothers an'd Eckstein,
Ltd., engineers and ironfounders, of Union
Ironworks, Union-street, Borough, S.E., have
issued a useful section of their catalogue on their

improved circular and straight iron staircases.

This firm's iron staircases hold a high place in

the estimation of architects. We have designs
of every kind of circular and straight staircases,

in which the tread, riser, and spandrel are in

one, giving increased strength and stiffness

over the plan of making them in three pieces.

The circular ones are made in seven different

sizes, from 3ft. 6in. diameter to 6ft., and for right
or left hand. In specifying, it is only necessary

to state height from floor to floor, diameter, and
if right or left hand, or give page of catalogue,

&c. A great variety of tread and riser patterns

is given, from plain close ribbed pattern to open
scroll design. Some are made for hardwood
cubes (square trellis pattern). Any of these

patterns ought to be stated. Some of the

patterns have a dado screen solid and plain or

open scroll patterns. The balusters and newels
are also shown in a variety of effective designs,

from plain fluted or twisted bars to elaborate

baluster designs or openwork panels. These iron

staircases are very moderate in price, ranging
from 19s. per foot rise for 4ft. 6in. diameter. The
straight iron staircases are shown in several pages.

They are often used from drawing-room windows
to the garden, for hospital wards from the con-
valescent balconies, and for fire escapes. The
illustrations show fire-escape staircases from the

Boys' Home, JIarylebone, a factorj- at Clerken-
well, and for floors from a warehouse. Hayward's
sashes made in wrought and cast iron are shown,
with sections of window-bars ; also casements

and frames, with sections of frames ; wrought-
iron doors to meet the requirements of the Lon-
don Building Act for party-walls, c&c. ; steel-

lined fireproof doors, and various kinds of

ornamental wrought ironwork carried out by
this firm.

The Treasury Department of the United States
has prepared a list of buildings now in process of

construction for their Government, which shows
that there are nineteen buildings in course of

erection, but still unfinished, which were put in

hand, by the order authorising their construction,

before the end of 1889. It is expected that,

under the new system which has just been
inaugurated, the public building-work will go on
at a more rapid rate than this. Besides these

nineteen lingering structures, the Government
has fifty-nine buildings still immature, although
varying in age, the cost of which, when com-
pleted, will amount to 18,-139,1.54dol. The
largest building now under way is the Chicago
Post-Oflice, for which four million dollars have
been appropriated ; but the Washington Post-
Office, which is to cost a little' over three mil-

lion dollars, is not far behind. The Mint at

Philadelphia will cost two millions. The other

buildings are comparatively small structures,

costing half a mUlion or less.

MEETINGS FOB THE ENSUING WEEK.
Saturday (to-morrow.)—Edinburah Architectural Asso-

ciation. Visit to Museum of Science and
Art. 3 p.m.

Mo.vDAY.— Society of Arts. "The Thermo-Chemistry
of the Bessemer Process," Cantor
Lecture No. 3, by Professor W, N.
Hartley, F.R S. 8 p.m.

Tuesday.— Society of Arts. "English Art ia IHuminated
M8S.," by Sir E. Maunde Thompson,
K.C.B. 8 p.m.
Institution of Civil Eogineera. " Extra-

ordinary Floods in Southern India," by
E. W. Stoney. 8 p.m.

Auctioneers' Institute. "London Traffic

Problems and their Solution," by
Douglas Young, F.S.I. 8 p.m.

Wednesday.—Society of Arts. "Telegraphy Across
Space," by Prof. Silvanus P. Thompson,
F.R.S. 8 p.m.

Thursday.—Society of Arts. " The Earthquake in
Assam," by H. Lattman-Johnson, I.C.S.
4.30 p.m.

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.
.Vi'RlL 2nd, SPRING VISIT to new Public Baths, Pitfield-

street, Stioreditch, Messrs. SpalrtinR and Cross and Mr. H. T. Hare.
irchiterts. Meet at works 2.3U p.ra. .^ visit will afterwards lie jiaid

to the adjoining Free Public Library. Mr. H. T. Hare, Architect.

Xearest route by omnibus to Shoreditcli Old Church, or by tram vi;l

Old-stre t, St. Lukes.
E. HOWLEY SIM I

G. B. CARVILL [ Hon. Secj.

CHIPS.
A new water supply for Bonnyhridge, near Fal-

kirk, N.B., was formally inaugurated on Friday.

The supply has been obtained from the Falkirk and
Larbert Water Trustees, and the works have been
carried out under the direction of Mr. W. W.
Neilson, C.E.

The Lords Committee have sanctioned the pro-

posals of the Lonilon, Brighton, and South-Coast
Railway for making a fourth road into Victoria

Station.

The Edinburgh Architectural Society met on
Wednesday in last week, Mr. A. Lome Campbell,
the vice-president, in the chair, to hear a paper on
" Church Decoration," by Mr. T. Kershaw Bonnar.
Mr. Ramsay Traquair was intrusted with the

criticism, which led to a discussion.

A fire which resulted in the total destruction of

the Steam Joinery Works, near the Berw Bridge,

Pontypridd, occurred on Friday night.

Mr. E. W. Code, of the Tiverton borough sur-

veyor's office, has been appointed district engineer

under the Ceylon Public Works Department, and
has been the recipient of a testimonial from the

town council.

The church of the Holy Nativity, Kiowie,
Bristol, has been enriched by the insertion of a

stained-glass window in one of the lights of the

north side, the subject treated being the Adoration

of the Magi, and the presentation of their gifts of

gold, frankincense, and myrrh.

The Admiralty estimated expenditure to the end

of the current financial year—under the Naval
Works Act of last session shows a total of £974^192,

and among the Isirgest individual items are 1 107,000

for inclosure and defence of Gibraltar Harbour,

£11.5,000 for Gibraltar Dockyard extension,

£1^.1,000 and £81.000 for the dockyard extensions

at Keyham and Hong Kong, and £40,000 for the

Naval Cadets' College at Dartmouth.
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LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.

GodftlmiD(?-Municipal Buildingii (£6,000 limit) £52 10b. merged
Winchetter—Public Baths £26, £15
Criikladc-Watcr-Supply Scheme £21, £10 lOs

Belper—Sewage Digpoml Schemes 50 Guineas, 25 Guineas
Tipton-IjiyinB Out Park (£-100 limit) £25 (merged), £10
Trowbridge—Technical School (£5,500limit—Mr. E. W. Mounts

ford. F.K.I. H.A.. Asses.sor) £40 (and 5 per cent, com.), £30, £20
East Ham—Public Otlices. Library & Technical Institute, Pire-

Knginc Station, Public Baths, and Offices (cost about £55,000) £105 fmerged), £62 10

Formby-Sewerage of a Portion of the Township £100, £50, £25
Warrington—Police Station. Court House, \c £100, £50, £25
Stockholm-City Railway Stations and Junctions £666, £438, £219
West Bangour, Linlithgowshire—Limatic Asylum (limited to
Scotch Architects) £250, £200, £150, £100

J. H. Norri.s, Borough Surveyor, Godalming Mar. 2S

Walter Bailey. Town Clerk, Guildhall. Winchester , 31

Harry Binin, Clerk R.D.C., Union Offices, Wootton Bassett AprilSO

Joseph Pym, Clerk, Belper May 1

John W. Waring, Clerk, Public Offices, Tipton , 25

H: Ledbury, Sec, Castle-street, Trowbridge, Wilts „ 2S

C. E. Wilson, Clerk U D.C., Public Offices. East Ham, E June 24

J. H. Havelock Sutton, Surveyor, Piercefleld-road, Formby July 1

J. Lyon Whittle, Clerk. Town Hall, Warrington 2
Consulate General, 27, Great Winchester-street, E.C Aug.Sl

A. Ferrier, Clerk, Parish Council Chambers, Castle-terr., Edinburgh —

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

BTJILDINGS.
Egremont—Police Station and Courtroom Chester County Council
Aberloiu"—Farm Ste.ailing at Oi-phanage
Lightcliffe— Stable and Coach-house
Morley— Bakery, Mitchell-street Industrial Co-operative Society
Aughrim—Six Cottages
Markinch—Three Houses, Woodside
Bedwelty— Vagrants' Wards Guardians
Bradford— Ilebuilding l^nitarian Sunday School
Llandrindrod Wells—Additions to the Bridge Hotel
Aberfan—Pair of Houses ., C. W. Jones
Lockwood— Offices, Showroom, and Erecting Shops, Prospect
Ironworks

Cupar Fife—Two Houses and Carrier's Office, West End
Leeds— Premises, City-square Standard Life Assurance Company
Ballyboe—House
Kirkby Lonsdale—Two Houses, New-road
Coventry—Stabling and Dwelling-House, Abbot's-lane Gas Committee
Elgin—Residence. DutF-avenue
Halifax—Boiler-House, Albert Mills
Strichen—Alterations on Farm Steading at Auchrynie J. Chalmers
Uppingham—House
Castleford-Memorial U.M.F.C. Church. Whitwood Mere
Kingston-on-Thames—Alterations to Female Infirmary, and
Underground Carriers. Steam Heating, &c., at Workhouse ... Kingston Union Guardians

ThomhiU— Dwelling-House at Edge Top
Bradford—Rebuilding Unitarian Sunday-School, Chapel-lane
Halifax— Cemetery Chapel, Stoney Royd Parks Committee
Batley—Two Hou-ses, Taylor-street
Keighley—Eleven Houses in Ethel and Barley Streets
Gloucester— Cottage Homes. Tuftley Court Estate Guardians of Gloucester Union
Holme— Additions to Curwen Woods
Holyhead—Alterations to Tabernacle Congregational Chapel,
Newry-street

Dunstable- Swiraming-Bath at Ashton Grammar Sehool
Bromley. E.— Alterations and Additions at Asylum, Devons-rd. Managers Bromley Sick Asylum ...

North Woolwich - Fire Brigade Station London County Council
Halifax— Pair of Villas, Green Royd Estate
Blackpool—Houses, Stables, and Workshops Corporation
Grangemouth—Block of Houses, New-street Grangemouth Building Society
Roath—Passenger Station Great Western Railway Co
Hollins—Warehouse Lancashire and Yorkshire Ry. Co....
BlackiK)ol—Houses, Stables, and Workshop Corporation
Bui'ley-in-Wharfedale—High School
Pocklington— Police Station East Riding County Council
Hull—Additions, Constable-street School School Board
Leamington—Wing. Wameford Hospital
Shirebrook, Mansfield—Four Shops and Dwelling Houses, kc... Vickers and Atkinson
Ripponden—Five Houses Co-operative Society
Halifax—Wesleyan Chapel. Pellon-lane
Ely—Alterations at Workhouse Ely Union Guardians
Hammersmith—Extension of Electric Lighting Station Hammersmith Vestry
Auldearn—Church Restoration
Coventry—Cookery Kitchen, Spon-street Schools School Board
Barkisland—Mill B. Taylor and Co
Horton- Fifty-Eight Houses, St. Margaret'3-road
Penstone—Farmhouse Et. Hon. Sir T. D. Acland, Bart. ...

Sku'coat—Villa. Albert Promenade
Bolton—Fever Hospital Extensions Corporation
Clayton—Two Through Houses, and House and Shop
Thombury—Store and Two Houses Bradford Industrial Society, Ltd....
Marsden—Additions to Lingard's Wood Bottom Schools
Barmoor—Twelve Workmen's Houses BLaydon Industrial Society
Abercynon—Welsh Congregational Chapel
Waketleld—Alterations to Offices, Board-Room, &o West Rdg. of Yorkshire Rivers Bd.
Thorverton—Six Cottages at Broadclyst . .

Morley—Till Brick Chimney, Peel Mills W. and E. Jackson
Bridlington I iuay—Additions to Holy Trinity (Dhurci
Skipton—Cottage Hospital at Skipton
East Finchley—Mortuary Chapel atCemetery Vestry of St. Mary, Islington
Clayton—Three Houses and Two Shops
Killinchy, Ireland— Lecture Hall
Carlisle -Fire-Brigade Station Corporation ....'.

Thorverton—Two Cottages at Rudway
Llantihangel—Additions to Board School !"!...'...".....'

'.'.'.
'.[.

Ushaw Moor—Thirty-Five Houses North-Eastem Dwellings Co., Ltd.
Old Windsor—New Infirmary Buildings. ,.'i;c.. at Workhoase ... Guardians
Lancaster—Rebuilding Nag's Head Hotel and Three Shops Wm. Bell
Ballybrown—Additions to R.C. Church Rev. R. Kirby.P.P
Bradford - Store Shed and Workmen's Cabin. Hammerton-street
Destructor Works Corporation

Leyton—Extension of Electricity Station Urban District (>)uncil
Clacton-on-Sea—Passmore Edwards Holiday Home for Children
Barry—Additions, Romilly Board Schools School Board
Halifax—Rebuilding White Horse Inn. Southgate Samuel Webster and Sons
Llangollen—Head Master's House, County School
Ardrossan— School ... School Board
IJaventry— Six Cottages, "WTarwick-street Co-operative Society
Bedwelty—Argoel School School Board
Fordinbridge—Nursing Home
proitwich—Gasworks Buildings and Plant Corporatioa
Sleaford—Foundation Works for Asylum at Ranceby Kesteven County Council
Lancaster—Rebuilding Liverpool Bank :

Bishop Auckland -Cottage Hospital Urban District Council
Newton-le-Willows—Lock-Up Station Joint Committee
Morecambe—Two Houses and House and Shop
Aldershot-Isolation Hospital Urban District Council
Llanbadam, Fawr-Restoration of Roof of Church Tower

Reginald Potts, Clerk of the Peace, Chester Mar. 2S

C. C. Doig, Architect. Elgin ,, 26

Raymond Berry, Architect, Arcade Chambers, Halifax ,. 26

Geo. B. Clegg. Architect, 2, Peel-street, Morley 26

Edward Ellison, Rathdrum ,, 26

David Storrar, Architect, Cupar Fife » 26

J. A. Shepard. Clerk, Town Hall, The Circle, Tredegar , 26

Empsall and Clarkson, Architects. 7. Exchange, Bradford „ 26

M. BruieVaughan, F.B.I.B.A. .Cardiff „ 26

Wm. Dowdeswell, Architect, Treharris „ 28

J. Berry. Architect. 9, Queen-strct. Huddersfleld „ 26

David Storrar. Architect, Cupar Fife 20

Archibald Neill. Architect, 18. Cookridge-street, Leeds , 26

Philip JI'Laughlin. 3, Kennedy-place, Londonderrj- 26

John Kassell, Architect, Kirkby Lonsdale „ 26

Geo. Winstanley, Engineer. Gasworks, Coventry 26

Charles C. Doig, Architect, Elgin „ 26

John Drake and Son, Architects, Winterbank, Queensbury „ 26

Fred. Pirie, Architect, Cartlehaugb, N.B ,, 26

Willink and Thicknesse. Architects, 14, Castle-street, Liverpool „ 26

Arthur Hartley, Architect, Carlton Chambers, Castleford „ 26

Jas. Edgell (Solicitor), Clerk, Union Offices, Kingston-on-Tliames,.. „ 28

C. H. Marriott and Son. Architects. West Park-street. Dewsbury... „ 23

Empsall and Clarkson. Architects, 7, Exchange, Bradford ,, 28

Edward R S. Escott. C.E., Borough Engineer, Town Hall, Halifax. „ 2S

J. H. BrearW, Archirect, Hanover-street. Batley „ 28

W. H. and A. Sugden. Architects, Cavendish-street, Keighley „ 28

W. B. Wood, A.R.I. B.A., 12, Queen-street, Gloucester ,. 28

JohnF. Curwen, F.E.LB.A., 26, Highgate, Kendal '.'9

E. Roberts, 12. Newry-street, Holyhead >, 2|
Frank Kelly, C.E., A.S.I., Architect. Albion-street, Dunstable „ '28

Robert Foskett, Clerk, Bromley. Middlesex, E „ 29

C. J. Stewart, Clerk, Spring-gardens, S.W „ 29

George Buckley and Son. Architects, Tower Chambers, Halifax „ 29

J. Wolstenholme. Borough Engineer, Market-street, Blackpool „ 29

J. P. M'Kenzie, Solicitor^ Grangemouth „ 29

G. K. Mills, Secretary, Paddington Station, London, W „ 29

W. Bayley, Secretary, Hunt's Bank, Manchester 29

J. Wolstenholme, Borough Engineer, Blackpool „ 29

Ed. C. Brooke, Architect, 6. Huddersfield-road, Brighouse , 30

A. Beaumont, County Survevor. Beverley 30

D. Jno. O'Donoghue, Clerk, Town Hall, Hull „ SO

J. Warren. Secretary, Leamington •. n 30

E. F. Variance. F.R.I.B.A.,Archt., White Hart Chmbrs., Mansfield ,. SO

W. Clement Williams, Architect, 29, Southgate, Halifax „ 30

Utley, Hebblethwaite, and Utley, Archts., Waterhouse-st., Halifax „ 30

C. B. Claxton, Clerk, Downhiim-lanCj Ely ii jO

W. P. Cockbum, Vestry Clerk, Town Hall, Hammersmith „ 30

John Robertson, Architect, Inverness 30

GeorgeandlsaacSteane, Architects, 22, Little Park-st., Coventry 30

A. Clement Williams, Architect, 29, Southgate, Halifax „ 30

A. Sharp. Architects, Albany Buildings, Bradford 31

E. H. Harbottle, F.R.I.B.A., Counts- Chambers, Exeter „ 31

Chas. F. L. norsfaU& Bon, Aichitects, Lord-st. Chambers, Halifax „ 31

R, G. Hinnell, Town Clerk, Town HaU, Bolton >, 31

Sam Spencer, Architect, 344, Great Horton-road, Bradford „ 31

The Society's offices, 65, Sunbridge-ro.ad, Bradford ,
31

John Kirk and Sons, Architects, Huddersfleld >, 31

Wm. Allen, Architect, 16, Ryton Village 31

A. O. Evans, Architect. Pontypridd ».
^J

Trevor Edwards, Clerk, Rivers Board Offices, Wakefield >, 31

E. H. Harbottle. F.R.I.B.A.. County Chambers. Exeter 31

Buttery and Birds, Architects, tjueen-street, Morley „ 31,

J. V. Kingsley, Marshall-street, Bridlington Quay ,. 31

C. A. Maidman, Architect, 13. South Charlotte-street, Edmburgh... „ 31

, W. F. Dewey, Vestry Clerk, Upper-street, Islington „ 31

Sam Spencer, Architect, 344, Great Horton-road, Bradford „ 31

Chas. A. Aickin. Architect, 20. Rosemary-street. Belfast „ 31

H. C.M,ark3, A.M.I.CE.,Citv Engineer, 3i;. Fisher-street, Carhsle.. „ 31

E. H. Harbottle, F.R.I. B.A., County Chambers, E-xeter ,, 31

D. J. Lougher, Architect. Pontypool ;,v."-i ;;
-^-P™

,

. R. Lofthouse and Sons, Architects, 62, Albert-road. Middlesbrough „ 1

Philip Lovegjove. Clerk, 32, Park-street. Windsor „ i

J. Parkinson, Architect, 67, Church-street, Lancaster 2

, W. E. Corbett, Architect, 8, Glentworth-street, Limenck „ 2

. George McGuire, Town Clerk, Bradford >
*

, R. Vincent. Clerk, Town Hall, Leyton ^- ., *

. Charles Bell, F.R.I.B.A., Architect, 3, Salter's Hall-court, E.C „ -4

. W. H. Lewis. Clerk, Barry •

. Jackson and Fox. Architects. '22, George-street, Halifax *

, H. Teather. Architect, Andrew's Buildings, Queen-street, Cardiff... „ *

. Jas. Cook. Clerk. Ardrossan, N.B <
'*

. R. York, Secretary, High-street. Daventry •> *

. C. Dauncey, Clerk, Tredegar • *

. Fred. Bath, F.R.I B. A., Crown Chambers. Salisbury ,
5

. S. John Tombs. Town Clerk. Town Hall. Droitwich , o

, Thos. H. Holdich, Clerk to Committee of Visitors, Sleaford 5

. John F. Curwen. F.R.I.B..\.. -16. Highgate, Kendal „ 5

. Dr. ^IcCullagh, IJishop Auckland ^

. J. S. Story, County Siurveyor, St. Mary's Gate, Derby „ »

. John Knipe's, Boulton-square. Morecambe »> 6

, W. E. Foster. Clerk. .Udershot • 6

, W. A. Miller, Cambrian-street, Aberystwith »» *>
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SAFETY OP STAaiNG.

THE terrible crane disaster at Edinburgh
we briefly mentioned last week will

draw attention to the strength and rigidity

of those structures in a gale of wind. It is

not often we have to record accidents of this

kind. The three-legged timber structures
upon which cranes are put are usually well
built of squared timber, and braced at cer-
tain stages, and are of not so great a

. height from the platform as to appear to give
any ground for alarm as to their being over-
turned or blown down. The platform may
offer some surface to the wind ; but
as this is horizontal, little danger from
such a cause is apprehended. The ill-

fated Edinburgh scaifolding was erected at

the Waverley Station in connection with
the new North British Railway Company's
hotel at this station. The scaffolding, which
was (i'2ft. in height, was erected on a part
of the building in progress, which was
then four stories high. While a large steam
crane was being fitted up on the platform,
and a part of it was being raised, the wooden
structure, without warning, collapsed during
a fierce gust of wind from the south-west.
The men working on the platform were pre-
cipitated upon the building below, and three
were killed and thirteen mjured. The legs
of the scaffold rested, we are informed, on the
fifth floor of the new building, on the level
of the North Bridge.
Frorn the evidence and facts which are to

hand, it would be impossible to come to any
conclusion as to the exact cause of the fall.

The wind, of course, exercised a very power-
ful overturning force, which must have
strained seriously the support, or supports, on
the leeward side of the structure, and we m.ay
practically say the moment of the force
of the wind, which is computed to have
been blowing with a velocity of 50 miles an
hour, must be measured by the height of the
staging—a considerable leverage. The effect
of this force would be to throw the weight of
the staging and crane on those supports or
legs of the structure which were on the side
opposite to the direction of the wind, and to
intensify the pressure on them. The timber
balks composing these legs of the structure
would consequently be severely stressed, and
any weak bracing would be taxed to a great
extent. According to one witness, when the
gust of wind came he saw the scaffolding
bend bodily, and then there was a loud
crash, and the mass came down. Another
witness says, the huge staging began to
" screw round " towards the east before it

fell to pieces. The structure moved as one
mass off the plumb, and remained virtually
intact until it reached an angle of about 45°,
when it collapsed. The boiler, in which
steam was up, was thrown on to the top of a
great block of completed masonry, above the
foundation of the staging. We do not know
precisely how the foundations were formed,
or on what the staging rested. These may
have been faulty. But we are inclined to
believe that, from the height of the scaffold
and the number of stages or cross braces
which were used, the screwing or twist-
ing action described was caused by a weak-
ness in the bracing. If the evidence of this
twisting can be established, it would appear
to support the theory that the lateral bracing
was not equal to the duty of rigidly con-
necting the uprights or legs throughout their
height. The structure, as usually the case,
consisted of three piers arranged in a
triangular shape, and connected by cross-

bracing. It was built of stout timberwork,
and rested on iron beams laid on the walls,

and it is stated that the supports were raised

on the top of the piers which had supported

the earlier crane scaffold. The bases were
firmly secured, it is stated, by means of

chains, and on the platform ten tons of

material had been laid down, so as to

counterbalance the weight of the steam
crane of like weight, and which had a

lifting power of three tons. The jib at the

time of the catastrophe was projecting

outwards, and a man was engaged at

the time in fastening the tie-rod which was
to raise the beam. There was, therefore, a
considerable top-load on the platform, in-

cluding crane, boiler, and counterweight,

and this might have had some effect in pro-

ducing the twisting motion, and thereby in

dislocating the braces and causing collapse.

A correspondent sends us a sketch of the

structure, from which we gather that the

framed timbers were bolted together. It

would have added much to the safety of the

structure exposed to gales if it had been sup-

ported by oblique gu}'s firmly anchored to

the ground or buildings. The scantlings of

the timber might have been sufficient for

the greatest stress put upon them if these

had been rigidly connected by the cross-

braces. In the mean time, we await the
inquiry with interest.

SOCIETY OF BRITISH ARTISTS.

AGREA.T deal in this exhibition we may
pass over as of little originality or

merit. In the central gallery half a dozen
large canvases occupy important positions,

their jnerits being less apparent. Tom
Robertson's large, hazy landscape painted in

a grey key of colour, "The VaUey of the

Tay "
(4), has a breadth and atmosphere that

recommend it to the attention, and near it is

a full-length portrait of a lady seated, rather

flatly painted in the face, in a delicate helio-

trope walking costume, that is not devoid of

those qualities of character painting and
harmony so often missed, by S. H. Sime. At
the same end of gallery is a picturesque coast

view well known to tourists of the north-

eastern coast, "Robin Hood's Bay," by W. E.

Tindall (10), and two or three other works
by the same hand show a poetic realisation

of landscape. But on this wall the most
charmingly painted of the seascapes is

Terrick Williams' "Morning: Whitby."
Mr. WiUiams has scarcely done anything
better than this fleet of trawlers and fish-

ing boats seen through a misty sunlight.

The sun is piercing through a hazy atmo-
sphere, and subtle gradation of colour

and reflection appear, and we have, iu

fact, a delicate symphony of silver grey.

"Evening Glow, Brixham" (150), and "A
Summer Sea" (194) are other studies of light

and atmosphere worthy of Clara Montalba.
Fresh colour and skilfiil handling are seen

in Alfred S. Edwards's Scotch coast scene,

"Home from the Fishing" (21), a large

wave is seen breaking as it tumbles in to the

shore. Robert Morley is another felicitous

painter; "The Palling Tide" (49) and his

"Highlanders," a dog group (303), are excel-

lent studies in their respective subjects. A
few small pictures arehungover the fireplace.

"Pets " (52), by T. Watt Cafe, is well com-
posed. Two Italian girls under a portico,

one feeding pigeons and the other holding a

vase, are refined in drawing and briUiaut in

the colour. Arthur Meade's " Across the

Common" (71) is a large landscape. The
evening effect is happily rendered, and
Montague Smyth has chosen a similar

theme, a flock of sheep being led through
a country road—a pleasing study of waning
light. Painted with true synipathy is

A. E. Borthwick's " Little Match Girl " (77)

—a poor wan-faced child sitting in a dark

recess, with a flickering light in her hand.

offering her wares. A large landscape,
" Herald of Spring" (B5), by Frank Spen-
love-Spenlove, deserves notice. The white
blossom of the trees and landscape are

handled with much freedom, and the manage-
ment of the white masses of the bloom is

successful. A spring landscape is not the

easiest to paint, owing to the delicacy of the
tints. Two clever figure subjects by J. San-
derson Wells relieve the tameness of this part

of the exhibition. " Gaslight Study " (87), a
lady seated, inapale canary satin, is decidedly

one of the best works of the kind ; and his

"Gleaning" (110) is a delightful piece of

outdoor realism. The two stooping gleaners

are drawn with simple grace, and there is a
happy arrangement of line and colour in the

sloping, golden-hued stubble-field, and the

grouping of the figures, that reminds us of the

work of that painter of French peasant lif^,

Clausen. A restfulevening effect isE. Borough
Johnson's "At Close of Day" (104), in which
the figure of a labourer carrying a scythe is

appropriate. A clever, broadly-treated face

is Mr. Graham Robertson's " The Jade
Necklet" (101). At one corner of the room
is a pleasing portrait study of two young
girls, daughters of S. Lamas Dore, J.P.

(121) ;
the colour is delicate, and the

chrysanthemum background pretty. The
painter is G. Ilillyard Ssvinstead, a promising
painter in this branch of art. Oi course, we
have a few of the "pot-boiler" class, like
" Teasing Rover," very large. The composi-
tion " Children of the Foam " (149), that

occupies the centre place on the long wall, is

decorative and allegorical. It represents two
sea-nymphs on a rock in a rough, foamy sea

feeding and caressing a flock of seagulls

which hover round. The painter, A. D.
McCormick, has conceived a design of

originality and power, French in motive and
colour ; but the tone is cold, and the flesh

tints marble-like. Two other large canvases

may be mentioned—-Oreville Morris's land-

scape "The Fold " (135), a moonlight effect,

and H. P. Hain FrisweU's view " Dolgarrog,

North Wales " (159). The hazy atmosphere
is well realised. Magnitude counts for a good
deal with some landscapists. Montague
Smyth's " Eventide" is also a clever piece of

reflected light and shadow, and the work of

Haynes King, "Cinderella in Rustic Life
"

(140), of Wm. Strutt's "The First Sight of the

Cross " (16S), and of Robert Morley's " Ready "

(174), are of interest, especially the last.

In the south-east gallery Hal Hurst has a

portrait of Mrs. C. Thompson (181) seated,

in a delicate white evening dress, and a little

further J. W. T. Manuel--" MUe. Laval-

liere "—shows a stylish full-length figure of

a Parisian ladyin a dull redwalking costume,

trimmed with grey fur. The high collar

obscures the lower part of the face—very

aggravating if it is not intended to be a cari-

cature. The President, Sir Wyke BayHss,

sends two fine interiors in his wonted style,

in which all the gloiy of marble and stained

glass and sculpture is manifested :

'

' Louvain
Cathedral" (208) is a splendid piece of

ilraughtsmanship and colour. In the next

gallery, his interior of Milan Cathedral we
have seen before. Here the painter has full

scope for his imagery and poetic fervour, and
this pseudo-Gothic fane in all its splendour

of sculptured pillars and colour is fully

realised. C. E. Ritchie's study, " Black and

White," a full-length portrait of a lady in

black reading, on a white ground, relieved by
delicate sprays and birds, has a French-

Japanese motive.

K. Ponsonby Staple's " Leather Hunting

is a large, commonplace view of a cricket-

field during a match. Arthur Briscoe, in

"Rest" (260) has a pleasing study of a

reposing girl in an orchard, graceful and

vigorous, and there is freshness and atmo-

sphere in Robert Goodman's large picture,

"Drear October" (289), and in Percy E.

Croft's "Along the Quaj." Beyond these

there is little to notice.
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Several clever drawinga and sketches in
water-colour are to be seen in the North-
West and N.E. Galleries. Leopold Rivers'
work is always good; his "Moonlight,"
with its gleaming river (313), is pleasing.
James Tower's " Calm Evening " (312) and
Robert Homer's solid work (318) may be
mentioned, also " Eventide," by F. Spenlove-
Spenlove (323). Dora Woodhouse sends a
nice drawing of the " Interior of St. Bartholo
mew's " (328), and Miss Clara Taylor another
view. Minnie Brown has a broadly- treated
figure subject, " Evening "—a girl carrying
a bundle of wood—admirable as a study of
real life and landscape ; and Greo. C. Hait^
has a bright study of "Farmlands" (354),
and a brilliant sketch of a " Market
Place" (357), both broadly handled. Two
drawings, picturesquely treated, are sent
by W. Harding Smith, " The Cobb Gate,
Lyme Regis" (333) and "The Council
Chamber in the Rath-Haus, Goslar " (403),
showing some Late Gothic panel-work. Percy
Dixon has a powerful picture, "Among the
Tumbled Fragments of the Hills " (356). A
clever piece of impressionism after Melville is

^ans Hansen's " Scarboro' Regatta Day," a
T»w of a tlirong of sightseers on the Pavilion.
C^oil Aldin's " An Elopement," a pair tear-
ing i^vay in galloping speed in a carriage
and fcivw over a rough tract of country
covered ^ith snow, is vigorous. The drawing
and moxement of the belaboured horses are
clever

; aad there are a few nice sketches on
the screen \y W. Tatton Winter (470), Janet
Boothroyd (47^), R. Ponsonby Staples (482),
Harry P. Clifford (483), Harry Goodwin (49),
John M. Bromley (507), H. Sylvester Stan-
nard (518), and tw<j symbolical subjects by

R. Machell rather too ambitious. The chalk
drawings in the vestibule by J. W. T.
Manuel, O. Eckhardt, and Sidney H. Sime
are clever fiom a comic or music-hall point
of view. We have here the realism of the
stage and the music-hall. The work of

Sidney H. Sime is often vivacious, as that of

Manuel is eccentric. Many of the sketches

are burlesques. "The Unacceptable Sacri-

fice'" (544), "A Foul," "Nude" (549V
"Pianoforte Recital," "Au Cafe" (554),

"A Shadowy Dance," " Sloane Street,"

"A Wicked World," "At the Casino,"
" Chanteuse Eocentrique " (593), " Confetti

et Serpentins," are clever but eccentric.

MODEL SPECIFICATIONS.—VI.

BRICKWORK

—

{continued).

THE construction of chimneys is an im-
portant branch of the bricklayer's

craft, though it is often inadequately
described. It is needless to say the footings

should be formed of a sufficient number of

courses, and be built upon a bed of concrete,

80 as to distribute the weight of the breasts.

When the building is of several stories, the

weight of the chimney-breasts and stacks are

considerable, and would tend to subside or

drag down the wall if a good spreading

foundation was not provided. The "throat"
of chimney, or the lower end of the flue,

should be small and well " gathered over,"

each brick projecting about IJin. beyond the

course below, and the narrowest part of

throat should be over the centre of fireplace.

Flues are generally made 9in. by 14in.,

though for small grates 9in. s<iuare is suffi-

cient. For kitchens of large houses, a flue

14in. square is usually built. In our section

we show the arrangement of the flues of an
ordinary town house, five flues being shown.
Care is necessary in avoiding any sharp

angle ; but the flue should change its direc-

tion. A straight flue would be always
smoking, and letting the rain and snow down.
We show this necessary bend by the curved
centre flue, which is supposed to be from the

fireplace in the top story. The London
Building Act (section 64) states :

" Chimneys
and flues having proper soot-doors of not

less than 40sq.in. may be constructed at any
angle ; but in no other case shall any flue be

inclined at a less angle than 45'' to the

horizon, and every angle shall be properly

rounded." This is an important rule, and
should be mentioned in the specification.

The " witiies " of chimney should be care-

fully executed, and be air-tight to prevent

one flue destioying the draught of the adja-

cent one. It is impossible to make good
bond ; the use of bats cannot be avoided.

But the specification should insist that they
are to be well built, of well burnt bricks and
the joints broken, and the withes should be

well plastered or pargetted with a superior

mortar.
Pasley, an authority on brickwork, re-

commends the bonds of chimneys to be

executed with cement or with the best

description of mortar mixed with tile dust,

that "withes" should be plastered with it

instead of common "pargetting" of lime

and cow's dung. Coal ashes in the mortar

are recommended. Fireplaces should be

proportioned or built with reference to the

bond or to the size of grate. In apartments
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the fireplace may be four bricks or 3ft. wide,
the jambs one and a haH brick deep ; in height
the same, 3ft., not less. The depth is never
less than 13Ain. or one and a half brick, nor
greater than two bricks. We show different

kinds of chimneys in plans a, b, c, and <l, in

English and Flemish bond, and where the
"closers" and half-headers come. In the
bond (see 6) mitred bricks as at m m may be
used, or the bricks between flues let into the
stretchers as shown. One brick external
wall ought to be used as shown at c. In the
single shaft plan d the 14in. square flue takes
the kitchen fireplace.

On a previous page (369) we gave a few
sections of hollow walls. We now supple-
ment them by the method already noticed of
building two brick casings with lin. or Jin.
cavity, into which is run a specially-prepared
liciuid composition (White's " Hygeian Eock"
building composition), which can be poured
into the cavity as the work proceeds, eveiy
three or four courses. The sections show
a 9in. and a 14in. brick wall, with the
composition filling up the cavity, extending
from the damp-course, and also entering
into the joints on each side, which are raked
out as the wall is carried up (as shown in
Fig. 1). The same vertical damp-lining forms
also a valuable flitch-like plate increasing the
rigidity of the wall, dispensing with the need
of iron ties, and adding considerably, as we
can testify by exi>erimeuts at Islington some
years ago, to the strength of a 9in. wall.
Two haK-brick casings, with the cavity filled

in, was supported like a beam upon supports,
illustrating the great adhesive strength of
the '

' Hygeian Rock '

' composition . In Fig. 2
we show how a series of vaults or a storage
tank may be protected by a horizontal layer
beneath the brick floor on concrete, and the

vertical lining taken round the arch between
the two rings of brickwork.

33. Chimneys and Flues,—Turn rough brick see-
mental arches over all chimney openings

;
properly

contract openings, and form throats to Sues. Pro-
perly bond the withes of flues, and parget and
core the same. Build the chimney-stacks in
cement mortar as shown in drawings, with
weathered capping and courses. Or

—

The chimneys to be built as shown on plan and
elevations. Carry up a separate flue to each fire-

place, with easy bends. Gather the throats over
openings quickly, and form the pockets as shown.
No flue to be inclined at a less angle than 45° to

the horizon, and the angles to be well rounded.
Parget the flues with cow-dung mortar composed
of 1 part cow-dung to 4 parts of hair mortar, and
properly core. The flues to be 14in. by 9m. (or

9in. by 9in. ) All flues at a less angle than 45" to

have soot-doors and frames for sweeping. Or

—

Carry up separate flues to the fireplaces with
easy bends, and parget and core the same. Gather
the throats over openings as shown. All flues

inclined at a less angle than 45° with the horizon

to have soot* doors for cleaning, and well round
all bends. The external brickwork round the

stack of flues to be 9in. thick. The "withes"
are to be built with care, bonded to outer walls or

to break joint (or the flues, instead of being par-

getted, to be lined with fireclay flue -pipes of

cylindrical or oblong shape, 9in. or 12in. m dia-

meter), of Doulton's manufacture.

34. Shiift.s.—Build the shafts above roof in English

or Flemish bond in cement mortar, as shown
in drawings, finished with a neat weather
joint. The tops to be finished with pro-
jecting courses (or with cornice-moulded bricks),

£uid provide and fix to each flue a terracotta

pot p.c.— , bedded and flaunched round in cement.
Cement fillet to be run round top of sailing course.

The plinth to have moulded bricks as shown set

in cement above the given work.

When the chimney-stacks diminish ex-
ternally, insert a clause to describe this,

or, preferably, give a detail. At the various

offsets the bricks are " tumbled in," or terra-

cotta or stone blocks are inserted, weathered
or moulded. Sometimes the shafts are en-
riched by panels, or by arches and pilasters in

brick, in which case mention the particular

moulded brick, if square or angular in section.

Ornamental pilasters should be shown in

detail or sketch, and show the bond. We
shall give sketches next week.
The London Building Act provides certain

rules as to chimneys (Sec. 64), in addition to

the rule as to the angle of flues we have
mentioned. The section states :

" Chitoneys
built on corbels of brick, stone, or other in-

combustible materials, may be erected if

the work so corbelled out do not project

from the wall more than the thickness of the
wall (measured immediately below the cor-

bel) ; but all other chimneys shall be built

on solid foundations, and with footings

similar to the footings of the wall against

which they are built, unless they are carried

upon iron girders with direct bearings upon
part)', external, or cross walls, to the satis-

faction of the district surveyor." Another
sub-clause provides that an arch of brick or

a bar of wrought iron of sufficient strength

shall be built over the opening of every

chimney to support the breast, and if the

latter projects more than 4in. from the face

of wall, and the jambs be of less width than

17 Jin., the abutments shall be tied in by an
iron bar or bars of sufficient strength turned

up and down at the ends, and built into the

jambs at least Siin. on each side. Other

sub-clauses state : The flues of oven furnaces,

cockle steamboiler, or close fire used for trade,

or for cooking apparatus of any hotel, &c.,

are to have brickwork at least 8Jin. thick,

The inside of every flue, and also the outside,

when passing through any floor or roof, or

near any woodwork, is to be rendered,
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pargeted, or the flue lined, with fire-resisting

stoneware piping. The jambs of every fireplace
opening are to bo at least 8iin. wide on each
side, and the' breast of every chimney, and
the brickwork of every smoke-flue, shall be
at least Jin. in thickness. The back of every
iireplaco in a party-wall, from hearth to

ll!in. above the mantel, is to be at least 8Jin.

thick, and the thickness of the npper side of

every flue at an angle of less tlian 4 J-" is to

be at least H^in. It is also provided that the
highest six courses of every chimney-stack
shall be built in cement. Several other sub-
clauses relating to building shafts, and their
height above roof flat or gutter, cutting into
chimney-breasts, timber and woodwork near
flues and chimney openings, are given in
this section. One of them states that the
brickwork of any shaft is not to be built
higher above the flat, or roof, or gutter than
six times the least width of shaft.

cut and rubbed red-brick or other approved
rubbers set in fine putty (or with moulded bricks
as shown). Or

—

All string - courses, sills, jamb mouldings,
cornices, and other projecting members to be
executed, as shown, in red Farebam (or other
approved) rubbers in fiue putty, the weathered
courses being in cement.

ORNAMENTAL BEICKWORK.

The clauses we have already given are
those which may be used in speoifioations of
plain buildings ; but the architect is often
recjuired to specify for particular kinds of
brickwork of a more architectural character,
ornamental gables, dormers, chimney-stacks,
bay windows, cupolas, and window and door
dressings, A-c, come under this head. In
other instances, terracotta or stone in their
various forms are combined with the brick-
work. Half-timber work, brick and flint,

and other varieties of building are also to be
considered, and it will be necessary to give
a few clauses of a general kind that will
apply to these descriptions of work.
We give now a few patterns of the moulded

bricks usually made, and the manner the
jambs or reveals of windows and doorways
are worked. It will be seen that these bricks
admit of a variety of combinations for
cornices, string-courses, architraves, jambs,
&c., which the architect may select and
specify, and these arrangements ought to be
sketched in the margin. We show a sketch
of an architrave for a window, Fig. 4, and
the two special bricks required to form the
bond ; also for a brick cornice and window-
sill. Other sketches of ornamental brick-
work, to illustrate cases which occur in
practice, we shall give in our next article.

A general clause ought to appear providing
that any moulded bricks or gauged work are
to be made or executed from the architect's
designs, and the bricks trimmed or touched up
before burning. Moulded bricks should be
made a trifle thicker than common bricks, to
allow for rubbing and the finishing of joints.
Before the scaffolding is struck, the work
ought to be rubbed or rasped, and the arrises
made straight and true.

1. External FaeiHgs.-~The external walls to be
faced with approved picked bright stock facing
bricks (or Suffolk white, or red Fareham) carried
up with a flat ruled joint in washed sand and
lime or slightly coloured (or tuck-pointed in fine
stuif). No headers to be broken. Or

—

Face the walls and chimney-stacks with the
best red facing bricks (or Lawrence's, or picked
stock facing bricks, or pressed facings) laid iu
English (or Flemish) bond finished with a neatly-
struck weather joint as the work proceeds. The
moulded brick courses to be all headers, to match
the facing bricks in cement, and rake out joints
and point to match the facings. AU arches to
be of the best rubbers, rubbed and gauged and
set in cement. Or

—

Face the external walls and the other orna-
mental portions shown on elevation with ap-
proved selected Suffolk (or red Fareham or
bright stock) bricks, and point the work as it

proceeds with a weather-jomt in washed sand and
lime or slightly coloured with ochre. Or—

liake out joints and tuck-point in fiue stuff
when striking scaffold (or with blue ash-mortar
and flat joint). All chimney-stacks should be
pointed with a weather-joiot in cement, after
raking out the mortar joints.

2. Dressings. — All window and door dressings,
plinths, eaves, and other courses to be formed as
shown in detail with red Fareham (or washed
malms or moulded bricks). Or

—

The pilasters, window and door reveals, and
quoins to be executed as shown in detail, with

THE SOCIETV OF ARCHITECTS.

Tup; fifth monthly meeting of the Society of

Architects was held at St. .Tames's Hall,

Piccadilly, W., on Thursd.iy evening in last

week, the president, Sir. T. Walter L. Emden,
J. P., L.C.C., in the chair.

OWN'KKS OF PROPERTY AND RIGHTS TO LIGHT.

Mr. A. A. HiDsoN, A.S.I., Barrister at Law,
read the following short paper on this subject,

entitled: " The Position of Owners of Property
with Regard to Rights of Light and Other Ease-
ments, with a Suggestion for Future Legislation."
He proposed, he said, to deal with the subject, as

far as possible, from a layman's point of view,

and to avoid legal terms. The question to be
faced, continued the lecturer, is whether any-
thing can be done to remedy the existing state of

law, and obviate the great difficulties which are
placed in the way of, or I might say added to,

building operations, by the tactics of persons
claiming rights of light. Those tactics are

known, I am sure, to everyone in this room, and
therefore it would serve no purpose to enlarge on
them. Of course, there are two sides to every
question, and the personwhose light is tobeafiected
has a right to protection. Now, in order to consider
the possibility and advisability of legislation, it is

as well to consider analogous legislation in the
case of party-walls. Before the London Build-
ing Act, and previous Acts dealing with party-
walls, there was constant litigation. The owner
of the property upon which buildings were pro-
posed to be erected, or rather reconstructed, often

did not know whether the dividing wall was a
party-wall ; and even if he knew that, he did not
know what kind of party-waU it was. A party-
wall may mean, first, a wall of which the two
adjoining owners are tsniints in common

;

secondly, the term may be used to signify a wall
divided longitudinally into two strips, one belong-
ing to each of the neighbouring owners ; and,
thirdly, the term may designate a wall divided
longitudinally intotwo moieties, each moietybeing
subject to a cross easement in favour of the owner
of the other moiety. In case of a longitudinal
division between two neighbours, each of them
could pass away one moiety ; and if this was
done, the moiety of the other owner might be of

little use to him. Many other peculiarities and
difficulties arose—more useful to the lawyer than
to anyone else. All this doubt has been disposed
of by the London Building Act, which constitutes

every division wall a party structure with certain

definite rights, and in case of any dispute the
parties can refer to the arbitration of a technical

tribunal. The objection raised to legislation in

matters of this kind always is that private rights

should not be taken away by Act of Parliament,
unless there is a very strong case for so doing.
Undoubtedly the London Building Act does take
away private rights, but so do many other Acts.

The Lands Clauses Acts compel a person to sell his

property or his rights in it, and legislation of this

kind is permitted because in the public interest it

would have been disastrous to prevent great
public enterprises being can-ied out either at all,

or at such great expense, by paying out black-
mailers, as to render the enterprise a failure. In
the case of party- walls, the rights as between
private owners have been legislated for, and this

offers a stronger case of legislation than iu the

case of great public enterprises like railways,

canals, and so on, where legislation has been, so

to speak, between private owners and the general

public. It must be remembered also that in the

case of party-walls under the liOndon liuilding

.\ct, nothing in the Act authorises any inter-

ference with an easement of light or other ease-

ments, and this would include a right to support.

But the powers conferred by the Act of dealing

with party- walls in all kinds of ways are so wide,
that this reservation interferes but slightly with
the useful operation of the Act. The person
building must so deal with the party-waU that

the adjoining owner's easements are not inter-

fered with ; but directly either a building or

adjoining owner proceeds in any way to use the

powers of the Act, he brings himself under its

powers and loses the rights which he had at
common law. The question is, iu what way
building in London could be simplified as regards
rights of light by some such legislation as the
London Building Act in relation to party-walls.
1 think the first principle to be adopted is that
disputes should be settled by a technical tribunal,
and I think that the tribunal should be presided
over or be assisted by a lawyer. The reason I
suggest that a lawyer should be added is because
the rights of neighbouring owners are much
more complicated than in the case of party-walls.
The reason for a technical tribunal is obvious :

instead of the disputants having to prepare
elaborate models, and to call m conflicting
evidence of the facts, the parties would come
before a tribunal composed of persons who under-
stood plans, and who could, and should, view the
site and surrounding buildings. In the next place,
the persons proposing to build should serve notice
on the adjoining owners, and the meaning of
the term " adjoining owners " would have to be
defined so as to include occupants, trustees,
reversionees, tenants, and all persons who might
claim right of light. The notice, I think, should
specify exactly what kind of building is proposed
to be erected, and that the plans, sections, and
elevations can be seen at the offices of the tribunal
to be created to dispose of such cases. The parties
on whom such notices are served should be called
upon within a certain time to specify their objec-
tions (if any) to the proposed building. The
building owner would then know the persons
from whom he must expect opposition and claims.
It would be difficult to take away an adjoining
owner's rights to compensation for injury to
light upon a failure to answer such a notice, and
it would not even be possible, I think, to settle

the amount of compensation to be paid in any
case before the buildings were erected. But the
object to be attained would be to get settled at
once by a competent tribunal, whether upon the
plans deposited the building owner should or
should not be restrained by injunction ; and I

would suggest that no person who had been
served with the notice, and had failed to object
at the time to the proposed building, should
be entitled subsequently to apply to have the
building pulled down. If on the application of

objecting parties an injunction was granted by
the Court, of course, the building owner would
have to make fresh plans ; if no inj imction was
granted, then he would be free to build : but, on
completion, he would be obliged to meet any
claims made against him for injury to light or
air. The distinction between an injury which
will entitle an adjoining owner to an injunction,

and an injury which would only entitle him to

damages, has been more or less defined by many
j udicial decisions : but the principle of those
decisions might be codified so as to strengthen
and direct the tribunal, who in the first case have
to decide whether an injunction should be granted
or not. This tribunal should , I think, be able to

decide this preliminary question without a jury ;

but when the building was erected, unless the

partners had in the meantime agreed, I think a
claimant should be entitled to a jury if he
wished it, the tribunal, of course, being the
same. I do not think it necessary that the

tribunal should only have to deal with matters
of right to light. There .are a great many
disputes about building, engineering, and other

technical matters which may well be dis-

posed of by a similar court. One of the most
important matters in view of legislation is to

provide some remedy for the enormous costs

which a litigant may be put to now without any
means of preventing it. There are, as most of

you know, two scales of costs, one between party
and party, and these are all a successful plaintifi

or defendant can recover ; and another scale caUed
solicitor and client costs, and it is the difference

between these two which a successful defendant

or plaintiff has to pay. In the cases in which
expert evidence, models, and so on are required,

this difference is very great. Eminent judges

have already expressed an adverse opinion on
these two scales of costs, but in the case of a

technicil tribunal being created to settle and
dispose of the matters I have indicated, the

tribunal should have power to regulate the

scales of costs as well as the procedure, sub-

ject to the approval of the I^ord Chancellor.

This was so provided in the case of the Tribunal

of Appeal under the London Building Act. I

think this tribun:il affords an Ulustr.ation of the

advant;ige to litigants of having their cases dis-

posed of by men with a practical knowledge of the
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subject. I do not say this because I am a member
of that tribunal, but because persons have found
out how promptly their claims are disposed and
how short the trial is, this being due partly to
the fact that the tribunal always views the site or
buildings as the case may be. With a similar
tribunal light and air cases might, I think, be
disposed of equally well. I have now concluded
my subject. I have purposely made it suggestive.
The suggestions are simple, and I have stated the
points for consideration shortly, so that in the
discussion which I hgpe may issue the experience
of members will bring into more prominence those
matters which are of importance to surveyors and
building owners.

Mr. ti. G.\ni) Pye, in proposing a vote of

thanks to Mr. Hudson, said information of great
value to architects had been given, especially to
those practising in London, where questions of
light and air often arose. With regard to party-
walls, ho did not quite follow the author's
definition of a party-wall, and stated a case in
which he could not be quite certain whether the
structure could be reckoned as a party- wall or
not. He proposed the following resolution :

—

" That a Parliamentary Committee be appointed
to inquire into the present state of the law with
regard to ancient lights and other easements,
with a view of saving the large amount of
moneys now expended in determining and settling
the rights of owners with regard to the same. '

'

Mr. J. R. BIaxxixg seconded the vote of
thanks, remarking that the question of ancient
lights had for a long time been one most difficult

to decide, men's ideas as to the value of light
being so various. Such a tribunal of qualified
men as that suggested by Mr. Hudson to deal
with questions of light and air would be of the
greatest service to the profession. As an example
of the various values set on light, he mentioned
the cases of two dentists. One of these, by the
erection of an adjoining building, had the light
of his operating room a good deal affected, but did
not, however, take any action. In the other case,
the second dentist raised a question about a shadow
which was cast across his operating-room, and
declared that ho could not stay in the building any
longer. His case was put into the hands of
lawyers, and after a long trial it was decided in
his favour, and 1 4in. had to be cut off the oifending
chimney by which the shadow was cast. The
whole question of ancient lights was beset with
difficulties, and he could not help remarking the
almost f.-ibulous value which some owners put
upon their windows. He also wished to second
the resolution proposed by Mr. Gard Pye, as well
as the vote of thanks.

Jlr. Gkouge HtiiiiAiiu said there was one point
in Mr. Hudson's paper which he did not quite
understand. The lecturer had proposed that the
tribunal should adjudicate upon the amount of
compensation to be paid for loss of Ught after the
building was erected. In the case of the specu-
lative builder this would be verv hard, as, after
his building was erected, it was most likely that
the speculative builder would have no money to
meet any liabilities which might be claimed as
compensation. He considered that the builder
should know what claims he would have to settle
before the building was erected.

Professor Baxister Fletcher, in supporting
the vote of thanks, said he had known and ad-
mired the lecturer for many years ; but he thought
a man could admire another, and yet not agree
with him. He should like to point out the immense
difference between party-walls and light-and-air
questions, so that they might appreciate the dis-
tinction between the two. The case as men-
tioned by Jlr. Hudson with regard to the London
liudding Act of 1894 was extremely good ; but
there was obmusly a vast difference between
party-walls and light and air. In the case of a
party-waU, it was important that both sides
should have it dealt with in the easiest and
speediest manner possible ; no right was lost by
rapidly dealing with a party- wall, which should
be rebuilt in the speediest manner possible. But
in the case of light and air, the man who
wished to build wanted to deprive a man of
that which had been his from time imme-
morial, and which belonged to him as much as
the house ho occupied. The case of the two
dentists which Mr. Manning had given them was
rather amusing, and it appeared to him that Mr.
Manning had either " done " one man, or that he
had given way too m.uch to the other. Referring
to the value of windows, he alluded to a lecture
given recently by iJr. Longstaffe, in which it was
stated that the Hotel "Windsor had rendered unfit

for habitation some model dwellings of the artisan

class by taking away their sunlight. He thought
there was usually a great objection on the part of

the architect against anyone stopping his build-

ing. He had been in the profession a great

number of years and could, therefore, appre-

ciate this great difficulty of the architect ; but they

ought to keep a judicial mind, and to remember
that there was always the other side to be thought
of. They must consider, too, how far the pro-

posed tribunal would meet the difficulties. The
London Building Act had certain intentions, and
everybody thought the Act carried out these

intentions ; but it did not do so. Indeed, the

lawyers regarded it 'as one of the worst-drawn-
out measures existing in the Statute Book.
Ground-rents had now advanced to such an
enormous extent in value that in London every

inch of space was valuable. There was no doubt,

as Mr. Hudson had said, that the cost of litiga-

tions in questions of light and air was enor-

mous ; but it was not an unmitigated evil,

for it made men timid of entering into such

cases. He was aware of a large hotel, the pro-

prietors of which had put aside a sum of £20,000
to fight any light-and-air cases which might be
brought against them. The Court of Chancery
was, in his opinion, a highly respected tribunal,

with which he was very well satisfied, and he
doubted whether they could constitute another
tribunal, in which the public would feel an equal

degree of confidence. He differed from 5Ir.

Hudson's suggestion that rights of light could be
simplified in London by some such provision as

that which existed in regard to party- walls, because
the two things were entirely dissimilar. Professor

Robert Kerr once made a similar proposition, but
it ended without result, and he believed any like

suggestion to-day was also doomed to be in-

operative. In his opinion, the Society of Archi-
tects was doing a great deal of good by ventilating

such important subjects as those before it.

Mr. Henuy Lovegrove said that the whole
question was thoroughly gone into some years ago
by a committee appointed by the Institute of

Architects, and a careful report was drawn up
;

but it was found impossible to proceed with it,

because there were so many lawj-ers in the House
of Commons. He agfreed with Mr. Hudson's
views, and thought that with such a tribunal as

suggested all would work very well, and would
be a great improvement on the cumbersome
system now in vogue. He was glad to hear
Professor Fletcher say a word about the specu-
lative builder. The speculative builder was a
much-abused man, liut he did not know what
they would do without him.

Mr. I'ii.i.is Marslan-11, hon. secretary, thought
that Mr. Hudson had foreshadowed some very
welcome changes in the building laws of London,
to gain which architects and surveyors, as well as
lawyers, must be prepared to make some sacrifice

Mr. Hudson had pointed out that he wanted all

questions dealing with light and air to go before
a technical tribunal, because he wished to avoid
expense and delay. These same questions of

light and air were also matters in which archi-

tects and surveyors often got into bad repute. In
the cases which came before the Courts in the
usual way, they would have three or four sur-
veyors on the one side swearing that there was a
great amount of damage, and they would have
three or four surveyors on the opposite side

swearing that there was no damage at all. Such
instances as these gave the judges a very bad
impression of their profession. Mr. Hudson's
idea was that the members of the tribunal should

go down to the site and inspect it for themselves,

and they would then be able to form an opinion

without taking conflicting technical evidence
at all.

In closing the discussion, the Presidext ob-
served that, in his judgment, there was not such
a vast difference between party-waU cases and
cases of light and air as had been assumed by Mr.
Fletcher, rtnd he considered that Mr. Hudson's
proposal was a good one. He had had some
thirty years' experience in the architectural

profession, and during that period he had
necessarily had something to do with ques-
tions of light and air. He h.ad noticed that

where a public building was erected more
claims for compensation were put forward than
in the case of .a private building. .Vccording to

Mr. Hudson's proposal, the person about to

build would first serve a notice on the adjoining

owners, and if any of them thought they

possessed a claim, they should witbin a certain

period give notice of such claims to the tribunal.

The tribunal would then settle whether or which
of the adjoining owners' claims were legal and
tho amount of compensation to be awarded.

Under the present system he had often known
builders to be stopped for eighteen months or two
years at a time, because some adjoining owner
had brought an action for right of light against

the building owner. This delay was often a
serious matter, whereas by Jlr. Hudson's proposal

the matter was settled at once. Many people

who had no legitimate right of light often put in

claims, and these claims were generally a source

of great expense and trouble. Mr. Hudson's

proposal was a commonsense one, and should,

therefore, appeal to everybody.

The vote of thanks and the resolution were

then put and carried unanimously.

Mr. IIiDsoN, in reply, said that Mr. Marsland

had hit the right nail on the head. . What he had
suggested in his paper was that they should have

a technical tribunal, but they might have more
than one lawyer upon it, or a judge if they

wished. In any case, the tribunal should have

power to visit the site, and so avoid wasting

time. In this way the adjoining owner,

whom Professor Banister Fletcher wished to pro-

tect, would be protected by a cheaper tribunal.

Professor Fletcher had said that the speaker was

wrong in dealing with questions of light and air

in the same way as party-wall cases were dealt

with. He thought, however, that the two cases

were very similar, as a party-wall might deprive

an owner of his rights, just as much as a buQder

might deprive an adjoining owner of his rights of

light ; and it was of equal advantage that ques-

tions of light and air should be dealt with as

speedily as possible. Professor Fletcher had said

that there was no tribunal which had power to

take away a man's rights except the Court of

Chancery ; but he would point out that the Lands

Glauses Consolidation Act, though not a tribunal

but a Statute of Parliament, did deprive a man of

his rights. It had power to compel a man to give

his land, if public enterprise demanded it, and

awarded him a reasonable amount of compensa-

tion, and he thought it was right in every case

that the minority should give way to the majority.

Replying to Mr. Hubbard, he would point out

that it would be very difficult to judge the amount
of damage to a man's right of light until after

the building was erected, and it was impossible

to fix the amount of compensation till the

damage had been determined. He agreed that

it would be hard in the case of the speculative

builder ; but he did not see how it could be

avoided. Every person had a right to build on

his own land ; but when his building interfered

with the right of light of the adjoining owners

they had a perfect right to compensation. He had

read a paper on this subject at the Surveyors'

Institution, and he noticed that the members

looked rather blue at the idea of his tribunal,

for they thought that the whole of the work

of surveyors would be wiped out. What he

proposed doing was, he thought magnanimous, as

he would be wiping out an immense amount

of litigation. He was rather disappointed that

the discussion had followed the lines it had. He
thought there would have been no question as to

the necessity for his proposal, but that speakers

would have made suggestions for its efficient

carrying-out. It was certainly a great advantage

for li man to go before such a tribunal and be told

that either he had or had not a right of light. In

any case, if they would cheapen the trial of light-

and-air cases, they were conferring a benefit on

both sides. What he had suggested was, that

there was an opening for a new system of legisla-

tion—for a system of simplified legislation, and ho

left the matter, together with his proposal, in

their hands.

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

THE fortnightly meeting of the Aichitectural

Association was held at 0, Conduit-street,

W., on Friday evening, the President, Mr.

Hampden W. Pratt, F.R.I.B.A., in the chair.

Messrs. C. C. King and S. J. B. Stanton were

elected as members. It was announced by the

Privsident that a demonstration on stained glass

would be given before the members by Mr.

Christopher Whale on Monday, April 4th, at the

Central School of Arts and Crafts, Regent-

street, W. Mr. E. HowLF.Y Sisi, hon. secretary,

stated that the annual Members' Soiree willtake

place at the Cafe Monico, Piccadilly, on Friday,

April 20th. A vote of thanks was passed to
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Mr. T. W. Dinwiddy for permitting the vigit on
the previous Saturday to the public baths in New
Cross-road.

CONSTIUCTIONAL STEELWORK.

A paper on this subject, illustrated by numerous
diagrams, was read by Sir. T. Cinnixgton, who
observed that until recont years this topic was
considered to be within the sphere of the civil

engineer only ; but with the developments both
in character and in extent of recent buildings and
requirements, it has to be seriously considered by
the architect. In buildings of the warehouse or

factor)' class, the construction is comparatively
simple. The complication, both as regards loads

and construction, arises where the several parts of

the same building are occupied by several different

classes of tenants and devoted to different uses.

In city buildings^ where space and light are of

the most paramount importance, every thought
and care has to be taken with the view to limiting

the columns, stanchions, girders, and floors to the
minimum sections consistent with their carrying
power. In the first place we will consider

INTERIOll COLl'MXS AND STAXCHIONS

with their several connections and joints, as upon
them depends principally the stability of the
superstructure. Interior columns and stanchions
form one of the most important steps in the
modem problem of design, and greater variations
are probably to be found in them than in any
other features of steel construction. Each of the
several forms has its own adherents, and the
many types of connections between the columns
and stanchions, and with the floor systems, permit
of an unlimited choice. We will endeavour to
investigate the more prominent forms, and point
out the advantages and disadvantages of each.
The most satisfactory for general and specific

cases may then be selected as combining the
desired features. The relative advantages of the
various sections are of the greatest importance, as
affecting economical and successful design. In
actual practice the treatment of the different
shapes will be found to vary greatly with the
designer, not only in the relative value of the
sections, but in the treatment of any one section.
In the first place, the formula; differ greatly—not
in fundamental principles perhaps, but m the
treatment being often empirical, and containing
factors deduced from some special case. These
formulfB, also, generally assume ideal loading,
which seldom occurs in the actual building, and
none, or very few, full-sized tests have ever been
made on the effects of eccentric loading. The
general principles which govern the

RESISTAXCE OF BVILT COLVMXS

may be summed up as follows :—(1) The material
should be disposed as far as possible from the
neutral axis of the crO'S - section, thereby
increasing resistance. (2) There should be
no initial internal stress. (3) The individual
portions of the column or stanchion should be
mutually supporting, and (4) the individual
portions of the column or stanchion should be so
firmly secured to each other that no relative
motion can take place, or they will fail as a
whole. From experiments, we know a closed
column or stanchion is stronger than any open one,
due to the fact that the edges of the seg-
memts are mutually supporting when held in
contact by complete closure. Therefore the
circular - built column is undoubtedly the most
favourable form for compre-ision, because the
capacity of columns of equal areas varies as
the metal is removed fromthe neutral axis.
It must also be remembered that any form
of column or stanchion, having a maximum
and minimum radius of gyration, is not
economical for use under a single concentric
load, as the calculations must be hised on the
minimum radius of gyration. The metal repre-
sented by the excess of the maximum radius of
gyration is, of necessity, disregarded, and part of
the section is thus lost or wasted when we con-
sider the ideal efficiency of the column : but prac-
tice does not always support theory, and many
other questions besides mere form arise in con-
nection with the judicious choice of a section.
The form of stanchions and columns most
generally in use are No. 1 section, made of four
angles, riveted back to back ; No. 2, of two T-bars,
also riveted back to back. The caps and bases
of these are easily formed by either forging one
of the flanges of each bar at right-angles to the
stem, or riveting forged angle-seatings to the
stem to receive cap- and base-plates. These
stanchions are frequently made up of angle-bars

and plates riveted together as indicated. The
strength and size can be either increased or
decreased as circumstances require. The caps,
bases, and flange-plates of these forms are attached
by angle cleats riveted to the plates, angles, and
webs. Bearingsfor jointsor girdersatintermediate
levels can be readily riveted either to the web or
flanges of them. Another type is made up of
four angle-bars, with strap-bars, say, every 4ft.,

or diagonal bracing suitable to the purpose, to be
used either as stanchion or bracing. Other
stanchions are made up of single joists, joists and
angles, joists, tees, and plates, and joists with one
riveted both sides of web. The strength of each
of the sections can be adj usted either by increasing
the size of the joists, or angles and tees, or by
the addition of flange plates. The cap- and base-
plates are attached to the shaft by riveting angle-
cleats to the webs and flanges to form the requisite
bearing surface for the flange-plates. Stanchions
are often made up of channel sections and joists,

or of channels, bars, tees, and plates. These
forms of stanchions are applicable for continuing
through two or more stories of the building
admitting of two or four girder joists bearing at

the same level. Other sections, again, are made
up of flanged quadrant bars, flanged quadrant
bars and channels ; the diameter can be increased
and decreased as occasion requires by using smaller
or larger sections of channels. Certain of these
sections, whilst retaining the minimum diameter,
can be very considerably increased in strength by
adding plain or bulb-shaped tees, plain bulb-
shaped angles, or by the addition of plates, either
inside or outside of the channel bars. Another
form is made up of channels and Lindsay's
special angles, or plain angles. This particular
section was very sujcessfuUy used in the West
Australian Bank, Cornhill. Stanchions formed
of channels and angles readily adapt themselves
to purposes of construction of high buildings,
where several floors have to be considered, and
supported by the same stanchion. The section
can easily be made to suit any number of loads
and floors, by either increasing or decreasing the
diameter, or increasing or decreasing the sectional
area. These sections have found particular favour
with the American architects and engineers in
the construction of their high buildings, from the
fact of their easy adaptability to their specific

requirements, to their form and construction, and
from the fact that they can be readily incased
with fire - resisting materials independently of
being made up of bars, that are either kept in
stock at the mills or can be generally quickly
supplied. Drawn steel columns are made
from 4in. up to 24in. in diameter, and
from jin. to Ijiu. metal in one piece,
excepting the flanges forming caps and bases.
They are made in lengths not exceeding 21ft. or
22ft., and are generally used in lengths not
exceeding in height one high or two short
stories ; when they are superimposed, the single
joist girders bear upon the flanges, and are
attached. When columns of larger diameter are
required, and girders either of double joist com-
pound girders or riveted plate girders are used,
the columns are made to seat on the girders, the
girders abutting and being continuous, the flanges
of the caps and bases being bolted to the girders.

Ornamental caps and bases, either in cast iron or
other metal, can be readily adapted to these drawn
steel columns, to suit the several styles of archi-
tecture. The great advantage of these columns
is that you get the greatest amount of carrying
power for the minimum diameter and thick-
ness of metal ; this deserves consideration when
space is an object, or where shipment has to be
considered. One of these columns was tested at
Messrs. Kirkcaldy's with most excellent results,

the length being 14ft., Tin. diameter, .and lin.

metal, the calculated safe load being 92 tons. It

was tested up to 180 tons, practically without any
movement, and no injury was observable under
microscopical examination. Otherforms ofcolumns
are built up of steel plates and the bars, and
curved steel plates for large diameter columns,
heavy constructions ; or, where they are exposed,
their form admits of being increased almost to

any diameter and strength. The cap and base
flange-plates are attached by angles riveted to

shaft, and the flange-plates riveted to the angles.

In special cases an additional plate is put on, the
outside extending from 12in. to 14in. fromthe'
ends before putting the flanges on for purposes of

additional strength. The steel stanchions shown
on Wm. Lindsay and Co.'s sheets combine the
principle of the ordinary angle-bar stanchion
and the column, the bars being rolled in such

a manner as to form a hollow shaft, and
placing the metal at as great a distance from the
central axis as possible. They are made of four
bars, or, for additional strength or diameter,

plates or bulb-bars are inserted between the

flanges of the angles. The cap- and base-flanges

are attached to forged bent plates, or angles
riveted to shaft. These stanchions have been
extensively used, as, independently of their

strength, comparatively with their diameter and
sectional area, independently of the fact of being
easily incased in fire-resisting material, either

rectangular or circular shape, to suit the archi-

tecture of the building. Taking a stanchion 14ft.

long, Sin. diameter, the safe load is 80 tons, and
generally, in practice, the full load has been
placed upon them, and proved satisfactory. To
increase the size of the bases and bearing-surface

area of the various steel columns and stanchions

referred to, to provide for heavy or extreme loads,

they rest upon cast-iron bases, formed to suit each

special requirement. The cast bases may either

rest upon joist foundations, hereafter referred to,

or upon adequate stone bases and concrete founda-
tions, the columns and stanchion bases being

bolted down to the cast-iron bases.

THE FIREPROOFtXG OF COLIMXS AND
.ITAXCHIOJfS.

As columns and stanchions carry the greatest

concentrated loads found in modem buildings,

the proper fireproofing of these becomes a most
important subject for consideration ; unfor-

tunately, in only too many cases is this slighted

or omitted, even to a very dangerous extent, as has
been proved in numbers of instances. Many
systems have been introduced, and both the

"hard tile," the "porous tile," "terracotta,"

and concrete have been used extensively. The
requirements in the adequate fireproofing of

columns and stanchions are :— 1. The material

must be indestructible by fire. 2. The material

must not be heat-conducting. 3. The material must
be so secured to the columns or stanchions that it

cannot be dislodged. The use of hard fireclay

tiles is only to be recommended when such tQes

are hollow with a sufficient and proper air-space

around the metal column or stanchion, and even

then experience seems to show that the hard tile

is in no way so satisfactory under great heat as

the porous kinds. Application of cold water in

combination with heat have also proved the hard

tile far less reliable in case of conflagration than

the porous tile, as the hard tile is very apt to

crack off under such conditions. The use of solid

blocks of porous tile well bedded against the metal

column or stanchion or solid pumice concrete,

seems to be the most highly satisfactory. The
requirements for fireproofing the interior columns
and stanchions by the Chicago Ordinance are

defined as follows:— (1) "The coverings for

columns or stanchions shall be, if in brick, 8in.

thick ; if of hollow tile, one covering at least

2jin. thick. If the fireproofing is made of porous

terracotta, it shall be at least 2in. thick, whether

hoUow tile or porous terracotta is used; the

courses shall be so anchored and bonded together

as to form an independent and stable structure."

(2) " In all cases there shall be on the outside

of the tiles a covering of plaster with Portland

cement, or of other solid cement of equal hard-

ness and efficiency when set." (3) " If p'aster-

ing on metallic laths be used as fireproofing, it

shall be in two layers, of which the first shall be

applied in such a manner that the concrete or

plaster will cover the entire external face of the

column or stanchion, while the space between the

two layers shall not be less than lin. The
metallic laths shall in each case be fastened to the

metallic firings and the plastering upon same
shall be made with cement."

FI)i;XDATtOXS FOR COLUMN'S ANIl STAXCHIOXS.

In designing the foundations for columns and
stanchions for a building, where they rest upon a

yielding stratum, proper provision must be made
for the uniform distribution of the weight. In
cases where the loads vary, the foundations

should be proportioned according to the different

loads, so that the bearing per unit of ground area

will be equal, and a uniform settlement of the

structure assured. Where the loads are excessive

an excellent foundation tor columns and stanchions

can be formed with rolled steel joists, either in a

single bed or more, the foundation for them
being prepared by a suitable bed of Portland

cement concrete of ordinary depth, then placing

the joists thereon. Where unusual loads are

to be supported, the joists may be crossed in two
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or more directions, each at right angles, Iheir

distances apart from centre to centre varying

from 9in. to *24in., according to circumstances

—

i.e.,lengthof their projection beyond the misonrj',

thickness of concrete, estimated pressure per

square foot, &c. They, however, should he placed

at least far enough apart to permit the intro-

duction of concrete filling between the joists. The
most useful application of this system of founda-

tion is on sites where a thin and comparatively

compact stratum overlies another of a more yield-

ing nature. By using joists in such cases, the

requisite spread at the base may be obtained

without penetrating the firm upper stratum or

carrying the footing courses down to an unusual

depth. In covering the joists with concrete, 6in.

should be left at the ends and sides of them, and
Uin. to 2in. on top. A convenient way of doing

tfiis is to make a plank frame of the same si'.e as

the concrete bed, and at the proper height and
perfectly level ; after this is filled it is made for

the next courses, and so on, the whole exterior

rendered with Portland cement, so that no metal

is exposed.

THE METHOD OF C.VLCILATION" FOR JOIr^TS

used in foundations may he stated thus:—The
arms or projections of the two lower courses are

fi.^ed by the lengths of the upper ones, and by the

dimensions of the suVisoil area : hence, the

question is, how many joists are required
''

Let y = projecting arm of any course.

a = width of supporting area.

/ = tot&l load on footing.

M = bending moment on one side of layer.

Then the length of joist = a + y + y = a + ly.

Load on y = '.'/ and since the distribution
(J ~ 2 y

of the load on every layer is uniform, we have-

' .V „ ,„„„ .™ y _ I u-If X lever arm
a + i y 2 2 (a + 2 y)

In calculating the lower course, y becomes a

known quantity and il an unknown. The usual

spacing where three tiers are used is l.iin. for

lower tier, 12in. for middle tier, 9in. for top tier.

For any other spacing of pressure than given, M
can be found from the formula

—

M -^Jt
When P : the projections in feet for the several

tiers of beams.
h = the allowable beaiing capacity per

square foot of ground in tons,

s = spacing in inches.

The method in regard to the calculation of such
footings is still an unsettled question, as some
engineers claim that the action of the concrete
filling, with its tendencj' to bind the iron and
concrete together, causes the foundation to act as

a whole, and thus possess a moment of resistance

much greater than the sum of resistance of the

individual layers. But in view of the uncertainty
of such assumption, the method of calculating all

moments about the edge of the casting would seem
more logical, as well as being on the safe side.

In determining the sizes of the joists in any layer,

care must be taken to leave sufficient clearance
between the flanges to admit the concrete, which
must be rammed in place. Hitherto this class of

foundation has been hut little used in this country,
although it has been used in several isolated cases.

In Messrs. Jones and Higgins's warehouse, IVck-
ham, it was very successfully used. A modifica-

tion of the system lends itself readily as

foundation for columns, stanchions, and piers for

buildings or comer sites, or where the side of
the building is of such a nature as necessitates
the system being used. It has been used in the
construction of the new premises in the Strand,
at the comer of Adam-street. In this instance
the joists are framed 3in. or lin. wide, and rest
upon the solid concrete foundation, substituting
the usual piers and footings for the front walls
Another instance is in the building of some flats

at Tufnell Park. In this case it was not con-
sidered advisable, from the nature of the site and
the great expense, to take the walls down to the
requisite depth for foundation. Piers about 4ft.

square in Portland cement concrete were taken
down to the solid strata, and upon these pitrs a
framework of steel joists was bui't, properly
fitted and connected together to carry the ex-
ternal and principal internal walls. By this
method, it will he inferred, there is little or no
possibility of any one part of the wall subsiding
without affecting the general structure. The
foundations, basement columns, ic, are either
surrounded by constant moisture or by the wet

clay or earth itself. For such positions cement
mortar should undoubtedly be used, as, from ex-

perience, it seems the most perfect conservator of

metal work. A further recommendation of the

use of cement lies in the fact that the thermic
expansion of Portland cement is practically the

same as that of steel—a fact which insures per-

fect cohesion under any changes of tempera-
ture. It h.is been suggested to rely entirely upon
the preserving qualities of cement rather than
upon a proper painting of the metal work. Pro-

fessor Bauschinger states that his experiments
show a cohesion between steel and concrete after

hardening of from .^TOlb. to 6401b. per square

inch, which is more than the tensile strength of

good concrete ; but in building work a perfect

union between the cement mortar and metal
work can never be attained at all points, and a

thorough coat of paint must be largely relied

upon. All constructive steelwork should there-

fore be well coated with either lampblack mixed
with oil, or red lead and linseed-oil, the very best

of materials being employed. The oxide of iron

or mineral paint which has generally been speci-

fied for all painting of the metal-work has been
found to separate from the steel and form an
oxidation of the metal behind the paint. A
mixture of red-lead and linseed-oil is now con-

sidered as the best protective coating for iron or

steel. Having regard to their importance in

steel construction, we have dealt somewhat in

detail with columns and stanchions, together

with their foundations. We will now proceed to

deal with girders, their connections, and bearings,

and the various forms of floors.

In designing a building numerous cases occur
where a single joist-girder will not be suitable,

and it may be necessary to increase the length of

the spans, so as to reduce the number of the sup-

porting columns or stanchions to the minimum,
or perhaps heavy, concentrated loads, such as

columns, stanchions, brick walls, chimney-breasts,

and stacks, necessitate the introduction of plate

and angle-riveted girders, or compound girders

of joists and plates. Having calculated the loads

on the several girders, it is an easy matter to de-

termine the sections most suitable to the purpose.

It frequently happens in designing a building

that excessive loads are concentrated at two or

more points of the floor, and in order to confine

the construction within the limits of the design

without increasing the sections where the mini-

mum loads occur, recourse has to be had to various

methods. The depth of the girder being reduced
to the minimum in order to obtain the re-

quired strength, the flanges of the girders must be
unusually wide, the webs well stiffened or trussed.

An illustration of ttis occurs in ground floor

ceiling of the West Australian Bant, ComhiU,
as also the ceiUnjr of the news-room of the Shore-
ditch Libr.ary. Where the ends of the girders

rest upon the wall, it is advisable to use steel

bearing-plates or joists to distribute the pressure

over a greater surface, and thereby prevent the

crushing of the material.inthe wall directly under
the girder. In most cases a large tough stone

will be sufficient ; but where the pressure is

heavy, both plates and stone should he used.

The average pressure per square foot for brick-

work should not exceed 6 tons, and for stone 12

to 20 tons, according to its character. In calcu-

lating for loads upon girders where the bricks are

laid regularly that the probable line of rupture

providing the girder should fail will be found to

be inside of the sides of an isosceles triangle,

whose base is the span, and whose height is one-

third of the sp.an ; in order to be entirely upon
the safe side, the weight of the wall between
vertical lines directly over the girder for a

height equal to that of the triangle is fre-

quently adopted as the load to be carried. How-
ever, it should be noted that for gieen walls,

or wal's having openings, this rule does not

apply, as the full height of the wall between
the points of suppport must be provided for.

Where the width of the w.alls, either internal

or ex'emal, exceeds 14in. that are supported by
girders, it is advisable to use compound girders

or plate girders : and where plate girders, it is

preferable to have them double-webbed, or box
girders, the latter giving greater stability than

the single-web girder. In all built girders it is

advisable that the flanges alone are to l»e con-

sidered as resisting the bending moments, and
both flanges nominally of the same section. No
angles used smaller than 2Mn. by 2Jin. by Ain.,

and no webs of less thickness than jin. Stiffeners

of tee orangle-bars must be used where the depth
of the girder is above a certain ratio in proportion
to the web (say, 70 times), and disposed so as to

resist the shearing forces upon the web. In all

cases it is absolutely necessary that they are

provided at all hearings, and at points of con-

centrated loadings, and where straight stiffeners

are used (they being preferable in girders for

building work) the ends of them both top and
bottom must fit closely against the flange angles

in order to fulfil their proper functions. The safe

loads for steel joists are given in the various

merchants' catalogues, as also for compound
girders made of joists and plates. In designing
compound girders— say, of two joists, with plate

top and bottom, take the safe load given for

the two joists, making due allowance for the

quantity of miterial taken from the flanges

in the rivet-holes, and the difference must be

provided for in the sectional area of the plates.

The distinct functions of the flanges and webs of

all girders with thin, continuous webs are that

the whole of the horizontal strains must be pro-

vided for in the flanges, the web practically

taking no part in resisting them, neither are the

horizontal flanges considered to take part in

resisting the shearing forces, the whole of which
must be provided for in the webs. In selecting

joista for girders or similar purposes, the prop;r-

tion of depth to length should not be less than
one-twentieth of the span, otherwise deflection

may take place. Due allowance must be made
for all holes drilled in the joists for connections,

&c., more especially for such that are placed in

the flanges. The depth of plate girders should

be one-tenth to one-sixteenth of the span : the

greatest economy of material is perhaps obtained

at one-twelfth. For continuous girders or girders

fixed at the ends, the depth may vary from one-

fifteenth to one-twentieth of the span. The
width of the flange not less than one -thirtieth to

one-fortieth of the span, and no plates should be
less than Jin. thick. The general formula for

plate girders of this class is

—

S JJ

S = strain on top and bottom fimga at centre

in tons.

W = weight distributed in tons.

L = length of girder (or span in feet.

D = effective depth of girder in feet.

Steel may be strained to 7 tons per square

inch in tension and compression, although some
authorities limit it to 6 tons per square inch.

Before considering the most economicalarrange-
ment of steelwork for floors, the question of loads,

which very largely governs the design of the floor

system, must be examined. The loads in building

construction may be classified as dead, live, and
eccentric loads, the principal loads affecting the

floor systems are :

—

Diatl hods, comprising all of the static loads

due to the constructive parts of a building,

stationary machinery, water tanks, or other

permanent loads.

Live !o^d^, comprising the people in the build-

ing, office furniture, movable stocks of goods, or

varying loads of any character.

The maximum live-load per square foot is

usually assured as follows :

—

For Crowd of ppople S^Ib.

,, Floors of house 40 „
„ Theatres and churches 81,,
,, Ballrooms or drill-haUB 9<) „
., Warehouses, &c from 250,, up.
„ Factories 20Jto450.,

While 80lb. is the maximum possible live load per

square foot from a crowd of people (unless dancing
be considered.) Still, we can hardly expect to

realise any such load under the conditions

governing an office building. Large crowds very

seldom collect in offices, except on the lower

floors devoted to stores or hanking purposes, and
greater allowances are generally made for such

places ; the ordinary office furniture will certainly

not exceed and seldom equal the weight allowed

for persons, and hence additional security is

introduced. These loads used in the calculations

affecting the girders, columns, and stanchions

must not be confounded with the required loads

for the strength of the individual floors, while the

live load per foot super, may be reduced over large

areas in proportioning the girders and columns.

The maximum possible live load must still be
t

used when any single floor is considered by '

itself. The practice in America seems to b.i

pretty well defined in the matter of decroasj of
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live louds per scuiiiro foot, as thfy lire transferred

from beams to girders, from girders to columns,
or stanchions, and thence down the columns to

the footings. This practice is founded upon the

supposition that it is quite possilile that the beams
may sometimes have to carry their full capacity

in live loads, while the chances are increasingly

loss that the girders or columns will ever be re-

quired to carry anywhere near their full capacity

if a full load had been assumed. The fully-

loaded area would probably never be largo, and a

girder or coluuin would rarely, if ever, lie in the

centre of siu-h area. The ell'ect of a live or

moving load, causing vibration in the parts of a

structure, is also gradually lessened, as the vibra-

tion, if any, is taken up in the transfer of the

load from member to member, so that by the time

it reaches the footings, or foundations, the live

load is ignored entirely. As examples of this

system of calculation the following may be men-
tioned. In the Venetian Building in L'hicago,

the beams were calculated for the following iive

loads :

—

Upper floors, per foot super 351b.
Second, third, and fourth floors, ditto GO „
First lloor. ditto 80 „

Girders carry SO per cent, columns 50 per cent,

of the loads. The weight of the steel girders,

and brick or tile partitions are actually calculated

for a typical floor plan, and then rated at so

much per s(iuare foot of floor surface. The dead
loads assumed in the old Colony Building,
Chicago, comprised :

—

Flooring 41b.
Beademng 18 ,,

Tile arches 35 „
Iron i 10 ,,

Fluster 5„
Partitions 18,,

Total 901b.

per foot super.

giving the following results :

—

Girders. Columns. Footings.

where great and varia ble strains occur, either

by crowds or the vibration of heavy machinery.
The strength of these steel floorings when riveted

together is considerable, as each trough may be
treated as a girder. As the whole is riveted

together, no one portion can deflect without
dragging down the adjoining troughs for some
distance from the point of application of the

weight. At this stage it would not be advisable

to go into the question of the finishing of the

floors, as we consider it ought to be treated

separately, or dealt with in a special paper. In

order to render a building "fireproof" where
steel construction is used, it is absolutely neces-

sary that every member of the construction must
be thoroughly and adequately incased in some
fire-resisting material, so as to remove the metal
from the direct action of the fire ; and if this

particular is insisted upon, we shall not have
such lamentable catastrophes that continually

occur, more particularly in city buildings.

At the conclusion of the paper a hearty vote

of thanks was accorded Mr. Cunnington on the

motion of Mr. B. Flight Fletcher, seconded by
Mr. (.'. H. Brodie, and supported by Messrs. B.

MoRL.\xi), Gii'i-oiui Re.vd, and JI.^rk Fawcett.

" jaw-boxes"—are also largely used in some parts

of the country. They are impermeable and easily

cleansed, but are liable to damage from rust and
chipping of the enamel. In small houses, where
no other sink is provided for kitchen use, all the

greasy and rough work is carried on here. The
vegetables, dishes, cooking utensils, fee, are

usually washed in portable iron or wooden tubs

set apart for such purposes ; the dirty liquids

being afterwards emptied into the sink.

Figs. 27 and 28 are illustrations of the ordinary

pattern of stoneware scullery-sink. They are

comparati\ely shallow, and as no solid plug is

provided to the outlet, therefore no overflow is

needed. The waste-pipe from the sink must b9

Beams.
Live loads 70 .

Dead loads 90 .

50
93

40
90

Total KiOlb. 1401b.

.SA^fITAKV WORK. — III.

SINKS.

IN its elementary form a sink may be defined as

a basin or trough designed to receive dirty

and waste waters. Sinks are, however, largely

used for washing-up purposes in connection with

the varied operations of domestic life. As a con-

sequence, slop or waste waters are formed, each

of which may be totally distinct in character, so

90

901b.

In the administrative block of the Royal In-
firmary, Liverpool, which is five floors high, a
similar system of calculation was adopted in

regard to the strength for the lower columns and
girders. In floors generally, one of the main
points to be considered is that they must be firm
and rigid, and at the same time lis light as pos-
sible and subject to no vibration. To insure this
desideratum, the joists must be of adequate depth.
Where floor framing abuts on girders, it is seated
on angles which are riveted or bolted to the webs,
and in special cases the joists are angle -cleated to

the girders.

STEEL PLOORIXG.

There arc several systems of steel flooring, each
having some special features and more suitable
for particular purposes .-—Xo. 1 is flooring made
of steel trough-bars of various sections and
weights per foot, from 4jin. deep to 12in. deep

;

the depth of the 12in. section can be increased to
15|in. deep by the addition of bars. The sections
up to 12in. deep are riveted together on the
neutral axis, and the sections over 12in. deep
require two rows of rivets. This steel flooring is

used in the floors of the National Liberal Club,
Prudential Building, Ilolborn, and in the Bishops-
gate Goods Depot. Section No. 2 (Messrs. ^\'m.
Lindsay and Co.) is roUed in depths lOin., 12in.,
Hin.,and 18in. if required. In this section it

will be observed the riveting is on the top and
bottom flange. Section No. 3 is either rolled or
pressed in several depths and strengths, and is

used as in No. 4, with plain bar riveted to both
top and bottom, the edges of the troughs abutting.
It is also used as No. 5, with the troughs lapping
and one row of rivets top and bottom. Section
No. 6 is a simple form of flooring, composed of
plain plates and angles riveted and connected. It
can be made any strength, depth, or span by
increasing the sectional area of the plates and
angles, or by increased depth. It is nominally
the same price per ton as the other section.
Where the ends bear upon the waUs, steel
or iron bearing-plates must be provided, and
it is advisable to keep these plates a little

distance in from the face of the brickwork.
These several classes of flooring can be fixed
either upon the top or bottom flange of the
girders, or upon angle-bars that are riveted upon
the webs of the girders, and bolted down. These
floors are well adapted for warehouses, factories,
mansions, and public buildings, or in any situation

FlO. 27

that it is not only convenie:it, but even necessary,

that they should be dealt with separately. A
type of sink must, therefore, be selected, which
shall be suitable for each particular case.

For ordinary household requirements sinks

maybe divided into five classes—viz., (1) Scullery

and kitchen sinks, (2) butlers' pantry sinks, (3)

housemaids' washing-up sinks, (4) housemaids'
slop sinks or closets, (5) laundry sinks or troughs.

They are usually made of glazed stoneware, fire-

clay, earthenware, slate, galvanised or enamelled

iron, and wood lined with copper and lead.

P'ormerly, stone sinks were largely used : but

are now practically obsolete. They were most
difficult to keep clean, as the stone was found to

absorb grease and other impurities, with the

result that, after a time, they became most
offensive.

For permanent sanitary efficiency it is essential

that the materials composing the sink should be
non-absorbent, not easily acted upon by acids or

trapped immediately under the outlet, and after-

wards carried directly through an external wall,

so as to discharge over a trapped surface gully.

A small anti-siphonage pipe should also be fixed

near the crown of the siphon trap, and carried

through the outer wall into the open air so as to

prevent the water-seal of the trap being broken.

Trapped surface gullies intended tor the recep-

tion of greasy liquids, as from scullery sinks, kc,
must be suitably arranged for the purpose. They
should be frequently cleansed by means of the

discharge from a small automatic flushing tank.

Where large quantities of greasy liquid .are dis-

ch.arged, a grease-trap is frequently fixed, the

accumulations of grease being then periodically

removed by hand from the trap. For large

mansions, hotels. Sec, separate sinks for washing-

up purposes are provided. These are made much
deeper than the ordinary form of scullery sink,

and are fitted with a solid plug and overflow or a

combined plug and standing w.aste, so that they

may be filled with water when required.

Fig. 29 shows a glazed stoneware sink fitted

with a visible standing overflow and plug. The
top of the overflow is protected by a movable

perforated grating to prevent the passage of solids

of large size. In this instance the waste is shown

.alkalies, and having a perfectly smooth surface.

The internal angles should be rounded, every part

of the fitment being exposed to view, and easily

accessible for cleaning purposes. The special

requirements of each class of sink in general use

will now be considered in detail.

SCILI.EUV .\NI) KITCHEN- SIXK.<.

These are principally intended to receive the

various ifreasy and dirty liquids which ordinarily

arise from culinary operations : they are con-

tinually subject to much rough usage, and must,

therefore, be thoroughly strong, and impervious

to moisture. White glazed fireclay and salt-

glazed stoneware provide a very satisfactory fit-

ment for this purpose. They should be free from

fire-cracks or flaws of every description.

Enamelled iron sinks—commonly known as

fixed to a sink of stock pattern, but it should

prefer.ably be placed in a small recess at the side.

An illustration of what is known as a " high

back" sink is shown in Fig. 30.

The wash-up sink, shown in Fig. 31—and

known as Shank's "Modern" sink—is made in

white-glazed fireclay, the outlet being arranged

within a small recess at the back, so as to be well

out of the way when the sink is being used.

Fig. 32 is the sketch of a combined sink and

drainer, formed in one piece of white-glazed fire-

clay. When in use, a movable wooden grating,

or a fluted bo.ard of elm or teak is placed on the

sloping drainage surface to receive the dishes or

utensils after being washed, and thus minimise

any risk of breakages.

When sep.arate sinks are provided for washing

vegetables, &c., glazed stoneware or fireclay is

admirably adapted for the purpose, but for

washing dishes, plates, and other ware, they are

a fruitful cause of breakages, unless very great

care is taken. To avoid this, a loose wooden

grating is sometimes fitted to the bottom of the

washing-trough.
Enamelled iron wash-up sinks may also be

obtained : but they possess no sanitary advantages

over those of well-glazed stoneware or porcelain.

Sinks which are chiefly or entirely intended

for washing-up crockery are usually made of

wood, lined with lead or copper. Lead-lined

kitchen sinks consist of a box of well-seasoned
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pine or deal, about 12in. deep, and lined inside

with sheet lead. The bottom of the sink must be
sloped towards the outlet of the waste, which
should preferably be prorided with an exposed
standing overflow. The sheet-lead used for lining

Fio. 31.

purposes must be extra stout, that for the bottom
weighing not less than 121b. per superficial foot,

and 81b. lead for the sides.

A section through a lead-lined wash-up sink is

shown in Fig. 33. The trough is made of Ijin.

wrought yellow pine, dovetailed at angles, the
bottom tongued into the sides and ends, and the
whole put together with white-lead. All the

interior angles are filled in with a small triangular

or hollow fillet, in order that they may be well
rounded. »Sheet-lead is then dressed over the
top edges and close copper-nailed thereto, all the
joints being securely soldered. The sink is

i

Fio. 32.

finished with a teak or other hard-wood capping
secured with brass caps and screws. A perforated
brass hollow plug and waste is provided to the
outlet, together with a 2in. diameter lead trap
and waste-pipe. An anti-siphonage pipe is fixed

near the crown of the trap, the waste being
arranged to discharge into (or over) a trapped
surface gully outside.

A slate or marble slab is sometimes fixed at the
back of the sink, or the surface of the wall
finished with tiles, or rendered smooth in cement.
Frequently the sink is prorided with a hard wood

Fio. 33.

cover or top, which is designed to act as a drain-
ing board when .Oiiy washing-up is taking place.
Lead-lined sinks insure an impervious and at the
same time a soft and yielding surface which is
most desirable for washing-up purposes ; but the

susceptibility of the metal when subject to

extremes of temperature causes it to expand and
contract considerably. The metal then rises in

ridges or folds, and these, after a time, wear into

holes, thus necessitating constant soldering and
repair. For this reason copper-lined sinks are to

be preferred, as they practically possess all the
merits of sheet-lead without it^ corresponding
disadvantages. Tinned sheet - copper for the
bottom should weigh about 3ilb. per foot super-
ficial, and 2jlb. for the sides. The remaining
details of construction are similar to those just

mentioned for lead-lined sinks (see Fig. 33).

Fig. 34 is an illustration of Jennings's copper-
lined wash-up sink, provided with two compart-
ments, the ware being washed in one and after-

wards rinsed in the other. Each compartment is

provided with an exposed standing overflow and
waste, the wood capping and grooved dntining-
boards being of teak.

IIUTLEIIS' r.^NTRY .SINKS.

These are entirely reserved for washing-up
glass, china, and other fragile articles which
require a more careful handling than is usually
obtained in the average kitchen. As indicated by
the name, they are generally fixed in the butler's

pantry. A lead- or copper-lined sink, similar to

those already described, should generally be pro-
vided in preference to stoneware, fireclay, or
enamelled iron, so as to reduce the risk of break-
ages to a minimum. The pantry sink may also

be advantageously divided into two compartments,
for washing and rinsing respectively, whilst the

draining-board may be of plain grooved teak, or

covered with lead, pewter, or copper. Sinks are

sometimes made entirely of wood, the metal
lining being omitted. Such a construction is not
only objectionable on sanitary grounds, but they

Fio. 34.

are also quite unfitted to withstand constant wear
and tear.

HOl'SEM.ilDS' W.4SHIX0-IP SIXKS.

Glazed stoneware or porcelain sinks are largely

used for this purpose ; but unless care is exercised

they are apt to prove destructive to toUet-bottles

and j ugs when these articles are being cleaned
and refilled with water. If preferred, a copper or

lead-lined sink may be substituted as being less

dangerous to bedroom ware. The sink should be
conveniently placed for serving the bedrooms,
whilst both hot and cold water should be laid

on for the convenience of the servant.

.Sinks similar to those shown in Figs. 29 and
30 may be used for housemaids' washing-up
purposes. The standing overflow and waste
shown in Fig. 29 should be placed in a small
recess at the side or back. The waste from the
sink must be properly trapped, and discharge
into a vertical waste outside the buUding. The
upper end of the vertical external waste should
be carried above the eaves, whilst the lower end
is arranged to discharge into or over a trapped
surface guUy. An anti-siphonagc pipe should be
fixed near the crown of the trap xmder the sink,

and connected to the vertical waste outside, so as

to properly maintain the water-seal of the trap.

In many instances the housemaids' washing-up
sink and slop-sink are combined so as to practi-

cally form one fitment. The waste-pipe from the
wash-up sink may then be arranged to discharge
into the basin of the slop-sink, instead of being
separately carried outside the building.

housemaids' SLor-sixKs.

As these conveniences are intended to receive

the slops and other fouled liquids from bedrooms,
it is necessary that they should be designed and
fixed on similar lines to those laid down for

waterclosets. In fact, for small houses the

watercloset also acts as the slop-closet to the
dwelling. For buildings where a separate slop-

sink is required, the simple and inexpensive
pattern shown in Fig. 35 is largely used. It is

suitable for the comer of a housemaid's room, and
stands within a glazed stoneware safe. The sink
is of the same general form as a wash-down
closet, and must be fixed in the same manner.

I.AIXDRY .SIXKS OR TROVGHS.

Fixed laundry sinks or troughs are not usually
considered necessary for small houses. The soiled

linen is either washed at stated intervals in o

Fio. 35.

portable galvanised iron or wooden washing
trough, or else sent to a public laimdry. For
large mansions, hotels, and other similar establish-

ments where a certain amount of washing must
be constantly carried on, an outbuilding is usually
set apart for this particular purpose, and fitted up
with a series of laundry troughs and other
appliances according to requirements.

Fig. 36 is a sketch of a white enamelled fireclay

laundry tink or washtub arranged with soap-trays
and holes for hot and cold water supply-taps. A
2in. diameter waste, fitted with brass washer,
chain, and vulcanite plug, is fixed in the bottom
of each trough. Where a range of troughs is

provided, the wastes may discharge into a sur-

face channel formed in the floor, which, in its

turn, discharges over a trapped gully outside.

The surface channel should be frequently and
thoroughly cleansed by hand. Instead of dis-

charging into a surface channel, the wastes are

sometimes connected by means of a main waste-
pipe designed to discharge outside ; but the pipe
soon becomes foul with soapy and other matters,
and cannot be readily cleansed.

Owing to the great weight of fireclay and
stoneware wash-tubs, they are usually supported
on white enamelled piers of the same material,

instead of brackets. The edges of the supports

Fio. 36.

should be well rounded, and the piers so con-

structed that the space under the troughs may be

easily kept clean.

Where a large amount of rough treatment is

anticipated, strong wooden troughs are frequently

used. They are made of well-seasoned yellow

deal or pine Ijin. thick, \vrought, grooved,

tongtied, and bolted together with Jin. copper or

gunmetal bolts, the joints being put together

with white-lead. The front is made to slope

slightly towards the bottom. The internal

dimension of each trough is usually about 2ft. Gin.

by 1ft. 6iii., and Ift. 3in. deep. Wooden laundry

troughs are inferior to glazed fireclay sinks from

a sanitary standpoint, owing to the porous and
absorbent nature of the material used in their

construction.
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THE I'ltOPOSED RKOrsTltATION OF
AUCHITKCTS.

UNDER tho auspices o{ the Society of Archi-

tects, a mooting w:is held at the Arts Club,

(irainger-street, Nowcastle-on-Tyne, on Monday
night, to consider the question of the statutory

rfgifetration of architects. Thcrfi was a fair

attendance. Mr. S. Trevail, F.R.I.B.A., of

Truro (vico-proeidont), occupied the chair. It

was announced that a large number of replies

had been received from well-known are^hitocts,

encouraging the promoters to persevere in their

endeavours to obtain registration. Mr. Ellis
Maii.si.anii, of London (hon. secretary), g.ive an
address, in which he traced tho history of the

movement which they were met to discuss. In

1886 circulars were issued, embodying registra-

tion proposals, and 1,300 replies were received,

with the result that a Bill was introduced in the

House of t'ommons. That Bill included archi-

tects, engineers, and surveyors. In 1893, how-
ever, a Bill was introduced dealing with architects

alone, and had been brought in evfry year
since, being down for reading ajrain in April

next. Before success could be looked for, it

would be necessary to show that there was
sometliing like unanimity among architects on
the subject. The Society of Architects was
organising a series of meetings in the chief

provincial centres, and if it should be found
that there was a preponderance of opinion in

favour of registration, they would make strong
efforts to carry it out. Registration would mean
that every man practising architecture was duly
qualified by examination. It would close the

doors to incompetent men, raise the standard of

the profession, secure the confidence of the public,

and receive State recognition. It was not pro-
posed for one moment that all who desired to

build should employ an architect ; but if registra-

tion were adopted, henceforth no person who was
not qualified would be entitled to call himself an
architect. Registration would enable every one
to ascertain who were propprly qualified. One of

the first effects of registration would be to put a
stop to the increase of incompetent practitioners.

Mr. J. W. Dvsox, of Newcastle, moved the fol-

lowing resolution :
—" That this meeting cordially

approves the principle of the statutory examina-
tion and registration of architects, and is of
opinion that it is desirable, in the interests

of the public and the architectural profession,

to promote a Bill in Parliament for the
attainment of this object." Mr. Dyson added
that they were not in opposition to the
Royal Institute ; but what, he asked, was the
use of an examination unless there were some
recognition of it afterwards r Mr. Ord, of
Durham, seconded the resolution. Some discus-
sion followed, in which it was suggested that
pressure should be brought to bear on the Royal
Institute of British Architects to support the
registration proposals. One speaker pointed out
that it was much more necessary that architects
should be registered than plumbers, though he
was ready to admit that the latter were a useful
and important body of men. Qualified architects
had to submit to many disadvantages because of
the absence of registration, which, if adopted,
would not merely benefit the profession, but
would be distinctly in the public interest. The
resolution was carried unanimously ; and it was
resolved that it should be sent to the members of
Parliament for constituencies in Northumberland
and Durham. Another suggestion which found
favour was that the signatures of as many archi-
tects as possible be obtained to a petition
embodying the resolution.

OBITUARY.
Ma.i»u T. a. Skeltox, .I.P., architect and

surveyor, of Portland-street, Southampton, and
of (Jakfield, Bitteme, a justice of the peace for

the borough, died at Burlington, Shirley, on
Friday morning. ^ome few yaars ago the

deceased gentleman, whilst at Plymouth on
business, had a paralytic seizure, from which he
really never wholly recovered, although until a

short time ago he was able to carry on his

professional duties. Major Skelton for a long

period was connected with the Southampton
Rifle Volunteers, and was formerly secretary of

the Conservative party. Major Skelton was
added to the Commission of the Peace for the

borough on the 'iTth June, 1H92. He leaves a

widow and family. Mr. Skelton was a native

of Southampton, being a son of Mr. T. Skelton,

printer and lithographer. Before his illne=s ho was
intimately identified with several commercial
undertakins;, and aided much in the development
of the St. Denys estate, and of estates at Midan-
bury, Bitteme, and Lyndhurst-road. One of his

inventions, which he patented, received much
attention from gas engineers and others interested

in improved gas illumination in the days when the

electric light was yet in its infancy. This was the

catoptric lamp, the main feature of which was
that the upward rays of the flime from the gas

burner were reflected by an ingenious arrange-

ment fitted within the lamp and thrown down-
ward, the light being thus practically doubled.

Mr. Skelton was the architect of the present

Southampton Workhouse, his plans being selected

in competition. He was a well-known amateur
astronomer.

Mb. James Bakwell, founder of the firm of

Messrs. Birwelland Sons, brassfounders, &c., of

Great Hampton-s'reet, died at his residence,

Hampton-road, Edgbaston, early on Tuesday
morning. The deceased gentleman, who was in

his Slst year, was a native of Birmingham, and
took a good deal of interest in its institutions.

Mr. Birwell was a governor of the Bluecoat

School for fourteen years, and a prominent
supporter of the Church Pastoral Aid Society

and the Church Missionary Society. He was a

very strongly-pronounced Conservative ; but his

urbane mi>nner and kindly disposition won for

him the esteem of friends o£ all parties.

OOHPETITIONS.
BoscoMiiE.—The design submitted by Mr.

(i. A. Bligh Livesay, A.R.I.B.A., Salisbury
Chambers, Boscombe, and Bournemouth, has
been placed first, and gained him the premium
awarded in open competition for the proposed re-

building of the Boscombe Hospital. The cost of

the entire scheme, which will be carried out in

sections, is about £10,000. The assessors were
Messrs. Young and Hall, of London.

Pitney.—A new public library is to be built

at Putney, and a limited competition of designs
submitted by the following chosen architects has
just been held and decided, a first premium of

thirty guineas, and a premium of twenty guineas
to be paid to the remaining competitors—viz

,

Messrs. Maurice B. Adams, F.R.I.B.A. : U. L.

and G. R. Crickmay, F.R.I.B.A ; S. W. Lee,

F.R.LB.A. ; S. Perks, A.R.I.B.A. ; and S. R.
J. Smith, F.R.I.B.A., the author of the first

premiatedplan being Mr.F. J.Smitfi, F.R.I.B.A.,
whose design has been provisionally chosen sub-

ject to the modification of the elevation. The
site is in Disraeli-road, and the cost is limited to

,€8,000.

"W'ADEiiuinGE.—For memorial schools at Wade-
bridge, Cornwall, fourteen sets of desi^jos were
received from different architects, and those pre-

pared by Messrs. Kerley and Ellis, of Esmouth,
have been selected as the best. Working draw-
ings and specifications have been made by the

above-named architects, -who are now inviting

tenders for carrying out the work.

A new hospital for hip diseases is about to be
built on a site of 3J acres at Tub's Hill, Savenoaks,
the present buildings in that town being quite
inadequate. Mr. T. G. Jackson, R.A., is the
architect.

A special meeting of the Derby Town Council was
held last week for the purpose of electing a can-
didate to fill the office of borough surveyor in suc-
cession to the late Mr. R. J. Harrison. The salary
is £600 a year, rising to £760, and there were up-
wards of SO candidates for the post. These were
reduced to four—namely, Mr, Win, Dyack, Burgh
engineer, Aberdeen (who retired before the voting
took place) ; Mr. E. S. Eounthwaite, borough sur-
veyor of Sunderland ; Mr. Howard Smith, engineer
of Lynton and Barnstaple (formerly city surveyor
of Carlisle), and Mr. John Ward, assistant city
surveyor of Sheffield. Mr. Ward was elected, the
first choice lying between him and Mr. Howard
Smith.

The new Wesleyan Methodist .Sunday-school,

Willington, Co. Durham, has now be^n completed
at a cost of about £900. The architect was Mr.
H. T. Gradon, of Durham.

The activity which has been prevalfint at the
Auction Mart for some time past was fully main-
tained last week. The aggregate realisation was
£165,897, as compared with £102,717 registered for

the same period in 1897, thus placing this year,

which already holds a considerable lead over its

predecessor, still further in advance. The demand
for licensed properties has recently slackened, and
there can be no doubt that prices have been unduly
inflated during the last two years.

The Massachusetts Institute of Technology at

Boston is about to make a large addition to the

building already occupied by its architectural and
engineering departments. The new structure will

contain a new laboratory for the department of

mechanical engineering, three lecture and recitation

rooms, a modelling room, and drawing rooms for

the architectural department, the architectural

library, gymnasium for women students, and
laboratories for the department of biology. In the

upper story will ba an architectural museum, and
some rooms devoted to industrial chemistry.

A general meeting of the heritors of Coldingham
has been held in the Priory Church of that

parish. The object of the meeting was to receive

the report of a committee appointed to inquire as

to the preservation of the remains of the old Priory.

The committee reported that they had had the

benefit of the advice of Mr. A. J. Heiton, architect,

and they now recommended that, as a first step,

the heritors should authorise them to have the lines

of the exterior walls marked out on the turf where-
ever that could be done without interfering with

the graves in the churchyard. The committee
further recommend that, when the lines of the

old building have been thus ascertained, sepulture

should, as far as possible, cease within the old

church. Mr. Usher, in moving the adoption of the

report, said that, as regarded a suggestion of prob-

able restoration of the Priory, there was really

nothing left that could be restored or preserved

except the portion of the Priory—the choir—in
which they were met. It would not be of practical

utility to rebuild the Priory as a model of what had
been there.

CHIPS.
The room facing Queen's Bench Judges' chambera

at Royal Courts of Justice, hitherto used for arbitra-

tion meetings, is being fitted up as a court, and will

in future be known as Queen's Bench Court X.
There will be a raised bench for the j udge, and a
witness-box, but the new court will not be available

for jury cases.

A new chapel has been erected at LlandrindoJ,
Wells, and special consideration has been given to

the ventilation, which is carried out on the Boyle
system.

The additions to the Boothferry-road board
schools, Goole, are being warmed and ventilated by
means of Shorland's patent Manchester stoves, those

previously supplied having proved very satisfactory.

M. Falguiere's statue of Dr. Charcot, one of his

finest works, is shortly to be placed in the Cour de

I'Hospice de la Salpetriere, Paris.

The death is announced of Mr. Thomas Rigby,
manager to the Bury Corporation Waterworks.
He was a prominent Freemason in Eist Lan-
cashire. After being secretary to the old Bury ,

Waterworks Company, he was, on the incorpora-

tion of the borough, appointed manager of the

now extensive Bury W'aterworks undertaking.

At Marlborough-street Police-court, on Tuesday,
George Veale, a builder, of Dunsmore-road, Stam-
ford Hill, was summoned for obtaining £600 by
false pretences from Elward Collins, managing
clerk to a firm of solicitors. Evidence was given

that the prisoner borrowed this sum. making a

statutory declaration at the time that £1,000 was
due to him by a brewery company, but that the

prosecutor had since found out that a receiving

order in bankruptcy had been made against the

defendant. The further hearing was adjourned.

Mr. Robert Treloar, of 27, Peckham-road, Cam-
berwell, formerly of Elham, and of the firm of

Treloar and Sons, cocoa fibre manufacturers, Lud-
gateHill. who died on March 13 last, aged 53 years,

left personal estate of the value of £16,413 193. Id.

He appointed as executor his brother, Mr. Alder-

man William Purdie Treloar, of Ludgate Hill, and
left to him all his real and personal estate abso-

lutely.

The opening services at a new Wesleyan school-

chapel in Lidypit-lane, Beeston Hill, Leeds, took

place on Monday. Mr. G. F. Danby, Leeds, is the

architect of the building, which is a plain structure,

built of brick, with stone dressings, and affords

accommodation for 2.10 worshippers. There are

three classrooms. The cost has been £1,400.

Mr. W. Schofield had the contract for the brick and
stone work, and Messrs. J. Tomlinson and Son that

for the wood work, a large portion of which is of

pitch-pine.

An oil painting by Scott of the Pantiles, Tun-
bridge Wells, at the close of the last century, has

just been presented to the corporation of Tunbridge

Wells by Mrs. J. Stone Wigg, as a memorial of her

late husband, the first mayor of the borough. The
picture will be hung in the municipal gallery, which

already possesses two old water-colours of the

Pantiles.
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ILLUSTRATIONS.
DKSKi.V FOH THE DIAMOND JL'BILEE MEMORIAL HALL,

WOLVERHAMPTON. — TECHNICAL SCHOOL, BOOTLE. —
ALHAMBBA TH2ATBB, ATTEBCLIFFE.— FOUR DEVELOP-

MENTS OF PLAN FOR A HOUSE COSTING ONE THOfSAND

POUNDS.—DESIGNS FOR SIMPLE BEDROOM AND DINING

BOOM.—CONtiRBGATlOXAL CHUECH, EICHMOND.— STAIR-

CASB HXI,L, AHLDWOOD.

^ux Jlltt2ttatt0ns.

n-QLVEUHAMPTOX PUBLIC LniR,\RV.

The desirability of placing the main entrance
immediately facing Snow Hill has, in common
with the first premiated plan,* been recognised in
the accompanying design ; but the placing of the
reference-room along Oarrick-street, which is a
much quieter street than Cleveland-road, entirely
reverses the general contrivance of the scheme as
compared with the plan chosen. The curved
outline of the frontage, the restrictions as to
light on the X.E. boundary of the site, and the
very large area stipulated for the lendinfr-library,
formed the leading points of the problem, which
was unduly hampered by an equally stringent
condition as to limitation of cost. The difficulty
of lighting ground-floor rooms 50ft. wide by side
windows only, has been avoided in this plan,
which also has the distinct advantage of con-
veniently separating the administrative depart-
ments of the library from the public part of the
building. The waterclosets are placed to the
rear, and away from the main entrance. The
caretaker's rooms are central, and are reached
without passing through any of the public
apartments, or the necessity of going outside
the building. To economise space, the heating-
chamber is located in a half-basement, in the
midst of the work to be done by the apparatus.
A site is reserved in this plan for the librarian's
house. Passages are reduced to a minimum, and
the staff can control all the public rooms without
leaving the private part of the premises. All the
rooms are of the specified areas. The borrowers'
space provides counter room for nine indicators,
besides seven hatchways and an inquiry counter.
Wall room is contrived for the exhibition of the
framed displayed catalogue in accordance with
the system used at AVolverhampton. Six indicators
at least are necessary to work a lending library
of two-thirds the dimensions given, and nine
certainly will be required when this library is in
full work. The reference books in this plan are
as close to their readers as the lending Ubrar)-
hooka are to the borrowers. The librarian is
situate in the centre of both departments, which
are thus under his immediate control, and yet his
room is quite private and the working can go on
without his being disturbed. The committee
approach to this room for meetings has the
advantage of being shut off from the public.
Terracotta for the dressings being stipulated, the
necessity of repeats and smallness of detaU had to
be recognised, and so had the condition as to the
building being made to accord with the idea of a
Diamond Jubilee Jlemorial. These particulars

* See Blildixi; News for March 25, 189S.

are condensed from the report accompanying this

design, which was made by Mr. Maurice H.

.Vdams, F.R.I.B.A., in this limited competition.

TECIIXK'.VL SCHOOL, liODTLE, LIVEUPIIOL.

The competition for the proposed technical school

at Bootle was decided some few months ago. The
town council received twenty -two sets of plans

and designs for the buildings, the estimated out-

lay being £15,000, and called in as assessor Jlr.

W. E. WiUink, A.R.I.B.A., of Castle-street,

Liverpool. Acting upon his advice, they re-

solved, on the recommendation of the Free
Library and JIuseum Committee, to divide the

first and second premiums, together amounting
to SOgs., between Messrs. Best and Gallon, of

Prince's Mansions, Victoria-street, Westminster,
and Messrs. Woodhouse and Willoughby, 100,

King-street, Manchester, and to award the third

premium of 20 guineas to Mr. A. J. Rowley, of

High-street, Oxford. Although the merits of

the first two designs were obviously so evenly

balanced that the assessor could not see his way
to place either distinctly first, Mr. Willink
advised that the plans of Messrs. Best and Gallon

were " better adapted to meet the requirements

of the school,'' and this view being adopted by
the town council, that firm have accordingly

been appointed as architects for the building.

The accommodation provides for the usual class-

rooms and workshops, lecture-rooms, and labor.i-

tories, as well as an examination hall to seat

from 280 to 300 students. The site is in Balliol

and Pembroke-roads. We are promised by the

selected architects, Messrs. Best and Gallon, of

Westminster, that we shall have the loan of their

drawings, so that we propose to illustrate the

chosen design at an early date.

ALHAMllR.V THE.ITUE OF V.4.RIETIES, .\TTERCLII1'E

ROAD, SHEFFIELD.

This theatre was opened last January. The front

elevation faces the Attercliffe-road. The lower

portion of the front is of stone, resting on a base

of coloured glazed bricks. The upper part of the

two sides of the building is of red brick, the centre

being of stucco with carved heads to the windows.
The flanking portions on either side, which are

devoted to staircases, are carried up to form
towers, and these are terminated by lead cupolas

and flagstaffs. Arc lamps are suspended over the

main portion of the building, and the windows
being of stained glass with electric lights behind
them, light up the buUding. The interior of the

house is decorated with Jloorish designs, and all

the fittings are in keeping. The seating accom-
modation consists of ground-floor area, with a

gallery over. There are four direct means of

entrance or exit to the ground-floor seats, and
two to the gallery. There is also a pass stair

between the two parts. The stage has a separate

entrance at the back of the building, and in close

proximity are dressing-rooms and the manager's
office. 'The building is of fireproof construction,

and hydrants are provided in case of emergency.
The lighting throughout consists of a duplicate

system of electric light and gas, the former being

supplied by an engine and plant laid down for

the purpose; the gas is only provided in case the

electric light should at any time unexpectedly

not be available. The theatre has been erected

for the Attercliffe Alhambra Company from the

designs and under the superintendence of Messrs.

a. D. JIartin and A. Blomfield Jackson, archi-

tects, both of London. The contractors are Messrs.

G. Longden and Sons, of Sheffield.

EOtU DEVELOPMENTS OF OXE PLAS FOR A HOUSE
COSTING OXE THOUS.AND POUNDS.

These designs are by Mr. James Ransome,
of London, and are based on some smaller

houses of his planning at Wimbledon, Broad-

stairs, and Haslemere, &c. The sketches illus-

trate some possibilities of very varied treatment

applicable to a plan in itself plain and square,

while the arrangement of the rooms is interesting

as showing the amount of accommodation that

may be contrived within a very limited space.

As such the sheet is suggestive.

TWO IXTEKIORS.

These designs, by Mr. Charles E. Vamdell, are

for two rooms of a country house. The dining-

room, after the Jacobean style, is to be panelled

in oak to a height of 8ft. 6in., above which will

hang tapestries. The doors and shutters are to

have ornamental dull steel hinges. The fireplace

sides and hearth wUl be lined with long narrow

red bricks, picked out for their brightness of

colour and ruggedncss in shape. The face of the

chimney-breast would be covered with old 1 hitch

tilca . I n the panelling, bookshelves are arranged

,

the scats being upholstered in a dark green

leather. The plaster ceiling will be panelled

with moulded oak ribs. In the bedroom an
effort has been made to produce a simple and
artistic room. The ceQing joists have been left

showing, to give it an old-time character. Tho
woodwork is to be in pine, stained a warm brown,
and the furniture in ash, stained green.

(OX0!!E(iATI0X.\L CHURCH AND LECTURE HALL,
RICHMOND.

Mu. Philip E. Pilditch is the architect of this

building, of which no further particulars have
reached us.

STAIRCASE HALL, AULDW OOD, SF.AliRIGHT, X.J.

We have no particulars of this work, which has

been carried out from the designs of Messrs.

Shepley, Rutan, and Coolidge, architects, whoso
work, as here seen, is refined and suitable for its

purpose and position. The scheme is, to some
extent, based upon historic examples, and tho

style seems well adapted to modern requirements.

*»*' We are informed that the two stained-

glass cartoons published by us last week were
designed for Messrs. Walter .J. Pearce, Limited,

of Albert-street, Manchester, who executed them
for their own showrooms. This information was
not in our hands when we gave the drawings
referred to.

— ^'^
CHIPS.

The new Wesleyan Methodist day-schools at

Sacristan, Co. Durham, are to be opened at Easter.

Mr. H. T. Gradon, of Durham, is architect for both
schools and church.

In memory of the former vicars of the parish,

St. Martin's Church, Leicester, has been restored,

and a new south porch, erected by aubacription,

has j ust been dedicated. The entrance is enriched
by tour full-length statues of Bishop Magee, St.

Hugh, Bishop of Lincoln, Bishop GrostiHe, and
St. Dunstan. These are the work of Mr. Nathaniel
Hitch, of Vauxhall. About £800 is to be spent in

renovating and improving the organ of the church.

Colonel C. H. Luard, C.E., held an inquiry at the

.Southport Town-hall on Friday week, on behalf of

the Local Government Board, into an application by
the Soutbport Town Council for power to borrow
£'.!1,17S for electric lighting and £18,070 for street

improvements. The electric light extensions consist

of the erection of a OOil-imit engine and alternator

combined, the laying down of two main cables to

the town, and various works connected therewith.

A stained- glass window has been placed in

Corstorphine Church, N.B. The window is of three

lights with tracery, and is situated in the north

transept. The designs are in six groups, illustrative

of the Acts of Mercy. The artists are Messrs.

Ballantyne and Gardiner, of Edinburgh.

The churchwardens of St. Mary-le-Quay Church,
Ipswich, have received a report from Mr. E. F.

Bishop, of that town, architect, stating that, owing
to the spread of dry rot, the fine hammer-beam roof

of the nave and the aisle roof are in an unsafe con-

dition. They have, therefore, closed the church,

and are appealing locally for funds for its restora-

tion. The church, which is in a poor district, and
is slenderly endowed, was built in lUH.

There are in course of erection naval workshops
at Port Edgar, South Queensferry, X.B. These
are to include carpenters' and shipwrights' depart-

ments and blacksmith's shop. The erection is some
50ft. by 40ft., and is laid with concrete flooring.

On Monday next, the Great Xorthern Railway
Company wUl open an important link of their

system in the Nottinghamshire district, consisting of

a new Une forming part of the Leen Valley exten-

sion. The railway joins the Leen Valley line at

Annesley, and, when completed next year, will ex-

tend to Pleasley—a distance of nine miles ; but at

present the line has been carried as far as Skegby

only, or a length of five miles. The railway gives

access to collieries at Kirkby, Teversall, and
rieasley, and when laid throughout will also extend

to the Sliirebrook and Langwith collieries.

The Coventry and District Master Builders'

Association have presented a petition to the corpora-

tion of that city calUiig attention to the require-

ments of the city surveyor with regard to workmen's

houses, to the alleged unnecessary expense, and the

impracticability of these requirements. The general

purposes committee of the corporation have in-

structed the surveyor to report on the question. He
has already stated that he simply enforced the city

by-laws, which have been in force some years, and
are founded on the model code of the Local Govern-

ment Board.
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Butllimg Inttlltsetttt

Ken-ningtox, S.E.—a new theatre is teing

built in kennington Tark-road, from deaigns by

Air. W. R. ti. Sprague. It will have frontages

of about soft, to Ivennington Park-road, 150ft;to

South-place, and 00ft. to De T^une-street. The

main frontages will be executed in white I'ort-

land stone. The elevations are of Italian Renais-

sance character. The more expensive parts of

the house will be entered from Kennington-road

by a few broad stops running the entire length of

the .iOft.-wide colonnade into a vestibule, and

thence to the grand crushroom, which wUl be

42ft. by -i^ft. The walls will be of an Italian

marble, and recessed marble columns wUl be

employed. From this oruehroom one ascends a

marble staircase 2'it. wide, branching oil on each

side to the dress-circle, with a separate entry to

each side of the stalls. Above the main crush-

room will be a ladies' foyer and the grand saloon.

Throughout the interior the decoration will be

French Renaissance in style, with a free intro-

duction of paintings on ceilings and panellings,

whilst the draperings and colourings throughout

will be of soft tints, with n free use of gold. The

auditorium will have a depth of 70ft. and a width

of 60ft., and will be constructed on the two-tier

system. The electric light will be employed.

Exceptionally large saloons are adjacent to each

part of the theatre, the pit saloon having the

walls entirely covered by fancy tUing. The

gallery staircase and pit entries and exits are

lined with white glazed bricks. The theatre

throughout will be heated and ventilated on the

plenum systjm. The stage will be fitted with a

special double asbestos and steel fire-proof curtain,

controllable by one man. The stage will be

about 80ft. wide and 50ft. deep. Large scenery

stores, painting-rooms, and property-rooms are

included in the scheme. Mr. ^iprague hopes to

have the theatre ready in November.

arranged a number of small apartments for

examination. Above them, along the entire

length of the building, will be the great hall,

which will measure just over 120ft. by 50ft., its

height up to the roof-plate being ;i5ft., and to

the visible apex 56ft. 6in. This open-timbered

roof will represent a modification of the hammer-

beam treatment. The organ is to be placed in

the north gaUery. At the other end of the

building there will bo not a gallery proper, but

tiers of seats rising one above the other from the

floor of the hall. Seats will be found for U77

persons, including the orchestra. For heating

purposes a system of warm air, avoiding the use

of radiators, will be adopted. The total cost is

estimated at about £42,000.

Mktuoi'olit.in AsvLiMS BoAiti).—At Satur-

day's meeting of this board the South-Western

Hospital Committee presented a report prepared by

.Mr. T. W. Aldwinckle in regard to the accounts

for alterations and additions at the South-Western

Hospital. The amount of the contract, as sealed,

was £24,300, and the total accounts amounted to

£2S,S57 16s. 6d.—a difference of £4,.)57 16s. 6d.

The report was referred to the finance committee

for consideration and report. Sir. Brass moved

a resolution to the effect that the question of the

expenditure on the Brook Hospital be referred to

the general purposes committee, with directions

to instruct a solicitor to take the opinion of

counsel as to the liability of the architect, Mr.

T. W. Aldwinckle, to refund the managers all or

any portion of the cost of the extra works or

claims ordered or allowed by him on his own

responsibility. T'ltimately an amendment by

Mr. E. White was accepted and agreed to, in

favour of obtaining an opinion on the general

question of the personal liability of architects for

work ordered by them without authority.

Tnr, P.i.ssMnur. ICiiw.iKDS Institvtioxs.—Sir

LoxuoN CovsTV CoixciL. — At Tuesday's

meeting an animated discussion took place on a

recommendation of the General Purposes Com-

mittee that the extreme end of the A'ictoria

Embankment wall, by the comer of ^ye8tminster

Bridge, be approved as a suitable site for the

Boadicea statuary group, by the late Thomas
Thornycroft. Eventually the recommendation

was agreed to by 78 to 36 votes, a proposal to

defer consideration of the recommendation for

three weeks, and to take the opinion of the Presi-

dents of the Academy and the Institute of British

Architects and the First Commissioner of Works
being rejected. It was referred to the Improve-

ments Committee to bring up a scheme for the

embankment of the Thames from the Victoria

Tower- garden to Lambeth Bridge. It was re-

ferred to the Technical Education Board to con-

sider the suitabUity of the Crystal Palace as a

centre of technical instruction, and to ascertain

the terms on which certain parts of the buUding

and grounds could be acquired for such a purpose.

MANCHESTER.—The Owens College buildings,

Oxford-street, will receive in the course of the

next eighteen months an addition by the erection

of the new Whitworth Hall, for which prepara-

tions arc now in a forward state. The hall,

standing at the intersection of Burlington-street

and (Jxtord-street, will complete the college

quadrangle, and will form a connecting link

between the museum and the Christie Library.

Messrs. A. Waterhouse and Son, the architects

of the coUege, in preparing plans for the new
edifice on a scale of dignity worthy the import-

ance of the site, have adopted a modification of

the style employed by them in the museum.
Constructed of Minera stone, the eastern side of

the hall, fronting Oxford-street, will rise to a

height of 50ft. It will be pierced by a double

row of windows, of which the lower will be some-

what plain in character ; while the upper tier

will consist of four large cusp-headed, transomed,

two-light windows. The principal public entrance

to the building from Oxford-street will be empha-

sised by two small pinnacled turrets rising to a

considerable height, while the gabling over the

doorway will contain lancet windows. Im-

mediately beyond this feature will rise, at the

south-eastern corner of the building, a turret.

which, with its feUow at the opposite angle, will

flank the great traceried Perpendicular window
in the south front. Both towers will contain stair-

cases, and the westernmost of the pair will mark
the entrance to the hall from Burlington-street.

Within the building, on the ground floor, will be

,Tohn Lubbock, M.P., opened the public library,

Hoxton, on Wednesday afternoon. This has

been built by Mr. George Hooper, from plans by

Mr. Charles Bell, F.R.I.B.A. Mrs. Creighton,

accompanied by the Bishop of London, will open

the hospital and nurses' home, Acton, at 4 o'clock

on May 5. This building has been erected from

plans by 5Ir. H. T. Hare, F.E I.B.A., whose

design, selected in competition, was given in our

issue of Dec. 13, 1895. On May 12 the Duchess

of Marlborough will open the home for epileptic

men, the Victoria House, at ( 'halfont, Bucking-

hamshire, and immediately afterwards the Duke

of iMarlborough will lay the foundation stone of

the home for epileptic boys, while Mrs. Pass-

more Edwards will perform a similar ceremony

for the home for epileptic girls. These three

homes, which are being built from plans by Mr.

Maurice B. Adams, F.R.I.B.A., were illustrated

in our issue of June 25, 1897. A little later in

M.ay Sir H. H. Fowler, M.P., will lay at

Clacton-on-Sea the foundation-stone of a hoUday

home for children, with 80 beds, to be maintained

and administered by the Sunday School Union.

(If the latter building Mr. Charles Bell is the

architect.

CHIPS.

The new baths which the Leeds Corporation have

erected in Holbeok-lane, Holbeck, are to be opened

to-morrow (Saturday) by the chairman of the Leeds

Baths Committee.

Owing to the opposition raised by the Ipswich

Corporation, the Great Eastern Railway Company
have withdrawn from their General Powers Bill,

now before the House of Commons, the section ask-

ing for powers to construct a dam over the River

Orwell, just below Stoke Bridge, Ipswich.

A Local Government Board inquiry was held on

March 24, before Colonel A. J. Hepper (inspector)

iu the Municipal Offices, Liverpool, touching the

applications by the corporation for powers to borrow

£2,(inu and £600 for the purpose of recreation

grounds. Mr. Pickmere, deputy town clerk, and

Mr. Shelmerdine, surveyor, represented the corpora-

tion

The excavations of the Greek Arch.-eological

Society at Thebes, in Bcetia, have brought to light a

necropolis of the Mycenrein age, the tombs of

which are similar to the rock-tombs of ArgoUs and

Attica. The richest amongst them contained per-

sonal ornaments in gold and bronze of the Mycensean

type, and objects of Egyptian porcelain.

The Mersey Docks Board have decided to increase

the salaries of Mr. W. Brodie, head of the drawing

and general offices, from £450 to £500 per annum ;

and of Mr. W. L. Wallace, surveyor and measurer-

up of all work done under contract, from £330

to £350.

PEOFESSIONAX AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

Edixbubgh Ahckitectvk.al Association.—
The members of this association visited, on Satur-

day afternoon, the Scottish Museum of Science

and Art, Edinburgh, by the kind permission of

Sir R. Slurdoch Smith. The curator, Mr. D. J.

Vallance, who conducted the party, gave a

general description of the buUding, the dates

and methods of its construction, the precautions

tJiken against fire, the heating arrangements, a,nd

the workshops. Explanatory remarks were also

"•iven of the arrangement of the collections, and

attention was drawn to the more important

specimens. At the conclusion of the visit, ilx.

Thomas Ross (president) proposed a vote of thanlis

to Jlr. Vallance.

MVNCKESTEU .\ND S.ALFOKU BlILlJIXG TrADES

Associ\Tiox.—The annual general meetmg of

this association was held at the Albion Hotel,

PiccadiUy, on Monday, the 21st ult. Mr. George

Slacfarlane, vice-president, in the absence of

Councillor W. Holland. J.P., president, occupied

the chair. After reading the annual report,

which was adopted, the president, vice-president,

treasurer, and council were unanimously re-

elected. The chairman, in his address, stated

that the previous week the final arrangements

had been made and officers elected, forming a.

FederaHon of Building Trades Employers for

Lancashire and Cheshire. This combination of

building trades employers embraced, along witn

Manchester and Liverpool, twenty-four of the

largest towns in Lancashire, and also some ot

the towns in Cheshire. The purpose of the

Federation is to unite all the local associations

connected with the buUding trade throughout

Lancashire and Cheshire, and form bmldeis

associations in towns and districts where they do

not already exist. This plan of federating local

associations with a county federation is part ot a

national scheme whereby all England and Wales

is first apportioned or divided into county

districts, then into national association centres.

A map has been prepared, showing fourteen county

divisions— these, again, are combined into hve

national centres-the National Association of

Master BuUders of Great Britain, bemg the head

unitin.' aU. Thus every town and every group of

viUases would have a Masters' Association deabng

with matters immediately connected with their own

locality, the county division dealing with wider

and more important issues, while the National

Centre would focus the power of all the con-

stituent associations. By this scheme a truly

national association wiU be formed that will have

strength and weight to deal with any matters

affecting the building trades. In Manchester,

thev had difliculties before them in two ot the

building trades. The carpenters and jomers have

ijiven notice for alterations to their working rules,

which, if adopted, would seriously affect em-

nlovers They trust, however, that some mutual

concessions will overcome the present difference.

The stonemasons have also sent in notice tor

another Id. per hour, and rather drastic altera-

tions to their working rules. If such stringent

working rules as the masons now wish to enforce

were adopted by aU the other trades in the countij,

England would, in a few years, become a third-

rate power, and such a thing as free trade would

be unknown. The Umitation of apprentices

question is a very serious one, producing a

marked scarcity of workmen in the trades affected.

Mr W,alter Marshall, stonemason ; 31 1\ \N

.

Higson, jun., plasterer and painter .
il^; Henry

MaUhewi, builder; Mr. Frank ^\ ^H^ams

plumber ; Mr. Amos Mason, plasterer ;
and Mr.

J. Daniels, builder, spoke upon the importance

of -netting the various members of each trade to

joiS their several associations. The necessity of

having a Builders' Institute or Building Trade

Exchange was raised by some of the members, and

the secritarv, Mr. Fred Scott, was asked to com-

municate with those towns who had already

formed such an institution lor information as to

their constitution and working.

A Dominican church is about to be erected at

Charlestown, near Pendletou, from plans by Messrs.

Sinnottand Powell, of Mauchester and Liverpoob

ThTbuilding wUl be Gothic iu character, and wUl

be dedicated to St. Sebastian the Martyr.

An important meeting was held ^^^±,^^^^°^
Boom Grand Hotel, Birmingham, on W<=^.f,4ay

week attended by representatives of the building

tode'in the Mfdla'ndcLnties The .gathenng w^
convened for the purpose of formmg a Masters

Federation, and was well attended.
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.
[We do not hold ouraelvea responsible for the opinions of
our correspondents. All coraraunicationa should be
drawn up as brietly as possible, as there are many

I claimants upon the space allotted to coiTespondents.]

It is particularly requested that all drawing and all
communications respecting illusti-ations or literary matter
should be addressed to the EDITOR of the Bin mi no
News, 332, Strand, W.C, and not to members of the staff
by name. Delay is not unfrequently otherwise caused.
All drawings and other communications are sent at con-
tributors' risks, and the Editor will not undertake to
pay for, or be liable fur, imsought contributions.

Cheques and Post-office Orders to be made payable to
Tb« Stband Nswai-APKE Compasy, Limited.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
One Pound per annum (post free) to any part of the

United Kingdom; for Canada, Nova Scotia, and the
United States, £1 (is. Od. (oredols. 30c. gold). To France
or Belgium. £1 68. Od. (or 33fr. SOc.) To India, £1 63. Od.
To any of the Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the
Cape, the West Indies, or Natal, £1 Gs. Od.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
The charge for Competition and Contract Advertise-

ments, Pubhc Companies, and all official advertisements
IS Is. per line of Eight words, the first line counting as
two, the min imum charge being 5s. for four lines.

The charge for Auctions, Land Sales, and Miscellaneous
and Trade Advertisements (except Situation advertise-
ments) is 6d. per line of Eight words (the first Unt
counting as two), the minimum charge bemg 4s. 6d. for
40 words. Special terms for series of more than six
insertions can be ascertained on application to the Pub-
lisher.

Front-page Advertisements 28. per line, and Paragraph
Advertisements Is. per Une. No Front-page or Paragraph
Advertisement inserted for less than 5s.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
office not later than 3 p.m. on Thursday. Front-page
Advertisements and alterations in serial advertisements
must reach the office by Tuesday morning to secure
insertion.

SiTUATIOKB.

The charge for advertisements for '
' Situations Vacant '

'

or " SiUiations Wanted " is Oxe Shillimo fob Twkntv-
FOiraWoBDS, and Sixpence for every eight words after
All Situation AdverlisumAnts must be prepaid,

NOTICE.
Bound copies of Vol. LXXTTI. are now ready, and
should be ordered early (price Twelve Shillings each),
as only a limited number are done up. A few
bound volumes of Vols. XXXIX., XfL., XLI.,
XLVI., XLIX., LI., LUI., LVm., LIX.,
LXI., LXn., LXm., LXIV., LXV., LXVI.,
Lxvn., Lxvm., lxlx., lxx., lxxi., lxxii.
may still be had, price Twelve Shillings ; all the other
bound volumes are out of print. Most of the back-
numbers of former volumes are, however, to be had
singly. Subscribers requiring any back numbers to
complete volume just ended should order at once, as
many of them soon run out of print.

GOOD FRIDAY.
Ne.1t week the BuiLoisr. News will be published onTHl RSDAY. All .Advertisements for the next issue,

therefore, nuist reach the Office hv THREE p.m. onWEDNESDAY NEXT, instead 6( on Thursday, as
usual.

J. D. (Better try silicate cotton. See recent replies in
*' Intercommunication.")

Eeceived.-T. K. a.—H. C.-O. M. W. J.-T. W E —
M. G. and Co.-F. L. C.-M. M.

—<

—

THE ROYAL IN.STITIITK OF BRITISH
-VRCHITKL'TS.

To the Editor of the Building News.
S™.
—

'Vours is the only journal in which
members can e-xpresa their diaapproval of any-
thiDg done by that august body the Council.

I want to know why Mr. Aitchison should bo
asked to serve another year, when there are
plenty of good men who should have a chancr: .-

To re-elect the president is a confession of weak-
ness in any large society. It is not as if the
present president had designed a vast number of
buildings, and made a great name ; in fact, when
you are asked by any member of the public to
name some great building of greiit beauty and
excellence, you find it difficult to answer, so hav.'
to Btete that he is a very scholarly, genial man.
Then why should arch tects over forty years of

age be unable to compete for the prize essays as
It 18 in middle life that men generally can, from
their experience, find something interesting and
instructive to write about ':

FinaUy, does the present system of electing
Jiellowa quite give satisfaction, as the Council set
aside all the benefit of well-known sponsors, and
judge the candidate by the drawings submitted r

rhus, a man who has been trained as an archi-
tect, but through lack of friends has carried out

very little work, is rejected; while the ex-
builder'a clerk or land agent, who his carried out
a number of important job.s by the aid of able
assistants, is admitted, although probably he
never made a drawing with his own hand in
his life.

The poor attendance at the ordinary meetings
should have the im-nediate consideration of the
Council.—I am, &l\, Associati:.

CHIPS.
The Archrr jlogical Museum of B^rlia has received

permission from the .Sultan to make excavations at
Miletus. The work will begin next autumn, u'lder
the direction of Dr. Wiegand.

Premises in Liverpool-street, Southampton, are
being pulled down to make way for a new theatre,
to be built for Messrs. Morell and MouiUot. The
theatre will have a tower 82 ft. in height, and will
be isolated on three sides. Accommodation will be
provided for 1,.S00 people. Messrs. Jenkins and Son,
of Southaaipton and Bournemouth, are the con-
tractors.

A joint deputation of the County Councils
Association, the A'sociation of Municipal Corpora-
tions, and the Association of Technicil Institutions
waited upon Sir John Gorst at the Privy Council on
Wednesday week, in order to lay before him the
views of the associations in regard to the recent
decision of the (Government abolishing building
grants from Imperial funds to schools and institu-
tions under the Science and Art Department. The
speakers especially dwelt on the incouvenience
caused by the withdrawal of the grants without
previous notice. Sir John Gorst promised to bring
the views of the deputation before the president of
the Council.

As a memorial to her uncle, the Eirl of S'laftes-
bury. Miss Ashley, of Stratton Manor, Dorchester,
has presented to the Dorchester Union Workhouse
a new chapel for the use of the inmates.

The formal cereminy of opening the new annexe
of the Central London Ophthalmic Hospital, Gray's
Inn-road, was performed on Friday by the Lidy
Mayoress. The hospital was established in 1844,
and until 1882 it occupied only one house at the
corner of Calthorpe-street. Then it acquired the
next house, and now it has absorbed the two ad-
joining. The last extension, which has cost .£1,700,
has raised the accommodation from 12 to 28 beds.
The committee have in view the demolition of the
whole block, and the erection of a modem hospital
upon the site as soon as the funds will permit.

A new county school for Flintshire has been built
at Penymaes, near HoUywell, and will be opened
by the Duchess of Westminster about a week hence.
The building is carried out in red Ruabon brick in
the Domestic Tudor style. The contractor was Mr.
Matthew Rogers Flint, and the architects were
Messrs. Bellis and Grierson, Bangor.

The whole of the block of buildings of the up-
platform refreshment-rooms at Swindon Station,
on the Great Western Railway, were burnt out on
Saturday morning.

The death has occurred at the Johnson Hospital,
Spalding, of Mr. Edward John Tatam, at the age
of 53 years. The deceased was a civil engineer,
and was a well-known authority on drainage
matters in the Pen districts.

The RaUway Department of the Dominion
Government has just presented its annual report,
which shows that the last fiscal year ended (on
July 1, 1897) with 16,687 miles of railway com-
p'eted and 16,.')50 in operation in Canada, the
former total showing an increase of 300 for the
year.

An inquiry is being made by the committee
appointed by the Home Secretary into the extent to
which water gas and other gases containing a large
proportion of carbon monoxide are being manu-
factured and used for heating, lighting, and other
purposes, and the dangers which may attend such
manufacture and use. The committee is composed
of Lord Belper, chairman ; Mr. H. H. Cunynghame,
Assistant Under-Secretary of State for the Home
Department ; Dr. Marsons, Local Government
Board: Df. Ilaldane, and Professor Ramsay, with
Mr. J. Redder, of the Home Office, as secretary.

Col. Waring, Street Commissioner for the City of
New York, is given as authority for the statement
that ashes mixed with lime make a mortar superior
in point of lightness and strength to mortar com-
posed of lime and sand. By the substitution of ashes
for sand the cost of the mortar would be reduced
by more than one-third.

Mr. R. E. Paget, vestry clerk of Clerkenwell,
has received a letter from the secretary of the Metro-
politan Railway Company, informing the vestry
that his directors had under consideration the ques-
tion of providing a station at Rosebery -avenue,
between King's-cross Station on the one hand and
Farringdon-road Station on the other.

Jnttrc0mmttmcati0n;.

QUESTIONS.
[11923.] -Note on Crane Scaffolding- Calcula-

tions.— (i) It seems doubtful whether the structur-ia for
cranes, if composed of three legn or towers bouad together
by diagonal braces and al-io by bittice frames connecting
their tops, should be considered as one triangulir frame
with side.s of (Ijft. long or thereby ; or as three independent
towers, each from 10ft. to 18ft. square; but it is con-
sidered reasonable that each tower should be able to stand
alone. (•_') The horizontal wind pressure on vertical
surfaces is stated to rise to 5l)lb. per super, foot (see
Rivington, part IV. table 14, p. 339) ; but this pressure ia

called by authorities a " violent hurricane " (IIiirHt, p liO).
On this datum the whole question rests, and Hurst's table
above quoted rises from a " fresh breeze " of 15 miles an
hour giving a pressure of Ijlb. per foot, to a " storm " of
60 miles an hour giving 12.Mb., and a " violent hurricane "

of 100 miles an hour "giving 50lb. (.'i) The wind is the
main force to be considered as opposed to the stability
of the tower, for in a height of (J 1ft. and a dimension of
say loft, by 10ft. this supposed 'possible wind force,
if square on the side of the tower, would have a moment of
r.4ft. by lift, by .Wlb- by 32ft. (height of centre of gravity),
which equals 457 tons on a solid structure, or 45"7 tons on
one nine-tenths hollow on the side. This very far exceeds
any weight or strain to be otherwise brought to bear, for
the boiler, crane, and load would not generally exceed
about 15 tons, standing on all three towers. (4) Suppose
the tower to be of solid wood at 32lb. weight per cube foot,
then (iift. by lOft. by lOft. by 321b. by 5ft. (distance of
vertical line of gravity from fulcrum) equals 457 tons—
i.'., the tower would be in equilibrium, but have no factor
of siit'ety during a "violent hurricane," giving a wind-
pressure of 50lb. per square foot. (6) If, again, two-thirds
of this supposed mass were hollow, and the side acted on
by the wind contained s/ one-third or ^J the soiid contents,
then the material would have to be three times the above
weight, or 96lb. per cubic foot, and could not, therefore,
be of wood if only 10ft. by lOf t. - lOOsq.f t. ; but it might
be so if v^36o, or, say, 18ft. by 18ft. (6) Consider, there-
fore, a tower 18ft. by 18ft. framed of four legs of wood at
32lb. per cubic foot, and having each leg x'^ in scantling,
then —
Wind-pressure = 64ft. x "iz y. 32ft. < 501b. = 251 tona
Weight moment = 64ft. x 4 .r- x 32ft. x 9ft. dist.

= 9 X 28 tona -(equal.)
Whence x = 2ft. din.— i.e., the frame would be in
equilibrium if on four wooden legs each 2ft. Hin. equai e, in
a violent hurricane. (7; The lattice-framing has not
been considered ; but it is supposed above that the 64ft.
long legs are sufficiently stiffened thereby to be kept
straight. The lattice is mainly useful for this end, and it

is suggested that it would probably hold the wind suffi-

ciently to counteract much of its strength. The bending
stress of a load of 15 tons on top of three towers, each
weighing 2.s tons, may be safely neglected ; but the addi-
tional weight of five tons on each tower, and the substitu-
tion of wood, which weighs 36lb. per cubic foot, would
reduce the re'iuisite scantling to 2ft. 7in. by 2ft. 7in., or
961sq.in., to be in equilibrium in a violent hurricane. Bo
proportionately per square inch of section, according to
Hurst, a stiff leg of 75in. by 75in. would cause equilibrium
in a " brisk wind " of 26 miles per hour, giving a pressure
of 3^lb. per super, foot.—Niai Dominus Fbustra.

[11924.]—Terracotta "Work.—Will some practical
reader enlighten me as to the best size of blocks, where
the best terracotta for architectural purposes can be
obtained, how the pieces are to be set, and any point to
insure good work-what thickness of joint, and what
mortar .'—NoTA Bene.

[11925.] -Gauged "Work. —Is there any work treat-
ing on ornamental brickwork, gauged or rubbed, and the
name of it ? I shall be glad w ith a reply.—W. H. H.

[11926.]—Size of Chimney Stack. — Will any
practical reader tell me the best size for flues in the stack
for a three-story building ? A flue 14 by 9in. is awkward.
Can these be made square at the top, and which ia the
best way to gather the brickwork together T—A Stddent.

[11927.]—Extra Commission.-A. employs an
architect to carry out certain works. The architect, in
the usual course, employs a quantity surveyor. The con-
tract is let. and the work completed. The contractor
complains that the quantities are in certain items short,
and submits an account of what he considers to be the
correct measurements. It then becomes necessary that
the work should be measured up. Is the architect entitled
toany further commission for satisfying himself and his
client that the amount claimed is really due before grant-
ing a certificate, or can he refuse to do so, and merely give
a certiticute on the finding of an independent surveyor ,'

If the latter, who is liable to the surveyor for his chaises ?

Or, bi'ielly, is an architect entitled to extra commission
for measuring up work for the purpose of granting certifi-

cates on account, and on completion for the total amount
expended ? Perhaps Mr. Lovegrove or Mr. Fletcher
would be good enough to answer this.— Sk".

[11928.l~Workhousea-—Will any of your readers
with experience in the planning or carrying out of the
above kindly inform me what would be a reasonable price,

per inmate, to allow for a workhouse to accommodate,
say, 1,200 to 1,400, exclusive of site?— Oi(EOA.

BEPLTES.
[11922.]—Cleaning" Headstones.—I should think

the applityition of acid to stone or marble would injure
the surface. I should rather wa.nh it well with one of the
prepared soaps, or rub it with stone.—O.

The corporation of Canterbury are about to build

a city lunatic asylum on the Stone House Estate,

Littleboume-road. Mr. W. J. Jennings, of Canter-

bury, is the architect, and buildings, two stories in

height, will be built for 250 patients behind the

existing premises, which will be utilised for adminis-

trative purposes.
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LEOAL INTELLIGENCE.

FRASCI9 MOBTON AND CO., LlMlTKIl.—In the

Court of Chancery of Lancashire, at St. George s

Hall Liverpool, on Monday, \ ice -Chancellor Hall

presiding, Mr. John Rutherford said that m regard

to the case of " Francis Morton and Co., Limited,

he appeared in support, of a petition by a creditor

for the winding up of the company, a voluntary

winding-up resolution having been adopted in

January IS'.IT. However, nothing practical had

been done, and the question was whether or not an

end should be put to the matter. The petitioning

creditor claimed £1,117 ISs. lUd and costs of judge-

ment. Mr. Kotch, on behalf of the company ;
Mr

Durandu, for the second debenture holders .and

Mr. Hughes, for creditors repje^cntrng £li. 000 out

of a total liability of unsecured debts of the £23,000,

opposed the application. The preUmmaries neces-

sary to the motion had not taken place before the

Registrar. The Vice -Chancellor said he could

make no order, especially in face of the opposition

offered by Mr. Hughes. He would, however, give

leave to amend the petition by askmg, in the

alternative, for a previous order, and meanwhUe

the petitioner could go before the Registrar and

put everything in order. Answering the ^ ice-

Chancellor, Mr. Hughes explained that negotiations

were proceeding for the sale of the concern, and

unless it were disposed of at a good price, there

would be nothing left for the creditors after satisfy-

ing the debenture holders. The Nice-Chancellor

said ho would not allow one man to wreck the

company, if there were any chance of keeping it

afloat; but he could not at present dismiss the

petition.

A Question of Ctjstom.—At Marylebone County-

court on Tuesday, before his Honour Judge Stonor,

Messrs H. E. Foster and Cranfield, surveyors,

claimed £U Hs. Gd. from Mr. Wm. Dean, a retired

licensed victualler, at present residing at Shooter s

Hill, Kent, but formerly of Malvern Tavern,

Notting HUl, W. Jlr. G. M. Cohen and Mr. E. J.

Green appeared for the plaintiffs, and Mr. D. M.

Kerly for the defendant. Mr. Green stated that

in May, 1S70, a Mr. Crewae became the freeholder

of Malvern Tavern, and shortly afterwards granted

a lease to another man, under whom the defendant

became a lessee. About 1S92 the defendant pro-

posed to make certain alterations in the property,

and this coming to the knowledge of Mr. Crewse,

he wrote to the plaintiffs instructing them to write

to the defendant asking for specification and plans.

The plaintiffs, acting in the interests of the free-

holder, were continually upon the property, and

the amount now claimed was in respect of such

works for which the defendant was liable. The

Judge; Had you any authority for ifr I do not

see that the defendant is liable. Mr. Green: I

shall show that it is the usual custom. The ground

landlord was getting no benefit out of the altera-

tions The Judge : I shall ask for some authority,

or I shall rule to the contrary. Mr. H. E. Foster

deposed that he had previously been instructed

in similar cases, and had always been paid

by the lessee. Mr. Kerly : There surely can-

not be a question of custom here. In answer

to Mr. Kerly, witness admitted that the plans

were made for the landlord's guidance and as

a record of what had been done. He had re-

garded Mr. Crewse from first to last as his employer

in the transaction, with the exception of some work

done in regard to ancient lights. The whole bill

had been made out in the name of Mr. Crewse, and

sent in to his solicitors. Application had been made

to the defendant for payment, but refused, and the

present action was instituted before it became

statute barred.—Mr. Wm. L. Cranfield deposed

that defendant personally gave him instructions

with regard to the light. In October, 1S9'2, the

defendant told him not to proceed further with the

matter ; but witness worked at it until December

of that year. Part of the amount charged was for

the preparation of plans which it was found impos-

sible to get from the defendant's surveyor.—Mc.

Wm. Dean, the defendant, denied that he had ever

instructed the plaintiffs to do any work for him.

They were engaged on behalf of the ground land-

lord. In regard to the ancient lights, he particu-

larly asked the plaintiffs not to go to any expense

in the matter. On a previous occasion, when in

occupation of The Warrior, Deptford, he had to

pay the landlord's surveyor a fee of '2 guineas on

the occasion of some alterations being effected.

—

His Honour said he believed the plans were fur-

nished, and the work in connection with the lights

done, at the request of the defendant, and he gave

a verdict for the plaintiffs in respect of the fee of

10 guineas, with costs. He refused to accept the

evidence as to custom.

The church of St. Thomas i Becket, Bovey
Tracey, has just received a new Litany desk, a
memorial to the late Mrs. Southey. It is 1.5th-

century Gothic in style, blending with the surround-
ings, and is wrought in EnglSh oak. It is from
the studios of Messrs. Harry Hems and Sons, church
workers, of Exeter.

PABLIAMENTAKY NOTES.
The National Gallery.— Dr. Farquharson

asked the Under Secretary for War, on Monday,
when the long-promised removal of St. George's
Barracks would take place ; and whether in the
mean time any steps were being taken to lessen the
risk from fire by the close proximity of the canteen
to the Turner Room of the Xation.al Gallery. Mr.
Brodrick : The partial evacuation of St. George's
Barracks will take place as soon as the barracks .at

Millbank are ready, and a portion of the buildin?
will then be handed over to the Office of Works. It

is unlikely that this can take place before the end
of next year. The canteen is at some distance from
the National Gallery. There will be a space of

l.'ift. between the National Gallery and the barracks
when the alterations have taken place.

PuBHC BriLiii.\i;3 Bill.—Mr. Akers-Douglas
formally moved, on Monday, the second reading
of the J'ublic Buildings Expenses Bill, providing
for the erection of War Office, Admiralty, Science
and Art, and other public buildings in London, at

an estimated cost of £2,500,000. Mr. Dillon moved,
as an amendment, that the Bill be read a second
time that day six months, he disapproving of the
general financial character of the Bill. Sir F.
Powell, as chairman of the Museums Committee,
strongly supported the measure. Mr. Bryce called

attention to the desirability of making provision in

these new blocks of public buildings for a compre-
hensive library which should serve the needs of all

the great departments, and which also, to some
extent, might be made to serve the needs of the
public. Nearly all their great public departments
had got a more or less insufficient library. In Paris

the Ministry of J ustice had such a library as he had
described, and it was found to be of great service

by the public as well as by the department.
The Congress at Washington had a similar

library, but very much larger—corresponding,
in fact, to the British Museum library. Mr.
Herbert Gladstone supported the Bill as a prac-
tical and comprehensive scheme, on which he con-
gratulated the First Commissioner of Works. He
asked the right hon. gentleman to reconsider his

proposal to intrust the design of the new buildings
to an outside architect, with the view of seeing
whether he could not employ Sir John Taylor to

design the whole building, both outside and inside.

If anybody wished to see specimens of Sir John
Taylor's work, there were the new police-court in

Bow-street, the new Bankruptcy Court buildings
in Carey-street, and the last addition t)the K'^cord

Office in Chancery-lane. Each of these buildings

was admirably designed for its purpose, with an
excellent external appearance. 'The new addition
to the Record Tlffice was one of the best and most
handsome buildings erected in London in the last

fifty years. Sir John Taylor would design build-
ings for the new front of Parliament-street which
would be in harmony with the great surroundings,
and he knew better than anybody the mistakes
made by architects in previous buildings, and would
not err in the same path. He urged that the new
offices in Whitehall should not align with the Home
Office, but should, if possible, be recessed a little.

This would be better architecturally, and would
give increased width to Parliament-street, which
was desirable. Had any decision been come to as
to the location of the police-station in King-street,
and would the Civil Service Commissioners lie moved
from their present position ? At South Kensington,
he understood, the Science and Art Department
would be housed on the east side of Exhibition-
road ; thus a considerable space would be set

free. What would be the extent, and what
was proposed to be done with it f Mr. Akers
Douglas, replying on the discussion, said special

attention had been called to the widening of
Parliament-street. Three proposals were put before
the committee last year. That of the Government
was to make the width of Parliament-street the same
as that of Wliitehall : that of his right hon. friend

opposite was to leave the whole space open ; and
that of the Royal Institute of British Architects was
to diverge slightly from a parallel line so as to give
increased effect to the existing Home Office. The
committee came to the conclusion that they should
maintain the parallel line. If they adopted the
proposal put forward by his right hon. friend, and
decided that Parliament-street was to be finished off

by an obtuse angle, the architectural effect would be
bad, and it would cost £10S,oOO more. The scheme
put forward by the Royal Institute of British Archi-
tects would cost about £20,000 more than that of

the Government. His attitude with regard to this

question would be guided by the advice of the
architect who carried out the building. They
would not necessarily follow the exact line of

the Home Office, and he should be prepared to

recommend a sum slightly in excess of the esti-

mate if it should be found desirable to do so

for architectural purposes. As to the architect,

his right hon. friend asked him to press Sir John
Taylor to accept the appointment. No man had a
higher opinion of Sir John Taylor's ability than he
had. But he was afraid he would not be able to

persuade Sir John to undertake at his time of life,

and after his long service, so onerous a duty as that.

He had been fortunate enough, however, to secure

his services (which would be lost to the State this

year) for another three years, in order to have the

benefit of his assistance as assessor in carrying out

the plans of these buildings, and he would ha,VA a

very large discretion in their arrangement. The
Government were also fortunate in securing as

another assessor Mr, Aitchison, R.A., president of

the Institute of British Architects. It had baen
arranged that the police-station in King-street
should be moved to the building now occupied by
the Civil Service Commission, Cannon-row. The
Civil Service Commission would be removed to .

premises which had already been taken for them in

Victoria -street. As to the scheme for the rearrange-

ment of the buildings at South Kensington, he
thought he had succeeded in finding a scheme
by which the whole of the building) re-

quired for science and art would be housed
on the east side of Exhibition-road. When the

committee inquired into this subject last year they
came to the conclusion that the official residences

were a source of danger from fire to the collections

of art. When the buildings which the committee
had condemned were taken down it was found that

the Goverment had a very much larger space at

their disposal than they had anticipated. They
therefore decided to place the whole of the new
buildings on the east side of the road, and in those

buildings they would find accommodation for both
the Science and Art Departments for many years to

come. The existing buildings on the western side

would still be retained. The right hon. member for

Aberdeen had asked him whether they could fitd

room for a comprehensive library for public depart-

ments, in which there should be a copy of every blue -

book of this and of other countries. He was afraid

the sites at their disposal would hardly provide for

housing so large a collection. Ample space had
been taken for the housing of the staff of the Eiu-J
cation Department, and further room would ha
allowed for the expansion of the offiije. On a^
division, the second reading was carried by 202

votes to 19. The Bill passed through Committee
on Tuesday evening, when it gave rise to an -

animated discussion. It was again assailed by the

Irish and Welsh members. Mr. Akers-Douglas and
the Chancellor of the Exchequer gave conciliatory

replies to both sections of members, and promised

to consider any claims that might be brought before

them. Mr. W. Redmond challenged a division on
a reduction of the am lunt by a million, which he,
had moved, and was defeated by 29t to .31. The BilU

at last got through the Committee stage withouS
amendment, and on Wednesday it was read a third"

time, and will now go through its various stages in

the House of Lords as speedily as possible.

B.iEE\CKS AT SiiOHXCLiFFE.—Mr. Brodrick, in

reply to Sir B. Edwards, said, on Friday : It is the

intention of the Government to provide accommo-
dation in permanent buildings at Shorncliffe for a

cavalry regiment on the higher establishment, two
battalions of infantry, three field batteries, a field

company of engineers, and two companies of the

Army Service Corps. The cavalry building) are

expected to be completed in 1899, and the others

in 1900.

CHIPS.

A translation of Benvenuto Cellini's treatises on
goldsmith's work and sculpture, by Mr. C. R.

Ashbee, is about to be published by the Guild of

Handicraft, Essex House, Bow.

Oa Saturday, the formal opening t5ok place of

the new Market Hall, recsntly coistructed in

Dockray-street, in the borough of Cjlne, Lanes.

The building has cost altogether, with the land,

the town's market ground, and the fish market,

about £9,000.

The foundation-stone of the new workhouse
infirmary for the Islington Board of Guardians was
laid at llighgate-hill on March 24. Mr. Smith is

the architect, and Messrs. Kirk and Randall, of

Woolwich, are the contr.actors. The cost will bs

about £2.i0,000.

Two additional bells, to complete the peal of

eight, are to be placed in the tower of St. Paul's

Church, Walkden, together with a stained-glass

window in the north aisle, during the coming
summer, when the jubilee of the church will he

celebrated.

A bronze statae of the Queen, intended for erection

at Kingwilliamitown, South Africa, is now being

cast at the foundry of Messrs. Hollingshed and
Burton, Thames Ditton. It is a replica of the

marble statue of her Majesty, executed in 1887 by
the Queen's private sculptor, Mr. F. J. WilUamson,
of Eiher, which now stands in the examination hall

of the Rjyal College of Physicians on the Thames
Embankment. A second statue, on similar lines, is

also being executed in marble by the same artist at

his studio at Esher, and will be erected at London-
derry ; while a third copy, with modifications, i

being prepared for reproduction in bronze, and i)

intended to be set up at Auckland, New Zealand,
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O^ut O^Sice CabU.

The council of the Royal Institute of I'.ritish

Architects are determined to heap e%'ery honour

in their bestowal upon their president. Not con-

tent with nominating Professor Aitchison as the

recipient for the Royal Gold Jledal for 1898,

they have decided to recommend his election for

a third year of office as president—a proposal

which directly contravenes By-law '2C, made under

that Royal Charter which, when it suits their

purposes, it is declared to be impossible to in-

fringe in any particular. A private business

meetin<j of members of the Institute is convened

for Monday evening next at 8, to receive and
consider the council's recommendation, and if this

be adopted to take the first steps, under By-law
33, to suspend By-law 26, which declares that
" No president who has filled the oflice for two
successive years shall be again eligible for the

presidency until the expiration of two years from

the termination of his term of oflice." The
recommendation wiU doubtless be agreed to iiem

con., but it suggests a singular lack in the Insti-

tute of members qualified to occupy the chair.

A MEMORi.\i, signed by many of the leading

architects, painters, and sculptors of the day

appears ia Wednesday's Times, expressing the

anxiety of the writers that the great building

schemes proposed by the Government should

result in something that would worthily repre-

sent the architectural ability of the country.

The signatories state that they have heard with

dismay the utterances in Parliament of the First

Commissioner of Works and the leader of the

Opposition, whose disparaging criticism of Mr.
Norman Shaw's New Scotland Yard seems to

render it almost hopeless to expect anything from

the present scheme but another architectural

failure. The artists desire to place on record

their admiration of Jlr. Shaw's building, and
their opinion that of the public buildings erected

by Government in London during the present

generation it is the one of which London may be
most justly proud. The memorialists include

Messrs. T. G. Jackson, R.A., L. Alma Tadema,
E.A., Sir Arthur W. Blomfield, A.R.4., W.
Butterfield, F.,S.A., E. Onslow Ford, R.A., John
Belcher, Thos. Brock, R.A., Philip Webb, John
S. Sargent, R.A., W. R. Lethaby, Ilamo
Thorny croft, R.A., Walter Cave, Walter Crane,
John F. Bentley, George Frampton, A.R.A.,
H. H. Armstead, R.A., J. C. Horsley, R.A.,
Frank Dicksee, R.A., Val. C. Prinsep, R.A.,
G. H. Boughton, R.A., Ernest Crofts, R.A.,

J. MacWhirter, K.A., Briton Riviere, R.A.,
Walter W. Ouless, R.A., Ernest George, John
FaUeylove, R.I., J. T. Micklethwaite, Philip

Norman, Halsey Ricardo, and Basil Champneys.

Rep.^ius and improvements have been in pro-

gress the last few months at Anne Hathaway's
cottage at Shottery, near Stratford-on-Avon,
and have just been completed. The trustees

have not attempted a "restoration" in the

modem acceptance of the term. All the window
casements were in a dangerous state. The wood-
work was rotten, and the old glass and leadwork
were falling out. Several of the plaster panels

between the timlier-framing were on the point of

collapse, and some of the main timbers were found
to be decayed in places. The old windows and
casements have been repaired. English oak
frames and mullions have been put in, and the

ancient glass has been put back in diamond
shaped leaded lights. The timbers have been
renewed where necessary, sound oak, taken from
ancient buildings in Stratford, being used. Two
old windows hidden beneath the plaster were
discovered and opened up, and oak panelling that
has been removed at different periods has been
restored to its original position. The beams
have been scraped of the whitewash which had
covered them for jxecerations, and cleaned and
oiled, and the several rooms made more interest-
ing by disclosing once more various old cha-
racteristics of the building. The old-fashioned
"dog-grate" of the living-room was found at

the bottom of the old bicon cupboard, where it

had remained about fifty years.

At the Society of Arts on Tuesday night. Sir
Edward Maunde Thompson read a paper on
" English Art in Illuminated JIanuscripts." The
lecturer observed that the knowledge of the
history of art that was to be gathered from a
study of the illuminated manuscripts of the
Middle Ages would be more generally appreciated

if such manuscripts were more numerous than

they are. Although they hid survived in fairly

large numbers, yet, in the ordinary nature of

things, such portable relics, easily passing from

hand to hand, must always have been liable to

injury and loss. In our own day they were to be

found in any numbers only in the national

libraries or in the possession of a very few private

collectors. The illuminated manuscript from its

very shape had had an advantage which could

scarcely be overrated tor preserving the paintings

and ornaments with which it was adorned—an

advantage denied to the picture which hung
upon the wall exposed to the light day by day

and year by year. The earliest examples of

illuminated manuscripts produced in England

proved the existence of two distinct schools,

differing essentially from one another, the

one holding sway in the north, the other in the

south, the one excelling in ornament, the other

striving at a higher form of art and developinj-; a

remarkable power in figure-drawing. Both were

imported, the Northern style being Celtic in its

origin, and the Southern being introduced into

the country without doubt by the Roman mis-

sionaries. The lecturer traced the development

of the illuminated manuscript, referring especially

to the Lindisfame, Canterbury, and Winchester

schools, fully describing some of the most inter-

esting manuscripts now in existence. lie observed

that the political changes through which England

had passed had surely left their mark upon the

artistic productions, as they did upon the cha-

racters of the people ; and as they moved from

century to century they traced the hand of the

Celt, the Roman, the Saxon, and the Norman as

clearly in manuscripts as in the architecture of

cathedrals and the remains of ancient sites. The
wars with France and the convulsions of the War
of the Roses seemed to have extinguished the last

efforts of native artists, and henceforward the

influence of the French style became so pre-

dominant that in the latter part of the loth

century the English art of illumination was

practically dead.

TuE comparative cost of gas and electricity as

sources of light, heat, and power was the subject

of a paper read before the Royal Scottish Society

of Arts at George-street, Edinburgh, on Monday
evening, by Mr. C. K. Grieve. Rather exaggerated

claims had, the lecturer said, been made on behalf

of electricity since the date of its introduction.

Both systems had their proper sphere, and, apart

from the question of cost, that was likely to con-

tinue. For the purposes of the lecture the hall

was fitted up with incandescent gas lamps, and

an inquiry into the cost of the two illuminants

showed that lighting by electricity cost four times

as much as lighting by these lamps. Heating by

electricity was, he said, much more expensive than

heating by gas. Comparing gas-engines with

electric motors, it might be said that in regard to

convenience they were equal, but the cost per

horse-power was considerably greater for the

electric motor than for the gas-engine. Bailie

Mackenzie said that he had not heard that part of

the paper which dealt with the question of light,

but in regard to motive power his opinion was

that for all practical purposes, if the cost of

the electric current was reduced to iJ-d. per Board

of Trade unit, as he hoped it would be in Edin-

burgh, it would be quite as cheap as Edinburgh

gas at 3s., or as it would shortly be, 3s. 2d. His

conclusion was that electric light at Ud. per unit

was just about the same price as gas at 3s. per

thousand feet, and it was admitted all over that

electric light at 4d. was as cheap, if not cheaper,

than gas at 3s.

A NEW volume of photographic illustrations has

been issued by Messrs. Aldam Heaton and Co., of

Bloomsbury -street, W.C, giving a large number
of executed designs in stencils for wall and frieze

decoration, a variety of glass patterns for quarry

windows, as well as figure-work for houses and

churches. There are also a lot of chimney-

pieces and furniture designs, curtains, and some

ceilings. Colour, in not a few of those pro-

ductions, form their essential characteristic, and

in monotone printing, of course, the colour is left

to the imagination ; but for form and detail these

collotype prints are unexceptional, and there is no

risk of misrepresentation by tricky draughtsman-

ship. As we are personally actjuaintod with many
of the designs chosen for illustration, wo can

speak highly of their excellence and good taste.

They are as refined in idea as they are commend-
able in execution—new, without vulgarity.

Is connection with the great city improvement

made by the corporation of Edinburgh in the re-

building of the North Bridge and the widening of

North Bridge -street, an important sale took place

on Wednesday of the areas on each side of North
Uridgo-streot, recently acquired by the corpora-

tion. The whole of the west side of North Bridge-

street, from the bridge to High-street, with a

frontage of 3.50ft. and a depth of about 130ft., was
exposed for sale in one lot at £120,000, and was
purchased at that figure by the proprietors of the

Scohmaii newspaper. It is the intention of the

purchasers to erect on the principal portion of the

site, which faces Prince's-street, extensive offices

for the accommodation of all departments of the

S'-otsman. A block on the east side of the street

was sold to the Commercial Bank for £3.t,000,

while two remaining blocks, on the same side, did

not find a purchaser.

A r.vMPHLET is being issued by the National

Hardware Association, 1, Creed-lane, Ludgate
HiU, entitled "Ironmongers and the Plumbers'

Registration Bill," warning ironmongers that

their interests are seriously threatened by the

Bill now before Parliament. It is stated that the

system of registration begun some time ago by
the Plumbers' Company was the beginning of a

scheme which may exclude ironmongers from
plumbing work. While the present Bill is in-

tended to strengthen the hands of plumbers in

their demands, there is not, it is claimed, a single

provision in it which will secure that bettor work
is done. A number of amendments are suggested.

Among them there are the following :—That

members of the proposed general council which
is tomake by-laws shallinclude eight ironmongers,

since the representation of master plumbers and

operative plumbers is specially provided for ; that

firms as well as individuals shall be registered ;

and that every ironmonger who employs capable

ironmongers shall be put on the " authorised

list." But the best course, it is urged, would be

to destroy the Bill altogether.

CHIPS.
The partnership hitherto subsisting between W.

Matthews and W. L. Lawranoe, surveyors, Delahay-
street, Westminster, under the style of Matthews
and Lawrance, has been dissolved.

Mr. Robert H. Bicknell, L.G.B. inspector, has

held an inquiry at Norwich into an application by
the city council to borrow £13,.i00 for works of

sewerage, and a sum not exceeding £4,900 for the

purchase of premises for the extension and improve-

ment of the provision market.

The Dean of Winchester has received an offer

from Mr. Boyd, of Sillwood, Winchester, to defray

the cost, amounting to over £200, of an addition to

the recently reconstructed organ in the cathedral of

the great 32ft, reed pedal stop.

The old irregular cricket pavilion at Kennington
Oral is being replaced, at a cost of over £30,000, by
a new structure. It is of red bricks, with Bath
stone dressings, and has a frontage of 300tt. The
budding is to be finished early in May, in time for

the opening match of the season. Messrs. Foster

and Dicksee, of Rugby, are the contractors.

In the case of Simuel T. Harvey, of Queen
Victoria -street, E.C., surveyor and builder, the

bankrupt's discharge has been suspended for three

weeks, ended March, 24, 189S.

An appeal is being made for £1,000 for the restora-

tion of the ancient tower of St. John de Sepulchre at

Norwich. It is situated in Bar-street, and, with

one exception, rises to the highest point in the city,

but is badly cracked from summit to base, aud two

of the five bells are broken.

The services rendered by Sir Thomas Roe to

Derby were recognised on Wednesday evening by
the presentation to him of his portrait, painted by

Mr. J. P. Shannon, A.R A. Sir Thomas asked the

mayor to accept the portrait on behalf of the town.

Mr. C. T. Ritchie, M.P., visited Croydon on

Wednesday, and performed the ceremony of open-

ing some cottage homes, whicli have been erected

by the board of guardians at a cost of £7,080, for

the accommodation of pauper children of the union.

An extensive piece of ground on the West Hoe
estate at Plymouth has been secured by a powerful

syndicate as a site for a large new up-to-date hotel,

with winter garden and opera-house. The ground

has for some time been fenced in. The work of

clearing and levelling the ground has been begun,

and the erection of the buildings will be commenced

forthwith. The work has been intrusted to Messrs.

Kirk and Randall, contractors, of Woolwich.

The urban district council of Ashford, East Kent,

have voted a gratuity of £100 to their surveyor,

Mr. Terrill, in recognition of his services in con-

nection with the new reservoir.
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MEETINGS FOB THE ENSUING WEEK.
MosDAV.-Society of Engineers. 7.30 p.m.

Royal Institute of Britinn Architects.
" Artirtin Copyright," by M Georges

Harmind, Avocit ;i la Cour d'Appel,

Paris. S p in.

Liverpool Arcliitectural Society. " The
lloyal InNiiriince Buildings, Liverpool,"

by J. F. Doyle, F.R.I.B.A.

TiTESDVY. — Builders' Clerks' Benevolent Institution.

Annual Ilinner, King's Hall, Holborn
Kestaurant. li for B'M p.m.

Society of ArUs. ' The British Empire,

its Resources and its Future," by John
Lowles. M.P. s p.m.

Institution nf Civil Engineers. Dis-

cussion on "Extraordinary Floods in

Southern India." 8 p.m.

Wfdnbsihy.—Edinburgh Architectural So-iety. "Build-
ing Stones : their Uses and Preparation,"

by John Kennedy, s p.m.
Edinbun;h Architectural Association.

" FeviT Hospiul Structure," by Bailie

Pollard. 8 p.m.

CHIPS.

The town council of Hastiags have raistd the

salary of their borough surveyor to £800 a year.

The Bishop of London opened, on Wednesday
week, the new schools which have been erected at

Kingswood-road, Fulham, by the London School

Board.

An hotel is about to he built on Siunders Hill,

Padstow, from plans by Messrs. Crickmay and Sons,

of Westminster and Weymouth.

Saturday afternoon saw the formal opening of

the New Marine Park at New Brighton, recently

acquired by the Wallasey I'rbau District Council.

The park is situate opposite the Convalescent Home,
anl adjoins the shore. In area it covers 10,540

yards, and was purchased at 6s. per yard, the total

co<t being 1 1,13.5. Besides the sums spent on road-

making, the laying-out and inclosing of the plot

cost i:ii,'23.i, making the total cost £10,370. The
work has been carried out by Mr. W. H, Travera,

the engineer to the urban district council.

Some notes on the life of timber bridges were
coatriDuted by Mr. E. S. Meloy to a discussion on
'• Wooden Piles and Bridges " at a meeting of the

employes of the Bridge and Building Department
of the Chicago, Milwaukee, and St. Paul Railway.

From the records of over 100 miles of wooden
bridges, Mr. Meloy concludes that the life of the

floors in pile bridges is from 7 to 11 years, the

average being 9 years 1 month. Howe truss bridges

have a very similar span of life, the average age at

which renewal was effected being '.• years 6 months.
The wooden floors of iron bridges were longer lived,

the average age at renewal with them being 10 years

2 months. Wooden bridges required inspection

twice a year.

The committee of the Co-operative Wholesale
Society, Limited, have selected from 16S candidates

Mr. A. A. Blackburn, of Dewsbury, for the position

of electrical engineer of their large works near
Manchester.

Mr. James Holme, estate agent, Wesminster-
buildings, Crosshall-street, Liverpool, was on
Saturday morning found dead in bed at hia resi-

dence, 10, Huskisson-street. Mr. Holme, who was
59 years of age, had for some time suffered from
heart disease, and his general state of health had
given his friends some concern. The deceased^s

father, James Holme, was chief magistrate of

Liverpool in 18.i7-.5S, and his uncle, Simuel Holme,
in 1S.V2-53.

The Local Government Board has sanctioned a
loan of .£3,510 for the improvement of footpaths at

Falmouth.

An outbreak of fire occurred on Saturday in a
sawmill and woodyard on the St. Fort estate, in

Fifeshire, where the whole erections and stock of

cut wood were destroyed, the damage being esti-

mated at £1,000.

A design for an altar rail in bronze, prepared by
Sir Arthur W. Blomfleld, A R A., has been adopted
by the Dean and Chapter of Canterbury as part of

the scheme of restoration for the cathedral. It is

also in contemplation to restore the figure of the
Archangel St. Michael, from which the Bell Harry
Tower—the Angel Tower of olden days—derived its

name. It was destroyed by the Puritans about the

year 1500.

The almshouses under the management of the

Coopers' Company, situated in School House-lane,
Ratclift", are shortly to be pulled down, as the site

is required for the erection of modern buildings.

The ilimates will in future receive pensions and
reside with their friends. Several of the houses
have been empty for some time, and last week the
13 remaining occupants removed their furniture to

their new homes, and bade farewell to the old
quarters. The old buildings, which were built over
100 years ago, after a fire which occurred on the
spot, are to be immediately demolished.

Crabt i&ebjs.

WAGES MO'TEMENTS.
GRBENorK.—The (Ircenock and district plumbers

have demanded an increase from SJd. to 9il. per

hour. A further request for a winter wage of lOJ.

per hour they are willing to withdraw, but they

threaten to strike it their demand for increase to

9d. is not complied with by Friday.

M.iNcnESTEE —At a meeting of the rivers com-
mittee of the Manchester Corporation on Monday,
a letter was read from the Local (iovernment Board
in which that authority refuses to sanction the com-
mittee's scheme for dealing with the sewage elfluent

by what is known as the bacteriological system,

unless the corporation will undertake to acquire 200

acres of land on which to carry out the system. It

was resolved to hold a special meeting of the com-
mittee to consider the situation.

XoETiir.MBEBLASD. — The strike in the Blyth

painting trade has been settled, an amicablearrange-

ment having been arrived at between the employers

and workmen over the question of apprentices,

which was the chief point in dispute. The strike

began on the 16th March,

LATEST PRICES.
IB ON, &c.

Per ton. Per ton.

17 5
6 17

8 6
10 10

Per ton.

£3 10
8 10
8
7 10
11 10
4 2 6

6 16
6 10
5

A project is on foot for a direct railway from

Thun to Brieg, in the Cxnton Valais, vi;'i the

Loetschberg. For the purposes of th'S line a main
tunnel will have to be pierced over seven miles in

length, and over 4,000ft. above the sea-level, the

cost of construction being estimated at £1,500,000

sterhng.

On Saturday afternoon the memorial-stone of a

new Masonic temple in connection with Stevenston

Thistle and Rose Lodge, No. 169, was laid by Mr.

Hugh R. Wallace, of Busbie, Provincial Grand
Master of Ayrshire. The new Masonic temple is

situated in New-street, Stevenston, adjoining the

present Lodge premises, and is erected from plans

prepared by Mr. John Armour, architect, Irvine.

The promoters of the Folkestone D;strict Light

Rxilways do not intend to proceed with the appli-

cation to the Commissioners for the order for the

construction of the proposed railways in Folke-

stone, Sandgate, and Hythe.

Brockleshy Hall, the seat of Lord Yarborough,

near Grimsby, was the scene on Sunday morning
of a serious fire, by which the whole of the north-

east portion of the building, including the library

and a number of bedrooms, was destroyed. Many
valued heirlooms and manuscripts were destroyed.

The damage is estimated at £20,000.

The town council [of Richmond, Yorks, have
decided to build a farmhouse and building? on the

estate of 201 acres at Aislebeck, from plans by their

borough surveyor, Mr. Wetherell. The estate,

which has hitherto been leased, will be managed for

the corporation as a dairy farm.

The town council of Brighton have under con-

sideration the amendment of the building by-laws,

the chief proposal being to reduce thS stringency of

the requirements as to the height and thickness of

walls.

The corporation of Stoke-on-Trent inaugurated

at their gasworks on Wednesday week a new gaso-

meter, which has been built for the corporation at a

cost of £7,000 by Messrs. W. C. Holmes and Co., of

Huddersfleld. The new gasometer will hold

4:!0,000tt. of gas, and meets a 30-hours' maximum
demand. It is on the telescopic principle, with

three lifts, and has a steel tank 25ft. deep by 90ft.

in diameter, which will contain a million gallons of

water.

On behalf of the Local Government Board, Mr.
W. W. E. Fletcher concluded, on Friday, an
inquiry into the application of the Withington
Urban District Council for power to borrow a sum
of £5,500 for the purchase of land on which to erect

an infectious diseases hospital.

Colonel A. J. Hepper, D.S.O., R.E., an inspector

of the Local Government Board, held an inquiry at

Widnes Town-hall on Friday intD an applicition

of the town council for sanction to borrow £3,850

for works of sewerage. The town clerk, Mr. Oppen-
heim, said the money was required to construct a

new sewer in place of the central outfall sewer,

which was the oldest sewer in the borough. Mr. J.

Sinclair, the surveyor, gave evidence as to the need

of the new sewer, and produced reports and plans.

A Local Government Board inquiry was held at

Radcliffe, Lanes, on Friday, by Mr. Sandforth

Fawcett with regard to an application of the Kid-

cliffe District Council for powers to borrow £2,000

for works of surface drainage. It is proposed to

replace the old-fashioned brick eyes, which are

stated to be very insanitary, with stoneware trapped

gullies. Powers to borrow upwards of £30,000 for

sewers and eewage works have already been

obtained.

RoUed-Iron Joists, Belgian £0 to £6 10

RoUed-Steel Joists, English 6 10 „ 7

Wrought-Iron Girder Plates 5 16 „ 6 10

Bar Iron, good Staffs 7 0,, 80
Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Round, or
Square 17 ,

Do., Welsh 6 15 ,

Boiler Plates, Iron-
South Staffs 7 17 6 ,

BestSnedshiU 10 ,

Angles lOe., Tees 209. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, &c., £6 153. Od. pet ton.

Builders' Hoop Iron, galvanised, £15 lOs. Od. per ton.

Galvanised C jrrugated Sheet Iron—
No. 18to20. No.22to24.

8ft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.

gauge £10 15 ...£11

B^t ditto 11 6 6 ... 1110
Per ton.

Cast-iron Columns £6 to

Cast-iron Stanchions fi

Rolled-Iron Fencing Wire 7

Rolled-Steel Fencing Wire 7 6
tialvanised 10 10

riast-Iron Sash Weights 1

Cast-iron Socket Pipes-
Sin. diameter 5 10

4in. to 6in 6 5

7in. to 24in. (all sizes) < 15 ..

[Coated with composition, 29. 6d. per ton extra ;
turned

and bored joints, 63. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron— Per ton.

Cold Blast, LilleshaU 105«. to 110a.

Hot Blast, ditto B78. 6d. to 6'28. 6d.

Wrought-Iron Tubes—Discount off Standard Lists f.0.6.

Gas-Tubes 76p.c. Fittinga 77ip.

Water-Tubea 70
Steam-Tubes 621

Galvanised Gas-Tubes 60

Galvanised Water-Tubes 55

Galvanised Steam-Tubea 46
lOcwt. casks

Sheet Zinc, for roofing and work- Per ton.

ingup £'2'i I''

Sheet Lead, 31b. per sq. ft. super. 1 i 10

Pig Lead, in Icwt. pigs 14

Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 17 10

CopperSheets. sheathing and rods G2

Copper, British Cake and Ingot .. 5115
Tin, Straits 66 3 9

Do., EngUsh Ingots 69

Spelter. Silesian 17 7 6

Cut Clasp Nails, Sin. to 6in 8 15

Cut Floor Brads 8 10

Wire Nails (Points de Paris)—
to 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

8/6 9/0 9/6 10/S 11/0 12/0 13/0 14/9

TIMBER.
Teak, Burmah per load £1.1

„ Bangkok , ... p
Quebec pine, yellow , ... 2 5

„ Oak „ ." 3 15

„ Birch 2 17

Ehn „ ... 3 12

„ Ash '-J "
Dantsic and Memel Oak „ ... 2 4

Fir 1 11

Wainscot, Riga p. log ... „ ... 3 12

Lath, Dantsic, p.f „ ... * 10

St. Petersburg „ ... 6

Greenheart „ -. 8 6

Box *

Sequoia, U.S.A. ...per cube foot 1

Mahogany, Cuba, per super foot

lin. thick

,,
Honduras ... ,, ...

,, Mexican „ ...

Cedar, Cuba
„ Honduras „ ... u

Satinwood „ ^
Walnut, Italian „ ... " - „ - ,",. . ,,.

Deals, per St. Petersburg Standard, 120— l'«t. by lim.

byllin. :—
Quebec, Pine, 1st fl9 B

2nd 13 15

,; 3rd 6 5

Canada Spruce, 1st 10

2nd and 3rd 7 10

New Brunswick 7

Riga % I
St. Petersburg » °

Swedish * J?
Finland ' 1=

White Sea »
Battens, all sorts .-... 6
Flooring Boards, per square of lin. :—

Ist prepared ^^

2nd ditto ^
Other qualities .>

Staves, per standard M ;

—

Quebec pipe

U.S. ditto tW
Memel, cr. pipe 230

Memel, brack 200

OII.S.
Linseed per ton. £16

Rapeseed, English pale... „ ...

Do., brown », .••

Cottonseed, refined „ ...

Crtive, Spanish „ ...

Seal, pale , .••

Cocoanut, Cochin „ ...

Do., Ceylon
Pahn, Lagos „ ...

Oleine ,. ••

Lubricating U.S per gal.

Petroleum, refined „ ...

Tar, Stockholm per barrel

Do., Archangel », ...

Turpentine, American... per ton

15
16/9

to £15 10

„ 14

.,4 5

24 6
22 10
14 10
33
24
27 15
22
23 10
18 16

6

1

12
23

to £25 5

„ 16 5

„ 10 15

„ 11 10

„ 8 10

„ 7 10

„ 7 5

„ 12 5

„ 15

..8 5

„ 15 15

„ 18

„ £0 17

.. 13

., 7

£12 10
240
210

to £16 10

„ 24 10

„ 23

>. 16

„ SI 10

" ^* s
„ 28

.. 23

„ 23 15

.. 19 15

„ 7 6

,. 4J

,. 16
.. 16

„ 23 10

14.
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LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.

Cricklade—Water-Supply Scheme £21, £10 IOb Harry Bevin, Clerk R.D.C., Union OeSces, Wootton Bassett

.

Helper—Sewage Disposal Schemes 50 Guineas, 26 Guineas Joseph Pym, Clerk, Belper
Tipton—Laying Out Park (£4,000 limit) £25 (merged), £10 John W. Waring, Clerk, Public OflSces, Tipton
Trowbridge—Technical School (£5,500 limit—Mr. E. W. Mount-

ford. F.R.I.B.A., Assessor) £40 (and 5 per cent, com.), £30, £20 H. Ledbury, Sec, Castle-street, Trowbridge, Wilts
East Ham—Public Offices, Library & Technical Institute, Fire-
Engine Station, Public Baths, and Offices (cost about £55,000) £105 (merged), £52 lOs C. E. Wilson, Clerk U.D.C., Public Offices, East Ham, E

Foiraby—Sewerage of a Portion of the Township £100, £50, £25 J. H. Havelock Sutton, Surveyor. Piercefleld-road, Formby..
Warrington-Police Station, Court House, fcc £100. £50, £25 J. Lyon Whittle, Clerk, Town Hall, Warrington
Stockholm—City Railway Stations and Junctions £656. £438. £219 Consulate General, 27, Great Winchester-street, E.C
Motherwell—Youn^ Men's Xnstitute (£3,500 limit) Building Com. United Y.M.C.A, ... .James Bums, Town Clei'k, Secretaiy, Slotberwell, N.B

April 30
May 1

>, 25

„ 28

June 24
July 1

„ 2
Aug. 31

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

BUILDINGS.
UshawMoor-Thirty-flvfrHouses North-Eastem Dwellings Co R. Lofthouse and Sons, .Architects, 62, Albert-road, Middlesbrough April 2
Old Windsor—New Intirmary Buildings, &c., at Workhouse ... Guardians Philip Lovegrove, Clerk, 32, Park-street. Windsor ,

2
Morley- Six Houses, Rooms-lane Newton and Asquith, Ackroyd-street, Morley 2
Pontefract- Additions to Rose and Crown Inn Ejiottingley Brewery Co J. Holmes Greaves and Co., Architects, Com Market, Pontefract ... „ 2
Belfast-Altering the Old National Bank, High-street, into
Shop and Warehouse Crane and Sons Young and Mackenzie, Architects, 7, Donegall-sq. East, Belfast ... „ 2

Batley—Twelve Houses, East Bath-street John H. Brearley, Architect, Hanover-street, Batley ,i 2
Lancaster—Rebuilding Nog's Head Hotel and Three Shops Wm. Bell J. Parkinson, Architect. B7, Church-street, Lancaster <• 2
Dewsbury—Four Houses and Two Cottages. Staincliffe-road W. Rhodes, Architect. Borough Chambers. Market-place, Batley ... „ 2
Wokingham—Board-Room and Offices at Workhouse Guardians John F. Sargeant, Clerk, 8, Shute End, Wokingham „ 2
Gledhow-Pair of Semi-detached ViUas in Avenue W.Carby Hall, A R.I.B.A., Prudential Buildings, Park-row, Leeds „ 2
Ballybrown—Additions to R.C. Church Rev. R. Kirby,P.P W. E. Corbett, Architect, 8, Glentworth-atreet, Limerick „ 2
Bradford - Store Shed and Workmen's Cabin, Hammerton-etreet
Destructor Works Corporation George MeGuire, Town Clerk, Bradford >,

<

Colchester—Alterations to Workhouse Guardians Charles E. White, Clerk, 57, North-hill, Colchester *

Ify'on-E.itension of Electricity Station Urban District Council R. 'Vincent, CTerk, Town Hall, Leyton ,< *
Llangollen—Headmaster's House, County School E. Foulkea Jones, Clerk to Governors, Llangollen „ 4
Guildford—.Additions. 1. South-street Corporation Ferdinand Smallpiece, Town Clerk, Guildford 4
Middlesbrough -Rebuilding Premises Maypole Dairy Co E. Lofthouse and Son, Architects, 62, Albert-road, Middlesbrough 4
Clacton-on-Sea—Passmore Edwards Holiday Home for Children Charles Bell, F.R.I.B. A., Architect, 3, Salter's Hall-court, E.C „ 4
Barry—Additions, Eomilly Board Schools School Board W. H. Lewis. Clerk. Barry « *
Cornholme-School on Worsthome Estate .. Todmorden School Board Jesse Horsfall. F.R I.B.A.. 4, Chapel-walks, Manchester „ 4
Bndgewater-AltenngFloor. &c.. Public Bath, Old Taunton-rd W. T. Baker, Town Clerk, Bridgewater ,

4
Halifax— Rebuilding White Horse Inn, Southgate Samuel Webster and Sons Jackson and Fox, Architects. 22. George-street, Halifax „ 4
Selby-Strong-Room at Town Hall Urban District Council Brace McG. Gray. AM I.C.E., Town Surveyor, Sclby 4
Llangollen—Head Master's House, County School H. Teather, Architect, Andrew's Buildings, Queen-street, Cardiff ... „ 4
^drossan- School School Board Jas. Cook. Clerk, Ardrossan, N.B 4
I^entry-Six Cottages, Warwick-street Co-operative Society R. York, Secretary, High-street. Daventry , 4
Strathspey—Distillery Buildings, &o Charles C. Doig, Architect, Elgin 4
Bedwelty-Axgoel School School Board C. Dauncey, Oerk, Tredegar 4
Strood- Stable and Loft at Rede Farm, Truateea of Watts's Charity L. H. Bell, Solicitor. High-street, Rochester , 4
Ipswich— Repairs, Working Men's Club, Brook-street Chairman of Committee, Brook-street, Ipswich „ 5
Northampton—Workhouse Repairs Board of Guardians _ W. Fawke.s, Clerk, 14, Ouildhall-road. Northampton „ 5
Chnrchtown—Additions and Alterations at Burton House W. H. Hill and Son, 28, South Mall, Cork „ 5
Glanderstone- Rebuilding Dwelling-House and Re-rooflng Byie Alexander Anderson John Craigen, .Solicitor, 193, Union-street, Aberdeen „ 6
Fordinbndge- Nursing Home Fred. Bath, F.R I B.A.. Crown Chambers. Salisbury „ 5
Droitwich - Gasworks Buildings and Plant Corporation S. John Tombs, Town CTerk, Town Hall. Droitwioh „ 6
Sleaford-Foundation Works for Asylum at Ranceby Kesteven County Council Thos. H. Holdich, Clerk to Committee of Visitors, Sleaford , 5
Dewsbury-Rebuilding Portion of Britannia Mills C. H. Marriott and Sons, Architects, West Park-street, Dewsbury... „ 5
Cardiff- St. Paul's New Congregational Church, Cowbridge-rd. Rev. J. H. Walker Veall and Sant, Architects, Cardiff „ 5
Newton Abbot-Additions to Workhouse Board of Guardians F. Homer, Clerk, East-street, Newton Abbot „ 5
Lancaster -Rebuilding Liverpool Bank John F. Curwen, F.R.I.B.A., 26. Highgate, Kendal „ 5
Southend-on-Sea-Three Covered Shelters, Marine Parade Corporation William H. Snow, Town Clerk. Essex Hall, Southend-on-Sea , 5
Maxton-Four Cottages, Hardwick-road E.Dawes W.J.Jennings, Architect, 6. Oaremont-place, Dover „ 5
Bishop Auckland -Cottage Hospital Urban District Council Dr. McCullagh, Bishop Auckland 5
fcoulhowram-Cartwrighfs Workshop Raymond Berry, Architect, Arcade Chambers. Halifax - „ B
Cardiff-Alterations to Old Post Office Buildings, St. Mary-at. Corporation J. L. Wheatley, Town Clerk. Town Hall, Cardiff 6
JUewsbuiy-Seven Houses on Savile Estate Utley, Hebblethwaite, and Utley, 10, Waterhouse-street, Halifax... „ fi

Newton-lc-Willows- Lock-Up Station Joint Committee J. S. Story, County Surveyor, St. Mb ry's Gate, Derby „ 6
Morecambe—Two Houses and House and Shop John Knipe, Boulton-squjire. Morecambe „ «
Eastbourne -School Chapel and Classrooms, Greenfield-road J. Crisford, Architect. 51, Gildredge-road, Eistboume 6
AJdershot- Isolation Hospital Urban District CouncU W. E. Foster, Clerk. Aldershot .. 8
Llanbadarn, Fawr-Restoration of Roof of Church Tower W. A. Miller, Ciimbrian-.street, Aberystwith „ 6
Bamsley- hurgery and Four Houses, Worsbrough Bridge Herbert Crawshaw, Architect, 13, Regent-street, Barnsley „ fi

Wierbum -Stores, c^-c. Sherbum HiH Co-operative Society Thos. Robson, Secretary, Sherburn HUl „ fi

s;. i V ^ '' '''™'°8-Houses, Eversley-place Medley Hall. Architect. 29, Northgate, Halifax 6
Wadebndge-Memorial Schools Kerley and Ellis, Architects, Exmouth „ «

S'^*]^'"'l^i,*^""''
'^'"''^'"'' '^°'''^'"'™^ Guardians F. J. Seabrook, Clerk, Union Offices, Edgware „ 7

Bradford-rwelveHouses, Park Side-road, West Bowling Rycroft and Firth, Architects, Bank Bdgi., Mmcheater-rd., Bradford „ 7
hkipton- Store, Warehouses, and Butcher's Shop Co-operative Society Barber Hopkinson and Co.. Craven Bank Chambers, Keighley ,, 7
Kendal-Additions, Castle-street Schools R. Walker, F.R.I.B.A., Windermere „ 7
Ipswich-Central Fu-e Station Corporation E. Buckham, Borough Surveyor, Town Hall, Ipswich „ K

S'^vS"^"" °*''' Store and Two Houses, Southfleld-lane... Industrial Society JohnDrake and Son, Architects, (iueensbury „ K
Morth Hagbourne-CompletingSt. Peter's Church Tower Building Committee G. R. McFarlane, Hon. Sec, North Hagbourne, Didcot „ 9
JKomsey--Manse m Hundred Romsey Wealeyan Circuit James Jenvey. Architect. Market-place, llomsey „ 9
ITimleySt. Martin—Roofing Church

, J. S. Corder, Architect, Wimbourne House, Ipswich , 9
^Wyke-Home Farm BuUdings Lieut.-Col. Sandya, M.P John Banks, Land Agent, Kendal , 9
Woolwich -Engineering Workshops Govemors of Polytechnic Church, Quick, and Whincop. Architects, William-street,.Woolwich „ 9
Eclnngton-Extensiona to Manager's House Gas Company Fisher and Son, Architects, Eckington, Sheffield 9
^kstown- Courthouse Grand Jury of County Tyrone B. Stuart, Secretary Tyrone Grand Jury, Omagh , 9
watergrasshill- Parochial House Rev. John O'Leary, P.P Samuel F. Hynea, F.R.I.B.A.. 41. South Mall, Cork , 9
Bumham-House for Head Master School Board Silas Wagon, Clerk, Aylesford, Maidstone „ U
TO J^ ^^?;?°-^'"°°''''5''^°°'^-''"^«*' J. M'Carthy and Sons W. H. Hill and Son. Architects. 2.3, South Mall, Cork „ 11
woodhouse-Five Houses and Shop, New England Estate W. H. and A. Sugden, Architects, Cavendish-street, Keighley „ 11
Dalton-in-lurness -Additions to Co-operative Hall Co-operative Society Jno. Butler, Architect. 31. Cornwallis-.street, Barrow , 11
Hioelord-lublic Slaughter-house '. Town CouncU R. T. Hookwav, Architect. Bridgehind-street, Bideford „ 12
aaluax-Additions to Victoria MilU T. SutcUtt'e and sons W. Clement Williams, Architect, 29, South-gate, Halifax 13
famnam- Laundry. Kitchen, and Alterations at Workhouse ... Guardians ; Ernest CrundweU, Clerk, South-street Farnham „ 13
aextnorpe- Workmen's Club and Institute W. Hempsall. Secretar}-, 27. Old Hexthorpc, Doncaster , 13
irraawle -House .... W. C. FauU George liow, Tregothnan office, Truro IS
uevonport-Bathing Platform, Morice Town Town Council John Bums, Borough Surveyor, Municipal Office, Ker-st., Devonport „ 13
Brentwood-Jeehmcal Workshops at Schools Hackney Union Frank R. Coles. Clerk, Hackney Union, Homerton, N.B 13
Coldbrook-House..

f D. Matthews, Raghm-terrace. Abergavenny „ IS

^™ •" w t1'""^''^'"='7'CoteHiU Halifax Brewery Co W. Clement Williams, Architect, 29, South-gate, Halifax ,. 14

^0^7™" T. r 2P.- Great North of Scotland Railway ... W. Molfatt, Secretary, Aberdeen IS

nw Xi^/i «ff Sf.'""" •• Standing Joint Committee Henry Littler, Architect, 68, Fishergate, Preston 16

TP»1 11 A.^~'^.'°™^^'"'*ry at Workhouse Guardians Philip Lovegrove, Clerk, .li. Park-street, Windsor 16

^^r^rl^. S"^ ^ ^',''^™,°'«„^'"»'' School Board A. Jeffries, Clerk, Bradford-street. WalsaU „ 18

WoT„ rf?V?~^^ .
and Cake Bakery, &c..Gillingham-road New BromptonEc. &Prov.Soc.,M. E. J. Hammond. Architect. Ill, High-street, New Brompton, Kent „ IS

T^t.1^ 5r
"t.*'--*''«™c-Lighting Station, Penrose-street .St. Mary Newington Vestry L. J. Dunham. Clerk, Vestry Hall. Walworth-road, 8.E. IS

hI???^' J xr*'^'*'';™°°'KeS™''8 Park Generating Station ,St. Pancras Vestry C. H. F. Barrett. Clerk, Vestry Hall. Funcras-road, N.W ^ 19
Bundertand-New Post and Inland Revenue Office Commissioners of H.M. Works Hon. Reginald B. Brett, .Sec, 12, Whitehall-phice, London, 8.W I»

bkI«>j '??'^ i",'?!88
and Chimney at Workhouse Guardians James Leeming, Clerk, Museum-street, York 19

K™S^,t;i i''i5°f'?
I 0'"^^ station Corporation Jos. Norton, Architect, George-street, Sheffield „ 24

KawJJ^ a 1 .
"?

,

AUerations to Asylum Midlothian District Lunacy Board... R. Addison Smith, Clerk. 19. Heriot-row, Edinburgh , 23

R»l7i^ r..,i V ^.''u"A"'?''^"'?.''2' Harper-Adams. Governors C. R. Liddle, .Solicitor, Newport, Salop - '«

T»iTj„- H, 1 „ ' ''?'^J,''.'''?'^^'?'°''^''«'* Municipal Authority The Brazilian Legation, London
;,.,?^ d\°^^''™^J,''','S'"^'»«P'»''* ^- A. D. Kaye, Ai-ohitect, 71. Albion-street, Leeds

London ^.....^ July 21

rp™ rT i7"° —^—
-
— ."- .^ix« »u^» vyvjbwigwf jjury urewery ^jompany xnoa. iNuiiau, Arcnu/C"*

Ten Cottages in Drore-lane ' _..:. Jesse Claje, Sleaford
sieafTrd-T^n Co^.SI«^ nS,'iJL^„*'''*

Cottages Bury Brewery Company Thoa. NuttaU, Architect, 20, Market-street, Bury
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Otley—Thirty-one Hoosea Fairbank and Wall, Ardutects, 3, Manor-square. Otley, Bradford... —
Maidstone—Riverside Store "Wakeley Bros Simeon Hunt, Architect, 129, Queen's-road, Brighton —
Lowestoft— Salvation Army Buildings, Battery Green-road Alexr. Gordon, M.S.A., Architect. 101, Queen Victoria-street, E.G. —
Ilkley-Three Shops in the Grove Baxendall and Critchley, Architects, The Grove, Hkley —
Golbome—North Aisle & Organ Chamber, St. Thomas's Church Heaton, Ralph, and Heaton, Architects. King-street, Wigan —
Long Eaton—Nine Shops, Public Hall, Offices, Warehouse, &c. Long Eaton W.M. Co-op. Soc.,Ltd. Ernest S. Itidgway, M.S.I., Architect, Long Eaton, nr. Nottingham —
Featherstone-Ten Houses R, W. Feamley, Featherstone Common, near Pontefract —
Llanelly—Two Villas, Old-road J. Davies and Son, Architects, Llanelly —
Filey—Thee Shops, Belle Vuc-street Smith and Tweedale, Architects, 12, South-pirade, Leeds —
Bradford-Empire Palace Theatre, and Reconstruction of the
Alexandra Hotel H. E. Moea W. G. R. Sprague, Fitzalan House, Arundel-street, Strand, W.C.... —

Preston Wynne-Church Restoration G. H. Godsell. Architect, Palace Chambers, Hereford —
Filey—Three Shops, Belle Vue-street Smith and Tweedale, F.K I.B.A., Archts., 12, South-parade, Leeds. —
Selby- Factory Inlaid Linoleum Co J, F. Walsh, Architect, Bank Chambers, Halifa.x —
Llangennech—House J- Davies and Son, Architects, Llanelly —
Cheslyn Hay—Additions to Methodist New Connection Church Bailey and McCounal, Architects, Bridge-street. Walsall —
Long Eaton—Nine Shops, Public Hall, Offices, andWarehouse Working Men's Co-operative Society Ernest R. Itidgway, M.S. A., Long Eaton, near Nottingham —
Castle Donington—Villa and Stabling E. B. Ridgway, M.S.A., Long Eaton, near Nottingham —
Bradford—Detached House, Lister-avenue F. Moore, Architect, 40, Sunbridge-road. Bradford —
Keighley—Twenty-four Houses in Fell-lane KeighleylndustrialCo-op. Society... John Haggas, Architect, North-street, Keighley —
Llanelly—Alterations to Two Houses, Cambrian-street J. Da\-ies and Son, Architects, Llanelly —
Carlisle -Alterations to Sarings Bank H. Higginson, M.S. A., Architect, Carlisle —
Armley-Two Houses. Stanningley-road H. Pritchard F. W. Rhodes, Architect, Upper Wortley. Leeds —
Leeds-Clothing Factory in Hudson-road Smith and Tweedale, 12, South Parade, Leeds —
Caversham—White Hart Hotel Geo. W. Webb. Architect, Market-place Chambere, Reading —
Abertillery-Church Eev. H. B.Rees C. B. Fowler, F.R.I.B.A., 5. High-street, Cardiff —
Bradford-Two Villas, Pollard-lane F. Wild, Architect, 7, Charles-street, Bradford —
Chipping Norton-Masonic Temple A. .1. Rowley, Architect, 13-2, High-street, Oxford —
Barnstaple -House, Bear-street J. L. White F. W. Fetter, A.R.I.B.A., M.S.A., Barnstaple —
Ashton-under-Lyne-SeventeenHouses, Stores, and Shop T. D. Lindley, Architect, Market-avenue, Ashton-under-Lyne —
Darlington—Wealeyan Sunday School, Corporation-road W. J. Morley, F.R.I.B.A.. Architect, 269, Swan-arcade, Bradford... —
Carlisle -Four Shops and Dwelling-Houses DixonandCo H. Higginson, M.S.A., Architect, Carlisle —
Buttershaw- Residence Brayshaw and Dixon, Architects, Bowling Old-lane, Bradford —
Friskney-Alterations and Renovation, Wesleyan Chapel Cowham and Woodhead, Friskney —
Morecambe -Two-storied Pavilion (brick). West End Warwick's Revolving Tower Co. ... James Marshall, Architect, Morecambe —
Kesh-New Creamery J. A. Aiken, Secretary, Kesh —
Ashton-under-Lyne—Fourteen Houses, Branch Stores, and
Butcher's Shop Thos. D. Lindley, Architect, Market-avenue, Ashton-under-Lyne... —

VVeaste—Fourteen Houses C. Locke, Architect, St. Peter's-square, Stockport —
Leeds—Infants' School. Jubilee-terrace School Board W. S. Braithwaite, Architect, Leeds —
Thorpe Hesley—Two Houses and Shops Herbert Smith, Architect, Thorpe Hesley —
St. Bees— Grammar School Gymnasium G. Dale Oliver, F.R.I. B.A., 5, Lowther-street, Carlisle —
liCeds-Trinity Presbyterian Church, Harehills-avenue W. H. Beevers, F.R.I.B.A., 26, Bond-street, Leeds —
Hockering-Repairs to Church, School, and Rectory Ber. Dr. Eingsmill A. J. Lacey, Architect, Norwich' —
Horwich— .Superstructure of St. Catherine's Church F. Morton Palmer, M.S.A., 3, Lee-lane, Horwich —
Allerton— Eight Houses, Avenell-terrace R- Drake, Architect, 142, AUerton-road, AUerton —
Langland, Glam.— ^*ilJa Wilson and Moxham, Architects, 15, Castle-street, Swansea —
Hebbum-on-Tyne—New Joiner's & Machine Shops at Shipyard H.awthom, Leslie, and Co., Ltd., Hebbum-on-Tyne, Newcastle —
Bradford—Two Semi-Detached Villas, Pollard-lane Frederick Wild. Architect, 7, Charles-street, Bradford —
Friskney—Alterations, Wesleyan Chapel E. Woodhead, Friskney —
.Bnxton—Twelve Cottages at Harpur Hill Buxton Lime Firms Company, Limited, 8, The Quadrant, Buxton... —

ENCHNEEEING.
Bath—Reservoir, &c Rural District Council I. Williams, Clerk, 30, The Paragon, Bath Aliril 2

Innellan, N.B.—Renewal of Pier Campbell and Lamond, C.S., 2, Albyn-place, Edinburgh „ 2
Buxton-Heating Wesley Chapel and Schools 8. Selby, 21, High-street, Buxton
Dewsbuiy—Mortar Mill at Destructor Works Corporation G. T. Lee, Town Clerk, Dewsbury
Warrington—Platform for Travelling Crane Paving and Sewerage Committee ... Thos. Longdin, Borough Surveyor, AVarrington

Glasgo"—Lanarkshire and Ayrshire Railway Formans and M'Call, C.E., 160, Hope-street, Glasgow
Newbiggin-by-Sea—Sinking a Well at Lane-end Urban District Council R. Nicholson, Clerk, 14, Queen-street, Newbiggin-by-the-Sea
Bishop's Castle—Stopping Leakage in Reservoir at Maesgwyn.. Corporation '. Ernest Griffiths, Town Clerk, Bishop's Castle

Wmdsor-Gas Purifier Gaslight Co The Company's Secretary, 15, Victoria-street, Windsor
Glastonbury—Water Main, George-street Urban District Council Stanley Austin, Town Clerk, 11, Chilkwell-street, Glastonbury
Bournemouth—Motor Vehicles fkjrporation F. W. Lacey. M.I.C.E.,Boro.Eng., Municipal Offices, Bournemouth
Milton-next-Sittiogboume-Gas Apparatus Urban District Council A. Da\Tson. Manager, Gasworks, Milton-next-Sittingboume
Bantry—Water Main Board of Guardians R. Croby, Clerk, Board-room, Bantry
Truro - Hot-Water Supply at Workhouse and Hospital Guardians Eras. Truscott, Clerk. Truro
Buxton -Cast-iron Double "Tanks ;.35ft. by 25ft.) Urban District Council Geo. Smedley, C.E., Buxton
Clacton-on-Sea-CI. Tank (30,000 gallons : and Mains Urban District Council A. R. Chamberlayne, Clerk, Clacton-on-Sea
St. John's Hill. S.W.—Laundrj- Apparatus and Machinerj- at
Workhouse Wandsworth and Clapham Union... Alfred N. Henderson, Clerk, Guardians' Offices, St. John 8Hill,S.W.

Ramsbottom—Filters, &c Urban District Council John W. Barlow. Clerk, Market-place Ramsbottom
Cairo—Railway Plant at Barrage In.spector-General of Irrigation. I'ublic Works Ministry, Cairo

Ditchingham — Reconstructing Pimough Bridge Norfolk County Council ' C. Foster, Clerk, Shire House, Norwich
Middleton- Steam Fire-Engine Corporation Frederick Entwistle, Town Clerk, Middleton, near Manchester
Euston—Widening the Rectory Bridge West Suffolk County Council F. Whitmore, County Surveyor, 17, Duke-street, Chelmsford
Dukinfield—Sewage Purification Works,BradleyHurat Farm... Joint Sewerage Board Wm. Smith, Council Offices, Dukinfield

Leamington—Deep Well Pumps and Cias-Engine Corporation H. Consett Passman, Town Clerk, Town Hall, Leamington
St. Helens—Twenty-Ton Still for Sulphate of Ammonia Gas Committee Baml. Glover, Engineer, Gasworks, Warrington Old-rd., St. Helens

Tramway Bridge Gas Co A. F. Wilson, 103, Victoria-road, Aldershot

2

Aldershot—Tramway Bridge
Congleton—Water Supply Works Rural District Council H. Ferrand, Clerk, Sandbach, Cheshire
Mansfield Woodhouse—Water-Supply Works Urban District Council W. F. Warner, Clerk, Mansfield, Woodhouse, Notts
Ballachulish—Railway Extension from Connel Ferry to Balla-

chulish, with Bridges across Loch Etive and Loch Creran Callander and Oban Railway Co. ... Joha Anderson, Secretary, 58, Bath-street, Glasgow
Dford -Settling Tanks (600,000 gallons). Stores, and Sludge-
Pressing Machinery Urban District Coimcil John W. Benton, Clerk. Council Offices, Hford

Liscard-Boring Work at Waterworks, Sea "Slew-road Wallasey Urban District Council ... H. W. Cook, Clerk, Public Offices, Egremont, Cheshire
Boston—Patent Shipway Harbour Commissioners W. H. Wheeler, M.Inst.C.E.. Market-place. Boston, Lines.

River Thames—Dredging between Maidenh^d and Windsor ... Thames Conservancy Thames Conservancy Office, A'ictoria Embankment, E.C. ..

Stranorlar—Railway E.xtension from Strabane to Londonderry
(14J miles) Donegal Railway Company W. R. T^awsou. Secretary, Stranorlar, Co. Donegal

Carnarvon— Girder Bridge over River Seiont Corporation J. H. Bodbel-Roberts, Town Clerk, Carnarvon
Madras—Utilisation of Water of Pcriyar Lake Chief Engineer for Irrigation, Madras July 1

Moulins—Improvements to Roanne-Digoin Canal (estimated
cost, £62,000) Prefect of Allier, at Moulins —

Navan—Repairs to Gasworks Gas Company Michael Morgan, Secretary, Navan —

FENOINO AND "WALLS.
King's Lynn—AVroughHron Undimbable Fencing Corporation E. J. Silcox. C.E., Borough Engineer, King's Lynn April 2

Keighley—Fence Walling, Gill-lane Devonshire Estate Offices, Bow-street, Keighley ,
*

Frimley—Fencing & Latrines, Recreation Ground, London-rd. Urban District Council A. H. Kennett, Clerk, High-street, Camberley >, 5

PUBNITTJBE AND FITTINGS.
Swindon—Iron Bedsteads, Mattresses, &c., to Victoria Hospital Thos. Roberts, Secretary, Swindon April 6

Colchester—Bar Fronts, Sea Horse Hotel and Dragoon Inn Colchester Brewing Co G. H. Page. Architect, Trmity-chambers, Colchester „ 8
Mullion Cove—Furnishing of Hotel A. H. Jenkins, Solicitor, Redruth —
Cork—Fitting-up Laundry Metropole Hotel Company Arthur Hill, B.E., M.R.I.A., 22, George's-street, Cork —

PAINTING.
Rochdale—Infirmary Henry Booth, Secretary, 58a, Yorkshire-street, Rochdale April 2

Cork-All Outside Work at District Lunatic Asylum W. Hill, Architect, South Mall, Cork » *

Keighley—Interior of the Central Conservative Clubrooms, _

Hattersley-crescent Thomas Bottomley, Cross Hills, Keighley 6

Huddersfield—Lodge, Greenhouses, Railings, Gates, &c., at , .

Greenhead Park Corporation The Town Clerk, Town Hall, Huddersfield ,
»

Oxford—Three Cemeteries at Wolvercote, Botlev, and Rose -

Hill; also at Sewage Pumping Station at Littleniore Corporation R. Bacon, Town Clerk, Town Hall, Oxford » »

York and Sheffield—Periodical Painting, &o War Department Major S. A. E. Hickson, R.E. Office, York „
J2

Margate—Northwood Hospital Lsle of Thanet Hospital Committee G. Foord-Kelcey, Clerk, 2, Hawley-street, Margate ,
18

Batley-Pa™g and Flagging Crown-street, GoodaU's-yard,
BOADS AND STREETS.

, „ ,, . , ,Foxs-yard, East-street, and Markham-street Town Council O. J. Kirby, Borough Surveyor, Market-place, Batley Apru 2

Wimbledon—New Street from Bromley to Hertfleld-road . .. Urban District Council W. H. Whitfield, Clerk, Wimbledon " *

Tong-Street Works Urban District Council Jas. Smith, Surveyor, Tong-street, Dudley Hill .> •
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WORKMEN'S C( )MrENSATrON . AND
EMPLOYEES' LIABILITY.

WE have already I'eferred brietl}' to the
provisions of this momentous ,\ct,

which comes into operation on the 1st of

July next. As many of our readers are

•concerned with the new Act, it is import-

ant that they should make themselves
acquaintedwith the requirements of the new
law, whether as employers who will have to

reconsider their position and their liability

to make provision for any of their workmen,
or as workmen who will be much benefited

by the Act, and who will be anxious to find

out their rights and their mode of action.

The .'Vet will certainly add considerably to the

responsibility of the employer, for he will be
liable to pay damages or compensation for

personal injuries that have not been caused

by any negligence on his part. The long

and short of it is that the Act compels every

employer who comes within the scope of the

law to insure all his servants against injury.

Mr. W. EUis Hill, M.A., in his compre-
hensive volume,* which will be found of

great use as a guide to the new Act
as weU as to the Employers' Liability

Act, LSSO, and the Factory and Workshop
Act, liSTS to 1895, points out the leadiiig

object of the new legislation which is to scon
come into operation. The burden of personal
injury caused by accident during employ-
ment has, it will be admitted, been chiefly

borne by the unfortunate workman himself
according to common law. The Employers'
Liability .\.ct, ISSO, happilj' altered this state

of things, and so did the Factory and Work-
shop Acts, but they still left it impossible
in some oases for the injured man to recover
compensation from his emplojer. The Act
which we are considering is intended to place

the workman in a more satisfactory position,

and make the employer responsible for any
injmy caused by his negligence, or by that of

any person in his employ. In his introduction
Mr. Hill observes :

" It is difficult to see how
any negligence on the part of an individual,

and yet of an impersonal character, can exist.

If a man is negligent, it would appear that
he is guilty of negligence personal to himself,

and therefore it may be taken that the law
existing before the coming into force of that
statute is left unaffected. I'nder the ,\ct,

however, the workman is given the right to

proceed either under the law existing before
the coming into operation of the .\ct, or, at

his option, to take advantage of the pro-
visions of the statute." The amount of com-
pensation is the main thing, and therefore the
workman will have to consider which course
is the best for him to adopt.
At common law the workman had a right

of action against his employer for any injury
he sustained through personal negligence,
and under the Employers' Liability Act he
could recover damages for injuries sustained
through negligence of any persons for whom
the employer was answerable. The work-
man or claimant for compensation had to
prove negligence on the part of emplo3-er,
and that such negligence was the direct
c.iuse of the injury; but it was generally
difficult to prove these two things—it was
difficult to say what the duty was, or how
much. The contract, express or implied, had
to be considered before the duty of the
master could be found ; so that, as a conse-

The Law and Practice relating to Workmen's
Compensation and Employers' Liability. By W. Ellis
Hill, M a., of the Inner Temple and Northern Circviit,
Barrister-at-Law. London : Waterlow and Sons, Ltd.,
London Wall.

queues, when a workman was injured at his

work by the negligence of those employed
by the same master, he could not recover

if a contract of employment e.xisted. That

he suffered by the negligence of some
workman in the same grade as himself

was no doubt often the case. Yet it was hard,

too; for the injured man might know that his

comrades were working dangerously, but

he did not like to complain to the employer
or foreman of the fact. The I^mployers'

Liability Act so far altered this relation as to

make it more satisfactory to the workman.
The effect was to throw a responsibility on

the master for the injuries sustained through

the negligence of men in his employ who
were foremen or superiors of the injured man,
and who, therefore, did not like to ooiuplain.

Mr. Ellis Hill deals with the liability of the

employer under this and other Acts ; but we
mainly now treat of his liability under the

AVorkmen's Compensation Act of 1897. By
this Act a new principle has been introduced.

It casts upon the employer a new statutory

liability for injury, without reference to

any duty or negligence on his part or

those for whom he is responsible. This

liability is confined to certain persons and
employments to which the Act applies

—

namely, to employment on, in, or about a

railway, factory, mine, quarry, or engineer-

ing work, " and to employment by the

undertakers on, in, or about any building

which exceeds •'30tt. in height, and is either

being constructed or repaired by means of a
scaffolding, or being demolished, or on
which machinery driven by steam, water, or

other mechanical power is beitg used for the

purpose of the construction, repair, or demo-
lition thereof." The liability is imposed on
the employer even when the accident is

caused by the negligence of the workman
himself, if the latter has not been guilty of

serious and wilful misconduct. The com-
pensation is small in cases of mere injury,

but when death ensues it is substantial. The
first schedule gives the scale and conditions

of compensation. The amount is to be,

where death results, if the workman leaves

any " dependants wholly dependent upon
his earnings at the time of death, a sum
equal to his earnings in the employment
of the same employer during the three

years next preceding the injury, or the

sum of £1 JO, whichever of those sums is

the larger, but not exceedmg in any case

i.'-50(), provided that the amount of any
weekly payment made under this Act shall

be deducted from such sum, and if the

period of the workman's employment by the

said employer has been less than the said

three years, then the amount of his eaimings

during the said three years shall be deemed
to be 15() times his average weekly earnings

during the period of his actual employment
under the employer." If the workman leaves

any dependants in part dependent upon his

earnings, such sum not exceeding the sum
payable under the foregoing provision as may
be agreed upon on arbitration ; and if he

leaves no dependants, the expenses of his

medical attendance and burial, not exceeding

£10. In cases of total or partial incapacity

for work, a weekly payment after the

second week not exceeding .50 per cent, of

his average weekly earnmgs during the

previous VI months if he has been so long

employed, or, if not so long, a weekly allow-

ance not exceeding £1.

Other conditions are given. It is remarked,

as to the compensation for personal injury,

that it is so small, and the chances of injury

so infrequent, that the most economical

course to meet such cases would be to insure

against accidents.

Confining our attention to building acci-

dents, it will be franklj- admitted that the

Act makes an arbitrary limitation as to the

height of building, for unless it is over :iOft.

in height, the trade does not come within

the operation of the Act. This limit is bor-

rowed from the Factory and Workshop Act,

189.J ; so that if personal injury is sustained

by a workman on or in a building which is,

say, 29ft. high, there is no compensation.

But there is no guide for the determination

of the height ; how is it to be determined ? No
definition is given. This is a question which
will give rise to much difference of opinion.

Those who framed the Act were only thinking

of the risk incurred by the use of high

scaffolding, building cranes, and other

appliances. Should an accident occur and
personal injurj' or death result in or near a

building over the statutory height without

scaffolding or machinery, the Act is in-

operative. Lender the head of demolition, the

Act applies to any building being demnlished

over .'JOft. in height, although no scaffolding

or machinery is used.

Sub-contracting introduces another point.

To prevent the evasion of liability, section 4

provides that the undertaker or head con-

tractor is to pay compensation whenever the

contractor is liable to pay it to the injured

workmen, or whenever the contractor would
be liable if he were an employer. The
section goes on :

" Provided that the under-

takers shall be entitled to be indemnified by
any other person who would have been
liable independently of this section." A right

is there given to the undertakers to recover

what they have been obliged to pay to the

injured man from any person who would

have been liable independently of the section.

We have given here simply the broader

features of the new Act, which has been so

ably dealt with by Mr. Ellis-Hill. " The
decisions under the Employers' Liability Act
collected in the appendix will be found to

contain every important point likely to arise.

All legal practitioners, employers, contrac-

tors, and others interested 'in the far-reaching

powers of this Act ought to carefully study

the sections and schedules. Insurance com-
panies as well as employers are concerned

with them to ascertain their liabilities, and
the workmen also ought to know the privi-

leges conferred by the Act, if only to arrange

terms with their employers.

MODEL SPECIFICATIONS.—VII.

ORXA.MENTAL BRICKWORK.

LAST week we made a few remarks on the

subject of moulded and gauged brick-

work, and we gave a few clauses for external

facings, dressings, and pointing. The archi-

tect ought to make himself acquainted with

the leading kinds of bricks or any local-made

goods. For red-brick facings, the Fareham
reds are best for weathering, and are of a

nice, deep-red colour, and the I'areham
" rubbers " for gauged work ;

there are also

the " T. L. B." (Bracknell) red rubbers,

and the harder gault bricks. " Picked

stocks" are largely used for facings, also the

" bright yellow stocks." The " Suffolk

Whites" make good facings, and are suit-

able for gauged work. The best yellow-

malms and "seconds" are frequently speci-

fied. Then we have the Hartshill Brick and

Tile Company (Messrs. ISirks), Stoke-upon-

Trent, as makers of first-grade bricks, tiles,

terracotta, and paving bricks ;
while the ex-

cellent moulded bricks made byMr. J. Brown,

Whitechapel, furnish the architsct with all the

necessary materials for his ornamental

brickwork.
Wo do not propose to enter into the

subject of design; but many brick build-

ings show often a want of knowledge of

certain rules of design. What is right

in moulded work like terracotta is often

undesirable in brickwork. For exarnple,

we sometimes see ornamental mouldings

with sharp curves and angles which cannot

be executed in cut or i-ubbod brick without

much labour unless the bricks are specially

moulded, as, for instance, a gable coping with

two concave curves joining at an acute angle.
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Not only are these ornamental details un-
practicable, but they are not consistent with
good brick design—even moulded work.
There is a taste just now for these and other
rococo vagaries in design. TMiat is tolerable

in carved stonework or terracotta work is

contrary to the principles that should govern
brick ornament. Carved brickwork, such as

we see in tympana, panels, shields, friezes,

iVc, can only be regarded as carving in stone,

the joints being kept very close and the bricks
of a soft, easily-chiselled quality ; but such
ornament should always be subcTdinated to

the design and confined to small surfaces.

The sketches we give explain themselves.
In the design of brick moulded work, such
as cornices and stringcourses, the architect

ought to decide whether the work should be
headers or stretchers. It is necessary also to

bear in mind that the moulding, if on one
end of the brick, may be made in the thick-

ness of brick 3in., or in the width 4iin.,

(shown in a and h). For arches and curved
work these are necessary. Moulded bricks
for jambs or architraves generally have the
moulding placed as in h, so as to" line with
the courses ; on the next stretcher course the
moulding is ran on part of the length of

brick to form bond with the header course,

as shown in the sketch of jamb bricks. These
bricks can be had with wider mouldings than
4i, and specially-made bricks ior the purpose
can.be ordered.

We also show one or two sketches for

ornamental chimney-stacks, with members
or narrow pilasters worked in the sides.

Many different arrangements are possible

with the use of these spe;ial-made bricks,
and we show how the projecting pilasters are
formed and the bond secured. In specifying
chimneys, it is necessary to insist on such
a clause as this: "Bond in the w-thes on
every second course, and the use of bats to
be avoided as far as practicable." The joints.

-

1

— J-a.
A-

1

'

\

1

1

"'^''-'^1^^^

Brick CHitv\!-4L-Y sm-ia, p-

too, should be well fiUed up with mortar and
cement. In ornamental stacks, where there
are a number of flues, as in large town
buildings, terracotta flue-pipes (as those

made by Messrs. Doulton) can be used,

and to save space, Boyd's iron flue plates,

which are |^in. thick and IJin. square,

having tongued and grooved joints, may be
employed.

T\'e illustrate also a moulded brick window
jamb and the brick bond, also a gabled
doorhead and pilasters for a doorway in

brick, in "gauged"' work, executed with
Fareham or T. L. B. " rubber.s " set in putty.

The tympanum of the gable is shown carved.

The rubbers used are of even texture, and
when there is deep carving, it is better to use

all "headers," and grout the back in solidly

with cement. Carved work is better set in

a composition of whiting and patent stop-

ping, or shellac, and the bricks may be put
together in this cement before putting it in

place for carving.

In brick buildings a great many details

ocrur which are often inadequately described

in general clauses, and the builder can only

gather the intention of the architect by re-

ferring to the conti'act drawings to gn eighth-

of-an-inch or a quarter-inch scale, if there

are no details supplied. The consequence is

that they are misintei'preted, or the con-

tractor, "if honest, is more likely to err on
his own side. Omission rather than excess

is the rule. We mean with regard to such

details as the execution of quoins and
reveals of openings, brick cornices, string-

courses, chimney-top courses, gauged arches,

panels, and other features. The results are :

Bricks not moulded to the design of a

cornice are put in, or the cornice is arranged

out of ordinary bricks, the jointing is in

mortar instead of cement, the arches and
coiu'ses are not set in fine putty, or are not

properly backed in cement. In many cases

an inferior class of red " rubbers '' are used.

It should be the aim of the architect to write

his clauses so as to preventany of these things

happening by specifying the exact kind of

brick to be used ; by showing by detail

how it is to be cut and arranged with regard

to other coxrrses, to state the kind of cement
joint and pointing, and other items.

Here follow a few clauses on jambs and
reveals, gauged arches, brick cornices, and
other details that usually occur :

—

3. PUi'th.—The plinth course to be formed in red

Fareham (or moulded bricks of approved section)

,

and to be Gin. or 9in. high, and project i^in. from
the face of wall above, in cement mortar. Or

—

The plinth to be formed as shown in detail of

red moulded bricks (sections described), set in

cement: it is to project 2iin., and be of two
courses. Or

—

Form plinth course as shown in red moulded
brick, projecting JJin. from face of main wall

(or to be finished at top with blue Staffordshire

brick splay). Set out bond for upper openings,

and make a " perpend " for every reveal, and
avoid "closers in the internal angles where
possible.

•1. Moulh ctB)aiAi;hitravc.<.—The windowand dojr

architraves and reveals to be formed as shown in

detail for margin with moulded bricks made by
J. Brown (or R. M. 'Wliiting, or other maker) of

the section No. 278 or 281, with bond bricks,

mitre to head, and stop in cement mortar (or set

in fioe putty). The moulded bricks are to be
made a little thicker than ordinary bricks, and
the beds and joints nibbed true : and before the

scaffolding is struck, the work is to be irasped

or rubbed, and all arrises made straight and true.

Or—
The iimbs to be executed in approved red

moulded bricks in stretcher and header courses, as

shown by detail, set in fine mortar (or cement),

and point with a neat weather joint.

5. Mti'.hor.s, iir.—The muUions, sills, heads, Arc, of

windows marked in elevation to be executed in

cut and rubbed (or moulded bricks) of the shapes

shown in margin, set in cement mortar with

a neat joint. The work to be rasped and rubbed,

j

and true arrises to be made before the scaffolding

is struck. Or—
I Carry up bay window (or porch) in accordance
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with detail. The mullions to be huilt with special
moulded bricks (name maker and number of
section in catalogue if selected thdrefrom) with
proper bond and with broken joints, with mitred
comers and in cement mortar, worked as shown
in detail.

6. Gauged Arches.—The external window and door
openings to have carefully executed cut and
gauged arches of red Fareham rubbers, or
"T.L.B."red rubbers, or Suffolk whites, kc,
with fine joints set in lime putty. Or—
Tutu accurately, with a cambered soffit !in.

lise to the foot, cut and gauged arches in red
"rubbers" (or best malms) over all openings
12in. deep, and set in lime putty (or raked out and
pointed to match facings). (If joggled joints, state
so ; also if there are stone " keys," &c.)

7. Stoclc Sriek An-hes.—Ail other arches to be
"axed" of red (or other) bricks, 9in. (or Uin.)
deep, with a camber of 2in. or more (or to be
segmental or circular) set in cement mortar.

8. Brirk Cornices.—Yoim the cornice (state if the
main, under eaves, or round chimneys) in cut
nibbed and moulded red Fareham rubbers, with
dentil or enrichment course as shown in detail
with cement weathering (or put over top of
cornices Sib. lead weatherings, well wedged into
bnck joint).

9. Ornamental Ga„jc,l JFor/c Generally.—The orna-
mental moulded gables and carved brickwork,
ahowTi m sketch above, to be executed to design,
details for which will be suppUed. The best
iareham red bricks and rubbers, or " T.L.B "
mbbcrs of approved colour, are to be selected for
this part of the work (or use the best SutVolks).
Ihe moulded projections to be of three (or more)
courses of the sections shown, all headers (or as
ahown). The carved enriched portions or " key "
blocks to arches to be put together before placingm position, set in putty (or shellac) for carving
and to be aU headers. WeU grout the back
sohdly with cement. The architect will furnish
a design for the ornament, and the carving must
be done to the architect's approval. The mould-
""11' f°''""^^S' ^"'1 string-courses to be weathered
with two courses of tiles, breaking joint set in
cement, or to be covered with Sib. lead well
wedged mto brickwork.

10. Ornamental Gables.—Thecopings of gables shown
in elevation to be of red Fareham bricks of
quality and make (or Lawrence's or Brown's
moulded bricks, Nos. ), in two or three
courses, laid in cement mortar (gauged 2 to 1)
and finished with a neat weather joint. Or

—

Build the gables as shown in elevation and
cope the same with the best hard burnt coping
bricks or moulded bricks (name manufacturer),
and of the sections shown in detail, iu three (or
more) projecting courses laid in cement mortar,
finished with a neat weather joint, the moulded
bricks to be rubbed and to form true arrises in
straight lines and curves, the top course to be set
and weathered in cement. Or

—

Form the gables over entrance, &c. , as shown
in detail, in cut, rubbed, and moulded brick
rubbers, of Fareham reds or "T.L.B." red
rubbers (or purpose-made moulded bricks). The
moulded bricks to be in three (or two or one),
projecting and enriched courses, with headers,
as shown, all to be properly out and rubbed to
form the curves, with proper mitres set in hme
putty, the upper course to be set in cement, and
to be covered with ;51b. lead weatherings well
wedged into brickwork of wall behind.

This clause would be suitable for
we illustrate in sketch.

rable

SANITARY WORK.— IV.

LAWS AXI) BY-LAWS.

FROM time to time it has been found necessary
to specifically define and enforce certain

general sanitary measures in order to safeguard
the interests of the public health. The more
important of the statutes which relate to the
various matters of public hygiene are as follows

—

viz. :—Public Health (Scotland) Act, 1867, 30 and
il Vict. c. 101 : Public Health (England and
Wales) Act, 187.), oS and 39 Vict. e. )) : Public
Health (Ireland) Act, 1878, 41 and 12 Viet.
c. 52 ; Public Health (Amendment) Act, 1890,
33 and 'it Viet. c. 59 ; Public Health (London,
Act, 1891, 54 and 55 Vict. c. 76 ; PubUc Health

(Water) Act, 1878, 41 and 42 Vict. c. 25
;

Factories and Workshops Act, 187S, 41 and 42
Vict. c. 16 ; Housing of Working Classes Act,
1890, 48 and 49 A'ict. c. 72 ; Contagious Diseases
(Animals) Act, 1878, 41 and 42 Vict. c. 74, as
amended by the Contagious Diseases (Animals)
Act, 1886, 49 and 50 Vict. c. 32; Contagious
Diseases (Animals) Act, 1894, 5" and 58 Vict,

c. 57 ; Infectious Diseases (Notification) Act,
IS89, 52 and 53 Vict. c. 72 ; Infectious Diseases
(Prevention) Act, 1890, 53 and 54 Vict. c. 34

;

Rivers Pollution Prevention Act, 1876, 39 and 40
Vic. c. 75; Metropolis Water Act, 1852, 15 and
16 Vict. c. 84; Metropolis AVater Act, 1871,34
and 35 Vict. c. 113 ; Metropolis Local Manage-
ment Act, 1855, 18 and 19 Vict. c. 120 ; London
Building Act, 1894, 57 and 58 Vict, c 213.

Of these, the Public Health Acts deal more
particularly with the sanitary construction of
buildings and their accessories.

Within the limits laid down by the respective
Acts of Parliament, the difierent local sanitary
authorities throughout the kingdom are em-
powered to make such regulations and by-laws as
may be considered necessary for the proper
drainage of houses. It is also provided that such
by-laws must not be in any way repugnant to the
laws of the country, and must have been pre-
viously confirmed by the Local Government
Board. To assist sanitary authorities in framing
suitable regulations, the Local Government Board
have compiled a set of model by-laws for their

guidance, and it is on these that most local by-
laws are b.ased.

It is now proposed to indicate the general
sanitary conditions which are reciuirod in the

Metropolis, so far as they relate to matters of

ordinary house-drainage. These may be taken
as fairly representative of what is absolutely
necessary to secure satisfactory results.

Under the Public Health (London) Apt, 1891,
54 and 55 Vict. c. 70, section 39, it is laid down
that the County Council shall make by-laws with
respect to "water-closets, earth-closets, privies,
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nsh-pits, cesspools, and receptacles for dun?, and
the proper accessories thereof in connection with

'buildings, whether constructed before or after the

passing of this Act." Also that every SaiHtari/

Aiithoritij shall make hy-laws " with respect to

the keeping of water-closets supplied with suffi-

cient water for their effective action." The
examination of house-drains and sanitary fittings,

together with the enforcement of all by-laws
relating to the same devolve upon the various

sanitary authorities.

For the purpose of carrying into execution this

Act, the Metropolitan Sanitttrij Attthorities are the

(Commissioners of Sewers for the City, and for all

other localities embraced within the Metropolis or

administrative lounty of liindon, the respective

vestries, district boards, local board of health,

board of guardians, or overseers of the poor, as the

case may be.

The following is a brief outline of the by-laws
which have bten made by the London County
Council under section 39 (1) of the Public Health
(London) Act, 1S91, so far as they relate to

ordinary house-drainage.
Clause 1 states that every water-closet shall

have an external wall for one of its sides at least,

whilst an earth-closet must have external walls

to not less than two of its sides. A water-closet

must not be entered directly from a living-room,

larder, or workshop. The entrance to an earth-

closet must be from the external air.

Clause 2 requires that every water-closet or

earth closet thall have a window with an area

of not less than 2 superficial feet. The window
must be placed in an external wall so as to open
directly into the external air. Means of ventila-

tion must also be provided, consisting of at least

one air brick built in an external wall.

Clause 3 directs that the closet water supply
shall be kept quite distinct from that for drink-
ing purposes. Adequate flushing apparatus to be
provided to each closet, the flushing pipe being
not less than Ijiu. in diameter. An eSicient

siphon trap, with water seal, to be fixed under the
closet basin. The use of D traps is not permitted.
Where two or more water-closets discharge

into the same soil pipe, an anti-siphonage pipe of

not less than 2in. diameter must be provided
to the closet traps, and ventilated into the open
air at a point as high as the top of the soil pipe,

cr connected to the soil-pipe above the highest
water-closet. The anti-siphonage pipe must be
connected to the soil-pipe branch at a distance of

not less than 3in. and not more than 12in. from
the highest part of the trap on that side of the
water-seal which is nearest to the soil-pipe.

Clause 4 states that for new buildings the soil-

pipes are to be fixed outside. They must be not
less than 3Ain. diameter, and carried up full bore
above the roof of the building. The open end of

the soil-pipe to be provided with a wire gfuard,
and, where practicable, to be not less than 3ft.

above any window which may be within 20ft. of

the same. The weights for lead and iron soil-

pipes of different sizes are as follows—viz.

:

Weights foe Soil-Pipes.

Biameter.
Lead.—Weight per

10ft. length,
not less than

;

Iron.—Weight per
6ft. leDgth,

not lesa than :

3Jin.
4m.
5iii.

6m.

651b.
74Ib.

92Ib.
liolb.

48Ib.

541b.

691b.

841b.

The connection between a lead trap or pipe and
an iron soil-pipe or drain must be made with a
brass thimble soldered to the lead pipe, the joint
between the thimble and iron pipe or drain being
run with molten lead and properly caulked. The
junction between a stoneware trap or pipe and a
lead foil-pipe must be made with a brass socket
soldered to the lead pipe, the end of the stone-
ware trap or pipe being inserted into the socket
and the joint made with Portland cement. In
the case of stoneware and iron, the end of the
btoneware trap or pipe is to be inserted into a
socket on the iron pipe or drain and the joint

made good with Portland cement. No soil-pipe
must be connected with any rain-water pipe,
bath waste, tec, nor shall there be any trap fixed

between the soil-pipe and and the drain.
Clause 5 directs that any alteration made to an

existing water-closet shall comply with the fore-
going by-laws.

Clau'ses 6, 7, S, 9, 10, 11, 12, and 13 refer
entirely to the construction of earth-closets and
privies.

Clause 14 requires that notice shall be given in

writing to the clerk of the sanitary authority
before carrying out works relating to the con-
struction of waterclosets, earth-closets, privies, itc.

Clause 1.') refers to the recDnstruction of exist-
ing earth- closets and privies.

Clauses 115, 17, IS, and 19 deal with the pro-
vision of ash-pits in connection with buildings.

Clauses, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, and 25 relate to

the construction of cesspools and dung-pits.
Clauses 26 and 27 insist upon the efticient

cleansing and maintenance of all waterclosets,
earth-closets, privies, cesspools, &c.

(.'lau-:e 28 states that for every offence against
the foregoing by-laws, the offender shall be
liable to a penalty of £.i, and in the case of a
continuing offence to a daily penalty of 403. for
each day after written notice of the offence from
the sanitary authority.

In addition to the by-laws of the London
County Council dealing with the construction of

water-closets, earth-closets, cesspools, &c., in the
manner silreadj- indicated, the various local

sanitary authorities — as represented by the
respective vestries, district boards, itc.—have
issued further regulations respecting the con-
struction of drains and their accessories. These
local regulations vary in almost every district

:

but it is probable that one uniform set of regula-
tions will shortly be enforced by the different I

Metropolitan sanitary authorities. Such a con-
solidation of local drainage regulations would
undoubtedly be advantageous in every way.
The regulations made by the vestry of St.

Martin-in-the-Fields under section 76 of the
Metropolis Local Management Act, 1S.)5, 18 and
19 Vic. c. 120, are now given in order to afford

a typical indication of what is required by
Metropolitan local sanitary authorities in the
construction of house drainage. In this instance

they are as follows—viz. :

—

1

.

Seven days' notice of the intention to dr.ain

a house or buUding is to be given to the vestry.

Forms of application can be obtained from the
surveyor.

2. A second notice is required when the work
has not been commenced within six months from
the date of the application, and the sanction is

given only to the person or persons making the
application.

3. Such notice nmst be accompanied by a plan
drawn to a scale of not less than Sffe. to an inch,

accompanied by a block plan, showing the locality

of the intended works, drawn to a scale of not less

than 44ft. to an inch. The plan must show as

much detail of the house or premises proposed to

be drained as is necessary to enable a judgment
to be formed as to the efficiency of the intended
drainage. It must also show the position of all

water-closets, sinks, bath wastes, &c., the lines of

new drains with the sizes thereof to be shown in

red, and any existing drains in blue upon the

plan.

4. All horizontal pipes from water-closets shall

have an internal diameter of 6in. if of stoneware,

and an internal diameter of oin. if of iron. For
the drainage from areas, sinks, and subsidiary

drains, 4in. pipes may be used.

5. The whole of the available faU is to be made
use of, and no drain to have a less fall than 1 in

40. In any case, however, where a gradient of

less than 1 in 40 cannot be avoided, special

provision shall be made for an automatic flushing

of the drains b}' the adoption of an approved
flushing siphon.

6. Each house or building shall have a separate

drain in connection with the sewer, and no drain

shall be laid under any house or building, should

it be practicable to lay them outside of same.

7. The drains shall be laid in direct lines

between the points of inspection wherever possible.

S . The drains of all houses and buildings shall

consist of glazed stoneware pipes, or of cast-iron

coated with Dr. Angus Smith's bituminous rust-

prevention composition inside and out.

9. All pipes must be laid with watertight joints

upon cement concrete, and where they pass

underneath buildings they must, if of stoneware,

be surrounded with not less than 6in. of cement
concrete in the proportions of one part of clean

sharp sand, five parts of clean ballast, and one
part of Portland cement—all by measure. Where
the covering of pipes underneath any building is

less than 1ft., iron pipes shall be used with lead

and gaskin joints.

10. The connection with the street sewer will

be made by the vestry at the owner's expense,

including so much of the work as will be beneath

the public-way, and upon the estimated amount

of same being paid by the applicant to the
surveyor to the vestry.

11. No drain shall be laid on the premises
until the drain from the sewer to the premises
has been laid in accordance with the above
regulation.

12. For the effectual ventilation of the drains
at least two untrapped openings shall be provided.

(«) One opening being at or near the level of the
surface of the ground adjoining ; su'h opening
shall communicate with the drains by means of
a suitable pipe, shaft, or disconnecting chamber,
as near as practicable to the trap, which shall be
provided between the main drain of the building
and the sewer with which such drain communi-
cates. Such opening shall be situate on th:it side
of the trap nearer the building. (/>) The second
opening shall be obtained bj- carrying up from the
point or head of the drains farthest distant from
the first-mentioned opening, a vertical pipe or
shaft to such a height, and in such a manner as

effectually to prevent any escape of foul air from
such pipe or shaft into any building in the vicinity

thereof.

13. A suitable trap to be provided in every
main drain which directly communicates with the
sewer at a point as distant as may be practicable
from the building, within the curtUage thereof,

and as near as may be practicable to the point at

which such drain may be connected with the
sewer.

14. Immediately above the disconnecting trap
a suitable inspection chamber shall be constructed,
provided with an air-tight cover.

1.5. Junctions of branch drains shall in no case
be made at right angles, but with proper junction
pipes, having the brcnch pipe formed oa them at

an angle of 45° to 60' with the main drain in the
direction of its flow ; no cutting of pipes will be
sanctioned, and no vertical right-angle junctions
will be allowed except as inspection shafts, or
for ventilation purposes.

16. Rainwater pipes, bath-wastes, and aU wastes
from sinks, hydraulic lifts, or other business ap-
pliances shall deliver outside the building on to-

open trapped gullies, or, if they must of necessity

be within the building, on to special interceptors

approved by the vestry, which must in every
case be connected to the drains, and all inlets to

the drains shall be properly trapped, except those
inlets used for the purpose of ventilation. "Bell"
traps will on no account be allowed.

17. Soil-pipes placed vertically shall be of , at

least, 7lb. lead. They shall be of an internal

diameter of 4in., and placed, wherever practicable,

outside the house or building, and in every case

extended full-bore up to and above the eaves,

finished with an approved cowl, at such a height

as effectually to prevent any escape of foul air

into any building in the vicinity thereof. The
connection between the water-closet and the soil-

pipe and ventilating pipe shall be of lead. Soil-

pipes are not to be used as rainwater pipes.

18. The principle of construction of all water-
closets is subject to the approval of the vestry.
" I) " traps, containers, receivers, and hopper-
shaped pans cannot be permitted. Where a series

of water-closets are placed one above the other,

delivering into a common soil-pipe, the traps of

each closet-basin must be specially ventilated to

prevent siphonage by means of a 2in. lead pipe

turned into the main ventilation pipe.

19. No rain-water will be allowed to deliver on
to the footways or roadways ; water from the

roofs, bay windows, cornices, &c., must be taken

into the system of house-drainage.

20. Overflow -pipes from aU cisterns, service-

boxes,
'

' safes," vtc, must discharge, if practicable,

direct into the open air, or be carried by means of

lead or other suitable pipes, to a proper trapped

gully or siphon.

2 1 . The whole of any system of drainage must-

be approved by the surveyor before a single pipe

is covered up, and the joints tested by charging

with water or other means, should the surveyor so

direct.

Note.—Under the Metropolis Management
Acts persons are liable to the following penalties

—viz., £10 for making drains contrarj- to the

directions or regulations of the vestry. £50 for

making drain contrary to the order of the vestry,

and drain cut off from the sewer. .£20 for

building or encroaching on any sewer. ,£20 for

interfering with any sewer without a license.

The by-laws of the London County Council,

made under section 39 (1) of the Public Health

(London) Act, 1891, and dated 23th June, 1893,

are enforced by the sanitary authority.

A carefal consideration of the by-laws and
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regulations which usually ohtain with regard to

house drainage in the Metropolis, and a thorough
compliance therewith—in the spirit as well as in

the letter—would be productive of sound sanitary

work in I'eu of much that is at present dangerous
to health.

COPYING PROCESSES FOK KEPRO-
DUCING AND DUPLICATINa DRAW-
INGS, PLANS, &c.

{Concludedfrom page 414.)

TO COXVKRT IILI'E I'KINTS INTO liHOWX OU SEl'IA

TOXK.

PREPARE a bath of liquid ammonia that
contains 2i per cent, of the ammonia gas,

and dilute this by addin? IS parts of distilled

water, and let the blue print remain in this fluid

for two to four minutes : then rinse in clear water
and plunge it into a filtered solution of tannic
acid 2 parts, distilled water 100 parts, and let the
print remain in the fluid for about twelve hours
to intensify the tone produced. If not deep
enough, add a few drops of liquid ammonia to the
tannic acid solution ; then take out the prints and
wash them, when they look like sepia drawings.
A way of converting the greenish-toned prints to

blue is to dip them in a 1 per cent, solution of

sulphuric acid. Another process of converting
blue prints to brown is this. Prepare the follow-
ing solution : Dissolve 25OZ. of borax in 38oz. of

hot water, and when cool add sulphuric acid in

small quantities until blue litmus paper turns
slightly red, and then add a few drops of ammonia
until the alkaline reaction appears, and red litmus
paper tirms blue ; then add to the solution 154gr.
of red crude gum -catechu, and allow this to dis-

solve with occasional stirring. Immerse the blue
print in this solution for a minute or two longer
than it appears when the desired tone is pro-
duced, and then rinse in water ; the resulting
colour is oKve or blackish brown. There are other
methods of producing blue (and even green and
red and violet) prints, of which the following are
typical. Keep the paper which it is proposed to
sensitise in a close hoT. or canister, so as to keep
it unexposed to light for a few days. Before
sensitising this, float it in a bath of nitrate of
ammonia prepared by loz. of the nitrate in
5oz. of distilled water. Allow the paper to
remain in the bath four or five minutes,
then lift it off, boxing it up in a d^rk
room to dry. This paper so prepared can be kept
for future use in dark receptacles. The exposure
varies from one to several minutes in the sun's
rays, and 1.5 to 60 minutes in diffused light. To
develop the image thus produced, dip it for barely
a minute in the following solution : 2dr. distilled
rain-water, 7gr. of nitrate of silver, acetic acid a
mere trace. As soon as the picture appears in
perfect contrast to the surrounding surface of the
paper, take it out and wash it in clear water,
which will fix the print. To produce red prints,

sensitise the paper by means of nitrate of
uranium ; drain and dry them in the dark,
then expose beneath the drawing—done, of
course, on translucent paper — for 8 to 10
minutes, then wash and immerse in a bath made
upofSOgr. of ferrocyanide of potassium, 3oz. of
water. When the picture appears in red colour,
fix it by washing thoroughly in water. For a
green print, proceed as above for red pictures, and
then dip the red print in a solution of 30gr. of
sesquichloride of iron, 3oz. distilled water. When
the red print changes to green, wash it in
water to fix the printing, and dry before a fire.

For violet pictures, sensitise the paper with a
bath made up of 2oz. of distilled water, 2dr. of
nitrate of uranium, 3gr. chloride of gold, expose
for 10 to 15 minutes, and wash in water and dry.
A mechanical method of reproduction is the
following process : The materials required are
Japanese paper, a copying press, and a smooth
polished zmc plate. To prepare the ink for the
process, make a solution of methyl violet, or any
other suitable aniline dye in water, and mix
Sfl.oz. of this solution with lOfl.oz. of water, and
add about 2.5 minims of acetic acid. To prepare
the negative, moisten the cover of a sheet of
Japanese paper and lay it on the zinc plate.
Smoothed out on this, place a linen cloth which
has been soaked in water and wrunpf out, so as
to be not too wet, and on top of this, under the
sheet of zinc, lay a pad made of a sheet of paper
folded together several times : remove the linen
cloth from the Japanese paper, when the latter will
be sufficiently moistened. In a similar way

moisten the sheet of paper on which the written
matter appears, lay the written matter face down
on the Japanese paper, place a sheet of paper over
the written sheet, and put the whole on copying
press. In a short time the Japanese paper will

have taken a copy of the written matter (reverse

to the original), and by laying sheet after sheet of

damped paper on the Japanese paper negative,
twenty or more copies can be readily obtained
therefrom by putting the whole in the press each
time. A ready means of taking a facsimile copy
of a drawing done in ink which contains a salt of

iron or copper, is to lay over it a sheet of paper
which has been moistened with yellow prussiate

of potash and pressing on it, when the iron or

copper salt wUl react on the paper and leave a
copy wherever it comes in contact with the
ferrotype paper. Ohemico-mechanical processes

of reproducing drawings, written matter, &c.,

are familiar by reason of the hectograph and
similar processes that depend upon material from
which the reproduction is obtained. A simple
means of duplicating drawings, &c., is this :

—

Prepare a compound of geli-tine and glycerine
{vide infra, the Hectograph) and spread it upon
waterproof paper, and for the ink with which to

make the drawing use the following fluid :

—

20 fluid ounces of water, 2oz. of chrome alum,
loz. of sulphuric acid, 2oz. of gum arable. Place
the drawing upon the gelatine layer on the
waterproof paper, and then lift it off, and pour
over the gelatine coating a solution of an aniline

dye, but not too strong, in water, and absorb
any superfluous colour which may remain on the
surface by laying sheets of tissue paper on the
gelatine coating. To obtain the copies lay sheets

of paper successively on the prepared gelatine

surface and apply a slight pressure.

THE HECT0GR.\I'n

consists of an absorbent pad of a gelatinous

nature which absorbs a certain amount of a
specially prepared ink with which the draw-
ing or written matter is done, and by lay-

ing on the gelatine surface sheets of paper,

and applying a slight pressure, a dozen or two
copies can be obtained from one negative. In
this process it is apparent that the copy on the
geLatinous surface is a negative, and that the
copies obtained therefrom are positives or fac-

similes (not reversed) to the original drawing.
There are several formulaj for preparing the
gelatinous compound, the best of which are given
below. Anyone with a little skill can make a
suitable apparatus, all that is necessary being a
shallow tray of tin or other material into which
the gelatinous compound is poured, and, when
set, it is ready for use.

Hectograph composition. No. 1 : Ingredients :

loz. good edible gelatine, together with 6oz.

or 7oz. of pure glycerine. Preparation : Soak
the gelatine in cold water for 1 to 1 2 hours, so

as to cause it to swell up but not lose its form
separately. Put 2oz. of common salt (kitchen

salt) in 1 pint of water, and put it in a saucepan
to boil. In this boiling salt water stand a gallipot

orearthenware jar in which the glycerine is placed,
and heat the glycerine until it is about 200°

Fahr. Meanwhile pour off the unabsorbed water
from the gelatine, and put the gelatine into the
hot glycerine, and continue the heating for an
hour, with careful stirring ; but avoid whi.«king

the mixture to a froth, or cause bubbles. When
the mixture has been sufliciently heated, add
20 mimims (20 drops) of essential oil of cloves, so

as to prevent the mixture decomposing, and then
pour the compound into the shallow tray which is

to receive it. Place this on a perfectly level

surface in a place free from dust, and let it remain
undisturbed for at least five hours.

Note.—If the gelatine be of poor quality, the
compound will not " set " or gelatinise ; in such
a case, less glycerine should be used with such
gelatine. The compound, however, thus prepared

need not be wasted, but reheated, and a little

more swelled gelatine added. When once you
have prepared a suitable compound, take special

note of the proportion of ingredients, and also

the exact particulars which were followed in

preparing same. The object in using a salt-

water bath is to obtain a higher temperature

—

salt water boils at a higher temperature than
fresh water—and also to prevent it being
vaporised too readOy, for such vapour would be

absorbed by the gelatine compound, and conse-

quently liquefy it too much.
Before using the gelatinous pad thus prep.ared,

pass a wet sponge lightly over the face of the

gelatine, and allow it to nearly dry before taking

the first copy. If this precaution be not observed,

the surface of the gelatine wi'l be ruined by the

first copy taken, as the gelatine wi'l stick to the

paper, and in lifting up same, it will more or less

tear away the gelatine and produce a rough sur-

face. The pad becomes worn out in time, but it

need not be cast aside, as all that is required is to

remelt the compound. After taking the required

number of copies, wash the surface of the gelatine

with a wet sponge so as to absorb out of it all the

ink that remains therein ; but if the gelatine pad
is not required for several days, this washing is

not necessary, as the ink wiU become absorbed
out of the compound, and thus not interfere with
a fresh drawing being laid on it. To use this

pad, make the drawing with the special inks (see

below). Allow the ink to drj', and then lay the

drawing on the gelatine pad ; slightly press the

back of the paper drawing, so as to cause it to

become in immediate contact all over ; then gently

lift up one comer of the drawing and strip it off

the pad so as to carefully avoid blurring the inked

portion. The drawing should remain on the pad
about one minute before removal. To take the

copies, hold the sheet of paper on which the copy
is to be taken squarely and evenly above the sur-

face of the pad, and then gently lower it to the

surface of the latter, being careful that you do
not shift it about after it has come in contact

with the gelatine. Apply a slight pressure to

the back of the sheet of paper, and then carefully

lift it off by taking up one corner first, and
stripping the sheet off. Proceed to take the

other copies in a similar manner.
Hectograph composition No. 2.— 10 parts of

gelatine and 37j parts of water (soaked), 37^
parts of glycerine, 5 parts of kaolin (china clay).

The addition of the kaolin prevents the gelatine

gelatinising too quickly, and at the same time
renders the compound opaque and of a milky
whiteness, which effectually disguises the actual

composition of the compound.

No. 3.— 10 parts of gelatine, 10 parts of dex-
trine, 100 parts of glycerine, baryta q.s. (the

native barytes ground, or else, the precipitate

sulphate of barium may be used)

.

-No. 4 (a cheap compound).— 10 parts of good
glue, 5 p.arts of glycerine, 2J parts of barium
sulphate, 37j water.

No. 5.—10 parts of glue, 50 parts of glycerine,

2 J parts of kaolin or baric sulphate, 37| parts of

water.

No. 6.—3oz. of glue, 15oz. of glycerine, foz.

of kaolin, ll|^oz. of water. This wiU suffice for

a tin trough 7in. by Uin. superficial. To pre-

pare the compound on sheets instead of in

troughs, proceed as thus described in the Chemist

and Druggist :—" Soak 4 parts of best white glue

in a mixture of 5 parts of water and 3 parts of a
solution of ammonia until the glue is soft ; warm
the mixture until the glue is dissolved, and add
3 parts of granulated sugar and 8 parts of
glycerine, stirring well, and letting come to boil-

ing point. While hot, paint it upon white
blotting-paper with a broad copying-brush until

the paper is thoroughly soaked and a thin coat-

ing remains on the surface. Allow it to dry for

two or three days, and it is then ready for use.

An aniline ink should be used for vrriting, and
before transferring to the blotting paper, wet the

latter with a damped sponge and allow it to

stand one or two minutes, then proceed to make
copies in the ordinary way. If the sheets are

laid aside for two days, the old writing sinks in,

and does not require to be washed off."

Ink for use with the Hectograph.—No. 1 :

—Ingredients : loz. of aniline violet or blue

(2 R.B. to 3 B.). 7fl.oz. of hot water, Ifl.oz. of

spirit of wine, :[fl.oz. of glycerine, a few drops of

ether, 1 drop of carbolic acid to prevent decompo-
sition. Dissolve the aniline colour in the water,

and, on cooling, add the spirit and other in-

gredients, and put in well- stoppered bottle for use.

No. 2.—Black : 1 part of nigrosine soluble im

water, 14 parts of water, 4 parts of glycerine.

More glycerine, sugar, or gum arable may he
added to render it more copying.

No. 3.—Blue : 6oz. cotton blue (aniline), C.B.,

loz. glucose, \oz. glycerine, 1 quart of hot

water. Rub up the blue in the hot water until

dissolved ; then add the other ingredients, and
strain through muslin while hot.

To prepare tracing paper for architectural use,

take common tissue or cap paper (any size of

sheet) ; lay each sheet on a tlat surface, and
sponge over (one side) with the following, taking

care not to smear any part of the surface : Canada
balsam, 2 parts ; spirits of turpentine, 3 parts,

to which add a few drops of old nut oil. A sponge
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is the best instramtnt for applying the mixture,
which should be iiaod warm. As each sheet is

prepared it should be hung up to dry over two
cords stretched tiyhtly and parallel about Sin.

apiirt, to prevent the lower edges of the paper
from coming in contact. As soon as dry, the
sheets should be carefully rolled on straight and
amooth wooden rollers about 2in. in diameter,
covered with paper. The sheets will be dry when
no stickiness can bo felt.

To render tracing paper more translucent, so
as to allow the linest lines to be seen through it,

soak it in benzine by means of a cotton pad, so
as to thoroughly permeate the fibre. Indian ink,
water colours, or pencil take cijually well upon
paper thus treated. For rendering opacjue draw-
ing-paper translucent, so as to permit of a photo-
graphi<' image oi the drawing done on it to be
depicted on some of the sensitised papers above
referred to, there is nothing better than to saturate
it with benzine. As this rapidly evaporates, the
paper will resume its normal opaque appearance
without showing the slightest Irace of the treat-

ment to which it has been subjected. Benzine
vapour is easy to catch alight at a low tempera
ture, so do not use it in the presence of a light or
flame.

Another process of rendering ordinary drawing-
paper transparent consists in dissohdng a given
quantity of best castor-oil in one, two, or three
volumes of absolute alcohol, according to the
thickness of the paper, and applying it by means
of a sponge. The alcohol evaporates in a few
minutes, and the ti"acing paper thus made is dry
and ready for use. The drawing can be made
with lead pencil or Indian ink, and the oil

removed from the paper by steeping it in absolute
alcohol, whence the paper resumes its original
opacity. The alcohol thus used can be preserved
for diluting the oil used in preparing fresh
supplies.

V.IKXISIIES roll DHAWOJns.

Size the print with a solution of gelatine, and
allow to dry before laying on the varnish.
No. 1.—Dissolve 5oz. of mastic resin, 2oz. of

sandarac resin, loz. of camphor resin, IGoz. of
.spirits of wine 95°.

No. 2.— lOoz. mastic resin, 20fl.oz. spirits of
turpentine. Digest till the resin dissolves, and
thin with turpentine for use. II. C. S.

WKOUGHT-IKdN AND STEEL IN CON-
STRUCTIONAL WORK.—XXXVI.

THE employment of trough llooring or deck-
ing has become nearly universal by reason

of its combined efficiency and simplicity of con-
struction. It secures strength without adding
much to dead weight. The latter consideration
is of very high value in all bridge work, in which
it is desirable to lessen that dead weight which
has to be carried by the liridge itself. It em-
bodies the principle of corrugation or fluting,
which has been so successfully applied in other
ways. Steel is the material used. It is built up
into a good many sections, r.anging between the
rectangle and the arch, and, in different dimen-
sions, is used for all kinds of Hoors and roadways,
ranging from the lightest sections suitable for
floors of warehouses, to road bridges and the
heaviest railway-bridges. It occurs in pitches
from 4in. to about 3ft. 4in. It has displaced
largely the buckled plates, both of cast and
wrought iron resting upon cross-girders.
The trough floorings are immensely strong by

virtue of their corrugated, splayed, or arched
forms- They are in effect single girders, rigidly
united, combining the strength of single girders
with the distribution of the load over several so
connected. For the latter reason, theory has
been much at variance with regard to the allow-
ances to be made for distribution of load, whether
over two or three adjacent troughings. It is

often the case that the troughing carries the
whole load without any other aid. In railway
bridges the sleepers aid in distributing the load.
In many instances the abandonment of the ordi-
nary cross-girders in favour of the troughing has
not only lessened the cost, but has got over diffi-

culties on the score of head room. Drainage, too,

of bridge-tloors is secured in a much better manner
than with girders and ordinary plates, or with
timber.
Trough floorings were originally invented for

the purpose of dispensing with wood flooring, and,
to a_ certain extent, with rail-bearers or short
longitudinal girders placed under rails, and to
dispense with the ordinary floor-girdera. These

Fio. 258.

floorings were first patented by Mr. Barlow in
1S5«). In 186.5 Mr. Crompton patented the
Lindsay section, afterwards patented by Lindsay
in 1S,S2. Many other patents have been taken
out for trough floorings, and some of these have
become very generally used.
Troughings are variously arranged and vari-

ously connected to girders. Generally they are

fW

Fio. 2.i9.

placed transversely. In long-span bridges this is

always the case, and the transverse sleepers are

laid in the hollows of the troughings imbedded in

the ballast. The rail-chairs are spiked to the

sleepers, so that the pitches or points of bearing
of the rail are equal to the pitch of the troughing.
In heavy- troughing, packings are often laid on

Fia.

the crowns of the troughs intermediate between

the sleepers and chairs, to increase the distribu-

tion and reduce the shear on the rivets. In road-

bridges having spans not exceeding about 36ft.,

the troughing is often laid longitudinally, covered

with concrete and wood flooring. The early

troughing was generally too narrow and too

Fio. 261.

shallow, the idea being to obtain a better distri-

bution of the load. But the modern practice is to

xise deep and wide sections, which distress the

rails less, which cost less for riveting, and which
present fewer possible sections of leakage.

Troughing is often cambered to allow the rain-

the coat of riveting, and the weakening effect of
lines of rivets. Hence all modern troughings are
stamped in sectional widtha, which may be of
half the pitch, or two, or three pitches wide.
The succeeding figures show some of the trough
sections most generally used for floors.
Westwood and Baillie's troughing is shown in

Fig. 259. It is composed of rolled sections of
steel plate, which are riveted at top and bottom.
The timber sleepers A A are bedded in sand and
gravel on asphalte in the troughs, ao doubling the
bearing surfaces for the raOa.

Fig. 260 illustrates Hobson's diagonal trough
flooring. In this the plates are splayed and
riveted to top and bottom angles. The bottom
angle is riveted to the bottom angles of the main
girders, and the stiffeners A A are riveted to the
top angles. The ends of the plates are riveted to
the girder webs with angles. A layer of asphalte
is laid over the plates, and sand and gravel above,
in which the sleepers B are embedded. This is

Fio. 264.

not used ao much as the arched flooring, seen in
Fig. 261, which ia adopted extensively, the pitch
being generally 2ft. 6in., the plates being Ain.
thick, 15in. deep in the middle of the arch. The
plates are riveted to the sections which rest on
the bottom flanges of the main girders. Asphalte
covered with sand and gravel ia used, the sleeper

A being imbedded in the latter. Hobson's arched
flooring was used on the Liverpool Overhead
Railway.
Two sections of Lindsay'a troughs for flooring

are shown in Figs. 262, 263, as made by Dor-
man, Long, and Co. They consist of splayed

Fio. 26.i.

channels riveted at the sides. The section in

Fig. 262 ranges from a weight of I9-061b. per
square foot covered to 51-831b. ; and Fig. 263 in

o2'lSlb. and 56-761b., the latter being 1ft. 5lin.

deep and 3ft. centres, Jin. thick in sides, and
lin. thick at top and bottom, and being suitable

for a double line of railway. The lightest

section of 19-061b. is but 4jin. deep, 12in.

centres, Visin. thick in sides, and fin. at top and
bottom. The firm make l.i different sizes, and
give the moment of resistance for each, and tables

by which the section suitable for carrying a given
weight can be determined. Lindsay's flooring

is used for road -bridges of short span, the

troughing running longitudinally and the parapets

being riveted to the top of the flanking troughs.

Fio. 262.

water to run off. This escapes through drain-

pipes into guttering suitably arranged.

Trough floorings have been made as in Fig.

2JS by riveting wide bars together with angles.

Ill many cases the form has been rectangular,

instead of that with sloping 8ides. The objection

to the method of jointing shown in Fig. 258 ia

It is also employed for the fireproof floors of

public buildings". The troughing, filled with

concrete, separates the floors, the flooring boards

being laid on joists embedded in the concrete,

and the lathing being attached to a backing of

quartering which is bolted to the bottom of the

troughing.
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Fis. 266.

Two of Braithwaite and Kirk's floorings are

shown in Figs. 264, 26.5. Fig. 264 comprises

two Z-sections riveted at top and bottom, stiffen-

ing cover-plates being added. Fig. 26.5 is rolled

into the trough form, and riveted with single or

with double riveting.

The ordinary trough floorings are attached to

main girders by means of angles, either in the
manner shown in Figs. 259, 260, 261, or in Fig.

266. Strickland's troughing, manufactured by

Fio. 268.

the Patent Shaft and Axletree Co., Limited, of

Wednesbury, is of the us\ial angular type ; but
it is distinguished by the ends being boxed in,

instead of open. The bent angle-irons, therefore.

-, ^ r\ .r\. ATTT?*i
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Fio. 269.

which are used to connect the ends of the open
troughing to the webs of the main girders, are
dispensed with entirely, the stamped boxed ends
being attached directly to the girders. One
advantage is, that there can be no leakage at the
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Fio. 270.

ends. Al&o, in the ordinary floorings, the girders
are partly covered by the ends of the troughing,
and cannot be painted. In the Strickland tj-pe

the girders are left exposed for painting. Another
advantage claimed is that the ends of the troughs
are suspended from the webs, instead of resting
on the flanges, which latter tends to twist the
main girders under heavy loads.

Fig. 267 shows a section through the trough-
ing, where A is a turned-up end, riveted to the
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Fio. 271.

girder. The length a is the pressed width or
pitch of trough, 4 is a stiffening bar, and B B are
covers and stiffeners turned up at the ends and
riveted to the girders. Fig. 268 is a section next
the end, showing A, *, and B. Another method
of fastening is shown in Fig. 269. Here the
ends are turned up to the section shown, or in
any other proportion, and the cover-plate A

Fio. 272.

follows round the shape of the stamped end.
Fig. 270 shows the end of the type in Fig. 268
attached to a main girder, with the drainage-
pipe. The plate and cover are notched to allow
the stiffener to pass down ; but the stiffener

is sometimes turned over on top of the trough
instead. The drain-channel is seen at A, and
with the troughing cambered the water runs to

the ends, and through the drain-pipes into the
gutter.

Fig. 271 illustrates an attachment of Strick-
land's troughing to channel irons, which are

Fio. 273.

made to form the union between the web and the
bottom flange of the main girder. The stiffeners
stop at the troughing. The drainage gutter is

seen ; or, the troughing can be inverted on the

Fio. 274.

channels, giving greater head room underneath,
as in Fig. 272. Fig. 273 shows the flooring sus-

pended from the main girder, the webs being
continued p.tst the bottom flange, and reinforced

/^\ /^^

Fio. 27.5.

to take the strain A single wide gutter is

common to adjacent drain-pipes. For special

strength the troughings are stiffened as in

Figs. 274, 27'5 ; in the first case with double

Fio. 276.

covers, in the second with tee sections^ Very
light sections are stamped as in Fig. 276, from

16in. pitch down to 4in. pitch, for warehouse

floors and light bridges. •'• ^^

l;nVAL INSTITUTE OF
ARCUITECTS.

BRITISH

)li;-F.LECTION OF THE PKE>IUi:NT.

A SPECIAL general meeting of the Institute

of British Architects was held on Monday

evening. Jlr. Alknan-deu Guaiiam, F.fc.A.,

the chairman of the meeting, moved that in ac-

cordance with a recommendation of the council.

Professor George Aitchison, P.. A., be reciuested

to allow himself to be nominated as President for

the year of oflico 1898-99, and consequently

by-law 26, which limits the duration of the
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presidential term of olEce to two years, he

suspended. This motion was seconded hy Mr.
John Si.ATKit, and was carried unanimously.

A meeting for the conlirmalion of the resolution

for the necessary suspension of the by-law will

he held on April l.Mh.

An ordinary meeting of members was held

immediately afterwards. Professor Aitchison,

H . .\
.

, the President, who had not been present at

the previous meeting, was summoned from the

arbitration-room below and informed of the

decision arrived at by llr. (Jrahara, who then
vacated in his favour.

AltnSTIC CjI'VKKiUT, WITH Sl'ECUL UEFEUEXCK
TO AKdUTECTS.

A paper on this subject was reiid (in excellent

and ters« Enpilish) by M. C«koroes Haumaxi>,
Avocat a la ('our d'.Sppcl, Paris. The author
explained that one of his objects was to give an
idea of the state of opinion on the Continent
regarding the question of copyright. Over the
greater part of Europe architects enjoyed pro-
tection for the works they created, and it was of

greatest importance that the profession in England
should have the same privileges. Unity in the

Srotection of their ait was the best means to its

evelopment and its triumph. The fact that for

a long period architects had not claimed copy-
right in their works was no reason against the
right. There was ample evidence to show that
from remote ages architi cts had been accustomed
to put their names, or to leave some other trace

of their personality, on the monuments they
erected. Instances of the custom were cited by
the lecturer from a paper read by M. Charles
Luc.is at Slilan in 1892. Years before any other
European country, England had promulgated
laws for the protection of artists and authors.
Till quite recently, however, the reproduction of
architects' designs for publication was an expen-
sive matter, and only monographs of a few very
important buildings, or the works of a few very
great architects, had been published—and that in
exceedingly limited numbers. In the present
day it was easy for architects to get photo-
graphic and other reproductions of their works,
and fur the sake of their own memory, their
credit, and their fame, they should strive to
secure the preservation of their drawings and the
guarantee of their authorship. In England the
rights of artists in reproducing theii- works by
printing processes were protected by statute,
architectural drawings being expressly men-
tioned : but English architects apparently lacked
confidence in their rights, and hesitated to claim
the protection of the law afforded them. The
question of unification of the legislative measures
relating to copyright had been well thrashed out
at congresses held by the International Literary
and Artistic Association in various cities of
Europe : and, as a result, a convention was agreed
upon at Berne, in 1886, between Great Britain,
France, Italy, Spain, Belgium, Germany, &c.,
which provided for the grant of copyright to,

among other works, drawings and works of
painting and sculpture, to engravings, prints,
&c., and to "plastic works relating to geography,
topography, architecture, and sciences in fjeneral,'"
also to any production belonging to literature,
science, and art capable of reproduction by print-
ing, &e. But the law of some nations party to
the convention did not fully protect architecture.
In Germany an architect enjoyed copyright in his
deagns so long only as they existed on paper ; he
lost his rights in his drawings as soon as a build-
ing was erected from them. In Great Britain,
the lecturer understood, architecture was not pro-
tected by law, except for drawings and plans.
Conferences had been held all over Europe by the
association above referred to, and strenuous efforts
made to secure full protection for architecture.
Having dealt with the object of copyright, its

privileges, the class of work whose authors were
universally admitted to be entitled to the right,
the lecturer went on to show that, by their
methods of work and the nature of their inven-
tions, architects were in a similar position
to painters, sculptors, and other artists, and
should be conceded the same safeguards
for their protection. Quoting judgments of
French and Belgian legal tribunals, emphasis
was laid on a decision at Antwerp in October,
1893, where it was held that, in order to be con-
sidered the author of a«protected work, it was
not necessary for a man to produce a work entirely
original in all its parts ; it was sufficient that he
had made a design, traced a drawing and plan,
and infused his own individuality into elements

gathered from works whose copyright had ex-
pired. Such was an artistic creation which
merited the protection of the law. The lecturer
then touched upon the arguments adduced against
the rights contended for, and having shown their

unsoundness, proceeded to treat of the

KEL.iTIOXS llETWEEN THE AUCIIITECT AXll >IIS

EMrLOVEU.

The architect furnishes plans and drawings, and
agrees with his client for their reproduction in a
building on a certain site. Such plans and
drawings represent the original work of the

architect. The client bargains for the possession
and use of the building, and the enjoyment of its

beauty, if it have artistic qualities. But, the
lecturer contended, the right of reproducing the
building on paper, by drawing, photography, or
printing process did not pass to the client, but
remained in the architect. If the client desired

in any way to reproduce his building pictorially

by engraving or other process, the architect could
consent, for an agreed consideration, or he could
refuse. The client, again, had no right to the
original drawings, but onlj' to copies, and this

was sufficient to warn the client that the architect

intended to keep the copyright for himself. The
drawings handed to the owner should show some
evidence of their being copies merely, and should
bear the architect's signature. The owner had
no light to repeat the building on any other site,

or to permit anyone else to do so. The architect

received fees calculated on the cost of the one
building only. Repetition could only be made
with the architect's sanction ; and if repeated, he
was entitled to fresh fees. It was important for

the preservation of his rights that the original

drawings should bear the architect's signature.

His signature could not well be preserved on the
buildings themselves ; but as they were mere
reproductions of his drawings, his interests would
be sufficiently safeguarded by the signature being
placed on the original drawings, and any copies,

prints, or photographs of them. An architect

could always print reproductions of his drawings
under his own name ; but the client had no more
right to make prints or photographs of his build-
ings without the architect's consent than to

repeat the buildings on another site. In con-
cluding, the lecturer expressed his conviction
that when architects felt that they could work
and create for their profit, and have the reward
of their pains and efforts, they would strive more
after genuineness, and architecture as an art

would progress, to the greater glory of beauty.
If architects in Great Britain did not enjoy such
rights in their creations as the lecturer had
advocated, he hoped they would do their utmost
to prevent the matter being overlooked in any
new Copyright Act.

Professor Rohkiit Keur, in proposing a vote of

thanKs, remarked that M. Harmand's suggestive
paper was full of information with regard to

other subjects also : but he feared the matter was
looked at from very different standpoints here
and in France. If in this country there was a
chance of establishing anything in the nature of

architectural copyright—and he for one did not
regard it as possible—it would be a means of

raising the status of architects. The fact must
be faced that peoples of the Latin race were
possessed of a faculty for art and its appreciation
which we of the Teutonic race could not pretend
to, and when the lecturer referred so eloquently
to the architect's " glory," he was compelled to

inform him that such a characteristic would
not be recognised as a possibilitj' in an English
court of law, and that architectural copy-
right would fare badly in the hands of forensic

gentlemen in this country. The difference be-
tween architecture and the other arts was practi-

cally very considerable, and the views that might
be taken of architectural copyright in our courts

of law might be this: that the common law
recognised as deserving of protection that which
possessed a commercial value and nothing else.

If the architect could show a court what material

damage he had sustained in pounds, shillings,

and pence, his claim would be considered ; but
neither j udge nor j ury could understand any inj ury
to his amour propre. The lecturer had through-
out insisted on the merit of an architect's

work lying in the architectural drawing and
not in the executed building ; but such a theory
would not be recognised in an English court
of law. It was well known to all English archi-

tects that our judges had ruled that the owner-
ship of drawings was vested not in the architect

who prepared them, but in the building owner

who ordered and paid for them : and th it decision

would not, he believed, be shaken, let them try

as they might to do so. Certainly, any drawing,
of whatever kind, could be protected against

reproduction if the originator cared to register it

and pay the fee. Again, an architect could, it

he chose, patent any idea for a number of years,

securing a monopoly in its use, on condition that

he made its principle open or patent—but these

were obviously very different from copyright.

The principle that a man should not be at liberty

to copy the arrangement, plan, and treatment he
had ordered to be prepared for his own house, or

that he should be prohibited from giving a friend

permission toreproduce it, would not be tolerated in

this country. .\ genuine grievance an English
architect felt was that when he had been em-
ployed to design a house in the suburbs, two or

three house agents would send emissaries to copy
its leading points, paying these men as litt'e as

5s. a piece, and that the design with which he had
taken such pains was reproduced, more or less

badly, all over the district. In conclusion, he
could not agree that an architect should be pro-

tected to the same extent as a painter or sculptor,

for his designs, except as means to an end, were
not saleable as were theirs, and, therefore, the

architect suffers no such pecuniary loss in re-

production.

Sir. John Slater seconded the vote of thanks,

remarking on the excellent English in which the

author had expressed his thoughts. W\ English

architects were well aware of the decision of the

judges as to the ownership of drawings, and
although it was an absurd one, it could not be
gainsaid. The only remedy the architect had
was to draw so badly that it would not be worth
the client's while to claim them, or to prove to

the client that he was not paying for the mere
drawings. He differed from Professor Kerr, and
thought that the well - planned and designed

building was just as saleable as the picture or

statue would be, and he believed English archi-

tects would be only too happy if M. Harmand's
efforts to secure an equitable international law of

architectural copyright were successful.

Jlr. John IIehii thought the matter lay in a

nutshell. At present it would be quite useless

for an expert architect to assert a claim to copy-

right in his drawings in the face of the decision

of the courts that this passed to the building

owner. He was not sure, moreover, whether

architects objected to being copied, for imitation

was the most sincerest form of flattery. If they

appealed confidentially to Mr. Norman Shaw or

to Mr. Mountford, he believed they would not

express annoyance that they hsd each, in their

own way set a fashion among the younger men.

Mr. E. W. MoixnoRn observed that it would
be interesting to hear whether the experiences of

a firm of architects in the Xorth of England,

who patented a particular plan in a competition

design, had been satisfactory, and whether their

example had been followed by others.

Mr. E. W. HvDsox ren'.inded the members
that in 1877, when a Royal Commission was

inquiring into the question of copyright, the

then I'resident of the Institute, Mr. Charles

Barry, gave evidence in which he demanded that

architects should be given the right of reproduc- -

tion extending over 20 years, but the Com-
missioners rejected his proposal. The architects'

drawings which passed to the owner were the

contract drawings signed by the builder, and
therefore he did not see any objection in equity

to the English law on the point. He referred

in detail to the variations in Continental law on

this point, observing that Austria and Hungary
were governed by different regulations, while

architects were better protected in Russia than

in any other country.

In putting the vote of thanks, the President
remarked that with small buildings the archi-

tect's remuneration was quite disproportionate to

the time and labour expended on the plans, and
it was annoying to see a design for, say, a farm-

house, prepared with much care, repeated all over

an estate and the adjoining ones without acknow-
ledgment to the author. At the same time, it

would be so easy to make trifling alterations in

materials or plan in execution, that it was not

easy to copyright such designs. Architectural

drawings were quite a modern idea ; from the

6th to the 18th centuries all large buildings were

erected from models, and the architect was also

the contractor.

M. Harmaxd, in replying to the vote of

thanks, observed that while few English archi-

1 tects would agree with bis views on copyright,
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they would generally concur that the damage
done to the author by imitation was twofold

—

tirst, he lost the remuneration to which he was
justly entitled, and, secondly, he suffered in

reputation from the poor and incorrect repro-
duction.

THE SOCIETY OF ARCHITECrS AND
KEGISTKATIOX.

THE question of '

' The Statutory Registration
of the Profession " has occupied the minds

of architects for many years, and the council of

the Society of Architects is now taking steps to

ohtuin the views of provincial architects upon the
subject, with reference to which a Bill has been
introduced into Parliament in the present session.

With this object a meeting of architects was held
on March '25tb in the library of the Philosophical
Hall, Park-row, Leeds. The chair was occupied
by Mr. T. Walter L. Emden, J.P., L.C C,
President of the Society of Architects. There
was a good attendance. In opening the proceed-
ings, the chairman said they believed that if every
architect were compuleorily submitted to exami-
nation, they would by that means be able to

protect the public from men who were incompe-
tent, and at the same time protect the pro-
fession from what he might call illegitimate

competition. 3Ir. Ellis Marsland (hon. secretary)

read a paper on the question. He asked what
was meant by registration ': It meant, in the
present, that every man practising architecture

should be duly enrolled in an official register

under an Act of Parliament, and be dulj' re-

sponsible for his professional actions, and that no
one be allowed to practice until he had been duly
enrolled. In the future it meant that no one be
allowed to practise architecture until he was duly
qualified and had been found so by undergoing a
qualifying examination. At present any person,
with or without a fair general tducation, any
builder, builders' foreman, clerk of works, clerk
in a local board office, auctioneer, undertaker,
" et hoe genus omne," with the sole qualification
of being able to provide a brass plate, was at

liberty to advertise him as a person qualified to

give advice to the public in the science and art
of architecture. Builders and others going out
of their proper pro\-ince boldly proffered their
services as architects to their customers gratis ;

and the tempting bait of an apparent saving of
.5 per cent, was not to be resisted. Could it be
wondered at that they were still unrecognised
while such a condition of things existed ': For at
present the public had no guarantee that the
class who called themselves architects were any
better qualified to plan and design their build-
ings than the contractors who erected them, and
should they employ an architect they had no
means of ascertaining that his knowledge was
greater than that of the builder, and the only
certainty about it from their point of view was
that they would have to pay the professional
charges. The advantages arising from registra-
tion were these:— Closing the doors to incom-
petent men ; raising the standard of the profes-
sion ; and obtaining the confidence of the public
and State recognition. It was not proposed for
one moment to pay that all who desired to build
should employ an architect ; but what they did
propose was that henceforth, in the interests of
the public, no person should be entitled to call
himself an architect whose name was not enrolled
as qualified under an Act of Parliament, and any
person wishing to employ an architect might, by
consulting the official register, ascertain what men
•were qualified. Mr. J. WreghittConron (Leeds)
moved the following resolution :—" That this
meeting cordially approves the principle of the
statutory examination and registration of archi-
tects, and is of opinion that it is desirable, in the
interests of the public and the architectural pro-
fession, to promote a Bill in Parliament for the
attamment of this object." He thought they
were all agreed that the profession of architecture
was by no means in the position it ought to
occupy, or that it was in the possession of those
facilities or advantages which it was entitled to
possess. For instance, they would be agreed that
the profession fell very far short of the pro-
fessions of law and medicine in the facilities
which were afforded it for el ucational purposes
They would also be all agreed that under existing
conditions the profession of architecture did
afford opportunities for entry into it of those
who were not strictly entitled to belong to it; and
he was sure they would all be agreed that the
number of architects was certainly in excess of

the requirements of the population of this

country. There were in the country some 1,.500

more architects than there was any necessity for,

and there was only one remedy for that state of

things, and that was a system of legal registra-

tion of architects. He expressed regret that the
Royal Institute of British Aschitects should not
yet have seen its way to give its weight to this

movement. When it became convinced that the
great body of the profession throughout the
country was in favour of it, it would then give
it its support. Mr. D. Dodgson (Leeds) seconded
the resolution, which, after a brief discussion, was
carried unanimously. Votes of thanks to the
president and the hon. secretary, proposed by Mr.
W. S. Briithwaite (Leeds), and seconded by Mr.
B. D. Fairbank (President of the Bradford Society
of Architects), concluded the proceedings.

THE PROTECTION OF UXDERGROtrxD
WATER SI'PPLIES.

AT a meeting of the Societj' of Engineers,
held at the Royal United Service Institu-

tion, AVhitehall, on Monday evening, Mr. W.
Worby Beaumont, president, in the chair, a
paper was read by Mr. John C. Thresh. D.Sc,
M.D.,&c., entitled, "The Protection of Under-
ground Water Supplies." The author pointed
out in the first place that recent outbreaks of

epidemic disease, due to polluted water supplies,

had demonstrated in a terribly emphatic manner
that there was either much wilful carelessness,

which required to be rebuked, or much ignorance
which required to be dispelled. The discoveries

of bacteriologists had proved that these water-
borne diseases were due to specific organisms, and
these organisms might gain access to, and be
carried by, a water otherwise organically pure, as
well as by an organically contaminated water,
although the latter water would almost certainly

be more liable to specific pollution, and therefore be
more dangerous. Underground water was derived
from that portion of the rainfall which passed by
percolation into the subsoil. In this country,
nearly the whole of the exposed surface of the
permeable strata was under cultivation, and on
account of the facility with which water was
obtainable, the population thereon was consider-

able. The subsoil water must therefore be con-
taminated at its source, and were it not that there
were powerful natural agencies at work capable

of producing perfect purification, underground
waters would be too dangerous to be utilised for

public supplies. Where such water was collected

in close proximity to houses, from wells sunk in

a sewage-sodden subsoil, it was notoriously liable

to pollution, and was a prolific cause of the dis-

semination of disease. The records of the out-
breaks of typhoid fever and cholera in this

country were sufficient proof of that. These
impurities, however, were not carried far in

a compact permeable subsoil, although in a
fissured stratum they might be carried very
considerable distances. During the progress of

the polluted water through the subsoil the
organic matter became broken down, and finally

oxidised or burnt up, the ashes (carbonates,

chlorides, phosphates, sulphates) alone remaining
to afford evidence of the previous contamination.
The particulate matter, including the micro-
organisms, was more or less completely removed
by the process of natural filtration implied by the
percolation, and it seemed certain that specific

organisms gaining access to the subsoil water
speedily perished. There was no record of any
outbreak of typhoid fever being caused by under-
ground water taken from a wisely-selected and
properly -protected site. The investigations of
Pettenkofer, the researches of Hanser, and the
recent experiments of Martin and Robertson all

tended to prove that the typhoid and cholera
bacilli could only flourish near the surface and in
a polluted soil, and Fraenkel had shown that the
subsail, even where the soil above had been
grossly contaminated for a long period, was quite
free from germs. That result, the author stated,

he had recently been able to confirm in the
examination of sand taken from various depths
below the ground surface. At 4ft. very
few organisms were found ; below .ift. none
were discovered. These facts supported Koch's
statement that " we have no reason to keep
out of consumption the subsoil water which
can be found nearly everywhere. On the
contrary, we cannot find a better filtered

water, and one more protected against infec-

tion," Although the use of water from shallow

wells Slink in populous neighbourhoods was not

to be commended, there was very little doubt
that in many such places a perfectly safe water
could be obtained from the subsoil, from a

properly constructed well, with clean immediate
surroundings. Shallow wells supplying only a

few houses, drew water from an exceedingly

limited area, the cone of depression rarely ex-

ceeding Aft. or 6ft. in diameter, and it was the

ground surface over that cone which required

special protection. A shallow well yielding

15,000 gallons of water per day, and depressing

the water level 9ft., would produce a cone of

depression with a base about 34ft. in diameter

in a sandy subsoil. Round such a well there

should be a protective area with a radius of

30ft., upon the surface of which no contamin-

ating matter should be deposited, and which
should be so guarded as to prevent the

public having access. Encircling this should

be an outer zone, which might be used for

grazing purposes, but not otherwise manured.
The area of this outer zone would have to be
decided upon in each case after a due considera-

tion of all the factors involved—such as the

contour of the ground, the direction of flow of

the ground-water, the depth and fluctuations of

the water-level, i:c. In certain cases an elliptical

area would be preferable to a circular one,

especially in the case of springs. Where col-

lecting-channels fed the well, these should be

not less than 10ft. below the ground-surface,

and included within the protective area, and
within the inner zone of that area if possible.

Where wells were sunk in fissured strata, the

form and extent of the protective area would
require even more careful consideration, and
should include the surface at which the fissures

were most likely to outcrop. The water from
the more freely flowing fissures should from time

to time be examined, to ascertain whether any
show signs of contamination ; and if, after a

heavy rainfall, the water became in the slightest

degree turbid, danger was indicated. In the

construction of deep wells, the greatest care

should be taken to exclude, subsoil water,

and further, an area round the well should

be protected, so that if any subsoil water

did gain access, it would be free from the

possibility of specific pollution. The use of the

bore tube as the pump suction pipe was not to be
commended, since the external atmospheric pres-

sure would force air or water through the most
minute aperture. Where the outcrop of the

stratum yielding the water was within a few
miles, it should be subject to examination, as

impurities entering fissures might travel such a
distance. Whether underground water be drawn
from a deep or superficial stratum, the chief

factor in guarding it from pollution was the pro-

vision of a protective area round the well or

spring, under the absolute control of the pur-

veyors of the water, the inner portion of the zone

immediately surrounding the source being so

protected that neither tramps, hop-pickers nor

the general public could gain access. Existing

sources of supply should be examined, and steps

taken, if necessary, to secure adequate protection.

Where, unfortunately, protection was impossible,

it would be better to voluntarily abandon the

works than wait until an outbreak of disease

aroused public, indignation, and compelled theii

abandonment.

BUILDERS' CLERKS' BEXeVOLENT"
INSTITUTION.

THE twentieth annual dinner of this deserWng
and useful charity was held in the King's

Hill, Holbom Restaurant, on Tuesday evening,
and was more numerously attended than any
previous festival. The chair was occupied by
the president for the year. Mr. R. C. Foster,

of the firm of Messrs. Foster and Dicksee,

of Kugby, who by his frequent and pithy
anecdotes enlivened the after-dinner proceed-
ings, and among the 345 friends and sub-
scribers to the Institute who supported him.
were Messrs. T. E. CoUcutt. F.R.I.B.A..-
Edwin T. Hall, F.R I.B.A., T. J. Bailey,.

F.K.I.B.A., William Woodward, A.R.I.B.A.„
Thomas Hall (Hall, Beddall. and Co.), ex-
president, S. .1. Dicksee (Foster and Dick-
see), .Joseph Randall (Kirk and Randall, of

Woolwich), .T. Howard Colls. Howell .T. Williams,
L.C.C, B. Eyres, C. Bussell, Octavius Newling,
B. Hellyer, W. Nash W. Pyce, J. Ewitt,

H. W. Parker, C. K Turpin, E. C. Roe, i:c.

The loyal toasts having been given from the
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chair, that of the " Army, jS'avy, and Reserve
Forces " was proposed by ^Ir. AV. Downs, and
acknowledged liy Mr. J. (). Belcher. In pro-

posing the toast of the evening, " Success and
Proepority to the Builders' Clerks' Benevolent
Institution," the President remarked that it was
founded in 1S()6, and during the two-and-thirty
years it had accomplished a great amount of quiet

and beneficent wcrk. It was established entirely

by self-help. Two or three builders' clerks felt

that sufficient was not being done for their class
;

and while it had been well supported by the body
it sought to benefit, it had been most liberally

supported by the builders and builders' mer-
chants. So successful had it been, that its

successive committees had distributed no less than
£7,22s in pensions and temporary relief, and
had purchased three presentations to the Orphan
Working School at a further cost of 750
guineas in all, representing a total of £8,017.
Having referred to the indebtedness of the insti-

tute to the courteous and indefatigable secretary,

Mr. II. J. Wheatley, and the commitee, the
President added that the funds were administered
on an economical basis, so that out of every 20s.

contributed, ISs. was immediately available for

benevolent purposes—a proportion which would
compare favourably with the administration of

most missionary societies, and certainly -with the
London County Council and our Government
Departments. They had recently lost by death
their genial friend Major E. C. Iloe, for

many years a member of this committee,
and who was formerly a clerk in the
«mploy of the speaker's father, and also Mr.
Thomas Peto Ward, the actual founder of the
institution, and one who had laboured zealously

and faithfully in its behalf for many years as one
of the committee. In appealing for liberal aid,

the President added that during the year of office

of his immediate predecessor, Mr. Thomas Hall,

the largest income had been raised since the
foundation of the institution, and he hoped that

•would now be exceeded. From the contractor's

point of view, no body of men were more
deserving of assistance than the builders' clerks.

They were a competent and hardworking
class ; they formed no trade - union to bind
or harass employers, and were not too
exacting as to overtime, and the ranks of

contractors were largely recruited from among
them. The toast of " The Architects and Sur-
veyors" was proposed byMr. HoweU J. Williams,
who said that these professional gentlemen repre-
sented the bread and cheese of the contractor.

He repelled the slur recently cast on our archi-

tects by Sir William Ilarcourt during the debate
on the Government Buildings Bill. He had had
the good fortune to travel over a great portion of

the world, and had seen no fioer example of

modern (iothic than the Houses of Parliament,
which were gained in competition, and if the
Government, who were about to spend two and
a quarter millions on new offices in Whitehall,
would have the courage to throw the designing
open to competition instead of restricting it, as

proposed, to their permanent officials, he had no
doubt that the younger architects would rise to

the occasion, and show themselves well able to

grapple with the problems set before them.
Having referred to the surveyors, he deprecated
the practice ot some architects taking out their

own quantities, as these were neither so full nor
so reliable as those prepared by men who
devoted themselves exclusively to that work.
Mr. F. T. Hall, in responding, congratulated
builders and their clerks that there was every
sign of abundance of work for a long time to

come. The very large scheme for building
Government offices in Whitehall to which Mr.
Williams had alluded must indirectly bring
employment to the trade generally, and he
was glad to see that there was a growing
appreciation of architecture among the public,

which in towns affected the great spending
bodies, and stimulated them to provide them-
selves with more worthy and dignified buildings
than -were considered necessary in the past. Mr.
Williams had referred in terms of praise to the

Houses of Parliament, and we had no occasion to

be ashamed of the work of our modern archi-

tects in this country, and going back two
centuries, he held that there was no more
beautiful building in the world than St. Paul's
Cathedral, nor a tower and spire which sur-
passed Bow Church, while our Mediieval
churches and cathedrals were e^ual to those to

he seen anywhere. As to surveyors, he would
assure Mr. Williams that it was the exception

for London architects to prepare their own
quantities, and personally he deprecated the

practice, for the architect was unavoidably biassed

to keep down the quantities, whereas the surveyor

was perfectly independent of building owner or

builder, and was more likely to see justice

done on both sides. Mr. H. J. Oldham
gave the toast of " London and Provincial

Builders," remarking that for 20 years the

Institution was almost entirely supported by
Metropolitan builders and their clerks ; but during

the last seven or eight years they had looked

further afield, and rightly so, as provincial

builders and their clerks were carrying out more
and more work in London. Their President,

that evening, was an example in point, and he

was endeavouring to bring provincial builders'

clerks and their employers in as supporters of the

funds of their most useful charity. Mr. J.

Howard Colls responded in a humorous speech.

The secretary, Mr. Wheatley, read a long list of

subscriptions and donations, including the presi-

dent and his firm, 2.5 guineas ; the Institute of

Builders, 10 guineas ; Messrs. English Brothers,

Wisbech, 10 guineas; John Mowlem and Co.,

10 guineas; George Farmiloe and Sons, 10

gtiineas ; Joseph Randall, 1 guineas ; the

Carpenters' Co., Eastwood and Co., W.Oliver
and Sons, Nobles and Hoare, Thomas M.
Rickman, B. J. Hudson and Sons, Farnley

Iron Co., T. Lampard Green, Dent, Hellyer

and Co., and T. W. Alsop, 5 guineas each;

and Slater, Bird and Co., £5, and very

man}- donations of lesser amount, including

a large proportion from builders' clerks. The
President announced the total amount as

£t80. Mr. E. B. Grammon proposed " The
Builders' Merchants," which was acknowledged
by Mr. T. W. Alsop. The remaining toasts

were: " The President," given by Mr. Leonard
J. Maton, and acknowledged from the chair, and
" The Past Presidents," proposed by Mr. H. W.
Parker, and acknowledged by Mr. 'Thomas Hall.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING NOTES FOR
ARCHITECTS.—XX.

By AN Assoc. Is.sT. Elect. Enos.

MEASURIXG IXSTRL^EXT.S -A-XD TESTINft.

DETERMINATION OF RESISTANCES.—
We have previously remarked that the

resistance of conductors plays a most important

6
B

Fill. 63.

part in the distribution ot electricity for com-
mercial purposes, and we shall give here some
methods of determining the resistances of con-

ductors in practice. We must, of course, refer the

reader to works dealing specially with electrical

measurements for details, as we can only allude

briefly to the everyday practical methods. In
nearly all methods the determination of the re-

sistance of a conductor is made by comparing it

with others whose resistances are known.
Probably the readiest and simplest method is by
the fall of potential method. As is well known, a

current traverses a conductor whene\'er two
points in the conductor are maintained at different

potentials, and its magnitude is limited by the

difference of potential so maintained, and the

resistance of the conductor between these two
points. The relationship between these quantities

is given by Ohm's law as follows :—

•

C = 5 andH= ^
K U

where C denotes the current, E the difference of

potential between the • two points, and R the

resistance of the conductor between the two
points. If an ammeter be inserted in the circuit,

and a voltmeter be connected between the two
points, C and E are given by the readings of

these instruments, and the ratio between them
gives R.
For the purpose of comparing the resistance ot

a conductor with others known, it is usual to have a

number of accurate standard coils, arranged so as to

form a resistance-box. These coils are constructed

Fm. 64.

of metals possessing a high specific resistance and a

low temperature coefficient, German-silver and

platinum-silver alloy being largely used for this

purpose. The wire is generally wound—doubled

on itself—upon a wooden bobbin, and well soaked in

paraffin-wax. This method of winding diminish-

ing the self-induction of the coils to a minimum.

Fra. 65.

and the free ends of the coils are connected to

separate brass pieces, as described under the head-

ing of Post Bridge Box later on. By means of

plugs, any desired resistance may be introduced

into a circuit quite readily. Since these coils are

usually wound with fine wire, none but weak
currents should be sent through them.

T/ie Method of Salnlitiittoit.—By this method
the conductor whose resistance is required is,

placed in series with a sensitive galvanometer,

and a source of constant electro-motive force.

An ordinary Daniell's cell answers well. When

CO)

^ J
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FiQ. 60.

the galvanometer deflection is steady—that is,

when the current is steady—the deflection is

noted. The conductor of unknown resistance is

then removed and replaced by a box of resistance

coils, and sufficient resistance is introduced into

the circuit by withdrawing plugs from the box to

produce the same deflection as before, from which

it is evident that the resistance so introduced

will be equal to that of the conductor, which is

required. If a number of determinations have to

be made by this method, it is an advantage to use

i
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a two-way switch, and to connect the conductor
and resistance box as shown in Fig. 03.

In this figure, R represents the resistance hox,
X the conductor of unknown resistance, G the
galvanometer, ]'. the battery, and S the two-way

-|.i.i.ii-i

r^f^

O"

Jl
Fig. 67.

switch. The method of procedure is the same as

that already given : but in this case it is not
necessary to remove the conductor from the
circuit. It is, of course, cut out of action by
means of the two-way switch, and repeated obser-
vations may be quickly made to see if the battery
has remained constant. The defect of this method
is due to the fact that ordinary cells are not very
reliable as regards their constancy, and it is

advisable to take the mean of a number of read-

&
_ioooroo( 1 ip<
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Fio. 08 I.

FlO. 68 n.

ings. If the galvanometer be very sensitive, it

is often convenient to shunt it during the test.

Whratstone's Bridge.—For everyday testing of
resistances, where easy, rapid, and accurate
determinations are required, the Wheatstone's
bridge is employed. Wheatstone's bridge consists

of a certain arrangement of adjustable resist-
ances, and the principle of the method is very
simple, depending upon the following elementary-
principles:

—

(I) The fall of potenti.il between two points in

Fio. :0.

a conductor is proportional to the resistance of

the conductor between the two points.

(2) If two conductors, A E C and A F C be
connected in multiple arc between two points in
a circuit, as in Fig. 6i, there will be the same
drop in volts along A E C as along A F C, and
consequently two points, E and F, may be found,
one in A E C and one in AFC, which have the
same potential.

(3) Xo current flows along a conductor between
two points at the same potential.

By comTiining these principles, an unknown
resistance, E, may be determined in terms of a
known resistance by adjusting the resistances

P, Q, and S when arranged as in Fig. 61, so that
the points E and F are at the same potential.

From the figure it is evident that the current
from the battery B divides at A, and unites again
at C ; and, as 'is well known, the proportion of

the main current flowing along the two branches
A E C and AFC depends upon the resistances of

A E C and A F C. If, when we take the point
E in A E C, the resistance of A E is R, and that

of E C is 8, and also that when the point F is at

the same potential as E, the resistance of A F is

P, and that of F C is Q ; then if c is the drop in
volts between the points A and C, f, the drop in
volts between the points A and E, and between
A and F, and e, that between the points E and C
and between F and C, we shall have

—

e = f 1 -1- ( a

c
= B
K+ S

P
P + Q

from which— R
P

B + S
P+Q

also—
e
= S
K + iS

Q
P + Q

from which

—

S _ R+ S

P + Q
R

•• P
~ S

Q
and R = -1

-1
P, Q, R, and S are the resistances of the con-
ductors forming a iatanre>! Wheatstone's Bridge,
and from the relationship j ust determined we have
means at hand of calculating the unknown resist-

ance R of a conductor:— (Ij When P, li, and S
are known quantities ; or (2) When the resistance

of one of the adjacent conductors to K

—

i.e., Por
S, is known, and the ratio of the other two is also

known. The conventional way of representing
Wheatstone's Bridge is shown in Fig. 05, in

which the same letters are used as in Fig. 01. In
practice a sensitive galvanometer, G, is inserted

between E and F so as to ascertain when these
points are at the same potential. AVhen the four
conductors P, Q, R, and S form a balance or bridge,

each is known as an arm of the hri'lge, and the two
S P

forming the ratio ^ or - (as the case may be)
Q Q

are termed the ratio arms.

If S = li, then R =- P, and ii P = ii, R = S.

A moment's consideration also shows that these

principles permit of several diilerent ways of

arranging the conductors so as to form a bridge,

according as we may wish to adjust one or more

of the resistances P, (i, S in obtaining the balance.

Thus (1) both members of the ratio ^ may be
Q

varied until balance is obtained, whilst S remains
S

constant, and (2) the ratio r- may be maintained

constant, and the value of P varied until balance is

obtained. In this case the value of the ratio

S .

Q
is usually made unity, ^V or i},;,

In practice, two forms of bridges are in common
use, and these are constructed for working
according to the conditions named in (1) and (2)

above, and are termed respectively the MHre
Uridgi and Fosi Ojlice Bridge.

The Metre Bridge.—A very convenient way of

arranging the conductors forming a Wheatstone's
P

Bridge, so that both members of the ratio
Q

may be varied at pleasure, is shown in Fig. 06,

and is known as the Metre Bridge pattern, on
account of a wire 1 metre in length, and made of

German silver or platinoid wire, being used for

the ratio arms of the bridtre. This form of

bridge is easily and cheaply constructed, and if

used in conjunction with reliable standard coils,

permits of great accuracy. Three connecting

pieces. A, C, E, of stout copper or brass bar (the

two former being right-angle pieces), to each of

which binding screws are soldered, as indicated

by the small circles, are firmly fastened to a board
about 42in. long and 9in. wide, the inner edges

of the right-angle pieces being exactly 1 metre

apart. The German silver or platinoid wire is

tightly stretched and soldered between A and C,

so as to be exactly one metre in length. Upon
the board and under the wire is screwed a box-
wood scale one metre in length, and divided into

centimetres and millimetres. The same letters

are used in Fig. 60 as in Figs. 01 and 65, and
contact is made with the metre wire by means of

a sliding key, K„ which is free to move from A
to C, so that the segments, into which the metre
wire is divided by the key at F, form the two
resistances P and ({. The construction of the

sliding key is shown in Fig. 07.

p .

In using this form of bridge, the ratio _- is

varied by means of the key until balance is ob-

tained, the actual position of F dependieg upon
the ratio of R to S, which are two coils of wire

inserted in the gaps a and b. The point F divides

the metre wire into two sections, l,, and /,, milli-

metres in length, and since l,, + /,, = 1,000 milli-

P . /, /,
mrtres, the ratio — may be written -!' = -^—

-

resistance being proportional to length. There-

fore if the value of S be known

—

R < T = S X ''

/, 1,000 - /,,'

Fust Office Bridge.—The second form of Wheat-
stone's Bridge is the Post Office pattern, which
practically consists of a box containing twenty-

two standard coils and connections arranged so a)

to form a very compact, and at the same time,

complete bridge. A plan of the arrangement is

shown in Fig. 68 I, and the complete box in

in OS II. The free ends of the coils of wire,

forming standard coils, are soldered to solid brass
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pieces lixtd to intulating nmtorial, and Letween

ihe adjacent brass pieces there is a carefully

formed conical recess, in which a stout conical

Iriss plug with an insulating handle is inserted,

as bliown in Fig. (i'J. The coils are made of

platinum-silver wire.

When the plugs fit the holes tightly, the re-

sistance coils are practically short-circuited, and
to place any coil in circuit the corresponding plug

is removed. With this pattern of bridge the pro-

portional or ratio arms, S and Q, each consists of

throa coils of 1,000, 100, and 10 ohms resistance

respectively, and form the top row in the box.

The ratio - is maintained constant and equal to

unity, i\,- or ijj, according to the degree of

accuracy desired, and balance is obtained by
varying the value of V. The rheostat arm P
consists of a series of coils having the follow-

ing resistances, 1, 2, 3, 4 ; 10, 20, 30, 40 ;

100, 200, up to 1,000 ohms, from which any
desired value from 1 to 11,110 ohms may be
obtained by removing the plugs ; thus, 376 would
be made up as follows :—300 + 40 + 30 + 4 + 2.

When the plug marked I X F is removed, infinite

resistance is introduced, and that part of the

circuit is completely broken. The batterj- and
galvanometer are connected to the terminals A
and C and E and F respectively ; the keys K , and
K. when closed, connect the pieces C and Ci and
F and F, together by means of the stout pieces of

wire placed inside, and indicated by the dotted
lines. The wire of unknown resistmce, which has
to be determined, is inserted between the terminals
A and E. The method of using this form of

bridge is as follows :—With the g.alvanometer
shunted, determine the value of K to the nearest
whole number by taking S = (i = 10. Then to

the first decimal place, by taking Q = 100 and
S = 10, and finally to the second decimal place,

by taking (J = 1,000 and S = 10. In the final

determination the galvanometer shunt should be
removed.

Miasurement of Verij High Hesistances —
Although the AVheatstone's Uridge permits of a
very wide range of measurement—from 1 ohm
to 100,000 ohms—there are many cases for which
this arrangement is not applicable, such as, for

instance, the determination of the insulation
resistance of an electric light or power circuit,

which, to be satisfactory, should come out in
meghoms (millions of ohms). For these tests

—

the determination of insulation resistance—some
form of portablfe testing apparatus is required,
which usually includes a sensitive galvanometer,
resistance coils, and a current generator, either in
the form of a large battery or magneto-machine.
Since extreme accuracy is not necessary, some
form of an ohmmeter is mostly used, by means of
which insulation tests may be quickly made, the
insulation resistance being given directly in meg-
ohms by a pointer moving over a dial. An ohm-
meter is an instrument for measuring directly
high resistances, and it is so constructed that the
position taken up by a delicately poised needle
when working indicates the ratio of fiie prissure
or P.D. between the ends of a conductor, and the
current passing through the conductor. The
ohmmeter was introduced by Ayrton and Perry,
and, as improved by Mr. Sidney Evershed, is a
verj' satisfactory commercial apparatus, and is

much used. Furthermore, the whole testing set—consisting of a generator and an ohmmeter—is

easily manipulated. The complete testing-set is

shown in Fig. 70, and the construction of the
ohmmeter will be understood from the follow-
ing brief description and the diagrammatic
sketch given in Fig. 71 :—A and B represent
two pairs of coils of wire fixed so that their
axes are at right angles to each other, and
the needle to which a light pointer is attached
is pivoted at their centre. Coils A consist
of many turns, whilst B is of much lower
resistance : the two pairs of coils being connected
in parallel as shown. It wi'l also be observed
that the resistance to be measured is connected in
series with B, so that B may be termed the
current coil, whilst the set A, which often has a
high resistance, "R, connected in series with it,

may be looked upon as a shunt to the current coil.

In some of the earlier instruments the needle
was a permanent magnet ; but with tht se needles
reversing the direction of the current through the
ohmmeter impairs the accunicy of the instrument.
In the latest patterns, therefore, the needle is

made of soft iron, and is magnetised by the
currents passing through the coils. To neutralise
the effects of the earth's magnetism, a bar magnet
U placed below the needle. For testing purposes,

the current is supplied by a small magneto
machine, which sets up a pressure of about
120 volts when the handle is turned from GO to 70

turns per minute. This generator is contained in

a separate box (see Fig. 70), and should bo placed

not less than 3ft. from the ohmmeter when in

use : otherwise the needle will be affected.

The indications of the needle of the ohmmeter
obviously depend upon the relative intensities of

the magnetic fields produced by the two sets of

coils, and since the intensities of the magnetic
fields are proportional to the currents passing
through the coils A and B, which in turn are

inversely proportional to the resistances of the

two circuits, it is clear that the deflection of the

needle depends only upon the ratio of the resist-

ances of the two circuits. The position taken up
by the needle is, of course, that of the resultant

direction of the two fields, one of which is a

measure of the current passing through the

current coil ; and the other is a measure of the

Fig. 71.

P.D. at the terminals of the instrument, and
the ratio between the latter and the former is

a measure of the resistance inserted. Thus, let

—

Tn = resistance of the coils A.
» h = resistance of the coils B.
C„ = current in the coils A.
C), = current on the coils B.
R = resistance in series with the coils A.
r. ~ insulation resistance of cable.

E = P.D. maintained between the terminals of the
ohmmeter. Then

—

C„ =
R + r„

; Cb =
X + n

9i = * + »»

t6 • K + r„

Now, the ratio of C„ to C/. determines the
position of the needle ; consequently the position

of the needle depends upon the ratio of the
resistances. To calibrate the ohmmeter, ri, is

eliminated, so that the scale reading gives the
value of the insulation resistance x.

Each ohmmeter possesses a two-contact switch.
By placing the switch-arm on one contact the
range is from O'l to .5 megohms (for one size of

ohmmeter), and by placing it on the other
contact the range is from 10,000 to 500,000 ohms.
To use this testing set, the + and — terminals

of the generator are connected to the + and —
terminals of the ohmmeter, and for finding the
insulation to earth, one end of the main under
te.st is connected to the line terminal of the ohm-
meter, the other end being perfectly free and
open, whilst connection is also made between the
eartli terminal of the instrument and a good
earth. With all switches turned on and the
lamps removed, the insulation resistance of that
main to earth is given with very fair accuracy
upon working the generator. The insulation
resistance of the other main is likewise tested.

For the test as to the insulation resistance

between the two mains, the earth connection
between the ohmmeter and the earth is removed,
and is replaced by the end of the second main,
the further ends of both mains being open and
perfectly free.

{To be continued.)

MK. LIONEL CUST ON PORTRAITS.

MR. LIONEL CUST, C.B., director of the
National Portrait Gallery, gave on Satur-

day afternoon at the Royal Institution, the first

of two lectures on "Portraits." Dealing with
the subject of portraits considered as historical

documents, he inquired, if portraits were valuable
as illustrating the history of families, how much
much more valuable were they in illustrating the
history of a nation ; Since portraits might be
regarded as historical ' documents, one would
expect to find the nation treasuring up portraits

as carefully as it had treasured up the records of its

laws and plans and documents relating to military

achievements. It was instructive to see what
England had done in this matter. Henry VIII,,

Mary, and Elizabeth all employed eminent por-

trait painters. Indeed the Royal families were

the early patrons of the art, and Holbein might
be regarded as one of the historians of the reign

of Henry VIII., for to him we were indebted for

our knowledge of the personal appearance of

that king's court. Ilis portraits were absolutely

indispensable to the historian of that age. The
arrival of Vandyck in this country was the

beginning of a new epoch in the history of por-

trait painting. He raised the art both historic-

ally and pictorially to a higher level. It was to

him we owed our knowledge of the personal

appearance of Charles I. and his family. With
reference to the collection of portraits, private

enterprise had done what the nation neglected.

Mr. Cust next referred to the foundation of the

National Portrait Gallery through the energy of

Lord Stanhope, and the great additions made to

it through the influence of the late Sir G. Scharf.

He instanced the value of the collection from the

historical point of view, and concluded by refer-

ring to the great aid afforded by portraits to

education and historical research.

In his second lecture, delivered on Monday
afternoon, Mr. Cast dealt with the subject of

" Portraits as Monuments." He said that if

inquiry were made into the strict sense of the

word "monument," it would be found that it

meant little more than a record or memorial,

which should be an incentive to thought. Menu
ments mostly took form in architecture, sculpture,

and painting. As an independent art painting

was immeasurably younger than either sculpture

or architecture. Having referred to the progress

of art in Egypt, Greece, and Rome, he pointed

out that Jlediajval art portraiture was little

used, as the art of that period was completely

consecrated to God and the Church. But from

the time of the Renaissance onward to the present

day the statue and the bust had reigned supreme

in monumental art. They were often more

than mere portraits ; they were works of

art, and deserved to rank with the paintings

of Titian and Holbein. It was not until the

middle of the 18th century that the world of

art began to recognise that the art of arcient

Rome was a mere transcript from the Greek. One
of the most unfortunate delusions which had

beset portrait and artistic work for generations

both in England and on the Continent had been

the belief that Rome, and Rome only, was the

Mecca for artists. The complete subjugation of

art to the decadent sculpture of Rome was a great

misfortune to the human race, and nearly proved

its artistic ruin. Unless the marble bust had a

place fixed for it, and unless there was some in-

tention for its creation, it was one of the most

useless and meaningless things that an artist

could produce. Fortunately for London, most of

its statues were in bronze. It was diflncult for the

sculptor ever to produce a real portrait : he could

not go beyond certain limits in his art, especially

if he were working in marble. As a mere por-

trait and nothing else the marble bust could

seldom be successful. Bronze gave a much more

satisfactory statue than marble. Sculpture in

terracotta was a branch of the art which seemed

to have fallen into a most unnecessary disgrace.

By its use colouring could most usefully be

brought into play. Portrait statues had before

now been made of wood and coloured. Mr. Cust,

in conclusion, dealt with memorial, official, and

presentation-portrait paintings, pointing to the

necessity for the exercise of care in the use of

portraits for such purposes.

On Thursday afternoon in last week board schools

erected in Nether-street, Beeston, Notts, wereopened
by Dr. Clifford, of London.

The Gildersome District Council has made appli-

cation to the Local Government Board for sanction

to borrow an amended loan of £2, .500, fir purposes

of sewerage and sewage filtration works.

The subscriptions for the Wilmslow pariah church

restoration fund have reached a total of £1,143,

The work of restoring this ancient Cheshire church

is now being carried out, the chancel having

already been dealt with. The restoration com-
mittee have purchased for the use of the parish the

ancient Trafford Chapel, one of the most interesting

parts of the fabric. This was the property of the

trustees of Sir Humphrey de Trafford. The chapel

is now being renovated, and it is afterwards to be

furnished as a chapel for daily service. All the

work is being done under the supervision of Mr.

G. F. Bodley, A.R.A., of London.
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BOXDED W.^REHOrSE, GLASGOW.

This 'building, which will add a striking feature
to the commercial architecture of Glasgow, is at

present in course of erection in AVashington-
street, for Messrs. W. P. Lowrie and Co., Ltd.,
the well-known firm of honded warehouse pro-
prietors and storekeepers. The warehouse occu-
pies an area of 1 ,S25 square yards, with a frontage
to Washiogton-street of 89ft., and is six stories

in height. On the street floor are the blending
and bottling departments, washing room, loading
banks. Excise office, &c. The remainingflats willhe
used for storage in bond. The Washington-street
front is built with red Corncockle stone, and the
north wall with terracotta hrick from the works
of the Scottish Terracotta and Metallic Co., Ltd.,
with Corncockle stone dressings. The architect is

Mr. Alexander Oardner, 209, St. Vincent-street,
Glasgow.

STUnif;S OF .iXIM.iL LIFE TUEATED lOR DESIGN.

These National Silver Medal drawings by Mr.
John J. Brownsword form part of the series of
•drawings of birds and beasts which we com-
menced with the opening number of the Build-
IXG News for the New Year. The present sheet
of grandly-plumaged pheasants, the lyre-bird of
Australia, and birds of Paradise furnish colour as
well as suggestive decorative forms for the artist
in applied design. .Shown as these graceful
creatures are in the accompanying plate, truth
to nature is observed, though the draughtsman
has somewhat skilfully arranged his subjects for
their special adaptation to the purpose in view,
and we can only regret that the limitations of
monochrome printing do nut allow us to give the
colours of the originals.

" THE LAWX," COGGESHALL, ESSEX.

A NEW half-timbered front has recently been
added to this house, the residence of Mr. G. F.
Beaumont, F.S.A., which is a HUh-century
building. The brickwork has been executed in
2in. red bricks, specially made, and the doors
and windows have moulded Bath stone dressings.
The principal entrance has carved stone spandrels
and rich mouldings, and linen-fold panelled door.
All the timber work has been executed in English
oak, the frieze and barge-boards being richly
carved in foliated pattern, with the following
inscription on scrolls entwined in the foliage of
the frieze

:
" Haec Domus anno sexagesimo

Victorias Regin.p renovata est." The work has
teen carried out from the designs of Mr. P. M.
Beaumont, A.JLI.C.E., architect, of Maldon, by
;Mr. Sach, contractor, Coggeshall. The cirvin"
is by Mr. W. B. Policy, of Coggeshall.

°

FONT COVER, COCKINGTON CHURCH.

This interesting old carved font-cover in the

Church of St. fJeorge and St. Mary, Cockington
Court, Devon, has recently been restored. It is

richly carved, and when needed for baptism, four

cants of the octagon open like a tryptich. For
many years this cover lay about the church in a

number of pieces ; but on the Rev. James Hen-
ning being recently appointed vicar, one of his

first acts was to gather the fragments together

and send them to Messrs. Harry Hems and Sons,

sculptors, of Exeter, who have carefully put the

remains together, and conservatively restored the

decayed and missing parts. All the original old

hammered iron hinges have been reused.

rEOrOSED STATES ASSEMllLV H.VLL, GTERNSEV.

This design was submitted in the early part of

last year by Mr. Arthur Ardron, F.R.I.B.A., of

8, Delahay-street, Westminster. Nothing has
transpired as to the decision of the promoters,

although rumour has it that a second competition

is to be undertaken. The principal floor is on
the level of the floor of the present I'pper Court
in St. James's-street. Owing to the considerable

fall of ground from the new street to the lower
end of St. James's-street, the entrance to States

of Assembly Hall is placed at the lower level,

and would be approached by a flight of steps

leading into a spacious vestibule or hall, i >ut of

this hall are the cloak-rooms for ladies and
gentlemen, to be available more particularly

when the assembly hall is used for public meet-
ings, &c. This hall is capable of seating 400

persons, exclusive of the gallery. A rostrum is

provided at the eastern end, and behind this,

fronting the street, is placed the president's

retiring room, with ante-room adjoining. At
the opposite end of the large hall provision

would be made for forming two committee-
rooms by means of movable partitions, as

shown by the plan. Communication is given
to the present upper court from the corridor,

and convenient of access for each floor. A
gallery capable of seating about 100 persons is

provided. This is placed over the committee-
rooms, approached by a wide staircase and corri-

dor. An additional approach and exit is provided
from the staircase opposite the St. James-street

entrance, and separate lavatory accommodation is

provided for ladies and for gentlemen. The hall

for the States of Deliberation is placed at the
comer of St. James's-street and the New-street,
and is designed to give ample seating accommoda-
tion for the 50 members. The approach is by a
flight of steps in the tower over entrance leading
into wide vestibule and inner hall, &c. A lava-

tory and cloakroom is provided on the same floor,

with additional accommodation on the floor above.

A large committee-room is shown on the first

floor. This runm would also be available as a
supper-room when required. A small gallery for

the use of the public to this hall is provided at

one end of the hall, approached from St. James's-
street liy a stone staircase. On the basement
floor provision is made for two sets of offices

with separate approach from St. James's-street.

These could lie let off to solicitors or others

without in any way interfering with the public

buildings. The caretaker's house is in the

basement, under Deliberation hall, and contains

parlour, kitchen, scullery, and three bedrooms.
The design of the building externally is Italian

Renaissance freely treated. The tower is placed
over the main entrance in St. James's-street at

the highest level of site, so as to be made as con-
spicuous as possible without entailing extravagant
expenditure. A four-way dial cloc's is shown,
and also a small projecting balcony over principal

entrance, which could be used for speaking pur-
poses when the elections take place. The buildings

would be faced entirely in granite, the mouldings,
etc., would be kept as plain as possible in detail.

Grey granite to be used for the dressings, and
red and blue granite for the general facings ; the

roofs to be covered with red tiles. The cost of

the building was limited to £15,000.

" WIHlDNClRTdX," king's NORTON.

This residence, for Mr. Theodore Pritchett, is

situated in the New-read, King's Norton, the

site sloping towards the south, the best rooms
being placed so as to secure views of the undu-
lating and wooded scenery for which King's
Norton is so famed. Besides the three reception-

rooms and usual accommodation, there is a

billiard-room in the basement. The builder was
Mr. Harford, of King's Norton, and the architect

Mr. De Lacy Aherne, of King's Norton and
Birmingham.

CHANTRY ROAD, MOSELEY.

This house, for Mr. J. Price (city surveyor of

Birmingham) is situated in the Chantry-road,

Moseley, and has a pleasant outlook on to the

ornamental water and grounds of Moseley Hall.

The architect was Mr. De Lacy Aherne, of

Birmingham.

HUSIXESS PREMISES, FRIAR STREET, READING.

Tins building, now in course of erection, is the

Friar-street front of A. H. Bull's (Limited)

extensive premises in Reading, which occupies a
site extending from Broad-street to Friar-street,

and when completed will form an arcade through

a well-lighted shop from one street to the other.

The upper floors are planned for the accommoda-
tion of assistants. The front consists of silver-

grey bricks and Bath stone ; the shop-front is of

red and grey granite, and the roof is covered with

Westmoreland green slates. The contract is let

to Mr. Margetts, of Reading, and the architects

are Jleasrs. Millar and Nasmyth, of Reading and
Oxford.

CHIPS.
The new railway-station at Leigh, Lanes, was

opened on Sunday. The platforms, booking-offices,

&c., have been completed some time, but the

new approach road, owing to a dispute bstween the

town council and the London and North-Westem
Railway Company, was only connected with Princess-

street last week. The statioa has cost £17,000.

A new Presbyterian church-hall erected at the

ccraer of the Alcester and Chantry roads, Moseley,

by the local Presbyterians, was dedicated on Friday

night. The hall, which has cost between £1,200 and
£1,:!00, has been built from designs by Messrs. Da
Lacy Aherne and McRewan, of Colmore-row,
Birmingham.

Works for the production of silicate bricks for use

in steel-smelting furnaces and kindred purposes

have been erected at Braehead, near Baillieston,

Lanarkshire, by the Scottish Sflicate Brick Com-
pany. Such bricks have had to he profcured

hitherto almost entirely from the Midlands and
South Wales.

A new organ, which is in course of erection by
Messrs. Lewis and Co., of London, at New-road
Congregational Church, Bury, Lanes, is to be
opened on Thursday in next week.

Mr. J. J. Colman has purchased from the

governors of the Jenny Lind Infirmary the site on
which the old hospital stands, and is converting it

into a model playgroundfor the children of Norwich.

The churchyard cross at Melhury Bubb, which
for many years has consisted of a decayed base only,

the shaft having been lost, has just been restored by
Messrs. Harry Hems and Sons, of Exeter. The
new structure is of Portland stone. From the base

rises an octagonal shaft, and on the upper portion

in the front is a representation of the Crucifixion.

On the reverse side is the figure of the Virgin Mary
and the Child Jesus.

This is the 50th year of the existence of Blooms-
bury Chapel. It was in December, 1848, that the

building, erected by the enterprise of Sir Morton
Peto, was opened for public worship. It was the

first Nonconformist chapel in London to be built in

a prominent position ou a leading thoroughfare. It

has been decided to thoroughly modernise the

building by reseating it, instaUing the electric light,

and providing new heating and ventilating arrange-

ments, and the total cost is estimated at about

£2,500.

The well-known City church of St. Mary the

Virgin, Aldermanbury, was reopened on Wednesday
by the Archdeacon of Loudon, after restoration and
reparation from plans by Mr. Eric Collins, archi-

tect. The works include the introduction of the

electric light.

Of the 94 applicants for the borough surveyorship

of Douglas, the following will come before the

Committee of Selection for final decision :—Messrs.

A. E. Prescott, deputy borough surveyor, Luton

;

H. J. Weaver, deputy city surveyor, Gloucester

;

and T. L. Lewis, assistant surveyor, Bristol.

The Andoversford and Stratford-on-Avon Rail-

way Bill has successfully passed through the House

of Commons Committee, and now awaits the decision

of the House of Lords. The scheme which the

Bill seeks to authorise will provide a direct route

between Southampton and Birmingham via the

Midland and South-Western junction system.

The Libraries Committee of the Liverpool Cor-

poration have adopted plans prepared by Mr. T.

Shelmerdine (city surveyor) for the new library

proposed to be built at the corner of Windsor-

street and I'pper Parliament-street, Toxteth. The
building will bo of brick and stone in the Renais-

sance style. It was resolved to recommend the

Council to invite tenders for carrying out the work.
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From O^itert MniuitsrhTift /. hffisntl Bawfirnil

Interior of the Church cf' Sta Marm. Belfm. Portugal.

INTERIOR OF THE CHURCH OF STA.
MARIA, BELEM, PORTUGAL.

THE arcade of this lofty and ornate Imilding is

very similar in detail to the well-knowncloister
in the monastery of St. Jerome, also in the village

of lielem, on the outskirts of Lisbon. A drawing
of this last-named work appeared in our pages for

Jan. 2, 1S91, when an account of the buildipg
was given. The detail is florid, like that in the
cathedral at Uraga ; but the treatment of the
shafts in this church of St. Maria, as will be seen

by the accompanying illustration, seems to afford

a suggestive idea for the employment of terra-

cotta successfully. The two pulpits give an
additional picturesqueness, but the high tester

hanging over the altar is hideous and dreadfully

out of scale.

The church has been cleared out cf many of

its old fitments and furnishings, while the

repair and so-called restoration of the fabric

have not enhanced the historic charm of this

interesting building.

A clock-tower is about to be built at Skegness,

from plans by Mr. E. Winter, of Egremont.

Memorial stones of a new Sunday-school in con-

nection with Wesley Church, Higher Tranmere.

Birkenhead, were laid on Monday at the rear of

the chapel. The new buildings will cost £3,600.

At a meeting of the Worcestershire Standing Joint

Committee, on Saturday, a tender from Mr. S.

Cheese, of Worcester, for the erection of a police-

station at Stirchley, King's Norton, was accepted,

the amount being £3,0.)0.
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Butlbmg Jnttlligtnce.

AiiEitDKEX.—Preliminary arrangements having
been completed, actual work has been commenced
this week in the internal decoration of the Trades
Hull, Belmont -street, by a series of frescoes.

The platform in the hall is recessed from the main
hall, and the portion of the wall to be filled in

with these frescoes is the part at each side of the

platform facing the audience. This part of the

wall is formed at each side of the platform into

an oblong panel 12ft. high by KJf t. wide, and is

surmounted by two smaller panels, the inner
panel of each pair being triangular-shaped,

occupying the spandrel of the arch over the

platform. The artist is Mr. K. Douglas
Strachan. The subject chosen for treatment is

that of " Labour," and the general idea running
through the design as a whole is the progress
which labour has undergone. Looking on the
lefthand large panel one sees an Eastern group of

merchants bargaining over their cargoes, and
attended by slaves. In the corresponding panel
on the right-hand side is illustrated " llodern
Labour." The background, in this case, is

largely filled in with mills and factories. A
triumphal car, on which the various industries

are depicted — agriculture, engineering, textile

work, &c., while the arts of music and painting
arc portrayed in figure. On the left hand of the
picture appears a group of workmen—black-
smiths, builders, engineers, &c., engaged in
typical occupations : while a group on the right
hand are engaged in operations connected with
the arrival of a vessel from distant parts. In the
four smaller panels figures of " Electricity,"
" Steam," " Textile Industry," and " Building"
are portrayed in monochrome, and the series is

completed by the representation, at the spring
of the arch, of the lion rampant of Scotland on
one side, and the arms of Bon-Accord on the
other. Designs have also been drawn up by Mr.
Strachan for the decoration of the three large
panels in the ceiling of the hall.

Bu.\UFoiiD.—The restoration of the Bradford
Pariah Church is being proceeded with rapidly,
and the citation for the faculty for additional
alterations were formally posted on Sunday. It
has been resolved to open the recently- discovered
"squint" into the church on the north side of
the chancel, and that the priest's chamber will be
rebuilt as muniment rooms, so that this quaint
feature will be preserved in in its original form.
The total amount now available for the restoration
fund, including the Fawcett gift and the Bardsley
memorial, is £4,-t50. The outlay was originally
estimated at £6,000 ; but it will now exceed that
sum.

BiRY, Laxcs. — The foundation-stone of a
Baptist chapel was laid in Tenterden-street on
Sunday. The buildings are in the 14th-century
style, and are being carried out with Haslingden
Grane bricks and Greetland stone dressings to all

windows, doors, quoins, and plinths. The prin-
cipal front of the chapel has a large gable with
central Ueometrical window, and the buttresses
have turret terminations. At the entrance there
is a porch with a flight of stone steps. The
chapel is divided into a nave 42ft. by 34ft. 6in.,
with transepts 52ft. 6iu. by 22ft. 6in. : baptistery,
26ft. 6in. : and two vestries, each 16ft. by 14ft.
The sitting accommodation provided is for 500
persons. The interior fittings will be of var-
nished pitch-pine, and the floor will be laid with
wood blocks. The roof will be open, and ciled
between the spars, and covered with Welsh
slates. The school consists of central hall. 49ft.
Sin. by 31ft., surrounded by classrooms each IGft.
by 14ft., with arrangements for enlarging central
hall. The interior fittings will be all of pitch-
pine, the floor being boarded. The architect is
Mr. Thomas Xuttall, of 20, JIarket-street, Bury,
and the building is being erected by Mr. Charles
Briwley, contractor, of Fishpool, Bury.

Glasgow. — The new municipal baths and
washhouses in Kay-street, in the Springburn
district of Glasgow, which have been in process
of construction for some time, were opened on
Monday. Occupying a site some 2,000 square
yards in extent, the new baths are the most com-
pletely equipped of those as yet erected by the
corporation. They include a swimming pond of
the usual size ;7.5ft. by 30ft.), attached to which
are dressing - boxes, foot-baths, sprav-rooms,
&c., at each comer, and a gallery overhead for
.spectators, the dressing boxes being built oft a

new principle, wliioh will preclude the appearance
of the rot which has hitherto been so destructive

in these establishments: !•') first-class and 13

second-class hot baths for men, and five hot
liaths for women: whilst the washing-house
contains 34 stalls. Instead of the usual timber,

the swimming - pond roof is carried by steel

principals. Mr. A. B. Macdonald, the city

engineer, prepared the plans for the building.

HoLiiECK, Lf.kds.—The third group of public
baths erected by the Leeds Corporation were
opened on Saturday. They are situated in Hol-
beck-lane, near the llolbeck railway station.

Built of pressed bricks, with stone dressings, the
structure, like the baths in Kirkstall-road and
I'nion-street, is in its central portion three stories

high, with a one-story wing on each side. The
cost is about £8,500. Jlr. Walter Hanstock,
architect, of Leeds and Batley, prepared the
designs.

KiD.sGRovE.—The want of public buildings at

Kidsgrove has been long felt, and the deficiency
has been supplied by the urban district council,

who have erected a suite of buildings on a site

given by Messrs. 11. Heath and Sons. The build-

ings have been erected from the plans of Messrs.
Wood and Hutchings, of TunstaU and Burslem.
Mr. C. Cope, of TunstaU, has been the con-
tractor, the amount of the accepted tender being
£2,034, in addition to which the fu/niture and
fittings will cost nearly £400 and the clock £120,
other expenses bringing up the total to about
£2,700. The style of the buildings is Free
Itenaissance. They are of red brick with stone
dre-sings, and are covered with red tUos. The
clock tower has been carried to a considerable
height. The clock, which strikes the hours, and
is by Messrs. Smith, of Derby, has four dials,

and will be illuminated at night. The principal
room, which is provided with a gallery, will

accommodate about 700 people, and there is

accommodation for a police - court, council
chamber, committee - rooms, ante-rooms, read-
ing-room and library, whilst cloak-rooms for

ladies and gentlemen are also provided.

Leeds.—The builders of Leeds are having a
busy time. In all the outlying districts row
upon row of new dwellings are making their

appearance. Indeed, if the present rate of erect-
ing houses continues for another 40 or 50 years,
large though the area of the city is, it will be
quite built up. A feature of this development is

that the majority of these houses are spoken for

long before they are ready for occupation, proving
that the supply of new dwellings is not in excess
of the demand. The fact is, the population of the
city is rapidly growing. About sixty more births

are recorded every week than deatlis, which in
itself means an addition to population of over
3,000 a year. The arrivals from other towns are
even more numerous. Fully double the number
of full removal vans come to Leeds than go out,

and, of course, the new-comers have to te
housed. At the meeting of the Corporation
Building Clauses Committee on Friday, the
number of plans submitted for new houses and
business premises, and for alterations to existing
structures, was 126, establishing a new local

record. The guardians of the Leeds Union are
about to erect at the workhouse, Burmantofts,
new imbecile wards. The pavilion plan has been
adopted—a building for males on the one side,

another for females on the other sice, and an
administrative block between, the whole con-
nected by covered corridors. Accommodation for

over one hundred patients will be provided. The
administrative department will be of one story,

comprising receiving and inspection wards, rooms
for the medical officer, waiting-rooms, and
padded-rooms. Adjoining the kitchen will be
the dining-hall. and the two portions allotted to

the male and female inmates will be separated by
a folding screen. The male and female attendants
will have separate mess-rooms, adjoining the
kitchen. The pavilions on the right and left will

accommodate 14 imbeciles and 11 epileptic

patients of each sex on the ground floors, and 3 4

imbeciles of each sex on the first floors. Each
pavilion will be provided with bathrooms, kc.

There will likewise be day-rooms. For the

attendants there will be, on the second floors of

the pavilions, bedrooms and sitting-rooms, with
bathrooms. About £14,000 is the estimated cost.

The contractor for the excavation, the brick-

layer's, mason's, and joiner's work is Mr. Wm.
Airey, of Servia-road ; for the slater's work, Mr.
T. C. Heaviside, Roundhay-road : for the
plumber's and glazier's work, Messrs. Braith-

waite and to,, Sivinegate ; for the plasterer's

work, Jlessrs. Wheater Bros., Calverley ; and
for the painter's work, Messrs. lloylance and
Horseman, St. Mark's-road. The plans have
been prepared by .Air. J. Mitchell liottomley,

Albion-street, and Mr. Prentice is the clerk of

works. The ceremony of laying foundation-

stones took place last week.

Macclesfield.—At the Chester Consistory, on
Friday, the vicar and wardens of the church o£

St. Michael, ilaclesfield, were granted permission,

to make extensive alterations in the church, the

cost of which will be about £20,000, which will

be defrayed by voluntary contributions. The
alterations include the taking down of the nave

and aisles of the church and the rebuilding of the

same, the lowering of the floor of the nave 12in.,

the restoration of the Savage and Legh chapels,

the formation of the Savage chapel into a morning
chapel in lieu of the present one, the conversion

of the Legh chapel into a baptistry, the rebuild-

of the south porch, the removal of the existing

roof over the chancel and the substitution of a

new one, the reari'angement of the chancel seats,

the restoration of the tower, and the building of a
detached vestry.

Walworth.—The ceremony of opening the

public baths and washhouses, which occupy the

site of the old dust depot, Jlanor-place, Wal-
worth-road, took place recently. The building

has but one frontage, 2S4ft. long. The centre

portion is three stories in height, having a high-

pitched roof, surmounted by a domical turret.

At the eastern extremity of one of the t wo wings
is a tower furnished with a clock having three

illuminated dials. The public laundry and
ladies' swimming-bath are at the extreme ends of

the frontage. Itenaissance freely treated is the

style. The front is faced with red bricks, and
the columns, cornices, architraves, corbellings,

and other embellishments executed in bufi terra-

cotta. The men's tirst-class swimming-bath has

a water area of 120ft. by 40ft., designed to

contain 157,000 gallons. There is also a men's
second-class bath, 144ft. long by 35ft., possess-

ing a water capacity for 164,890 gallons. Messrs.

E. I'Anson and Son are the architects, Messrs.

Balatim Bros., the builders, and Messrs. Clarke

and Sons, engineers. The vestry agreed to a

loan of £33,000 in May, 1894, to carry through

the work. •-^
CHIPS.

The new schools, Llangollen, are being warmed
and ventilated by means of Shorland's patent Man-
chester grates, patent exhaust roof ventilators, and
special inlet tubes, the same being supphed by
Messrs. E. H. Shorland and Bros. , of Manchester.

An inquiry under the Light Eailways Act was
opened on Friday afternoon at Beaumaris for the

consideration of the project to construct a light line

between Llanfair, P.G., on the London and North-
Westera Railway system, and Beaumaris. The
estimated cost is ie40,000.

At a sale of freehold building plots at Willesden

Green, on March 29, an acre and a half of land

realised £3,056. A few years ago similar land in

the locality was selling at from £500 to £1,000 an
acre.

The 25th voluntary pass examination of candi-

dates for the offices of municipal engineers and
surveyors to district councils, carried out by this

Incorporated Association Municipal and County
Engineers, was held at the Institution of Civil

Engineers, by the kind permission of that body, on
Friday and Saturday, the 1st and 2nd inst. There
were 49 entries for this examination, the written

portion of which was taken on the first day. The
whole of the second day was occupied with the

viva-voce portion of the examination.

On Siturday afternoon a demonstration took

place in Xewton Heath to celebrate the opening of

the Xewton Heath new premises of the Failsworth

Industrial Society. The site is at the comer of

Oldham-road and Church-street, and has cost

£4,000. The buildings have cost about £14,000,

and have been designed by Mr. F. W. Dixon, archi-

tect, of Manchester and Oldham. They cover an
area of 850 square yards.

At a meeting of the creditors of William Harrison

Gray, late borough surveyor of Tewkesbury, it was
stated by the official receiver (Mr. Charles Scott,

of Gloucester) that the uusecured liabilities were
£2,355, fully secured £1,100, and partly secured

£100. The debts included money-lenders' claims

for £327. Against these liabilities were assets

consisting of the household furniture and effects,

valued at £147, horse, harness, Osrc, sold at £17.

0:her small assets had not yet been realised. The
estate was left in the hands of the official receiver.
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CHEAP PAIXTS AND PIGMKXTS.

THE demon Cheapness has entered the hearts
of manufacturers of paint and pigments,

and, as a consequence, much of the stuff sold for
painters' use is spurious. The oil used in grinding
the pigment may be a thickened oil or "sub-
stitute" for the genuine linseed oil. The
thinning vehicle, instead of being honest tur-
pentine, is a make-believe of some hydrocarbon
fluid, such as one of the series of turpenes or a
mixture in which fluid paraffin largely tnters.
The pigment itself may be largely adulterated
with barytes, gypsum, kaolin, or some other
adulterating body which is destitute of all the
qualities of a pigment. With such poor
materials, it is utterlj- impossible to produce a
first-class job. It is not the writer's intention
in the present paper to show how to ascertain the
purity or otherwise of the materials used in
painting. That subject requires a separate article

to itself. What is purposed to do in this paper
is to explain the cause of the ill results obtained
lay the use of bad, impure, or poor materials,
and, at the same time, to discfuss the chemical
reactions that are caused in a coat of paint as
ordinarily composed. In our last article on " A
Coat of Paint," the actual practice observed
in painting a first-class job—on wood—was
considered. In that article it was presumed that
the materials used were of the best. Let us now
consider the case of using inferior (or ordinary)
materials, when we shall note many causes of
various vagaries exhibited by paints. In the first

place, let us consider the knotting compound that
has been used. All painters must be familiar
with patches of dry paint exhibiting themselves
on a wooden painted surface some time after the
paint has dried and hardened. This dry patch
plainly indicates the position of the knots in the
wood, as if the patch were painted in another
coloured paint. Such dryness in the coat of
paint is caused by the quicker drying of the
knotting- compound that has been daubed over the
knots. If it has been a shellac knotting compound,
that will dry at a much quicker rate than the coat
of paint, and consequently become drj- and hard
when the piint is still moist. If the knotting com-
pound has been one composed of litharge and
linseed oil, that also will be a very quick-drying
compound, and, therefore, by drying at a quicker
rate than the surrounding coat of paint, will
exhibit its presence in dry patches. Practically
there is noremedy for preventing these drypatches,
but they can be partially obviated by laying
on a little manganese oleate (linseed-oil varnish).
When the patches first begin to show themselves,
the oleoresinous fluid will partially combine with
the knotty compound, and therefore, bj- dryin"
with it, cause the knotting compound to dry with
a gloss or shine, like the coat of paint. Too much
of the linseed-oil varnish should not be used, or
it will have the reverse effect to that desired

—

viz., it will dry with a varnish-like gloss, and so
exhibit shining patches.
"Manganese" linoleate (sometimes called

pianganese varnish, but more frequently called
linseed-oil varnish) is prepared by heating raw
linseed oil with borate or sulphate of manganese
until the fluid has a varnish-like consistence.
Such fluid will dry with a tough, elastic, varnish-
like skin ; but as it does not contain any hard
rosin, it wUl, if laid on paint before the latter is

quite hard, more or less sink in or unite with the
paint, and thus produce the effect of the paint
having been compounded with a varnish vehicle.
This linseed-oil varnish, in fact, is one of the
best vehicles to use in grinding up a pigment.

_
Let us now consider the case of an adulterated

pigment. White-lead is most likely to be
adulterated with barytes, gypsum, kaolin, chalk,
or silica. Xone of these substances have any
qualities that fit them for use as a pigment.

£arijUt is the sulphate of barium. It is
obtained as a native product by grinding up heavy
spar to a fine powder, or else by precipitating the
sulphate of barium by the addition of sulphuric
acid, or an alkaline sulphate to a solution of a
barium salt. The native variety is of a very
crystalline nature, and when ground up in oil is
utterly destitute of body or coveting power—that
u, the compound of oil and ground heavy spar
will not hide the colour of the surface on which
such compound is spread. It is, in fact, trans-
lucent, apd therefore worthless as a paint. The
artificially-produced sulphate of barium is not
quite so destituta of body (it is, in fact, sold and
used as blanc fix in water-colour and distemper
painting)

; but in oU it is semi-trunslucent. The
object of using this substance as an adulterant to

white-lead is to increase the weiijht of the latter

so that the (so-called) white-leaJ can bo sold at a

cheap or low price. Barytes, native or artificial,

is a very heavy body, and consequently a pound
of pure white lead and a pound weight of a

white-lead adulterated with barytes will not be
equal hulk for bulk. It will be readily granted
that as the barytes is destitute of body, that

when a comparison is made between a genuine
sample of white-lead and one containing barytes,

that the latter will not cover so completely a
space as large as the pure sample will, or, in other
words, loz. of a pure white-lead can be spread
out over a larger area than the same weight of a
sample adulterated with barytes, because the

latter, to enable it to completely obliterate the

surface on which it is laid, will require to be laid

on in a thicker coat than the former.

In a subsequent article the writer will give
instructions for easily and readily making com-
parative tests of the quantity of pigments used in

common painting.

G;ipsum is also a sulphate, being the sulphate of

calcium, and this body is also found as a native
product, and likewise produced artificially. The
native variety, when calcined and dried, is

known as plaster of Paris. In its raw state it is

called terra alba. Gypsum is similar to barytes
in being destitute of body or covering power, but
it is slightly more unctuous, or exhibits a slightly

better power of combining with the oil vehicle when
ground up therewith. Gypsum is not specifically

so heavy as barytes ; but it is used for a similar

purpose, and exhibits the same effects—viz., want
of body or power of obliterating the colour of the
surface on which it is laid. Pigments with
either of these two bodies mixed with them work
livery under the brush when old.

Kio/hi is a clay or silicate of aluminum. It is

the kind of clay that is employed in porcelain

manufacture, it having greater unctuosity or

power of combining with oil; but it is semi-
transparent, and therefore lessens the opaqueness
of the white-lead with which it is mixed.

Silica is quartz or flint ground up to a very
fine powder ; it is crj'stalline, and, therefore, has
no power of combining with the oil vehicles, and
consequently a mixture of silica and oil is just as

effective in covering up the surface of any
material as a mixture of oU and sand would be.

AU the above adulterations are substances which
are perfectly inert towards the other compounds
of a paint ; that is, they do not suffer themselves,
nor do they engender chemicalreactions in the paint,
but as th3y do not possess any covering power,
their presence in the paint is undesirable, and prac-
tically a fraud against the purchaser. Anyone
who takes the trouble to think over the matter
will conclude that it is far better to pay a fair

price for a genuine article that does its work well

than a lower price for an article which will not
cover half as much space. The presence of this

body in white-lead, or in any other pigment for
that matter, cannot be justified under any pretext
whatever.
In the case of chrome yellow, gypsum is a very

frequent adulterant—in fact, most manufacturers
of these lead chromes maintain that a yellow
chromate of lead cannot be produced without the
addition of gj'psum, or some other white base, in

which to precipitate the chromate of lead. The
writer emphatically denies this assertion, as he
has, and can, always produce any of the com-
mercial tones of yellow lead chromates without
the aid of any adulterative body— simply a
solution of a salt of lead and a solution of

chromate or bichromate of potash or of soda.

However, this is not the place to discuss such
questions ; but as the assertion is so generally
made, it may, perhaps, be contended that the
presence of gypsum or barytes in yellow lead

chromes is not an adulterant. In any case, how-
ever, the presence of either of these bodies reduces

the staining power, and also the covering power
of lead chromes, likewise their unctuosity. But
there is one thing to be said in favour of the

presence of either of these bodies, and that is that

the stability or durability of the yellow chrome is

increased by their presence. This is so because

chromates of lead readily combine with the

linseed-oil vehicle with which they are ground
up, and by uniting therewith, form a linoleate of

lead (a lead soap, which is soluble in water).

Xow, the presence of the inert bodies (gypsum or

barytes) lessens the formation of the lead soap,

and consequently, increases the permanency of

the colour. Chalk, whiting, or china clay, how-
ever, are positively injurious to the colour, as the

alkalinity of the two first bodies chemically reacts I

on the yellow chrome, and tend to convert it

more or less into a brown colour. Moreover,
chalk or whiting will not unite or grind up well

with linseed oil, except to form a kind of putty,

and thus render the chrome yellow lumpy in

working under the brush. Likewise, chalk or

whiting, being a carbonate of a metal (carbonate

of calcium) , it is liable to be decomposed by the

action of an acid on the colour, whence the car-

bonic acid gas compound of the carbonate escapes

as a gas, oxide of calcium being left behind.

This oxide is caustic and alkaline in its action,

and thence causes a darkening of the yellow

colour : although a mineral or vegetable acid is

not likely, in the ordinary course of events, to

come in contact with the yellow paint, yet acids

are likely to be brought into contact with the

yellow pigment, because as the chromate of lead

unites with the oil vehicle to form linoleate of

lead, there are certain fatty acids eliminated

from the oil which chemicaUy react on the car-

bonate (chalk or whiting) that is in the

adulterated pigment. The presence of a car-

bonate, or any other alkaline body in yellow lead

chromium, is also to be considered in the case of

compounding these yellow pigments with Prussian

blue to form Br\mswick and other green paints ;

such alkalies chemically react and destroy the

colour of Prussian blue, causing the pigment to

lose its blue colour and become more or less brown
or otherwise changed.

In the case of vermilion the usual adulterant

is red-lead or orange mineral ; these bodies are

used because they are heavy ones like vermilion

itself. Their presence of course lessens the vivid

red colour of the vermilion : but to restore it, the

pigment is brightened up by the presence of

cosine or some kindred red aniline dye colour.

As red-lead and orange mineral are both good
pigments, there is nothing to be said against their

use on that point ; but, of course, when a man
buys an article, and pays the price of the genuine

article, he does not want to be palmed off with

something interior, and, therefore, vermilion,

adulterated with either of the above bodies is an
undoubted fraud.

Ultramarine Blues are now produced so cheaply

that it does not pay to adulterate the cheaper

grades, nevertheless, even the low grade ultra-

marine are not free from reproach because they
frequently contain much free sulphur, owing to

the careless or insufficient attention bestowed on
making these blues. Now, the presence of sulphur

in a paint is one of the most disastrous bodies

possible to be there, as it causes all manner of

chemical changes in many pigments, whereby
they change in colour or lose their stability. The
same remark about the presence of sulphur holds

good in the case of all those pigments which owe
their colour to the presence of sulphur as a com-
ponent ; such colours are vermillion, cadmium
yellow, orpiment or " King's " yellow, and a few
minor pigments.

Chrome-greens that are generally sold are mix-
tures of yellow chromatej of lead and Prussian

blues : but the true chrome-greens are oxides of

chromium. Opaque oxide is of a sage-green

colour, of very good body and unctuosity when
ground in oil. The transparent oxide of chromium
is a very brilliant, full, rich green, of good body
and working qualities ; but the method of pro-

ducing this splendid rich green is too expensive

to permit of the pigment being used in common
house-painting, while the dull, greyish-green

colour of the opaque oxide renders that an un-
desirable pigment for many purposes of the

decorative painter.

In the case of Venetian, light, and other

reds, which are oxides of iron, they are seldom

pure oxides, but a mixture of sulphate of

calcium and red oxide of iron-. In this case

the presence of the sulphate cannot l)e looked

upon as an ad'ilterant, because it is used in

calcining the ingredients which are employed
in producing the red oxide, so as to render the pro-

duction of the red colour easier ; this it does', as it

enables the salt of iron thatisemployed to bereduced

to the red oxide at a lower temperature than would

be the case if the iron salt were calcined alone.

The only things to guard against in the rod oxide

of iron are to make sure that all the sulphate of

calcium has become broken down or pulverised,

because, if it be in a lump, it will bo a drab or

buff colour, and this not only materially spoils

the colour of the red pigment, but also reacts on

the oil vehicle, and causes the paint to work
lumpy and go livery. There is one advantage

in the presence of the sulphate in red oxide of

iron : and that is, it enables the red oxide to be

^^
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ground up with an oil Tehicle, for if the red

oxide were the pure oxide, the union that would
take place between the oxide and oil would be so

energetic that the paint would be burned or

rendered useless. 'J'ho presence of this sulphate

lessons this activity of the oxide on the oil, and
therefore its presence is beneficial.

We must leave for a future paper the further

consideration of this subject. H. C. S.

AN ATiClIITECTUEAL CUKIOSITY.

THE following form is being issued for sig-

nature by architects desirous of being

appointed to erect the Hastings Workhouse, the

cost of which is to be about £50,000, and for which
an entirely now set of drawings must be made, as

the site is a different one :

—

To THE Board of Guardians or the Hastings Union.

LadiE!4 asi» Oestlbhkn-,—I beg to apply to the
QuardiaD» to be appointed to act as Architect in ccinnection

with the erection of Workhouse Ituildings for the Hastings
T'nion, and to state that if appointed I agree to abide by
the following conditions ;

—
1. To adapt the Guardians' plan to provide adminis-

trative buildings for 500 inmates, and accommodation for

about 370 inmates on the nine acres field, Cackle-street,

Ore.
•2. To adapt the plans above mentioned, and to prepare

such other plans, drawings, specifications, and rough
e .timates of cost as may be necessary, and will meet with
the approval of the Guardians and the Local Government
Board.

3. To make .all necessary reports to the Building Com-
mittee, the tiuardians, and the Local Government Board,
and to give personal attendance before such Committee,
Guardians and Board when so required to do.

4. "NVHien the scheme has been adopted by the Guardians,
and approved by the Local Government Board, to prepare
HuaDtities and estimate of cost, in order that tenders
for the execution of the work miy be invited, and upon a
tender being accepted, to prepare and submit a draft
contract for the approval of the Guardians, and to super-
vise the can7ing out of the whole work to its completion.

5. The Guardians to appoint and pay for the services
of a clerk of works.

r>. My remuneration to be £600, for all services from the
time of engagement to the completion of the work and for
.any extra work that may be necessary. The work of the
preparation of the quantities to be an additional charge
equal to 1,J per cent, on the contract price, which additional
charge is to include the cost of lithographing, ..V-c.

7. In the event of the work not being carried out after
the preparation of plans ,if the reason be not my own
fault I the sum of £U)0 to be paid to me in full settlement
of my claim against the Guardians.

8. The Guardians to have power to determine the
appointment at any time before the commencement of
the work upon payment to me of the said sum of £100.

9. All new plans, drawings, speciiieations. and other
documents to become the absolute property of the
Guardians.—I beg to remain.

Ladies and Gentlemen,
Yoiu: obedient Servant,

The remuneration offered contrasts somewhat
remarkably with that paid to the Board's former
architect, we believe !

A new graded board school is to be built in
Rosendale-road, West Dulwich, at a cost for the
building of .£15,589.

A special meeting in committee of the Bath Town
Council was held last week to consider a letter from
Mr. A. K. Holland, proposing to erect on the old
slaughter-house Bite a hotel of the value of £25,000,
provided the corporation made a new roadway from
Pierrepont-street to Bridge-street, and demolished
certain houses belonging to the city so as to open up
the site. The meeting was favourable to the
scheme, and a committee of nine members was
appointed to conduct negotiations with Mr. Holland,
and to report to the council.

Colonel Hasted has given his award in the arbitra-
tion respecting the cost of maintenance and repairs
of main roads within the Flint borough. The
amount in dispute between the county council of
Flintshire and Fiint Town Council was for the
three years ending March 1S96. The town council
claimed the sum of £it89 I63. lOJ., the county
council offered £S19 Is. 8d., and the arbitrator has
.awarded the sum of £938 43. lOd, the arbitrator's
cost (£20 03. 8d.) to be borne in equal proportions
by each authority, and each party to pay their own
costs.

Through the enterprise of the Handsworth Urbin
District Council, the area of the Victoria Park has
just been trebled in size by the addition to the
original park of some 44 acres. The Victoria Park
was established in commemoration of the 50th
anniversary of the t^aeen's Accession, and the
extension wa? intended to celebrate her Majesty's
Diamond Jubilee. The cost of the extension has
been £17.000. The plans for the laying out of the
ground and the designs for the new bridge and
boathouse were prepared by Mr. E. Kenworthy,
surveyor to the urban district coimcil, and the
gardening operations have heea carried out under
the superintendence of Mr. Mair, the park-keeper.

OBITUARY.
Tin; death is announced, at the age of liTye.ars,

of Mr. WiLi.i.vJi Pavies, builder and contractor,

of tiumfreston House, Culver Park, Tenby.
Amongst the buildings which he erected may be
mentioned Tenby and County Club, board schools

at Whitland and St. Clear's, Tenby Weslcyan
Chapel, l-it. Julian's Chapel, Tenby ; ISt. -Andrew's
School and other houses on the North ('liff, the
rectories of Tenby, .leffreston, and Gumfres-
ton, Tenby I'arochial Schools, Somerset Houses,
Esplanade ; Tenby lifeboat house, the greater
number of the houses in Victoria-street, Lancaster
Buildings, Tenby JIarket. He also constructed for

the Admiralty Department the coastguard station

at .^ngle, and the silent battery at Tenby. During
the latter years of his life he carried out a deal of

work for the AVur Department, including the
several large stores at Pembroke Dock, and a

two-gun battery at Ferryside. He also held the
repairing contract for the War Department from
Ferryside to Pembroke Dock, at which latter

place he built the new co-operative stores. The
deceased, who was twice married, leaves a family
of eight—four sons and four daughters. For
twelve years he was a member of the Tenby
Town Council.

CHIPS.
Memorial stones of a new free Methodist chapel

were laid last week ia Carlton-street, Hominglow,
near Burton-ou-Trent. The present section of the
building will seat 200 persons, and the contract has
been taken by Mr. A. Mason, of Barton.

The urban district council of Savenoaks decided
on Monday to raise the salary of their surveyor to

£275 per annum.

A discovery of Roman remains has just been m'ade
at Dorchester. A few days ago, while digging the
foundation for the church house in connection with
All Saints, the workmen came upon part of a
tesselated pavement and other indications of a
Roman villa. A porringer in a good state of
preservation was unearthed a few feet below the
surface, together with a vase.

On Saturday, the committee of Perth Town
Council met with Mr. Westland, of Messrs. Blyth
and Westland, engineers, and opened the offers for

the new bridge. A3 it was found they considerably
exceeded the probable estimate, they were remitted
to the engineers for examination and report.

The interesting old church of St. George's,
Douglas, Isle of Man, is about to be taken down on
account of the unsatisfactory condition of the build-
ing. Some little time ago upwards of £2,000 were
spent upon its restoration, but it is now found
necessary to rebuild the church.

The rector of Llanrwst has started a movement
for the erection of a church house in Conway-
terrace, Llanrwst, at an outlay of about .£1,000, as

a memorial to his predecessor in the living, the late

Archdeacon Hugh Jones. The architect is Mr.
M'Intyre, whose plans show a bailing to accom-
modate 400 persons, with classrooms adj oining.

Miss Chattock laid at Solihill, on Saturday after-

noon, the foundation-stone of the Victoria Home for
Nurses, which is in the course of erection in

Beechnut-lane. Miss Chattock is defraying the
enitre cost of the building, the plans for wluoh have
been gratuitously prepared by Mr. J. A. Grew,
architect.

The Plynlimon and Hafan K lilway, which runs
from Llanfihangel on the Cambrian HiUway to the
stone quarries of Plynlimon, was on Monday
formally opened for passenger traffic. The line has
been primarily constructed with the ^object of

developing the stone industry of Mid-Wales.

Mr. W. A. Ducat, an inspector of the Local
Government Board, held an inquiry at the town-
hall, Newport, Mon., on Friday, into the applica-
tion by the town council for power to put into force
the Land Clauses Acts, in order to acquire lands
required for the construction of a new road from
Corporation-road to Ltswerry. It is estimated that
the road will cost £3,950, and towards this certain

landowners have agreed to contribute £l,t>S5.

Mr. Harry Hems, the widely-known ecclesiastical

sculptor oE Exeter, is, says the Ttnws of Natal of

March 10, in Pietermantzburg, having arrived by
the AV'indale <)astle. He will remain there for a few
weeks, and then go on to Johannesburg, Pretoria,
Kimberley, and Mifeking, returning again to the
city some time in April, and leaving for England
about the middle of May.

The Darker Schools, the largest property of the
Oldham School Board, were opened on Saturday.
The buildings replace a privately-managed school,

and have been erected at a cost of £20,000. They
provide accommodation for 1,.524 children. Mr. T.
Taylor, of Oldham, is the architect.

COMPETITIONS.
AiiEiuiEEN.—The competition for the erection

of a new Free Church at the corner of Jlid-

.Stocket-road and Beechgrove-avenue, Mile-End,
Aberdeen, has just been decided. The design of

Messrs. Brown and Watt, of Aberdeen, has been
selected, and that by Mr. A. Marshall Mackenzie,
A.R.S.A., also of Aberdeen, has been placed

,

second by the assessor. The selected design is

proposed to lie built of light Kemnay granite, and
the style of architecture is a phase of Early
English with Scotch features. A lofty tower
with broach spire will rise at the north-west
comer, and, attaining to a height of 175ft., wiU
be a conspicuous landmark from many parts of

the city and the surrounding country. For a
height of 100ft. from the ground it rises as a

square tower, having double-light windows with
pilasters running up at the angles, while, at the

summit above-mentioned, run out four pointed

turrets. From this point the tower tapers off in

a slender granite steeple, surmounted with a
finial. The churph is seated for 800 worshippers,

and the total cost is set down at £3,000. In the

second design, submitted by Mr. A. Marshall
Mackenzie, the church would consist of a nave
and two side aisles. The choir would be accom-
modated in a special gallery at the east end, with
special provision for the introduction of an organ.

The design provided for the accommodation ii»

the church of 820 worshippers, and the seating

accommodation in the h.all was put down at 361.

Provision was made for session-house, vestry, &c.

The walls were to be of Kemnay gr.inite, rock-

faced ashlar, with picked dressings, and thej

internal archea and pillars of Corennie granite!

The tower was battlemented, and finished b}^!

a dwarf spire rising within the parapets of
;

Scottish type. The architect estimated that the 4

probable cost of the whole buildings, including

the inclosing walls and railings, decoration,

kc, would be £3,000. It is understood that

'

the assessor held the view, in which the com-
mittee concurred, that the design could not

be carried out for the amount stipulated.

The fine proportions of the tower of the

church were generally admired, as constituting a

commendable departure from the spiral .archi-

tecture so common in ecclesiastical buildings in

Aberdeen. The design is not unlike in general

effect to the towers of the cathedral in Old
Aberdeen.

BlllMIXGIIAM : HOLLV MoOK LvXATIr ASTI.VM.

—In October last the city council of Birmingham
received a report from the Lunatic Asylums
Committee announcing the completion of the

purchase of Holly iloor F'arm as a site for a new
asylum, and recommending that Messrs. JIartin

and Chamberlain, the architects of the Rubery
Hill and Winson Green Asylums, Warwickshire,

and also of those at Bridgend and Carmarthen,

be appointed as architects. By 32 votes to 30

the council rejected the committee's report,

although it transpired that the nominated archi-

tects had prepared sketch plans, and decided to

have a limited competition, Messrs. Martin and'

Chamberlain being one of the six local firms

invited to submit plans, and Mr. G. T. Hine,

F.R.I.B..\., of Westminster, being nominated

assessor. At a meeting of the Lunatic Asylums
Committee, on Friday, a report was received

from Mr. Hine, in which he gave the preference

to plans distinguished by the name " Forward,"

and the committee unanimously adopted bis

recommendation. Vpon opening the sealed enve-

lopes containing the clues to the authorship of

the various plans, it was found that those selected

were sent in by Messrs. Martin and Chamberlain.

The urban district council of Cannock have
decided that Mr. H. M. Whitehead, their surveyor,

be appointed as sanitary inspector at a salary of

£135 per year, which, with his salary as surveyorat

£165, will make a total of £300 per year.

Considerable interest will be evinced in the trials

of motor vehicles for heavy traffic which have
been arranged by the Liverpool and District Centre

of the Self-Propelled Traffic Association, to take

place in Liverpool next month. The object is to

arrive at a type of heavy motor-waggon suitable

for trade requirements in Liverpool and neighbour-

hood which shall be capable of economically taking

the place of horse haulage. The trials will be oyer

minimum distances of 30 miles on four successive

days, but no longer route than 40 miles will be

selected. Money prizes of £100, £75, and £60,

together with certificates of merit, are to be
awarded. Mr. ShrapneU Smith is the local secretary.
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Alex.vn-dka Palaci!.—An electric tramway
from the gates of the park in which the Alexandra
Palace stands to the entrance to the building is

being constructed, at a cost of between €9,000
and £10,000. The length is about one third of a

mile, and the gradient of the hill is very steep.

The work of constructing the tramway—which
will be the first to be worked by electricity in

London—is being carried out by the Imperial
Electric Light and Power Companj-, in conjunc-
tion with Messrs. Wandruszka and Co., of

Berlin. The tramway will be worked on the
overhead trolley system. Each car will have its

own trolley, and will be fitted with a couple of

American motors of the Steel type, giving in

combination from 60 to 60 horse-power. The
cars will bo of American make and style, and
each will be about -10ft. long, and will accommo-
date 60 passengers. Messrs. Taylor and Field,

of Westminster, the electrical engineers who have
the supervision of the work, are directing also

arrangements for lighting the main hall of the

palace by electricity.

Dock Extexsiox in Liverpool.—The Mersey
Docks and Harbour Board Bill, which embraces
a scheme of dock extension involving an outlay
of £3,562, 000, has been passed as an un-
opposed measure, by a Committee of the House
of Lords. The scheme contemplates the construc-
.tion, on the southern portion of the dock board's
estate at Liverpool, of four new branch docks and
two new graving docks, with a new deep-water
entrance to the e.xisting Brunswick Docks, and,
on the northern portion, two new branch docks
and one graving dock, with improved entrances.
Ten years are given for the completion of the
works ; but it is the intention of the board to

carry them out at the earliest possible moment.
When the Bill reaches the House of Commons it

will be opposed by the representatives for Ireland
on behalf of the Irish cattle-trade, who desire
that the dock board should construct, without
delay, the new Waterloo Dock landing-stage, at
a cost of about £30,000.

Great Northern R.aii.wav Extensions.—An
omnibus Bill of the Great Northern Railway
Company came before a Select Committee of the
House of Commons last week. Under the Bill
extensive powers were sought for widening the
existing main line at various points between
London and Doncaster, and the construction of a
loop line about 20 miles in length between Wood
Green and Stevenage by an extension of the Wood
Green to Enfield branch bj- way of Hertford to a
point in the main line between Knebworth and
Stevenage. This new loop line, which will in-
volve an estimated expenditure of some £ 1,090, .300,
will have the effect of placing Enfield and Hert-
ford on a through route between London and the
North, and of opening up a district at present
poorly served by railways. Another important
work, estimated to cost half a million, is the
widening of the line at Finsbury Park. For this
purpose it was necessary to take a slice of Fins-
bury Park itself, and here the company met with
the unsuccessful opposition of the London County
Council. The committee passed the preamble of
the Bill, which has been reported for third read-
ing. For the purposes of the works proposed in
the Bill, it is intended to raise further capital to
the extent of two millions and a half sterling.

Leen Valley Railway.—The extension of the
Great Northern Railway Company's line in the
Leen Valley, Nottinghamshire, from Annesley
to Sutton-in-Ashfield, Skegby, and Teversall,
was officially opened for passenger traffic on Mon-
day. The line passes through a rich mineral
country, and sidings have been made at Pleasley,
SilverhiU .Summit, and Birchwood CoUeries. The
length of the line now open, for traffic, including
the foUiery sidings, is twelve miles. The con-
tract was let to Mr. Walter Binns, of Bradford,
who carried out the greater portion of the work :

but the line was completed by Mr. W. H.
Hutchinson, of Mansfield. The line will be con-
tinued as far as Langwith, a further distance of
four-and-a-quarter miles, and the contract for
this section has been let to Mr. Hutchinson.

TO OORBESPONDENT3.
(We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of
our correspondents. All corniuunieationa should be
drawn up as briefly as possible, as there are many
claimants upon the space allotted to correspondents. ]

It is particularly requested that all drawinf^s and all

communications respecting illustrations or literary matter
should be addressed to the EDITOR of the Biiildiso
News, 332, Strand, W.C, and not to members of the staff

by name. Delay is not unfrequently otherwise caused.
All drawings and other comraimications are sent at con-
tributors' risks, and the Editor will not undertake to
pay for, or be liable for, unsought contributions.

Cheques and PostrKjflBce Orders to be made payable to
The Steano Nkwspapee Company, Liuiteo.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
One Poxmd per annum (post free) to any part of the

United Kingdom ; for Canada, Nova Scotia, and tho
United States, £1 6s. Od. (orSdols. 30c. gold). To France
or Belgium, £1 6s. Od. (or 3.3fr. 30c.) To India, £1 63. Od.
To any of the Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the
Cape, the West Indies, or Natal, £1 6a. Od.

.
At the last meeting of the urban district council

of Buckley, Flintshire, Mr. Edward Astbury, joiner
and builder, Buckley, was appointed to the offices
of inspector, surveyor, and rate collector at a com-
bined salary of £100 per annum.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
The charge for Competition and Contract Advertise-

ments, Public Companies, and all official advertisements
is la. per line of Eight words, the first line counting as
two, the minimum charge being 5s. for four lines.

The charge for Auctions, Land Sales, and Miscellaneoua
and Trade Advertisements (except Situation advertise-
ments) is 6d. per line of Eight words (the first lint
counting aa two], the minimum charge being 4s. 6d. for
40 words. Special terms for aeries of more tiian six
insertions can be ascertained on application to the Pub-
lisher.

Front-page Advertisements 2s. per Une, and Paragraph
Advertisements Is. per line. No Front-page or Paragraph
Advertisement inserted for less than 5s.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
office not later than 3 p.m. on Thiirsday. Front-page
Advertisements and alterations in aerial advertisements
must reach the office by Tuesday morning to secure
insertion.

Situations.

The charge for advertisements for " Situations Vacant '
*

or "Situations Wanted" is One Shilling for Twenty-
FOUB Words, and Sixpence for every eight words after.
Ail satiation Advertisements must be prepaid,

NOTICE.
Bound copies of Vol. LXXIII. are now ready, and
should be ordered early (price Twelve Shillings each),
aa only a limited number are done up. A few
bound volumes of Vols. XXXIX., XL., XLI.,
XLVI., XLIX., LI., LIU., LVIU., LIX.,
LXI., LXU., LXm., LXIV., LXV., LXVI.,
Lxvn.. Lxvm., lxls., lxx., lxxl, lxxii.
may still be had, price Twelve Shillings ; all the other
bound volumes are out of print. Most of the back*
numbers of former volumes are, however, to be had
singly. Subscribers requiring any back numbers to
complete volume just ended should order at once, as
many of them aeon run out of print.

Cement. (Inquire of B. T. Batsford, 91, High Holbom,
W.C.)

Received.—A. F. T.—W. S. A. and Co.—O. N. W.—
F. S. and Son.—L. R. P.-M. and K.—E. E.

"BUILDING NEWS" DESIGNING CLUB.
SEVENTH LIST OF SL'BIECTS.

G.—A suite of oak furniture and chimneypiece. suitable
for the living-room of the Gentleman's Bungalow which
formed the subject for thesixth and last competition ofour
Designing Club. The room is 24ft. long by about 18ft.
wide. The chimneypiece is to have a fire lyin. wide.
The whole composition is to be 4ft. 6in. wide, and the
total height is to be not more than 7ft. 6in. including
the overmantel. A good shelf is to be provided, and
tiles are to be are to be introduced round the slovv-eom-
bustion firegrate. The table is to be suitable for a
dining-room. One armchair with leather seat, and a
sideboard. This latter is to be 6ft. long, and have
cupboards and drawers below, with buffet shelves
above. The entire height is not to exceed 5ft. Style
left to the competitors. Scale for general drawings,
inch scale, and details quarter full size. Plans sufficient

to show the design, and armchair may be shown only by
a view. A view of the buffet is desirable.

Drawings Receii'ed.- 'Swan,' ' Don't Know," " Gib."

C0msp0ttirmct

FYLDE UNION WORKHOUSE
COMPETITION.

To the Editor of the Building News.

SiK,—We have the pleasure to inclose herewith

copy of letter sent by U3 to the Clerk to the

Ouardians, and shall be obliged if you will

be good enough to insert same in your next
iaaue.—Youra faithfully, Ciuckmay axd 8oxs.

13, Victoria-street, Westminster, S.\V.,

April'), 189S.

Fyi.dis Un'ion Workhouse Cumpf,titio>j.

13, Victoria-street, 'Westminster. S.W.,
:March 26. ISO^.

1)EAR Sir,—Wc are very much astonished in finding

from the local papers that Messrs. Haywood and Harrison,

of Accrington, have been appointed architeett for the
carrying out of this work, after your iatimatioa to us of I

the Ilth in*it. that tho first prize had been awarded to our
plans, and this from the public reports appears to be on
the ground that Messrs. Haywood and Harrison are local

men and wo are London men, and not on the ground of
the superiority of the plans.

In reference to your conditions of competition, in clause

7 you state :—" The Committee will be advised in their

selection by a professional assessor, who will be a Fellow
of the Royal Institute of British Architects."

And clause states :—*' To the authors of the three
designs which, in the opinion of the Committee and the
Assessor, are most worthy of it. three premiums of £150,

£100, and £50, respectively, will be awarded in accordance
with their order of merit. The premium of the architect

selected to carry out the work will merge into his usual
commission of live per cent, on the outlay of the whole, or
any portion the Guardians may decide to carry out."
Relying upon these conditions, we decided to compete

for the position of architects, and not for the premiums.
"We went to Kirkham, made every inquiry, prepared

our designs, and sent them in due course.

We saw by the local papers that an assessor had been
appointed, and t hat he had advised the Guardians to select

ours as the most suitable design, and on the 11th March
you wrote us follows :

—

PLANS FOR SEW WORKRO09E.

" I beg to inform you that the first prize has been
awarded to your plans in this competition."
This letter was accompanied by a list of competitors, at

the bottom of which it stated :
—

" First prize awarded to No. 3. Second prize to No. 13.

Third prize to No. 16. The plans will remain staged at
the Workhouse, Kirkham, until Saturday, the 19th inst."

We went to Kirkham and examined the plans very
carefully and critically, and divesting ourselves as much
as possible of prejudice, we came to the conclusion that
there was no other set of designs which had entirely

solved the problem so completely as we had done.
When at Kirkham, we sent in our names to the chair-

man and yourself, and found it was not convenient for

either of you to see us, and on our return to London we
forwai"ded you references which should have been suffi-

cient to prove our competency and ability to carry out the
work.
You may, therefore, imagine how surprised we are to

find reported in the local papers of yesterday a statement
that the committee, after careful consideration, had
decided that Messrs. Haywood and Harrison should be
intrusted with the work, and from the report of the
subsequent remarks, it appears that the guardians
thougiit they had taken a proper step in appointing a
local man.
In our opinion, it would have been perfectly right on

the part of the guardians if they had decided in the first

place that only local men should compete ; but having
thrown the competition open and revised their conditions,

in our opinion, they are bound by them. And so far aa
the chairman's statement that Messrs. Haywood and
Harrison's plans seem to be the best, we are so satisfied

of what would be the decision of the Local Government
Board, that we challenge the guardians to send up the
three sets of competition drawings to the Local i.rovem-

meut Board, and let them, with their full knowledge of

the requirements decide as to which set of designs most
nearly complies with their stipulations, and who should
be appointed as architect, and by their decision we pledge
ourselves to be bound ; but failing this, we hereby give

you and the Guardians notice that we regret to have to

say that we feel compelled to consult our solicitors,

and to take such steps as they may advise us in order to

enforce our rights in this matter.
If driven to it. this will be the first time in the course of

a very long practice that we have been compelled to take
legal proceeding of any kind ; but in this matter we feel

so deeply wronged that we shall be bound to vindicate

ourselves.
A copy of this letter has been sent to the Local Govern-

ment Board, the Bu'ddur and Building NH^vs, and the
local papers.—We are, dear Sir,

Yours faithfully,

(Signed) CairKWAV and Sons.
The Clerk to the Guardians of Fylde Union.

The Government have just purchased Old Park,
Canterbury, for military purposes, and extensive

barrack accommodation will be provided on the site.

The memorial stone of new buildings in connec-
tion with the Church day-schools of St. John
Baptist, Dorset-road, Tuebrook, was laid, on
Saturday, by Canon Lester, chairman of the Liver-
pool School Board. The work is in progress, and
being carried out from the plans and under the
superintendence of Messrs. Woodfall and Eccles,

architects. Castle -street. Mr. W, Knight, of Tue-
brook, is the contractor. The cost will be £1,700,

The Public Buildings (Expenses) Bill passed
through all stages in the House of Lords without
opposition, and on Friday received the Royal Assent.

The London Building Act, 1S91, Amendment Bill

was also read a second time in the House of

Commons on Friday night.

On Wednesday week. Col. Slack, the inspector

appointed by the Local Government Board, held an
inquiry at the Bull Inn, Horn's Cross, as to the

application of the Dartford Rural District Council

to borrow £1,000 for the buildings at Stone
Cemetery. Mr. G. H. Tait, architect, explained

the plans.

An important step has been taken, 23 years after

the passing of the St. Albana Bishopric Act, towards
providing an episcopal residence in the cathedral

city of the diocese. Fourteen years ago Lord
Grimthorpe purchased a plot of ground close to the

cathedral, and he has now transferred it to the

Ecclesiastical Commissioners at the price he gave for

it. An etVort will be made to raise funds to erect a
palace without farther delay.
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QUESTIONS.
ril'.W.) — Useful Items for Btiilders,

Plasterers, &c.— Will the writer of the above article,
in the Brii.i>ixu Ni':u;^ for March 11th last, kiadly favour
me with a reply to the following query .' He would
grea^tly oblige me. Can wax of any sort be dissolved in
liquid without of necessity applying heat * I wish to
apply it with a brush, in a cold state if possible.—N.

[11930.1—Brick Ornament. — A carved piece of
bnckworfc, about hit. long by "Jft. high, has to be done. Is
it not better to get the work put together and carved in
the shed, and then llxed in position .' "Will some e.xptri-
enced bricklayer reply ?— C. L.

[119.31.]—Plumbing Fittings. &o.—Are there any
books which will give the arrangements for fitting up
large houses and hotels, and the kind of work, size and
thickness of pipea. brass fittings, and other detiils
required .'—Lkarnku.

[11932. J -Photography for Architects.—Is there
any guide that will help me in learning the art sufficiently
to be able to take views of buildings that I come upon in
my cycling or rambles ?—T. F. M.

REPLIES.
[11921.]—Terracotta Work.—It is well to joint

this material as you would stone. You can have the
blocks of any reasonable size, but large blocks are more
liable to twist m burning. This journal cannot well
select firms to recommend. Terracotta should be set in
mortar with a fine joint.

—

Hen'rv Lovehrove.

[11925.1-Gaug<;d Work.—There is, I think, a small
book in weale's series on this subject; but " W. H. H.''
could get all he requires from some practical bricklayer if

he is observant, and has seen building work executed.

—

H. L.

[11925.] — Gauged Work.-There is no treatise
specially devoted to this sort of brickwork ; but the
elementary treatises published by Loekwood and others
give particulars and directions for cutting and rubbing
and setting. Bricks for this purpose should be rather
soft, of even tcxlure, free from holes, i'c , so that the cut
and rubbed surface may be smooth, and the arrises sharp.
The Fareham red rubbers or the Bracknell bricks are
probably the best, though there are e.-scellent rubbers
made by R. M. and H. Whiting, Faversham. The bricks
used for gauged work should be of full size, rather
thicker than ordinary bricks, so as to allow for rubbing
the beds and joints : the mortar used is lime putty, or a
composition of whiting and patent knotting, a mixture of
naphtha and shellac, the latter for work intended to be
carved. One objection to gauged work is that it is a facing
that is not often bonded to the wall, and it is not so
durable as ordinary brick, \hough we know of many
buildings in Surrey m which gauged work is used which
has stood for more than a hundred years, and the surface
is quite hard. - G. H. G.

[119-.'6.1—Size of Chimney Stack —A "Student"
will find flues uf :tin. square sulficicnt for his purpose.
The brickwork will be g.ithered together in the usual way
of corbelling, or if two breasts carry one stack, these
should bear arch between them.—H. L,.

[11927.] — Extra Commission. — If it becomes
necessary for any or all of the work under the contract to
be measured, the person measuring is clearly entitled to
be paid for his services by the employer. In this case,
the surveyor who had prepared the quantities would
check the builder's measurements, and prepare a bill of
e-xtras, which the architect would examine, and upon it
make out his certificate. For this latter sen-ice archi-
tects rarely charge ; but they get the usual commission on
the total amount of work executed. If the result shows
that the errors were serious, the builder mav reasonably
expect that his surveyor should be paid by the employer

;

and although he could not, I think, recover his costs, I
have known some allowance made to him. The architect
would not, I thmk, be able to charge for any work donem making up the amount due on each certificate.—Hexiiv
LOVEGRUVE.

CHIPS.
Mr. Alexander McDowall, J. P., timber merchant,

of 4S, West George-street, Glasgow, died on March
29th, at 5, Glencaim-cresoent, Edinburgh,

The Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty's
Treasury have selected Mr. Hiwes Harrison Turner
for the post of Keeper of the National Gallery and
Secretary and Accounting Officer to the Trustees.

The Supreme Court of Pennsylvania has sus-
tained the action of the County Court, in refusing to
issue an injunc'ion restraining the Capitol Com-
missioners from awarding contracts for the new
Capitol Building at Harrisburg, so that nothing now
seems to stand in the way of the prosecution of the
scheme.

A memorial to Dr. Arnold has been placed on
the north wall of Laleham Church. The memorial
is in carved brass, the letters being in reUef. The
inscription was written by the late Daan Lake,
formerly Dean of Durham, who was then the senior
surviving pupil of Dr. Arnold. Dr. Arnold lived at
Laleham, in a house occupying the position of the
Tir°sent vicarage, fro-; 1013 lu 1»28.

The Lamboum Valley Kailway was formally
opened on Monday after inspection on Friday by
Col. Yorke, K.E., on behalf of the Board of Trade.
The Une is 12 miles in length, and extends from a
junction with the Great Western system at Newbury
through an agricultural district to the town of
Lambourn and its racing stab'.es.

LEQAL INTELLIGENCE.
Defecthe Soil-Pipes. — J. O. Richardson,

builder, Albert Works, Peckham, appeared before
Mr, Hopkins at the Lambeth Police-court on
Thursday in last week to answer to a summons
taken out by the Cxmberwell Vestry for badly
executing some 'vertical soil-pips drains at the
South London Art Gallery inthePassmore Elwards'
Technical Institute, Peckham-road. The proceed-
ings were taken out under Section 42 of the Public
Health (London) Act. Mr. G. W. Marsden, solicitor

to the vestry, prosecuted, and Mr. Geo. Elliott

appeared for the defendant, Mr. J. O. Kichardson.
Inspector Stevenson gave evidence in support of the
charge as to bad workmanship, and proved the
existence of escapes from the joints of the iron
vertical soil- drains which had not been properly
caulked with lead. This was contirmed by the
Medical Officer of Health, and by Mr. King, a
certificited plumber, who has since redone the
work for the vestry. Mr. Elliott admitted there
was no defence, but the defendant excused himself
with the plea that he had only too faithfully
followed the specification. Mr. King in his evidence
said he had received no other instructions than those
contained in the same specification, and that his

work had withstood the water-test to the satisfac-

tion of the sanitary authority and also of the
architect. No other witnesses were called, and the
magistrate fined Mr. J. O. Richardson 40i. and
three guineas costs.

Extras and Penalties.—The action of Jenkins
and Sons v. Kindall was tried by Mr. JuBtice
Channell, sitting without a jury, on two days of
last week at the Glamorganshire Assizes. Messrs.
J. Jenkins and Co. , builders, Bridgend, sued Mr.
W. R. Rindall, solicitor, also of Bridgend, for

£771, for balance and extras due on a building con-
tract. In October, 1894, the plaintiffs contracted
to build a residence near Bridgend for defendant
from designs by Mr. P. J. Thomas, architect, for
£1,700. This was called the original contract.
Very soon after alterations were commenced, coa-
tinual changes and additions going on. In April,

1895, the defendant wished to have a large new
wing added. This the plaintiffs refused to tender
for under the old contract, as they were dissatisfied

with the architect : but it was eventually agreed by
them to go on, subject to arbitration as to the new
wing. Alderman David Jones, of Cardiff, was
agreed upon as arbitrator. In the new contract
made the defendant woidd only allow the arbi-
trator to deal with prices and values, defendant
holding that his architect's quantities should rule,

so that the award was given in schedule of prices
without a sum total being arrived at. When the
award was received, the plaintiffs appealed to
defendant and his architect for the quantities ; but
up to the present they had refused to put them in,

thus making the award valueless. Plaintiffs made
out their own quantities and applied them to the
arbitrator's prices, and this showed a balance due
to them above what was paid on account of the new
wing of £-368. Added to this were extras on the
original contract of £39i. The architect had
certified that only £250 was due, aud the defendant
further deducted from this amount £175 as penalties
for non-completion of the building within the time
prescribed, paying the residue of £75 iuto court.
The Judge pointed out that as the architect's cer-
tificate had not been set aside within the prescribed
period the plaintiffs could not now go beyond it,

and they were compelled to abandon £U0 on this

part of the claim. The remainder of the claim was
made up of i:J68 ISs. in respect of a wing added
to the house under a supplemental contract dated
June, 1895. In this case the architect certified for
only £168 17s. 3d. The plaintiffs were now suing
on the full amount due on both contracts, amount-
ing to £7C2, while the defendant had paid £75 into
court. At the close of the first day's hearing, Mr.
Justice Channell ordered the defendant to put in
the quantities, and also requested the architect to
apply them to his prices. On the second day
Alderman Jones attended, and made the amount
£2.37 19s. 7d., as against £168 ISs. 3d. admitted by
defendant. Plaintiffs abandoned £140, because
there was no architect's certificate as regarded this.

Defendant claimed £175 for damages for non-com-
pletion. In the course of the argument, the Judge
said this expensive action had been rather thrown
away, as if the figures had been gone through earlier

it woidd not have been necessary at all. In the end,
judgment was given for plaintiffs for £412 193. 7d.

and costs, beyond a sum of £75 paid into court.
His Lordship ruled that the ordering of extras
under a building contract did away with penalties,
and disallowed defendant's claim on this head.

Claim fhom Paddington agatn'st the School
Board fob Lo>rDOx.—Mr. I'nder-Sheriff Burchell
and a special jury, at Red Lion-square, Holborn,
heard on Friday the case of '

' Pearce v. the School
Board for London," a claim for about £6,500 com-
pensation for land taken and houses injuriously
affected adjoining Paddington Recreation Ground.
It appeared that the School Board acquired a portion
of a plot of land which the claimant held on lease
from the trustees of the Bishop of London. The

claim was put forward tmder three heads —the profit

rent on the land taken ; builder's profit on the
houses which would have been erected ; and conse-
quential damage to claimant's houses opposite the
proposed school. Sir Edward Clarke obje.tedto
the claim for compensation for injuriously affecting

the houses opposite. The School Board, he said,

were not like a railway company working at a

profit. If the jury were allowed, after hisobjectiou,
to assess the damage to the opposite houses, then
the Board desired to test the question, aud he there-
fore asked that the verdict should state the sum
awarded under each head of claim. The expert
witnesses for the claimant were Mr. Wetherall
(Messrs. Wetherall and Green) and Sir John Whit-
taker Ellis (Messrs. Farebrother, Ellis, and Co.) ;

while the experts for the School Board were Mr.
Diniel Watney (past president of the Surveyors'
Institution), Mr. G. A. Wilkinson (Messrs. Wilkin-
son and Sons , Mr. Pilditch (Messrs. Pilditch, Chad-
wick, and Co.), Mr. L3opold Farmer, and Mr.
Cooke (surveyor to the School Board). The jury
awarded, for land taken £1,050, plus 10 per cent,

for compulsory sale £165, together £1,815; for loss

of contemplated profit on building, £875 ; and for

injuriously affecting opposite houses, £1,000 ; a
total compensation of £3,690.

Seeious Chaeoe against a Stonemason.— At
Southwark Police-court, on Friday, John Ssrvice,

a master stonemason, of Mina-road, Old Kent-
road, and Belmont-road, Lee, was charged oa
remand with obtaining, by means of forged bills,

£23 and £95 from Mr. William Jackman, horse-
dealer, of Running Horse-yard, Blackfriars. The
prosecuting solicitor said there were a number of

cases against prisoner, involving a total sum of

nearly £1,000. From a document which Detective-
sergeant Cox, L division, found in the prisoner's

possession, it appeared that the accused made copies

of trade bills which he received in the course of

business, and got the forged bills discounted by Mr.
Jackman. Mr. William George Hornsey, con-
tractor, of West Ham, stated that he gave a contract

to Messrs. Bennett and Co. to carry out the mason
work in the erection of some new buildings in

Dover-street and Rider-street, Piccadilly, and
during the progress of the work he gave them a
number of trade bills. What purported to be his

signature on the bills discounted by Mr. Jackman
was a forgery. Mr. John Bennett, master mason,
of 32, Gilbert-street, Russell-square, principal

partner in the firm of John Bennett and Co. , said he
receivtd bills of acceptance from the last witness,

and handed them over to the prisoner, who had a
sub-contract with him. The prisoner was entitled

to several thousand pounds under this contract, and
he had been over- p lid. What purported to be
witness's signature on the forged bills was
apparently in the prisoner's handwriting. The
prisoner was formilly remanded, prior to being
committed for trial at the Old Bailey, bail being
refused.

Squabble bstween Architect and Builder.—
At the West Riding -issizes, Stephen Elgar Thor-
rold, an architect and surveyor, of North Ormesby,
near Middlesbrough, brought an action agauist

William George Harrison, a builder, of North
Ormesby, for damages for slander. The parties

were members of the Ormesby District Council,

and plaintiff's case was that on two occasions the

defendant called him a forger. In the pleadingsv

defendant denied the slander, and alteroatively said

if he used the words they were true. The evidence

for the plaintiff was to the effect that defendant had
accused him of tampering with plans which came
before the district council. In cross-examination,

plaintiff was asked about the contents of a bill

which he wrote in support of his candidature for

a seat on the council, for which he was formerly

surveyor—a position from which he admitted he
was asked to retire. He admitted he spoke of those

he was opposing as " barmy on the crumpet." In
further cross-examination, plaintiff admitted that

he called defendant a prevaricator, and that defend-

ant offered to withdraw his words if he (plaintiff)

would take back his. In summing up, his Lord-
ship said the language used by both plaintiff and
defendant was a disgrace. The jury found for the
defendant.

Cladi against a Quantitt Surveyoe.—At
Churston County-court on March 22nd, Marcus
Bridgman, contractor, Paignton, claimed £18 ll.''*

of F. W. Vanstone, surveyor to the Paignton Urban
District Council, for damages sustained by reason

of defects in a bill of quantities supplied to plaintiff

by defendant, &c. The claim was made up as
follows :—Cost of supplying and laying 290ft. of

pipes for the purpose of laying on gas to a lamp,

£8 Is. ; services by Mr. V. 0. Brown, surveyor, £4 ;

balance on £30 lent by plaintiff to defendant,

£6 lOs. Defendant had paid the £6 10s. into court

with costs, and the £4 for Mr. Brown's services was
withdrawn. In October, 1896, the district council

required certain work to be done in Tower-road,
Paignton, for which defendant prepared the plans

and specifications. Tenders were invited, and
plaintiff was among the contractors who tendered.

Plaintiff instructed Vanstone, in his private capacity
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as a survejor, to draw up the quantities. It was
for gross mistakes made by defendaat in the pre-
paration of the bill and for consequent damages
that plaintiff made his claim. A portion of the
work was connecting street lamps with the gas
company's main, and defendant did not show the
distances. The practice was, if no distances were
shown in the bill of quantities, to assume that only
a few feet had to be laid. As a matter of fact,

plaintiff had to lay over 'iOOft. of gas-piping. Con-
sequently the work cost him more than the £94,
the amount of his tender, and he claimed for extras.

The district council referred the matter to an arbi-
trator, who decided that the work was not an
extra, as it was in the specification. Defendant's
solicitor argued that it was the contractor's place to

find out where the main was. His Honour : It was
the quantity surveyor's duty to ask where the main
was, and to measure it. There is no defence. I have
bad hundreds of cases of this kind, and know
pretty well what is the duty of a quantity surveyor.
He has to find out the quantities. I should be
doing a very great disservice both to contractors
and quantity surveyors if I allowed such a practice

to creep into their work. A contractor would never
be sife, and quantity surveyors would do their
work in a slovenly manner. Mr. Vanstone went
into the witness-box and said he had acted in accord-
ance with his usual custom. The finding of the
main was never mentioned to him, although plaintiff

saw him every day. The Judge : But if the plaintiff

had found the main and told you, what would you
have done ':" Witness : I should have done nothing.
The Judge : Oh, nonseiLse. Verdict for plaintiff

for £8 Is. , with costs.

FixAiiTY OF Architect's Ceetificate.—Bltck-
LAND V. Tkood.—In this case, heard by Mr. Justice

Darling in theU ueen's Bench Division, sitting without
a jury, last week, the plaintiff' claimed as assignee
ot Messrs. Gamer and Lovelock, a firm of builders.

In 1S96 Messrs. Gamer and Lovelock entered into

an agreement with the defendant to make some
alterations on the defendant's premises. It was
provided by the conditions attached to the specifica-

tion that the works should be executed to the full

satisfaction of the architect, and that payment
should be made upon the certificate and at the dis •

cretiou of the architect. On February 5, 1897,
Messrs. Gamer and Lovelock assigned to the
plaintiff all moneys due or to become due to them
under this agreement. The first point in dispute
was as to various items of the work, amounting in

all to £36 ITs. 7d., which the defendant alleged to be
negligently executed. As to the second point, the
question was whether an item of £106 3s. 6d. for
granite-work, executed by a Mr. Whitehead, was
due from defendant to Whitehead or to plaintiff's

assignors. Mr. Dickens, Q.C., contended, on the first

point, that the architect's certificate was final. As to
the second point. Whitehead was a sub-contractor
under Garner and Lovelock, and had no direct con-
tract with the defendant. Mr. Greene, Q.C. , for
defendant, argued that in all the reported cases
where an architect's certificate had been held to be
final, there had been words to that tffect in the
conditions, which was not the case here. As to the
granite-work, it had been agreed by all parties that
that portion of the agreement should be cancelled,
and the work e.xecuted by Whitehead for defendant,
and not for Garner and Lovelock. After hearing
the evidence, Mr. Justice Darling said that, as to the
first point, he could not admit evidence contradicting
the architect's certificate. That certificate was
final, and the defendant was not entitled to go
behind it. On the second point, he had no doubt
that the arrangement by which Whitehead took
over the granite-work from Gamer and Lovelock
was entered into with Gamer's consent, and on that
point the defendant succeeded. Judgment for the
plaintiff for £36 ITs. 7d. and costs.

Manchestee Coepoeation v. Peekins, GEAiLiir,
AND Co., LntiTED.—An action by the Manchester
Corporation against contractors, to recover a con-
siderable sum in respect ot alleged defective work
in the construction of sewers, came before Sir
Benjamin Biker on Monday as arbitrator. Mr.
Sutton, in opening the case, said Messrs. Perkins,
Graham, and Co. contracted in 1893 to make three
sewers in the neighbourhood of Water-street and
Deansgate. They were to put in two rings of
brickwork ; but m many places they only put in
one, and the work had been done in dry brick
instead of in mortar. The result had been that the
corporation had been put to great expense to make
the sewers satisfactory. Messrs. Perkins, Graham,
and Co. had paid £1,900 into Court to satisfy the
claim, but the corporation contended that that sum
was totally inadequate. The corporation paid
£•2,^73 -'3. i;d. for the part of the work they did
themselves, and they further paid Mr. Nuttall, a
contractor, £2, .563 Ms. 5d. for another portion of
the work, and there had baen left open a certain
length of sewer for inspectioa, and £200 additional
would have to be spent in putting that right. These
were the sums the corporation were actually
out of pocket, and in addition they said that
the defendants had been largely overpaid. He
supposed it might be said that the state of

things which the corporation complained of was
owing to the slackness of the supervision during the
illness of the late city surveyor Mr. Allison ; but
that did not excuse the contractors. It was extra-
ordinary that the corporation ofHcials should have
failed to the extent they did. It was estimated that
Messrs. Perkins, Graham, and Co. put 300,000 fewer
bricks into the sewer than they should have done
under the contracts. A claim was made for .£610

for cement packing ; but when Mr. T. de Courcy
Meade, the present city surveyor, proposed to have
the sewer opened to see if the cement was there, Mr.
Perkins said he would rather forego the claim
than that should be done. However, Mr. Meade
had the sewer opened, and he not only found that
there was no cement, but that there was not the
proper quantity of brickwork. Mr. Meade gave
evidence in support of the claim, and the proceed-
ings were then adjourned.

Lampetee Abbiteation Case.—A long-pending
arbitration case between John Watkin Davies, late

of Llangybi Mill, and Mr. Wilmot Inglis Jones, of

Derry Ormond, has at last been brought to a termi-
nation, the arbitrator (Mr. Arthur Lewis) having
made his award. The action was brought by John
Watkin Davies to recover £191 ISs. 6d. for im-
provements and haulage of building materials
towarls the eredion of new buildings at Ltangybi
Mill. The defendant had paid £30 63. 3d. into
court. The arbitrator finds mat the amount pay-
able to the plaintiff is £29 143., and directs that
judgment should be entered in favour of defendant,
with costs, and that the plaintiff should also pay
the costs of the arbitrator and award.

CHIPS.
The canopied work over the stalls in the chancel

of the parish church of St. Lawrence, Ludlow,
which has been placed there by Mrs. Phillips to the
memory of the late rector of Ludlow, has now been
completed, and the niches have been filled with
figures. 'The work was begun by Sir Gilbert Scott,

and his design has been carried on throughout.

The new infectious hospital at Worcester, which
has been erected at a cost of upwards of £10,000,
was opened on Saturday by the mayor of that city.

It is constructed on the pavilion plan, the architects

being Messrs. Rowe and Son, of Worcester.

The sanitary committee of the Manchester Cor-
poration has presented a report to the council with
regard to the proposed additions to Monsall Hospital.
The committee recommend the erection of an isola-

tion block and an erysipelas block, and of additional
accommodation for nurses and servants. The cost
of the new buildings is estimated at £27,500.

The Duchess of Montro3e unveiled a statue of the
Queen at Cheltenham College, Cheltenham, on
Saturday. It is life-size, and represents her
Majesty in full coronation robes, wearing the
crown and holding the sceptre and globe. It is the
work of Mr. Martyn, of Cheltenham.

Mr. William Henman, architect and surveyor, of
Cannon-street, Birmingham, has been joined in
partnership by Mr. Thomas Cooper, A.R.I.B.A., a
pupil of and leading assistant to Mr. Alfred Water-
house, R.A.

The water committee of Glasgow Corporation
has recommended the acceptance of an estimate of
£10,000 by Messrs Craik and Hendry for making
a new driving road on the north side of Loch
Katrine. The road, which will be four miles in
length, will take the place of an old road at a lower
level.

A meeting of Liverpool merchants and ship-
owners considered on Tuesday the proposed high
level bridge over the Mersey, uniting Liverpool and
Birkenhead. The intended bridge would be two
miles long, having a roadway 62tt. wide, with one
span of 2,00llft., and two others of 1,000ft. each.
The headway above high water would be 120ft.

The cost of the scheme would be nearly three
millions. The engineers, Messrs. Webster and
\\'ood, said that the scheme would pay 7 per cent.

,

and would do for L^ver^ool wiiat Xew York's
Bridge had done for Brooklyn. The meeting pro-
nounced in favour of some high-level bridge without
committing themselves to this particular scheme.

The adjudication in bankruptcy is gazetted of

Bernard Joseph Green, Wolverhampton, architect

and surveyor.

Considerable alterations are being made to the
Memorial Hall, Chesterfield, and special considera-

tion has been given to the ventilation, which will be
carried out on the Boyle system.

The members of the Institute of Clayworkers
dined together at the Holbom Restaurant on Wed-
nesday evening and the following morning. Some
five-and-forty members embarked on the ss. Fj'trd

for the annual excursion. Copenhagen is the destina-
tion, and excursions will be made to various brick-
yards in Denmark and Sweden. The return journey
will be made from Esbjerg on Thursday moming
next, the 14th inst.

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.
The New Goveen-ment Officer.—No Competi-

Tio.v.—Mr. Akers-Douglas told Mr. W. Allen on
Tuesday that it is not the intention of the Govern-
ment to invite designs for the erection of the new
Government offices at Whitehall. The Government
has decided to take the responsibility of appointing
the architects, and if the question is repeated at a
later date, Mr. Akers-Douglas promises further
information.—We think a competition would have
been the right thing, though we are bound to con-
fess that certain past experiences point the other
way. Much will depend on the architect selected.

It is said freely that the Government is taking
counsel with the Council of the Institute ; and in its

probable ignorance of the fact that that body in no
way represents the architectural profession, it is

hardly to be blamed. If something like a job is the
result, the Government will, however, have to bear
the responsibility.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

Manchestee.—The Local Govemment Board has
written to the Manchester Corporation declining to

sanction the proposal of the Rivers Committee to

deal with the sewage effluent by the bacteriological

method of treatment, as an alternative to the
defeated culvert scheme by which it was intended
to convey the effl iient to the Mersey estuary. The
Rivers Committee have consequently decided to

recommend the city council to carry out the
bacteriological system in spite of the Local Govem-
ment Board, and borrow the money without the
sanction of that body, as they can under the Public
Health Act. The estimated cost of the plan pro-
posed is £127,000. The Local Government Board's
method of land filtration would, it is said, cost half

a million.

The Shipley Urban District Council have decided
to invite four architects to prepare designs for new
offices, fire-brigade station, baths, stabling, &c.,

and that they be paid a fee of twenty guineas each,

except the successful competitor, who will be paid
by commission.

The foundation-stone of Raphael House, Moor-
fields, was laid on Tuesday by Mr. Raphael Tuck,
the founder, some thirty years ago, of the art

publishing house of Raphael Tuck and Sons. The
new building has been designed in the Renaissance
style by Mr. W. Hilton Nash, Mr. Delissa Joseph
being consulting architect. The building has a
frontage in Moorfields, and return frontages to

White-street and Tenter-street.

The new viaducts at Trenance and Gover, on the
Cornwall Railway, will be opened as a permanent
way in July. They have solid granite piers, with
turned arches and spandrils of Staffordshire brick,

granite string course, and brick parapet, with
granite coping. Messrs. R. T. Relf and Son are the

contractors, who commenced building about three

years since, under the personal superintendence of

Mr. George Westlake, who is at present engaged at

Sutton Harbour Works, Plymouth, and Mr. Charles
Pickford (Great Western Railway superintendent;.

In the construction of the viaducts there have been
two fatal accidents, both occurring at Trenance.

The directors of the North-Eastem Railway
Company have let the contract for the extension of

the Middlesbrough Dock to Mr. John Scott, of

Cotherstone. Two new arms, 700ft. and 6.50ft. in

length, will project westward, and the whole area
will be widened, allowing large stretches of wharf
area to be added. The entrance channel is also to

be deepened along its course and widened on the

south tide. The plans are those of Sir J. Wolfe
Barry. The original dock was opened in May, 1843,

when it was only nine acres in extent ; in 1849 it

was leased to the Stockton and Darlington Railway
Company, by whose successors, the North-Eistern
Railway Company, it has been since twice enlarged.

A block of publishers' and booksellers' premises,

five stories in height, has been built on the sites of

Nos. 22 and 23, Warwick-lane, E.C., where for

many years there stood an incommodious little

cobbler's shop and other unsightly premises. The
new shop, which has been built for Mr. Charles

Taylor, is of Classic design, the front consisting of

Portland stone and white brick. The new building,

which has an area of 3,0003q,ft., has been erfoted

from the designs of Mr. Walter Starr, architect, of

9, (iueen Victoria-street, and the contract, amount-

ing to £6,000, has been carried out by Mtssrs.

Chessum, of the Crown Works, Haggerston.

The new Chelsea Baths at Konsal Town, which

have been erected at a cost of £27,000 by Mr. C.

Wall from the designs of Messrs. Harnor acd
Pinches, were opened last week. The building con-

tains two swimming-baths, 80ft. by 30ft. and 60ft.

by 25ft. ; .51 private baths, of which 16 are for

women ; a laundry for the establishment, waiting-

rooms and offices, and accommodation for the

resident superintendent.
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TiiF. London County Council considered, on

Tuesday, a report of the Improvements Com-
mittee on the proposed improvements of Cripple-

gate, conse^iuent on the great fire. The City

authorities asked for a contribution from the

Council towards the cost estimated at £629,000.

The committee recommended that the City Cor-

poration be informed that none of the suggested

improvements would prove to be of such general

advantage to the through traffic in London as to

justify the Council in contributing any part to the

cost. This was agreed to. Il was nem. con.

referred to the Highways Committee to con-

sider and report as to the practicability of

the Council laying and itself working a tram-

way along the top of the northern outfall

sewer embankment from Stratford to Barking ;

and also what system of traction would be the

most suitable and economical for such a tramway,

and at what intervals the cars should be run in

order to meet the requirements of the public

travelling between Old Ford, Stratford, Barking-

road, Beckton, Albert Docks, ice. Colonel

Rotton, on the report of the Asylums Committee,

asking the Council to approve the excess of

£7,923 over the estimate in the final cost of the

foundation of the Heath Asylum at Bexley,

pointed out that the matter was a serious one,

because it involved a dispute between two
officials—the architect (Mr. Hme) and the works

manager (Mr. Adams). The report was adopted

without comment.

The Surveyors' Institution will pay a visit to

Manchester on Wednesday and Thursday, the

20th and 21st inst. The use of the Mayor's
Parlour in the town-hall has been granted by the

I^ord JIayor and Corporation. On the Wednesday
members will assemble at 10.45 a.m. inthisapart-

ment, where they will be welcomed by the recep-

tion committee, headed by Mr. John Holden, the

provisional chairman of the district, and after an
address has been delivered by Mr. Christopher

Oakley, the President of the Institution, the

following papers will be read and discussed :

—

" Manchester from 1S47 to 1S97," by Mr. John
Holden ;

" Lessons from Fire and Panic," by
Sir. Thomas Blashill, superintending architect,

L.C.C.; "A Consideration of Some of the Present-

Day Difficulties met with in a Land Agent's Prac-
tice," by Mr. C. P. Hall; and "Notes on the

Construction of Town Buildings," by Mr.
Howard ChatfeUd Clarke. In the evening the

members wUl dine together at the Grand Hotel,

Aytoun-street. The second (Thursday) wiU be
devoted exclusively to excursions, separate par-

ties being made up for [a] Chester and Eaton
Hall, (i; the JIanchester Ship Canal, (i ) Crewe
Railway Works, or Ul) Egerton Cotton Mills and
the Corporation Sewage Farm. The arrangements
appear to have been thoroughly well organised
by Mr. Julian C. Rogers, the secretary, and it

is expected that the party at Manchester wUl
exceed 200 in number.

A rviiLic inquiry, under the Fatal Accidents
Act, was held on March 31 in the Sheriff Court,
Edinburgh, into the circumstances attending the
scaffold accident which took place on March 18 at

the new North British Railway Hotel buildings,

and by which thres men lost their lives and
several were inj ured. Evidence as to the stability

of the staging which carried the cranes at a
height of 60ft. above the North Bridge was given
by George and Robert Cousin, of Alloa, the con-
tractors, William Begg, their manager, and John
Woodward, the clerk of works, and by many brick-
layers and others. It was stated that no expense
was spared in the construction, and that in the
bracing bolts were used instead of nails. Mr.
Thomas Heath, first assistant at the Edinburgh
Royal Observatorj-. showed that .at the time
of the occurrence the velocity of the wind was
60 miles, and the pressure of 181b. per square foot.

Mr. Cooper, the l;>orough engineer, was called,

but counsel objected to his giWng anj- opinion as

to the cause of the accident, and Sheriff' Ruther-
ford informed the j iiry that the inquiry was not
held for the purpose of ascertaining whether any-
body was or was not to blame for that unfortu-
nate event. What the jury had to find was as to

the time and place of the accident, the time and
place of the three deaths, and the causes of the
deaths—not the cause of the accident itself. The
jury having heard Mr. Cooper's evidence a^ to
the accident, returned a purely formal verdict
that the causa of death was injuries they sus-

tained from being knocked down by the falling,

during a gale of wmd, of a large steam crane and
boiler, with the scaffolding on which they were

supported at a height of 63ft.

A DEi'i TATioy from the Liverpool City Council

had a private interview on Monday with the

Parliamentary Secretary of the Local tiovern-

ment Board, "to seek the sanction by the board to

the appointment by the corporation of a bacterio-

logist to assist in the administration of the Food
and Drugs Act. Mr. Russell, in reply, reminded

the deputation that the Food and Drugs Act only

pro^^ded for chemical analysis, the science of

bacteriology being much less advanced when that

measure was passed in 187-^. If the corporation

cared to appoint an analyst who was also a

bacteriologist, the Local Government Board could

sanction his appointment in respect of chemical

qualifications : but unfortunately the form of

certificate required from the analyst w.as embodied
in the Act of 1875, and it made no special pro-

vision for a search for disease germs by means of

bacteriological examination.

Crabe i&tbjs.

CHIPS.
The new fever hospital erected at Thornhills,

Clifton, by the Brighouse Joint fioapital Board was
formally opened on March 30th. The architects

were Messrs. Sharpe and Waller, of Brighouse.

The Eccleshill School Board have adopted plans

by Messrs. Kendall and Bakes for enlarging their

school at Greengate?, at an estimated cost of

£1,500. Additional accommodation for 90 children

will be provided.

The Liverpool Corporation have accepted the

tender of Mr. Charles Burt, of Wellington-road,

for carrying out improvements at Newsham Park,

at a cost of £7,187. The work consists of laying

out as ornamental gardens a piece of land, sixteen

acres in extent, which lies on the south side of

Gardner's-drive and the west side of Orphan-drive.

An avenue, ten yards wide, bordered on each side

with trees and shrubs, will be formed, in which
four fountains and a baud-stand are to be erected.

The organ, renewed and enlarged, of St. Mary's
Church, Penzance, has been for several weeks in the

hands of Messrs. Heard and Sons, of Truro, and on
Thursday evening in last week was again dedicated

to Divine worship. The organ was built by Crabb,

of Exeter, in 1535.

New Wesleyan Sunday-schools are in course of

erection at Boston, Lines. Mr. W. Greenfield, of

that town, is the contractor, and the outlay will be

about £2,000.

It has been decided to erect a new technical insti-

tute for Selly Oak, and a site has been secured at

Bournbrook. The buUding will include necessary

classrooms, reading-rooms, and a central hall for

concerts, lectures, kc. Mr. B. B. Hirst, of Birming-

ham, is preparing the plans, and the cost is esti-

mated at £3,000.

At the Keighley Workhouse Infirmary, a new
block erected at the north-west angle of the grounds

as a nurses' home was formally opened on March
30. The new building has been planned by Messrs.

John Judson and Moore, architects, to accommodate
nine nurses. The cost, inclusive of furnishing, will

be about £1,000.

At Chelmsford, where rapid progress is being

made in various industries, a new building estate is

being laid out between Goldlay-road and Lady's-

lane, Baddow-road.

The Southport Corporation have purchased by
auction of the Scarisbrick Trustees for £18,050 a

most central block of freehold property in Chapel-

street and Market-passage, free from any restrictive

covenants. The contents are about 520 superficial

square yards. At present four small shops and a

beerhouse occupy the site, and the corporation

propose to widen a section of Market -passage—

a

thoroughfare connecting Chapel-street and Lord-

street—and to abolish the beerhouse.

Messrs. F. V. Burridge, A. EversheJ, and C. M.
Pott have been elected Fellows of theJRoyal Society

of Painter-Etchers and Engravers.

The Select Committee appointed by the House of

Commons to consider the merits of the Bill promoted

by the Metropolitan Railway Company with the

object of obtaining power to use electric traction on

their hue, and in the meantime to make new
ventilating openings at certain points, resumed its

investigation on Thursday and Friday. The com-

mittee found the preamble of the Bill proved sub-

ject to certain conditions laid down as to clauses.

The clauses were then adjusted, and the Bill was
ordered to be reported. It is understood the Bill

will be opposed in the other House.

The Birkenhead Guardians have appointed Mr.

George Wharton, principal rating assistant to the

Mersey Docks Board, as ofiicial valuer to the

Assessment Committee, at a salary of £300 a year.

WAOES MOVEMENTS.
BlESnSOHAM.

—

SETTLEIIEXT of the BVILDDiO
Trade Dispute.—In October last the Birmingham
Master Builders' Association received notices from
the carpenters, plasterers, masons, plumbers,

labourers, and scaffolders, demanding an increase of

wages, to date from April 2. In the case of the

first four named trades the increase asked was at

the rate of Id. per hour, whilst the labourers and
scaffolders only demanded a Jd. advance. During
the six months disturbing elements have been at

work, with the result that the deliberations of the

conciliation board up to a week ago were ineffective.

At first the masters declared the increases to be un-
reasonable, but afterwards a promise was made of

id. advance all round on April 1, 1899. This was
rejected. Eventually the masters agreed to concede

an advance of 4d . per hour, to come into operation

on October Tnext. With the exception of the

plasterers, the whole of the operatives agreed to

accept this offer, aud as the plasterers remained

obdurate, the masters decided on Friday to grant

the ^d. advance to the plasterers at once. The
other advances will date from October 1. Several

alterations in the rules will come into operation at

once. The dispute is, therefore, at an end, and
work is proceeding as usual.

BiR>nsGHAM.—The brickmakers of Birmingham
have given their employers 15 days' notice of a claim

fcr 10 per cent, rise on moulding and fd. per hour
rise in daywork, and certain other alterations desired

in regard to the present conditions of labour in the

trade.

Coalville.—At ameeting,on Saturday afternoon,

at the Red House Hotel, between the master builders

and the representativesof the Joiners and Carpenters'

Association, an amicable arrangement was come to

by advancing the rate of wages id. per hour. The
rules were signed accordingly, and work was
resumed on Monday morning as usual.

GLASfiOW.— One thousand cabinet-makers left

work in Glasgow on Thursday in last week as a

protest against the new regulations dealing with

overtime aud other questions.

Leicestee.—The plasterers have obtained an
advance of one penny per hour in their wages, a
reduction in their hours of labour on Saturdays, and
other concessions.—The whole of the carpenters and
joiners in Leicester struck work on Saturday on a
demand for an advance of id. per hour, between
five and six hundred men lieing affected. The men
originally demanded an increase from sid. to 9d.

per hour and a reduction of hours, but were, on the

suggestion of the local representative of the Board

of Trade, offered by the masters jd. advance and
two hours less per week. They decided, however,

to drop the hours demanded and stand out for 9d.

They offer to submit the question to arbitration.

Soxmi Shields.—A large number of the brick-

layers employed at South Shields came out on strike

on Friday for an advance of wages from 9d. to lOd.

per hour. The usual three months' nctice was
given, since which time negotiations have been

going on between the representatives of the men
and the Master Builders' Association, but have
proved futile. Besides the terms for an increase of

wages there are also other conditions laid down in

respect to the working rules. The masters offered

id. per hour increase, but this the men have refused,

on the ground that in all other parts of tlie district

workmen were receiving lOi. per hour, and in some
cases lOid. and Ud. Other branches of the build-

ing trade are also in a disturbed condition. The
stone-masons have demanded an increase from 9d.

to lOd. per hour, and an S-hours day or 44 hours

per week, and the masters have offered 9id. and 50

hours per week. The plasterers seek an advance

from 9d. to lOd., and the masters have offered 9id,

;

while the labourers request an advance from 6id. to

7id. per hour.

YoKK.—At a large and representative meeting of

the operative house-painters of York, held at the

Victoria Hall on Wednesday in last week, it was
unanimously decided to adhere to their former

demand for Id. per hour advance. It was stated

that the wages of the York painters are now only

id. per hour above those of the labourers in the

city. *-^
The plan? for the proposed alterations to the

Theatre Royal, Preston, prepared by Mr. John P.

Briggs, of Effingham House, Arundel-street, Strand,

were approved at the meeting of the town council

on March 31st. The pulling down will commence
directly after Easter, and the theatre will be opened

on Oct. 3.

An interesting ceremony took' place at Hull on

Friday, on the formal transfer of the undertaking

of the Kingston Gas Company to the City Cor-

poration, the latter having purchased it for the sum
of £92,.500.
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CHANGES AND EXTRAS.

IT would be well if the architect, in
preparing designs and contracts, con-

templated the risks and difficulties attending
upon altei-ations and "extras," and thereby
saved himself and his client many heart-
burnings. Some people wish to build before
even they know what they really want.
They empley an architect, it "may be, accept
feis design, and forthwith give him instruc-
tions to obtain tenders without discussing
with him the plans, or clearly defining what
they really want. Their intentions art very
•obscure, and they apparently employ a pro-
fessional adviser to assist them in making
them clear, or putting before them something
in black and white. AVe believe many people
go to an architect simply for this reason,
as they have no capacity themselves for
realising their ideas. If they can be put
on paper and presented in a pictorial
way so much the better. Again, there is

another large class of people who think
they can build without any professional
assistance. They have a certain idea ofwhat
they want, and imagine they can carry it

into effect themselves if only they could get
some one to help them in drawing out their
ideas on paper or in assisting them in the
technical matters. Both these sorts of clients
•come to grief ; the latter sort, having '

' a fool
for their cHeiit," often get hopelessly stranded.
The "practical" Mr. Brown, or" the com-
merciaUy-minded Mr. Smith, who thinks he
can save architect's commissions and buy his
materials firsthand in the cheapest market, the
man who boasts he " knows a thing or two

"

about building, is often disappointed. Some-
thing or other he has omitted, even s<ucha
commonplace thing as adamp-proof courseora
little care in protecting his basement from
dampness or his upper rooms from drenching
rains. How frequently the architect has
been called in to examine a building erected
in this way! A dispute arises about bad
drainage—pipes whose gradient is faulty, or
joints not properly made. In another case
water comes through a basement wall or
floor, which could have been prevented by
the expenditure of a few shillings at the
commencement, but now can only be effected
by the rebuilding or pulUng-up floors, and
the cost of many pounds. Several failures
in keeping upper rooms dry have resulted
from simply not knowing the rule about a
safe pitch for a slate roof, or the necessary lap,
to say nothing of hundreds of other mistakes
which an ordinary specification would have
prevented.
But there are many legal difficulties

arising from changes of contract, due often
to want of clearness, and sometimes from a
<Aange of the client's intentions. A case of
this kind was tried at the Glamorganshire
Asatees the other day, and was reported in
our last issue, where a firm of buQders at
Bndgend sued a solicitor of the same place
for balance and extras, £77 1 , due on a contract
for buildmg a residence from the designs of an
architect. After this was commenced sundry
alterations and additions were made; the
defendant wanted to add a new wing, but the
contractors refused atfirsttotenderforitunder
Uie old contract, as they were dissatisfied,
biiteventually undertook the work, subject to

I

arbitration, and an arbitrator was appointed.
Inthe new contract thedefendant only allowed
tne arbifratortodeal with pricesand values, the
iiTchitecfs quantities ruling. The award was
Jierefore g ven m a schedule of prices, but
|io total. was arrived at. After the award

was made the plaintiffs appealed to the

defendant and his architect fur quantities,

but they refused to put them in ; whereupon
plaintiffs made up their own quantities, and
applied the arbitrator's prices, which showed
a balance due to them over and above the

sum paid on account of new wing. Extras
also were made up in the old contract of

£394 ; but this exceeded the aniduntthearchi-
tect said was due, and a further sum of £17.)

was deducted as penalties for non-completion
within prescribed time, the residue being
paid into court. The judge said that as the
architect's certificate had not been set aside

within the prescribed period, the plaintiffs

could not go beyond it, and they were com-
pelled to abandon £140 on this part of claim
As to the wing under the new contract, the
architect certified for a sum much less than
that of the arbitrator. After some further
discussion, the judge said the action had
been thrown away, as the figures might
have been gone through earlier. Judge-
ment was given for the plaintiffs for
£'412 12s., and costs, and his lordship ruled
that the ordering of extras under a building
contract did away with penalties, and dis

allowed the claim under this head. We refer

our readers to the details in the report. But
the result of the case is instructive. Here
we have a contract which was being con-
tinually altered or invalidated by additions

and extras which amounted to a considerable
sum. The claim for damages for non-com-
pletion was disallowed, and the ruling that
the ordering of extras did away with penalties
is a lesson to all who try to enforce them
after making additions and changes. The
case is also instructive, inasmuch as the
new arbitration clause only allowed the
arbitrator to deal with prices based on
the architect's quantities. We have here
one way in which changes and additions

to building contracts may lead to trouble and
cost. Half the disputes in building are

traceable to alterations and extras, and these
are mainly owing to the want of a clear

intention on the part of the employer at the
onset. ^Vs a rule, these alterations and extras
release the contractor from his obligation to

finish the work by a certain date, especially

when the extras have involved more time
and have not been assented to by the builder.

Numerous excuses for non-performance are
made by some builders, such as waiting for

a decision of the owner or his architect,

halting for working drawings, heavy rains,

frost, unfitness of premises to work in, bad
soils ; but there is no excuse more willingly

taken advantage of than the ordering of

extra work, or alterations in which extra
labour is entailed ;—it is so easy for a builder
to plead that he has made previous arrange-
ments, or ordered material which cannot be
easily set aside without entailing extra cost

and time.

MODEL SPECIFICATIONS. VIII.

OUXAMEXT.VL BRICKWORK : ARCHES.

BRICK arches demand much care and
attention both in the details and

specifications. We show two or three sorts

of arches in our sketches. Arch cutting and
gauged work may be done slovenly or well.

How many insufficient camber arches one sees

in modern buildings, with badly set-out skew-
backs, or the bricks slipping down .' Camber
arches ought to be set out on scientific rules

from a face-mould, and proper bevels ob-

tained for cutting the bricks. Unless the

bevels are accurately drawn, the arch is a
failure. Of course, this arrangement of arch

bricks is not good or constructive, as there

is no real arch in it, hence it is called a

"scheme." The elliptical arch we give

shows two ways of cutting the bricks. On the

left side the proper and natural radiation of

joints is shown from the three sentres or foci

of the ellipse, and on the right-hand side is

shown a "scheme." in which the joints are

all drawn from the centre of the opening c,

irrespective of the curvature of the arch.

According to this plan the lengths and bevels

of each brick vary. This mode of jointing

elliptical arches, however, is often followed

by bricklayers, as it is supposed to look

better for face work. The pointed arch illus-

trates also two ways of jointing. The left is

the natural system in which every brick is

of the same length, and is normal to the

curve, while on the other side the arrange-

ment is a " scheme." It will be noticed that

by the first method the keystone bricks form
a wedge in shape, but with a centre joint,

as there ought to be in pointed arches. To
obviate the wedge-shaped key bricklayers

adopt the " scheme " method when the joints

are radiated from one centre, and sometimes
a key-brick " birdsmouth " in shape is intro-

duced. It is, certainly, not so good to see the

apex of a pointed arch formed with a stretcher

on one side of the vertical joint and two
headers on the other ; but this can be avoided

by adopting the wedge-shaped key of two
bricks.

In specifying these, points ought to .be

mentioned or a sketch given. Niches are

often introduced in ornamental gauged work,
and care is necessary in cutting the bricks to

insure good bond and to obtain proper

bevels. The plan and elevation of this

feature to a large scale ought to be given.

We also show how a moulded brick archway
may be fonned. Many suitable patterns of

jamb bricks can be obtained, and these can
be combined to produce a pleasing arrange-

ment of moulded members. The header
bricks bond with the stretchers as shown in

plan.

Our next group of sketches show a variety

of ornamental gables for doors and windows,
dormers and main gables, indicating the

courses and jointing. A course of headers

and stretchers may be used in the straight

members of the lower mouldings, then a

course of headers on each of the upper

members. Many ornamental variations can

be produced by curves, as in designs c, c/,

and e, and the tympana filled in by carved

gauged work, tf rracotta, or enriched moulded
bricks, as in Pigs, e and -. Pig. /repre-
sents a panel with carved or cast ornament.

Pig. 3 is a perspective sketch of a window-
head with enrichment in frieze, suitable also

for terracotta. In all curved mouldings

headers are used.

We have given a few clauses that are

applicable to gables and moulded work round

door and window openings ; and these ought

to be accompanied by detail drawings in

special cases. Our sketches give a fair idea

of the kind of drawing necessary to illustrate

clauses of this kind.

We resume clauses for ornamental-brick

gauged work. A clause may state generally

of the projecting courses, that they are to be

all headers, or as directed, and all the courses

to be trimmed or rubbed straight and true.

11. Pilasters.—The pilasters to entrance to be of

approved red rubbers, cut and gauged in cement,

and of the projection shown. Or

—

The brick pilasters to be cut and rubbed to the

form shown, or fluted, and be set in cement or

fine putty.

12. Ornanmnliil Panels or Caned Wo/i. — The
tympana (or frieze panels) to be executed in

squared and rubbed red-brick rubbers, set in

shellac (or fine putty) ; the carving to be done to

the architect's approval and to hia design.

13. String-CoKi-ies and Friezes.—Tiie string-courses

to be formed of two (or three) projecting courses

of section as in margin, of Brown's moulded

bricks (or Lawrence's purpose-made moulded

bricks), set in cement-mortar. Execute cornices

(or string-courses) with moulded red brickj

according to design, 12in. high and .Sin. projection

(or in three projections or courses), the second

course being enriched (or name particular

pattern of brick from Brown's or other cata-

logue) , the other two courses moulded, the courses

to be all headers set in fine putty to match facings

or" rake out and point. The ends to h»ve proper

mitres.
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The following are clauses for gables and
panels like those of c, d, and/;

—

14. Onianuiital Gabks.—The gable panels shown in
c, d, and /' to be built in rubbed and gauged facings
of Lawrence's best red rubbers, in Flemish bond,
set in fine putty or shellac for carving.

l.i. Oryiameidal Gables and PaHf/s.—Construct the
gables of best red Fareham bricks (or red rubbers)
laid in Flemish bond, rake joints, and finish with
blue ash mortar with neat bevelled joints. The
string-courses and curved mouldings to be in
three (or two) projecting courses laid as headers
in cement, weathered in cement (or the tops
covered with two courses of plain tiles, breaking
joint in cement, or the outer copings to be
covered with 51b. well secured to brick-
work. The pilasters to be formed of moulded
bricks projecting from face of work ilva. (or
2iin.), with the strings and cornices returned
round them, with moulded mitrea at angles (as
in .?). The ornamental finials to be executed
from detail with moulded bricks specially made.
The voluted curves (in d) to be of moulded brick
(or courses cut and rubbed) according to detail,
the outer cyma moulding and corona being cut to
die away on the eye of volute. The pendent
pilaster and corbels (see sketch) are to be of
gauged, cut, and rubbed brick neatly pointed in
putty (or shellac), and carved.

li'i. Ornamental Ti/mpana and Friezes, — Fill in
the tympana of gable or panel (c and /') with
brick enriched diapers or ornament in slabs 6in.

(or 9in.) square, or of required dimensions accord-
ing to architect's design (or the tympana to be
executed in red rubbers carved, set with fine

putty joints or shellac), and well grouted at the
back in cement ; or

—

The frieze over windows (see ;/) to have (6in. or
9in.) ornamental bands, or swag ornaments in

slabs according to design. Or

—

1". (trnniitental Pilantin.—The panels of brick
pilasters to have plastic enrichments in 6in. (or 9in.)

squares, fixed in cement with neat joints (or to
be rubbed, jointed in putty, and carved).

IS. SiUs.—The window-sills of (Xo. ) windows to
be of two (or three courses), the upper one of
splayed bricks on edge Tin. or Sin. projection,
with moulded courses lelow of bricks of section

in margin (or Brown's Xo. bricks) set in cement
to 4iin. reveals and fitted ends. Or

—

The sills to be of red splayed bricks (as design)
on edge, all headers in cement to 4jin. (or 9in.)

;

reveals, including mitred ends, neatly fitted.

19. Vnder-Silh.—Form under-sills in courses of cut
and rubbed best red Farehams or Lawrence's
rubbers projecting lin. (or more) from face of

work, closely set in putty, and grout in back, and
carve lower courses to the design.

20. Turrets or Oriels.—The circular turret or oriel

to be built in conformity with the plans and
elevations, of 14in. brickwork, Flemish (or old
English bond) all headers ; in cement mortar.
Proper templates to be made to the curve, which
are to be approved by the architect or clerk of
works. (Octagon turrets or bays should be also
set out to a proper bond, and templates prepared
to produce accuracy of work.)

21. Moulded Arches.—The arches numbered on plan
to be constructed of red Fareham rubbers, according
to the design furnished, in two or three rings in
three recessed members, one behind the other,

with moulded (or enriched) bricks of approved
section. The rings to be accurately set out and
turned and well bonded, and the arrises to be
kept true, with fine joints set in cement mortar.
Or-
The arches to be formed of the best red

rubbers (or of Brown's bricks, Xos. ) in three
orders or rings, as shown in sketch. The rings to

be accurately turned and set in lime putty. (If

there are capitals, state whether of brick, terra-

cotta, or stone.) If the arch is elliptical or

Gothic, add : The arches or rings to be turned
accurately with cut or rubbed bricks -properly
bevelled and set out in shed to the proper centres.

(It is best to give the scheme or large-scale
drawing of arch, showing centres).

22. Bid all Stone or Terrmotta.—The brickwork to be
well backed up and pinned to all stonework and
terracotta, and bed build in, cut and pin all stone

sills, lintels, steps, landings, corbels, &c., in

cement. Or

—

Xeatly bed, cut, and fit all stone or terracotta

dressings and arches. The terracotta work is to

bond and course with the brickwork.

23. Pointing Brickwork.—Rake out cemtut joints

and point brickwork of chimneys (or gables, 6cc.)

with a flat joint in white mortar. Or

—

Rake out joints of chimney stacks (or parapets,

or fronts) and point the brickwork in ash mortar
with a flat joint. Or

—

24. Clean 7)oH*i.—Clean down brickwork, including

terracotta and stone dressings, and point with a

neat weather joint in cement cut on top and
bottom.

"We have referred to the statutory rules as

to brick construction found in the London
Building Act, having reference to chimneys
and fireplaces (see page i4"J).

Other important clauses relate to bay
windows to dwelling-houses, which provide

that no bay window in a street of not less

than 40ft. is to exceed three stories in

height above level of the footway, and is

not to project more than 3ft. from the main
wall of the building to which it is attached ;

is not to project within the prescribed dis-

tance of the centre of roadway, and is not to

be nearer in any part to the centre of the

nearest party-waU than the extreme amount
of their projection, and is not to exceed in

width three -fifths of the frontage of the

building fronting the street (see section 73).

Oriel windows and turrets are also regulated

as to projection and height above level of

footway in streets of not less than 40rt. wide.

Xo part of the projection is to extend moi-e

than .3ft. from the face of front wall of

building or more than 12in. over the public

way, and no part of it is to be less than 10ft.

above level of footway, nor within 4ft. of

the centre of nearest" party-wall where it

overhangs the public war, and it is not to

exceed in width three-fifths of the length of

wall on the level of that floor.

The rules as to bressummers ^section .56)

and those relating to the height and thickness

ill
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of parapets (57) are important. Rules
as to chimneys and flues (<H}, flues and
ovens, chimney-breasts, fireplace openings

;

thickness of upper side of flue when at a
less angle than 45% arches under public
ways (72), we have already given.

v-^
"KUrLDIN'G NEWS" DESIGXING CLUB.

A SEASIPE COXVALF.SCEXT HOME.

THIS has proved a popular subject, eallinj
forth a considerable amount of good work

and no little skill on the part of the competitors.
The scheme is not realised perhaps in any one
plan so entirely satisfactorily as to justify un-
qualified approval : indeed the critical reader is
little likely to be content with the plans which
we have placed first and second, as both of them
are too involved to merit description as typical
samples of good planning. To make a really
simple plan which shall be economical of space and
architecturally composed, andat the same time pro-
vide for a somewhat complex varietv of require-
nieHts in a suitable manner, necessarilv implies a
degree of experience which we do not expect to find
usually among the members of a designing club
like ours. Consequently, we are prepared to
make more allowances possiblv than the critic
whose lofty eminence sometimes at least may
account for the severity of his criticisms. These
must be taken in good part bv the student, and
the same degree of forbearance'should be accorded
to our remarks in reviewing the plans submitted.
It 18 always so easy to find fault, and the archi-
tect cannot expect to be spared more than the
pamter, the poet, or the sculptor. The engineer
escapes blame more than the architect, because
the mystenes of construction mvstify the ordinary
man m the street, and technical expressions, to
«y nothing of clever-looking calculations, fortify
their professors against cheap criticisms. An archi-
tect 8 work, on the other hand, is .always associated
somewhat directly with questions of taste, and
everybody in such things more or less makes a

claim to infallibility. The less qualified the
judgment, the more absolutely is it as a rule
asserted. There is this to be said, however : that
occasionally the want of knowledge on the part of

the critic enables him to make a very useful
criticism well worth remembering on another
occasion.

The conditions under which these designs for a
Convalescent Home were prepared, ran as
follows :—.i Small Convalescent Home for 24
men, by the seaside, on a site overlooking the
shore at the head of the cliff, where the land is

practicallj' level. The position is exposed, and
the building, which is to be built in local coursed
stone, must be planned accordingly. The aspect
is south-west on the sea-front side. The accom-
modation is to provide a dining-room, recreation-
room, small writing-room or library, two
dormitories, a superintendent's residence, com-
prising parlour, adaptable as an official room, a
living-room 14 by 14, or of that area, a kitchen,
scullery, and offices. A bath-room with two
baths, lavatory with VI basins ; five w.c.'s and
urinals, for the use of the inmates ; also a boot-
room, a cloak-room, and box-room. The whole
of the accommodation is to be provided on the
ground floor, exceptinfr one dormitory and the
superintendent's two bedrooms and two bed-
rooms for the female servants. .\ house-yard
and small laundrj-, well separated from the
patients' departments, to be provided. The
building is to be suitable for 24 men, exclusive of

the staff. The roofs to be covered with tiles.

The style is to be suitable for stone. Two
plans, two elevations, ooe section, and a
view. Scale, Sf t. to the inch for elevations. Plans
and section may be drawn to 16ft. to the inch.

Weput "Centaur" first, "Dachs" second, .and

"By Cto " third. In arriving at this conclusion
we take, of course, the external treatment as well
as the plan into consideration, and in a case such
as this, where no money limit is named, the
appropriateness of the approximate outlay for the
purpose in hand should govern the determination
of the award. "Centaur" is the best, and his

strongest points are to be found in his elevations

perhaps, and in the suitability of the con-
templated cost. It would be no difficult task

to pull his plans to pieces ; as, for example,
the attic character of the upper dormitory is

a decided defect. The want of lavatories and
baths on both floors is to be noted, particularly as

the whole of this part of the accommodation on
the ground floor is cramped, and inconveniently
restricted. It is an advantage to be able to shut
off the dormitories from the rest of the house, at

the same time securing an approach to the w.c.'s,

so th^t they are available for day or night use
conveniently. The superintendent's rooms are
not badly placed, though the w.c. on the first

floor would have a very conspicuous soil-pipe

next the main entrance and up in the air in

front of the dormer.

"Dachs'' is more ambitious, and more expensive
in his scheme, though he gives seemingly a better
dormitorj- with big windows on the first floor.

To balance these, however, the small " spare
bedrooms " have similar dormers which are
out and away too large for these small apart-

ments. On the other hand, for effect sake, the
superintendent's bedroom and the matron's room
have squat and rather unsuitable windows,
and these again are in marked contrast to the
linen-room window. The w.c. accommodation
is inadeiiuate, and a through draught should be
provided by windows in the lobbies between
the lavatories and the closet blocks. These last

can only be reached through the house, which is a
mistake. Another fault is the necessity of patients

from the lower dormitory having to go through
the main hall and up the staircase facing the

front door to reach the bath-room. The dining-

room and recreation-room are best in juxta-

position. The bay window to the last-named

room is not done justice to in the perspective.

"By Go," the third man, is painstaking, and
aims at some spirit in his design. Yellowish

paper is contrary to the conditions, which specify

white, because drawings on white paper reproduce

better. He pays the penalty, for we do not print
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his design, as possitjly wt otherwise mi<i:ht have
done. The central garden in his plan is a pretty

and useful idea, though on account of the aspect

being north-east, it is to be feared the sun would not

often reach this garden. The hall is in keeping
with the ambitious and hotel-like idea of the

arrangements generally, which are clever, but

wasteful in passages. The elevation misses suc-

cess somehow, though we ol 'serve an endeavour

to avoid elaborate feature*. This failure may be
due to some extent to the ugly splays over the

square baysout of which the canted bays rise. The
sprawling segmental arches inclosing the shallow

verandah are uncouth and ugly. " Pantile " has

a sense of the picturesque, but this convalescent

home is not one of his best efforts. The building

has somewhat the appearance of a farmhouse in

the view, and on the road front the central part

looks like a tavern. The plan has been sacrificed

to the elevations, and we do not like the
long corridor. The first-floor dormitory would
be a cheerless room facing the north by
east, and its windows are very low down.
" S.»xon " works in the same school as " D.ichs,"

and in some ways his work is better ; but we do
not like the way in which he mixes up the dormi-
tory traffic upstairs with the servants' apart-

ments. The patients' w.c. is at one end of the

landing, and facing it at the other end is the

servants' w.c. The superintendent's bedroom is

between the two. ExternaUy the design shows
taste. The dormitories have cubicles, and down-
stairs the windows are high up under the eaves.

I'pstairs the windows are not so clearly delineated,

and where they appear on the plan they are left

out in the secHonal elevation, the only place

where they ought to show. "Petticoats" has
one of the best plans on the board, and it looks

rather practical ; but we are unable to express
approval of his elevations. They are so unshapely,
and in the view might be mistaken for a cricket

pavilion. The belvedere tower is a good idea,

not very effectively realised "Caedmon" has
a (compact plan, with a quaint, unsophisticated
elevation marked by an odd bay. which attracts

our attention. The entrances to the house
are bad, too cramped, and in both cases too much
connected with water - closets. The interior

arrangements are very mixel, and not good.
"Bernard" shows an original endeavour, over-
weighted with circular forms in plan, clever in a
way, and uncommonly ingenious, though care-

lessly completed ; his inky riew would ruin any
chance of success. The sea-front looks like a

salt-water bath house. The plan is crowded, and
not convenient. "Mantom" (H. R C, we
cannot really read your motto] has a quiet design
and workable plan, making the building in

appearance more like a school. The sanitary
arrangements are better than in most of the other
schemes, and both floors have lavatories, i.'cc.

The bathroom is on the upper story. The draw-
ings are carefuUy and properly worked out ; but
they are not very attractive. ''Ivy" sends an
odd design with a pavilion at either end of a
long line of roof. It is drawn rather crisply ;

but the plan is ill-considered, and crude
in its parts. The stairs leading up to
the servants' bedrooms rises almost imme-
diately outside the doorway opening into the
men's ground-floor dormitory. This is not suit-

able isolation. " Hotspur " has a plan with
several points of merit. The S.W. front is partly
in half-timber work, but on the X.W. side a sort

of Scotch style in stonework is adopted. The
ingle-nook in the inner hall would serve no pur-
pose, and the plan generally would be improved
by simplification. " St. Citherine " comes next,
and has a dormitory in the roof with dormers,
after the manner illustrated in the design placed
first. The superintendent's living-room is located
as far away as possible from the kitchen and
administrative part of the premises. " Swan "

cannot say his design is graceful, and the upper
dormitory, leading out of the lower one, is most
objectionable. "Olliwops" draws in outline a
design which is not devoid of meritorious
simplicity ; but we do not praise his plan.
The main passage of the house gets its light
and ventilation on one side, at any rate,

from the lavatory and urinal department. This
is not nice. "Notts ''has a squat porch to the
main entrance leading into a square hall, in front
of which is the dining-room, so that all the food
from the kitchen necessarily must ba brought into
the entrance haU. '• Alesia "' sends a bird's-eye
view which hardly helps his chances. Both
dormitories are badly planned, with two beds in
the centre. Each has a nurse's bedroom attached,

and also a bath-room, lavatory, ifcc. The dining-
room is not well placed with regard to the kitchen.

"Tee Square" marks his design by a square
dwarf tower. The composition is quaint and
unusual, but the drawings are thin and porr.
" Rydal " comes next, then " Klondyke '' (whose
view is only partly done in pencil), " Cobden,"
" (iiaour," " Crow," " Lany," " Derige,"
" Strax," " Suburb,' " Angler," " Stanley,"
"Nowhere," " Gib" (a very neat and thoughtful
design falling short of the success it aim^ at).

".lohnBuU" is neatne.ss itself; but his scheme
is not well contrived, and the domestic arrange-
ments are too intimat-ly intermingled with the
patients' rooms. " Don't Know " should improve
his draughtsmanship. The triangular Gjthic
porches against the canted dormitory and dining-
room are strangely out of place. "Oak" has
much to learn, and so has" Cnuckle," who ought
to draw better than in this careless sheet. The
last plan is marked " Chess."

WROUGHT-IRON AND STEEL IV CON-
STRCCnONAL WORK.—XXXVII.

(COXCLIDED.)

LIGHT buildings of steel have the advantage
over those of masonry, of cheapness, and

rapidity of erection. A temporary or a permanent
building can not only be erected at little cost in

this material, but it can also be pulled down and
re-erected elsewhere at any time. This is a con-
sideration in the case of growing firms, enabling
them to locate their shops in different localities

from time to time, as may seem most suitable for

the work in hand. The deep and broad founda-
tions necessary for a superstructure of masonry
are not so essential for light iron structures.

Attachments for machinery are also made much
better to iron than to stone or brick. There is

one important use of steel, of which we know
nothing in this country—namely, as a material

of which the skeletons of tall buildings are con-

structed. These are built in .America from 12 to

20 stories high, attaining a height in some cases

of 2S0ft. to 300ft. In these the masonry is like

that on our own Tower Bridge, simply a facing

or covering for the gaint anatomy beneath ; for

the joists, columns, channels, angles, tees, and
gussets which are built directly upon the founda-
tions upwards, and which sustain the whole of

the stresses due to weight and wind pressure.

These buildings are the work of specialists, both
architects and engineers, since the problems to

be faced are of a unique and specisd character.

JIaximum of space, with minimum of weight,

have to be duly balanced, and the provisions for

the elevators, and the motive power by which
they are operated have to be made. Ten or a
dozen elevators or more will be operating in a
single large building. Rapidity of erection also

is often a problem to be seriously considered

where land is costly and rents high, while the

probability of future modification or extension

may have to be borne in mind. Without steel,

and without the modem quick elevator, these tall

buildings could not have been economically

constructed.

The value of steel as a material for structural

purposes is not to be measured alone by the

massive work which has been considered. In
two other directions developments have taken
place which would have been impossible if iron

alone had been available. Steel ropes and ex-

panded metal have each a future, and are destined

to exercise immense influence in the construction

of public buildings and engineering works. With-
out wire rope many of the great engineering

feats would have been more costly and diSicult

than they have been. The Sukkar Bridge over

the Indus is one case only in point. It has a
span of 820ft., and a breadth of 79ft., and it

was erected by wire rope supplied by Messrs.
Bullivant.

Though expanded metal has been only about
nine years before the public, its uses and appli-

cations are already very numerous. Both as a

binding element of strength in concrete work,
and as a protective agent against fire, its merits

are beyond question. Yet metal could not be
stamped and expanded it there were no mild
steel. Wrought iron could not stand such stretch-

ing without fracture, and though the best iron

might be expanded to a very small mesh, the
continuity of the fibre would be short in

one direction, and the strength in the direc-

tion of fibre much less than that of steel.

In the protection of J| buildings from fire

this material will probably play an important
part, for it is not only in itself fire-resisting, but
it is not open to the objection of being subject to
expansion under heat, like continuous sheets,

because the reticulated form permits of local ex-
pansion, and the concrete or cement is, therefore,

not so liable to flake off. It is consequently a-

suitable material for incasing cast-iron columns,
steel joists, and girders, and for the bases of

floors and party walls. The very great increase

in strength which it affords to concrete arches is

remarkable. It affords an excellent binding
element or key for cement enrichments, becoming
at once a fireproof protection, and a hisis for
ornament. It is not possible to say to what
extent this metal may not ultimately be employed.
Wherever a binding materiil is required in

concrete and cement, the qualities afforded

by this must give it precedence of the older

ones. Interwoven with wire studs, it makes
a practically solid structure without the draw-
backs incidental to the use of solid sheets of
metal. It is made in sheets up to Sft. square, in

v.ariou8 thicknesses, and in meshes from Jin. to-

6in. The thicknesses range from 2t B.W.G. to-

jin. The expansion is from two to twelve times
the original width of plate, according to t^e size

of mesh and width of strands. The numerous
applications of this metal in buildings are already

tolerably well known, and need not be further

dealt with here. It may be noted that expanded
metal, and the machines for makirg it, ari
American inventions.

The weights of iron and steel work afford a
rough basis upon which estimates are made. Ti>

go through the detail weights of a large structure

seems a very formidable task ; but it is facilitated

by the use of tables which give weights of sheet',

plates, and of the various sections. Then, further,

it is often possible to cover a large quantity of

detail in a short time when there is much simi-

larity or repetition of outlines and sections.

There is a knack in getting out estimates quickly,

previous experience being a very sure guide.

Parts which are similar, even though not
identical, afford a sufficient aid to the making of

approximate allowances, greater or less in extent.

Formulas are given with a view to facilitate such

calculations, but they have to be used with

caution, since they mislead if applied in cases

which are not absolutely identical. The only

safe rules are those which deal with the details

of a structure instead of a structure as a whole

.

And since built-up work is nearly always built

whoUy of sections which have uniform cross-

sectional areas, and as these are repeated many
times, the safe way is to go through a little detail,

taking a given section, and multiplying the weight

of that by the number of similar ones.

Trautwine gives a simple rule for weight. In
beams of wrought iron, of any cross -section,

provided it be uniform

—

The weight per lineal yard in pounds = area of

cross section in square inches x in.

And—
The area of cross section in square inches = weight

of beams per lineal yard in pounds 10.

It is not safe to base an estimate on weight

alone except with reference to a previous

similar structure. That would be very mis-

leading, notwithstanding that price is often given

at so much per ton. But prices must vary

exceedingly with the quantity of work involved

and the quality of the workmanship. The first

named varies with design, so that structures

which are built up in a simple fashion may not

cost half as much as others of the same weight,

built up in a different way. The details of the

design of a bridge depend partly upon the cost of

material and the weight. Thus in a very long

bridge there would be greater reason for the

saving of weight than in a short one, and thi aim
would be to build up its members of sections,

which would give the minimum of cost and of

weight, even though it might happen that the

cost of labour might be somewhat increased.

In designing work of an extensive character, it

is desirable, for several reasons, to adopt uni-

formity in detail as far as is consistent with con-

siderationsof structuralsuitability and of strength.

It will often happen that this will involve some
redundant strength, or some slight redundancy of

details in certain sections. But from the point

of view of economy in cost, and of facility of

erection, such a course is politic. The work of

manufacture is facilitated by the introduction of

repetitive details, and better workmsnship is

often possible, because it pays to make special
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appliances and rigs-up for the purpose ot improved
manufacture of larjre quantities of identical parts.

The inspection of workmanship differs in some
respects from the testing of materials. The latter

can be curried out by a man who has little

acquaintance with the former. To judge of

workmanship, one must have some practical

experience—and the more the better. Among
points to be noted are the following :

—

The proper bedding of all faces is important,
because lessening risk of initial strains ; cover-

plates, angles, tees, &c. , in flanges, in stiffeners,

and attachments of members must be close fits if

a structure is to be stable. Planed edges, the
closeness or otherwise of joint edges, are to be
observed. Whether girder - plates have been
properly levelled, or angles, tees, &c. , straight-

ened, or regularly curved as the case may be, can
be observed in finished work ; departure from
accuracy in these respects being detected by the

crookediiess, or the winding of the built-up
structure. Welds and sharp bondings should be
looked after closely. AU angle- and tee-stiffenera

of rectangular form, all angles and tees turned to

quick bends, square, and acute, are welded at the
bends, on the flat webs by the insertion of glut

pieces, or of lapping joints. These comers, on
which a good deal often depends, must be looked
after for signs of imperfect welding, being
tested by observation and by hammer-Vows.
A point on which stress is laid in high-
class work is the neat finish of flush outer
edges. It is not a matter affecting strength, but
it is nevertheless insisted on by good engineers.
The time spent in liuishing such edges is con-
siderable if they have to be done after the riveting-
up of the work. The aim, therefore, always
should be to get them as true as possible before
riveting-up, and to effect the latter with such
accuracy that the edges will not be pulled out of

truth by the rivets. It is a question mainly of

shop methods, and neat work becomes as easy of

accomplishment then as the rough workmanship
which discredits some structures. The hot iron
and cold iron saws are among the most valuable
machines in a bridge and girder yard. They
will cut ends as accurately as they can be planed,
and either square or to any bevel. They wiUcut
bar, plate, flat, or any section within the range of
their capacity generally much more quickly than
the work could be done by planing, because the
saw makes but one cut, no matter whether jin.
or lin. has to be removed.
Edges and rivet-holes resemble each other in

one particular—namely, that the inspector has in
all contracts, except those of the cheaper and
rougher classes, to see that edges are planed,
and the holes drilled or reamered. Sawn edges
are equivalent to planed edges, and reamering is

often held to be equivalent to drilling. Practice,
however, differs in regard to the latter, and here,

too, it is often a question of shop methods. With
due care a punched and reamered hole is jiHt as

good as a drilled one. But then that depends on
how the punching is done, and on the e.xtent of
metal removed by the reamer. Kivet-heads must
benoticed, whether they are sound or cracked. The
latter must be cut out and replaced. Note must
be taken that bolts are properly made, threads
cut cleanly on tie-rods, nuts a good fit, eyes well
made, and other kindred points which a practical
man will understand. The inspection of wrought-
iron and steel construction work like that of cast
work should go on simultaneously with the work ;

the workmanship must be observed as the work
proceeds, because many imperfections are not
readily detected, some not detected at all in a
completed structure. Flush holes, as against
overlapping holes, and drifting can only be
noted properly during the progress of the work.
Also, that rivets fill their holes properly without
drifting.

The difficulties of erecting large works are
often far greater than those involved in their
I onstruction in the shops. In the shops and con-
tractors' yards there is generally plenty of tackle
available, cranes, travellers, staging, blocking,
shear-poles, and skilled help. In erecting work
it is very often the case that there is no precedent
to guide one : conditions are peculiar, and perhaps
unique. The weight of responsibility is corre-
spondingly great ; life and property are at stake,
and frequently work has to be done against time.

J. n.

The Todmorden School Board are about to erect
a new sshool at Cornholme, oo the Worsthorne
titate, at an estimated cost of X.5,003. The archi-
tect is Mr. Jesse Horafall, of Tod-norden.

IMITATION VARNISHES.

BY imitation varnishes is meant compounds
that are prepared without the aid of heating

the resins to dissolve them. In the " good old

times of yore " it was the custom to distil or roast

all resins, so as to effect their solution in oil and
turpentine for the production ot varnish. Now-
adays, however, many resins are dissolved by
chemical means, precipitated from the solution,

and the precipitate thus readily forming a solution

in the usual menstrua used in varnish making.
The chemical process of dissolving resin consists

in boiling the resin with a caustic alkali,

such as caustic soda lye, by which means
the resin is dissolved and taken up in the
fluid. To precipitate it again in the solid form,
the alkali of the fluid is neutralised by the

addition of an acid, whence the resin is precipi-

tated, and can then h^ collected, washed, and
dried. Such precipitate is very soluble in lins°ed

and other oils, turpentine, &c., even in the cold.

Inasmuch, however, as the compound formed by
dissolving the precipitated resin in oil or spirit is

not a perfect varnish, as it exhibits feeble drying
pswers, it is customary to precipitate the resin

from the alkaline liquid by the addition of some
salt of lead or manganese that possesses siccative

qualities, such, for example, as chloride or

sulphate of manganese, sugar of lead, &c. The
addition of these bodies to the alkaline

solution of resin precipitates the re=in, and
at the same time these salts combine with
the precipitated resin, and thus coavey the
siccative quality to the varnish which is made
from such resin. The quantity of the precipitating

agent has to be regulated, as only a definite

quantity can combine with the precipitated resin,

and any excess would simply become mechani-
cally mixed therewith, and prove an undesirable

component of the varnish, inasmuch as their

presence renders the varnish dull and turbid.

The general process of preparing these '

' resinates
"

is thus : a resin soap is made (by precipitating the

powdered resin with the caustic soda) &;., and
the solution thus obtained is mixed with a hot
saturated solution of one of the salts above named,
the nature of the metillic salt determining
thenatureof the resinate produced—eg., whether
resinate of lead, mmganese, &c. After mixing
the metallic salt ani alkaline solution of resin,

stirring, and allowing the mixture to rest, the

resinate will rise to the surface of the fluid in a
curdy mass. This is skimmed off, washed in

warm water to free it from all traces of alkali,

and then dried in hot air.

The resinate contains from 12 to 20 per cent,

of oxide of lead in a soluble form, and of oxide of

manganese about 10 per cent. Sometimes both
manganese and lead salts are used together in

precipitating the resin, whereby a double resinate

is obtained, 7 per cent, to 9 per cent, of lead

oxide, and
1 J to 2 per cent, of manganese being

used in making this. The washed and dried

resinate is in the form of a powder, and all that

is needed is to dissolve same in the oil of turpen-
tine.

Another form of this resinate is obtained thus :

The resin is liquefied by melting it by heat, and
after keeping it melted for some tim;, adding
10 per cent, of litharge or 5 per cent, of pre-

cipitated oxide of manganese, and continue the

heating until all, or nearly all, the metallic

oxides have been dissolved. The above propor-

tion of oxides should not be exceeded, as any
excess would remain undissolved in the varnish,

and spoil its appearance. The resinates thus pre-

pared are then mixed with the fluid vehicles

used in making varnish. Instead of adding
metallic salts to the resin, they are some-
times added to the oil vehicle, whence
there is formed a linoleate. This process con-

sists in saponifying the oil by boiling it with
caustic soda lye, and then adding the soapy solu-

tion thus made to a solution of sugar of lead or

chloride of manganese. When the linoleate is

precipitated, it is collected, washed with water,

and dried. Sometimes the linoleate is heated

until it melts. Lead linoleate may contain 20 to

22 per cent, of lead oxide, and manganese lino-

leate 9 to 1 1 per cent, of manganese. The method
of using thesi linoleates and resinates is to heat

raw linseed oil to 300
' F, and then add 51b. of

the resinate or linoleate drier per gallon of oil,

and stir the mixture until dissolved ; this liquid

drier is then added to the bulk of the oil, which
should be heated 2;J0- to 250° F., and if required

the oil can b3 further oxidised or boiled. The
oil varnish thus made is very useful and cheap.

A quickly-made copal varnish is one prepared

by dissolving the copal resin in a compound
solvent. As is well known, some varieties of

copal resin are very difficult to dissolve, and the

usual process is to melt them or soften them by
dry distillation before compounding the oil and
resin; but by means of a compound fluid, con-

sisting of equal measures of bisulphide of carbon,

oil of turpentine, and benzole, the copal resin may
be readily effected. The proportion of the solvent

fluid to use is two parts by weight to one part by
weight of the resin. The mixture is made in a

closed vessel and allowed to stand several days.

The solution thus obtained is de;anted in this

mixture with a fat oil.

Soap varnishes are also useful for common pur-
poses. They are prepared by dissolving a good
tallow soap in boiling water until a clear solution

is obtained. This is filtered several times through
felt filtering bags or cloth while it is still hot.

The solution is again heated and diluted with an
equal bulk of water, then a boiling-hot solution

of alum is added to it so long as a precipitate (a

sebite of aluminum) is formed. The precipitate

is allowed to settle, the supernatant liquid

poured off, and the precipitate washed several

times with boiling - hot water. Then it is

dried and heated in a vessel standing in boiling

water until it becomes transparent. In a separate

vessel oil of turpentine is heated to nearly the

boiling-point, and theusuSicientof the aluminum
soap is added to form a solution of the consistencj-

of thick varnish. If this becomes too thick when
cold, it may be thinned with hot oil of turpentine.

H. C. S.

THE ELECrmCITY SUPPLY OF LONDON,

AT the ordinary meeting on Tuesday, April 5,

of the Institution of Civil Engineers, the

paper was read oi the "Electricity Supplv of

London," by Mr. Arthur H. Preece, A.M.I. C.E.

The supply of electricity on a commercial scale

had been started in London after the passing of the

Act ot Parliament in 1S88, which amended the

Act ot 1832, principally by extending the date for

compulsory sale to the local authority from 21

years to 42 years. In 1888 many companies

applied for Provisional Orders, and, in deter-

mining which were to be granted powers, and
the districts over which the powers were to

extend, the Board ot Trade decided that com-
petition would be advantageous to the public,

and that it Wiia advisable to allow one direct-

current system to compete with one alternating

current system. There were now in London
eleven important companies and five vestries

supplying electricity, and three other companies-

and three vestries were taking steps to start

works. The capital invested in the industry

amounted to £6,000,000, and plant was installed

to the extent of SO.OOOH.P., the equivalent of
2,000,000 8c.p. lamps beiag connected to the

mains. The total annual revenue was .£300,000,

and the total annual expenditure £150,000. Of
the systems for supplying electricity in London,
the alternating current was appUcab'.e to large

areas where consumers were scattered, and it

enabled the generating works to be established

by the riverside, or where land was cheap and
coal was easily un'oaded. The undertaking*

using this system were the City of London Com-
pany, the Metropolitan C'jmpany, the London
Electric Corporation, the County of London
Company, the House to House Company, the

Ilampstead Vestry, the Islington Vestry, and
the Hammersmith Vestry. The direct-current

systems were divisible into two classes, the high
pressure and the low pressure. In the former

rotary transformers were used to reduce the high

pressure, while the latter produced and distributed

electricity at the same pressure at which it was

supplied to consumers. The direct-current sys-

tems were applicable to compact areas, and, with

the use of high pressure, to scattered or isolated

compact areas. The chief advantages of the

direct- current system were the possibility of using

storage batteries, which could not be employed

with the alternating-current systems, greater

efficiency in distribution, and greater adaptability

to motive power. The undertakings using the

system were the Chelsea Company (high pressure),

Charing Cross and Strand Corporation (high

pressure), the Westminster Corporation, the St.

James's and Pall Mall Company, the Kensington

and Knightsbridge Company, the Notting Hill

Company, the St. Pancras Vestry, and the Metro-

politan Company (atone works). The generating

works of the several undertakings in London

contained many interesting features. No leas

In
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than twenty different works had been erected.

The boilers used comprised the water-tube,

murine, l.incashire, and miscellaneous types

;

but the preference tor the water-tube boiler was

vor\' marked. The works were liable to sudden

demands through fogs, and the quick-steaming

properties of this type of boiler were of/«»*
advantage. The boilers were fired chiefly by

hand with Welsh coal ; but in the works of the

Oily of London Company and the County of

London Company mechanical stokers and cheaper

coal were used. The use of extensive systems of

steam-pipes was now beini; dispensed with. Ihe

multiplicity of valves was unnecessary, and the

number of valves was being reduced, and arrange-

ments were made as simple and with as few joints

as possible. The present tendency was towards

engines of the marine type for large outputs.

The high-speed engine was not used for larger

powers than T.WH.P. Some engineers, however,

found engines of 350II.1'. sufficiently large, and

the most convenient unit to adopt. The dynamos

were similar in most works, and were always

connected direct to the engines. Storage by

secondary batteries was not extensively em-

ployed in liondon, as their maintenance had

hitherto proved expensive. But a few works

used them entirely for maintaining the supply

after midnight, and in the daytime in summer.

The author gave the results of a test of a small

marine engine and alternator, showing the com-

bined efficiency to be 85-5 per cent. The ques-

tion of vibration had been of great importance in

many works : no cure had been found effective

when once vibrations were set up. High-speed

engines must have three cranks to be free from

appreciable vibration. The favourite methods of

distributing electricity were to transmit current

at a high pressure in heavily-insulated cables in

iron pipes, and current at a low pressure in insu-

lated cable in stoneware conduits or in cables

heavily armoured and laid direct in the ground.

Rubber was now little used, paper and jute, im-

pregnated with insulating compounds, having

been extensively adopted. The usual system of

measurement ot the electricity supplied was by

meter, and the average charge was 5hii. per

unit. The average charge in 1890 was "id,, so

that the price of electricity had been reduced in

eight years no less than 2.5 per cent., equivalent

to a reduction in the price of gas from 4s. to Ss.

A curve was given to show the variations in the

price of gas since 1870. The average price had

varied between 4s. and 2s. ; it was now 2s. 7d.

The cost of generating and distributing electricity

had been greatly reduced in the last few years.

In 1892 it was seldom supplied for less than 4td.

per unit. The usual cost was now 2Jd. to 3d.

The actual cost of generating was about 1 Jd. per

unit, and the cost of management, &c., about Id.

The direct current was everywhere produced at a

cheaper rate than the alternating current. The

difference was between H. and Id per unit,

or 20 per cent, cheaper. Since 1888 an

important inquiry had been held by the Board

of Trade regarding the maximum pressure

permissible in customers' premises. The result

of this inquiry, in"lS96, was to increase the pres-

sure from 1.^0 volts to 2.50 volts. A comparison

was made between the two largest companies in

London—namely, the City of London Company,

which supplied alternating current, and the

M'^estminster Corporation, which supplied direct

current. Both companies had nearly the same

number of lamps connected to their systenis, the
j

number of Sep. lamps connected being 270,898

and 269 '.139 respectively. The capital expended

was respectively £945.829 and £540,434 : the

annual incomes per 8c. p. lamp, lis. 9d. and

Vs. 9d. : the annual expenditures per Sep. lamp,

48. and 3s. ; and the costs per unit, 7;6d. and

.5-8d. The industry was growing so rapidly that

most undertakings had to seek new sites for

generating works, and the tendency was to erect

large works on the outskirts of I.,ondon, where

coal could be conveniently brought to the site,

and where water could be obtained for condensing.

The powers granted under I'rovisional Orders

were limited as regards the compulsory purchase

of land, and further powers were being sought

by some companies from Parliament, so that they

might be placed on the same footing as railway

companies. No less than 4O,0O0H.P. was now

being installed in I^ondon in order to meet the

demand for electricity in the immediate future.

ELECTRIC LIGUTISa NOTES FOR
ARCHITECTS.—XXI.

By AN Assoc. Inst. Elect. Enos.

CIUCl-IT TKSTIXO.

AS the wiring of buildings is generally given

out to contractors, it is of the utmost

importance that the architect in charge should

be able to test the complete installation before

passing the same. It will, therefore, be necessary

to refer to some simple everyday tests, which

should be made both during the wiring and after

the wiring is finished, and since so much depends

upon the quaUty of the work, there is room for

improvement in the matter ot testing electnc

circuits, and it is hoped that cheap and inferior

work may become a thing of the past as architects

gain experience in electrical testing. The fol-

lowing are important tests with which architects

should be conversant ;—(1) Coitli-.uity Tests ;

(2) Insulation Resistance Tests ; (3) Leal^age Cur-

rent Tests ; and (4) Tests for the Localisation of

Faults. .!,_• t

C„ntinuity Tests are made during the wiring ot

buildings by the foreman in charge, and consist

in forming simple closed circuits in which are

connected in series a sensitive detector galvano-

meter, a battery (consisting of a number of cells

in a portable case), and the parts of the circuit

containing the joints to be tested. The deflections

obtained by the galvanometer give some indica-

tion of the quaUty of the joints, and the con-

tinuity of the current is tested. This test, of

course, gives no idea of faulty insulation, or the

existence ot earth connections, and it is, there-

fore, advisable to also make tests for earths and.

short circuits. For these tests the further ends ot

each branch are left perfectly free, the near ends

being in turn connected in series with the

detector and battery to earth. Should any

earthing exist the galvanometer needle will be

deflected. For short circuits the near ends ot

the lead and return wires should be connected by

means of the galvanometer and battery (the

further ends still being free). If a deflection is

obtained, then it is clear that a short circuit

exists, or that there is a partial connection

between the two wire;.

Insulation Resistance is the obstruction pre-

sented to the passage of electricity to the earth

by the insulation covering ot the conductor, and

since it is essential to confine electricity along the

definite paths formed by the conductors, so as to

avoid loss and danger from leakage currents,

insulation resistance should be very high. It is,

therefore, usually expressed in megohms (million

ohms), and since it is proportional to the thick-

ness of the insulation and inversely as the length,

the insulation resistance of a mile of the cable

is taken as the standard of reference, and

insulation resistance is therefore expressed m
megohms per mile. Thus, it a cable has an

insulation resistance of 300 megohm-railes, the

insulation resistance ot a half-mile ot that ca,ble

would be 600 megohms, and that for two miles

would be 150 megohms

The following notes on insulation given in the

Institution of Electrical Engineers' Wiring Rules

will be found useful. Insulated conductors may

be broadly classed under two heads :— (A) Those

insulated with a material, as a dielectric, which

is itself so impervious to moisture that it only

needs further protection from mechanical injury

or from vermin. (B) Those insulated with a

material, as a dielectric, which, in order to pre-

serve its insulation qualities, must be kept per-

fectly dry, and, therefore, needs to be incased m
a waterproof tube or envelope, generally of soft

material, such as lead, which is drawn closely

over the dielectric.

When class A is used, the dielectric must be

perfectly damp-proof, and not in any case less m
thickness, measured radially, than 30 mils plus

one-tenth of the diameter of the conductor ;
it

should not soften at a lower temperature than

1711- Fahr. The minimum insulation of a test

piece cut from it should be :—

1 200 megohms per mUe for conductors between
'

18 and 10 b. W.U.

son megohms per mile' for conductors between
16 and 14 G. \V .U.

600 megohm, per nnle for^^eonductors^^l^twee^n

minute's electrification, and after the test piece

has been immersed in water tor 24 hours.

When class B is used, the same conditions as

to minimum thickness and softening temperature

of the dielectric should be enforced, as in class A ;

its covering should be such that a test piece cut

from the conductor and immersed in water will

not break down with an alternating pressure of

2,500 volts, having a frequency of from 40 to 100

periods per second, applied for ten minutes

between the conductor and the water, the test

piece previous to immersion being bent six times

(three times in one direction and three times in

the opposite direction) round a smooth cylindrical

surface not more than twelve times the diameter

of the conductor measured outside the dielectric.

The coil from which the test-piece was cut

should be tested in a simUar manner to class A ;

but the minimum insulation resistance should be

300 megohms per mile for all sizes of conductors.

Conductors of class A must be protected from

mechanical injury, by being covered with stout

braid or taping, prepared so as to resist moisture,

and must be further protected by casing, or by

being drawn into pipes or conduits. In the case

of conductors insulated as in class B, great care

must be taken to protect exposed ends of con-

ductors where they enter the terminals of

switches, fuses, and other appUances, from the

possible access of moisture which creeps along

the insulating material within the waterproof

covering. ,

To make these insulation tests, a long ana

known length of the cable is taken and formed

into a coil, which is then placed in a tank con-

taining water at 65^ Fahr. for at least_24 hours,

with the ends free. The outer covering ot the

free ends should be removed for 8in. or 9in., and

the core should be thoroughly cleaned with wood

naphtha and dried in the flame ot a spirit-lamp.

Connection should then be made with the test-

ing-set and generator (previously described),

and the insulation resistance taken exactly atter

one minute's electrification, as mentioned above.

It is also advisable to apply the electrical pressure

tor a considerable time, in order to stress the

dielectric to such an extent as to break down

weak parts of the insulation, and to detect any

latent flaw which may exist. In this way the

quality of the insulation may be determined.

Not only should the insulating covering be of

-ood quality, but every joint should be well

fnsulated. When we remember that every pint

and connection presents an opportunity tor leak-

age it is evident that the production ot a high

insulation resistance of a circuit depends as much

unon the number of joints, switches, fuse-blocks,

and other fittings as upon the dielectric since

these sources ot leakage are all in-parallel with

one another. The effect upon the insulation

resistance ot a circuit of introducing fittings

and mak-ing connections in a system ot con-

ductors wUl be seen by considering the following

example :-A circuit consists of 1,000 yards o

cable having an insulation resistance ot 2,000

megohms pef mile, and there are 200 fittings

ha^ng an insulation resistance of ,50 meghoms

each -in addition to which there are ten joints m
the circuit, each of 12,000 megohms resistance.

Determine the insulation resistance of the circuit.

V.

Insolation resistance of cable

Insulation resistance of fittings

= \zJ^ X 2,000
1,000

= 3,520 megohms.

= _L X 750
200

= 3-75 megohms.

InsulaUon resistance of joints = ^^
x 12,000

= 1 ,200 megohms.

And these are in parallel with each other, so that

= -1-

B =

The new buildings for the University Extension

College at Reading will be opened by the Prince of

Wales on Saturday, .Tune 11.

1 1 1

)V

4-
r,
+

1

r,

3,520 3-75 1,200

•0002S4 -t-
•00US3

= 3-6 meghoms.

It is. therefore, obvious that the installation

400 megohms per mile ^ ?^t^f 16^^§! |
SS^^: t^S^^^d^ef^^^

-
• ' '

is switched on. The ohmmeter and generator

see Article XX. 1 enable the insulation resistance

of a complete installation to be determined very
300 megohms per mile for condactors between

19, 12 and 19 11 »." ."J.

Ithe test being made at 00' Fahr., after one!
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readily, and as we have already explained how to

use this testing set—in the last article—it will

only he necessary to add the following note :

—

" The whole of the lamps or appliances for

utilising the energy having been connected to

the conductors, and aU fuses being in place, an
E.M.F. equal to twice the E.M. F. which will be
ordinarily used is to be applied (many generators
give 200 volts'!, and the insulation resistance

between the whole system and earth must be
measured after one minute's electrification. The
insulation should then not lie less than 10

meghoms, divided by the maximum number of

P X /E = Q ;< A/, or

Fio.

amperes required for the lamps and other appli-
ances. The installation may then be set to work,
and a second and similar test should be made
after an interval of fifteen days. In each test, if

the insulation of the whole is below standard, the
work should be divided up by the departmental
switches and tested separately, in order to locate
the faulty section. The value of systematically
testing and inspecting apparatus and circuits

cannot be too strongly urged as a precaution
against fire. Records should be kept of all tests,

so that any gradual deterioration of the system
may be detected. Cleanliness of all parts of the
apparatus and fittings is essential. No repairs or
alterations should be made when the current is

on."

It may also be mentioned here that if the
cuirent is to be taken from a supply company's
mains, the inspector of the company will make a
separate test before connection is made with the
mains.

Zocalisalion of Faults.—Should a fault exist in
a cable, it should be removed at once. Of the
several methods of localising the fault in a cable
the simplest and most convenient is that known as
Murray's Loop Test, especially when both ends
of the faulty cable are accessible, or when the
far ends of the lead and return may be con-
veniently united. In this method a lu-p is formed
with the main containing the fault, as the cable
must form part of the complete circuit from and
to the testing station. To do this, the positive
and negative mains must be connected together
at any convenient point beyond the fault, so that

earth connection is introduced to show that the

arrangement is a typical Wheatstone's Bridge.

A moment's consideration will suffice to prove
that if the resistances P and (I are adjusted so as

to produce equilibrium, the following relation

holds :—

•

?- = A/
Q /•£

where A/ and / E denote the resistances of

A/and/E respectively. And by adding one to

each side of the equation we obtain

—

^/+ 1 = P
fE Q
A/ + /E ^ P + Q
/E Q

Xow, let X = length E/ or distance of the fault

from E, and I = the total length of the loop
E/A. Then—

Z _ P -4- Q

+ 1

l''ig. 73, E being the zero end of the scale. By
adjusting the position of the slider K,, a position
Tuay be found so that the ratio of the segments
into which the metre-wire is divided is the same
as the ratio of the segments 11/ and /A of the
cable loop ; then, if q and p are the lengths of the
wire as shown in the figure

—

'/I

9 + P
X I

lUO

A/+ /E
/E Q

and—

•

Q
Q

X I

Q
.„ „ total leugth of the loop A /E.
P + Q ^ '^

From these results it is obvious that both the
post-office bridge and the metre bridge may be
conveniently used for making the test, and the
connections for the former are given in Fig. 72,
in which the same letters are used as in the pre-
(•ious figure, and it will be observed that the
battery and galvanometer have replaced each
other as compared with their positions in the ordi-
nary resistance test (given in Fig. 68). The
method of making the test is as follows :—L'n-
plug 1,000 ohms from the ratio arms (i, and close
the batter}- key K,. By closing the galvanometer
key Kt for an instant, a deflection is obtained

as before, when no deflection of the galvanometer
needle is obtained on depressing both keys
Ki and K...

As may be supposed, the leads connecting the

ttie lead and return form a single circuit. In
Fig. ,1 let E/A represent such a loop in which
there is a fault at /, so that E/and /A are the
segments into which the fault divides the loop
and it is evident that by connecting the loop with
two .resistance coUs, U and V, and a sensitive
galvanometer, G, as shown (a battery being con-
nected to the common junction of the two resist-
ance coils and to earth), we have an arrangementM conductors corresponding to the Wheatstone's
Iwidge arrangement, described in Article XX
rhe dotted line connecting the fault /with the

which indicates the direction of the deflection
when tnore resistance must be added, when
making the test, in the rheostat arm P. Having
determined this, the resistance of P is adjusted
untU no current passes through the galvanometer
when the two keys K, and K, are both depressed.
If the deflection, however, indicates too little when
all the resistances in the rheostat arm P are un-
plugged, one of two possible causes may account
for the inability of getting no zeio deflection

—

(l}_the connections may be wrong, and (2) the
position of the fault/may be too near E, for the
ratio of Q to P used—i.e., when Q = 1,000 ohms
andP = 11,110 ohms.

If the connections are correct, then a deflection
indicating too much wiU be obtained on removing
the infinity plug in the arm P, the keys K, and
K_, both being depressed, Q stiU being 1 ,000 ohms,
llaving decided this point, try 100 ohms for Q
instead of 1,000 ohms, and again adjust the resist-
ance of P untU zero deflection is obtained. If
Q =100 ohms be too great, try Q = 10 ohms,
and if the test then fails it is certain that the
fault /is very near to E. In such a case the ends
of the loop of the cable should be reversed—i.e.,

are connected to the box in the opposite way,
and Q = 1,000 or 1,110 ohms is tried, and the
position of the fault determined. If x is the
distance of the fault from E, then in all cases

—

Q
xl.

P-l-Q

To understand the connections when the Metre
Bridge pattern of the Wheatstone's Bridge is used
for making the test, it is only necessary to imagine
that the two resistance coils P and (i of Fig. 71,
form the stretched wire of the bridge, and that
the end of the battery wire at F is the slider
Ki, and we obtain the arrangement shown in

Fia. 74.

ends of the faulty cable (forming the loop) to the
terminals E and A are often of a different cross-
sectional area to that of the cable, and in making
the calculation, for determining the position of
the fault, the equivalent length of the leads must
be taken into account as being part of /, the total
length of the loop. In all cases the leads should
be as short as possible. By equivalent length is
meant a length of the cable having the same
resistance as the leads. It may also be mentioned
that the size of the battery

—

i.e., number of cells
in series—depends upon the nature of the fault, a
large battery being required if the fault is of
high resistance. In some cases several Leclanche-
cells are sufiicient.

As an alternative test for determining the
position of a fault, we may mention I'arley'i Loop
Test, which is a simple modification of the pre-
ceding method. It, however, can ordy be used
in conjuction with the Post-Oflice box, and the
difference between the two tests consists in intro-
ducing an adjustable resistance at one end of the
loop. The connections are shown in Figs. 74 I.

and II., the added resistance being connected
between A and A'. The ratio of the resistances
Q and S of the ratio arms is maintained constant,
useful values in practice being Q = 1,000 and
S = 10 ohms; and P is adjusted until equili-
brium is attained. It, however, is important
that the battery key K, should be depressed before
the galvanometer key K, in closing the circuit.

On breaking the circuit K, is opened before Kj.
The fault is at /, as before, and if the resistance
K of the cable E / A be not accurately known, it

must be determined by the orinary method.

When equilibrium is attained, we have the
following relations :

—

S : (J : : X (;/ + P)
X = R -

y-

d since

—

S(y + P) = Qx
= Q(H - '/)

y (S + Q) = QH--SP
— y = QE-- SP

S-^ U
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If U were taken equal to S, this result would
reduce to—

liut the result is not po accurate as when Q is

large compared with S. It will, of course, be

observed that 1/ is the resistance of the segment
connected to A. Let I again denote the length of

the loop I'./A, and V the distance of the fault

from A, then evidently

—

1' = Y and Y = I :< y,

therefore, the distance of the fault from A is

given by the equation

—

y ^ / ((i R - S PI

K iS + QJ
{To be conlittitt^d,)

caref\il examination should at the same time be
made, in order to definitely determine the con-
tributory cause of the stoppage. Should this be

traced to any defective material or workmanship
in the drain or fittings, it is desirable that the

necessary alterations be made before finally

leaving the work. If the stoppage has occurred

Fio. 37.

SANITARY WORK. — V.

CLEAllIXG DRAINS.

ONF. of the commonest experiences of those
who are in any way concerned with the

maintenance of drains from a number of houses
or other occup'el buildings is the unwelcome
intimatiin that a drain, gully, sink, or other
sanitary ttment is choked, and must, therefore,

receive immediate attention.

Before discussing the actual details connected
with the operation of clearing drains and their

connections, it is desirable to notice the varied

causes which may lead to these appurtenances
becoming ultimately blocked. In all cases where
—from ignorance or motives of false economy

—

the drains are improperly constructed in the first

instance, stoppages must be expected as a natural
consequence, even though the sanitary fittings be
subjected only to proper and legitimate treatment.
By far the greater number of obstructions are,

however, the direct result of improper or careless

usage. This is more particularly observed in

connection with the drainage arrangements for

houses of the poorer class, large factories, work-
shops, schools, public institutions, &c. Judging
from results, it would appear that very many
persons are strongly imbued with the idea that
drains and their accessories are designed to receive

and remove rubbish of every conceivable descrip-

tion. ProWded the article can in any way be
forced into the drain sufficiently far to be out of

sight, it is apparently presumed that the drain
will afterwards digest or otherwise remove the
substance without any further attention.

.Sometimes the stoppages are entirely caused by
evilly-disposed persons passing articles into the
drains, so as to dispose of them without indicating
the source from which they originated. To
deposit articles of this description in the domestic
ash-bin in the usual way might possibly lead to

inquiries, if not to ultimate detection, and for this

reason the drains are frequently selected as a con-
venient transporting medium.

Considering the almost endless variety of

foreign substances which are wilfuUy or thought-
lessly passed into the closets, sinks, and other
sanitary appliances, the wonder is not so much
that the drains eventually become choked, but
that under such unfair and constantly recurring
conditions they fulfil their purpose so efficiently

as they are usually found to do in actual prac
tice.

Amongst the numerous articles which are found
in clearing operations, and which must have been
intentionally passed into the drains, may be men-
tioned old tins, bottles, worn-out boots and shoes,
disused wearing apparel, &c. On the other hand,
the entry of large pieces of soap, scrubbing
brushes, pumice-stone, bath bricks, table knives,
spoons, iV'c, generally result from carelessness.

Under ordinary circumstances, the passage of the
latter class of articles into the drains is prevented
by the gratings or guards fixed to the sinks and
gullies.

Where the drainage arrangements are properly
constructed and maintained in efficient working
order by a periodical examination, testing, and
subsequent remedying of all defects due to
ordinary wear and tear, it may be safely assumed
that with fair usage such an incident as a stop-
p,age will be a very rare occurrence. As a general
rule, it may therefore be assumed that stoppages
result almost entirely from preventible causes,
such as defective construction, unfair usage, or
carelessness.

When the obstruction has been removed and
the drain restored to its normal condition, a

if^ ^sm
|j„ , , > j-f

^^JT-^-:^:.M^

Fio. 38. Fia. 40.

by reason of careless or improper usage, then the

occupants should be cautioned against the re-

petition of such misuse, so that a recurrence of

the stoppage may as far as possible be prevented.

In all drain-clearing operations the principal

object to be attained is the speedy removal of the

obstruction without disturbing or interfering with

the general construction of the drains or sanitary

appliances. Only as a last resource should the

drains be broken into, as it is not only expensive

but difficult to make good the disturbed work in

such a way that the internal portion of the joints

of the new pipes shall be clean and axially true,

and the whole of the repair left sound and water-

tight.

Figs. 37 to 4.5 are sketches showing a set of

drain-clearing rods together with the various

accessories used in connection therewith. The
drain-rods consist of stout brown malacca canes,

mounted with brass male and female screw con-

nections, so that the whole may be readily put
together for use. The brass mountings must be
securely riveted through the canes, the screw-

threads being accurately finished so that the rods

may be interchangeable throughout. A set of

dr.ain-rod3 when screwed together is usually about
lOOtt. in length. It is not desirable to use drain-

rods exceeding a length of 100ft. to 120ft., as

longer lengths are apt to become unmanageable,
more especially when working in confined posi-

tions. For convenience of transport the rods are

secured in a bundle by two leather straps, as

shown in the illustration (l'"ig. 37). Iron drain-

rods put together with a simple form of joint are

also sometimes used.

Fig. 38 is the sketch of a " sprirg-hook " used
for dislodging and breaking up accumulations of

solid matter in the drains. The " double worm-
screw " shown in Fig. 39 is more particularly

designed for removing rags, paper, and other

similar impedimenta.
Figs. 40 and 4 1 are illustrations of the ordinary

" clearing wheel " and " universal roller." The
latter instrument is arranged with a swivel joint,

Fio. 39. Fia. 41.

poses, and may be obtained from 4in. to 24in. in

diameter.

Fig. 4o is an illustration of a " solid plunger."
The disc is made of stout leather or indiarubber,

and of sizes generally varying from 4in. to Sin.

in diameter. Should it be necessary to pass the

drain-clearing apparatus beyond a very sh.-.rp

curve or bend, the drain-rods already described

are insufticiently pliant to effect this object.

Under su'.h circumstances, a special description of

Fio. 44. Fig. 45.

rod, known as "flexible-cane rods," may be
utilised with advantage. These rods are made up
of a number of thin canes twisted together (see

Fig. 4G), in order to provide the requisite

flexibility together with sufficient stiffness for the

purpose.

A well-designed drainage system must be so

arranged that every portion is accessible, either

directly or by means of drain-rods. For this

purpose, inspection chambers should be con-

structed at the junction of two or moie drains,

and also at any bend or change of direction. The
inspection chambers or manholes should preferably

be placed not more than 200ft. apart.

Where such precautions are adopted it becomes
a very simple matter to inspect and cleanse the

drains at all times, and thus remove any obitruc-

tion that may take place without disturbing or

interfering with the pipes and fittings.

In the case of old drains which have been laid

without providing the necessary means of access

to the different portions of the system, it is often-

times a matter of the greatest difficulty to remove

Fio. 46.

a stoppage, except by opening the ground, and
breaking into the drain at one or more points.

Should it not be practicable to use drain-rods,

the obstruction may sometimes be reached and dis-

lodged without otherwise disturbing the existing

work by inserting a long thin iron rod at an

adjacent gully or other convenient opening.

Another method which is frequently adopted is to

trs-and break up or force the obstruction through

the drain by means of an indiarubber or leather

plunger (Fig. 47) worked vigorously at the

opening nearest the stoppage. In many instances,

however, instead of removing the obstruction, the

result is to compress it more tightly into its

position, so that it finally becomes necessary to

remove the substance by digging down to and

opening the drain.

When circumstances necessitate the breaking

Fia. 43.

so as to allow the rollers to glide easily over the

joints or round the bends of the drain -pipes.

.Sketches of a "plain" and " jointed scraper"
respectively are indicated in Figs. 42 and 43.

Their general outline sufficiently explains their

use. What is known as a "drain-brush" is

shown in Fig. 44. They are usually made of

bass fibre or whalebone. Drain-brushes form a

useful adjunct for sweeping and cleansing pur-

FlO. 47.

into a drain for clearing purposes, it is advisable!

to arrange for the construction of a manhole at I

this point (if means of access is otherwise deficient)!

instead of merely making good the drain in the!

ordinary manner. More especially should thisl

precaution be taken when -as is frequently the!

case—the obstruction occurs at a j unction or bend|

in the drains.

Whilst stoppages in drains and fittings maya
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not be absolutely and entirely avoidable, par-
ticularly where they are subject to rough usage,
as iQ public institutions, kc, yet much can be
done towards practically attaining this end by a
method of periodic.il inspection and cleansing.

It is interesting to note that the London School
Board have recently introduced a system whereby
each school is visited in rotation, and the entire
sanitary arrangements of the building thoroughly
overhauled and cleansed by a stiiff of men specially
appointed for the purpose. Any defects which
may be observed are also taken ia hand and
remedied at the same time. In many instances
the nucleus of what would have quickly resulted
in a serious stoppage has been easily removed at a
minimum of expense compared with the probable
cost and serious inconvenience involved in clear-
ing a dr.iin which has become completely choked.

Similar schemes for the systematic inspection
and cleansing of the draining systems appertaining
to other important groups of buildings might be
advantageously adopted by various public bodies.
Such a practice would undoubtedly materially
assist in maintaining a proper degree of permanent
sanitary efficiency.

SYSTEirS OF STEAM-HE.iTIXG
BUILDINGS.

SO many systems of heating divide the atten-
tion of the architect that he often disposes

altogether of the matter, and places the heating
of his buildings into the hands of competent
engineers, who do not always adopt the most
desirable system, but that which they have an
interest in—it may be some special patented
system, excellent in certain situations and for
certain kinds of building, but not the best
adapted for the particular purpose. Mr. .1. J.
Blackmore, in the EngineeringM agazine, describes
three kinds of steam-heating which have been
developed—the "gravity sys'em," in which the
steam generated in the "

boiler rises to the
radiators, and being condensed, the water is

returned to the boiler by gravitation through
a return pipe. The second system is called
the "mechanical," because mechanical means
are employed to reduce " the pressure of
steam on the system from that carried in
the boiler, and mechanical appliances are used
to return the water of condensation from the
return pipes back to boiler. These may be in the
shape of an automatic steam trap or a pump and
governor." The third ia the " exhaust steam
system," in which " the heating is done by steam
that has been used to drive engines or pumps.
Mechanical appliances are also used for controlling
and directing the steam through the system." Of
these systems the first is that which obtains most
favour. It has the advantage of being a low-
pressure system, is quite safe, and if properly
constructed will work well on ordinary buildings
without indicating any pressure on the steam-
gauge, the atmospheric pressure being able to
distribute the steam to the radiators. Mr. Black-
more prefers the vertical type of cast-iron boiler
to the horizontal. In the former separate
sections are bolted together, each resting on the
foundation ; in the latter the sections are
set one on another. Therefore, it is easier
to enlarge the "vertical" type by adding
sections, and the grate area is enlarged at the
same time. The Joints are exposed to view,
and the boiler can be put together without the
aid of packed joints, and the vertical form pro-
motes a quicker circulation. The horizontal
boiler cannot be so easily enlarged or cleaned ;

the joints are packed, and they need more fre-
quent repair. Steel and wrought-iron tubular
boilers are also used ; the large steam space makes
the apparatus work more uniformly and economic-
ally than the cast-iron sectional boilers, especially
for larger boilers.

The single-pipe system of distribution is ad-
mirable for ordinary heating by radiators: the
water of condensation is carried in the direction
in which the steam flows, and is returned to
boiler with little loss of heat. (Jne plan of dis-
tribution by this method shows the horizontal
pipes dropping towards the bottom of the rising
pipes, and relief pipes carry the water back to
boiler. Another and better plan is to run a main
feed-pipe to top of building, and the branch pipes
are carried to the radiators. Pipes are dropped to
feed the radiators in the lloors bilow, and in
the cellar return-pipes return the water to the
boiler. If properly executed, this last method
has advantages : the steam is carried through the
whole system in the direction of the water-flow.

Mr. Blackmore formulates a simple rule for the
proper size of steam-pipe, the rules given in text-

books varying considerably, the results, according
to four writers, varying as much as 1.30 per cent.
Many useful hints and suggestions are made by
the author of the article, into which we cannot
enter. Of course, there are well-known rules
which ought to be strictly observed : as that all

the horizontal pipes should have a regular fall in

the direction the steam flows—say lin. in 10ft.

The startling cracking noises heard are due to

the condensed water remaining in the pipes. We
still think that a flow-and-retum pipe is neces-
sary to each radiator ; but the author says it is

not necessary, as water will return down a rising
pipe while steam is flowing up, clinging to the
surface of the pipe. The question of radiators
direct and indirect is discussed, and of these
there are several good ones in the market. The
indirect radiator placed in a chamber under the
room has decided advantages ; but this ia a point
into which we cannot enter here.

COMPARATIVE STRENGTH OF RIVETED
AND BOLTED JOINTS.

SOME important tests have, says the American
Architect, been made at the Watertown

Arsenal during the past year to ascertain the

comparative strength of riveted and bolted joints.

The tests were caaried out at the request of the
Berlin Iron Bridge Company, which prepared the

material for the trial. A great variety of tests

were made with joints riveted in different ways,
and with different dimensions of plates and bolts,

some which represent those most commonly met
with in building work. In most of the tests the

joints were made with the rivets or bolts in short

rows, as is usually the case in building, and they
were sometimes steeland sometimesiron. The steel

was naturally stronger in each case. Two plates,

iin. thick, joined with two Jin. rivets or bolts,

held 48, 5101b. with riveted joint, and 37,6901b.

with bolts ; with three rivets, in a single row,
the joint parted at 79,9601b., and with bolts,

similarly disposed, at 58, r20]b. With four rivets,

in a single row, the joint held 100,0001b., and,
with four bolts, 76,9001b. Two |in. plates,

joined with gin. rivets or bolts, held, with ten
rivets, 169,7001b. ; with bolts, 105,2001b. ; with
eight rivets, 138,8001b. ; with eight bolts,

87,1001b. ; with six rivets, 105, 9001b., and with
six bolts 60,7001b. With iin. plates, riveted in

two rows, a joint with ten rivets held 157,-lOOlb.,

and with bolts only 84,000; with eight rivets,

l'27,1001b. ; with bolts, 81,8001b.: with six

rivets, 96,0001b., and with bolts 51, 8001b. These
tests v/ere made with fin. bolta or rivets, so that
an increase in the diameter of a bolt appears
to have an important influence in bringing its

efliciency nearer to that of a rivet. Three-
quarter-inch plates, joined with two fin. rivets,

held 89,S001b. ; with bolts, 59,9001b. ; with three
rivets, 139,3001b.: with bolts, 112,8001b.; and
with four rivets, 175,-tOOlb. : with bolt 140,1001b.

The same plates, joined with twelve gin. rivets, in

a chain, gave way at 169,9001b., and with bolts at

113,1091b. These results seem to indicate clearly

that the average strength of a bolted joint is only
about two-thirds that of a riveted joint of the
same sort, and that, if the diameter of the bolts

or rivets is rather small in comparison with the
thickness of the plates, the strength of the bolted
joint may not be much more than one-half that
of a riveted joint. It is therefore advisable, in

designing bolted joints, to provide at least one-
half more bolts than the number of rivets given
by the ordinary rules for riveted joints. A lofty

structure, attached to the ground only at its foot,

and affordint;- little opportunity for diagonal
wind-bracing, is peculiarly liable to injury
through lack of rigidity at the joints : and if

bolts—which never hold the parts together as

firmly as rivets—are to be used in the joints, an
additional allowance should be made to their

number, as a protection against the effect of

momentum due to swaying.

DISCOVERIES OF BUDDHIST REMAINS
IN INDIA.

MR. VINCENT SlIITH, of the Bengal Civil

Service, has published a statement as to the

recent discoveries of Buddhist antiquities in India.

The first of these is the home of Gautama Buddha,
who lived about 500 ii i-., and who is known to

have been the son of the Raja of Kapilavastu, a

small State in the Nepal Terai, bo;dering on the

modern Oudh. The site of Kapilavastu has long
been sought for, and it is only within the past

three years that the accidental discovery of an
inscribed pillar erected by the Emperor Asoka,
in the third century v.. v., fixed with certainty

the site of the city. The ruins, which were
lately visited by Mr. Smith, are, so far as is yet

known, all of brick : they are buried in jungle, and
are so extensive that many years wou'd be

required for their exploration. The city was
destroyed during the lifetime of Gautama, and
when the first Chinese pilgrims visited the place

in 410 A.I), it was a mass of desolate ruins, and
there is no indication that it has since been
occupied. The excavations now in progress are

bringing to light buildings more ancient than any
previously known in India. More interesting

even than Kapilavastu is the discovery of the

Lumbini Garden, the traditional birthplace of Gau-
tama. The sacred spot has been found marked by
another of .\soka's pillars, on which the inscription

is perfect. This is also in Nepalese territory, five

miles from the British frontier. The pillar

stands on the western edge of a mound of ruins

about 300ft. in diameter, and on the south side of

the mound is the tank in which the child's

mother bathed after his birth. Another discover)-,

which was made in a brick tumulus, close to the

British frontier, is that of relics of Buddha him-
self. These consist only of fragments of bone,

which were deposited in a wooden vessel that

stood on the bottom of a massive coffer more than

4ft. long and 2ft. deep, cut out of a solid block of

fine sandstone. This coffer was buried under 18ft.

of masonry, composed of huge bricks, each ISin.

long. The wooden vessel was decayed, and with
it was a bowl of rock crystal, the largest yet

discovered in India, and also five small vases of

soapstone. All these vessels were partially filled,

in honour of the relics, with a marvellous col-

lection of gold stars, pearls, topazes, beryls, and
other jewels, and of various objects wrought in

crystal, agate, and other sub.-5tances. An in-

scription on the lid of one of the soapstone vases

declares the relics to be those of Buddha himself,

and the characters in which this inscription is

written are substantially the same as those of the

Asoka inscriptions, and indicate that the tumulus
was constructed between 300 and 250 ii.c. Buddha
spent many years preaching and teaching at the

the city of Sravasti. The site of this famous
city was long sought in vain. Mr. Smith now
states that it is in the jungles of the Nepal
Terai, about 11 miles from the station of

Nepalgan j -road on the Bengal and North-
western Railway. Its remains, like those of

Kapilavastu, are buried in jungle ; but they

seem of great extent, and are found precisely

where the Chinese pilgrims of the early centuries

of the Christian era stated that Sravasti was.

Kusanagara, where the aged Gautama died, has

not yet been found ; but Mr. Smith suggests that

it is not very far from the massive ruins of

Simranu, north of the Champaran district of

Nepal, and thinks that a place called Dewdurpa,
13 mUes north of S mranu and 54 miles south of

Kathmandu, will turn out to be Kusanagara.

ST. MARY'S CATHEDRAL, EDINBURGH.

THE south choir aisle, which has been formed
into a separate chapel, is divided by

wrought-iron grilles from the choir, and has

now been further inclosed by an elaborate

wrought-iron grille and gates at the diagonal

arch entering off the south transept, and at the

eastmost bay by a curtain of crimson silk attached

to a wrought-iron frieze which is a continuation

of the wrought-iron work dividing the choir

from the chapel. An altar of " jaune jaspe
"

marble with a reredos of "rouge jaspe" haa
been erected about 18in. in front of the east end
of the aisle. The altar and reredos, which are o£

Romanesque design, are raised on three steps

of marble. Two of these steps rise from a plat-

form of red marble mosaic, bordered by a marble

step Cin. above the stone floor. All the steps

are of campart melange. The altar is panelled on
front and sides, and has a moulded base and a-

moulded and enriched cornice. The centre panel

contains an enriched cross. The moulded cornice

of the reredos rises 1ft. Oin. above the altar table,,

and extends beyond it about 1ft. on each side„

The reredos is flanked by octagonal shafts having

massive richly moulded bases and (arved capitals,

also by panelled pilasters projecting from its face.

Over the centre of the reredos rises an enriched

panel containing the letters I. U.S. On the
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cornice of this rests a lofty massive bronze cross

\-ery elaborately clased in Uom!inesqne detail,

and on small marble blocks projecting above

the cornice, over the pilasters, are massive bronze

candlesticks, quaint in form, and enriched with

elaborate ornament, similar to that on the cross.

Both cross and ciindlesticks are fine examples of

artistic work in raetal. Two bronze flower-vases

of unique form are placed between the cross and
the candlesticks. The altar-rail is of polished

walnut, supported on finely-modelled bronze
standards. The altar and reredos are built

solid, and, the marble being rich in colour,

make a very effective grouping with the

stjiined - glass windows beneath which they
;ire placed. A double piscina of polished free-

stone has been inserted in the south wall. The
chapel is seated with chairs, and provided with
substantial mats and suitable kneeling hassocks.

The electric light has been introduced with groups
of lamps above the capitjils of the pillars. The
work, which has been seven months in progress,

has been carried out at the expense of a member
of the congregation, from designs by Mr. George
Henderson, of Jlessrs. Hay and Henderson,
architects. The marble-work has been executed
by Slessrs. Field and Allan, the metal-work by
Messrs. Singer and Sons, Frome : and the
hangings are by Jlessrs. Whytock, Reid, and
Company. We understand that the chapel will

in future be used for the daily celebration of the
Holy Communion, for matins on >Saturdays, and
for the various minor services.

THE WOBKING VALUE OF FUELS.
By Tiios. Fletcher, F.C.S.

IN some experiments carried on at the Xew
\'ork State \'eterinary College, it was found

that the heat lost by ventilation was 3'J° of the

whole, and my attention has been called to the
fact that these figures, which may be taken as

correct, differ seriously from those given in my
book on the •'Commercial Uses of Coal-Gas,"
where the amount lost in Messrs. Wiilkers'

bottling stores is given as varying from 22h to
25^. The explanation is simple : the minimum
ventilation required in living-rooms is 500c. ft.

of air per hour for each adult. In bottling
stores, only a fraction of this is required—in

fact, no provision whatever is made for ventila-

tion, and all which takes place occurs from
leakages, and the constant opening of doors for

the passage of trucks and barrels. The figures

given by me are clearly stated as being observed
results in practice in bottling stores only. I had
no opportunity, before the book was published, of

making exact experiments in living-rooms, these
being very difficult, if not impossible, under
ordinary conditions, in any house, the speed of the
air currents in the flues varying almost from
minute to minute. Recent experiments in rooms
where the ventilation is controlled and can be
measured have established a rule, which may be
safely relied on for every practical purpose. The
accepted standard is the British thermal unit

—

i.e., the amount of heat necessary to raise the
temperature of lib. of water 1° Fahrenheit, and
one unit is reciuired per hour for each degree
rise of temperature over the outside for each
square foot of glass or for every 4sq.ft. of exposed
wall, and two-thirds more for the loss of heat by
ventil.alion in ordinary living-rooms. The loss

of heat in living-rooms is an unknown quantity,
as it varies in every room, and in the same room
from hour to hour ; but, taking the theoretical
value of coal-gas at OGO British thermal units per
cubic foot, that of coal 13,000 units per pound,
and of coke 10,000 units per pound, it becomes
easy to calculate the effective value and the loss

of heat in different systems. A flueless gas-
stove may be taken .as the highest type
of eflSciency, and using this, left, of gas
per hour will be required for every 660sq.ft.

of glass, or every 2,C808q.ft. of exposed
wall, for every 1° rise of temperature over
the outside, and in addition to this, two-
thirds of a cubic foot for loss by ventilation.
Taking a room 22ft. square and 10ft. high, with
all walls exposed, 2c. ft. of gas per hour will
maintain a rise of 3' over the outside, allowing
for the average window surface. The exact
figures for warm-air stoves with flues, and for
open fires, are not available, and perhaps not
possible ; but for average practice it may be
taken that nearly one-half the total heat is

lost in a warm air stove with a flue, and
two-thirds with an open fire. This can hardly

be considered as all loss, as the ventilation neces-

sary for comfort and health cannot be always
obtained without some assistance, and the so-

called loss may be partly taken as useful work
done. The whole subject is beset with variations

and difiiculties, and any standard can be proved
to be seriously wrong in individual cases ; but
the figures given may be taken for average work.
It must be clearly understood that the figures

given are for maintaining the heat, not for

raising the temperature of any room quickly,

for which a much larger fuel consumption is

required.

HEATIXCi I'L.tXT HOVSKS.

These figures work out in practice in greenhouse
heating, where steady temperatures are required
night and day, and the loss from any system of

boiler or stoves can be readily calculated, a
matter of interest to nurserymen whose fuel con-

sumption is a question of vital importance. The
loss in most forms of boilers is enormous, and the

subject needs careful consideration. For this

purpose the calculation is exceedingly simple, on
the basis of 10,000 units per pound of coke.

Une pound of coke burnt per hour will give a

rise of 10° for every l,000sq.ft. of glass, or

4,000sq.ft. of exposed wall, not allowing for

loss by ventilation. For this, one-half more
fuel must be allowed. This gives us the maximum
possible duty, and a comparison with the fuel

burnt gives the waste. Where the flue heat is

not utilised, there is no doubt that at least .50 to

60 per cent, of the fuel is completely wasted in

most of the systems at present in use, and the

value of the fuel is not considered as it should

be. In my own case, with a Chatsworth boiler,

burning gas coke, and heating a range of

houses i5tt. by 30ft., one-half which is kept at

a tropical temperature, the flue-heat not being
used, the calculated consumption is 81b. per hour
by theory, allowing one-eighth loss for wind, as

the houses are on high ground and rather exposed
(this wind allowance will v.ary in different dis-

tricts). The actual winter average is llilh. per
hour, showing a waste of olj p.c, nearly one-third

of the fuel—this being with a first-class boiler,

clean, well set, carefully fired, and of the correct

size for its work. It is doubtful if better results

could be obtained in practice under ordinary con-
ditions.

The following rule may be taken as a guide for

coke-fired greenhouse boilers :
—

For every l,000sq.ft. of glass, and for every

4,000sq.ft. of exposed wall, for each 10° rise of

temperature over the outside

—

Lo3s through ijlass and walU 16oz. per hour.
,, by ventilation Soz. „ ,,

., by wind (average) Soz. „ „
,, by boiler and ilae 13oz. „ „

Total 2Jlb.

Three-fourths of the flue loss can be recovered

by taking these under the beds in the houses.

Any fuel consumption over this may be taken as

waste which can be prevented.

EEPLACING FROXTS.

IX the TTnited States the removal of whole
fronts of buildings is often effected. ( Ine of

these is recorded. The least possible obstruction

to the street or interference with the occupants of

the interior was necessary. Mr. H. Sheeler, of

Chicago, removed the front wall of the sixth story
of a nine-story steel building, and built in a new
front with projecting bay windows without dis-

turbing the inmates. Some hundreds of tons
above the sixth story had to be supported. It had
to be lifted from its original supports and tem-
porarily sustained high in the air for many days,

and then seated on new work. Xo scaffolding or

false work from the ground could be attempted,
or to introduce shores. Messrs. Grace and Hyde,
architects, designed the new ironwork, consisting

of 2.i0 tons of columns, beams, and other struc-

tural steel, besides the wall masonrj-, &c., form-
ing the new front of a section of the wall

about soft, long by r2ft. high across the

centre front of the building. The twelve win-
dows of the fifth story were separated by
piers. The first step, as described, was "to
cut down the wall under the window-sills to

the fifth-floor level between all the piers, and
then to lay a pair of lOin. I beams Sft. long in

the floor close to each side of each pier, and at

right angles to front wall, so that they all pro-
jected 2ft. beyond face, and formed cantilevers

with bearings on the surface of the wooden floor.

Twenty-four pairs of beams were thus laid, and

upon them were set two continuous sills parallel

to wall, one ISin. outside of it and the other Sft.

inside. Over each side of each cantilever a 6-ton
jack screw, and Sin. by Sin. timber post were set

on the sill, th'se tops being cut to bear on the

underside of an Sin. I beam which supported
the wall, and took bearing on the under side of

the Oin. floor beams." When the jack-screws
were turned up t ) a solid bearing, the weight of

the wall and the wall end of floor beams from
the sixth floor upwards were taken and trans-

mitted through the posts and jack-screws to the
cantilevers on the fifth floor. While the super-

structure was thus supported the old front was
removed and the new one put in. The con-

tinuous stringers or sills distributed the pressure.

The details are fully given in the Enginesring

Record.

STATU IX IXDICATURS.

THROWX not merely into the shade, but into

an obscurity so complete as to render them
absolutely indistinguishable as are the names of

our railway stations by the mass of advertise-

ments closely surrounding them on all sides, an
indicator in the trains themselves has become a

practical necessity. If this is the case with the

regular diurnal and nocturnal habitues of the

gloomy depths of our Metropolitan Underground,
how much more is it not needed by the foreigners

and the stranger, and those who for the first

time penetrate into those Stygian regions. For
some time past, a person travelling in a first-class

carriage on the Metropolitan or District line,

after passing any station has heard—or perhaps did

not hear—two strokes of a gong or bell, exactly

similar to a signal, accompanied, or immediately

followed, by a distinct whirr resembling that of

a piece of clockwork. It is very possible that,

although his destination may be several stations

beyond that upon quitting which he first heard

the signal, he may reaA it before understanding

what the meaning of the signal is, and no doubt

regards it as one used in the working of the

traffic. A careful reconnaissance of the interior

of the whole carriage, made directly after

the two strokes have sounded, wUl reveal

the fact that a cylindrical glass and wooden box

is attached to the central part of the ceiling of

the carriage. In the box is placed a cylinder,

which appears to act very much after the fashion

in which that in a perpetual diary registers the

days, weeks and months of the year. When the

whirring noise ceases the internal cylinder has

performed a revolution, or at least so much of a

whole revolution as is required, the name of the

last station has disappeared from its surface, and

that of the next has taken its place. While there

is no doubt that the situation up in the roof of

the indicating apparatus is a little awkward, yet

it is difficult to perceive where else it could be

placed to any better advantage. The names of

the stations on the cylinder are distinctly visible

to everyone in the carriage, and, besides, its posi-

tion and working renders it nearly altogether

free from the chance of being meddled or tampered

with.
While our English companies should he con-

gratulated upon their enterprising spirit, our

French neighbours have, it must be fairly con-

ceded, " gone one better." But a short time ago

the company of Parisian steamboats placed station

indicators on their vessels navigating the Seine.

Without entering into details , a brief description of

the arrangement will not be without some interest.

The indicator itself consists of a rectangular

wooden box, 2ft. Oin. in height, 1ft. -tin. broad,

and 5in. in thickness. In the upper part of the

box is placed the clockwork motor, the working

parts of which are hidden from view by a small

board fixed over them, and carrying on its face

the words " Xext Station." Upon the signal

being given after quitting a station, one of the

name-plates, which are all arranged in a series,

is detached ifrom its companions, and falls for-

ward. A little manipulation is needed, as, for

instance, when the return voyage is commenced,

and the plates require resetting. Again, it

is sometimes required to take the series of

plates completely out of the apparatus, and shift

them on board another boat, according to the

exigencies of the service. In each sraall river

steamer there are three of these station indicators,

one placed in a very conspicuous place on deck

near the bridge, one in the forward cabin, and

the third in that abaft. AU three are perfectly

simultaneous, insochronous, and constant in their

action, being connected together by a tube
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conductor. As frequently with ourselves, so with
our neighbours. The dilticulty is not so much to

invent any particular apparatus or piece o£

machinery to do a certain work, but the real

trouble is to get people to use them. In the very

example in question it is no easy matter to make
the skippers and crews of the boats use the indi-

cators regularly, and not only when it pleases

them to do so. T. C.

of timber or iron. We are not told what the

roof was constructed of in this instance ; no

doubt the rafters or ties were insufficient to

sustain the extra weight of snow.

A ROYAL EGYPTIAN' TuMB.

AS a sequel to his discovery of the tomb of

King Thothmes III. at Thebes, II. Loret,

director-general of the Antiquities Department,
has discovered and opened the tomb of Amenophis
II., a king of the XVIII. dynasty, who reigned

some 1,500 years ii.c. Although the jewelry,

\-c., were rifled from the tomb probably during
the XX. dynasty, the mummies of Amenophis
and of seven other kings are intact. The tomb
is entered, says Sir W. E. (.Jarstin, by a steep

inclined gaUery, which terminates in a well of

some 26ft. in depth, and, this obstacle sur-

mounted, the entrance to the king's sepulchre is

reached. In the first chamber the body of a man
is found, boundon to a richly-painted boat , his arms
and feet tied with cords, a piece of cloth stuffed

as a gag into his mouth, and marks of wounds on
the breast and head. In the next chamber are

laid out the bodies of a man, a woman, and a

boy. The king's tomb is in perfect preservation.

The roof, which is supported by massive square

columns, is painted blue, studded with stars,

and the walls are entirely covered with paintings,

the colours of which are stiU vivid. At one end
of this chamber is the sarcophagus of the king,

placed upon a massive block of alabaster. The
sarcophagus is of sandstone, artificially coloured

a rose hue, and contains the mummy intact, with
chaplets of flowers round the feet and neck. In
a smaller chamber to the right are nine mum-
mies, two of them bearing no name, and the

others those of the Kings Thothmes IV.,

.\menophis III., Set Xukht, Seti II., Rameses
IV., Rameses VI., and Rameses VIII., who all

reigned between about 15O0 and 1150 ii.c. The
tomb is that of Amenophis II., for whom it was
built, and is supposed to have been opened later

to receive the mummies of the other kings. The
floors of all the chambers are covered with a

mass of objects—statues, vases, wooden models
of animals, boats, \c. The Public Works
Ministry has requested M. Loret to remove only
the smaller objects, and to leave the mummies
and bodies in their present place. The entrance

to the tomb will then be built up until next
winter, when iron railings may be placed to

prevent injury from touching by visitors.

COLLAPSE OF ROOF.

FRUJI Ontario comes the news of another
building disaster—this time, a large music-

hall at Oshawa, Ontario. The building was of

brick, three stories high, and, as in the case of

the hall at London we noticed some time ago,

the assembly hall was on the upper floor. There
was a flat roof, 100ft. by 75ft., which collapsed

and fell to the second floor, completely covering
the seats of music-hall. Fortunately, the roof

fell early in the morning, or the consequences
would have been terrible, as in the evening an
entertainment was to have taken place in the hall,

which is capable of holding 800. The cause of

the fall is attributed to the weight of snow on the
roof, which was flit. The roof is said to be a
new one. The Canadi'jn Architect^ from which
we take these particulars, suggests " that if the
title ' architect ' was restricted to persons who
had passed a qualifying examination, as is now
the case in the province of (iuebec and the State
of niinois, the public would at least be enabled
to know who were qualified to put up safe struc-
tures, and could then decide accordingly." We
are afraid these buildings are often undertaken as
a speculation, and that the owner or company
who build them have plans prepared that have not
been submitted to any local or municipal autho-
rity. Public buildings to hold large numbers of
persons ought to be especially looked after, and
the only way to secure safety is to submit the
designs to some authority before they are allowed
to be carried out. A room 100ft. long by 7)ft.
wide is a large area to be floored and roofed, and
particular attention ought to be given to the
scantlings of timbers, the size and testing of
iron girders, and the construction of roof, whether

MANTEL DECOR.\TIOX.

[with IMIOTOLITHOGRAPHIC ILLVSTRATIOXS.]

THIS is a design for mantel decoration of simple

construction, in which a number of different

materials are used on a structure of plain oak.

The main enrichment is gesso-work, coloured a

p.ale sea-green, with gold used lightly, as a

background, adding a certain piquant richness

to the scheme of tender brown and green

afforded by the natural oak and coloured gesso.

The idea of cupboards and the accidental colour-

note c 'fa line of books, and perhaps one or two

pieces of old blue and white china, help to give

the whole the pleasant effect of being in some

degree a useful part of home-life. The grate is

surrounded by Sin. square rcpoussi copper plates

set in cement, having at sides pilasters of oak

7iin. wide and 5Mn. deep to wall. The hori-

zontal band immediately beneath 3iin. ogee

mo\ilding supporting mantelshelf is lOMn. wide,

having four sunk panels in gesso, coloured green

on gilded background. The portion of this band
coming between pilasters is one board set on

wall, the front surface cut away in four places to

leave the three Sin. wide vertical bands project-

ing ?;in. Above mantelshelf a lighter treatment

is ajopted, the main support of the structure

being the iin. square pieces of wood with simple

moulded base, one placed at each corner, the two

at back fixed to wall. The space at ends between

these supports is filled, up to the china-shelf over

cupboards, by a wrought-iron grille, to the centre

of which is fixed the bent rod of stouter iron

supporting lower candle-brackets. The strap-

hinges to cupboards of hammered iron. The
ornament supporting upper candle-brackets in

centte of frieze of overmantel in gesso {high

relief) on shaped wood. G. M. Ei.Lwoon.

The St. Panoras Vestry have received a letter

from the Home .Secretary with reference to the

"Workmen's Compensation Act, 1897, which comes

into operation on the 1st of July next, stating that
" he is advised that electric-lighting works, where
electricity is generated by the use of mechanical

power and is suppUed to consumers, are factories

within the Factory and Workshops Acts, and

therefore the Workmen's Compensation Act will

apply in all such cases."

A new Uoited Presbyterian church at Markinch,

Fife, was opened yesterday (Thursday). Built on

the Balbimie estate, to designs by Mr. Hippolyte J.

Blanc, U.S.A., Edinburgh, the church is in the

Eirly Enghsh style, and consists of a nave with one

transept and one aisle. The church is seated for

from 450 to 500, and the adjoining hall will hold

fully 100. The total cost has been £2,800.

Major Dransfield, head of the well-known firm of

railway contractors at Manchester and Liverpool,

died on Tuesday night at Harrogate at the age of

70. His home was at Sheffield ; but he formerly

Uved at Bootle, where he held a commission in the

Artillery Volunteers.

Hepworth Church, Suffolk, was completely de-

stroyed by fire on Monday morning. Nothing but

the bare walls and tower were left standing. The
village is about eight and a half miles from Finning-

ham station. The church was a quaint structure,

dedicated to St. Paul, and stood on high ground,

the district being notable for one of the highest

ridges in the county. The building was one of

rubble and stone, chiefly in the Early English style,

with thatched roof; it comprised chancel, nave,

south porch, and a western tower, containing a clock

and five bells. The restoration and reseating dates

from 1855 ; a new organ was erected in 1892. There

were 280 sittings.

Probate of the will of Mr. Edmund Tonks, of

Packwood Grange, Knowle, who died on Feb. 7

last, aged 74 years, leaving personal estate of the

value of £27,300 33. Id., has been granted to the

acting executor, his son, John Edgar Tonks. The
testator bequeathed his portrait, by the late Frank
Holl, R.A., to the Lord Mayor and citizens of

Birmingham.

At a meeting of the Bristol Association of Clerks

of Works and Builders' Foremen, Mr. W. Kidwell,

who is retiring from the duties of secretary to the

association, was presented by the members with a

valuable case of drawing instruments, in acknow-
ledgment of the very able and courteous manner in

which he had discharged the duties of secretary

from the commencement of the society till the

present time. Mr. J. X. Pike made the presentation

on behalf of the members.

OBITUAKV.
Tin-, death of M. Cihulf.s Ykhutk, the well-

known art critic, took place on Wednesday night

in last week after a few days' illness.
_
Of Spanish

extraction, he was bom in Paris in 1832, and

studied architecture under Constant Dufeux. In

1856 he was appointed architectural inspector of

the Vincennes and Vesinet Asylums, and after-

wards of the ( tpera, but did not long retain that

post. In 1859 he accompanied O'Donnel's ex-

pedition to Morocco as artistic correspondent for

the .Uonde Illustn- : in 1806 in the same capacity

he witnessed the liberation of the two Sicilies,

and ten years later he acted as secretary io

General Vinoy during the Franco-German war.

He next wrote for .Vbout's paper, the XlXii-me

Suck ; but in 1874 to 1876 he travelled in Istria,

Dalmatia, Jlontenegro, and the Balkans, whence

he sent articles to the French Press. In 187S>

Jules Ferry, unsolicited, appointed him an in-

spector of fine art, in which post he assisted in

organising the 1889 exhibition, and in 1881 he

succeeded Gruyer as inspector- general. He was

curator of the gallery of Sir Richard Wallace,

who was guided by him in the purchase of

pictures. He was the author of numerous works

of travel and artistic biography and criticism. He
was himself also an artist, and exhibited water-

colours in the Salon.

The death took place at Peterborough, on

Easter Monday, of Mr. Alderman Jonx Thomp-
snx, J. P., the well-known church builder.

Mr. Thompson, who was seventy-four years of

age, had been actively engaged in business up to

a few months ago, when a trip to Ireland, where

he was engaged in restoring a church, resulted in

an attack of yellow jaundice from which he never

recovered. He was three times Mayor of his

native city, and he was chosen to act in that

position in the Diamond Jubilee year. He was

the son and successor of the late John Thompson,
who some 78 years ago commenced the restora-

tion of Peterborough Cathedral, under Edward
Blore, and he was builder of many churches and

public buildings, including Glasgow University,

the Royal HoUoway College at Egham, the Royal

College of JIusic, the Grocers' School, and the

Church House at Westminster, on which his men
are still engaged. He rebuilt the lantern tower

of Peterborough Cathedral, and, under the late

Mr. Pearson, R.A., has been engaged in its

restoration for many years, while he has also

carried out important works of restoration with

the late Sir Gilbert Scott and Mr. J. L. Pearson

at Salisbury, Lincoln, Winchester, Bangor,

Chester, Ripon, Norwich, and Lichfield Cathe-

drals. He also rebuilt the famous spire of St.

Michael's, Coventry, and has carried out various

works in the Houses of Parliament. After re-

storing Viscount Peel's house at Sandy during

his Speakership of the House of Commons,
Viscount (then Mr.) Peel entertained the work-

men to dinner at Peterborough, and spoke in

high terms of praise of the wood- carving executed

at Mr. Thompson's works, where all the carving

of the new choir stalls at Peterborough was done.

We gave Mr. Thompson's portrait in our issue of

April 4, 1890. The funeral service will tak&

place in Peterborough Cathedral this (Friday)

afternoon at two o'clock.

CHIPS.

The Bournemouth Corporation have granted Mr.

Eeene, their budding inspector, an honorarium of

£50 for extra work performed out of office hoars

during the past two years.

Gosling's branch of Messrs. Barclay's Bank in

Fleet-street is about to be rebuilt from the designs

of Mr. Arthur Blomfield, jun. Clperationa for the

demolition of the old premises have been com-
menced this week.

A meeting of the Haddington Town Couucd was
held on Thursday night in last week to consider the

new bridge scheme. A motion that Messre. Bel-

frage and Carfrae's report and recommendations be

adopted, on condition that llie cost to the rate-

payers does not exceed £5,000, was rejected alter a

long discussion by a majority of one.

! There will be an inquiry at Winchester to-day

(Friday), by Mr. Boulnois, an official from the

Local Government Board, as to a loan of £800 for

purchasing the site for the public baths of the Old

)
Oreyfriars Monastery.

1
.Vt a meeting of Kirkcaldy Town Council on

Jlonday, a long discussion took place in connection

with the building of a new bridge, to cost £14,340,

i

between Pathhead and Kirkcaldy, and eventually

i
it was decided to proceed with its erection.
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A BEVEL-GEAR COMPUTING
MACHINE.

THE accompanying illustration shows a very
interesting machine or instrument for the

determination of the various angles required in the

construction of bevel gears. It is the design of

Mr. James Gleason, of the Cileason Tool Company,
Kochester, N.Y. As is well known, the Cileason

Company does a large business in planing bevel

gears to order, and the tiresome and laborious

repetition of the calculations necessary to determine
the various angles led Mr. Gleason to consider the

advisability of making an apparatus for the graphical

determination of the angles, and this device is the
result.

A graduated quadrant, S, is divided into degrees,

with appropriate subdivisions. A swivelled arm, K,
terminates in a handle, H, the centre of motion
being at the centre of the quadrant. The crank at

the end of the handle actuates the screw shown,
which operates the sliding-block B along the ai*m

K. The block B carries three swivelled guides,

which embrace corresponding radial auxiliary arms,
two of which will be seen in front of K, while the

third is in the rear, and out of sight. It terminates

below in the auxiliary divided arc C. As the block

B is moved upward toward the swivel stud, the

three auxiliary arms are separated, while as B is

moved downward, a reverse movement of the arms
is made.

Slightly nearer the observer than the arm is the

rectangular frame E, having edges which guide the

two slides M and X. Each of these slides carries

a strained wire, which passes freely through the
arms of a star, A. The movements of the slides

thus give corresponding movements to the star,

which can thus be made to occupy any jjsition

within the rectangular frame. Accurately divided

scales are mounted on two sides of the frame E,
while the slides M and N have index marks for
sotting the slides to the divisions on the scales.

These divisions are for the number of teeth in the
two gears of a pair respectively, the range running

from mitre gears to those having a ratio of 10

to 1.

To illustrate the use of the machine, assume a

pair of wheels having 13 and 78 teeth. Slide M is

so placed that its index mark stands at division 13

on its scale, and slide N is placed at division 78 of

its scale, star A moving to a position determined by

these settings. Arm K is now swung about its

centre, and block B is adjusted along the arm until

a circular button on its front face is brought to

match a corresponding button on the rear of the

star. These buttons pass close to one another, and

the adjustment is accurately made by matching

them with the fingers.

The settings are now complete, and locking the

arm K in position the readings for the pinion can

be taken off. Index mark P gives the pitch cone

angle, F the face cone or blank angle, R the root

cone or cut angle, and C the angle which the sides

of a tooth make with one another, or the " caliper

angle," as it is called in the Gleason shops.

For the 78 -tooth gear the setting is repeated, but

reversed, slide M being now set to 78 and N to 13.

The button on block B is adjusted to the one on the

star, as before, when the readings give the angles

required, as before, but for the gear instead of the

pinion. For a pair of mitre gears, of course, single

setting only is required.

It will be observed that the pitch of the tooth is

not a factor so long as uniform proportions of teeth

are used—which, in fact, is the fundamental idea of

the machine. Two pairs of gears of the same
number of teeth, but of dilferent pitches, may be

considered as being parts of the same cones, but

with the coarser pitch gears located farther from

the apexes of the cones, from which consideration it

is plain that the various angles will be the same in

both sets.

The size of the machine and divisions of the scales

are such that the angles can be read to within one

minute of arc.

As used in the Gleason works, the machine is

mounted permanently on the wall, where it can be

consulted as desired and as occasion arises. We

judge from what we saw of it that its usefulness is

quite up to its ingenuity—which is saying a, good

deal.

—

Amerienn Machinist.

CHIPS.

Sir W. B. Richmond, R.A., has written to the

Times, expressing his regret that owing to absence

from England he had no opportunity of adding his

nime to those of his colleagues who signed a letter

"in which was expressed just admiration for

Mr Shaw's Xew Scotland Yard, a buUdmg which

does honour to the great architect who designed it

and to the city in which it stands."

The urban district council of Exmouth decided at

their last meeting to give a month's notice to

terminate his engagement to Mr. Beswick, theu-

surveyor.

Mr Augustus Laver, an architect who died in

Alameda, Cal., Mirch 28, had designed some

prominent public and private buUdings in San

Francisco and elsewhere in the Pacific States.

The new museum at Keswick, erected in memory

of Thomas and Henry Hewitson, the donors of the

Fitz Park, was opened on Tuesday. It has been

erected from plans by Mr. Thomas Hodgson.

The finance committee of the Camberwell Vestry .

has recommended that a grant of 300 guineas should

be made to the family of the late surveyor, Mr.

O. S. Brown, to be applied for the benefit of the

younger children, under the direction and discre-

tion of the finance committee.

The Hygienic Congress was opened at Madrid on

Saturday. The delegates were welcomed by the

Minister of the Interior.

A branch line of railway is about to be constructed

from Fort Cxeorge station to the village of i-Umpbell-

towu Ardersier, a distance of two miles. The

execution of the contract, which has been secured

by Messrs. Chisholm and Co., Dingwall, will be

comparatively easy, as the ground is nearly level.

j2J^^^.
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aiHOS AIUIEV HOTEL, KHOS-OX-SEA, XORTU WALES.

This hotel is now in course of erection upon a
site famili.ar to Welsh historians, known as Khos
Ahbey, commanding extensive sea views towards
Colwyn Bay, Abergele, and Rhyl, with some
splendid mountain scenery in the background.
The hotel also overlooks the ancient Fishing
Weir, which was in existence previous to < Jueen
Elizabeth's time. The plans have been prepared
by Messrs. Booth, Chadwick, and Porter, archi-
tects, Manchester and Colwyn Bay, and the work
03 being carried out under their supervision.

NATIONAL SILVER MEllAL DRAWINGS: CIIIMXEV-
PlijCES, IIULSOVER CASTLE.

Mr. Alired B. Illstox has sent us the following
brief history of Bolsover Castle, to accompany
his prize-medal series of drawings of the famous
Renaissance chimneypieces, which form one of
the main features of interest in this very interest-
ing Derbyshire building. Bolsover, a small
•county town about six miles east of Chester-
field, is situated in what is now a busy
mining district. So rapidly has this industry
developed that six different pit-heads can be
•seen from the battlement of the tower, from which
in past days a grand and extensive view of hill

4md dale, together with the noted seats of Haddon
and Hardwick, were visible. Yet in other days
it had a very different history, and for a period of
about five centuries it was a busy market-town,
arenowned for its manufacture of tobacco pipes
{which occupation still lingers in the district),
spurs, and buckles ; so celebrated, indeed, were
the Bolsover buckles for their elasticity, that it is

said a loaded cart's wheel could pass over them
without in any way afiecting their shape. At the
time of Domesday, the manor of Bolsover
belonged to WiUiam PevereU, who is supposed
to have built the first castle. In 11 89 we find the
castle, together with the manor, given by Richard
I. to his brother John on the occasion of his
marriage. During the Magna Charta struggle,
in the ISth year of his reign, John issued a
mandate to the governor of Bolsover to fortify
the castle and hold it against the rebellious
barons, and this no doubt was the period
when the fortifications, which are still visible
about the village, were established. In I2I.'j

the castle was in the possession of the barons,
tut was taken from them bv assault for
the King (.fohn) by William de Ferrars, Ivirl of
Derby. In ICk; the Earl of Richmond died
possessed of it, and in 1,514 it was granted to
Thomas Howard, Duke of Norfolk, on the

attainder of whose son it once again reverted to

the Crown. When Edward VI. bestowed it on
the Earl of Shrewsbury, the ancient fortress was
fast decaying, and so little pains were taken to

preserve it, that by the time the seventeenth
century dawned it was a mass of ruins. In 1013
the Earl of Shrewsbury sold Bolsover to Sir

Charles Cavendish, and in the year of his pure
chase he cleared the tottering ruins of the Norman
keep, and on the same site the foundations of the
new house or present castle were laid. This
building is situated on the bank of a high lime-
stone rock, at a considerable elevation above the
valley. It is a squ.are, loftj' fabric of brown
stone, having a tower at each angle, the one at

the N.E. comer being of much larger dimen-
sions ; in the centre is a cupola, giving light to

rooms below, and a turret at each comer to serve

as protection for the soldierson guard, or for watch-
towers. This building, however, was evidently not
really built as a fortress, but rather for a domestic
residence. The architect is said to have been
Huntingdon Smithson. The entrance from the
village appears to have been by a roadway or

terrace formed by the edge of the rock to a flight

of steps leading into a high inclosed small
courtyard, in which are two small outhouses.
Over the entrance-door is a figure of Hercules
supportinn- on his massive shoulders the heavy
balcony above. By this door we enter the Hall.
It has an elaborate groined ceiling, which springs
from two circular stone pillars. The floor is diaper
pattern, interlaid with black and grey marble.
The walls are wainscoted with black oak, and
decorated with gilt ornamentations of the period.

In this apartment is the beautifully decorated
mantle, composed of yellow sandstone, white and
black marble and alabaster, bearing at the
top the supporters and coat of arms of the
Cavendish family, with a canopy of white
marble. From this we pass into the " pillar

parlour." This is an apartment of similar

construction, being 78ft. by 33ft. ; it, too, has
an arched roof supported by a central pillar,

round which is a plane circular dining-table.

The wainscoted walls are also decorated with gilt

devices, and at each end of the room are painted
very delicate frescoes. From these rooms you
pass up a stone staircase to a corridor leading into

the various rooms, from which the illustrations

are gathered. The largest of these rooms is the

Star Chamber: this is a room 2'lOit- by 28ft,,

with its decorated ceiling of blue and gold, its

rich chimneypiece composed of alabaster, sand-
stone, blue and grey marble, bearing the full

coat-of-arms of the Cavendish family, and being
splendidly decorated with side panels of war
trophies, as shown in the drawing on the
left-hand side. 'The walls are decorated with
portraits of the Twelve Cajsars ; the floors are

of plaster, reminding us of the time when
rushes were in use as floor-coverings. From
this room you pass along the corridor, up
one or two stone steps leading into various smaller

rooms, which, from their appearance, may have
been used as sleeping apartments. In the
rooms are smaller pointed corner mantels
lavishly decorated with ornamentations of the
time, with bosses of various coloured marble.
The mouldings are of al.abaster and sandstone
inlaid with black marble. We shall illustrate

these shortly. There are other rooms, one
of which must have been the drawing-room,
being 39ft. by 33ft., and having a small
ante-room in one coiner. In this apartment
is a large semi-octagonal mantle composed of

sandstone and alabaster, bearing musical and
literary devices on the jambs. The floor is of

plaster, the walls wainscoted, with recesses and
shelves at intervals ; but which may have been
placed there at a later date, as the place is said

to have been converted into a museum. From
this room you go down the passage to a room of

similar dimensions. This is a plain, square apart-

ment, with pl.aster floor, wainscoted walls, and
also having a small ante-room at each side of the

chimneypiece, which is placed in the centre at

the far end of the apartment. This chimneypiece,
herewith illustrated, is rectangular in plan, and
bears small shields with the constituents of the

Cavendish arms. In the centre is a 6([uare slab

of slate, with a guilloche moulding running round
and decorated with pieces of inlaid black marble,

supportedat each side by a scroUof theTudorstyle.
Above this is a small niche, with a semicircular

top. which perhaps has been the resting-place of

some family relic in bygone times. Ilitherto I

have only spoken of that part of Bolsover Castle

called the " Little House," to distinguish it from

the more magnificent structure adjoining—

a

range of apartments now roofless and rent into
fissures, of which only the outside walls are stand-
ing. It is thought that this long block of build-
ings was erected at the time of the restoration
of the keep. But Diepenbeck's view of Bolsover
(16.52), however, decides the point of their pre-
vious existence, and that they were built before
the time of the Civil Wars is more than probable,
as otherwise there would have been no room at
Bolsover for the splendid entertainment which
the Earl of Newcastle gave to Iving Charles, the
• iueen and Court, and all the gentry of the
country. It now belongs to the Duke of Port-
land, whose family derived it in the female line
from the Newcastle Cavendishes. The whole
pile is now fast wearing away. Trees are grow-
ing in some of the deserted apartments, and ivy
creeps along the walls, although the place wears
little of the picturesqueness of decay. Two views
of the Castle were given in the Buildixc; News
for Aug. 24, 1888.

MANTEL decoration.

(For description, see p. 525.)

IIALHAM LIHHAKY.

This branch library, which will be opened in a
few weeks' time, is being built in two sections, the
first of which is just completed ; the magazine-
room being now used as a lending library. The
library is under the control of the Streatham
Libraries Commissioners. The materials used in
construction are red bricks, Portland stone, and
green slate, while aU arches are done in a specially
made red tile. The builder is Mr. T. Wallis, of
Balham ; Mr. Ci. Bull being clerk of works.
Considerable difficulty was experienced in the
foundations as the building was on the site of an
old gravel-pit, and piers (on which the building
stands) had to be carried down very deep. The
site was presented to the Commissioners by Mr.
Henry Tate, J. P., of Streatham, and the library
is being erected by them as a branch of the
Streatham Library, which will be the central one
of several branches.

" RIILDIXG news" DESIGXING CLVB : A CON-
VALESCENT HOME.

(For description and awards see p. 517.)

WHITRV AHllEY, YORKSHIRE.

The accompaying drawings, which are strictly
accurate in every detail, and have been measured
from the building itself, illustrate the choir
arcadingof Whitby Abbey, which is recognised as
being one of the fiaest examples of (13th-century
Crothic or) Early English architecture. The
stone is from local quarries, and the arcading now
remaining is in splendid preservation as regards
detail. Ch.^racteristic of this period of archi-
tecture are the mouldings, which are both effect-

ive and graceful in outline. The triforium stage
is surmounted by a graceful five-arched clere-

story arcading, which, by the diminishing pro-
portions both in detail and general outline, and
the figured terminals to the arches, distinguishes
the composition, and gives a pleasing effect. The
main arcading is also profusely moulded, and of

graceful proportions, the whole constituting a
composition worthy of study by those interested
in architecture. This ruin stands on a command-
ing cliff overlooking the North Sea, which
greatly enhances the beauty of its architecture.

Archiiialu H. AV'interiukn.

the casino, villa i'amphili-doria, rome.

Alessaxdro Algardi was the architect of this

well-knovm Casino. The grounds were laid out
by the same^ artist, acting conjointly with
Antinori. The estate was the gift of Innocent
X. to Olimpia Maidalchini, his brother's wife,

in 1650. The gardens which form so prominent
a feature in all the views on this side of the city,

add materially to the beauty of the spot. They
are laid out in avenues, terraces, and planta-

tions, dominated by the lofty pines which give

the place so conspicuous a character in the land-

scape. Garibaldi's- republican troops occupied

the casino and grounds in 1849, and the great

emancipator maintained his positioir here for

many weeks against the concentrated attack of

the French army. Needless to say during the

onslaught which ensued the gardens, terraces,

statues, and buildings were much injured. The
drawing, which we have borrowed from our con-
temporary the AmiHcan Architect^ gives an
admirable idea of the gardens now as seen close

to Algardi's Casino.
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Aiii:itr,.\iiv Axi) (Ullank Railway.—Colonel
Addison, of the Board of Trade, has made an
inspection of the new Aberlady and Onllane Rail-
way, which has been opened for passenger
traliic. The engineers of the line are Messrs.
Blyth and \Vestland,'C.E., and Mr. Bell is chief

engineer; Mr. John Howard, London, is the
contractor. The now railway, which is about
five miles in length, branches off from the main
line of the Xorth British Riilw.ay about a mile
and a half east of Ijongniddry junction. The
line is of a winding nature, and the central por-
tion for 3i miles is fairly level. The station-
houses both at Aberlady and GuUane each have a
passenger platform HO yards long, while siding
accommodation has also been provided for goods
traffic. The heaviest works in connection with
the railway were at Uullane Station, which has
been excavated in hard boulder clay. The
bridges are all faced with coarse freestone ashlar,
mostly brought from Fife, and the superstruc-
tures are of steel girders.

Great C'kntkai. Railway.—It is anticipated
that the new trunk line of the Great Central
Railway, forming an extension of the Manchester,
Sheffield, and Lincolnshire sj'stem from Annesley
to London, will be ready to be utilised for the
conveyance of coal to the Metropolis by August
next. Though the directors have already ob-
tained, for the purposes of a coal-yard at the
London terminus, some 20 acres of ground, a Bill
is before Parliament in the present session by
which is sought authority to acquire the property
requisite in order to enable them to double the
area of this depot. The red brick and terracotta
buildings which will form the terminal station at
Marylebone have reached the first-floor level
throughout, and in parts have been carried up to
the second floor. The subway, which will form
one of the means of communication between the
station and the large hotel that is being built for
the Gordons Hotel Company on an adjacent site,

has been completed : but ii covered way, which
will pass overhead across the street which
separates the two blocks of buildings, has yet to
be constructed. The erection of a warehouse,
having five floors and a total floor-space of about
Hi acres, in proximity to the passenger-station,
is a section of the work of which a considerable
part still remains to be done : but already the
hydrauUc cranes and lifts which will form a
portion of its equipment have been delivered,
and a sufficient area of the buildings required for
the reception of goods traffic will be ready for use
by the beginning of October. The goods traffic
offices, which will form a large block of buUdings
lying back at some little distance from the main
front of the terminal station and facing upon a
side street, are being erected, and among other
buildings that it has been decided to add, at
Marylebone are a carriage-shop and a large shop
to serve as the place of manufacture of oil-gas to
be utilised for the illumination of the railway
carriages. Another carriage-shop and a waggon-
shop will be added to the company's premises at
Xeasden, where a shunting-yard and a large
engine-shed are to be provide"d. All the " cut-
and-cover" portion of constructing the Metro-
politan section of the railway, incluiing that
section in which the line passes beneath Lord's
Cricket Ground, and all the tunnelling, have been
completed, and the rails have been laid from St.
John's Wood-road to Finchley-road, a distance
of considerably over a mile. From this latter
point on in a north-westerlv direction, for a
distance of about 40 miles, the Great Central
Company's trains will pass over the Metropolitan
Company's system, which, for the length between
Finchley-road and Harrow, is having its number
of lines increased.

WADEimincE axu Padstow Railway.—Rapid
progress is being made with the construction of
this railway. The station-house and platform at
Padstow .are almost completed. The station-
house has been literally built in a pit, the top of
it only reaching to the surrounding surface, and
some hundreds of square yards of rubble and rock
must be removed before the line can be opened.
This rubble and rock will be thrown into the old
shipwright docks, which, when filled up, will
provide space for the purpose of a railway wharf.
After crossing Dennis Cove on an embankment
the line penetrates Dennis Hill—a cutting about
35 yards long, varying in height from 10ft. to
50ft. At the end of this cutting is the bridge oi

viaduct across the Sea Mills River, a distance of
100 yards: two-thirds of this space consists of an
embankment, which has already been formed. In
the remaining space is now being constructed an
iron viaduct, carried on iron tubes driven into the
mud. The bridge will only leive sufficient head
room for the barges to pass under. The line
when made will be nearly level, and will be only
a few feet above high-water mark. The cutting
at Ball Hill represents the heaviest portion of the
work yet to be done. This cutting, which is to
be an open one, will not be less than 70ft. deep,
and necessarily very broad.

CHIPS.
At Harbome Parish Church, the old seats occupied

by the choir have just been replaced by oak carved
stalls. They were occupied on Sunday for the first

time. They have been erected from designs from
Mr. R.Heaton, of Corporation-street, Birmingham,
and the work has been executed by Mr. H. H.
Martyn, carver, of Cheltenham. A clergy stall was
also utilised on Sunday.

The well - known engineer Privy Councillor
Bausch, who was charged by the Imperial Ministry
of the Interior of the German Government with the
cutting of the Emperor William Cinal, died on
Friday.

The old Wesleyan Chapel at Guisely has, through
the enterprise of a local firm of contractors (Messrs.
S. Mounsey and Son), been converted into public
baths. Besides a number of shpper, vapour, and
other baths, there is a large swimming-bath,
measuring 49tt. long by 19ft. wide, and varying in
depth from 4ft. to 6ft. The bottom is of white tiles,

and the sides of white glazed brick). The dressing-
boxes, fifteen in number, have open fronts, this
method hiving been adopted to prevent thefts from
the clothes of the swimmers. The formal opening
took place on Siturday.

On Thursday in last week, Colonel A. G. Durn-
ford, BE., one of the Local Government Board's
inspectors, held a public inquiry at Wrexham,
respecting the application of the town council for
sanction to borrow the sum of £,iO,75fl for purchasing
the Wrexham Market Hall Company's property and
undertaking, and the sum of £340 to purchase the
B^ast Market, to be left as an open space for ever.

Bjfore quitting office as High Sheriff of Djvon,
Mr. Robert Hirvey, of Palace Gtte andDundridge,
Totnes, has placed two memorial windows in the
north aisle of Truro Cathedral. The subjects are
St. Alban, St. Pancras, St. Perpetua. St. Lawrence,
St. Citherine, and St. Cypriin. Mr. Harvey has
also added a thanksgiving window, an illuminated
clock and chimes, and restored the churchyard cross
in his own parish of Harberton.

An organ and screen were dedicated at the Church
of St. John, Knotty Ash, Lanes, on Monday. The
work has been carried out from the designs of Mr.
Charles E. Djacon, architect, of Liverpool. Ths
organ, which is fitted with pneumatic action, is

inclosed in a carved oaken case, designed in harmony
with its surroundings, and being supported upon
a carved canopy, springing from the screen, beneath
which runs the whole length of the choir stalls.

The organ has been made by Messrs. Conacher and
Co., of Huddersfield ; whilst all the oakwork is

from the studios of Messrs. Harry Hems and Sons,
of Eseter.

The Boards of Guardians of Minche-.ter and
Chorlton, acting together under the authority of
the Local Government Board, have purchased an
estate in the neighbourhood of Chorley with the
object of erecting cottage homes for the treatment
of imbeciles and epileptics. The site is under the
shadow of Eivington Pike, and has cost a sum of
£19,000. The Boards jointly aim at accommodating
1,000 patients.

A new Episcopalian Church of St. Peter is in
course of erection at Torry, N.B., from plans by
Messrs. Kinross and Tarbolton, of Edinburgh, at a
cost of £5,000. The budding consists of a narrow
and lofty nave, with north and south aisles. The
roof will have a span of 35 ft., and will rise 60 ft.

above the floor. The walhng is of pink granite,
and when completed the church will seat 600
persons.

The foundation-stone of an intermediate school
was laid at Penygroes on Monday. The contract
has been let to Mc. Richard Jones, Llanwrda, the
architect being Mr. Evan Evans, C.E,, the county
surveyor of Carnarvonshire. The total cost of the
work will be £'2, "03.

A Jubilee memorial clock has been placed in the
tower of Eist Farleigh parish church, Kent. The
clock, which was manufactured by Messrs. J. Smith
and Sons, of Ddrby, makers of the clock in St.

Paul's Cathedral, chimes the Cambridge quarter
on the 1st, 2ad, 3rd, and tfth bells, striking the
hours on the tenor. It has one dial, 5ft. Bin. in
diameter, facing the south.

Buillrins JntelUgence*

Bi'RY, Lanc's.—The new Park Congregational
chapel was opened on (iood Friday. It is Jacobean
in style, and measures 77ft. by 39ft. A vestry
for the minister is placed at the south-east angle
of the building, and the gallery is over the vesti-

bule at the west end. The chapel contains seat-

ing accommodation for 450 persons. The benches
and the interior woodwork are in pitch-pine.
The building is faced with Yorkshire parpoints.

The chapel has been erected from the designs of

Mr. J. D. Mould, architect, of Silver-street,

Bury. The main contract was placed with Messrs.
T. and J. Foster, of Ramsbottom.

Old Kili'.ytuick, N.B.—After being closed

for over three months, the Old Kilpatrick Parish
Church was reopened on Sunday. The reason
for the closing was the alteration and improve-
ment of the building, consequent on a number
of gifts having been presented in commemoration
of the Queen's Diamond Jubilee. These include

a three-manual pipe organ and an apse in which
to house it, and a new pulpit, hexagonal in form,
built of blue Ayrshire stone, with a top of oak,
Gothic arched in each side. A peal of eight

|

bells, cast by Gillett and Johnston, of Croydon,
J

has also been presented. They weigh three tons
without machinery. An oak carved Communion
table and a baptismal font, made of blue Ayrshire
stone, matching the pulpit, are other gifts. The
church has been painted, and new heating'
apparatus put in. A four-light window of stained

'

glass representing the .\scension has been placed
'

in the centre of the apse, while at the sides two
other windows representing the Four Evangelist!

,j

have also been given.

Stratfokd-ox-Avox.—Lloyds' Bank (Limited^ I

are about to erect new bank buildings upon the '

site of their present premises at the corner of [

Bridge-street and I'nion- street, Stratford-on-

Avon. The old buildings are now in course o£

demolition. The plans of the new bank, which
have been prepared by Jlr. J. A. Chatwin, of

Temple-street, Birmingham, show a much larger

structure. The building will provide a banking-
room next Bridge-street, with consulting and'
waiting rooms, strong rooms, and residence for

the manager. The elevations in Bridge-street

and Union -street will be of Bath stone, and the

principal entrance will be at the corner of the
streets named, with oriel window projecting over,

and surmounted by a short spire, which will form
a feature as seen from High-street. The extent -

of frontage to Bridge-street will be 42ft., and-

that to Union-street 52ft. (including manager's
house), ond the height to ridge will be 51ft. with i

a slightly lower elevation to Union-street. The
corner entrance will bs recessed, and the oriel-

window over—a feature of the building—is ,

carried by groins springing out of the keystone '

of the doorway. There are carved panels between
'

the corner windows. The lower range of windows
in Bridge-street will have pilasters and columns
between : the middle range contain mullions and

*

transoms, while the top range will be of a more
]

ornate character. There wUl be six large windows
j

on the ground floor of the banking-room , which
wiU be 3Sft. by 20ft. All the bank fittings will]

be of mahogany, and the building will be lighted
j

and ventilated by an inner court, extending the *

full height of the building, cased with white

brick. The style adopted is Renaissance. A low

ornamental palisading will protect the stonework
from being scored or scratched. The builders are

Messrs. Collins and Godfrey, of Tewkesbury.

The corporation of Scarborough have adopted a

recommendation of the committee that they should

purchase for £33,000 the mansion and grounds of

Mr. J. W. Woodall in St. Xicholas-street. The
house is to be converted into public offices, and the

grounds on the uuderoliff facing the sea are to be

used as a public park.

On May 4, the anniversary of the terrible bazaar

catastrophe in the Rue Jean Goujon, Cardinal

Richard will lay the foundatiou-stone of a chapel

to commemorate that fatal disaster. M. Guilbert,

the architect, has adopted the semi-classical style

associated in France with the name of Louis XVI.
His building, almost square outside, is to be raised

some 10ft. above the level of the street. Within,

the chapel will have a circular form, eight marble

pillars supporting the central dome. Beside the

building a small space is to be laid out as a garden

and surrounded by an arcade with the stations of

the Cross.
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OOUFETITIONS.
Birmingham : IIollymoou Asylim. — The

. ompetitive plana for the erection of a new
lunatic asylum on the Hollymoor estate, near
iiubery, are now open to inspection. It may be
remembered that the need for increased accom-
modation for lunatics having become urgent, the
Asylums Committee proposed to entrust the pre-
paration of plans to Messrs. Martin and Chamber-
lain, who designed the present establishment at
Rubery. The majority of the city council,
however, rejected the recommendation, and
decided that a limited competition should take
place by si.^ Birmingham firms, to each of whom
1 1 00 should be given for the preparation of plans.
As we stated last week, on the report of the
rtssessor, Mr. (i. T. Hine, the committee have
selected the designs marked "Forward," which
proved to be the motto adopted by the tirm to
whom they originally recommended that the
commission should be given. The other five
competing firms were Messrs. Cossins and Pea-
cock, Messrs. Mansell, Mr. F. B. Osbom, Messrs.
Ingall, and Jlessrs. Cross and Xicholle. The
asylum is to accommodate 800 patients and the
necessary staff. Access to the site is by Bedlam-
lane, which skirts it upon the north-west, and the
selected plans and several others place the main
entrance and the medical superintendent's house
at the nearest corner to the road. The selected
plans and teveral others show, says the Birmiih/-
ham Post, a system of corridors, of which the one
on the north side runs from east to west, while
another makes a semicircular sweep to the south.
Within the inclosure formed by these corridors
are arranged the large dining and recreation hall,
with the kitchens and other kindred depart-
ments, while the wards or pavilions are upon
the exterior of the ciicuit. Jlessrs. Martin
and Chamberlain place their reception wards and
infirmary wards entirely upon the ground floor.
The pavilions are in two stories, and the upper
stories of the infirmary blocks are used aa dormi-
tories for chronic patients. As a rule, a pavilion
and two wings of separate apartments inclose
a quadrangle to be used as an airing-court, and
the ground -floor arrangement enables the weaker
infirmary patients and their attendants to reach
the airing-courts with the least possible fatigue.
The pavilions are mostly arranged in an east and
west direction, so that the windows may enjoy
a southern aspect, and that the patients may
enjoy the utmost benefit derivable from light and
air. The elevations show a somewhat severe
brick structure with mouldings beneath the eaves,
and window bays to break the otherwise flat
monotony of the walls. A water-tower is pro-
vided for, which will carry a tank of 40,000gal.,
a little more than a day's supply. Messrs. Martin
and Chamberlain submit an alternative ground
plan, in which the arrangement of blocks and
corridors is somewhat different, and less widely
distributed. The buildings have been arranged
to follow, as far as practicable, the fall of the
ground, the variations of level giving a gentle
rise and fall in the corridors, by which the
occurrence of odd steps is avoided. In the plans
marked "Control," the blocks of building are
more symmetrically and more compactly arranged.
The entrance is centrally placed on the north
Bide, and has a Renaissance elevation. An east
and west corridor, and a semicircular one reaching
to the southern limits of the group of buildings,
are also features of the plan. The architects are
Messrs. Cossins and Peacock. Mr. Osbom's plan
(marked with a cross) shows the general arrange-
ment of buildings placed aslant, so as to be
roughly parallel to Bedlam-lane, and giving
south-east and north-west aspects to the principal
blocks. The corridors are placed at angles to
one another. The entrance is from a private
dnve to the south, and a clock-tower occurs as a
decorative feature of the architecture. Jlessrs.
ManseU and Ingall both adopt a rectangular
arrangement of buildings, and the former show
an Elizabethan design for the entrance ; while
Messrs. Cross and Nicholls dispose their buildings
in relation to a straight corridor on the north and
a semicircular one on the south.

DEKiiv.—In Xovember last the committee of
Holy Trinity parish church, Derbv, presided over
i-y the Kev. H. Jlartin, B.A., vicar, had the con-
sideration of rebuilding before them, and in con-
jsequence of a request by Messrs. Naylor and
>ale, architects, of Derby, tobeal'owed to submit
sketches for a new church (which was in con-
templation;, it was resolved that this firm should
fiend in sketches in competition with Mr. Charles
' Hewitt, architect, of Brighton, who had been

acting as professional adviser to the church com-
mittee for about four years. Certain conditions
of this competition were given. A sub-committee
was formed to report on the merits of the sub-
mitted designs, which were three in number,
Messrs. Naylor and Sale submitting two designs,
and on March 14th the sub-committee met to
inspect the designs and to recommend the design
which they considered best. The committee
unanimously decided in favour of the design sub-
mitted by Mr. C. E. Hewitt, and this recom-
mendation was confirmed by the church com-
mittee last Tuesday, April the 5th, when his
appointment as architect was made. The pro-
posed new church is to occupy the same site as
the existing church, and is designed to accommo-
date 800. It is to be constructed of red brick,
with stone dressings, in the Early English style
of Gothic architecture. There will be a nave,
with clerestory, aisles, transepts, and chancel,
with a west-end tower, to be surmounted (eventu-
ally) with a stone spire, the apex of which will
rise about 132ft. from the ground. The organ
and choir will be accommodated in a western
organ gallery. The estimated cost of the new
church is £6,000, exclusive of the spire.

DtKrypiELD.—The urban district council,
having decided to erect a town hall at a cost of
£10;O00, advertised for competitive plans, offer-

ing prizes of £40 and £20. In response, 22 sets

of plans were received. The prizes have now
been awarded as follows : First premium, John
Eaton, Sons, and CantreU, Ashton-under-Lyne

;

second, Hindley and Marshall, Menton, Eccles.
The new town hall is one of the Diamond Jubilee
commemoration schemes.

Haruoo.\te Teihxical School.—Mr. Morley,
architect, of Harrogate and Bradford, who secured
the first premium in connection with the compe-
titive designs for a new technical school at
Harrogate, has been appointed architect for the
new building. Sir. Morley has been instructed
to get out specifications for his plans, and
amended plans, and report to a future meeting. A
site for the school has been secured at the comer
of East-parade and Bower-road.

St'itKiTox.—The designs of Messrs. Carter and
Ashworih, of .55, Clarence-street, Kingston-on-
Thames, and 8, Duke-street, Adelphi, W.C,
have been placed first in a limited competition for
a new club-house in St. James's-road, Surbiton,
for the Surbiton Club. The building, which is

to cost £2,750, will be proceeded with at once.

CHIPS.
Mr. Herbert H. Liw, L G.B. inspector, has held

an mquiry at Boguor into an application of the
urban district council to borrow £2,000 'or the
construction of a new sea-wall and esplanade at the
west end, near the Black Mill.

The Ciippens Oil Company are reopening the
Straiton Quarries, which were carried on for forty
years previous to 18S5. The material is freestone,
the greater pait of Newington, Elinburgh, and the
whole of the Loanhead district having been built
with it. The reopening will afford employment to
a number of men, and will help to lessen the distress
caused by the stoppage of the oilworks.

A committee of the town council of Glasgow
recommends the purchase of A. K. Brown's
" Spring " landscape, and an " Interior " by Tom
M'Ewan. The pictures are now in the exhibition
of the Royal Glasgow Institute.

The City Council of Birmingham have raised the
salary of Mr. John Price, city surveyor, who had
resigned the office of deputy engineer to the Bir-
mingham Tame and Rea District Drainage Board,
to £1,000 per annum.

Mr. Protherd, of Cheltenham, has reported to the
churchwardens of Wrexham on the condition of the
fine Perpendicular parish church, and states that a
displacement of the masonry of the south porch is

in progress, while the whole of the fabric will have
to be attended to before long. One of the pinnacles
of the noble west tower is being repaired.

On Thursday in last week Mr. H. T. TuUooh,
one of the Inspectors of the Local Government
Board, held an inquiry at Bournemouth into the
application of the town council to borrow £8,000 for

sewerage, £500 for the continuation of Braidley-
road, £1,050 for public walks and pleasure grounds
improvements, £980 for private street improvements,
£2,500 for lighting the pier and lower Pleasure
Gardens with electricity, £200 for work on the Dean
Park Horse Shoe site, and for power to borrow
£1,730 for the purposes of the Bournemouth Cor-
poration Act, 1897. Evidence was given by Mr.
Laoey, the borough surveyor.

PBOFESSIONAL AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

EdINBUUOH ARr-HITECTCRAL As.SOCIATION. At
the last meeting of this association, Mr. Thomas
Ross, the president, in the chair. Bailie Pollard,
convener of the Town Council's Public Health
Committee, gave an address on " Fever Hospital
Structure, with special reference to the new City
Hospital at Colinton Mains." Having given a
brief sketch of the history of the development of
isolation hospitals, the lecturer said that down to
the early sixties, and even later, the treatment
of fevers in our large cities was without skill,

proper nursing, or adequate appliances. Mainly
through the instrumentality of the late Mr.
Ernest Hart, a great reform weis effected five-and-
twenty years ago, when efficient fever hospitals
began to be erected under the charge of the Metro-
politan Asylums Board. In France and Germany
greater progress had been made. It was only in
recent years that local authorities throughout Great
Britain had been aroused by public opinion and
legislation, so that infectious hospitals were now
becoming general all over the country. The
prime consideration for the architect of a fever
hospital must be to make his structure an instru-
ment of healing. External appearance was not
te be despised : but the internal arrangements
must receive closest study and most minute care.
With reference to situation, well regulated fever
hospitals might exist even in populous centres,
without detriment to the community. When the
choice of a site was in view, many reasons showed
that the hospital was best at a distance from other
dwellings, not so much from fear of spreading
disease as for the sake of the institution itself.

Differing from Sir Thorne Thome, of the Local
Government Board, who suggested hospital
provision for one per 1,000 of the inhabitants,
the lecturer advocated larger hospital accom-
modation, and, upon experience of Edinburgh,
was prepared to maintain that provision should
be made for one in every 600. The materials of the
structure might be pasteboard, canvas, wood,
brick, or stone. Stone was preferred in Scotland.
The laying out and arrrangement of buildings
was dwelt upon, and it was shown how needful it

was that the different diseases should be classified,

and cross-infection guarded against ; while the
different parts of the whole structure should
be so placed as to secure greatest convenience
of access between the sick - rooms and the
administrative, culinary, and other departments.
Drainage, ventilation, and heating were then
described aa elements of essential importance,
the requisite amount of floor - space and air-

space per bed being also alluded to. The laying-
out of wards and of ward accessories, baths, and
lavatories was next discussed. Dwellings for the
doctors, nurses, ward attendants, and servants
were described, and the most suitable arrange-
ments for kitchen, laundry, and other services

were dealt with. After setting forth the main
objects to be sought in a completely efficient

modem hospital. Bailie Pollard proceeded to show
how these were likely to be obtained in the new
city hospital at Colinton Mains. He exhibited
by the limelight a series of views from the plans
prepared by Mr. Robert Morham, city architect.

Speaking from considerable acquaintance with fever
hospitalson the Continent and at home, thelecturer
felt warrinted in saying that by means of Mr. Mor-
ham's plans the Edinburgh Hospital would at its

opening be behind no fever hospital in the world
in respect of efficiency. He directed special
attention to the situation of the hospital, with its

southern exposure and uninterrupted sunlight.
Particular mention was also made of the large
provision of sun-rooms for patients during con-
valescence.

Contracts have been entered into by the British

Electric Traction Company for the conversion of
the tramway line running from Hart's Hill to

Stourbridge into an electric system, and it is

expected that the work will be done during the next
six mouths. Other improvements and extensions are

also contemplated.

The foundation-stone of the new church and
convent of the Immaculate Conception of St.

Francis, at Bocking Bridge, has been laid. The
architect is Mr. J. F. Beutley. Messrs. A. Brown
and Son are the builders, and Mr. \V. L. Tott is

clerk of the works. The buildings comprise a
church with sanctuary chapel and transept, and
the cells, corridor, refectory, and kitchen of a
religious house. The church, which is to be of red
brick with stone dressings, is in the Early Decorated

1 style.
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.
[We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinioiu of

our oorrespondenta. All corarauaications should be
drawn up aa briefly as possible, as there are many
claimants upon the space allotted to correspondents.]

It ia particularly requested that all drawings and all

oommuzucations respecting illustration ^> or literary matter
should be addressed to the EDITOR of the Bdildiko
News, 332, Strand, W.C, and not to members of the staff

by name. Delay is not unfrequently otherwise caused.
All drawings and other comimmications are sent at con-
tributors' risks, and the Editor will not undertake to

pay for, or be liable for, imsought contributiona.

Cheques and Postroffice Orders to be made poyable to
The Strand Nkwspapbb Company, Limitbo.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.

One Pound per annum (iwst free) to any part of the
United Kingdom ; for Canada, Nova Scotia, and the
United State-s, £1 6s. Od. (or6dols. 30c. gold). To France
or Belgium, £1 6s. Od. (or 33fr. 30c.) To India, £1 6s. Od.
To any of the Australiaa Colonies or New Zealand, to the
Cape, the West Indies, or Natal, £1 6s. Od.

ADVERTISEltENT CHARGES.
The charge for Competition and Contract Advertiae-

menta, PubUc Corapanius, and all official advertisements
is Is. per line of Eight words, the fiist line counting as
two, the minimum charge being ds. for four lines.

The charge for Auctions, Land Sales, and Miacellaneoufl
and Trade Advertisements (except Situation advertise-

ments) ia 6d. per line of Eight words (the first lint

counting as two), the minimum charge being 43. 6d. for
40 worda. Special terms for series of more than six
insertions can be ascertained on application to the Pub-
lisher.

Front-page Advertisements 29. per line, and Paragraph
Advertisements Is. per line. No Front-page or Paragraph
Advertisement inserted for less than os.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
office not later than 3 p.m. on Thursday. Front-page
Advertisements and alterations in serial advertisements
must reach the office by Tuesday morning to secure
insertion.

Situations.

The charge for advertisements for " Situations Vacant

"

or " Situations Wanted " is Oxe Shillisq foeTwentt-
FouB Words, and Sixpence for every eight words after.
All Situation Advertisetnents must be prepaid.

NOTICE.
Bound copies of Vol. LXXIXI. are now ready, and
should be ordered early (price Twelve Shillings each),
as only a limited number are done up. A few
bound volumes of Vols. XXXES., XL., XLI.,
XLVl., XLIX., LI., LUI., LVin., nx.,
Lxi., Lxn., Lxrn., lxtv., lxv., lxvi.,
Lxvn.. Lxvm., lxix., lxx.. lxxl, lxxu.
may still be had, price Twelve Shillings ; all the other
bound volumes are out of print. Most of the back*
numbers of former volumes are, however, to be had
singly. Subscribers requiring any back numbers to
complete volume just ended should order at once, as
many of them soon run out of print.

Received.—J. and H. O.—D. N. P.-W. C. A. Co.—
R.F. A.—A. B. and Sons (Bristol).

"BUILDING NEWS" DE3IGXIXG CLUB.
Drawint.s Received.—"Lima," " McGilligan," "Gib."
"Derige," "Don't Know," "Rita," "Centaur,"
•' B. C. P.," " Swan," " Microbe," " Hotspur," " Zeo,"
"Petticoats," " Pantile," " Caedinon," " Umbopa."

Comspottienct

SYBILS—NOT ANGELS.

To the Editor of the BriLDixo News.

Sir,—In your issue of March 18, 1898, there
occurs a mistake of the most serious order. The
large rsproduction you have of Michel Angelo's
.Sybils is labelled "Figures of Angels."' lam
greatly surprised that in your article the well-
known sybils are .also referred to as "angels."
Being sybils, they were naturally wingless, so
that your contention about these angels being
wingless is most amusing. I trust that for the
benefit of your many readers you will correct this
error in the next number of your esteemed
periodical. Such mistakes as this should not be
allowed to occur. When they do occur the mis-
information which they convey should be promptly
rectified.—I am, &c. " A. A. Hopkixs.

361, Bro\dway, N.Y. City.

KIRKHAM WORKHOUSE COMPETITION.
Sir,—Having competed for the .above together

with Mr. i'red. E. Dotchin, of Newcastle-on-
Tyne, it is with much regret I observe the letter

from Messrs. Crickmay and Son- (the first

premiated) in your isjue of the 8th inst.

It IS becoming positively disgraceful the wiiy
in which the majority of the architectural com-
petitions are apparently conducted, and the iinal

decisions arrived at—even as in this case, when

the award of an assessor is given, this is not
eventually adhered to.

It is only within the last few months that I

competed successfully for a large Poor-law
establishment for the Gateshejid - on - Tyne
(Guardians. I was appointed to carrj- out the

work, and prepared all the contract drawings,
specifications, quantities, deposited plans with the

Local Government Board, which were passed and
sealed. I also deposited the plans with the local

authorities, and tenders were received, and aU in

order for the due performance of the contract,

and now, after months of untiring work and
great expense, I am compelled by the guardians,
under their conditions of competition, to step

aside and relinquish my position, and allow a

local architect to be appointed by the gu,ardians

in my place, and so carry out the work, and, as I

presume, from my drawings, kc, and receive the
commission due to me.

It is only an architect that can form an
adequate idea of the enormous amount of work I

had to do from first to last, and for which I h.ave

not received a proper remuneration, neither have
any of my expenses been paid. A more heartless

decision on the part of a piiblic body it is hard to

conceive.

It is under 3-:;ch conditions and expectations as

these that the competing architect has now to

look forward, as this state of .affairs is brought
forcibly to one's notice almost every week, and I

continually hear from my professional brethren
such remarks as, " I don't think I shall compete

—

it is hard to tell if it be a genuine competition ;

"

" I expect it is all cut and dried" ; "It will be
hard work and good money thrown away, perhaps,
if it be not a fair competition."

It passes my comprehension why our Institute

does not tsike up strongly this matter and much
dissatisfied question of competitions . 1 1 is certainly

high time something was done.—I am, &c.,

Cnrii, A. Sharp.
59, Fenchurch-street, E.G.

CHIPS.
About SOO men are affected by the dispute in the

Scotch furniture trade. It is understood that about
100 men have left the district and obtained employ-
ment in England. Xo steps have yet been taken to

reopen negotiations.

In the Manx Legislative Council on Tuesday,
Lord Henniker handed over the picture of the
Queen which her Majesty has presented to the
Government of the island. The picture, which has
been signed by her Majesty, was painted by Von
Augeli. It is inclosed iu a massive frame sur-
mounted by a crown, and is hung iu the Council
Chamber.

The old mansion at Winchester, known as the
Abbey House, is to be altered, added to, and
rebuilt, so as to accommodate the Museum, Library
and Reading-room, Art Gallery, and Re'erence
Library, and thus free a large area in the Guildhall
for municipal business. The council on Thursday
empowered a committee to prepare a report and
plans.

Considerable progress has recently been made
with the museum which is being formed in connec-
tion with the ."School of Hygiene at University
College, Liverpool, and it will be formally opened
by the Lord Mayor during the first week in May.
The work of well-kuowu firms in Liverpool, London,
Manchester, Leeds, and L^igh is represented, many
of the specimens having been presented.

The new organ at New-road Congregational
Church, Bury, Lanes, erected by Messr.". Lswis and
Company, organ builders, of Brixtou, London, was
opened yesterday (Thursday). It is built on the
tubular pneumatic priuciple : and the bellows will

be blown by a Ross valve engine (hydrauliol. The
organ contains three manuals and pedals and 32
stops in all. The whole of the metal-work is of
spotted metal.

A turret quarter-chime clock has been erected in

the tower of the Wesleyan chapel. Long Prestou,
near Skipton, and two bells, to commemorate the
Diamond Jubilee, which was set going on Good
Friday. Messrs. W. Potts and Sons, Leeds, are the
makers.

Anewchapelistobeerected by the New Connexion
Society at St. Ives, Cornwall. It is to have a
spire of Sift, high, and the edifice will accommodate
4.50 people in the main body, and loil iu a gallery

placed over the entrance lobby. In addition to this

there are to be minister's and choir vestries, with
adjoining school buildings, classrooms, lavatory,

ice. The estimated outlay is £3,.J00, and the work
is to be completed by May next year. Mr. J. W.
Firth, of Oldham, is the architect, and Mr. J. 1!.

Sindry, of St. Ives, the builder.

Jttttrcommutttcatiott

QUESTIOXS.
[11933.]—Adjoining Owner.—Two building sit

adjoin. On one a residence has been erected and let tc

tenant. The owner of both properties i- now desirous

building on the other site, close up to the boundary : b

his tenant objects to allow any scaffolding being erect.-

on the first site to enable his landlord to carry up th-

outaide wall of residence to be built on other site which
abuts, and has further given notice of objecting to any
slung or overhanging scaffolding being used, which is

absolutely necessary to carry out the work. Would the
ownfT run any risk should he go on with the work either

by erecting scaffolding on the first site, or. supposing he
could not do this, would he be running any risk if he used
a slung or overhead scaffolding to enable him to carry out
his proposed work ? Being the owner of both properties,

he feels it hard upon hira by his ha\-ing let one that he
should be prevented from building his house on the
second site, but would risk a lawsuit if he felt he was
within his rights in going on with the work.—RovsxoN.

REPLIES.
[11924.]—Terracotta Work —Several well-known

-

firms, such as J. C. Edwards, of Ruabon, and other firjjs,

supply excellent terracotta. The smaller the blocks, in

reason, the better, and they should not exceed 3ft. cube.

The larger the block, the more-difficult it is to insure
straight arrises and true lines. The joint should be
rather fine, but not too close, or the terracotta is apt to

,

Bush. For filling the blocks, Roman is less likely to

burst the block than Portland cement ; lime concrete is

often used with good results.—G. H. G.

[11929.1 -TJsefuIItems.—I know no way of using
bees-wax in the manner asked; but "N." can dissolve

paraffin-wax in benzine, placing the wax in the benzine
in a cup, and the Utter in a larger cup or basin of boiling

water. You can then apply the melted wax or benzine

as a capital waterproofing solution to cloth or canvas.

Applied to the inside of an umbrella, it will make it out-

last three. — Jacf./-.

[11930.]—Brick Ornament.-It will be better to set.

the bricks in position in the building and carve In situ.—
H. L.

[11931.]-Plumt)lng Fittings.—"Learner" does

not state whether he is an architect or a plumber ; but if

the latter, he will leam all such matters by experience.

There are good books on plumbers' work by Messrs.

Buchan, Hellyer, and Clarke, respectively.—H. L.

[11932.]—Photography for Architects.-There
are good elementary books on photography, such as

Burton's " Modem Photography," Henry's " Early Work
in Photography "

; while, for the application of the art

to architecture, there is a book called Mill's
'

' Photography
for Architects," and the best book on the subject " Archi-

tectural Photography," by G. A. T. Middleton. The
latter is really good and very cheap.—Hen'ry Lovegb.'-. e.

'

[11932.] — Photography for Architects. —
" iiveryone's Guide to Photogi'aphy," by E. J. Wall.

F.R P.'S., will be found very useful for obtaining a know-
ledge of the development of plates, toning, &c. I should

recommend a J-plate camera, as J-plate is too small for

architectural detail, and whole-plate is too cumbersome
for cychng and rambling. If only one lens is used, a
wide-angle Rapid Eeotilinear is to be preferred.—Cveil-

Dvsos.

[1192. 1—Photography for Architects.-A book
on the subject " T. F. M." writes about has just been

published by Hazell, Watson, and Viney, Ltd., on
" Architectural Photography," by (i. A. T. Middleton,

A. R. I.E. A., which will give practical lessons for the

amateur, and is moderate in price.—G. W.

David Holland, 63 years of age, a clerk in the

employment of the Manchester corporation, wai
charged before the magistrates of that city on

Tuesday with conspiring with John Tetlow, said to

be connected with a firm of earthenware pipe

manufacturers, who is already in custody, to obtain

from the corporation the sum of £.56 ISs. by means

of false pretences, and also with conspiring to-

obtain .£.i,000 from the corporation during the past

10 years. He was remanded till Monday next, bail

being granted. It was stated that the prisoner had

been in the employ of the corporation for 22 years,

recently in the highways department, and formerly

under the city surveyor.

In 1891 the Rev. G. T. Braine-Hartnell, then

vicar of Liskeard, died. As a tribute to his memory
a large mural brass aifixed to a black marble sla-^

has been placed in the ch.ancel of the parish church.

The edifice is being further enriched by a second

carved parclose screen of oak being placed on the

north side of the chancel.

At the last meeting of the Dublin Corporation a

report of a deputation which recently visited several

large English centres was adopted with reference to

the fire brigade, and, as a result, several improve-

ments are to be taken in hand. A large central

station is to be erected as near O'Connell Bridge as

possible, and there are also to be four sub-stations

in various parts of the city. A system of electr:

street alarms is to be provided, and horizontal i.;

escapes are also to be introduced, as, owing to the

overhead wires of the electric tram system, there

will in future be difficulty in manipulating the

vertical escapes in the leading thoroughfares. It

was decided to borrow ':20,000 to procure new

electric cables and erect four sub - transformer

stations in connection with the existing installations.
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LEQAI. INTELLIGENCE.
DDKECT COMMrXICATIOX BETWEEN StEEETS.—

WooDHAMV. London' County Council.—Judgment
has been given in this appeal by Mr. Justice Day
and Mr. Justice Phillimore, The plaintiff desired to

make a new road at Catford, running from Lale-
ham-road, and after some distance turning at right

angles, and communicating with Brownhill-road.
By section ;i, subsection 4, of the London Building
Act, 1894, it is provided that it shall be lawful for

the London County Council to refuse to sanction the
formation of a street where the street is proposed to

be formed or laid out in such a manner that it will

not afford direct communication between two exist-

ing streeta. The county council held that the street

proposed to be formed must bo a straight street

communication between two existing streets, and
so refused to sanction the plaintiff's undertaking.
The plaintiff thereupon appealed to the tribunal
of appeal constituted under section 17o of the
eame Act, and that body upheld the opinion
of the county council. An order was then made
by the judge in chambers for a special case
under section l.s2 of the Act to be stated, for

the purpose of determining any tjuestion of law
arising on the case in question. Mr. R. M. Bray,
Q.C., for the plaintiff, submitted that the meaning
of the words "direct communication between two
streets " was a question of law for their lordships'

interpretation, and that the proposed new street

•was a direct communication, although it was not a
straight road. He cited " London County Council

, Edmonson" (6(3 i.r., X.S., 200). Mr. Horace
Avory (for the London County Council) contended
that the question raised was essentially one of fact
to be dealt with by the Council. The tribunal of
appeal had been constituted for safeguarding
landowners wishing to lay out their land and for

deciding questions of fact. The matter had been
before both these bodies, and they had exercised
their discretion. Mr. Justice Day : I am of opinion
that this is a question of fact, on which both the
London County Council and the tribunal of appeal
have pronounced their opinion, and I see no reason
to dilfer from them. Mr. Justice Phillimore :

I quite agree. I think the words " direct communi-
cation " are a matter for the County Council, and
we cannot interfere. The appeal was therefore
dismissed.

CHIPS.
In the list of adjudications in bankruptcy, pub-

lished in Tuesday's Loitdjn Gazette, the name
appears of Richard Arthur Bullivant, of Leeds,
architect and builder.

Sir Wyke Biyliss, P.R.B.A., wiU deliver an
address to-morrow (Saturday) at the galleries of
the Royal Society of British Artists, Suffolk-street,
on "Art in the House of Her Friends." The
lecture, which will be addressed to members and
friends of the society, will be delivered at 4 p.m.

A new altar table has been given to the parish
church of St. Cuthbert, Lytham. The altar is of
oak, carved in Gothic panels, in keeping with the
design of the reredos, and is the work of Messrs.
Jones and Willis, of Birmingham. It will bear a
plate to_ the effect that it is a memorial gift, and
was dedicated on Saturday afternoon.

Subscriptions continue to flow in from all parts of
the country towards the fund for the restoration of
the ancient cathedral at Brechin, N.B. The fund
is managed by a large committee, and the sum
aimed at is £10,000. The amount received up to
the end of March was slightly over £.),100, so that
fully one-half of the total has now been collected.

The conversion of the plot of land in close
proximity to the Waterfall Gardens and the railway
at Truro into a public park, as a memorial of the
Diamond Jubilee, is rapidly approaching comple-
tion. Messrs. Henderson and Son, civil engineers,
whose plans were chosen, also secured the contract
lor the work.

The Marquis of Ripon, KG., performed on
Monday the opening ceremony in connection with
5*^ I^oman Catholic schools in St. Mary's parish,
Bradford. The buildings are situated in Stott-hill,
and occupy the site of an erection which was
formerly used as St. Mary's church, and afterwards
as day-schools. The new premises will accommo-
date l,llo children—622 girls and 493 infants—and
there are also clubrooms.

The discovery has been made at Blyth, near
Eetford, that the hill on which is situated the
Tillage school and the Green is really a barrow, or
ubficial mound, used as a place of interment for

Jire-histonc races. During the removal of the
oundations of a row of cottages on the Green,
ikolls and other bones were found, including a
-Jlithic human skull and the bones of a horse.
Fheae were found in cists, made of a large number^^ (mall stones, and havibg a vaulted appearance.
—Ut week a bored pebble was found on the hill.
It was of an ordinary quartzite boulder, bored on
»oh side by human agency, and having the shape
an aze.

(0ut O^fRct Cabk
Jilt. Chaiu.!-:.-* Lock E.\sti.ake, F.E.I.B.A.,

having reached the age limit, has retired from
the post of keeper of the National ( r.iUery .ind

secretary and accounting officer to the trustees,

and the Treasury has appointed Jlr. Hawes H.
Turner to that office. Mr. Eastlake was educated
as an architect, and preceded the late Jlr. W. H.
White as secretary to the Royal Institute of

British Architects. About twenty years ago he
obtained the office he now vacates ; since then to

him have been committed the detailed manage-
ment of the Gallery, the correspondence not
requiring the direct authority of the trustees and
directors, and the hanging of pictures. Some
years since he contributed a series of articles to

our columns on " ' Old Masters ' at the National
Gallery and on the Continent." The trustees

and director of the National Gallery have passed
a resolution respecting the recent retirement of

Mr. E;istlake. They regret that Mr. Eastlake is

obliged, under the regulations of the Civil Service,

to retire from his duties, and express their thanks
for the efficient manner in which he has discharged
those duties during the twenty years of his services

as keeper and secretary of the Gallery.

The annual exhibition of work by the art

students at the Technical School, under the
control of the Technical Education Board of the
London County Council, was opened on Wednes-
day in one of the large rooms of the building
in Bolt-court, Fleet-street. The collection of ex-
hibits includes specimens of drawing from the
life and from the cast, and also drawing as applied
to "process." At the present time there are .about

200 lads and young men receiving regular in-

struction either in the art or technical department
of the school, all of whom are genuinely engaged
in some branch of the photo-mechanical, photo-
graphic, designing, lithographic, engraving, and
printing crafts. The exhibition, to which admis-
sion is free, will remain open till to-morrow
(Saturday) evening.

A XEW factory which Messrs. Hall and Fenton,
of St. James's-row, Sheffield, have designed for

Messrs. Walker and Hall, to be erected on a

portion of the site of their present establishment
in Howard-street, will be a unique object in the

architecture of that city. It is to consist of nine
floors, and a flat roof protected with a parapet of

ornamental ironwork, upon which, at an eleva-

tion of more than 100ft., it will be possible to trike

the air and obtain a bird's-eye view of Sheffield.

Thus it will be the highest building devoted to

commerce in the city. As the ground dimensions
are only 80ft. by 26ft., the place will present the
appearance of an oblong tower. The factory will

be faced throughout with white glazed bricks, the
beams and joists are to be of steel, and the floors

of concrete. The new building will provide
accommodation for upwards of 700 workmen, who
will ascend to their shops by the means of an
elevator.

The maximum height to which buUdings may
be lawfully carried in Chicago has just been
reduced from 155ft., the former limit, to 130ft.

This will, under ordinary circumstances, give

room for ten stories, in place of the twelve stories

which could be put into 155ft. The present limit

in Boston is 12.5ft., which admits ten rather low
stories as against the statutory 90ft. of the new
London BuUding Act. Recently, a bill was
introduced into the State Legislature for

reducing the limit to 100ft., by a general law,

applying to the whole State of Massachusetts

;

but it failed to meet the approval of the

committee to which it was referred, and it is

probable that nothing more will be heard of it.

As r2oft. will only with difficulty admit ten

stories, 100ft. would allow, under the heights of

rooms permissible in Massachusetts, only seven,

which would occupy, in ordinary mercantile

buildings and hotels, about y2ft., leaving a waste

space of 8ft., too low for an additional storj-, and
unnecessary for roof-space.

The Sun Life Assurance Society's report and
accounts for the 3'ear ending 31st December last

abundantly justify the opinion we have always

expressed of the position of this admirably

managed company. The following are the salient

points:—2,329 new "life" policies were issued,

assuring £1,092,382, after deduction of re-

assurances, with premiums £43,939. The " life
"

premium income was £419,986, and intei'est,

dividends, and rents produced £135,026 ; the

average rate of interest being £4 4s. 3d. per cent.

The total " lite " income amounted to £555,221.
Claims were well within the expectation, and
amounted to £2"5,224, including bonus additions:

cash bonuses to policy holders to £91,534.

Surrenders were £20,855, and commission and
expenses of management, including expenses of

valuation and distribution of bonus, £09,057.
These, with smaller items, made the total " life"

outgo £472,520. Annuities were granted during
the year for £6,789, the consideration money
received being £55,217. The total funds have
been ra'sed in the vear from £3,072,755 to

£3,957,198, being an incre.ase of £284,443. An
accident and general department has been estab-

lished for the transaction of personal accident,

employers' liability and workmen's compensa-
tion insurance, which many readers will find

advantageous.

Mr. Adam Teacher, proprietor of several licensed

houses, who died at Glasgow last week, has left

£50,000 to local charities, and has bequeathed all

his pictures to the Glasgow Corporation.

A portrait of Sir Arthur Arnold is being painted,

by subscription of members of the London County
Council, to be placed in the County Hall, Spring-
gardens.

New county schools are about to be erected at

Mold. Mr. Thomas Roberts, of New-street, Mold,
is the contractor, and Mr. Edward Bradsbaw, of

Denbigh, is the clerk of works.

At the last meeting of the Kilmarnock Town
Council Provost Mackay intimated that offers for

the erection of the museum, towards which Mr.
Dick, of Glasgow, had gifted £S,000, amounted to

£11,176, and that Mr. Dick had increased his gift

to that amount rather than that the plans should be
interfered with.

A memorial stained-glass window has been placed
in St. Luke's, Bolton. It is one of a series, illus-

trating the Te Deum. The figures are of St. Aidan
and St. Cuthbert, two of the earliest missionaries to

Northumbria.

St. Mary's Church at Evedon, near Sleaford, was
reopened, after restoration and enlargement, on
Tuesday. New stained-glass windows have been
inserted at the east and west ends, the old boxes re-

placed by handsome oak seats, and the whole of the
interior remodelled and restored. The work has
been done at a cost of £500. It is hoped in the

near future to procure a better organ and rehang
the bells.

Oa Palm Sunday the Bishop of St. Asaph dedi-
cated a stained-glass window in Whitford parish
church, Flintshire, iu memory of the late Lord and
Lady Mostyn. The window is an east light on the

Mostyn side of the church. It contains four

subjects, representing " The Adoration of the Wise
Men," " Our Lord's Presentation in the Temple,"
" Our Lord's Subjection to His Parents," and
"The Carpenter's Shop."

Bradford old Parish Church is in the hands of the
restorers, and is being thoroughly overhauled and
made presentable in view of the opening of the
Church Congress in that town in the autumn.
Galleries and pews have been removed, and the
stone walls relieved of plaster.

The first annual meeting of the West of England
and South Wales Federation of Master Builders
wiU be held at Bath on the 3rd May, and the newly-
formed Bristol Cabinet Federation will hold its

annual dinner on the 7th proximo.

Up to the present the expenditure on Wentwood
Waterworks at Llanvaches, Mon., by the Newport
Corporation, has been £113,9311. The work is being
proceeded with rapidly, over 200 men being engaged.

A service was held at Tewkesbury Abbey on
Tuesday to dedicate a coloured-glass window, which
has been erected to the memory of the late Mr. B. T.
Moore, who for 38 years was warden of the abbey.
The window is in St. Faith's Chapel, in the ambu-
latory, and represents St. Faith in the centre light

and St. Cecilia and St. A^nes in either of the side-

lights, the figures being three-quarter length.

A chancel screen, erected in the church of St.

John the Baptist, Atherton, was dedicated on Palm
Sunday. It has been designed to take the place of

the low stone screen wall which ran across the

entrance of the chancel. It is of oak, 26tt. wide
and IGft. high, and stands on a stone base 12in.

deep. It is seven bays wide, the centre bay 5ft.

wide, and that on the extreme north forming the

entrance to the pulpit. The lower portion is solid

panelled, with carved linen panels, the head of

the screen being filled in with carved tracery panels.

From the caps of the shafts on the west side of the

screen next the nave springs a groined canopied
ceiling, which supports the cornice. The screen

has been designed and superintended by the archi-

tects of the church, Messrs. Austin and Paley, of

Lancaster.
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MEETINGS FOa THE ENSUING WEEK.
MosoAV.— Societv of Arta. " Indiarubber." Cantor

Lecture No. 1, by Dr. D. Morris, r.M.G.
8 p.m.

Royal Institute of British Architects.
"Iiomeslic Architecture in the United
8ta*e8," by A. N. Piiterson, M.A. 6 p.m
Liverpool Architectural Society.

Jubilee Dinner, at Walker Ait Gallery.

TuESDAV.— Institution of Civil Engineers. iJiacnaaion on
"The Electiicity Supply of London."
8 pm.

"Wkdneskay.— Surveyors' Institution. Meeting at Man-
chester. (1) "Manchester from 18l7 to

1S;*7," by John Holden, of Minchester ;

\2] " Lessons from Fire and Panic," by
T. Blashill, Superintending Architect
London County Coimeil ; (3) " A Con-
sideration of some of the Present-day
Ditlicultieg met with in a Land Agent's
Practice." by C. P. Hall ; and (I) "Notes
on the Construction of Town Building?,"
by Howard Chatfeild Clarke. Town Hall

.

11 a.m.
Society of Arts. " Stage Mechanism,"

by Edwin U. Sacha. 8 p.m.
Edinburgh Architectural Soiiety.

"Soulpturf in Relation to Architecture,"
by T. Duncan Rhind, A R.I.B.A. 8pm.

TuiRSDAY.— Society of Architects. Annual Dinner. St.
James's Hall, Piccadilly, W. 633 for
7 p.m.

Society of Arts. * Recent Railway
Policy in India," by Horace Bell,
M.Inst.C.E. 4.30 p.m.

Friday.—Architectural Aasociat on. ' The Morality and
Economy of Competitions," by H. B
Cresewell. 7.30 p.m.

THE AECHITECTUEAL ASSOCIATION.
APRIL ffind, ORDINARY GENERAL MEETING, No. 9.

Conduit-street, W,. 7.311 p m. Ml. 11. B CRESSWELL on"THF
MORALITY AND Et'ONO.MY OF CO.MPETITlclNS '

E. HOWLEY SIM 1 „ „
G. B. CARVILL j

"»'' ^'"='-

CHIPS.
The Lycett Wesleyan Memorial Chapel, in the

Mile End-road, was partially destroyed by fire on
Wednesday in last week.

The urban district council of Sevenoaks have
raised the salary of their surveyor to £276 per
annum.

The members of the Edinburgh Architectural
Society met on the Gth inst. (Mr. W. N. Camming,
A.K.I.B.A., in the chair), when a lecture was given
by Mr. John Kennedy on "Building Stones : their
Preparation and Use." The lecturer iusisted on
the necessity of architects knowing more about the
stones they employed, and described and classi6ed
building stones, their various dressings, and their
special purposes.

It is stated that Mr. J. Passmore Edwards will lay
the foundation-stone of the Public Library, Liun-
ceston, in May.

The Bayham Abbey Buins, near Tunbridge
Wells, will for some time to come be closed to the
public, in consequence of the dangerous state of
some of the old walls. The Marquis Camden has
been advised, for the safety of the public, to close
the grounds until such renovation as is permissible
can be made.

Messrs. E. H. Shorland and Brother, of Man-
chester, have just supplied some more of their
patent Manchester grates to the Royal Infirmary,
Wigan.

With the object of celebrating the jubilee of the
Liverpool Architectural Society, the president and
council of the body have issued invitations for a
banquet on the evening of Monday next, the ISth
inst., which, by permission of the corporation com-
mittee controlling the Walker Gallery in the city,
will be held in one of the rooms of the Sorinf
Exhibition.

°

Plans have been approved by the Hornsey Urban
District Council for the drainage, fencing, and
laying-out of Churchyard Bottom Wood, High-
gate, which his just been secured for the use of
the public. It is proposed to interfere as little as
possible with the present features of the wood, but
a lodge will be erected and a park-keeper engaged
to reside there permanently.

°

The town council of Tunbridge Wells have
purchased a small estate, on which they propose to
erect dwellings for the working class. The borough
surveyor has been instructed to prepare plans and
estimates for roads, sewers, fences, ic, for the
land acquired ; and also for 10 two-roomed houses,
40 four-roomed houses, 30 five-roomed houses, and
20 six-roomed houses.

The Wallasey Urban District Council hive adopted
a scheme of the works committee for purchasini'
land to widen Eowson-street, New Brighton, iS
view of probable tramway extension there. The
council have also approved the purchase of L'scard
Vale and College, containing about .33,700 square
yards of land, as a public park, at a cost of £7 750

——t-t—
WAGES MOVEMENTS.

Arbroatii.—The strike of the Arbroath joiners,

which had lasted about a week, came to an end on
Thursday in last week. The masters have given
in to the demands of the men, and sigaed the
by-laws. Under the new arrangement, wages will
be paid at the rate of time and a quarter for work
done after a day of eight hours during winter, and
an additional Is. will also be paid for work done in

the country district. Work has been resumed.

Fareham, Hants.—The builders' employees have
applied for a rise of Id. per hour all round, to take
effect on May 2.

Leeds.—The men in the Leeds building trades
lately gave notice for an advance of wages. The
masons, who asked for ^d. per hour advance, have
had their demand granted, their request for over-
time being withdrawn. The plasterers asked for
Id. per hour advance, and the masters offer id.,

which has not yet been accepted. The joiners
demand id. per hour advance,

Xewport, Mon.—The Newport branch of the
Amalgamated Society of Carpenters and Joiners
have refused the masters' request to withdraw the
ban on a certain " shon," and the masteis' associa-
tion have therefore locked out the men. About 200
men are affected.

ScAHBOROUOH —The plumbers of this town struck
work last April for an increase in their wages from
75d. to 8Jd. per hour, and after an interval of about
four weeks the men recommenced work at Sd. per
hour. It was then agreed that the number of
operative plumbers working in the town on April 3,

1897, be stated and verified, and that if the same
number continued at work on April 3, 1893, the
wages be advanced to 84d. per hour. It has now
transpired that the number of operatives engaged
in the town on the latter date was eight less, and so
the wages will remain at 8d. per hour.

Mr. W. O. E. Meade-King, Local Government
Board inspector, attended at the Court House,
Stowmarket, Suffolk, on Wednesday week, to hold
an inquiry a' to the application of the Stowmarket
Eural District Council and the E ist Stow Rural
District Council for the , sanction to the borrowing
of £.),100 for a joint scheme for sewerage and
sewage disposal.

An addition is about to be made to Sb. Matthew's
Church, Weststown, by the erection of a memorial
chapel. The structure will be placed on the south
side of the chancel, and will be entered from the
corresponding aisle of the nave. The present sitting
accommodation in the church is for .575 worshippers,
and is insufficient. The chapel will correspond in
style with t'ne architecture of the church.

A new senior public school and secondary depart-
ment of the West Calder School Board were opened
last week. The school is estimated to cost £4,900,
and has accommodation for 450 scholars, including
a secondary education department.

Liskeard and Looe Railway has been purchased
by a company in London, who will immediately
construct a new line from Looe to connect it with
the Great Western Railway at Liskeard station.
Mr. J. C. Lang has secured the contract, and will
commence operations almost at once.

An external pulpit of stone is being built at St.

Martin's Church, Birmingham, in the angle of the
tower buttresses.

The Countess of Rosse, Womersley Hill, has
given a new quarter-chime clock to Womersley
Parish Church, which was set going by her Lady-
ship on Saturday noon. The clock was made and
fixed by Messrs. William Potts and Sons, of Guild-
ford-street, Leeds.

The rural district council of Keynsham have
adopted plans by Mr. Bennett, C.E., for the
sewerage of Keynsham, at an estimated cost of
£14,000.

The Local Government Board have refused to

sanction the application of the Peterborough 'Town
Council for a loan of £30,003 for electric lighting in
the city.

The amended estimates for the total cost of the
Greenwich tunnel, inc'uding land, compensation,
and works, amount to £155,150. In February last

tenders for the work were invited from six selected

firms. Two tenders only were received —one from
Messrs. Mowlem and Co. amounting to £119,732,
and the other from Messrs. Pearson and Son
amounting to £155,000. As the expenditure pro-
vided for under the Act obtained by the London
County Council authorising the introduction of the
tunnel is only £70,500, the Council is taking steps
to obtain parliamentary sanction for the additional
outlay, and in the mean time the acceptance of
tenders is postponed.

LATEST PRICES.

to

to

IBON, &c.
Per ton.

Rolled-Iron Joista, Belgian fii

Rolled-Steel Joists, English 6 10
Wrought-Iron Girder Plates 6 15
Bar Iron, good Staffs 7
Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Round, or
Square 17

Do,. Welsh 5 15
Boiler Plates, Iron

—

South Staffs 7 17
Best Snedshill 10

Angles lOs., Tees 20s. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, &c., £6 ISa. Od. per ton
Builders' Hoop Iron, galvanised, £15 lOa. Od. per ton.

Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron-
No. 18 to 20,

eft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton.

gauge £10 15

Best ditto 11 5
Per ton.

Castr-Iron Columns £6
Cast-iron Stanchions 6
Rolled-Iron Fencing Wire 7

Rolled-Steel Fencing Wire 7 6

., ,, ., Galvanised 10 10

';;ast-Iron Sash Weights 4
Cast-iron Socket Pipes

—

Sin. diameter 5 10
4in. to 6in 5 5
7in. to 24in. (all sizes) 4 15

[Coated with composition, 28. 6d. per ton extra
and bored joints, 5s. per ton extra.]
Pig Iron

—

Per ton.

Cold Blast, Lilleshall 105s. to 110».

Hot Blast, ditto 67a. 6d. to 62s. 6d,

Wrought-Iron Tubes—Discount off Standard Lists f.o.b<

Gas-Tubes 76p.c. Fittings 77Jp.i

Water-Tubes 70 „ T2i
Steam-Tubes 621
Galvanised Gas-Tubes 60
Galvanised Water-Tubes 55
Galvanised Steam-Tubes 46

lOcwt. casks.

Sheet Zinc, for roofing and work- Per ton.
ing up £ii 10

Sheet I^d, 31b. per sq. ft. super. 11 10
Pig Lead, in Icwt. pigs 14

Lead Shot, in 2Slb. bags 17 10
CopperSheets, sheathing and rods 62
Copper, British Cake and Ingot... 51 15

Tin, Straits 66 3
Do., EngUsh Ingots 69
Spelter, Silesian 17 17

Cut Clasp Nails, Sin. to 6in 8 15
Cut Floor Brads 8 10
Wire Nails (Points de Paris)

—

to 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

8/6 9/0 9/6 10/3 11/0 12/0 13/0 149

Per ton
£6 10
7

6 10
8

17 5
5 17

8 6
10 10

No. 22 to24
Per ton

..£11

.. 11 10
Per ton
£8 10
8 10
8
7 10

11 10

4 2

6 16
5 10
6
tumei

TIMBER.
Teak, Burmah per load £13

"
" " „ ... 9

2

„ ... 3

,. ... 2
., ... 3

Bangkok.
Quebec pine, yellow „ ...

„ Oak „ ...

„ Birch , ...

„ Elm „ ...

„ Ash „ ...

Dantsic and Memel Oa^ „ ...

Fir „ ...

Wainscot, Riga p. log ... „ ...

Lath, Dantsic, p.f „ ...

St. Petersburg „ ...

Greenheart „ ...

Box „ ...

Sequoia, U.S.A. .. .per cube foot
Mahogany, Cuba, per super foot

lin. thick

„ Honduras ... „ ...

„ Mexican
Cedar, Cuba „ ...

„ Honduras „ ...

Satinwood „ ...

Walnut, Italian , .,.

Deals, per St. Petersburg Standard,
by llin. :

—

Quebec, Pine, 1st £19

„ 2nd 13
3rd 6

Canada Spruce, 1st 10

„ 2nd and 3rd 7
New Brunswick 7
Riga 6
St. Petersburg 8
Swedish 8
Finland 7
White Sea 9
Battens, all sorts _. 5
Flooring Boards, per square of lin. :

—

Ist pr<^pared £0
2nd ditto
Other qualities

Staves, per standard M :

—

Quebec pipe
U.S. ditto £35
Memel, cr. pipe 230
Memel, brack 200

to £14 10

„ 14

„ 4 5
5
4 10 (

i 12 I

4 2
3 4
3 11 (

5 10 (

5 10 <

6 10 I

8 1« (

15
1 1(

120— 12ft. byljin

to £25
„ 16

5
5

10 15
11 10
8 10 1

7 10
7 S,

12 6
15 5
8 5
15 15
18

9 6
8
6 6

£0 17
13 6
7 6

£12 10
240
210

OILS.
Linseed per ton. £15 10
Rapeseed, English pale... „ ... 24 5
Do., brown „ ... 22 10

Cottonseed, refined „ ... 14 15

Olive, Spanish , ... 33
Seal, pale „ ... 23 15

Cocoanut, Cochin „ ... 27 15

Do., Ceylon 22

Pahn, Lagos 23
Oleine , ... IS 15

Lubricating U.8 per gal. 6 3

Petroleum, refined......... „ ... 4g

Tar, Stockholm perbarrel 10
Do., Archangel „ ... 12 6

Turpentine, American... per ton 23 10

to £16
„ 24 10

„ 23

„ 15 6

„ 33 10

„ 24

„ 28

„ 23

„ 23 3

„ 19 15

„ 7

4i
1 6 »

16

21

M
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CLOTniNG IDEAS.

SOME time ago an advertisement in a
journal devoted to literature ran as

foUows ;
—"The advertiser wants a literary

amateur to put his ideas into fluent and
stylish English." There are hundreds of

men who have ideas which they cannot
utilise or turn to account, (^ae thing they
want is the art of " licking them into shape,"
of expressing them in readable language.
Hundreds of people would add to the ranks of

fiction writers and novelists, or would write
books on science or art if they only possessed
the gift of expres.sing themselves with
fluency. And it is exactly the same in other
fields. We find men who have inventive
minds stranded because their education has
not allowed them to turn their invention to

the best account, or because their project
is not new, after all. They are not
mechanician, mathematician, or chemist
enough to have discovered where they
have failed. There are also nianufac-
tirrers who have brought out really good
things, but have not been fortunate enough
to present them in the best form. We could
name manufacturers of materials like brick,

terracotta, faience, inventors of appliances
like ventilators, who have failed to set forth
their work in a favourable light. They are
contented with indifferent or positively
objectionable designs ; their mouldings or
ornamental details are poor—often out of
date or extremely showy. These are certainly
drawbacks to many of our maniifactured
goods. Capital, machinery, industry, appli-
ances, all that can assist the turn-out are in
every way admirable ; but the one thing
that is wanting is the art sense. AVo are
able to manufacture anything, says the
enterprising tradesman, that the architect
can ask for, but his requirements come too
late, and the firm make their own designs

;

often they engage competent artists to do
their work, and it is done well. .The said
artist is in touch with the manufacturer or
craftsmen ; he gets famiUar with the material,
with its requirements and limitations, and his
work ought to be satisfactory. But the
popular demand for ornament is often too
great even to resist. Do we not find this
especially so in ironmongery, grates, chimney-
pieces, and furniture !'

If we turn to the architect's work, we have
to acknowledge that the advertised for
clother of ideas " is quite as much in evidence.

The successful planner of workhouses, hos-
pitals, or baths owes much of his success to
the artistic draughtsman. He is perhaps the
" ghost " in aU but name ; his existence may

I be more sedulously obscured as the mani-
festation of his genius becomes clearer. The
man who can write fluent English and put a

I

crude idea into shape, or describe a plot in
winning phrase, often shares the honour of
the work, even if he is only giving expres-
sion to the invention of another, so also the
clever draughtsman who gives interest and
colour to a very commonplace building de-
serves to be recognised, at least, as joint
author of the design. After all, the man
who can clothe in agreeable architecture a
clever or well-adapted plan has a claim to be
recognised. Pugin's teste and skill in Gothic
detail is even now acknowledged when we

I look at and admire the splendid pile which
I

fringes our riverside at Westminster. It re-

1
quired undoubted ability to plan so complex a
building as a House for the Legislature of a
great nation ; but must we not also acknow-

I

ledge the architectural skill which we see in
the grouping of parts, and the refined Tudor

deteils of the wonderful but over-wrought
fa(;ade. The outward dress is, or ought to

be, the correlative of good plan. In the
architectural profession we are constantly
reminded of the existence of these two
functions, almost distinct and separate, yet
depending on each other. They seem some-
times to unite and combine in the same
individual, but more often they are almost
irreconcilable, as some of our more important
public buildings testify ; and it is this dual
nature of modem architectural practice—we
cannot say that it was always so—that has
set the face of Parliament against a public
competition for the proposed new Government
Buildings. The authorities ask for an
artist who can clothe their own build-
ings. The experience of Government officials

and others has been that a public com-
petition draws out both sides of archi-

tecture—men who can plan good offices

but who cannot design buildings worthy
of the countrj', and men, on the other
side, skilled as artists, who have no know-
ledge of practical requirements. Between
these two classes our national architecture

has suffered. We look to other nations like

France and Belgium for models of union
between the useful and the artistic. Such
being the belief, the popular idea is. Get a
practical man to draw the plans and super-
mtend the work, and employ an architect to

clothe his building in appropriate habili-

ments. Nothing easier to the ordinary man

;

but has it ever been crowned with success ':

Have we not several buildings in London
and the provincial towns illustrating the
impracticability of the coalition ?—of pinched
and parsimonious interiors clothed with
tawdry finery outside, or a result in which
the co-operation has been anything but
cordial when the official architect and the art

designer or clothier have not been on the

best of terms, the latter attempting to disguise

rather than express the plan !' And will

any future Government buildings carried

out on this system of divided authority show
better results ? The Whitehall buildings

which have been so criticised by Sir W.
Harcourt and Sir Henry Campbell-Banner-
man are instances of clothed buildings of

this description. They are conspicuous in-

stances of buildings in which official ideas

have been clothed to suit the style of the

day. We have no proof that these separate

functions have given success, or that division

of labour in the design has been worthy of

the effort. Open competition has pre-

sumably faUed because favouritism or party
influence has bsen in the ascendant. A
competition conducted on a proper basis, and
in accordance with more recent experiences

and safeguards, is more likely to produce
a combination of good airangement and
design. It has failed hitherto because

the right methods have not been followed.

Large premiums have been offered to the

profession for " designs," without any refer-

ence to actual requirements, and crude

ideas clothed in attractive garments have
been sent in. We have here a contest

appealing to the mere getter-up of architec-

tural designs, where the expert artist has the

better chance. The consequence is that a

well thought out design is in the minority.

But this condition of things no longer prevails,

ilnder a properly prepared set of conditions

with efficient assessors, two or three at the

least, it is possible to obtain an amalgamation
of the desired qualities—plan and elevation.

The tricky perspective has less chance of

winning than it had formerly, and more
attention is given to plan. Separation in

architecture—by which we mean the engage-

ment of two individuals, one as builder the

other as " artist "—is wrong in principle, and
based on the idea that plan and external

expression are different duties, and modern
practice has sanctioned the fallacy. Pubhc
official architecture worthy of the age is not

likely to be obtained in the way proposed.

MODEL SPECIFICATIONS.—IX.

TERR.VCOTT.^..

BY an almost natural transition, we pass

from brickwork to terracotta. The
illustrative designs we have given for brick-

work may, with few exceptions, be produced

in terracotta. So we shall only add e.xamples

of the application. Of course, there are

limitations, such as coursing with brick-

work, in facing brick walls, dimensions of

blocks, &c. Great projections should be

avoided; but, generally speaking, any design

that can be executed in brick or stone may
bo made in this material, though it is not

advisable to imitate stonework. The sketches

we give comprise ornamental window-sills

that can be made or moulded in terracotta,

as in the' case of the corbelling for oriel

windows, Fig. 3, one-half of which is shown
in cut and gauged brickwork. Fig. 5 is a
good example of a terracotta set of base or

plinth mouldings for an arcade, though suit-

able also for stone. We also show examples
of terracotta dormers or gables and door-

heads.

It may be desirable to remark that the

clay most suitable for the production of

brick or terracotta is that which contains a

silica and alumina in the proportion of about

CD to (35 parts of silica to 20 or 2.5 parts of

alumina with a small percentage of potash

and soda, and the remaining material ferru-

ginous oxides. This kind of clay has been

found in North AVales, as in the Euabon
district, at Tamworth, Staffordshire, Poole,

in Dorsetshire, and other places. The
colour is imparted by the oxides. The
amount of shrinkage in clays is the most
essential point for the architect if he wishes

his designs to come out true in shape ; hence

he should be particular to select a clay that

win not twist and warp when exposed to a

great heat. With inferior clays sand, broken

pottery, and glass are often mixed to reduce

the shrinkage, owing to the large amount of

moisture in the clay. If he desires also a good
natural colour, he will be particidar to require

that no " dipping " with clay or artificial

colouring is resorted to, which will last no
time. Only with the clay can the artist's

intentions be realised, and the modelling and
colour be retained in the "fired" product.

A clause to this effect should be used :
—" The

terracotta is to be weU burnt, made from
suitable clays, containing a due proportion of

silica and oxides."

TERRACOTTA WORKER.

A few notes on this material may be
useful. It is necessary to use caution in the

employment of terracotta : it should not be
subjected to considerable weight, as it is

liable to crack. To avoid this risk as far as

possible, the specification should insist that

all blocks of the material be carefully set

and the hollows fiUed up solid with cement
or fine lime concrete in building up in the

walls. The unequal shrinkage of terracotta

ought to be borne in mind in designing the

pieces to be burned. The blocks should

average 1ft. 6in. to 3ft. cube, and the larger

blocks made hollow should have a division

or diaphragm to strengthen the sides ; the

thickness of shell not being less than l.lin.,

though 2in. is better. As the shrinkage

varies, a " shrinkage rule " is adopted, which

ought to be observed by the designer or

modeller. Mixed clays contract from i-loth

to 1-1 2th of the linear dimensions on drying

and firing, and red clays contract about 1 -20th.

It is necessary to provide fuU-size or '

' clay

drawings " for important blocks
;
but the

usual scale adopted is Ain. to the foot, and

the dimensions should be figured. AMien

terracotta blocks and dressings are to be set

in brickwork, the dimensions of the former

should be some multiple of a brick, in order

to bond vrith the brick courses. The length

of blocks ought not to exceed ISin.—one

terracotta manufacturer says the largest
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blocks should not bo more than ISin. to 2ft.

cube. In designing, the idea should be to
follow ashlar work. Those designs are most
suitable where the terracotta work has been
well thought out, and the work arranged so
that small blocks and many joints are a
feature. Mr. Waterhouse allows wide joints,

so as to produce equal settlement. These
should be weathered, to thi-ow off the water.
Specification should state whether the blocks
are to be chambered, if filled in before or
after fixing with lime or Portland cement
concrete, and the kind and colour of mortar.
Shrinkage is prevented by pressing so as to
insiu-e uniform thickness of clay, and special
care is necessary to dry well before firing, so
as to obtain eyenness of line and uniform
colour. For lintels and arches joggled joints
are often used.

AVhere repetitions of the same ornament or
detail occur, terracotta offers advantages
and is less costly than stone. We now give
a few clauses of a general kind.

1. 7V)T(7ra««.—The terracotta to be red (or atone
colour) , to be carefully modelled and moulded in
accordance with the full-sized or detail drawings,
allowing for shrinkage.
The pieces to be thoroughly burned, of uniform

tint, free from cracks and other defects, the
pieces, especially those of moulded plinths, string-
courses, cornices, pilasters, ire, to have sharp
arrises, and true in line. No cutting, filing, or
rubbing is to be done after the firing. The
blocks are to have " pockets" or hollows, and be
filled with fine lime concrete (or breeze concrete)
composed of one part Portland cement to four
parts clean coke breeze—after being soaked in
water, and to be bedded in Portland cement.
The joints to be not more than -j^;in. or Jin.

thick, and pointed with coloured Portland cement.

Mr. Leaning gives the following general
clause :

—

The terracotta shall be red, of the best quality,
well burnt, and of even colour, and wh( re hollow

no part to be less than '2in. thick. None of the
surfaces shall be coloured by an applied wash ;

none of the original surfaces to be filed, rubbed,
or chipped unless they are concealed, and these
surfaces are to be as little interfered with as may
be. The hollows of the terracotta to be filled in

with fine lime concrete, and the blocks to be
previously soaked in water. No piece of terra-

cotta shall, unless specially ordered, exceed ISin.

cube. The terracotta ahaU be set in fine mortar,
neatly pointed as the work proceeds, and cleaned
down at completion. It shall be thoroughly
bonded with and course with the brickwork, and
no joint shall exceed a quarter of an inch in thick-

ness. All the vertical and horizontal arrises to be
left exactly true and regular. The whole to be
set in mortar to match the facings, and pointed in

a similar manner.

2. Setting Out JJ'ork.—The manufacturer {or con-
tractor) to be responsible for the setting-out of

all the terracotta work, and for the accuracy and
size of each block ; allowance to be made in every
case for shrinkage. Each is to be marked for

identification or arrangement in the building. No
piece is to be filed or rubbed after the firing.

3. Colour.—The terracotta to be of uniform colour

(or pleasingly blended shades of colour) of a tone
approved by the architect.

4. Facings of Terracotta,—The brickwork to be
faced with red or buff terracotta, manufactured
by J. C. Edwards, Ruabon (or Doulton and Co.

,

or the Hathem Station Brick Co.), Gin. thick, and
of varying depths of from 3 to 4 courses, bonded to

wall every square yard. The facing blocks to

be laid on lime mortar with bevelled joints or

pointed with coloured cement. The door and
window dressings to be executed in well modelled
moulded blocks according to details, no piece

of terracotta being longer than ISin. (or 3ft.

cube), the chambered blocks being tilled up with
fine lime (or Roman cement) concrete. The heads
of windows and doors to have joggled joints as

shown ; the sills, cornices, pediments, and string-

courses to be carefully modelled and jointed, as

shown, and the anises to be sharp and in true

line. All warped, twisted, and cracked pieces will

be rejected.

5. General Dressings.—The blocks for the plinths,

pilasters, cornices, and window dressings to be

true in line, and to be modelled according to the-

full-size drawings supplied to the manufacturer,
who has to apply his own shrinkage scale. The
blocks are to be supplied before the brickwork is

commenced, so as to avoid any delay to the brick-
layers engaged. The fixing to be done by the
manufacturer, or under the supervision of men
experienced in the material, and the blocks are to

be fixed or humoured to produce straightness of

line. All large blocks to be webbed, and to have
the least thickness of IHn. or 2in., and to be filled

in with lime concrete.

6. Vestibule.—The vestibule (or loggia) to have the
walls faced with terracotta in blocks, 3 (or 4)
courses in height, and 4.Vin. (or Gin.) thick, with
a bonding block 9in. deep, every superficial yard
laid in lime mortar pointed with a bevelled joint.

The surbase mouldings and cornices to be of

blocks not to exceed I'Jin. (or ISin.) long, break-
ing joint with facing. Or—
The plinth, dado, surbase, mouldings, wall-

facing, and cornice of vestibule or corridor to be
constructed of terracotta according to detail a ;

the larger blocks to be formed hollow, and
webbed and filled in with fine lime concrete, the

whole to be properly bonded to brick wall every
3ft. in height, and jointed with lime mortar and
pointed. The blocks to be made to course with
the brickwork, and be of three or four courses in

height.

7. ' olumns.—The columns to be built of terra-

cotta blocks 12in. (or 15in.) high, and 4in.

or 5in. in thickness, accurately moulded,
with alternate bonding courses of the whole
diameter. The horizontal joints to be grooved
and tongued, and the vertical joints dowelled by
a square hole tilled with cement (or a slate

dowel). The centres of columns to be filled in

with broken brick grouted with cement (or the

terracotta casing may surround, but not touch, a
cast-iron column). The joints are to be in putty
cement, Jin. thick, laid to within iin. of outside

face. The pointing to be done after completion.

Or—
The columns (see section i) are to be composed

j

of segments of terracotta, accurately modelled,
j

without twist or warp, having tongued aodi
grooved joints in lime putty, Jin. thick, with]

dowels of cement in the vertical joints, as shown.!
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The centre to be filled up as the caiing proceeds
with broken brick and Roman cement concrete :

or the terracotta casing is to be constructed round
iron columns, the space filled in with concrete or
some non-conducting substance like slag wool.
The bases and capitals are also to be cast hollow,
made in four pieces (or if small in one hollow
block). Or—

Construct the columns according to design.
The terracotta to be supplied by J. C. Edwards, of
Ruabon, and to be made in cyclindrical segments
3in. or 4in. thick, dowelled together, and with
grooved and tongued joints, the pieces to be laid
in cement mortM, and the centie cavity to be
filled with fine Roman-cement concrete, levelled
up as the pieces axe fixed.

Most specifications are silent on construc-
tive terracotta work. Where there is any
considerable weight to carry, the column
blocks would be better solid, in small pieces,

bonded eveiy other ooiu-se, as in stonework,
or, if hoUow, the blocks should be filled up
as the column is built. In most cases where
this material is employed, it is for decorative
purposes—such a,s for the columns carrying
a floor on which there is no weight, for street
fa(;ades, shop-fronts, in which it is useTt
simply as a casing for iron columns or
stanchions.

'i. Arc/ies.—The arcade (sketch d) to be constructed
of properly radiating and moulded blocks of the
size shown on details (allowance to be made for
shrinkage in drying and burning), properly set
out, laid in lime or cement mortar, with neat
joints not to exceed ^(;in. wide, pointed in
coloured Portland cement. Or

—

The blocks for the arcading to be accurately set
out by the manufacturer (with the aid of the
contractor or clerk of works) according to the
working drawings, allowing for shrinkage ; no
chiselling or filing to be done after the firing, and
to be turned to the proper curvature, jointed in

cement mortar, the joints not to be more than
-r,;in. thick, and to be pointed in coloured cement.
The capitals of columns to be cast according to

design, and to be approved by the architect ; also

the ornamental keystones. (If the blocks are
chambered, state so, and the filling of the same
with concrete.)

9. Corbelling to Oriel.—The terracotta blocks to be
accurately set out and modelled to fuU-size
drawings, with radiating joints properly shaped
and bevelled, and " pinned " into the wall. The
blocks to be grooved and tongued together, and
the vertical joints between each to have a slate or
cement dowel. Or

—

Construct with terracotta blocks in courses,
moulded to curve and shaped to proper
radius, the oriel corbel shown in elevation
(Fig. 3). The horizontal courses to be tongued
and grooved (or joggled together, section e), set

in fine mortar, and pointed with a bevelled joint.

The springer or corbel and the next course to be
built or tailed into the wall to the extent of 9in.

(or Hin.) in cement, and each course of blocks to
be bonded into the brick wall. The sill to be
covered with 51b. lead projecting to form a drip.

The following clause is applicable to a
brick oriel, ''gauged" and set in putty.
For heavy oriel projections, a roUed-iron
joist is fixed, bearing on the side jambs of

opening at a height sufficient to allow the
joists to rest upon it. Under the lower
flange, "tailed" into the wall, York flags

may be introduced to take the upper part
of corbelling and oriel, so as to form a tailing-

down or counterbalance to the weight above.

10. Brirk Corbelling.—The projecting courses of

corbelling to be set out full size, each course being
made to radiate from centre of semicircle, and the
face of each brick cut and rubbed to the necessary
curve with proper bevels. Only headers to be
used, set in a neat putty joint. A terracotta or
stone springer tailed into the wall to be put in

below the lowest course of corbelling. The pro-
jecting string and sill courses to be of moulded
bricks (see sketch) , and to be covered with .5lb,

lead projecting |in. to form a drip.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

A SPECIAL business meeting of this institu-

tion was held on Monday evening at 9,

Conduit-street, W. , the chair being occupied by
Mr. H. Louis Florence, vice-president. The
resolution passed at the special meeting, held a
fortnight previously, suspending By-law 26 so as

to allow of the re-election of Professor Aitchison,

R.A., for a third year of office as president, was
duly confirmed.

The Lords of the Privy Council having raised

certain objections to ambiguities of wording in

the additions and amendments to By-laws 30

and 9 as resolved at the special general meetings
respectively held on the 14th June and the 13th

November, 1897, such additions and amendments
were altered by the meeting, after consideration

and some discussion, as follows :— («) By-law 91 :

Provided always that when the Council of the
Institute receive a imanimous recommendation
formally submitted by the Council of any Allied

Society that a practising member of the profes-

sion is eligible and worthy of being elected as a

Fellow, the Council shall, during the Jive gears

from the date of approval of this provision bg the

Privg Council, have power to elect him if in their

opinion his work be of sufficient merit. The
Council shall also have the power to elect annually

to tho Fellowship without ballot the President or

President-elect of any or .all of the Allied

Societies who may be eligible and apply for

admission, (i) By-law 30 : The words in the

antepenultimate sentence "the said meeting"
were altered to '

' the close of the last General Meeting
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iM June" : and in l!y-law 31, the last sentence,

the word " first " was amended to "last."

An ordinary meeting of the Institute imme-
diately followed, Mr. Florence in the chair. The
presentation was announced, and acknowledged
by thanks, of a framed water-colour drawing
representing the stylobate of the temple of

Antoninus and Faustina in the Forum at Rome.
The picture was executed and given by the

(.'hevalier Settimo Guenpietri, of Rome, a

newly-elected hon. associate, and was recently

exhibited at the I >udley Gallery.

DOMESTIC AUCIIITKCTIKF. IN' THE EASTERN STATES

OF AMERICA.

Mr. A. NisiiET P.vTKK.sox, M.A., of Glasgow,
the holder of the Goodwin Bursary for 1896, read

a paper on this subject, illustrated by numerous
pl.ans and details, and a few water-colour sketches.

The author explained that his remarks would have
special reference to questions of plan, construc-

tion, heating, and drainage. He reminded his

h&arers that the first colonists carried with them
to America not only the language, the laws, and
the flag of the old country, but its architecture

also. In wh.<it was known as " Old Colonial

"

would be found reproduced, with such modifica-

tions only as ensued from the adoption of wood
instead of brick or stone, the buildings of the

time of Queen Anne and the first Georges. In-

fluenced, however, by new conditions of climate,

of materials, and of class relations, and impelled
by a constant and steadily increasing influx of

wealth, and demand for comfort, America had
produced a type of house characteristic and
original. From an artistic point of view, the
best examples equalled, if they did not surpass,

the highest standard of work in Great Britain :

while, as regards convenience and comfort the

type was superior to that common in England,
and one from which English architects might
learn much. Climatic conditions were respon-
sible for the open type of plan characteristic of

the American house, and a few of its more dis-

tinctive features were elucidated—the cellar for

the heating apparatus, which also had an im-
portant part in determining the scheme of drain-

age ; the complete system of heating, reducing
draughts to a minimum, allowing double doors of

extra width to be wide open, and leading to the
almost universal adoption of sliding doors ; the

effect of spaciousness, even in small houses, due
to the large hall and open doors ; the verandahs,
which had greatly developed in suburban and
country residences, and became a characteristic

feature in plan and elevation ; the bedroom
'' closets," or receptacles for wardrobes, chests

of drawers, kc, the heating system rendering
the bed-chamber available as a secondary and
independent sitting-room or snuggery, folding
beds being largely used : the service-rooms,
a marked feature of the American plan, less

isolated than in the English houses. Types of

town-houses were then referred to in detail,

the lecturer selecting examples of the self-con-

tained residence. The houses of the wealthy
conform more to the European model, with
American characteristics confined to matters of

detail. Appreciative reference was made to
• examples of self-contained residences at Wash-
ington, in which the art of planning is admirably
exemplified, the awkwardness of the site being
turned to advantage, with due regard to the scale,

proportion, and symmetry in the disposition of

the apartments. Here, too, brick, the material
of the country, has been employed in a natural
and simple manner, with commendable reticence
in design. The lecturer then followed with a
description of apartment houses in New York,
their appointments, rents, &c. ; workmen's
houses, with which New York is but poorly pro-
vided : suburban houses, dwelling particularly on
an example at Brookline, of which a complete set

of plans was exhibited ; and various types of

country houses and summer resorts. In his

observations on construction and materials, which
were treated at considerable length, the lecturer

referred to the

STEEL-FRAMED CONSTRCCTIOX

so largely employed ia the tall buildings of the
States, as a factor exerting a very pernicious
influence on the architects' art from" the point of
view of sound architecture. Buildings were
constructed on the principle of a steel cage,
divided horizontally into layers, with no internal
supports to speak of, and the whole sheathed
with an apparently—but utterly sham—con-
structional skin of granite, stone, brick, or
marble. The stone corbelling under the pre-

lecting oriel, a constantly recurring feature, is,

m nine cases out of ten, a sham. Window
muUions, themselves probably formed of stone
sheathing round a steel core, are carried by steel

cantilevers bolted at the back into the girders of

the floor below, and the correctly designed and
jointed corbel courses with diSiculty carry their

own weight. The expense of stone— l^dol. per
cubic foot in New York—was offered as an excuse

;

yet the same house had its marble, mosaic, and
hardwood finishings, at a cost ten times what
would have sufliced for making the construction
honest. For roofs, floors, and partitions, fire-

proof construction is now generally adopted in

all important domestic work in the cities. The
elaborately constructed brick and terracotta arches
between the girders, common in England, are not
used in the States for floors to be subjected to

lighter strains. Floors with tension members are

coming much into vogue. In the construction of

flat roofs an extensive use is made, in combina-
tion with other materials, of "roofing paper " or

felt, laid in several thicknesses and bedded in tar.

Jlost commonly the outer skin is of copper, laid

either directly on the concrete or on wood and
felt, in sheets of r2in. by 21in., and with soldered

joints. Partitions are commonly built of hollow
blocks of porous terracotta. Tiles of similar type
are used for casing 'structural steel work, and in

some cases instead of lathing on the internal wall

face. Thin fireproof partitions, finishing from
IJin. to ifin. in thickness, are much in favour
from the saving in space effected. These are

mainly constructed by using channel or flat bars,

with expanded metal lathing or burlap between,
plastered with hard setting mortar on lioth sides.

Particulars having been given of methods of con-
struction in vogue for country and suburban
houses, the lecturer discussed the various

SYSTEMS OF HEATIXG

employed , observing that Americans regarded our
system of open fires with something of the same
feelings as we did the apathy of some of the more
outlying countries of Europe and the Eist con-
cerning modern ideas of sanitation. Neverthe-
less, the fireplace is as general a feature in

American as in English _ houses, serving as an
effectual, and generally the only, ventilator, and
valued for its cheerful appearance and the dfcora-

tive character of its surroundings. Steam, hot
water, and hot air are the means of heating
mainly employed, the two former being much the

same as used in public buildings in England.
Warming by hot air, essentially applicable to

small artas, and almost unknown here, is prac-
tically universal in the States for all houses cost-

ing about 6,000dol. (£1,200) or less. In the
smaller class of city houses, in apartment houses,

and hotels where the limitations of space render a

multiplicity of air-flues embanassing or impos-
sible, and where its superior cheapness is of

importance, direct radiation, either by steam or

hot water, is universally adopted. In the more
luxurious and expensive city houses indirect

radiation is the invariable system. In the
largest mansions the assistance of an elec-

trical or steam-driven fan is invoked to regulate

the distribution of the heated air, which
is also screened and moistened as required.

In treating of these methods of heating,

after a brief reference to one or two special

forms of installation, the lecturer dealt more
fully with the hot-air system as being least

known in England, illustrating his description

by diagrams of the apparatus, the furnace, cold-

air supply, and hot-air flues. In matters of

plumbing and drainage, which were next dis-

cussed and described in minute detail, the lecturer

said America had made great advances of late

years, and was now far ahead of England. This
progress was mainly due to the stringent laws
adopted by the city "boards of health," and
rigidly enforced. Before building, a separate

and complete set of plans and sections, showing
plumber work and drains, to the scale of :}in. to

the foot, had to be deposited with the boards. On
these the nature and positions of every fitting,

pipe, and trap must be clearly indicated. Draft
specifications, some clauses from which the lecturer

summarised, are issued by the authorities for the

guidance of architects. Two main characteristics

are apparent in this class of work—viz , the

openness of everything, possibly owing to the

cellar sj-stem, and the substitution, along with

cast iron for fireclay drains, of wrought iron and
brass or lead in the supply and smaller waste
pipes. The lecturer closed with a description of

the "Waring" system of sewage disposal for

isolated houses and smaU communities, which is

employed very generally throughout the Eastern
States, and, as he maintained, with entirely

satisfactory results.

Professor Robert Kerr, in proposing a vote

of thanks to Jlr. Paterson, referred to the great

mass of detail which he had brought before them
with regard to the internal fittings of American
houses. It was fiftv years since the speaker
visited the United States, but he had kept in

touch with the progress in construction that had
been going on. American house-planning showed
many peculiarities due to the national character-

istics, but he confessed he could not see what
benefits were to be derived by English architects

from its study. The chief differences were due
to the love of openness and of display, and of the
entirely altered footing on which employers
and servants found themselves, a change in

social relationship which showed itself in the
arrangements of the house. The reception-rooms

of many houses in New York displayed a fond-

ness for hotel life ; all the reception-rooms were
en stiilc, and, in his judement, the comfort of the

house was entirely sacrificed to a love of display.

The sliding doors which were substituted for our
hinged and folding doors did not conduce to com-
fort or privacy : the hall was but a rendezvous
leading to a string of apartments united by sliding

doors, and the bedroom closet was stuffy and
musty. The only feature which we could adopt

with advantage was the open verandah.
Mr. H. H. Statham seconded the vote of

thanks, which was carried unanimously and
acknowledged by Mr. Patersox, who remarked
that, owing to the equ.able heating of the rooms,

there was not that necessity for closed doors

which we experienced, and the average American
liked a degree of publicity which would be
distasteful to us. The bedroom closet was, in

practice, a very convenient arrangement.

THE SURVEYORS' INSTITUTION : VISIT
TO MANCHESTER.

THE Surveyors' Institution held their first

provincial meeting at Manchester on
Wednesday and Thursday last, a large number
of the members attending, and several distin-

guished guests also being present. The first day
(Wednesday) was devoted to business, and the

second to excursions to various places of interest

and important works in the neighbourhood. The
papers read and discussed at the meeting in the

Lord Mayor's Parlour at the Mansion House,
Manchester, were Mr. Holden's, Mr. Blashill's,

Mr. Hall's, and Mr. Clarke's. In the evening

the members and guests, numbering about HO
in all, dined together at the Grand Hotel, Mr.
Robert Vigers (senior Vice-President) being in

the chair, in the absence of Mr. Christopher

Oakley (President), who was prevented by ill-

health from being present.

MAN-CHESTER, 1847 TO 1897.

At the afternoon meeting the first paper read

was one on this subject by ilr. John Holden,
F.R.I.B.A. (Fellow), Chairman of the Counties

Palatine Provincial Committee, and of the

Reception Committee organised by the Man-
chester members of the Institution. Mr.
Holden's paper was illustrated by a map, show-
ing, from the Ordnance ,Survey, the changes and
improvements which had taken place in Man-
chester and Salford during the period covered by
his paper. In 1847 these two towns were
practically contained within a circle of one mile

radius, many of the streets were narrow and
crooked, and access from one street to another

was by no means convenient. The streets were
paved generally with cobble stones, imperfectly

set and punned. In some of the principal streets,

paved with square sets on a cinder bed, and with

the joints filled with cinder, the mud was such

as the present generation could hardly imagine.

Old half-timbered houses, picturesque but not

desirable, abounded, but have now almost disap-

peared under the stress of improvements. Mr.
Holden proceeded to enumerate many of the

important improvements, both in the erection of

buildings and the widening of thoroughfares,

which the last half-century had seen, and espe-

cially referred to the changes which had been

effected in the railway stations and the approaches

to them. What were mere wayside stations in

1S47 were now replaced by the magnificent

buildings which formed one of the prin-

cipal features of modem Manchester. From
time to tim^ new railway stations were opened,
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new putlic tuilduiora erected, anJ lust im-
provement of all, the Ship Canal was, after
many dilKculties, opened in 1891. The result

of the great increase of business, and the
alterations necessary to meet it, was the
removal of many works and mills from the city
itself to cheaper land in the outskirts, and the
operatives naturally followed in the same direc-
tion. The rates in Manchester varied from 4s. 6d.
in the £ in 1847 to 63. lOd. in 1S97, and in
Salford from 43. 6d. to 6s. 6d., having been at
one time as high as 7s. 5d. The ratable value of
JIanchester was in 1847 about £640,000, but was
now about £1,537,000. The city itself was no
longer to any extent residential, the clearing of
insanitary areas, the abolition of back-to-back
houses, and the closing of cellar dwellings having
forced the population outwards. The warehouses
had increased in height and stability ; hydraulic
and electric power, both supplied by the cor-
poration, were superseding the use of steam
power, to the great improvement of the sanitary
conditions. The old brick sewers had been
replaced entirely by glazed pipes. The regu-
lations as to drains were especially strict, aU
drains inside the area of buildings having to be
laid in concrete ; but Mr. Holden more than
hinted that the "army" of sanitary inspectors
had some little difficulty in coping with the
" jerry builder " even in "Manchester. - The great
question of the disposal of the sewage was still

unsettled. The buUding regulations had, after
many years' persistent urging on the part of the
Manchester Society of Architects, been enlarged
so far that, from a pamphlet of six pages, they
were now expanded to some 134 pages, which
Mr. Holden considered a matter for congratula-
tion on the part of the public, although the jerry
builder did not see the matter in quite the same
light. Manchester seemed, according to the
author, to suffer much as London does from the
multiplicity of bodies authorised to interfere with
the traffic of busy streets, who, having control
of water, gas, sewers, telegraphs, telephones,
hydraulic power or electric light, arrange care-
fully to wait until one body of men has taken up
and relaid a street, for another body to repeat the
process. The parks and open spaces of Man-
chester and Salford now, said the author, occupy
about 727 acres, and the cemeteries about 200
acres

;
the water reservoirs cover about 860 acres,

with a gathering ground of 19,000 acres. The
population on an acreage of 13,000 was in 1891
nearly three-quarters of a million. Mr. Holden
gave a series of figures showing the great rise in
the value of building land in Manchester, vary-
ing, of course,

_
in different districts, but all

showing a large increase of value.

LESSOXS FROM FIEE AXD I'AXIC.

By Sir. Thomas Blashill, F.E.I.B.A. (Fellow),'
superintending architect of the London County
Council._ 3Ir. Blashill said that the fact that the

|

destruction of a building b}- fiie was an improb-
ability removed this risk from the class of con-
siderations with which an architect usually dealt.
The proportion of buildings destroyed by fire

was very low, and under ordinary circumstances
the chance was apt to be neglected by occupiers
and owners ; but when a great calamity happened
the public waa only too ready to ask why pre-
cautious were not taken and to seek a victim, and
by the standard then set up, the architect must
expect to be judged. It was a question whether,
in spite of Building Acts, danger from fire was
not increasing among buildings, loftier, closer
together, and more densely inhabited. Com-
mercial premises were more densely packed

;

there was more machinery, timber and other
materials were lighter and drier than ever ; all
arrangements for lijyhting were productive of new
dangers

; the proportion of window openings had
been much increased, and shutters had been
abandoned. The old-fashioned flush window-
frame was being brought out again from its reveal,
and made in thin casing which would easily catch
fire and fall into the street. Lifts going through
several stories neutralised the advantage of fire-
proof floors, and lighting areascommonto different
premisesdid away with thesecurityof party- walls

:

while unrestricted skylights made ridiculous
the provision for incombustible roof covering.
In fact, said Mr. Blashill, the most scrupulously
legal building of brick or stone might be no more
/th;in a kind of grate in which its internal struc-
ture and its contents could be most conveniently

1606, and if our methods of extinction had not
impro- eJ it might have easily rivalled that
fatality in extent. The lesson was obvious. We
must improve the construction and arrangement
of our buildings, even though we went beyond
Building Acts. In London, at all events, streets

could not be widened, unoc upied areas could not
be increased or openings for light reduced Traders
must be left to conduct their business in such a
way as to make it possible; and in places of enter-
tainment the numbers of the audience could not
be curtailed. All that could be done was to

diminish the ch.ances of fire, to check its spread,
and at range for its extinction and the escape of

inmates. It was unfortunate that the cause of

most fires was unknown. Thsy destroyed the
evidence of their origin, and the great lesson was
to distrust the safety of any building unless the
greatest care was taken in its construction, and
not to think that any deficiency could be made up
by careful occupation and management. The
points most useful to notice were, Mr. Blashill

said: (1) the structure and arrangement
; (2) legal

and other provisions for preventing loss of life

in dwelling-houses, in factories, in public
buildings, and in theatres and music-halls. The
party-wall was generally effectual as a separa-
tion between buildings if no illegal openings
were made in it, and it would seem that it was
most effectual when carried up through the roof.

It would be desirable, where streets or areas were
narrow, to have fireproof blinds or shutters to

openings to prevent the spread of fire inwards or
outwards. Every contrivance should be easily

closable, and should be closed nij^htly. The
author could not understand the slow progress
made in this country in the matter of fireproof

fioors. which were common in Paris 35 years
ago. In the C'ripplegate fire there was not a
single fireproof floor, though the warehouses had
many of them been burnt out at least once. They
were wooden floors on iron girders, and the
behaviour of iron girders under fire was well
known. There were many well-known fireproof

floors in which the girders were well incased

;

but experience taught that great care must be
taken that no escape of gas should be possible in
the hollows of such floors, or serious explosions
would result. In the great rehousing schemes of

the London County Council he had taken care to

have all the floors fire-resisting. He had used
wide-spaced steel joists filled in solid with coke-
breeze on which the floor-boards were nailed,

and under which the ceilings were plastered.

The cost was no more than a good wooden
floor, whUe the thickness was only 7in.,

saving 2in. or Sin. in the height of each story.

He had not heard any complaint as to noise. If

wood floors had to be used, the ordinary pugging
should, at least, be adopted. Thick joists 2ft.

apart and filled in solid with some form of con-
crete would oifer great resistance to fire, coke
breeze and cement mixed 4 to 1 being the best.

In a great tire the incombustible roof covering,
with unlimited dormers and skylights was of

little practical use. This might easily be avoided
by pugging between rafters or by sheets of

asbestos being used on roof boarding instead of

felt. There should also be a ceiling of concrete
over the topmost story. For partitions, lath and
plaster or brick nogging should be avoided. He
himself commonly used cement and breeze con-
crete 2in. in thickness. \'ery important steps

towards making buildings fire-resisting cjuld
easily be taken at very little extra cost. The
great danger of a staircase usually arose from the
cupboard under it. probably stored with com-
bustible materials. If of hardwood, it would resist

a small fire for some time ; but if it were to be
fire-resisting, concrete was better than stone. All
hollow places which could contain gas or accumu-
late inflammable vapour were dangerous. The
lining of walls with matchboarding communicated
fire at once all over a shop or from floor to floor.

The hollows formed by heavy plaster cornices or

behind skirtings also transmitted flame and in-

flammable gas without warning to adjoining or

even distant rooms, as shown in several instances

which Mr. Blashill quoted. By taking such
reasonable precautions as he had indicated, do-

mestic buildings could be made practically safe

from fire. One company in London had erected

industrial buildings containing some six thousand
tenements, and in only one case had a fire spread
from one tenement to another. Many attempts

., ^
"- o. >.v^u,,^u.tunj

. had been made to render fir timber fireproof, and
oumed. In the Cnpplegate fire the progress was i had succeeded so far as thin timber went, but he
^bout as rapid, and the destruction over its limited

|
had not found one which would render the mass

\rea no less complete, than in the great fire of
; of a joist or beam fire-resisting throughout. The

I

matter was well worth further experiment,
especially with reference to joinery. Although
new buildings might be made fire-resisting, an
even more important question at present was
that of old buildings. In an ordinary domestic
building, if the joists were not strong enough to

carry a filling of concrete, they would bear
ordinary pugging, and if only a breadth of 3ft.

or 4ft. round each floor were filled in, as well as

all hollows behind cornices, i:c. , a considerable

amount of fire-re-istance would be attained. If

also the timber round chimney-stacks were
removed, and floors and roofs examined, an old

house might be made as fireproof as a new one.

Most important of all was the question of saving
life from danger by fire, and much legislative

attention had been given to the subject : but it

was impossible to estimate the mischief which a
careless workman could do, and an architect must
be careful not to assume that because his plans
are for a safe building, it will necessarily be
properly built or managed. Mr. Blashill

mentioned the case of Cowdraj- House, in

Sussex, which was destroyed by the careless a ess

of workmen, and gave some of the provisions of

the London Building Act of 1894, which were
designed to facilitate the escape of the occupants
of houses of more than 60ft. in height, that being
the greatest height to which a movable fire-

escape would reach ; but 60ft. was a great height
from which to expect women and children, sud-
denly alarmed and ill-clothed, to descend by a

ladder in the dark. The ordinary ladders should
be replaced by others with flat treads, an easy
slope, and handrails, and there should be some
protection against falling into areas or skylights.

Mr. Blashill preferred the term fire-resisting to

fireproof, as did the framers of the London
Building Act, for the construction should be such
as not to add fuel to the fire, but to resist it for

at least a considerable time. By the Factory
Act, 1891, every factory, where more than
40 persons are employed, must be provided
with means of escape from the upper
floors, and the A'.t of 1895 extends these

provisions to workshops and laundries. There
should in all cases be a means of access, not
to the ground floor of a building, which might
itself be on fire, but to some open space where the
glow and heat of the fire could be avoided. Many
of the victims of the Paris Bazaar fire died in the
open yard, which was not large enough to enable
them to get away from the heat. In deciding
what are adequate precautions, it was necessary
to take many circumstances into account ; but in

the case of factories, as in that of theatres, there
should be alternative means of escape at different

extremities of the building. The best way of

escape, after the staircase, was by thereof, a good
flight of stairs being provided to the roof door,

which should have an automatic fastening, and
by this means many lives were saved in the great
Cripplegate fire. There was always, however,
the objection that roof doors gave special oppor-
tunities to thieves. The BuUding Act of 1894
made many new provisions for the safety of

pubUc buildings generally, which were really a
mild adaptation of those which had long been
applied to theatres and music-halls. There were
many more accidents from alarm in places of

worship than was commonly supposed, very in-

adequate means of exit being generally provided,
instances of which the author gave.

somi; of the difficulties met with ix a laxd
agext's practice.

Under the .above title, Mr. C. P. HaU (Pro-
fessional Associate), agent to the Duke of Bed-
ford's estates, read a paper in which he dealt with
the points which, in the present depressed con-
dition of agriculture, demanded the especial

attention of a land agent in charge of large rur(.l

estates. Perhaps, he said, the most frequent of

these difficulties wns that arising from the

question of rent reduction. Many landowners

had met their tenants by remissions rather th!.n

by permanent reductions of rent : but as the

depression continued, it became very difficult to

conciliate all the tenants by a uniform remission,

and variety of treatment produced discontent.

The author's experience was that it was far the

most satistactory plan to reduce all the rents to

present value, and, if any further assistance was
necessary, to give it in the supply of manure
and feeding stuff rather than in money. Again,

as assessment committees often refuse to allow

for remission of rent, it was often the case that

the assessment under Schedule A was actually

higher th.an the rent received, and it was difficult
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to induce tenant farraers to appeal against assees-

mentsmade on them in more prosperous times. The
difficultyofohtaininglabourerswas a growing one,

the superior attractions of the towns inducing

all the young men to give up what was
truly a somewhat dull routine of life in the

country. The hours of labour were shorter acd
the opportunities of amusement greater, and
although expenses were higher in the towns,

wages were comparatively higher as well ; but

there was not, as in the case of stock-men, any
.Sunday-work. Still, the author thought there

was a reasonable chance of advancement in life

for really intelligent and industrious workers on
farms, and as competition in the towns became
keener and the rate of rural wages rose—as it

inevitably must do—he foresaw some chance of

the agricultural population again returning to

the soil. The allotment system had been, he
thought, overdone, with the result that many
labouring men, tinding the produce of their allot-

ments unsaleable at a paying price, had aban-
doned them. Complaints had been made of

excessive rental : but a reduction of even lOs. off

a £2 rent would not make a success out of an
utter failure. Mr. Hall held that the most satis-

factory way of carrying out repairs to buildings

and fences on a large estate was to emploj the

workmen direct ; but in the case of large new
works the contract system was preferable.

NOTES ox THE CONSTRl'CTIOX OF TOWN liUILDIXGS.

llr. Howard Chatfeild Clarke (Fellow) who was
unable to attend, contributed a paper on this sub-

ject. He dealt mainly with the planning and
construction of buildings, although he recognised

the value of attention to architectural features

and style. Indeed, he held that one side of an
architect's work aided the other. He could not
agree with some recent critics that there had of

late been a "deterioration in English architec-

ture," but was of opinion that the exact opposite

was the case. Architecture in the last 80 years
had improved not only in construction, but in

design, as the buildings in Manchester amply
testified. The requirements of town buildings,

such as banks, warehouses, offices, and schools,

appeared to him to be— 1, ample lighting; 2,

simplicity of plan and arrangement ; 3, good
ventilation and heating ; t, good sanitary arrange-
ments ; 5, protection from fire : and 6. the use of

suitable materials. On the whole, modem methods
of construction met these several requirements to

a very large extent, and the warehouse or business

premises of to-day, whether in London or Man-
chester, or in any other great centre of trade,

compared favourably with its predecessor in all

of the points which he had laid down as

essential. The question of protection from
fire had been so fully dealt with by Jlr.

Blashill that there was little left for him to

say on the matter, but he might mention that

in London architects had found a very consider-

able number of new regulations on this point, con-
tained in the Building Act of 1804. Buildings
under this Act were classed as dwelling-houses,
domestic dwellings, public buildings, and build-

ings of the warehouse class. There were many
regulations as to the erection of new buildings on
sites previously occupied, which tended, he
thought, to the erection of better and more com-
modious buildings ; but this, of course, applied to

London only. The height was limited to 80ft.,

unless the consent of the County Council could be
obtained for a greater height, and this was a

regulation in the right direction, for excessively
high buUdings, where the streets were necessarily

somewhat narrow, meant draughty, sunless, and
cold thoroughfares, detrimental to the general
health of the inhabitants of a large town. The
provisions of the Act as to the limit of the cubical
contents of a building without a fireproof separa-
tion from all adjoining l^uildings were useful,

but this point had already been dealt with
by Mr. BlashiU in his paper. Mr. Chatfeild
Clarke showed some plans of buildings erected
under his supervision in Aldermanbury, London,
fitted with fireproof doors which he believed
would resist fire as well as the tliick brick
wall itself. He was not quite sure whether
the Manchester By-laws limited the size of
individual warehouses, but he would be glad
of information on this point. Under the London
Building Act, oak and teak, and other hard
timber not less than 2in. thick, is allowed
for doors and stairs, with 2in. risers and
concrete composed of broken bricks, stone chip-
pings, or ballast, and lime-cement or calcined
gypsum for filling between joists, are deemed to

be fire-resisting. The author referred to the
great labour and expense which the Institution

had devoted to the perfecting of the London Act,
and the valuable services which had been rendered
in this direction by Mr. Steward, Mr. Cubitt
Nicholls, and Mr. Arthur CJarrard (the two last

of whom the Institution could unfortunately no
longer count among its members). Mr. Clarke
proceeded to insist that the only safety lay in

sulficient party-walls, carried sufficiently high
above the roofs, good iron doors in party-walls
where openings were really necessary, the casing
of all ironwork in plaster at least Jin. thick, high
party-walls between adjoining skylights, and
external shutters in confined well-holes, and
areas overlooked by premises in several occupa-
tions. He believed that the best fireproof floor

was one composed of five parts of good <;oke-

breeze and one of Portland cement. Sir. Clarke
advocated the carrying-up of all windows'ln town
streets into the floor above that on which they were
situated, as advantageous for lighting purposes ;

but we are a little doubtful if Mr. Blashill would
consider this advisable from the point of view of

fire protection. He confessed that, as regards
proper ventilation and warming, architects had
still much to learn : but for an ordinary' room
there was no much better plan than the double-
hung sash, with a deep sill-board for the admis-
sion of fresh air at the meeting-rail level. Grates
fitted with warm-air chambers had worked well,

especially in the London Board Schools. Sanitary
requirements were now receiving greater atten-

tion than ever, and the best of the present systems
left little to be desired. Mj. Clarke warmly
advocated the increased use in this country of

granite as a building material, as the most suit-

able for town buildings, and gave instances of

the cost of various buildings in London, which,
he was careful to say, must be taken with some
reservation, as the price of labour and materials
varied so much that it was difficult to give
reliable figures. He gave, as examples :—Ware-
houses, Thames-street : Brick, wood floors, not
plastered, 117,C00c.ft., Td.per cubefoot. Schools,

Hornsey, London, X.^y. : Brick, buff brick in-

ternally, glazed brick) dados, wood-block floors,

"Jd. per cube foot. Dr.apery warehouses, City of

London : Fireproof floors, stone front, plastered

walls, Is. Id. per cubefoot. Flats, South Audley-
street, London, W. : Stone and terracotta, fire-

proof floors, electric lift, hardwood finishings,

parquet floors, enriched plaster work, 176,000c.ft.,

la. 2d. per cube foot.

STAGE MECHANISM.*
AMOVEMEXT known by the name of "stage

reform" has of late years received some
attention in this country. It originated some
twenty years back in Austria, with the primary
object of encouraging the greatest possible imita-

tion of nature in the miie-en -scene of opera and
drama. The rudiments of art, as understood by
painters, sculptors, architects, and the cultured
public of the day, were to be applied to the stage,

and a true scenic art was to take the place of the
nondescript, irrational, and frequently coarse

mounting previously given to plays. To facilitate

the efforts of the scenic artist, the fullest .appli-

cation of our modem sciences (notably of

mechanics and hydraulics) in the interest of

"stage reform" was considered essential, and
the introduction of recent methods of lighting

was also deemed necessary. The numerous fatal

conflagrations which had originated on the

stage caused the question of protection from fire

to be closely associated with the movement,
while the frequency of dangerous diseases among
the members of the dramatic profession preserved

theclaimsof hygienefromneglect. Themovement,
as I have said, originated in Austria, soon after the

terrible " Ring " Theatre fire at Vienna ; and, on
account of the prominence accorded to protective

measures against fire, much headway was at that

time made in German-speaking countries. -\ble

exponents were found among leading artists, and
stage-managers, architects, engineers, firemen

and last, though not least, the Government and
municipal authorities, interested themselves in the

matter. Since then the movement has not only

surely and gradually developed throughout
Austria and Germany, but also spread beyond the

frontiers of those countries. Concurrently, some
quite independent inovements also originated

' Readb-^fore the Society of Arts, "Wednesday, April. 20,

1698, by Eiiwix O. S.vcH^, Architect, author of "ilodem
Opera Houses and Theatres," &c.

;

amongst severiil other nations, and, though tht

purposes of these were not identical, they were
very similar. Throughout Europe a transitional

period may be said to have begun for the stage.

Up to the present time, however, this period has
nowhere attained its desired termination in any
generally recognised reform. No definite new
era has yet been opened, even in the countries

where the movement first obtained a footing.

Experiments have been numerous and various,

and the failures have almost outnumbered the
acknowledged successes. The boldest experi-

ments, with their valuable achievements and
costly failures, have, however, now been made, so

that little remains to be done except the practical

and systematic application of the experience
gained. I may here at once say that I see no
reason why the experimental or tr.ansitional

period of the movement should not now be super-

seded by a new and definite epoch, more espe-

cially if the matter is taken up by men who are

free from fads of their own. The primary object

of the originators of the movement—i.e., the
closest possible imitation of nature—has in several

instances already been attained ; but the art

world, and the cultured also, have found that this

generally means crude realism. The mystery of

the mUe-en-scene, so necessary to a good scenic

picture, is lost, and much also of the so-called

"feeling" of the spectacle is lacking. Modem
science and the most recent methods have already

been employed to some purpose in the interests

of the mounting ; but stage managers and experts

have found that an extreme modernisation of

the scenic artist's auxiliaries often means
more complication and uncertainty than was
formerly the case. The expenditure incurred

by extreme reform on the stage has also been
found to be disproportionate to the advan-

tages gained therefrom. Doth in the effects

to be obtained, and in the methods to be
adopted, practical reform is now gradually taking

the place of radical reform. There can be no
doubt that the exponents of the extremist move-
ment have given the necessary impetus towards

the improvement of the scenery, and future

generations will be greatly indebted to them. As
is usually the case, however, with any radical

reform, the originators of the movement are

scarcely likely to see their proposals adopted in

their entirety. Nevertheless, they may be well

satisfied that a moderate and practical outcome of

their efforts is assured. And this is a great deal

when we consider to what an extent the stage

clings to tradition and convention, and repudiates

any interference from outsiders, and how sweep-

ing the proposed reforms appeared twenty years

back. In England, the primary object of " stage

reform," the imitation of nature in the mise-cn-

sciue of both opera and drama, has certainly

found a fair amount of favour. This, however,|

is virtually due to the manner in which thi

public have associated the movement witl

that crude realism which has of late mel

with so widespread an appreciation in a'

branches of art and letters. There has beei

no outcry against the indifferent mounting
of a play, and the realism of a spectacle has genS'

rally been more appreciated by an audience thai

its merits as a work of art. " Stage reform " i

this country is still associated with the sensation;

shipwreck, the race, or some other exciting itei

of the programme, and any popularity of the move-

ment is practically due to the rendering of suci

realistic scenes. There have not yet been man;

instances where art alone has helped the mov(

ment ; but for that matter, perhaps, we have ni

seen many examples of a misc-cn-scene on trulj

art lines. With very few exceptions on a smal

scale, no extreme reform has been attempted in

this country as it has in Austria and Germany.
This is largely due to the fact that our actor-

managers have to rely on their own purses or oft

those of some speculative financier, instead of

having a certain proportion of public fundi

placed at their disposal. Our managers cannot

afford expensive experiments. Too much risk i-

involved in the sudden departure from traJ:

tions and conventional usages, and the mosi

that can be undertaken is a gradual im-

provement of the scenery on the old lines.

Such improvements, as distinct from ex-

treme reforms, there certainly have been. Sir

Henry Irving, of the Lyceum Theatre, is

notable exponent of moderate reform. The lat

Sir Augustus Harris, o\n' leading impresai.

also did much in the gradual beautifying of !

scenes on recognised lines, though he was fre-

quently hampered by the fact that his productions
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required a too realistic mounting of the ultra-

sensational kind. If we wish to see a mise-nt -scene

on art lines, the outcome of extremist experi-

ments, we have only the private stage at Bushey,
where Hubert Herkomer, who at one time took a
leading part in the movement in England, has at

his own expense achieved numerous successes as

a stage-manager and scene-painter. His minia-
ture stage has been a working model from which
our actor-managers have learnt much. Those
who have had the good fortune to see one of the
Bushey performances will have realised the
difference between nondescript mounting and
really artistic scenery. The general public little

knows to what an extent the efforts of Hubert
Herkomerhaveeffectedstage-management. With-
out his private experiments it is hardly prob-
able that even Sir Henry Irving's stage would
have shown such improvements as are now
accepted as a matter of course. The curious
feature, however, of the movement in England is

not so much the absence of extreme changes in

the scenery of our stages, as the almost entire

absence of the application of modem science and
modern methods in the interests of the stage-

management. Even the few exceptions which do
exist generally concern only the substitution of

electricity for gas in stage lighting, or some mioor
or mechanical appliances to facilitate what is

termed a "quick change." We are, for once,
untrue to our national reputation for practical

adaptations ; and this, moreover, in a case where
there is unlimited scope for energetic young
engineers. In this country, again, the question
of tire protection has not been associated with the
movement, and the advancement of stage hygiene
seems scarcely to have been considered by our
exponents of " stage reform." The former
omission is, of course, quite in keeping with our
traditions. We insure our property, and never
consider the tremendous national loss by fire, nor
do we take measures for the protection of life from
fire until some great catastrophe has fallen upon us.

But in the matter of hygiene, such neglect is

unusual in a country which prides itself on its

leadership in matters connected with sanitation.
I now propose to show how far modern sciences
and methods have already been brought into the
service of stage-management, and how the pro-
tection of audiences and employees has been
attended to, so far as the arrangement of stage
is concerned. I do not intend to formulate any
model code of requirements, or to describe any
model stage of my own. This paper will solely
indicate examples of stages erected during the
last twent-five years, in which attempts have
been made to fulfil modern requirements with
the means at our disposal at the end of this great
century of technical progress. Earlier examples
of stage machinery are not dealt with, as these
can easily be explained from what I shall term
a typical example of the English stage of to-day.
There is little difference between the ordinary
London stage of 1897 and the stage of
1700. The electric light may ha%-e inci-

dentally taken the place of the Ume -light and
gas of recent years, or the candles and
lamps of an earlier period, and, as I have observed,
there may be some '

' tricky
'

' mechanical detail

or slight improvement in the minor gear ; but
such unimportant contrivances, I am afraid,

omplete the list of changes made. Even where
the mise-en-siine is improved so much as at the
I>yceum Theatre, the antediluvian wood stage
ptill remains. London, however, is not the only
ity, nor England the only country, where such
lack of progress is observable. Modern stages
ire as yet rare abroad, except in the countries
ivhere "stage reform" originated. The only
iifference is that, while some of the oldest and
fvorst stages in London have been known to show
xcellent mounting, good scenery abroad will, as

. rule, only be found on a modern stage ; and I
fill here take the opportunity to express my
.dmiration at the perfect scenic arrangement of
ome of our plays, for the production of which
ur managers are so greatly hampered by
iieir pitiable stage equipment, which corn-
els them to have recourse to innumerable
lakeshifts. It would, however, be impossible
r the London manager to do such ex-
lUent work if he had to change his play-l.iU
aily, as is frequently the case on the Continent,
he so-called "set-pieces," for instance, could
ot then be so extensively used as they are now.n is probable that plays with long runs, in which

Ine stage-carpenter's work becomes mere routine,
luve partly been the cause of our tardy progress

1 " stage reform," while the more complicated

requirements of a continually changing play-bill

must have assisted the movement abroad. Before
going further, I may mention that, with a view
of studying modern stage mechanism, I have per-

sonally visited most • of the theatres on the Con-
tinent possessing modern stages. Every facility

was granted me by the authorities in every case,

so that it is not without a full knowledge of the

most recent developments that I have ventured

to address you to-night. I must, however, as an
architect, claim your indulgence for any errors

of expression in dealing with a subject which
rightly belongs to the allied profession of the

engineer. But, curiously to say, no Eaglish
engineer seems to have as yet given the

stage and its possiliilities any special thought.

And, what is more, no English stage mechanist

nor carpenter has ever given us any publication

dealing with the wood stage of old that might
serve as a basis for my remarks. I am, therefore,

practically broaching an entirely new subject or

section in that vast world commonly known as

"Technical Science." It would certainly be
premature to attempt any rigid form of classi-

fication in so new a subject. The exact definition

of the headings seems to me practically impossible.

It would, however, be well to note that stages

may readily be grouped according to the materials

of which they are constructed. I will therefore

use the main divisions : Wood Stages, Wood-and-
Iron Stages, Iron Stages ; and will make further

subdivisions according to the power chiefly

employed in working the appliances. These
subsections are : Manual Labour, Hydraulics,

Electricity. Owing to the almost entire absence

of steam for motive power in connection with
stage machinery, a separate division for appli-

ances where steam is employed is not required. I

first take the Wood Stage, then the Wood-and-
Iron Stage, and, lastly, the Iron Stage, ilanual

labour is employed in all three, but electricity

and hydraulics are only to be found in con-

nection with the latter. Hence, the division

of the subject is practically as follows :

—

Wood Stage : Slanual Labour. Wood-and-Iron
Stage : Manual Labour. Iron Stage : JIanual

Labour, Hydraulic Power, Electrical Power.
Before, however, speaking of the stage, I must
particularly call attention to the purposes of the

various classes of playhouses for which scenic

paraphernalia have to be provided. This may at

first sight appear out of place : but I hold that if

the purposes of the different institutions are borne

in mind, it will greatly facilitate the appreciation

of the circumstances which govern the con-

struction and working of stages, and the struc-

tural as well as the economic difficulties which
have to be overcome. I must also remind you
of the necessity for studying the planning of a

modern playhouse, more especially in regard to

the stage and auditorium, for it should be clearly

remembered that stage mechanism is not every-

thing, but that the sighting and acoustic properties

have to be considered.- The outlines and dimen-
sions naturally depend in the first place on the

respective requirements of the stage-management
or owner ; but in the same way as the lines of

the auditorium are essentially governed by the

proscenium opening, the setting out of the stage

is regulated by the height and width of this all-

important feature. Many stages have so-called

rear or back-stages, the dimensions of which are,

however, dictated mainly by the facilities to be
afforded for obtaining certain effects. Altogether

I would emphasise that the engineer who wishes

to give attention to the subject ot stage-con-

struction must fully comprehend the require-

ments and possibilities, and it is absolutely

essential that he should not only know the

wishes of an individual client, but also the varied

policies or makeshifts necessary under different

circumstances, and above all in different coun-

ttjps. In my work " Modern Opera Houses and
Theatres," and in various papers read before the

Royal Institute of British Architects, the Archi-

tectural Association, and elsewhere, I have

already spoken of the very different manner in

which theatre construction is treated by the

architects of the Continent as compared with the

way in which it is dealt with in this country. I have

laid some stress on what I might almost term the

difference of feeling which pervaded theatre

architecture, and it would not be out of place to

repeat that there exists a considerable distinction

between the artist and leader of his profession

who is responsible for the Continental buildings,

and his more practical fonfru'e of our own iletro-

polis. In the same way as there is a decided

contrast in the character of those responsible for

the erection of theatres in this country as com-
pared with those on the Continent, so there is a
wonderful difference in the ptrsoiinel responsible

for the construction and working of the stage.

With few exceptions, the construction of our
stages is in the hands of a stage-carpenter, who
has had no exceptional advantages in the way o£

technical training, and whoso position m the

theatre is hardly better than that of any foreman
of artisans. Abroad, even for the construction of

wood stages, the commissions are given to fully

qualified engineers who hold influential positions

in their profession. More particularly in German-
speaking countries, there is a distinct calling of

stage engineering, and though some few of the

present leaders may have risen from the ordinary

stage-carpenter, this profession is practically

now only composed of men whose preliminary
training alone often approaches that of our Royal
Engineers. The body of stage-engineers includes

men with exceptional powers of initiative, as may
be judged from the examples of hydraulic and
electric stages which I propose to show, and the

way in which the work is usually executed also

displays, I am glad to say, such full consideration

for the requirements of the scenic artist as is

seldom found where the interests of art and
science clash. In several instances, even, the

stage-engineer takes also the position of '

' director

of scenery" (Artistischor Leiter), and he is held
responsible for all stage effects, including the

design of the scenery, which is prepared under
his supervision. This last-named combination of

offices in one man I certainly do not hold with,

and I would add that the arrangement is but
rarely successful. I prefer to see the mounting
of a play in the hands of a scenic artist of recog-
nised standing, to whom the engineer and the

principal of the painting-room should be able

lieutenants, and not collaborators on an equal

footing. One mind alone should govern the

mounting of a play. All the larger theatres

of the Continent, it is noticeable, employ per-

manent engineers, whose appointment is mostly
in the gift of the owner, and is held con-

tinuously, irrespective of any change in manage-
ment, lesseeship, or varying appointment of

scenic artist. It is not my intention to indicate

how much the scope of the engineer depends on
the individual in charge of the stage—in other

words the stage - manager, lessee, or actor-

manager, as the case may be—nor do I wish to

speak of the various circumstances on which
depends the amount of attention the mounting of

a play receives, what effects are attempted, and
what methods are employed. All this would lead

too far, though, to repeat, it is essential for the

theatre engineer to be versed in the varied

requirements that he may be called upon to con-

sider. I cannot, however, when speaking of the

modern stage, omit some mention of expert

opinion on scenic art and its auxiliaries, for

nothing has so materially influenced the recent

development of stage mechanism as the candid

criticism of recognised authorities. In the first

place, let us look at the question purely from
the artist's point of view. The distinguished

artist Hubert Herkomer, holds "that the real

secret of perfect scenic art lies in illusion

"

— i.e., in visual deception—or in not allow-

ing the eye of the spectator to discern the

means whereby the semblance of reality is ob-

tained. Mere actuality will not accomplish this

any more than good painting per se. It is in the

attempt to get absolutely every requisite effect by
painting that so much mystery is lost on the

stage, for the scenic artist's art should be as
,

much concealed as that of the actor. It should

not be too manifest whether a background is

painted or modelled, any more than that an
actor is " made up " or appears in his natural

form. Let us remember that an actor whoso
wig, for instance, is so badly fitted that his own
hair is visible would not be tolerated for a

moment ; and yet the public will accept a street

scene punted on a canvas that is moved by every

draught, a rose-bush cut out of thin boards, or a

moon rising very quickly straight up the sky and
then remaining stationary. Uo not forget that

it is quite safe to let down a wobbly sheet of

canvas close to the footlights, with a sceno

painted thereon representing breakers dash-

ing over the rock.s, and perhaps a sink-

ing ship in the distance to which the actor

may have to refer in his speech. It is

safe to have layers ot canvas hanging from the

"sky" like so much washing hung on a line,

and certainly but few have ever questioned the

prerogative o£ the '' firmament " to come together

1
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at right angles in the corner. Why, it would
take almost a volume to describe the many
anomalies of scenery constantly observed on the

London stage. Again, from the stage-engineer's

point of vievi, authorities abroad have published

opinions which are not so very unlike Herkomer's.

They assume that the desire for realism which
pervades the 1 nth century has complet^Bly changed
the ends and aims of modem scenic art. The
decorative artist, like the actor, must know how
to be in earnest. Actor and scene-painter alike

must, above all, so labour that the audience shall

forget that they are within the four walls of a

theatre But our old stage methods prevent
the realising of such an aim, and the impres-
sion of an audience that they are only wit-

nessing a play is often far too palpable. Why
have the horizon cut horizontally to a crease,

showing where the cloth has to be canked r

Why let our beautifully painted panoramic scenes

jerk along according to the jerky manner in

•which the scene-shifter handles his drums ': The
panoramic scenes may cost £1,000, and yet the

simplest mechanical contrivance to insure their

smooth working is grudged, and the effect

entirely spoilt. Surely, gentlemen, this is not
as it should be. Does it not seem curious that

in these enlightened times the theatre should
still have to develop behind the back of society,

and that the memory of the former condition of

things still clings to matters theatrical r Truly
the actor of to-day is treated well enough by
society : he is no longer a vagabond and a

stroller. Nevertheless, the stage still occupies
an exceptional position : it is still to a large
extent ignored by the State and by Science. Let
us look at the matter even from the most prosiae
point of view—its commercial aspect. Science has
turned industrial. She tins meat and condenses
milk. But she has not troubled herself about the
stage. We employ the same wasteful methods as if

modem science were non-existent. Surely it is time
to wake up to the necessities of modern entertain-

ment ! A large number of drawings, photographs,
and sketches of stages were here shown as limelight
views, and these were explained and criticised by
Mr. Sachs. Reference was also made to a col-

lection of drawings exhibited in the lecture-room.
Among the stages of which illustrations were
shown were the following:—A Typical Wood
Stage, Drury Lane, Covent Garden, Her
JIajesty's, Court Theatre, Dresden ; Court Ijpera

House, Vienna ; National Opera House, Paris ;

Municipal Theatre, Rotterdam ; Palace Theatre,
London ; Court Theatre, Schwerin ; Municipal
Theatre, Amsterdam; National Theatre, Christi-
ania : the "Asphaleia" system: Municipal
Theatre, Halle : National Opera House, Buda
Pest : Hofburg Theatre, Vienna ; Court Theatre,
Berlin ; Court Opera House, Munich ; special
appliances at Drury Lane.

AMALGAMATED SOCIETY OF CAR-
PEXTERS AND JOINERS.

THE annual report of this society has been
piepared and issued from the general office

in Manchester by Mr. F. Chandler, the general
secretary. The society has "35 branches, 32
having been opened during the year and six
closed. There are 38 branches in the LTnited
States, eight in Canada, seven in New Zealand,
28 in Australia, and eight in South Africa, the
remainder being in the United Kingdom. The
new members enrolled in 1897 numbered 9,270,
the exclusions 4,418, and the total membership at
the close of the year was .53,057, an increase
during the year of 4,426. The receipts for the
year were .€137,238 10s., which included £10,793
jraised by levies in support of the society and
other trade unions. The disbursements were
£106,886 4s. Sjd., and the cash balance at the
close of the year amounted to £136,308 10s. 8d.,
an increase for the year of £30,352 os. 3id. The
disbursements included sums for unemployed
benefit, tool benefit, sick and accident benefit,
burial of members and their wives, and for aged
members' superannuation. As regards the ex-
penditure on "trade privileges," the following
remarks are made :

—" This branch of our expen-
diture is one that is watched with deep interest
by our critics, as it represents strike-pay and the
maintenance of the privileges of our trade (called
by some the ' war-chest ') ; but out of an expen-
diture of upwards of £106,886 we have only
needed for our ordinary section a sum of
£5,807 lOs. 2d., or an average of 2s. 4^d. per
member, which is £6,077 less than 1896 and the
lowest amount expended since the year 18S9.

This satisfactory reduction cannot be attributed to

the fact that we have not improved the condition
of our members ; on the other hand, the formid-
able list of places where wages have been advanced
shows our activity in this direction. But employers
have shown a more willing disposition to concede
the right of our members to participate in the
benefit of good trade, and there has been also a
willingness on our part to be guided by reason and
moderation in making demands." The recent
dispute in the engineering trade is alluded to, and
it is pointed out that, although the interests of

the society are "closely allied with engineering
operations, the society has passed through the
ordeal almost unscathed. What the society has
to learn from that great struggle is that federa-
tion is a success when formed and matured on
the lines of resistance in one exclusive industry.
It is reasonable to assume that the same principlo

properly worked out would tell in favour of

labour ; but we have not yet such reliable evi-

dence that employers can so harmonise their con-
flicting interests as to be able to forma federation
of a variety of trades for a similar purpose.
Therefore, pending the settlement of the question
of a general federation of trade unions, our dutj-

clearly is to urge forward and persevere in

establishing more complete unity amongst what
is known as the building trades, so that in the
event of history repeating itself by substituting
building trades for engineering trades, we shall

then be prepared to meet it in one solid phalanx,
instead of our strength being frittered away in

sectional attempts to deal with an organised body
of capitalists."

SANITATION AND THE FINE ARTS.

IN connection with the Royal Society of

British Aitists, Sir Wyke Bayliss (president),

on Siturday, gave an address in the large gallery
of the society, upon the duty of the dwellers in

great cities in respect to' the nurture of the fine

arts. The address was entitled "Art in the
House of Her Friends." Having suggested, in

explanation of this title, that if art had any
friends anywhere, they were to be found amongst
the dwellers in great cities, the president pointed
to the connection between the work of the artist

and the work of the sanitary engineer. What,
he asked, was art but the science of beauty, and
what was sanitation but the science of health ':

Health and beauty were almost synonyms.
Where there was perfect health there was beauty,
and where there was perfect beauty there was
health. If health was the foundation of the
Temple ot Beauty, beauty was the shrine in the
Temple of Health. Unfortunate!}-, this intimate
relation between health and beauty was not popu-
larly understood. It was not, for instance,

realised that the advance of architecture was
seriously hindered by the insanitary condition of

our great cities. Dirt stopped the way of all the
splendid developments of decoration by virtue of

which architecture took rank amongst the fine

arts. He asked his audience to think what the

facade of a public building might be but for the
all-pervading, ever-increasing plague ot atmo-
spheric dirt. They need not go back in imagina-
tion to the times when their forefathers saw the
splendours of Westminster Abbey, its delicate

tracery, its shafts of marble, its wealth of

statuary, long since lost to them in the veil of

black slime that covered everything in London.
Cathedrals in purer air—Lincoln, Winchester,
Ely, or Salisbury—still showed what magic could

be wrought by the wizards they called architects.

But in London the air was thick with smoke.
People passed and repassed, and knew not that

the grimy objects that filled the niches of the
abbey were amongst the loveliest of the sculp-

tures that the world had ever seen. This showed
how much we lost of the work accomplished by
the great architects of the past. But the limita-

tion on the efforts to create new forms of beauty
by the introduction of colour was also to be con-
sidered. The resources of the Lapidarj- and of the

worker in mosaic were lost to these architects

because of the foulness of their atmosphere—

a

foulness not inherent to it, but made by the popu

-

lace in the innocent process of cooking their

mutton chops. The fault was not to be charged
to their climate. Jlilan was amidst the plains of

Lombardy ; Rome was within the reach of the
miasmas of the C.impagna ; Genoa, Pisa, and.

Venice were wet with the salt mists of the sea.

No, it was not the climate they in London had to

fight against, but the climate plus dirt. It was
the climate in unholy alliance with the guerrilla

contingents of smoke and foul gases that deci-

mated their forces, and carried foolishness into

the councils of their building committees. He
asked. Were they ever going to clarify the air of

London, and Liverpool, and Manchester, and the

other dark places of the earth If it was true of

the dark places of the earth that they were full of

the habitations of cruelty, it was also true that

they were full of the habitations of ugliness.

Were they going to give the artist that which he
valued as his life—that without which life itself

was of no use to him—light 'f It they would
enable the artist to " see" their great cities, he
could promise that art would make them beautiful

to look upon. Passing from the subject of their

enemy, the chimney, the president glanced at the
importance of the gutter as an aid to the cleanli-

ness of streets and buildings, and incidentally

pointed out that the appliances necfssary for the

sanitation of buildings were not irreconcilable

with the laws of beauty. The aims ot the sani-

tary engineer fell in with the aims of the archi-

tect ; the gargoyle, primarily a gutter, was often

shaped to add beauty to the fabric. The gargoyle

was essentially the work ot the architect, but it

introduced the sculptor into the game. The
reference to the sculptor brought the president to

another branch of his subject. What, he asked,

had become of the few works of sculpture that

were supposed to adorn London *r Did they not

look as it they had suffered martyrdom at the

hands ot the gamins of the streets on the 5th ot

November r They were absolutely black with

slime. Was that the best thing that could be
done with them ? The sculptor cried for help.

AVho would save him and his work from destruc -

tion r The president next alluded to the effects

of the " tenebrous pall " of their cities on paint-

ing. Any great scheme for the development ot

national and historic painting in England was
hopeless so long as the present state of things

continued. England had taken a high posi-

tion in the history of art. There had been

two great periods of art—the Classic, which gave

them the Parthenon, and the Gothic, which gave

them AVestminster Abbey. The mastery in these

two schools, each perfect in itself and neither

second to the other, belonged to the people

of Greece and to the people of England. The race

of men who built their cathedrals were equal in

artistic capacity to the race of men who built the

Acropolis of Athens. They, then, as English-

men, had a past to build upon, and ought to have

a hope for the future. A pressing question, how-
ever, was the establishment of right conditions.

This was a question which the nation must answer

through the medium of the sanitary reformer. He
was confident that if this question weri rightly

answered, art would make the nation a rich return.

After all was said and done, art was, and always

must be, one ot the environments ot their lives,

perpetually shaping them to fair or foul issues.

Bad art meant much more than bad artists. It

meant dreary surroundings in their dwellings,

ignoble buildings in their streets, evil thoughts in

their hearts. The converse of this, however, was •

true as regarded good art, and he earnestly ap-

pealed to his hearers to do all they could to assist

in the removal of the obstacles which he had indi-

cated as existing in the path of the artist, who
should aspire to do noble and imperishable

work.

A CHAPTER IN THE HISTORY
POTTERY.*

OF

THIS is the title of a descriptive account of

the Twyford pottery industry. The Twy- J

fords date, it is said, from the earliest period o£^

Staffordshire pottery, even before the Wedgwoods.
Mr. Thomas William Twyford met the require^

ments of the domestic engineer and architeo

with a true insight into the demands ot th

future, and the " chapter," which has been i

pleasantly written by Mr. Joseph Hatton, illu

trated by 25 photo, views ot the various work^
shops and processes, will be welcomed by all wha
are interested in this important manufacture anq

its various developments. The iron and potterj

district ot Staffordshire has well been called tha

"backbone of England," and the Cliffe Valf

Potteries ot Twyfords holds a unique positia

among establishments. Sir. Hatton vrritesj

'
' One need not be an artist to appreciate th|

sense ot form and proportion which Mr. Twyfon

has imported into the architecture of his nelj

• Twyfords : A Chapter in the History of Pottery.

Joseph Hattos. London : J. Virtue and Co., Ltd., It]

lane.
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kilns, that are an agreeable contrast to the hap-
hazard and bulbous fashion of the ovens of the
old school of pottery, with its ill-regulated
bhops and its disregard of the sanitary laws of
health." In the plan and construction of those
works every building and detail was arranged by
Mr. Twyford. All the floors are of concrete, to
prevent the heat of the lower stoves rising to the
floori above : all walls between work-hops and
stove are of brick for the same reason ; eaci man
has a window to himself, and every care has been
taken to make Cliiie Vaie a typical example of
the application of the laws of health. We can
only briefly refer to the book before us. Mr.
Hatton sketches the history of pottery from the
red ware of Egypt to the Italian faience. The
history of this particular pottery from the Elers
Brothers, who first developed the manufacture of
Staffordshire earthenware, followed up by
Astbury and Twyford, who manufactured red
porcelain and white pottery glazed with salt
is interesting. Some very beautiful early
Twyford teapots in the Hanley Museum are
shown.

^

The views illustrated begin with
the C'liffe Vale Potteries, an important
range of buildings, the fireclay bath-makers
at work in their shop ; next the fireclay
lavatory makers, the fireclay kilns

; potters
making " Twycliffes." Then follow in succession
Tiews of the fireclay shop, the canal, the mill-
house, the " slip "-house, model makers, the
biscuit ovens and warehouse, printing shop,
dipping house (in both of which women are em-
ployed), glost ovens, gilding and decorating shop,
glost warehouse, ire. These represent sanitary
workshops, for sanitary- ware is the great develop-
ment at Cliffe A'ale. Our readers all know the
many types of basins, such as those of the
"pedestal" class. Twyford's " Unitas " was
the pioneer of the "Pedestal closet," a most im-
portant departure. It was exhibited at the Health
Exhibition in 1886. The "wash-down" was
next introduced, as illustrated by the "Deluge "
pattern, one of the most perfect of its type. In
1894 the " Fwycliffe " was introduced, a perfect
basin that has never been surpassed, that is meant
to supersede the " wash-out " and " wash-down "
principles. Mr. Hattou's narrative deals with
every process of the manufacture, and this part of
his work is instructive and interesting. Our
readers will find much that is of general concern
in this book.

LIVERPOOL LANDING-STAGE
EXTEXSIOX.

AT the meeting, on Monday night, of the
Liverpool Engineering Society, Mr. John

A. Brodie, city engineer, in the chair, Mr. Hugh
Rogers, assistant to Mr. A. G. Lyster, the
engineer-in-chief to the Mersey Dock Estate,
read a paper on "Liverpool Landing-Stage
Extension and Prince's Jetty." He explained
that in extending the Prince's Stage to the north-
ward, provision had to be made for landing cattle
and cargo. Four decks had been provided, each
with runways for cattle and stairs for the
passengers, leading to the street level. The total
length of the jetty was 400ft., and CTft. wide.
The main timbers of the structure were all
greenheart, the uprights being 14 in. square,
and varying in length from 47ft. to 7Gft. 8in.
The cross-braces were 12in. by 6 in., and the
diagonal bracings l'2in. by 12in. The joists
of the deck were all of creascted pitch-pine,
and the deck was of greenheart, '.'An. by 4in.,
spaced Jin. apart. At this point of the river the
bed was of red sandstone rock of a hard, close
nature, varying in depth from about Tift, below
old dock sUl at the river wall to about 40ft.
below the old dock sill on the face line of the
Btege. Along the river wall, and for a width of
about 50ft., a bank of stones, boulders, and the
hke, had evidently been tipped, probably to pro-

[

tect the toe of the wall. The tide at this point
was very strong, which had proved a serious
pomt to be considered in the method to be

I adopted of obtaining a suitable foundation. The
I ordinary system of tide -work dams would
I liave been most expensive, both on account of

I

the tide and the depth of water, and also on
I account of the nver traffic at this point. Screw
I piles were also considered, but as this entailed
looriDg and blasting in order to get a hold
I lot the piles, this system was given up. .Mr.
I IdBter finally decided to adopt some form of drill
I with which to form pockets in the rock, and then
I to grout the uprights into these pockets with
loonciete. It was also decided to form a hole large

enough to take the pile itself, instead of trusting
to the straps of the pile- shoe only, as in the case
at Newcastle. For this purpose a drill was
obtained which was capable of drilling a hole25in.
in diameter. After a trial of several months it

was decided to abandon this drill and adopt other
methods. Such a drill proved unsuitable
for the rough work that it had to face,

besides being a verj' expensive tool, both as

to first ccst and also for working. The
next method adopted, and one which proved
most successful, was jumping the holes down
with chisels. The design of chisel finally adopted
was a fiat blade of wrouii;ht iron, with a cutting
edge of steel about 6in. up, and fitted with
detachable wings. The centre portion of this

chisel was cut away for a width of SJin. , and about
ISin. high, making the cutting surface l.Jiin.,

thus reducing very considerably the vibration
caused by the blow, and the small core which was
left standing was soon broken off with the jar of

the blow. This chisel weighed about lOcwt., and
was connected up with boring rods of different

thicknesses, the lower rods having guides fitted to

them for working in the centre of the pipes, and
to prevent vibration as far as possible. This sys-

tem did away with the time occupied in screwing
down the pipes, as in the case of the diamond
drill, for the pipes always followed the chisels

down until the rock was hard enough not
to fray away with the jar of the blow. As
regarded the extension of the floating stage, the
design of this length of 400ft. was practically the
same as the old Prince's Stage, only slight

alterations being made in the details. The new
portion was carried by 27 pontoons, 23 of

which were 80ft. long, by lOtt. wide, and 5ft.

deep, the remaining four being 96ft. long, this

extra length being provided to carry the foot

of the bridge connecting the stage and jetty.

These pontoons ran transversely to the stage,

and carried the kelsons, which ran longitudinally.

These kelsons were box 'girders composed of

iron plates .and angles, and were 4ft. 6in.

in height, and across these again were
the deck beams, also of iron. The pontoons
were put together in Birkenhead. They were
tested for tightness by being first filled with water,
and afterwards by the external water pressure

due to their own weight. Each pontoon had
three watertight bulkheads. When completed
the whole was towed across to Liverpool and put
into position, and the connections with the
old kelsons riveted up. As an experiment, and
for a better foothold for horses, a strip 30ft.

wide for the full length was laid with end-on
blocks of creasoted pitchpine. Sin. wide and 3in.

deep, the joints being run with pitch and fine

gravel. The bridge connecting the stage and
jetty was erected on the north end of the stage,

and when completed was launched into position.

The bearing for this bridge on the jetty was com-
posed of a steel axle working on a cast-iron pivot

and cast-iron bearing block, the stage bearing
being two half-round cast-iron shoes working on
cast-iron slides. The length of this bridge was
I52tt. by 21ft. wide over all. The totaflength
of the Liverpool Landing-stage was now 2,463ft.,

and the normal width 81ft. 4in., having a deck
area of 23,008 square yards, or 4J acres. The
whole stage was floated on 180 pontoons,
varying in length from 60ft. to 120ft. It was
approached by eight bridges, and kept in position

by seven booms and 29 mooring chains (14 ebb
chains and 15 flood chains). In addition to the
seven bridges, there was a floating roadway 5oOft.

in length and 35ft. in width.

LINCOLN C.\THEDR,\L,'
DE WINT.

BY PETER

•^ [with photolithographic ii,luste.\tion's.]

THE de Wints were Dutchmen, and Peter the

Painter was descended from a wealthy
merchant of Amsterdam. His grandfather left the

sleeny canals and slow counting-houses of Holland,

and settled in New York, where the painter's father.

Henry de Wint, was bom. The elder de Wint,
a merchant of ample means, sent his son to

Leyden to study physic, and thence to London to

take his degree. This having been accomplished,
the doctor when he was 21 married an P^aglish

lady of good family, but no means. -Vs a result

of this alliance, his rich parent withdrew his

allowance, and left all his wealth to the eldest

son. Dr. Henry de Wint, thus cut off without

money, settled in Staffordshire, and gradually

obtained a practice. Peter de Wint was his fourth

son, and was born on Janil\ry 21. 17S4. The
study of surgery ill-accorded with the artist's

tastes, and therefore he was placed in 1802 with
the engraver John Raphael Smith. Here he met
the future Royal Academician and historical

painter William Hilton, and a friendship was
formed by the two lads that ended only in their

death. About 1807 both pupils entered as students

of the Royal Academy during the keepership

of Fuseli. In 1810 de Wint first became an
exhibitor, sending in two water-colours from
Staffordshire, and one a view in the neighbour-

ing county of Derbyshire. De Wint visited

Hilton's home .at Lincoln, where he found
numberless subjects for his pencil, some of his

best pictures being those of the noble cathedral

there. De Wint found here, too, his wife, for hfl

married Hilton's sister in 1810. This same year

de Wint became an exhibitor with the Society

of Water-Colour Painters, and eventually a,

member of that body, in whose exhibitions for

40 years his productions were to be seen. In
nearly all his works breadth of handling in flat-

washes gave great freshness and purity of colour.

His art was neither realistic nor ideal ; but he had
a fine sense of colour, and truly appreciated the

tints and harmonies of natural scenery. His
figures are well placed, but individually look"

clumsy and feeble in their forms. They are,

however, effective as to light and shade, leading

the eye into the picture, and enhancing points of

colour. De Wint died of heart-dise.ase in 1849,

and lies buried near his friend and brother-in-

law in the ground of the Chapel Royal in the

Savoy. In Lincoln Cathedral a handsome altar-

tomb to the two friends, who loved each other in

life and in death were not divided, was erected by
Mrs. de Wint inmemory ofherhusband and brother.
The Exchequer Gate, which forms so charming
and conspicuous a feature in the grouping of the

Cathedral precincts at Lincoln, has been thought
by some writers to be unfortunately located, in-

asmuch as it prevents an uninterruped view of

the west front of this magniScent minster unless

a bird's-eye is obtained from the C.istle, such .as

that which we published from the brush of

Frederick JIackenzie, the distinguished archi-

tectural draughtsman (b. 1787, d. 1854) in the

BiiLDixG News for March 6, 1896. Another
view from the same eminent standpoint will be
found drawn by Mr. Charles H. Holden in our
pages for Sept. 21, 1894; but in this case the

view is shown looking more towards the S.W, of

the church, whereas Mackenzie's gr.mder view
takes in the Chapter-house and the N.W. sideof

the picture. To-day, the drawing which we have
chosen has been reproduced specially for us

from Peter de Wint's original water colour, now
in the National Collection at South Kensington
Museum. It represents Lincoln Cathedral,

almost as it were in true elevation, and thus the

Exchequer Gate is seen coming right across the
road, and forming, as it does, the entrance to the
Close. Whether this so-called obstruction may
be considered rightly a disadvantage or not, must
remain a matter of opinion. Anyhow, de Wint's
delightful study emphasises the charm resulting'

from the fact that all the west front is not dis-

played to view at once. Besides the above-named
illustrations of Lincoln Cathedral, it may be
useful to mention some others which will be found
in the BriLiiiNG News of the following dates :

—

General plan of minster and secular canons'
buildings (by the late Mackenzie E. C. Walcott),
February 8, 1878

;
plans of Cathedral, April 2,

1S69, and February 6, 1891 ; Galilee porch
and west front (W. H. Bidlakei, November
26, 18SG

; Galilee porch and central tower froiB.

south-west (C. E. Mallows), February 6, 189 1 ;

rear of west fa<;ade from south-east, June 21,.

1889 : central tower and south-west transept

(C. H. Holden), October 5, 1894 ; south porch.

(W. II. Wood), February 28, 1879; general view
from south-east (Axel H. Haig), April 2, 1869 ;

east end (C. H. Moore), March 31, I8'.)0 ; cloister

and north transept (W. H. Bidlakc), February 6,

1891 ; north door to choir (John Begg), Feb-
ruary 6, 1891 ; chapter-house (II. Harrington),

October 19, 1883 ; Angel choir, interior (pencil

sketch, by John Begg), February 6, 1891 (ditto,

from photograph). May 24, 1889; bay of choir •

(Sydney Vacher), February 27, 1880; Angel in*,

choir J. P. Soddon), December 24, 1869; boseea
from .\ngel choir (T. Fred Pennington) , June 2 1

,

1878 ; chancel gates (W. H. Lethaby), Feb-
ruarj' 27, 1880 ; door of north choir transept,

December 24, 1869; interior of north-west chapel

(the late SirG. Gilbert Scott), February 6, 1885
;

Bishop Russell's tomb in choir (measured drawing,
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by Francis Hooper), April 7, ISS'2; Bishop
Wordsworth's tomb [by llodley and Garner] in

retro-choir (from photograph), Slay IS, 1SS8;
monument to ){ichard of (.iainsborough, architect

of Angel choir, in fonth walk of cloisters, Sep-
tember 7, IS'.tl : details of st-iircase in cloisters

(measured drawing, bv J. Ilutchings). October-2G
188S ; misereres (T. F. Pennington), April 23,

1880 ; hav of nave, October 23, 188.5 ; eagle
lectern (W. 11. Hidlake), April 30, 1886 ; stone
arcading (measured drawing, by II. G. Gamble),
November 25, 1887; stone beam between west
towers, October 2S, 1887; 1 2th century window,
November 29, 1878 ; and 13th-century mouldings,
August 25, 1S"I.

THE DOME OF THE CITY HALL,
I'HILADELPHIA.

AN instructive and weU-illustrated paper by
Mr. Francis Schumann, on the "Metal

l>ome of the City Hall Tower, Philadelphia,"
appears in the Proceedings of the Engineers' Club
of that city. Mr. Schumann gives an account of

the construction and execution of this tower,
which was designed by the late John McArthur,
architect of the Public Buildings at Philadelphia,
and carried out under Mr. Schumann's super-
intendence. The work was begun in 1890, and
was completed in January, 1893. We gave an
illustration of this tower some time since, showing
the iron framing. The two upper stages have
isolated columns in pairs. From the upper stage
with segmental pediments, over the clock-dials on
the four faces, springs the cupola, an elongated
dome of octagon shape, crowned by a colossal

statue of Penn. The height of the tower from the
ground is 337ft. 4 Jin. It is of brick, faced with
marble, about 70ft. square externally, and about
45ft. internally. The tower is enriched by several
stages, cornices, balconies, and other ornamental
details. Upon this tower of masonry the metal
dome rises a further height of2I0ft.9in., making a
total to top of statue of 548ft. I Jin., an altitude
which exceeds most of the great historic examples
of this country or .America. A few details are given
that may be of interest. The total estimated
weight of tower extending 15ft. below the ground
to top of concrete foundations is G2,76S tons ; the
concrete is 8Jft. thick, and covers an area of
7,150sq.ft., and weighs 4,000 tons. For aheight
of 90ft. the tower is attached to the north wing
of building, and is bonded to it. The upper
clock story, which rises COft. into the dome, has
a clock dial on each face 23ft. in diameter, and to
the centre of dials it is 30 1ft. 3in. above the ground
level. The dome has a shght curve, and is enriched
by angle ribs, cornices, dormers, and festoons.
About 145ft. above the masonry of to wer the floor
of balcony is reached, the highest part accessible
by means of stairs and elevators, and from it

the top of the Penn statue is 65ft. lOin. By
means of ladders through the " tree stump,"
which forms a central support to the statue, the
visitor may enter into the body of the figure
itself, and may also put his head through the
crown of Penn's hat. The four pediments of the
tower below is surmounted by bronze eagles, and
allegorical bronze groups represent the four
epochs in the early history of Pennsylvania. The
shell of dome is eleciro-plated cast iron, the
louvred panels being of sheet steel.

Describing thi) structural part of dome, which
is of wrought iron and steel, the form is an
octagonal prism to the height of clock-story, the
remainder an octagonal pyramid ending with
the steel apex cap supporting the stone. The
octagon is formed of meridional columns or
chords at the corners, and these are supported on
four box girders, placed diagonally across the
masonry tower, bedded in cast-iron plates about
one-third of the length of girder. This brings
the weight of dome through the columns to the
clear ends of the girders, which act as canti-
levers, thence to the solid portions of masonry,
thus clearing the window-openings. These girders
are bolted to the masonry by two Sin. diameter
anchor-rods to each girder. The rods extend down
70ft. to anchor-plates imbedded in wall. The
columns are braced together by horizontal struts
dividing the dome into ten tiers of bays, each panel
intersected by diagonal tie rods, these made to
resist both tension and compression on the upper
tiers. The apex cap of steel is an octagonal
tube of steel plates and angles, upon which the
statue is bolted. The author describes the
several floors which divide the dome. There are
four floors perforated for stair and elevator. Con-
siderable skUl has been shown in the iron framing

supporting the 24-foot statues at the corners. The
segmental pediments, bronze group parts, and the

details are illustrated by eeveral drawings of

sections of the framing, reproduced by photo-

graphic means and by views of the progress of

work. The colossal figure of Penn and diagrams of

strains are shown also on several sheets, and the

dimensions and weight of the framework are

given. The paper is a valuable contribution to

the literature of structural ironwork of this

description.

WEOUGHT STEEL PIPE-CLIPS.

MESSRS. CHARLES WINN AND CO., of

Birmingham, are making bright tinned

pipe-clips, which will be found light and strong.

They are turned out in wrought steel, and are

quite a no\ elty, and will, we think, speedily take
the place of the cumbersome and more expensive
means of fixing lead and other pipes at present in

use.

THE SCALING OF PAINT.

IN a previous article the causation of blisters in

paint on woodwork has been fully considered ;

in the present article it is proposed to point out
the cause of paint scaling off from the surface of

wood, iron, plaster, kc. Let us first consider the

scaling of paint from wood. Besides the cause
mentioned in the articleabove referred to—viz

.
, the

elimination of glycerine from the oil vehicle in the

paint ; there is another frequent cause of water
blisters forming beneath a coat of paint that is

laid on woodwork. This water may owe its

origin to several causes :

—

[a] it may be the

naturalsapinherently present in green wood [i.e.,

wood not suSiciently dried before working) ;

(b) it may be due to the water being absorbed from
external causes into the pores by the wood itself

:

as, for instance, the ends of the woodwork—which
are seldom painted over—maybe brought into close

contact with some damp material, whereby the

water is absorbed in the pores of the wood by
capillary attraction. Take, for example, the case

of skirting boards or the boarding of a wooden
partition. Only the face of the skirting-boards

receives a coat of paint. The bottom edge is left

entirely unprotected, and so likewise are the ends
of the skirting. Now, both bottom edge and
ends may rest directly against damp brickwork or

bricks or tiles which are of a porous quality.

Consequently, water will be readily imbibed by
such wood. (A great mistake is made in not
painting both ends and edges of skirting-boards.)

(() Water may also have been absorbed by the

wood through its exterior surface owing to acci-

dentally becoming wet, and the water having
been driven into the interior of the wood by it

being subjected to heat, such as the sun's rays or

the heat of a fire in a room. From whatever
cause the presence of water may be due, it will

prove fatal to the permanent adherence of any coat

of paint. For this reason, when such painted wood
is subjected to the sun's rays or any other source

of heat, the water present in the woody fibre

will be gathered up into large patches, according

to its freedom of traversing the fibre of the wood.
The fibre around " knots," i:c., in wood is

always denser and harder than other parts, and
consequently prevents a free travelling of the

watery particles. These large accumulations of

water will be drawn to the surface of the wood ;

but as they cannot escape through the hard skin

of paint they will press the paint away from the
wood, or from the primary coat, and cause it to

bulge up in large patches. When the source of

heat diminishes in temperature, the water will be
reabsorbed into the woody fibre ; but the bulged-up
paint will remain, and in time become dry and
brittle—so brittle, in fact, that the slightest jar wUl
cause it to scale off the wood. If the under-side

(that side whichhas been next to the woodwork) be
closely examined, it will be noticed that it has a

rough surface. Such rugosity affords evidence

of the tenacity with which it has clung to the

wood itself—showing, in fact, that the paint

skin has been forced away from the wood by a

great pressure, the surface of the paint, in fact,

conforming to the rugosity of the wood's surface.

When we remember that paint which has been
exposed for an hour or two under a severe sun

is so hot as to scarcely bear touching with the

hand, we can understand that any water which
has been gathered beneath such paint wUl have

been converted into steam, or, at least, made so

hot as to exert a considerable expansive force. If

the water-blisters are due to the excessive

amount of water that has been imbibed by the

wood, but which has not been subjected to

excessive temperature, then the paint will be

rendered non -adherent to the woodwork by the

presence of the excessive water in the pores of

the wood : consequently the paint will not be

bulged up, hut will lie flat. As the water is

dried out of the wood in the course of time, the

skin of paint will dry and harden, but be non-

adherent to the wood, until at last it is so brittle

that it wiU not bear its own weight, but flake off

at the slightest touch.

In the article already referred to, it was pointed

out how very unprotective the primary coat is.

Such a thin coat of red-lead, turps, and oil as is

usually applied is not sufficiently thick to prevent

the water penetrating it, and reaching the second

coat of paint : consequently the underneath side

of the scales of paint will show where they

have been riven from the priming coat. In

some few cases it will be noticed that the under

side of the flaked-off paint carries the priming

coat also. Such is due to the primary coat

having been too thick to be penetrated by the

water, and consequently the priming coat has

been dislodged from adherence to the wood fibre,

owing to the aqueous particles present in the

wood. A suggested remedy is to saturate the

pores of the wood with a spirituous solution of

wax of some sort, so as to fill the woody fibre

with a waterproof substance whereby the inter-

stices in the wood fibre cannot hold watery

particles. Such a spirituous solution could be

made by dissolving stearine or paraflin wax in

benzine, and applying same to the wood before

laying on the priming coat. The wood should be

then subjected to a source of heat sufficiently

strong to drive the wax into the fibre, but

not entirely away from the surface. A skin

of wax on the wood surface that was suffi-

ciently thin to permit the paint coming in clos^

contact with the woody fibre would be a go.nl

preventive of the formation of watery blisters

under the paint. But, unfortunately, even

this remedy would not be permanent if tli

painted wood were subjected to the fierce heat •

the sun ora stove-fire, for the wax would be eitli

driven too far into the heart of the wood or e!-

driven up under the skin of paint, and cons,

quently such wax would form a bufller betwcM ;

the wood and paint, that would not permit th

paint to adhere to the wood. Another remei

would be to paiot the wood before placing it

still, particularly the ends, so as to prevent the

absorption of water from extraneous sources.

The scaling of paint from iron is due to t!

formation of rust on the surface of the iron, su^

rust being engendered by the penetration ot

moisture through the coat of paint while still

moist, or else by the elimination of the glycerine

from the oil-vehicle in the paint, as already

pointed out in the article above referred to. The

rusting of the iron may have been started before

it was painted ; and if "so, the rusting proces? will

proceed, and progress over the metallic surfar*

until it spreads all under the paint, and separati

the same from the iron.

The remedy is ob^^ous—viz. , carefully scrutinisa

the surface of the iron before proceeding to paint

it, and if there be the slightest appearance of

rust, if only in spots, carefully scrape such parte

of the metal until the grey iron beneath 19

exposed ; then immediately lay on a coat ot pain'

—red oxide of lead, or else a solution of paraflin
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wax in benzine—a very thin solution, so as not
to put too thick a skin of wax on the iron, or the
paint will not adhere. It the metal is at all

scaly, rust may he present under such scales ; it

will he hest then to "pickle" the iron—that is,

brush it over with some sulphuric acid solution ;

then kill the chemical action of this acid by
brushing a solution of soda or ammonia on the
iron, and finally washing away all traces of the
chemicals by means of clean cold water ; then
thoroughly dry the iron rapidly by subjecting it

to a hot temperature, and before it becomes cold,
proceed to give a coat of red lead or else paint.

The scaling of paint from plaster is due to
several causes. Plaster is of necessity porous,
and extremely susceptible to dampness and the
imbibition of moisture. The water thus absorbed
maybe sucked into the interior of the plaster,
leaving- the exterior surface dry : consequently,
when a coat of paint is spread on such plaster the
imprisoned water is completely prevented from
escaping. But when heat from any source reaches
the painted plaster, such imprisoned water will
be drawn to the surface just beneath the paint,
and by alternations of heat and cold it will
fluctuate between the surface and interior of the
plaster until the moisture has been all used up in
chemically or mechanically combining with the
lime salts of the plaster ; such combination will
be productive of crystallisation of the lime,
and after a time the crystals will become reduced
to a condition of dry powder, and as a con-
sequence beneath the layer of paint there will be a
pulverulent powderymassto which thepaint cannot
adhere. As a result, such paint flakes off. Apart
from the imbibition of moisture from the surface
of the plaster, moisture may also be absorbed
from the foundation surface on which such plaster
is laid. Thus, bricks are porous, and if they
imbibe damp from any source, such dampness
will invariably reach the plaster, to be absorbed
thereby, as indicated. The remedy for prevent-
ing scaling of piint from plaster is to saturate
the plaster with a solution of wax in some volatile
hydrocarbon, such as naphtha, paraffin, or
benzine, so as to fill up the interstices in the
plaster with a water-repelling substance. By such
a course, water will not be imbibed either from
the surface or by capillary attraction. To render
the surface suitable for painting on, the wax
should be well driven into the interior of the
plaster by holding a brazier of coal, or some other
source of heat, some little distance from the sur-
face of the plaster. Allow the hot plaster to cool
before proceeding to paict it. If the surface of
the plaster show any signs of being powdery,
such powder should be well scraped off before
proceeding to wash it with a solution of wax.
A cheaper method of rendering the plaster non-

porous is to well saturate it with a solution of hot
soap and water in which rosin has been dissolved

;

thus, dissolve common rosin in a solution of caustic
or carbonate soda by boiling, and then mix this
fluid with a strong solution of soap and water

—

about ilb. of soap per gallon of water : well brush
this into the plaster with a big brush, using it

hot. Another plan is to saturate the plaster with
soap- water, and wh«n that has partially dried,
lay on a solution of sulphate of iron (green
copperas), sulphate of copper (blue copperas), or
salphate of alum and potash (common alum)

;

the effect of any one of these chemicals is to
convert the soap into a sebate of the metal (iron,
copper, or aluminium, as the case may be), which
ifl insoluble in water ; consequentlv, by this
means, the pores of the plaster are filled up with
a water-repellent material, .and thereby the
plaster

^
becomes rendered proof against the

imbibition of water from any source. Another
process

_
tor rendering plaster proof against

absorption of water is to saturate it with a solu-
tion of iron, copper, or alumina seb;ite in tur-
pentme. Such sebate is made thus : ilake a
strong syrupy solution of soap in water, and also
a saturated solution of either of the above-named
chemicals (i.e., green or blue copperas or alum)
in water

;
mix the two solutions and collect the

flocculent precipitate that falls down, wash this
precipitate with water once or twice, and then dry
it, and when dry or free from moisture dissolve it

mhot oil of turpentine. This is the fluid required
for saturating the plaster with. It will render
the plaster as hard and endurable as stone, and
-jves a splendid surface for painting on.
The last three processes can be used equally as

well on brick, stone, tiles, and any porous
materials as on plaster. They are much superior
to silicate paints, which only disintegrate in
course of time and crumble off. II. C. H.

BRIGHTON MASTER BUILDKR5'
ASSOCIATIOX.

ON April 19, the annual dinner of the Asso-
ciation of ilaster Builders was held at the

Clarence Rooms, Hotel Jletropole. The chair-

man (Alderman Bolting, J. P.) presided, and
there were also present the mayor (.Alderman
Sir John Blaker), Alderman Davy, J. P., Jlr. G. S.

Godfree, Jlr. Wormald, Councillor Wilson,
Messrs. Botting, Jlr. Patching, ilr. Lynn,
Jlr. Wright, Jlr. Brown. Jlr. I'earce,

Mr. F. M Cox, Councillor HoUoway, Jlr.

Sattin, Mr. Evershed, Messrs. Cox, Mr.
Carpenter, Jlr. "Wilmer, Mr. Duke, Jlessrs.

(rarrett, Mr. Winter, Mr. Emery (secretary),

Mr. G. I'arsons, Mr. G. Parsons, jun., Mr.
Morfee, and Mr. E. Hunter. About 60 sat down
to dinner. After the loyal toasts, Mr. G. S.

Godfree proposed " The Mayor and Corporation,"
and in doing so congratulated the association

upon having present not only the Mayor, but past
Mayors, in the Chairman and Alderman Davey.

THE LARGEST TR.IDE DJ BRIGHTON.

Alderman Davey submitted the toast of the
evening, " The Association of Master Builders."

He said that under the existing condition of

things it seemed to be necessary that combina-
tions should exist among all trades and pro-

fessions. Their own motto was " Defence, not
defiance." He only wished some tribunal could

be formed by which all disputes between masters

and men could be amicablj' settled without re-

course to strikes, which not only brought a
great deal of misery upon thousands of men and
their families, but great loss to the nation. The
building trade was the largest in Brighton, and had
done more than any other to make the town what
it was now. As a health-resort, Brighton de-
pended a great deal upon what the builders could

do to make it an attractive town. Of course,

there were shoddy men in their profession, as in

many others ; but at the same time, their number
included splendid men of business. Among them
were some of his best personal friends. Nothing
had occurred in the trade during the past

few years but what the trade committee
had been able to settle, and he hoped that

would long continue, to the advantage of both
employer and employed. Long might the

association continue to do its excellent work.
The chairman, as they knew, took very great

interest in the association, and did all he could

to keep the masters together to do the best they
could for the employes as well as employers. In
acknowledging the toast, the chairman pointed

out that the extension of the town depended
absolutely upon those who placed their money
in bricks-and-mortar, so that provision might
be made for those who wished to visit and settle

in the town. Their association had had a very
successful year, having kept up its membership,
and increased the subscription list. In every

way it had been a success, and that of itself was
a proof that they were doing the right thing to

watch the interests of the building trade. When
he said that, he meant for the benefit of the em-
ployes quite as much as the employers, and he
believed the society would continue to carry on
the good work it had taken in hand. In every

case they tried to avoid anything that was likely

to create friction. There were one or two com-
plimentary toasts, the speeches being interspersed

with songs.
I ^i^ I

ARCHITECTS' LICEN.SES IN ILLINOIS.

THE Chicago correspondent of the American
Afihitccl writes to that journal : It may be

of interest to review the situation here in Chicago

relative to the licensing of architects and the

^work which the board appointed for the purpose

Has already accomplished. After this board had

been appointi-d by the Governor it found itself in

rather a curious position—a body with a good

deal of work before it, and not one cent of money
in its possession with which to accomplish such

work. Fortunately, one of our well-known
architects, on going abroad, placed his olfico at

the disposil of the board, so one difficulty

was removed. Stationery and stamps were

the next most essential things in the Ii»t

of equipments, and these were temporarily

furnished by the individual members of the board

itself. As soon as the actual licensing was begun,

a fund for running the office was established, till,

at present, the board has a balance of about

13,000dol. -Vs may be remembered, it was

planned that, previous to January, 1898, all
j

persons who could show proof that they were
practising architects should, upon the payment of

2.5dol., be granted a license to continue in such
practice. To draw the line, especially in several
of the smaller towns, between contractor and
architect has been the one difficult fe.ature of this

part of the work. The accepted definition of an
architect for this especial case seems to have
been : A man who makes plans for build-
ings which he does not build himself. In
most cases where there was any doubt about
the applicant's living up to such definition, he has
been given the benefit of the doubt. After the
first of January the real work of the board began,
as all applicants for license then had to pass the
regular examination, the fee being no longer
23dol., but 40dol. So far, the bsst examination
has been passed by a man who has worked up to

the profession by way of the trades ; the second-
best test was stood by a male graduate of one of

the European schools : and the third by a female
graduate of an Eastern technical sohooL At the
present time the number of licensed architects in

the city is 519 ; in Cook County outside of
Chicago, 13 ; in Illinois, 151. Nineteen licenses

have been granted to architects from other States.

The total number of applications for licenses was
793, while since .January 1st the number of

applications for examinations has been only 25.

It was decided that in case of the application for
a license from any reputable architect from
another State it should be granted after the pay-
ment of the fee of 40dol., the examination to be
on plans, made and submitted by him, of some
considerable building actually constructed. With
already a considerable balance on hand, and the
likelihood of a continual small revenue yearly from
the li'-enses, the question of the use of such funds
for the advancement of the profession will natu-
rally arise. At present the matter stands
that whatever there is in excesi of 2,500dol.

shall be turned over to the State treasury '
' for

the credit of the board," which appears some-
what vague. There will occasionally be small
legal expenses in connection with unprofessional
practice, one of the few cases where the board
can itself discipline being where a licensed

practitioner shall be guilty of unprofessional

practice. In case of an architect failing to use
his seal on his drawings the board may revoke
his license, but all other prosecutions for offences

against the law must be undertaken by out-
siders. All this work has been accomplished
under the State law ; but the matter is now being
discussed of a revision of the city ordinance re-

quiring that all drawings shall be made by
licensed architects, with a few insignificant

exceptions.

CHIPS.
The partnership hitherto subsisting between

H. E. Kirk, J. A. Kuight, and Chatwin, under
the style of Kirk, Knight, and Co., contractors and
builders, Sleaford, has been dissolved.

In consequence of a strike which broke out at
Copenhagen on Thursday in last week among house
painters and men employed at a number of iron
foundries, the employers' union has decided to
enforce a general lock-out of all trade unionists

unless the strike is settled by negotiations or
arbitration. Thirty thousand men are affected.

Eister week at the Mart, Tokenhouse-yard, was,
as usual, dull. Little was on offer save brick and
mortar investments, and these, as usual, met with a
ready sale, and, in instances, at capital pricss, some
freehold shops near the Angel, at Islington,

exciting keen competition. The returns for the
week aoiounted to £2.S,785, as compared with
£62,005 for the corresponding period in last year,

which was not, however, a holiday week.

The design of Messrs. Cheers aud Smith has been
selected in a competition for a new board school to

be bu'lt, at a cost of £6,000, in Accrington-road,
Blackburn. Mr. A. Boyle, of Manchester, was the

assessor, and 13 sets of plans were submitted.

Particulars of a proposal of the Newport, Mon.,
Town Council to borrow £:;0,00i) for the construction

of a new road to facilitate the development of the

eastern side of the I'ik aud the approach to the

Liswerry district were laid before Mr. W. D.
Ducat, inspector under the L^oil (tovernment
Board, on Thursday, at Newport. The town clerk

said that about one mile and a half of new road,

known as Corporation-road, had already been laid

down, while there remained still another mile or

thereabouts to ba cDnntructed. It was also pro-

posed to connect the liiswerry district to the Cor-
poration-road by a 40ft. road, at a total cost of

£3,950, of which the owners of contiguous land had
agreed to contribute £1,685.

,o£
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OBITUAKV.
Mr. AiGusTVS Lavkh, formerly a well-known

architect in cxtens-ivo practice in the I'nited

States and Canada, died at hia home in Flood's

liuildinjr, San Francisco, a fortnight ago. lie first

hecamo conspicuous as the designer of the Cana-
dian Parliament House, at Ottawa. This was
hardly completed when he won, in competition,

and in connection with Mr. Fuller, of Albany,

the commission for the New York State Capitol.

A great deal of work had been done in carrying

out their design when the State Government
suddenly decided to take the building out of

Messrs. Fuller and Laver's hands, and confide

it to an artistic triumvirate, composed of Messrs.

Richardson, Eidlilz, and Olmsted. Messrs.

Richardson and Kidlitz took charge of the build-

ing, while Messrs. Fuller and Laver removed
to San Francisco, where they had won, also in

competition, and eventually carried out, the

commission for a new city-hall. Besides this

Iniilding, Mr. leaver designed the great Flood
mansion, at Menlo Park, together with another,

for Mr. Coleman, in the same neighbourhood, as

well as the Flood Mission, and many less im-
portant structures. He had been an honorary
corresponding member of the Royal Institute of

liritieh Architects since 1879.

Jlr. William M. Wat.sox, for very matiy

years county surveyor of Bedfordshire, died on
Tuesday last at his residence, AVren Park,
Shefford, Beds, at the advanced age of 88 years.

The funeral will take place at Henlow Church on
Jlonday afternoon next.

The death is announced of Mr. Walter
Davies, architect and surveyor, of 6, Waterloo-
place, S.W.,and 91, Burnt Ash-road, Lee, Kent.
3Ir. Davies was elected a member of the Society

of Architects in 1887, and was at one time a valued
member of its council ; he had been a Fellow of

the Surveyors' Institution since November, 1891.

The death occurred, after a long illness, on
Wednesday in last week at his residence, 182,

Crorawell-road, S.W., of Mr. Rdhekt Collier
Driveu, F.S.I. The deceased gentleman, who
was in his 82nd year, was for many years
associated with the well-known firm of Messrs.

Driver, auctioneers and surveyors, 41, Whitehall.
He became the sole surviving partner in 1855,

and, after a most successful career, retired from
active interest in the business in 1870. He was
engaged in all the great Metropolitan improve-
ments. He purchased the land for the London,
Brighton, and South Coast Railway Main Line,
and a large portion of that for the Great Western
Railway. As an auctioneer, BIr. Driver had at

one time one of the largest practices in the United
Kingdom. From about 1860 to 1875 his sales

c'osely approximated one million sterling. He
was also engaged in the development of many
important building estates in the suburbs of

liOndon. Mr. Driver was one of the founders of

the Surveyors' Institution, his name being No. 9

on the roll of membership, and a few years since

he served as president. He was also past master
of the Clothworkers Company, and a member of

the Commission of Lieutenancy for the city of
London. The funeral took place on Tuesday
morning at St. Jude's Church, South Kensington.

The death occurred at Paris on Tuesday, at
the age of 72, of the painter Gcstave Moreau,
the French Pre-Raphaelite. Moreau, who has
died in the little house in the Rue La Rochefou-
cauld where he was born, was the son of an
architect and early entered the Ecole des Beaux
Arts, where he was a pupil of Picot. His first

appearance at the Salon was in 1852 with a FieUi,

and in the following year he exhibited the large
canvas "An Episode of the Song of Solomon,"
now in the Museum of Dijon. His " O^Jipus and
the Sphinx" was first teen in the Salon of 1861.
Among others of his pictures are " Orpheus torn
by the ila'uads" (Luxembourg), " Diomedes
devoured by his Horses," and "Salome." He
was elected a member of the Academy of Fine
Arts in 1888, and became professor at the Ecole
des Beaux Arts in 1892.

\cil of the Kent Arohaological Society
'd to hold the 189S meeting of the

'. towards the end of July. The trip
ay will include Ash, Eastry, and

On the second day Walmer will
\en St. Margaret's Bay, where
provided. The return journey
Eist Langdon, 'SVhitfield, and

PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

Bristol Suciltvoi Architki.ts.—The annua
general meeting of this society was held at the

Fine Art< Acaiemv, (Jaeen's-road, on Monday
last, Jlr. F. \V. Wills in the chair. The presi-

dent, Mr. W. L. Bernard, F.R.I.B.A., and vice-

presidents, Messrs. .Toseph Wood and W. V.

Gough, were re-elected, and a vote of thanks
was accorded to the retiring hon. sec, Mr. W. .S.

Skinner. Mr. H. Dare Brj-an was elected hon.

sec. for the ensuing session.

The Civil Axn Mechanic.yl Exgixeer.s'
Society..—A meeting of the above society was
held at the Hotel Victoria, Charing Cross, on
April 11, Mr. B. B. Dodley, vice-president, in

the chair, the paper for discussion being " Pipes
and Pipe- Laying," by Mr. Alfred Hanssen.
The author first drew attention to the large-

ness of the subject, but explained that he would
beg to limit the paper to cast-iron and stoneware
pipes, and drew attention to the fact that to a

great extent the health of the town and country
depended on the use of proper pipes, several

specimens of pipes being exhibited, amongst
others a very fine specimen of a cast-iron pipe
that hid been made over 100 years. < >ae of the
most important points in pipe-laying being the

proper jointing of two pipes, several methods
were di<cu33"d, and alsj the various methods
used in different countries.

LivEnrooL Architectural Society.—In com-
memoration of the 50th anniversary of this

society a dinner was held on ilonday evening in

the Walker Art Gallery, Liverpool. '
Jlr. W. E.

Willink (president) occupied the chair, and a
large number of members partook of a repast in

the room devoted to exhibition of the work of

the Schools of Art, Architecture, and Technology.
Professor F. M. Simpson submitted the toast of

"The Royal Institute of British Architects and
the London Architectural Association." Hesaid
the Association had been particularly successful

in the direction of giving great assistance to

young architects. Mr. E. AV. Mountford (past

president L.A.A.), in replying, attributed the
success of the Institute of British Architects
largely to its system of examinations. Liverpool,
he continued, was to be congratulated upon the
existence of its School of Architecture and Applied
Arts, and partly on the fact that the management
of affairs was in the hands of Professor Simpson,
Mr. Allen, and Mr. Anning Bell. The city pos-
sessed some fine buildings, St. George's Hall, their
centrepiece, being perhaps the finest in England.
It seemed to him, moreover, that there were men
in Liverpool who were prepared to pay for archi-

tecture, which was a great thing. Unfortunately,
architects suffered from this disadvantage, which
painters and sculptors did not experience—they
were limited by the means at their disposal, and
unless they had wealthy men, with the will to

spend money, they could not produce fine build-

ings. He had been delighted to see the other
day in the papers a reference to the fact that in

some Liverpool buildings the committee had
accepted a tender which came to something like

double the architect's estimate. That piece of

fortune had never hanpened to him, but it was a
very good thing. It was distinctly in favour
of the Liverpool architects. Mr. Hampden W.
Pratt, president of the Architectural Association,

in responding for that body, said it might be
stated with perfect truth that the architects of the

future were for the greater part those who had
passed, or would pass, through the ranks of the
Architectural Association. At the present time,

when they were being, as it were, assailed by
boards of technical education, which were to

some extent their competitors and rivals, they
endeavoured, as an association, to hold their own,
and they did so on the ground that, however
competent these technical boards and classes and
institutes might be, they could not, and never
would, take the position that the Architectural
Association had been able to, and still could
take in regard to the profession. One of

the chief aims of the association had been
mutual help, and until the last seven years it

had been conducted upon voluntary principles.

Within the period named they had been obliged

to advance with the times, and they had a large

number of paid teachers in their classes, with the

result that their system of education had been
more perfect than before. Their association was
able to offer advantages which no technical school

or board could offer. Their influence did not
merely extend throughout the whole of this

country, but abroad, the membership, which was
the largest in the history of the association, being

over 1,200. They had existed not for their own
individual benefit, but for the art which they .

loved and were privileged to represent. Mr. H.
Hartley, in proposing " The Allied Societies,"

described the streets of Manchester as furnishing

food for melancholy. Mr. J. Ely (president of

the Blanchester Architectural Society) acknow-
ledged the toast, without comment upon 3Ir.

Hartley's caustic allusion to Mancunian archi-

tecture. Mr. T. D. Barry, as one of the original

founders, appropriately proposed the toast of
" The Liverpool Architectural Society," his

speech being full of reaiiniscence. The presi-

dent, in reply, described the architectural pro-

fession as being, in spite of its responsibilities,

one full of pleasures of a varied description.

Courteous reference was subsequently made to

" The Guests " and " The President."

CHIPS.

The members' soirue and smoking concert of the

Architectural Association will be held on Friday in

next week at theCifc Monico, P^coidilly-cirous, W.

The Treasury has tiken advantage, the AthemeniH

says, of the retirement of Mr. C. L. E istlake from
the lN''ational Gallery to effect a saving in the salary

of his successor, Mr. H. H. Turner, who. instead

of Mr. Eistlake's £875, is to have only £3.50 a year.

The post is thus brought on a level with that of the

Keeper of the Millbank Gallery.

The Chancellor of the Exchequer unveiled, on
Monday, a white marble bust of the late Lord
Randolph Churchill, which has been placed almost

opposite that of the late Mr. W. H. Smith in the

corridor of the members' staircase leading from the

Lobby of the House of Commons. The bust is the

work of Mr. Waldo Story.

On Saturday afternoon the Eirl of Crewe laid

the foundation-stone of a new chancel which is

being added to Christ Church, Crewe.

A new peal of six bells has been dedicated at

Mistley Church, Eisex. The peal weighs 4Gtcwt.,

and has been cast by Messrs. Bowell and Son, of

Ipswich.

The Minchester Corporation are carrying out,

under Parliamentary powers, an important street

improvement in Shudehill, which will be widened

so as to allow of a double line of tramways. At
the same time the spar thoroughfare of Mayo-
street will be reduced to 36ft. and carried into

Corporation-street, thus forming a new approach to

the market from Victoria Station.

At Plymouth a local government board inquiry

has been held into au application by the corporation

for sanction to borrow £22,306 for the erection of i

museum and art gallery, £550 for street improve-

ments, £2,500 for public lighting, £15,800 for the

reconstruction of sewers and repairing of streets,

and £1,310 for the purchase and adaptation of

premises for the purpose of a fire and police station.

Daring a thunderstorm on Saturday afternoon

the parish church of S wanton Morley, four miles

north-east of Dereham, was struck by lightning.

The south-east angle of the parapet of the lofty

tower was shattered, and portions of the masonry

fell on to the nave and south' aisle roofs, causing

considerable damage. The clock was also struck,

the electric fluid severing the steel wire rope which

carries the heavy weights, and these in consequence

fell into the church and broke in pieces the massive

oak chest containing the documents of the parish.

The building was not injured by lightning, and
neither were any of the fittings.

At a meeting of Aberdeen Town Council on i

Monday the finance committee recommended the
]

restoration and retention of Greyfriars' Church as
]

a place of worship. The committee, having found
j

it to be an absolute condition of the donor of £10,000

that the church should be retained, were forced to

consider what could be done to secure this money,

and at the same time conserve the public interest.

Oa condition of getting the £10,000, the University

would also obtain £20,003 from the Government.

After discussion, the report was adopted.

The Perth Police Commission adopted on Monday
j

a report by Messrs. Blyth and Westland on the
;

offers for the new bridge across the Tay, recom-

mending the acceptance of estimates for the erection :

of the bridge at a cost of neariy £20,000. The

estimates accepted are nearly double what was I

anticipated when the idea of the bridge was first I

mooted, but the bridge will be widened 10ft. from
J

that originally proposed.

The annual spring holiday excursion of tha ^

Elinburgh Association of Science and Art took

place on Monday, when some 200 of the members

visited the Atlas Works in Springburn and the power

station of the Glasgow District Subway Company,

Scothind-street, South Side, Glasgow.
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ILLrSTRATIONS.
CISCOLy CATHEDBAL.—ABBEV MANSIONS, VICTORIA STBBET,

S.W.—FIRST AND SECOND PBEMIATED DESIGNS FOR

BATTERSEA PL'BLIC BATHS.—THE PORCH, LOWEE COURT

FARM, I'PPEU I-ANGFORIt, SOMERSETSHIRE.

<^ux Illttstrati0ns*—.•

—

"lin'coln" cathedr.xx," hy pf-tf.r de wixt.

(FoK description, see p. 559.)

.\BBEY MANSIONS, WESTMINSTER.

This 'block of buildings, situated at the corner of

Victoria-street and Orchard-street, Westminster,
has been erected for Her Majesty's (JfSce of

AVorks, comprising nine floors and about 300
rooms to be used as Government offices. The
building is erected in Portland stone with red
brick facings, and is fireproof construction
throughout. The huildings have heen erected
and carried out by Sir. W. K. Rickard, con-
tractor, City-road, at a cost of £95,000, from the
designs and under the superintendence of the archi-

tect, Mr. Chas. J. Chimey Pawley, 2, Prince's
Mansions, Victoria-street. The red brick facings
are by Messrs. T. Lawrence and Sons, of Brack-
nell, Berks. The lift is by Messrs. Waygood
and Co., Falmouth-road, Great Dover-street.

HATTERSEA PVllLIC BATHS .tXD WASHHOCSES.

The design illustrated was awarded the first pre-
mium in the recent public competition, and has
since been adopted by the vestry. The condi-
tions of the competition laid great stress on the
importance of so arranging the building as to
render it capable of easy extension, its position
being left to the Judgment of the several com-
petitors. In order, therefore, to meet this
refjuirement, a portion of the site—that between
the pubUe.washhouse and the men's slipper baths—is left open, so that either or all of these
departments might be enlarged ; and the reading
room is placed on the ground floor, so that the
women's slipper-baths might bo extended by
occupying the space so utilised if required, the
reading-room being then removed to the first

floor. The principal entrances are placed in the
Battersea Park-road frontage, with separate
approaches to the men's baths and swimming-
bath and to the women's baths respectively.
These entrances are divided by a ticket- office and
screen, and each has its entrance-hall and lobby.
The slipper baths are provided with separate
waiting-rooms and attendant's box, so arranged
that one official can supervise each dual set of
baths. Centrally placed is the superintendent's
office, with private entrance and staircase leading
to the committee-room and the private apartments
on the first floor, and also to the establishment
laundry, and to the public laundry by an official

•corridor. Special attention has been paid to
adopting the swimming-bath for purposes of
entertainment, ample entrances and ccits being
provided, both from the ground floor and also
from the galleries. The public washhouse and
laundry are entered from Cringle-street, and
this department has entrance hall and corridor,

waiting-room, bonnet-room, &c., and a creche.

There will be 07 washing compirtments and
drying-horses. The house laundrj' is placed on
the first floor over a portion of the men's baths,

and in direct communication with the matron's
apartments. A lift is provided in connection with
it. The lighting will be eflrectcd by lantern
lights, and artificially by electric light. Mr.
Francis J. Smith, F.R.I.B.A., of Uii, Great
George-street, Westminster, is the architect, and
it is the intention of the vestry to erect the
building by their Works Department, the efficiency

of which ha? recently been greatly increased by
the erection of extensive workshops from the
designs and under the superintendence of Mr.
Pilditch, the surveyor to the vestry.

SECOND PREMIATED DESIGN' FOR THE NEW
HATTERSEA BATHS.

In this design the whole of the public baths and
washhouses, -with all adjuncts, are placed on the
ground floor, leaving ample room for extension

;

the towel laundry and engineer's department
being placed in the basement ivell lighted by
areas. Towel-shoots are placed in each attend-
ant's room in connection with towel laundry, and
a towel lift in connection with pay-box. The
committee room and superintendent's residence is

on the first floor, approached by a staircase lead-
ing out of the entrance-hall ; the accommodation
consists of sitting-room, kitchen, scullery, larder,
w.c, and three bedrooms. Lavatories are pro-
vided for the use of the committee. A coal-lift

communicates with basement. The public en-
trances to baths are in Battersea Park-road, one
entrance for men and for women, with separate

vestibules leading to large entrance halls, the
ticket-oflice and superintendent's room being
placed centrally. If a separate office was required
for superintendent, it would be placed where
shown. The women's entrance leads from hall

direct into first and second-class women's slipper

baths. The men s entrance leads from hall direct

into first and second-class slipper baths and to

swimming-bath. The swimming-bath is entered
through large hall. Two swimmers' clubroonis

are placed close to entrance : each room has a

w.c. and lavatories. The bath is entered at the
deep end, having a movable diving-board, hot
and cold shower spraj-, dressing-boxes along two
sides and one end, a stepped gallery Oft. wide runs
round two sides and one end, the floor being at the
angle of 45°. The gallery is approached by well-

lighted staircases. Lavatory and w.c.'s are pro-
vided for on landings ; the attendant's room
adjoins the entrance and has a towel shoot ; w.c.'s

and urinals are placed at side of bath, well

ventilated into large area. A foot -washing bath
is also provided. It being intended that the bath
should be used as a public hall for entertainments,

a separate entrance is placed in l).ittprsea Park-
road, with large vestibule, thus obviating the
necessity for closing any portion of the baths
when entertainments are being given ; the two
clubrooms would be used as cloak-rooms. An
emergency exit from gallery is shown, leading
into Cringle - street. Emergency exits from
ground floor are also shown in Cringle-street, in

order to comply with L.C.C. regulations. Two
dressing-rooms are placed at stage end of bath for

the use of artistes, each having a lavatory and
w.c. The dressing-boxes are all made collapsible

and fit into the hays forming panelled dado. The
whole area of bath will be covered with a pitch-

pine floor with platform at end. Ample storage

is provided in basement for movable plat-

form, chairs, &c. The six men's first-cla?s

slipper baths, thirty -two second-class ditto,

three women's first - class ditto, and nine
second-class ditto, are each provided with large

waiting-rooms ; the attendants' rooms having
towel-shoots being so placed as to allow of the one
attendant supervising each department. The
men's baths have w.c.'s, lavatories, and urinal

;

the women's, w.c.'s and lavatories, all ventilated

into areas. The baths are all top-lighted and
ventilated. The public washhouse and laundry
is approached from Cringle-street. The pay-
office is placed centrally, and has turnstiles. On
the left of entrance is placed the waiting-room,
and immediately opposite the creche, having a

fireplace and lavatory and w. c. A corridor leads

out of waiting-room to washhouse past the w.c.'s,

and room for temporary storage of wearing
apparel. The washhouse contains 7- washing
stalls, each .3ft. Gin. wide, with iron fittings for

hot and cold water and steam. These washers
are so placed that a woman may particularly

observe her own drying-horse ; 48 diying-horses

are placed at one side and '21 opposite, each Oft.

long, having a steam-heated battery drawing aii-

from engine-room and ironing-room, and driving

heated air in through the closets at a tempenature

of 130", thus insuring r.apid drying, ventilating

shafts being provided at back of closets. Five

centrifugal wringers are conveniently placed at

the end of washing-stalls. The ironing-room

adjoins and-contains two bo.x mangles, and having

ironing stoves and tabling. A door leads to

room for temporary storage of wearing apparel,

and also to corridor past creche, and so into street,

thus avoiding the necessity for women re-enter-

ing the washhouse. The e.stimated cost was
£20,432. The building thus designed is by Mr.
J. Hatchard Smith, F.R.I.B.A., 41, Moorgate
Station Buildings, London, EC, to whom the

second premium was awarded.

THE TORCH, LOWER COVRTF.VEM, VPPER L.VXGFORD,

SOMERSET.

This interesting little Renaissance porch is

situated on the north side of the house, which
belongs to General Sir Lintorn Simmons, G.C.B.
The date 16U occurs on two small shields in the

spandrels on the -side elevation shown. The
porch is constructed of freestone, but has been
repaired in places with cement in such a way that

some of the mouldings on the bases of columns

and the pedestals are almost indecipherable. The
cornice at the eaves is covered with thick cast

lead, and the pantiles are set in mortar at the

verge, and are flashed with the same material

where they abat the wall of the house. A free-

stone chimneypiece, bearing the date 1601, from
the same house, appeared in the Building Ne'ks

on Sept. 24, 1897. T. Buadfouh Ball.

CHIPS.

A stained-glass window is about to be placed in

the west front of the church of St. Ignatius the

Martyr, Sunderland, in memory of the late Dr.

Lightfoot, Bishop of Durham. The late bishop

founded the church, at a cost of £10,000, in 1887,

in commemoration of his 10 j'ears' ministry in the

diocese of Durham. The window depicts nine

scenes in the lite of Bishop Lightfoot.

The New York Public Library, the competition

for which excited some interest in the profession,

will not be built at present, Mayor Van Wyck
having decided that the financial condition of the

city does not warrant the expenditure of the money
that the building will cost. The successful archi-

tects, Messrs. Cirrere and Hastings, have been wise

enough to stipulate that their fees shall be paid

them by the city, even it the municipal authorities
" should fail or neglect in due time to award
contracts or to provide for the construction and
completion of the said building."

The new Sunday-school which has been erected

in connection with Mount Pleasant Wesleyan
Chapel, Lockwood, Huddersfield, was opened last

week. The leading feature is a large assembly-

room, which can, if need require, be used for public

worship. A gallery occupies two sides and one end

of the room, and a recess for an organ the other

end, while at the same end in the well of the room
there is a platform. Classrooms open out from the

main room. There is also a ladies' parlour, and in

the basement a tea-room and kitchen. The build-

ing has been erected from plans prepared by Mr.

B. Stocks, of Huddersfield, and the cost is about

£4,000.

A well-known church in the centre of Liverpool

—St. John's, Old Haymarket—is about to be

demolished to permit of improvements being carried

out in that quarter of the city. In the course of

farewell services which were held on Sunday
week, it was stated that the demoUtion of St. John's

and of the sister church of St. George would be

followed by the erection of four or fi?e new
churches in localities in which they may be

required.

Port Glasgow School Board have decided to erect

an additional story to Jean-street school. This will

give accommodation for 460 more scholars, and is

estimated to cost about £0,000.

At Wimbledon the foundation-stone has been

laid of a new building which is to adjoin St. Mark's

Church, and serve the double purpose of a church-

house and a parish-room and Sunday-school. The
building will include a large hall 74ft. by 40ft.,

having at the east end a raised platform, and at the

west end a gallery. Accommodation will bo pro-

vided for about 500 persons in the body of the hall,

and some 150 iu the gallery. Three committee-

rooms and a kitchen are also included in the plans.

The total cost of the woik, including furniture,

will amount to about £'2,250. Mr. J. Bignell, o£

i Wimbledon, is the architect.
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IIami'Stf.ai).—On Saturday afternoon an official

inspection was made by the llampstead Vestry of

the new administrative block of the public baths

in the Finchley-roed. The old front of the
baths was p\illed down in consequence of the
carrying out of the Groat Central Kiilway works,
and the company paid the vestry £S,300 and gave
them a larger area of ground to rebuild upon by
way of compensation. The new block is built in

the English Kenaissance style of an Early type,

and has cost nearly £9,000. The building is

faced with red brick with dressings of Portland
stone, and the plinth is of grey granite from
Aberdeen, llessrs. Spalding and Cross were tlie

architects, and Mr. Kingerlee, of (i.'iford, was the
builder. The accommodation of the baths has
b3en largely added to, and now includes four
large swimming-baths and a large number of

slipper-baths.

King's Clute.—The church of All Saints',

King's Cliffe, which has undergone restoration,

was opened by the Bishop of Peterborough, on
Thursday in last week. The four 12th-century
windows of the ringing chamber are the only
remains of Xorman work in the church, and have
been inserted in the rebuilding of the tower and
spire. These windows, with the Early English
of the belfry and the arches of the ground story
of the tower, denote a rebuilding of the tower
and spire in the 14th century. The nave, aisles,

transepts, and porches are of the Perpendicular
period. 'Ine respond remains on the north side

of the chancel as part of its Eirlj- English con-
struction, while the tower rests on Hth-century
arches. The north porch has been rebuilt oa
exactly the same lines as before, with the floor-

line restored to its ancient level. The stonework
of the tower and spire has been repaired and
pointed, and the crosses to the spire lights

restored, and lightning-conductor supplied. A
repair and pointing of all the exterior stonework
of walls and parapets has been effected, and the
lead roofs repaired with down-pipes and dry area.
The windows of the nave and aisles have been
repaired and restored with their original iron-
work, and the best of the old glass reused and
made up with new to match. Beautiful frag-
ments of ancient stained glass have been found
stowed away in the church, and scattered here
and there in the village, and have been fitted

together as well as the broken and missing parts
will admit, and put into the tracery heads of the
windows. The font has been moved, and set on
a new stone step. The work has been carried
out by Messrs. Roberts Bros., builders, Stam-
ford, under the direction of Mr. J. C. Traylen,
A.R.I.B.A., diocesan surveyor, Stamford. A
new clock has been made by Messrs. Kowley
Bros., Gray's Inn-road, London.

MAiDKxnE.iD.—The Bishop of Oxford conse-
crated on the 14th inst. the first portion of St.
Peter's Church, Eurze Hall. It is built in the
Early English style, of red brick, relieved with
stone dressings and bands and diaper work in
grey brick. The roofs are covered with Broseley
tUes. When complete, the building will consis"t
of a nave -5 7ft. long by 19ft. wide, with north
and south aisles ; chancel 29ft. in length and the
same width as the nave, seating accommodation
being provided for about 300 people, in ad^iition
to the choir and clergy. The line of the roof over
the nave and chancel is continuous, there being
no chancel arch, but in its place a lofty and hand-
some oak screen is to be erected. There is no
window in the east wall immediately over the
altar, but tall traceried windows in each of the
side walls of the apse sufficiently light the
sanctuary. The architect is Jlr. E. J. Shrews-
bury, A. E. I.E. A., Queen Street Chambers,
Maidenhead, the builders being Messrs. Silver
and Sons, Limited, of Maidenhead.

Maxaiox.—St. Michael's church was re-
opened after restoration on "Wednesday week.
The east wall has been thoroughly strengthened
by the addition of two buttresses, the east window
raised to allow space for a reredos, and new innt-r
sUls and lintels placed to all the windows, the
plaster removed from the walls, and the joints
pointed. -\11 the floors were relaid—the chancel
and sacrarium with glazed encaustic tiles, the
aisles with terracotta tiles and wood blocks under
the seats. All the woodwork is of oak, and,
wherever possible, the old oak work has been
utilised and incorporated with the new : one part

bearing the date IGOS now forms the front of the

suppr-altar. An oak traceried rood screen now
divides the chancel from the nave, at the north
end of which is a carved pulpit on a stone base,

while at the south is a space for the organ. The
pulpit, which was designed by Messrs. Pro'heroe
and Philpotts, Cheltenham, was a special gift, as

was the oak eagle lectern and the organ. The
architects were Messrs. Douglas and Minshall,

Chester.

Perth.—A special meeting of those interested

in St. Ninian's Cathedral was held in the Station

Hotel, Perth, on Friday, to consider as to im-
proving and enlarging the cathedral. The
Bishop of St. Andrew's, who presided, explained
what was proposed to be carried out, and said the
alteration would give an unbroken view of the
interior of the building. A sum of £10,000
would be required, and they had in hand
£2,401 lOs., not counting nearly £1,000 for the

Wordsworth memorial. A resolution was adopted
by the meeting recognising the importance of

proceeding at once with the improvement of the

cathedral, and a committee was appointed to raise

the necessary funds.

SouriiPOKT.—On Saturday, the Bishop of

Liverpool consecrated the new Church of

Emmanuel, Cambridge -road, Southport, which
has been erected as a chapel-of-ease to the Pari.sh

Church of North Jleols. The site has been given
by the lady of the manor, Mrs. Hesketh, who
has al-io defrayed the cost of the sanctuary. The
plan consists of a nave and aisles of five bays
with double transept, chancel, and sanctuary.
Among the special gifts are the vestry, narthex,
screens, boundary wall, gates, &c., brass lectern,

marble pulpit, and marble font. Apart from
all these special gifts, the cost of the building
has been about £18,000, and when the whole
scheme is completed by the erection of a

tower 108ft. in height and vestries, the total cost

will be about £23,000. The church, which is

Early Perpendicular in style, will provide sitting

accommodation for 1,200 persons. Messrs.
Preston and Vaughan, of Manchester, are the
architects.

Theteouu.—On Friday a special meeting of

the town council was held to consider a report

upon the present condition of that portion of the
town-hall comprising the county-court room and
the old co\incil chamber. The report, prepared
by Jlr. H. J. Green, architect, of Norwich,
stated that the whole of the north gable end
proved upon examination to be built upon little

or no foundation, and to bi, in consequence,
much fractured, and out of the perpendicular. It

was practically useless to underpin or in any way
repair the structure, the only satisfactory method
being to take down the end in question, and re-

b-iild it on solid foundations. In connection with
this work, other small repairs to portions of the
building would be necessary, but in any case the
architect strongly discountenanced the adoption
of any temporary methods in dealing with the

north gable end. The mayor expressed the hope
th.at whatever work might be undertaken, the
original form of the building would be adhered
to. It was decided that the county - court
fittings should be transferred to the large court-

room, and it was unanimously resolved that Mr.
Green be requested to prepare plans and specifica-

tions at once, and that until the work has been
carried out the hall be not let to the public for

any purpose whatever.

Wellixgtox, S.iLor. —• All S.aints' ' parish
church, Wellington, will shortly be closed for

extensive alterations and repairs. It is proposed
to remodel the interior altogether. The existing

unsightly iron columns will be cased with marble,
making them more massive and attractive. The
new columns and entablature will be of the Boric
Order on the ground floor, and of the Corinthian
Order above. The pitch of the g.alleries will lie

increased, so as to afford the worshippers greater

facility for seeing below. A new feature will be
a lofty oak screen, separating the chancel from
the nave, and forming a morning chapel and
chamber for the organ. The chapel will contain
movable seats, so as to permit of its being used
for ordinary services. The organ, remodelled,
will be brought down to the ground floor, and
new stalls provided for the choir. A portion of

the galleries at the east end will be removed, but
the seating accommodation will not be curtailed,

as compensation will be found in the rearrange-
ment of the seats. The heating and ventilation

of the church will be rearranged and perfected.

Mr. Dilgleish, of Wellington, is the architect.

COMPETITIONS.
LiuLow.—At the last meeting of the town

council the Public Lighting Committee reported
that in answer to an advertisement for the best

and most economical schemes of electric lighting

for the borough they received ten schemes from
engineers. They had considered these schemes,
and were of opinion that Mr. J. S. Enright, of

202, Holland-road, Kensington, was entitled to

the premium of £20. The report was adopted.

Port Elizaheth, S.A.—For the public library

and Savage Memorial Hall to be erected at Port
Elizabeth thirty-sevea designs were sent, which
were marked by the librarian as received from 1

upwards. One design was rejected in consequence
of being distinguished by a motto. The assesors,

Messrs. J. W. Haiumersley-Heenan and Richard
Wright, with the assistance of Mr. W. T. Hol-
lands, F.R.I.B.A., accorded the first premium of

100 guineas to design No. 1, which proved to be
by Sir. Henrj- A. Cheers, of Twickenham,
London, and the second premium to No. 36, by
Messrs. Charles E. Bateman and Herbert Bart-
land, of 81, Edmund-street, Birmingham. Mr.
Cheers' design shows a building finely treated in

the Elizabethan style, the estimated cost of erec-

tion being £22,000.

CHIPS.
An infants' department is about to be added to the

church schools at Guarrington, near Sleaford, from
plans by Mr. Kirk.

The recumbent statue for the tomb of the Duke
of Clarence and Avondale is about to be placed
upon the lid of the sarcophagus in the Albert Chapel
at Windsor Castle.

Lieut. -Colonel A. 0. Smith, R.E., L.G.B. in-

spector, has held an inquiry at Colchester into the
corporation's application for sanction to a loan of

£36,000 for the erection of the town-hall.

The first section of the new church of S:.

Michael and All Angels, at L ttle Ilford, has been
consecrated. The church, which replaces an iron
structure, is of red brick with stone dressings, and
consists of a nave and its aisles. Tne floor is of

woodblocks, and the window of cathedral glass in

lead sashes.

An inquiry was held at Rhayader, on Saturday,
by Colonel W. E. Slacke, Local Government Board
Inspector, with references to an application made
by the Radnorshire County Council to the Local
Government Board to issue a provisional order

authorising the said council to borrow the sum of

not exceeding £32,000 for the purpose of building

an asylum jointly with Breconshire at Talgarth.

There was no opposition. Ttie cost of the new
aslyum is estimated at £141.0011, of which Brecon-
shire has to provide .£99,016 and Radnorshire
£41,933.

The first arbitration case for the acquisition of

properties scheduled under the Glasgow Improve-
ment Act of last session has been held on Monday,
Tuesday, and Wednesday in this week, in the

Windsor Hotel, Glasgow. The claimant is Mr.
Patrick Neeson, and the property to be taken is

situated in King-street, City, part of it being occu-

pied by Mr. Neeson himself as a public-house. The
amount claimed for the property and the good-will

of the business is £9,000. The arbiters are Mr. R. P.

Lamond, for the claimant, and Mr. W. R. Copland,
C.E., for the Improvement Commissioners, with
Sheriff Jameson, Eliuburgh, as oversman.

Messrs. E. H. Shorland and Brother, of Man-
chester, have just supplied some of their patent

Manchester grates to the Richmond Lunatic Asylum
annexe, Bablin.

Ou Thursday afternoon in last week the founda-
tion-stone of a new Wesleyan chapel for the

village of Barugh, near Malton. was laid bv Mr.
E. W. Beckett, MP. Mr. E Taylor, of York, is

the architect, and the contract is in the hands of

Mr. C. Mansfield, of York.

The new butchering department and stables for

the Hetton Downs Amicable and Industrial Society,

Limited, was formally opened on Saturday. The
buildings are of Sherburn brick, rooted with blue

slates, and the roofs are surmounted with orna-

mental ventilating turrets. The frout has a total

length of about 90ft. facing into Regent-street,

while the back elevation is in Princess-street. The
contractor is Mr. Robert Wade, of High Moorsley,

and the clerk of works Mr. George Gates, of Leam-
side. The architects are Messrs. Barnes and
Coates, A.A.R.I.B.A., of Sunderland and West
Hartlepool.

The S'reets and Buildings Committee of the Scar-

borough Corporation have accepted the offer of a

piece of a ground, a little over six acres in area,

having a frontage on ilanor- road, for the sum of

£8,500. It will be laid out as a recreation ground.
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TO OOBRESPONDENTS.
[We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of
our correspondents. All communications should be
drawn up as briefly as possible, as there are many
claimants upon the space allotted to correspondents. ]

It is particularly requested that all drawing and all

oonununications respecting illustrations or literary matter
should be addressed to the EDITOR of the Buildixo
Nbws, 332, Strand, W.C'., and not to members of the staff
by name. Delay is not unfrequently otherwise caused.
All drawings and other commimicatiuna are sent at con-
tributors' risks, and the Editor will not undertake to
pay for, or be liable for, unsought contributions.

Cheques and Post-office Orders to be made payable to
The Sxbakd Nbwspapeb Company, Limitso.

TERMS OF SUBSCBIPTION.
One Pound per annum (post free) to any part of the

United Kingdom; for Canada, Nova Scotia, and the
TJmted States, £1 6s. Od. (oredols. 30c. gold). To France
or Belgium, £1 (is. Od. (or 33fr. 30c.) To India, £1 68. Od.
To any of the Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the
Cape, the West Indies, or Natal, £1 68. Od.

ADVEETISEHENT CHAEGE8.
The charge for Competition and Contract Advertise-

ments, Public Companies, and all official advertisements
18 Is. per line of Eight words, the first line counting as
two, the minimum charge being 5s. for four lines.

The charge for Auctions, Land Sales, and Miscellaneous
and Trade Advertisements (except Situation advertise-
ments) is 6d. per line of Eight words (the first lint
counting as two), the minimum charge being 4s. 6d. for
40 words. Special terms for series of more than sij
insertions can be ascertained on application to the Pub-
lisher.

Front-page Advertisements 2s. per Une, and Paragraph
Advertisements Is. per line. No Front-page or Paragraph
Advertisement inserted for less than 5s.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
office not later than 3 p.m. on Thursday. Front-page
Advertisements and alterations in serial advertisements
must reach the office by Tuesday morning to secure
insertion.

Situations.

The charge for advertisements for " Situations Vacant

"

or " Situations Wanted " is One Shiluno fob Twkntt-
FoiiB WoEDs, and Sixpence for every eight words after.
AU Situation Advertisemejits must be prepaid.

NOTICE.
Bound copies of Vol. T.XXni. are now ready, and
should be ordered early (price Twelve Shillings each)
as only a limited number are done up. A few
bound volumes of Vols. XXXIX., XL . XLI
?J'7i' XLix,, LI., Lm., Lvm., ux:;
Lxi., Lxn., Lxm., Lxiv., lxv., lxviLxvn., Lxvm., lxix., lxx., lxxi., lxxu*may still be had, price Twelve Shillings ; aU the other
bound volumes are out of print. Most of the back-
numbers of former volumes are, however, to be had
singly. Subscribers requiring any back numbers so
complete volume just ended should order at once atmany of them soon run out of print.

*

''-S.'F.'c^.-Zp^ijT^-
^•~^- '^^ ^-T.L. and Pow.

"BUILDISO NEWS" DESIONINO CLUB.

'H.''J'"'^''?.T?'~t^*''"''« ?<"" approval of our awards.The conditions set forth the accommodation to be pro-
vided, and rooms for female nurses were not included
In a men's home of the kind contemplated such bed-rooms are not needed in the ordinarv way, and it is
better for a nurse to sleep off the premises if she has
been on day duty.) Gothic Juses.—(We do not Umitjou to any style for the furniture, but Mediji-val forms
are not so weU adapted to present-day uses. Simplicity
by aU means; but furniture to be good, in the best
sense of the word, should be strong and suitable
artistic, and not needlessly costly.)

HRX-UIENTAL BRICKWORK: ARCHES.
To the Editor of the ButLDiNo IN ews.

S'R.— fte writer on " Oraamental Brickwork:
Archea" (p. 515 of your last iasue) gives some
very good mformation so far as it goes: but in
treating of the straight camber arch fnot, of
course, to be confused by your readers with the
segmental arch), he slips rather too easily (Tver
the subject, merely stating that it " ought to ba
set out on acientific rules from a face mould, and
proper levels obtained for cutting the bricks."
That 13 only partly true, as the rules are not
acientihc, bat to a great extent rule-of-thumb.
He does not explain the rale for setting out this
apparently most simple of all the arches, but
really almost the most difficult. The rules are
given in two handbooks published in Weale's
Series, but in terms which do not agree, and
which assume a possession already bj* the learner
of half the necessary knowledge—perhans a
necessary reauU of the writers possessing "reat
technical skill in bricklaying without haVino'
much literary art. The writer of your article
would be doing good service if he undertakes to

supply the omission by explaining clearly how
one, not a bricklayer, can set out this arch and
prepare the face mould with the levels and lengths

marked thereon, so that a bricklayer rould cut

out the bricks and set them therefrom. Jlost

people other than Tiricklayers imagine that in

this, the straight camber arch, the lines of the

joints (including those of the skewbacks) radiate

JErom a centre ; but they do not.

In the approximate elliptic arch formed of arcs

of circles, the voissoirs do, of course, radiate from
a centre, or centres. I introduce this latter

remark, however, only for the purpose of explain-

ing that on a visit to one of thebestof our Jletro-

politan polytechnic classes for practical instruction

in drawing, cutting, and setting brick arches, I

found in the larger upper arc all the joints

radiated to their centre, except those of the key-
stone, which were worked to a centre much
higher, giving, of course, a much shorter radius

;

but nobody thought it a defect or of any con-

sequence ; it was so set because it came so from the

mason, and it was nobody's business to flux the

product of the two discordant trades. It was
rather considered a creditable thing that the

mason's ill-shaped work could be incorporated by
the bricklayer, without troubling the mason to

correct it.—I am, &c.

,

.Architect.

CHIPS.
Friday, July 1, has been fixed as the date for the

consecration of the new church of .St. Peter, now
fast approaching completion in the Wightman-road,
Homsey. The Bishop of London will perform the
ceremony. The church, which was illustrated by
perspective and plan in our issue of May 14, 1S97,

is being built from designs by Messrs. James Brooks
and Son, of WelUngton-street, Strand, W.C.

A fountain erected in Market Dravton in com-
memoration of the 60th anniversary of Her Majesty's
reign was formally opened on Monday week. The
fountain was designed by Mr. G. A. Craig, surveyor
of Market Drayton, and built by Messrs. Harding,
of Nantwich. It is constructed of red and grey
stone, with marble panels round the base.

Mr. A. E. Prescott ('28 years of age), deputy
surveyor, Luton, has been appointed surveyor to

Douglas Town Council, at a salary of £200 a year.

A proposal is about to be submitted to the share-
holders of the Hastings Pier Company for the
formation of a winter garden at the north or land-
ward end of the present structure. The plans show
a building including a hall capable of holding 4,000
people, provision for a banJ, and other attractions.

The estimated cost is between £30,000 and £40 000.

The Streets and Buildings Committee of the
Edinburgh Town Council have agreed to recom-
mend the council to authorise the widening of
Stockbridge bridge at a probable cost of £2,400.

The Soldiers' Institute in St. BDtolph's-street,
Colchester, opened by the late Duke of Albany, has
been altered and redecorated to serve as a Liberal
clubhouse, and was reopened last (Thursday) night
by Sir Edward Grey. M.P. The decorations have
been carried out by Mr. Bennell, of Green-street,
Colchester.

On Saturday, St. Gregory's Church, at Crackwell,
North Riding, was rededioated. after undergoing
renovation, at a cost of about £500.

Mr. Frederick Thorpe, deputy gas and water
engineer to the Widnes Corporation, has been
selected out of 62 candidates to fill the post of
engineer and manager of the gasworks at Colne,
Lanes, at a salary commencing at £22.3 per annum.
The short list comprised the deputy gas engineers of
Bradford, Blackburn, Halifax, Lancaster, Stock-
port, and Widnes.

Mr. Peter Dollar, A.R.I.B A, F.S.L, was married
on Thursday in last week at Christ Church,
Lancaster-gate, to Miss Emily A-la Prince, the
second daughter of the late Mr. Joseph Webster
Prince, of Brickwood House, Croydon.

An inquiry was held at Birk'ng yesterday
(Thursday) by Mr. W. E. O. Meade-King, an
inspector of the Local Government Board, with
reference to the application of the L^rban District

Council of Barking for sanction to borrow £S,2.i0

for the provision of pu'ilic baths in E ist-street.

Barking, and £15,000 for purposes of electric

lighting.

Mr. H. 11. Law, an inspector of the Local
Government Board, recently held an inquiry re-

specting an application of the Croydon Town
Council for sanction to borrow £ 10. .3.).") for works
of kerbiiig, channelling, &c. : £1,475 for the
further improvement of (^Jeorge-street, £7,000 for

the Norbury drainage scheme, £5.')0 for the con-
struction of an outfall sewar at .South X irwood.
and £500 for the construction of an additional

settling tank on South Norwood sewage farm.

JnUrcommutittati0tt

QUESTIONS.

[U934.J—"White Efflorescence on Tiles.-Can
anyone inform me how to permanently atop white
etHorescence {appearing again and again aa fast as it is

removed) on red tilea, which have now been laid twelve
months ? Theae are on a slate balcony some 9ft. off the
ground, the alate being floated over with cement and sand
to receive them.—Pl'zzlbd.

rn;i:j5.]-Architect's Chargres.—I shall be greatly

oblig(_'d for any information on the following : —A client

employs an architect to mike plans for three dwelling-

houses, say twelve rooms each, to be erected on an
irregular piece of ground, which the architect has to

survey. The plans are approved, and the architect is

instructed to prepare specifications for same, which he
delivern to the employer with the drawings. The
employer, unknown to the architect, puts out the drawings
to tender to one builder, who happens to be a relation of

the employer himself. The employer comes to the archi-

tect some time afterwards and mforms him that the

tender is too high, and, therefore, he will not build to the
plans, but will pay for them, and will have others of a
smaller size prepared. When the architect sends in his

account the employer refuses to pay it, and offers one-
sixth the amount, which was refused, the charge being
based on the amoimt of the tender at 2j- per cent. Is this

charge too high .' And, if so. what is the right charge to

make for the plans and specifications, no charge having
been made for preliminary survey of ground T The
employer's argument is. that as he is not making use of

the plans, ^rc, by building from them, he is not bound to

pay any per cent, on lowest tender ; but only a small sum
for time, insisting that the whole of the work could be
done in one week.—Jl'stick.

[11936.1—Steep Pitched Hammer-Beam Roof.
—I shall be obliged if any of your readers can tell me of

any instance of a steep pitched hammer-beam roof, 40ft.

span ; and, if not, what is the widest span extant, and
baa it been necessary to put in tie-rods ?—iNtjuiBER.

REPLIES.
[11933.]—Adjoining" Owner.—"Royston" having

two adjoining building sites, erects on one a house, and
lets it, with the whole of the site, to a tenant, without
reservation. He now inquires whether be can enter on
the land, the use of which he has sold to his tenant (he

has sold its temporary use for the consideration of the

rent) for the purpose of pitching a scatfold to enable him
to build up to the vei^e of the remaining plot. Of course

he cannot legally do so. nor may he hang a scatfold over
his tenant's land, nor drop bricks or mortar on it, or in

other way commit a trespass in derogation of his grant of

tenancy. What would he himself thini, if he had hired

the use of a piano, the owner insisted on playing it, or

covering it up, or in any other way interfering with his

("Royston's") enjoyment and use of it.' "Royaton"*
should have made his proposed building operations the

subject of a condition in the agreement of tenancy. I

have jusi heard of these two illustrative cases :— (11 The
owner of a row of six small houses with front gardens,

sent men who erected a scatfold in the gardens and raked
out and repointed the mortar joints of the brickwork
fronts. He asked no leave of the tenants. One tenant,

who had given notice to quit next quarter-day, objected

to the dust and nuisance arising from the work, and
brought action against his landlord, who, acting under
competent legal advice, settled the matter by a cash pay-
ment. (2^ Landlord was lessee under covenant with his

superior landlord to repair. Superior landlord served

him with notice to repair, "W^r niia, the roof. The lessee

landlord employed a builder to do so, who erected ladders

and get on the roof without the leave of lessee landlord's

tenant. Tenant brought action against lessee landlord

for trespass, and recovered nominal damages and costs.

I am told that costs are always given in such cases,

although the damages may be but nominal-as the law
favours the maintenance of such rights by action rather

than by resort to the forcible removal of the trespasser

and his property, which is the other alternative. If a
landlord, in letting his premises, desire to reserve any
rights to himself to enter during the term for the purpose
of repairing the premises, or to do any work to his

adjoining properties, he must expressly reserve such
right in a written contract of tenancy, as no such right

will accrue to him by implication. In the absence of such

reservation, the permission of the tenant is necessary.

—

A. H.

[11933.]-Adjoimnff Owner.—Unless there is any
written agreement to the contrary effect I do not think

the tenant can refuse to allow the scaffolding to be
erected for the building which abuts, for if such a nile

was common, the owner of land would be unable to build

on a plot adjoining others they had let. I think owner ia

within his rights in this case.

—

Architect.

The Hoxton Free Library was opened by Sir

.John Lubbock, M.P., on Wednesday afternoon.

The building is in Pitfield-street, and supersedes a

temporary one. The cost of the site was £1,.>00,

and that of the building £10,250. Added to these

figures must be the cost of the fixtures, furniture,

and books. The total cost will exceed .£20,000.

The architect ia Mr. H. T. Hare.

The Bill for establishing a college of foresty at

Cornell I'uiversity, and for placing in its hands for

management a tract of thirty thousand acres in the

Adirondack Mountains, has been passed by the New
Vork Legislature, and signed by the (lovernor, and
its provisions are to be immediately carried out. The
faculty of the cMlege is to consist of a professor,

two instructors, a forest manager, and such rangers

and superintendents as may be ref^uired ; and it is

provided that the proceeds of timber cut and sold

from the college forests ahall be paid to the State.
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LEGAL INTELLiaENCE.
Action- hy the Bath Citv Architect.—At Bath

Couuty-court, on the Uth inat., before his Honour

Judge Dundas liardiner, an action was brought by

Major C. K. Davis, K.S.A., tho city architect,

against the corporation of the city of Bath to re-

cover certain payuieuts for work done by him on

behalf of the corporation, and the corporation relied

on two agreements made between themselves and

a Mrs. Joyce, contending that she was liable to

indemnify them agaiost the claim. Mrs. .Toyce,

the third party to the action, admitted liability to

some extent. Mr. Vachell, in opening, said the

corporation admitted Major Davis's claim, and

therefore the fight was really between the corpora-

tion and the third party ; £t5 was the amount of

the claim, and it was for professional charges in

connection with the rebuilding of the restaurant

which stood at the south-western comer of Cheap-

street. Long negotiations took place, during which

two agreements were executed, in which Mrs. Joyce

agreed to pay Mr. Davis's "reasonable charges."

It was upon this that the question hung;. Evidence

was given on both sides, that for the defence coming
from experts like Mr. William A', (lough, vice-

president of the Bristol Society of .Vrchitects, and

Mr. W. L. Bernard, president of the Bristol Society,

who spoke as to what they considered fair charges.

Defendant had paid £15 153. into court. His

Honour, in giving judgment for her beyond the

money in court, with costs, said under the first of

tho agreements Major Davis claimed £27 10s. for

perusing two sets of plans. It seemed to him Major
Davis was in a very unfortunate position, because

one could see that it was to his interest to reject

these plans. He was in that awkward position in

which a man's interest is opposed to his duty, and
he thought it was unfortunate that any gentleman

connected with the corporation should be placed in

that position. He allowed ten guineas for perusing

plans, for which £27 was charged ; five guineas for

the elevation and detailed drawings, and nothing for

passing works on completion.

Manchester Coepoeation v. Peekixs, Geaham,
AND Co., Limited —On Saturday, at the West-
minster Palace Hotel, Sir Benjamin Baker had
again before him the sensational arbitration case,

in which the Manchester Corporation lay charges of

fraud against Mr. Perkins, managing director of

Messrs. Perkins, Graham, and Co., Limited, con-

tractors, of Manchester and London. The defendant

company were the contractors for certain sewers,

about l.SOO yards in length, in Deansgate, Man-
chester, and were to build two rings of brickwork,

the inner one of blue brick and the outer of red

brick. When the work was completed the cor-

poration officials had it opened up for the purpose of

tracing certain extras charged for by the con-

tractors, and then discovered that the outer ring had
been left out over almost the entire work. In some
places a loose collar of brick had been laid over the

iimer ring in such a manner that anyone seeing the

work in section would suppose it to have been
carried out in accordance with the terms of the

contract. The defects in the sewers necessitated

complete reconstruction, and the Corporation now
claimed £12,000 damages against the defendant
company. In the course of the evidence it

transpired that no record had been kept of

the number of bricks supplied, and according to

the plaintiff's witnesses the total number was
over 235,000 short. The contractors, however,
combated this statement, and alleged that the

deficiency was certainly not more than 40,000. The
defective work was admitted by both parties, and
the only question at issue was the sum of money to

be paid by the contractors. The defendants esti-

mated that £1,900 should easily reimburse the cily

council for all work necessarily undertaken, which
sum they had paid into court. Evidence was
tendered by the plamtiifs to the effect that £5,636

had actually been spent on the work of reconstruc-

tion. The contractois did not deny that this might
be so ; but brought expert witnesses to prove that

the corporation had been guilty of gross extrava-
gance, and that the work could have been carried

out for £500 according to one witness, for £950
according to another, or for £ 1 .850 according to an
estimate made by Mr. Baldwin Latham. Mr. James
Perkins, managing director of the defendant
company, was called, and declared that he never
had a suspicion that the work was being scamped.
He made no calculation during the time the work
was proceeding as to the number of bricks required.

Mr. John Tomlinson, the acting manager, gave
similar evidence. At the conclusion of the evidence
Mr. Bradbury, who appeared for Mr. Perkins, con-
tended that the plaintiffs had failed to establish the

charges of fraud levelled against his client. They
had called bricklayers to prove thit Mr. Perkins
had urged them to scamp the work, but when put
into the box they made no such charge. As a
matter of fact, the men, who were employed on
piecework, had improperly fulfilled their obUga-
tions, aud had swindled both the corporation and
the contractors. At the conclusion of counsels'
speeches, the inquiry terminated, Sir Benjamin
Baker reserving hia decision.

Alleged Frauds by Sanitary Tube Makeus
AND CoiirORiTioN Ofitcials.—At the Minchester

City Police-court, on Monday, John Tetlow, a

director of Messrs. John Tetlow and Co., sanitary

tube manufacturers, Littleborough, and David
Hollard, a senior clerk in the Paving Department

of the Manchester Corporation, were charged with

embezzlement and conspiracy to defraud. The
evidence went to show that the firm of which the

prisoner Tetlow is a member, had for a number
years supplied sanitary tubes and other materials

to the corporation, and that by an ingenious

system arranged between the two prisoners Tetlow

intercepted the monthly accounts sent by the firm

to the corporation and substituted others for larger

amounts. These substituted accounts, it was
alleged, were passed by Hollard, and cheques in

respect of them were sent to Messrs. Tetlow. The
prisoner Tetlow again is said to have intercepted

th?se remittances, and, paying them into a private

account, drew upon that account for the amount
due to the firm, which he then paid into Messrs.

Tetlow's bank. When arrested, Hollard is said to

have admitted that these proceedings had been

going on for a number of years, and the money
fraudulently obtained had been equally divided.

He added that he had received about £:i0 a month

as his share. The prosecution allege that the

defalcations amount to about £5,000. The prisoners

were committed for trial to the City Sessions, bail

to a heavy amount being allowed.

Blundebing of an Urban Authoeity.—At the

Flint County-court, on Friday, before his Honour
|

Judge Sir Horatio Lloyd, G. H. Hollingworth,

surveyor and mining engineer, of Manchester, and

official liquidator of the Bailey Hill Colliery Com-
pany, Mold, sued the Rev. W. T. Thomas (Gwenf-

frwd), Aafod Alan, Mold, for the sum of £20 for

trespass. From the evidence of the plaintiff it

appeared that the trespass complained of was caused

by the defendant connecting a drain from his pro-

perty to the mam sewer of the Mold Urban District

Council, recently constructed at a cost of about

£7,000, and which runs through some land belong-

ing to the Bailey Hill Colliery. The plaintiff, in

cross-examination, admitted having received the

sum of £25 'rom the Mold L'rban Authority for the

right of constructing the main sewer through the

land ; but that did not give the urban authority a

right to make any connections with the drain

through theii- land. Mr Churton, for the defence,

said that what the defendant had done had

been brought about entirely through the blunder-

ing of the Mold Urban District Council, who had

served him with notice to connect the drain at

this particular spot, and had even gone so far as to

threaten legal proceedings against him it it was not

done. LTnder these circumstances the defendant

naturally enough took it for granted that the urban

authority, in acquiring the right to run the main

sewer through this land, had also acquired a right

to make connections with the sewer. He, however,

found out that this was not so, and immediately he

discovered this he communicated with the plaintiff

with a view to coming to an amicable arrangement.

The plaintiff declined to accept anything less than

£20, so the defendant disconnected the drain, and

had paid the sum of £1 into court, which, he con-

tended, was ample to cover the trespass committed.

His Honour held that the f I paid into court was
quite sufficient to cover the damages ; but, as the

defendant had not informed the plaintiff that he

had disconnected the drain, he could not allow him

his costs, so each party would have to bear their

own costs. The same plaintiff brought a similar

action against the Kelsterton Brewery Company,
the damages claimed being £10 in this case. The
same judgment was given as in the foregoing case.

TiiE Pbice of Beicks.—At Lewes County-court

on April I2th, before his Honour Judge Martineau,

Messrs. Eummery and Sons, brickmakers, of

Heathfiell, sought to recover from J. W. Hobbs,

builder, of Eastbourne, the sum of £23 lOs., balance

of account for bricks sold and delivered. The whole

question was as to the price agreed upon for certain

bricks duly delivered. George ftummery said in

October of last year he called at a house being built

by Mr. Hobbs, and a man named Ticehurst asked

him the price of bricks. Witness told him the price

was 29s. a thousand in the yard and 39s. a thou-

sand delivered. The house where they were to be

delivered was four or five miles from the yard. A
day or two afterwards Ticehurst told witness he

was to bring the bricks, and accordingly he

delivered 13,000, for which he had been paid at

the rate of 393. per thousand. Subsequently he

delivered 17,000 bricks, and it was in respect of

them that the claim was now made. In cross-

examination plaintiff said he never saw Mr.

Hobbs himself as to the price of the bricks. Witness

did not say his horses were standing idle and he could

easily do the carting. He did not know and did not

think it likely that kiln bricks, which were worth about

OS. a thousand more than his clamp bricks, could be

delivered from Tuubridge Wells for less than he

charged. Alfred Edmund Rummery, a nephew of

the plaintiff', proved that the first 13,000 bricks were

duly paid for by cheque at the rate of oOs. a thou-

sand. That was a fair and reasonable price.

Frederick Richard Parris, builder, of Heathfield,

said the price of bricks last year was from '25j. to

2'.'j. a thousand in the yard, and went up to 393. a
thousand outside. Cross-examined : The brick pro-

duced, delivered by another Heathfield maker at

3Ss. a thousand, was superior, he should think, to

plaintiff's at 39s. Harry Burcham Overham, pro-

prietor of a brickyard at Horeham-road, did not

think that 293. in the yard was an excessive price for

the time of year. For defendant : Wm. Herbert,

foreman, employed by Mr. Hobbs, said plaintiff

showed him some bricks, and said the price was 293.

a thousand, delivered. Xext day plaintiff came

again, and in witness's presence said the price

was 293. a thousand, delivered. Mr. Hobbs told him

about 30,0u0 would be wanted. Ticehurst never

had au'horitv to order bricks. Cross-examined,

witness said Rummery was wrong when he said he

never saw Mr. Hobbs as to the price of the bricks.

James William Hobbs said in October he was
building a house at Heathfield. and he asked the

last witness to ascertain the price of bricks. Xext

day Mr. Rummery came and said he would deliver

the bricks at '293. Sometime afterwards plaintiff

asked him for a cheque on account, and witness

sent him one for £10 lOs. Again he sent a cheque

for £15 "s., simply as payment on account of

bricks. In January, when witness received re-

ceived Rummery's account to date, he wrote back

that some mistake had been made, as the price was
293., not 39s. To this Rummery replied that they

had made no mistake, and they had paid lOs. a

thousand for the cartage. Witness was manager

for Messrs. Pearce and Cj. ; but this house was a

private one, which he had permission from his

employers to build. Charles Elward Hobbs,

brother of the last witness, said he was responsible

for the cheque for £15 7s. being sent on to the

plaintiff. His Honour said his experience was that

builders did not usually pay more than was due.

He bslieved the whole case had arisen out of a
certain amount of carelessness when the price was

agreed upoa. He gave judgment for the plaintiff.

Tempoeaey Steuciuees in Foeecol-kts.—At

the Brighton police-court, on Friday, Moses Lee

was summoned by the corporation (1) for erecting,

on Xuv. 12, 1S97, a new building on the forecourt

in front of Xo. 33, Kensington- gardens, beyond the

line of frontage prescribed by the town council on

Oct. 31, 1895, and (2) for erecting a new budding

on the forecourt of Xo. 33, Kensington-gardens,

without delivering to the borough surveyor a block

plan and detaUed plans and sections of the said

building. Mr. Talbot prosecuted on behalf of the

corporation. Defendant put in a formal plea of

not guUty. Alfred Weller, deputy borough sur-

veyor, said he hid seen a structure in the forecourt

of Kensington-gardens. It was of a temporary

character, about lift, long, lift. Oin. wide, and Sft.

in depth. There were six uprights and three rafters,

the structure biing to support tarpaulin or canvas.

Inside the structure there was a still for displaying

goods. Xo plan had been submitted to the Iwrough

surveyor in respect of this building, nor had notice

been given of intention to erect the building. Mr.

Talbot said he would withdraw the summons if

defendant would pull the structure down and pay

the costs. Defendant agreed to do this, and the

case was therefore adjourned.

Lands Clauses Consolidation Act, Section 92.

—In the Court of Appeal, before the Master of the

Rolls and Lords Justices Rigby and Collins, an

appeal was heard on Tuesday, " AUhusen v. the

Ealiug and South Harrow R idway Company.

The defendant company desired to purchase, for

the purpose of making their railway, a small

portion of a private road forming the approach to a

house known as Twyford Abbey, belonging to the

plaintiff and appellant, and the question at issue

was whether they could be compelled to take the

whole of the property. Mr. Justice Stiriing, before

whom the case came in the first instance, on

March •22nd, decided that they could not
;
and

their Lordships now upheld his decision, and dis-

missed the appeal, vrith cost?.

Re Beenabd JosErn Geeen.—In this case, that

of an architect and surveyor practising at Walpole-

street, Wolverhampton, according to Official Re-

ceiver's statement, the liabilities are estimated at

6d., and the assets nil. The debtor was£'j
fo'rmerly in the R^yal Eagineers. He returned to

Wolverhampton in 1892, and after assisting his

father, the late Mr. W. A. Green, for a time, he

commenced business as an architect and surveyor,

without capital. It had never been succes3ful, and

in 1895 a distress was levied under which all hi»

furniture was sold. He attributes his insolvency to

want of capital, competition, and bad trade.

An alabaster reredos and brass altar rails have

been placed in the chancel at the Seamen 3

Orphanage Chapel, Xewsham Park, Liverpool, as a

memorial. Thev were designed and executed by

Messrs. Xorbury, Pateraon, and Co., of Myrtle-

street, Liverpool.

/;
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PARLIAMENTARY KOTES.
The London Bitldino Acr (1S94) Amendment

Bill.—Tu connection with the consideration of this

Bill in Committee, the adjourned debate on the
question, " That it be an instruction to the com-
mittee to take into consideration whether the offices

and buildings of the Stock Exchange shall be
exempted from the operations of Parts VI. and VII.
of the principal Aot," was resumed on Monday
night. Mr. Pickersgill said that the statement that
the London County Council did not object to this

instruction was misleading. Xeither the County
Council nor its Parliamentary committee had had
the instruction under consideration. The members
of the Stock Exchange desired to have their offices

and buildings exempted from Parta VI. and \ll. of
the principal Act. The main object of Part VI.
was to lay down in regard to the construction of

buildings certain conditions which were for the
general advantage ; and to exempt the Stock Ex-
change would be most unfair. If the Stock Exchange
had a locn. before the committee, they could submit
their case ; and, if they had not, why should the
House of Commons specially interfere on their

behalf ' One section (75) of the principal Act
might press hardly on the Stock Exchange. That
body wished to make certain extensions of their

premises
; and section 75 prohibited buildings from

exceeding certain dimensions without having party-
walls. The power of exemption which was given
to the London County Council was limited in a
manner that would exclude the Stock Exchange

;

and therefore, as a compromise, he should move to
leave out from the instruction the words '

' Parts VI.
and VII.," and substitute the words " Section 75."
Mr. Brigg seconded the amendment. Mr. Cohen
said that, while it was true that the County Council
had not assented to the instruction, approval bad
been notified by the special members of the l*arlia-

mentary committee to whom the ijueation had been
referred by the whole committee. The Stock Ex-
change did not claim to be exempted from the
general law by this instruction : they only asked
that the committee on the BUI might consider
whether they were entitled to this exemption. The
House divided, and the numbers were : For the
instruction, G4 ; against, 46 ; majority, 18. The
instruction was therefore carried.

Mr. Passmore Edwards is about to erect a public
free library for Acton, on a fine site in the High-
road, and Mr. Maurice B. Adams, F.K.I.B.A., has
been appointed the architect.

Mr. W. W. E. Fletcher, M.B., Local Government
Board inspector, was present at the Muncipal
Buildings, Dale-street, Liverpool, on Tuesday, to
inquire into the circumstances attendant upon the
application of the Liverpool City Council for
sanction to borrow £3S,000 for the purchase of a
site at Fjzakerley for an infectious diseases hospital.

Additions are being made to Xorthey- street
Board School, Limehouse, and special consideration
has been given to the ventilation, which will be
effected on the Boyle system.

The mtmicipal buildings committee of Glasgow
Corporation had under consideration on Tuesday
the decoration of the Banqueting Hall. It was
decided that the three centre panels should be
painted by Mr. James Laverv, R.S.A , Mr.
Alexander Roche, A.R.S.A, , and M"r. E. A. Walton,
A.R.S.A. ; and the lunette above the platform by
Mr. George Henry, A.R.S.A. The pictures will be
illustrative of incidents in the history of the city.
Each artist wiU receive a fee of 500 guineas.

A fire broke out early on Monday morning in the
saw-mills at Troon Harbour, whereby the whole
buildings, machinery, and stock, including several
thousands of sleepers saturated with creasote. were
destroyed. The mills are owned by Messrs. Calder
and Son, Glasgow, and the damage is estimated at
between £10,000 and £12,000.

The Princess of Wales has consented to open the
new Laboratories of the London School of Medicine
for Women in Handel-street, Bmnswick-square,
next Jnly.

Messrs. Donlton, of Lambeth, London, the well-
known potters and sanitary engineers, have remaved
their Manchester depot to Temple Chambers, St.
James's- square, Manchester, where they have
openfd commodious showrooms for the display of
their manufactures. This change in address has
beencaused by the large increase in the local demand
for their productions. Prominent in their show-
rooms is a fine display of glazed faience fireplaces
and mantels, showing a variety of beautiful designs
and colours. Amongst the sanitary fittings is a fine
display of baths of the most modem style of design.
Specially noticeable are the vitreous enamelled
baths, lavatories of a great variety and form.
TJrinals and slop-sinks are a leading feature in
these showrooms. A variety of the manufactures
are shown, which are all of the high-class nature
associated with this firm. Architects and others
connected with the building trade will find such
showrooms as these of great service to them.

WATER StlPPIiY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

Sheffield. — Clearing Away ax Insanitary
Area.— The corporation of Sheffield, although
actively engaged in widening leading thoroughfares,
providing electric tramways, and in laying-out and
beautifying parks and woods and recreation grounds,
are also giving attention, says the Le':ds Men itrf/,

to the improving out of existence of some of the
worst slums and alleys in the city. Some years ago,
the whole of the property in the very heart of

Sheffield, and covering an area of 2,398 square
yards, was condemned as insanitary and unfit for

people to d ivell in. The houses are occupied by the

very poorest and most destitute of the inhabitants.

The average death-rate of the city during the last

ten years has been 21 per 1,000 ; in the condemned
area it has' been, in the same period, 31 per 1,000.

The Local Government Board were approached by
the corporation and sanction obtained to the clear-

ing of the entire area, and the carrying through it

of two wide streets. That arrangement divides the

area into three sections, and one section has to be
cleared and cottages rebuilt before another is

touched. The city surveyor estimated that the cost

of the buildings and land would be £72.424, and
the formation of new streets, ifcc, £8,498; total,

£80,922. He estimated that the surplus land, after

laying out the new streets, would be worth £21,250,
on which sufficient house accommodation has to be
provided for 750 people. The corporation had to

come to terms with 62 different owners, and they
have done so with the exception of four, at a cost of

£SC,814. The estimate has, therefore, already been
exceeded by £5,892, and there are four more plots

to buy. The work of clearing the first section, on
which there are about 250 houses, including three
public-houses, will be commenced almost im-
mediately. If buUt according to the requirements
of the Local Government BDard it will not be
possible to let the new houses for less rents than
from OS. 6d. to Os. Gd. per week. The alternative

under consideration by the corporation is to erect

tlats.

A new theatre is about to be built at Govan, a
little to the west of Govan Cross. The theatre will

have a frontage of 70ft. to Govan-Toad, and another
of 160ft. to MKechnie-street. The main entrance
will be situated in Govan-road, and will be sur-

mounted by a round tower 119ft. high ; while the
gallery exits will lead into M'Kechnie- street.

Accommodation will be provided for an audience of

3, 130. The estimated cost of the budding is £ 10,000.

A crowded meeting was held at Rugeley, on
Thursday night in last week, to consider the pro-
posals for the erection of a new parish church. The
vicar stated that the amount of subscriptions pro-
mised and given was £2,444. The Hopkins bequest
amounted to £3.526, and if this money could be
obtained they would have about £6,000 towards the
erection of a new church. The feeling of the meet-
ing was taken upon the question whether the new
church should be erected upon the site of the ancient
parish church, of which only the chancel remains,
or in a more central position, and there was a
majority of 15 in favour of the latter. A committee
was accordingly formed to report upon a suitable

site, the one most in favour being that upon which
the present mission church stands.

In the case of the application for discharge from
bankruptcy by Charley Mallinson, trading with
Ebenezer Thorpe as Thorpe and Mallinson, Holm-
firth, bui'der and stone merchant, the discharge has
been suspended for one month, ending April IS,

1898. In that of Walter Atkin Skinner, Wadhurst,
builder, the discharge has been suspended for two
years, ending March 16, 1900.

Two windows have just been filled with stained

glass in the north choir aisle of Truro Cathedral.
The subject forms links in the historic series,

illustrating the progress of the church, designed for

the cathedral. In the eastern light are represented

three martyrs of the Eirly church, St. Cyprian,

Bishop of Carthage, St. Perpetua, and St. Lawrance,
the great Archdeacon of Rome. On the predella is

represented the scene of St. Cyprian's martyrdom.
The northern window contains figures of St. Pancras,

St. Alban, and St. Katharine. All the windows in

the north aisle of the cathedral, with the exception

of a single light, are now filled with stained glass.

In view of the adjacent works now in progress in

connection with the construction of the Central

London Railway, and the subways in front of the

Mansion House, an examination has been made as

to the effect (if any) of these operations on the

stability of the Mansion House itself, with the result

that no cause of ilanger or alarm exists. Theannual
works of reparation and renovation, recently in

progress and now completed, would in the ordinary

course have taken place at the close of the last

mayoralty, but were i ostponed till the Ei^'ter

vacation for the convenience of the Lord Mayor.
Mr. Andrew Murray, the City surveyor, states

emphatically that no ground exists for the alarmist

statements recently promulgated.

STAINED GLASS.
(oi'i:NnA(iE>J.—At St. Alban's English Church,

on Sunday, the stained-glass window subscribed for

by British residents in Denmark as a memorial of

the GO years' reign of Q iieen Victoria, was unveiled

by the British Minister, Sir Charles Scott. The
subject of the window is " The Home in Bethany."
The Royal monogram is introduced in the cinquefoil,

and the Royal arms, with the dates 1837 and 1S97,

are inscribed on scrolls at the foot of the window.
Another window, filled with stained glass in

memory of Professor and Mrs. Stephens, was un-
veiled at the same time. The subject of this window
is " Bearing the Cross." Dr. George Stephens was
Professor of the English Language and Literature

in the University of Copenhagen during 42 years,

and was regarded as the first Runic scholar in

Earope. A small balance remaining after paying
the expenses of the Jubilee window has been utilised

for placing a second coloured window in the church
porch. The three windows have been designed and
executed by Messrs. Heaton, Butler, and Bayne, of

London, under the supervision of Sir Arthur W,
Blomfield, A.R.A., the architect of the church.

CHIPS.
The Primitive Methodist new Sunday -schools

erected in Kirkland-street, St. Helen's, at a total

cost of about £1,500, were opened on Thursday in

last week. The premises have been built on the site

of the old chapel, and hare a frontage of Ruabon
bricks, with terracotta enrichments and red stone

dressings. The main hall is 52tt. by 31ft. There
are twelve classrooms. The whole of the work has
been carried out by Mr. Joseph Ellison, builder and
decorator, of St. Helen's, from designs prepared by
Mr. John Wilson, architect, of Runcorn.

At the last meeting of the Coventry Trades and
Labour Council the president announced that photo-
graphs were being taken of slum property in various

parts of the city, and, as a contrast, others of the
houses of the owners, for the purpose of a magic-
lantern lecture in the autumn, at which information
would be supplied as to rent of the slum dwellings,

number of inmates, t.^;c.

A bust of the late Mr. J. F. B. Firth, the first

deputy chairman of the County Council, has been
presented to the Chelsea Public Library by Miss
Mary Grant, sculptor, of Tite-street, Chelsea. Mr.
Firth was from 1S7G to 1879 a member of the

Chelsea division of the School BDard for London,
and M.P. for Chelsea from AprU, 1880, to November,
1885.

The Sunday-schools attached to the Ebenezer
Methodist New Connection Chapel, Newcastle-
under-Lyne. are being rebuilt from plans by Mr. J.

Lewis, architect, Xewcastle. The girls' school will

comprise seven classrooms, accommodating 245
scholars, and on the site of the lecture-hall a boys*

school, also containing seven classrooms, and
capable of accommodating nearly 190 children, will

be constructed. Above this room will be a lecture-

hall seating 400 persons. Mr. J. Bignall, of Fenton,

has taken the building contract for £1,300.

The city council of Cinterbury have adopted
plans by Mr. A. J. Jennings, of thit city, for pro-

viding a lunatic asylum accommodating 200 pauper
patients and 50 private patients. They have ap-
pointed Mr. Jennings as architect at a remunera-
tion of 5 per cent on the actual cost, but in no way
to exceed that percentage on the estimated cost,

£60,000. The site will cost an additional £10,000.

The Directors of the Maidstone W^aterworks
Company have decided to vote £3,000 to be divided

among those sufferers from the recent typhoid
epidemic in the borough who have received no
pecuniary or other help from the relief committee,
and who had threatened to bring a combined action

against them. The claimants have accepted the

offer of the directors.

The parish church of Manafon was reopened on
Wednesday week after repairs and renovation.

The walls have been repaired, new floors laid, the

entire church reseated in oat, and new heating

apparatus, lych-gate, eagle lectern, and chancel

screen provided. The work of restoration has been
carried out by Messrs. J. Ward and Sons, Uttoxeter,

under the superintendence of Messrs. Douglas and
MinshuU, architects, Chester.

A strong feeling has been manifested throughout
Lincolnshire lately against the proposal to erect a

stained-glass window in Lincoln Cathedral in

memory of the late Poet Laureate, on the ground
that such a memorial would be totally inidequate.

At a meeting of the committee the proposal has

been abandoned, and instead it has been decided to

erect a statue of Lord Tennyson in Lincoln.

The new public baths and washhouses for Dopt-

ford, built at a cost of £40,000, were opened by the

Lord Mayoron Wednesday. Mr. Thomas Dinwiddy
is the architect, and Mr. H. L.Holloway the builder.

We illustrated the building, which faces New Cross-

road and Laurie-street, in our issue of Oct. 18, 1895.
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TiiF Metropolitfin Tiibemacle in Xewington
Butts, which WHS reduced to roolless walls by the

disastrous fire of Wednesday afternoon, was built

between IS")'.! and 1861 from plans by Mr. W.
Wilmer Pocock, who is now the senior Fellow of

the Koyal Institute of British Architects. The
contractor was the late Mr. William Uiggs, and
the cost, apart from special gifts, was £31,000,
all of which was raised by the opening day. The
building was only insured for £12,000. In the

area and two galleries seats were provided for

nearly 5,000 persons, it being the largest Non-
conformist chapel in the I'nited Kingdom. There
was no heating apparatus, as such, ever placed in

the chapel, the late pastor having had, it is said,

a strong objection to any such arrangement, so

that the only source of fire was the part of the
basement used on this occasion for cooking. The
lire, which is attributed to the overheating of a

kitchen flue, broke out in the south-east corner
of the upper gallery, and owing to the large amount
of timber employed in construction spread with
great rapidity. The church records and valuable
portraits were fortunately saved. It is announced
that no time will be lost in reconstructing the
building. The site is a freehold one, having been
purchasedfrom the Fishmongers' Company, whose
almbouses previously stood thereon.

Aitinxci KM f:xts have been made for holding at
the South London .\rt Gallery (Lord Leighton
Memorial), Peckham-road, S.E., a series of
special collections, of which the first, to be opened
to-morrow, will be a collection of Japanese colour
prints, with a demonstration by Mr. Morley
Fletcher on the methods of printing in colour
from wood blocks. The gallery is open from
J p.m. to 10 p.m. on week days, and from 3 p.m.
to 9_p.m. on Sundays. The ordinary collection
is, in a sense, "permanent," though, as the
pictures shown are mostly lent, they are con-
tinually changing. It is thus quite distinct from
the short loan exhibitions held in various parts
of London at this tine. In addition to the
picture gallery there is a museum filled with
technical objects of artistic interest.

U.VDEK the title of " Ancient Southampton," a
most interesting exhibition of works of art illus-
trative of ancient Southampton has been opened
at the Philharmonic Hall, of that town, by Mr.
William Burrough Hill, F.S.I. This gentleman
has generously thrown open his collection free to
anyone on the presentation of his card. The
catalogue we have received shows the extent and
variety of this collection, and is an admirable
incentive to others to collect and exhibit when
occasion requires any interesting pictures, draw-
ings, or etchings of their native town. There are
228 works that have been hung, including a
Taluable collection of oU-paintings, water-colour,
and pencil drawings by a well-known local artist,
J. Ct. Hart; water-colours by W. M. Cooper:
several interesting engrarings by the late Philip
Brannon. Works by Tobias Young, William
Strayersen, and David Low are also to be found in
the collection. AVe wish Mr. Burrough Hill every
success in his praiseworthy attempt to main-
tain the landmarks of this ancient town, which
are unhappily fast disappearing. In this way
alone can we hope to preserve the records of old
towns which are now under the remorseless grip
of the speculative builder and land-grabber. It
would have added to the value of the catalogue if

the dates when the drawings were executed had
been given.

Some interesting figure! are given in the
April number of the Labour GazMe as ti the
number of urban sanitary districts in which the
contracts entered into by' the locil authority for
the execution of works specify any conditions as
to the wages to be paid by the contractor, or other
conditions with respect to the persons employed
by him. If London is added, the whole of the
urban districts in England and Wales may be
divided into two groups, of which the first, with
an aggregate population of about 13,000,000, in-
cludes all districtj in which the local authorities
impose conditions of S3me kind as tj wages in their
contracts ; and the second, with a population of
about 8,000,000, includes all districts in which
such conditions are absent.

The spring meeting of the Iron and Steel Insti-
tute will be held in London at the Institution of
Civil Engineers on Thursday and Friday, May 5
and 6, under the presidency of Mr. Eiward P.

Martin, of l>jwlai3. The Bessemer gold medal
will, in accordance with a wish e.xprejsed by the
lata Sir Henry liessemer, be awarded to Mr. R.
Price- Williams in recognition of the active part he
took in the early days of the use of steel on rail-

ways. Mr. A. Greiner, director-general of

Gockerill's works in Belgium, will gi ve an account
of his experience of the use of blast-furnace gases
as motive power. Mr. Charles C jchrane will read
a paper on blast-furnace practice, showing that
with ore containing 2 per cent, less iron, and with
coke containing 2 per cent, more ash, he is working
with as great eoommy as he did 15 years ago with
better material. Mr. J. H. Darby will deal with
coking in by-product ovens, Mr. F. Radcliffe with
steel forging, Mr. 11. Price-Williams with steel

permanent way, and Mr. H. Bauerman with the
iron industry of the Urals. Other papers are pro-
mised by sir. J. E. Stead, Mr. C. H. Ridsdale,
Mr. E. H. Siniter, and the Austrian metallur-
gist Baron .liiptner von Jornstorff.

TnEKE would seem to be a fair prospect for the
use of wood-pulp in floor cloth in the near future.
Perfect success has not yet been obtained ; but
those who have it in hand seem to be pretty
sanguine of the result of their labours. As to
taking colour, the patterns as yet obtained in
shades of pale grey up to dark olive worked out
in diamonds ; but probably any number of tints

may be retained on the wooden surface—when
the composition of the fabric is perfected.

Exc.ivATioxs are in progress in Ephesus, under
Dr. Rudoff Hebsrdey, of Vienna. A theatre of

the Roman period has been laid open having an
auditorium of three rows of seats and an orchestra.
A well-house of Ionic style in its neighbourhood
had a fountain adorned with lions* heads as its

waterspouts. In the rubbish with which the well-
house was choked the workmen found masses of
earthenware lamps, fragments of terra-sigillata,

a statue of XemeaiJ, and a grifliu. Traces of
magnificent buildings of the year 263 before
Christ have also been discovered.

The chapel in the north transept of E'.y Cathedral
which has been fitted up for private prayer by
Canon Stanton, was dedicated on E ister Tuesday.
It has been provided with a reredos designed by Mr.
J. A. Reeve, and executed by Messrs. Farmer and
Brindley ; the subject is Our Lord as High Priest
and Redeemer. The screen which stood here till

the repaying of the north transept in lS7l> has been
replaced ; it is, probably (except the top), of the
14th century.

The estates of R^dland Lodge and Rsdland KqoU,
Bristol, properties adjoining each other and close to
the border of Durdham Down, were, owing to the
deaths of their former owners, recently sold, and
the purchaser has laid out the land, about nine
acres in all, for building a superior class of resi-

dences. Four roads called Belvidere-road, Blenheim-
road, The Quadrant, and The Glen are in course of
formation, and the district will be known as
Redland-gardens. Mains will connect the civic

eleotrioil supply with the new roads, which are
being constructed, under the direction of Mr.
Herbert F. Jones, architect, of Bridge-street, Bristol.

The Rev. W. L. Watkinson, president of the
Wesleyan Conference, formally opened a new
Wesleyan school chapel in Mirket-street, Holyoake,
to take the place of the old chapel situated at the far
end of the village, and built some 40 years ago.
The new premises are in the Gothic style, of red
bricks, with elaborate stone dressings. The total
cost, including the purchase of the site, was £2,300.

The monthly memorandum of the Libour Djpirt-
ment of the Bjard of Trade states that the number
of unemployed in the trade-unions making returns
was at the end of March 3"1 per cent., compared
with 4*4 per cent, in February and 2'5 per cent, in
March of last year. Employment in the building
trades remains good, the percentage of unemployed
union members being 1 G, compared with TT last

month, and 1'2 psr cent, in Mirch, 1S97. The fur-
nishing trades have still further improved and are
busy. The percentage of unemployed union
members at the end of March was 1 'M, compared
with 2'8 last month and 07 in March, 1S97.

The Plymouth Corporation on Monday received a
communication from the Admiralty with reference
to the proposal to develop Cxttewater Hirbour at
a cost of nearly £700,000. The Admirilty consider
the scheme would prove prejudicial to the naval
interests of the port, and state that the removal of
one or two shoals in Plymouth Sound, and certain
conditions, with reference to the regulation of
traffic in the Sound, would be indispensable to the
Board's accjuiescence. As these alterations in the
schema would involve an expanditura of an
additional two hundred thousand pounds, the Bill

now before Parliamant will probably b 3 withdrawn.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Saturday (to-uorrow).— St. Paul's Ecclesiological

Society. Visit to St. ilirgaret's Church,
Lothbury. 3 p.m.

Eiinburgh Architectural Association.
Visit to St. Mai7*3 Cathedral and Wester
Coatea House. 2,30 p.m.

Mcs-DAY.— Society of Arts. •' Sources of Commercial
Iiidiarubber," Cantor Lecture No. 2, by
Dr. D. Morris, O.il.G. 8 p.m.

TcESDAY.—Institution of Ci%il Engineers. AnnualAleet-
ing of Members. S p.m.

Wbdsesdav.—Society of Arts. " Photography and
Colour Printing," by Capt. W. de W.
Abney, C.B. .S p.m.

Tiu'RSDAY.—Society of Arts. '" India and her Currency,"
by Sir Edward Sassooa, Bart 4 30 p.m.

Society of Architects. " The Decora-
tive Use of Mosaic in Architecture," by
Messrs. Dieepeker and Co. St. James's
Hall, Piccadilly. 8 p.m.

Friday.—Architectural Association. Meaibers' Soirr'e

and Smoking Concert. Cafe Monico,
Piccadilly-circus, W. 8 p.m.

W^i Socutg of llrcljiUcts,

Fotmded 1884. Incorporated 1893.

The SIXTH ORDIN'VRY MEETING of the Society of Architects
for the Session 1897-98 will be held at the R/inms of the Society, al
St. James's Hall, P'Ccadilly, W., on THCRSDAY. April 28lh. 1696,

at Eight o'clock p.m., when a Paper has been kinolv promised hy
Messrs. DIESPEKER and CO . entiUed 'THE DECOR.iTlVE USt
OF MOSAIC IX ARCHITECTI'RE."

ELLIS MARSHND. Hon. Sec.

MONTAGU BALDWIN, M. A., Set.

CHIPS.
The town council of Hyde have raised the salary

of their borough surveyor from £2.50 to £300 a year.

The Diamond-Jubilee Nursing Institute in Wal-
sall-road, Wednesbury, was formally opened on
Tuesday. It has been built from plans by Mr.
Joynson at a Cost of £l,4o0.

At Worcester, on Tuesday, a new nurses' home
to be used in connection with the general infirmary,

was opened by Lady Mary Lygon. Mr. Lears

Sheppard was the architect, and Messrs. J. S. Wood
and Son were the builders. The cost has been

£4,500.

On Wednesday in last week, the church of

St. Mary, Gosforth, Cumberland, was reopened after

restoration, haying been almost entirely rebuilt at a
cost of £.3,000. A Scandanavian cross, dating from
the 7th or Sth century, stands in the churchyard.

It is about 17ft. high. Two curious hog-back or

coped gravestones have been discovered and pre-

served, which were excavated from the foundations,

as were also several 14th-century grave crosses.

Two 12th or 13th-century north and south doorways
also came to light.

At St. James's, Walthamstow, on Thursday in

last week, new Sunday-schools and a parish-room,

built at a cost of £2,400, were dedicated by Arch-
deacon Stevens.

The Eirly Perpendicular parish church of Broad-
hempston, near Totnes, wai reopened on Wednesday
week after restoration. The work has been under

the direction of Mr. Edmund Sedding.

The foundation - stones of an Independent
Methodist mission church. Kendal-street, Wigan,
were laid on Saturday. The church in course of

erection is in the neighbourhood of Frog, Wood-
house, and Gidlow-lanes, and is being built by
Messrs. Joseph Wilson and Son at a cost of over

£.)S.5.

At the meeting of the Darbyshire County Council

held at Derby on Friday, the report was con-

sidered of the asylum committee, who asked for a
sum of £42,840 for the purposes of extensions and
improvements at Mickleover Asylum. It is pro-

posed to make a provision for 750 patients

altogether, and then to stop the extensions at

Mickleofer, and if neceisary to buUd a new asylum

in another portion of the county. Mr. Alderman
Waite criticised the estimate adversely, alleging

that it was very excessive. The cost worked out to

£161 per bed, as against £107 in the case of the

Derby Borough Asylum. He moved an amend-
ment to the effect that the matter be referred back

to the committee. After a long and animated dis-

cussion, the amendment was carried by 23 votes

to 15.

Mr. Alfred Young Nutt, surveyor to the Dian
and Chapter of St. George's Chapel, his been

appointed clerk of works at Windsor Castie. Mr.

Nutt 15 years ago designed and carried out the

restoration of the exterior of St. Gaorga's Chapel,

and he has recently been engaged on several works

of art for the Queen and Princess Henry of Batten-

berg, including the memorial to the late Prmce

Henry of Battenberg, erected in Whippingham
Church.

ft t
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ARCHITECTURE AT THE ROYAL
ACADEMY.—I.

THERE seems, on the wltole, to be less

mediocre work in the gallery devoted
to Architecture than of late years at

Burlington House, though the visitor

will experience no difficulty in discover-
ing a few atrocities which are devoid
of even a mere degree of cleverness, while it

is no injustice to say that some of the
exhibits are absolutely poor both in drawing
and design, or else they are entirely un-
interesting and commonplace.

Before concluding our notes we will

justify these remarks by quoting instances,
because the architect Academician who made
the final choice ought to have excluded such
things, seeing that several really good draw-
ings of clever buildings were turned away on
the stereotyped plea of " want of space."
Though there may be nothing which will
permanently rank as a really great work
of art of the first order in the architectural
room this year, it must, nevertheless, be
acknowledged that the collection, as a whole,
includes many spirited and ambitious designs
which serve to make the show interesting.
Possibly the best things are among the minor
exhibits, for in these things there is less

chance of going wrong.
The gallery contains no drawings by either

Mr. Norman Shaw, E.A., or Mr. Alfred
Waterhouse, E.A. ; but Mr. T. G. Jackson,
R.A., exhibits his diploma work, the New
Schools, Oxford University, besides the New
Domed Chapel of Giggleswick School (1647),
and some more school buildings at Upping-
ham (1(548). Of the three compositions the
chapel is by far the most original and
capable, marked, as the design is, by a free-
dom from precedent at once masterly and
unmannered. These qualities seem to be
wanting in the University Schools, though
by reason of size and distribution of plan
their grouping is, of course, important and
dignified. The design, too, is also richly
detailed in a suitable style. For all that, the
propriety of " the High " is too evident, and
the respectably correct element, which
dominates the conception, robs the building
of those higher qualities naturally ex-
pected in the diploma work of an ambitious
Academician. Tne only other R.A. who
exhibits is Mr. George Aitchison, and
his single frame shows in section some
refined decorations in marble mosaic and
paint, tastefvdly proposed for a private
chapel surmounted by a dome (1604). Mr.
G. E. Bodley, A.R.A., sends a very nice draw-
ing by Mr. Raffles Davison,- of the east
end of Chapel Allerton Church, near Leeds—an exceedingly long building, with a
detached tower of square proportions, very
simple and reserved in design. The chancel
window is flanked by niches containing
statues, and its Decorated English tracery is
set off by a breadth of wall space in the gable
end, which is rather refreshing. Mr. Bodley
has designed a pulpit, too, for St. Michael's
Church, Croydon (1714), giving it a spire-
like canopy of florid wainscot elaboration,
confined within simple lines, and surmounted
by a statue of the Archangel. This work is
shown by a bright pen-and-ink elevation.
it IS fairly evident that Mr. John Belcher
has some very influential friends at the Royal
Academy, for he has no less than "six
exhibits, which, taken together, must cover a
large amount of coveted wall space. P'oreniost
among these hangs his design for the now
Guildhall facade at Cambridge, with its ill-
proportioned columns and queer detail,

perhaps the worst thing of its size and cha-
racter shown of late by so capable an
architect. We can hardly imagine a more
incongruous design, and think the ball

terminals over the pediments of the end
towers are most ungainly. Mr. Belcher's

work has sometimes been so clever, and it is

always marked, we readily admit, by an
endeavour to do something fresh, so that

onlookers can but wonder, after seeing this

elevation and his Colchester Town Hall

(1756), what vagary is next to be displayed.

The Colchester design seems to have been
considerably modified .since the competi-
tion, and is here shown by a fresh draw-
ing, a capital water-colour of much ability

by a well-known hand. The big tower
which distinguishes the grouping sits badly
at the angle of the building, rising in an
awkward and ill-considered way out of the
roof close to the hip. The fenestration looks

over-large in scale in the facade, and the

main windows are flanked by the same
lankily-shaped columns as before mentioned,
while at the corner both elevations lack

solidarity and breadth under the weight of

such a tower. The details of its crowning
stage exhibit taste and ability. The seated

figure in front is probably sufficient for a
show drawing such as this (1743) ; but it has
been seen somewhere, surely, before. How-
ever, good sculpture is to be always welcomed
—and we know that this is Mr. Belcher's

intention in this case. We have nothing but
praise for his interior of the Entrance Hall
to a House at Pangbourne. It has a square,

simple vault, enriched with plaster strap-

work and panels. The whole effect is pretty
and effectively quaint without effort. As
to the exterior of the same mansion (1753),

we do not like it a little bit. The design
is scarcely more than a hotch-potch of

ugly parts, and it shows how unequal Mr.
Belcher can be. What is there in common,
it may well be asked, between the garden

-

front pavilions and the flatly hipped roofs of

the main building which they flank ? Again,
no one can fail to remark how ill-fashioned

the central pediment is, rising over two canted
bays. Call it Later Renaissance, or what you
will, this, after all, is not good architecture

;

and then, too, how can anyone admire the
poorly grouped squat tower in the hinder-
parts of the composition ? We have devoted
this much space to Mr. Belcher's exhibits

because the authorities evidently think very
highly of them to the exclusion of other
designs, and because, whatever their demerits,

these productions of Mr. Belcher's at any
rate may rank as departures from the ordinary
and commonplace, a remark which means a
good deal. At least, they challenge criticism.

Malvern College Chapel is the single work
shown by Sir Arthur Blomfield, A.R.A.,
and this interior of his may be taken
as a typical example of a thoroughly
scholarly architect's multifarious designs,

always admirable from the client's standpoint
and good in a popular sense as tasteful

and satisfactory buildings. Mr. Aston
AVebb's work this year is represented by
three samplers, and when, as in this case, all

are successes, it is not necessary perhaps to

express a preference. The Yacht Club,
village shops, and other premises at Yar-
mouth, Isle of Wight (1762) make an un-
commonly picturesque group, beautifully

delineated by Mr. Davison. This architect's

sense of fitness is admirably exemplified in

these waterside buildings ; an observation
which, with equal truth, is applicable to

his Greenwich Grain Silo (1774), a design of

exceptional merit, which, however, failed to

find a place in this same gallery last

year. Hildon House, Hampshire, another
characteristic work by Mr. Aston Webb,
is represented by two perspectives crisply

drawn with close attention to detail, even
though they fail somehow to sot these

capable compositions off to the best advantage.

Perhaps the work itself is lacking in the

contrast of repose only to be secured by the
use of broad wall spaces. " Okewood,"
Sussex (1609), by Messrs. Ernest George and
Yeates, is a small house, and altogether less

ambitious ; but it illustrates the breadth
of design just suggested. To compare the

two buildings of such different aim would,
however, be meaningless. The same architects

exhibit the fireplace and bookcases of the

library at North Mymms, Herts (1608), a
richly-treated mansion by Mr. ErnestGeorge,
which we illustrated a few years ago. The
two largest undertakings in the Architectural

room this year hang one over the other, and
by reason of their importance as compre-
hensive building schemes must attract

much attention. The first of these is

the selected design for the Royal Masonic
Institution for Boys at Bushey (1632),

by Messrs. Gordon, Lowther, and Gunton.
We illustrated this same drawing in the

Bun.DiNO News on March 11. The other
is Messrs. Lanchester, Stewart, and Rickards'

selected design for the Cardiff Town Hall
and Law Courts. Mr. Rickards's draw-
ing here exhibited is a skilful perform-
ance, and shows the entire group in a
comprehensive way ; but in spite of the

originality and ability of the design, we
still feel unable to acknowledge the wisdom
of Mr. Waterhouse's choice. Our space to-

day leaves us no more room for further

references, though we welcome Mr. Mount-
ford's model of part of his Liverpool
Technical School and Museum Building

(1804). It helps the better understanding of

the view (1782), which, if we remember
rightly, he sent to Burlington House un-
successfully last year. The same architect

exhibits St. Michael's Church, Southfields,

S.W. (1802), which looks a very nicely

designed piece of work. One of the most
satisfactory of all the buildings represented
is Roedean School (1685), by Mr. J. W.
Simpson, a very large establishment now
in course of erection between Brighton
and Rottingdean. It is uncommonly well
designed, simple, picturesque, and dignified.

PICTURES AT THE ROYAL ACADEMY.
[first notice.]

WITH a few brilliant exceptions, the

pictures in the exhibition of Burling-
ton House, to be opened to the pubKc next
Monday, are of the kind which appeal to

popular sympathies and to the general pic-

ture admirer. As on previous occasions, we
shall merely glance here at a few of the

principal works in the first three or four

rooms before we take up in order the several

galleries. Landscape, seascapes, portraiture,

and works of genre take up by far the greater

portion of the walls, while of historical or

ideal subjects there are not many of any great

merit. Examples of " cults " do not find

favour at the Academy, though here and
there one may see methods almost as

audacious as those of men of the school to

which Arthur Melville belongs. But colour

harmonists, visionists, or experimentalists

are not popular.

As in most Academies, we see many pic-

tures that portray neither nature nor history

nor commonplace incident, but can only be
classed as enigmatic or symbolic, in which
the painter with a consummate sense of the

subtle or the harmonious or the mere tech-

nical idealises. These painters are not with-
out their place in .art : they seek to give us

visions of beauty that appeal only to a higher

plane, but are not understood by the many.
We see two subjects of this kind in the New
Gallery, by M. Khnopff. Sometimes it is a
portrait decoratively treated like Mr. Gotoh
gave us last year in his " Heir to all the

Ages "
; sometimes it is a superb scheme of

colour ; sometimes it is a mysterious com-
position suggestive rather th.an descriptive.

These men are non-iealists, and depend more
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on subtle forms or hues or excjuisite finish

than upon any natural kind of art. In the

first gallery the first great picture that arrestv^

attention is Briton Eivii'rc's " The Tempta-
tion in the Wilderness" (22), where the soli-

tary white-robed figure of our Saviour, His

head bent low, kneels on the summit of a rocky

iilain, llisvesture is illuminedby thedeparting

light of a sunset which is seen on the distant

horizon. The scone depicted is like a dark,

desolate sea of billow-like rocks, on which

kneelf the solitary figure of Christ. There is

power and pathos in the pictiu-o. "The
Magic Crystal," by Fred Stead (4), a girl in

green dress, holding in both hands the magic
ball which she iscloselj' examining, and which
^he has just taken from a casket, is painted

with much poetry. The colour is admirable.

One picture by II. W. B. Davis, " A June
Evening,"' is in this gallerj-. It represents a

beautiful landscape, brightened by gleams of

the wai"m sunset and with blossoming trees.

Cows are wending their way homeward. In
the third galler}' this painter has another

charming subject, " <!'nthe Tpper Wye" (221),

and a very beautiful landscajw in the fifth

gallery,
"
'Under the Greenwood Tree "'

(387),

which we shall notice later on. H. H.
La Thangue, in his "Nightfall" (29)—
gleaners in a cornfield, a moonlight study—is

worthy of his last year's work, and we must
just notice, in passing quickly through this

gallery, a view of " Newcastle-on-Tyne," by
Niels M. Lund, a grand study of smoke-
laden atmosphere over this city of the north.

Mr. Lund has invested the murky city of

Newcastle with a poetic charm of its own.
Vapour and smoke in his hands are made to

assume a beautiful canopy of light and
gloom, here throwing into strong relief the
buildings and steeples, and there lighting up
with visionary splendour the squalid streets

of a busy centre of human life and industry.

Another important pictm-e is J. W. W^ater-

house's " Flora and the Zephyrs "
(64), a

delightful and flower-strewn mead near a
river, dotted with violets, in which a pathetic-

looking maiden is being ministered to by
aerial damsels, who are entwining her with
a garland of white roses, while her fair

attendants are grouped round her. The
wistful countenances of the fair maidens
and the subdued colours are thoroughly
characteristic of this painter's work.
The same faces appeared in the painter's St.

Cecilia and his last year's picture of " Hylas
and the Nymphs." A capital portrait of

Mr. Francis Cranmer Penrose, I'.E.I.B.A.,

by John S. Sargent, and a graceful portrait

of Grace, wife of Mr. H. Passmore Edwards,
by E. Constable Alston, must be noticed
here. Also a fresh work by J. C. Hook,
" Idlers " (70), and a pleasing piece of genre
by F. D. Millet, which we must notice in

detail. In Gallery II., the principal position

is occupied by a noble Shakesperian subject
by Edwin A. Abbey, quite equal to his last

year's " Hamlet." We must reserve our
description and critical examination for next
week. The scene depicted is "King Lear,
Act I., Scene 1 "' (138), where Cordelia
is leaving her sisters :

—
Ye jewels of our father, with waah'd eyea
Cordelia leaves you. I know you, what you are

;

And, like a sister, am most loth to call

Your faults as they are named. Love well our father.
To your professed bossoms I coininit him, &c.

The composition, costumes, rich but subdued
colour, black and scarlet, the graceful figures

of Lear's daughter, clad in the daintiest robes,
make this another triumph of this great
American painter. But greater than all

these pictorial and technical qualities is the
pathos and dramatic power which Mr.
Abbey has imparted to his work.
Fredk. Goodall's Oriental scene—a harem

interior— entitled " A Gilded Cage," is

rather hackneyed, though clever as a work
of technique. Stanhope A. Forbes sends a
very admirable and pathetically-painted sub-

j ect moreunambitious than usual .

'
' C>ctober

'

'

IS the title, and must be taken, of course, in

a figurati\'6 sense. An aged woman and
young girl have come down the steps of the
I'aised churchyard. Other pictures of interest

hero are W. Logsdail's ^'enetian subject,
" Going to the Procession "—a little girl

attired in white, with a wreath of flowers and
basket of rich blossom on her arm, crossing
the canal bridge with her mother.

In the third gallery, the president. Sir

E. J. Poynter, has an important classical

subject called "The Skii-t Dunce" (222),
which occupies the position so often given to

Leighton's chief works. We are inclined to

say at a first glance that this work is

one of the most successful we have seen.

In a sumptuous alcove adjoining the vesti-

bule of a lloman palace, a young girl

clad in diaphanous tissue of light salmon
tint is dancing before a patrician lady,

richly attii-ed and jewelled, and her female
friends and attendants, who are seated on a
white marble bench which encircles the in-

terior. Therichestmarble columns with gilded
bases surroimd the alcove, and the floor on
which the maiden is danciag is of tesselated

marble. Beyond one see glimpses of a
garden and a spacious columned hall. There
IS poetry of motion and grace of line and
drapery in the dancing girl, which atones for

much of a certain technical exuberance and
hardness. The lady and her companions
looking on, a girl with dice on a seat, and
two maidens reclining in conversation make
up a picture of interest. A chaplet of roses
has been thrown at the dancer's feet. George
H. Boughton has a large picture from the
"Lady of Shalott," "The Eoadto Camelot."
It is painted in a light coloiu-, depicting
Tennyson's poem :^

And moving thro' a mirror clear
That hangs before her all the year.
Shadows of the world appear ;

There she sees the highway near,
V\'iiiding down to Camelot.

The painter represents the passing scene, the
river, the " surly village churls," the
" market girls," a troop of damsels, a crim-
son-clad page with his dog, and in the dis-

tance beyond the river knights on horses
" riding two and two." J. W. Waterhouse's
" Ariadne " (211) represents the daughter of

Minos, who fell in love with Theseus,
reposing on a couch in a garden by the sea.

She is partially draped in scarlet, open at her
bosom, her hands behind her head. Leopards
crouch underneath and near her. The compo-
sition and colour are admirable. On the
opposite wall Alma-Tadema has his only
pictiu-e, " The Conversion of Paula." Un-
surpassed in its technical qualities, this

picture is perhaps less atti'active than many
others which have preceded it. Paula
reclines on a marble seat, one arm resting on
the parapet, while she is listening attentively

to the youth behind her who is pleading his

faith. It is a brilliant and beautifully-

executed subject. Paula is a daughter of

one of the Gracchi. Her long oval face is

not exactly beautiful, but is painted with
extreme care, while her companion is ton-

sured, and has a pui-ple or dark blue robe.

We have, as usual, the elements of the
painter's classical compositions— marble,
transparent tissues, and subtle colour. A
white marble terrace or balcony faces the
deep-blue sea, illumined by strong sunlight;

a marble staircase leads to a temple. Paula,

with auburn tresses and jewelled diadem,
reclines beside an altar devoted to Bacchus,
decorated with a silver vase ; she is attired

in rich russet and amber tissues shot with
gold, and displays all the beauty of a Eoman
lady of this luxurious period. She is depicted

attentivel}^ listening to the handsome and
austere young saint, robed in dark blue and
white, who holds a scroll, and is persuasively

pleading with the fair maiden, who seems to

realise the truth of his argument. The em-
broidered dress of the young saint and the

sensuous beauty and sumptuous attii'e of the

beautiful convert are, it is needless to say,

limned with marvellous skill.

Of other pictures, we must mention briefly

B. W. Leader's landscapes. " In a Welsh
A'alley" (ISH) is a beautiful scene, with a

mountain background, which catches a soft

light ; and in the next gallery we have two
more of those placid and brilliant renderings

:

"Where Peaceful Waters Glide " (309) and
"The Silver Sea" (314). In the former, a
clear and transparent atmosphere, the hill

tipped by sunlight, and placid water ; the
latter is a tract of sandy beach, with grassy
hillocks, and a silvery sea gently breaking
on the shore. Hubert Herkomer's great

centre picture, "The Guards' Cheer"—an
episode of the Diamond Jubilee Procession

—

(198), is an ambitious picture. The scarlet

uniforms of the guards, and theii- lusty cheers
are realistically depicted. John Brett has
one of his finest efforts, "Trevose Head,
Cornwall" (194), a coast scene. There is

freshness and beautiful colour in the sea and
breaking waves. J. MacWhirter also, in

"Morning, Isle of Arran," paints an un-
clouded coast of exquisite colour ; a vast bay
reflecting the ocean sunlight between rising

hills of verdure.

W. Q. Orchardson sends four pictures.

No. 243, " Trouble," is a touching mcident,

rendered with that harmony of amber tones
and sumptuous suiToundings that distin-

guish his renderings in high life. We are

left to conjecture the meaning of "Trouble.'"

Prostrate with grief is a young man in black,

his head biuied in his arms resting on a rich

ormolu table ; the young wife behind him,
attired in elegant evening robe with long
skirt of delicate shade of salmon and low
bodice, has one hand on the back of his

chair, and is turning her face towards him
in pity. A little bunch of flowers, a fan,

and gloves lie on the table beside the

young husband, and on a chair near is a
white fur cloak. In the distant part of the

room is a pink-shaded lamp. The spectator

is left to imagine what the trouble is, but it

may be in the written letter or document
which lies beside him. The painter, in his-

customary simple, but elegant and refined

manner, tells the tale only too clearly and
dramatically. The interior is one of those-

elegant Louis XYI. drawing-rooms we have
seen so often before, richly carpeted and
furnished. His other works are portraits

—that of Miss Fairfax Rhodes, in very

delicate dress and colom', is extremely

graceful as an example of portraiture. A.

skilfully painted and pathetic picture is

" Sunshine and Shadow," by Gwilt Jolley

(26(5) , a funeral procession in some Italian city,

headed by the cross- bearer and followed by
the priest and mourners, preceding a hand-

some casket overladen with flowers. Behind
the rising city is bathed in sunshine, while

the foreground and procession are veiled in a

haze. The rich vestments of the priest,

and acolytes are well painted. One of

the most sumptuous figure subjects is Frank
Dicksee's " An Oliering." Eose-colour, white
ailk brocades, and golden tissues are, it is

needless to say, predominant in this com-
position. The subject represents a dark

haired gallant oliering a silver cupid to a

beautiful girl in white brocaded satin, who
is seated on a handsome chair beside him.

The lady is most richly attired, and wears a

pearl necklace and rich jewelled brooch.

Bound her the rose lining of her cloak sets

off the faultless and glistening whiteness of

the low satin dress, and behind her hang
gorgeous hangings. Mr. Dicksee has exceede<l

himself in this pictui-e of fair beauty and rich-

nessof colour. Very graceful isArthurHacker's

portrait of " Mrs. Samuel Butler" (279), and

we must also notice the two seascapes of

J. C. Hook, whose fresh coast scenes generally

adorn this side of the large gallery. " Trouble

with the Old Muzzle-Loader," and No. 278,

Ulustrativo of some lines by Matthew Arnold,

are both fresh and full of sunshine and

colour. George W. Joy's large canvas

over the President's picture " Chnst and
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the Little Child," illustrating St. Luke
ix. 47 and 48, is not a success. Wo
must notice in passing Peter 'jrahaui's

fine "Moorland (iuietude," and Edwin A.
Abbey's i^icture of "The Bridge" (2.'i4), a
•quaintly - conceived work. The painter's

knowledge of costume and historical incident

is aptly brought out. The scene represents

a Mediieval bridge opposite a sombre fortress-

like buQding or monastery seen against a

sunset sky. Monks singly and in groups
are crossing the bridge to the monastery,
while a parti-coloured jester is playing a
mandoHn, seated on the corner of the bridge

;

by his side, in the parapet, are two apples
andhis bundle. There is a pleasing quaintness
and contrast in the picture, which places it

above modem everyday incident.

THE NEW GALLERY.

THE pictures at the New Gallery are very
diverse in character and treatment,

and there is a strong sprinkling of the
" advanced" school of all ranks and degrees.
Here we can only name a few of the more
important featxires of the exhibition, and it

will be difficult to say which are the chief

pictures among so many works of admitted
m.asters. The most ambitious in the South
Eoom is the tall, upright canvas by G. E. A.
Abbey, A.E.A. (.'iQ), "A Poet," a rather
wide title. The poet in this subject is dressed
in a loose white robe, and is reciting to a
group of ladies his composition, one hand
holding up a bright red flower. The scene
is some Florentine grove or vista of lofty
cypresses, through which a flight of steps
ascends. A red setting sun is seen through
the dark foliage. On the right stands a cir-

cular temple, faultyin its architectural details.

Well dressed ladies are seated or standing
listening to the poet, and in rapt attention

;

but the theme is rather tame—certainly not
•equal to the scale attempted ; nor to other and
finer themes painted by Mr. Abbey, such as
that in the Academy this year. Moffat Lind-
ner's "Breezy Holland" (1) is a delightful
piece of sea-painting, with its dappled waters
and majestic clouds, bright and breezy. 'While
at the end of the room is Walter Crane's large
allegorical composition "The World's Con-
querors," a gorgeous procession of valorous
knights and ladies, Fame, Power, Beauty,
Time, and Death taking part in the array.
The design is ambitious, and there is abtUty
shown ; but the subject is somewhat
hackneyed if insti-uctive. There are many
pre-Baphaehte pictures, two by Holman
Hunt himself, and two by Sir E. Bume
Jones, in other rooms ; but here we note
Harrington Mann's flatly-painted picture

(4) "A Song of Spring," an orchard full of
spring blossom, and a group of maidens
seated or standing playing mxisical instru-
ments. There is a true sentiment in the faces
of the sisters, one clad in black with a crucifix
suspended from her waist. Julian Story's
"Song" (14), Madame Eames, astheCountessm the "Nozze di Figaro," is an exceedingly
clever group, the lady singing to an accom-
panist at the piano, dressed as a courtier

—

admirable in composition and delicacy of
colour. Alfred Parsons' " Sweet Williams "

(3n and "The Back of the Village," an
orchard of spring blossom and sunshine (^3.51,

Miss Flora Eeid^s picture of " Charity " (4t),
and _Mis8 Annora Bromley-Martin's " Even-
ing ' (70), a procession of girls and women-
g'leaners trudging their way home by the
side of a nver, quite pre-Eaphaelite—are
pictures of undoubted merit. Alfred Hart-
ley s "On the South Downs" (.5), the crown
of a hiU "kissed" by a bright cumulous
cloud, IS a charming landscape. In the West
Eoom Sir Edward Bume- Jones's large
upright picture " St. George " comes oppor-
tunely on the feast of the patron saint

;

out it IS scarcely more than a clever con-
ventional treatment of St. George in armour

with his mystic shield, and a landscape be-

hind. Sir Edward's other subject " The
Prioress's Tale " (82), is more characteristic

of the painter's style and methods. There is

a mediieval quaintness in the details of the

priory precincts, the little child and the

prioress are in keeping with Chaucer's
quaint verse in the " Canterbui-y Pilgrimage,"

and quite pre-Eaphaelite in feeling. "Early
Spring," by G. F. Watts, E.A. (113), a
little fail' boy holding flowers which he has
been picking, is hung at the end of gallery,

and is a charming and expressive work,
putting us in mind of Millais ; while at the

other end of room is a more mysterious but
wonderful picture, " Can these bones live 'r

"

The visitor may ask the meaning of the

gloomy landscape, the uprooted tree and
broken branches that shelter the skeleton,

or the drapery-like covering which partially

covers the bones, near wmch are seen the

tools and baubles of life—the cups, dice, and
other relics of poor humanity. The composi-
tion in its mysterious solemnity is one
of much power. Mrs. Alma Tadema's '

' An
Impromptu " is a Ion louche piece of genre.

J. M. Strudwick's Mediasval harmony, as we
may call it, "Evensong," is full of detail and
rich colour ; Fernand IChnopfl's " L'Encens"
(76) is a delightfully delicate and symbolic
study of a lady wearing an embroidered cope
or cloak in silvery tones of grey, expressive of

the flattered, and we may also notice his
" Une AUe Bleu" as another enigmatic
subject and clever piece of colour harmony.
G. H. Boughton, E.A., has a cleverly painted
and pathetic figure-subject, " When the
Dead Leaves Fall" (116), a dark and beau-
tiful woman walking through a shower of

falling leaves in a wood ; and near it Geo.
Wetherbee's " A Spring Phantasy "' maybe
noticed for its decorative beauty and delicate

colour. A. D. Peppercorn's large, sombre
landscape, " The Common " (13G), and
William LogsdaU's brilliant Venetian sub-
ject, "The Market Boats," a delightful

piece of drawing and colour (130). and the
fine colour in Leslie Thomson's "Arcadia"
may be mentioned. In the large gallery

several remarkable portraits are to be seen.

Byam Shaw's portrait, "Evelyn" (192), is

a decorative experiment that may not meet
general approval. The young lady, full

length, stands in perfectly symmetrical pose
against a golden background, in which the
arms of the family are cleverly interwoven.
It is painted with great care and grace ; the
dress is black, with a green fur-trimmed cape.

Near M. Carolus Duran's portrait of " Joy,"
daughter of Lord and Lady AlgernonLennox,
is a charming study of a flaxen-haired
and delicately-featured little girl, executed
with much finish. Then we have John
•S. Sargent's portrait of " Mrs. Thursby "

(200). The lady seems to be leaning for-

ward or rising from the chair, and the whole
is forcibly painted, but is wanting in the
reposeful qualities of portraiture. As for

Arthur Melville's colossal canvas of " Mrs.
Graham Eobertson " (207), the less said

the better. The scale and brushwork are
alike extraordinary ; but, then, it is the
style of a new cult. J. J. Shannon's
" Miss Berthe des Clayes " is a re-

fined and delicate rendering of portraiture

of a nice-looking girl leaning against a
Japanese cabinet. Mrs. Swynnerton's "St.
Martin's Summer" is symboUc—a ruddyface,
blonde, enveloped in what looks like mists
and vapour of autumnal hues. Alfred
East's " A Mystic Pool," and (218) Thome-
waite's large landscape, "The Deal and
Dover Eoad " (237), with the gleaming line

of chalk clifi's and sea and the wet lane along
a fringe of trees skiiting the coast, are very
different—one dark and mystical, the other
full of light, but both noticeable works. We
have also the two delicate studies in white in

Miss Mary L. Gow's favourite manner, "A
Dance" (232), and "A Fortune.'' T. Austen
Brown's "Grey Mare" is masterly and

spnpathetic, and we have another fine land-
scape in James MacAVhirter's " Valley of

Flowers, Murren " (247). The colossal

canvas, "Too Late," oy George Harcourt,
from Christina G. Eossetti's verse (253), is

more ambitious than successfid. Holman
Hunt's picture, "The Beloved," is a wonder-
ful creation of the master of the great school

of pre-Eaphaelitism, though the over-florid

colour aluiost spoUs a face full of human
emotion and tenderness. Mr. Ernest Parton,
Alfred East, J. T. Nettleship, and other

well-known painters send subjects. The Hon.
John Collier's " Godiva " is a brilliantly-

painted but rather hackneyed subject ;—the

rich and embroidered trappings of the charger
are even more attractive than the fair rider

herself, a young and modest girl.

MODEL SPECIFICATIONS.—X.
TERRACOTTA 'WORK,

THE employment of terracotta for archi-

tectural purposes is a large theme, and
we desire here rather to point to what should
be avoided rather than to the possible uses
of this valuable material. And one of the
first cautions is to avoid large projections

—

in other words, to keep the treatment rather

flat. A heavy projection entails large blocks,

with increasing difficulty of keeping them
tme ; it also suggests the imitation of stone-

work, both of which are objectionable. The
over-lavish use of terracotta is one of the

greatest mistakes our architects are making.
This lavishness in its employment is disgust-

ing the artist and the public alike, and will

do more to cause a reaction in favour of

stone or brickwork than anything else. No
doubt this excess in its use is due largely to

the comparative cheapness of the materiaL
The architect who looks more to commisision
than to the art qualities of his buildings plays
into the hands of manufacturers by using
or specifying elaborate examples of orna-
ment. He sees an lUusti'ated catalogue full

of patterns of enriched pilasters, friezes,

pediments, string-courses, and the like, and
at once, without considering the purpose or

character of his building, he specifies them.
It saves him trouble in designing in detail,

and it does a turn to the maker. Let the
architect pause before he selects an elaborate

frieze, or string-course, or door-head, for

instead of accentuating his design, it vii--

tually destroys its repose and breadth. Let
him keep this restraining caution in mind by
asking :

'

' Were I using stone instead, should
I have this elaborate panel enrichment, or

arabesque in the pilasters, or this very
elaborate frieze ornament ? Why should
I have this string-course, or entablature full

of acanthus-leaf, or egg-and-tongue or other
enrichments, when I would not have them
in stone ? It is true terracotta is more
durable, harder, and cheaper than soft

stone ; but am I not throwing away so

much ornament in this or that position ?
"

The great mischief of extravagant ornament
is that it becomes commonplace and cheap,
and, as in over-ilress, destroys the very inten-

tion it was desired to promote—namely,
richness of effect by contrast with plain

surfaces. All repose and breadth is lost if

we cut up a front or a gable with eni-iched

pilasters and panels and friezes, and the lines

of accentuation are sacrificed. There is a
mania among builders and architectural

"pot-boilers" to fill in panels and wall-

spaces everywhere—a practice which defeats

its purpose by producing confusion rather

than effectiveness. Public - house and
restaurant builders are adepts at this kind of

artistic extravagance. Ornament should not

be oast like stone is carved ; undercutting

should be avoided, and low relief is more
adapted to the material.

In the design of terracotta work, the
architect should remember that the material
is limited to casting and moulding chiefly.
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The clay can be moulded, however, direct by
the artist. As to the difficulties of shrinkage

in the kiln, the architect should find the

necessary allowance to be made for the clay,

and make his drawings to an enlarged

scale. The material is liable to warp and
twist, both in the lines and surfaces, and
therefore the fine delicate members of Greek
mouldings cannot be attempted. Bolder

mouldings are necessary. Nor must the

designer follow the treatment of stonework :

the methods of treating stone are not suitable

to ten'acotta. Thus deep undercut mouldings
or ornament would be absurd to attempt in a

moulded or cast material. Again, large blocks

of stone cannot be imitated in terracotta,

the jointing of which ought to be closer and
more regular (see sketches of gables we give

here). In a column shaft, for instance, the

smaller and more regular the pieces are the

better. Messrs. Doultons have introduced

a new process of making terracotta in cellular

blocks, which gives advantages. iVccording

to the ordinary manufacturer, all the skilled

labour is expended in models and moulds,
whUe the executed blocks are often inferior

reproductions. Messrs. Doulton's method
afoidsthis: each block of the clay is subjected

to considerable pressure, and is like stone

in density ; it can be worked upon directly

like stone while in a plastic state, with
templates and squares, so that great accuracy
is attainable, and shrinkage is an eliminated
factor. Columns, architraves, string-courses,

cornices, &c., can be turned out with the

shaqiest arrises. As no casting processes

are employed, the drawings need not be
prepared to a larger scale. According to

this method also the cellular blocks are

perforated horizontally, so that no filling

with concrete is necessarj", and the blocks
are able to sustain considerable weights. We
may here refer to the wedge-shaped joggle in

ilat arches and lintels as generally used. It is

an old kind of joint, and is seen in masonry
structures as well as terracotta, as in the

Diocletian Palace, Spalatro, and in many
foreign buildings. The French crossettes, as

this contrivance is called, was no doubt in-

troduced for the purpose of preventing the

voussoirs of flat arches from slipping down.
The joggle prevents this. In terracotta work,

this plan, though perhaps not altogether to

be approved in every case, is largely used, and
we see very long lintels and flat arches

and transoms jointed in this waj-. In a thin

transom the joggle is perhaps alrnost

necessary, unless a flat bar of wrought iron

is introduced under the pieces, which is

objectionable. Architraves and entablatures

over interoolumniations are generally

jointed in this manner, and when the pieces

are truly moulded and the joggled joints

accurately fit after burning, neat work can

be produced.
In addition to clauses 1, 2, 3 in our last

article, the following are special clauses that

may be used before specifjing any particular

work in terracotta.

11. ftwcraZ.—The terracotta shall be buff (or red),

well burnt and of eveu colour, subject to the

architect's approval. No chambered block is to

be les3 than 2in. thick. The surfaces are not to

be coloured or washed, nor filed or rubbed. All

hollows are to be filled in solid with fine lime con-

crete, the block being first soaked in water. No
piece is to exceed 'ift. cube. The blocks to be well

bonded with the brickwork, set in fine mortar,

neatly pointed as the work proceeds, and cleaned

down at completion. All the mouldings and
arrises to be true iu line, and sharp.

The contractor (or clerk of works) is to assist

the manufacturer m setting out any particular

work, and to supply the modeller with a work-
shop. All damaged pieces to be replaced by con-

tractor at his own expense. The manufeicturer

(or contractor) is to be responsible for any
shrinkage, and for the size and accuracy of each

block, and is to make the necessary allowance for

same.

12. Filling.—The hollows of the blocks to be soaked

in water, and afterwards- filled with flue concrete

in the proportion of 1 part by measure of Port-

land cement, 2 of sand, and i of clean, fine ballast

to pass through an inch ring.

13. Joints and Joggles, ^-c—The terracotta block

used in arches, Untels, pediments, columns, &-c.

to be jointed in accordance with detail drawings,

and to be chambered as required. The rebates,

mortises, joggles, and grooves to be prepared

before the burning, so as to require no subse-

quent filing or rubbing. All the pieces to be

thoroughly bonded and coursed with the brick-

work, and the contractor (or fixer) is to include

any cutting, fitting, pinning, or bonding that may
be required.

14. Ornanuntal Terracotta. —The ornamental or

enriched pieces to be artistically modelled to the

design, and to meet with the architect's approval

before being fixed : the pieces to be turned out

clean and sharp and equal to the models, well

burued, and of even colour.

1.). mwrfoic Si;/s.—The window silla (see sketches a,

i, and <') to be of well-burnt terracotta, cane-

coloured (or red), Gin. deep, moulded, grooved,

and throated according to section, and to project

4in. (or Gin.) beyond the face of wall, with mitred

ends set in cement, and pointed with coloured

cement. The arrises to be sharp, and the

mouldings true in line. Or

—

The sills to ground - floor windows to be

moulded, weathered, and throated according to

drawing. Gin. projection from face of wall, with

mitred returns at end, bonded into brickwork set

in cement, with joints not more than jin. thick,

in coloured cement. The sills to have terracotta

trusses imdemeath. All the blocks to be

thoroughly burned, of uniform colour, and the

arrises to be sharp and true when fixed.

li;. Window Ecad-s.—Tiie window heads (shown in

sketch) to be executed in terracotta, with joggled

radiating pieces of the sizes shown in detail, and

the jointing shown to be strictly adhered to (or,

if without joggles, the radiating pieces to be

dowelled together with cement) ; the frieze

cornice over to be put together as shown, well

pinned with cement into brickwork. The lines of

mouldings to be true, and the arrises sharp. The

whole to be set in fine mortar, the joints not

exceeding iin. in thickness, and coloured to

harmonise with the rest of the work (or neatly

pointed as the work proceeds). The modelled

ornament of frieze, the swags or figure groups

on pediment, trasses, &c., to be approved by the

architect before fixing.

Anv piece of terracotta which may be damaged

for w'ant of protection during progress of works,

is to be removed by the contractor, and replaced

by a perfect piece at the contractor's expense.
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(Where thewindows have mullious and transoms
it is necessary to describe the manner or the size
of pieces, see sketches a and A.)

'. Miilliom and Transoms,—The mullions to be
4Jin. (or 6in.) by Sin. (or lOin.) in section, and no
piece is to exceed 9in. (or 12in.) in height, and
the pieces to be set in fine mortar (or cement, or
dowelled), and the vertical arrises and mouldings
kept true and sharp.
The transoms to be jointed in accordance with

detail drawings, or be put together in pieces with
properly set-out radiating and joggled joints, set
in cement mortar upon a frame or centre which is

not to be struck till the work is finished.

The window (see sketch c) to have cusped
window-heads made of terracotta and jointed
over mullions as shown. (The head shown should
not be longer than 18in. to each light ; if longer,
the head should be jointed in three pieces with
joggles, as ia the two-Ught window-head shown
in our sketch for a dormer gable, d.)

THE SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS' DINNER.

THE annual dinner of the Society of Architects
was held on Thursday night in last week at

St. .James's Restaurant, Piccadilly, and was well
attended.^ The President, Jlr. Walter Emden,
J.P., L.C.C, occupied the chair, and among ihe

Ernest Bond, M.P., Blr. H. Atherley-Jones,
«.(-., M.P., His Honour Judge Emden, the
Kev. Dean L. O. Vere, Mr. Edward Bond
(chairman Technical Education Board), Mr.
Itobert Walker, J. P. (ex-president), Mr. E. J.
Hamilton (past-I'resident), Jlr. F. S. Kenyon,
Mr Charles Martin, Mr. S. W. Thompson, Mr. R.
Walker, jun., R.E. ; Major F. Seymour Leslie,
K.E., A.S.E.A. (vice-president), Jlr. Silvanus
IrevaU (^ace-president), Mr. Ellis JIarsland (hon.
secretary), Mr. H. G. Quartermain (hon. trea-
surer), Rev. A. Merctr, Rev. C. A. Berry, Mr.

C. A. Bassett-Smith, Mr. G. H. PhiUott, Mr. J.R.
Manning, Mr. G. E. Bond, &c. The toast of

"The Queen " having been given by the Presi-

dent, Alderman Sir David Evans proposed that of
'

' The Houses of Parliament '

' coupled with the

names of the Earl of Jersey and Mr. Ernest
Flower, M.P., who responded. Lord Jersey
alluding to the Government Buildings Act just

passed as providing the way for an important
Metropolitan improvement which would, it was
hoped, afford a good architectural approach from
Charing-cross to Westminster. The Presidentgave
the toast of

'
' The Clergy, '

' remarking that they had
ever been among the best patrons of architects. The
toast was acknowledged by the Rev. A. Mercer,
who remarked that he officiated in a church
designed by a member of that society, in which
the acoustic properties and the means of ventila-

tion were perfect ; the Rev. Dean Yere also re-

sponded in a humorous anecdotal speech. The
Hon. W. F. D. Smith, M.P., in proposing " The
London County Council," referred to the fact

that the President had from the first been a

member of thiit body, and remarked that the

Council had done much to improve and beautify

London by clearing away insanitary areas and
making new thoroughfares, and thus afforded new
opportunities for the architectural profession. It

had done an immense amount of useful and
beneficial work. Lord Welby, in replying, said

the County Council were constantly charged with
being adventurous and extravagant ; but it was, he
claimed, essentially a modest and retiring body.

They were compelled to carrj- on their business

in an inadequate building in an obscure corner of

St. James's Park. Once on a time they were
inspired with ambition when they contemplated

the palace in which the Houses of Parliament

met, and even that wherein their colleagues on

the London School Board worked ; but when they

put in a claim to be comfortably housed, their

claim was contemptuously rejected by the House
of Commons. He hoped that House would, in

the not distant future, look upon their claims

with a more lenient eye, and permit them to-

provide themselves a larger residence which
should contribute something to the honour and
dignity of London. Mr. L. Atherley-Jones,

(i.e., M.P., proposed the toast of the evening,

that of " The Society of Architects and Archi-

tecture." The society had not, he observed, as

yet attained very mature years ; it had only

reached the interesting age of pupUage,
being, he believed, in its fifteenth year.

But it had an object in view, which was
to raise, not the indiWdual status of its mem-
bers, because that was scarcely a necessary

object to aim at ; but it sought to raise the

standard of architecture, and to secure greater

benefits for the public at large. He regretted

very much the difficulties that had hitherto stood

in the way of the passage of an Architects'

Registration Bill, of which he had had charge for

some years past. The present imbecility of

private members was to be deplored, and it was
in the greater pressure of business impossible to

secure the passing of any measure which met
with the smallest opposition. He would advise

the profession, in face of the many diffi-

culties before them, to resort to the system
of lobbying to secure the passing of the

Bill. There was a feeling against monopolies,

both public and quasi-public ; but they saw
that similar powers to those sought by
the measure had been granted the solicitors,

medical men, dentists, find even patent agents.

The Legislature, in his opinion, had been strangely

neglectful of the interests of the architectural

profession. It ought to be made clear that by
adopting registration great benefits would accrue,

not only to the profession, but to the publ'c.

The President, in responding, said he fancied

it was difficult to place the case of registration

before the profession in a new light ; but he em-
phatically denied that the members of the society

desired to establish a monopoly by the passing

of the Registration BUI. All they asked was
that in the future those who proposed to enter the

1-:
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profession should not Jo so without affording some

guarantee that they could pass a properly-qualified

examination. He' was astonished at the apathy

and opposition with which the introduction of so

obvious a desideratum as the Architects'

Kegistration Bill had heon received ; hut perhaps

one reason was that, until the society was

cstahlished more than fourteen years ago, no body

of an hitects raised the question. But since its

formation the liegistration Committee had

earnestly endeavoured to call public attention

to the "need for this desii-able reform. The
public did not realise that at present

anyone who could afford to buy a brass

plate could call himself an architect, and

could undertake the erection of a building with-

out any training or knowledge whatever. It had

been said that the artistic side of the profession

would be injured by having to pass a qualifying

examination: but an architect's artistic powers

were no more liable to be injured by his being

compelled to give evidence of a knowledge of

construction and sanitation than the inventive

qualities of a painter were lessened by his being

taught anatomy. In no Continental country

wore architects placed in the same position

as in England. He trusted they would soon

bo able to carrj- the Bill through. Mr. Ellis

llarsland proposed " The Registration Bill Com-
mittee." In a few terse sentences he sketched

the history of the registration movement, remark-
ing that the committee was formed in 18S6, and
that its policy had been a three-fold one of

watching, working, and waiting. The Society

of Architects had taken a very active interest

in the movement, which was gaining ground,

especially in the provinces, largely as the out-

come of meetings held at Cardiff, Bristol,

Leeds, and Newcastle. The committee had
met with some opposition ; but no argu-
ments had been advanced against the proposal,

and the greatest difficulty was the apathy
of members of their own profession. ilr.

Itobert AValker, of Cork, past-president, re-

sponded for the committee in an able and
eloquent speech. The remaining toasts were
" The Visitors,'' proposed by Jlr. Trevail, of

Truro, and responded to by Judge Emden ; and
" The Press,"' proposed by Major Leslie, and
acknowledged bj' the representative of the
BriLDiNO News.

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

THE ordinary fortnightly meeting of the
Association was held on Friday evening at

!), Conduit-street. W., the President, Mr.
Hampden AV. Pratt, l-'.R.I.B.A., in the chair.

Two nominations were read, two former mem-
bers, Sir. F. AV. Macey and Sir. H. 11. Smale,
were reinstated, and, on the motion of Mr. G. B.
Cauvill, hon. sec, a vote of thanks was passed
to Air. F. B. Wade for permitting members to

visit Lord Windsor's house on March 26th, and
to Messrs. Spalding and Cross and Mr. H. T.
Hare for permitting members to visit the Shore-
ditch Public Baths and Free Library on April 2nd,
and to Mr. J. E. Wakeling. J.P., for conducting
the party over the baths. Jlr. E. Howley .Sim,

hon. sec, reminded members of the concert to be
held on the following Friday (to-night) at the
Cafe Jlonico, PiccadiUy-circus. The Puesidext
announced that the following classes were about
to commence :—Mr. Weedon's Water-Colour
Class on Saturday, M.ay 7, 2.30 p.m., at 56, Great
Marlborough-street ; Jlr. A. 0. Collard's class on
" Professional Practice " on Jlonday, Jlay 2nd,
at 6.:iti p.m., also at 56, Great Jlarlborough-
etreet : and the Sketching and Jleasuring Class
would hold its first meeting at South Kensington
Museum on Tuesday, Jlay Srd, at 6 p.m. The
next spring visit, Sir. Carvill stated, would take
place at 3 p.m. on Saturday, Jlay 7, at the new
Crown Theatre, High-street, Peckham, by per-
mission of the architect, Mr. Ernest Runtz.
Some donations to the library were acknowledged,
with thanks.

TIIF. nOrSE LIST

of nominations for officers and council for the
ensuing session was read by the President, that of

the suggested I'resident Jlr. G. F. Fellowes-
Prynne. and vice - presidents, Messrs. P. J.

Marvin and A. S. Flower, F.S.A., being received
with applause. It was explained that any two
members might, if they desired, nominate others
willing to serve at the next meeting to be held on
Jlay ; but the assent of the gentlemen nomi-
natiid must be obtained.

Tin. MORALITY .VNl) ECONOMY OT COMl'ETITIOXS.

The follo^\'ing paper on this subject was read

by Jlr. 11. B. Ckessweli. :—Some two years ago
I had the honour to contribute to .Vrchitectural

Association Xotes a series of articles in which the

subject of architectural competitions was lightly

touched upon. Certain figures relating to the

number, value, and dimensions of public compe-
titions were assumed as fairly approximating to

the real ones, and it became manifest that the

competition system, when viewed from the basis

afforded by these figures, was irrational in the

extreme. In spite of the popularity of competi-
tions, it seemed that the whole fabric of them
constituted for the profession an inconceivable

folly, and accordingly the results and conclusions

ensuing from these assumed figures appeared in-

credible ; but as these figures were certainly

within the limit of fair supposition and proba-

bility, it struck me that if the actual statistics

could be obtained and exhibited in their true

significance, our competition system could be

demonstrated to be at once futile and disastrous,

both to the interest of the profession and to the

art of architecture, and the system accordingly

fall to utter disrepute. One was quite unaware
that as early as 1838 a special committee of the

Institute had investigated the matter in detail

;

and that 20 years ago the same idea had urged
the late Jlr. Thomas Porter, a Fellow of the

Royal Institute of British Architects, to proceed

upon the same lines that had been laid down for

this paper. I found I had elaborately taken my
apple-cart to an orchard where the trees were
already stripped. Jlr. Porter made an exhaustive

investigation of the facts and figures relating to

competitions, and clearly demonstrated and
established the

la'TILE AXD DIS.iSTEOr.<

character of the system ; but, so far from his

revelations bringing competitions into disrepute,

they would seem to have stimulated the promoters

to new and more extravagant irregularities, and
the competitors to a keener rivalry, line duly
discovered the existence of Jlr. Porter's elaborate

tables only when one had gone far towards com-
pleting just such a series of tables oneself, which
was to a certain extent unfortunate, because Jlr.

Porter's figures are most carefully verified and
completely established, and prove those points

which they deal with, and a great deal of one's

own investigation must therefore seem largely

superfluous. After what has been said, it would
be well to recapitulate the

HISTORY OF THE VARIOUS
Olt.lECTIOXS

that have been raised against the competition

system in this country. Organised and sys-

temised protests against the system date from
quite early in this century ; and, for the better

part of a hundred years at least, the voices of

ingenuous architects, defrauded in open competi-
tion, have been heard in choruses of lament,

mutually, at the tyranny of rural shopkeepers,

and combining to make public protest and
demonstration just as they are to - day. I

have noted the following instances and occa-

sions ; but no doubt there were others which
have not fallen under my notice. In 1838

a committee was appointed by the Institute

to consider this subject of competitions, who,
having thoroughly investigated it, seemed
appalled by its difficulties, and concluded by
publishing a report containing much '

' valuable

information, but leaving the remedy very much
as it was before in the hands of the profession."

In 18.>0 the Arctiitectural Association considered

the question, and drew up a report containing a

code of regulations, which it was suggested would
meet the difficulties of the case. In 1857 Mr.
George Jlorgan read a paper before the Institute

upon this subject, which led to a debate, in which
everyone agreed again that something ought to be
done. In or about 1860 the " Architectural Alli-

ance " took steps to draw up a form or circular

suggesting terms of '' general conditions," which
were sent to such committees and councils as

showed symptoms of breaking out into compe-
titions. In 1S71, on the occasion of the General

Congress of Architects, Professor Kerr read a

valuable paper on the subject of the commercial

aspects of competitions. Everyone agreed that

something ought to be done. A special committee
was again nominated and .deputed by the Con-
gress to investigate the matter and report

accordingly. In 1872 this report, together with

a code of proposed regulations for the conduct

of competitions, was read before the Congress of

that year, and the Congress were, with one
exception, unanimous in agreeing that something
ought to be done. The exception was Sir

Edmund Beckett, who made a very able and
interesting speech in the character, as architects

may consider, of devil's (or grocer's) advocate.

They are the recommendations of this same report,

revised again in 1883, which to-day stand in the
back part of the Institute KaUndar as "Sug-
gestions for the Conduct of Architectural

Competitions." In 1870 Jlr. Thomas Porter

read his exhaustive paper on the subject, in

which the best that has been said in demon-
strating the suicidal folly of the profession in

acquiescing in the competition system is there

printed and set down. After hearing that paper,

everybody was as completely satisfied as they had
ever been that something ought to be done. It

was a past president of the Architectural Asso-

ciation, Mr. Cole A. Adams, who the next year
did—or very nearly did—the necessary " some-
thing " by drawing up and circulating a

MEMORI.VL,

which was signed by 1,300 architects, who
thereby bound themselves to take part in no
competition save where a "professional adjudi-

cator of established reputation was employed."
This was presented to the Institute by the late

George Edmund Street in 1881, when the

subject was again discussed. It is indeed a

cause for regret that the activity aroused by
Jlr. Porter's laborious investigations, and
org.anised by Jlr. Adams's energies, should
have been allowed to burn itself out without
profit to anyone, because it was the occasion of a

revelation of such importance and significance as

is not likely to occur again, and the fact of this

enterprise having failed to any substantial pur-

pose, sets the profession in a much more hopeless

position than if the endeavour had never been

made. While, however, the Special Committee
of 1872 found that professional assessors were
rarely employed, I find that in the present day
more than half the competitions avail themselves

of the services of such an assessor. There is no
reason to suppose that this is not a direct result

of Jlr. Adams's memorial. Nevertheless, when
such a momentous occasion has wrought such a

small benefit, how can we hope other men to

interest themselves actively in a reconstruction of

the system r StiU, as far as one is able to judge,

the Institute, and indeed the profession in general,

is as firmly convinced as it was in 1838 that some-
thing ought to be done, which is a matter for

congratulation. The suliject came up again when
in 1883 a special committee of the Institute was
appointed to revise the regulations for conditions

of competitions drawn up in 1872 ; but I am not

aware that it has found any prominent or special

attention in the fifteen years intervening, so that

there seems some reason for the conclusion that

the failure of Jlr. Porter and Mr. Adams in 1881

has unfortunately tended to relegate the sub-

ject to the great limbo of the hopeless causes.

But there is hope. We have seen that in 1838

the Institute debated this subject, in 1858, in

1871, and 1872; and in 1881 and 1883 it held

debates and read papers on the same subject, and
if, therefore, things continue in the world of

competitions as they have been doing for the past

few years, it seems a reasonable ambition to hope

and expect that the Institute will shortly read

another p.aper to itself on the same subject, over

a2;ain, and draw up some fresh reports and some

more suggestions. Of the figiires which are here

presented for the first time, they have been

modified from what was originally hoped and
intended of them. It was found impossible to

discover the actual number and value of all com-

petitions in Great Britain over such a period as

should afford an unquestionable average figure of

competitions in any one year, because a large

proportion of competitions are only advertised

locally. In England alone, more than half of all

competitions are not advertised or noticed in the

professional journals, and both in Ireland and in

Scotland the tendency is to preserve and confine

competitions to their respective countries, a

circumstance for which, under existing con-

ditions, we can scarcely be sufficiently thankful.

One is inclined to predict that, if these two

countries opened their doors, and our voracity for

competitions did not flinch from the new under-

taking, the profession would fall limb from

limb and rot away. The figures and facts

hereinafter dealt with, therefore, must be

regarded as having reference to England
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THE AVERAGE ENGLISH rUBLIC COMPETITION.
Computed from the basis of seventy-one English Public Competitions advertised in the years 1891-5'

; and from an analysis of thirty-four " conditions of competition"
(flee other table).

Value. Premiums. Competitors.

fn onn ^^* ^^ '• other prizes''•"^
to value of £52.

Promise of
.\tses8or.

Over
50 per cent.

Premiums to
merge in

commission.

54 per cent.

Promoters " not
bound" to accept

" 1st award."

Promoters " not
All Premiated

The 5 per cent.

bound" to accept,„„ M "^'^5""„^ commission to
"i,t „r .n^ Designs Propertj

I
. .,„^„ „_j,,„^„' 1st or any

award."

54 per cent. 35 per cent.

of Promoters.

73 per cent.

include extraor-
dinary expenses.

Assessor's award
admitted to be

absolute.

16 per cent. Practically never.

It ia not meant that each item has been worked out from seventy-one cases. Full particulars of every case were not to be obtained, but the number of cases yielding each
figure was sufficient to guarantee accuracy for round numbers.

Bix, but that his design should, under the con-
ditions of competition (for the luxury of which
they had staked £.5 eachi, have been disqualified.
This memorial was tent individually to each
member of the council, shortly before the
meeting which was to make the final irre-
vocable decision, with the intention, we may
presume, of sapping their native resolution
with such a show of firmness. Our powers of
objection now. became almost inspired, and
certainly beyond human precedent. Tv?o of the
competitors, solemnly appointed and deputed by
vote of them all, went and took residence in a
hotel close by the building in which the council
were to meet. Think of it '. Two live com-
petitors at hand , in a hotel, in person, to bring
shame to the naughty councillors I Notification
that these two protesting professionals were
actually in situ at the hotel was duly sent to the
council. ,One regrets to say that there is no
evidence of the council having winced in bulk at
this ominous news. We can fancy the pallor-
stricken subordinate official bursting upon the elect

councillors of Durham with the extraordinary in-

teUigence. One has tried to reiilise the terrorising
effect, or the persuasive influence of a brace of
protesting architects in a hotel, inviting there
inspection and examination from the towns-
people. One has altogether failed. One can
hardly picture anything funnier. Our profes-
sion is content to go out to battle with a glass
tube and a mouthful of rice, instead of having
recourse to the solicitor's letter, which is

usuallj' employed. The result of this venture
was that the council said that they claimed legal
right on the conditions of competition, and,
further, that the disqualifying features in their

awarded design had not been brought under their

notice, while a noble Lord who had got washed
up on to the council in the late high tide of

municipal aristocracy, denounced the protesting
brothers' cause as ** a professional squabble."'

What else than something of this kind we could
have expected to get from the council it is not
very easy to imagine. The protesting brothers
seem to have appealed to the council's sense of

•justness, to its goodness of heart, and so forth;
which, in face of the printed regulations accepted
open-eyed by each competitor, was quite beside
tne mark, and an affront to both the understand-
ing and the feelings of the council. Apparently
the deputation of protest expected to be answered
somewhat as follows :

" G-entlemen, we have
been touched by your appeal to our good nature
and sense of poetic justice, and though we were
careful in the ' conditions ' to secure a free right
to appoint whoever we might choose, vet your

• eloquence has shown us so clearly how base and
shameful our motives were, that we herewith with
draw our decision, and agree to do what you
wish." Unfortunately, side by side with our
champion objectors' words of appeal, was the
conplacent admission of the assessor, who told

the council that " of course they were not bound
by his award." And now, gentlemen, bearing
this scene in mind, is architecture a professsion
or an art r

A GRE.\T NlSIi'.EU UI- SIGGESTIONS

have been made for the amelioration of reorganisa^
tion and reconstruction of competition, but, so
far as I know, no one has suggested that we
should, in the matter of competitions, indi-
vidually regard architecture either as being a
profession or an art, or both, and that we
should return to that attitude of independence
•with which it ia hoped most of us left school or
college, and which was ours before we were
enticed to the attitude of the emulative haber-
dasher soliciting someone's valued order. We
are wont to deal with matters relating to a
private commission from a quite different stiind-
point to that from which we regard competitions :

out I think few of us wiU deny that the wide
- generality of local competitions has spoiled our

clients : and I think you will agree that the
ordinary man who has not the advantage of a
private fortune or a circle of the right sort of

friends is almost compelled to stibrait to the
humiliating treatment fromhis prospectiveclients.

For my own part I feel strongly against turning
the profession into a sort of trades' union, yet
most of the remedies which are suggested imply
that or tend to that end. The matter lies in our
own hands. Our disordered competition system
is a monument to our incontinent unthinking

indeed, Jlr. Cresswell left the subject very much
where it was before—namely, that " something

"

ought to be done to improve the conditions of com-
petitors, lie had, indeed, listened very attentively

to his eloquent peroration, but did not arrive at

any definite conclusions. He knew the late Mr.
Porter very well indeed, and remembered that

Mr. Porter very often entered into competitions

himself, although he held, as they had heard,

strong views as to the morality of the competitors.

They knew the old saying that there were such

ANALY.SIS OF THIRTV-FOUR CONDITIONS OF PUBLIC COMPETITION. AS ISSUED TO COM-
PETITORS, TAKEN AS THEY CAME TO HAND FROM THE PORTFOLIO AT THE LIBRARY OF
THE EOYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH ABCHITECTS.

i
O

o a
First Award Drawings

aji Value, PremMimSi ? T"'" • to Property of Assessors Absolute.

!^ ?
Execute. Committee.

p.

^ o

50-2010 1 Yes Not bound lYes No
p. Eough Spec. 20-10 1 Yes 1) »t 1 and 2 Yes No
p. 50O 10-5 ? Yes „ ,. lYes No (5 per cent., including

quantities)

p. (over 9.000) 50-25 No Yes ,, „ Nor any land 2 No
p. 4,000 30-20-10 Yes Yes 1, ,, 1, 2, and 3 No
p. 3,.')iXI 25-10 No Yes land 2
p. 1,800 20-15-10 Yes No 1 No
p. 30,000 100-50-25-15 No Yes „ „ 1, 2, 3, and 4
p. 5,000 30 and 20 No Yes ,, „ Nor any —
p. 15,000 50-39-20 Yes Yes ., ,, ,, ., 1, 2, and 3 No
p. 5,0C0 30-15 N'es Yes Yes : If competent No
p. — -20 No? No Not bound. Nor any 1 No
p. 2,500 20-10 No? ? Designs only asked land 2 No
p. 16,000 75-50-25 Yes Yes Not bound 1, 2, and 3 No
p. None No? ?

" " Yes No (5 per ceni., to include
travelling, attendance at
board, extras on contract,

&c.)

p. 300 7 10-2,10 No 7 No mention of execution 1 and 2
p. — — No conditions
V. ? 20-10 No Yes Not bound. Nor any land 2 No
v.. 6,500 50,35 Yes Yes land 2 No (5 per cent. No expenses)

p. ! 150-100-60 Y'es Yes ,, ,, >t tt 1,2,3 No
p. 4,000 25 No? Yes ,, ,» No
p. > 10 -10 Yes Yes „ „ Nor any ? No
p. 7,000 40-20 No? Yes ,, », lands No
p. 4,000 (.about) — — No conditions —
p. 1,800 — — „ „ —
p. 4,500 50-20 No Yes Not bound. Nor any 1,2

p. 9.000 50-20 Yes Yea „ „ 1,2 No
p. 15,000 50 25 Yea Yes ,, ,, 1,2 No
p. 4000 No conditions —
p. 7,500 — — —

,, ,,
—

p. 7.000 40-20 No No Not bound 1,2
p. 8,000 — — No conditions

greed and foUy. We have over-reached our-

selves, and we must retract and amend, and bring

matters back to a condition of ordered decency.

THE rO-WEll LIES CHIEFLY WITH ASSES.SOHS,

because they are few, and because they are men
of substance and position. It should surely be
with them a sine qua non for their sanction of con-

ditions of competition that the terminology is

legal and free of ambiguity, and that the various

clauses are fair and reasonable. There is a very

strong general disinclination to enter a competi-

tion where an assessor is not employed. Let it

be noticed and understood in the profession that

the assessor is a guarantee, that the conditions is

a legal document, and that the clauses are fair

and reasonable in the circumstance (which at pre-

sent is far from being the case, as we have seen),

and it will soon be difficult to get anyone to enter

a competition where this guarantee is wanting.

This may not do much to ameliorate the radical

false Ijasis of the system, but it will mitigate its

corruptions and irregularities, and it will enable

these affairs to be enacted with such decorum as

befits an occupation which is only unc-ertain

whether it is a profession or an art.

Mr. Aston- Weiui, in proposing a vote of

thanks, remarked that Mr. H. 0. Cresswell and

Mr. II. B. Cresswell had been pupils in his office
;

he had had the pleasure of hearing the former

gentleman's inaugural address as President of that

association, and now had heard the brilliant paper

of the latter given that evening, lie could not

agree with all his conclusions, and he was afraid,

things as lies, big lies, and statistics, and he
thought it would be impossible to check the

statistics that had been adduced, or to test the

sums really spent on competitions, but he should

say that the average outlay was greatly over-

stated. The cost to I he profession, as a whole, of

competition work was undoubtedly grievous and
heavy, but what were they going to do to lessen

it ': The memorial presented in 1881 by Mr. Cole

Adams had a definite object in view, -viz., to insure

that in every competition an assessor should be ap-

pointed, the aim being to substitute the judgment
of a highly cultivated man for what the lecturer-

had styled the crass ignorance of a body of

grocer-men. The result of that memorial was.

that the advantage of having an assessor was,

generally recognised by those instituting a com-
petition. Personally, he thought that architects

should pledge themselves not to enter into a com-
petition where no assessor was appointed, and
should decline to compete if they were not satis-

lied with the assessor named in the conditions,

and make their objections before, and not after,

.

the award was made. The more particular-

architects were the fewer competitions there

would be, and the more satisfactory would

bo the conditions. Young architects could

not be too careful in ascertaining that an

assessor had been appointed, and that the condi-

tions had been fairly drawn up before enter-

ing on a competition ; but it should be borne in

mind that committees generally erred not through

lack of a desire for fairness, but from absolute

lack of knowledge. He was not there to defend
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the syatem of competitions ; ho recognised the

moral harm it had done to many men, but looking
at it broadly he could not admit that it was
altogether bad. It i»ave an incentive to exert
their powers to young men, and it must be
remembered that a great many men did their best
work before they were 30 years of age. He
would ask members to consider dispassionately

what the effect of competitions had had on the
development of our architeiture, on architects

themselves, and on the public. A system which
had evolved such buildings as the Houses of

Parliament and St. George's Hall, Liverpool,
could not bo said to have done badly : and while
it would be invidious to mention more modern
buildings, many of these had done much to
advance the public taste. The planning and
arrangement of public buildings had also been
greatly improved under thestimulus of competition.
An to the inlluence on competitors themselves,
it ( ertainl^v should be admitted that to encourage
the gambhng spirit in young men w,as to do them
harm. As to the pecuniary loss involved, Jlr.

Oresswell's figures should be discounted by the
recollection that a young man starting in
practice had necessarily much time on his hands,
and that this ought not to be reckoned in golden
guineas. In re('ent competitions the tendency had
been to reduce the labour and cost of preparing
competitive designs, and if a competent assessor
was appointed, the outlay in both directions could
often be still further kept down. He must say
that he never heard of a case in which the com-
petitor's assistants and clerks were offered twice
or three times the ordinary salary if their
employer won, and he did not think such a
practice existed. Coming now to his third
point, the effect of competitions on the public,
it would, indeed, be deplorable if private
work for domestic buildings were put out to
competition : but they nearly always arose
whore committees were concerned, each member
of which would have wished to recommend
a nephew, son, or friend for the job, and
thus it was fairest to pit these against one
another. Again, in a small town, it was not
probable that a committee would obtain a better
design if any other method of selecting an archi-
tect wera adopted. As all architects asked the
same price for their labour— 5 per cent, on the
outlay—it, was doubtful how an untried man
would get his first commission except in open
competitions, since promoters could go to the
most highly qualified and experienced man and
pay no more for his advice. It certainly afforded
a great pleasure to a young architect to give his
imagination and powers of planning free scope in
striving to solve some architectural problem in
rivalry with others. There were signs that the
competitions system was dying out, and this
afforded an opportunity to secure fair terms for
competitors in those still instituted.

Mr. E. W. MouxTi-oRD said the ground
covered by the paper was so extensive that it was
impossible to deal with all the points raised by
Mr. Cresswell. He had, undoubtedly, over-
stated the cost of competition work to the younger
men, and also the harm which architects, when
young, sustained by going in for competitions.
The time of a young architect was not so fully
employedas.he could wish. He would say, if a man
could get enough work to employ himself without
competitions he should let them alone ; but the
work offered to most young' men when beginning
practice was of a very small kind, and it was an
intellectual treat to work out the scheme for a
large building, even if it was probable it would
not lead to a commission, and the competitor was
compelled to think out and ascertain many
points which otherwise he would not learn until
an actual commission was in hand. If architects
wouldcompete under obviously unfair or absurd
conditions, they must take the consequences.
He himself was recentlv invited to compete for a
building to cost £1,100; and, though he declined,
others entered. A great deal lay with the assessor :

he should be a man who had had considerable ex-
perience in the particular class of work in which the
competition was being held. As a rule, assessors
were thoroughly up to their work, and acted to
the best of their ability. It would be well if the
assessor's name was published when the competi-
tion was instituted. There were two costly
classes of buildings which were not produced by
competition—theatres and publichouses, and yet
their architectural character was as unsatisfactory
as any that could be named. He believed that
the man selected by the average committee-man
would be a worse architect than the one who

gained in competition, so that the system could
not be entirely evil. T'nder it thoy obtained
better buildings, and young architects had more
opportunities tor doing good work than would be
the case if the competition system were abandoned.
He would second the rote of thanks to Jlr.

Cresswell.

Mr. F. T. W. Goldsmith said the whole effect

of competitions for good or evil depended on the
attitude of the assessor. The " grocer-man'' on
a committee was to be pitied rather than blamed,
for all his mistakes were due to the fact that he
undertook to accomplish something which he did
not understand. The matter was quite beyond
his comprehension and that of his fellow-com-
mitteemen, and the clerk who drew up the con-
ditions was supremely ignorant of the whole
matter. If the Institute Council or the Associa-
tion Committee could be brought into touch with
promoters before they made the conditions public,

some help might be afforded them, and good results

would follow both to the profession and the
public. For provincial works a committee of

allied architectural societies might be empowered
to take notice of any impending competition
before the grocer-men had finally settled their

scheme. They would aU be obliged to Mr.
Cresswell if he could discover and explain some
method by which a representative body could get
hold of promoters at an early stage. Competition
would then be robbed of much of its evil.

A system was now in vogue under which a series

of suggestions were sent out by a K I.B.A. com-
mittee to the promoters of all competitions adver-
tised in the professional press, but it was obvious
that when the conditions were published they
could not be altered except by the assessor.

In the case of one very important recsnt
competition, it was announced that an assessor

"may" bs appointed. The ambiguity of this

phrase was pointed out to the promoters, who sub-
stituted " will" for the objectionable word "may."
Further, the promoters should be requested to

publish the name, of the assessor. He was sorry
to see that architects of repute who had actually
signed the Competitions Jlemorial had consented
to act as assessors in cases where the conditions

were not fair. Pressure had been brought to bear
on the assessors in such cases, and they should be

asked to gfive a guarantee not to act unless the
conditions of the E.I.B. A. were adhered to.

Mr. Beuesford Pite said he feared that Mr.
Creswell stood no more chance of success in

warning the younger members of the profession

off entering on competitions than if he had
warned them against entering on matrimony.
The fact was, the very uncertainty of success, the
gambling spirit, made young architects eager in

the pursuit of this phantom. The competition
system was not only delightful, but eminently
useful to the younger men, and therefore they
might expect it still to be popular. It cultivated
the faculty of design—the very thing the archi-
tectural student needed. Unless he practised
himself in designing, 'a young architect would
never be an expert, and the very best practice for

a young man was to study the conditions of compe-
tition for some one class of building, and to work at

the problem again and again, until, by continued
and repeated thought and effort, he was able to

evolve a satisfactory design. Since the presenta-
tion of the memorial initiated by Messrs. Cole
Adams and Aston Webb as hon. secretaries to the
Competitions Committee, in more than half the
competitions announced an assessor had been
appointed. Before the date of this well-known
memorial most of the competitions were for

churches or schools, and it must unfortunately be
admitted by all qualified to judge that the parson
made a far worse assessor or member of a com-
mittee than did [ever the ill-cultured grocer-
man. The exhibition of the competitive designs
should be insisted upon, and the fallacious

character of a first premium which merged into

the commission should be pointed out to the pro-
moters. It would be very objectionable if a race
of "guinea-pig assessors" should arise. It

would be impracticable to abolish competitions,
for everything was thereby cheapened, and
although architects had retained their five per
cent, commission, they had in many cdses to fight

for it in crowds. One great advantage in com-
petitions which had not been alluded to, was that
it demonstrated the men who were duffers and
those who had ability, and it certainly quickened
life in an architect's office to go in for competi-
tions.

Mr. C. H. Brodie supported the views ex-
pressed by Mr. Cresswell. An architect would

derive all the advantages to be gained from a
competition if he prepared the drawings and did
not send them in. By sending them in he
degraded his profession—an assertion received
with laughter and derisive applause. The con-
clusion of the paper was to ask the young archi-

tect not to go in for competitions ; but this was
perfectly futile and unattainable, for the gambling
spirit which led him to enter on such undertakings
would never be eradicated. He concluded by
quoting three glaring cases of injustice and
immorality in as many hospital competitions.

Mr. G. H. Feli.owes-Pkynxe said they had
had that evening two extreme views of the

subject brought before them ; the two most suc-

cessful competing architects of the day, Messrs.

.\8ton Webb and Mountford, had entered the

lists against Messrs. Cresswell and Brodie. He
thought the suggestion by Mr. Cresswell, that the

assessor should ascertain that the rules were fair

was a very good one. He hoped that some good
would result from this paper, and that the

Institute Committee would see its way to doing

more to secure fair-play. Competition existed in

all arts and trades, and while it might have its

evils, architects must be willing to put up with

them, only insisting that experienced men were
appointed as assessors.

The PuEsiDEXT, in putting the vote of thanks,

which was carried by acclamation, remarked that

the discussion had grouped itself around the

question of the assessor, and he was glad to hear

ilr. Mountford say that in recent years there had
been no reason for complaint against the adjudi-

cators, although this had not been his own im-

pression. [.Mr. Mountford: There has been no

ground for complaint as to their honesty.] The
demand that the name of the assessor should be

published from the first was, bethought, straining

a point. It was a decided disadvantage in some
ways, for some competitors had set themselves to

imitate the style and treatment adopted by
the assessor. 'The idea that the competitors

should elect the assessor was a radical reform,

and would probibly be satisfactory to the

competing architects if not to the committee.

It had even been suggested that competitors

should act as their own assessors ; but there were

obvious difficulties in the way, especially in a

provincial competition. As to the cost of com-

petitions, he thought this had been much ex-

aggerated, and for the outlay competitors them-

selves were largely to blame for their endeavours

to put as much work as possible into drawings.

The amount of work required should be cut down
in the conditions. Something had been done in

the last thirty years to improve the conditions o£

competitors, but they were not yet perfect.

Mr. Creswell, in his reply, said there had un-

doubtedly been a great improvement of late years

in competitions ; in 1872 the appointment of an

assessor was a very rare occurrence. He did not

think it added to the dignity of the profession to

bring it into line with the actions of glorified

tradesmen. An excellent suggestion had been

made that competitors should adjudicate on their

own plans and should each have two votes—onej

of these every man would, as a matter of course,^

bestow on his own design, and the second he

would give to that of his best friend.

THE IM.B.A. COrXCIL REPORT.

THE Report of the Council of the Royal

Institute of British Architects for the

Official i'ear 1897-98, to be submitted to the

annual meeting next Monday evening, states that

in the course of the year 8 Fellows have been

elected, 31 Associates, 3 Hon. Associates, and

Hon. Corr. ^Members. The number in each

class stands as follows :—Fellows, 598 ;
Associates,

1,001: Hon. Associates, 53. The following

gentlemen have been elected as Honorary Corre-

sponding Members :—MM. Jean Jaciiues Winders

(Antwerp), Alexandre Charles Arthur, Comte de

Marsy (Compiegne, France), Jean Theophile

HomoUe (Paris), El Conde de San Januario

(Madrid), Johan Louis Ussing (Copenhagen),

Settimio Fedele Gerardo CHampietri (Rome),

Arnaldo Rodondo Adaes Bermudes (Lisbon),

Leopold EidUtz (Xew York), Valere Damortier

(Brussels). The losses by death to the Institute

during the past year have been numerous and

serious. Thevare as follows : —Fellows : Arthur

Baker, Daniel" Birkett, W. Steven Cross, James

Edmeston, Octavius Hansard, John L. Pearson,

UA., C. J. Phipps, C. J. Shoppee. Associates:

Joseph Battye, C. A. Chastel de Boinville, A. J.
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Forge, C. J. Gladman, George Kenyon, tJeorge
H.StoneWood. Hon. Associates: Sir Henry (Jrrell

Bessemer, F.R.S., the Hon. Charles Ali-xander
Gore, Alfred Morrison. Retired Fellow : ( ieorge
Elkington. In John Loughborough I'uarson,
R.A. (Royal Gold Medallist, 1880), the council
mourn the less of one of the most distinguished
members of the Institute. Octavius Hansard was
for many years a member of the Council, well
known to most of the older members of the
Institute ; and James Edmeston for a numl ler of
years was chairman of the Architectural Union
Company.
Preliminary and intermediate examinations

were held in June [and November, 1897, in
London, Manchester, Bristol, and final examina-
tions in London. During the year 170 gentle-
men have been registered as probationers, the
number of whom now stand at 983 ; and 69 have
been registered as students, the number of whom
now stands at 2i8. The Arthur.Cates Prizes for
the best set of testimonies of study submitted by
students for admission to the final examination
have been awarded to Mr. Percy Jlorris [A.] for
the June examination, and to Mr. Laurence
Hobson [A.] for the November examination.
The Ashpitel Prize has not been awarded this
year. The Board of Examiners, after numerous
meetings and anxious consideration, have
prepared a new syllabus of the examinations.
The new regulations will come into force
during the June examinations. AVith regard
to the Owen Jones Studentship, the Council
report that, the value of the Studentship
havin},' gradually increased to double its former
value, and the will of the late Owen Jones giving
them the authority to act, they have increased
the value of the Studentship from £50 to £100,
and the diuration of the student's tour from eight
weeks to six months. They have also decided
that, on his return from the tour, the student
shall submit an original composition in colour
decoration on a prescribed subject. The Council
announce that they have taken over from the
Architectural Tnion Company the lease of the
second floor of the premises in 9, Conduit-street,
at the rent of £17-5 per annum, the lease to be
coterminous with that of the premises already
occupied by the Institute. Two rooms are sublet.
Of the remaining three rooms, one will be used,
for the present, as an oflic^ ; another has been
fitted with bookcases, to afford storage space for
the library, which has outgrown its present
accommodation

; while the third room, to the
front, overlooking Conduit-street, is being fitted
up as a tea and smoking-room. The Council
have invested since December 31 last £148 in
shares in the Architectural Union Company, and
£974 Us. 7d. in ij per cent. Consols.

ARTISTIC COPYRIGHT: PATENT FOR
PLANS.

MESSRS. FLOCKTON, GIBBS, AND
FLOCKTON, of Sheffield, write in the

Institute Journal:—In the discussion of the paper
by M. Harmond on " Artistic Copyright " [re-
I>orted in the Biuldixg News of the Sth inst.,

pp. 484-5], questions were asked the lecturer as
to "whether he was aware that one firm of
architects in the country did go so far as to
patent one of their designs, and whether he had
made any inquiries as to their care in taking out
that patent, as to whether it was satisfactory to
them, or whether it had any effect in any way
upon other architects."

We believe we are the only firm in the country
who have patented a design, and that probably,
therefore, the questions refer to us ; and the
Institute having so lately discussed the subject, it
may interest readers to hear our replies— viz. ;

" e protected our design as a "plan," not as an
"artistic design," and that it has not vet been
directly infringed is due either to the care wift
which the patent was prepared, or to theworthless-
ness of the subject of it ; that the latter is not the
case we infer from the fact that ueariy the whole
of the municipal buildings since designed have
partiaUy adopted the separation of departments,
that the separation of departments has been
whoUy adopted in a polytechnic institution, and
the buUding in wings with a central hall and
staircase has been adopted in a public hospital.
In further reply, the patent has not been satis-
factory to us, inasmuch as it has not benefited

- us, and has, we believe, deterred other architects
from adopting the plan in its entirety.
Remembering that at the time of taking out

the patent we were recommended by the Council
of the Institute not to do so, but to follow the

honourable tradition of the medical profession,

we are pleased to find that the kindred subject

of " Artistic Copyright " has been thought of

suQicient importance to be the subject of a paper
read before the Institute.

LATER RENAISSANCE ARCHITECTURE
IN ENGLAND.*

[with LITHOGll.lPHIC illusth.^tions.]

THE Gothic Revival, »t any rate in a general
sense, has become a thing of the past : the

"Uueen Anne" style, so-called, is dead ; the
ornate confectionery of the resuscitated Renais-
sance is wearing itself out with attenuated detail,

while fashion is turning towards a Later type of

work. This movement probably will be aided by
the determination of the First Commissioner of

Works, who has decided that the new Govern-
ment buildings in Parliament-street shall be
designed in a Classic style. The choice of an
architect mainly, in fact, turns upon the condi-
tions thus insisted on. He must be familiar with
the principles, not so much it would seem of

pure Classic architecture, but of the application

of Classic forms as seen in buildings erected sub-
sequently to the Elizabethan period. Moreover he
must, to obtain the War Office commission, be
able to show by his executed works that he has
put this knowledge into practice. We make no
objection to the selection of a style, but every-
thing must depend upon the choice of the archi-

tect. No matter what the style—indeed it would
be wiser to say as little as possible about that—the
success of the design depends wholly upon the
individual selected to design it. No number of

photographs and measured drawings of historic

examples, no mere acquaintance with the various
archajological phases of building in any given
period, or, for that matter, of all periods, will

compensate for the absence of a capacity to

design, and a capability to carry through the
general design in detail. Books and pictures of

buildings are at best very limited in practical

value, after all. Sketching, indeed, and mea-
suring up fine examples, will not make an ordi-

nary man into an architect in the true sense of

the word. Nevertheless, in spite of all this,

books are of the greatest use, and sketching or
measuring must form the basis of an architect's

knowledge. Photographs as records obviously
remain unsurpassed in usefulness, and when the
prints are permanent their utility is clearly en-
hanced, while, if the photographs illustrate the
style in vogue, they become necessarily of conse-
quence as patterns for the practitioner. Jlr.

Batsford aims, no doubt, primarily at a higher
and more lasting character for his books ; but the
production of these folios in illustration of the
Later Renaissance, under the joint editorship of

Messrs. J. Belcher and Mervyn Macartney, may
be considered timely and appropriate even in the
transitory sense which we have ventured thus to

indicate. For the profession no better recom-
mendation could be mentioned, architects in

business must be up to date, and most profes-
sionals desire to be n la mode. The issue, there-
fore, of the third part of the " Later Renaissance
Architecture in Imgland," to which we have to-

day to direct attention, seems unusually oppor-
tune, and we may supplement these remarks by
illustrating one of the plates from the folio in

question, giving as a specimen the view of the
Entrance to Clare College, (.'ambridge, an exceed-
ingly happy example of 17th-century architec-
ture, marked by a purity of grace in perfect

keeping with the destination of the building,
essentially modern in idea, and yet quite in good
taste. The college was commenced in 1G3S : but
the Civil War hindered the progress of the work,
which was renewed after the Restoration, though
not completed till 1715. The chapel, which is not
a success, was finished in 1769, from the design of

Sir James Burrough, then Slasterof Caius. St.

Catherine's Hall, t'ambridge, also illustrated in

the part before us, was commenced in 1760; but
its design retains the muUioned windows of

Elizabethan, not to say (tothic chariicter, in a like

manner, to some of the windows in Clare f.'oUego,

thus producing a happy combination of features
not really at variance, in themselves, and

evolving, as a whole, a complete and characteristic

English style.

llessrs. Belcher and JIacartney have not hesi-

tated to include inthoirbook several minor 17th and
18th-century houses of ordinary type to be seen

in the main streets of some of our older towns, as

for instance, the shops and houses at Stamford,
Hertford, and Warwick. A few of the more
ambitious subjects gain much from their surround-
ings, and one of these is the mural fountain in the

garden at Bowood, Wilts, where the detail is poor.

Swatley Hall, Uxbridge, rather overcrowded with
gables, is ahandsome house, having, however, very
ill-proportioned windows. The exquisite detail

of Ashbumham House staircase from West-
minster, is beautifully rendered, and Mr. Harry
Sirr's carefully measured drawings of it much in-

crease the value of the series. Coleshill, Berk-
shire : Thorpe HaU, Peterborough : Ball's Park,
Hertford, and the brick-fronted house at Faru-
ham, Surrey, serve to make the collection repre-

sentative, though we should hardly admire their

repetition in actual execution nowadays. The
Earl of Burlington's villa at Chiswick, at

present used as a private lunatic asylum,
and the stone-built houses in ('avendish -square,

are of a higher type of work entirely, while, of

course, Greenwich Hospital Chapel, the Senate
House, Cambridge, and Hampton L'ourt Palace
illustrate the choicest buildings of their periods,

each, however, in its individual w.iy. The stair-

case ceiling from Belton House, Grantham; the
Pin Mill, Stroud ; the staircase photographed at

Eltham, and the measured gateways and portico

from Groombridge Place, Kent, show how
thoroughly the editors have worked to make their

undertaking a success. The old Classic house,

from the Close, Salisbury, is among the most sug-
gestive in the folio, and its interior details are

useful, too. The same may be equally well said

of Mr. J. Joass's drawings of the Senate House,
Cambridge, or of Mr. H. P. G. Maule's measured
elevations of Hampton Court Palace river front.

Mr. Batsford spares neither pains nor enterprise

in producing a work worthy of the occasion.

• Later Kenaissance Architecture in England : a Series
of Examples of Iloineatic Buitdin^d erected .tubsequent
to tlic Elizabetlian Period. Edited by .J. Bei,- tiF.it and
Mervvx E. Macartxey. London: B. T. Batsford, a i,

Holbom. 218. net.

CHIPS.
The Midland Railway Company have decided to

abandon the clauses of their Bill enabling them to
construct a line from Thornhill to Huddersfield and
thence to Halifax.

The urban district council of Hove have received

sanction from the Local Government Board for the
borrowing of £6,500 for work^ of street improve-
ment. The work is to be done iu three sections

;

£2,000 is to be spent at once.

A large hou3e (''Hazelbank") in the Scores, St.

Andrew's, N.B., built for Mr. G. Coutts Douglas,
J. P., from plans by Mr. John Milne, is nearing com-
pletion. The contractors are :—Mason work, A.
and J. Caratairs ; joiner, Audrew Cunningham

;

plasterer, Andrew S^ott ;
painters, M'Gregor and

Son ; electric fittings, A. Westwood and Son,
Dundee.

At Glutton, near Bristol, a curious stained-glass

window has been recently inserted in the parish
church in memory of the Rev. .\lbeit Boudier, who
for eighteen years was rector of the parish. The
window represents .St. Dominic, the founder of the
famous preaching order, iu his black and white
robes, and St. Basil in the dress of a Greek bishop.

The reason for the selection of subjects is that Mr.
Boudier was born on St. Dominic's Day, 1823, and
died on St. Basil's Day, 1897.

Mr. J. B. Findlay, of Abelour, has further

enriched the National Gallery of Scotland by adding
to its collection the picture " La Gloria," by the

late John Philip, E.-V. To Mr. Findlay was due
the foundation of the Scottish National Portrait

Gallery, he having offered the sum of £10,000, in

addition to the cost of the building, towards its

establishment, providing a like sura was forthcoming
from the Treasury. His offer was accepted and the

gallery commenced. He has now given a further

£10,000 towards the external and internal decora-

tions. It is announced that Mr. W. Hole, U.S.A.,

is to have charge of the decoration of the central

hall and ambulatory.

Cromford Church, on the biuks of the river

Derwent, has, during the past year, been under-

going internal alterations. The chancel before the

alterations was cut oft' from the nave by the pro-

jecting ribs of the arch, making the church consist

almost of two buildings. A new arch has been built,

springing from the north and south walls, and the

chancel filled with oak stalls. The west end has

received new windows. This work has been carried

out by Messrs. Naylor and Son, of Derby. The plaster

walls of chancel and nave have been decorated by
Mr. Alfred O. Hemming, that in the chancel illus-

trating the early life of Christ.
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OBITL'AUV.

We record with rogret the death of Mr.
Waltf.k Skikham Witheuixotox, F.IM.B.A.,
of Great Tower-street. E.C., .ifter an illness of

seven weeks, on April IS, at his residence, Aber-
deen-road, llighhury(irunge, X.,at the age of ."iC.

lie was interred at Ilighgate Cemetery on Thurs-
day in last week. The deceased was the son of

Mr. Thomas Witherington, chemist, of Worcester,
and ho served his articles with the late Mr. Henry
Day, of that city. He came to the Metropolis 30
years since, and soon commenced to work on his

own account. His practice was a considerable
one in the City of London, where he built a large
number of offices and warehouses, hotels and
licensed houses. Several undertakings associated
with the improvement of business premises in
London were due to his enterprise and skill as
a practical architect. Mr. Witherington had a
large connection inarbitrations, and in determining
disputes his knowledge and integrity were highly
valued and relied on. He w.is elected a Fellow
of the Koyal Institute of British Architects in 188 1

.

Mk. WiLLUM Kin-TLEWELL, of Lecds, died on
Wednesday week at his residence in Chapeltown-
road in that city, aged 67. He was the son of the
late William Kettlewell, founder of a firm of
furnishers and decorators in I'ark-row, Leeds, and
succeeded his father in its management. A year
since he retired, and was in turn succeeded by his
son. Only on the Friday preceding his death the
work-people presented Mr. Kettlewell with his
portrait painted in oila by Mr. Percy M. Teesdale,
to mark the completion of his 50 years of business
life. For a lengthened period Mr. Kettlewell took
an active interest in the aiiairs of the city. From
1883 to 1890 he was a member of the City
Council, and during that period was chairman of
the lamp committee and deputy -chairman of the
streets and sewerage committee. He was the
president of the West Riding Association for the
Protection of Trade, and also held the office of
treasurer of the Associated Trade Protection
Societies of Great Britain.

CHIPS.
The Forest Brickworks at Tunbridge Wells were

formally opened by the Marquis of Abergavenny on
Thursday in last week. The undertaking has been
started by Mr. W. Bamsley Hughes, a local archi-
tect, and covers an area, of 20 acres. The works
have been planned by Mr. E. P. Lee, of the Cardiff
Brickworks, and the machinery has been supplied
by Messrs. John Whitehead and Co., of Preston.

A stained -glass window is about to be placed in
the Holiness Memorial Church at Wishaw. The
work has been intrusted to the firm of Stephen
Adam and Son, Bath-street, G'asgow, who have
already filled all the other windows in the church
for the Houldsworth family. In the upper panels
of the window Xehemiah is depicted as directing
the rulers of Israel to repair the broken walls of
Jerusalem, while in the lower division of the window
18 shown the servants of the Centurion entreating
Chnst to visit his sick servant.

A Primitive Methodist church and schools arebemg buUt at Leicester from plans prepared by Mr
Harper of Nottmgham. The church wiU seat 600
persons on the ground area, and 400 in the
^Uenes. The facingj are of pressed brick with
HoIUngton stone dressings, and the entire cost wiU
be liMO. Messrs. Liagton and Urn, of Enderby,
are the contractors.

A Primitive Methodist chapel and schools are to
be erected m Camp-street, Great Clowes-street
Lower Broughton, Minchester. The schools, the
stone-laymg ceremony in connection with which
took place on Saturday afternoon, and the care-
tiKer 8 house, are already in course of erection, at
an estimated cost of £2,600.

The ninth annual exhibition of school drawings,
held by the Koyal Drawing Society of Great Britain
and Ireland, was opened on Monday afternoon by
the Hon. Lady White Eidley at ,50, Queen Anne's-
gate, S.Vt. Sir Wyke Biyliss, who presided,
aUuded to the growth of the society, and to the
evidence of improvement on the part of the
exhibitors which was shown by a comparison of the
reproductions of previous years with the works of
the same pupils this year. Mr. T. R Ablett, the
hon. director said the age of exhibitors rangedfrom four to 20 years, and they were pupils in the
great public schools, high schools, and grammar
schools Altogether about 170 schools were re-
present«i, some being in Scotland and Jersey, and one
'"A^-!!*"""*"*"'*- ^^<^y B.idley, in declaring the
exhibition open, expressed thorough approval ofMr Ablett e system of teaching. The ^hibitionwll remam open untU Saturday in next week.

Btttl^ins Jtttellistttct

BiKMisoH.\M.—A new buUding is about to be
erected to house the Birmingham Old Library at
the comer of JIargaret and I'omwall-streots.
Jlessrs. John Bamsley and Sons are the con-
tractors. The designs, by Messrs. Cossins, Pea-
cock, and I'.ewlay, provide for a building of two
stories, with an extra floor in the roof in the
rear portion. The principal frontage, which will

be in Margaret-street, will have a length of 81ft.,

while along Cornwall-street the library will

extend 87ft. The architects have adopted the
style of the English Renaissance. The Margaret-
street front will be broken up into three sections,

that at each end being gabled, while the middle
section will be slightly recessed, this arrange-
ment leaving a narrow area space for lighting the
basement and breaking the line of the faiide.
The middle section will be divided into throe
bays by buttresses, surmounted by piers. In
each bay on the ground floor will be a four-light
mullioned window, with semi-circular head. In
the upper story each bay will contain two rect
angular two-light mullioned windows. The
smaller of the gabled sections will contain two
three-light muUioned windows, and the larger,
that neiit the corner, a large five-light window
on the first floor, with the principal entrance
beneath. The Cornwall-street frontage will be
treated in a similar way. Each of the projecting
portions of the frontage will be faced up to the
first floor with white Hollington stone. The
remainder of each fa(,ade vrill be made up of
bright-red Ruabon facing bricks, with bands
of white Hollington stone, the latter also
being used for the other ornamental features.

The entrance portico and lobby will be
faced with stone. Swing doors wUl give
access to a hall, 23ft. by 27ft., in communica-
tion with the clerk's office and the librarian's
room and a committee-room. Adjoining the hall
will be the lending-library, a hall ,54ft. by 3,5ft.

This wUl contain adjustable shelving for 25,000
\'olumes. The shelving will be on iron frames,
arranged in bays, and the floors here, as through-
out the building, will be fireproof. The library
will be laid with wood blocks, and the entrance
hall with mosaic pavement. A stone staircase
will lead to the upper floors. The principal room
on the first floor will be the general reading-
room, which will have a ceiling of segmental
section di\-ided into bays by the wooden roof
principals. Adjoining the reading-room will be
a small room for rare books, a smoking-room
32ft. by 23ft., and a lady proprietors' room. The
second floor will be devoted entirely to the storage
of books. The basement will contain the books
not in current demand, a book-repairing room,
an assistants' mess-room, the caretaker's rooms,
the heating-chamber, and the coal-store. With
the shelving placed on the walls of most of the
rooms, the librarj-, which at present owns 80,000
volumes, will have room for about 200,000.

Chester.—The memorial-stone of a Primitive
Methodist chapel was laid in Hunter-street on
April 20. The style adopted is a free treat-

ment of the 15th-century English Gothic. Red
Ruabon bricks are to be used in the facings, the
finishing of the doors, windows, gables, and
tower consisting of a golden buff terracotta.

The constructive timber employed will be Baltic
redwood, stained and varnished pitch-pine being
selected for the internal joinery. Covering the
building will be a roof of Welsh purple slates.

Tinted rolled cathedral glass in lead -lights has
been chosen for the windows. The tower will be
utilised as a foul air extractor. The site of the
building is 51ft. by 56ft., almost a square; the
ground plan of the church portion is in the form
of a Greek cross, the corners being devoted to

entrances, vestries, &c. Ministers and stewards
wQl be provided for on the ground floor, while
two vesteries will be arranged on the gallery
floor. The heating apparatus will be located in
the basement. The total sitting accommodation
is for 570, and the vestries afford accommodation
for 56 more. The chapel was designed by Mr.
Thos. HowdiU and Mr. Chas. B. HowdiU,
A.R.I.B.A., of Leeds, while the whole of the
building contract has been let to Mr. Wm.
Vernon, of Chester.

CoxisTox.—The new institute was opened on
Tuesday evening in last week by Mrs. Arthur
Severn. The original roof now covers a reading-
room, recreation -room smoke room, committee

-

room' and small museum. The additions, which

have cost over £2,000, comprise a caretaker's
cottage, with refreshment-bar and a bathroom,
and a large assembly-hall. The latter room wiU
accommodate upwards of 500 persons. There
are three ante -rooms in connection with it. The
whole building, with the exception of the
cottage, is heated by hot water. The plans were
prepared by Mr. R. Walker, of Windermere.
The contractors were :—Mr. George Usher for
walling, ilessrs. J. and J. BeU for joiners work,
Jlessrs. Redhead for painting, plumbing, and
glazing: Sir. H. B. Armstrong, Windermere,
tor plastering : and Messrs. Seward and Co.,
Lancaster, for heating.

Crewe.—The Earl of Crewe laid, last week,
the foundation-stone of a new chancel, which is

being added to Christ Church, Crewe. Mr. John
I'.rooke, of Manchester, is the architect, and BIr.

Matthews, of Nantwich, the builder. 'i?he com.(
plete scheme provides, in addition to a chancel,
for a morning- chapel on the north side, and clergy
and choir vestries and an organ-chamber on the
south side, but the present contract includes only
for the building of the chancel. Following the
method so often found in connection with
MediiBval churches, the new chancel is designed
in a different style to that of the existing church,
the style adopted being Perpendicular and treated
with modem detail. The internal dimensions of
the chancel will be 36ft. long by 20ft. wide. The
east window will have five lights, the sill being
raised high above the chancel floor. In each of
the side walls there will also be windows of two
lights forming a clerestory. On the north side
there will be a double arcade, which will eventu-
ally open into the morning-chapel, also a
credence in conjunction with a squint window
from the future side-chapel. The present chancel
arch will be replaced by an arch of more lofty
proportions, and the roof of the new chancel will
have hammer-beam principals, and a boarded and
panelled ceUing. The walls wiU be of brick, with
grenstall stone dressings to the windows, door-
ways, arches, and string-courses. The upper part
of the inside walls will be finished in cement
plaster with a granulated face, the lower parts of

the walls being faced with specially-made Ruabon
bricks. The roof will be covered with grey West-
moreland slates upon boarding and roofing felt.

The floor of the chancel and sanctuary will be
paved with tiles, excepting the space occupied by
the choir-stalls, which will be paved with wood
blocks.

The London Tramways Company appealed to the
House of Lords on Monday to reconsider a previous
decision as to the principle on which the County
Council was to give compensation to tramway com-
panies for the compulsory acquisition of their
undertakings. The Lord Chancellor, however, said
he adhered to the opinion expressed by eminent
authorities in that House that a decision once given
by the House on a point of law was conclusive ever
afterwards, and it was impossible to raise the same
question again. The other law Lords concurred,
and the appeal was accordingly dismissed.

The new church of St. Edward, Birmingham, will
be dedicated by the Bishop of Coventry to-morrow
(Saturday). A year ago the buildings in New
John-street West, on the west side of Summer-lane,
consisting of a large chapel and schools, which had
been occupied by the Presbyterian body, were
bought and presented to the Church of England.
Besides structural changes, an altar, pulpit, choir-
stalls, organ, and vestries were required. The
architectural work has been carried out under the
direction of Mr. H. T. Buckland, who has trans-
formed what was formerly a plain chapel into a
well-fitted church.

A two-light window has been fixed at the east
end of the south aisle of Christ Church, Ebbw Vale,
Mon.,thesubjects treated being the " Resurrection "

aud " Our Lord as the Good Shepherd." The work
was intrusted to Jones and WiUis, of Birmingham
and London

The ancient churchyard cross atElmswell, Suffolk,
has just been restored at the cost of Mrs. Luke, in
memory of her late husband, Dr. Luke, sometime
rector of the parish. The cross is over 17ft. high.
The shrine contains a Calvary, aud is surmounted
by a floriated cross. The old base is a remarkable
and beautifully ornamented piece of work, and the
lower portion of the shaft was rescued by the present
rector from the grounds of a house in the immediate
neighbourhood.

The Lord Mayor and the Sheriffs will on Wednes-
day, June 1, pay a State visit to Margate, to formally
open a piece of land, about 33 acres in extent, which
Mr. John Woodward has recently presented to the

town for the purpose of a public park and recreation

ground, with the necessary approaches and roads.
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ILLUSTBATIONS.
^ROWS TIIEATEE, PECKHAM.—CL.VRE COLLEGE, CAMBRIDGE.

—HALL, GOODRICH COURT.—TECHNICAL SCHOOL, COLNE.

URBAK DISTRICT COU.NXIL OFFICES, EAST LEIGH.

—

NEW DINING HALL, BARTON COCRT HOTEL.—PALACE OF

COl'-N'T KOTTILIN-.SKV IN GBA:^.

(©ur Illttstratt0tts,

THE CROW.V THE-\TKE, 1-ECKHAM.

The building, of -which Mr. Ernest Euntz is

the architect, is now in course of erection in the
Peckham-road, Camberwell, on a fine site. We
have received no particulars of the undertaking
beyond that which can be obtained from the
accompanying illustration.

tATEH REXAISSAN'CE ' ARCHITECTfRE IX ENGLAND I

ENTRANCE TO CLARE COLLEGE, CAMBRIDGE.

(See review on page 597.)

" THE H.ILL," GOODRICH COURT.

The hall forms part of large additions made to
<4oodrich Court a few years ago, for Jlr. H. C.
Moffatt. It is built of HoUington and Wilderness
stones, -with large buttresses. The roof is of oak,
carefully selected by the owner from the neigh-
bourhood and elsewhere ; the scantlings are big,
the principals being 2Gft. long and 13in. by lOin.,
the collar and hammer beams 1.5in. by lOiu., and
the curved timbers under the hammer-beams are
•each in one piece. The whole is covered with
lead, and there is a lantern on the ridge. The
internal dimensions are "Oft. 6in. by 32ft. Gin.

,

and the height iitt. The organ is a fine instru-
strument, by AV'illis. The builders are Messrs.
•Collins and Godfrey, of Tewkesbury; and the
architects Messrs. 11. A. Prothero and G. H.
Phillott. The drawing is by Mr. H. W. Brewer.

COLXE TECHNICAL SCHOOL LIBRARY AND
PUBLIC H.ALL.

This design was choset last December, in an
"open" competition, for the first place by
Mr. S. W. Beaumont, F.E.I. B..\., Manchester,
the assessor appointed by the corporation. The
building wUl be simple in character and detail,

«tone faced, and is estimated to costabout £10,OUO.
Messrs. Woodhouse and Willoughby, of Jlan-
chester, are the architects, the working drawings
for which are now being prepared.

EASTLEIGH URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL OFFICES.

This design was submitted in the recent com-
petition by Messrs. Hall, Cooper, and Davis.
Accommodation was provided for rate-collectoft's
office, council clerk's public and private offices,
surveyor's public and private offi>es, and
plan-room and medical officer's offices on the
ground floor. On the first floor are the council

-

chamber, committee-room, councillors' cloak-
room, with lavatories, &c., adjoining, and care-
taker's living apartments. The fire-station is

planned in a quadrangle adjoining the main
building along the Komsey-road, with stabling
accommodation and cart-sheds for the council's
working staff. The corn-store, hay-chambers,
&c., are planned over the stable. The materials
proposed to be used are red bricks, with Bath
etone dressings, wood cornices to eaves, and red
Ruabon tiles to roofs. All mouldings and other

finishings are to be of a simple character. Inter-
nally, the floors of the entrance-hall and landing to

be of wood blocks. The vestibules and lavatories

of tiles, the council-chamber and other rooms best

Hin. St. Petersburg flooring in narrow widths.
The council-chamber to have a dado of wood
p.anelling, the main stairs to be York stone.

ADDITIONS TO BARTON COURT HOTEL, B.^KTON-
OX-SEA, HANTS.

The new wing to this hotel, which is now in
course of erection, will contain a large new
entrance hall and lounge, dining-hall (capable of

seating over 100 guests), e.xtra suites of private
rooms, kitchen, servants' hall and offices, and
upwards of 30 new bedrooms. The dining-hall,

of which we publish an interior perspective, will

have large mullioned and transomed windows
commanding uninterrupted views of the Needles
and the Isle of Wight on the east. The western
side has a fine outlook over Bournemouth Bay to

Swanage, and the large bay window facing south
looks directly on the English Channel. Each of

these windows gives access to the lawns which
extend to the cliffs and the easy approaches to

the beach. The works will be completed during
the present summer season. The architects are

Messrs. Dancaster and Eogerson, of Bournemouth
and London.

PALACE or COUNT KOTTULINSKY IN GRAZ. ,

This handsome staircase executed in marbles has
been designed by M. L. Ciunold, the architect,

whose work is enriched by gilding and colours

freely introduced, producing a rich and dignified

effect. We have no other particulars of the
undertaking.

CHIPS.
Mr. John Weekes, the oldest resident of Dod-

brooke, Plymouth, died on Thursday in last week,
in his 92nd year. Deceased for many years carried

on a successful building business, and had long
retired.

The centre lights of the large eastern window of

the chancel aisle in the parish church of Spaxton
have just been filled with lich stained glass, the

subject being Christ before the Doctors in the
Temple.

The dedication of a stained-glass window in

memory of the late .Sir T. Percival Heywood took
place in the church of St. -John the Evangelist, Miles
Platting, Manchester, on Saturday afternoon.

The Plans Committee of Aberdeen Town Council
had before them on Friday plans of thirteen new
erections. The value of the buildings is estimated
at £27,000. One of the buildings is a new school in

Hanover-street to cost £10,000.

A Joint Committee of Parliament which has been
appointed to inquire into the various schemes for the
supply of electricity which are now before the public,

and to frame suggestions for the guidance of the
companies, held its first sitting on Friday.

The school board for Rochester have adopted
plans by Mr. G. E. Bond, M.S. A., of that city, for

new schools in Gordon-road, estimated to cost

£.5,000.

At Penzance, on Friday, a block of new Church
day-schools, erected close to the Western Pro-
menade, was dedicated by the Bishop of Truro, and
opened by Lord Cross. The schools accommodate
about 630 children. There are three wings, the
central hall, which will form theassembly-haU, and
two classrooms, the eastern comprising four girls'

classrooms, cloak-rooms, and oth*r oflices, and the

western wing, where accommodation is provided
for the boys. Xt the rear are playgrounds. A
feature of the central floor is that it is laid with
wood blocks. The elevations are of granite dress-

ings, with Castle-an-Dinas stone fillings. The con-
tract was about £3,300, and the building was
designed by Mr. Oliver Caldwell, F.R.I.B.A.

The village of Bickenhill was en file on Friday,

on the occasion of the commemoration of the
restoration of the tower arch of the parish church,
the rehanging of the bells (after a lapse of over
twenty years), the dedication of a stained-glass

window, and the consecration of a new churchyard
by the Bishop of Worcester. The tower of the

church was struck by lightning in 1870, and when
it was restored ten years later it was found impos-
sible to raise sufficient funds to replace the five

bells. Now, however, the difScidty has been
overcome.

The new A'ictoria Sunday-schools, erected in con-
nection with the Tabernacle Chapel, Old Hill, Staffs,

was opened on Monday. The schools have been
erected by Mr. H. Dorse and Son, of Cradley Heath,
from designs by Mr. K. Ramsell, architect, of

Dudley, at a cost of £2,000.

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.
South Kensington Muselii.—Sir S. Montagu

asked the First Commissioner of Works on Friday
whether, on the enlargement of South Kensington
Museum, he intended that laboratories should be
placed under the same roof as the works of art : and
whether he had ascertained that no damage to

pictures and silver could result from the generation

of gases and other noxious fumes. Mr. Akers-
Douglas : No, sir ; it is not intended to place any
laboratories under the same roof as the objects of

art at South Kensington, so that I do not see how
any damage can be occasioned to the works of art.

As I have already announced, the allocation of the

space in the new building is now being considered

by a departmental committee.—On Monday night

Sir C. Dilke further inquired of the First Com-
missioner of Works what portion of the new build-

ings at South Kensington under the Pubhc Buildings
Expenses Act was to be devoted to the housing of

the art collections, and what portion to serrioes

connected with science ; whether the space given to

art was to be trenched on by the importation into

the art part of some science collections at present

housed on the western side of Exhibition-road, and
to what extent ; whether it was computed by the

Lords of the Council that the space assigned to art

would suffice for the due exhibition of the magnifi-

cent collections at present in the South Kensington
Museum ; and whether the Lord President of the

Council had consulted on the proposed distribution

of the new available space the Art Committee of

Referees. Mr. Akers-Douglas : It is impossible at

the present stage to reply to the right hon. gentle-

man's question categorically. An Inter-Depart-
mental Committee, appoiuted by the Lord President

of the Council and myself, are now engaged in

considering the details of the appropriation of the

site to the east of Exhibition-road, and that com-
mittee have called upon the architect, Mr. Aston
Webb, whose design was approved in 1892, to pre-

pare a modified plan showing how the art collection

can be housed, subject to the condition that the

Royal College of Science, already placed upon the

east side of the road, shall be so enlarged as to

accommodate other services connected with science,

which have been specified by the Lords of the

Council. When the new plans have been prepared,

I shall be in a position to reply to the right boa.
gentleman's question, and I will give him due
notice.

The restoration of Bradford parish church was
agreed to at the annual vestry meeting held on
Monday. The Boiling Chapel, in connection with
the edifice, is to be included in the restoration.

There is to be a second holy table for week-day
communions, a screen erected in front of the Boiling

Chapel, and a screen in front of the chancel. As
the Church Congress is to meet at Bradford this

year, the work of the church restoration is to be
expedited.

At a recent sale at Christie's the main portion of

the collection of the late Mr. J. Grant Morris, of

.\llerton Priory, Liverpool, and 36, Grosvenor-
place, London, was knocked down to various

buyers for an aggregate sum of £22,000. The
prices of works by modern artists showed a marked
falling off.

At the parish church of Bledlow, South Bucks,
an east window, altar, chancel screen, and litany

desk, forming a memorial to the late Miss Mary
Greenside, have been dedicated. The east window
is filled with stained glass of Early Renaissance
character representing the Ascension, and has been
executed by Messrs. Ernest .SutHing and Co., of

Maida Vale, W. The screen is Early English iu

character, and, together with the altar and litany

desk, was carried out by Messrs. Harry Hems and
Sons, of Exeter.

.\n appeal has been issued by the corporation of

the Church House, Westminster, for funds with
which to carry out the erection of the second section

of the building. The chief room will be the per-
manent meeting-place of the House of Laymen.
In addition to this, the west side will also contain

nineteen room?, to be used for letting as offices to

church societies. The cost of the erection of this

west side is estimated at £18,000, towards which
sum £7,100 has already been subscribed.

On Monday afternoon the Bishop of Southwell
consecrated St. Augustine's Church, erected in New
Normanton, a growing suburb of Derby. The whole
of the building has not been completed, but the total

cost will be £.'),000.

Lord Morley's Committee of the House of Lords
passed on Tuesday the City and South London
Railway Bill, which confers power upon that

company to acquire fuitner lands and construct

sidings upon their authorised extensions. The Bill

also empowers the company to raise £133,000

additional share and loan capital. The powers
originally sought to sell a portion of their under-

taking to the City and Brixton Railway Company
were struck out of the Bill in its passage through

the House of Commons.
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The Crown Theatre, Peckham,S.E.

Ernest Runtz, Architect
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PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

Bristol Socif.ty nr Aiuhitkits.—The annual

general meeting ol this society waa held at the

Fine Arts Academy, (Jueen's-road, o-n Tuesday,

Jlr. F. W. ^\'ill8 in the chair. The president,

Mr. \V. L. liemard, F.R.I.B.A., and vice-

presidents, Messrs. Joseph Wood and W. V.
(.Jough, were re-elected, and a vote of thanks was
accorded to the retiring hon. socretarj', Jtr. W. S.

iSkinner. Jlr. H. Dare I'.ryan was elected hon.

secretary for the ensuing season.

CoVKXTKV ASII DiSTllIfT Bl'II.llURs' ASSOCI.\-

Tiox.

—

A dinner in connection with this Asso-

ciation took place at the (Jueen's Hotel, Coventry,

on Tuesday week. There were present Councillor

Haywood (who presided), Mr. J. Worwood (vice-

chairman), Messrs. J. K. Swindlehurst (city

engineer), E. K. Pumell, W. Hattrell, Harrison,

C. Garlick, jun., (i. E. Jenkins, Bindley, Bowen
(Birmingham Builders' Association), Foster, T.

Checkland, T. G. (iolby, G. Blakeman, J. H.
Cox, (i. Storer, H. G. .Storer, W. 0. Ivens,

T. W. Liggins, II. ^^'hiteman, W. Harper,
J. Wetton, Grant, Sittton, W. Everitt, Kelly,

Isaac, A. Cave, F. K. Carter, C. H. Barber,

H. Taylor, C. Watts, J. W. Hogg, &o. The
vice-chairman, in proposing the toast of the
" City Authorities," referred to the interpreta-

tion of the by-laws of the corporation and the
borough surveyors. The builders, he said, had
hitherto worked harmoniously with the city

council, and they hoped in the future to work
with equal harmony. The Builders' Association

Uid not want to throw the slightest obstacle in

the carrying out of the corporation's object to

insure the health and long life of those who
occupied houses. The chairman, in replying to

the toast, said the by-laws devised five or si.^

years ago were being carried out by a newly-
appointed borough surveyor, and some of the
builders thought that he had put a wrong con-
struction upon them, but he had no doubt that

in the course of a few months everything would
bo amicably arranged. The surveyor's report on
the builder's memorial was under the considera-

tion of a sub-committee. Alderman Bowen pro-
posed the toast of " The Coventry and District

Building Trades' Federation." W. 0. Ivens
and Mr. Harper responded. Mr. T. G. Golby
gave the toast of the "Architects, Surveyors,
and Engineers." The borough engineer, Mr.
Swindlehurst, who was cordially received, in

reply to the toast, said a public oiKcer who liked

to close his eyes and see nothing might have a
nice, quiet, comfortable berth. If he did his

duty, his position must be one of unimpeachable
integrity all along the line. The by-laws were
perfectly plain, and had been in use in Coventry
lor a number of years. If they were not equit-

able, then the proper thing to do was to get them
amended in such a way as to make them proper
by-laws. But as lung as they stood there could
be but one interpretation put upon them. Daring
the evening a presentation was made to Mr.
<Jarlick, Jun., in acknowledgment of his services
as hon. sec.

IxsTiTuTiox OL- Civil Exrixeers.—At the
general meeting of the Institution of Civil
Engineers, held on Tuesday, Sir John Wolfe
Barry, president, in the chair, the result of the
b.iUot for the election of officers was declared as
follows :—President, Mr. W. H. Preece, C.B.

;

vice-presidents. Sir Douglas Fo.\, Mr. James
Mansergh, SirWilliam Anderson, and SirWilliam
White; other members of council, Mr. James
Barton (Dundalk), Mr. Horace Bell, Sir Alexander
Binnie, Mr. Thomas Forster Brown (Cardiff),

Mr. Henry Deane (Sydney), Mr. W. R. Gal-
braith, Mr. George Graham (Glasgow), Mr. J. C.
Hawkshaw, Mr. Charles Hawksley, Mr. G. H.
Hill (Mamchester), Dr. Hopkinson, Mr. J. C.
Inglis, Mr. Alexander Izat (India), Dr. Alex.
B. W. Kennedy, Jlr. John Kennedy (Montreal),
.<ir James Kitson, M.P. (Leeds)," Mr. A. G.
Lyster (Liverpool), Mr. Williani Matthews, Sir
Guilford Molesworth, Sir Andrew Noble (New-
castle-on-Tyne), Mr. Alexander Siemens, 3Ir.

Thomas Stewart (Cape Town), Mr. F. W. Webb
(Crewe), and Sir Leader AVilliams (Manchester).

Newc.\stle, Gateshead, and Tvxe Master
BriLUERS' AssocnTiox.—At the annual meeting
of this Association, held on Tuesday, Mr. Walter
Ijowry was unanimously re-elected President for
the ensuing year. In his opening address, Mr.
Lowry remarked that during last year the Asso-
ciation had held a large number of meetings
owing to disputes with some of the trades, but

taking the year's working on the whole, it might
be considered very satisfactory. IJne matter of

very great importance to the building trade had
been accomplished. He referred to the formation

ofthe Northern Counties Federation of Building;

Trade Employers, the first general meeting of

which would be held in a fortnight, when the

Federation would be in working order. Great

success had attended its formation, as the whole
of the Master Builders' Associations in North-
umberland, Durham, Westmoreland, and Cumber-
land (with the exception of one with whom
negotiations were pending) had consented to

join. Federations of a similar nature were being
formed in most of the other counties in England,
with the intention eventually of aU joining

together and forming a National Federation of

the Building Trade Employers of England. He
wished it to be clearly understood that the objects

of this Federation were conciliatory to the opera-

tives, and that it would in all cases of dispute

with them, do its utmost, by arbitration or other-

wise, to avoid strikes and lock-outs. After the

election of officers, the notices for advances in

wages received from the Operative .Stonemasons'

and the Carpenters' and Joiners' Societies were
considered. In both cuses, after considerable

discussion, it was decided to make a counter-offer

of id. per hour advance from 9d. to 9|d. in place

of the Id. requested ; the offer to the stone-

masons to be subject to their reverting to the

nine-hours day.

Scottish Bcildixg Trades Federation".—The
half-yearly meeting of this Federation was held

on Friday afternoon in the Palace Hotel, Aber-
deen, Jlr. John B. Hay, builder, Dundee,
president, in the chair. Representatives were
present from all parts of the country, including

Glasgow, Edinburgh, Dundee, Aberdeen, Inver-

ness, Oban, Hawick, Perth, and Dunfermline.
The secretary, Mr. James L. Selkirk, C.A.,
Glasgow, submitted his report regarding the

progress and consolidation of the Federation

throughout the country, from which it appeared
that additional branches had been formed in most
of the towns and districts which had not already

been organised. Arrangements are in progress

for overtaking other places not yet dealt with.

The interest in the work of the Federation was
manifestly deepening in all p:irts of the country,

and would be further exhibited as the advantages

of federation came to be more fully realised.

Various matters were discussed by the meeting,

and among the principal were the Workmen's
Compensation Act, and the question of insurance

arising out of it. A committee was appointed to

ascertain the most advantageous terms on which
insurance could be effected, and to recommend
accordingly.

Sheffield Society of Architects axd Sl'R-

vEvoRs.—The eleventh annual report of the

council of this society, presented at the meeting
held on Tuesday night, states that the society is

in all respects in a better position than at any
previous period of its history. Financially, the

balance in hand is the highest that has ever been
reported, and this notwithstanding that there has

been a special course of class lectures during the

present year. The council recommend that the

balance at present in hand, £1'J1 ISs. 7d., be
invested as a reserve fund. Numerically, the

societ}- has continued to grow, and although
there have been two deaths, two withdrawals, and
three lapses of membership during the year, there

has been a net increase of eight in the number of

members. There are now Hi members, consist-

ing of 31 fellows, 43 associates, 18 students,

5 honorary, and 17 lay members. The council

refer with regret to the deaths of Mr. T. II.

Wilson, who had been a fellow from the forma-
tion of the society, and of Mr. B. D. Wrangham,
who was one of its earliest lay members, and who
presented some interesting Roman tiles to the

museum. Hitherto, in addition to the officers

and elected members of the council, the past

presidents have been members r.r-ojicio, four

fellows and one associate being elected. In
future, according to Kule 7 as altered, only the

ex-president—that is,
'

' the latest past president,
'

'

will be retained on the council without election,

in addition to the officers and the elected

members—viz., four fellows and two associates.

In consequence of the valuable additions recently

made to the library, it has been thought advisable

to insure the society's property from fire ; and in

order to admit of the free use of the books, three

members have, at the request of the council,

kindly consented to take charge of the library

—

viz., Messrs. L. D. HemsoU, S. D. Chipling, and
W. J. Beall. The lectures of the session now
closing have been of high character, as proved
by the greatly-improved attendance, averaging
double that of former years. A visit was
paid, by invitation of Messrs. J. Grayson Lowood
and Co., Limited, to their extensive brickworks
at Deepcar, and the annual excursion was made
in June to Chatsworth. Shortly after the last

annual meeting the honorary secretary convened
a meeting of associates and students to consider

the best way of organising classes for the study

of scientific subjects. A series of class lectures

by Mr. Hugh Stannus, F.U.I.B.A., Lecturer at

the Royal College of Art, was arranged, and 43

students attended the course, which dealt with
Mouldings, Walls, and the Order. The honorary
secretary, Mr. C. J. Innocent, some time ago
intimated to the council that he wished to be
relieved of the duties of the office at the end of the

present year. The council asked him to recon-

sider the matter, but he thinks that other

members should have the opportunity of working
for the society. The following officers have been
elected for the ensuing year:— President, Mr.
R. W. Fowler; vice-president, Mr. J. Smith;
hon. treasurer, Mr. F. Fowler ; hon. secretary,

Mr. W. C. Fenton ; council : Messrs. C. Had-
field, E. M. Gibbs, C. J. Innocent, T. Winder,
A. Smith Denton, J. R. Wigfull, and J. B.

Mitchell-Withers.

CHIPS.
Mr. Marcus Houghton, who built the Roman

Catholic cathedral and a number of other prominent
buildings in Springfield, Mass., died there on
April 11.

The long dispute as to the proposed building of a
new tower for Liskeard parish church appears to

have been settled, amended plans by Mr. John
Sansom having been adopted by the vestry, who
have petitioned the Chancellor of the Diocese to

issue a faculty. The revised design shows a tower
S.ift. in height (as against .59tt., the height of the

tower which has been condemned as dangerous, and
partially demolished by the borough surveyor) ; it

is finished with a single angle-turret, and is esti-

mated to cost £3,000.

The corporation of Bradford have under con-

sideration a proposal to erect an art gallery over

the market extensions, and if the two Gommittees

concerned agree on the scheme, it is proposed to

throw the plan open to pnblic competition.

On Saturday a stained-glass window, put into

Heptonstall Church, near Hebden Bridge, by the

Prince Frederic Lodge of Freemasons, was un-
veiled. The window is a four-Ught one, and depicts

the dedication of a temple, as recorded in II.

Chronicles vi. 12, 13. The window has been
inserted in celebration of the sixty years' reign of

Queen Victoria.

A new public road leading from the village of

Stemfield, near Saxmuudham, to Snape, Iken, and
Orford, was formally opened on Wednesday week.

It forms a Jubilee memorial, and replaces a narrow
and steep lane, and has been carried out for the

subscribers and local landowners by Messrs. Baldry

and Newson from plans by Mr. Henry Miller, the

county surveyor of Suffolk.

One of the best known figures in Somerset,

Devon, and Dorset has been removed by the death

of Mr. Frank Tooze Hussey, F.S.I., of The Grove,

Cheddon Fitzpaine. Mr. Hussey died at his resi-

dence from heart disease. He was 53 years of age,

and had been steward for Lord Portman's Somerset

and Devon estates since 1883, and was appointed

sole agent on the death of Mr. Henry Parsons, of

Misterton.

There was erected on Friday in Lasswade church-

yard, K.B., over the grave of the late Rev. Dr.

Walter Gregor (182.5-97), of Pitsligo, a monument
of unpolished red granite. In form it is a Celtic

slab, resting upon a basement of three massive steps,

in reproduction of the early Scottish style of

sculptured stone slabs. On the upper part of the

stone is an ornamental Celtic cross set in a panel,

and beneath runs the inscription carved in raised

letters. The monument was designed and executed

by Messrs. M'Glashan and Son, sculptors,

Edinburgh.

It was reported to the City Court of Common
Council at the last meeting that the cost of the new
office erected by the late Commission of Sewers in

Basinghall-street was £20,700. The contractors

were Messrs. J. Chessum and Sons.

I< ext month application is intended to be made to

the Light Railway Commissioners (under the pro-

visions of the Light Railways Act, 1896) for powers

enabling the promoters to construct light railways J

in and between Redditch, Headless Cross, Crabb's
J

Cross, and Astwood Bank.
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TO OOBBESFONDENTS.
[We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of

our oorrespondenta. All communications should be
drawn up as briefly as possible, as there are many
claimanta upon the space allotted to correspondents.]

' It is particularly requested that all drawings and all

eommunications respecting illustrations or literary matter
ahould be addressed to the EDITOR of the BaiLDiNO
Nbws, 332, Strand, W.C"., and not to members of the staff

by name. Delay is not unfrequently otherwise caused.
All drawings and other communications are sent at con-
tributors* risks, and the Editor will not imdertake to

pay for, or be liable for, unsought contributions.

Cheques and Post-office Orders to be made payable to

Tai St&and Newspaper CoupakYi Luutkd.

TERMS OF SUBSCEIPnON.
One Pound per annum (post free) to any part of the

United Kingdom ; for Canada, Nova Scotia, and the
United States, £1 68. Od. (orSdols. 30c. gold). To France
or Belgium, £1 68. Od. (or 33fr. 30c.) To India, £1 6a. Od.

To any of the Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the
Cape, the West Indies, or Natal, £1 6a. Od.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
The charge for Competition and Contract Advertifle-

ments, Public Companies, and all official advertisements
ia la. per line of Eight words, the first line counting as
two, the minimum charge being 5s. for four lines.

The charge for Auctions, Land Sales, and Miscellaneous
aad Trade Advertisements (except Situation advertise-

ments) is 6d. per line of Eight words (the first lint

counting as two) , the minimum charge being 4s. 6d. for

40 woro^. Special terms for series of more than six

insertions can be ascertained on application to the Pub-
lisher.

Front-page Advertisements 28. per line, and Paragraph
Advertisements Is. per line. No Front-page or Paragraph
Advertisement inserted for less than 5s.

Advertisements for the ciirrent week most reach the
office not later than 3 p.m. on Thursday. Front-page
Advertisements and alterations in serial advertisements
most reach the office by Tuesday momiii^ to secure
insertion.

Situations.

The charge for advertisements for " Situations Vacant *'

or " Situations Wanted '* is O.vs Shilliso fob Twentv-
FOUE WoBDS, and Sixpence for every eight words after.
All Situation Advertisements must be prepaid.

NOTICE.
Bound copies of Vol. LXXHI. are now ready, and
ahould be ordered early (price Twelve Shillings each),
aa only a limited number are done np. A few
bound volxmies of Vols. XXXIX., XL., XU.,
XLVI., XUX., LI., LELE., LVm., LIX.,
Lxi., Lxn., Lxm., Lxrv., lxv., lxvi.,
Lxvn., Lxvm., lxix., lxx., lxxi., Lxxn.
may still be had, price Twelve Shillings ; all the other
bound volumes are out of print. Most of the back*
numbers of form,er volumes are, however, to be had
singly. Subscribers requirii^ anv back numbers so
complete volume just ended should order at once, at
many of them soon run out of print.

Becbivbo.-W. H. S. andCo.-M. B.— O. S. -R. S.-
N. R Co.-L. H. (Newport .-K. F. C—A Victim.—
M. B.—Anti-Corn.—Subs.

ratepayers, whatever they have of the architec-

tural world.—We are, Sec,

Steward .\xd Ashwouth.
41, Castle-street, Liverpool, April 2G.

C0msp0ttlrtiut.

KIRKHAil WORKHOUSE COIIPETITIOX.

To the Sditor of the Bdtldin'o Mews.

vSiK,—There are always two sides to a question.

I should like you to give a Liverpool man's views.

Mr. C'rickmay has a son practising as a quantity
surveyor, and naturally, he would prepare the

quantities. Local builders are so unaccustomed
to London quantities, that in the majority of cases

that we have come across they have not got the
contract, which we have known go to London
(usually), or to the Midlands, or Scotland. These
contractors naturally employ most of their skilled

artisans from their own town, and as the guardians
are spending public money, it is a case of dis-

appointing local architects, local quantity sur-
veyors, local builders, and local artisan-s ; or of
disappointing Messrj. Crickmay and Son, and we
think they are wise in chosing ratepayers. Jt
may be urged that they should Umit the competi-
tion to local architects ; but they want the best
design they can get, and they should pay Messrs.
C'rickmay and Son for it, so that the whole or
part may be incorporated in the building as
carried out.

In some ^ orkshire towns there is a combination
between the builders and the quantity surveyors
to defeat any London architect carrying out work
if they insist on employing London quantity sur-
veyors, and conBequently giving an advantajje to

alien builders and workmen ; but if Jlessrs.

Crickmay think they can do better by going to
law, by all means let them try. The guardians
will have the full sympathy and support of the

DUKIXFIELD TOWN HALL
COMPETITION.

Sir,—Having sent in plans for the above, we
beg to be allowed to make a few remarks in

reference to the award recently made by the

district council as regards the first premiated
design under motto " Astley."

Being amongst the unsuccessful competitors,

we were anxious to ascertain in what respects we
and others had failed, and with that intent we
went over to Dukinfield to inspect the designs,

which were publicly exhibited in the Technical
School. There were twenty-two sets sent in

by twenty-one firms, and according to a re-

port which appeared in the Slancheater and
other local papers, " All the designs were
of exceptional merit." What was our astonish-

ment to discover that "Astley" had submitted
two perspectives, alternative designs—both

highly coloured, and framed and glazed into the

bargain. The following are extracts from the

Conditions of Competition and Instructions to

Architects :
—" The elevations and sections must

be mezzotint or Indian ink, with no colour ex-

cepting the ashlar, which may be tinted light

blue, or terracotta light red," " the whole of the

drawings to be mounted on plain stretchers

—

no

framedor glazed drawings will be adjudicated upon.^''

The council, in the instructions, reserved to

themselves the right to call in an assessor to

advise them in the selection. We need hardly

say that no professional assessor was called in,

a resolution by a member of the council, that

one should be appointed, not finding a seconder.

From a' close inspection and; comparison of the

plans, we have no hesitation in saying that the

limit of cost (£7,000) would be very largely ex-

ceeded if either of the designs by "Astley"
were carried out as shown by the perspectives ;

and, judging by the reports in the local press,

this appears to be recognised, as the cost is

therein put down at £10,000.

As the designs sent in hailed from London,
Manchester, Liverpool, and other large towns at

a distance, it is hardly likely that many of the

competitors would have the opportunity of know-
ing what had been done ; and we think it only
right that those who are conversant with the facts

should enter a protest against such a flagrant act

of injustice, and not to allow such an insult to the

profession to go unnoticed.—I am, &c.,

April '26. FAraPLAY.
— •-^

The partnership hitherto subsisting between Mark
H. Judge and H. G. Gardner, sanitary surveyors,

architects, and engineers, Pall Mall, S.W., under
the style of Mark Judge and Gardner, has been
dissolved.

The Unopposed Bill Committee of the House of

Commons have passed the Various Powers Bill of

the Mersey Docks and Harbour Board, under which
power is given to the board to borrow £1,400,000

"for the purpose of recouping to revenue the

moneys advanced" for the completion of already

authorised works.

The temporary iron church known as St. Paul's,

North Shore, Blackpool, is about to be replaced by
a permanent structure. The committee have already
bnUt a vicarage, and a large Sunday-school is now
in course of erection, which will be opened in June.
The plans for all the above buildings have been
prepared by Messrs. Garlick and Sykes, of Preston
and Blackpool, and the contractors are Messrs.

Joseph Fielding and Sons, of Blackpool.

The tower of the parish church of Ashill, Norfolk,

is being restored. The whole of the upper portion

is to be taken off, and a new parapet of Ketton

stone and flint, with the addition of string-courses

and moulded battlements, put on. The whole of

the timbers and leadwork are to be new. At the

completion of the work to the tower the bells are to

be rehung. The work is being carried out by
Messrs. Waters and Son, builders, Watton, Nor-
folk. The plans are by Messrs. Milne and Hall,

architects, London. The church has recently been

fitted with hot air apparatus.

The renewal of business at the Auction Mart last

week was marked by exceptional activity, and the

attention of investors has been directed more
strongly than ever to investments in house property,

which are not subject to violent daily fluctuations.

The supply, moreover, was uncommonly good last

week, and the highly satisfactory aggregate of

£214,791 was recorded, a considerable figure at this

early period of the season.

5ttUi;t0mmttntcati0tt

QUESTIONS.
[11937.]-Powder Magazine. — Shall be glad if

some kind and able readers could give particulars of con-

struction of powder magazine. How is the roof generally

constructed f— EsyuiEER.

[I1938.]-Skittle Alley.—Would some reader of the

Bcii.iiisii News inform me where information regarding

size, construction, and cost of building a, skittle alley can

be obtained '. Is there any book on the subject J—E. B.

CHIPS.

The Jubilee clock-tower at Kingswood, near

Bristol, is on the eve of completion. Mr. T. Mackay
is the architect, and Mr. A. Amoa the builder.

Messrs. Doulton's pottery works at Burslem were

partly destroyed by fire on Friday, the loss amount-
ing to £10,000.

At Colne, Lanes, on Friday, a Local Goyem-
ment inquiry was held into an application by the

corporation to borrow £10,000 for purposes of

efficiently sewering and paving Keighley and Albert

roads, two principal highways, also £1,'200 with

which to decorate and fit up the town-hall

internally with requisites. There was practically

no opposition.

The newduplicate pumping engine of the Ipswich

Corporation waterworks was formally started on
Thursday in last week. It is a triple-erpansion

Worthington, designed to pump two million gallons

in 24 hours, and was constructed, like the fellow

horizontal engine built in 1893, by Messrs. Simpson

and Co., of Pimlico. The new building for engine

and boiler has been erected by Mr. Chas. Borrett,

of Ipswich, from plans by Mr. Hamlet Roberts, the

water engineer to the Ipswich Corporation.

The formal opening of a new infant school,

belonging to the Ruabon United District School

Board, took place on Thursday in last week at

KhosUanerchrugog, Ruabon. The cost of the

budding was £4,000.

A new drinking fountain, erected in honour of

the Diamond Jubilee, will be inaugurated at Curd-

ridge, Hants, next week. It has been erected by

Messrs. Garrett -and Haysom, of Eaat-street,

Southampton.

At the Birkenhead Police-court, on Friday, Messrs.

J. Lloyd Jones and Co., Lord-street, Liverpool,

were summoned to show cause why a distress

warrant should not be issued on account of certain

moneys due to the corporation for improvements

done to private streets adjoining their property.

The sums amounted to £118 Us. od. Defendants

contended that the improvements were unnecessary,

but judgment was given against them.

At the end of last year the corporation of

Shrewsbury applied to the Local Government Board

for power to borrow £48,000 for the purpose of a

new water supply, and a lengthy Government

inquiry into the question was the result. The Local

Government Board has now intimated its refusal to

sanction the loan.

A start was made last week with the restoration

of the tower and the recasting and re-hanging of

the peal of bells at the parish church of All Saints,

Northallerton. The work has been intrusted to

Messrs. J. Warner and Sons, of London. In

addition to re-caating two of the old bells and re-

tuning the whole peal, Messrs. Warner and Sons

will provide eight sets of new bearings and

gudgeons and a new set of ropes.

The adjudication in bankruptcy is announced of

Henry George Curry, Charles Edward Simpson,

and William Alfred Curry, described in the re-

ceiving order as Curry, Simpson, and Curry, of

Walbutton-road, Brockley, S.E., buUders.

A Committee of the House of Commons has

passed the Bill promoted by the Ipswich Dock Com-
missioners for powers to construct additional

bridges, landing stages, tramways, and other works

in connection with their dock undertaking. For

the execution of these works the commissioners are

empowered to borrow a further sum of £35,000

upon mortgage of the rates and duties leviable by
them. As regards the proposed tramways, pro-

vision is made in the Bill for their construction and

maintenance by the Great Eastern Railway Com-
pany, who are empowered to use locomotives on the

tram lines subject to the consent of the commis-

sioners and the Corporation of Ipswich.

Memorials to two celebrated sanitarians, Sir

Edwin Chadwick and Sir Benjamin Ward Richard-

son, are being promoted by the Sanitary Inspectors'

Association. The object is to provide funds sum

-

cient to give annual premiums, in money, books,

medals, ka., to students in sanitary science at

technical colleges. Sir John Hutton, president of

the Sanitary Inspectors' Association, has contributed

£52 Wi. to the fund, and an anonymous donor has

given a hke amount.
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LEQAX INTEI.I.IGENCB.

Is A Contkactor's Ston-eyaup a '• Nvisance " .'—

HowLAXD V. Dover Hakdour Bo\ei>.—In the Court

of Appeal, on April 22, before the Master of the

Rolls, Lord Justice Kigby, and Lord Justice i;oUin9,

decision was given in an appeal from a decision

of Mr. Justice Romer. The action was brought by

a lady who was the owner of Connaught House, a

private hotel in \\'atorloo-crescent, Dover, for an

miunction and damages in respect of nuisance and

injury caused by the defendants' works on an open

space immediately in front of her premises. The

dSendants, who were the Harbour Board and their

• contractor, were using the space for works in con-

nection with the construction of the new break-

water, and the plaintiff complained of the noise and

vibration, which, she said, had caused cracks in the

fabric of her house, and driven away her customers.

Mr. Justice Romer, although satisfied that the

plaintiff had suffered considerable annoyance, held

that it did not amount to a nuisance at law, and he

dismissed the action. The plaintiff appealed, but

she did not either in the (Jourt of first instance

or upon the appeal insist upon her right to an

injunction. The Court allowed the appeal. The
Master of the UoUs thought that the learned Judge

had minimised the evidence of nuisance adduced

on behalf of the plaintiff. The Harbour Board were

authorised by Act of Parliament to construct a new
harbour, and for this purpose huge blocks of con-

crete were required. The contractor had obtained

from the Harbour Board a piece of land where he

manufactured these blocks of concrete, and he also

obtained from them the right to use the piece of

vacant land in front of the plaintiff s house for the

purpose of storing the concrete blocks. The mere

fact that this vacant piece of land was turned into

a stoneyard caused a considerable amount of

damage to the plaintiff's business as an hotel-

keeper, but for that she had no right to damages

because there was no actionable injury. The con-

tractor had done no more harm than was reasonably

necessary for the purpose for which the land was
acquired. It was necessary, in order to move
these heavy blocks, to lay down a tramway and to

employ steam-engines and steam-cranes, and the

result of all this had been very serious to the

plaintiff. The principles to be applied in a case of

this kind were laid down by Lord Justice Hellish

in " Ball v. Ray." His Lordship thought that

the evidence showed clearly and distinctly that

both the comfort of the plaintiff's house and also

the plaintiff's trade as a lodging-house keeper had
been seriously interfered with by the defendants'

operations, quite apart from the annoyance which

the plaintiff had suffered by having a stoneyard

next her house instead of a vacant piece of land.

Then the question was, who was liable ': The in-

junction hsui been waived, and it was a question of

damages only. The contractor was liable, of course ;

but were the board liable also r If a contractor was
employed to do a piece of work, the employer was
not liable for what might be called collateral negli-

gence on the part of the contractor. But here there

was no question of negligence. The principle upon
which the board were responsible was that they had
allowed the contractor to use this piece of land for

the very purpose to which he applied it, and the

necessary consequence of that, in the ordinary

business sense of the word " necessary," was a

nmsance. In other words, the board committed
the nuisance by their contractor. The appeal should

be allowed, and judgment should be given for the

plaintiff against both defendants, the amount of the

damages to be assessed by an oificial referee. Lords
Justices Rigby and Collins gave judgement to the

like effect.

LiABiuTY TO Repair Footbridges.—Cuckfield
ECEAL District Couxcil v. GORiJia.— In the

Queen's Bench Division, on Monday, before Mr.
Justice Wills and Mr. Justice Kennedy, judgment
was given in an appeal by the defendant from the

decision of the County - court Judge of Sussex

sitting at Worthing. The action was brought
under section 2.5 (2) of the Local Government Act,

1894, which provides that "where a highway re-

pairable ratiune leniiric appears on the report of a

competent surveyor not to be in proper repair, and
the person liable to repair the same fails, when re-

quested so to do by the district council, to place it

in proper repair, the district council may place the

highway in proper repair, and recover from the

person liable to repair the highway the necessaiy

expenses of so doing," to recover the cost of repairs

executed by the plaintiff council to two foot-bridges

which, it was alleged, the defendant was liable to

repair ratv^ne tcnurtf, as owner of two farms. The
learned County-court Judge held that a liability

to repair the foot-bridges attached to the farms in

question, and he further held that under section

liability, and he cited " Reg. v. Barker," " Baker

V. Greenhill." Mr. Dickens, Q.C., and Mr. Boxall,

on behalf of the plaintiffs, argued that although an
indictment for non-repair can only be preferred

against the occupier, still the ultimate liability is

the owner, who is liable to reimburse the

qu
25 (2) of the Local Government Act, 189-1, pro-
ceedings might be taken against the owner
of lands to which such an obligation attached,

and he gave judgment for the plaintiffs. The
defendant appealed. Mr. R. E. Moore appeared
for the defendant, and contended that proceedings
imder the enactment in question could only be taken
against the occupier of the lands subject to the

upon
occupier the expenses incurred in repairing the way.

They pointed out that in " Baker v. Greenhill "

Lord Denman spoke of the owner as the person who
" ought to have repaired." They also cited " Reg
V. Bucknell." The Court allowed the appeal. Mr.

Justice Wills said he failed to understand the argu-

ment for the respondents, and felt no doubt on the

matter. At the passing of the Local Government
Act, 1894, it was well-established law that the

occupier of land subject to a ndtonc tcimnc liability

for the repair of highways is the only person who
can be made to perform the obligation. As Lord
Coleridge said in "Reg v. Barker" that a pro-

position had been established from the time of

RoUe's Abridgment, where (p. 783) it is laid

down both in the positive and negative that you
must indict the occupier and cinnot indict the

owner. The passage in RoUe's Abridgment did not

in terms refer to highways repairable ratiaiie tcnurie,

but in subsequent cases it had been pointed out that

it was intended to refer to such highways. There

was, therefore, old authority for the proposition

that the occupier is the only person against whom
the liability can be inforced. As between the

ateenoe of complete particulars he
owner and the occupier, the occupier no doubt had

pojition to give a decision and make
a right to be reimbursed ; but that was a matter as

between them with which the public had no

concern. It was suggested, on the strength of the

chance expression in "Baker v. Greenhill," "the

owner who ought to have repaired," that there

was, what all the authorities had repudiated, a

liability on the owner's part to repair, as dis-

tinguised from a liability to reimburse the occupier

the expanses incurred by him in repairing. But his

Lordship could not accept that suggestion. Then
section 25 (2) of the Act of 1894 simply provided a

new and less cumbrous means of getting repairs

done and paid for. It was, therefore, quite clear

that the proceedings were misconceived, and the

appeal must be allowed. Mr. Justice Kennedy
concurred.

Gas Refuse and Rivek Pollution. '— A
Divisional Court oi the Queen's Bsnch, on Satur-

day, heard an appeal by the corporation of High
Wycombe against a conviction of them by the local

magistrates, at the instance of the Conservators of

the River Thames, for wilfully suffering offensive

matter to pass through their sewage works into the

River Wye, a tributary of the Thames, whereby a

number of fish were killed. The offensive Hquid

came from the gasworks, and the Gis Company had

been proceeded against aud fined. The corporation

contended that they had not been guilty of any
wilful Buffering of the pollution, and Justices

Grantham and Kennedy, arriving at the same con-

clusion, quashed the conviction.

Main Drains v. Sewers.—Blundell v. Price.—
This case came on Monday for argument on appeal

from the Birmingham Police-court, before Mr.

Justice Wills and Mr. Justice Kennedy, sitting as a

Divisional Court in the Queen's Bench Division.

Mr. Lawson Walton, Q.C., M.P., who appeared for

the appellant, said this was an appeal by way of

special case from a decision of the justices of

Birmingham, and the question wsis whether the

system of drainage which was organised by the

appellant in regard to some new buildings was or

was not adequately ventilated in accordance with

the by-laws of the corporation of Birmingham.

Mr. Justice Wills : He says they are main drains,

aud not sewers. Does it not come under the Public

Health Act ? Mr. Walton said there was a section

which no doubt applied to the matter, but there

was a by-law which had been specially framed.

Mr. Justice Wills said under the Public Health Act

there never was much difficulty in saying what a

drain was. Mr. Walton sjid there was no

doubt that a drain which drained more than one

building was a sewer. The by-law qualified the

generality of the statutory definition. The case

stated that the appellant was charged upon an in-

formation of the Corporation that on October IS,

1897, at Charles-road, he did unlawfully break the

by-law in question. No. 61, by neglecting to provide

for a main drain for certain new buildings then

being erected on the west side of Charles-road a

suitable trap for ventilation as provided by the by-

law in question. There were a block of new houses

belonging to one owner all being built at the same

time. The contention of the appellant was that the

whole of the sewage pipes belonging to these six

houses were, strictly speaking, a drain : that was,

although they communicated with the main drain

down a passage, yet all the pipes retained their

character of drains as distinct from a sewer. Mr.

Justice Wills : The appellants want to make one

ventilating trap do for each three houses, and the

Corporation want a trap for each house. Mr.

Walton said that was exactly the point, and

it was more or less a question of expense. The
Corporation said that to each pipe, shortly after

it left each house there ought to be a separate

ventilating trap, and there ought to be six in place

of two, which the appellants proposed to make. He
contended that under the circumstance by-law 61

had been sufficiently complied with. Mr. Justice

Wills said he could not persuade himself that there

was any doubt about the case, and he thought the

magistrate had come to a right conclusion. There was
only one question in these cases, and that was what
was the meaning of the word " drain " in the 61st

by-law, and what was the meaning of the word
"sewer," and how these two terms were to ba

applied. The definition of the Public Health Act,

which was the one that governed the case, was that

a drain was a drain so long as it received the drainage

of one house, but directly it received the drainage

of two houses it became a sewer. The appeal must
therefore be dismissed, with costs.—Mr. Justice

Kennedy concurred.

Re Francis Morton and Co., LmrrED (in

Liuuidation). — The adjourned hearing of the

petition presented by the Pearson and Knowles

Coal and Iron Company, Limited, for the com-

pulsory winding up of this company, or in the

alternative for the winding up under the supervision

of the Court, came on on Monday. Unsecured

creditors to the amount of over £16,700, and also

the second debenture holders, appeared in opposi-

tion to the petition, and urged that it should be

dismissed. The Vioe-Chancellor held that inthe
was not in a

I
position to give a decision and make an order. He
accordingly directed the matter to stand over until

the end of July next, in order to allow an oppor-

tunity of completing negotiations for the sale of the

business as a going concern.

Defeaudino the Manchester Coepokation.—
At the Manchester Quarter Sessions, on Wednesday,

John Tetlow, 40, managing director of John Tetlow

and Sons, contractors, Littleborough, and David

Hallard, 53, clerk in the paving department ofthe

Manchester Corporation, pleaded " Guilty " to

having conspired to defraud the corporation. Mr.

Byrne, for the prosecution, said the evidence dis-

closed frauds extending over 10 years, amounting to

£4,819. Tetlow had substituted for the correct

accounts made out monthly by a clerk of his own
firm other accounts that were in excess and Hallard

had passed them. The excess sums were then

divided between the two. Tetlow paid them into

his private bank account, and drew on it for the

correct sums due to his firm. Hallard, when
arrested, told the police he had never received more

than £30 in any month. Mr. O. Evans and Mr
Pope addressed the Court on behalf of Tetlow and

Hallard respectively. The latter's salary was stated

to be £2 a week, and he had been in the corpora-

tion's service for 22 years. The Recorder sentenced

each of the prisoners to three years' penal servitude.

Pkofeety Compensation Case in Stockweix.—
At the Sheriff's Court, Red Lion-square, Holbom,

on Wednesdar, Mr. Burchell and a special jury

heard the case of "Lady Mary Bacon's Executors

V the London School Board." This was a claim

for compensation for the leasehold interest in

houses Xos. 74 and 76, Santley-street, Stockwell,

and for injuriously affecting the adjoimng houses

by the erection of a board school. The value of the

two houses taken was estimated at £816, and the

depreciation of the adjoining houses at £oO per

house. The expert who gave evidence for the

claimants were Mr. E. F. B. Fuller (Messrs. FuUer

and FuUer) and Mr. J. T. Skelding (Messrs. W. W.
Read and Co.); while those on behalf of the School

Board were Mr. Samuel Walker (.Messrs. Walkerand

Son) Mr. Henry Arthur Drew (Messrs. Drew and

Sons), and Mr. Douglas Young (Messrs. Douglas

Youn" and Co.) Sir William Marriott objected to

any cfaim in respect of the probable depreciation of

the adjoining property by reason of the user of the

school as a school. He said the matter would shorUy

be argued at length before the High Court, and

unless the i ury adopted his witnesses figure of about

£600 for the houses actually taken and confined

their attention to that .luestiou, he must ask for the

items to be specified in the verdict. The Inder-

Sheriff said the question was one of far-reachmg

importance, and, in view of the fact that the point

would be dealt with in the High Court at an early

date, he directed the jury to state the items of their

verdict. The jury awarded the claimants £(62 lUs.

in respect of the houses actually taken by the Boajd,

and £100 in respect of the probable injury to the

claimant's adjacent houses by the user of the school.

A window at the back of the altar in the chapel

of St Anne, on the south side of Malvern Pnory,

has been filled with stained glass depictmg the

history of the Priory. The artist is Mr. C. J^

Kempe.

AppUcation is to be made during May to the

Liffht RaUway Commissioners to sanction the con-

struction of a 2 ft. gauge light railway from Mme-
headtoLynmouth. The route has been surveyed

and plans drawn. The length of the proposed Une

is20 mUes, and its cost includmg roUmg- stock, is

estimated at £5,000 per mile.
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WATEB SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

The London County Council (Acton Sewage)
Bill.—This Bill has been before the Select Com-
mittee of the House of Commons. The object of
the Bill is to require the Acton Local Board, whose
sewap;e passes through the Metropolitan main
<lrainage system, to bear their share of the coat of
the onginal construction of that system and its

maintenance, the capital outlay having been some
seven mUlions, and the annual cost of maintenance
about a quarter of a million. Sir Alexander R.
Binnie, the chief engineer of the London County
Council, was examined, and on the conclusion of his
evidence the chairman said the committee were
unanimously of opinion that nothing in the nature
of back charges—such as were provided for in
Clause 5—should be entertained by them. The
only question, therefore, that remained to be dealt
with was whether or not Acton should contribute
to the cost of the main drainage system since the
date of the deposit of the Bill. Clause 5 was then
struck out, and the committee heard the evidence of
Mr. H. Law, C.E., and Mr. Ebbetts, surveyor to
the Acton board. Mr. Costelloe, appearing for the
Vestry of Chelsea, said that at the present time
Chelsea suffered considerable inconvenience and
damage from the overcharged state of the sewers,
owing to the Acton sewage passing through their
sewers, and they did not wish that more should pass
through in the future. Mr. Higgins, C.E,, sur-
veyor to the Chelsea Vestry, was called, and gave
evidence in support of this contention. Mr. Pope,
Q.C., then addressed the committee for the London
County Council, and contended that this was an
equitable demand on the part of the Council that
Acton should pay its fair share of the cost of the
drainage system which it used. After the committee
had deliberated, the chairman said the committee
were unanimously of opinion that the Acton local
authority ought to make some contribution to the
expense of the London County Council in respect of
that portion of their houses which transmit sewage
into the London sewers without a prescriptive right
to do so. But the committee thought also that a
clause ought to be inserted in the Bill giving to the
Acton Local Board the power within two years to
exercise the right of disconnecting their sewers for
other than land water from the London County
Council sewers, and that from the time that work
was done their payment to the London County
Council should cease.

Majnchestee. — Parliamentary powers were
obtained under the Manchester Corporation Act,
1S97, for laying an additional main pipe oOin.
diameter from the Godley to the Audenshaw reser-
voirs, and, out of the total length of about 4 ^ miles,
about 1| miles have been laid. A new straining
well has been consti-ncted at Godley reservoir, and
the branch 40in. main from this straining w.;ll to
the existing 40in. main from the reservoir is also
completed. The Thirlmere works have been main-
tained in full working order. The quantity of
water supplied from Thirlmere during the last 12
months has been on the average about 7} million
gallons per day, out of an available quantity of
10 million gallons per day. All the contract
accounts in connection with the construction of
these works have now been settled, the award in
the last arbitration for contract No. 7 havin» been
made in February last.

^

CHIPS.
The foundation-stone of the new church of

St. Oswald, Fulham, was laid by Lady Edward
Spencer- Churchill on Monday. The new district is

being formed out of St. John's, Falham, with a
portion of St. Andrew's, West Kensington, and the
church is one of those for which a grant is proposed
to be made from the Marriott bequest.

The House of Commons rejected, on Monday, by
the maj'ority of 361 votes to 84, the second reading
of the Victoria Embankment and St. John's Improve-
ment Bill. The promoters of the scheme engaged,
it will be remembered, Mr. R. Norman Shaw, R.A.,
as their architectural adviser, but not until rather
late in the day.

Mr. David Stewart, for the pist fifteen rears
master of works to the University of Glasgow,' died
at his residence in the University budding in that
city on Monday.

The Wirral Railway Bill, empowering the Wirral
RaUway Company to make railways and other
works at Wallasey, forming junctions with the Sea-
combe branch railway and the railway authorised
by the Company's Act of 189.J, passed the committee
stage m the House of Lords on Monday. The Bill
provides for the improvement of the line in
Wallasey.

The great fire in Glasgow was successfully got
under on Tuesday. The firemen succeeded in
saving St. Andrew's Roman Catholic Cathedral,
which was in imminent danger of destruction.
Part of the roof of the edifice, however, was burned
and the vestry damaged.

'

<BviX (©Met Caijle*

Oiii readers will not have failed to notice that

on Thursday afternoon in last week a lamentable
fatal accident, involving the loss of seven lives,

occurred at Abbey Mansions, Victoria-street and
Orchard-street, Westminster, illustrated in our
last issue. The catastrophe resulted from the

collapse of the concrete roof, from which the

wooden supports were being removed, and this,

falling through all the floors, carried an immense
quantity of debris into the basement. Six
workmen were killed outright, another has
since died, and about twenty were more or

less seriously injured. The building was erected

for Her Majesty's Office of Works, by whom
it had been leased for 21 years for use by
the Civil Service Commission as offices. It is

a building of nine floors and about 300 rooms,
and was erected by Jlr. AV. R. Rickard, con-
tractor, of City-road, at a cost of £95,000, from
the designs of Mr. C. J. C. Pawley, architect,

of 2, Prince's-mansious, Victoria-street. There
were, however, a number of sub-contractors.

(Juite recently that portion of the building which
has coUapsed was certified by the district surveyor
as '

' completed " for rating purposes. The construc-

tion of this portion had been delayed owing to a
question of ancient lights raised by the owners
of the Catholic Apostolic Church in the rear.

The inquest was opened on Monday, and, after

evidence of identification, adjourned for a fort-

night, for the production of an expert report by
officials of the Home Office. At a meeting con-
vened by the chairman of the Westminster
Vestry, it was resolved to inaugurate a fund for

the relief of the families of the deal and injured

men.

Tun School Board for London recently received

a communication from the Education Department
containing a series of revised proposals as to

sanctioning loans for works to schools. Their
lordships desire to place loans upon a new basis,

on the grounds that :—(1) It is desirable that the

£10 limit should be applied to all ordinary
expenditure. (2) The extra expenditure necessi-

tated by the peculiar circumstances of London
schools should be excluded from the £10 limit;

and the loan for such things as latrines, drainage,

and tar pavement should not be for a longer

period than the provision will last. (3) Generally

to place the department in general agreement with
the school board as regards loans and allowances,

so as to avoid the recurrence of difficulties. Their
lordships are therefore of opinion that, in future :

— (1) The £10 limit should include the whole of

the building- proper, exclusive of cencral halls, iti

warming apparatus and ventilation, as well as

teachers' rooms, but not including any additional

cost for the use of glazed bricks internally.

(2) That the London School Board should be

allowed a separate amount over the £10 limit

for latrines and drainage, tar pavement, and
boundary walls ; but that this provision (except

as regards boundary walls) should be the subject of

a loan for a shorter period than 50 years—say 30,

both in the case of new schools and subsidiary

work for existing schools. (3) That the pro-

visional amount for contingencies should be

limited to the building contract itself, and should

not exceed 2| per cent., instead of 5 per cent, as

hitherto allowed. At the meeting of the School
Board held yesterday (Thursday) , it was decided

to reply to the department, stating that the board
are prepared to accept these proposals, and that

they assume that the arrangements hitherto in

force, by which the cost of the following items,

when they are rendered necessary, will be allowed

as outside the £10 limit, are to be continued :—

•

(i.) Expenditure for extra depth of foundations ;

(ii.) expenditure for works on site, or works to

existing buildings ; (iii.) the extra cost of erect-

ing buildings on arches, when this is considered

necess.ary, in order to avoid the purchase of

additional land ; and (iv.) the cost of providing
playgrounds on roofs, also in order to avoid the

purchase of additional land.

TiiK Housing of Working Classes (Rural

District.s) Bill, brought in by Sir W. Foster, Mr.
Channing, and others, proposes to amend the

Housing of the Working Classes Act, 1890, as

regards rural districts only, in the following

manner :—(«) To place a rural authority on the

same footing as an urban one with regard to the

adoption of the Act, and also (as in the case of an
urban authority) to make the Local Government
Board, instead of the County Council, the

sanctioning authority in many matters. (4) To
simplify the power of purchase of land, by giving

to the rural district council the same power of

purchase for cottages that a parish council already

possesses, under the Local (rovernraent Act, 1891,

for those purposes for which a parish council is

empowered to buy land, subject, however, to this

difference—that the preliminary inquiry shall be

conducted by the Local Government Board
instead of by the county council. The Bill also

gives power to hire land compulsorily. (c) The
Bill provides that the size of a cottage plot may
be one acre (as in Ireland under the Labourers

Acts), instead of being limited to half .an acre;

also that the local authority may usually borrow,

for 50 years, for providing cottages. Power to

complain of lack of cottages is given to parish

councils, the medical officer of health, or four

neighbouring householders. When land is pro-

vided cottages may be erected by and placed

under the management of a parochial committee,

if the rural authority so deteimine. Both in the

principal Act and this Act, the phrase " lodging-

houses for the working classes " includes houses

or cottages.

Tun Museums Committee, at their meeting on
Tuesday, decided to bring forwardimmediatelyau

ad interim report recommending the removal of the

Jermyn-street Geological Museum to South Ken-
sington. They will also strongly recommend that

the Science and Art Departments shall be housed on
opposite sides of the way, instead of side by side.

It is understood that the decision to issue an im-
mediate report is due to certain rumours as to the

intentions of the Office of Works with regard to

the Science and Art collections.

The members of the Metropolitan Asylums
Board reconsidered, on Saturday, a letter from
the Local Government Board forwarding a copy

of a report by the district auditor in connection

with the audit for the half year ended Jlichaelmas

last upon certain accounts of the Brook, South-

western, Park, and Grove Hospitals. The Local

Government Board only sanctioned an expendi-

ture of £200,000 in connection with the Brook
Hospitiil, whereas the Asylums Board had spent

£284,129, being an excess of £84,129. More-
over, the auditors had detected the facts that

£38,000 worth of work was ordered by the archi-

tect on his own responsibility, without the sanc-

tion of the board or any committee, and that

£50,000 had been paid to contractors in excess of

their contract prices. The alterations and addi-

tions at the South-Western Hospital, contracted

for at £26,976, had cost £30,879, and work in-

volving a cost of upwards of £3,000 had been
carried out on the order of the architect without

any authority from the board. The letter was
referred to the Finance Committee. Mr. Lobb
moved : "That having regard to the fact that the

total amount paid by the managers to architects

and quantity surveyors during the last four years

ended at Lady D.ty, 1897, was £03,683 93. 7d.,

the question of the appointment of an architect to

the board be referred to the Creneral Purposes

Committee for consideration and report." After

some discussion, the managers voted upon the

motion, the result being that the voting was
equal—namely, 15 for and 15 against. The
chairman then gave his casting vote against the

motion, which was accordingly lost.

An exhibition of water-colour drawings was
opened on Saturday in the CaraphiU Gallery of

the Glasgow Corporation. It consists of the

first circulating collection of works of water-

colour artists of the British school selected from
South Kensington Museum with the view of illus-

trating the rise, progress, and present position of

the art'. It embraces .about 300 separate works,

selected examples of the finest and most character-

istic productions of the various pioneers of water-

colour drawing, and of their successors, who
have carried this branch of art to its highest per-

fection. Water-colour drawing, as now under-

stood, may bo said to belong exclusively to the

19th centuiy. In earlier days w,ater-colour

pictures were really tinted drawings, hence the

name drawing which obstinately adheres to

water-colours. From 1800 onwards, under the

influence of Girtin and Turner, the art became
really painting. This and many more important

points are well illustrated in the collection, which

contains works in the earlier manner by George
Barret, sen., R.A., Gainsborongh, Paul Sandby,

R..\., Isaac Cruikshank (the father of George),

Thomas Heame, John Robert Cozens, and Julius
( 'a'sar Ibbetson, &c. The works of all the great

early practitioners of the modem method of
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water-colour painting are well il'.iistrateJ, :imong

the namc8 known to fame being (iirtin, Turner,
Old Crorae, John 8ell (otman, Italian Smith,

Win. Blake, Bonington, Varley, George Barret,

jun., Wm. Henry Hunt, (ox, De AVint, &c.

Among the recent exponents of water-coloiir

painting, there are examples of Sir James D.
Linton, Sir John Gilbert, llenry Moore, Kossetti,

Randolph ('aldecott, and many others. The
collection will remain on view at Glasgow for the

next three months.

A SMALL collection of autographs and letters

has been added to the galleries in liueen-street,

Edinburgh, of the Scottish Xational Portrait

Gallery. The most attractive are manuscripts by
Kobert Bums, which range from what is sup-

posed to be the earliest specimen of his writing, to

a letter addressed to .'Ue.xander Cunningham,
written about a fortnight before the end, and, in

character, from ent ries on Excise vouchers and
notebooks to impassioned letters and some of his

most famous verses. There are also letters

written bj- Scott, Jeffrey, Lickhart, Macaulay,
Campbell, " Tom Cringle " (Jlichael Scjtt), and
Watson Gordon. There is also a selection of

historical autographs, including those of all the

Stuart sovereigns except Maryof,Grange. Through
an arrangement with the Xational Gallery of Scot-

land a numberof portraits, including oil-paintings,

miniatures, and medallions, have been trans-

ferred to the Scottish Portrait Gallery.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
MO.NUAV. Royal Institute of British Architects. Annual

General Meeting, s p.m.
Surveyors' Institution. Iliscusaion on

"Tithe Rent Charge Recovery." 8p.m.
Society of Arts. "The Electric l/jco-

motive." Cantor Lectiu^ No. 1, by Prof.
Cams Wilson. 8 p.m.

Society of Engineers. Discusaion on
'* The Protection of Underground Water
Supplies." Royal United SerWce Institu-
tion. 7.30 p.m.
Liverpool Architectural Society.

Annual Sleeting. CiosiDg Address by
the President, W. E. WUlmill, M.A.

Crabe ©ebs.

TCESD.W Society of Arts. ' Senefelder and the
Centenary of Lithography, 17i>^189S,"
by Joseph Pennell. .s p.m.

Wednesoav.—Society of Arts. "The Revival of Hand-
Loom Weaving," by Miss Clive-Bayley.
8 p.m.
Edinburgh Architectural Association.

Annual Meeting and President's Vale-
dictory Address. 8 p.m.
Edinburgh

_
Architectural Society.

'• Evolution of the Modem House," by
A. X. Paterson, M.A., of Glasgow.
8 p.m.

Memorial stones of a new Sunday-school in

connection with Ventnor-street Methodist New
Connexion Chapel, Kii-kstall-road, Leeds, were laid

on Saturday. Mr. W. S. Braithwaite, of Leeds, is

the architect. The building will be of brick, with
stone facings. There are two stories. The ground
floor will be used as an assembly-room, the upper
floor will provide a preaching-room and six class-

rooms. The new school will accommodate about
3.'iO scholars, and will cost £1,350.

The marriage of Mr. F. F. McKenzie, the super-
intendent of Eppiiig Forest, and the son of the late

Major McKenzie, to Miss Jane M'ller Reid, daughter
of the late Mr. John Reid, of Old Clock House,
Enfield, was solemnised at the palish church,
Enfield, on Wednesday in last week. The City
Court of Common Council gave the bridegroom a
handsome present from the pockets of the ratepayeis
on the day after the wedding by voting him an
increase of salary from £500 to .tOoO a year.

, The new Free Library and Art Gallery at Hud-
dersfield were opened by the Marquis of Ripon on
Friday. The premises, which are in Church-street,
have been granted by Sir J. Kamsden for ten years
at a nominal ren'al, and have been fitted up at a
cost of £900, while another £700 has been expended
on books. 'Till now Huddersfield has been almost
the only corporate borough in the kingdom without
a public library.

A new tramway line has been opened in Leeds
this week. The route is from the Corn E.tchange,
along York-street and Beckett-street to the Ceme-
tery, and thence to the junction of Harehills-road
and Roundhay-road. Part of the line was formerly
worked by the Thomson-Houston Company, but for
some time it has not been used. The corporation
have had to lay a new line from the corner of York-
road, along Beckett-street, as far as Green-road, in
order to connect the lines which were in existence,
and make the system complete. A new route to
Roundhay Park is thus opened up.

The City Corporation have adopted an arrange-
ment for acquiring the freehold of Nos. 1 to 4,

Cheapside, and 1a, Patemoster-row, for the sum of
.t'22,54'.', in accordance with an award of Mr. Robert
Vigors. This will allow of a substantial and much-
needed widening at a very congested comer.

On Sunday Cardinal Logue laid the foundation-
stone of a new Roman Catholic chiirch at Tully-
allen, which is only a short distance from the noble
ruins of Mellifont. The new church, which, apart
from its interior fittings, is to cost about £3,500,
is to be in the same style of architecture as the
neighliouring ruins, and is being erected from
designs by ilr. W. H. Byrne, of Dublin.

A Local Government Board inquiry was held in

the Town-hall, Newcastle, on Wednesday, to con-
sider the application from the corporation for
sanction to borrow .£'2,HO for public library pur-
poses, and £G0|0O0 for the extension of the City
Lunatic Asylum.

The Roman Catholic Cathedral at Westminster is

making steady progress. Mr. J. F. Bentley is the
architect, and the builders are Messrs, Shillitoe and
Son, of Bury St, Edmund's. £43.SOT has already
been spent, and a further sum of £22,573 will have
been spent in six or seven months. What the total
cost will be is not yet known, as the cathedral is

being built by schediUe.

THE AECHITECTUEAL ASS0CL4.TI0N.
M.\Y r.tli. UR[)IN.\RY MKETING, 9, Conduit-street. W..

7.JII p.m. Papers l>\- Mi. W. ELKSTEl-V. f E.. on •' INTEKInR
LIGHTING' ReSecled Liehts an.lMr.TOM EKIN on" ELECTRIC
LIOHTING .is .APPLIED TO .\RCH1TECTLRE "

Notninations of Offieert for Se..sioQ 189S-yy.
M.\Y 7th. SPRING VISIT to the Crown Theatre, High-street,

PecKham, Mr. Ernest A. Runt^, .\rchitect. Meet at buildiiig 3 p.m.
Frequent trains to P.i-kham Rve or Queen's-road Stations.

' E. HOWLEY SIM 1 „ „ o„.
G. B. CARVILL }

""• ^"'

CHIPS.
In the case of Bennet Milward, Sutton, and

Myddleton-road, Bowes Park, N., builder, the
discharge from bankruptcy has been suspended for

five years, ending March 29, 1903.

The foundation-stone of the clock-tower now in

course of erection at the end of Queen-street,

Exeter, was laid on Friday by Mrs. Miles, the

donor. Mr. T. A. Andrews is the architect, and
Mr. Easton the contractor. It is hoped to get the

tower and clock ccnnpleted by the end of July.

An inquiry was held at the parish-room, Lust-
leigh, on Tuesday morning by Colonel A. J. Hepper,
D.S.O., R.E., an inspector from the Local Govern-
ment Board, into an application by the Newton
Abbot Rural District Council to borrow £1,000 for

the provision of a water supply for Lustleigh.

The wooden island pier situated to the west of

Blackfriars Bridge, on the Surrey side, is being
demolished, and will soon vanish from the river.

During the four years it has been in position it has
served as the chief base of operations in connection
with the construction of the Waterloo and City
RaQway. The earth and rubbish excavated in the

subway have been removed from this point, and the

material required for the work below has been
lowered down temporary shaftings.

Sir Joseph Fayrer, F.R.S., has accepted the
presidency of the 17th congress of the Sanitary
Institute, to be held in Birmingham, commencing
on Sept. 27th.

A building, which has been erected at the junction
of Miin and Lome streets for the Club, Campbel-
town, from design<>by Mr. H. E. Clifford, Glasgow,
was opened on Friday. The reading-room is on the
first floor, and the billiard-room on the second floor.

While making some excavations in a garden in

Grantham Grange some workmen struck stone, and
diggiug deeper unearthed the base of a solid quatre-
foU pillar, with Decorated moulding. The pillar,

measuring 2ft. 4in. across, stands on a block of

stone Gin. deep, which may either be a stylobate or

a portion of a floor. The stone is a local formation,
such as is now found at Ponton and Heydour. lu
pre-Reformation times a monastery stood in the
Grange, but its position could never be exactly
determined. Further excavations are to be made.

A conference of churchmen was held in Man-
chester on Friday, under the chairmanship of the
bishop, to take steps to carry out the recommenda-
tions of his lordship's recent commission of inquiry
into the spiritual needs of Manchester and Salford.

According to the commission, £4S,000 is needed to

build sixteen churches, at a cost of £3,000 each,
besides £20,000 for sites, and .£12,000 for mission-
rooms, together with £4,000 a year for clerical and
lay help. A resolution wels passed that an effort

should be made to raise the needed money during
the next five years. Before the meeting closed, it

was announced that £24,600 had been promised to

the object.

The Lanarkshire and Ayrshire Railway Company
have let the contract for their new line from Giff-

nock to Giffen to Messrs. Robert M'Alpine and
Sons, of Glasgow. The contract price is about
£200,000, and the length of the line about fifteen

miles. This firm has made the whole of the Lanark-
shire and Ayrshire railways.

WAGES MOVEMENTS.
Abeedeen.—The recent decision of the Board of

Conciliation io raising the standard rate of plaster-

labourers' wages from 5J. to ohd. per hour has been
formally communicated to a meeting of the Master
Plasterers' Association. The meeting expressed
keen dissatisfaction with the decision, which was
declared to be at variance with the evidence sub-
mitted.

Dbiffeeld.—The master bricklayers of Driffield

have come to the men's terms, after a strike lasting

a fortnight, and agreed to advance wages from Gd.

to 7d. per hour. Most of the men have left the
town, and obtained work elsewhere at higher wages
still.

Maldstoxe.—The carpenters of this town, num-
bering about 130, have decided to come out on
strike to-morrow (Saturday). The question in

dispute between the men and their employers is that

of overtime. For the first two hours after 6 o'clock

p.m. the men, who aim at "scotching" overtime

as far as possible, demand time and a quarter, while
the masters offer an extra half-penny per hour and
after 8 p.m. time and a half. The men are un-
willing to accept the offer of the employers on
account of the fact that practically all overtime is

worked in the first two hours after 6 p.m. Nego-
tiations have been broken off, both sides in the

dispute being prepared to face the consequences of

the threatened strike, which will probably affect the

building trade generally.

Manchester.—A settlement has been arrived at

with regard to the demands made by the local

operative joiners upon the master builders of the

district. At a general meeting of the Manchester
and district joiners, held on Thursday in last week,
at the Central Hall, Oldham-street, Mr. J. Stewart,

chairman of the local committee, presiding, a report

was given on the negotiations that had taken place

between the committee and the master builders with

regard to the alterations proposed by the men in the

conditions of working for the district, and the terms

submitted by the Manchester Master Builders'

Association for a settlement of the questions at

issue, were brought up for consideration. The
employers' proposals were discussed, and although

they scarcely came up to the demands of the men

,

they were regarded as very reasonable concessions.

The chief points on which concessions were offered

had reference to increased rates for the first two
hours' overtime ; increased "lodging" money for

country jobs ; and better allowances for time

occupied by workmen walking to outside jobs. The
meeting ultimately decided to accept the offers

made by the employers for a settlement of the

movement. The notices served by the men were
timed to expire on the 30th inst,, and in case a
general strike had arisen, about 3,000 joiners would
have been affected.

Newpoet, Mox.—Although negotiations are going

on for a reference of the dispute between the Car-
penters' and Joiners' Society at Newport and the

Master Builders' Society to the Conciliation Board,

the carpenters have decided to form a new society,

to be called the Newport Carpenters' Co-operative

Society, which will undertake to do work, the society

being conducted upon co-operative lines. About
150 carpenters and joiners are idle, and other

branches of the building trades are unable to go on
with work for lack of joinery. The operative

painters have asked for an advance in wages from

7d. to Sd. per hour. The employers have offered

the paperhangers 'hi. per hour, refusing any
advance to houce painters : but the proposal has not

been accepted.

PoETSMOCTn.—The six months' notice served

upon the Portsmouth Master Builders' .Association

in November last, asking for an advance in the

wages paid to the bricklayers, plasterers, and
painters employed in the town, as well as alterations

in the working rules, kc, expires on Monday next.

The plasterers, through the National Association of

Operative Plasterers, are asking for an increase in

wages from 8d. to 9d. per hour, with a nine-hours

(Jay, and a 50-hours week; the painters, through

the Portsmouth branch of the Amalgamated Society

of House Decorators and Painters, demand an
advance in wages from Bid. to 7d. per hour, and

the constitution of a conciliation board , and the

bricklayers are asking for an increase of wages from

8d. to 9d. per hour, and various alterations in the

code of rules. The labourers' societies demanded,

on behalf of their members, an increase of wages

and a new code of rules ; but they have offered

to accept a compromise.

Swansea.—The six months' notice, which thej

masons gave the master builders whilst demanding!

an increase in wages of from 8d. to 9J. per hour,!

expires to-morrow (Saturday). The masters have-

i

decided to refuse the demand, and a strike wittj

j
consequently take place.
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BUILDING DANGERS.
DURINr; the last few months several

fatal building disasters have taken
place, some of them attended with serious

loss of Ufe. Two or three have been reported
from America. One of these, at London,
Ontario, we very recently described. A
public meeting was being held in an upper
floor, when it gave way under the weight
and stamping of the people, and in its fall

cari'ied with it another floor, killing several
and injm-ing many others. The cause of the
failure was not satisfactorily determined; but
there is little doubt that the beam at the end
of the room which gave way was either un-
sound, or the pieces composing it were not
securely bolted together. .Soon afterwards
we recorded a collapse of a new roof over
another large assembly-room in Canada, which
might have resulted in equally serious con-
sequences.

The sad crane catastrophe at the Waverley
Station, Edinburgh, whach resulted in the
death of three workmen and the injurj' of 15
others, is too recent to be forgotten. The
failure and collapse of speculative builders'
work is freijuent in the Metropolis ; but these
failures often arise from inferior materials,
bad mortar, and rapid building, and are
amenable to stricter regulations and super-
vision. But what are we to say of the
collapse of buildings in which weU -considered
construction and skilled supervision have
been employed ? '^'hen a building of superior
construction gives way from a sudden fall of
a floor or roof, and yields, in fact, under the
weight of the sudden impact of its materials,
we naturally ask what are the limits of the
strength of the structure or of its component
parts:- "When the fall of one floor causes
the giving way of the other floors, as in the
case of a house built with cards, there is

a certain degree of imreHability that suggests
a very small margin of strength. At the
present time it is a remote inference to draw
any conclusions between stability and safety
and external appearance. Our external
fa(,ades represent solidity and strength, there
is nothing to suggest a thin wall or a weak
floor in the details exposed to view— indeed,
the art of disguising is so complete, what
with casing oiu- girders and iron columns,
that it is impossible to say from external
appearances whether a building is substantial
or flimsy.

The serious catastrophe we reported last
week of the collapse of a new building in
Orchard-street, Westminster, through which
seven hves were lost and several injured, is

-an example which we may well take to
heart. Till the investigations of the experts
commissioned by the Home (jfllce have been
concluded, and the report made public,
it is premature to offer any opinion,
though it is rather a difficult task for
the most experienced to discover from so
much fallen dihrh the cause of the disaster.
If, as supposed, the catasti-ophe was caused Ey
the collapse of the concrete roof by the re-
moval of the supports before the concrete
had proper time to set, no one can be blamed
except those who may have given orders
for the removal, or unauthorised reim^val.
The circumstances, apart from the parti-
cular building or fault to be attached to
anyone, are instructive. Many labourers
engaged in this kind of work are ignorant
of the nature of concrete, and wo have
heard of instances where the workmen
have, on their own responsibility, taken away
centres, believing the concrete or the arch.

as the case may be, was properly set. The
coroner intimated that the Building Act itself

may be defective in permitting " a building

to have been put up within the ordinary
legal limits, and yet to collapse in the way
this had done "

; but the Act does not pre-
tend to instruct builders or workmen in the
operations of work as to striking centres, or

as to the time to wait before concrete can
set. It would indeed be well, and on the
safe side, if the Act included a regulation

requiring that no supports or "centres"
should be removed before an examination
by an official had been made. The
building in question, which we illustrated

on Apnl '22, is a large and handsome
comer building, "Abbey Mansions," for

II.M. Office of Works, Victoria-street. It is

of eight stories in height, and has been
erected at a considerable cost. We under-
stand there were a number of sub-contractors
employed. ^^Tien an accident befalls a build-

ing of this kind, we may well ask what
buildings can be pronounced free fi'om

danger, under certain conditions. There
have been other cases of the fall of one floor

carrying with it the lower ones—a fact which
makes it more incumbent upon builders or

foremen to use the greatest caution in the
supervision of those engaged in the upper
portion of a building. Have we not heard
of heavy iron roofs collapsing and carrying
with them the floors below, owing to a want
of care in screwing up the nuts at the ends of

tie-rods, while the whole weight might have
been safely carried by timbering or shores
transmitting it to the floor or walls below

''

The suddenness of the impact, or the
measured tread or stampede of a crowd, adds
immensely to the destructive effect of the
load. The conditions of modem building in

towns call for more than ordinary pre-

cautions. Owing to the rapidity with which
buildings are run up, the vicissitudes of

contracting, the use of green materials and
bad mortar, the complication of new building
expedients, faulty ironwork, and other causes,

new buildings are quite as much, if not more,
liable to accidents as old and dilapidated struc-

tures, for which the Dangerous and Neglected
Structures provisions of the London Building
Act have been framed. It is neeclless to

recall the number of " jerry " buildings, the
walls of which, through inferior and green
materials, have given way without timely
warning, or the defective iron girders and
columns which collapse and cause fatal

injuries. These are some of the contingencies
to which new buildings are exposed, and
which demand more careful supervision by
the local authorities.

ARCHITECTURE AT THE ROYAL
ACADEMY.—II.

THERE is always something inscrutable
about the selection year by year of

drawings for the Architectural room of the
Royal Academy, and the exhibition con-
sequently is, as usual, replete in siu-prises.

For example, one exhibitor, Mr. BaiUie Scott,

last year sent several very original studies,

but they were all rejected. He sends the same
subjects this year, and they are hung. This
is by no means uncommon. Indeed, many of
the most interesting exhibits of 189S were
refused in 1SS)7. Another of the most curious
features about the collection this year is the
preference which the hanging committee
has accorded to small projects and mere
designs, the choice of which has resulted
in a fringe of inconsequential frames
disposed below larger drawings along
the top of the skirting, patchworked in

where they best might be made to

fit—puzzle- wise. Some of these trifling

oddities, too, appear to have gained selection

mainly on account of their indescribable
queerness in draughtsmanship : witness
Nos. 1630 and Ki.'Jl!—two frames in body
colour of fancy designs for " An Artist's

House," by Mr. A. II. Skipworth. If these
two schemes were worth shovring at all,

surely the author should have been expected
to set them forth in a more workmanlike
way. Mr. C. R. A.shbee is another artist

who revels in the ecstasy of eccentricity, and
so in 1083, Wombourne, Wodehouse, Wolver-
hampton, we not only have a triplet of W's,
but a strangely uncouth fa(;ade baldly de-
lineated, in a weak weary way, with an
outline block plan awkwardly contrived on the
sheet to fit in flag-like form over the gablet

in the centre of the composition. The design is

for a house, seemingly, displayed with shaped
gables and windows so high up in the dor-

mers as to finish inside hard up agafnst the
soffit of the rafters. Emancipated from
ordinary considerations, the proposal as here
feebly shown, looks amateurish to a degree,

and it is not pretty either. Its faults are
cultured, however, and the drawing may
possibly serve as a corrective to the over-

elaboration of professional draughtsmanship.
This, perhaps, was the reason for hanging
this elevation. But we can conceive no
possible good derivable from the inclu-

sion of such an extraordinary exhibit

as No. 16o7, Town's Green Memorial Cross
and Drinking Fountain, Chorley, by L.
Rycroft Oakes. One more example of this

foolishness of selection. Let any impartial

and qualified architect look at No. lo9G, an
outline proposal for a new church at Bar-
noldwick, by Messrs. Bromet and Thorman.
Observe the west window, the buttresses,

the turrets of the tower, and the arches

which span the intervening spaces '. H the
members of the hanging committee who
thought this worthy of the space they gave
it care to know what we do consider

deserving of a position in the Academy as

a church design, we have no hesitation in

naming one. It shall be the proposal for a
South London Church, by Mr. C. A.Nichol-
son (Nos. 169(3 and 1700), to be built on a
triangular site. The scheme is unusual, with
two naves, and an aisle wedged in between.
The choir is cut off boldly from the body
of the church, and the pulpit is located next
the central pier at the end of the afore-

mentioned aisle. German fashion, there is

a second altar at the "west" end of the
church, and this altar faces the pulpit. Out-
side, the walls are of brick ; inside the arcade
in plaster, unrelieved by mouldings, and
springing from plainly-buUt stone piers.

The choir organ is situated in a sort of tri-

forium at the east end of one nave. The
whole thing is uncommon and unconven-
tional to a degree. We should be glad to

see it built.

The late Mr. Scott, of Brighton, was the
architect of a big bam of a church in stock
brick, which was erected about thirty years
since on a site near the Lewes Road by the
Rev. Arthur Wagner, the vicar of St. Paul's
in AVest-street. The building, which is of

vast height, was dedicated to St. Bartholo-
mew. Mr. H. Wilson has now made a
design for a baldacchino, and he is, it woula
seein, rearranging the chancel. We have no
doubt whatever but that he is doing this with
good taste ; but no one can really tell exactly
how it is being accomplished if they only
have the vastly-too-big charcoal drawing
shown this year (1711) at the Academy to go
by. The drawing is hung out of the centre
of the gallery, and being placed high on the
wall, heavy dark mass that it is, the effect is

disconcerting and crushing in scale. The
ordinary exhibits displayed anywhere near
it are spoiled by its selfish weight. It is

not necessary in condemning the size

and shimmer of this cartoon to imply
that Mr. H. Wilson's designs are not

admirable—indeed, one has only to examine
hisbronze and enamel "Tabernacle" (1919) in

the lecture-theatre among the sculptures, to

judge how thoroughly clever Mr. Wilson is

;

but we consider it an injustice to others

that so much room should be given to a
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comparatively unimportant performance

deliberately set forth in this scenic and sensa-

tional fashion, at once vague and ineffective,

as a study of architecture, its attraction

being mainly due to its inordinate sjale.

Mr. J. J. Stevenson, hitherto unknown as

an ecclesiastical architect, sends a flatly-

handled water-colour, of somewhat pleasing

^implicity, of a Free Church at Kelvin. Glas-

gow. The perspective looks more like a der

veloped elevation. The tower has a regular

Scotch crown spire of buttresses after the

types at < »ld St. Machar's, Aberdeen, and St.

(.files', IWinbiirgh. The traceried windows
seem studied on old national chiuches,

with the historic touch of Flamboyant
design introduced. St. Patrick's Church,
Dundee, with Presbytery, by Mi-. T.

Maitin Cappon, is much more free in treat-

ment, with a sijuat Ijelfry stage to the square-

built tower, an octagonal lantern appearing
above as a crowning feature executed in

timber. Another Roman Catholic church
deserving of special notice is St. Augustine's

at Nottingham, bj' Mr. Arthur Slarshall

(1()6!»), designed in brick, very cleverly con-
trived for a restricted site at the corner of two
streets, a great feature being made of some
flying buttresses over a narrow aisle. Between
there are big traceried windows. The lead

flat roof over the aisle is a questionable
device, however. Mr. Charles E. Pouting is

represented by a small hillside church dedi-

cated to St. John the Divine at Ford, Wilts,
verj' picturesquely delineated, with some
cottages and an old bridge in the foreground
(l()S(i), an interior (1652) being given to show
what effective work can be done in good taste

with Limited means. Mr. A. Skipworth
shows a curious design for a rood-screen at

All Saints, Fulham, in a German-like Gothic
style, with a cambered beam sxmnounted by
a range of candlesticks. The traceries below
look wiry and thin ; but this exhibitor always
shows a degree of freshness which we wel-
come, even if we cannot always admire his
conceits. One of these is the incorporation
of a pulpit in a screen for Udimore Church,
Sussex (ITTli), where, to make the balance of
the composition true, a sort of cupboard
inclosure is contrived on the south side
of the screen. Had a loft over the
screen been included, a stairway might have
justified the treatment, but at present the
effect is meaningless, and in the drawing the
design looks very like a fireplace. Mr.
James Brooks has made far more worthy
designs than St. Luke's, Enfield (1716), with
its somewhat regulation type of tower and
thin-timbered treated gables to the quasi-
transepts. When we judge this veteran's
designs we remember his East-end churches,
which have never in their way been sur-
passed, so that we miss the sweetness of
good proportion in looking at the shape of
the lancet fenestration .at the end of this one.
Mr. J. 0. Scott sends the richly managed
tower of St. Mark's, Harrogate (1T19),
worked out in correct accord with traditional
spirit. Another tower of massive proportions
is Mr. W. D. Caroe's design for St. Michael's,
Woolwich (1706). Mr. Percy G. Stone
exhibits a section showing the new timber
roof and screen for St. Peter's church,
Shorwell, Isle of Wight, at once suitable
and inspired by a close study of local
Mediicval work (1737). The marginal
drawings illustrate this architect's love of
Gothic grotesque in carvings. They are
here depicted with feeling and ability.
Messrs. Clark and Moscrop are represented
by St. Luke's Church, Darlington (1.S03), a
pleasant-looking group of buildings ; and
Messrs. Eogers, Bone, and Coles evince a
quaintness by an Arts and Crafts manner in
designing the choir fittings for St. Brelade's
Church, Jersey (1661), which are fashioned
in a sort of domestic way not surely out of
place, however, in a country church. St.
Luke's Chapel, West Hampstead (1635), by
Mr. Basil Champneys, is the subject of an

unambitious drawing, showing, of course,

good work ; but this architect does himself
an injustice by exhibiting such a weakly-
executed elevation (1757) of the Robinson
Memorial Tower at Xew College, Oxford.
The Higher Grade .School, Scarborough, by
Messrs. Hall, Cooper, and Davis, is picturesque
enough, and deserved a better place on the
walls (1754).

Turning now to some of the street archi-

tecture shown in the exhibition, we may
briefly record some notes which figure in our
copy of the catalogue, and not before tran-
scribed. The first is Mr. J. M. Brydon's
Art Galleries at Bath, a work quite in

harmony with the old vernacular Classic of

that city (1625). Mr. Walter Cave's small
green brick front. 40, James-street, S.W.
(16.34), has a pleasing plaster bay and a

stone gable—a nice notion neatly carried

out. Mr. Ernest Newton's street row of

buildings—including a bank, an hotel,

and some shops at Bromley (1638), has the

advantage of good drawing, and illustrates a
capability on the part of the architect which
is beyond question. The bank, however,
hardly bespeaks itself, and the ground-floor
front looks more like a place for light

refreshments or perhaps the weU-lighted hall

of a private house. The shop-front adjoining
is very ordinary. The George and Dragon
Inn, Castleton (1667), is a characteristic

minor work, the production of Mr. Edgar
Wood. Another roadside inn of good stvle

is one at Bromford (1684), by Mr. H."T.
Buckland. The Public Baths at Bethnal
Green (1703), by Mr. R. Stephen AyUng
were won in competition, and well deserved
their choice. Messrs. Bateman and Bateman
send a competition design for Bury Free
Library (1717), and Mr. Sidney Smith shows
a large red house in Green-street, Park-lane
(1726). The Public Library at Shoreditch, by
Mr. H. T. Hare ( 1 728), is one of the most satis-

factoiy buildings of its class in the exhibition,

skilfully conceived, and well worked out. IMr.

Davison's drawing does it justice too. The
Bank, Blyth, Northumberland, by Messrs.
Armstrong and Knowles, hangs near (1732),

and close by is a florid gable designed for

Clerkenwell Town Hall, of which Mr.
C. E. Vaughan was the architect (17.53.)

The rebuilding of Gosling's Bank, Fleet-

street, by Mr. iVrthur C. Blomfield, wiU make
an important addition to the architecture of

Fleet-street (1750), and we herewith illus-

trate Mr. Paul's capable perspective by
which the facade is represented at the
Academy. The plan is contrived with every
regard to the purpose of the building, and
the exterior is at once dignified and refined.

Mr. Field has an important block of General
Office buildings for the North Eastern
Railway Company at York, of which an
admirable view is given by 1 780. The whole
group is spiritedly picturesque with ample
windows, and a business-bke air about it,

showing what can be done to inspire com-
mercial premises with rather more than a
degi'ee of interest.

Turning, in conclusion, to some of the
hitherto unmentioned counby houses, we
note a red-brick Classic mansion by Mr.
Reginald Blomfield at Medmenham, rather

carelessly drawn, with windows out of the

upright (1786), but like all this gentleman's
work, somewhat dashing in style. (We cannot
pass on without giving warm praise to his

design, hanging near his other exhibit, for

the Processional Crucifix for St. Paul's

Cathedral. It is a very capable and well-

studied proposal.) The CottageHomes atMill

Hill (illustrated by us this week) for the Linen
and Woollen Drapers' Institution, by Mr. Geo.
Homblower, are shown (1796) in a crisply-

executed bird's-eye view, to be a pleasingly

grouped set of comfortable buildings. " Clift'

Towers," a Colonial home designed by Mr.
Harrison Townsend (1771), is seemingly a
shingled dwelling, cleverly treated. Mr.
C. F. A. Yoysey has two of his smaller

houses—one in Suri'ey and another in Hami)-
shire(175S, 1750), represented by the skilful

brush of Mr. Howard Gye. Both resi-

dences are in plastered walling, ingeniously
contrived in a thoroughly country-side
way, homelike and quaint. Highcombe-
Edge, Hindhead, by Mr. William A. Pite,

has some uncommonly good interior wood-
work about it, and the sketches in the-

hall (1730) are, therefore, interesting. The-
Old White House, Oxford, by Mr. 11. T-
Hare, we notics with satisfaction (172.J), and
hanging close to it are some views in

pastel, by Mr. Rickards, of Mr. Leonard
Stokes' ingeniously - designed House at

Pangbourne, overlooking the river (1720-

to 1724). The picture gallery, as well as
the exteriors, show much ability. Houghton
Grange, near Huntingdon, is by ^Ir. J.

Ransome, and Mr. F. S. Taylor has a Water-
side Hotel from the Isle of Wight, both
worth naming (1695 and 1693). The Red
House, Ayr, by Mr. J. A. Morris, is seen in

a good pen view with large bays to the-

mansion overlooking some formal gardens
suitably managed (1092). Braham, near
Perth, is another Scotch house. The archi-

tect is Mr. F. W. Bedford, and his work
is of Stirling character (1680). The same
unambitious merit is observable in '

' The
Court House," Broadway, Worcestershire, by
Messrs. Guy Dawber and Whitwell (1677),

who have worked their designs entirely in

accord with the old stone buildings of that

county. Mr. J. II. Smith has a timber house
of pleasing character, called " Summerdale,"'
Epsom (1665), not long since illustrated in

our pages. Mr. Alex Cullen sends the stair-

case of " The Ross," Hamilton. N.B. (1662),

designed in a Jacobean style at home in

Scotland. Rotherfield Hall,' by Mr. Inigo
Thomas, should be noted (1649) for quaint-
ness tastefully thought out, and the same
praise is due to Messrs. Bateman's plastered

house at Edgbaston (1644), with the reel

brick chimneys. Mr. Halsey Ricardo is very
restrained in his conceptions of fitness. The
rigid seveiity of his house at Bramley is-

simplicity itself (KHO). Mr. E. Newton is

also commendably plain in his bric'K house
at Wokingham (1637), which is cleverly

drawn in colour, a little overdone in finish.

Mr. Collcutt's own house, " The Croft,"'

Totteridge, we are glad to see hung (1615),

as it well merits a place on the line. We
illustrated this view, and the garden
front also, on August 14th, 1896. Mr.
Ernest Runtz has a clever little house (1612)

at Sutton, which we shall soon illustrate, and
Mr. E. J. May shows some good sketches by
the same hand of some capable additions

to an ungainly old house, Jardine Hall,

Dumfries.

PICTURES AT THE ROYAL ACADEMY.
[.SECOXD NOTICE.]

ONE of the most charming landscapes in

the first gallery is Gilbert Foster's;

" Whispering Eve " (21), a landscape or hill-

side under -widespreading trees, the grass

slope covered with daffodils. We have seen

nofliing better of this painter's work. There

is a delightful atmosphere as one sees in

spring : deep recesses of woodland lend

beauty and mystery to the scene, fading into

a blue hilly distance beyond. A grand sea-

scape by Edmund G. Fuller, " A Fair Wind"
(11), is "a fine stretch of blue sea ; the reflec-

tion of the sky is well painted. We have

spoken of H. W. B. Davis's large sunny

picture, " A June Evening," the apple-

blossom and cattle in -which are rendered

with his consummate skill. Last week we
briefly noticed Briton Riviere's great work,
" The Temptation in the Wilderness " (22),

a grand solitude. The painter has im-

pressed the spectator with the majesty of this

desolate mountain summit, upon which sits,

with bowed head, the white-robed Man of
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Sorrows. The undulating surface of the

vast rocky plateau resembles a dark
tumultuous sea, the bright horizon being
reflected on it. H. II. La Thangue's " Night-
fall," an old peasant woman and her
daughter making their way homeward
through a narro v path with their gleanings
in the pale moonlight, is a tine piece of

realism with a certain pathetic interest.

The grouping of the bending figures and
the colour in his ''Bracken" (1-3) in the

next gallery—an old woman who leads the

way laden with bracken, followed by another
younger woman, in a warm evening sunlight

—are also admirable. "Good-bye, Holland,"
a group of Dutch fisherfolk on the beach
waving their farewells to a small sailing vessel

that is leaving the shore, is chai-ming in

colour, and pathetic. Passing a few good
pictures by Norman Garstin, Alfred
Parsons, Horace II. Cautj", and a few others,

we come to J. W. Waterhouse's very
graceful and somewhat Mediaeval conception
of " Flora and the Zephyrs " (G4), a further
examination of which confirms our first

impression of its merit. The scene is laid in a
garden or mead. From the foliage of trees

the zephyrs are ministering to the goddess,
who is seated. One places a white-rose gar-
land round Flora ; other nymph-like figures,

clad in thin draperies, are picking wild roses

and anemones. The goddess herself is robed in

a figured dress of violet hue—all in pleasing
harmony with the grass and flowers. The
painting " Ariadne," in the Third Gallery,

may be compared to it in surroundings,
grace of figure, and melodious colour. The
beloved of Theseus reclines asleep on a couch
in a walled-in garden, her scarlet drapery,
or peplos, open at the bosom ; underneath
the couch a panther is asleep, and another is

just crouching to him. The harbour and
galleon and sunset cliffs make up a pleasing
composition. The conception is certainly
poetical, the colour of tertiary hues soft and
harmonious. But to pass to J. C. Hook's
" Idlers," a delicious piece of coast scenery,

a limpid and fresh sea breaking upon a sandy
beach ; a distant headland is seen on the left.

The title is given to the least-prominent
object—the idlers on the shore.

" Unconverted" (70), by F. D. Millet, is,

as usual with the painter, a subject of quiet
humour. The picture is a softly-lighted
interior of a country inn, in which, near a
table, a black-dressed young Puritan preacher
with Bible in hand, wearing a large collar,

stands. He turns his head disdainfully to a
couple of maids who are engaged in peeling
apples, one of whom offers him an apple
smiUngly. Seated on the table another
customer is laughing quietly at the joke.
The solemn demeanour' of the young evan-
gelist, and his contemptuous look at the girls

who are offering him an apple, is amusing, and
is painted in that pleasing coo) tone of colour
that we usually see in Mr. Millet's work.
Alfred Waterhouse, E.A., sends a clever
picture of "Arisaig, N.B." Seymour Lucas
has a charming piece of colour in his
" Phyllis is my only Joy," a lady at piano,
agentleman accompanying her on the mando-
lin, against tapestrybackground. Our passing
notice of Mr. Abbey's great picture "King
'""'•

" was brief and imperfect ; we now, inLear'
a little more detail, examine the composi-
tion. Mr. Abbey's brilliant pictures from
Shakespeare, his " Richard III." and"
" Hamlet," are ah-eady well known ; this
one of "King Lear" is a worthy .successor.
The subject is taken from the first Act,
where the fair and portionless Cordelia is
accepted by the King of France, who is
reverently kissing her hand. She is about
to depart. She is taking farewell of her
scornful sisters, and speaks those words,
half in reproof, half in irony

—

" Ye jewels of our father, with waahed eyes
Cordelia leaves you."

They stand reproved, but take the words in
scorn. One, in a crimson robe, rises from

her seat and half-mockingly raises her skirt

with both hands. There is a suppressed
smile on her face ; the other sister, more
demure, dressed in black, draws her robe
close round her : but the central and most
beautiful figure is that of Cordelia, in pale

lemon draperj-, her fair plaited hair falling

over it. She turns in sweet reproof to her
sister, her left-hand she permits her Eoyal
lover, to kiss. On the right hand side

the old King and Court are leaving ; the

King, in white /obe and long white locks,

shambles away, with the fool at his side,

followed by his faithful dog. There is

something very pathetic in this fare-

well of Cordelia, and Mr. Abbey has
painted the scene with much majesty, and
without any stagy effect. The poet, rather

than the mere dramatist, has been studied.

There is a sweetness in the look of the central

fair figure of Cordelia to which all else is

subordinated ; the young French King
wearing his crown forms one of the

background figures, and the two other

sisters are in rich but subdued tones. A
barbaric splendour pervades the surround-
ings, especially on the retreating procession

followed b}- King Lear. The costumes
and colours are rich and harmonious.
Frederic S. Richardson's " Katwijk Dunes "

is a delightful piece of colour, a sea-shore,

fresh and full of atmosphere and light.

Mr. Frederick Goodall's picture, "A Gilded
Cage " (KiT), a seraglio or divan, in which a

lady in orange skirt reclines on a cushioned
seat, and is about to relieve the tedium of her
existence by a pipe which is being lighted by
a slave boy, while a dusky attendant is

bringing in a tray of liqueur or dainties, is

somewhat hard.

In the next Gallery, III., Hubert Her-
komer's large upright canvas " The Guards'
Cheer : Crimean Veterans of the Guards
cheering her Majesty during the Jubilee
Procession," has a popular interest, and the

painter has achieved a higher success in this

than in his other portrait subject. As a
background to the old Guards in scarlet

uniforms is the Guards' Memorial, a monu-
ment whose bronzy darkness forms an
admirable foil to the scarlet ; but there is a

mobility of feature in the faces and lips of the
old men as they raise the cheer, and a variety

of expression that is almost touching. The
gx'ouping and colour are strong and happily
harmonised.
The President's " Duchess of Somerset," in

a di'ess as Lady Jane Seymour (179), which
the duchess wore at the recent Devonshire
House ball, is Ilolbeinesque in beauty and
accuracy of costume. The splendid jewelled
dress of brocaded silk and of golden hue, the
jewelled coif, the pendant, rich in pearls and
rubies, and the jewel-bedecked skirt and
head-dress, make a very rich and historical

portrait. The President's subject picture,
" The Skirt Dance," is another version of a
similar theme we have seen before. A closer

examination only makes more evident the
technical skiU of the painter of the Classic

interior, the translucent marble, and the
splendour of Classical draperies and flowers.

The dance which the girl is performing is

what is known as the '

' IonicMovement " ; but
the work is academical, lacking in human
interest. With all its beauty of drawing and
technique, there is something unsympathetic,
and a little hard and unyielding. The very
exquisiteness of the many-coloured marble
floor, and the finish of the accessories make
it almost impossible to expect any feeling.

The sitting maidens look on and chat uncon-
cerned at the graceful movement of the
ilamrnsi before them.
We glanced at the splendid landscape of

B. W. Leader, "In a Welsh Valley," and
" Where Peaceful Waters Glide " (31)9), and
" The Silver Sea " in the next Gallery, which
alone entitle him to the honour he
has lately won in the Academy. We see

the perfection of finished landscape, serene

calmness, unclouded skies, translucent water
or rippled sea reflecting the beauty of hill

and sky. A golden sunlight gilds the hill-

tops of the Welsh mountains in the first,

while in the last named a cool, silvery light

pervades the atmosphere. The realisation of

nature is in the hands of Mr. Ijeader only
to be attained by great care and finish ; but
we never find his work suffer, as in many
cases it does, by this kind of regard for

detail : breadth and effect are seldom lost.

(r. II. Boughton's chief work, " The Road
to Camelot," briefly noticed already, does
not give us the impression of a mirrored
image of the passing world outside. There
is little suggestive of the magic mirror, or of

the romantic and tragical circumstances
recorded in " The Lady of Shalott," but the
scene is bright. We pass on to notice W. Q.
Orchardson's delicate and fascinating portrait

of " Miss Fairfax Rhodes." The lady is in

a pale blue or grey dress, and has a pleasing

and expressive face, but the light scheme of

colour, like a delicate sketch, is the chief

merit. His portrait of the Rt. Hon. Viscount
Peel (330), a studyof side face, is characteristic

of the sitter, whose closed eyes and expres-
sion indicate a mental reserve. The painter

has obviously observed his subject through a
Paliamentary debate ; it is not a portrait of

repose—rather of one suitable to go with
others of illustrious Speakers. In his sub-
ject portrait " Trouble " we can add little to

our former description. What the trouble is is

not clear
;
perhaps the young lady in evening

dress, who is turning round to look at the

dejected lover or husband, is the cause. At all

events, we admire the elegance of the figure,

the " Empire " drawing-room, its warm flood

of golden hue. The subject is not so great a
success as his former, "A Rift within the
Lute." Andrew C. Gow's "A Gentleman of

the Road " is a cleverly told incident. On
the distant roadway, on a bleak and desolate

heath or common, a coach and its occupants
have been waylaid ; a scarlet-coated individual

is being attended to by his companions,
while on the road lie scattered a number
of letters. The mail - coach has been
stopped and plundered, and the masked high-
wayman on horseback is beating a retreat,

making a short cut across the common.
Near it Ernest Crofts sends one of his

historical pictures, "Charles II. at White-
ladies after the Battle of Worcester." The
King and his retinue are shown making a
halt in the courtyard of a large hall, after

their defeat by Cromwell at Worcester. Mr.
Crofts has lost none of his vivacity of

touch, romantic air, or scholarly precision

of detail. The two coast scenes by J. C.

Hook, which hang on each side of Frank
Dicksee's rich Renaissance study of lovers,

are not quite so interesting. '' Ti'ouble

with the Muzzle-loader" is the some-
what irrelevant title of a rocky creek,

painted with Mr. Hook's inimitable skill

as a delineator of coast, in the foreground
of which a man is examining his gun.
A number of rabbits lie before him on
the grass}' bank, and his dog. No. 27S is a
more pleasant coast view, a distant line of

cliffs forming a bay with the foreground,
with a fresh breezy sea, and anchored boats
on the beach. In Marcus Stone's " A Wel-
come I'ootstep " we have one of the well-
known garden scenes, a white-frocked
young maiden at her worktable with ribbons
and wool, while beyond is seen the figure of

her lover just coming through a -wicket

gate. As a pretty piece of sentiment, this

picture hardly ranks -with other subjects

by the painter. It is a Httle stale ; but it is

a profitable subject for engravers. Val C.

Prinsep's picture, "A Student of Necro-
mancy " ("283), has a deeper meaning. A
darkened chamber in which a sombre-robed
student is examining a ball of crystal,

'^n a stool bums a flame from a basin.

On a richly-carved coffer or sideboard which
forms the background is a skull, and a
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bookstand on which is a large volume of

occult science. There is an air of mystery

in the conception, and the solid painting

contrasts with other everyday subjects.

G. F. Watts sends only one composition,

and this a large upright allegorical picture

"Love Triumphant "(310). Love is repre-

sented as a winged youth, with out-

stretched arms extended to heaven, standing

on a locky summit. On each side of his

feet lie the dead bodies of Time and Death.

The composition is majestic and powerful

as an ideal conception, and may be

compared in its handling and richness of

colour to " Love and Death." ( >ver it a

light and brilliant decorative picture is hung,

by T. Austen Brown, " La Benediction de la

Mer; a Staples"—a procession, with banners,

of young girls in white, trimmed with

blue, wearing wreaths of flowers, by the sea.

A bishop in crimson cassock, wearing his

mitre and holding his crosier, is giving his

benediction, while beside him stands the

cross-bearer. The key of the colour is in

marked contrast with Mr. Watts's visionary

picture.

Herbert A. Oliver's " In Fields Elysian"

(305) is a poetical conception of "blinded

Death" scythe in hand, stealing aboutinafield

coveretl with scarlet poppies ; a picture show-

ing undoubted power. Another very noble

and harmonious portrait by W. Q. Orchard-

son is " l^Irs. I'attison," an elderly lady in

black, seated in a red chair. Alfred Parsons'

large landscape " The Mooters, Bishopswood.

Herefordshire," and one of the best in the

Academy, is a grand subject, masterful in its

handling and colour. On a hill-top men
are busy burning wood, and uprooted trees

lie on the brow. Beyond, a distant pro-

spect opens to view before the spectator.

Byam Shaw's eccentric allegory, " Truth,"

is a conception of the same class which he

gave us a year or two ago, and illustrates

the verse

—

" Of Truth doth here this truth appeare,

Withouten al disgyse.

How men do stryve wych are y-lyve

To shutte her from their eyes."

There is a quaint Mediwval symbolism in

this work. "Truth" is a blindfolded nude

maiden in the presence of a king and his

court. Behind, three ladies are holding up

a green velvet drapery as if to conceal her

figure, while in front is a large bowl filled

with a thick scarlet liquid like blood, m
which a jester is dipping a white linen

cloth. Other figures crowd the canvas, their

eves turned away from the central figure of

Truth. The moral is clear. The innocent

and truthful maiden is to be clothed or

disguised by a decorous garment. Stanhope

V. Forbes's picture, "The Letter" (36.")),

is a group of cottagers at their door at

night-time. The country postman.laden with

bags and parcels, stands to examine his letter s.

The candle-light illumines the faces of the

group at the door, casting blue shadows, and

it is this part of the picture which is so

realistic, and recalls other work of the

painter where artificial light is represented,

as in his last year's " Christmas Eve."

MODEL SPECIFICATIONS.—XI.

TEUR.VCOTTA

—

{lOnUiiUed).

THE sizes of blocks and the jointing of

terracotta work are important matters

upon which the proper treatment of this

material largelv depends. The frequency of

joints varies much m buildmgs. In some of

them we find the blocks are comparativelv

large, in others small, and no doubt much of

this diflerence depends on the clay and the

de'^ree of shi-inkage in burning. A\e may

t-iv^e as examples of brick and terracotta

work in London, the Prudential Offices,

Holbom, and the Buildings in Carey- street

;

also the Natural History Museum, by Mr.

Alfred Waterhouse, E.A., the blocks of

offices in Arundel-street and Sm-rey- street,

the recent corner block of offices and shops

in "Wellington-street, Strand, and offices,

shops, and residences in Bond-street and

Oxford-street. These are important and easily

accessible buildings.

Other good examples of the employ-

ment of terracotta work may be found

at the Northampton Institute, ClerkenweU,

by Mr. E. W. Mountford, the Empire

Theatre, Cambridge Circus, by Mr. T. C.

Collcutt, and houses at Chelsea, Cadogan-

square, and Collingham-gardens, by Messrs.

Ernest George and Peto. These build-

ings will suffice to show the varymg kinds

of jointing and the sizes of the blocks

emploved. The Birmingham Law Courts,

by Messrs. Aston Webb and E. Ingress BeU.

the terracotta for which was supphed by

J. C. Edwards, Paiabon, is a successful

instance. , , ^ •,. i i„
Our sketches are mtended to lUustrate

difierent types of window-heads, m which

the joints are joggled, and the mode ot

treating mullions and transoms. iig--

shows a two-light window with centre

mullion and transom. The head and transom

have joggled pieces, and the jambs of \ymdow

bond' into and course with the brickwork.

Pi<TS 3 and 4 are other examples. Ine

details on the opposite page are taken from an

executed building, and we give clauses to

describe the work.

We here subjoin clauses for a front in

terracotta that would be suitable to houses

of the kind we see in Cadogan-square or

other West-end suburbs, and in which an

ornamental gable like that we gave m our

last issue, p. J91, is introduced.
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1. Faciiigx.—The facing-blocks of terracotta are to

be weU-bumt red (or buff, of approved colour)

,

and of tones approved by the architect (or uniform
in colour), and to be supplied by Messrs. Doulton
and Co. (or by J. C. Edwards, Ruabon), and
where the blocks are large, are to be chambered,
no part being lees than 2in. thick. The hoUows
to be tilled in solid with fine lime concrete, in the
proportions described, the blocks being well
soaked in water before filling. The courses of
terracotta to be 9in, and Gin. (or r2in. and 9in.)

in height or depth, to bond with the brick
backing alternately, or as desired, and no
piece to be longer than ISin. The original sur-
faces or edges of the pieces are to be left as they
come from the kiln, and are on no accoiint to be
chipped or filed, unless the parts so treated are
hidden.
The blocks to be set in fine mortar of approved

proportions, neatly pointed with a bevelled joint as
the work proceeds, no joint to exceed \,jin. (^in.) in

thickness. The blocks are to be 4| (or 6) and 9in.

in thickness, to form a good bond with the brick
backing. The whole facing to be cleaned down
at completion, and all the horizontal and vertical

arrises to be true and regular.

2. Ihorwatjs.—The jambs of entrance to have fluted

pilasters (or mouldings) of terracotta in accordance
with the detail drawingsupphed, jointed as shown,
or, if hollow, filled with fine concrete in the propor-
tion of 1 part by measure of Portland (or Roman
cement), 2 of sand, and 4 of fine clean ballast,
the stones to pass through an inch ring. Each
piece of terracotta to be thoroughly soaked with
water before filling the hollow, and the pieces to
be thoroughly bonded with the brickwork and.
flashed in with mortar. The base and capital (if

any) are to be of the profile shovra in full-size
section, the arrises and mouldings to be true in
line and regular when fixed, but no chipping or
filing of the original surfaces or angles will be
allowed. Or, the capitals of the pilasters or columns
to be cast in one or two pieces, as shown, and to
be filled in with concrete as described.
The arch mouldings to be in accordance with

detail, and to be carefully set out before modelling
with the assi.-tauce of the contractor (or clerk of
works), the joints or voussoirs being as shown,
with keystone according to detail supplied,
(or selected from Doulton and Co.'s or .1. C.
Edwards's catalogue) : and the ornamental span-
drels or frieze to be Xo. — in J. C. Edwards'

(or Doulton and Co.'s) catalogue, carefully

modelled. The whole to be set in fine mortar, and
pointed as the work proceeds, cleaned down at

completion, and left to the architect's satisfaction

(or to be set in mortar to match the facings).

3. Bay Windows.—The bay windows to be con-
structed of terracotta a( cording to working
drawmgs : tne mullions and transoms to be 4'in.

by 6in. (or 6in. by 9in.), jointed as shown ; the
lintels, heads, and transoms to have radiating or
joggled joints. The entablatures or cornices to

be of hollow blocks not longer than 12in., and to

be jointed, as shown, with close, neat joints

,

the mouldings to be true in line, and no piece to

be chipped or rubbed, the whole to be set

in fine cement (or mortar) coloured to match the
facing, and to be neatly pointed with joints

not to exceed -Jin. in thickness. Carefully clean

up, and straighten the terracotta where next to

the joinery.
4. Uthei- Ji'indoirs.— The other windows to be

executed with terracotta architraves or jamb
mouldings, bonded into brickwork and mullions,
with cornices and pedimental heads as shown in

details (see sketches, p. .390, and those here give

1, 2, 3, and 4, or on opposite page), and in all

respects according to previous description.

5. Ornamental Pa>wh,—The ornamental panels (if

any) below the ground- floor windows, in the
pediments or above heads, to be modelled accord-
ing to the drawing and to the architect's satis-

faction, and to be cast in blocks of not greater
size than shown or directed (or the ornamental
panels to be those No. — in J. C. Edwards's
Catalogue of Patterns or figured in Doulton and
Co.'s "Architectural Terracotta"), and the pieces

to be well bonded with brickwork and flushed in

with mortar.
6. Cornice, i;i,—The main cornice and frieze (if any)

to be of well-burnt hollow blocks of terracotta in

one or two courses 12in.,9in. high and Oin.and 6iu.

deep, and not more than l.'iin. long, to be well

tailed or pinned into brickwork. The cornice is

not to project more than 9in. (or 12in.) from the

face of wail, and to be jointed as shown in detail,

set in fine mortar or cement, and covered (if

necessary) with two courses of tiles in cement,
breaking joint. The frieze to be cirefuUy and
artistically moulded, and be left clean and sharp,

and to be done to the satisfaction of the archi-

tect. All the arrises and mouldings to be left in

true line and sharp. I

7. Gable.—The gable to be executed in terracotta
with plain facings, as described above, and with
piers or pilasters at distances apart as shown (see

sketch p. 591), and of a width of 9in. (or 6in.),

and of 4Jin. (or 2jin.) in projection. The whole
to be set in fine mortar and weather pointed as
the work proceeds. The caps to be cast to design
(or to be Doulton and Co.'s pattern). The
finials or terminals to be according to detail (or of
Doulton and Co.'s, Fig. —) securely fixed on
copper rods in cement. The curved ramps or
copmgs to be set out with joints, as shown in

drawings, not more than 6in. (or 9in.) apart,
with voluted ends set in cement, dowelled at
the joints where necessary. The window-heads,
moulded strings, and modelled ornament to be
neatly executed according to drawings and to the
architect's satisfaction (or the ornament to be
selected from the catalogues of weU-known firms)

,

and to be clean and sharp, and the curved mould-
ings and arrises to be true in line and sharp. Any
damaged or warped piece is to be removed and
replaced by a perfect piece at the contractor's

expense. 'The whole work to be cleaned down at
completion.

The following clauses are suitable to

describe a front to a bank or commercial
building, the details of which are given in

our sketches.

The manufacturer will be held responsible for

the prompt delivery of the terracotta by the time
it is required. Any damage is to be made good
by the manufacturer (or contractor).

8. Geniralbj.—The terracotta work to be well

burnt red (or stone colour) of even tint, and free

from cracks and other defects, and to be executed

in accordance with the det.ail drawings, no piece

of terracotta to exceed ISin. cube (or be larger on
face than liin. by 9in.) The surfaces are not to

be coloured, nor to be filed, chipped, or rubbed,

to remove the skin. The work, especially the

moulded parts, arches, Arc, to be set out by the

manufacturer with the assistance of the con-
tractor, who is to supply the necessary accommo-
dation. Any damaged or imperfect piece is to be

replaced at the expense of the contractor. The
terracotta to be well bonded, and course with the

brickwork, and no joint is to be more than iSjin. (or

iiu.) in thickness, and the whole to be set in fine

mortar and neatly pointed with a bevelled joint as
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the work proceeds. All hollow blocks to be not less

than -'in. thick in any part, and to be well

soaked in water before being tilled with concrete,

which is to be composed of 1 part of Portland (or

Iloman cementi , 2 of sand, and 4 of clean ballast

to pass through lin. ring.

9. Arihes, Ground Floor.—The piers and arches on
the ground-floor story to be built of well-burnt
terracotta, according to the detail drawings, and
jointed in accordance therewith with a neat

mortar joint not more than i";in. thick. AH
hollow pieces to be tilled in solid with fine lime

concrete as above described, and to be bonded
witli the brick backing. The arch blocks to be
accurately set out and struck upon proper centres,

and the arrises to be left true and regular. The
enriched capitals and keystones are to be
modelled according to detail drawings and to be
dean and sharp. The blocks round brick

piers to be well bonded with the brickwork, and
flushed in with mortar (or cement mortar) , and
no piece to bo chipped or filed after the burning
so as to destroy the skin. Clean down at com-
pletion, and leave perfect to the architect's

satisfaction.

10. Wniioir Dressings.—The first and second-floor
windows to be executed in accordance with the
detail drawings, the pieces of terracotta to be
well burnt and true in line, and to be jointed as

shown. The semi-octagonal pilasters on each
side of the windows to be bonded into the
brick backing every other course i\ (or 9in.),

and the arrises and mitres of strings and
caps to be true and sharp. No piece is to be filed

or rubbed after the firing. All hollow pieces are
to be filled in with fine concrete as above described,
and the work to be well flushed in with mortar.
The joints are not to be more than iin. thick, and
to be neatly pointed as the work proceeds.
The transoms and heads of windows to be

i'ointed with joggle joints as shown, and to be
:ept true in line, and the reveals and muUions

of terracotta to be straightened and kept true near
the casement frames.

•nit SOCIETY OF AKCHITECTS.

THE sixth ordinary meeting' of the Society of
Architects was held at St. James's Hall,

Piccadilly, on Thursday evening in last week,
Jlr. Silvanus Travail, of Truro, vice-president,
in the chair. Mr. George Herbert Gray, of
Botfield House, BexhiU-on-Sea, was duly elected
by ballot as a member, and a number of donations
to the library were announced and acknowledged
with thanks.

THE DF.I()R.\T1TE VSE OF MOSAIC IX .IKCHITECTURE.

A paper on this subject was read by Mr.
SiiiLEXTiiEiM, of Messrs. Diespekerand Co., and
was illustrated by executed examples of mosaic
work, by numerous coloured cartoons, and by a
series of lantern slides shown on the screen. The
lecturer remarked that he proposed to show the
many uses and advantages of marble mosaic as a
flooring material. A\Tiat is called Florentine
mosaic is, he explained, not much used, and is not
very suitable for floors. It is practically a series
of geometrical designs produced in

"
slabs of

marble, cut by machinery, varying in size from
an inch or two up to six inches, ten inches, or
even more. It is very effective for the decoration
of walls, and has been used with great effect in
the Altar of Our Lady, The Oratory, Brompton:
but for floors it has aU the disadvantages of an
ordinary marble-slab floor, particularly that of
wearing badly, and is far more expensive.

ROMAX MOSAIC

is made up of tesserjo, mostly in the shape of
cubes, generally varying in size from threeeights
to three-quarters of an inch, and this is the kind
which has been mainly used in buildings in
England until about 10 or U years ago. It is in
this kind, too, that nearly all the well-known
mosaics both in floors and on walls and all the
famous pictures in the Italian cathedrals were
executed. 01 course, in the case of pictorial
work it has mostly been done in ^enetian glass,
or, as the Italians call it, " smalto." For the
purpose of external decoration, this style of
mosaic might be used with great effect in span-
drels, in tympanium of doornavs, windows, and
gables, panels of pilasters, stringing of fai,ades,
&c., as has been done in manv Italian towns.
InternaUy, it might be, and has been, used with
great effect for friezes and for the decoration of
ceilings. The Holborn Piestaurant is probably
the largest example in England of the use of
glass mosaic for wall and ceiling decoration, and
though no doubt the outlay at first was hi-'h
probably there are but very few buUdings of even

half that size which in the way of painting or
redecoration costs so little to maintain. Roman
marble mosaic for floors will need very little

explanation, as it is probably well known to

every architect. It has been laid by us and
other firms throughout the country, and if only
hard marbles are used it is of great durability.

Any design can practically be executed in it.

A kind of mosaic, however, that is coming into
use more than any other sort of flooring in recent
years is what we call \'enetian marble mosaic,
but what many architects and some firms of

mosaic workers call " terrazzo." " Terrazzo " is

not the right word, as what was called '* terrazzo"
by the Italians is nowadays but seldom used in

England, and is never done by us. Xowadays
"terrazzo" means a mosaic made up of small
irregular pieces of marble, which are, so to sa}',

sown or spread out on the top of the cement
mastic, then rolled and rubbed down. 'We used
to do this about twelve or fifteen years ago : but
found that it did not answer well for the very
rough wear to which it was subjected in the busy
English towns, although lasting well enough in

sleepy Italy. AVe have gradually worked out a

system which looks, if anything, better than
" terrazzo," and is far more durable, having the
great advantage of all colours and patterns going
right through. One objection that has been
frequently raised by architects and others to the
appearance of terrazzo is that it has a sort of

plum - pudding appearance, as some say, or
German sausage appearance, as others put it. Of
course, that depends to some extent upon the
lively imagination of the gentleman who makes
the objection, and upon his more or less intimate
acquaintance with Cierman sausage (I must admit
that Crerman sausage on the floor is matter
out of place) ; but there is a little truth
in the suggestion, and we have tried, and
I believe we have succeeded in producing a
Venetian floor which gets rid of this supposed
defect, as will be seen firstly by the specimens of

Venetian mosaic all white or self-coloured, and
in the system of ornamental Venetian which we
have perfected in recent years. Only about ten
or twelve years ago, wherever the "terrazzo"
was used on account of its low price, the borders
were still made of Roman cube marble mosaic.
This added to the expense, and limited both the
use of border-lines, and especially of ornamenta-
tion ; but this difliculty has been overcome. In
all manner of buildings this mosaic has been used
—in mansions and in cottages, in theatres and in

police-stations, in music-haUa and in hospitals,

in conservatories, bathrooms, kitchens, engine-
rooms, lavatories, sculleries, dormitories, laundries,
tank-rooms, and, in fact, in every conceivable sort

of building. During the very severe winter of
two or three years ago, numberless tiles in path-
ways and verandahs had to be taken up because
they were loosened and damaged by frost, whilst
in not a single instance did any of the many
mosaic pathways and verandahs which we have
laid suffer from this cause. This kind of mosaic
lends itself to almost any purpose. For example,
about two years ago a stone staircase of the In-
corporated Law Society, Chancery-lane, was so

worn away that nothing could have been done
with it except to replace it by a new one but for

our Venetian mosaic, with which we covered the
treads, nosings, and risers of the staircase, thus
making it practically a new one, more durable
than it was originally, and, we believe also, more
ornamental — the cost of this being only a
slight proportion of what a new staircase would
have been. From the
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mosaic is even more to be recommended than for
merely ornamental or decorative purposes, and
for these reasons it is eminently suitable for

infirmaries and similar institutions. We have
lately laid many thousands of yards in such
buildings, and both architects and doctors before
whom the matter has been put have agreed that
not only the flooring, but particularly the curved
or circular skirting is of great advantage. As
you will see from the specimens of this curved
skirting in the room, it runs up the wall2in.,
3in., or 4in., as may be desired, and does away
with all corners and with the right-angle which
is ordinarily formed between the wall and the
floor. In this right angle dirt, dust, and mois-
ture will continually lodge, and it is difficult to

thoroughlyremove them. Sometimes, too, moisture
will percol.ate through this joint at the right angle

:

all this is entirely obviated by our curved skirt-

ing, and this curved skirting adds but slightly

to the cost. As mosaic is impervious to damp,
and quite non-absorbent, its advantages in such
buildings are self-evident. In many hospitals

all the floors of the wards are also covered with
mosaic. \\'e have introduced channels in the

mosaic floors in lavatories, sculleries, bathrooms,
&c., which start perfectlj- level with the floor at

one end of the room and gradually deepen until they
reach the trap at the other end. If there is a slight

fall in the floor from the other side of the room
to the side on which the channel is, it will be
apparent that all water will readily flow away,
thus not only getting rid of any water that may
be spilt, but also affording a quick and efficient

means of cleaning or flushing the floor with
water. Venetian mosaic is particularly suitable

for use in swimming-baths, not only for the

entrance, pathways, and dressing-boxes, but also

for the bottom of the swimming-bath in lieu of

glazed bricks. Not only is it cheaper than glazed

bricks, but it is more durable, and its appearance
will never be altered for the worse, whilst there

is hardly a bath in which glazed bricks have been
laid for some time where the glazing of some of

the bricks has not come off. X particularly

objectionable feature of glazed bricks in swim-
ming-baths is the effect produced upon the eye

of any onlooker by the pointing of the bricks

under water. As the water is always more or

less in motion, even when there is only one
person in the bath, a number of dark lines seem
to be continually contracting and expanding
with every movement of the water, and, so to

say, dancing before the eye like a number of

rectangular or geometrical cobwebs. This is

very distressing to the eye, particularly to the

eye of a mosaic manufacturer. In the pathways
it is advisable to use the curved skirting previously

referred to as a connection between the pathways
and the usually slightly-raised dressing-boxes.

The gutter, too, which formerly has been done
in slate slabs in most baths, can be done in mosaic
in the same manner as the channel in hospitals,

previously described, and the advantage in mosaic
wUl be that instead of having slate slabs of

certain lengths with frequently recurring joints,

the gutter can be formed in the mosaic, rising

and falling, without any joint whatever. It can

be placed near the dressing-boxes, as has been
done in some cases, or near the edge of the path-

way. In the new swimming-baths at Hull, in

which we are laying the mosaic, the whole kerb

or coping is done in this Venetian mosaic, the

kerb or coping protruding about SJin. over the

sides of the bath, and being 4in. thick. It can,

of course, be made thinner than that.

MOSAIC HE.IKTHS.

A little while ago we took out a provisional

patent for hearth and fender or kerb combined,

and though we have not pushed the manufacture

of this article, and are, therefore, not able to show
a better specimen than the one in the room, we
think these hearths would come in well in many
buildings, especially as they are probably cheaper

than the ordinary hearth and marble kerb. They
can be done in any colour and in any design.

For fire-cheeks, too, mosaic can be used with

great effect, not only containing design, but

crests, monograms, or mottoes could be very

neatly introduced. %Vith both glass and marble

mosaic very artistic effects can be produced in

dado-work and wall-covering, and we have a

number of drawings of such in the room. They
are, for such purpose, far more durable than tiles,

as it frequently happens that tiles become loose

and come off the waUs. This does not happen

with mosaic, owing to the smaDness of the

tessene used. In conclusion, one of the greatest

advantages of mosaic from the decorative point

of view is that any design, from the simplest to

the most intricate, can be executed : that there

is no manufacturer's stock in certain patterns

which he is anxious to dispose of : no habit of

the workman to work to a certain design and to

no other ; no mould or die or cast which greatly

enhances the cost of any new pattern, and which

helps to make the manufacturer conservative in

design : no limit whatever to the taste and
originality of the architect or of the designer ; no

limit to the power of execution of the mosaic

worker, save that set by the imaginings of the

artist ; architects, builders, and owners are quite

free to select, to suggest, to invent unguided and

unfettered by a fixed number of stock patterns.

Mosaic must, therefore, be eminently conducive

to the exercise of individuality in beautifying oiir

houses, and a great factor in fostering artistic

independence and artistic thought.
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The CnAiiiMAX, in opening the discussion, said

until he saw them on the screen he had not

known that the mosaics laid down at the Devon
and Cornwall liank, of which he was the archi-

tect, would he exhihited that evening. These
mosaics were designed and executed hy Jlessrs.

Uiespeker and Co., and had given the directors

oftheViank gresvt satisfaction. lie must admit
he had a great partiality for mosaics. When he
was in Rome some twenty years ago, he was
struck with the old work of the kind, and noted
how eilective the ancient mosaics looked, and how
well they had worn. The more architects could
see of good mosaic work, the more would it assist

them in their professional duties. Tiles were verj-

good in their way and in their proper places, but
there were many opportunities for using mosaics
to advantage, such as hanks, conservatories, &c.

Mr. G. G.iud-Pye, in proposing a vote of

thanks to Sir. Sehlentheim, remarked that archi-

tects sometimes neglected to piovide a proper
stable foundation for mosaic work, the con-
sequence being that it cracked. Unless they, as

architects, insisted upon having their floors

properly laid, justice would not be done to the
mosaic manufacturer.

llr. W. CoDi'iai, of Hastings, who seconded
the vote of thanks, suggested th^t it would he
well if the Society of Architects were more fre-

quently to invite manufacturers of special kinds
of goods to read papers before them, as members,
after listening to such an address as that just

given, would be in a much better position in

preparing their specifications.

Jlr. G. A. T. MiDDLETox inquired as to the
differences between Koman mosaics, which, as all

know, were made up of tesser.'c, and the Florentine
and Venetian mosaics. There seemed to be much
difference of opinion as to the uses of mosaic, but
as a floor material he considered it could hardly
be surpassed. For wall decoration, its employ-
ment might be more open to question. On Easter
Sunday he entered the Cathedral of Brunswick,
an enormous Romanesque church, the walls of

which were covered with the most glorious fresco

work, hut he could not help thinking how much
more beautiful it would have appeared in mosaic
than in brilliant colour, for the tesserae would
have given the needed texture to the surfaces.

For ceiling covering, there was still more question
as to the desirability of the employment of

mosaic. He differed from the lecturer as to the
value of the mosaics in the new work at St Paul's
Cathedral and the new work at Aix-la-ChapeUe

;

and to his mind that at St. Paul's was the more
beautiful. One could not see from the floor what
the design was, but was impressed by the rich
blaze of colour, and often by a certain texture in

the mosaics. It was that texture which one
missed in Salviati's work at Aix-la-ChapeUe, and
although the design was perfect, he distinctly

preferred the effect at St. Paul's.

Jlr. Ellis Marslaxd asked if in swimming-
bath work it was necessary to have an asphalte
surface under the mosaics, for if the asphalte was
unnecessary, the price of mosaics would be brought
within reasonable limits for public baths.

In acknowledging the vote of thanks, which
was cordially adopted, Mr. Schlextheisi said the
question of the asphalte foundation did not affect

tne cost of flooring for swimming-baths at all,

since plain mosaic was cheaper than glazed bricks,

even of the second or third quttlity ; and his firm

had executed mosaic work in baths at Od.

per square yard. But, as a matter of fact,

a bed of asphalte was not required, pro-
viding that the mosaics were put on a properly-
laid bed of concrete. He still differed from
Mr. Middleton as to the relative merit of

the mosaic work at Aix-la-ChapeUe and .St.

Paul's ; he admitted that St. Paul's was indeed
a rich blaze of colour, but he did not think that
the skill, money, and beautiful design were well
expended or placed when the only effect they
produced on the spectator was that of a blaze of
colour.

_
Mr. Gard-Pye had referred to the

cracks in mosaic work ; these were due to the
cracking of the concrete beneath. If the con-
crete were properly laid, it would not be fissured,

and thus the mosaic work above would remain un-
broken

; but when once the concrete was cracked
the mosaic would be sure to follow. He would

aphasise the fact that mosaic work could bo
executed as cheaply as tUes, and it had been laid
in tank-rooms, lavatories, and large factories.

The British Archaological Association will hold
their Congress at Peterborough, from Julv 11 to
jBljr20,

NEW MODE OF PROTECTING THE
BANKS OF RIVERS FROM EROSION
BY WATER.

THE banks of rivers and canals, whether
natural or artificial, are incessantly exposed

to a process of destructive disintegration from
the eroding action of the running water which
is constantly impinging against them. For an
example in point, in which the deteriorating

influence of a fairly rapidly-flowing stream has

taken effect, the river wall protecting the em-
1 )anked walk along Battersea Park may be quoted.

It must be admitted that being composed of a

very inferior description of mingled stone and
concrete, it is a very poor wall, which, no doubt,

accounts for the fact that it is now useless for the

purpose for which it was origin.ally intended, and
that the London County Council intend repairing

it where possible, and rebuilding it where not.

There is no doubt that experience has shown that

both banks of a navigable waterway are simul-

taneously affected by running water, but not by
any means to the same extent. In all instances

it is the concave bank, when the course of the

stream is of a curvilinear contour, that suffers

most. In fact, in some cases and under certain

conditions the opposite or convex bank scarcely

appears to be injured in any way. The ordinary

methods in use among engineers and builders,

and adopted by them to protect the banks, are

various. Sometimes a wall constructed of

fascines, and well payed over with clay, will

answer sufficiently. At other times a timber
wall, built of main piles, 12in. by 12in., with
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struts, ties, and stringers, all braced together by
vertical sheeting' piles, will afford the protection

required. Again, the proposed goal may be
reached by the employment of a long wooden
coffer dam or hollow wall, filled in from front to

back with stones, and reinforced at the base on
the outside by the deposition of large blocks and
pieces of rockwork. When all these means faO,

recourse must be had to the only and dernier

ressort—that is, the solid, massive wall of aire-

fully-executed masonry. Our Metropolitan river

walls are splendid examples of this never-failing

mode of protection.

One of the principal objects to be attained by
these riverain walls is to divert the current, or

the "wash," as it might be termed, from the

shore or bank, and throw it more into the

direction or axis of the stream. In this manner
not only is the direction of the wash very sensibly

modified and ameliorated, but the bed of the

waterway is deepened by the increase of scour

subsequently induced. Most of these methods of

dealing with hydraulic questions, which are con-

tinually occurring, are not only of a costly

character, but call for the exercise of considerable

skill, experience, and much time before they can
be carried out. They cannot be suddenly im-
provised to serve as mere temporary or palliating

measures, and require a thorough professional

survey and study of the whole of the particular

part of the stream which will be affected by the

aroposed new work. It is a more or less ticklish

matter to interfere with the natural course of any
river or stream. They always resent it, and if

prudent counsels do not prevail, and a too

coercive regime be adopted, not only is the object

aimed at frequently defeated, but a good deal of

damage is done, so that it may be truly said, the

last state of the river is worse than the first. A
new mode of procedure which is well worthy of

notice has been recently introduced with excel-

lent results on some of the Italian waterways.
The principle involved is quite the reverse of

that belonging to the more usual methods.

Instead of endeavouring to replace a natural

bank damaged by aquatic erosion by an
artificial one of a more solid and aubstontial

character, the bank is covered with a light and
pliable facing. This flexible protector is, in fact,

nothing else than a particular example of a
combination of brickwork and iron. The body
of the facing (see Fig. 1) is composed of specially

prepared pressed bricks, liB, through which are

passed iron rods R R. One course of bricks is

shown lifted up in Fig. 1, which maybe reg.arded

as one length of the facing. In order to connect

successive lengths, chains, C C, are run through
the rods at suitable intervals, and thus unite the

whole longitudinally, while the rods perform a
similar duty both vertically and horizontal!}-. The
rods are all held together by a perforated plate,

P, through which they pass at every course of

bricks, each of which weighs 201b. All the

metalwork is galvanised to preserve it from
rusting through the action of the mortar and
other contributing causes. Each length measures
about 25tt., and they are readily placed id sitnhy

suitable machinery fixed up in a boat. Rapidity
and facility of execution and a comparatively
very low cost are the distinguishing characteristics

of this new protector for river banks, and we add
to these features that lengths of it can be made in

advance and kept in reserve for any emergency.
Its advantages and merits are too obvious ta

require further description. T. C.

STEEL AND CONCRETE COMBINATIONS.

AN interesting paper on '' Steel Concrete
Construction" appears in the Traiisaclions

of the Society of Civil Engineers. The author,

Mr. George Hill, Assoc.Am.Soc.C.E., deals with
certain combinations of concrete and steel, in

which the latter acts in tension, and is distributed

through the bottom section of the slab. The
best results are obtained when the compression is

taken by the concrete and when the metalemployed
is so placed as to occupy the position of the extreme
fibre on the tension side. The steel requires to be
held in place by some means possessing greater

strength than simple cohesion between it and the
concrete. Tests have been consequently very
diflicult, and no formula has been made that will

account for the high resistance of sections tested

under concentrated loads. Mr. Hill describes a
series of tests made upon 56 slabs of concrete and
expanded metal of varying spans and thicknesses

both of concrete and of metal, supported on
T beams of uniform widths. The materials used
for the concrete were as follows :—The cement
used was American Portland and a slag cement.
For the first the manufacturers claim a fineness

of 90 per cent, on a Js'o. 100 sieve, and of 70 per
cent, on a 200 sieve. A minimum tensile strength

of neat cement for seven days of -tOOlb., and for

3 parts of sand to 1 part cement seven days,

1501b. was guaranteed. Under actual test the

tensUe strength exceeded the guaranteed, the
average of 30 tests giving 6241b. The sand was
Cow Bay sand clean and sharp and of varying
sizes, ordinary steam cinders were used of varying
fineness, and the stone was trap broken to pass

a Ijin. ring. The metal used was the expanded
metal made from high grade low-carbon Bessemer
steel. The testing machine is minutely described,

and the results are summarised in a series of

tables to which we refer the reader. The
application of the load was at a uniform rate.

The deflections were also at a uniform rate, and
were proportionate to the load up to the point

where the elastic limit was reached, after which
they increased considerably ; the .bottom surface

of concrete began to show the compressing action

of the strands of metal by brealnng into small

cracks and puckering up. In no case was there

any collapse of the section until ample warning
had been given, and then not til! the rate of

thickness of slab to span was far less than would
be allowed in practice. The first crack in most
cases developed over the inner edge of the X beam
supporting the slab ; the centre of the slab usually

crushed under the loading plank. The tests show
much irregularity and indicate the necessity of

a more uniform method of mixing the concrete.

The author further remarks in relation to these

tests :

'
' The strengths shown by the mixtures in

which slag cement was employed are worthy of

note, since the neat tensile strength tests showed

a less strength than those in which Americin
Portland was used, while in the actual use of the

cement this difference disappears, and seems to

indicate a considerable advantage, due to fineness

of grinding." He says :
" These tests show that

a csntrally-applied load of ;i,20Ulb. produces a

deflection suflicient to crack plaster, a compressive
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strain of :l001t. per square inch in the concrete,

and a tensile strain on the metal of .i221b. per

inch of width, and a load of l,5801h. reached the

elastic limit, producing a compressive strain of

4nnU) per square inch in the concrete, and a

tensile strAin of 5001b. per inch of width on the

metal " An examination of the table shows

varyinit results for similar conditions—as, for

example, slabs made with the same mixture of

concrete varj' as much as those made of other

mixtures. Dther irregularities are noticed, to be

accounted for onlv by the differences due to fine-

ness of the cement used. In some instances the

steel failed before the concrete.

ELECTRIC LIGHTIN'G NOTES FOR
ARCHITECTS.—XSII.

By AN Assoc. Inst. Elect. Exgs.

CIKCVIT TESTING.

LEAKAOE CrRREXTS AXD THEIR
JIEASrREMEXT.—When we remember

that an electric light or power cable is subjected

to an electric pressure all the time that it is active,

and that it is liable to mechanical injury during

the wiring or laying of the cable, it is obvious that

small faults, insignificant in themselves perhaps,

should be removed as early as possible, since the

accumulation of small faults results in excessive

leakage, and this means waste of power and money

and possible danger. And what is more important,

the insulation covering of cables tends to deterior-

ate, especially if dampness be present, as then

the insulating qualities of the covering rapidly

diminish, and electrolytic action is set up, with

circuit is a minimum and the current a maximum.

To avoid paitial earths becoming dead earths,

periodic testing for faults should be made ;
since

there is not the possibility of leakage currents

making themselves self-evident so early as is the

case with gas and water circuits. Many interest-

ing and effective methods cf testing the character

of the insulation of circuits have be«n devised,

=>
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placed separately between the mains, are joined in

series, asshown.'in which case they furnish only a

reddish light—i.e., bum at a duU red. Thewire

connecting these lamps, however, is perfectly earth-

connected by means of the wire w, in the circuit

of which a" trembling-bell or galvanometer is

interposed, as shown. As long as the insulation

of the circuit is satisfactory no current passes to

esrth along w, and the bell or galvanometer is

inactive. The aspects of the two lamps are

identical. .\s soon as a fault occurs, however,

the wire to is traversed by a leakage current, and

the bell or galvanometer is setin action. Further-

more, the lamp connected to the perfect main

glows more brightly, whilst the other, connected

to the faulty main, glows less brightly. To
understand this action, let us suppose that the

fault is at / on the negative main : it is evident

that the insulation resistance of this main will be

lower than that of the positive, so that a current

may flow through L and the indicating instru-

ment to earth, and so complete its circuit through

the weak point/. As a matter of fact, the lamp

L> is shunted by this leakage circuit, and con-

sequently receives less current. In this way un-

equal brilliancy indicates unequal insulation,

resistances of the mains, and it must be re-

membered that the defective main is connected to

the lamp burning less brightly. The weakness

of this test, which is so simple, is that equal

brilliancy results if both mains have equally a

low-resistance.

In some cases the evidence of a single lamp

suffices, and although this does not form a

permanent continuous leakage indicator for both

mains, it is a convenient arrangement for making
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•the result that the conductor is eaten through, or

a short-circuit occurs. And although the result-

ing leakage currents may eventually attract

attention, either in consequence of electrolytic

action, heating, or other prejudicial effects, it is

of the utmost importance that frequent tests be

made, so that the faults may be detected and

removed. And although it must be admitted that

much good work is done, it is equally true that

defective and inferior work is also done, and

anyone who has inspected and tested wiring work

knows only too well that many of the following

defects which are met with could, and would, he

prevented bv conscientious wiremen. The most

common de'fects are— (1) inferior material, (2)

wires iu electrical contact at crossings for

tees and branches, :o;< contact between a

conductor and the earth, (4) absence of

casing or other protection on passing through

walls and between floor and ceiling, or

behind wainscoting, and at the back of switch-

boards; (5) defective and badly insulated joints,

in consequence of which moisture penetrates and

saturates the insulating covering : (6) inferior

connections to fittings, and defective fittings ; (7)

faulty pkces in the covering due to cuts or

abrasion during wiring ; (S) junction-boxes not

water-tight ; and (9) indiscriminate selection and

use of fuses.

Faults are in practice usually divided into two

classes, partial earths and dead earths, the term

"earth" denoting a defective part of the

wiring, the potential of which, in consequence,

approaches that of the earth. A partial earth is

a defective part not making actual metallic

contact with the earth, whilst a dead earth occurs

whenever actual metallic contact is made with

the earth. It is obvious that a dead short-circuit

results when there is a dead earth on both the

positive and negative mains. When this happens

the main fuse blows, as then the resistance of the
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and the following notes are given with the hope

that private and isolated plants and private

houses may be thoroughly protected from danger

and waste of electrical energy.

It may be remarked here that inasmuch as an

installation is thoroughly tested before the

current is turned on, this is often thought

sufficient; and since the ordinary methods of

testing the insulation resistance of an installation

—i.e., by means of a testing-set, etc.—are not

applicable on an active or live circuit, the matter

is neglected. Means, however, should be at

hand for giving continuous indications of the

insulation in all cases, so that any deterioration

or defect may be determined as soon as it occurs,

and it is noteworthy that very approximate

values for the insolation resistances of the mains

individually, or of the combined installation,

may be obtained during the working of the

circuit. The methods to be described depend

upon the fact that there is no substance which is

an absolute insulator, and that the resulting

leakage current enables readings to be taken

which give a measure of the quantities desired.

At the outset it must be understood that it is im-

possible to fix an absolute value for the insulation

resistance of aU installations. The working

pressure and the number of lamps in use, or the

magnitude of the current utilised, must be taken

into account, and as thefee vary, so will the insu-

lation resistance vary, and still give satisfactory

results. .,,!.•
Ltaknge Indicatora.—The simplest continuous

teUtale is arranged as follows, and shown in Fig.

7.-,. Two identical glow-lamps, L and L', of a volt-

age such that they would be fully illummated if

periodic tests. As represented in Fig. 76 i., one

terminal of the lamp is permanently connected to

the switch-arm of a two-way switch, S, whilst

the other is permanently earthed, and the mams

are connected to the two studs of the switch. On

movino- the switch-arm to the right and left,

each main is in turn put to earth, and if the lamp

Uo'hts up, the main not connected to the switch-

am is defective. A leakage indicator of this type

is shown in Fig. 76 ii. It is sold by Messrs.

Berend and Co., Limited.
, , ,. ^

Another verv simple and effective leak detector,

introduced by Jlessrs. Woodhouse and Rawson,

is shown in Fig. 77, and is interestmg, as it

depends upon electrolytic action. As is weU

known, decomposition takes place whenever a

compound liquid is interposed in an electric cir-

cuitf and either a metal is deposited, gases set

free or a discolouration at the electrodes is pro-

duced It is the discolouration effect which is

utilised in this detector to indicate the existence

of a leakage current.

The appliance consists of a switch-key and a

pole-indicator, the latter being a glass tube con-

taining a white transparent hquid m which two

nlatinum wires are supported by the metal

stoppers which close the tube and torm the ter-

minals The gap between the platinum wires is

such that there is about iin. of the liquid between

them and if a current is passed from one to the

other' the liquid is decomposed, and the negative

nole is at once covered with a purple tmge by the

electrolysis of the liquid. The decomposed sub-

stance is rapidlv-dissolved again by the hqmd on

the cessation of the current, and the white colour

of the liquid is restored. The resistance of the

Houid between the platinum wires is about 30,000

ohms but the indications of the current are quite

apparent, with a difference of potenUal between

the terminals as small as four Tolto.
, , ., .

For use as a leak detector, one termmal of the
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pole-indicator is connected permanently to earth,

and the other to the switch-arm, whilst the mains

are connected to the right and left contact-pieces

of the switch. By moving the clapper key to the

right or left, each main is put separately to earth

hy depressing the key, and if any leakage exists,

discolouration at one of the electrodes will result;

if no discolouration ensues, the line may be taken

to be in good condition. When this appliance is

out of use the arm of the switch is placed on the

central dummy contact -piece. As the full electro-

B/r.

'E

Fio. 79.

motive-force of the circuit may be used in making
the test, only momentary contacts should be made.
This detector is extremely useful for periodic

tests.

Sir David Salomons, Bart. , has devised a simple

appliance for use in private houses. He describes

it as follows :
—" It is a high resistance galvano-

meter, taking the place of the pole-tester, and a

double spring-key replacing the switch. This
key is so arranged that no contact is made except
when one end or the other of the lever is pressed.

The lever is constructed in such a way that only
one contact can be made at a time. The galvano-
meter is protected by a heavy iron case from
outside electric influences. In the improved
form there is an additional little switch, which
can assume two positions. Turned one way, the

instrument is ready for testing ; turned the other,

it can be U;ed as a voltmeter. The scale is

graduated in degrees, divisions of megohms, and
volts. There is also an indicating needle, which
is set to the margin of safety, allowed in the

house where the instrument is placed. It is only
necessary for one of the servants every morning
to press successively the buttons on the lever,

and to note that the needle does not pass

the fixed pointer on the dial. If this should
happen, the fact will be reported to the
head of the house, and he will naturally call

in someone competent to discover the fault.

When such an instrument is employed in a
house, it is generally desirable to have an
independent battery of dry cells, and to place

them in circuit after cutting the I) P (double-
pole) main switch, to make sure that any leakage
indicated is that existing in the house, and not
due to any faults outside it. The manufacturers,
Messrs. Elliott, will always mark the dial to

indicate the limit of deflection permissible in any
given installation by marking a red line, against
which is placed ' danger.' This would render
the house .safe."

Qi/antitatire Testa without Interrupting Work,—
The following is a simple and practical arrange-
ment which could be used in isolated plants with
good results. In Fig. 78, let \' denote the volt-

meter connected between the mains, Si and S, two

ence of potential between the mains as given

by the voltmeter. Then, if )•„ is the resistance

of the ammeter, the resistance of the fault will be

—

The following method, due to Dr. Hopkinson, is

suitable for estimating the insulating resistance of

each main. Suppose the insulation resistance of the

positive and negative to be/, and/, respectively.

The ends A and B of these conductors are con-

nected by means of adjustable resistances a and b

to one terminal of the key K, the other terminal

of which is connected to earth through the

galvanometer O, as shown in Fig. 79. Then, if

a and b be adjusted so that there is no deflection

—

Jj.=
I,

or f,b = a f,.
/» *

Mow introduce an artificial leak of resistance

)-, to earth, so as to be in parallel with /, (say),

as indicated in Fig. 79, and again adjust the

variable resistance a, and i, (say) to give zero

deflection, then

—

/,'.

r^+,t\ _('^

since /', and >', are in parallel.

.'. ^i/i'-i = «../':( ('i+/i);

but- /= =-^
a

.-. J, /•, ri = ^lAi (,-, + /,),
a

and

—

a i, ), = a-^b r^ + a^ bf\,

from which— /i
r, (a 4, — a, b)

«, b

Similarly /a may be determined.

If the fault be known to exist in one of two

branches, its position may be approximately

two-way switches, and A M a suitable ammeter.
From what has already been said, it will be clear

how to find on which main a fault is by simply
using the switch S,. To determine the resistance

of a fault, supposed to be at / on the negative
main, proceed as follows ; Place the switch-arm
of Sj on stud 1, and the switch-arm of switch
Si on stud 2 ; in which case suppose the ammeter
to read c amperes, and let V mdicate the differ-

FiQ. 81.

found by using two ammeters simultaneously.

The far ends of the branches are looped as shown

in Fig. 80, and the near ends are connected

through separate ammeters Ai and A., to one pole

of a source of electricity, dynamo or accumu-

lators, the other pole of which is earth connected

as shown. Then ii x = length of A,/, the re-

sistance of which (including that of the ammeter

A,) is Ri; and I = the total length of the loop

A,/Aa = X +y ; whilst R^ = resistance of seg-

ment A,/ or I/; and C'l and d = the readings

of the ammeters Ai and Aj

—

Ci ^ Ri _ y _ I- X

Cj Ri X ~~x
'

since Rj and R, are in parallel.

r«

.". Ci 2 = C, {I. — x') and x

C,
Ci-I- C,

Similarly

—

,'/ = ?r

M. Picou has also introduced a simple modifi-

cation of the method of detecting a leak for

determining the resistance of a fault. The
arrangement is shown in Fig. 81, and consists in

introducing a rheostat, so that resistance may be

introduced to bring the galvanometer reading

back to zero. T^et us suppose that a fault exists

at /on the negative main as shown. Then as we
have already shown, the galvanometer needle is

deflected, and the lamp L (which glows more
brilliantly than L'), together with the galvano-

meter may be looked upon as a shunt to L'. By
introducing the rheostat as shown, the lamp L is

sliunted, and the resistance may be so adjusted

that the galvanometer needle is not deflected. In

this case the resistance introduced is approxi-

mately that of the fault. To get a more exact

result the lamps are interchanged, and a second

reading taken : thsn if R' be the second resist-

ance introduced by means of the rheostat, the

actual resistance of the fault is the square root of

the product of the two readings. From the first

test we get—

•

1l = -?^ , or L « = R L',
'W X

where x is the resistance of the fault,

second test we get

—

L^ - R'

L

From the

, or L' « = R' L,

and by multiplication

—

»» = R R', or j: = t/RR'

For continuous indications it is a common
practice in supply stations to use recording

voltmeters instead of two lamps, and, as will be
seen, much valuable information respecting the

insulation of a circuit can thus be determined.

To simplify matters, we shall assume that one

voltmeter is used to determine separately the

differences of potential between earth main and
the earth. If one terminal of the voltmeter be
permanently earth-connected, as at in Fig. 82,

£....

FlQ. S2.

these differences of potential may readily be de-

termined. Let E be the voltage between the two
mains, i\ and r, the differences of potential

between the positive and negative mains and the

earth respectively, /i and /^ the insulation of

these mains respectively. Then, when taking the

difference of potential between the positive main
and the earth (as shown in Fig. 82), the volt-

meter is a shunt to /,, and we have a two-branched
multiple-arc circuit to earth, or, in other words,

the voltmeter of resistance, I'l, is one branch,

and the insulation covering of resistance / the

other. Then, current through voltmeter + leak-

age current from positive main = current from
earth to negative main, or in symbols, if

Vx = difference of potential between positive

main and the earth.

'^ 4-1. = B-P.
(„)

r, /, /i

"'- '(i*7,*).)-| "'

"- "0.-9=1 '"

where — = — + -y , since the insulation resist-

ances / and /j are in parallel, and F = total

insulation resistance of the circuit.

Similarly, for the negative main^

':'^.£? = 1L^ (r/)

rv J, /

H^^f)=I ^'

Adding (c) and (/)—
. /l 1 \ E ,

E E

.-. ^J±^ = i [E - (r, + «.)]

And

—

, _ ,

_ r. [E - («, + «.)] ^ ^, (
E _ 1

)

r, + i:, t I-, + '2 '

= total insulation resistance of circuit.

Again, from (c) and (/)

—

i!l=.^, and/, =/. X ^.
r, /i "i

X^
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Substituting this value io (o), we get

—

!j. + !J = (^ - '•)
'
1

1 + 1 = ?"*^

and

—

/,f.

Therefore— /,

E - (r, + u,^

/i f«

, = ,v
[E - (r, + <,)]

Similarly

—

/.
[E - (B, + g,)]

To determine the leakage current

—

^ _ E
/. +/«

[E - (c, +

E '•, V,

[ill + ,-,. 15- '*]

'V (f, + r,) [E - (», + ft)]

Expressions f'tv the Insulalion Resistance of a

Circuit.— It will be interesting at this point to

refer to the different methods of stating the insu-

lation resistance of an installation. It is obvious

that—

(1) The insulation resistance should be directly

proportional to the electromotive-force of supply,

and

—

(2) The insulation resistance should be inversely

proportional to the length of the circuit, which
may be denoted by the maximum current or the
number of lamps installed.

(a) The Institution of Electrical Engineers'
Rule gives

—

constant _ K
current max. current

and

—

K = 10 megohms.

(/)) Slany supply and insurance companies

—

13 _ constant

no. of lamps
'

(f) Maximum leakage current allowed. Maxi-
mum leakage current

—

current 1 , ,

e = = = X max. current.
constant K

The value of K fixed bv the Board of Trade is

K = 10,000.

E,

Since leakage current = i'--
E, = KE

10,000 ^ (Board of Trade.)

= 10,000,000 -\ (Institute's Eule.)

(</) ProfessorJamieson's rule introduces pressure
of supply, or

—

E, = K „ (N = number of lamps.)

By fixing K at 01 megohm, it is clear that
E, should not be less than 100,000 ohms per lamp
for every volt employed.

(<•) In Picou's rule, as given before the Inter-
national Society of Electricians, Paris, in 188S,
both the pressure and current were introduced,
thus—

E
E, = K .

and since conductor resistance, it is pos-

sible to express insulation resistance in terms of
the conductor resistance, or E, = K . R.

{To be cMtintiai.)

THE SUKVEYORS' INSTITUTION.

AT the ordinary general meeting, held on
Monday last in Savoy-street, the discus-

sion was resumed on Mr. H. M. Grellier's paper
on " Tithe Rent-Charge Redemption."

Sir. J. ^V. Kemsley, speaking as a tithe col-
lector, as a tithe payer, and as a tithe owner, said
that he found no desire on the part of the tithe
payers to redeem, even though terms were offered
better than those proposed by Government.
The Rev. D. Lamplugh said that the successful

workmg of the various Tithe Acts—from that of
1836 to the Act of 1891—was due mainly to the
honesty and straightforwardness of the men who

acted between the owners and the payers. He,
personally, should like to see Tithe Rent-Charge
fixed at i'70 per .£100 free of variations and free

of local rates. If the value rose, as it now seemed
likely to do, landowners would feel the pinch, as
their rents would not rise proportionately.

Sir. Holbeche said that most landlords received
their Jlichaelmas rents in .Tanuary, and were,
therefore, glad to avail themselves of the three
months' grace for paying the tithe.

Mr. J. H. Sabin pointed out some essential
differences between the provisions of the Tithe
Act, 1891, and the Finance Act, 189G, the one
recognising the separate ownership of the land
and the tithe, and the other taking them as one
ownership.
Mr. Daniel Watney said he was surprised, after

merging some tithe rent-charge, to find that he
was still charged with the same Income-tax and
Land-tax.
Mr. Cirellier, in reply, said that the bare men-

tion of tithe rent-charge seemed to deprive some
persons of all judicial reasoning, and he believed
that the Act of 1891 had done great good by
transferring the question from the hands of

tenant tithe-payers, who were influenced by
agitators, to that of landowners, who were out-
side that infiuence. The calmness was also, he
thought, in part due to the fall in the corn
averages, which controlled the value of tithe
rent-charge, and in part to sympathy with the
clergy, whose incomes from tithe had "during the
last 20 years been reduced about 40 per cent. The
Act had also provided a sort of safety-valve for the
incensed tithe-payer, who could take his case into
court and then calmly submit to the j udgment of
His Honour that he must pay, which he generally
did with but little grumbling. The difference
between com rents and tithe rent-charge was,
broadly speaking, that while they both varied
in value with the varying price of com, the
former were leviable and recoverable under the
provisions of local Acts, while the latter were con-
troUed bv the Tithe Act of 1830. Where a land-
owner wished compulsory redemption of tithe he
must comply with the terms of the Act, and pay,
generally speaking, 25 years' purchase : but, of
course, two parties could agree between themselves
to voluntarily redeem at any price they liked to
fix, if one were a lay impropriator owning the land
in fee simple. He thought that both the parties,

tithe-owner and tithe-payer, were fairly satisfied

imder the present arrangement, as provided by
the Act of 1891.

The discussion on Mr. Blashill's paper, read at
Manchester on April 20, entitled "Lessons from
Fire and Panic," was then resumed. Mr. A.
Harston said that in his opinion a fireproof build-
ing had not yet been contrived, and all that was
really attainable was a building which would
retard the progress of a fire. If he had to build
an absolutely fireproof building, he should be
compelled to design it like a beehive, and stop
up all means of access of air. The nearest
approach to "fireproofing" was to employ
materials which would resist fire as long as
possible. Coke breeze concrete was valuable,
not only that it was fireproof, but that it was
light, and gave the opportunity of nailing
down the boards to it, so that there was no
dangerous air space under them. If possible,
wooden floors were to be avoided. The great
disadvantage of using firebrick as a material for

concrete was its weight. Pumice was light and
good but expensive

; while coke breeze was cheap,
costing only something like 5s. a ton ; but it

must not be forgotten that under intense heat
coke breeze expanded considerably—in a length
of 28ft. it would expand some fin. under a
temperature of 3,000^, and would soon break up
altogether. He remembered an objection being
raised by the chief oflicer of the Fire Brigade
that he could not make a hole in a roof, built with
the intention of making it fireproof, for the
purpose of getting water into a burning building.
It was becdraing increasingly importjint in

London to have roofs that could be walked over.
So many telephone and telegraph men damaged
one's roof that it was difficult to keep it water-
tight. Slatchboarded walls in factories and shops
were a distinct danger : but he knew of many
important modern buildings which were match-
lined throughout five or si.x stories.

Mr. A. R. Stenning said that the author of the
paper had. of course, exceptional opportunities of

obtaining information as to the causes and the
means of prevention of fires in London, and
his paper must therefore be one of great
value to all surveyors practising in large

cities. It was, he thought, practically im-
possible to make any large building abso-
lutely fireproof, for iron or steel girders and
joists, however well cased in, were liable to

twist and thrust out the walls. He agreed that

the most important matter was to use fire-resist-

ing materials as far as possible, which could be
relied on to keep any outbreak of fire confined
within a small space. He had himself used in

erecting artisans' dwellings some 6j acres of

flooring composed of steel joists with fireclay

pipes notched to the lower flange, and the whole
filled in with coke breeze, thus making a light and
almost indestructible floor. He had one fire during
the construction of these buildings, which brokeout
among the verj- inflammable materials of a room
used as a joiners' shop, but it spread no farther

than that room, and did very little damage to the
structural fittings. He might say that the lintels

were of coke-breeze concrete, and not of wood.
Jlr. Stenning also mentioned an experience of his

own when staying at an hotel in Scotland, where
he was awakened to find the corridor full of

smoke. There was a special arrangement for

breaking a glass door and obtaining a key of an
'

' escape staircase
'

' which would have led him
directly into the seat of the fire ; but, fortunately,

he adopted the ordinary route, and came down by
the main staircase quite safely, although at some
inconvenience. Good wood beams seldom burned
through. They would char, but remained ser-

viceable for some time. Party-walls carried

above the roof were certainly useful, especially

in warehouses and factories. He did not think

that any legislation could provide against loss of

life by panic ; but every reasonable facility for

escape should, of course, be provided.

Mr. A. Vernon 'said that if a mathematician
were to calculate the chances of loss of life by
fire, he would probably multiply the density of

population by the height of the buildings. In
rural districts loss of life from fire was very
rare. In towns the risk as regarded public

buildings was multiplied by overcrowding

and by difficulty of exit. In Chicago, which had,

perhaps, the very greatest experience of fire,

everj house was, as far as possible, now protected

from fire risk, and every facility was given for

escape. Lifts were always dangerous, even more
so than stairs, and he looked forward to the time

when they would be banished to some exterior

structure apart from the main building. Stone

and iron, which seemed naturally the most fire-

resisting materials, had both proved to be unre-

liable, and good hard timber was about the best

friend the firemen had. The greatest church

fires, orJalher losses of life from panic resulting

from fire, had been where the doors were insuSi

cient and opened inwards only. To sum up the

matter, flues must be well guarded : 4|in. was
sometimes well enough, but was insufficient in

the case of large stoves or f\imaces for heating.

Combustible materials must, as far as possible,

be eliminated, and every door of a public buUding

must be made to open outward.

Mr. C. John Mann asked whether Mr. Blashill

could tell the meeting whether hollow brick

walls, which so usefully kept out damp, con-

tributed to danger in the case of fire I'

Mr. Blashill, in reply, said he had chiefly

addressed himself in the paper to the question

of fire in relation to danger to life, for

the subject was a wide one, and his time

was limited. Property could be insured and

reinstated, but life could not. He could hardly

admit that the regulations of the Counts-

Council were harassing, and the very nature

of things prevented them from being final.

They must necessarily vary as circumstances

varied. In London there had, fortunately, not

been much recent experience of large fires in

public buildings while the buildings were

occupied ; but it was the duty of the body for

whom he acted to provide against the very

worst that might happen. They published all

their regulations so that everyone could understand

them, and endeavoured to meet every case fairly

and reasonably. As to cost, if cost was incurrred

which was unnecessary, the money was certainly

wasted : but if cost could liy any means be shown

to contribute to the preservation of life, it could

hardly be unnecessary. He agreed with Mr.

Harston and Mr. Stenning, that many of the

inflammable materials now or formerly used might

be superseded. Wood lintels and wood bricks, for

instance, were not now necessary. He was sorry

that he could not answer Mr. Slann's question as

to hollow walls, as he had no experience of their

behaviour during a fire.

(
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MUSEUMS OF THE SCIEXCE AXD ART
DErARTMEXT.

THE Select Committee appointed to inquire
into and report upon the administration and

cost of the JIuseums of the Science and Art
Department have agreed to the following Krst

report :

—

Since the issue of the report of the Museums
of the Science and Art Department Committee in

July, 1S97, your committee have continued the
inquiry, but reserve for a further report the
publication of additional evidence with their
final review and recommendations.
They feel, however, hound to report -without

delay certain conclusions at which they have
arrived, on consideration of the evidence, as re-

gards the South Kensington Museum and the
Geological Museum in Jermyn-street.
They are unanimously of opinion that with a

view to present efficient management, to economy
of administration, to future development of the
collections, and to their fuU use for the purpose of
exhibition and of instruction, it is necessary

:

1. That the whole area on the east side of
Exhibition-road (except that occupied by the
Royal College of Science, which wUl not be sacri-
ficed except at great cost), be exclusively devoted
to the Art Museum and the Art Library, with
provision for the conduct of the business con-
nected with loans of art objects and the art
schools. They are satisfied that the whole of
this space is reciuired for the art schools, the due
exhibition of the art collections, and the
administration connected with such a museum.

2. That provision for the whole of the science
collection, the science library, for loans of scien-
tific objects, and for the science schools be made
on the west side of the Exhibition-road.
They are convinced that this concentration of

art on one side of the road and of science on the
other is essential to good administration, to satis-
factory results from the money expended, and
efficiency both in the museum and in the schools
This arrangement would allow space for the
future development both of the art and of the
science branches.
They also unanimously recommend that the

Geological Museum in .Termyn-street be no
longer occupied for the same purposes as now

;

and that the collections there exhibited be re-
moved to the west side of Exhibition-road and
made part of the science collections.

BUOKS RECEIV'ED.
AnhitectHral Photographi/jhy a. A. T. Middle-

ton", A.R.I.B.A., &c. (London : HazeU, Watson,
and Viney, Ltd., Creed-lane, Ludgate HQl), is a
small treatise on this subject, being a series of
" practical lessons and suggestions for amateurs,"
which appeared in the Amateur Pliolographer . A
great many young architects and tourists will
find Mr. Middleton's instructions and advice all
they need. Architecture hitherto has been rather
shunned by the photographer, for the simple
reason that unless care is taken to insure a good
position for the camera and the right focus, and
to obtain proper light and shadow on the building,
the result is vexatious. Photographs of interiors
are generally doomed to failure. A point of
view is selected to avoid glare of light, and to
get in all that is possible, with the result that the
effect is disappointing. We have seen many
church interiors, for instance, which show an
iininteresting west view or a long vista of vault
and arcade, taken centrally, one side in hopeless
gloom, but the main features of the interior are
left out. A diagonal view, as Mr. Middleton
says, IS often to be preferred. Pews, of course,
are abominations for architectural effects, and
wide-angle views are unnatural. Manv usefut-
hmts and photographic examples are given, and
the book is a useful introduction to the subject.
Some of the street views are interesting examples
of the art. Sanitary Eiu/ineerlK^, by W. 1\il
Geiui.uu), C.E. (Xew Yorkj.—Mr! (ierhard,
whose works on sanitary subjects we have often
noticed, discusses in this little book the subject
of sanitary engineering, a lecture delivered by
the author before the Franklin Institute of
Philadelphia some time ago. Mr. Gerhard defines
sanitary engineering, and describes what ought
to be the basis of the sanitary engineer's educa-
tion. Many practical hints and suggestions are
^iven on a variety of subjects : water supply of
cities and dwellings, sewerage, sewage disposal,
street pavements, cleansing footways, refuse
removal, laying-out cities, and a variety of other

cognate subjects, into which we cannot here
enter. Sanitary engineers and students will

gain much from the perusal of this work, and
of the many requirements of the profession.

lielV s Cathetfral Siries : ITereford (London : George
Bell and Sons).—The present monograph has
been written by Mr. A. Hugh Fisiir.u, who
expresses his indebtedness to the studies by the
Rev. Francis Havergal, and Dean Merewether's
exhaustive " Statement," published in IStl, and
the Rev. II. W. Phillott's " Dioce-e of Here-
ford." The building is one of our smaller
cathedrals, and was terribly mutilated, in the
18th century, by Bishops Bisse and Egerton, and
the arch-vandal James Wyatt, but still contains

much interesting work of the Xorman, Early
English, and Decorated periods. It is incon-
ceivable that until the present day no successful

effort has been made to replace, by a more worthy
construction, the Carpenter's Gothic stucco- lined

west front constructed by Wyatt. The little

work before us is illustrated with forty repro-
ductions of photographs and old prints, and also

contains a plan. These guide-books, of which
the present is the eleventh published, are tersely

written, convenient in size and shape, well bound
and illustrated, and reasonable in price. The
quarterly issue of the Essex Heview (Chelmsford :

E. Durrant and Co.) contains an illustrated

article on " The Essex Marshlands," by F. Car-
ruthers Gould, and also some interesting notes on
"The Essex Taylors" (Isaac, Ann, and Jane),

by Ewing Ritchie, and an account of Felsted
School, a drawing of which, by G. S. Hodgson,
forms a frontispiece to this well-edited county
journal. The quarterly Ilcport of the Palestine
Exploration Fund is freely illustrated with pro-
cess blocks : the chief features are articles on
recent discoveries in Jerusalem by Dr. C. Schick,
"The Home of Samuel " by M. Lucien Gautier,
and " Hebrew Xames in Inscriptions from Baby-
lonia" by Theophilus G. Pinches. Xorloa-
sub-II(imdon, in the county of Somerset, by
Charles Tri.\sK (Taunton : Bamicott and Pearce,
Athenaeum Press). The author of this volume
deals with the parish of Norton, situated in

the southern division of Somerset between
Crewkerne and Ilchester. The discovery of

hut circles on Ham Hill led to the history

of the hill. The church is a fine edifice, with
a good example of a Somerset tower. Mr.
Trask gives an account of the parish, manor,
church, rectory and rectors, parish registers,

personal matters, and his work is iUuetrated by
maps, photo-views of the entrenchments on Ham
Hill, and old houses. The work is of interest to

topographers and antiquaries of this part of the
country.

-»-^^^^«

The statue by Mr. John Cassidy, of Manchester,
of the late Ben Brierley, in front of the museum in

Queen's Park, was unveiled on Saturday. 'The
statue is in Portland stone, and is considerably
larger than life-size. It represents the dialect
writer in modem dress, standing, the left arm raised
and the right hanging by his side. In the left hand
he holds some leaves of manuscript, and his right
hand rests on the papers which he has just put
down on a block of stone.

The new reservoir for the Bath Corporation at
Monkswood has been finally completed, and now
contains 31ft. of water. It has been constructed by
Messrs. Xeave and Son, under the direction of Mr.
W. Fox, C.E.

Mr. Orchardson, R.A., has been intrusted with
commission to paint the memorial portrait of Lord
Kelvin which it is proposed to place in the library

of the Royal Society at Burlington House.

The Crosthwaite .Schools, Keswick, are being
warmed and ventilated by means of Shorland's
patent Manchester grates, the same being supplied
by Messrs. E. H. Shorland and Brother, of Man-
chester.

The west window for Hawarden Church, to be
erected by the members of the Gladstone family to

perpetuate Mr. and Mrs. Gladstone's long and
happy connection with Hawarden, is approaching
completion, and will soon be placed in position.

The subject will be the Nativity, from the designs
of Sir Edward Burne-.Jones.

The twelfth annual dinner of the Auctioneers'

Institute of the United Kingdom will take place at

the Hotel Ctcil, London, on Friday in next week,
May 13th, under the presidency of Mr. James F.
Field.

The scheme of the Blackpool Sea-water Company,
for the erection of a pier at the north end of Black-
pool, and the provision of additional pumping
facilities in connection with it, was rejected on
Friday by a committee of the House of Lords.

OBITUARY,
Jill. PiiiLir Hkumocexes C.VLDEitov, R.A., the

Keeper of the Royal .Voademy, died on Saturday
from complications following repeated attacks

of influenza. Calderon was born, of .Spanbh
parentage, at Poitiers in 1833, and was trained

as an artist in Paris and London. He soon came
to the front, devoting himself to popular ijcnrt:

subjects, and became an A.R..-\.., at 31, while
at the Paris exhibition of 1867 he obtained the
first medal given to English artists. In the same
year he became a full Academician, and in 1878
he obtained a first-class medal in Paris and the

ribbon of the Legion of Honour. Among chief

works are his diploma picture "Whither;-'"
an " G-]none," and the "Aphrodite," first

shown at the Grosvenor Gallery. In 1887 Jlr.

Calderon was electei Keeper of the Royal
Academy in succession to Mr. F. R. Pickersgill.

The keeper has a house within the Academy
precincts, and is the official head of the schools.

From the period of his election he found less time
for painting, and of late years he did not often

exhibit. One of his sons—Mr. Frank Calderon

—

is well known as a painter, chiefly of animal
subjects.

Mu. Charles Green, one of the most popular
members of the Royal Institute of Water-Colour
Painters, died on Sunday last at his residence at

Ilampstead. Born in 1810, he learnt his art at

one of the Xewman-street studios, and after-

wards from Mr. J. W. Whymper. He early

made his mark as an illustrator, became a member
of the Institute when it was still housed in

Pall Mall, and was one of the most energetic of

those who brought about its great development
when it moved to PiccadUly. Jlr. Green was an
authority on Georgian costume and furniture,

and will best be remembered as the humorous and-

accomplished illustrator of Dickens's creations.

Mu. Natiiaxiel TEiiTir.s Lawrexce, the head
of the firm of Lawrence, Graham, and Co.,

solicitors, of 6, Xew-.square, Lincoln's Inn,
which, under varying names, has been in exist-

ence from the 16th century, died on Friday
evening at his town residence, 11, AVestbourne-
terrace. He was one of the oldest solicitors in

practice in London, having been admitted in

Hilary Term, 1818. On all questions relating to

the transfer of land he was a leading authority in

the profession, as for many years he devoted
much labour and attention to the subject. He
assisted in drafting the Conveyancing Acts of

1881 and 1882, the Settled Land Acts from 1882
to 1887, as well as other Acts of Parliament
respecting land transfer.

CHIPS.
The formal opening of a new central school for

Pitlochry took place on Monday. The building,
which is one story in height, contains accommoda-
tion for 620 pupils, and has cost about .£0,000.

The date of the opening of the Exhibition of
Works of the French School at the Guildhall Art
Gallery is now fixed for Saturday, June I, its

postponement to that date having been necessitated
by the ill-health of Mr. Temple, the director of the
Gallery.

The Lymington (Hants) Board of Guardians have
been notified of the approval by the Local Govern-
ment Board of the proposed extensions and altera-

tions at the workhouse, for which plans were
prepared by Mr. I. Pym Jones, architect, of
Lymington.

The interesting old tower of S3. Cattwg and
Illtyd's Church, Neath Valley, Glamorganshire, is

about to be restored, under the supervision of Mr.
C. B. Fowler, F.K.I.B.A., of Cardiff. The battle-

ments were bodily taken down some 30 years ago,
and an unsightly erection put up above corbel table-

It is intended to remove this and rebuild the upper
portion on the old lines of the towers of the district.

It is also contemplated to add three new bells to the
existing three, making a peal of six. Mr. W, A.
James, of Cowbridge, is the contractor who has
been intrusted with the work.

\ fund is being raised for assisting the widows,
orphans, and relatives of the workmen killed and
those more or less disabled by the collapse of the

concrete roof at Abbey Mansions, at the corner of

Orchard and Victoria- streets. As at present .ascer-

tained, seven wives, four parents, 16 orphans, and
ten other children of various ages have to be
relieved or provided for. It is believed that not less

than £3,1 M i(l will be required, and towards this about
£300 only has been as yet promised. The hon.

secretary is Mr. H. H. Montague Smith, 28,

Victoria-street, Westminster.

i^
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AcTox.—Jfra. Creighton, who was accom-
panied by the Bishop of London, opened, on Wed-
nesday the r.issmore Ivlwards Acton Jubilee

(-"ottayc Hospital, situated in IJunnersbnry-lane.

With the hospital .are combined a nursing insti-

tute and invalid kitchen. The building has been
bniltfrom plans by Mr. Charles Bell, F.IM.B.A.,
at the expense of Mr. J. Passmore Kdwurds, at a

cost of £'J,.'JO0, and Lord and Mr. Leopold de
Rothschild gave the site. About £1,300 has been
contributed in the district for fittings. &c. The
hospital consists mainly of a ground-floor story.

The chief wards are at each side, one for males
and the other for females, each containing four
beds and a cot. Adjoining each there is a separate
ward for one bed, with the necessary offices ; there
is a room for the matron, a day-room for nurses,
.and dispensary. Above are seven apartments
available for bedrooms, or as special rooms for
patients.

BiRMixniiAM.—The Hen and Chickens Hotel
and Cafe is in course of erection in New-street,
between the (rrammar School and Lloyds' Bank.
The building, which, with its equipment, has cost
£•-'0,000, rises COft. above the street level, while
the floor of the sub-basement is 2.5ft. below.
The site has a frontage of 48ft. and a depth of
•'lOft., with an extension of 1.5ft. under the
school premises for the sub-basement. The
building rises to a height of five stories and a
mansard. The architect is Mr. J. A. Chatwin,
and Messrs. James Moffatt and Son are the
builders. The facing materials are Aberdeen
granite and red terracotta, and the treatment is a
development of the Tudor style. A feature of
the hotel is an octagonal corner tower, which
rises from the level of the first tloor on a splayed
pier of polished Aberdeen granite, is broken by
a series of oriel windows, and is surmounted by a
short spire. The upper portion of the fa(,'ide

towards the street is broken by a central series
of projecting oriel windows, terminating with a
gable in front of the high-pitched roof. The
hotel proper commences on the first floor, where
are the commerci.al-room and the drawing-room.
Behind is the coffee-room, while farther back are
a smoke-room, serving-room, and lavatories. The
second, third, and fourth floors contain the
visitors' bedrooms, 48 in all, and each containing
a fireplace. In the mansard are sitting-rooms and
dormitories for the staff. The main staircase is

of granite, with a wrought-iron balustrade, and
It IS lighted by windows of cathedral glass. The
artificial lighting throughout the hotel is by
electricity, from the mains of the Electric Supply
Company, and the building is ventilated by
eshaust-fans, driven by electricity, which also
supplies the power for working the lift, &c.

C.iHDiii-.—In the sanctuary of St. Peter's
Roman Catholic Church, Cardiff, through the
generosity of the Marquis of Bute, the old
wooden rood-screen has been replaced by a screen
of Caen stone. The screen requires for its com-
pletion the crucifix with the aecompanyin"
figures of the Mother of Sorrows and of St. John°
three large statues of the patron saints of the
church, and four smaller statues of the patrons of
England, Scotland, Ireland, and AVales. There
are four slender buttressed piers with face shafts
and canopied niches resting on moulded bases of
Pennant stone, and from these there spread three
arches of Caen stone. These arches spring from
the caps of the clustered side-shafts, which are of
polished African marble, and springing from the
piers between the arches gablets of Caen stone
with flowing tracery extend over their cornices,
bach gablet terminates in a pedestal, that of the
mam arch being for the rood, and those of the side
arches for the Mater Dolorosa and St. .Tohn.
When the rood, which is to be 8ft. in height, is
supplied, the structure at it.s highest point will
stand 3Sft. above the floor of the nave. Its width
IS 28ft. Below the caps of each of the gablets
the carved and bracketed fioi.als of the crocketed
arch labels are also surmounted bv pedestals to
bear statues of the patron saints of the church.
The cusps of the arch mouldings looking east and
west are furnished with double sets of carved
heads representing the Apostles and certain saints.
The design is in Late Gothic, and the architect
IS Jlr. \\ illiams Gardner, of Xewport, Mon the
contractor being ilr. James Pearse, Great
Brunswick-street, Dublin.

S.^N-UHOE, NonxHVMi.Ria.vxD.—Sandhoe House,
.at one time the seat of the late Sir Eowland

Stanley Errington, is to be occupied in the course

of a few weeks by its present owner. Col. Hornby,
and the fabric, which is mainly of the Elizabethan

period, is now undergoing extensive alterations

and repairs. It has been unoccupied for the last

five or six years, its last tenant being the late

Hugh Fenwick, and the work of putting it in

order for the new tenant has been intrusted to

Mr. E. Darlington, of Hexham, the architects

being Messrs. Jos Potts and Sons, of Sunderland.
The theatre or ballroom, which comprised one
wing of the building, has been entirely demolished,
as has also the brewhouse, which formed another
wing of the building. Xew fireplaces have been
inserted in all the rooms— some 40 or .50 in

number ; all the floors on the ground floor have
been relaid, and sundry other alterations and im-
provements have been carried out. The lawns,
terraces, and fancy flower plots, which were at

one time noted for their unrivalled beauty, are

likewise being well attended to.

WoMiiwELL.—The first section, consisting of

nave and aisles of the new parish church of .St.

Mary, Wombwell, was consecrated b)- the
Bishop of Beverley last week. It occupies the
site of the old church, which was in the last state

of decay. The new nave is 9nft. long, with a
clear width across of 53ft., and the height of the
roof is 40ft. The aisles are divided from the nave
by arches of B.ath stone, and there are large
clerestory windows. In the chancel arch an oak
alt'ir has been placed with altar dorsal and hang-
ings, and at either side the arms of the Arch-
bishop and See of York are carved. On the north
stands a pulpit, having a vase of Dove marble
and a marble capping- In the three front panels
the Transfiguration of our Lord is carved. Mr.
C. M. Hatfield was the designer, and Messrs.
Boulton and Sons, of Cheltenham, executed the
work. The same firm also carved the font,

which, with the oak altar, is also a special gift.

The church floors are laid with wood blocks, and
the aisles are paved with marble mosaic. The
church is designed in the style of the South York-
shire churches erected at the close of the 15th
century. The building is warmed by the low-
pressure hot-water system, by Haden, of Man-
chester. The contractor is Mr. George Webster,
of Sheffield, and the architects were Mr. Charles
Hadfield and Mr. A. R. Garland, of the same
city. Mr. F. Cook, of London, has acted as clerk

of the works.

The bridges committee of Glasgow Town Council
have resolved to recommend the erection of a new
swing bridge across the Clyde at Oatlands Ferry, at
a cost of .£15,000.

A joiner named Henry Pratley, of Harrow-road,
won a verdict for £85 under the Employers'
Liability Act at Marylebone Countj'-court, on
Monday, for the loss of three fingers, caused by
the negligence of a foreman at the works of Messrs.
Godson and Sons, builders, of KUbum, while work-
ing a circular saw.

The small church at Yiewsley, designed 30 years
ago by the late Sir GLlt>ert Scott, consisting of a
nave, apsidal chancel, and vestries, tieing inadequate
to present requirements, has been converted into a
north aisle and chapel attached to a large new nave
and chancel erected on the north side of the original
fabric. Messrs. Nicholson and Corlette are the
architects of the new work, which has been carried
out by Messrs. Fassnidge and Son, of I'xbridge, the
builders of the original fabric. The cost has iDeen

under £4,000.

A faculty has been granted for restoring the
parish church of Trimley St. Martin, near Felix-
stowe. The works will include the erection of a
new roof of pitch-pine, the removal of a lath-and-
plaster ceiling, and the erection of a new chancel in

place of one of deal, painted to imitate marble, and
erected by the parish carpenter 18 years ago.

The Princess Louise, Marchioness of Lome, has
designed and will superintend the execution of a
statue of the Queen for the Manchester Cathedral.
The statue, which is life-size, will be placed over
the western porch. It is -intended as a memento of

the visit of her Majesty to the Art Treasures Exhi-
bition in Manchester in 1S5T, and it represents the
Queen simply robed, in accordance with her age at
that time, and with sceptre in hand. The western
entrance and porch of the cathedral are now prac-
tically completed, and the necessary funds have
been fully subscribed.

It is announced from Athens that Mr. F. C Pen-
rose. F.R.S., the distinguished past surveyor of
.St. Paul's, is again on a visit to that city. Mr.
Penrose, who is now in his S3rd year, is super-
intending the works in progress for the better
security of the Parthenon.

—*

—

Instititiox or Civil Esoixf.kus.—The council

of this institution have made the following awards
for papers read and discussed before the institu-

tion during the past session :—Watt Medals and
Premiums to Messrs. II. L. CaUendar and J. T.

Nicolson ; a Telford Medal and Premium to Mr.
A. H. Preeee; George Stephenson Jledals and
Premiums to Messrs. Whately Eliot and W. 0. E.

Moade-King ; a Crampton Prize to Mr. E. W.
Anderson ; Telford Premiums to Messrs. L. B.

Atkinson, Henry F'owler, and W. L. Strange.

The presentation of these awards, together with
those for papers which have not been subject to

discussion and will be announced later, will take

place at the inaugural meeting of next session.

The Proposed New Buidge .\t Kew.—

A

Select Committee of the House of Commons
unanimously approved on Tuesday the preamble
of the Kew Bridge and Approaches Bill, which
pro'vides for the erection of a new bridge at Kew
in place of the existing one. The onlj- opposition

was from the West Middlesex Water Company,
which claimed the continuance of their present

statutory power (as yet never exercised) to carry

their mains across the bridge. The committee

decided that a clause prohibiting the company
from carrying their pipes across the new bridge

without the consent of the iliddlese.x and .Surrey

County Councils should be retained ; but they

directed certain new clauses to be prepared to

protect the company's mains. The present stone

bridge was erected in 1788. It is unfortunately

very narrow, being only IStt. wide in the road-

way and 3ft. footway on each side. There is also

a very dangerous gradient on the Jliddlesex side

of 1 in 15, and on the Surrey side of 1 in 17, and
the seven arches with six piers in the river are

an impediment to the increasing river traffic.

The new bridge has been designed by Sir J.

Wolfe Barry and his partner (Mr. Chas. A.
Brereton). It will be a stone structure of three

arches, with two piers in the river, and will be

4Sft. -wide, with a 30ft. roadway, and a footpath

of 9ft. wide on each side.

CHIPS.
The town council of Stirling have appointed Mr.

Andrew H. Gondie, assistant master of works at

Paisley, as master of works for the burgh in the

stead of Mr. F. C. Holmes, who has been appointed
burgh surveyor of Govon.

The Mersey Docks Board, at their last meeting,

decided to construct a passage of 90ft. wide, with
gates leading to the proposed new branch dock, on
the site of the southern portion of the Sandon Dock,
at an estimated cost of £12,000. It was also decided

to widen certain sheds at the Yictoria Dock at an
estimated cost of £1,350.

The sale of the Eenton collection of modem
pictures and water-colour drawings at Christie's,

on Saturday, realised about 22,000 guineas. The
" Order of Release," by MiUais, fetched 5,000

guineas, the purchaser being Mr. Henry Tate, who
proposes to add it to the collection in the National

Gallery of British Art ; the " Black Bnmswicker,"
by the same artist, realised 2.550 guineas : while
" Afternoon Tea," also by Millais, was sold for

1,300 guineas.

The foundation-stone of the chapels at the new
cemetery wtiich is tieing formed at Brandwood £ad,
King's Norton, by the King's Norton Rural Dis-

trict Council, was laid on Saturday afternoon. Mr.

F. Brewin Holmes is the architect, and Mr. E. J.

Charles the builder. The cemetery covers an area

of 31 acres, of which 13 acres are now being laid

out. The total cost of the undertaking is £16,000. .

The trustees of the Chantrey Bequest have pur-

chased Mr. Melton Fisher's " In Realms of Fancy,"
Mr. Ralph Peacock's "Ethel," Mr. Herbert

Draper's "Lament for Icarus," Mr. Glendinning's
" Haymaking," a water-colour; and Mr. Yeend
King's " MilKng-Time."

The foundation-stone of new public baths at

Grangetown, Middlesbrough, was laid on Satur-

day afternoon. The building will consist of a

swimming bath and slipper baths, with the bath-

man's and caretaker's house above, and a public

washhouse and laundry. The slipper baths are the

portion now in course of erection, and these will

form the central part of the building. The land has

been given by Messrs. Bolckow, Vaughan, and Co.,

and the cost of the building is entirely defrayed

by Mr. James Eadie, of Derby. The contract for

the whole of the work has t)een let to Messrs.

Bastiman Bros, of Middlesbrough, 'or £1,736. The
architect is Mr. Mitchell Bottomley, of Middles-

brough and Leeds.
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©ut Jllustt;att0its.

MESSRS. goslings' IIAXK.

The new building about to be erected for Messrs.
Barclay and Co. , Limited, will stand on the site

of the premises which have been occupied by the
firm of Goslings and Sharpe for some genera-
tions past, the latter firm being now amalgamated

with Messrs. Barclay and Co. The demolition
of the old house and erection of the new building
have been rendered necessary by the increase
of business since the amalgamation. The ac-
commodation will consist, as indicated by the
ground-plan, of a spacious banking "

hall,

of the full width of the site, except for an
entrance and staircase for access to the
upper floors, together with the usual directors'

and waiting-rooms, &c. The first floor will con-
tain a large and light suite of office.?, while the
two upper floors wUl be occupied by the bank
manager aa a residence. The front will be

entirely of Portland stone. The drawing here-

with illustrated is now on view at the Ivoyal

Academy.

SOLEXT Y.iCHT CUll, V.UiMOUTH, ISLE OF WIGHT.

The architect of this building, which has been
erected for the .Solent Yacht Club, is Jlr. Aston
Webb, F.S.A.

THE C0TT.4.GE HOMES OV THE LIXEX .\XD WOOLLEN"
UU.\PERS' INSTITUTION".

These buildings are now in course of erection on
the southern slope of Mill Hill, Middlesex, on a

beautiful site given by Mr. James C. jSIarshall.

The scheme provides for fifty -four homes for

pensioners of the institution, and many firms and
private individuals interested in the trade have
given one or more of the buildings. The central

block contains a large hall with an open-timber
roof and an oriel window, a small meeting-room,
warden's apartments. Sec, and has been built by
the Marshall family in memory of the late ilr.

James Marshall, of Goldbeaters, Middlesex, and
Vere-street, W., and ilr. John Snelgrove and
Mr. J. C. Marshall have each erected one of the

wings, containing together eight dwellings. The
other donors are : Mr. Alfred Brown, J. P., Mr.
Wyndham F. Cook, Mr. Fred. Crisp, J. P.,

Messrs. Hitchcock, Williams, and Co., Mr. Peter

R. Jones, Mr. William P. Jones, Mr. Howard
Morley, Messrs. I. and E. Morley, Mr. Owen
Owen, Mr. M. H. Kackstraw, Mr. J. R. Roberts,

J. P., Mr. T. R. Roberts, Messrs. J. Rotherham
and Co., Mr. John Scott, J. P., Sir George
Williams, and the Smoking Concert Committee.
The works are being carried out by a local

builder, Mr. WiUiam Tout, of Hendon, under
the superintendence of the architect, Mr. George
Homblowcr, A. R.I. B. A., of Xo. 2, Devonshire-

street, Portland -place, W., whose designs were

selected in a limited competition. The drawing
we illustrate is in this year's Royal Academy
Exhibition.

STl"DIES IN" .VNIM.iL LIFE, TRE-iTED FOR DESIGN.

Continuing our series of plates of Birds and
Beasts, drawn with a view to their application to

decorative purposes, we to-day publish some
clever studies for which a National Silver Medal
was awarded last year to Jlrs. M. E. Dawson.
These include the great-eared owl, the painted

quail, the double-spurred francolin, some rabbits,

the head of a running hare, the bam owl, and the

painted francolin. The several subjects are

characteristically handled with skill and appre-

ciation on the part of the artist, so that her

studies will not fail to be valued by our artistic

readers.

LISIEUX CATHEDRAL, FRANCE.

LisiEux has been well termed "the Chester of

France," on account of its m?.ny and famous old

timber houses erected in delightfully quaint

streets, picturesquely grouped in rambling irre-

gularity, in the valley of the Orbiquet and
Touques. Everjone who can makes a visit, of

course, to this charming old city, and its build-

ings are more or less represented in every archi-

tect's sketchbook. The former cathedral is a

very remarkable and delightful building, perhaps

the most interesting specimen of Tninsitional to be

found in the whole of Xormandy. In size it has

many superiors, and in richness of detail it is ex-

celled by other churches. Its west front is severe

in design and simple in its parts. (_)a plan the

building takes the form of a Latin cross, enriched

by radiating chapels, and over the crossing is a

lantern tower of loth-century date. A simple

range of lancet-windows surrounds the building

at the clerestory level. The fabric was com-
menced in 101-5, but was burnt in 1136. The re-

building began in 1141, and was finished some
forty years later. Enlargements were made in

121S, but another fire damaged the building in

1226. Seven years after that date the completion

of the whole structure was realised. The church,

as it stands, is a pure and harmonious example of

its time. Against the north wall of the transept

are two 12th-century tombs. Behind the sanc-

tuary is the Chapelle de la Vierge ; it is paved

with ancient gravestones, and was built as an
expiatory offering from Bishop Pierre Cauchon

,

the wicked judge of Jeanne d'Arc, who had been

expelled from his former bishopric of Beauvaisby

his diocesan. Lisicux had a line of bishops of its

own, from the Gth century to the present century,

when the see was suppressed. Henry II. of

England was married to Eleanor of Guyenne in

this building. We are indebted to the Americait

Architeel for the sketch given herewith to-day.

OOBTPETITIONS.

Southend.—5Ir. J. M. Brj'den has made his

award as assessor on the competitive designs for

the proposed new buildings, consisting of town-
hall and corporation offices, fire brigade station,

and technical and science schools, with pro^'isiou

for space for the subsequent erection or provision

for gymnasium, free library, and police-station

and court-room. The successful competitor is

Mr. H. T. Hare, associated with Mr. Thomas
Davidson, of London. The assessor says that

the estimated cost is rather low, but there is little

doubt it can be carried out within 10 per cent, of

the amount named by Mr. Hare, or about

£15,000. The council have postponed defijiita

action until their next meeting.

CHIPS.

In the House of Lords, the Crowhurst, Sidley,

and Bexhill Railway Bill has passed the Earl of

Morley's Committee.

At Southwark Police-court, on Friday, James
Carmichael, builder, of Wandsworth, was sum-
moned for beginning the foundations of a new
building without having given seven days' notice to

the Bermondsey Vestry. The magistrate fiaed the

defendant £5, with further penalties of lOs. a day
for 56 days, and the cost of the summons, making
£:« 23. in all.

Giving evidence before the Royal Commission on
the London Water Supply, on Monday, Sir .4..

Arnold, formerly chairman of the London County
Council, declared that there was ample scope in that

body for undertaking the administration of the
water supply. Dr. Shirley Murphy, medical officer

of health for the administrative county of London,
held that the water-owning authority and the

disease-preventing authority ought to be the same.
The enteric death-rate of London was at present

very low, and the virus was very feeble, but it

might become more dangerous and difficult to deal

with in future. The Commission adjourned till

next Monday.

Mr. William Qaarrier's Consumption Hospital at

Bridge of Weir being now completed and on the

eve of receiving patients, was, on the invitation of

the Medical Advisory Board, inspected on Saturday
by members of the medical profession in Glasgow
and district. The institution is for females, and
will accommodate 36 patients. It has cost £2-5,000,

and further extensions are proposed.

The London School of Medicine for Women in

Hunter-street, Brunswick-square, W.C., was in-

formally opened on Monday. It has been rebuilt

from plans by Mr. J. M. Brydon, F.R.I.B.A., the

contractors being Messrs. Holloway Brothers, of

Victoria Works, Bittersea. We illustrated the new
school in our issue of D.3C. 17, 1897.

As announced by Sir E. Poynter at the Royal
Academy banquet, the portrait of Mr. Gladstone

painted in 1879 by Sir John Millais has baen pre-

seuted to the nation by Sir Charles Tennint. Its

ultimate destination will probably be the National

Portrait Gallery. The portrait was painted for the

Duke of Westminster, who sold it during the pro-

gress of the disruption of the Liberal party caused

by the introduction of its first Home B'ole measure.

It is at present on view at the West Ham Free
Picture Exhibition in the Town HiU, S:ratford,

which closes to-morrow (Siturday).

In connection with complaints of the nuisance

caused by the Brighton refuse destructor, the works
committee of the town council have decided that

Major Hector Tulloch, R.E., of Victoria-street,

Westminster (lata chief engineering inspector of the

Local Government Board), and Mr. S. H. Terry,

M.Inst.C.E., M.Inst. Mechanical Eagineers, of

Victoria-street, Westminster (formarly an inspector

of the Local Government Board), be retained on
behalf of the corporation to inspect the destructor

and report to the committee whether there are any
defects in its construction or working, and, if so,

what are the bast-kuowu means which can be

adopted for preventing any nuisance or annoyance
from the works.

In the Queen's Bsnoh on Friday, Miss Jervis

Smith, Brooksford Hall, Doveridge, near Djrby,
obtained £555 damages and costs against a Wey-
bridge builder named Greenfield, in respect of a

broken arm sustained by the fall of a greenhouse

cistern, which defendant had fixed at her aunt's

house. Mr. Justice T)xy observed that there had
been gross and childish negligence on the part of

the defendant.

Daring the past week no property of importance

was offered at the Tokenhouse Yard Mirt: but

there was a keen demand for ordinary investments.

Several lots of building land were offered, one

estate of eleven acres iu a north-east suburb selling

at £700 per acre. The total sales amounted to

£157,200, which is £105,525 in excess of the corre-

sponding week last year.
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TRADEPBOFESSIONAIi AND
SOCIETIES.

BlUTISH AssnilATluN 111 W.VTEinVOItKS Exci-

j;,.;kks.—The annual meeting of this hodj- will

be held at Southampton on May 24 and three

following davs. dn Tuesday, May 24, the pro-

ceedings to be opened by the Slayor welcoming

the association to Southampton. A business

meeting will follow, and many practical papers

will bo read. On Wednesday, May 25, a

business meeting will be held in the morn-

ing. After luncheon, the members will visit

the works of the South Hants Waterworks Com-

pany (wells, headings, pumping-station, and

softening works on the subsiding system). The
annual dinner takes place in the evening. (Ja

Thursday, May 20, business in the morning.

After luncheon, a visit will be paid the South-

ampton waterworks. On Friday, May 27, the

members will visit the Portsmouth waterworks

and the Gosport Waterworks.

Gl.VSCiUV MaSTKU WlUfJHTs' AsSOCHTION-.

—

The thirteenth annual meeting of this association

was held on Thursday evening in last week,

within the Building "Trades' Exchange, Mr.

Hugh M'Taggart, president, in the chair. The
directors' report and financial statement were

submitted by the secret;iry, Mt. James L. Selkirk,

C\A. The report stated the association was now
stronger in point of numbers and influence than

ever it had been before, and that the directors

had been increasingly serviceable to the members
in advising them on questions of difliculty with

architects and proprietors. The relations with

the operatives continue to be satisfactory. The
financial statement showed a credit balance of

.{;38 l.')S. lid. Office-bearers were appointed,

Mr. .lames Ferguson (Messrs. Ferguson and

Anderson) being elected president ; and Mr.
•Tames L. Selkirk, C.A., re-elected secretary and
treasurer. Mr. Joseph SomerviUe, City Saw
Mills, thereafter read a paper on the structure,

growth, and description of some of the chief

timber-yielding coniferaj. Mr. SomerviUe empha-
sised the importance of a scientific knowledge of

the structure of timber in a healthy condition, in

order to prevent or cure the diseases—such as dry

rot, &c.—to which it was subject. The dif-

ference between the pines, spruces, and firs was
described. Mr. SomerviUe suggested a theory,

which seemed to be borne out by experience, as

to the leaves—namely, that the greater the

number of leaves in a bundle the tree had, the

wood from that tree would be better and more
durable than that from those with few leaves in

a bundle, or soUtary leaves. He instanced the

larch, which had a great many leaves in a bundle,

as a good, durable wood in comparison with the

Scots pine, with two, or the silver fir, with solitary

leaves. The trees producing the chief timber of

commerce were then described in detail, including

the Scots pine, the Canadian yellow pine, pitch-

pine, Baltic whitewood, Oregon pine, CaUfornian
redwood, and Kauri pine. The paper was illus-

trated with diagrams, microscopic sections, and
specimens of the wood and leaves of the different

conifera;.

RllY.VL IxSTtTVTE OF BRITISH ARCHITECTS.
The aanual general meeting of the Institute was
held on Monday night, at 9, Conduit-street, W.,
the chair being occupied by Mr. H. L. Florence,
vice-president, and the total attendance numbering
just twenty-four. The gist of the annual report,

which formed the main feature of the discussion,

and was eventuaUy adopted, was published by us
last week (p. oilG). The accounts showed that the
balance of income over expenditure during 1897
had been .il,llC lis. Id. Prior to the general
meeting a special meeting was held for the purpose
of confirming resolutions relative to some altera-

tions in the by-laws passed at the meeting held
on Monday, April 18th, and detailed in our issue

of the 22nd ult. (p. .5.53). It was resolved to

admit to alliance, under by-laws 77-81, the
Aberdeen Society of Architects.

WATEB SANITARY

The Duke of XorfoUc has sold The Farm, his
Sheffield residence, and a large portion of his
grounds, to the Midland Eiilway Company, the
property being required for the enlargement of the
Midland station.

A convalescent home for workpeople was opened
at Horsforth, near L^eds, by the Lord Mayor of
the latter city on Saturday. The building con-
sists of two semidetached stone-faced villas,
transformed to the new purpose from plans by Mr.
Walter A. Hobson, of Leeds. Accommodation is

provided for 32 patients and an administration staff.

SUPPLY AND
MATTERS.

Maxchestek Sewai:ie Treatmext.—The Kivers

Committee of the City CouncU met on Friday to

decide what sum should be borrowed for treating

the city sewage at Davyhulme on the bacterial

system. It was agreed to ask the sanction of the

Local Government Board to the borrowing of

£1150.000. This sum, it is estimated, vfiU be required

for 37 acres of bacteria beds and the purchase of

the necessary land for airation purposes.

SournwARK and Vauxhall Water Bill.—The
Select Committee of the House of Commons engaged

in the consideration of the scheme of the Southwark

and VauxhaU Waterworks Company for the con-

struction of new storage reservoirs between Sunbury

and Molesey Looks, for the abstraction of additional

water from the river Thames, for the raising of new
capital, and for other purposes, resumed their

inquiry on Monday. Mr. James WilUam Bustler,

C.E., said he had been engineer to the Southwark

and VauxhaU Waterworks Company for 13 years.

He asserted that the bulk of their water was taken

from the Thames at Hampton, and a smaU quantity

from wells at Streatham. lu 18S2 the company
commenced at their own instance to give a constant

supply of water to their district, and now 93tiS per

cent, was under a constant supply. The proposed

reservoirs would contain 1,076,000,000 gallons, or

storage for 120 days. The total storage capacity of

the company's works would be 1,.539, 000,000, and

calculating their supply at 40 gallons per head per

day, they would have a supply for 120 days u ? to the

year 1911. The company were now asking for

power to supply 45 mUlion gallons per day, which

was absolutely necessary to enable them to cover

the daily demand of 43 miUion gaUons. The
company were not to be allowed to take any water

for their extra supply unless 180,000,000 gallons were

flowing past Molesey Look. Tnat they proposed

should be the minimum. If the flow fell below that

they proposed that they should equalise their supply

by taking the water from the storage reservoirs.

The 1SO,000,000 gaUons flowing past Molesey would
give a flow of 200,000,000 gaUons at Teddington. To
fix the point of guuging at Penton Hook instead of

at Molesey would be to aUow something like

53,000,000 gallons of water to pass the company's

intake per day uselessly. Mr. R. S. Middleton, C.E.,

also gave evidence. Mr. James Mmsergh, C.E., of

Westminster, who was examined on Tuesday,

stated that he had been a member of the Royal

Commission over which Lord Balfour of Burleigh

had presided, to inquire into the Metropolitan water

supply in 1892 and 1S93. He had designed and was

carrying out the largest waterworks in this country

—the great Birmingham scheme for brin^iug water

from the Welsh hiUs to Birmingham. He had con-

sidered the proposed works and approved of them.

The only important point was the quantity of water

flowing over the weir at Teddington, and 200,000,000

gallons in his view was an ample flow at that point.

There was nothing in the BiU contrary to the spirit

of the report of Lord Balfour of Burleigh's Com-
mission. In reply to the chairman, Mr. Johnson

Ferguson, witness said he thought that the Grand
Juoction, the Lambeth Company and the other

companies would have to come to Parliament

in a few years for similar powers to those the

Southwark and Vauxhall Company was now
applying for. There should be an arrangement

by which the water should be measured, so as to

see that no one company took more from the river

than its fair share. Mr. George Henry HiU, C E.,

who was also a member of Lord Balfour of Bur-

leigh's Commission, and who had carried out the

Manchester and Glasgow water schemes,, gave

similar evidence.

Staines Reservoirs.—The initial step towards

carrying out the powers conferred in 1896 upon the

New River, the West Middlesex, and Grand Junc-

tion Water Companies for the construction of

reservoirs for their joint use at Staines, was taken

on Saturday afternoon, when Mr. E. Boulnois,

M.P., chairman of the joint committee, cut the

first sod of the new works. Each company is

practically responsible for one-third of the cost,

and has a right to one-third of the additional

supply, amounting to 35,000,000 gaUons daUy, or to

45,000,000 gallons under emergency. The maximum
quantity aUowed to be taken from the river for

supply and for fiUing the reservoirs is restricted to

100,000,000 gallons in any one day of twenty-four

hours. The committee can only take at BeU the

surplus water above a flow of 265,000,000 gaUons

diUy, which is equivalent to 364,000,000 gaUons

daily at Teddington, and this, after providing for

the statutory quantity of 130,000,000 gaUons which

the companies have a right to take between Sunbury

and Molesey, leaves 234,000,0011 gallons daily to

flow at Teddington. The intake from the Thames
is to be on the Middlesex bank, about 300 yards

below Bell Weir, and here sluices and a sluice-

house wiU be constructed. The first length of the

conduit wiU be closed for about 350 yards, and will

be siphoned under the Colne brook, where it wUl
become open. It wiU pass under the Great Western

and London and South-Western Railways and the

Wyrardisbury river through siphons, skirt Staines

Moor, be again siphoned under the Colne, then run

between the Linoleum Works and Hammond's Farm
to the pumping station, which is to be situated near

the Billet Bridge which carries the London road

over the river Ash. The pumping machinery wiU

consist of five triple-expansion surface-condensing

Worthington pumping engines, each capable of

delivering 16,000,0(10 gaUons daily. The water wUl

be delivered into the reservoirs through two riveted

steel mains Oft. Hin. diameter, joining into a steel

pipe 8ft. Sin. diameter near the reservoir. The
works have been designed by Messrs. Hunter and

Middleton, Victoria-street, S. W., and wiU be carried

out by Messrs. John Aird and Sons.

CHIPS.

The Brighton Sanitary Committee have instructed

the borough surveyor to bring up amended plans

and estimates for the artisan's houses to be erected

on the Lewes-road site.

A disastrous fire occurred at the extensive timber

yard of E. and D. Maginnis, contractors, Bolton, on

Saturday morning. The outbreak originated in a

stove, and the flames spread rapidly to the boUer-

house, engine-room, and store department, aU being

wrecked. A large portion of the works were saved,

also valuable adjoining property ; stUl, the damages

are heavy, much stock being destroyed.

The Brighton borough engineer and surveyor

has submitted to the works committee of the

corporation a report on Volk's electric tramway. It

wUl be necessary to reconstruct one portion of the

line on piles to the southward of the widened

Mideira-road. the cost of this to Mr. Volk being

estimated at £1,.500. The committee consider this

a seasonable opportunity for re-considering the

existing arrangement between Mr. Volk and_ the

corporation, and recommend the grant to Mr. Volk,

at a yearly rental of £120, of a lease of the arch he

occupies and a license for his line for a period of 21

years, the line, roUing stock, and plant to become

the property of the corporation at the end of the

twenty-one years.

A meeting of the Chapter of St. Ninan's Cithe-

dral, Perth, was held in the cathedral on Friday.

It was agreed to go on with the larger scheme for

improving the cathedral, with certain modifications.

The Bishop of St. Andrew's announced that the

subscriptions already received for the improvement

scheme amounted to almost £85,000, which is half

the sum which the improvements are estimated to

cost.

At the London Consistory Court on Friday, a

faculty was granted to the vicar and churchwardens

of Hendon to remove the gallery buUt in 1827 over

the north-east chapel of that church and for the

erection of a stained-glass memorial wmdow in the

chapel. A faculty was also granted to the vicar

and churchwardens of Christ Church. Chelsea, to

extend the chancel, to buUd a choir- vestry, and a

clergy-vestry and organ-chamber, to take into the

church a space at present occupied by a porch, to

construct two new porches elsewhere, to extend fie

front of the church, and to alter the gaUenes by

lowering the front seats. There is also a proposal

to build a church-room on land adjoining the

church, given by EiriCidogin. The alterations

wiU cost from £3,000 to £5,000, of which £2,o00 is

already in hand.

An inquiry was held by Colonel J. T. Marsh,

R E., Local Government Board inspector, at

St. Helen's Town-hall, yesterday, into an appUca-

tion by the corporation for sanction to borrow

£13,000 for the provision of refuse- destructor works

at Boundary-road, in close proximity to the resi-

dential part; of the town. The matter had excited

considerable controversy in the town, and the

scheme was opposed by many property owners and

ratepayers. E fidence was given by Mr. Cr. J .L,.

Broom (borough engineer) that the site was the

best they could acquire in the borough for destructor

works, and he estimated the saving in carting alone

to the corporation at £700 per year.

The Quay Chapel, Woodbridge, Eist Suffolk,

was reopened, after restoration, on Wednesday week.

Pitch-pine benches have taken the place of the old-

fashioned pews : the pulpit, which had been occupied

by among others, Rowland Hill, has been super-

seded by a Gothic rostrum of varnished pitch-pine.

Ku entirely new floor has been laid, and the ceiling

ornamented and strengthened with moulded ribs.

The old-fashioned small square sash windows have

been replaced with leaded Ughts in pale tinted

cathedral glass and ruby margin formed in Gotfiic

heads. The walls are covered with sage green,

relieved with terracotta stencU border. >ew
entrance doors have been hung. The system of

lighting has been entirely rearranged, and incan-

descent burners have been added. The gaUeries

have also been re- benched. The organ tos been

repaired by Messrs. Bishop, of London. The cost

of the alterations, which were carried out by Mr.

W. Ingram Smith, has been about £500.
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TO OOBBESPONDEKTS.
[We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of
our correspondents. All communications should be
drawn up as briefly as possible, as there are manf
claimants upon the space allotted to correspondents.]

It is particularly requested that all drawings and all

commimications respecting illustrations or literary matter
should be addressed to the EDITOR of the Bl'ildino
News, 332, Strand, W.C, and not to members of the staff
by name. Delay is not im,frequently otherwise caused.
All drawings and other commimications are sent at con-
tributors' risks, and the Editor will not undertake to
pay for, or be liable for, unsought contributions.

Cheques and Post-office Orders to be made payable to
Thk Stbaxd Newspaper Compant, Limited.

TERilS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
One Pound per annum (post free) to any part of the

United Kingdom ; for Canada, Nova Scotia, and the
United States, £1 6s. Od. (orBdols. 30c. gold). To France
or Belgium. £1 6s. Od. (or 33fr. 30c.) To India, £1 Bs. Od.
To any of the Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the
Cape, the West Indies, or Natal, £1 Ss. Od.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
The charge for Competition and Contract Advertise-

ments, Publie Companies, and all official advertisements
is Is. per Une of Eight words, the first line coimting as
two, the minimum charge being os. for four lines.

The charge for Auctions, Land Sales, and Miscellaneous
and Trade Advertisements (except Situation advertise-
ments) is 6d. per line of Eight words (the first lint
coimting as two), the minimum charge being 43. 6d. for
40 words. Special terms for series of more than six
insertions can be ascertained on application to the Pub-
lisher.

Front-i>age Advertisements 2s. per line, and Paragraph
Advertisements Is. per line. No Front-page or Paragraph
Advertisement inserted for less than 5s.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
office not later than 3 p.m. on Thursday. Front-page
Advertisements and alterations in serial advertisements
must reach the office by Tuesday morning to secure
insertion.

SiTUATIOKS.

The chaiTge for advertisements for " Situations Vacant'*
or *' Situations "Wanted " is One Shilling fob Twentt-
FOOB WoBDs, and Sixpence for every eight words aftCT.
All Situation Advertisements miist he prepaid,

NOTICE.
Bound copies of Vol. LXXHI. are now ready, and
should be ordered early (price Twelve Shillings each),
as only a limited number are done up. A few
bound volumes of Vols. XXXIX., XL., XLI ,

XLVi., xux., u., un., Lvin., lix.
LXI., LXH.. LXm., LXIV., LXV., LXVI.,
Lxvn., Lxvin., lxix., lxx., lxxi., lxxh.
may still be had, price Twelve Shillings ; all the other
bound volumes are out of print. Most of the back-
numbers of former volumes are, however, to be had
singly. Subscribers requiring any back numbers so
complete volume just ended should order at once, at
many of them soon run out of print.

Received.—J. and R.—G. A.— O. B. W.—A. P.—W N-
andCo.-T. F. (Swansea).

COMPETITIONS.
To the Editor 0/ <A« Buildino J< eW3.

Sir,—The thanks of the profession are due to
Mr. H. B. Cresswell for his splendid paper on
" Competitions" reported in last week's issue of
your journal, and it is to be hoped that it will
help to kUl the apathy which is apparently
gradually strangling us, and rendering us the
hutt of every little ohscure urban council, who
seem not to have the slightest idea of an archi-
tect's professional or social position.

I think the cause will not be far to seek,
when, as is generally known among the profession,
any person may call himself an architect, and in
the provinces it is no uncommon thing to see a car-
penter or joiner, or small builder, an auctioneer,
or e\en an undertaker, putting the title of
'•architect " at the end of their names.
Of course, the general public are liable to be

misled, and imagine that such people are really
what they profess to be.

This is very humiliating to the gentleman's
son who has paid a heavy premium, and who
fondly imagines he has entered a respectable and
tonourable profession. The only remedy for
this state of things is registration, which would,
of course, mean that a man must have an archi-
tectural tmining to enable him to pass the rigid
examination which should be held, and I fail to
see that this would affect the influence of the
Institute (as some people seem to imagine; , which
would hold a parallel position to some of the
colleges in the medical and other professions.
Apologising for trespassing on your valuable

«pace to such an extent,—I am, i-c,

Keoi-stratiox.
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FOUE-LEGGED CRANE SCAFFOLDING.
Sir,—I venture to send you a small photograph

of the four-legged crane scaffolding at the Koyal
Infirmary extension in this city, taken April 16,

1898. The Ilford plate negative is at your
service. I much regret that none of your corre-

spondents have been sufficiently interested in the

subject of these structures to correct my calcula-

tions which you were so good as to print on

B

X 5 = 67 ", and in the latter case the result

would be only 4^ times as strong as Zw x 5,

which is the calculation unconnected.

Applying this in par. (6), where the tower

5 hollow was only .', the weight required, if of

ii21b. wood, we now have a combined structure

4J )f,
or once and a half the strength of equi-

librium in a violent hurricane of 100 miles an
hour. The four legs would require to be nearly

5'
r^

"0

5,2' ^
A

?6' es- ^

5'

^fe^

w 1 NO
<:-

April 1 , and to which I should like to add the

note, which I now inclose.

The effect of the three legs or towers being

so securely connected together by the horizontal

lattices at top and half-way down as to form one

combined structure appears to be as follows:—
In the normal state the combined weight of the

three towers might be supposed to be concen-

trated at the centre, but there will probably be a

weaker and stronger position for the legs.

The weakest seems to be with one leg in front

and two behind {see diagram), all being squ.ire to

the wind, while the strongest position would
probably be with the wind reversed.

Let H- be the weight of each tower. In the

normal case there would be a moment of stability

of 3 w ('26ft. by 5ft.) instead of three times

IV by .jft. (as when considered unconnected), to

prevent the overturn of the combined structure,

or it would be about six times as strong as the

separate towers. In the weakest case the moment
of stability of the tower A would be increased by
its greater distance from the fulcrum line B C,

the moments of B and C remaining as before.

The result is naturallj- better in the first calcu-

lation, based on equality of situation, as the weak
position of two out of the three towers over-

balances the strong position of the one—i e., 3 w
(20ft. X ."ift.) = 9:! w, while w (-52 x 5) + 2 w

3ft. sciuare in each frame of 10ft. '• 10ft. to pro-

vide this factor of safety of \ under such pressure ;

but proportionately as before, less wind pressure

would permit relatively smaller legs.—I am, &c.

,

" Nisi Domints Fristr.!."

Edinburgh, April 23.

The new nave and baptistery of St. Luke's
Church, Rochdale, were dedicated on Saturday
afternoon by Archdeacon Wilson. The late Mr.
John Robinson gave the land upon which the church
stands as far back as 187.>. and iu 188S the chancel

was built at a cost of £2,900, a temporary nave
being constructed at the same time. Now the work
has been completed at a further cost of £4,1.)0.

At St. Peter's Church, .\rkley, on Friday, the

Bishop of St. Alban's consecrated the new chancel

just added to the church. It has been erected from
designs by Mr. J. C. Traylen, A.R.I.B.A., of Broad-
street, Stamford. The style is Early English, with

groined oak roof and six clerestory windows. The
floor is of stone, with marble in the sacrarium. The
chancel is 31ft. by 17ft., and the height 27ft. to the

ridge of the groining, and the vestry is 21 1 ft. by
10ft. 9in. The chancel is lighted by four three-

light pendants. Additional seating accommodation
for nearly 100 people is provided by means of a

south transept, and the additional length added to

the church. The work has been carried out by Mr.
Wade, of St. Neots, Hunts.
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JuUrcommunicati0tt

Q UESTIOXS.

[ll!)3ii.l—"Workmen's D wellings.—Would some
kind vcader say the chciipeat way of getting plans and
spcciliciition for building workmen's dwellings, preparing

for contract, &.'e. .'— CrRAxi ik.

[11910.]—The New Incandescent Ligrht-Can
anyone give particuliira of the new incandescent light,

which, I am told, rciuires no mantlea ! I am sure if it is

of any use, and is advertised in this and the other pro-

fessional papers, architects will thankfully use it. I have

tried all the incandescent lights with mantles, and while

I am well satialled with the saving in gas two of them
effect, 1 have reluctantly caused to use them becuise of

the bother and expense resulting from the fragile

mantles. Shall be gbid of particulars of the new light.—

R T
[11911.]-The Gold Coast.—.Vn advertisement has

appeared several times in the columns of your paper

during the last year, emanating from the Crown Agents
of the Colonies, in which are sought the services of

draughtsmen for ihe Uold Coast of Africa. As the

salary otlered is large in comparison with the pittance

received by these professional gentlemen in this country,

there are many, nivself included, who would otfer them-
selves for the post,' if it were possible to get accurate in-

formation as to the duties and life. The London agents

to the Crown, though most obliging, can furnish no
further particulars than what appear in the advertise-

ment, and I write on behalf of myself and others to know
if one or more of your numerous readers who have

perhaps spent some years on the Gold Coast in the

capacity of draughtsmen to the Crown, would write a

description of the nature of their duties, life, and
associates, and as to who, what, and where their masters

are, and whether the climate is as terrible as we in our

ignorance imagine it? None to whom I have spoken
aeem to know anything about the subject, and I am sure

that any light that could be thrown upon it through the

columns of your paper would be most heartily appreciated

by many clever young architects.— Fidei Texax.

[119(2.)-Adjoinine Owner.—I am architect for

some new premises which will be about 2ft. higher than
the adjoining property, the owner of which objects to my
flashing and fixing soakers under his slates so as to make
it waterproof between the two. He has written me as to

how I intend to do it. Is it usual to get permission from
the adjoining owner ? Also, if he refuses to have this

done, can he claim any compensation for dampness after-

wards .' I presume Hashing is not considered as an ease-

ment.— Dol'btil'l.

[1101.1.]—Fixing: Finials.
—

'Will a practical corre-

spondent inform me of the best and most secure way to

fix terracotta and stone finials i Is it necessary to have a
copper or metal rod up the centre, and what kind of

cement should be used I 'Will a slate dowel be better I
—

AncniTEcT.

[lion.]—Cambered Arches.-X should like to be
informed how the bricks of a flat brick gauged arch are
set out and the bevels found ? The ordinary treatises do
not treat the subject.—A. B.

[11915.]—Municipal Engineer's Qualification.— >Vhat are the necessary qualifications for aborough sur-
veyor, and how can a student prepare himself ! Are
there any books that will assist I I shall be glad to have
a reply through your columns to these questions.

—

You.vg
Sl'Bvkyok.

HEFLISS.
[11937.]—Powder Magrazine. — A store magazine

should be solidly constructed with an arched roof ; the
sides and ends should be battened-up to the spring of the
arch, and the roof either close-boarded or rendered in
cement . Prevention of dampness is the chief point to
guard against. Ventilation without being obliged to have
the door open is important. Great care must be taken to
protect the magazine from lightning if in an exposed
position;. .\11 metal employed for hinges, bolts, keys,
t&c. , should be of copper or copper alloy. It depends so
much on the puri'ose for which the magazine is required,
the site, and capacity, how it should be constructed.

—

C. E. n., Ji.x-Army Reserve Officer.

CHIPS.
The Croydon Town Council have unanimously

resolved to erect new fire brigade stations at
Croydon, Thornton Heath, and South Norwood, at
a cost of nearly £.1,000, and to provide new curricle
hose-carts at four other stations.

On Saturday a special service was held in the
side chapel, Brighton parish church, when a five-

light stained-glass window, a memorial to the late
Mr. Edward HoaJly, was dedicated. The window,
the artist of which is Mr. C. E. Kemp, represents
the Crucifixion, the central light depicting the
Saviour and the Holy Women, the lights on either
side being filled with Boman soldiers, while the two
further lights show the crucified thieves.

At the last meeting of the Southampton Corpora-
tion, the Housing of the Working Classes Com-
mittee brought up a scheme for the erection of
artisans' dwellings on part of the cleared slum area
in Simnel-street. The cost is estimated at .£o,000,

and accommodation will be provided for 131 people.
The scheme was adopted.

There has been placed in St. Magnus Cathedral,
Kirkwall, a stained-glass window to the memory of
the late Provost Thomas Peace. The subject is

Christ's Story of the tiood Samaritan. The memorial
is erected in one of the windows of the south aisle,
and has been executed by Messrs. Ballantyne and
Gardner, Edinburgh.

LEQAIi INTELLIGENCE.
In- KB W. AXD T. Ckoss, of Waeeixgton.—At

the Warrington County-court, on Friday, before his

Honour Judge Ffoulkes, Messrs. Walter and Thomas
Cross, builders, Warrington, applied for tlieir dis-

charge in bankruptcy. The petition was filed on
October 7, 1896. The liabilities, according to proof,

were £2, '2.58 '23. .sd., and the assets realised

£107 17s. 9d. A first and final dividend of \hd. in

the pound was all that had been paid. He reported

nine serious trade crt'eiices against the bankrupts,

including that they had kept no bookj, continued to

trade after knowing they were insolvent, failed to

account satisfactorily for the deficiency in the assets,

guQty of rash and hazardous speculation, within

three months after being unable to pay their debts

had given preference to two other creditors, and
each of them had made previous composition. Mr.
Arthur Browne, solicitor, on behalf of the bank-

rupts, said these offences arose through ignorance of

their position and want of education. They were
hard-working bricklayers, who had begun building

on their own account, first in a small way and
latterly on a much larger scale, when they employed
as many as 150 workmen. The judge, in reviewing

the report, said it was a bad case. Ignorance and
want of education was absolutely no excuse what-
ever. He refused the application altogether, and
declined to give leave to Mr. Browne to apply

further.

In be W. E. Quested.—A first meeting of the

creditors of W. K. Quested was held before Mr.
A. H. Wddy, Official Receiver, on Friday. The
debtor, a builder, described as of Shrewsbury-road,
Stonebridge-park, states that he has been engaged
in building operations since October, 1891. at Penge,
Harlesden, WUlesden, and Harrow. The mort-

gagees have foreclosed, and the debtor attributes

his failure to having too many irons in the fire, and
to their being too far apart. The accounts show
gross liabilities amounting to about £2.i,000, of

which £.5,202 are expected to rank, and assets £170.

Mr. A. C. Boumer, accountant, was appointed

trustee to wind up the estate in bankruptcy.

SeWEEAGE PEOVISIOy FOE MiNUFAOTUKIX'a
Refuse.—Pas.uoee axd Others v. Oswaldthisile
Urb-an District Couxcil.—In the House of Lords

on April 2Sth, the L^rd Chancellor, Lord Mic-
naghten. Lord Morris, and Lord James of Here-
ford gave j udgment in an appeal from a decision of

the Court of Appeal. The action was for a mandamus
commanding the defendants (respondents in the

present appeal) to cause to be made sewers under

the Public Health Act, 157.J, and to give facilities for

enabling the plaintiffs to carry the liquid proceeding

from his factories or manufacturing processes into

the sewers under their control. 'The action was
begun by Philip Cadell Peebles (since deceased) , who
owned and carried on the business of paper-making
at the Whiteash Paper Mill, to compel the de-

fendants to provids sewers for the reception of the

liquids from the paper mill. The claim was based

on the Public Health Act, 187-5, sections 1.5 and 21

of which impose on a local authority the duty of

providing a proper sewerage system. The re-

spondents, however, contended that such obligation

was not one towards the appellants or any individual

occupier, but for the benefit and purposes of the

whole district. They also relied upon section 299

of the Act, which prescribes, as the remedy in such

a case, complaint to the Local Government Board.

The case was heard by Mr. Justice Charles on
November 11, 1890, and by arrangement the

question of law was argued before any evidence was
gone into. The learnedJudge granted the mandamus,
but on March 18, 1897, the Court of Appeal [the

Master of the Rolls (Lord Esher), Lord Justice

Lopes, and Lord Justice Chitty] reversed that

decision, and dismissed the action with costs. The
Lord Chancellor, in moving that the appeal be dis-

missed, said there was nothing in the Public Health
Act which would justify the issue of a mandaDius.

The whole purview of the Act made impossible the

application of such a remedy. Performance of a
statutory obligation could not be enforced in any
other manner than that prescribed Vx the statute.

He entirely concurred in the judgment of the Court
of Appeal. The insuflioiency of drainage in this

case only extended to a particular manufactory. It

was, therefore, within the exact words of the Rivers

Pollution Prevention Act, 1870, section 7 of which
provided for the grant of facilities for enabling
manufacturers to get rid of refuse and enacted that

no sanitary authority should be required to give

such facilities where the sewers of such authority

were only sufficient for the requirements of their

district. The duty lay primarily on the mauufac-
turer to get rid of his own refuse. Lord Macnaghten
read a judgment to the same effect, and the other

learned Lords concurred.

Manciiestee Coeporation v. Peekins, Geaham,
AXD Co. ; Aebiteatoe's Award.—Sir Benjamin
Baker, the arbitrator to whom the action of the
Manchester Corporation against Messrs. Perkins,

Graham, and Company, in respect to the construc-

tion of certain sewers in that city was referred, has

made his award. The arbitrator finds that the

defendant company committed breaches of the con-

tract set out in the statement of claim, and that

such breaches consisted in part in the fraudulent

substitution by workmen employed by the defendant

company of works not in accordance with the terms

of the said contract for the works which the defend-

ant company were bound to execute, and which the

said workmen were employed to execute. " It was
theduty of the defendant company and the defendant

James Perkins to have prevented the said fraud,

and to have discovered and remedied the improper

substitution of works, and that by the negUgence

of the defendant James Perkins, or those for whom
he and the defendant company were responsible,

the defendant failed to prevent or discover the

same," but his failure to do this was due to negli-

gence, and that owing to such negligence the

defendant " was not aware of the said fraudulent

acts, and that he was not party or privy to any

fraud in the matter, and that neither he nor any

other director or agent of the company having any
duty or authority to make any representations to

the plaintiffs on the subject made any fraudulent

representations." In respect of the contract in the

statement of claim, the arbitrator finds that the

plaintiffs were entitled to retain the sum of

£101 lOs. 2d., and to receive out of court the sum
of £1,900 paid into court by the defendants, and to

receive from the defendant company a further

sum of £1,819. In respect of contract No. 11

in the counter-claim the fplaintiffs were entitled

to retain the sum of £350 in satisfaction of

the breaches of that contract. The arbitrator

further finds that the defendants Godfrey Heath-

cote and Richard Jessop Dearden are liable

upon their bond as sureties for the defendant

company to pay to the plaintiffs the sum or

sums not exceeding £1,000 in discharge or part

discharge of such part of any of the said sum of

£1,819 as the defendant company shall fail to pay in

pursuance of the award and judgment entered

thereon. Accordingly he directs that the sum of

£1,900 paid into court in the action, and any interest

which may have accrued thereon, be paid to the

plaintiffs, and that judgment be entered for the

plaintiffs against the defendant company for £1,819,

and against the defendants Godfrey Heathcote and

Richard Jessop Dearden jointly and severally for

£1,000, but that judgment be not enforced against

the last-named delendants except for such part of

the sum of £1,840 as the defendant company shall

have failed to pay. He orders that each of the

parties shall bear his and their own costs of the

action and counter-claim and all proceedings thereon,

including the trial, and that the costs of the award,

which are fixed at £290 15s. 6d., shall be paid, as to

one moiety by the plaintiffs, and as to the other

moiety by the defendant company. In conclusion

the arbitrator declares that, save as aforesaid, no

party to the action or counter-action is entitled to

any relief against the others or other in respect of

the matters referred to him.

Mr. William Saise, late surveyor to the recently-

dissolved urban district council of Stapleton, near

Bristol, has been elected surveyor to the urban

district council of Kingswood.

The Light Railway Commissioners have informed

the promoters of the Sheppey Light Railway that

they will recommend the Board of Trade to issue

an order empowering the construction of the pro-

posed line from Queenborough to Leysdown. The

route originally laid down by the promoters has

been diverted to meet the wishes of the various

public bodies in the Isle of Slreppey, who favoured

a route which would bring the line more into touch

with Sheemess and Minster. The cost of the line is

estimated at £52,000.

After long delay, the centre span, which had been

lacking to complete the London County Council's

temporary iron bridge over the Thames at Vaux-

hall, has at length been placed in position and fixed.

Its span is 165ft., and its weight about 130 tons.

Although the new structure is nominally temporary,

it will ia reaUty have to do duty for probably ten

or a dozen years, whilst the condemned Vauxhall
^

and Lambeth bridges are successively undergoing
i

demohtion and reconstruction. It has been exe-

cuted by the Thames Ironworks and Shipbuilding

Company.
\

Colonel W. L. Coke held an inquiry at the Town- 1

hall, Morlev, on Friday, in respect of an application

by the corporation to the Local i rovernment Board

for sanction to borrow £10,000 for purposes of

street improvement, £2,600 for the erection of

artisans' dwellings, and £100 for works of sewerage

in Victoria-road. Plans of the various works were

explained by Mr. M. H. Sykes, borough surveyor

of Stockton-on-Tees, formerly of Morley, un^r
whose supervision most of the works had been ;

carried out. .

Lieutenant- Colonel A. E. Smith, R.E., held an

inquiry at Bootle, on Friday, on behalf of the Local

Government Board respecting an application by the

Bootle Corporation for permission to borrow £'Z,i3*

for street improvements.
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The annual soiree of the Architectural Associa-
tion last Friday evening reverted to the older
form of a smoking concert at the Cafo ilonico,
and the return to a simpler and more convivial
form of entertainment proved exceedingly popular.
Among the crowded audience we noticed a large
proportion of the older members of the A.A., who
seized the opportunity given hy a less formal
gathering for a social chat with early friends. The
president, 5Ir. Hampden W. Pratt, occupied the
chair, ^\'ith the exception of Mr. F. D. Clap-
ham, nearly all those who appeared on the boards
were professional entertainers, and the various
selections were heartily received, and in many
cases redemanded. These included a pianoforte
selection by Victor HoUiday, sentimental songs
by Messrs. W. H. Berrj-, F. Pearce, JI. Denis
O'SuUivan, and A. S. Winckworth ; recitations
by Messrs. E. L. Ebsworth, Wilfred Stracey, and
F. D. Clapham ; ventriloquism by Mr. G. W.
Kenway, and comic songs by IMessrs. W. H.
Berry, Bob Kae, Wilson James, Gumey Russell,
and Charles Cochrane.

_
It is a matter for regret that the ever-flowing

tide of house-buildin» in London steadily
encroaches on the outlying suburbs, and engulfs
the larger mansions with their spacious grounds ;

but the change in the old order giving place to
new is inevitable. The latest instance of the
kind is the large group of freehold properties in
8treatham, occupying the area between the
High-road, Streatham, and the picturesque
common of Tooting Bee, which is to be
sold by auction by Messrs. Farebrother, ElUs,
Egerton, Breach, and Co., at the Mart, Token-
house-yard, on Thursday in next week, the 12th
inst., in one lot. There are at present situated
on the properties seven family residences, 'with
pleasure-grounds and stabling, the remainder
consisting of slightly undulating park-like
meadow land, and some business premises in the
Streatham High-road. The estate possesses four
existing frontages, nearly 3,000ft. in length, to
the High-road, Tooting Bee-road, Garrad's-road,
and Mount Ephraim-lane, and contains a compact
area of 47 acres, "ripe for immediate develop-
ment as a high-class building estate," as the
auctioneers' phrase runs.

of bad smells at the works, and quote from a special
report by I'rofessor Sir Henry Koscoe, of
London—"The products of combustion of car-
buretted water gas are not more injurious to
health than are those of coal gas "

; and a some-
what similar opinion given by Professor Lewes,
F.I.C., in March last year. The gas engineer
states that if the mixture of coal gas and car-
buretted water gas now supplied to the town is

distributed and consumed with the same care and
attention to pipes and fittings as has been
given when coal gas only was supplied, there can
be no reasonable or valid obj ectiou to the supply
and >ise of a mixture of carburetted water gas
and coal gas.

A scHESiE for supplying electric current within
the whole municipal area will be submitted to
Glasgow Corporation on an early date. Mr.
Chamen, the newly-appointed engineer, has
submitted a report on the matter to the elec-
tricity works sub-committee of the corporation,
and that committee has approved generally of the
suggestions made. The report states that the
Waterloo-street station, with its capacity for
3,300H.P., being taxed to its utmost limit, a
new site has been purchased at Port Dandas,
where work has already been begun, and arrange-
ments have been made for the purchase of another
site for a generating station on the south side of
the river, near Eglinton-street station. At Port
Dundas there wiU be no difliculty in instalUng
some 30,00011. P., and at the southern station
another 1.5,000H.P. Waterloo - street station
is at present distributing current at a pres-
sure of 100 and 200 volts; but the Board of
Trade regulations now permit current to be sup-
plied at 250 and .500 volts, which enables the
current to be carried much farther, and saves
very largely in the amount of copper required in
the distributing mains and feeders, the economy
being about -50 per cent. The new plant already
ordered for Port Dundas is designed to supply
current at the increased pressure, and the plant
for the southern station could be similarly de-
signed. The capital expenditure detailed in the
report is £5.51,000, made up as follows :—Capital
expenditure at present, £150,000; capital ex-
penditure proposed in report, £396,000 ; cost of
removal of Waterloo-street plant, £5,000.

The excavations in the island of Milo, which
•were recently commenced by the English School
of Archteolog}-, under the Director, Mr. Hogarth,
have been continued with much success.° The
6rst ruins brought to light were those of a verj-
ancient Acropolis, and there were also discovered
the structure of three towns, each built over the
other, and two of them, as indicated by the style
of the fragments and vases, belonging to the
Mycenian epoch. The third lies next to the rock.
The Acropolis belongs to the island epoch, before
the introduction and developn'.ent of Mycenian
art. The excavations are regarded as very im-
portant in relation to the origin and extension of
Mycenian art in modern Greece. Professor
Gardner, ex-Director of the School, accompanied
by about twenty students from University CoUege,
London, has lately arrived in Athens, and will
go to Milo to visit the excavations.

The special sub-committee of the Birkenhead
Gas, Water, and Electrical Committee, appointed
last January to report upon the manufacture and
supply of carburetted water gas by the corpora-
tion, now report that investigations have been
made by the borough gas engineer, Mr. T
Paterson, M.Inst.C.E., with the result that of
the 241 persons who petitioned the council com-
pUining of badly-lighted houses and streets, and
noxious smells, and alleging serious injury to
health from the gas supply, 177 replied to a
circular requesting a definite complaint. In 123
cases a special inspection was made, and in 38'
cases the defect was remedied, 51 were satisfied
without anything being done, and 30 persons
remain dissatisfied. Statistics are given showing
that the average illuminating power of the gas
dunng the year was higher than the preceding
four years, when water was not mixed with
the coal gas. The report also states that the
number of complaints fell from 3,014 in 1896
to 1539 last year, and police complaints of
street Lamps were likewise reduced in a
marked degree, while the utter absence now
of naphthaline deposits in the services has
removed a fruitful cause of complaint. As to
the bad smells alleged, the committee state that
eveij- precaution is taken to prevent the emission

Jill. E. M. WiMPERis, R.I., is to be congrratu-
lated on the excellent mezzotint which Messrs.
Frost and Reed, of Bristol, have just now pub-
lished of this painter's breezy picture, entitled
" A Wet Road." The village church, surrounded
by farm homestead buildings, occupies the middle
distance beyond a meadow, in front of which,
and skirting the lane which is flooded by the
spring rains, runs a timber foot-bridge. A
waggon and horses form the central group in the
foreground, and are seen emerging from an
avenue of trees in full foliage, massively and
richly handled, reminding one of Constable. The
sunlit, rolling clouds are well in scale with the
landscape, which is rich in tone and delicate in
the management of its high-lights 'twixt the
leaves, the effect of the whole being broadly
treated, just catching the partial glow of the
sunshine after the early summer's shower. The
engraving, which measures about 3ft. by 2ft.,

including the margin, has been charmingly
engraved by Mr. A. J. Skrimshire.

The first anniversary of the Charity Bazaar
fire in Paris, by which about 124 persons lost

their lives, was celebrated on Wednesday by a
meeting of the executive of the British Fire Pre-
vention Committee, formed for the purpose of
dealing with all matters relating to fire pro-
tection, buthavingspecial regard to theprevention,
as distinct from the extinguishing, of fires. Ac-
cording to the provisional rules, the main objects
sought by the committee are as follows :—To
direct attention to the urgent need for increased
protection of life and property from fire by the
adoption of preventive measures. To use its

influence in every direction towards minimising
the possibilities and dangers of fire. To bring
together those scientifically interested in the
subject of fire prevention. To arrange periodical
meetings for the discussion of practical questions
bearing on the same. To establish a read-
ing - room, a library, and collections for
purposes of research, and for supplying
recent and authentic information on the sub-
ject of fire prevention. To publish from time
to time papers especially prepared for the com-
mittee, together with records, extracts, and
translations. To undertake such independent
investigations and tests of materia's, methods.

and appliances as may be considered advisable.
To facilitate the formation of centres for any of
the special interests involved, to offer such tech-
nical information as these interests may require,
and to issue notices, warnings, etc., for their
especial benefit. To retain skilled advisers for
the inspection of buildings or appliances where
independent advice is desired. The list of persons
who have already joined the committee not only
contains a large number of names, but shows that
the movement has had encouraging support from
the technical professions. At their meeting on
^\'edne8day the executive committee, of which
Jlr. Edwin O. Sachs is chairman, considered the
definite arrangement of a series of independent
tests with fire-resisting materials.

Puoi'EssoR Hull, late director of the Geo-
logical Survey of Ireland, read a paper before the
Victoria Institute, on Jlonday night, descriptive
of his researches as regards the river valleys and
escarpments off the British Isles. Referring to
the fact that the British Isles were planted on a
platform raised 100 fathoms, called the 100-
fathom platform, he described the platform as
sloping down to the ocean-bed everywhere except
off the west coast of Ireland, where it became a
magnificent escarpment of 7,800ft., ending in a
sloping plain going down 12,000ft. more. He
held that this great escarpment was once . above
the sea-level previous to later stupendous physical
changes. He referred to the Irish and English
Channels as being submerged river-valleys, and
described the North Sea, Irish Channels, and
north-west coasts as having been covered in parts
with land-ice, the muddy waters of the later
glacial seas giving place to those of the present
day.

Another cave was discovered at Oban on
Saturday. On removing some earth from a rock-
face at the west end of High-street, a large
quantity of shells was come upon. These were
recognised as of the same type as those found in
the M'Arthur Cave. Messrs. MunroandM'Isaac,
Oban, and Dr. Allan Macnaughton, of TaynuUt,
took measures with the view of having the cave
refuse thoroughly examined. Two bone harpoons
were got early in the day. Their length is 3in.,

and breadth fin. The barbs are only on one side,

and in this they differed from the harpoons of
the JI'Arthur Cave, which had barbs on both
sides. That the cave had been occupied for a long
time was evident from the cart-loads of shells

which have been taken away from the opening,
and the great quantity that the workmen are stiU
clearing away. A part of a large antler of red
deer was also found. That the cave dwellers had
fires was shown clearly enough, burnt wood and
ashes being abundant. The vaulted roof of the
cave is blackened as if by smoke. It is expected
that Dr. Joseph Anderson will visit the cave and
report upon it, as he did in the case of the
3I-Arthur Cave, which yielded such interesting
relics of a far past time.

Messk.s. B. W.iRD, .\xn Co., of 15, Great
George-street, Westminster, London, S.W., have
recently brought out a patent artificial stone step
with a leaded tread, and have used them at the
extension of the Architectural Museum, Donald
Currie and Co.'s new offices, and other buildings.
The lead is cast in the form of a grid, so that
each dot is, as it were, tied together, and is fin.
deep. The advantages are perfect security against
slipping, great durability, neat appearance, and
considerable economy.

I tm I

Mr. George Keeble, of Peterborough, is opening
the ground for a brickyard alongside the new rail-
way line at Bourne, Lincolnshire. The yard is
intended for the production of red bricks.

It is proposed to carry out the widening of Cam-
berwell New-road at its junction with Camberwell
Green at an estimated net cost of £31,500. The
Camberwell Vestry have voted £5,000 towards the
cost, and the London County Coimcil have the
matter under consideration.

The Streets Committee of the Edinburgh Town
Council have resolved to recommend approval of
plans of a new bridge proposed to be erected over
the Water of Leith at Bennington, at a probable
cost of £5,500, and to ask a remit to meet with
Leith Corporation on the subject.

A Select Committee of the House of Commons
began, on Friday, the consideration of the South-
wark and Vauxhall Water Bill, the objects of which
are to enable the company to acquire lands, con-
struct additional works, and take additional water
from the Thames. The company propose to con-
struct new storage for 1,076,000,000 gallons of
water.
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MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK
SATUitDAY Ti>-5!.titrto\\;.~Edinbur>?hArchitectiirjil Asso-

ciation. ViBit to Craigiehall. By train

from Caledonian Station, 2.7 p.m.

Mosinv.— Society of Arts. " Electric Traction." Cantor
Lecture No. 2, by Professor C. E. Carus
Wilson, of McOill University, Montreal
8 p.m.

Bristol Society of Architects. •' Plumb-
inar,'* by George Tucker. 8 pm.
Carpenters' Hall, London-wall, E.C

" Strength and Stiaina in Wood," by
Professor T. Hudson Beare, M.Inst.C.E.
7 30 p.m.

TuiBDAV.— Society of Art8. "The Art of William
Morris," by F. S. Ellis. 8 p.m.

Wedxesday.—Society of Arts. " Water-Gas and ita

Applications," by Professor Vivian B
Lewes. 8 p.m.

FaiDAv.—Auctioneers' Institute. Annual Dinner at the
Hotel Cecil.

CHIPS.
The memorial altar to the late Bishop Edward

Bickersteth, D.D., Bishop of Japan 1886-97, leaves

England this week, and will find a resting-place in

St. Andrew's Church, Sbiba, Tokyo, Japan, where
the late Bishop so long laboured. It is composed
entirely of British oak, and the elaborate sculptured
panels and carvings are in high relief. The work
has been executed by Messrs. Harry Hems and
Sons, of Exeter.

A Jubilee church room at Soperton, Devjn,
desifinod by Messrs. Tait and Harvey, of Exeter,
was opened on Wednesday in last week.

The first of Mr. J. Romilly Allen's Yates Lectures
in Archaology, the subject of which is " Celtic Art
and its Developments," was delivered at University
College, Gower-street, W., on Wednesday.

A font and a memorial window were dedicated in
the I'arish Church of St. Etheldreda, Fulham, on
Saturday, by the Rev. Professor Collins, of King's
College.

The Bishop of Coventry, on Saturday afternoon,
preached at the dedication of the new Church of
St. Edward, which has been provided by the
purchase and adaptation of an old Presbyterian
Chapel in New John .Street West, near Summer-
lane, Birmingham. About £1,200 has been expended
in the purchase and alterations.

The foundation-stone of a Church Sunday-school
was laid at I'erraiiarworthal, West Cornwall, on
Thursday in last week. Mr. W. Smith, of Truro,
is the architect of the new building, and the con-
tractors are Messrs. J. Row and J. Barnicott.

The Streets Committee of the Court of Common
Council for the City have recommended in an
amended report on the area affected by the Cripple-
gate tire, that Jewin- street be widened to between
10ft. and 50ft., in that way placing it on an equality
with Fore-street. At present, from No. 26 to No.
oO the width is 30ft., while the remaining portion of
the street is 3ft. wider. The suggestions for im-
proving Well-street and Hamsell- street and for ex-
tending the improvement into Smithfield and
London Wall have been negatived.

The new railway route between Wrexham' and
Mold was opened on Monday. The line runs via
Brymbo, Ffrith, Llanfynydd, and Coed Talon.
It 18 the joint property of the Great Western and
^o^th-Westem, and from Coed Talon to Mold the
last-named company is the owner.

The members of the Harold Club, at Low Moor,
assembled in force on Tuesday evening at the club
premises, which have recently undergone some
noteworthy extensions. The principal alterations
have affected the assembly-room on the ground
floor, which has been considerably enlarged, and is
now quite twice its original size, whilst immediately
above it the billiard-room has been similarly ex-
tended, all at a cost of about fS50. Mr. Healey of
Bradford, was the architect.

At the Tuesday meeting of the Birmingham City
Council sanction was given to a scheme for pur-
chasing for ,€2,250, land at the corner of Moseley-
road and Lime-grove on which to build a branch
school of art, which is to cost not more than £7,750
in addition. At the same meeting the tioal stage
was reached in the competition for Holly Moor
Asylum, the report of the assessor, Mr. G. T. Hine,
F.R.I.B.A., being passed after some discussion,
recommending the adoption of the plan No. 4,
marked "Forward," by Messrs. Martin and
Chamberlain, of that city.

A Local Government Board inquiry was held at
Dublm on the 2Sth ult. by Mr. Cotton, chief
engineering inspector, into applications made by the
corporation for the following loans: £1,300 for
converting the site of the Green-street I'rison into
an open space; £1,000 for repairing Bachelor's-
walk; £3,000 for concreting footpaths; £1,900 for
new paving

; £1,800 for repaving ; a further sum
of £2,100 for concreting footways; and £364 for
asphaltmg.

Cmbe #eta
WAGES MOVEMENTS.

Baxcok.—The carpenters employed in the Bangor
building trade on Saturday intimated to the masters
that unless there was an immediate increase in

wages their tools would be removed. The masters,
in resisting the demand, submit that longer notice
should have been given, so as to enable them to
read j ust their estimates for contracts. At a meet-
ing on Saturday night the establishment of a branch
of the plasterers' union was decided upon. The
master painters have conceded the demand for a
uniform rate of wages.

Blackburn.—On Saturday morning the stone-
masons of Blackburn and district all came out on
strike for an advance of one halfpenny per hour,
and against the proposal of the employers to abolish
a rule prohibiting the importation of stone worked
in other towns. Nearly all the towns in East
Lancashire, as well as Manchester, are involved in
this dispute, which may lead to a considerable
stoppage of building operations.

Brighouse.—The masons' labourers came out on
strike on Monday for a halfpenny per hour advance
in wages, their present remuneration being old. per
hour. Some of the masters have conceded the men's
demands. The buildirg trade is very brisk at
present in the borough, and it is expected that the
dispute will be brought to a speedy termination.

Greenock.—The federation lock-out notice oot
having been withdrawn on Saturday by the Greenock
Cabinet-making Company, Limited, the employes
of the firm came oui; on strike. The men lifted

their tools on Saturday afternoon. About 50 men
are affectel.

Leigh, X,ancs.—The jouiers and carpenters of
Leigh, Tyldesley, Atherton, and surrounding
districts have requested an increase in wages from
8}d. to 9d. per hour, and a reduction in working
hours from 51 to 49i per week. The men, who
number 166, were, failing these consessions, to have
struck work on Siturday ; but the employers sent a
communication requesting the men's delegates to
again meet them in a few days. They have agreed
to do eo, and not hand in their notices until after
the conference.

Portsmouth. —The Portsmouth plasterers of this
town have struck work for one penny per hour
advance. It is believed that an amicable settlement
will soon be arrived at.

Rochester.—The threatened strike in the build-
ing trades in the district of Rochester, Chatham,
and Gdlingham which was to have commenced on
Monday, has baen averted, the employers having
agreed to increase the pay of the bricklayers a penny
per hour, that of the carpenters a halfpenny, and
that of the labourers a halfpenny per hour. The
demand of the plasterers for an increase has not yet
been complied with, as their notices have not t xpired.
It is now expected that the painters will apply for
an increase, so that the whole of the employes in
the building industry will have improved their
position considerably. Work is exceedingly brisk
here, apart from that provided by the Royal Naval
Barracks, the Chatham town-hall, Messrs. Barnard's
theatre, the New BromptoQ co- operative bakeries,
and other large structures in cou'se of erection.
The cost of labour has now been increased 12^
per cent., and the price of building materials has
advanced all round.

South Shields.—A meeting of employe! s and
employes was held at South .Shields on Monday,
when it was agreed to leave the question of
cementing and tiling — the bone of contention
between the bricklayers and plasterers—at the dis-
cretion of the employers. Work was resumed on
Tuesday at the following rates of wages :—Brick-
layers, lOd. per hour ; plasterers, 9id. per hour

;

labourers, O.M. per hour.

Stockport.—The labour market in this town is in
a very restless condition. The house painters are
agitating to have their wages raised to the Man-
chester rate. A dispute amongst the joiners was
amicably settled on Saturday at a " conference
between masters and men, but all the bricklayers
are still on strike. The question in dispute is a
proposal by the masters to curtail what is known as
walking time. The employers' proposals would
necessitate the men workiag outside the town rising
much earlier to reach work.

WiNsrORD.—The bricklayers of this district

came out on strike on Monday, as the demands
made by them in the notice just expired were not
granted. They claim that they are the worst paid
bricklayers in Cheshire, their wages being Gid. per
hour, against lid. in Manchester and Liverpool, and
9Jd. in Northwich. An additional Ud. psr hour
has been demanded, and builders have agreed to
make the concession providing the Salt l7nion fall

in ; otherwise 7id. is offered. The men have
refused this, and the Salt Union are unwilling to
grant the increase.

Weston-sui'ER-Mare. — A large number of
carpenters ceased work on Saturday on account of
a difference with their masters. Their demand for
an increase of wages to the extent of id. per hour
was acceded to, but as the masters insisted upon
altering certain of the rules of the society the
men decided to go out on strike. At a meeting of
the men on strike, held on Tuesday evening, a reso-

lution was passed to the effect that no alteratioas

could be, or should be, passed in the working rules

without the six months' notice required by Rule 9,

to which the masters had agreed, being duly given.

The Lord Chancellor opened the new Victoria
wing of the Morley Convalescent Home for Work-
ing Men at St. Margaret's Hover, on Wednesday.
The institute has been doubled in size, the accom-
modation having been increased from 60 to 120
beds, and a dining-hall and administrative offices

have also been provided. Mr. G. Stevenson was
the honorary architect.

On Thursday in last week the Bishop of South-
well dedicated the completion of the north aisle of

the church of St. Alban, Sneinton. The church,
designed by Messrs. Bodley and Garner, was con-
secrated ten years ago, but, owing to lack of funds,

the north and south chancel aisles were not then
built. Now the north aisle is fiaished.

Mr. Edward D. Conolly, a prominent contractor

and builder, of New York, died at his home in that
city a fortnight ago. Mr. ConoUy's most important
work was the building of St. Patrick's Cathedral,
with the rectory and the archbishop's house adjoin-
ing : but he erected also many houses and other
structures in and about New York. He was one of

the founders of the Mason Builders' Association of

New York, and a member of the Catholic Club.

The Unopposed Bill Committee of the Hou^e of

Commons passed, on Wednesday, the Bill authorising

the incorporation of a new company for the purpose
of constructing a tramway from Llandudno to the
summit of the (ireat Orme's Head. The capital of

the company will be £25,000, with power to raise

£6,250 upon the issue of debentures. The tramway,
which will be 7 furlongs 6'SO chains in length, wUl
be constructed as a single line. The time granted
for the construction of the line is three years from
the passing of the Act. This Bill has already passed

the House of Lords.

The Alloa Public Baths and Gymnasium, which
have been erected by Mr. John Thomson Paton for

the benefit of the community, were formally opened
on Friday by Mr. J. B. Balfour, M.P., Q.C.

A three-light stained-glass window has been
placed in Ail .Saints' parish church, Holbeach, in

memory of the late William Rippon, who, although
he lost his sight at the age of 28, continued in

business as a working watchmaker. The subject is

Our Lord healing Blind Bartimajus, and the work
has been executed by Mr. E. Ijl. M. Smith, of

Spalding.

The committee for the restoration of the tine

parish church of St. Germains, Cornwall, was
formally disbanded last week, the work of restora-

tion, on which it has been engaged for the past ten

years, having been completed, at a total cost, in-

cluding special gifts, of over £8,000. It was agreed

to expend the balance in hand of £30 in another

stained-glass window.

Sii large stained-glass windows have been placed

in AU Saints' Church, Eastbourne, as a memorial
to Lady Victoria Long-Wellesley, who built tha

church m 1882.

A stained-glass window has been placed in the

east end of Eist Djwn Church, Devon, in memory
of the Rev. T. F. Arthur, who was for 28 years

rector of the parish. The subject of the window is

Christ, with St. John (the Patron Saint) on the left

and the Virgin Mary on the right. Mr. C. E.

Kemp, of London, was the artist.

Mr. Sidney Webster, builder and contractor, of

Bootle, died at his residence in Birkdale near

Southport on Friday, aged 54.

A new laundry and other additions are about to

be made to the workhouse at Y'ork from plans by

Mr. Ponty of that city. Tenders amounting to

£4,437 were accepted for the works by the York
board of guardians last week.

The Leicester Corporation have sanctioned the

purchase of certain properties at a cost of over

£6,000 for their street-widening schemes, and have

decided to ask the Local Government Board for

compulsory powers of purchase to acquire various

other properties. The scheme will coat between

£100,000 and £1.50,000.

The Government of Victoria intend to e»rry out

several public works, including a scheme for the

irrigation of the country, for the erection of cold

storage depots, and for the opening up of the in-

accessible parts of the Colony, at the aggregate cost

of over two million pounds, which will be raised

locally at the rate of £750,000 annually.
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IRRESPONSIBLE BUILDING.

AN immense number of buildings of a

private and semi-public cbaraoter are

erected without any responsible control.

The contractor in many instances becomes
the mere figure-head who undertakes to

carry out the work by organising labour and
obtaining the materials, but he does not bind
himself to do much more ; if he does, he
manages to throw any blame that attaches to

the work on the shoulders of others, and
often on the architect. He alleges an omis-
sion of something in the specification or

drawings, or tries to wriggle out of his

duty under the pretext of an altera-

tion or extra. Nor can the architect be
regarded as culpable. His responsibility

only extends to matters of design and general
supervision ; but he does not guarantee that
all the materials used are sound or that the
workmanship is quite up to the standard re-

quired. He has to find the lowest tender at

which his design can be carried out, and how
can we expect him at the same time to

guarantee the work 'f No doubt it would be
honest on his part to refuse to accept a very
low tender ; but in ordinary business in these
days he is obliged to stifle his conscience,
and submit to the inevitable. Very often

he is called upon to carry out work that
cannot be executed at the price undertaken,
and he is compelled to wink at a good deal
of what is done if the building is to be
finished at all. This is one of the greatest
hardships of the architect's position under a
contract system which binds the contractor
to drawings and specifications or tenns of

contract that he cannot fulfil. And it places
the architect in the unfortunate aUemma of
either having to watch very closely the work
of the contractor, or else having to pass un-
noticed a number of things that are contrary
to the specification standard. To object to

every load of bricks or timber, or to find

fault with the brickwork or the joinery,
necessitates often to wink at a great many
little things that are almost as import-
ant. The degree of responsibility is very
largely regulated by the conditions imposed
—the contract amount, time of completion,
and other matters. The architect's responsi-
bility is also a question of whether he is to

have full power to provide what is necessary,
or to cut and trim to meet a client's jjocket

or a whim. In some oases the buildings are
erected for a speculative purpose to pay or
sell, and the architect's control or super-
vision becomes a mere nominal matter. In
short, an architect is engaged simply to pre-
pare a design or a set of plans, and to see to

the erection of the buildings. The employer
hardly expects him to do more than to super-
vise the buildings in a general way. He
does not look for substantial construction,
for he is only a leaseholder, and does not see
putting more money on another man's land
than he is obliged to do. H the buildingj
endures his lifetime, he is satisfied ; he only

'

wants it designed in a tasteful or fashionable
manner. Hundreds of new commercial
buildings, hotels, blocks of dwellings, and
ofiices are put up in this way. They are
buUt to let or sell, or to do business in. Can
we expect any substantial construction ?

Irresponsibility attaches to all buildings of
this sort. If the walls, roof, or floors of a
building so built give way, or kill or
injure anybody, the question of responsi-
bility is in everyone's mouth. But how can
the syslem of building we have de-
scribed be expected to produce any better

results ? When, as in the recent serious

collapse at Westminster, the result of

which we report, the contractor states ho
secured the land to build upon, and that the

erection was "purely a venture"; that he
sub-contracted for the brickwork, concrete

floors, girders, and roof, by which he lost all

control and only had to do with the labourers,

how can responsible building be secured ':

To employ an architect to prepare plans and
then to leave others to carry out the contract

work—this is the way many of our buildings

are erected. The practice of sub-contracting

has, no doubt, much to do with building

failures. Foundations, brickwork, fireproof

floors, or iron girders are sub-let ; but very

often the general contractor, who is held

responsible for the work, cannot insist that

the parties who undertake these branches

should be placed under the same agreement
or contract as he himself holds—in short, that

each sub-contractor should hold under the

same terms and be responsible for carrying

out his particular work, as if he were working
direct under the contract.

In most good contracts the provision is

made that the contractor shall not, without the

consent of the architect in writing, sub-let any
portion of the work ; and a further clause

ought to be inserted that no sub-contractor,

whether nominated by the architect or con-

tractor, shall be engaged who will not enter

into a contract with the latter to the effect

that he will carry out the work according to

the contract, and indemnifying the con-
tractor against any claims that may be made
against him in consequence of any act,

omission, or fault of the sub-contractor or

those in his employ. But how often is this

saving clause left out, and the work is sub-let

to men who have no interest in the building

whatever, and who only agree to carry out

such-and-such work at a given sum, but
without making themselves responsible for

anything beyond. The irregularities of the

sub-contract work at Abbey Mansions, West-
minster, illustrate this independence. It is

hard to say, perhaps, what kind of contract

is considered "personal" in law, especially

if there is no condition of the sort we
have just defined, though from certain

facts, as the selection of builder, this condition

of a personal contract may be implied.

Employers and architects are not quite so

careful as they ought to be in cases of this

kind. There is a legal maxim to the effect

that '

' no one not a party to a contract can
sue on it," and according to this rule, if a
builder sub-lets to a bricklayer or plasterer

any part of the work, the said workman or

sub-contractor cannot sue the employer.
The same rule may be said to apply to

employers. They cannot sue for any defect

on the sub-contractor's part unless it forms a

condition of contract. The right to sub-let

also is larger than the* right to assign, and
it has been held that the contractor can claim

for work he sub-lets if done properly ; but he
is also liable for the defects of the sub-
contractor. An important point has been
sometimes raised as to whether, if a sub-
contractor knew the terms of the original

conti'act, they would be binding ; but the fact

of knowing does not prove that the sub-

contractor agreed. But these are questions

of legal import into which it is not necessary

to go here.

PICTURES AT THE ROYAL ACADEMY.
[third notice.]

THE Fourth Gallery, with the few excep-
tional pictures we have noticed, need

no longer detain us. A good deal of the
wall- space is taken up by work of a common-
place and indifferent character, in addition to

portraits. H. WeigaU's large and crowded
picture of the interior of a Court of Uuarter
Sessions at Sandwich is interesting only to a
few. The painter has done his best to

delineate with minuteness the incidents and
features of the particular trial represented
before His Honour Judge Lumley Smith.
But no painter can make such a subject

pictorial. John M. Swan's poetic theme,
" l''ortuneandtheBoy," is a kind of enchanted
garden in which a boj' is lying down near a
fountain. The painter depicts the fair phan-
tasy of the boy's imagination or dream.
From the iridescent colour of the water
the fair figure of Fortune rises. The work
is subtle and admirable in colour. " Elec-
tricians "—boy amateurs round a bench
examining a battery or making one—is

clover and vigorously painted, admirable in

colour. George D. Leslie's view of " Arling-
ton Row, Gloucestershire" (3G9), is inter-

esting for the greenish hue which pervades
the landscape ; a row of stone houses for

artisans, covered with stone shingles, with a
green hilly background. The effect is that

of looking at a landscape through green
glasses. It is rather a conventional treatment
devoid of atmosphere.
There is not much in Gallery V. Colin

Hunter's " Bringing Home the Bracken " is

a very fine North-country scene. A boat
laden with bracken is being rowed along a
river in the dusk. The reflected light of

the waning day is admirably and feelingly

painted. P. L. Gloag's curious picture,
" The Magic Mantle "—an Arthurian legend
— is mystical and clever. It represents a
boy who came to the court of King Arthur
'

' with a magic mantle which no wife could
wear who was not true to her lord."

T. C. Gotch has no one symbolic picture of

the interest excited in his last few works.
The large picture in No. VII. Gallery, called
" The Awakening " (.511), is scarcely as clever

as the " Heir of all the Ages." It represents
a vision of three angels appearing to a waking
girl, who is sitting at the side of her bed.
The interior appears most like the interior

of a convent dormitory. Over the bed hangs
a crucifix, and we just see the corbels of the
roof. The colour is decorative, and the
painting exquisite in finish and reverential

in character. The large portrait group '

' The
Children of L. Breitmeyer " (37.3) is flat in

painting, and is in a subdued colour. The
children are playing with toy-soldiers on a
small fancy inlaid table. H. W. B. Davis's

sunny landscape '

' Under the Greenwood
Tree " (387), a slope of rich meadow land
chequered in sunlight under wide-spreading
trees, through which the sun casts flickering

gleams of light and shadows, while a number
of deer are disporting in the shade, is,

without doubt, his best work. There is much
in this gallery that is commonplace. Some
of these are " skied," but it would have been
better if they had not been hung, and had
given place to others. Next after II. W. B.
Davis's "Under the Greenwood Tree,"
is Joseph Farquharson's "As the Shades
of Evening Close "

; there is a true poetical

feeling in the landscape. The painter repre-
sents dusk, and his colouring and reflected

light on the darkening landscape and
carthorses are most tenderly painted, full

of fine tone. It is one of the finest land-
scapes exhibited. On the opposite side of

the room we see a very different handling.
It is by Adrian Stokes, and is called "Moun-
tains and HiU." The hills are painted in a flat,

broad manner ; but the result is an effect of

light and openness that redeems its bareness.

One of the most delightful seapieces is

Edmund G. Fuller's " Bowl Cove, Corn-
wall " (402), the sunlight on the waves and
foam is very fresh and sparkling in its

naturalness. W. Dendy Sadler paints one of

his quiet country parlour scenes, "The
Young and the Old " (-100), a group of

country gentlemen finishing their repast.

Ale and bread and cheese are on the table,

and a young waitress is decanting port out
of an old crusted bottle. Remains of a meat
pie appear on a side tray, and one old gentle-

man IS taking a pinch of snuff. The picture
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is admirable tor its quiet humour and
accessories. Ilis other and more striking

picture in the next gallery is calleil " A
Little Mortgage." In a well-furnished

lawyer's office lined with books a young
smirking, thriftless dand^, cane in hand, sits

oppcsite an elderly solicitor, who has a

large parchment before him, and is casting

an astonished glance through the corners of

his spectacles at his client, who with perfect

nonchalance, and in a light jaunty manner,
is confiding his affau's. The two men are exact

opposites : one is businesslike and reserved,

the other a reckless, thoughtless spendthrift,

whose chief object is to raise money.
r.readth and good colour are also seen in

Ernest A. Watorlow's " A Moorland Eoad,"
an effective landscai)o, and in (_'. E. John-
son's landscape (-l'!'-) " Through the Forest,"

sunlit trees and river. One of the few
figui'e-subjects not equal to C E. Perugini's

work is " Idleness," a dark Italian girl

feeding a swan with cherries. In the next
gallery, T. B. Kennington's " Diana" (436)
is a composition of hardly the ideal treatment
we expect to find in a classical theme. The
half-draped sleeping goddess and her attend-
ant nymphs are in a wood. The colouring is

exceedingly rich though harmonious, but
the painter is more successful in his portraits.

Near it W. II. Margetson, in "Castles of

Sand," has a graceful subject: a girl seated
on a sandy beach, listlessly piling up a small
mound of sand. The light and colour are
admirable, and the idea of girlish fancy
is pleasingly rendered. Peter Graham's
" Lashed by the AVild and AVasteful Ocean "

{Ho) is a companion subject to the one we
have noticed, " The Grass-Crowned Head-
land of a Eoeky Shore" (420). In this

a rocky buttress of the coast stands
out, the dashing waves are relentlessly
being beaten through the natural open-
ing, broken into fine foamy spray. There
is freshness and atmosphere in this vivid
realisation of sea-beaten coast and the
surf. The colossal picture, or rather tem-
pera design, of Seymovu- Lucas, repre-
senting '

' William the Conqueror Granting a
Charter to the Citizens of London," given by
the Coi-poration to the Royal Exchange, is a
boldly-conceived piece of decorative painting
which dwarfs by its size and colour the other
easel pictures. As one of a series of decora-
tive subjects for this great City Exchange,
nothing can be more effective. It is broadly
treated, and the central figure of the Con-
queror granting the charter to the kneeling
official, the standing figure in cardinal's
robe, and the retinue of the king are rich
in colour, and are relieved by the massive
stone Norman background of the interior.
The painter has not lost sight of the im-
portance of a decorative scheme of colour
and treatment. Thomas Mostyn's " The
Cloud " is Constable-like in handling and
colour, and the painter has given a
faithful picture of cloud efiect on a
landscape ; but why so large a canvas ?

J. H. Lorimer's " SheUing ' Honesty '

"

(467), a large interior with portraits of a
lady and her children, is wasteful, and the
perspective and accessories of room ill-

drawn and meagre. .lohn E. Eeid has a
large picture too, in his brilliant open-aii-
manner, vigorous in its reaHsim. " Hiding
the Deserter " has a touching side. The
tearful maiden, who is standing before an
open shed in which the deserter has hidden
himseK, tells its own tale. Beyond, we see
the red-uniformed soldiers sent in pursuit,
and they are being directed another way
by the mother, who is doing her best to
save her son. Carolus Duran's very
sumptuous length porti-ait of " The Coimtess
of AVarwick " (4S4) shows the young
countess in black, holding a large 'white
rose, against heavy scarlet plush hang-
ings; but his most important portrait
group is '• Madame Georges Eeydeau and
her Children," a picture that was at the

Champ de Mars last jxar, a delightful and
sympathetic ari'angement of the figures, and
e(|ually charming in coloiu'. The steel-

coloured satin-frocked little girl, with her
white rose and loose petals on floor, is

daintilj- painted.

Nice feeling is shown in Owen B. Morgan's
" Evening." Robert W. Allan sends one of

his masterful seapieces in " Winter .Storm
"

(492), a vigorous and powerful rendering of

a storm-swamped jetty and disabled vessels.

Arthur II. Buckland's " Returning Home at

Evening " (d04), a picnic party coming
through a wood m the dusk, is painted with
feeling, and we must note the historical

incident in Robert Hillingford's picture,
" Summoned to Waterloo : Dawn of June 16,

l.'Sl.')," and Fred Morgan's children's grouj),
" The Sunshine of His Heart" (497).

Two or three subject-pictures are in the
next g.allery. Walter Langley's "A Cousin
from Town " (J22), a courtyard of a fisher-

man's cottage, a little fellow playing the
banjo to his old uncle and young cousins, is

handled with the same conscientious care and
sympathy we expect from this leader of

the Xewhii school. The large picture of

"Wreckage" (J29), by 0. Napier Hemy,
hoisting up some broken masts on a rook by
pulley tackle is powerful. The tumultuous sea
breaks over the rock as the men are hauling in

their " find." The largo interior, " Meeting
of Burns and Scott" {53o), is of interest to

readers. The painting of the two chief figures

is careful and expressive, and there is a warm
rich tone of colour in Charles M. Ilardie's

work. Lucy E. Kemp-Welch's great picture,
" To Arms "—an incident in the camp of the
Duke of York's army before the Battle of

the Roses at St. Alban's—is vigorous, but
less interesting than the greater canvas of

the Colts in the New Forest.

J. W. North paints a truly woodland poem,
"The Morning Moon" (571), in which all

the subtlety of his touch and the harmony of

his palette have been combined. The delicate

spring-Uke foliage and the deep blue rushing
stream have all the iridescent hues. George
Clausen's large vigorous jiicture of a ploughed
field, an old white horse and lad engaged in

harrowing, is replete with that strong realism
so ably depicted by this painter. The youth
is about turning the horse. The sunlight
on the horse and landscape is very natural
and broadly painted. Eobt. W. Allan's
picture of a " Fisherman's Haven " is ad-
mirable in colour.

In Gallery VIII. , H. H. LaThangue gives
us another of his strong labour pastorals,
" Harvesters at Supper"—a few labourers,

men and girls, partaking of refreshment by
firelight in a cornfield, is one of his best

works. In a more poetic vein is William
Stott's picture: "The Happy YaUey"—

a

pleasing study of sentiment. A pretty maiden
and her lo\'er stand on the brink of a

limpid stream amidst flags and foliage.

H. S. Luke has a brilliant .seascape, "An
Idyll of the Sea"—a boj- and girl in a boat
on a sunlit sea (621). Solomon J. Solomons'
great picture, " On the Threshold of the
City, June 22, 1S97," at the end of gallery, is

a striking episode of the JubOee procession.

The Lord Mayor, in his scarlet and ermine
robes, and Col. Bumaby the mace-bearer,
the sheriffs on horseback, and a brilliant

following are awaiting the (iueen at Temple
Bar, the decorated street forming a back-
ground. The painter has been successful in

giving us good portraits, and the grouping and
colour are brilliant and picturesque. Frank
W. W. Topham's work, " Rescued from
the Plague, 1665," tells its own tale.

The child of a citizen, a saddler, is

being rescued by a friend from a window.
All the other children have perished from the

plague, and the mother is handing her naked
girl into the hands of the rescuer. The
subject is painted with care. The rich,

carved bay window, the doorway bearing a

red cross and the words "Lord, have mercy

upon us," are eloquent details. Another
brilliant picture is " Sparklets," bj' Robert
W. Macbeth. The scene is the interior of a
large skating-rink or ice carnival. Girl

skaters in brilliant fancy costumes are
whirling round on the ice. They hold
rich drapery in their gyrations, and many
gaily-dressed men and women in galleries

and on the ice make up the scene. The
painter has imparted the sense of rapid

motion to the scene. The Hon. John
Collier's large picture of "Trouble" is

pathetically painted.

MODEL SPECIFICATIONS.—XU.
TERRACOTTA

—

{coutiliued).

"YTtTE now proceed to specifj- other details-

' ' for which special care and finish in

execution are necessary. ( )ur sketches

include an arched doorway with broken
curved pediment and ornament ; a bay
window with quadrant end lights ; an oriel

or corner window projecting on corbel ; and
internal decorations. We refer to previous
general clauses.

11. Boorwaij.—The doorway or entrance shown in

the architect's drawing to be set out full size

by the contractor, and be approved by the

architect, and supplied to the manufacturer
(J. C. Edwards, Kuabon, Doulton, or Hathem
Station Company). The several parts, mould-
ings, and enrichments to be carefully modelled
and jointed in accordance with the drawings.

The terracotta work to be well burned and of

uniform colour, free from cracks and other
defects, and the arrises to be sharp and true in

line, and the ornamental work clean and sharp.

The side pilasters, plain (or fluted), are to be
modelled in pieces 9in. (or 12in.) high and a foot or

15in. deep, to bond with brickwork, and to project

4in. (or Gin.) from the face of work ; the spandrels to-

be of terracotta, 4Hn. or Din. deep, and to be well

bonded to the brick backing, and flushed on with
mortar. The moulded cornice and curved pedi-

ment end mitres to project from face of

terracotta work Gin. (or 9in.), and to be well

pinned into wall in cement, and jointed as shown.
The elliptical arch to be carefully turned, and the
arrises and mouldings kept sharp and true, and
to be jointed where shown. The capitals to

pilasters and keystone and the tympanum orna-

ment to be modelled from architect's detail (or be
selected from Edwards, Ruabon ; Chif and Sons, or
Doulton, Lambeth, and to be approved by the

architect), and to be clean and well relieved. Xo-

piece to be cut, chipped, or filed to remove the

vitreous skin. The whole tobesetinfine mortar, and
the j oints to be not more than i\.in. and neatly

weather-pointed. Clean off jambs to receive

wooden frame. It necessary to describe size of

pier-caps and entablature, the clause may read

—

The cornice, ka., to be 12in. high, Oin. projec-

tion, and ISin. on bed, and the pier-caps to be,

say, Uin. by Uin. by r2in., as in margin.

12. Bay Window.—The projecting quadrant-ended

bay window to be executed in well-burnt red (or

cane-coloured) terracotta of approved manufac-
ture (or from Doulton's, Lambeth). CarefulfuU-

size drawings to be made from architect's design,

and the mouldings and enrichments to be care-

fully modelled and jointed in accordance with the

same. The mullions or pilasters to be formed of

solid (or hollow) blocks, each 9in. high and 9in.

(or r2m.) on bed, dowelled together in cement (or

filled up with fine concrete as the work proceeds),

and to have caps and bases, as shown in sketch,

left clean and well relieved. The transoms

to be in pieces, with joggled joints, as shown.

The quadrants or sills and curved transoms

to be formed of pieces accurately fitted and
dowelled together in cement, and the curved

moulded cornice, &c., over to be jointed in small

pieces ; the mouldings and arrises to be kept true

and sharp.

The ornamental pediment and tympana to be

artistically modelled and jointed to the architect's

satisfaction, and to be left clean and sharp. The
joints to be -li-in. wide, and neatly pointed in

coloured Portland cement. The curved portions

and transoms to be supported during erection on

wooden frames, and clean ot? and straighten the

reveals of window to receive wooden sash or case-

ment frames, and cut the brickwork to receive the

heads, transoms, and sills, and pin with cement.

i:3._(5ci<!i rrinrfoic—The projecting or oriel window

(see sketch) to be executed in well-burnt red (or

buff) terracotta, made by Edwards, Kuabon, or

other approved manufacturers. Full-size draw-

ings of the oorbeUing and half cupola are to be

made from the architect's design by the manu-

facturer, with the assistance of contractor and

..^^ti
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approval of the architect, the pieces of each
course to be carefully moulded or modelled
to accurate curve and hevels, and after " firing

"

are to retain their truth of form and sharpness
;

all mortises, grooves, joggles, and projecting parts
to be prepared before the bumin", so that no
cutting or filing is to be required afterwards.
The corbelling supporting the vrindow is to be
securely bonded or pinned into the wall, the
corbel and course (or two) above it to be ' tailed "

into the wall at least 9in. , and to be counter-
weighted by a rolled iron joist to carry ends of
joists. Every piece or block in each course to be
dowelled in cement and the horizontal beds to

form grooves and tongues (or the courses to have
joggled joints) set in cement mortar with close

joints not more than ^in. thick. Each course to
break joint, and to be well tailed into wall at

least 9in. The mullions to be Gin. wide by Sin.

deep, and to be formed of pieces not more than
Sin. in height, dowelled together. The transom
and head to have radiating joggled joints, as
shown in detail, and the half cupola to be exe-
cuted in courses and constructed in the same
manner as the corbelling, set in cement and
weather-pointed as the work proceeds. (If the
oriel is large and heavy, an iron or chain band
should be let into the upper course of corbelling
or at the springing of cupola and bolted through
the wall at the end.)

U. Ciipola.~The cupola shown in sketch (p. 591)
is to be built of well-bomt terracotta free from
all cracks and other defects (or supplied by
Doulton and Co., Lambeth, Stiff and Sons,
Lambeth, or Edwards, Ruabon). Proper angle
arches to be turned at the top of square tower
for the octagon base, which is to be faced
with terracotta 4iin. thick, weU bonded and
grouted in cement"; the piera or columns at the
angles of octagon are to be carefully modelled
from the full-sized drawings prepared by archi-
tect (or contractor), and to be of pieces IJin. high
and of the section shown, with projecting piece
to form bond with brickwork (see plan A, p. 591),
made hollow and filled in with lime concrete as
the work proceeds (or the columns to be cylindrical

solid shafts, with dowels cast on to fit into corre-

sponding mortises below in cement, bonded at

every other course to the pier) . The arches to be

turned and jointed as shown, with keystones, and
the entablature to be according to detail in two
courses, I'iin. (or ISin.) high, the pieces to be

cramped together, and to prevent spreading or

thrust a copper chain to be let into a groove in

the upper course, or the upper part of peristyle

to be tied by iron rods let into each comer and
secured to a central ring (as shown by detail)

.

The cupola to be executed in shaped blocks of

terracotta dowelled together every third course,

and well bonded into wall. The lower courses

to be cast hollow, and to be 15in. (or ISin.) on
bed, gradually diminishing to 6in. at the upper
part. Carefully set out moulds to be made, and
the blocks to be true in line and surface after

burning, and no cutting, filing, or rubbing
done afterwards. The whole of the work to be

set in cement, and the joints are not to exceed

ym. in thickness, and to be neatly pointed with a

bevelled joint. ,

15. Miches.—The niches (shown in drawing) to be
executed in well-burnt red or buff terracotta,

free from cracks and other defects, the pieces for

which are to be accurately modelled from full-

size details, allowing for shrinkage. The blocks

to be laid in courses with radiating joints set

out with proper bed-moulds and face-moulds
(see sketch). Each piece to be 4iin. at its

thinnest part.

l(i. Chimneij Tops.— Fix Doulton's or Edwards,
Ruabon, Stiff and Sons', Cliff and Sons', or

Hathem Station Brick Co.'s red (or buff) chimney
tops (Xos. 21 or 20), or Barham's patent smoke-
preventing chimney-pots, price 8s. 6d. each.

17. f'himiieif SItafts,—The chimney stacks (here

describe if square, octagonal, or circular), to be
carefully modelled according to design and to be
executed of well-burnt red (or buff) terracotta,

free from cracks and other detects (or specify any
particular number or design from Doulton's or

Edwards's catalogue) , and to be true in shape and
line after burning. The flues to be 9in. (or Viva.)

diameter. The shafts to have panels or pilasters

externally, and to be in pieces not more than
12in. or 18in. high, grooved and tongued or

dowelled at the joints, and set in cement mortar,

and neatly pointed. Or

—

The chimney-stacks to have courses or bands
of buff terracotta 9in. high every four courses of

brickwork, with moulded caps, as shown in design,

of hard burned terracotta (or the chimneys to

have red or buff terracotta tops. No. 433 or

455a of Edwards, Ruabon). The tops to be well

burned, true in line, and be fixed in Portland
cement and flaunched round base. Or

—

The chimney -shafts to be built of terracotta in

cement mortar. The capping to have one
or two moulded courses (see drawing). The
upper course to project 9in. and Viva, high, and
mitres at angles, and each flue to have a terra-

cotta pot, p.c. 33. Gd., bedded and flaunched
round in cement.

Oar second series of sketches illustrate the
decoration of a hall or vestibule, executed
in terracotta or faience, and partly taken
from ^Ir. J. 0. Edwards's catalogue. We
show on the left a pier or pilaster, which may
be isolated and carry arches, or project from
the wall. Our paper limits prevent us
showing the whole height of pilaster, and
we give only the dado, base, and capital,

with a small order of baluster-shaped pilasters

above (see sketch in centre). The main
pilasters are supposed to have some kind of

relief ornament or .arabesque, the upper ones

are fluted. The plan shows the mode of

encasing the brick piers with the terracotta.

The main frieze and cornice is sketched on
the right-hand corner, and a balustrade of a
staircase or balcony shows the mode of fixing

the pieces by dowels, a plan that may be
adopted in jointing, columns, mulhons,
and other features. In work of a decora-

tive character great attention should be

tftL.
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paid to the tnith and accuracy of the
pieces, so that after they are burned
they may fairly be equal to the models.
Warped or twisted blocks are disappoint-

ing, and, as a consequence, in fixing

them it is difficult to obtain fine joints or
truthful line or sharp arrises. Any chipping
or filing destroys the vitreous skin, which is

objectionable for outdoor work, and ought,
if possible, to be avoided in interior. liv

having plenty of joints, and using small
pieces, much accuracy may be attained. It

is impossible to expect accurate work or fine

arrises if the models are not prepared from
full-size drawings made under the super-
vision of the architect, and allowing for

shrinkage.
The clauses for internal teiTacotta work

will follow the same lines as those alreadj'

given ; but, if anything, truer and more accu-
rate workmanship and setting are required.

Faience is largely used for internal decora-
tion, as in the lining of restaurants, vestibules,

and other purposes. The clauses we have
given for terracotta may be applied to

faience, as the blocks are made in a similar

way ; but the architect should more par-
ticularly specifj' the tints or shades of colour,

or, what is better, ought to have samples
deposited with him by a good firm, and
require that the work executed should be
equal to the samples. Neatness and accu-
racy in the jointing and fine sharp arrises

arc most essential, though rarely found.
The sketches we have given for terracotta
will illustrate this sort of work, and the
jointing is similar.

Glazsd or enamelled brick is used for a

variety of ornamental face-work, such as to

bath-rooms and lavatories, vestibules, fish-

mongers' shops, dairies, restaurants, or

dados of hospital wards, itc. Excellent

glazed and enamelled bricks are made by
J. C. Edwards, of Ruabon, made from
selected clays, the coloured glazes being fired

at a great heat, which is essential for dura-

bility. A clause suitable for this kind of

work may be as follows :—
IS. Olazei Brir': Wall Faciii7.—Fd.ce walls of

kitchen or vestibule with salt-glazsd bricks, pointed

in cement : or the dado to be faced with red buff,

chocolate (or other coloured) glazed facing bricks

of Elwards, Ruabon, with neat joints Jin.

thick, and all headers to be unbroken, with brick

moulding Sin. or 6in. deep at top, and skirting as

per sketch. The brickwork to be pointed with a

flush joint in tinted mortar or Parian cement, and
to be approved. The foeze to be of selected pattern

6in. (or 9in.) deep, or line the walls with fin.

cream or buff glazed tiles in (iin. squares, set in

cement on a backing of Portland cement and sand,

with a dado border Bio. and skirting l'2in. high,

pointed in coloured Parian.

Glazed and enamelled bricks are made in

every variety of tint, and are made glazed

on one side or one end, or on one side and
one end for a return angle : they are made
also with two sides and two ends glazed or

one side and two ends. The best salt glazed

bricks are in stretchers and headers. For
dado mouldings, corners, &c., bull-nose

bricks, chamfers, coigns, and other bricks

are made glazed, and can be supplied by
several leading manufacturers.

The founiation- stones of a new Wesleyan Church,
situate in the Poole-road, Bournemouth, costing

,£•5,000, were laid on Friday afternoon.

ELECTRIC LIGHTIXG NOTES FOR
ARCHITECTS.—XXIir.

By AN Assoc. IxsT. Elect. Exos.

IXC.tXDESCEXT LIOHTIXG.

INTRODIICTIOX AND ELECTRIC HE.iT-
ING.—The problem of lighting houses and

streets is a very important one, and we need

scarcely remind students that "heat lies at the

root of all systems of artificial illumination."

Bearing th's in mind, it is evident that the elec-

tric light, although sometimes called a cold light,

is an example of the heating effect of an electric

current : and when we remember that the teai-

perature of a conductor is alw.iya raised to a

greater or less extent when traversed by elec-

tricity, it is obvious that the existence of the

electric light is due to the intense heat which the

electric current is capable of producing. To trace

the connection between the electrical energy

absorbed and the thermal energy generated, we
must remember that electric pressure is lost

whenever a current of electricity traverses a

conductor, and also that the lost volts are

numerically equal to the product of the current ,

passing, and the resistance overcome, or alge-

braically that (• = C U. For our purpose it is

very instructive to consider this loss as being due

to the production of a back pressure of i volts, in

consequence of the passage of C amperes through

a conductor of R ohms resistance, as then it is

evident that a definite amount of energy is

developed. To proWde for this production of

energy, there must be an expenditure of energy

equal to e C watts, and since « = C R, it is clear

that—

Expenditure of energy = eC
= C'H = energy developed.

Now, this amount of energy which is developed

is in the form of thermal energy ;
and if H
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denotes the total amount of heat developed in

t seconds, we have, by Joule's law

—

H = K. C'R< 'a)

—where K is a dimensional constant, the value of

which depends upon the units used. If C be
given in amperes, K in ohms, and H in calories

(a calorie being that quantity of heat required to

raise 1 gramme of water through 1° Centigrade),

then K is proved by experiment to be 0''24.

Furthermore, an activity of 1 watt is 1 joule

per second , so that the work done by C amperes
in t seconds whilst traversing a conductor of

K ohms resistance, will be C' R t joules, and
consequently 1 joule is equivalent to 024 calorie.

Now, electric heating possesses many advantages
ov,r other forms of heating. For example, it is

evident from an inspection of the formula H
= K . C K (, that the amount of heat developed
can be both perfectly controlled and localised.

By adjusting the values of C and R, for instance,

the amount of heat developed per second may be
varied between wide limits, and by concentrating

the resistance at the parts where the heat is

desired, it may be readily manifested at those

parts, and at those parts only. Consequently,
the ratio of the energy used to that transformed is

very high. But since the most important appli-

cation of electric heating is the production of

artificial illumination, we are, for the present,

ouly concerned with the determination of the
amount of electrical energy expended in pro-

du ing thermal energy so that suSicient'y high
temperatures may be obtained as to produce light.

If we tike into consideration the thermal capacity

of the material forming the conductor heated, we
may express the connection between the heat
developed and the temperature to which the con-
ductor is raised in a given time i by means of the
following equation :

—

H = me (3)

where fl is the resulting temperature, and m is a
coefficient depending upon the material used, the
nature of its covering, and environment. Then,
again, any substance heated imparts energy by
radiation or wave-motion to the surrounding
ether, and if the frequency of the wave-motion
he sufficiently high, as is the case when a con-
ductor is raised to the temperature of incan-
descence, they affect the eye as light, so that of

the total amount of radiant energy emitted by a
conductor raised to a high temperature, a definite

portion consists of luminous energy. Now, by
Stephanas law, the total amount of radiations in

unit time emitted by a heated body is

—

L = set' (y)

Where L = total flux of radiated energy
;

s = surface of the conductor heated ;

e = the total absolute emissive power

;

x = its absolute temperature.

It is therefore evident, by comparison of

equations {i) and (y), that to produce a given
amount of radiations, under given conditions,

the energy which must be expended diminishes
rapidly as the temperature rises. And, as would
be expected, the ratio of the luminous energy
emitted to the total amount of radiated energy
also increases with the increase of temperature,
it follows that the required expenditure of energy
corresponding to a given amount of lumicous
effect diminishes greatly as the temperature in-

creases. For lighting purposes, therefore, all

that is required is that electrical energy must be
supplied to raise the conductor to such a tem-
perature that the amount of energy radiated

equals the amount of energy generated in the
conductor, in which case the temperature of the
conductor remains constant. In many cases this

point comcides with that of incandescence, and
then the luminous effect is that desired. And as
the fusing point of different materials varies, the
question, therefore, of the material to use as a
conductor for the production of electric light is a
very important one, and will be referred to later.

From equation (o>) it is obvious that a l.ody
may be heated to any degree by makiD<j either
C or R sufficiently great : but when we consider
the economical side of the question, large cur-
rents are readily seen to be undesirable. They
would necessarily require massive conductors for
distributing purposes, and this would mean
excessive initial cost of mains, in consequence of
which the cost of electric lighting would be pro-
hibitive. The alternative, therefore, is to m,ike
the conductors which have to be heated of high
resistance, and to use smaller currents. In fact,

the fundamental principle adopted in all systems
of electric lighting is to distribute and coii'-, /Urate
the resistance of a circuit at tho:e points where

light is desired, and at which the heating effect

will be manifested to so gieat a degree that

they become luminous, whilst the connecting

parts of the system remain practically cool.

Electric lamps are, in fact, simple transformers

for converting electric energy into thermal and
light energy at a number of points in a circuit.

There are two types of electric lamps, (1) inciu-

descent or i/loir lamps, and (2) a>c limps.

The essential part of an incandescent lamp is

the conducting filament made of carbonised

material, which is heated by the passage of a

current of electricity, until its temperature is

BO high that it becomes luminous. The carbon

filament is supported in a glass inolosure in which
as perfect a vacuum as possible has been obtained.

The object of the vacuous inclosure is twofold :

(1) it prevents ox'dation of the carbon filament,

and (2) it diminishes the loss of heat due to con-

vection. Means also exist for connecting the

filament to an electric circuit. And when we
remember that no light lends itself so readily for

illumination purposes or produces such pleasing

effects, and that it may be soft and yet brilliant

without glare, that it is clean, cool, safe, and
healthy, and that it may be placed anywhere, it

is not surprising that incandescent electric

lighting has developed so lapidly and is uni-

versally desired. Its growth has been phenomenal

;

but we can only refer in brief to the early history of

the development of electric lighting, although no
page of history is more intere^ting or instructive.

Probably the earliest record of a continuous light

being produced by means of electricity was the

announcement made by Davy, about the year

1800, that he had been able to produce an
electric arc between two carbon points interposed

in an electric circuit. During a demonstration

given by Davy in 1810 at the Royal Institution,

a battery of 2,000 elements was used to produce

the arc.

As regards incandescent lighting, the first record

of anything like a modern glow lamp was the

application for a patent granted to J. W. Starr,

of Cincinnati, in 184.^, in which mention was
made of a carbon burner heated to incandescence

in a vacuum. It was not, however, until

Professor Crookes had improved the method of

producing perfect vacua that much real progress

was made, and the lamp of to-day embodies
ideas from each of the following workers :—Lane
Fox, Swan, Edison. Maxim, Sawyer, and Mann,
who indiWdually did much to produce a satis-

factory and commercial lamp during the period

1878-80.

Manufacture of the Incandescent Lanp.—As
might be expected, considerable difference exists

as to the details of the processes employed in

manufacturing glow lamps, although the main
principles are identical, and we shall find it con-

venient to divide the manufacture of an ordinary

incandescent lamp into three distinct processes

—

i.e. (1) the manufacture of the filament; (2)

mounting, or the fixing and supporting the fila-

ment in a glass bulb, so as to make perfect con-

nection with the electric-light mains ; and (3) the

production of a satisfactory vacuum.
Considering the most essential part of a lamp

i.e., the filament—first it will be obvious, from
what we have already said, that the filament of

an incandescent lamp should possess several

essential qualities if intended to furm a source of

light by being rendered incandescent by means
of an electric current. The qualities which are

indispensable are as follows : Infusibilitj', or at

least a very high fusion point, high electrical

resistance, electrical conductivity, high emissive

power, homogeneousness, rigidity, durability at

high temperatures, and elasticity. So far as is

known at present, carbon alone may be produced

so as to possess all these properties to the requi-

site degree. JIany metals, for instance, possess

.Buflicient resistance, and are cheap and easily

produced ; but their melting points are too low.

Of the metals, platinum and iridium alone have

been used as the filament of a lamp, and, although

platinum may be raised to a brilliant white heat

before its temperature of fusion is reached, there is

not sufficient margin between the temperature at

which it is incandescent and the tempeniture at

which it fuses to permit of it being used on a

commercial scale for lamp filaments. Then, again,

the electrical resistance of all conductors, with

the exception of carbon, increases with the

temperature, and it is a significant fact that

whilst carbon naturally possesses the requisite

qualities of an incandescent lamp filament to a

higher degree than any other known substance,

its electrical condacticilij increases as the temperature

ihcri ts-s. and, as a general rule, the hot resist-

ance of a carbon filament is half the cold

resistance.

In all cases carbon filaments are produced by
the calcination of carbonaceous substances at a
high temperature whOe out of contact with air,

and the carbonaceous materials used may be

divided into two classes

—

i.e. (1) those containin.

carhon in a free state, such as pure (retort) carboi

ground to a powder, and formed into a paste by
mixing it with a hydrocarbon liquid, tarry

syrup, or a solution of sugar ; sometimes a mix-
ture of lempblack and tar is used : and (2) those

containing carbtnin a s'ate of chemic tl combination,

such as silk, hair, woody and vegetable fibre

(bass fibre and many kinds of grassj, parch-

mentised paper and cotton, or pure cellulose

(C,ilI|i,Oi). Probably those of the second class

are more commonly used than those of the first-

class. Edison, for instance, used bamboo fibre,

obtained by the aid of special machiney , and as itis

rich in carbon, has a straight grain, and possesses

great tensile strength, it has been found to

answer exceedingly well, being strong enough to

withstand the pulling and twisting whilst re-

ducing it to the desired size and proportions.

Swan, after having tried parchmentised paper,

used parchmentised cotton, which was prepared

bj' immersing cotton-thread in a solution of

sulphuric acid and water (of specific gravity 1'64),

after which it was thoroughly washed to get rid

of the acid. The more common process, how-
ever, consi-ts in forming pure cellulose by dis-

solving cotton-wool (which is almost pure cellii

lose) in a solution of zinc chloride (of specific

gravity 1'8). The resulting viscous solution is

then forced through a small hole into a vessel

containing a liquid in which it is insoluble, as,

for instance, alcohol, which causes it to set and
harden. Whilst it is in this condition and before

it has thoroughly set, it is forced through dies

from which it comes out in the form of a thread

or filament. It is worthy of remark at this point,

that inasmuch as cellulose is the chief constituent

of the vegetable products—cotton and linen

thread, paper, &c., the result of parchmentising

cotton (Swan proces-) is to produce a tough,

horny thread of cellulose in a gelatinous semi-

transparent state, so that by either process an
identical substance.is formed. After the threads

have been thoroughly dried, they are drawn
through a series of jewel dies to reduce them to

a uniform diameter throughout — i.e., that

required, and at the same time to polish them.

The next step, common to all methods of pre-

paring the filament, is to carbonise or to convert

them into a homogeneous solid carbon filament at

a high temperature. This is a very important

process ; and generally the filaments receive their

shape at the same time by being wound on blocks

or moulds of carbon of the shape required. The
blocks on which the filaments have been wound
are then placed in graphite crucibles, either by
placing them directly in pulverised cirbou, or in

cases lined with charcoal dust, or they may be
wrapped in cotton rag, or they may be simply
separated by pieces of cardboard ; in all cases a
carbonaceous powder covers the contents of the

crucibles, so that all the spices are filled, after

which the lid is fastened on by means of fireclay,

so as to insure air-tight joints. They are then
ready for the furnace, which must be specially

constructed of the best refractory bricks, so as to

withstand a temperature of 1,600" to 1,800°

which is required for the carbonisation process.

.\nd since so much depends upon the carbonisa-

tion, every care has to be taken to avoid sudden
variations of temperature, and to subject them to

a gradually increasing temperature until the

highest temperature for which the furnace was
constructed has been attained. When we re-

member that the heated carbonaceous powder
covering the filaments absorbs any free oxygen
present in the crucible, and a'so the gases which

are driven off from the filaments as the tempera-

ture rises, and that it is this process, in fact,

which drives off everything from the filaments

which is not carbon, and leaves as a residue a

very pure form of carbon, homogeneous, hard,

and durable, with sufficient elasticity to with-

stand vibration, it will In obvious that this pro-

cess of calcination demands care, especially since

the chemical decomposition produces contraction

of the filament, amounting to about one-third of

the length and diameter. Not only must the

temperature of the furnace bo increased gradu-

ally, but it must also be cooled gradually after

the desired temperature has been reached, and it

is not until the crucibles are cool enough to le

IL
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removed from tlic I'urnace by haml lliat Ihey are

touched. The curlion filaments are now very

fragile, and it is imperative that they are care-

fully handled whilst being remored from the

crucibles to air-tight and dust -tight boxes, in

which they are placed until subjected to the next

process of flashing.

It will readily be understood that in the early

days of lamp-lilament making much experimental

work had to be performed, and that the filaments

were not so regular as we should now expect

them to be. It is clear, however, that if the

diameter varies at different points of the filament,

there would bo parts of the filament differing in

resistance, with the result that the filament

would be unequally heated when a current was
sent through it, and not only would the filament

be raised to different degrees of incandescence,

but there would be the possibility and proba-

bility of the filament giving way at these weak
points. To equalise and regulate the section of

the filament, Maxim introduced the process of

Jlashiiig, and although it is not now so necessary

to flash the filaments, it is usual to subject all

filaments to this process to insure homogeneous-
ness, improved electrical conductivity, and a less

tendency to disintegration.

The filaments having been cut to the desired

length, the process of flashing is conducted as

follows:—The filament is supported by spring
clips or contacts, insulated from each other in a
vessel completely filled with a hydrocarbon
liquid or vapour (crdinary coal gas), connection
alio being made by means of the contact-pieces

to a suitable source of electrical energy—i.e.,

dynamo or battery of accumulators. Jleans also

exist for varying the current (a variable resist-

ance being connected in series with the source and
filament), and for making and breaking the
circuit as desired. The current is first adjusted
so as to raise the temperature of the filament to a
dull-red heat, and if it glows unequally, it is

then certain that the filament is not of uniform
section. The result of heating the filament is to

partially decompose the gas, and to produce a

deposit of minute particles of carbon on the
filament. And since the quantity of carbon
deposited depends upon the temperature, it is

obvious that the places most heated receive most
carbon, with the result that in such cases the
section of the filament is equalised throughout,
as is proved by the filament being uniformly
luminous throughout. Not only are the weak
spots strengthened, but to cover the carbonised
filament with a sheath of grey, hard, brilliant

carbon of increased density makes it more refrac-

tory and of uniform conductivity. The complete
process takes but a few seconds, the current being
gradually increased until, with a certain maxi-
mum current passing, the filament glows uni-
formly, giving the required candle-power. In
some cases the flashing process is conducted after

one filament is mounted.
The next stage in the manufacture of the lamp

is motinling the filament, and in all cases the
leailhiy-in wires—i.e., those which pass through
the glass bulb, and make connection with the
external circuit—are always made of platinum.
Platinum is invariably used, because it possesses

a high fusion point, a similar rate of expansion
to that of glass (the coefficients of expansion are

the same through wide limits of temperature),
freedom from oxidisation, and ductility to a high
degree. The method of connecting the carbon to

the platinum is usually one of cementation, and
it is imperative that two requirements must be
satisfied. (1) The attachment must be electrically

and mechanically good, and (2) the resistance of

the junction must not be high enough to produce
undue heating.

In some cases the ends of the platinum wire
are tubular, into which the carbon is inserted ; in

other cases the platinum is flattened out, and the
carbon riveted (Maxim's lamps) to it, or cemented
by means of a carbonaceous cement, which is

carbonised by sending a strong current through
the joints. In many instances carbon is deposited
on the joint by means of the flashing process, and,
as will be evident, many modifications may be
introduced in perfecting the process of connecting
the carbon and platinum.
The final process is that of exhausting the bulb

of air and moisture. As is well known, high
vacua may now be readily obtained by means
of the (.Teissier or Sprengel pumps, and it is of
the utmost importance that the bulb be thoroughly
exhausted, as the life of the filament depends
lareely \ipon the degree of the exhaustion
obtained. {To be continued.)

THE ARL'HITEC'TrKAL ASSOCIATH »X.

THE twelfth fortnightly meeting of the
Association for the present session was

hold on Friday e\'ening, Blr. Hampden W.
Pratt, president, in the chair.

Itr.lI.HCTKD LIGHTS FOR IXTiatlDU LIGHTIXC.

A paper on this subject, illustrated by numerous
diagrams and plans, was read by Mr. \V. Eikstkix,
of the firm of Jlessrs. Hay ward Brothers and
Eckstein, of Southwark. The treatment of

light, or the proper distribution of daylight to

any building, is, said the author, of greater im-
portance than anything else, except, perhaps,

drainage, and daylight assists largely in the

sanitary conditions and cleanliness of all build-

ings, whether oflices or warehouses. Daylight

requirement is that every portion of the office

should be within iOft. to 2.Ht. of a window, and
that that window should not open directly to the

south. It is to be hoped that the disadvantages

due to the direct south light to an office will soon
be appreciated, and the advantage of a court or

open area, with its long axis north and south,

more fuUy understood. Oflices, on a bright day,

facing to the south have to have the blinds

partially closed in order to reduce the glare from
the suo, the consequence being the back portion

of the office has to be lighted, possibly by gas or

other means. Vpon valuable sites, where the

amount of available daylight is very limited, it is

necessary that the least possible space be appro-
priated as mere open areas for light. To show
the difference of opinions on this matter, Sir.

Designs. Basement.
Argus 323ft. 1 in 284
Grand Trunks None.
Shamrock 45ft. 1 in 2C4-3
Coupon None.
1877 None.

COSIPAEISOS OF SP.VCE SACBIFICED FOR LIGHT.

Ground Floor. First Floor. Second Floor.

J70ft. liniaO l,C3Cft. 1 in 8-9 l,9.5"ft. 1 in 4-7

.. 4,I21ft. 1 in 2-2 4.121ft. 1 in 82 4.121ft. 1 in 2 2

260ft. 1 in 35-3 .. 1,822ft. 1 in 5-0 3,097ft. 1 in 3
SSOft. Iin23 5 2,283ft. 1 in 4-0 2,2I3ft. 1 in 4-0

... 1,166ft. 1 in 7 75 l,38Cft. 1 in 6-6 2,e59ft. lin 3-2

It may also be useful to compare the rent-producing area shown :-

RATIO OF SPACE YIELDISG P.EST TO THE WEOLE AREA OF SITE.

AlgUS
Grand Trunks

.

Shamrock
Coupon
1877

lin 2-32 lin 188 lin 2-14

1 in VQ 1 in 1'26 lin 2-23 1 in 1-70

1 in '''24 1 in 3'0 1 in 1 94 lin 2-60

1 in 2-30 lin 1-75 lin 2 35

1 in 1-9 lin 2 97 lin 166 lin 1-54

necessarily is brought in through the windows,
and the light that enters the room falls

on the floor at an angle up to about 4.5',

where it is nearly all absorbed, and con-

sequently does not produce the full effect

that is required for all offices. The arrangement
of windows lends itself to assist or detract from
the result obtained, and it will be found well to

keep the head of the window as near the level of

ceiling as possible ; at any rate, not to be more
than r2in. below it. The part of a window is

practically of little effect if brought within 2ft.

of the floor level. The window should be placed

so as to give an equal margin of wall on either

side as near as possible, and the length of an
office should not exceed about twice the height of

head of the windows from the floor, which in

the ordinary way would be a limit of about 16ft. to

20ft. The general depth of an office should be

taken about 10ft., as beyond that distance light

is not good, and the extra space loses value, and
there is a point where the extra depth can only

uselessly increase the size of an office and not

produce its proportion of rent. A
rSEFUL rXLE FOR THE SIZE OF WINDOWS

is that not less than Isq.ft. for every S5£t. of

cubic space and not less than Isq.ft. for each

lineal foot between the window and opposite wall

inside should be given. Of course, all such rules

would be varied by circumstances, as to whether
on the ground, first, or any other floor, and also

from what direction the light can be obtained.

Generally the height of a window may be half

the depth of a room leas 2ft., and the width of a

window one-third the width of a room. The
first point to decide is the

IlEST AXIS FOR THE OI'EX .\RE.\S

or well openings. Take the average day, and
suppose that the sun rises at six, 6.E. will equal

6 a.m., and G.W. will be 6 p.m. The usual hours

of business are, say, from 9 to .5, and then the

angle 509, if bisected, wiU divide the hours of

sunlight equally, and it is this line which should

rule the direction of the greater length that open
areas and well-holes should have. This will be

found to be 1-5 east of north. The open area or

court should be made rectangular, not square,

and lengthwiiys, north and south. A portion of

sunlight (every day that the sun is visible at all)

would go into all the windows in the waUs during

each day, and in some seasons reach the bottom
of the well-hole, and, at any rate, it would reach

the maximum distance at all times. If in any
town the roads have this direction of 15' east

of north, and the cross roads are cut at right

angles to them there will be a great advantage.

The conditions for a successful building for use as

offices is: (1) Ease of access; (2) good light;

(3) good service ; (-4) pleasing environment and
approaches ; (o) maximum rentable area con-

sistent with economy
; (6) ease of rearrangement

to suit tenants; (7) minimum cost with true

economy. For good light, experience confirms

the statement that courts should have their long

axis north and south. As to the arrangement

for good light, it is generally accepted that the

Boult, of Liverpool, compiled the accompanying
table, which speaks for itself, comparing the

different areas so appropriated in five different

competitive drawings submitted for the new
Stock Exchange, Liverpool, about 15 years since.

The plot was i^lt. to Dale-street, depth 197ft.,

back width 36ft., and the total area 9,19.5ft.,

the only street outlet being Dale-street.

REFLECTORS.

Xotwithstanding the proper arrangement of well-

holes and light openings in the lower floors, it is

necessary often to assist the daylight by reflectors.

These are so generally known, and their good
effect so considerable, that it is only advisable to

point out that where possible the reflectors should

be fixed at the sill instead of halt-way up the

window, and be exposed directly under the sky,

and the light should be thrown up to the ceiling

of the apartment, and if this is polished in hard

plaster it will greatly assist to distribute the

light throughout the room. Where volume of

light is required direct,

LIGHT SHOULD BE .\DMITTED VERTICALLY.

The light passing through a skylight is very much
greater than that through any vertical window,

and consequently the light received from the

horizontal pavement-light is much stronger than

from a vertical stall-board. It is hardly neces-

sary to dwell on the difference of reflection and
refraction, but it should not be overlooked. All

rays of light move in straight Unes, and when
they strike upon any object they glance off its

surface and are wholly or partially absorbed, or

pass through the object as in a sheet of glass or a

body of water. In the first place, the light is

said to be reflected, and in the others refracted,

because its course is partially diverted from the

right line in which it left the luminous body, and

its direction bent or broken back according to the

difference in density between the two media.

The direction in which light is reflected depends

upon that from which it proceeds ; it is always

such that a perpendicular to the surface at the

place of impact bisects the angle formed by the

arrival and departure of the ray. Each half of

the angle represents the angle of incidence or

the angle of reflection ; those angles are always

equal, and always in the same plane ;
_
one

being known, the other is readily ascertained.

The perpendicular is termed the axis of incidence,

the first ray the incident ray, the other the

reflected ray. It is by the reflection of the rays

impinging upon them that objects become visible,

and the reflective powers of the objects are very

variable. At a perpendicular incidence, water

reflects only eighteen rays out of every 1,000, and

glass only twenty-five, while mercury reflects

666. When the rays strike the surface obliquely,

the reflection is augmented ; at an incidence of

40' water reflects twenty-two rays, at 60° sixty-

five rays, at SO' 33:j rays'; while at an incidence

of 89i', where the light almost grazes the surface,

it reflects 721 rays out of every 1,000. Thus, as

the obliquity increases, the reflection of water

approaches and finally overtakes the reflection

from mercury, but at no incidence, however
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great, is the reflection from water, mercury, or
any other substance total. Any beam of light
meeting any refracting surface obliquely, it is

obvious that one part of the beam will meet it

before another ; it is thus hindered in its motion
by it as wind is hindered, but not stopped, by the
trees. In lenses and prisms the emergent beam
takes an obliijue path, and in the case of lenses,

either convergent or divergent (according to the
kind of lens), and the position of the lens relative
to the object. The principle on which the

ME.\SVREMEXTS OF BEFRACTIOX

are based was discovered by Willebrod Snell.
According to lirewster, the index of refraction is

—

For glass, two of lead to one of flint 1-830
Plate glass from 1514 to lo42
Crown glass from 1-525 to 1-531
Water l-33g

In comparing the lenses used in pavement lights,
I assume the index to be 1-5

; therefore the angle
of refraction, on entering glass from the atmo-
sphere, is two-thirds of the angle of incidence,
and on leaving the glass it is half as large again.
Keferring now to the lenses and prisms that are
most useful in

TAVEMEXT LIGHTS

and stall boards, shop-fronts, offices, windows,
&c., the first kind of glass used in decks
or floors was undoubtedly the common "ship's
deck light," which is a solid mass of glass with
a flange all round to support same in the adjoining
floor, and with a heavy drop or ttiangular wedge
on the under side. Whether this drop was
originally intended for strength, or for increasing
and distributing the light, is doubtful : there is

no doubt about the strength, but all the vertical
rays are reflected outward again from the sloping
faces on either side. We now take practically
the same block of glass (which for our purpose is

cut in two) and open it outwards, and you will at
once see the marvellous result, and it is this
principle which has been the foundation of
"Haywards' patent semi-prism pavement lights."
It wOl be seen that the vertical, or nearly vertical,
ray is thrown out through the upright, or nearly
upright, front of the lens at an angle a little
below the horizontal, and the rays falling on the
top of the lens at various angles are thrown out
in a fan shape, and the steeper the back slope,
with the nearly upright face a little more inclined,
projects the light lower than in the previous
case. Of course, such an important result,
which can be obtained from a series of prisms
grouped in a frame as a pavement light and
protected by a patent, has been attempted by
various other devices or sections of lenses.
These are lying on the table, and the average
result can be got by holding them in the hand
and comparing one with the other. The result
is generally bad, and that the makers of such
lenses should have been given a certain amount
of encouragement by architects using them shows
to a certain extent the comparative neglect in
deciding such an important matter as to which is

the best kind of pavement light for producing
the best illuminating effect in any building. It
will be seen, too, that some thought is required
in assembling the lenses in a properly-constructed
frame, so as to produce a satisfactory result.
One section shows an attempted improvement on
previous ones, but, unfortunately, there is a great
oifaculty in making such irregular shaped lenses
perfect, when one part is so bulky and the other
80 thin, on account of the inequality of the glass
and tension in the lens, therefore this lens in
practice is a faUure. This section also limits the
size that can be safely made. Now coming to the
vertical lights used in stall-boards, or applicable
to shop-fronts, windows, kc. : the lenses used
"«, " Haywards' reflecting lenses," which are
made at different angles to suit different cir-
cumstances. Such lenses are usuaUy em-
ployed under the shop or office front. The
combined arrangement of pavement Ughts and
staU-boards will be clearly understood from
the diagrams shown. It should be noted that if
any girder be introduced a very considerable
portion of the light would be lost, and a heaiy
shadow would be cast along the ceilin" I'lve-
ment light should be supported by bearers tr.-ms-
versely, and as little obstruction or thickness of
metal be introduced at the junction of the vertical
stall-board with the horizontal pavement li"ht,
tod this IS easUy arranged by turning up the K-ick
edge of flange, which is generally called a "water
bar

_
Fifteen years ago Messrs. 1 layward Bros.

fixed in two fronts of ground-floor premises,

used as_ offices, &c., Hayw.ards' reflecting st.all-

board lights. The result is very effective, and
the light often too strong ; in fact, it is necessary
to place the desks so that the clerks do not face
the front light. These lenses can be applied in
various other positions, as in lean-to or sloping
roofs, &c. The frames of the upright or stall-

board lights are sometimes made with rebates to
the horizontal bars only or vertical bars only, and
in others with a perfectly plain sectional biir with-
out any rebate, with a small button at the inter-
sections to retain the glasses in their position. A
combination of several devices, as already more or
less explained, can be introduced to such an extent,
either single or combined, as may be desired.
It wUl be seen that the upper portion of the
windows can be glazed with the reflecting staU-
board lenses, to throw the light to the back
portion of the ground floor in almost a horizontal
direction, or to throw the light slightly upwards
on to the ceiling, and thereby illuminate the
back portion of the office. There is a great dis-
advantage in running any transverse girders or
beams below the level of the ceiling across the
direct line of light, as these girders or beams
would throw heavy and objectionable shadows,
so that the ceiling, instead of being light and
bright, would be shadowed, and the major portion
of the reflected light lost. Under the stall-plate,

stall-board lights can be fixed vertically, as in
the window above, and in the pavement light
"Haywards' Semiprism Lenses" fixed hori-
zontally, and these pavement-lights could throw
the light on to a stall-board light, fixed as shown
when a partition is advisable to divide off the
front part of basement, and this would throw a
volume of light into the basement. In another
sectional drawing, the ordinary daylight reflector

is introduced at window-sill on first floor, and
near the middle of the depth in well- hole a series
of pavement-lights and stall-board lights to
throw the light all round same are introduced

;

the arrangement of lenses throwing reverse ways
should be noted. It will be seen that one or two
of these plans can be adopted with more or less

advantage. Many modifications suggest them-
selves to architects and others, and the best
arrangement can readily be worked out. It
wOl be noted that when light is obtained
from definite sources, it must be taken to act
in some line of greatest volume, and it is

evident that the best light falling on the
pavement light wUl be at about one-third of the
angle made by the front of the building, and the
line of light irom the coping of the opposite
buUding, and from the stall-board lights at about
two-thirds. Again, if the street is very narrow
and a high building directly opposite, the light
can be usefully assisted by other lenses. In all

cases, the tops of the lenses of pavement lights
and front of stall-board lenses should be plain flat

surfaces and kept clean. However, ornamental
effects can be given, but this is generally done
with a proportionate reduction or waste of light.

Also, a more ornamental appearance can be given
by tile inlays between the lenses of pavement
lights, or a good foothold by a non-slipping
material, such as lead, cement, facing, &c.
Specimens and samples of such lights are
numerous and difficult to show to advantage
away from the factory on account of their weight,
and where also they can be seen in position.

ELECTRIC LIGIITIXO AS Ari'LIED TO
ARCniTECTl'RE.

Mr. ToM Ekix, A.M.Inst.C.E., followed with
an interesting paper on this subject. The
lecturer explained that he should restrict him-
self to the engineering side of the question,
and that he did not propose to touch upon or
refer to the subject of electric lighting outside
buildings—that was, upon the generating plant or
j)ther sources from whence electric energy was
brought into the building or group of buildings

—

but should confine his remarks to internal light-

ing and the manner in which the current should
be conveyed to the various points of light.

Dealing firstly with the distribution of lights,

Mr, Kkin continued, it is obvious that the light-

ing of different classes of buildings requires dis-

tinctive treatment, because the lighting of a
cathedral cannot be compared with that of a rail-

way station, any more than the lighting of a
ball-room or drawing-room can be compared with
that of a bedroom or kitchen, Kich room or
space which it is intended to light should be
considered and examined from at least three
different points of view, namely :

—

(1) The purpose for which it is to be used

;

('2) The decorations, furniture, and general
surroundings ; and

(3i The cost of the proposed lighting.

Which of these three points is the most im-
portant is probably a matter of opinion, but it

may safely be assumed that the third point, or
question of cost, is not the least important

;

because it may be taken as granted that the skill

of the architect or engineer in arranging a system
of lighting is in no case more marked or apparent
than in getting the maximum lighting effect at
minimum cost, this minimum cost including n6t
only the first cost of putting in the work, but the
more important one of annual expenditure and
renewals. When considering the question of
lighting new buildings by electricity, the subject
can be treated and considered with a far frjer
hand and, generally speaking, with far greater
effect than in the case of houses at present lighted
by gas or other form of illiiminant, because one
is so verj- apt to take the positions at present held
or assigned to gas as those most suitable for
electric lamps, quite forgetting the fact that gas
is so non-adaptable and lends itself with such ill

grace to artistic effect that there are only certain
positions in any room in which it can safely be
placed. Now I shall assume as an axiom that
the

MOST PERFECT FORM OF LIGnTIXG

is that evolved from a hidden system of lamps :

in other words, where no portion of the lamps
themselves are brought in direct contact with the
retina of the eye. It is, however, only right to
point out that this form of lighting, like many
other nice things in this world, is, generally
speaking, the most expensive, because, as a rule,

it means the placing of the lamp or lamps under
some form of shade, whereby a large portion of the
illuminating power is lost, and therefore, and in
order to get the same effect or amount of light
from hidden lamps as from ordinary unshaded
or only partly shaded lamps, double or even
treble the amount of energy has to be used. In
public halls, concert rooms, churches, &c., the
points of light can , if taken from the ceiling or
roof, be raised sufficiently far above the heads of
the audience that, unless they wantonly gaze at
the lamps, no inconvenience to the eyes need
necessarily be felt ; but it is different in the case
of ordinary rooms, be they drawing-rooms,
boudoirs, or dining-rooms : and it is these classes

of rooms which, in my opinion, require the most
careful thought as to the disposition and arrang-
ing of the lamps. In dealing with this matter,
I am dealing solely and wholly with the incan-
descent electric lamp, and I do not propose
to touchupon the question of arc lightingthiseven-
ing, because, though this light is pre-eminently
suited for streets, railway stations, and other
similar places, it is not, and never will be, suit-

able in any way for the internal lighting of build-

ings. Many of you here this evening must, at some
time or other, have been struck with what is

generally termed the "glare" of the electric

light, and may possibly have thought that this

was one of the inherent faults of the system. It

is nothing of the sort, and the fault "lies, not in

the system, but in the brain of the stupid person
who put it there. No sane man or woman, with
any regard to their eyes, wilfully stares at the
noonday sun ; but it is just as idiotic to put up a
clear electric lamp and gaze at it as it is to gaze
at the sun. Electricity, like most other things,

to be properly appreciated must be suitably
adapted to the end in view, which, as before
stated, is a diffusion of soft light, without the
lamp from which the light emanates being
brought in direct contact vnth the eye. I am
fully aware that the cost of complying with this

requirement is in many cases too heavy to allow
of its being adopted, but there is no reason why
every electric lamp should not in some form or
other be shaded, even if the shading is simply
the putting in of an " obscured

'

" lamp in the place

of a clear one. It is evident, or at any rate

should be evident, that the lighting of each par-
'

ticular room or space should be separately con-
siuered, and that being so, it is impossible to lay

down any
HARD-AXD-FAST RILES

as to what is necessary in each particular case ;

and it requires a certain, or I may go even so far

as to say a good deal of practical experience and
judgment to know the proper amount of light

required, and also the position in which the lamps
should be placed. Under these circumstances,

therefore, it is quite impossible for me to lay

down any rules which would be of the slightest
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value in enabling you to properly arrange for the

lighting of any building in which you are

interested. There arc, as you are doubtless

aware, certain " rule-of-thumb" rules, which are

given in pocket-books and similar literature ; but

I have never found them to be of the slightest

value, biit, on the other hand, rather misleading.

Take, for instance, a drawing-room. What use

is it to anyone to know that a 16 candle-power
lamp will iight a certain number of S(iuare feet

of floor when raised a given height above itl-

In my opinion, none, for the simple reason

that it is quite impossible to take into calcu-

lation or make duo allowance for the surround-

ing colouring of either walls or furniture

Leaving artistic effect out of the cpiestion for

the moment, it is evident nothing is easier than
to drop a number of pendants from the ceiling,

and if there are kept a certain distance from the
floor, you can procure the maximum amount of

light with the minimum number of lamps and
cost. This mode of lighting is, however, not to

be recommended : indeed, it is strongly to be
deprecated, and when one sees a room lighted in

the above manner, it is at once apparent that a
(Joth, Vandal, or other barbarian, has had the
arranging of the lights. I think it will be
generally conceded that the most pleasant, and at
the same time most artistic, method of lighting
ordinary living-rooms is by means of wall-
brackets, standard lamps, and table lamps, the
lamp in each case being shaded so as not to come
in direct contict with the eye. With regard to
other rooms in a house, there is not. as a rule,
much difliculty in assigning the right position for
the lamps and their numbers ; but at the risk of
reiteration I would again impress upon you the
desirability of considering the lighting of each
room, or, at any rate, of each principal room,
separately, and from the three points of view
mentioned at the beginning of this paper.

Now, the next portion of my paper has to deal
with the manner in which the electric current is

"brought from the place where it enters the build-
ing to the lamps themselves— in other words, that
portion of the work generally spoken of under
the comprehensive term of "wiring." As you
are doubtless aware, this word "wiring" in-
cludes not only the supplying and laying of the
various wires and cables, but also—at least, as a
general rule—the switch and fuseboards and
subsidiary switches, and occasionally the neces-
sary "cutting away and making good," this
latter expression being in many cases incorrect,
as you, like myself, have probably found by
experience that it could be more accurately
described as "hacking and tearing away, and
not making good." Many of you have doubtless
had before you the tenders of some electric light-
ing contractors for the lighting or wiring of
certain buildings, and perhaps have even gone so
far as to draw up a common specification to which
these various firms have tendered, and you have
doubtless been surprised to find that the
highest tender is sometimes half as much,
and in some instances as much again as
the lowest, and, furthermore, have been
puzzled to know what should be done
under the circumstances. Of course, if no
specification has been issued, the reason of the
difference in prices is easily explicable, inasmuch
.>s the contractors ha-i-ing no common basis upon
which to draw up their tenders, simply send in an
estimate for the work and material they consider
necessary, with the result that if the contractor is
an honest man, taking proper pride in his work
and -with a reputation and good name to lose, his
prices must be, and al.vays are, considerably
higher than those tf an indiWdual whose com-
mercial instincts have unfortunately prevailed
and got the better of his moral ones. It is far
otherwise, however, if the contractors have
tend* red to a common specification, because if
.there are great discrepancies in the tender, it is
evident either that the individual quoting the
lowest figure is willing to forego all profit, or else
that the one quoting the highest figure intends to
make a fortune. Neither of these hypotheses are
probable or ever likely to occur in practice, and
It will generally be found that the real cause
of the differences may be found in the loose
.and unscientific manner in which the specification
has been drawn up. For a skilful, and perhaps
imscrupulous, contractor nothing is easier than to
drive a coach and foui- through a loosely and
inaccurately drawn-up specification, whilst it is
evident that even an honest contractor—bein"

but human—will avail himself of every oppor-
tunity in interpreting an ill-drawn clause to his
own .advantage. Perhaps I may be considered
wanting in courtesy in suggesting that you are
likely to draw up a faulty specification ; but I
can assure you nothing is further from my
thoughts, and my only object in speaking thus
plainly is to insist upon the absolute necessity of
drawing up the specification in the most careful
manner and with a full knowledge of the require-
ments necessary and incidental to the proper
carrying out of the work. My experience has
been that many points of vital importance to the
work are—probably from want of technical know-
ledge—entirely omitted from many specificitions,
and others of no technical importance are treated
with a fulness and amplification entirely unneces-
sary. What is the use of carefully specifying the
density of current allowed per square inch of sec-
tional area in the copper conductor, when the loss
of pressure, or, to use a more technical phrase, the
fall in voltage, or electro-motive force is omitted ':

None whatever, because in the case of a light, or
group of lights, placed at some distance away
from the source of supply, or point from whence
the electric energy is brought into the house, the
contractor might possibly be carrying out his
work strictly in accordance with the specification,
and yet the lamp or lamps would look like " hot
hairpins," owing to the fact that the very
essential point of loss of pressure had not been
taken into f-ccount. Again, what is the use of
specifying the most heavily insulated wire and
omitting the final test when the work is com-
pleted ;- Instances hke these could be given ad
libitum, but for the purpose of argument this is

unnecessary.

T'no w.\nNixGS.

There are still two points which I should
like to warn you against, and these are, firstly,

the low-priced contractor who looks to make his
legitimate (or, as some would say, his illegiti-

mate) profits on fittings: and, secondly, the con-
tractor who offers to piit in the work so that it

will comply with the ridiculously low require-
ments—I refer to the test of the insulation
resistances—of the fire offices. In London and
other towns where there are electric supply

companies, this latter danger is to a large extent
rectified and guarded against by the fact that all
work has to pass the more reasonable standard of
the supply company ; but it still remains in the
cases of country house,^ and houses in towns
where the owner or occupier generates his own
electric energy.
At the close of the reading of the two papers,

a vote of thatjks to Messrs. Eckstein and Ekin
was unanimously adopted, on the motion of
Mr. Bani.steu Flktiueu, seconded by Mr.
FuANcis 6. F Hooter, and supported by Mr.
Max Clauke.

IRONWORK AT SOUTH KENSINGTON
MUSEUM.

By Ct. A. T. MiDjiLETox.

I.—ENGLISH : SLYPE DOOR riTriXOS l-liOM

ST. .tLBAx's AlilSEY.

this series of notes on the collection of
ironwork at South Kensington Museum it is

intended largely to let the illustrations speak

k. ir

for themselves, confining the remarks to

notices of the chief points which seem to

worth mentioning. The fittings from the blype

door at St. Alban's, of which there is only a re-

production in the museum, are, for their early

date, remarkably free in design and varied in

JAL'
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detail, the rich effect, however, being achieved

by most simple means. <Jne stamp only seems to

have been employed, and that the edge of a

blunt tool like a chisel, while all else is pure

forging, cutting, and bending. The raised

portions, as at IJ and E, and the twisting of

terminals on edge, as at A and C, are marks of

considerable courage and skill, as occurring on
flat ftrap-hinges, and they well justify their em-
ployment. Tbe rosette at G and the strap at D
are more obvious and usual features ; but the

large rosette at H looks to be hammered out,

and not built up of thin plates, as might be
imagined. *-.^
THE RISE AXD IiEVICLOPilEXT OF THE

PORTLAND CEilEXT IXDU.STKY. ^

AX address on the above subject, with special

reference to the industry as carried on along
the iledwav, was given at the meeting of the
Rochester Xaturalists' Club on Wednesday in last

week by Jlr. W. K. Craske, the newly- elected

president. He referred to the discovery by one
John Aspdin, made over 70 years ago, that a
combination of chalk and the blue clay found in

the delta of the Medway, mixed in certain pro-
portions and burnt to a clinker, and afterwards
ground to fine powder, produced properties which,
when mi.xed with water and incorporated with
other materials of a suitable nature, produced a
building material that had the advantages of

great strength, durability, and cheapness, and

which would harden quickly under water as well

as in the air. The late Mr. J. Bazley White and
Mr. J. C. Johnston may be credited with the

development of the manufacture and an improve-
ment in the quality that gained the confidence of

users in the early fifties, and works were erected

on the Medway and Thames. The late Mr.
Burge, whose son is still connected with some of

the Itochester works, in connection with Mr.
Johnston, about that time took the old oil

mill at Frindsburj-, and converted it into the

first cement works here. Their eximple was
quickly followed by Jlessrs. Lee at Hailing,

Milton at Faversham and Upnor, Campbell
at Wouldham, HoUick at Borstal, Lirke at

Strood, Weekes at Wtiorne's-plice, and one or

two others. Thirty years ago the total output

did not exceed l,UOOor 1,'iOO tons on this river

in a year. He went on to describe the wet
process of manufacture of Portlai d cement carried

on during the first 40 vears, and the radical

changes introduced during recent years. No
detail in the works had called forth so much
inventive ingenuity as the process of grinding.

Those of Mr. J. CoUis and -Mr. P. J. Xeate had
proved among the most siicceesful of the mills

invented. To complete the sketch he dealt with

the commercial side of the trade. The cheapness

of labour in Continental countries is sometimes
assigned as the reason why our principal com-
petitors can undersell us in foreign markets ; but

it has yet to be proved that a true Portland

c:ment can be made cheaper in Germany and

Belgium than in England. The workmen's wage
per hour is much lower there than here, but the

work done is proportionately less, and the super-

vision is much greater. The average cost of

manufacture has actually been shown to be rather

lower in England. He estimated that the cement

manufacturers in the neighbourhood of Rochester

were now paying no less than £10,000 per week

in wages, including the earnings of engineer.?

employed upon machinery for cement works.

THE BOOK OF GLASGOW CATHEDRAL.*

[with lithookaphic illvstu.^tions.]

MESSRS. MORRISON BROTHERS, of

Glasgow, have just issued a monumental
work, under the editorship of Mr. Cxeorge Eyre-

Todd ; and Archbishop Eyre, with several other

distinguished authorities, including Mr. John
Honeyman, R.S.A., have contributed special

chapters on the history and archieology of

Glasgow Cathedral. The volume has been issued

under the above title, enriched by 118 views and

drawings, including sketches by Messrs. Herbert

Railton, David Small, J. A. Duncan, and others,

as well as some photographs.

It will be quite impossible, of course, in the

space at our disposal to review in detail BO com-

prehensive a work of nearly 500 pages, com-

mencing with the " Beginnings of Glasgow," and

following up with an account of the church

through the dark ages, dealing with the ancient

Chapter, and furnishing a list of the Archbishops

and Bishops of the See after describing the fabric,

and concluding with chapters on the Bishop's

Castle, the episcopal seals, the prebends and

manses of Glasgow, the stained-glass_ windows,

as well as the monuments and inscriptions in the

church buildings.

The foundation was established by St. Kenti-

gern, whose birth is associated with legends

fraught with conflicting evidences, the mother

of the saint being an unmarried princess baptised

by Servanus, who named her Tanen, of which

St. Enoch, the dedicatory cognomen of one of

the city churches in Glasgow, is but a corruption.

Jocelyn tells us that Iventigern ' established his

cathedral seat in a town called Glesgu, which

is interpreted the dear family, where he united to

himself a famous and God-beloved family of

servants of God, who practised abstinence, and

who lived after the fashion of the primitive

Church under the Apostles, without private

property, in holy discipline and divine service."

The editor of this admirable history furnishes

an account of this ascetic churchman, whose
missionary life among the pigans was marked by
self-sacrifice and miracles wrought for the

furtherance of his mission, which ended only with

his death at an advanced old age. His tomb is

shown in the lower church of the cathedral, and

the necessarily obscure records of his life have

been reckoned on, from all available evidences,

to have been historical in the main. Those

who would learn all thit has been gathered

by Mr. Eyre-Todd about this early prelate and

his successor will find the story as here^ told to be

exceedingly interesting and well sustained right

away through the several periods down to the

Reformation. For our immediate purpose to-

day we must, however, leave these chapters

about the bishops and the history of the chapter

of the cathedral. The fabric itself, as it exists

to-day, the more fittingly demands the atten-

tion of an aichitectural journal, and Sir. John

Honeyman enables the reader to study the

building with much advantage, aided by
_
hia

entertaining and carefully written descriptions

in the volume before us. X'ot a known
vestige of the primitive church of Glasgow now
remains, though circumstances seem to warrant the

a.s.-!umption that the cathedral really was erected

over the tomb of the patron saint. Raised above

the "haugh" in which the Molendinar flowed,

the spot was sunny and retired, an excellent

site for a group of Celtic cells with their usual

circumvallation, but hardly suitable for a

cathedral. It was not till the middle of the 1 'ith

century that any serious endeavour was made to

rear the cathedral. The small piece of Transitional

work in the S.W. comer of the lower church is

mentioned as being possibly part of the church

then erected by John Achaius, whose episcopate

extended from 11 15 to 1 147. Some attribute this

* The Book of Glasgow Cathedral : a History and

Description. Edited by Geo. Evre-Tood. Profusely

illustrated. Glasgow : Morison Bros., Kenflcld-slreet.

Net price 428.
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work to Joct-'lin, jinJ interesting; comparisons have
beer, made with similar details at Dryburgh,
Kolso, and .tedbiirgh. These early remains at

(ilasgowgivo the clue to the plan of the church
which occupied the ground when the choir was
designed. The ruined choir at Jedburgh was
probably an exact counterpart of the church at

(ilasgow, erected by Bishop Achaius, and Mr.
Honeyman tells us that most likely the same
architect who designed the Transitional choir at

(ilasgow also designed the magnificent nave at

Jedburgh. It was he, probalily, who planned the
nave for Glasgow which was never built. A plan
of the church, measured by 5Ir. (ieo. S. Hill, is

given with some detail drawings capitally shown,
and most admirable are the geometrical sheets

contributed by Jfr. Wm. J. Anderson, iUuatrating
the architecture of the choir.

Glasgow Cathedral, shorn of its old western
adjuncts, is comparatively tame and diminutive
in effect : but the interior is probably more grand
and more impressive than any other of the same
size. It is practically a two-storied building,
anil in this respect differs from any other church
in Britain. Many others have crypts, but the
crypt, so called, of Glasgow Cathedral is not one
really, but a lower church—" ecclesia inferior."
as it is invariably termed in documents referring
to it. A feature of great interest in the plan is

the cast end. where the arrangement remains
without any addition or alteration exactly as it

was designed by the 13th-century architect. The
choir is a complete design by one" man. The east
end of I >urham has been quoted as exhibiting a
similar arrangement, but this is a mistake. It
resembles (ilasgow in one respect only, and that
is the placing of the several altars" in juxta-
position along the east wall. In the first place,
the chapel of the five altars is not an integral part
of the choir. The chapel at Durham is strictly, as
itsname implies, a separate chamber spanned by one
lofty vault. It bearsno resemblance whatevertotwo
parallel aisles. The Glasgow plan is simply an
adaptation of the chapels of Norman choirs, such
as those at Xorwich and Gloucester, to a square
end. There is no other example of the kind in
any of our cathedrals. The plan as a whole is

compact, and the exterior is symmetrical and
harmonious. One of the best points of view is

from the sjuth-east, showing the full height of
the building in its dignified impressiveness. The
accompanying drawing by Mr. David Small
realises the actuality with taste and skill. The
lower drawing on our plate is from the facile pen
of Mr. Herbert Kailton. We shall at an early
date give some other drawings of the buOding,
and we will then return briefiy to our notice of
this interesting and valuable volume, about which
we have now said sufficient to inspire our readers
with a desire to become personally acquainted
with the book itself, which would grace the
library of any architect. It is handsomely bound
in buckram, and beautifully printed.
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Alexander Glover, 1, Motcomb-street, S.W. ; Jolin
Nicholson Grierson, Turner's Hill, Cheshunt, Herts

;

William Eric Leigh Jenkinson, 6, Moorgate-street, E.C.

;

Ernest Joel .Jones. 53, Maida Vale, W. ; William Thomas
Lamprill, 03, The Broadway, Stratford, E. ; Edwin
Bennett Brierley Newton, Borough Surveyor's Otiice,

Rochdale ; Charles Osenton, 222, Brighton-road. Croydon,
Surrey ; Shirley Hutchins Patch, The Chestnuts, Have-
lock-road, Addiscombe, Surrey ; OctaWus Burroughes
Pearse, 35, Dugdale-street, Nuneaton ; Philip Peebles,
Estate Office, Albury, near Guildford, Surrey : Capel
Hereward Price, 89, St. Paul's-road, Camden-square,
N.W. ; James Richardson, Jun., 15, Barn Hill, Stamford,
Lincolnshire ; Theodore Richard Robinson, 25, Campden
Hill Gardens, Kensington, W. : Joseph Taylor Rook, 23.

Spencer-street, Carlisle, Cumberland ; Cecil Herbert
Russell, '20, Rockley-road, We?t Kensington Park, W.

;

Harry Shearbum. Munstead, Godalming, Surrey ; Alfred
Charles Skingle, 79, St. James-road, Brixton, S.W.

;

Samuel Skrimshire. 153, Saltram-erescent, St. Peter's
Park. Paddington, W. ; Joseph Townson Sly, 62, Osborn-
road. Forest Gate. E. ; Arthur Carnegie Standen, 40,

Courtfield Gardens, South Kensington, S.W. ; Lewis
Herbert Strouts, Belgrave-place, St. Mary Cray, Kent

;

Bruce Swanwick, Leek Woolton, Warwick ; ^William
Pease Theakston, 25, Ermine-street, Huntingdon ; .John

Meadows Theobald Henley House, Spring-grove. Isle-

worth ; William Townend." Seacroft. near Leeds, York-
shire ; Harold Bertram A'inten, 27, High-street, Ramsgate,
Kent : Stephen Gladstane Wheatley, 263, Strand, W.C. ;

Lawrence Richard Wilson, 20, Albert-square, Manchester ;

Robert Stephenson Woof, Estate Office, Lowther, Penrith.
Cumberland. (• Penfold Gold Medal, 1898. t Bracketted
equal, Crawter Prize, 1898.)

The following candidates have passed the

direct Fellowship Examination in Division V. :

—

Albert Player Isaac Cotterell, Lonsdale Chambers,
Baldwin-street, Bristol; Joseph Hany Fry, 64, Craven
Park, Willesden, N.W. ; WiUiam Maltby Kerruish,

21. Athol-street. Douglas, Isle of Man ; Joseph Archibald
Maxwell, 21, Marlborough-road, Banbury, Oxon ; Arthur
Fletcher Reid, 5 and 6, Clement's Inn, Strand, W.C.

;

Joseph Samuel Rowland. Bridge Chambers, Borton-upon-
Trent, Statford ; Samuel Parr Stewart, The Lawn,
Arbury, Nuneaton, Warwick ; Edwin Thomas Tutt,

3, Clarendon-road, Lewisham, S.E.

Twenty-five other candidates in the diSerent

Divisions are referred back to their studies in

their typical subjects.

THE PASSMORE EDWARDS HOilES FOR
EPILEPTICS, CHALFOXT .ST. PETER'S.

"^"''ESTERDAY a triple ceremony took place at

J_ the Colony for Epileptics which Mr. Pass-

more Edwards has given to the National Society

for the Employment of Epileptics at Chalfont St.

Peter, Bucks. The Duchess of Marlborough

opened the A'ictoria House—a home for twenty-

four men—which has just been completed from

the designs of Mr. Maurice B. Adams, F.R.I.B. A.,

at the cost of 3Ir. Passmore Edwards. The builder

is Mr. George Darlington, of Amersham. The
foundation-stone w.as laid last summer by the

Honourable T. F. Bayard, the late American
Ambassador, as his last public act before return-

ing to the United States. We illustrated the

building on May 7th, 1897. The second ceremony

yesterday wiis performed by the Duke of Slirl-

borough, who laid the foundation-stone of the

home which Mr. Passmore Edwards is building

for housing twenty-four boys, and the third

item in the day's proceedings was performed

bv Jlrs. Passmore Edwards, who laid the

memorial-stone of the Home for Girls, also

in course of building, from the plans pre-

pared by Mr. JIaurice B. Adams, " at the

expense of Jlr. Passmore Edwards. Illustrations

of these buildings appeared in the Buildin-g News
for June 2-5, 1897. Messrs. :Miskin and Sons

are the builders of both homes. Red brick and

tiles are the materials employed, with rough cast

upper stages, and stone sparingly used. An
Isolation Home is being proceeded with close by,

and near the Passmore Edwards Home a third

house for twenty-four men has just been com-

menced, to be called the Greene Home. These are

being carried out by Mr. George Darlington, the

builder, and Mr. Adams is the architect. All of

the buildings are varied in design, but in style and

picturesqueness are made to harmonise.

THE COLLAPSE OF THE ROOF OF ABBEY
MANSIONS, WESTMINSTER.

AT the Westminster Coroner's Court, on

Mondav, Mr. John Troutbeck, who was

.assisted by Mr. John Slater, B.A.. F.R I.B.A.,

as assessor, resumed his inquiry into the circum-

stances attending the death of the seven men
killed bv the collapse of the south portion of the

building known as Abbey Mansions, Victoria

and Orchard-streets, on April 21. The names of

the victims are :—William Clifford Morse, 21,

labourer ; Joseph Henry Parker, 32, foreman ;
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Charles Weatherley, 17, labourer ; Ernest (ieorgo
Ijillywhite, 21, labourer; Hugh John Bray, 40,
engine-driver ; George Bridges Hillings, '28,

bricklayer : and Henry Clements, 33, labourer.
Mr. G. I. L. lUenkinaopp, inspector of factories,

represented the Home Office, and IMr. H. Ash-
mead her Majesty's Office of Works. Jlr.

Thomas BlashiU, superintending architect of the
London County Council, and Mr. Seager lierry,

of the Solicitor's department of the Council,
watched the case on behalf of that body. Mr.
A. C. Kent, solicitor, appeared for Mr. Kickard,
the principal contractor ; Mr. G. I. Edwards,
solicitor, for Jlr. S. Murrell, the contractor for the
roof ; Mr. G. C. Gardiner, solicitor, for relatives
of Clements ; Mr. Alexander Thompson, solicitor,

for the relatives of Weatherley ; and Mr.
Roverson for the Institution of Surveyors.
Mr. Alfred .\. Hudson, barrister, held a watching
brief for two merchants interested. Mr. Charles
James Chirney Pawley, of Prince's JIansions,
Victoria-street, said he was the architect
of the buildings in Orchard-street. He was
instructed by Mr. Rickard .about two years ago
to prepare plans and specifications, which he did.

He submitted the plans to the district surveyor.
The freeholders at that time were the governors
of the Greycoat Hospital. After the plans were
submitted to the district surveyor, the south block,
which included the fallen part, was entirely re-
planned. New plans were prepared about twelve
months ago, and at that time some of the work
had been done. The alteration affected the whole
of the interior of the building. The new plans
were submitted to the district surveyor. The
work was carried on under witness's supervision.
Jlr. Rickard had a free hand in construction,
subject to the provisions of the London Building
Act. He visited the building at least four days a
week. On Kovember 17, 1897, representatives
of Her Majesty's (Jffice of Works came upon
the scene, and a day or two later they entered
into an agreement to take the building on
lease. When the Government took it over
he placed the building under the supervision
of his assist.ant, Sir. Simpson. The Govern-
ment had nothing whatever to do with the
construction. Witness visited the building on
Wednesday, April 20, the day before the acci-
dent. When on the roof of the south block he
noticed several carpenters fi.xing skylights, and
that there was considerable jarring going on. He
further noticed that about three-fourths of the
roof had been concreted for abor.t a fortnight,
and was quite dry ; and that the remaining
fourth—the part which coUapsed—had been con-
creted quite recently. He gave Mr. Simpson
strict instructions not to have any of the centres
on the roof struck until he himself gave orders
for it to be done. He had at that time in his
mind a similar accident that had occurred in the
same neighbourhood owing to the centres being
struck too soon. A pier ran up through the
building supporting the girders of the sis floors

and the root. That pier weighed 28 tons, and
the weight it would have to carry would be about
47 tons. The floors were carried by girders. The
plans provided for an iron stanchion which was
not put in. That stanchion would have carried
30 tons, and would have reduced the weight on
the pier to 37 tons. On several occasions he gave
instructions to Simpson, his representative, to
have the stanchion put in. Mr. Rickard, the con-
tractor, knew that it was to be put in. The Coroner

:

Is that the usual way of construction—to put
in a stanchion after the building is upr—It is

done, if it is safe to do it. In reply to further
questions the witness said that no date was fixed
in the Government contract for completion : but
they were endeavouring to complete by mid-
summer. He visited the building about a quarter
of an hour after the accident, and found it w '

practically gutted. He went on the roofoftli
north block, and asked Simpson whether he hi'
earned out his instructions with regard to "Si,
striking of the centres. Simpson referred him/j
the roof contractor, who admitted that Simpson
had instructed him not to remove the centring.
Witness was satisfied that the removal of the
centring was the initial cause of the accident.
The concrete which feU from the roof weighed
between 1.") and 20 tons. The total weight
mvolved in the collapse was between I.5O and 200
tons. He e.\amined the fallen concrete, and found
it saturated with water, lie was able to dis-
tinguish Banks's fireproof concrete, which was
perfectly dry. The girders, which were of steel,
were supplied to the order of Mr. liickard
by Messrs. I'rew-Bear, Perks, and Co. He

could not tell what bearing the girders had
on the pier ; but it should have been nine
inches. Every girder was still in existence.

The coroner p'iintcd out that, according to the

plans, the ground-floor girder should have
measured 24ft. Gin., .and that one which had
been pointed out to the assessor by the foreman
was onlj" 22ft. llin. in length. The difference

would, he said, .affect the bearings. The witness
said that it was no part of his duty to see that

the girders had proper bearings, but if he saw
anything wrong he would immediately point it

out. Jlr. Simpson, his representative, was re-

sponsible for the girders being according to

specification. A bearing of only tin. would, he
admitted, be improper. He noticed tliat many
of the bricks had been crushed by the weight
above. The pier measured 2ft. Gin. in thick-

ness, and ran up to a height of 80£t. A pier

of that description should be reduced as it went
up. He believed there was a rule that a pier

should not be carried up more than 12 times its

own thickness, which in this case would have
been 30ft. The Coroner : Then why did you
provide for a pier SOft. high, very nearly three

times what you tell us is the recognised ruler

I was told that Banks's fireproof flooring would
have a good deal to do with it. The Coroner

:

I asked why you carried it up SOft. instead of

soft. Because I thought it would do. I was
bearing in mind the fireproof floor which is

so well tied. The fact of carrying it up to

80ft. would reduce its carrying powers. The
Coroner, referring to the omission of the iron

stanchion, said he thought it was a curious way
of building. The witness said he was of opinion

that a mass of 150 tons falling would carry with
it any building. The fact that steel joists were
broken was very strong evidence of the very
strong pressure that had been upon them. He
was of opinion that the accident happened through
the falling of the concrete roof on to the sixth

floor. Mr. Kent stated at this juncture that the

witness had been advised to obtain legal assist-

ance, and counsel would be instructed for his

re-examination. In those circumstances he asked
the coroner to allow the re-examination to stand

over. This course was assented to. Mr. George
Simpson, architect and surveyor, assistant to the

last witness, stated that in conjunction with
Mr. Pawley he superintended the construction of

the building. He saw the men putting in the

centring for the concrete roof. It was supported

by quartering secured with bolts, the whole
resting on the lacing joists of the roof. He
did not give directions as to the concrete to be
used. 'The concreting of the roof was done in

one continuous job, and he should say five or

six days before the collapse. Murrell's men put
it in. Witness received specific instructions from
Jlr. Pawley not to allow the centring to be re-

moved. He immediately passed on the instruction

to Murrell. After the collapse JIurrell said he
had instructed his foreman not to strike the

centring. No clerk of the works was engaged.
He did not consider that one was necessary, as

he .and Mr. Pawley were looking after the build-

ing. He knew that the centring had been struck,

because it was lying on the adjoining roof. Jlr.

William R. Rickard, 124, City-road, builder and
contractor, said that about two years ago he
entered into an agreement with the freeholder for

the erection of the mansions, and he instructed

Jlr. Pawley to prepare plans and specifications.

It was his own venture. The south block was
not commenced on the original plans, which
were altered. He was first told of the stanchion

about 12 months .ago. It was not ordered because

an engine .and some machinery had been placed

where it was to go. These were removed about a

week before Easter. The sub-contract for the brick-

work v/as placed with a Mr. Thorpe. Witness had no
control over that. He had a sub-contractor for the

flooring, and had no control over that. Thes.ame
remark applied to the roof and the carpentering.

Witness had control over the labourers' work.
It was to his interest to see that the work was
done as contracted for. The money which he
had in the undertaking was advanced to him. On
November 17 last he sold his interest in the con-

cern for £1,000 profit to Jlrs. Leeds, a lady

residing at South Norwood, who was the free-

holder. The Coroner : I understood that the

freeholders were the governors of the Greycoat
School ':' The witness replied that his freeholder

was Jlrs. Leeds. He was to finish the building

at prime cost. There was no agreement as to the

cost, but he took out the quantities and estimated

the cost up to the roof at £20,000. He regarded

Jlrs. Ijeeds as the person responsible for any
damage that might occur to life and property. It

did not affect his pocket if the building stood or

fell after November last. Ho believed the con-

crete was to consist of four p.arts of coke-breeze

and one part of best Portland cement. It was to

be turned over once in a dry state and twice while
wet, but he did not know whether that was done.

The way in which the concrete was mixed was
very important. The inquirywas here adjourned.

At the adjourned inquest on Wednesday,
Richard JIartin Collins,' a stonemason engaged
on the south section of the building (the portion

which collapsed) said he was employed by Jlr.

Courtney, the contractor for the stonework, and
worked on the building from August last year
until April 2. The brickwork was let to a Mr.
Thorpe. JIany of the bricks used in the internal

walls were received from a job in St. .James's-

street, where they had been rejected. They were
very soft and light. Some fell to pieces by mere
handling, and were thrown into the mortar-mill.

He could not swe.ar that he saw anj' of the soft

bricks used in the construction of the pier which
supported the floor girders. The pier measured
3ft. Gin. by 1ft. Gin., not 3ft. 6in. by 2ft. Gin., as

stated liy the architect. Bricks and templates

were consigned to Jlrs. Leeds, the freeholder,

and a Jlr. Andrews used to sign for her. The
templates supplied for the pier were not used for

the pier at all. That would certainly atfect the

solidity of the building. When witness protested

against small templates being used instead of large

ones, he was jeered at and told to mind his own
business. Jlr. Thorpe's men fixed the girders.

The principal carriage girder at the top went into

a flue at both ends. He believed that a girder

went right across the pier and that only two
girders went through each floor. The lacing

girders were never bolted up to the carriage girders

when they were fixed. The lacing girders rested on
the flanges of the carriage girders. Mr. Rick.ard, the

contractor, never gave instructions. Mr. Pawley,
the architect, occasionally gave directions. The
building was up three or four floors before a
girder was put in. The templates were put in

and holes left for the girders by the bricklayers.

Jlr. W. J . W. Beckey, outside manager for the

Banks' Fireproof Construction Syndicate, Ltd.,

said that that company put in the fireproof floor-

ing. They were employed by Mr. Rickard, and
never directly or indirectly by Mrs. Leeds. They
employed their own men. He never put in the

concrete floors until he saw th.at everything was
right. He could not say whether all the lacing

girders were bolted ; but these girders were bolted

on the second and third floors before the con-
crete was laid. By Mr. Kent : He saw the
men mixing the concrete for the roof, and he
thought that the way in which it was being
mixed was not right. He told Andrews, the fore-

man, that in his opinion the way in which the men
were working the stuff was scandalous. By
Jlr. Hudson : Ho could not say positively

whether any of the girders were bolted or not,

but he noticed nothing to prevent him from
putting in the concrete. His duty was only to

look to the lacing joists. The second, third,

fourth, and fifth floors were concreted at the
time of the accident, and witness was at work
on the landings. The centring was in on the
sixth floor. To Mr. Edwards : lie should say
the sample of concrete produced was of good
quality. .James Andrews, a carpenter, said he
was employed by Jlr. Rick.ard, and was general

foreman of the job. He remembered alerations

being made in the pkans. It w.as decided, amongst
other things, to make the brick pier a little

thicker than provided for in the specification.

He used his own discretion as to the way in

which the templates were put in. Jlr. Pawley
told him to put in 4in. templates. Except for

joinery he never used the specifications after the
footings, although he was aware they were
intended to convey instructions. He considered

that as general foreman he had control over the

many sub-contractors. The ironwork and con-

creting for the roof were contracted for by Jlr.

JIurrell. He had told Jlurrell's foreman, P.arker,

that the concrete should be turned over at least

once when dry. The Coroner pointed out that the

specification said "at least twice," and said that

all through the case witnesses tried to put the

blame on other people. The witness, continuing,

said that when the accident happened ho found,

much to his surprise, that the centring had been
struck. The Coroner : The concrete roof had
been up a fortnight ; why should you bo

surprised f — Well, that -was all I could
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think of. 1 think cuncrcte roofs are t'O

heavy. In reply to further questions the

witness said he heard that bricks came from
another joh, where they hud l)een condemned.
There were about 3'),000 of them, and either Mr.
Hickard or Mr. Simpson told him to do the best

he could with them. Many of them were broken
and soft ; the whole ones were used for the

internal walla, and the soft ones were put into the

mortjir-mill. He had never hen\ on a job of this

magnitude before without a clerk of the works
being employed. The further hearing was
adjourned.

At the adjourned inquiry yesterday (Thursday)

Jlr. W. Young, a solicitor, appeared to represent

Jlr.i. Leeds, whose name has feveral times cropped
up during the inquirj-, and Mr. Troutbeck in-

formed him that he wanted to get at the exact

position held by that lady in relation to the build-

ing contract, .lames Andrews, who acted as

foreman for Jlr. Uickard, the principal con-
tractor, continued his evidence. lie gave alengthy
explanation of why certain alterations in the plans
were made, and at the close the coroner remarked
despairingly, " I daresay you know what you are
talking about, but I'm sure I don't." llis further
evidence was postponed. Mr. Kickard pro-
duced the agreement entered into between him
and Mrs. Harriet Susannah Leeds, of West
Xorwood, on Nov. 12 last year, under which she
purchased his interest in the buildings for £1,000,
and appointed him the contractor to carry on the
work of erection. The case was proceeding when
we went to press.

I ^m »

CHIPS.
TLe Leeds C.ty Council have decided to extend

the overhead electric system of traction to the
Hsadiugley, Chapsltown, Hunslet, and Dewsbury-
joad tramway routes.

The erection of an Elizabethan mansion, stables,
-^nd lodges has just been comp'eted for Mr. W. H.
-AUen, J.P., in the county of Bedfordshire. It has
teen built of picked "Weldon stOne and red local tile
roof, while the finishings inside are all of oak. The
•garden and grounds hive been laid out by Jfessrs.
J. Cheal and Sons, of Crawley. The whole of the
works have been carried out under the direction of
the architect, Mr. George P. Allen, of Adelphi
Chaml)ers, London.

Notwithstanding the assurance that the Great
"U'estem Railway Company were prepared to take

• over and work a railway fifty miles in length,
which it was proposed should traverse Wales from
east to west, a committee of the House of Commons,
•presided over by Sir Mark Stewart, have found
themselves unable to authorise the raising of capital
to the amount of £933,000.

<:)n Sunday week the Bishop of Truro opened All
Saints' Church, Bryher, Isles of Scilly. which has
undergone a complete restoration. The church,
situated close to the beach, succeeded, in 1S21, a
diminutive and unique structure erected about 1741.
In 1S60 the present edifice was renovated by the
Ute Mr. Augustus Smith, and a tower and porch
were added. The east end has now been entirely
TebuUt, while the exterior of the building has been
Jjointed.

A bust of the Ute Mr. Greig Smith was unveiled
on Saturday evening at the Museum, Bristol. It
his been executed by Mr. Eiieat Fabian, modelling
master at the Bristol School of Science and Ait,
Queen's-road.

A large landslip, involving the fall of many
ttiousand tons of cliff, occurred opposite Cromer
Lighthouse on Saturday afteriioon. Fortunately,
no one was injured. Toe earth covers the beach up
to low-water mark. It is stated that some men
who had been at work on the sea groyne lost some
of their tools and clothing as a result of the slip.

The site marked on the cliffa for Lloyd's signal
station is now only some thirty yards from the edge
of the cliff.

^ The Earl of Jersey, Colonel Boughey, and Mr.
'G. A. R. Fitzgerald, Light Railway Commissioners,
eat at the Council Chamber, Salisbury, on Saturday,
-o hear an applicotion from the London and South-
iVestem K tilway Company for powers to construct
a light railway across Salisbury Plain, commencing
.'it a point on the main line between Porton and
I

; ratcley . and proceeding by way of Amesbury to
iShrewton. Mr. Andrews, engineer, stated that the
line was lOJ miles long, and would cost about
£()0,000 in construction. The War Office were
entirely in favour of the proposal, and in addition
the company had the support of the landowners and
inhabitants of the district affected. In the end the
Earl of Jersey said the Commissioners were pre-
pared to recommend the Board of Trade to sanction
the construction of the line subject to further
negotiations on the points raised as to bridges and
level-crossings.

OBriTAUV.
Mil. H.tuRisox H.vvrKR, Past President of the

Institution of Civil Engineers, who died on
Thursday in last week, at his residence, 01,
.\ddison-road, Kensington, at the age of 73
years, was one of the most prominent civil

engineers in this country. In 18.)7 he joined the
late Sir John Hawkshaw, who held in isfi2-3 the
Presidency of the Institution of Civil Engineers,
as his principal assistant ; in 1S70 he was admitted
as a partner with him, and continued his long
and honourable professional career in connection
with Sir John until the latter's retirement from
business in 188S. At the date of his death Jlr.

llayter was engaged, in company with his

partner, Mr. J. C. Hawkshaw, in carrying out
in Argentina a large system of docks at Buenos
Ayres. Jlr. Hayter had been a member of the
Institution of Civil Engineers ^ince May, 1.S52,

and served as president in 1892-3.

Mu. Fu.\XK WiLLiiroHiiv Bui.vi), architect, of
r>, John-street, Bedford-row, W.C'., died on
Sundaj- last at his residence in Kensington, from
acute pneumonia, at the early age of 32 years.
Mr. Brind was the only surviving son of Jlr.

and Mrs. P'rederick W. Brind, of Maze Hill,
St. Leonards-on -Seji.

At Tae day's meeting of the Bristol City Council
a letter was read from Sir W. H. Wills, Bart.,
M.P., offering to present to the city a picture by
P. R. A. MiJller, now on view at Messrs. Frost and
Reed's gallery in Clifton, towards the establishment
of a municipal art gallery. The offer was accepted
with thanks.

The L'nopposed Bill Committee of the House of
Commons have passed the Bill authorising the
Mersey Docks and Harbour Board to extend and
improve their docks, basins, and works on the
Liverpool side of the River Mersey. These works
comprise the construction of five branch docks and
three graving docks, and the enlargement and im-
provement of six existing docks. This Bill, which
has already passed the House of Lords, will involve
the expenditure of .£3562,000.

A large saw-mill, at Eiplanade, Dundee, and
tenanted by Mr. Thos. Wiuton, was destroyed by
fire on Sunday. The mill contained much valuable
machinery, and oak, ash, and elm wood. The
damage is estimated at £i,000.

Mr. Henry Augustus Robinson, C.B., has been
appointed Vice-President of the Local Government
Board in Ireland, in the room of Sir George Morris,
who has retired under the age rule. Mr. Robinson
was; formerly one of the Board's inspectors, and
more recently one of the members of the Board.
Mr. William Lawson Micks and Mr. Thomas
Joseph Stafford have been appointed Commissioners
on the Board.

The foundation-stone of a new church, dedicated
to St. Hildeberg, was laid on Saturday in Stanley-
road, Hoylake. Lord Stanley of Alderley presented
the site, and also the sedilia and marbles. Plans
were made by the architect, Mr. Edmund Kirby,
F.R.I. B. A., for a complete church, and the com-
mittee began by building the nave as a first sec-
tion on the tender of Mr. William Winnard, of
Wigan. The cost of the building will be about
£li,oOO, and it will provide accommodation for
about ,^00.

The London County Council discussed at great
length on Tuesday the recommendation of the
General Purposes Committee to extend the radius
within which, under the Council's contracts, London
rates of pay and number of hours of work should
be the rule from twelve to twenty miles, thus re-
verting to the arrangement in force before November
last. Sir Arthur Arnold made a strong protest
against the proposal, which was generally opposed
by the Moderate Party, on the ground that the
Council should be enabled, in the interests of the
ratepayers, to take advantage of the lower rates of
pay in country districts. The report was, however,
adopted by 7 1 to iS votes.

The new fever hospital, Westhulme, Oldham, is

being warmed and ventilated by means of Shor-
land's patent Manchester stoves, with descending
smoke-fiues, and Shorland's patent Manchester
grates, the same being supplied by Messrs. E. H.
Shorland and Brother, of Manchester.

At a meeting of the Bridgend and Cowbridge
guardians on Saturday the workhouse alterations
committee recommended that the sketch plans pre-
pared by the arcliitect (Mr. P. J. Thomas, Bridgend)
be presented to the board to-morrow (Saturday.) It

is proposed to acquire an additional acre of land
adjoining the present building for about £ 1,000, and
to erect thereon a new infirmary, with accommoda-
tion for from SO to 100 beds, as well as to carry out
extensive alterations in the present building. The
total cost is estimated at from £15,000 to £20,000.

iButliiitts JnttlltstttCt

BoLTox.—Memorial-stones were laid on Friday
of the Victoria Central Wesleyan Mission Hall,

Bolton. The \'ictoria Hall proper, as distinct

from its adjuncts, will accommodate 2,000 people,

and will, in fact, be the largest building in

Jlethodism. It occupies the site of the old
Ridgeway Ciates Chapel, and a new frontage has
been made to Knowsley-street. The entrance to

the whole of the buildings will be in Knowsley-
street. One of the shops will be converted into

an entrance hall, and a tower will be built over
this to the height of 90ft. A spacious vestibule

is provided, having an inquiry office, and to right

and left broad staircases to the gallery of the hall.

Beyond these, through a double archway, are the
staircases to the lower floor. Past these stair-

cases are the doorways to the main floor of the

Victoria Hall, on the level of Knowsley-street.
The centre part of the floor is eloped from front

to back, and at the sides the seats are arranged
tier above tier, so that everyone can have an un-
interrupted view of the platform. The gallery

has five tiers of seats at the sides, and twelve tiers

at the back. The hall will be 117ft. long and
72ft. broad. As externally it will be very
little seen, with the exception of the entrance
tower, it will be severely plain. The internal

roof will be arched and panelled with coved sides

over part of the gallery. The windows will have
arched heads, and will be filled in with painted

glass. The platform recess will be arranged with

broad pilasters and corbelled beams, the back
being coved. The platform itself will be large

enough for an orchestra and choir, and its front

will be brought forward and rounded. The whole

of the buildings wiU be lighted by electric light.

Messrs. Bradshaw and Gass, of Bolton, are the

architects, and the total cost, including additional

laud, will be between £20,000 and £30,000.

Bury, L.incs.—The United Methodist Free

Church, Parkhills-road and Home street, was
formally opened yesterday (Thursday). The
church consists of a simple nave, but is broken at

the east end into chancel, and north and south

transepts, which are partly in the church, and for

the rest contain vestries with galleries over. The
chancel and the vestries flanking it are three steps

above the floor of the church. The east end is

apsidal. The building is designed in a Late

period of Ciothic architecture. The nave windows
are not pointed, but segment-headed broad open-

ings, filled in with three compartments as regards

the lower part, the upper being divided into a

number of lancet openings. The other windows
are pointed and traceriei. All are fiUed in with

lead lights . The tower is surmounted by a slender

fleche covered with copper tiles. The dimensions

of the chapel are 80ft. by 37ft. 6in. The chancel

opening is 22ft. wide, and the depth of the chancel

is 17ft. 6in. The height from floor to eaves is 17ft.,

from floor to highest point of ceiling 36ft., and
floor to base of vane on tower 60ft. The accom-

modation provides for 487 sittings, inclusive of

choir and west gallery. The materials used in the

erection are, outside, brickwork, faced with plastic

county bricks ; inside, plastic bricks, by_Mr.
Samuel Knowles, of Holcombe Brook. York-

shire stone is used for the sills, bands, &o., and the

slates are of green Westmoreland. The interior

woodwork is of figured pitch-pine through-

out. The contract price was £2,500. The con-

tractors are Messrs. Thompson and Brierley, and

the architect is Mr. J. D. Mould, F.R.I.B.A., of

Bury, Manchester, and London.

Le.imixgtox.—The foundation-stone of the

new wing of the Wameford Hospital, Leaming-

ton, was laid on Friday, with full Slasonic

honours, by Lord Leigh.' The wing is part of

the original design for the extension of the

hospital, and was last year adopted by Leaming-

ton 38 the local scheme for the commemoration of

the Uuecn's Diamond Jubilee. The new struc-

ture, for which Jlessrs. Young and Hall, London,

are the architects, will be built on the pavilion

principle. The cost of the contract is £6,760.

The wing will accommodate thirty -two additional

patients, but the number of beds in the hospital

will not be increased to this extent, as room wiU

be found in the new wards for some of the

patients who are at present treated in the old

buildings, where the hygienic conditions are not

wholly satisfactory. When the new wards are

completed the entire capacity of the hospital will

be increased to 125 beds.
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ILLUSTRATIONS.
PROPOSED R.O. CHCRCH OF ST. AUGUSTINE, NOTTINGHAM.—

GLASGOW CATHEDRAL.—THE COURT HOUSE, RROADWAY,

TVORCESTEnSHIRE.—A COUSTRT HOUSE AT SUTTON.—

DESIGN PLACED THIRD FOR ROVAL MASONIC SCHOOL FOB

POYS AT liUSHEV.—CENTRAL FIRE STATION, BOOTLE.

be finished with brindled tiles. The architect is

Mr. Ernest Runtz. The illustration is from a

drawing now at the Royal Academy.

ROYAL M.ISOXIC SCHOOL FOR IIOY.S, )U SHEV, HERTS.

Illustkatiox^ of the selected design foi this great

Masonic Institution about to be erected at Bushey
were published in our pages for 11th March last.

The original drawing of the perspective view is

now at the Royal Academy Exhibition. To-day
we give a bird's-eye view and copy of the plan

which was. we understand, placed third in order

of merit in the referee's award. The joint

authors of this design were Mr. J. Jlorley, archi-

tect, Cambridge, and Mr. W. J. Tapper, of

Gray's Inn, W.C., Mr. H. S. East, of the latter

address, being associated with them.

CEXTRAL rlUE STATION', ROOTLE.

The accompanying view is reproduced from the

original drawing by Messrs. Briggs and Wolsten-

holme, of Liverpool and Blackburn, whose design

was placed second by the assessor in the recent

competition ; 22 architects submitted plans. It

was proposed to face the buildings with red brick

and buff terracotta dressings. The limit of cost

laid down by the town council in their instruc-

tions to architects was £15,000.

(But Illusttattoits.

R.C, CHl'RCH OF .ST. AUGUSTINE, NOTTINGHAM.

This church is shortly to be erected on a some-
what limited site in the Woodbro'-road, Xot-
tinghara. The building will be built of local

bricks and red Corsehill stone. The interior will

be faced in stone. The plan explains the general
arrangement, but it may be noted that the rapid
fall of the street lends itself to the provision of

the necessary vestries under the chancel. Mr.
Arthur Marshall, A.R.I.B.A., of Nottingham, is

the architect. The drawing is on view at the
Jvoyal -Academy Exhibition.

GLASGOW CATHEDRAL.

(For description, see page 667).

THE COURT HOUSE, BROADWAY.

This house, situated in the Cotswolds, some half-

mile out of Broadway, is now being built, and
incorporated with the new house is the old gate-
house or porter's lodge, which once belonged to

the seat of the Sheldon family, who had a beau-
tiful house here in the 17th century. This
mansion has now all disappeared, having been
used as a quarry for building purposes some long
time since. The gatehouse, with its wide arch-

ways, dates from about the first quarter of the

17th century, and is interesting as combining in

the plan and general detail the earlier tr.iditional

work, yet in the semicircular arches of the
entrance, the Classical feeling of the impost
mouldings, pilasters, and cornices, the effect of

the Renaissance is seen. The new house does not
aim in any way at being original, as it was felt

that the old work should give the keynote of the
composition, and effect has been gained by quiet

grouping and detail in character with the simple
work of the district. The architects are Messrs.
E. Guy Dawber and Whitwell, and the con-
tractors Messrs. Cowlin and Son, of Bristol.

The drawing is at present in the Royal Academy
Exhibition.

COUNTRY HOUSE, SUTTON.
'"

The chief feature of this building calling for
remark is the large central hall running up two
floors with a gallery at one end. The hall also
serves the purpose of a billiard-room, and this
arrangement is an economical method of obtain-
ing a good hall, which otherwise could not be had
without a considerable increase in the cost.

Another pleasant feature in the planning is the
garden entrance below the staircase, through
which can be obtained a pretty glimpse of the
garden from the hall. The materials are red
brick and stone facings to the large hall window.
Portions of the upper parts and walls are finished

with rough timbering and plaster, the timber
being treated with Stockholm tar. The roof is to

CHIPS.

At Monday's meeting of the Wolverhampton
Town Council, it was decided, as the recommenda-
tion of the Public Works Committee, that the work
of demolishing the Exchange Hall to the level of

St. Peter's churchyard be proceeded with at a cost

of £1,855. The porch in Exchange-street will be

removed, the lower portion of the building be

utilised as a refrigeratory, and the roof of the vaults

will be laid out as an open space, paved with rock

asphalte, fenced with stone balusters, and
ornamented with trees in tubs.

A gravitation water supply, which has been

provided under county council auspices, for the

combined special water districts of Kilmaurs and
High Fenwick, was formally inaugurated on

Saturday. The supply is wholly obtained from
springs on the lands of South Drumboy, situated

about four miles beyond the village of Fonwick.

The whole works were carried out to the design and
under the superintendence of Mr. P. Campbell
Hart, A.M.I.C.E., of Kilmarnock and Glasgow, at

an outlay of £4,200.

On *Monday the ceremony was performed of

unyeiling a tablet in the south aisle of the nave of

St. Thomas Church, Exeter, to the memory of the

late Mr. Henry Stokes, who occupied the position of

organist for several years. The tablet, which is

placed near tlie organ, has been executed by Messrs.

J. Easton and Sons, of Northernhay-street, Exeter,

and is of pure statuary marble with black marble

back.

A school for deaf mutes, erected by the Bristol

School Board, in Kingston-parade, in that city, was
opened on Tuesday. It has been built from plans

by Mr. L. Bernard, F.R.I.B.A., and has cost for

site and building about £150 per head for the 31

children to be taught within it.

Messrs. Christie, Manson, and Woods sold on
Tuesday the small but choice collection of works of

art of the 16th century, of the late Mr. T. M.
Whitehead, of Cedars- road, Clapham-common.
One hundred and forty-eight lots realised the total

of £7,216 ISs. 6d.

The Chesterfield Board of Guardians have de-

cided, the old workhouse having been condemned
by the Local Government Board officials, to build

a new workhouse on a site in Ashgate-road.

The Monmouthshire County Council have decided

to sanction the expenditure of about £5,000 for

carrying out some temporary building works at the

asylum, Abergavenny.

The sale of the Heckscher collection of works of

art was concluded at Messrs. Christie, Manson, and
Woods's on Friday, the interest and keen competi-

tion being kept up to the last lot. The total realised

by the :i24 lots amounted to £6-4,705 10s., which
works out at an average of £200 per lot—one of the

very highest averages ever realised by any collec-

tion of a like character. The first day's sale

averaged nearly £280 per lot. Mr. Heckscher, who
died in Paris twelvemonths ago at the age of 58,

was born and partly educated in London. He was
connected with the insurance business.

The Corporation of Derby received on Friday tvvo

gifts as custodians for the town. One is a portrait

of Sir Thomas Roe, father of the corporation, twice

mayor, and for many years one of its Parliamentary

representatives. The other gift consisted of twelve

water-colour drawings and five oil pictures by well-

known artists, from Colonel T. H. Sale, R.E., of

London.

COMPETITIONS.
GL.\sf;o\v Inteunationai. Dxiiii.ition.—The

draft conditions of the competition for designs for

the exhibition buildings at Glasgow state that the

space to be covered is thirteen acres or thereby,

and the total cost of the buildings, inclusive of

the dining and refreshment rooms, but exclusive

of the grand hall, is not to exceed £60,000. The
grand hall, which is to seat about 4,000 persons,

is to be apart from the main building, and may
be estimated for separately.

GoDALMiNG Municipal Buildings.—The muni-

cipal buildings committee recommended to the

town council at its last meeting that the sum o£

£25 be paid to Mr. S. Welman for his trouble in

surveying and reporting upon the various sites

suitable for municipal buildings. They further

recommended that the following firms or archi-

tects be invited to compete for the proposed

buildings—viz., Ardrow and Dawson, West-
minster ; Charles Bell, London, E.G. ; Colson,

Farrow, and Nisbet, Winchester and London;

John Jackson, London, E.G. ; Lanchester Stewart

and Rickards, London, W.C. ; Henry Jloon,

Godalming; E. R. Robson, Westminster; J. W.
Stevens, London, E.C. ; A. H. Tiltman, London,

W.C. ; A. H. Verstage, Godalming ; Samuel

Welman, Godalming ; and Woodhouse and Wil-

loughby, Manchester; and that Mr. E. W.
Jlountford, F.R.I.B.A., be appointed assessor at

a fee not exceeding twenty-five guineas. The
recommendations were adopted.

Ludlow.—The town council recently received

ten competitive schemes for lighting the borough

by electricity, and have awarded the premium of

£20 to Jlr. Enwright, of Kensington. A com-

mittee reported to the council that they were

disappointed to find that the mill-power was not

sufficient to drive an electric-light plant. Of the

ten schemes received only two exclusively dealt

with the water-power, and these in such a way
as to interfere with the waterworks power. They
could not entertain a scheme which would inter-

fere with the water-supply. Jlr. Enwright's

scheme proposed to use gas for driving power.

The idea was to erect a Dowson's patent gaa

apparatus to provide its own gas, and to lay down
two engines of 54H.r., which would be sufficient

to provide light for six or seven hours a day for

the whole borough. It was proposed to erect the

plant in the Cattle Market, with a main feeder to

the Butter Cross, from whence the mains would

be distributed. The total expenditure for this

scheme was £5,000, the estimated annual cost to

the corporation was £650, and the estimated

annual revenue £1,300, yielding a profit of £500

or £600 a year. Mr. Enwright also stated he

would find a contractor to carry out the work at

the figures named. The report was adopted.

Taunton Town Hall.—It was reported at the

last meeting of the market trustees that thirteen

architects had sent in plans in connection with

the competition for, providing designs for a new
town hall. They are to be adjudicated upon by
Mr. E. W. Mountford, F.R.I.B.A., of London,

and wiU be exhibited in the Parade Assembly

Rooms.

We.ston- super-Mare.—A specialmeetingofthe

School Board was held on Monday afternoon for

the purpose of selecting one of the five compe-

titive plans sent in for the new Board school to

be erected in the Locking-road. Plan Xo. 5

received the unanimous approval of the board,

and bhe architects proved to be Messrs. Hans F.

Price and S. J. Wilde, of Weston.

Winchester.—At the last meeting of the city

council, the public baths committee reported that

24 plans for the proposed baths had been sent in,

and they had secured the services of Sir. Jones,

of Eling, as assessor to advise the committee upon

the monetary awards for the best plans subrnitted.

A short debate ensued as to the desirability of

the public inspection of the plans prior to ilr.

.Jones making his awards, and in the result an

amendment was carried by 15 votes to 6 votes

that the public be permitted to inspect the plana

at once, and the General I'urposes Committee

were directed to make arrangements for exhibit-

ing the same at the Sessions Hall.

The memorial tower and six cottage homes, which

have been built at Mauchline, Ayrshire, as a

memorial to the poet Bums, were inaugurated by
Mr. J. <T. A. Baird, M.P., on Saturday. They have

been built from designs by Mr. William Fraser, of

Glasgow, and were illustrated in the BmLDiNa
News for Jan. 22, 1897.
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.
fWe do not hold ourselves respon.-<ible for the opiniona of

our corre«pondent-i. All cuinraimiftitiona sliould be

drawn up as bnefly as piissible. aa th.?re are many
daimantfl upon the apace allutted to correspondents. J

It ifl particularly renuested that all drawings and all

CommunJCJitions ri'spectinh' illustration?* or literary matter

ahould bo addressed to the EDITOU of the Buildinq

Nrwa, 3»i, Strand. W.C, find not to members of the staff

by name. Delay is not unfroiuently otherwise caused.

All drnwinga and other conununications are sent at con-

tributorw' risks, and the Editor will not imdertake to

pay for, or be liable for, unsought contributions.

Cheques and Post-offlce Orders to be made payable to

Tui Stkanu Nbwspapsb Company, Liuited.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.

One Pound per annum 'post free) to any part of the

United Kingdom; for Canada, Nova Scotia, and the

United Stutey. £1 6a. Od. (ortidols. 30c. gold). To France

or Belgium. £1 6a. Od. (or 33fr. 30c.) To India, £1 Gs. Od.

To any of the Australian Colonies or New Zealand , to the

Cape, the West Indies, or Natal. £1 6a. Od.

ADVERTISE5IENT CHARGES,

The charge for Competition and Contract Advertise-

ments, Public Companies, and all official advertisements

is Is. per line of Eight words, the tirst line counting as

two, the minimum charge being 58. for four lines.

The charge for Auctions. Land Sales, and Miscellaneous

and Trade Advertisements (except Situation advertise-

ments) is 6d. per line of Eight words (the first lint

counting as two), the miniraiun charge being 43. 6d. for

40 words. Special terms for series of more than six

insertions can be ascertained on application to the Pub-
lisher.

Front-page Advertisements 23. per line, and Paragraph
AdvertisementvS Is. per line. No Front-page or Paragraph
Advertisement inserted for less than 5s.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the

office not Liter than 3 p.m. on Thursday. Front-page
Advertisements and alterations in serial advertisements
must reach the otiice by Tuesday mormng to secure
insertion.

Situations.

The charge for advertisements for " Situations Vacant

"

or *' Situations Wanted " is On'k Shillino for Twenty-
rocB WoBDS. and Sixpence for every eight words after.

All Situation Advertisements must be prepaid.

I^ast year not more than a fourth of the whole

number of members voted.—I am, &c..

May 11. Fkli.ow, K.I.B.A.

[copy.]

Df,\r Sik,—An unfortunate error having been dis-

covered in the votiog p ipers. of which printed notice will

be sent in a day or two. I beg to return your envelope,

together with a fresh one, in case you may have been
misled.
In the directions for voting for " Members of Council "

at least tV''' n names must be erased, instead of *' ten," as

printed, so as to retura the maximum of eighteen.

With manr apologies for troubling you, —I am, dear Sir,

yours faithfully, W. J. I.o.ke, Secretary.

0, Conduit-street, London, W., May 10.

NOTICE.

Bound copiea of Vol. LXXm. are now ready, and
should be ordered early (price Twelve Shillings each),
as only a limited number are done up. A few
bound volumes of Vols. XXXIX., XL., XLI.,
XLVl., XLIX.. LI., Lni., LVin., LIX.,
LXi.. Lxn., LXin.. Lxrv., lxv., lxvi.,
Lxvn.. Lxvrn., lxix., lxx.. lxxi., lxxu.
may still be had, price Twelve Shillings ; all the other
bound volumes are out of print. Most of the back"
numbers of former volumes are, however, to be had
singly. Subscribers requiring any back numbers so
complete volume just ended should order at once, at
many of them soon run out of print.

Received.—J. F. C.-Chaa. Farrant.— C. P. and Co.—
Donald D.-E. C. H.-Perplexed.-N. W.

** building NEWS" DESIGNING CLUB.
EIGHTH LIST OF SUBJECTS.

H.—A Cottage Home for Waifs and Strays oh a level site
in the country. This dwelling is to be designed to
accommodate 24 poor boys, with rooms for a matron, a
nurse, and two senants. There is to be a dav-room,
20ft. by 16ft.; dining-room, 24ft. by 18ft.; two
dormitories of li beds each : a bath-room, with two
baths ; i four water-closets and urinals in an annexe
adaptable for day or night use, a box-room, a boot-
room, kitchen and scullery, lamp-room and oil-shed.
A sitting-room for matron to be pro\ided, and on first
iloor three bedrooms for the staff and a sick-room for
two boys: a bath-room and w.c. also on first floor;
servants* w.c. in house yard : pantry and larder

;

a small play-shed on the south side of the building
is to be contrived. The dimensions given may
be varied provided the superficial areas in each
case are not less than those mentioned herein.
Materials : red brick and stone sparingly used, roofs to
be tiled, and upper walU may be plastered or tile-huog.
Scale. 8ft. to the inch. Plans may be smaller. Sufficient
drawings to illustrate the proposed, including a sketch
view.

Drawings Heceivf.d.—"Centaur," "Bvd," "Dacha,"
" Hotspur," •' Pantile."

Jnttrcommuntcatiott,

QUESTIONS.
[1194tt.j—Hot-Water System.—Can some of your

correspondents tell me if such a hot-water system as is

shown in the accompanying sketch would be effective and
satisfactory ? I propose to do away with the usual
cylinder and pipes to and from it, and to have what is

practically an open boiler which shall also be a reservoir

for hot water, can'ied up the whole height of the build-

ing, where the water is reiiuired, as shown on sketch.

The only doubt that I have about the working of such an
arrangement is as to the circulation of the water in the

long vertical reservoir. Of course, without circulation

C0rres£0iiiitiut,

MUDDLED, AS rSI'AL I

To the Editor 0/ <Ae Buildino Kews.
!« '^"'i—My filled-in voting paper for the coining
election has been returned to me, with the
inclosed letter and a stamped envelope, but
no fresh lotinij list ! This, I understand, is to
follow : A triple postage will thus have to be
charged upon something like 2,000 papers.

There are this year no less than eleven new
candidates whose prospect of success lies chiefly
in an increase in the number of voters : but this
serious mistake is calculated to deter many voters
from taking a further interest in the matter.

r\r\ f\.

A, cold-water cistern: B. boiler and reservoir: C, cir-

culating loop, as is usual : D. kitchen fireplace. The
kitchen smoke-ilue to be carried up nest to the reser-

voir B.

there would be no hot water. It seems to me that if the

method which I ha%-e suggested were carried out, there

would be no more explosions, as boilers could be carried

up straight and left perfectly open and free at the top,

and also there would be no pipes to a cylinder to stop up
and corrode. I should very much like to hear what a
competent person would say about the matter. The idea

may not be new, but I have never heard of it before. The
system proposed is different to the old and inefficient

method of ha^•ing the hot-water cistern in the roof and
connecting it by pipes to the boiler, inasmuch as the

boiler is to be carried up the full size, and that there are

no pipes. A properly prepared " chase " should be formed
in the wall for reception of reservoir ; the heat could be
utilised.—H. M. X.

[11917.]—District Stirveyor's Duties.—Is it part
of the duty of a district surveyor under the L.C.C. to see

that the forecourts of houses abutting on both sides of a
new street are kept at the same level, so that when the

road and paths are made and taken over by the parish

one path and side of such road shall not be higher than
the others, or is this the duty of the local authority ? Is

not the di-trict surveyor concerned solely in seeing that

the provisions of the Building Act are complied with ?

Does the Act of 1894 confer any powers, or place any
responsibilities, on district surveyors, as to the levels of

new houses abutting on new streets, except, of course, in

cases where ia mjirsh districts the site of such houses
would be below high-water mark • —Cor-s'CiLLOR.

REPLIES.
[11945.] — Municipal Engineer's Qualifica-

tions.—*' A Young Sur\-eyor," not having had municipal
experience and desiring to qualify for a municipal
engineership, would require a few years' experience in

a district [council] or borough sur\'eyor's office, prefer-

ably the latter. He shoiild pas.s the examination of the
Municipal and County Engineers' Association. In \'iew

of gaining g'mrn! experience, in the first instance,

seek an appointment in the otiice of a siurveyor acting

for some rapidly-increasing borough or urban district,

rather than in a large city, where the work is

usually done on strictly ilepartmental lines, which
results in training men for one kind of work only.

E.'jperienced, capuble men of that class have tried

for twenty years to secure borough smveyorships in

smaller towns without success, although they have been
selected candidates on many occasions, j ust because the

least cross-examination as to their experience proved

that they possessed but a partial knowledge of the multi-

farious duties of a borough surveyor, who is expected to

be an architect, civil engineer, surveyor, and valuer,

possessed of a deep insight into various phases of human
nature, and other .lualifications innumerable, if he is to

succeed. The position is likely to improve.—O.vce as
AsriBANT TO THE POSITION.

[11940.]-The New Incandescent
Light.-Like " R. T.," I have got tired

'if the incandescent lights with maatles.

I think he will find the burner he refers to

suit him. It is an argand burner, as

shown, and has two chimneys, and a small

expansion and heating-chamber j ust below
the burner proper. The air supply is

heated in passing down between the two
chimneys, and the expansion chamber,

which is filled with filtering material, aids

in heating the gas. The tlame is steady

and white, but not ghastly white or green.

It is supplied by Billing's Burner Syndi-

cate, ISO. Wardour-street, W. There is

no smoke with the burner, no mantle,

and no bother.—Pyramid.

[11941.]-Gold Coast.—Having served

several terms of residential serrice in the

Public Works Department on the Gold
Coast, 'West Africa, under the Crown
Agents for the Colonies, I shall be glad to

|

furnish accurate information of the duties,

life, associates, appertaining to appoint-

ments to any gentleman from this country who has

serious thoughts of ofl'ering himself for a post in the

above department. Address by letter (inclosing stamped

envelope —B. A. Ciieistie, Post Office, Clacton-on-Sea.

CHIPS.

A Local Government Board inspector held an
inquiry at Lowestoft on Wednesday in connection

with an application of the town council for leave to

borrow £1,300 for sea defence works and £2,200 for

the purchase of the south beach. Great interest

was manifested in the proceedings, the project being

keenly opposed by a section of the ratepayers.

The foundation-stone of a new Congregational

Church was laid in Prince's- avenue. Spring-bank,

Hull, on the .')th inst. It will be cruciform on plan,

having a nave of S2ft. in length by 2Sft. in width,

with north and south transepts 18ft. Sin. and
Lilt. Gin. in depth respectively, and 2:!ft. Gin. in

width. The buildings are designed in the Late

Gothic style, and the church will be seated so as to

accommodate TiSo persons on the ground floor, and

68 in the gallery.

At Hales Owen, on Friday, Colonel A. S. Durn-
ford held an inquiry on behalf of the Local Govern-

ment Board into the application of the district

council for sanction to borrow £1,250, for the pur-

chase and adaptation of the police buildings as

public ofllces.

Mr. F. H. Tulloch, M.Inst.C.E., Local Govern-

ment Board inspector, held an inquiry at the

corporation offices, Bink-street, Bury, Lanes, on
Thursday in last week, into the application of the

Bury Corporation for the Local Government
Board's sanction to borrow £23,000 for works of

private street improvement. Mr. Cartwright,

borough engineer, explained the plans.

Memorial-stones of a Wesleyan Church at West-
bourne, Bournemouth, were laid on Wednesday
week. The new building, with the schools adjoin-

ing, will cost £.3,000. Seating accommodation will

be provided for about 500 worshippers. The archi-

tect is Mr. Curwen, of London : and the builders

are Messrs. F. Hoare and Sons, of Bournemouth.

The proposed improvements at Mablethorpe were

the subject of a Local Government Board inquiry

on Tuesday in last week. The cost of the tunnel

head works was estimated at £1,321, the promenade

behind the tunnel head at £259, the cab-stands,

urinals, &c., £183, and the promenade from the

tunnel head to the Pullover at £GGS, making a total

of £2,711. Towards this the contribution of the

Commissioners of Sewers will be £S00.

The British Institute of Certified Carpenters

visited St. Paul's Cathedral on Saturday afternoon.

In the evening a meeting was held in the Carpenters'

Hall, when Mr. T. M. G. Lloyd read a paper on
" Some East .Vnglian Churches."

The Bewdley Corporation are proposing to re-

construct the wall on the south side of Bewdley

Bridge, and to improve the quay. For this purpose

they have applied to the Local Government Board

for power to expend £1,000 on the work, and on

Saturday Colonel Durnford, R.E., held an inquiry

into the matter. The town clerk, Mr. Stanley

Hemingway, explained what the corporation pro-

posed to do if the expenditure were sanctioned.

Jlr. Berrington, C.E., gave evidence in support of

the application, which was opposed by several

residents.
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PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

ThK AuTI^Ts' BEXRVtILEXT IxSTITrTI'tx. At
the Hntel Mctropole on Saturday evening 8ir 11.

Campbell- Banner, II. P., took the chair at the
S3rd anniversary dinner in aid of the funds of the
Artists' General Benevolent Institution. The list

of guests included Sir Wvke Bayliss, Sir J.

Tenniel, Mr. Alma Tadema," R.A., "llr. 11. W.
B.Davis, K.A., Jlr. A. Waterhouse, R.A., Mr.
Val Prinsep, R.A., Mr.E. A. ^yate^low, A.K A.,
Mr. W. \V. Ou'ess. E A., and Mr. Douglas
Gordon ^secretary). The chairman proposed the
toast of the eveninej, that of '

' Prosperity to the
Artists' General Benevolent Institution." He
observed that since it was founded the institution

had expended in relief no less a sum than
£12-2,39S. Last year £4,095 were distributed in

SJims varj'infr from £10 to £100 among 234 appli-

cants. Those applicants were all of them artists,

not necessarily subscribers to the association.

The only claims recognised were those of merit
on the one hand and distress on the other. The
dignity and self-respect of the recipients of this

most proper charity were secured by the fact that
their name? were not divulged. This immense
boon Wis conferred on the artistic com-
munity at a cost for wor'aing expenses
for the year of only £356. Artists were
peculiarly liable to the vicissitudes of life, and it

was to meet those vicissitudes that this most
beneficent institution has been created. Mr. F.
Harrison proposed '

' The Royal Academy and the
( »ther Societies Connected with the Fine Arts,"
Mr. H. W. B. Davis and Mr. E. A. Waterlow
responding.»- Mr. Alma Tadema proposed "The
Visitor"," 5[r. Cjmyns Cirr replying, after

which Mr. Alfred Waterhouse, R.A., the trea-
surer, announced a list of subscriptions and
donations amounting to nearly £2,000.

BiasTOL Society of Architects.—The last

ordinary meeting of the society for the present
session was held at the Fine Arts Academy,
Clifton, on Monday, the 9th inst., when a
thorou;hly pr.ictical paper on " Plumbing," by
Mr. (}io. Tuckey, was, in his unavoidable
.absence, read by the President. The " Conditions
of Competition and Instructions to Students for
Prize D.-awings" were read, and it was decided
to print same for circulation, together with a
letter received from the principal of the Merchant
Venturers' Technical College, stating that it was
proposed to hold a special course of lectures for
students desirous of presenting themselves for
the Intermediate Examination of the E I.B.A.
It was decided to requisition a special meetino- of
the council, to consider the question of rerisin"
the society's by 1 iws, so as to provide for the
.annual election of two Associates on the council.

Crewe and District M.ister Bi-ildeus'
Association.—The first dinner of .this association
was held at the Hop Pole Inn, Crewe, on Tues-
day in last week, when about forty builders and
others sat down, Mr. J. Bsbbington, the presi-
dent, in the chair. Those present included repre-
sentatives from the Potteries, Middlewich,
Northwich, &c. The hon. sec., Mr. E. J,

Smith, gave an encouraging report of the pro-
gress of the .association since its commencement
some six month? ago, the membership having
shown a steady increase. Mr. Smith also spoke
of the better feelinpr created in the building trade
throughout the district. Jlr. F. Wooldridge
proposed "The Town and Trade of Crewe,
coupled with the Builders' Association." Mr.
G. E. Morgan supported the toast, to which the
treasurer (Mr. Micklewriitht), and Mr. CTriffiths

responded. Councillor .Tones proposed the
health of "The Visitors." Mr. J. Atkinson, archi-
tect, and Messrs. Loagden, Grant, and Cooke
responded.

Devon- and E.xetek Architectcr.al Society.
--The annuil mseting- of this society was held on.
Sitiirday at Exeter, uader the presidency of Mr.
Jxnei Hme, F.R.I. B. A., of Plymouth. The
annual report was presented by the hon. secretary,
Mr. Harbottle Reed. Among other mitters it
referred to the resolution which had been for-
warded to the Exeter C.ty Council with regard
to the r reservation of the Guildhall, and on
receipt of whi.-h the corporation had the building
examined and reported upon : also to the forma-
tion of students' classes, ani the forthcoming
exhibition of the Institute prize drawings in the
Albert M^jm (rial M iseum on the 2:;rd inst. It
was stated that the offer of a prize for the best
sheet of prepare 1 drawings had thi.s year met
with no response. A satisfactory balance-sheet

was submitted by Mr. Octavius Rilling, the hon.
treasurer, after which the retiring president

addressed the meeting. In the course of his

remarks he said :—I shall be succeeded by a

citizen of your "Ever Faithful" city who will

carry out the duties of the chair more constantly

and efficiently than I have been able to do. His
early work gives me the keynote, then, of the few
observations I have to offer. There is no more
valuable part of a student's training than the

study of good examples of ancient buildings,

and the sketching, and, more particularly,

the making exact measured drawings of such
buildings. The idea of some may be that this

tends to make a man a plagiarist ; but experience

shows that this kind of work gives him a mastery
of his art, and a degree of freedom in designing

which he would not otherwise possess. The
p riod of pupilage is obviously the time and
opportunity for cultivating the artistic side of an
architect's work, because—as we have each of us

found out—in the actual carrying out of an archi-

tect's business he has often to face verj"- practical

duties to the exclusion altogether of aesthetic con-

siderations. Loyal, however, to his profession of

a noble art, his principal aim will ever be to

represent itadequately. It is much to the honour
of Mr. Crocker that at the commencement of

his professional career he distinguished him-
self by securing an Institute silver medal for

his most admirable set of drawings and details

of Exeter Guildhall, and to our hon. secre-

tary (Mr. Harbottle Reed), who was quite

recently awarded the Grissell gold medal for

his clever design for a wooden church. There is

no work so open to criticism—not even parsons'

sermons—as the work of architects. Public and
private, free and open, candid and spiteful, it

lasts for all time, or as long as a building stands,

and happy is the architect who is not very thin-

skinned. There are two beautiful and picturesque

towns in the West of England—Exeter, which
was largely the creation of the 16 th and 17 th

centuries, and Bith, which retains the beauty
given it by Wood in the last century. Why is

it that in the more modern towns, fashionable

and unfashionable, which have sprung up during
the present century the impress of architecture is

so imperfect and unsatisfactory 'r Because for

the most part they have not been the creations or

work of architects. This has been a misfortune

for our profession ; but it has been a greater mis-

fortune for the towns, and has been the occasion

of numberless blots on the face of Xature.
A vote of thanks to the retiring president was
moved by Mr. Crocker. This was seconded by
Mr. Arnold Thorne, Birnstaple, and supported

by Mr. B. P. Shires, Plymouth, and Mr. James
Jerman, Exeter. The following gentlemen were
then elected for the ensuing year : President,

Mr. James Crocker. F.R. I.B.A. : vice-presi-

dent, Mr. H. G. Luff, A.R.I.B A , Devonport;
new members of council, Mr. James Jerman,
F.R.I.B.A., Mr. S. Dobell, M.S.A., and Mr.
B. P. Shirei, A.R.I.B A. The hon. treasurer

(Mr. 0. Rilling, M.S. A.) and the hon. secretary

(Mr. Harbottle Reed, M.S. A.) were re-elected.

Votes of thanks were accorded the retiring

members of the counoil (Messrs. C. Cole and
E G. Warren) and the hon. secretary and hon.
treasurer. A luncheon was afterwards held at

the New London Hotel.

E))iNnrur;ii Auchitectcral Associatiox.—
The annual meeting of this association was held
on the 4th inst. in the Royal Institution,

Princes-street, Edinburgh, Mr. Thomas Ross,
the president, in the chair. The report of the
treasurer showed that the total membership of

the association stood at 2.S6, that the total income
for the year amounted to £135 10s., and the pay-
ments to £134 43. lid. The secretary stated that

in connection with the memorial which they had
presented to (ieneral .Sir R. Murdoch Smith, sug-
gesting that the Museum of S;ience and Art
might remain open between four and six o'clock

on Siturday afternoons — which two hours
would be very useful to architects, artists, and
others for sketching purposes—he had received a

communication from .Sir Murdoch Saiith to the

effect that he had submitted the memorial to the
Lords I'ommitteeof Council on Education, with a

recommendation that the request therein set

forth be acceded to. The president intimated
that the Hon. Hew Dilrymple, on behalf of the
Ayr and <iillow,iy .•Vrch:uDlogical Association,

had presented the association with a set ot their

Piocceiinji, amountinjr to fourteen volumes

—

a valuable gift. Mr. R)3S was re-elected presi-

dent; Messrs. John Watson and James Bruce, I

were re-elected vice-presidents ; and Jlessrs. T.
Fairbairn, A. Hunter (.'rawford, and J..Johnston,

'-'.A., were re-elected secretary, excursion secre-

tary, and treasurer respectively. The president

afterwards delivered his valedictory address, the

subject of which was " Lesser Known Churches
of Scotland." Mr. Ross, whose address was
illustrated by many beautiful limelight views,

began with the earlier Norman churches, such
as Leuchars, Dalmeny, and Tyninghame ; next
he directed attention to the elaborate church
towers at Dunning, Muthill, and elsewhere in the

district of the Tay ; and dealing lastly with later

churches, Mr. Ross gave a full exposition of the

collegiate churches, of which he said there were
somewhere between thirty and forty in Scotland,

and which were all in the Late Scottish Cfothie

style, and were, perhaps, the most national works
they had, without any affinity whatever to English
work. "The association visited on Saturday after-

noon the mansion-house of Craigie Hall, under
the leadership of Mr. John Watson, architect.

The party proceeded up the Almond to the

"Temple," a circular belvedere, of which the

upper story is now a museum, containing antique

busts, figures, ifcc, brought from Italy. The
unique bath-honse in the grounds, erected in

1747, was next visited. The bith in the base-

ment was supplied from the Almond, and the

dressing-room on the ground floor is profusely

decorated with ornaments of shells arranged in

architectural forms. At the mansion-house Mr.
Watson described the building as a most inter-

esting and fine example ot the architecture of the

end of the 17 th century.

Eoixiu."R(;n Architectural Society.—At a

meeting of the above Society, held on Wednesday
in last week in Dowell's Rooms—Mr. William N.
Camming, A.R I.B.A., in the chair—a lecture

was delivered by Mr. A. N. Paterson, M.A.,
A.R I.B.A., entitled " Evolution of the House :

the Modern Product." Mr. Paterson arranged
his lecture under three heads—(1) The modern
house ; (2) the country house ; (3) the town
house. Particular attention was given to aspect

versus prospect in the planning of the mansion,
the smaller country house or villa, and the

cottage. In dealing with the town house, the

limitation of light, air, and area were gone into,

and in overcoming these the American style o£

planning was referred to.

Glas iow Akchitectcral As.soci.ytiox.—The
usual monthly meeting was held in the rooms,
187, Pitt-street, on Tuesday, the president (Mr.

W. T. Conner) in the chair, when Mr. Oscar
Paterson, Glasgow Art Workers' Guild, and
lecturer on Technology of Glass, City and Guilds
ot London Institute, i:c., read a piper entitled
" About Stained Glass." Treating the art side

of the question, he summed up the salient points

thus :
—" Circumstance of material governed the

art of stained glass in its first stages jt develop-

ment. As ' art ' progressed with a greater force

than' industry,' stained glass was more or lees

trammelled by difficulties of material ; but when
a certain progress and facility was attained, each
craftman followed out his art on the lines of his

taste, temperament, or circumstance. Every
stage of industrial progress is indicated in the
development of stained glass, the most marvellous
being in the present century." The practical

side in the design he explained on slides illus-

trating old and modern work. At the close a

hearty vote of thanks was passed.

Saxit.vrv In'spectors' Associatiox.—At a
general meeting of the members of this associa-

tion, held on Saturday evening at Carpenters'

Hill, London Wall, E.G., Mr. T. G. Dae in the

chair, Mr. W. Wilkinson read a piper on
" D-ingers to Health arising from Defective

Smitation." He observed that defective sanita-

tion, as represented by b idly designed structures,

ineffi .'ient workmanship, and defective materials,

produced, amongst other evils detrimental to

health, typhoid and enteric and continued fevers,

with diphtheria. The habits of the people with

respect to cleanliness, ant more especially with

respect to their care to protect their habitations

from pollution by excrementitious matter, were a

clear indication ot their progress in civilisation.

It was a deplorable proof of the want of infor-

mation and of due appreciation of the circum-

stances on which the improvement ot the moral .as

well as the physical condition of the population

depended that the existence of filth in houses and
towns, the prevalence ot filthy habits among the

people, and the efforts to remedy or mitigate the

attendant evils were often treated with the

'iL.
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greatest contempt, iia if the subject were of no
conseinience, or fitted only to excite disgust. It

might not be needful that persons on whom no
duties in that direction devolved should enter

closely into the details in ([viestion : but it was in-

cumbent upon the local administration of the law
for improving the sanitary condition of the people

to show by their manner of dealing with its pri)-

visions that they regarded them as the practical

{ullilment of the primitive ordinances for personal

and household purification. It was important

that they should treat even the minutest and moat
repulsive details with the same scrupulous and
an.xious care that physieiiins dealt with the most
offensive particulars attending upon sickness,

suffering, and mortal disease. In conclusion, the

lecturer expressed the hope that, with reference

to the Local Government I'.oard inquiries in all

matters relative to sanitation (whether of sewers,

scavenging, or outfall works), the time was not
far distant when that board would recognise the
work of the Sanitary Inspectors' Association by
electing from its ranks a representative to eon-

duct or assist in conducting these inquiries.

CHIPS.
Mr. C. Hodgson Fowler, F.S.A., of Durham,

has been appointed architect to the cathedral of
Ivochester, in succession to the late Mr. J. L. Pearson,
K A. Among his other appointments Mr. Fowler
has been architect to the diocese of York for some
time.

A fire which did damage to the extent of some
.i'25,000 occurred at Edinburgh on Wednesday night,
in the large horticultural buildings, manufactory,
and engineering works of Messrs. Mackenzie and
Mocur.

The < Jovemors of St. Bartholomew's Hospital are
in negotiation with the Council of Almoners of
Clirist's Hospital, with a view to acquiring a quarter
of the total area of five and a-quarter acres, and it

is probable that the remainder will be purchased by
a railway company for the purpose of a City
terminus.

Lord Masham has offered to place at the disposal
of the Mayor of Bradford a sum of from thirty to
forty thousand pounds for the purpose of erecting
an institute on the site of his old home in Manning-
ham Park, Bradford, which is now public property.
He has also suggested that an attempt should be
made to get a national memorial to Dr. Cartwright,
the inventor of the power loom, and expressed his
willmgness to assist in that project. A committee
has been formed to deal with the suggestions.

Cardinal Yaughan will lay the foundation-stone
of the new Koman Catholic church at Ilford, to-
morrow (Saturday), at four p.m.

The County Council for East Sussex, at their
meeting on Tuesday, received the resignation of
Mr. H. Card, of Lewes. In acceptiug the resigna-
tion, reference was made to the efficient services
Mr. Card has rendered the council for nearly half a
century, and it was decided to appoint him as con-
sulting engineer at a salary of .£200 a year. Notice
was given of a resolution to be passed at the next
meeting expressive of the councS's appreciation of
Mr. Card's valuable services.

Alterations are being made to Wallingford boys'
school, embracing the ventilation, which will now
be carried out on the Boyle system.

Mr. E. A. M. Sandford Fawcett, A.M.I. C.E.,
inspector of the Local Government Board, attended
at the Moot Hall, Aldeburgh, on Thursday in last
week, to hold an inquiry in reference to an application
by the town council of that borough for the sanction
of the Board to a loan of ,£U,000 for the purposes
of sewerage and sewage disposal.

The h»alth committee of the Liverpool Corpora-
tion recommend that Mr. James Morgan, chief
surveyor of roads, whose present salary is £100 per
annum, be appointed deputy city engineer, at a
salary of .C.500 per annum.

Ou Saturday an inquest was held at Horseley
relative to the death of Edward Avery (47), fore-
man at Horseley Works, where he received fatal
injuries on the previous Thursday. Alfred Parnell,
an employe, stated that on Thursday deceased was
engaged superintending the lowering of the prin-
cipal of a roof in course of construction. A girder
was being lowered by a derrick, when the back
guide-rope broke, throwing the weight on the other
two ropes. This caused the girder to swerve, and
one end of it struck deceased in the back. The
rope, which was about lin. thick, had been in use
about a month. James Dunn, works manager, said
deceased had been a foreman for sis or seven years.
Kopes were used as guides for derrick purposes, but
chains were always employed for lifting. The jury,
in returning a verdict of "Accidental death," re-
commended that some method of testing derrick-
ropes be adopted in future.

Out O^fifta CaljU.

Wk understand that the choice of names made
by the council of the Royal Institute of British
Architects, under the chairmanship of Professor
Aitchison, has been submitted to the Minister
of Public Works, and the following gentlemen,
if the Government approves of the selection thus
arrived at, will, it is said, be invited to design
the elevations for the new War Olfice in Parlia-
ment-street. It is to be noted, if this is the
case, that out of the eight architects thought
worthy of the honour two only are Englishmen,
three are .Scotch, and three are Irishmen. We
give them in this order of nationality—viz.,

Jlessrs. John Belcher and Charles Barry, Messrs.
J. M. Brydon, AYm. Young, and John Burnet

;

Messrs. Thomas Drew, R.II.A., and W. H.
Lynn, R.II.A., and Sir T. N. Deane, E.H.A.
The two last named are the only two proposed com-
petitors who are not Fellows of the Royal Institute.

It was understood that the selection would be made
mainly on consideration of the successful build-

ings actually erected by the competitors in a
Classic style of architecture. We make no further
comment.

Mr. C. B. BnoDiE, A.R.I.B.A., has addressed
a moderately-worded open letter to the council
and members of the Institute of Architects, sug-
gesting the desirability of a limitation of the
term of office for members of council of that body.
He says there seems some justification for the
assertion that the council has become a sort of

close corporation, the members of which nominate
each other constantly. Taking the nomination
list just issued by the council, Mr. Brodie finds

that '25 out of the 3S members of the council

nominated are "starred" as being members of

that body. This would show 26, because Jlr.

Hampden W. Pratt is now a member, whilst Mr.
E. T. HaU, JJr. Beresford Pite, Mr. J. S. Gibson,
and Mr. Leonard Stokes have all previously
served, so that brings the total to 30 old members
of council nominated out of 38 names on the list

of ordinary members. Gne main reason Mr.
Brodie thinks why the Ijondon Architectural
Association is becoming proverbial for its rejuven-
escence, while it stands pre - eminent for

life, energy, and progress in the profession, is

because the bylaws allow only a certain number
of the old committee to be re-elected each year,

and provide that no member may sit on the com-
mittee as an ordinary member for more than
three successive sessions. This would probably
be too short a term for the Institute, but he
urges that some limit should be put. Referring
again to the nomination list just issued,

among those nominated, one has been a member
of council for 14 consecutive sessions, another for

13, two for 12, two for 11, two for 10, two for 9,

two for S, and one for 7—all consecutive sessions.

One member, now renominated for a seat on the
council, was on it as long ago as 1881. Mr.
Brodie pertinently suggests that now that the
bylaws are being amended, the opportunity
should be seized to insert a limitation of term of

office.

The great reviv.al of appreciation of the works
of the 18th-century painters, and which has been
recently evidenced b\- the very high prices paid
in the auction rooms, even for their engravings,
makes the exhibition which the Fine Art Society
will open on the 16th inst. in New Bond-street
of exceptional interest, for it will include not
only a large number of the miniatures but nearly
50 of the full-length drawings of Cosway, some
forty of Downman's fascinating profiles of ISth-

century beauties, and some of the finest extant
specimens of Plimer, Smart, Engleheart, and the

pick of the miniaturists of that time. The collec-

tion, which includes some 300 numbers, has been
many years in formation, and has been made by
an expert having e.xceptional opportunities of

acquiring undoubted specimens. 'The introdiic-

tion to the catalogue will be written by Dr.
Lumsden Propert.

" The Life Wouk or Mu. William Moitr.is
"

was the subject of an address delivered on Tuesday
afternoon before the Applied Art Section of the
Society of Arts, Dr. Richard G.arnett, C.B., pre-
siding, by Mr. F. S. Ellis. The lecturer described
Morris's career as not only wonderful but unique.
While possessed of a versatile genius, William
Jlorris was one of the most humble-minded of men.
It spoke volumes for his vigour and hopefulness
that he ventured to set forth, so to speak single-

handed, on the task of awakening people to a

sense of the hideousness that surrounded them
and the possibility of something more artistic

and beautiful. But for the life work of Morris
the amelioration of commonplace ugliness, which
might be traced in thousands of houses, would
never have come about. In regard to his con-
nection with the Socialistic movement, once con-
vinced of the justice of the cause, he cast aside
all considerations of personal taste, ease, and
comfort, doing violence to his own feelings and
predilections, and forcing himself to personal
work and labour that wore absolutely distasteful

to him. Never did any man give himself to a
cause with purer unselfishness and more hearty
devotion. In his later years, though he did not
alter his opinions, it appeared that he was satis-

tied that any chance of forcing on a sudden change
was altogether hopeless.

Mil. E. M. Beloe, Jvx., of King's Lynn,
Norfolk, whose rubbings of Norfolk brasses we
noticed in these pages some seven years since,

has now published a set of eight plates in illus-

tration of the monumental brasses in Westminster
Abbey, small folio size. The frontispiece is a
well-executed chromo-lithograph of a fragment of
a tomb, probably erected to a son of William de
Yalence, showing eight Lombardic letters in

brass and original mosaics in red, white, and
gold. The four letters R L E A are suggested as
a portion of the surname " Varleance." The
plate has been produced from a water-colour by
Miss E. M. Yincent. Sir Gilbert Scott un-
covered the slab of this monument from under a
step in the Confessor's Chapel. The brasses given
by Mr. Beloe are of John de Waltham, Bishop
of Salisbury, Lord High Treasurer, 139.5

;

Robert de SV^aldeby, Archbishop of York, 1397 ;

Alianore de Bohun, widow of Thomas W'ood-
stock, son of Edward III., 1397 ; Sir John
Ilarpedon, 1437 : Abbot John Estney, 1498 ; Sir
Ilumfrey Stanley, body - guardsman to King
Henry YIL, 150.5 ; fragments of brasses to Sir

Thomas Yaughan, 14S3, and Sir Humfrey
Bourgchier, who was killed at the battle of

Barnet, 1471. The last plate also gives three

examples. The only rubbing on this sheet is of

William Bill, (!'hief Almoner to IJueen Elizabeth,

and Dean of Westminster, 1561. The other

illustrations are of the slab still in the Chapel of

St. Andrew to Edmund Kirton Abbot, 1466, from
Gough's " Sepulchral Jlonuments in Cireat

Britain," and of the slab to Thomas Woodstock,
before mentioned, who died in 1397. The monu-
ment is to be seen in the Confessor's Chapel.

From this index list it will be seen that Mr. Beloe
has added some very remarkable historic examples
to the published rubbings of old English brasses,

which never fail to interest a large number of

readers who are glad to increase their acquaint-

ance with the archrt'ology of the subject and add
to their knowledge of JIedia?val costume and
monuments of distinguished personages.

The annual meeting of the members of the
District Council for Edinburgh and the East of

Scotland of the Nation.al Registiation of Plumbers
was held on Friday night in Dowell's Rooms,
Edinburgh, Sir James KusseU presiding. The
report, which was read by Mr. James March-
bank, the secretary, stated that there was a

larger membership than the previous year, while

the financial statement showed that the year
began with a debit balance of £35, and ended
with a favourable balance of £18 9s. With
regard to the Plumbers' Registration Bill, the

measure h,ad been amended considerably, and
every effort would be made to have it passed

through Parliament. The chairman said the

Plumbers' Registration Bill, as they had heard,

was very greatly improved, but the prospects of

a private Bill this session were extremely bad.

Every year that the measure had been shown to

the House it h.ad been a better Bill. It was,

however, an unfortunate thing for the public

health, not to speak of the plumbing craft, that

its passage through Parliament was so diflicult.

Nothing but the general education of the public

had ever led to the passing of any Bill relating

to public health. The report was adopted. Sir

Douglas Maclagan was re-elected honorary presi-

dent, and Sir James Russell president.

The excessive draught in the Bristol Council

Chamber has led to inquiries, which have resulted,

according to the Bristol Mercury, in the ex-

planation that the special electrical ventilation

apparatus provided on the plan of Professor

Wertheimer has never had a real chance of

justice being done to it. This arises from the

fact that it is so scientifically arranged and

1
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adjusted for precise conditions that the moment
these conditions are broken the delicate arrange-
ment of the apparatus is dislocated, and its effect

entirely lost. It is stated that it was designed
for a room with closed doors, and the ordinary
ventilators in the walls of the hall, intended to

admit fresh air, should he left open. But the
practice is for all these ventilators to be closed,

as the room is felt to be too cold, and then only
too often the doors at the extreme end are thrown
open. Immediately these conditions prevail, the
whole effect of the electric ventilator is subverted,
with the result that an insufferable draught is

generated. This, it is contended, is entirely
brought about by upsetting all the scientific con-
ditions to which the new ventilator of Professor
Wertheimer will alone apply.

Messus. W'm. K. Xicholas .4.N-D Co., of 60,
Pall Mall, S.W., advertise in our columns that
they will sell by auction, in lots, on June 7, a
valuable building estate at Xewmarket on a new
and easy way as regards payment. Instead of
paying the whole of his purchase money at once,
Messrs. W. K. Nicholas and Co. have arranged
that the purchaser may extend it over a term of

10 years, by instalments. The land appears to

be anything but a "white elephant." On the
contrary, it is situated adjoining the Great
Eastern Railway station at Newmarket, and is

stated to be the most valuable for building pur-
poses ever likely to come into the market in the
Metropolis of the Turf.

CHIPS.
The electricity committee of Glasgow Town

Council have approved generally of the report by
Mr. W. A. Chamen, epitomised by us last week
p. 65", for the supply of electricity within the
mnnicipal area. The expenditure involved is half a
million.

The Lynton and Barnstaple Railway was opened
on Wednesday. The lioe is UU miles long, and is

connected with the London and South-Western
system.

There was a diminution of supply at the Auction
Mart last week. The aggregate realisation was
£119,107, considerably less than that registered in
the corresponding week of last year—£U2,S7-1.
The demand, however, was qui^e up to the average,
and few good investments were passed by. Landed
estate is still conspicuously absent from the market,
but there are indications of improved business in
this direction after Whitsuntide.

An application having !.been made by the Little
Crosby Urban District Council to the Local Govern-
ment Board for powers to borrow a sum of £3,000
for purposes of street improvements, an inquiry
conducted by Mr. Tulloch, M.I.C.E., was held on
Friday, at Little Crosby Hall. Mr. Thomas Dixon,
surveyor to the urban district council, explained the
proposals.

On Thursday in last week, Col. A. J. Hepper,
D.S.O., R.E., an inspector of the Local Govern-
ment Board, held an inquiry at the town-hall,
Tunstall, in reference to an application by the
urban district council for sanction to borrow £350
for the purchase of land for the purposes of street
improvements. Particulars of the scheme were
supplied the inspector by Mr. A. P. Llewellyn
(clerk) and Mr. A. K. Wood (surveyor), showing
that it was proposed to acquire part of the site of
the Globe Pottery, at the comer of High-street and
Amicable -street, and to carry out a widening of
these thoroughfares.

The death is announced of Mr. John Mackay,
railway contractor, at the residence of his son-in-
Uw, Nether Wellwood, Muirkirk. Mr. Mackay
was the oldest .Scottish railway contractor, and was
present at the cuttmg of the first turf on the old
Edinburgh and Glasgow railway. His largest
contracts were for the making of the Highland line
from Dunkeld to Kingussie, Callander and n ban,
and Stobcross and Wishaw Central.

Lord Ashcombe, on Saturday, laid the foundation-
™'?« °' a new church on Cranleigh Common, near

, .'i S '
"''"'^ i' being erected in commemoration

of the 60 years' reign of her Majesty.

Thejoint committee of the East and West Riding
County Councils of Yorkshire have taken Manor
*arm, Garforth, near Leeds, on a term of years for
the purpose of technical instruction in farming.
Plans are now being prepared by Mr. Joseph
bhepherdson, architect, Driffield and Hull, for a
new set of buildings, which are to be erected forth-
with.

Mr. William Lindley Citlin, late clerk of works
of the HaverhUl (Suffolk) Waterworks, has been
appomted engmeer and manager of the Faversham
Water Company, Ltd., in place of Mr. Robert
Uamey (resigned), who has held the post since 1863.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
SATLau'Av ,To -M(>itRow).— St. Paul's Eoflesiological

Societv- Vis.t to churches of Perivale
and Greenford, under guidance of H.
Roumieu Gough, F.E I B.A.. Book by
District Railway Company train due at
Ealing at 3 30 p.m.

MoND.vv.—Society of Arts. " Electric Traction." Cantor
Lecture No. 3, by Professor C. E. Carus
Wilson, of SIcGiU University, Montreal.
8 p.m.
Royal Institute of British Architects.

" The Libraries of the Middle Ages," by
T. G. Jackson. K. A. S p.m.

Surveyors' Institute. " Comparati%'e
^"alues of Cattle Foods : Chemist versus
Valuer," by H. T. Eve. 8 p.m.

ToESDAV.—British Association of Waterworks Eagineers.
Annual Five Days' Meeting at South-
ampton. Proceedings to be opened
10.30 a.m.

WEDNESD.VV.—Society of Arts. *'The Evolution of the
Cycle." by J. K. Starley. S p.m.

British Association of Waterworks
Engineers. Meeting at Southampton.
Papers and Discussions, 10 a.m. Annual
Dinner, 7.30 p.m., at Dolphin Hotel.
The Edinburgh Architectural Society.

"Church Decoration in Norfolk," by
Alfred Greig. 8 p.m.

Thcesdav.—Home Arts and Industries Association.
Fourteenth Annual Exhibition at Royal
Albert Hall. 2.30 p.m.

Society of Arts. " Chartered Com-
panies and Colonisation," by Sir Alfred
C. Lyall, S.C.I.E., K.C.B. 4.30 p.m.
British Association of Waterworks

Engineers. Meeting at Southampton.
Papers and Discussions. 10 a.m.

Friday.—Architectural Association. " Foundation? for
London Buildings and Riverside Founda-
tions." by A. S. Walraisley. 7.30 p.m.

British Association of Waterworks
Engineers. Leave Docks Railway Sta-
tion, 9 a.m., for Fareham. to visit the
Gosport and Portsmouth Water Supplv
Works.

THE .iECHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.
MAY mil,, ORDINARY MEETING, 9. Conduit-street. W..

-.3.1 p.m. M.. A. T. WALMISLEY. on ' KOLNDATIONS AS
APPLIED TO LONDON BIILDINGS. AND RIVERSIDE
FOUNDATIONS."
Election 01 Officers for Session 189S-99.
MAY 2Ist, SPRING VISIT to Grove Hospital. Tootins. Mr. A. H.

Tritman. An.iiilect. Meet at 3 30 p.m. Trains leaves Ludgate Hill
for Tooting Junction at 'i.ol,

E. HOVVLEY SIM "

G. B. CARVILL J Hon. Sees.

^Trabe #tbjs.

"V^AGES UOVEHENTS.
Aebiteatios is the Noeth Staffoedshiee

BuLLDiNG Teade.—The members of the Potteries,

Newcastle, and Leek branch of the Operative
Bricklayers' Association having made a demand for

an increase of a penny upon the present rate of 8jd.
per hour, and tho ^Ilster Builders' Association
having refused to accede to such demand, the dis-

pute has been referred to Mr. Talbot Baines, an
arbitrator of the Board of Trade. The case for the
applicants is that they considered the advance of a
farthing per hour granted by Sir W. Markby in 1S96
hardly enough under the circumstances, and, having
submitted to that decision for two years, they
thought that they were j ustified, in the present state

of the building trade, in again asking for a revision

of the scale. The case for the builders is that there
has been no such change in the trade as to justify

the demand made by the bricklayers, and that such
demand has been made because the bricklayers
thought it was possible that they themselves would
receive a notice for reduction of wages from the
employers. The stonemasons and bricklayers'

labourers had also asked for an increase of Id. an
hour, but the former had accepted ^d., making their

wages equal to those of the joiners and bricklayers,

and the latter had withdrawn their notices. At an
inquiry into the dispute, held at Stoke-on-Trent,
the arbitrator endeavoured to effect an amicable
settlement, but failed. He said he would give the
subject his full consideration and forward his

decision in due course.

Bangoe.—The joiners who, a fortnight ago, went
on strike for an increase of wages, resumed work on
Tuesday, the employers acceding to the demand of

6|d. per hour. The building trade in the district is

very brisk.

Bueton-on-Teent.— It was officially stated on
Friday that the strike of painters had terminated.
The men, who have been out since the Ist of April,

asked for an increase of Jd. per hour, their present
rate of payment being 7d., and a revision of the
rule as to out-of-town work. A compromise was
effected on P'riday, by which the men agree to

accept an increase of |d. per hour, while expenses
are to be allowed for Sunday when the men are

engaged away from the town. Both sides express
much gratification at the issue.

Cateeham.—The trouble in the building trade was

settled on Friday, the master builders conceding a
halfpenny per hour advance, with a code of working
rules to carpenters and bricklayers from May 2.

Faeeiiam.—The threatened trouble in the building

trade has been averted, except in the case of

labourers. The men, at a meeting of the general

trades, asked for an increase of Id. per hour, and to

cease work at 1 p.m. on .Saturdays instead of at

four. In the case of the bricklayers, carpenters,

and painters, the demands have been conceded : but
in the case of the labourers the request has not been
complied with in some cases, so that the men went
on strike.

H.vrtlepool.—The house joiners in the employ
of Mr. .John Bum, one of the largest builders in the

Hartlepools using Canadian-made doors and window
frames, are ou strike. The E mployers' Association

have the strike under consideration, and threaten to

lock-out the whole of the workmen if those on strike

do not return to work. This the latter refuse to

do, and it is feared a lock-out, which will extend
over the whole of the North of England, will ensue.

Laxcaster.—About 270 stonemasons have ceased

work at Lancaster because the masters desire to

amend the rules, according to notice, which will

reduce the working hours half an hour per morning
in the first week of February. The men got an
advance of id. per hour last year, making their

wages 9d. per hour, and the masters say that they
cannot see to work before 7.30 until the second

week in February. The employers are nearly all

connected with the recently formed Building Trades'

Federation of Lancashire and Cheshire.

St. Albans.—The carpenters of this city have
made a demand for an increase of Id. per hour in

wages.

Teignmoitk.—One firm of builders have decided

to give their men an extra id. per hour without any
application from the men. It is expected that other

employers will do the same.

West Beomwich.—About 150 youths and girls in

the employ of Messrs. Hamblett came out on Monday
for an increase in their wages. Other brick manu-
facturers in the West Bromwich district have
received the usual seven days' notice from the

youths and girls in their employ to terminate their

engagements unless their demands are conceded.

The reopening of the new wing to Salisbury

School, erected at a cost of over £2,000, took place

on Monday.

The foundation-stone of the new town-hall for

EaniskiUen was laid on Monday in last week. The
budding, which was illustrated by a double-page
perspective and plans of two floors in our issue of

Dec. 17, 1897, is being erected from designs by
Messrs. A. Scott and Son, selected in competition.

It will be faced with Carrick Creagh limestone, with
designs of Dungannon sandstone. Mr. James
Harvey, of Euniskillen, is the builder.

Operations have been started this week for the

underpinning of the north-eastern comer of the

Eastern Chapel of Peterborough Cathedral.

Although the excavation has, up to the present

time, not been carried to a very great depth, yet

many pieces of tooled masonry belonging to the

abbey have been found. Passing in a north-easterly

direction at this point was the ancient dyke which
bounded the Saxon church of the Peterborough of

that day. It is believed that the subsidence of the

comer of this chapel is partly due to the foundations

having been placed in this ditch.

Mr. D. M. F. Gaskin, M.Inst.C.E., civil and
consulting engineer, has been appointed as the con-

sulting engineer to the Newton- in -Makerfield

L'rban District Council. Mr. Gaskin is an old

Liverpool Corporation official, and served under
Mr. Thomas Dancanson and Mr. G. F. Deacon.

A loan of £5,130 has been granted to the Green-
wich District Board of Works by the London
County Council for the purchase of a site for a
parish yard in Blackwall-lane.

PILKINGTON & CO.
(Established 1S3S),

MONUMENT CHAMBEBS.
KING WILLIAM STREET, LONDON, E.O.

POLO NCEflO HSPHllLTE.

Patent Asphalte and Felt Roofing.
ACID-RESISTING ASPHALTE.

WHITE SILICA PAVmO.

SEYSSEL ASPHALTE.
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LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.

Wrexham -rropowd New Boja' and Girls' Schools at Grove

Park frost about £K.O00' £50 (merged), £20

Tinton-Ijirm«<i.it!'.irk (£1.000 limit) ........^...„..^..... £25 (merged), £10

TrowhridKe -Tfohnioul School (£5,500 limit-Mr. h. W. Mount-
ford. F.R.I.Il..\.. Asse.-wor) £*0 (and 5 per cent, com.), £30, £20

Cri.klii.lp-Wator-Suprly Schemes :... £21, £10 lOs

Wall»™d -Laying-out Park .;... ;. £50, £20

Pendlcbury -Thre.- Chapila, Offices. Lodge, Entrance Giles,

aod Boundai-\- Walk, at i>rop.>3cd CtmeterT £60 (merged), £30, £20

East Ham -Public Offices. Librarj- .\: Technical Institute. Fire-

EoKine Station, Public Baths, and Offices (cost about £55,000) £105 (merged), £52 10s

BridlinRton Huay- orphanage and Convalescent Home, St.

John'.s-avenue cost about £1..'j<H'; £25. £10

Formby-Scwerage of a Portion of the Township £100, £50, £25
Warrinifton-Police Station, Court Hnvise. ire £100, £50, £25

Stockholm-City KaUway Stations and Junctions £G56, £438, £219

W. R. Erana. r,G\, Hope-street, Wrexham May 18

John W. Waring. Clerk, Public Offices, Tipton ; „ 25

H. Ledbury, Sec. Castle-street. Trowbridge. Wilts ,, 23

Harry Bevin, Clerk R.D C, Union Offices, Wootton Bassett 31

W. 8. DagUsh, Clerk, 28, Sandhill, Newcastle-on-Tyne June 1

Samuel Brown, Town Clerk, Town Hall, SalJord „ 7

C. E. Wilson, Clerk UD.C, PubUc Offices, East Ham, E 24

Oeorge Abbott. Secretary, 222, Solly-street, Sheffield ,. 30

J. H. Havelock Sutton, Surveyor. Piercefield-road, Formby July 1

J. Lyon Whittle, Clerk, Town Hall. Warrington 2

Consulate General, 27, Great Winchester-street, E.C Aug. 31

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

BTniiBINQS.
Pudsey—Twelve Terrace Houses at South Parade Leeds Industrial Co-operative Socy.
Willcnhall-Infant School Willenhall k Bentley School Board.
Pai»lpv-Mo.s,svale Public School (1.20O Scholars) School Board
Tun-in- IIoiLses at Mos.side, Cloddach, and Casilehill

Downpatrick—Additions at the County Infirmary Governors
King's Lynn- Rebuilding Premites, High-street G. Kendrick and Son
Uoylake -Station Buildings Wirrall Railway Company
Brottnn-Two Houses - J. Faulkner
l^>ndon. E c.—Foimdations for Third Section of Parcel Depot,
Mount Pleasant Commissioners of H.M. Works

Accrington -St. Mary's Infant School Vicar
Yetholm -Residence, with Stabling Alexander Roger, M B
Orcat ITaiupton — Four Pairs of Cottages
Weston Point— Reconstruction of Spire of Christ Church Weaver Na\ngation Truttees
Garlands -House for Private Patients Cumberland Asylum
Leeds - Laundry Buildings A: Carpet-Beating Works, Aire-pl. Leeds Laundry Co
Aintree-Six Shops. Longmoor-Iane
CastJeford —Two Houses. Smawthome-lane J. Webster
Southampton—Municipal Lodging House Corporation
Fowey — Premises, Little Fore-street Fowey Wine Company
Wednesbury- Fire Station Corporation,
Cork—Converting Stores into Stables, Lower George-street
Tynemouth—Market Shed, Fish Quay Corporation
Croydon -Store and Workshop Buildings. Factory-lane 'Town Council
Bury -Works in Butcher-lane and Chapel-street Kay and Wilkinson
Cross Keys — Four Cottages . Great Western Railway Co
Ipsflrich Classroom. California School School Board
Castle Hill—Seven Coal OtBces Great Western Railway Co
Highfleld, Herts—Two Pairs Semi-detached Villas
Patricroft -Workhouse Infirmary .. Barton-upon-Irwell Guardians
Hatfield - Two Pairs of Semi-Detached Villas
Broughton Moor-Cottage William Mossop
Wakefield- Workshops and OtHce, King-street Corporation
Leeds -Two Villas at Gledhow Park ,

Oakham-Provender Stores Midland Railway Co
Marsden-Five Shops and Houses, Ready Oarr-lane
Bristol—Clerk's Offices. St. Peter's Hospital Guardians
Lancaster - South Wing to Royal Albert Asyluin
Banstead —Drill-Hall and Gymasium at School Managers
Rathcoole- Repairs to Residence Celbridge Union Guardians
Kinloss— Cottage
Berwick -Terrace of Houses R. J. Atkinson
Annan - Slaughter-House Burgh Commissioners
Kingswood -Tw.i Shops, Moravian-road
Wakefield— Boiler-House and Engine-Room at Asylum Committee
Earlftstown- Mortuary Newton- in-Makerfield U.D.C
Money Meary. Draperstown - New Church Rev. P. Grant. P.P
Leeds—Shoe Factory in Kirkstall-road . ...

East Ham-Board Offices and Pupil Teachers' Centre School Board
Leeds—Five-Story Warehouse. Grace-street Bainbridge and Co
Hastings -Additions, Silverhill School School Board
Leeds-Ten Small Houses, Derwent-avenue
Wakefield - Sewage Well and Engine-Hou«e. Calder "Vale Corporation
V.vbridgc -Foreman's House at Sewage Works Url»n District Council
Leeds -..Vlteration of Blue Bell Hotel F. A. Cliff
Huddersfleld -Brick Culvert (1,593 lin. yards) Corporation
Hford - Cemetery Works City of London Burial Board
Bandon -Additions to Presentation Convent
Humbcrstone -Superstructure of New Buildings at Asylum Committee of Visitors
Famharn - Infirmary at Workhouse Guardians
Hudderstield— Surgery inBninswick-street -
Ugborough - Enlargement of Infant School School Bo.\rd
Darwen - Electricity Supplv Works and Refuse Uestructor Corporation
Felling-Twelve Cottages, Coldwell-lane Windy Nook Co-operative Society
Hawis- Residence
Talkin—Reading-Room !..!...!!.!!!!

'.

I^eds- Seven Houses and Shops, Kirkstali-road, and Six
Houses, (ireenhow View Benjamin Greaves

Warrington - Green-House at Cemetery Cemetery Committee
Alverstoke— Enlargement of Board-Room at Workhouse Guardians
Guayaquil - Custom House Government of Ecuador
Belem - Cattle Pens. Abattoir, and Two Markets .....'. Municipal Authority
Heywood-Tower at Phiimx Brewery. Green-lane
Hkeston—House and Offices, Lord Haddon-road Thos. White
Haverthwaite —Parish Hall
Harrogate -Stable !!! !"!'"'.!!!"!"!]!!'.!!"!1!!'!! jiBarbsriJ.P............. ..'."."..'..'..'."...

Govilon -Additions to Dwelling House, Boathouse Farm
Stevington - Infant^!' Schojl School Board
Harrogate-Additions to the West End Tavern, Otley-road
Brierclitle- Re-erection of Craven Heifer Inn Grimshaw, Ltd., Keirby Brewery...
Sherbum-Five Houses
Derby—Premises. Ea-st-street '.

..'.
!

'„ Midland Drapery Co.
Bramley- Eight Houses. Bell-lane
Corbridge-on-T>Tie -.Additions to Howden Dene Joseph H. Straker
Abergavenny- Eight Cottages. Laundry-place, Merthyr-road
Belfa-t - Four Semi-Detached Villas at Myrtlefield F. W. Henby
Bournemouth West-Nave and Aisles, Church of St Ambrose
Ipswich -New Lodge, Christchurch Park Corporation
Croft -Farm Buildings at Middle Walmire Farm
Dedham -Pair of Cottages. East-street Mrs. Sharpe
Hurst -House and Five Cottages, Queen-street :

Higham Ferrers-Two Houses Freehold Land Sooie^
Ouiseley-Eight Through Houses and Shop
^lisle-House, Howard-Place J. Smith
Newport -St. John's Church ... .

Herbert Hodgson, A. R.I.B.A., Old B,ank Chambers, Bradford May 14

Joseph P. Baker. Architect. 33, Market-place, Willenhall

Macrobert and Hutchison, Clerks to Board, County Buildngs, Paisley

James Duncan and Son, Architects, Turriff
.The County Surveyor, Downpatrick
William Jarvis. Architect, Market-square, Lynn
W. M. Law. Surveyor. 3. Lord-street, Liverpool
Arthur F. Newsome, M.S. A., Architect, Middlesbrough

Hon. Reginald B. Brett, Secretary, 12, Whitehall-phice, S.W
Hy. Ross. Architect, 13, Cannon-street, Accrington
Todd and Thorpe. C.E.. County Bdgs., Land of Green Ginger. Hull
Saml. Summers, Great Hampton, Evesham
J. A. Saner. M.I.C.E.. Engineer, Northwich
Geo. Dale Oliver. County Architect, 5. Lowther-street, Carlisle

Johnstone Bros , Architects, 39, Lowther-street, Carlisle

W. P. Hartley, Aintree, Liverpool
Arthur Hartley. Architect. Carlton Chambers, Castleford

G. B. Nalder. town Clerk, Southampton ...

Graham and Graham, Solicitors, Fowey, Cornwall
E. Martin Scott. Borough Engineer. Town Hall, Wedneabury
James F. M'Mullen, M.S A., Architect, 30, South Mall, Cork
John F. Smilie. Borough Surveyor. Tynemouth
E. Mawdesley. Town Clerk. Town HiU. Croydon
D. Hardman. Architect, Silver-street. Bury
G. K. Mills. Secretary. Paddington Station, London
J. Hepburn Hume. Clerk, Tower House, Tower-street, Ipswich
G. K. Mills. Secretary. Paddington Station, London
F. G. Barnes, Glebe Cottages. Hatfield
J. W. Wkitworth. Clerk. Union Olfices, Patricroft

F. G. Barnes, Glebe Cottages, Hatfield
Bowman Eilbeck. Broughton, Cumberland
Richard Porter, City Surveyor, Town Hall, Wakefield
W. H. and X. Sugden. Architects. Keighley
James Williams. Secretary. Derby
John Kirk and Sons, Architect. Huddersfiild
J. J. Simpson, Clerk, St. Peter's Hospital, Bristol

Austin and Paley. Architects, Castle Hill. Lancaster
Cecil Sharp. Architect, .59, Fenchurch-street, E C
J. McDonnell. Architect, 33. Kildare-street, Dublin
Charles C. Doig, .\rchitect, Elgin
Parade View, Berwick
Murray Little, Clerk, Town Hall, .\nnan
Henry M. Bennett, Architect. 36, Corn-street. Bristol

J. Vickers Edwards, County Surveyor, Wakefield,

W. W.Shirley. Clerk. Town Hall. Earlestown
E. J. Toye. Architect. L-mdonderry
Percy Robinson. Architect, 72. Albion-street, Leeds
W. J. Brett, Clerk, 1, Lichfield-terrace, Upton Park
Thomas Winn, Architec-t, 92. Albion-street. Leeds

, H. Tendall, Clerk. 4. Bank-buildings. Hastings
. City Engineer's Office. Municipal Buildings, Leeds
. R. Porter. C.E . City Engineer, Town Hall, Wakefield
William L Eves, Surveyor. 54. High-street U.xbridge
Thomas Winn. Architect. 92. Albion-street. Leeds

. Town Clark. Town Hall. Huddersfleld

. H. Montague Bates, Clerk, GuUdhall, EC

. M. A. Hennesv, Architect 74. South Mall, Cork ^^
George T. Hine. F.R I.B.A., :a, Parliament-st.. Westminster, S.W.

. Ernest Crundivell. Clerk, South-street. Farnham

. John Kirk and S.jns. Architects. Huddersfleld

. Edward Windeatt, Clerk, 19, High-street, Totnes

. Town Clerk. Dirwen. Lanes
H. Miller, A.M I.C.E , Wesley-terrace, Felling

J. P. Kay. Architect, .34, Prudential-buildings, Leeds

H. Scorer, Naworth Estate Office, Brampton

Thomas Winn. -Architect 92, Albion-street Leeds <• 30

Thomas Longdin. Borough Surveyor, Tovrn Hall, Warrmgton ,, 3.

H. F. A. Smith, Architect Star Chambers. Gosport » ^oj
Chief Ecuadorian Consulate. Liverpool n »^'o«
The Brazilian Legation. London Got. 2t

C. H. Openshaw, .Architect Derby Chambers, Fleet-st., Bury, ^aca —
W. Dymock Pratt, Architect, Cauldon-pl , Long-row, Nottingham —
Settle and Farmer. Architects. Ulverston —
H. E. and A. Bown. Architects, Harrogate —
E. A. Johnson. M S. A., Architect Abergavenny —
Usher and .Anthony, Architects, 9. St. Paul's-square, Bedford —
H. E. and A. Bown. Architects, Harrogate —
Charles Parsons, Architect, 9, Grimshaw-street, Burnley —
P. R ibinson. Architect. 72, Albion-street Leeds —
Coulthurst and Booty, 4. Albert-street. Derby ~"

Fredk. W. Rhodes, Architect, Upper Wortley, Leeds
Joseph Oswai''. F.R.I.B.A., Architect. 33. Mosley-atreet, Newcastle —
E. A. Johnson. M.S.A., Architect, Abergavenny

;,'v;'";""
W. J. Moore. Architect. Whitehall Buildings, Ann-street. Belfast .. ^
Boreham and Morton, Quantity Surveyors, Sunderland

J. Shewell Corder. Architect, Wimbome House, Ipswich _
W. Carrick. New Town, Croft, Co. Durham _
J. W. Start, F.S.I.. Architect, Colchester _
Joseph Heys. 19t;, Curzon-road, Hurst
H. Adnitt, Architect and Surveyor. H gh-street Rushden _
F. Moore. Architect, 40. Sunbridge-roid. Bradford _
H. Higginson. M.S.A., 3, Lonsdale-street Carlisle _
F. R. Kempson, P.E I.B.A., 16, High-street, Cardiff
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UL'REY IN BUILDING.

THE natural process by which we prepare

and asi-imilate the food necessary for

OUT bodies may usefully suggest similar

preparatory processes of building in what
we may term "digesting" a design. Asa
matter of fact, the architect has very little time

given him for preparing his materials. The
client wants to build at once, as the season

is advancing, or the business and trade must
be carried on at a given time when customers
return home. The consequence of this is,

the architect has little time to collect his

materials or digest them before building

commences. The contract must be prepared
immediately, and, therefore, the plans and
specifications of the building have to be

made forthwith. This haste in building is

injurious in several ways. Let us briefly

see what it means with regard to con-
struction. A building, say, of a large

commercial character has to be erected, in

which all the latest improvements, such as

fireproof floors, lifts, concrete in various

forms, terracotta, faience, &c., have to be
introduced. To obtain in due coiirse and
order the supply of any of these materials or

manufactured goods, they ought to be put in

hand without delay. The architect has to

first make his plans and submit them to his

clients ; he must then decide at once, before

he can write his specifications, and give orders

to the contractor or manufacturer to proceed
with the work. The dimensions and sections

of iron beams and floors, the large draw-
ings for the terracotta work or the supply
of stonework, ought to be immediately
decided, arranged, or prepared, so that

no delay in delivery of goods should
occur. But is it possible for the architect to

prepare his contract drawings, obtain tenders

from quantities, and give instructions in so

short a time !' The essential orders which
ought to be put in hand at once are delayed
till the contractor commences his work, and
then all is hurried. The architect cannot
prepare his iron or terracotta himself at a
moment's notice : he has to make calcula-

tions of weight and strength, to draw his

sections, to make his large drawings for the

manufacturer of teiTacotta. The only prac-

tical alternative is to leave all these matters
to the contractor or manufacturer, and we
know the result. Stock patterns and designs

are employed—there is nothing special : aU
very disheartening to the architect, for his

work is practically handed over to men whose
interest is to economise—we will not say to

shirk duty.
The personal attention of the architect to

the selection of materials and modes of con-

struction is very much less given now than
formerly. The large contract competition
between manufacturing firms has lessened
materially his personal examination of

details. Take, for example, those of ironwork
and fireproof construction. The testing of
iron and stone and concrete are matters in

which he is little concerned. If he specifies

that his columns or girders are to be able to

bear safely a load of so many tons, or his

cement is to resist a tensile force of ;5.5.5lb.

per square inch, that his concrete is to be
mixed with 2 or 3 of sand and other
materials, it is probable that he never has
the opportunity of really witnessing the
tests, or assuring himself of the results : they
are left either to the clerk of works, if there
is one, or, in most cases, the contractor
undertakes the duty. And we know the
consequences. Are not the disastrous failures

of buildings, the sudden collapses of which we
have had so many of late, owing to hurried

and unexamined work ?

But there is another kind of supervision

in addition to that in selection and testing of

materials which are supplied to the building.

We mean the supervision of structures—the

execution of the work on the building. We
fear a good deal of this is neglected unless a

clerk of works is employed, or perhaps the

architect makes his visit at some time when
the work has been completed or covered up.

Perhaps piers of brickwork to carry a girder

for a front are completed, and the iron girder

is fixed. The architect has not seen the kind

of bond used, the filling in of the core with

inferior bricks, the foundation or the

bearings ; or it may be, as in the case

of the unfortunate mansions at West-
minster, a concrete floor or roof has
been begun and finished, and the centring is

"struck" before any inspection has been
made as to the composition or quality, or

setting of the concrete. Considerable progress

may be made in a building in the course of a

week or two, terracotta piers may be erected

without the cavities being filled with con-

crete, and the weight thrown on the

chambered blocks may cause fracture ; iron

columns may be put up and covered up with

stone or granite casings before the architect

sees them. If the contractor was bound
under penalty to give notice to the architect

whenever such work is in progress, or

before it is completed, a great many build-

ing failures would be averted.

Hurry in building is the cause also of

many disappointments in architectural de-

sign. It means haste in preparing working
drawings, ill-studied details, bad proportions

in some cases ; there is no time for the

elaboration of details, and they are left to

take their chance. The contractor is thankful

of course, as a rule, for he can give his own
instructions, and between his not too critical

eye, and the apathy of his workmen, the

small eighth of-an inch scale drawing is

interpreted to mean quite another thing thain

was intended. Imagine, if we can, what it

means in the execution of a dormer, a gable,

a cupola, a window, or some special feature

of the design. The most artistic looking

sketch or suggestion in the elevation may
turn out, when too late, a veritable piece of

ordinary " jerry " or Royal Engineers'

building ; what was intended to be chamfered
or moulded is left plain, stone is taken for

wood in muUions, " matched " deal boarding

for structural timber or stone. In short,

the ideas and aspirations of the architect in

his design may be so completely disillusioned

that he shrinks with horror from a building

of much promise that has turned out so

little to be proud of.

PICTURES AT THE ROYAL ACADEMY.
[fourth notice.]

Two very pleasing works in Gallery VIIL
conceived in a decorative spirit are

worth notice here before we pass on. One is

Florence Small's picture, " A Dirge " ((US),

five young girls walking in procession sing-

ing a plaintive song. Their shadowed heads
against the light background lends a poetical

charm to the work. No. 029, " The Song of

Ages," by iithel Wright, is another charm-
ing composition—a group of sweet-faced

maidens ; the centre one, clad in embroidered
cloak, is singing as she holds an illuminated

scroll in her hands. At her side a maiden
holds a lily, and the background is made up
of white blossom of lilies. There is much
delicacy of colour and refined devotional

grace in the work. Above it Sigizmund
Goetze's " Eloquent Silence," a long panel

subject, with a recumbent figure of a man
representing Death, with winged figures over

the body, is bold and decorative, and is in-

tended for the chancel of St. Botolph's

Church, Aldersgate. William Stott's em-
bodiment of Keats's " Ode to Autumn" is a

poetical conception of autumn—a beautiful

woman reclining in rich purple-coloured

drapery amidst corn and other ripe fruit and
grain. After this digression we resume the

order of galleries.

The Ninth Gallery contains a few pictures

of merit. Smaller in size, the work in this

gallery is not less important. <.'arl Schloesser

has a carefully painted piece oi ;/ ure, "An
Old Master" (6W3), a young lady standing

by the side of an elderly professor—a very

sympathetic rendering. As a marvel of

finish, reflection on surfaces, and technical

detail, Jessica Hayllar's work is always sure

of a welcome. In this work, " A Perfect

Angel " ((iHi!), the painter shows in the fore-

ground a child with white wings, presumably
the origin of the title ; but the merit of the

picture is in the drawing and perspective of

the interior. The adjoining apartment is

rendered with all th^ consummate art and
subtle finish of this lady painter. The
glazed prints or engravings hung on the

wall, the reflected light, the piano, and
accessories are executed with a re-

markable technical finish and minuteness.

Albert Goodwin's ((i90) "Haven under the

Hill"; Bertram I'riestman's "Grazing";
Andrew C. Gow's picture, "The Signal"
(TOO) ; John Brett's delightfully-painted

coast piece in North Cornwall, showing reefs

of rocks at low water (71.5) ; Charles Kerr's
" Ste. Jeanne d'Arc " ; Dudley Hardy's
subject, "The Widow"; Florence Small's

charming study of a head on pale gold

ground ("55) ; and the dextrous figure-

study, "The Relic," by Howard PuUar,
are works we can only glance at. J.

MacWhirter has a placid view of the

"Lake of Geneva from Chexbres " (Tj3),

painted in his inimitable manner. There is

also a characteristic portrait-study of Sir

Edward Bume-Jones, Bart., in his studio •

dress at work on a piece of wall decoration,

by Philip Burne-Jones (790), and some works
by Mark Senior (793), Walter Sickert (sol),

A. M. Rossi (839V Alfred Waterhouse's little

landscape " Ashhampstead Common" (8(50),

Flora M. Reid (860), Lexden L. Pocock

(842), &c.

Herbert J. Draper's picture, " The Lament
for Icarus " (903), is a masterly composition,

almost Leightonesque in its modelling and
method, full of harmonious colour. The sea

nymphs are ministering to the drowned
Icarus, the myth of which is that he took a

winged flight from Crete to escape the anger

of Minos ; but the sun melted the wax
which cemented his wings, and he fell into

the sea and was drowned. The hapless youth

is shown with these wings in the midst of the

nymphs, who pityand support him. (jneof the

important subject-pictures, painted with his

usual scholarly and refined manner, is

E. Blair Leighton's " A King and a Beggar
Maid." The painter shows a handsome
young king, clothed in the richest embroidered
garments, offering his crown at the feet of a
beautiful girl, who is standing before a

canopied and richly-carpeted throne. In the

distance are seen the attendants of the king.

The subject is not so interesting as one or

two other well - known subjects of this

careful painter of historical episode ; but

the accessories, technical qualities, and
colour are faultless, if too conventional.

"Sisters" (916), by A. Chevalier Tayler, is

in this master's best style. The scene laid

before us is an elegantl)' furnished drawing-

room filled with choice flowering shrubs, arum
lilies and blossom. At a Louis Seize table,

a young lady, pensive-looking and full of

remembrances, sits watching her younger

sister, who is in white dress and is receiving

the attentions of a young man. The lino of

the poet, "A sorrow's crown of sorrow is

remembering happier things " explains the

painter's meaning. The drawing and an-auge-

ment of the figures are graceful and the

ik.
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colour pleasing ; and the painter has given
us something more than a commonplace work
of genre. Rowland Holyoake's " Fish-
Washing on the Faroe Islands " (925), a
number of fisherwomen washing the flat-

fish, is admii-able in colour and natiu'al, one
of the best studies of the kind.
A luminous and decorative subject is

Charles F. M. Cleverly's " The Angel of the
Grail" (918), with which we may compare
'• The Vision of the Sangreal," by Joseph
W. Forster, in the same gallery (927), painted
with a truly religious feeling. Then we have
an imaginative symbolical subject by Albert
Goodwin, entitled "Under the Roof of the
World," a sublime medley of lofty mountains
and peaks and edifices—a sort of dreamland
or .-Vrabian Nights vision painted with some
power. H. II. La Thangue, whose work we
have noticed in other galleries, has here
another large realistic work, " A Sussex
Cider Press," a man and woman turning the
handle of a press, the gleam of warm sunset
lighting up the toilers and the rich liquor
which falls into the pail. There is light and
shade, breadthand strong colour in thispicture
in country life. The man and woman are
exerting tiieir whole strength on the lever as
the turbid stream issues forth. But why the
great scale r The ruddy sunlight and the
ilrawing of the figures are worthy of this new
Associate's work ; perhaps this is his best
contribution.

Alfred East's large landscape, "Opulent
Autumn " (930), is a grand study of evening
sun light as it bathes with its warm light the
trees and river. The painter generally makes
his lights subordinate in quantity to his
shadows. We have here an autumn land-
scape in which the foliage is lighted on its

near side, the shadows being comparatively
few. Illumined foliage against a dark back-
gi-ound is rare with painters, and when it is

attempted the effect is often lost. Mr. East

has preserved the breadth of his sunlight. In
quite another tone is Yeend King's fine view
of " Blackmore Vale" (898)—distant green
meadows and trees and wooded banks sloping
down to a glistening river which runs at the
foot of the hill. The handling of foliage is

delicate, and true to nature. The landscape
of B. W. Leader in the next gallery, called
" Surrey Sheep Pastures," is another of the
beautiful series of landscapes which the new
Royal Academician has given us this year.

It has all the careful modelling and finished

beauty of his other work. We see a real

English or Surrey rough common or heath,
in which a piece of placid water or pond
occurs in the foreground. There is no golden
sunset or tranquil evening effect ; it is a sturdy
and thorough English scene of a wild tract

of country in hues dear to the admirer of

our wild heaths. The ruts of a cart-road
round the pond are filled with water which
reflect the sky. Beyond, low distant hills

bound the horizon. Thomas Somerscale's
seascape, "A Coming Squall" (9.59), a deep
blue sea with crested waves and a sailing

ship reefing her sails, is a clever piece of

sea-painting and reflection ; and Harry Van
der Weyden's "Passing Clouds" (9(36), a
shelving beach of sand over which waves are

breaking and spreading in limpid layers over
the sand, is worth notice among many
indifferent works. There is breadth, fresh-

ness, and atmosphere in J. Aumouier's
picture, "A Wide Pasture" (960). One of

the few pictures of merit is Claude Ilayes'

"Out in the Cold " (971), three old horses

seeking shelter from the cold frosty air, near
the fence of an outhouse by the wayside, on
a cold, dreary winter night, the road covered
with snow. There is a sense of forlornness

and hard life in these three neglected horses,

left after their labour, that appeals to the
sympathy of the observer. The painter has
awakened a chord of feeling. The con-

spicuous canvas of Eugene Burnand, "Group
of Lansquenets—Swiss Soldiers of the 1-lth

Century," has -little of interest except as a
tour de force of colour. The figures are in

buff and red uniforms in a wide landscape.

"As Tall as Mother," by James Hayllar,

is a domestic study. It represents a neat
cottage interior lighted by a casement
window. An aged pair—grandfather and
mother—are at a small table, on the other

side of which a young daughter stands,

measuring herself against her mother, back
to back. The soft evening light is cast upon
the group. It is needless to say the work is

executed with patient attention to details ;

that the expression and character of the

grandparents and the younger members of

the family are painted with great care.

Hilda Montalda has a pleasing study, " On
the Venetian Lagoons," full of sunlight, the

dark sail against the luminous sky and the

boat and its three occupants skiUuUy painted

on the gleaming water. Frank Bramley's

large picture of "A Dalesman's Clipping
"

—a Westmoreland scene of sheep-shearing

—is bold and vigorously painted. We do

not see much to remark in John H. F. Bacon's

large interior subject. "The Ring " is

rather a commonplace subject : a graceful

young lady in a long white robe, or bride-

elect, is standing looking at a ring near the

window in an evening light, while the father

and mother, seated by the fireside near a

table lighted by a couple of lamps, are

watching her with parental solicitude. The
figures are gracefully drawn, and the

waning, half-artificial light skilfully shown.

•'The Haven." by J. Langton Barnard

(1002), is a pleasant restful coast view, with

a gleam of sun on the steep white cliffs

which rise up from the beach. Xear it,

J. AValter West's "Married for Love"—

a

young couple in a chaise descending a steep,

hilly road—is painted in a rather flat style.
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The sudden descent—does it presage mis-
fortune in their married life? J)avid
Murray's large landscape, " Flowers of the
Field," a field covered with scarlet poppies,
is rich in colour and broadly treated. There
are many other oil paintings of equal merit

;

but we have only attempted to notice leading
pictures. The Water Colour and Black and
White Eoom we must reserve for another
article.

MODEL SPECIFICATIONS.—XIII.
MASOX.

THE mason's work ought to receive par-
ticular attention. Every laboiu' or

detail that is not shown in the drawings
ought to be described, as, for example, the
description of each kind of stone, its quality,
the quarry or any particular bed, how the
stone is to be set, with what mortar, what
joints are to be used, whether it is to be
"tabled" or "joggled," or dowelled or
cramped, how it is to be finished or dressed—
whether pointed, hammer-dressed, axed,
rubbed, dragged or scabbled ;- These terms
ought to be properly applied, and each class
of stone has its own modes of dressing. Thus
grey granite, like many of the hard I'urnish
varieties of stone, is worked by splitting with
wedges, and then scabbled by a hammer
with a cutting face, then picked with a
pointed hammer to give it a face. Picked
work IS better finished than scabbled work
with a hammer. Portland or York stone
IS " rubbed," to form a fine face, with
sand or gritstone ; softer etones, like
Bath, are " dragged." This labour is per-
formed with the aid of a saw-hke tool or

comb which is traversed over the stone in all

directions to remove the saw and chisel

marks, and produce a smooth surface. In
tooled work the chisel-marks cross the width
of stone. A great deal of the best Medireval

work is finished with the chisel, or random
tooled, or boasted by the chisel in the harder
varieties. Many stones defy small-tooth-

comb work or di-agging. In old buildings

the moulded work often shows that the

mascns followed the lines of mouldings, or

chiselled them as a wood-carver would—never
across. Mr. Neale describes the stonework
at St. Alban's Abbey as finished by the axe
by the Normans, chiselled during the Transi-

tion Period, "bolster-tooled" during the

Early English, claw-tooled during the

Decorated, in which last - named period

the mouldings were scraped. Generally

for hard stone finish the labour may be
described as "boasted," or tooling at an
angle, or " tooled," and for soft stones

"dragged" or "combed." There are

also " jiointed " work for bed and side joints

to produce approximately true surfaces,

executed by a pointed tool or punch, and
often used for quoins and plinths to produce
a rough face with a chisel draught round the

edges ; vermiculated work used in quoins;
" broached " done by a chisel or punch,
"droved," &c., all of which terms shoiild

be carefully applied. We shall give examples
of these. As to the qualities of stone we
refer the reader to the several textbooks,

chiefly " Notes on Building Materials." In
specifying Portland stone care must be
taken to name the particular bed. The
most valuable ai'e AVhitbed and Basebed,
as they are even in texture and durable, but

for hardness and durability Whitbed is pre-

ferred, as the Roach kinds are full of

shells. Perhaps even greater care is necessary

in specifying Bath stone, as many of the
kinds in the market weather badly in towns
and seaside places. For ashlar work and
carving. Box Ground, Corsham, and Combe
Down varieties are used ; the yellow Mansfield,

a magnesian limestone, is also even-grained,

suitable for carving. Other useful lime-
stones are the Ancaster, Ham Hill, and
Bolsover. Stone should also be specified

to lie in its natural or quarry bed. The
average beds or depths of stones should also

be specified, and the kind of mortar and
pointing.

In ashlar facing, the stones will vary in

size from 12in. in height and 8in. or 9in. in
thickness, and of lengths from 18in. to 30in.

When the ashlar is of the same thickness,

the backs of the stones are often inclined to

the face, to give a bond or lap ; but this plan,

as it leaves vacuities, is objectionable. In
some parts of the country where stone is

cheap, a rubble backing is used ; but unless
the rubble is composed of large stones and
few mortar joints, the wall is liable to bulge
outwards, owing to the settlement or shrink-
age of the backing. In Scotland and the

North, we find this rubble backing ; but
great care is used to prevent settlement by
careful bonding or " through "-stones, and
the ashlar facings are excellent in quality.

These bond or " through "-stones ought to be
put in alternately, the " through "-stone of

every succeeding course being placed between
the two below. In London and the South,

brick backing is generally used; but the

same care as to mortar joints and bond are
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necessary to be observed. As to how many
coiirses of bricks the stone courses are to be

cut. opinions differ. Sometimes six courses of

brickwork is specified : in all cases the ashlar

should be e^iual to a given number of brick

courses, so that the bond may be made easy,

and separation of the face and backing pre-

vented. With nibble backing it is necessary

to avoid any great difference of height be-

tween the ashlar and rubble. Thick and
numerous rubble joints are sure to lead to

bulging and separation of the face, even if

"headers" or " through "-stones are used.

The ashlar should have level beds, and the

vertical joints should be carefully dressed

true and square for some distance from the

face at least ; bxit the tail ends of the ashlar

may be irregular, and sufficient headers used

to bond wefl with the rubble. The ashlar

should have a depth of bed e(iual at least to

its height, so that a course of stones 12in.

high shoijd go through the wall that dis-

tance ; but this nde is not often observed,

and facings of Jin. or (iin. thick are often

used. A wall of this kind is weak and apt

to bulge. Walls of this composite kiud
should be thicker than those buUt of brick

or squared stone thi-oughout.

There are many joints used in masonry.
We illustrate a few of them. Fig. 4 shows
throe methods of joining stone used in

landings, iVc. The second, I, is a joggle-

joint, ab'eady exi)lained, and which is often

used in terracotta. The tongue is cut slightly

tapering ; it fits into a corresponding groove
worked on the other edge, and is run in with
cement. It forms a strong joint for land-
ings. A rebated joint, a, is also frequently
used for copings and landings, and is used as

a bed-joint in stone spires (see Fig. 5).

Another common mode of jointing is shown
at <-. Two grooves are cut on the opposite
edges of the stone, and the cavities are run
with lead or cement. Slate dowels are some-
times inserted, run with cement. In Fig. 5

we give two similar kinds of joint, as at a
and b, used for the stones of spires or cupolas.
The first is a rebated or step])ed joint, and
the second a joggled or tabled joint. In
cutting stone steps, it is usual to cut two
steps out of one stone (see Fig. 6), a plan
which saves material and insures accuracy.
Figs. 7, S, 9, and 10 illustrate the jointingof
plain and spandrel stone steps. The sketches
1, 2, 3 show three other examples of decora-
tive terracotta door-heads. The last repre-
sents one of the doorways in the Birmingham
Law Courts. For ordinary buildings the
clauses may run as follows :

—
1. Generallij.—The whole of the stone to be of

the best quality of its respective kind, and be
approved by the architect, free from vents,
sand-holes, and other defects, and to be laid on
its natural bed. The Portland stone to be
" Whit-bed " of the Portland quarries. Or, if

Bath, to be from the Box Ground, Com Grit, or
other approved quarries. Or—
The stone for external purposes to be of the

best quality Portland (or of a superior description
of "AVhit-bed " stone from quarry), free
from veins, vents, shakes, and other defects, laid
on its natural bed in fine mortar, finished with a
" rubbed " face, and cleaned down at completion
and left perfect. Or

—

The stone to be of the best Bath stone from
the Bath Stone Firms, Ltd., or from Box Ground,
or Combe Down quarries, laid on its natural bed,
and cleaned off. The plinths, bases of columns,
sills, to be of the former (or to be from the Darley
Dale and District Stone Co., or W. H. and J.
Slater's quarries, Derby) , and to be bedded and
jointed in fine mortar, and finished with a dragged
face.

Every stone to hold its full length and height
square to the back.

The following are samples of clauses for
•,ilain ashlar work :

—
.'. Ashlar.—The external walls or front of building

to be faced with Portland (or Corsehill stone)
ashlaring, in ;coarses 12in. high, 6in. (or 9in.) on
bed, finished with a fine rubbed face, laid in lime
mortar, bonded to brickwork every 3ft. (or 5ft.
apart) on each courte ; the bonding stones to be
at least 2ft. saperficial in face, and to go through
the wall. The joints to be not more than t^m.

(or Jin.) thick, and bedded %ia. from face in lime
putty. Or—
The ashlaring to be in courses of varying

height to suit the brick backing, the stretchers

to be 4in. (or Cin.) deep, and the headers 91n.,

one header to every stretcher, and all the joints to i

overlap. The faces to be rubbed, and the ashlar
to be laid in best lime and sharp sand mortar, and

j

to be well grouted at every course. If cramped,
gunmetal cramps to be used, run with lead. Or

—

Face the external or front wall with Bath
stone coursed ashlar from Corsham Down (or

Combe Down quarries) in courses 12in. high,

and averaging Gin. (or 9in. on bed), finished

with a finely-dragged face, with a " through "-

stone every yard superficial, or every ;ift.

apart in each course. The joints to be not

more than Jin. thick, and bedded Jin. from face

in lime putty, neatly pointed and cleaned down at

completion. Or

—

The walls (or front) to be faced with Bath
stone in random courses varying in height from
4in. to Uin., and from -tin. to Sin. on bed,

in lime mortar, bonded every yard superficial
\

with a stone 2ft. superficial light through the

wall. The ashlar to have finely-dragged face.

Or—
The ashlar work to be of the best Portland, laid

in courses of 15in. high and 12in. in thickness, with

beds and joints, hammer-dressed, and squared to

accurate planes with one header to every stretcher.

No pinning, wedging, or fiUing-in will be

allowed. The whole to be set in the best lime and
clean sand putty, and neatly pointed as the work
proceeds. The joints not to exceed Jin. thick.

3. Laboi(r«, ^c.—Perform all mitres, stopped ends,

splays, rebates, grooves, chases, sunk, weathered,

and throated work, and provide and fix the

necessary copper or gunmetal cramps and dowels.

No iron cramps or dowels to be used.

Mr. Leaning gives the following useful

clause for q-iaixy-worked stone :

—

4. Quarry-Workeil Stone.—^'The quality of stone

shall, be equal to a sample deposited with the

architect. The stones shall be fitted together

ready for setting, and shall include all necessary

joggles and holes for dowels. The stone shall be

marked with numbers for identification, shall be

accompanied by a key -plan, and shall be packed

and delivered at the works at convenient times

:

all the stone required below level of ground -floor

(here fix date), aU the stone required between
ground and first floor before , &c. (If the

contract is made with stone merchant, add)—The
stone merchant shall be responsible for and make
good any damage in transit."

5.—Plinth.—The plinth stones of Portland " whit-

bed " to bed the whole thickness of wall, ISin. (or

2ft. high), and 9in. on bed, with bonder stones

every 5ft. apart, and to project Sin. (or more)
from face of wall (see detail). Or—
Put all round the building a Portland stone

rubbed plinth 2ft. high and Sin. bed, plugged
with lead. Or—
Put round building an Aberdeen granite plinth

2ft. (or 2ft. 6in.) high the whole thickness of

wall, with chamfered or ogee base-moulding,
projecting 3in. from face of wall, tooled or

hammer-dressed, and plugged with lead.

6. Quoins.—The quoins to angles of building or

front to be alternately loin, and 9in. on face,

and 12in. (or loin.) high, with moulded or

chamfered edges (see detail). Or

—

The quoins to be plain raised blocks, with

square channel joints, worked below the top bed.

(In Gothic work the quoins are of random sizes

and heights, and these several kinds should be

specified, and the dimensions given).

KOYAL INSTITUTE OF BEITISH
ARCHITECTS.

THE fourteenth ordinary meeting for the

present session of the Institute was held on
Monday evening. In the absence of the President,

Professor Aitchison, li.A., due to a severe attack

of gout, Mr. H. Louis Florence, vice-president,

took the chair. There was a large attendance of

members and visitors, tho latter including Mr.
Jan Stwyt, of Amsterdam, who was cordially

welcomed by the chairman. Among the list read

of nominations for membership, the name of Sir

E. J. Poynter, I'.R.A., proposed for election as an
Hon. Associate, evoked a round of applause.

THE LIltRABIES OF THE MIDDLE AGES.

A paper on this subject was read by Mr. T. G.
J.iCKsox, R.A. The lecture was illustrated b^-

examples of actual Mediieval ironwork and
velumes and numerous lantern-views, giving

exterior and interior views and details of various

buildings described. In his opening remarks,
the author contrasted the modem free library,

equipped for the convenience of readers, with the
libraries of the Early Jliddle Ages, pointing out
that in Early Medi;cval days, with books so rare

and precious that the greatest care was necessary
in their storage, the only large collections must
have been those in the cloisters of the religious

houses or collegiate churches. The earliest went
back to the time of St. Benedict, in the 6th
century ; though there was one at Jerusalem in

the 3rd century, and the church at Hippo
inherited the books of St. Augustiiie, in the days
when the great Roman libraries were still in

existence. It was on the model of the old

classical libraries that those of the churches and
convents were framed. Of the two kinds of

private libraries among the Romans—the simple

and the luxurious, which were both described

—

the simpler plan was adopted by the churches and
convents as more fitly serving their needs, the

books, for the most part, being kept in chests or

locked up in presses. As the collections increased,

the books were divided into two classes : one being
kept as a reference library, and placed in presses

in the cloister where students could come and
consult them, and the other consisting of volumes
which were lent out to the monks to read. In
this connection the lecturer quoted a curious rule

made by Archbishop Lanfranc in 1080 for the

English Benedictines, who were allowed to borrow
and exchange one volume per annum. As col-

lections increased, accommodation had to be
made for them. At Christ Church, Canter-

bury, in the 14th century, the books, which
had increased to 698, were dispersed in cases

throughout the convent wherever space could be
found. The inconvenience of this to students

requiring to refer from volume to volume led to

the provision of a room devoted to books, and
with conveniences for studying them. Between
1414 and 1443 a library was built over the Prior's

Chapel at Canterbury by Archbishop Chichele,

and another at Durham, over the old sacristy, by
Prior Assington ; in the abbeys of Citeaux and
Clairvaux similar provision was made over the

scriptorium between 1480 and 1503 ; at Saint-

Victor, at Paris, between 1501 and 1508 ; and at

Saint-Germain-des-Prcs, about 1513, over the

south cloister. Buildings specially to hold their

libraries, and to afford easy mode of consulting

their contents, were first erected by the uni-

versities and colleges. The

OLDEST STRVCTIRE OF THE KIN'D IX EXGLAXD,

perhaps in Europe, is the old library of the

I'niversity of Oxford, which still retains many
features of its original form. This structure,

rarely seen by visitors, and even unknown to the

majority of Oxford men, is a two-storied building

situate on the north side of the choir of

St. Mary's Church, adjoining the tower at one

end, and separated from the body of the church

by a narrow courtyard. Having glanced at the

way books were kept, used, and lent at Oxford

prior to the erection of this building, the most
interesting edifice in the university, the lecturer

gave a sketch of its foimdation by Thomas de

Cobham, Bishop of Worcester, about 1320, and
some incidents in its early history, following

with a description of the interior, furniture, and
general arrangements. Long desks were placed

at regular intervals at right angles to the walls

on which the volumes lay on their sides. A bench

was fixed in front for the reader, and a window

came between each pair of desks to light that pew

or cell. Every volume had a metal slip riveted

to the front edge of the board forming one cover,

to which was attached a light iron chain of the

requisite length, having at the other end a ring.

This ring ran up an iron rod which w.as carried

along the top of the desk, and was secured at the

end by a hasp and padlock to prevent the ring

being drawn off. The foundation of Bishop

Cobham's library was succeeded shortly after-

wards by that of the

LIHR.VKY OF DURH.iM COLLEGE, OXFORD,

by Richard de Bury, Bishop of Durham (1335-

45), a biblomaniac, traveller and scholar, and

withal a humorous writer. The books bequeathed

by De Bury to the college were kept for many
years in chests under the custody of scholars

deputed for the purpose. At the beginning of the

15th century a library was built, and regokrly

furnished with book-cases or settles inclosing

pews or studies between them, where the books

were chained. When Durham College came to
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an end at the Dissolution, its old buildings were
utilised by its successor, the present Trinity, and
the old Library of Durham College still serves as
the Library of Trinity College. William of

Wykeham's Xew College at Oxford set the
fashion for all future collegiate buildings at

either University in provision being- made for

every department, and thenceforward every
college had its library as an essential part of its

plan. Though books were few, the rooms devoted
to them had to be very large, the chaining of the
books to the desks making it possible to have
only very few on each desk. Soon, as books
increased, shelves were formed behind the desks,
tier by tier, until at last, in the 17th or ISth
century, they reached the ceiling. The appear-
ance of the fittings before that time can lie well
seen in the old library of Merton College, (l.'cford.

( )f chained libraries, which the lecturer treated
at some length, there are at least three e-xtant in
England, that belonging to Hereford Cathedral
being the most ancient and perfect. Old chains,
hasps, and staples belonging to Hereford

—

specimens of the actual fittings of a

MEDI-EVAL ClUINEn LIHR.iRV,

were exhibited by Mr. Jackson, and the method
of fixation explained. All Saints' Church, Here-
ford, and Wimborne Minster also possess chained
libraries, the former founded at so late a date
as 171,). But the finest in the world is that of

San Lorenzo, Florence, the great hall of which
was designed by Michel Angelo in 1524, to con-
tain the collection formed by several generations
of the Medici. The lecturer then touched on the
difficulties of consulting books in the old chained
libraries. Shelves for the ever-increasing number
of books had been provided, but desk accom-
modation remained as before. One student
occupied on a volume prevented three or four
others getting access to the books. This led to
the library-rooms being enlarged. Interesting
reference was made by the lecturer to Duke
Humphrey's connection with Oxford, and to his
splendid benefaction of over 600 books to its

library in the earlier half of the fifteenth cen-
tury. The new acquisitions made more com-
modious quarters imperative, and in 1444 the
University resolved to build an upper story to
the new Divinity School, which, begun in 1426,
was being slowly carried towards completion.
The change was at length made in 1480,
when the University Library was removed from
the old solar or upper chamber at St. Mary's to the
new solar over the Divinity School. The lecturer
then glanced at the subsequent fortunes of the
Library, which was despoiled of the most
valued of its treasures by the Commissioners of
Edward VI., and munificently enriched, altered,
and enlarged by its second founder. Sir Thomas
Bodley, at the end of the 16th century, since
whose day the venerable central room has re-
mained practically unaltered—the most attractive
spot to the student to be found anywhere. Chains
were bought for the Bodleian Library as late as
1751

_;
it was not till 1757 that this method of

securing the books was abolished. Other libraries
described more or less fuUy were that of St. John's
CoUege, Cambridge : the new library finished by
Sir Christopher Wren in 1695, which forms the
western side of NeviU's Court at Trinity College,
Cambridge—a stately buUding, both within and
without, a triumph of architecture, which would
suffice by itself to establish Wren's reputation as
an artist ; and the fine building of the Radcliffe
Library, completed by James Gibbs in 1747. In
conclusion, Mr. Jackson showed views of a library
of his own planning at Uppingham School, in
which he had tried to combine the two arrange-
ments of cases against the walls and cases
breaking out from them.

^^^. J- W. Willis CL.iiiK, M.A., in opening
the discussion, said it was to the rules of tha
Benedictine order that we were indebted for our
modem public free libraries. A library did not,
it was true, form any part of the original plan of
a monastery

: hut it was found as books increased
in numbers that they could not all be kept in the
armoire in the cloister, and a special room was
accordingly set apart for them. This was the
history of the libraries at Durham, at Citeaux,
aiid elsewhere, and thus the monastic collections
of books were prototypes of our leading libraries.
The monastic buildings were always long narrow
rooms, with windows equally spaced in the walls,
and between these windows, as Mr. Jackson had
shown, the books were arranged. Although the
original collectors of books had all been dispersed
from the catalogues and descriptions which had

come down to us from those at Clairvaux and else-

where, we could make out to a certain extent
what the bookcases were like, and knew that in

many cises there were two shelves placed back
to back, the set of four forming a " bank," and
that desks were provided for readers. He had
never yet been able to discover any remaining
examples of a book-press or desk, although he
had travelled all over the greater part of Europe
searching for them, and he feared it was
almost impossible to hope to find one pre-
served. There were plenty of traces of the great

care taken by the monks of their manuscripts

;

indeed, the writings generally ended with an
inj unction to take care of them or a curse would
be pronounced. It was evident that the monks
did not mind lending their tre.asures provided

proper pledges were given that they would be
returned in good condition, and it was this custom
which provided us with the first public libraries.

At Assissi the monastery had a distinct lending
library of no fewer than three hundred volumes.
During the French Revolution the inhabitants of

the towns recognised the value of their great

libraries and took care of them. We could find

out with tolerable exactness how our Mediaeval
libraries were fitted up by studying the University
records and remains, especiaily those of Oxford,
which seat of learning was always richer than its

sister at Cambridge, for it would be incredible

that the monasteries should not have copied the

university fittings as they did their statutes. It

was clear that the modern bookcase was evolved
from the monastic one. It should be remembered
that Sir Christopher Wren first provided and
fitted up a librarj- at Lincoln Cathedral, where he
arranged the bookcases against the wall and
not at right angles to it. Wren probably
derived his idea from the famous library

founded by Cardinal Mazarin in Paris in

the building now replaced by the Palais de
Institut on the left bank of the Seine, for

we knew Wren studied in this library a good
deal. Mizarin, in turn, was indebted to the

library of the King of Spain at the Escurial ; the
latter famous Royal library, in truth, made a
great stir, and its arrangement was widely copied.

At Lincoln, there were four splendid double-

desks, with great poppy-head ends, belonging to

Wren's library in one of the cloisters. There
was a very similar library at Wells Cathedral
over part of the cloisters, which was refitted by
Dean Bathurst of Oxford ; it had been said to be
a late survival of a chained library ; but there

was no trace of chaining on any fitting or book,
nor were there any payments in the records for

chaining.

Mr. H. W. Brewer said he came across the
will of John Carpenter, the founder of the City
of London School, who left an exceedingly good
library for his times. He bequeathed the bulk
of the books to Sir Richard Whittington, and
stipulated that they should be chained, but

so kept as to be accessible to all poor scholars of

the city of London who wished to consult them.
He further bequeathed to his relative, John
Carpenter (afterwards Bishop of Exeter), "that
book of architecture given to me by William
Clee," who had been controller and master of

works to Henry V. and Henry VI., and who
built the fine hall or palace at Eltham, and
carried out various works at the Tower of London
and the Sheen Palace. This William Clee, the

architectural author, had stipulated, in a curious

letter still in existence, and addressed to the

Privy Council of Henry VI., that £1,000 should

be provided for him at Eltham, remarking that

for building the kitchen at the Tower of London
he did not receive so much as forty pence. It

would be interesting to know what became of

these books of John Carpenter, and he for one
should be glad to see some of them find their

way into the Institute library.

Mr. H. II. St.\tthji proposed a vote of thanks

to Mr. Jackson, remarking that it had been one
of the most delightful papers they had had for a

long time, and one which traced the history and
development of libraries in their practical arrange -

ment. The exhibition that evening of the actual

chains and fittings from Hereford Cathedral give

an air of realism to the lecture, which brought
them into touch with Mediaival readers.

Professor G. Baldwin- B.vldwix, of Edinburgh
University, seconded the vote of thanks, remark-
ing on the exceptional interest of the paper,

which, he said, was quite in accordance with the

best traditions of the Institute. They owed a

g^eat debt to the monastic library, for by its

agency not only the sacred, but also the profane

treasures of literature had been preserved to us,

since we find by its catalogue that the library of

the monastery of St. Ciall contained profane as

well as sacred books. A plan of a monastery
made in the early part of the ninth century

showed a building used as a scriptorium below
and a library above, a window being arranged
between every pair of desks.

Jlr. E. W. Hudson observed that an important
library had not been mentioned—that which was
founded in Paris by Saint Louis on his return

from the Eist, was attached to the north side of

La Sainte Chapelle, and was designed by the

same architect, Pierre de Montreuil. He should
like to ask if anything was known of itj form and
arrangement : it seemed to have had an apsidal

east end, and to have been three stories in height,

the basement being used as a sacrialy, the middle
floor as a chapel, and the upper room as a store-

house for books. The well-known library at

the Conservatoire des Arts et Metiers was an
apartment designed by the same architect, but
was the refectory of the Benedictine monastery
of St. IMirtin des Champs ; the magnificent hall

utterly refuted the libel that buildings in the
Gothic style were necessarily defectively lighted.

Mr. W. H. St. John Hope observed that if

architects and students would keep their eyes

open when visiting Benedictine and Cistercian

buildings, they would find in many cases abundant
traces of the provision for reading and lending
books, often in quiet recesses in the eist walls

of the cloisters. In some cases there were two
such libraries, one a small one for novices, and
a larger one, but still only 5ft. or 6ft. square, for

brethren. There was such a library at Kirkstall,

another at Worcester, and a similar one formerly
existed at Meux Abbey, now entirely destroyed,

of which the inventory was extant. At Furness
a large cupboard existed in precisely the same
position as at Kirkstall, and at Castle Acre and at

Fountains there were traces of an upper story

approached by a wide and ample staircase. We
obtained glimpses of these libraries from in-

ventories such as at Titchfield, Hints, and he had
a list drawn up by a monk at Canterbury,
showing the books which needed chaining and
those which needed repairs, and from this Mr.
Willis Clark was able to reconstruct the library

and its books.

Mr. Willis Clark added that an ancient

library had lately been destroyed in Paris to

make way for the Ecole Polytechnique. Near
the well-known Bibliothcque de St. Genevieve,
in Paris, there was till recently an old library,

cruciform on plan, which had been turned into a
dormitory for boys. He feared that all the con-
ventual libraries of Paris had now disappeared.

The vote of thanks having been passed by
acclamation, Mr. Jackson briefly replied, re-

marking that catalogues of old libraries always
possessed a great interest. There was one of Oriel

(jollege, Oxford, which Dibden described as a
roll ; but it stUl existed as a bound book, and in

it, owing possibly to the frequent loss of illu-

minated title pages, all the volumes were referred

to by the first word on the second page. [Mr.
Willis Clark : That is the uniform custom.] As
an architect, he was naturally jealous of the repu-
tation for originality of Wren , and he could not
allow that Wren was indebted either to Cardinal
Mazarin or the architect of the Escurial for his

treatment of Trinity College, Cambridge. The
lower part of the wall had to be left unpierced by
the architectural requirements, and it doubtless

occurred to Wren that it would be a good oppor-
tunity to line the blank wall up to the window
level with bookcases.

THE SURVEYORS' IKSTITUIION.

AT the ordinary general meeting of the above
society, held on Monday evening last, a

paper was read by Mr. Herbert Trustram Eve,

on the subject of compensation values, as between
incoming and outgoing tenants of agricultural

holdings, for unexhausted improvements. The
subject is one which bears but littlo on the branch

of the surveyor's profession, with which our

readers are chiefly connected ; but the paper

contained an interesting series of tables which,

when embodied in the Tranmctioiis of the Sur-

veyors' Institution, cannot fail to be a valuable

guide to those who have to do with the

valuations of agricultural property, which

under some recent Acts may include buildings.

The author avowedly approached the subject

from the point of view of a surveyor, and not
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from that of sn agricultural chemist, and based

hie arguments raainlv on a recent article ty Sir

J. li. Lawes and Sir'j. II. Cilbert. llegavethe

usual methods of ascertaining compensation,

founded on tho cost of the food consumed upon
the farm, and presumably remunerative to the

incoming tenant in the shape of manurial value,

and advocated a system by which these values

should bo founded on the varying prices of the

throe principal cereal crops, as was done in

tho calculation of the value of the tithe-rent

charge under the Commutation Act of 1S3G.

This was a practical basis which could be under-

stood by a farmer, who could not be expected to

follow the ever-varying market values of chemi-
cals, such as ammonia, phosphoric acid, and
potAsh, which formed the basis on which the

chemical valuation must be made. A combina-
tion of the two methods of calculating the value

of additions to the fertility of a farm, for which
the incoming tenant could reasonably expect to be
made to pay, and for which the outgoing tenant

might well claim compensation, was advocated by
the author. Many instances were given of differ-

ences in the value of feeding stuffs, varying with
the quality of the land, the sort of stock fed, the

number of years of " continuous good farming,"
and other conditions, and, on the whole, the paper
seemed to be one which would be most useful for

reference to the land-agent surveyors.

A discussion followed, in which Mr. F. J.

Smith, Mr. G. 1). K. Wigley, Mr. E. A.
llawlenco, Mr. F. J. Brown, Mr. T. A. Dickson,
I'rofcssor E. Kinch, and Mr. .1. Looker took part,

and the further consideration of Mr. Eve's paper
was adjourned to the next session of the
institution.

"BUILDING NEWS" DESIGNING CLUB.
A HILL-SIDE HUNOALOW.

AllESIDENCE such as the following par-
ticulars provide for presents a decidedly

attractive subject for the display of taste and
ingenuity : the restrictions are few, and the
chances for artistic originality are unfettered, pro-
vided all attempt at a monumental style of build-
ing is avoided, and the suitability of simplicity
is acknowledged. How far the competitors have
succeeded may be judged by the plana which
we herewith publish, and in considering'; these
designs it is desirable that the conditions issued
for the guidance of the competitors should be kept
in view :

—

." A Bungalow for a Gentleman. The site for
this small residence is on the side of a well-
wooded hiU a few miles from London, and the
building is intended for summer occupation. The
incline from east to west is 1ft. in 10ft., and
the prospect, of course, is over the valley below.
The approach is from the north. The base of
the building is to be in red brick. The whole of
the accommodation is to be on the ground floor,

excepting a belvedere smoking-room, which is to
be located over the central hall, out of which
the reception and best bedrooms are to be
approached. This hall is not to be treated as
a sitting-room. The building must be com-
pactly contrived in a simple and suitable way,
remembering that a bungalow is not a baronial
hall. The living-room is to be 24ft. long by
about 18tt. wide. The drawing-room 16ft. by
13ft., or of that area. A billiard-room for a full-
sized table. Four best bedrooms, and two more
for female servants. A man's room is to be
provided, and to be suitably isolated. A bathroom,
lavatory and cloakroom, &c., and a box-room to
be provided, and space for bicycles, golfing-irons,
&c., is to be accommodated. There should be a
small cellar, and the faU of the ground may
suggest a half-basement ; but the scheme is left
to the competitors. jVlong the garden side of the
house on the west front a terrace r2ft. wide is to
be planned. The kitchen and offices to be
appropriate for such a dwelling, ilaterials, brick
and rough-cast. TOed roofs. Scale, 8ft. to the
inch. Style, suitability. Plans, two elevations,
section, and view. If reallv necessary to work
the drawings nicely into one sheet, the scale of
plans may be 10ft. to the inch."
The designs chosen for the three first places are

" Centaur," " Pantile, " and " Hotspur," in this
order of merit. The first design, essentially a
bungalow, has an air of compactness about it,

making for facility of simple roofing, and the
belvedere balcony flat is a distinct advantage.
The skylight trunk for the haU and belvedere
stairway is a contrivance possibly necessitated by
the central-hall arrangement, which we are aware
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we asked for. There are objections, of course,

to skylights of this kind, and "Centaur"
has more than one of them, still, beyond a

passing comment noting the contrivance, it

appears hardly incumbent to say more on the

point. One advantage of "Centaur's" plan is

the manner in which the bedrooms and the ser-

vants' department are divided off from the li^ing-

rooms, and these latter are convenient and well

placed. The plans show how the arrangement is

managed. Of the exterior there is not much to

say. The eiSEect would have been improved if

rather more had been made of the upper part of

the bay to the dining-room, and the main
entrance would have been all the better for a

little more distinction. "Pantile" makes his

bungalow on the " verandah" side too much like

a village school, and the so-called " verandah "

is really only a terrace. The plan is rather good,

and is fairly well lighted. We do not quite like

the dining-room service coming immediately past

the front door, and an external door to the

bicycle-house would have been an improve-
ment. The drawing - room is not happily

managed. The arched window to the dining

room seems more suitable for a billiard-

room, whereas the long low window to the

billiard - room without the top - light would
be inadequate. "Hotspur," the third design,

is not economical, and his plan is scarcely a

bungalow with its vestibule, lobbies, and cor-

ridors. Externally, the building is overweighted
by the wasteful roof, though there is a degree of

cleverness about the proposal which we have
acknowledged. Thew.c, provided in conjunction

with the bedrooms, should be entirely isolated from

the billiard-room. In several details the plan is

open to improvement. " C;edmon " has an
ingenious plan, with the central hall placed

diagonally in respect to the reception-rooms, the

bedrooms forming a wing to the right of the

entrance, and the kitchen and servants' room
running to the left. Had the author worked out

his scheme more carefully, and with a little more
taste, he would have been awarded a higher place,

for the general idea of the plan is a good one.

Unfortunately, the passages are dark, and the

design fails in detail, while in general effect the

building is not a success.
" M'Gilligan" strives to be original and im^

part a freshness to his building. A symmetrical

contrivance of circular bays to the dining-rooi

and biUiard-room on either side of the drawing,

room on the garden front has seemingly goverrn

the general arrangement of his scheme much too

seriously, the smoking -room belvedere rising in

between. The design is too cut-up, and although
" M'Gilligan " has drawn it out carefully enough,

his plan required a little more thought. For
example, the verandah door from the dining-

room looks directly into the best bedroom window.
The hall would be very dark, and the wide
passage opening out of it is very wasteful. '

' Petti-

coats" comes next with a better plan than eleva-

tion. The circular turrets would have been

better omitted. The loss of space in passageways

is a serious matter. There was no occasion to

give the man's room a separate bath-room, w.c,

and larder, and it is not a nice plan to locate

the maidservants' bedrooms in the basement.
" Umbopa " is not a good planner, dovetailing

a bedroom in between the billiard-room and

>ii^BK
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the drawing-room and locating another bed-
chamber close to the front door. We have little

to say in praise of this design, which in many
respects is childish, but externally it exhibits
some taste. The author would do well to culti-

vate this and learn to make a plan. " Zeo " is

too dashing by haU. His facjade might be mis-
taken for a convalescent hospital, and his plan is

mads to fit the elevations regardless of conveni-
ence and comfort. The servants' bedrooms
adjoin the billiard-room door, and close at hand
is the bath-room, the chief bedchambers opening
into the central hall. "Zeo" cannot expect to
succeed if he mixes up his plan in this way. His
chief idea seems to have been concentrated on the
production of a very black-and-white perspective.
For that much we place him here. " Microbe "

sendflacurious-lookingbuilding, mainly in timber,
oddly schemed. The bUliard-room is in the base-
ment, and is very badly lighted. The kitchen
and bedroom departments have the merit of
being shut oS from the rest of the house.
A strange central tower serves as a belvedere.
" Gib " is far neater, and in some ways far more
successful. His plan is rather a good one

;

but in type the building is not a good
one with all these internal walls and steps
intended to accommodate the various levels.

The belvedere is positively ugly, and the
w.c. outside the door leading from the hall to the
billiard-room is not nice. "Don't Know" is

improving. He blots and spoUs his work with-
out much reason. In the plans sent for this
bungalow he has more closely followed the
scheme which

. we proposed than some more
capable designers, and as we have spoken on
previous occasions of his work somewhat sharply,
we may, with good grace, commend his endeavour
to do better. He has much room left to continue
this development. " Angler " has sent no view.
His design might look well. It is very simple,
and in plan is L-shaped. The contrivance has its

advantages ; but the merits are mixed, and so are
the sexes, for the man's room is close to the
chambers for the maidservants—an arrangement
which we specially provided against. " Giaour"
makes a belvedere just like a photographer's glass
room. The brick arcade along the garden side
would be very out of scale and most expensive.

His plan is compact rather, but strangely inter-

mingled. Thus the washhouse is reached

from a passage opening directly out of the

hall. The kitchen is in the basement, and
it is situate a considerable way from the

dining-room. " Swan " has three corridors

running side by side in the middle of his

dwelling—an ungainly arrangement—-with the

idea of separating the parts of the house. A more
curious scheme we have never seen. "Swan"
should not repeat it. " B. C. P." does not give

his design a chance, crowding up his drawings so.

His plan is a clever one, and the elevations show
no little ability. This house of his is not a

bungalow in its external appearance, and it is

drawn indifferently. " Rita'' makes a timbered
magpie house in his design, and locates his

kitchen as far away as possible in his rambling
plan from the dining-room, thereby increasin:

the difficulty of service with two series of

steps in between the two apartments. Other-
wise the plan is not a bad one, though
the staircase leading to the smoking-room is

needlessly important, with a big well to light

the hall. " Derige " makes a village-school sort of

building with a tower , for his bungalow, and rough-
casts his walls with red-brickdressings—evincing

taste it is true ; but he rather misdirects his

energy. The corridors and hall would be exceed-

ingly dark, and so would the ingle-nook in the

drawing-room. The perspective is drawn in a

ghost-like way, without any structural lines.

.' • Luna '

' has a strange composition in black and
white timber, based on an oddly-shaped plan. The
billiard-room has an apsidal end. The perspec-

tive strangely distorts the proportions of the

scheme, and looks like a fragment from a wiUow-
pattemed plate. "Chess" concludes the series

of designs by submitting a very unKnished
scheme, the best part of which is the plan. The
elevations are drawn in thin outline.

The Indian Government have sanctioned a loan

of two lakhs of rupees to the Lahore Municipal
Committee diiring 1898-9',!, and Mr. B. Parkes,

executive engineer on special duty, has been en-

gaged for some time on the plans and estimates for

the new drainage and tramway schemes and the
extension of the water supply.

IRONWORK AT SOUTII KENSINGTON
MUSEUM.—II.

By G. A. T. MiDDLETos.

II. ENGLISH : IRON GRILLE IN ST. .iXSELM'ft

CHAPEL, CANTERDIKY.

THIS, like much of the English work in the
Museum, is a reproduction, the original, dated

1333 .\.i)., being part of an existing grille in

Canterbury Cathedral. It is typical of much
contemporary work both in England and on the
Continent, made of flat bar-iron in C curves,

thinned out and twisted back at the terminals, and
with strap and rivet connections, all entirely

without foliage or stamped enrichment.

III. ENGLISH : COPY OF GRILLE, HENRY V.

CH.4NTRY, WESTMINSTER AUBEY.

Like the grille last illustrated, this is a copy,
and is as typical of unenriched 1 5th as that of 14th-
century work. It seems to have been made out of
sheet metal, stamped and filed, a thicker sheet
being superimposed over a thinner, giving some-
what the effect of moulded tracery, a method of

working iron more common in Flanders than in

England, and there applied mostly to small pieces

of door and casket furniture.

HEATING OF SWIMMING-B.iTHS.

WE so often receive inquiries as to the best
mode of heating swimming-baths that we

think architects will be glad to note the results

obtained by Messrs. Messenger and Company,
Limited's, improved system. The following re-

port was made by Mr. Wm. Lord, superintendent
of the public baths under the Corporation of the
City of Coventry, April 28, IS98:—"I forward
you inclosed the results of two tests of your
heating apparatus as fixed to our three swimming-
baths. No. 1 is taken with only 39,370 gallons
of water in the bath, and this is raised to 76°

before filling up. Test No. 2 is taken with 78,000
gallons of water in the bath. You will see by
this that the steam jet is capable of raising 98,437
gallons of water 17° in 9j hours with one boiler

at work. Yesterday I filled the ladies' swimming-
bath. We started the jet at seven o'clock, stopped
one hour for breakfast, and raised the water from
.52° to 76° by five o'clock—that is to say, 98,000
gallons of water were raised in temperature 24° in

nine hours. This was with both boilers at about
401b. pressure, and not condensing anything like

as much steam as our steam spray used to do.

Furthermore, a perfect circulation is obtained, as

will be seen by the statistics I send you, which
are taken all over the bath, both top and bottom.
Since the apparatus was put in I have had no
complaints about the differences in the tempera-
ture of the water. We were very busy on Satur-

day with slipper baths, and your app,\ratu8 and
hot-tanks were put to a considerable test. I am
very pleased to inform you that we made 686
slipper baths without having to call upon the old

Calorifier for assistance. Your apparatus is a

perfect success, and may be seen at work, if

required, as a recommendation for your system."

BOOKS RECEIVED.
The Municipal and Sanitary Engineer's Handbook,

by H. Percy Boulnols, M.Inst.C.E,, City Engi-
neer, Liverpool, &c. (London : E. and F. N. Spon,
Ltd., Strand).—The third edition of this very
useful handbook is before us, and has been revised

and brought up to date. The legal references

have been revised by Mr. J. B. Keignier Conder,

the author of "Law Notes on the Surveyor."

The contents and arrangement of the book appear

to follow the lines of the first edition, and the

Public Health Act (1S75) and other Acts have

been summarised. Chapters I. II. and III. treat

on the office and law of the town surveyor, his

appointment and qualifications, voluntary pass

examinations, his duties, committee work, •fee.

Traffic, maintenance of streets, requirements of

roadway, macadam roadways, road metal, rolling

pitched pavements of stone, wood paving, asph.alte

roadways, curbing and channelling, lighting

streets, &c., occupy several chapters. New streets

and buildings, sewerage, sewage disposal, public

conveniences, lighting, house drain.ige, pleasure

grounds, artisans' dwellings, abattoirs, markets,

cemeteries, contracts, &c., arc also treated in

detail. The handbook is especially valuable to all

surveyors and students, and useful dat.a and

statistics are summarised. There is a good index..
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Compute Porsprctiie Course, by J. Himpurey
SrANToN, Gold lledallist of Koyal Academy of

Arts, &c. (London: Macmilhin and Co., Ltd.),

comprisps the elementary and advanced stages of

pcr.-pective, the projection of shadow and reflec-

tions, &c., and the practical application of per-

spective, and is intended for candidates for ihe

examination of the Science and Art Department,

Soutli Kensington, &c. The author has dealt

with the Eul.jed in a thoroughly complete

manner. The problem exercises are admirably

suited for the requirements of the examinations

referred to, ard every case is considered. We
should have liked to" have seen more practical

applications of the problems ; the chapter on

perspective for architects and engineers at the

end of the volume is inadequate to meet their

requirements, and we think too much space has

been given up to what we may terra the a -ademical

problems and examples. The diagrams are clear

and well engravid : but the objects or examples

chosen are conlinei too much to the conventional

school of art models instead of to architectural

and practical examples. Such solids as pedestals,

columns, bases, towersand spires, cupolas, arcades

and interiors, and furniture would have furnished

excellent examples of application. The remarks on
photographic perspective are useful, and serve to

show how an exaggerated perspective of a photo-

graph may be corrected in making a drawing from
it. /n(/«i'(ri(j/i7(r<r!c«/'/ (translated andadapted
from the French of Hf.xry df, tJR.vFiiGNY, and
edited by A. G. Elliott, C.Sc. (London : Whit-
taker and Co, White Hart-street, Paternoster-

squarel. is one of the first of the proposed volumes

of Whittaker's " Electro-Mechanical" series.

This volume explains in non-mathematical
language the many useful applications of elec-

tricity. The French original has been extensively

sold. The book is intended as an introduction to

the series, and each chapter explains briefly and
popularly a distinct branch of practical electricity.

The other volumes will enter more into detail.

A Guide io the City Guildhall (Simpkin,

Marshall, Hamilton, Kent, and Co.) Mr. .John

J. Baddeley, Chairman of the City Lands Com-
mittee, has written an excellent guide to the

Guildhall, containing a brief but picturesquely-

treated historical sketch of the Corporation, and
an account of the work carried on by the Court
of Common Council. The compilation is pro-

fusely illustrated from photographs, and, better

still, has on the back page a plan of the laby-

rinth of buildings—library, art gallery, police

and mayor's courts, council chamber, committee
rooms, and othces—surrounding the Guildhall.

The little book is published in paper covers at

(Id. net. ^.^
THE COLL.\PSE OF THE ROOF OF ABBEY

MAXSIOXS, WESTJIINSTER.

AS we briefly mentioned last week, Jlr.

Troutbeck, assisted by Mr. .John Slater as

assessor, resumed on Thursday, the I'ith inst.,

the inquest on the seven men killed by the fall of

the south section of Abbey Mansions, Victoria
and Orchard steeels, Westminster. The accident
took place on April 21, and in our issue of the
following day a double-page illustration of the
building was given. James Andrews, the general
foreman of the works, who was under examina-
tion when the Court adjourned on the previous
day, was further questioned by the Coroner with
reference to the construction of the pier. He said

the footings for the pier were seven courses of

brickwLik in extent, and 4ft. 1 Jin. wide at the
bottom. Ai cording to the terms of the Building
Act, footings shi^uld be twice the thickness of the
•fall. He believed the footings were put in for a
thicker wall. Mr. W. R. Rickard, the principal

contractor, recalled, produced an agreement
entered into between himself and Mrs. Leeds, of

West Norwood, on November 12 last, under
which Jlrs. Leeds purchased the freehold and
indemnified the witness " from any further
personal coat in respect of the completion of the
building." Mr. Young, solicitor to Mrs. Leeds,
said the short effect of the document was that
Mrs. Leeds bought for £1,000 all Rickard's
interest in the north and south blocks, and subse-
quently to that she became the freeholder. Th^
document which had been put in was intended
to appoint Kickard as her contractor. Mr.
.Vvory said the document must be read with
the building agreement of June 23, 1S96, which
was in possession of the mortgagee's solicitor.

Mr. Voui g said that by that agreement it wat
Kickard's venture, and "by the subsequent con-

tract he parted with his interest to Mrs. Leeds
for £1,000. The witness Rickard said that since

Nov. 12, 1897, he had acted as contractor for Jlrs.

Leeds to erect the building. Certain materials

intended for the building were consigned to Mrs.
Leeds because that lady's credit was better than
his, and in some cases he was authorised to pledge
Mrs. Leeds's credit. The cost of the bricks which
were condemned was £2 2s. per 1,000 alongside,

which was a good price. They were condemned
by Mr. Pawley, the architect, at another job.

Mr. Pawley told witness that those bricks were
rather soft, and ought not to be used for the

bottom part of the building. The best of the

bricks might have been used for the inside walls.

Mr. Avory : When Mr. Pawley condemned thes-e

bricks at the other job, did you not lead him to

understand that they would be ground up for

mortar 'r— (Jaite so, or most of them. I do not

think they were all bad. Mr. Avory : But all

those he condemned you gave him to understMnd
would be ground up for mortar r— Yes. The
witness, in reply to further questions, said Mrs.
Leeds was the widow of a builder, by whom
witness had for many years been employed as

building contractor. Mr. Pawley acted merely as

architect, and witness paid his fees. Mr. C. \V.

Courtenay, the contractor for the stonework, gave
evidence of supplying stone templates, five of

which were of a larger size than the others. Mr.
Tom Drew-Bear, engineer, of Queen Victoria-

street, said his firm, Drew-Bear, Perks, and Co.,

supplied some of the girders for the building. He
prepared a scheme for the ironwork construction,

but it was not carried out, and the girders were
supplied according to order. In the plan no pro-

vision was made for stanchions. Mr. Simuel
Jluriell, engineer, Victoria-street, S.W., said he
was the contractor for the cast-iron cornice, and
he was asked by Mr. Simpson, on behalf of Mrs.

Leeds, to concrete the roof, which he had already

made, .^fter doinz that he started the con-

creting. The centring and concreting were to be

paid for at the rate of 3s. per yard. He did not

see any specification as to how the concrete was
to be mixed, and he had no instructions. He
provided the coke breeze, but the cement and the

lifting were found for him. The work of con-

creting ihe roof was commenced on March 2.5.

On Wednesday, April 13, the roof had been
concreted, with the exception of a portion round
the skylight. Later on, there was some discussion

with reference to an alteration of the skylight,

and eventually some of the concrete was cut away
by the order of .\ndrews, the foreman. By April

16 the who'e of the concreting had- been finished.

Xone of his men did anything on the roof up till

the dinner-hour on the day of the accident.

Witness lunched with ilr. Simpson, the assistant

architect, on that day, and Mr. Simpson's
last words were: "Don't, on any account, let

any of your men strike that centring."

Witness thfreupon told his foreman, the

deceased man Parker, through the telephone,

not to touch the centring, but to get on with

the sixth-floor joists. A little later he heard of

the calamity, and on going to the buildine he
found that the centring had been struck. With
regard to the allege d improper mixing of the con-

crete, that material would speak for itself. The
cement was given to him by Simpson, and it

caused no loss to him no matter how much was
used. Assuming that the building collapsed

owing to the removal of the centring the concrete

would fall in pieces of 3ft. Gin. wide. He could

give no reason for the joists falling. His belief

was that the accident was caused by someone
hoisting a weight by means of a winch and a
" snatch " fixed around the pier, so ciusing the

pier to "shoot out." By Mr. Kent : It was
dangerous to strike the centring at the time it

was struck. John Hammond, a labourer who
was at work on the roof at the time of the acci-

dent, said he ani five other men were instructed

by the deceased man Parker to strike the centring.

The concrete was very hard, and to test it witness
" bounced " a crowbar on it. It sounded like a

drum. He was cei tain that the concrete did not

go first. The whole thing collapsed without the

slightest warning. He should say the concrete

was thoroughly set and fit for striking. He
could not say whether there was any hoisting

going on at the time. He did not notice any
vibration. He saw nothing to account for the

collapse. He had known concrete to set well

and the centring to be fit for striking in eight

days. The portion of the concrete which col-

lapsed had been up a much longer time.

At the opening of Monday's proceedings Mr.

Horace Avery, counsel for Mr. C. J. C. Pawley,

the architect, made a statement with reference to

Mr. Pawley's position so far as the property was
concerned. The governors of' the Grey Coat

Hospital were the freeholders, and Mrs.- Leeds

acquired a building agreement from them with

the option of purchasing the land. Mrs. L-eds

acquired the freehold, and the deed included a

declaration of trust in favour of Mr. Pawley. who
was a e/stuiqiie trust. Then a building agreement

was granted to Mr. Rickard, and hesub-equently

sold it back to Mrs. Leeds for a sum of £1,000.

Mrs. Leeds was, in fact, only Mr. Pawley's

trustee. It was in the legal position of beneficial

owner that he agreed with H.M. Coaamissioners

of Works to grant them a lease of the^e two
blocks when they were completed. Mr. K nt

:

.\fter November 12 Rickard was working under

the direction of Pawley at prime cost. John
Peckham, a carpenter in the employment of

Messrs. Jas. S.nith and Son, of Norwood
Junction, the contractors for the joinery work,'

said he was on the roof of the building at the

time of the accident, working at the skylight,

which had a deal frame and oak sashes. There

were three poles from 4in. to -iin. in diameter

properly lashel across the opening, forming a jib.

A few minutes before the accident he noticed that

there w.as a gre\t ^t^ain on the jib and the block

was " squeaking." Something was evidently

being raised, but he did not know what. Ha
noticed the breeze concrete cracking. There

were two or three distinct cracks parallel with

the front wall. He warned his mate that the

roof was collapsing, and they both ran to the

parapet and jumped on. When they looked

round they found that the concrete, iron girders,

and everything else had disappeared. He agreed

with all that the witness Hammond had stated,

except that he was of opinion the concrete round

the north skylight was moist. By Mr. Avory :

In his opinion the striking of the centring had

something to do with the falling of the roof. The
concrete appeared to be hard in places, but he

considered that it had not been laid long

enough for the centring to be struck. By
Mr. Ellis Griffith : He had all that day known
that the concrete was soft at the spot he had

indicated. Thomas Copping, carpenter, who was

also at work on the roof at the time of the

accident, gave corroborative evidence. When
warned by the last witness that the roof was

falling, he hurried away to the parapet, and on

his way he felt the root rising slightly. The
moment he got on the parapet the whole roof

collapsed. The concrete around the frame

of the north light was rather soft. The
workmen were hoisting by the jib on the

centre light light up to the time of the

accident. He should say that the scaffold poles

forming the jib would carry about a ton. By
Mr. Avory : Mr. Murrell did not suggest to him
that the hoisting caused the collapse. By 'Sir.

Gardiner : It occurred to him that the striking

of the centring was improper, but he did not tell

the foreman so. Leonard Skinner, a labourer

employed by Banks's Fireproof Syndicate, Ltd.,

said he never found any of the binding girders

tied with ropes. The girders were all fixed and

bolted together in the ordinary and proper way.

The lacing joists did not bolt. Charles Smith, a

labourer in the employment of Mr. Murrell, the •

roof contractor, said he was one of the men in-

jured in the accident. He was working at the

time on a scaffold immediately under the roof,

and was drawing the bolts, when suddenly, with-

out warning, the entire roof collapsed. He could

not account for the collapse. The concrete ap-

peared to be all right. The boards came clean

away. Thomas Stewart, a foreman plumber,

said he was employed on the building. On
the day of the accident he was on the roof

of the south block. He heard a cracking

sound like the crushing of a matchbox, and he

scrambled to a scaffold. The roof collapsed

altogether. The witness, in reply to the coroner,

said there were no tcaffold poles across the centre

skylight for hoisting purposes. The coroner

pointed out that that was a distinct contradiction

of what other witnesses had sworn to. The

witness adhered to his statement, adding that the

jib referred to was erected after the collapse.

Before the accident the opening of the centre

skylight was occupied by the scaffold on which

the deceased man Bray was working. There

must have been a snatch block, but he did not see

it. If there was a jib formed of scaffold poles it

must have been below the scaffold under the

roof. Henry A'frei Penfold, a scaffolder, said
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he was on the sixth floor striking the scaffolding

when he saw the hoist go to the front, and every-
thing fell from the root on to the sixth floor, and
thenoe to the basement. He believed that the

poles forming the jib were erected hy the con-
tractors for the stonework. At the adjournment
the coroner released Mr. Young from further
attendance on behalf of lira. Leeds.
Un Tuesday, WiUiam Aspinall, a stonemason

in the employment of the Victoria Stone Com-
pany, said that at the time of the accident he was
on the staircase between the sixth and seventh
floors, and the first thing he noticed was the pier

filling over towards him. He had no doubt
whatever that the pier collapsed first and that the

root followed it. He and his mates hoisted

material with the aid of a snatch block attached to

a scaffold pole passed through one of the back
windows. It was in no way connected with the

brick pier, so that any strain which was caused
would not aifect the pier. The weights raised

varied from 2cwt. to 4cwt. William Aspinall,

sen., father of the last witness, gave corroborative
evidence. Immediately afterwards it collapsed
with a crash, and the roof fell in. Frederick
George Gander, a scaffolder, employed on the
sixth floor of the building at the time of

the accident, said he noticed dust flying

up above the pier, and immediately after-

wards the pier buckled up about the level

of the sixth floor. He came to the conclusion
that the buckling up was the result of too great
a weight being placed on the top of it. The pier

stood without support, except that there were
iron joists in it, and there was nothing in the
middle to steady it. Charles Albert Gander, a
labourer, brother of the last witness, corroborated.
Edward John Thorp, a bricklayer, said he had a
contract with Mr. Hickard for labour only on the
brickwork at £i a rod without scaffolding, and
£6 a rod with. He did the whole of the brick-
work of the 83uth block. He received instructions
from Rickard's general foreman, Andrews, at

whose oflice he saw the plans. The footings were
put in for a 2ft. Sin. wall ; but the wall was
reduced from off the top of the footings to ISin.

Tne pier was built up to the level of the fifth

fljor five bri'jks by two-and-a-half bricks thick.

From the fifth floor to the roof he reduced the
dimensions to iU. 9in. by 1ft. lOin. He altered

it after a conversation with Andrews, who agreed
with him that the pier would be stronger built

thit way. Thre'' girders ran from each floor to

the pier. There were si.x large templates in the
pier, and hard stock bricks and cement were used
in its construction—not mortar, as was stated by
Collins. He did not know where the bricks came
from : but no soft bricks were used in the con-
struction of the pier. It was not true that
part of the pier was erected on a template.
He attributed the collapse to the fact that the
concrete was not properly set, so that when the

centring was removed a sheet of concrete between
the lacing joists, about 23ft. in length, caved in

against the top of the pier, which was the

weakest point, and pushed the pier over. By
Mr. Avory : On April IS the concrete generally

was soft ; he brjke it with his fingers. He saw
the concrete half an hour before the accident,

and he did not think it was in a fit state for the

centring t) be struck. Concrete of that thickness

should be laid at least 21 days to ba thoroughly
reliable. It was untrue that soft bricks, unlit

for use, were used inside the building. He never
saw a job better supplied with bricks. By Mr.
EUis Grittith : There might have been 10,000 or

12,000 bricks used. His opinion was asked on
each barge load. Hi complained about the quality
oi the bricks, and was always told not to use any
which he considered unfit for use. By Mr. Kent

:

AU the brickwork in the pier was absolutely
sound and good. Harry Sage, foreman scaffolder,

deicribed the accident.
On Wednesday Peter White, a man in the

employment of the brick contra tor, described the
collapse of the roof, which h-j attributed to the
centring being struck too soon. He did not agree
with previous witnesses that the whole mass came
down together. The concrete roof broke in the
middle of the lacing joists and left the girders
about I Oft. from the pier. Ho afterwards
examined the concrete and found some of

it was hard and some very soft. Henry
James Homer, another of Mr. Thorp's employes,
aaid the pier was constructed of hard stock bricks
an! cement. They sometimes made up to th

saw nothing but cement used. By Mr. Thomson :

He had betn at work a fortnight when he and
his mates were instructed by Mr. Thorp not to

use soft bricks. Not more than 1,000 soft bricks

were used in the construction of the wall. He
was positive there were not three templates on
each floor, as Andrews, the general foreman, had
stated, nor were the templates made level with

pieces of sla'e. Elwin George Thorp, son of the

brick sub-contractor, said his father informed

him just before the crash that Murrell's men
were striking the centring too soon. By Mr.
Avory : The pier came down in pieces from :ift. to

1ft. square. The coronerrem irked that thatshowed

pretty conclusively what was the character of the

brickwork. James Morris, sub-contractor for paint

work, spoke to seeing the root crash through the

various floors, the girders in their descent tearing

away the brickwork. Thomas Rjbirts, the fore-

man carpenter in charge of the joinery work fur

Messrs. James Smith and Son, the sub-contractors,

said the collapse of the building happened in

12 seconds. Jlr. Edward Dru Drury, the district

surveyor, said he received notice of the proposed

erection of Abbey Minsions in March, 1896.

He considered the plans and wrote the result of

his inspection on August 21. A question had
arisen as to whether the building was to be used

for domestic purposes, which would have necessi-

tated the reservation of an open space in the rear.

That accounted for the delaj-. He wrote to Mr.

Pawley, the architect, pointing out the require-

ments of the Building Act. It was finally settled by
the Building Act Committee of the London
County Council. Amended plans were after-

wards shown to him by Andrews, and witness

found they complied with the terms of the Act.

He saw no detail plans. He had no powers with

regard to the brick pier, If he considered a pier

to be dangerous he could only report it to the

L mdon County Council after it was built. He
would have control only over cross, external, or

party walls. The Building Act said nothing

about brick piers. He last visited the building

on March IG, when he found that it e.Kceeded the

limit allowed by the Act in the height of the

front wall in Orchard-street. He called Jlr.

Rickard's attention to the irregularity, and
Rickard wrote on March 25 informing wit-

ness that the building was vested in her

Majesty's Government, and was therefore, under
section 202, exemp'ed from the provisions of

the London Building Act. Witness had no
control over girders unless they carried a wall.

Girders leading to a pier would have nothing to

do with him. If a story was constructed in a

roof with the floor more than 63ft. above the

street it must be built entirely of fireproof

materials. The roof of this building did not

come particularly under his notice. The brick-

work was very good, and the pier was made of

stock bricks and cement. It was quite impossible

for 1,000 soft bricks to have been used without

witness or his assistant seeing them. Section H6
of the Act defined his duties. He could not

call attention to a dangerous building until it

was erected. After the collapse he procured a

sample of the concrete, and found that it was
wet, but he did not think that it had been
badly mixed. The moisture would add mate-

rially to its weight. He saw no concrete that

could be crumbled with theh.and. If the girders

had remained steady and in the place, he did not

think the concrete would have fallen. He was
of opinion that the pier was carrying two tons

more than a safe load, which he calculated would
be about 45 tons. The draft lease to which the

witness had referred was put in. The coroner

said it included an agreement entered into on
November 19, 1S97, between Mr. Pawley,
"hereinafter called the landlord," on the one

side, and her Majesty's Commissioners of Works
• ^n the other, whereby Mr. Pawley agreed to let

the south block of Abbey JIansions on a lease

for 21 years from December 25, 1897, " or so

soon thereafter as the building shall, in the

opinion of the surveyor of her JIajesty's Ofli ^e of

Works, be fit for occupation." Mr. Avory said the

building was made higher to suit the Government.
The coroner expressed the opinion that, as the

building had not been fiaished,it had never been in

the occupation of the Government, and therefore

wasnotexemptfromthe terms of the Building Act.

Mr. Fraser s lid that Mr. l>fury could not seek

to enforce the Act without coming into collision

with H.M. Commissioners of Works. The

vision of the building after a certain date. Mr.
Drury said he had two theories as to the cause of

the disaster. The first was that the centring was

struck too soon, and that the concrete fell in con-

seeivience and levered the pier over; but that

theory had been demolished since he had been in

Court. Ho was of opinion that the pier broke

because it was not thick enough. The inquiry

was adjourned until to-day (Friday).

binding girders with cement instead of using a ' Coroner said it was a very nice point. Mr.
small template. They used some soft bricks in Drury, whom he did not blame, evidently thought
the wall, and Mr. Thorp stopped them at it. He

| the building was exempt, and ceased his super-

OHIPS.

The recoQitructed Jamaica Bridge at Glaigow
will be completed early in 1899. It will bs of

granite in seven spans, three of the arches being of

Cornish granite, and the other four of material

from Aberdeen and ' Fifeshire. The contract is

being carried out by Messrs. Morrison and Mason,
of Glasgow.

A synagogue is in course of erection from plans

by Mr. William Whiddington, of Qaeen-stree':,

Cheapside, in Fieldgate-street, Whitechapel.

A new board school. Classic in style and three

stories in height, is being built in Albion and

Hanover streets, Aberdeen. Mr. Arthur Clyne, of

Union-street, Aberdeen, is the architect. Accom-
modation will be provided for l.OOO children.

The scheme for the erection of a Protestant

Cithedral for Belfast has advanced a further stage,

as to the small nucleus of a building fund a sum of

£7,000 appeara likely to accrue under the will of

the widow of the eighth E trl of Shaftesbury, who
died a fortnight ago. By her wiU, the Countess of

Shaftesbury has bequeathed to her trustees the sum
of £7,000 free of duty, upon trust, that if at the

date of her death, or within five years thereafter,

a Protestant cithedral should be erected, or in

course of erection in Belfast, to apply the same and

any accumulations of income resulting therefroai in

or towards the cost of Such erection.

It is oBicially announced that the Qieen his

appointed the E irl of Iddesleigh. Sir Richard

Thorae Thome, Major General Constantine P.

Cirey, Mr. Ciarles P. Cotton, Professor Michael

Foster, C donel Thomas W. Harding, Mr. Thomas
W. Killick, Professor W. Rimsay, and Dr. James

B. Russell to be a commission to inquire into and
report upon the treatment and disposal of sewage.

Mr. F. J. Willis is appointed secretary to the

commission.

The Scarborough Corporation have resolved to

acquire additional property, to the amount of

£6,000, for the purposes of the Hircourt-place im-

provement. This includes Grauby House and ad-

joining property, and the corporation are entering

mto negotiation i for further purchases.

The organ in St. Bimabas' Church, Tunbridge

Wells, is about to be enlarged, and placed in a raised

position in the organ chamber, at a cost of about

£700. The work will be carried out by Messrs.

Ljwis aadCj., of Brixton, who built the instrument.

At Terenure a new R^man Citholic Church,

dedicated to St. Joseph, is in course of erection from

designs by Mr. W. H. Byrne, of Suffolk-street,

Dublin. The building is Romanesque in style. It

consists of nave 46ft. by 30ft., with north and south

aisles lift, wide, chancel and sanctuary 70ft. in

length aud 30ft. wide, side chapels and transepts,

and a towar aad spire rising to a height of 160ft.

The architects are Messrs. Michael Moadeand Sous,

of Great Brunswick-street, Dublin.

Tbe Local Government Bjard have sanctioned a

loan to the Tring Urban District Council of £5,000

for sewerage and sewage-disposal works.

A two minual organ, partly built by the late Mr.
Joseph Hopkinson, of Birstall, and completed by
Mr. Andrews, of Bradford, has been erected in the

Congregational Caapel, Drighlington, at a cost of

about .£235.

At Middleton Parish Church, Lancashire, of

which the late Bishop Darnford was the rector from

1835 up to 1870, when he was called to preside over

th5 Episcopal See of Chichester, the parishioners

hav-', in memory of him, carried out the restoration

of the L mgley screen (of the Rector's Chapel) and
thellJod fc.-een, while in continuation of these a

new screen has been erected across the Assheton

Chipel in order to commemorate the record reign.

The total cost of the work is about £S00. Special

commemoration services were held last wee£.

The cem3tery committee of the Islington Vestry

has accepted the tender of Messrs. Giugh and Co.,

builders, II mdon, for the erection of the chapel for

the Nonconformist portion of the cemetery for

£3,051.

The restoration of the tower of St. Leonard's

Church, Milton, has just been completed. The
work has cost £1,400, of which Eirl Fitzwilliam,

who is lay rector, has contributed £600, besides

inserting, at his sole cost, a chiming clock, worth an

additional £iOO, in memory of her Majesty's

Jubilee.

k
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DlUTlAKV.
A I'AixiTLi.Y suJdcn death occurred io Bir-

mingham on Monday morning, Mii. Joiix Blanu,
who hid for years been in practice at H, Temple-
etreet, as an architect, being suddenly taken ill

in his oUice. where he died. Mr. Bland, who is

said to have been unwell on Sunday, had for some
years enjoyed a very extensive practice, and
under his direction most of the large carpet

factories in Kidderminster, as well us several

churches and schools about the ^lidlands, were
erected.

JLit. Chaulk.* Cdchraxh, of the Woodside
Ironworks, Stourbridge, and of Jliddlesbrough,

died on Wednesday in last week at his residence,

<iroen lioyde, Pedmore, near Stourbridge. He
was the eldest son of the late Mr. A. B. Cochrane,
of the Woodside Ironworks, who did so much to

advance the prestige of the South Staffordshire

iron industry. It was from the Woodside Works
that came the ironwork of the great Exhibition of
IS.il, which was re- utilised in the Crystal Palace.
Westminster Bridge Cannon - street Railway
Station, Charing ( 'coss Railway Station, and
Charing I ross Bridge are also among well-known
•engineering works of the firm, and the Clifton
Suspension Bridge is one which Messrs. Cochrane
and Co. removed from Hungerford Market,
i-'haring Cross, and re-erected after strengthening
it. The Woodside Works, which had been built

by Messrs. Cochrane and Bramah in 1S41, became
fl.vclusively Mr. A. B. Cochrane's in 18.53, when
Mr. Bramah retired. Mr. A. B. Cochrane died
in 1863. The Woodside Works hadsince belonged
to the late ilr. Charles Cochrane and his brother,
Mr. J. B. Cochrane: but, besides this, they were
greatly interested in the works of Jlessrs.

Cochrane and Co. in Middlesbrough, which was
mmaged by Mr. Charles Cochrane. He had
served as Mayor of Dudley, and was on the rolls

of Dudley, Worcestershire, and Staffordshire
justices. In politics Mr. Cochrane was an ardent
I/iberal, and he threw himself can amore into the
election contests at Dudley. He had been one of
the mainstays of the Dudley Creological and Scien-
tific Society, to which he recently presented, bis
private collection of fossils.

At a meeting of Volunteers, held at Huddersfield
on Monday, it was decided to take steps for the
erection of \'olunteer headquarters and drill-hall.
Subscriptions exceeding £1,990 were announced in
the room.

Operations have been commenced this week in
the demolition of the Bedford Hall, near Clapham-
road railway station, preparatory to the erection of
a station on the site in connection with the exten-
sion of the City and South London (Electric)
Railway from Stockwell to Clapham Common.
This will be an intermediate station, and premises
at the comer of the High-street and Acre-lane have
been acquired and cleared for the building at that
point of a terminus.

An extension of some importance is about to be
made to the parish church of St. John, Hammer-
smith, which was erected from the designs of Mr.
Wm. Butterfleld some years since. The architect
now employed is Mr. J. F. Bentley, who is building
the Roman Catholic Cathedral at Westminster. The
addition to St. .John's comprises a morning chapel.
The new organ, of which the same architect
designed the case, has lately been finished.

The European Commission of the Danube have
unanimously decided to commence the execution of
a cutting five miles long, 4(lOft. wide, and 2()ft.

deep, which, together with former cuttings, will
convert the Sulma branch of the river five years
hence into an almost straight waterway, 3.5 miles in
length, extending from the port of Sulina to the
Tultcha branch o£ the main river. On the Sth iust.
King Charles conferred the Grand Cordon of the
Crown of Roumania on Sir Charles Hartley, who
has been the engiueer-in-chief and consulting engi-
neer of the Commission from its creation till the
present time. Since 1S72 a member of the Insti-
tution of C.vil Engineers, Mr. C. Kuhl, has been
resident engineer.

The will of the late James O'Byme, architect, of
Liverpool and Birkdale, who died in January last,
has been proved in Liverpool. The gross value of
the estate has been sworn at £107,33.5 Us. 3d., and
legacies are left to executors, relatives, friends, and
servants to the amount of £8,100. Books, curios,
plate, articles of vertu, and furniture, of the value
of £20,000, the deceased bequeathed to the Roman
Catholic Seminary at Upholland, near Wigan, of
which building he was the architect. All the real
estate, which is valued at £00,000, has been left to
Bishop Whiteside, of Liverpool, absolutely. The
collection of coins and medals and rare old china is
aid to bs unique i n this country.

COMPETITIONS.
BEUwifK-ox-TwEr.i>.— An open competition

has befn held for a new police-court and lock-up

to be erected by the Berwick Corporation in

Church-street. Thirty-seven designs were sent

in, and, after being submitted to the assessor,

Mr. J. Crosier, county architect for Durham,
have been exhibited in the Rector's Itnom at the

Corporation Academy. Jlr. Crosier's report

stated that five drawings had been selected by
him, as under :—Xo. 14, estimated cost, £4,94.5 :

Xo. 34, £4,987 ; Xo. 35, £3,453 ; Xo. 9, £4,900 :

Xo. 27, £5,000. These were found when the

envelopes were opened to be the numbers of the

following architects:— 1, R. Burns Dick, 55,

Xorthumberland - street, Xewcastle - on - Tyne
;

2, Charles Frederick Short, 98, Blenheim-
crescent, London, W. ; 3, Stephen Piper. .52,

Westgate-road, Xewcastle-on-Tyne ; 4, Fetch
and Triggs, 20, John-street. Adelphi, London, W.

;

5. Charles T. Marshall, 4, Xorthumberland-street,
Xewcastle-on-Tyne. The buildings will consist

on the ground floor of a police-station with seven
cells and a house for resident constable ; and, on
the upper floor, of police-court, with magistrates',
witness's, and other rooms. The limit of cost is

about £5,000.

Romford.—The urban district council of Rom
ford, having decided to erect public swimming
baths in Mawney's-road, Romford, invited designs
from architects for the same, and have selected

for execution the design submitted by Me=srs.
Harrington and Ley, of 108, Fenchurch-
street, E.G.

WoLVERHAMrxox.—The documents with regard
to the competition for designs and plans for the
new workhouse at Xew Cross, Wednesfield, have
been issued by the workhouse committee of the
Wolverhampton Board of Guardians. It has
been decided not to have an open competition for
the appointment of an architect, but that the
competition shall be limited to three architects,

to be selected by the guardians, who are recom-
mended to choose Jlessrs. JIangnall and Little-

woods, of Manchester, Mr. "SX. Doubledav, of
Birmingham, and ilessrs. Marshall and Turner,
of Xottingham, to compete, on the terms that
the author or authors of the designs and plans
selected by the guardians have the appointment
of architect at the usual fee of 5 per cent, upon
the outlay authorised by the guardians, to include
all fees and extras, and that each of the other two
competing architects be paid a sum of £100 for
their fees and expenses. The accommodation
required at the workhouse will include a test-

house, with wards for sixty able-bodied men,
together with labour-yard and shed for stone-
breaking ; wards for 350 men, not sick or insane,
but partially able-bodied and old, to include
a separate day-room, with separate sleeping
cubicles in it, partitioned off about 7ft. high, for
fifty deserving men ; workshops for woodchop-
ping, tailor, shoemaker, carpenter, blacksmith,
tinner, matmaking, and oakum -pickers; sheds
for carpet-cleaners and for storing wood and
oakum—these to he connected with the above
wards and the labour yard. Wards for 80 able-
bodied women, also for 130 women not sick or
insane, but partially .able-bodied and old, with
separate day-room and sleeping cubicles for 30
deserving women, similar to old men's ; separate
day-room, with separate cubicles, for 20 married
couples, and a separate sewing-room. Infirmary
wards for 1(30 males, 120 females, &c. ; and in-

fectious and contagious wards for 20 males and
20 females, with accommodation for two nurses
attached ; insane wards for CO males and 60
females, and wards for 30 male and 30 female
epileptics. Casual wards for 50 males, on the
separate-cell system, and one general room, to

provide for an excessive number of males ; and
for 20 females, consisting of one general ward
and six separate cells ; lodge and separate entrance
for casuals, with rooms for tramp master and his
wife : storerooms, kitchen : dining-hall to serve
as chapel ; laundry, mortuary, disinfecting-room

:

rooms for ofticers : offices, nurses' home, master's
house : boardroom for guardians' meetings, com-
mittee rooms, waiting, bath, and other rooms, Jcc.

The designs are to be delivered by the 1st July
next.

At a meeting of the Smethwick Technical Educa-
tion Board, held on Monday evening, it was decided
to invite six local architects to prepare plans for a
technical school, and to offer two premiums. It is

proposed to build schools in Crockett's-lane at a
suggested expenditure of about £5,000.

(|^ttQtmn*mg ©ot^s.

Hastix(;s,—The report of Sir Douglas Fox,
who made an examination of the work at Hast-
ings Harbour, has j ust been issued to members of

the town council. lie considers the site well
selected, but is of opinion that the foundations
are of insufficient depth to be left unprotected on
the seaward side. Commenting upon this, Mr.
A. E. Carey, the engineer-in-chief, says that in
his j udgment the weight on the foundations is

perfectly sate and proper. The local defects dis-

covered, he adds, were not serious, and the con-
tractors were responsible for their repair. Sir
Douglas Fox's report proceeds to refer to the
danger of scour, and suggests modifications as

regards the foundations of the parapet. Other
suggestions advised an improved meUiod of con-
tinuing the arm and an increase in the thickness
of the parapet. Sir Douglas was of opinion that
the revised estimate of £226,532 would cover the
cost of the works. Mr. Carey thinks that Sir

Douglas Fox's schemes for the prevention of

scour and with regard to the thickness of the
parapet are impracticable, and that the design of

the breakwater has been justified by the results.

The Xew Bridbe at Xiag.ira.—The second
great steel arch bridge which is being built across

the gorge at Xiagara Falls to take the place of

the last of the suspension bridges is to be the
largest of its kind in the world. The main arch
was completed on April 18. The new bridge is

to stand on the site of the upper suspension
bridge close to the Falls, and will practically

connect the two great free parks at Xiagara, the
Xew York State reservation on the one side, and
•iaeen 'V'ictoria Xiagara Falls Park on the other.

The length of the main span is 86Sft., and of the
flanking spans, the one on the Xew York State

side to be 190ft. long, and the one on the

Canadian side to be 210ft. long, making a total

length of l,268tt., which is the length of the
bridge it is to supplant. The arch is to be a

single deck structure, and its floor will have a
width of 49ft. Of this 23ft. in the centre will be
given up to a double track for an electric road
service across the gorge. On each side of the

track there will be carriageways 8ft. wide, and
beyond them still there will be footpaths for

pedestrians slightly elevated above the roadways.

In all, 4,000,0001b. of steel will be used in its

construction. It is expected that the structure

will be finished by early summer. The arch will

be the fourth bridge erected on this site, the first

having been thrown open to the public in 1869.

It was a wooden bridge, 10ft. wide, and in

1887-88 it was rebuilt in steel and given a width
of 17ft. This bridge was destroyed by a hurri-

cane in .Januar)-, 1889. It was at once rebuilt,

and it is this bridge that is now to give way to

the new one. When the arch has been com-
pleted, the suspension bridge that it supersedes is

to be transferred piece by piece seven miles down
the river to the site of the old suspension bridge

connecting Lewiston, X.Y'., and l:iueenston,

Ont., and there rebuilt to take the place of the

bridge destroyed by a wind storm in 1864. The
chieif engineer in charge of the whole work is

Mr. L. L. Buck.

CHIPS.
The Admiralty has sanctioned an expenditure of

about £15,000, to extend a building sUp at Devon-
port Dockyard.

The Midland Railway Company's bold scheme for

a new Lancashire harbour at Heysham is making
good progress. The tender of Messrs. Price and
Wills, of Westminster, has been accepted at

£480,000 for the construction of two breakwaters a

mile and a mile and a half in length respectively,

and a pier 2,000ft. in length. The harbour will

have a water area of 46 acres.

A Greater Malvern has just been created, the

amalgamation of the local authorities representing

Great Malvern, Little Malvern, Malvern Link, and
Malvern Wells having been completed after much
negotiation. Henceforth the Malvems, which now
have a population of 16,000, an area of 4,300 acres,

and a rateable value of £102,000, will bs ruled by
an urban district council.

The Brighton Recreation Grounds Committee
have received a letter from Mr. T. Howard offering

to present the corporation with the toll-houses of

the old Chain Pier for erection in one of the

public pleasure grounds of the borough. It was
resolved that the offer be accepted, and that the

toU-houses be utilised as park constables' shelters.
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Birmingham.—The Xorwich I'nion Fire and
Life Assurance Societies have formally entered

into possession of the building at the corner of

C'oDgreve-street and Ednmnd-street, which was
erected for the Birmingham Liberal Club, and
which will now serve as the company's head

office for the Midlands. The red-brick and terra-

cotta structure cost, with the site, something like

£70,000, and was erected in 1S84. Shortly after

the " split," the building was sold, and the club

took up much humbler quarters. The price

realised was less than haU the origina.1 cost. A
short time ago the Norwich Office purchased the

buUding for £40,000, and placed it in the hands
of the original architects, Messrs. Cossins, Pea-
cock, and Bewley, and the original builders,

Messrs. AV. and J. Webb, for adaptation to

commercial purposes. The ground door contains

the public department of the office. A new
Gothic doorway, with stone mouldings in the

style of the other arched work of the exterior, has

been constructed in Congreve-street. The Fire

Department on the left of this entrance, and with

a frontage to Edmund-street, has been formed
out of the old reading-room of the dub, the inner

partition wall having been arcaded, and a counter

placed along the line of arches. The Life Depart-

ment occupies what was formerly the entrance-

hall and lounge. The office furniture (by

Chamberlain, King, and Jones) is of oak, of a

design to harmonise with the architecture. The
large dining-room has been divided by oak-and-

glass screens : but the height of these has been
restricted so as to sacrifice as little as possible of

the effect of the fine proportions of the room and
of the ceiling and other decorative features.

Strong-rooms and store-rooms have been con-

structed in the basement, and the upper rooms
have been fitted up as offices.

BitisTOL.—The Fairfield-road Higher Grade
Board School and School of Science is in course

of erection. The range of buildings has been
erected on a three-cornered site on the sloping

side of a hiU, the mixed school, science school,

and infants' school being grouped ia triangle

fashion, so as to leave a small playground in the

centre and larger playgrounds in two of the

angles of the land. The external masonrj' is of

Pennant laid in erratic courses, and relieved by
red-brick window and door openings, and terra-

cotta decorations. The mixed school has a central

hall, 62ft. by 30ft., on the ground floor, and a
similar apartment on the floor above, the upper
room being loftier, and having an open timber
roof. Kound these rooms are grouped 10 class-

roomB, each 25ft. square, and there are also

teachers' rooms, store-room, dining-room, and
cloak-rooms. The science school contains a
chemical laboratory, a physical laboratory, appa-
ratus-room, lecture-room, drawing-room, &c.
The drop in the ground enabled a workshop,
44ft. by 21ft. 6in., to be placed beneath the

science floor, and also a cookery-room. The
infants' school has a central haU 50ft. by
24ft., with four classrooms and a teachers' room
opening from it. The floors throughout are laid

with wooden blocks, and firegrates are used in

addition to the hot-water pipes. The schools

and corridors have a high dado of brown glazed
bricks, and above the walls are plastered. The
architect is Mr. W. L. Bernard, F.R.I.B.A.,
and the contractor is Mr. John Perkins, of lied-

land. The school, which is intended to accom-
modate 1,054 pupils, will cost £18,142 in addition
to .£.5,110 given for the site.

Bury, L.\xcs.—The building of new stables for
the co-operative society in Knowsley-street,
Bury, Lanes, has been recently commenced.
The designs, which have been prepared by MFj-
T. Xuttall, architect. Market-street, Burj', show
that the new buildings are in the Renaissance
style of the period of William III. The dressings
of the front of the buUding are in stone from the
Morley quarries, Leeds, the main body of the
waU being of Ruabon 2in. bricks. The stables

are fitted up with Musgrave's (Belfast and Man-
chester) stable fittings, accommodation being
provided for 20 horses, besides sick-room accom-
modation. The woodwork of the interior is of

pitch-pine. The stables are lighted from the top
with lleyward Brothers and Eckstein's patent
lights. The floor of the stable and the covered
way is laid on a bed of concrete, the flooring

The contract has been let to Messrs. Thompson
and Brierley for between £:'.,000 and £4,000, and

the ventilating and heating arrangements and the

electric light fittings are being carried out by
Messrs. J. H. Pickup and Co.

Canteiuiury. —The latest work accomplished

in the restoration of the cathedral is the decora-

tion of the screen at the back of the altar, dividing

the choir from the Trinity Chapel. Hitherto

this has consisted of plain stone and glass,

relieved by no ornamentation whatever. The
seven centre panels, forming the reredos, are now
illustrated with angels, each carrying emblems of

the passion. The predominant colours in the

stone canopy are gold and red. The whole of

the work has been carried out under th'5 super-

intendence of Mr. Fisher, on behalf of the firm

of Messrs. A. O. Hemmings and Co., St. Mar-
garet's-street, London, W.
East Si.sse.x Asylvm.—At the last meeting

of the East Sussex County Council, the report

was received from the visiting committee for

providing a new asylum, asking the council

to authorise them to purchase the greater part of

the Hellingly Park Farm and part of the Park

Wood, containing altogether about 400 acres, as

a site for the proposed new asylum, for the sum
of £lij,000, the timber and underwood and tenant

right to be paid for by valuation. The committee

also asked the council for a grant of £103 10s. Ud.
expenses incurred, with a further sum of £1,000

to meet current expenses. In a further report

the committee stated that they had appointed

Mr. George T. Hine, of 35, Parliament-street,

S.W., to be their architect. The committee had

succeeded in finding an abundant supply of water

on the proposed site at Hellingly at a depth of

176ft. from the surface, which had risen to the

bottom of the shaft a height of more than 100ft.

,

but they had not had time to obtain an analysis.

The committee had decided to call the new asylum

the Amberstone Asylum, if built on the proposed

site at HeUingly. • The report was adopted with

the exception of the last paragraph. Considerable

opposition was offered to the proposal to entitle

the building Amberstone Asylum, and by 24 votes

to 17 it was decided to call it simply the " East

Sussex Asylum."

Hri.L.—The foundation-stone of a new Con-

gregational Church in Prince's-avenue was laid on

the 5th inst. The church will ba cruciform on

plan, having a nave 82ft. long and 28ft. wide,

with north and south transepts 18ft. 6in. and

15ft. 6in. in depth respectively, and 23ft. 6in. in

width : there are north and south aisles Sft. 6in.

in width separated from the nave by an arcade,

having polished granite shafts, with moulded

stone bases and caps, the arches being in moulded

bricks. The transepts are lighted with muUioned
windows, having cusped heads and moulded tran-

soms, the aisle windows being similar, but without

transoms. There is a clerestory with muUioned
and traceried windows on either side of the nave.

The church will seat 585 persons on the ground

floor, and 68 in the gallery. The choir is provided

for behind the pulpit, and in the rear of the church

are the minister's vestry, church parlour, stores,

kitchen, and lavatories. The buildings are de-

signed in the Late Gothic style. At the north-

west angle of the nave is a tower square at its

base, but working out into an octagon, the upper

stage of which is pierced by eight gabled open-

ings, surmounted by a moulded and carved

tabling, from which rises a stone spire. The
west front is flanked by octagonal terminations.

The principal frontages are faced with red stock

bricks, the dressing to the doors and windows
being in Ancaster stone. The roof of the church

is in Memel fir, open-timbered up to the level of

the collar beam, having muUioned and cusped

spandrels, and the ceiling is of a pentagonal form.

The whole of the internal walls wUl be plastered,

the arches being in moulded red bricks. The seats

throughout are open benches, having slopins

backs and seats, and solid cut ends. The choir-

staUs have panelled and chamfered open framing

in front, with moulded capping and cornice. The
pulpit and the whole of the seating will be in

pitch-pine varnished. Adjoining the church,

and communicating therewith, are the school

premises, consisting of a large room 50ft. by 2Stt.,

two classrooms, and an infants' classroom 22ft.

by 17ft. The cost of the work is about £4,800.

The architect is Mr. W. H. Bingley, Custom

House BuUdings, Whitefriargate, Hull.

old chapel. It is 72ft. long by 43ft. wide, has

transepts and a large chancel, and will accommo-

date about 500 persons. The materials used .arc

Leicestershire bricks, with HoUington stone for

the dressings and the muUions ot the windows.

Internally the church has an open timber roof of

pitch pine, springing from stone moulded corbels,

constructed with bold arched ribs. The floor is

on an incUned plane, and the seating is so

arranged between the nave piers that every

member of the congregation can have an un-

obstructed view of the minister. Vestries are

provided for the minister, deacons, and the choir,

and there is also a ladies' room. The church is

heated by hot- water pipes, and is ventUated on

the automatic principle of Tobin flues in the

walls, and exhaust roof ventilators. At the rear

is the school erected some time ago. The work
has been carried out by Messrs. James Moffat

and Sons, of South-road, Camp Hill, from the

designs and under the superintendence of the

architect, Mr. A. Harrison, of Queen Chambers,

Colmore Row, Birmingham. The C3st has been

£7,000.

Lyn'tox.—Thefoundation- stoneso£atown-haU,
which Sir George Newnes is presenting to the

inhabitants of I^ynton and Lynmouth, were laid

last week. The haU wUl occupy a site abutting

on Lee-road, with HoUerday, the residence of Sir

George Newnes, overlooking it from the high

ground above. The haU was designed by Messrs.

Reed and Macdonald, of London. The style is

Early Elizabethan. It is buUt of local shamble-

way stone, with Ham Hill stone dressings. It has

a half-timbered front with stone mulUoned win-

dows, and red tiled roof. A sundial is to be

placed in the main gable over the porch entrance.

There will be a library and recreation-rooms,

with separate entrances, council-room, surveyor's

office, clerk's ditto, and entrance-hall. The main
staircase, which will be panelled with oak, has its

first flight 12£t. wide, afterwards dividing into

two sections, and leading to the main haU on the

first floor, which will be oak-paneUed also. The
main hall, 72ft. by 34ft., will seat 435 persons,

and will have an open-timbered roof, with plat-

form arranged for concerts and theatricals, and

specially-constructed floor on springs for baUs,

&c. It is provided with six exits from the main

haU, so as to be emptied in three minutes in case

of fire.

Man'chester. — The new Christie Library

which is being added to Owens CoUege is

approaching completion. It is being buUt from

designs by the college architects, Messrs. Alfred

Waterhouse and Son, Mr. H. Vickers, of Not-

tingham, being the buUder. It is situate to the

east of the present coUege buUdings, adjoining^

Burlington-street, and in close proximity tothe

Whitworth HaU, also now in course of erection.

In style it conforms to the Hues foUowed by the

architect in his earlier instalments of the college,

although in this case Derbyshire stone is used for

facings. The building, measuring 100ft. long by

46ft. wide, is 46£t. high to parapet, and to the

ridge of roof 73ft. Space is thus found for three

stories. The ground floor, intersected by corri-

dors, is partitioned into seven rooms, aU (corri-

dors as well as rooms) to be lined with books. A
staircase leads to the first floor, the whole of

which is occupied by one apartment, 97ft. by

40ft., and over 20ft. in height, diwded down its

length by a double range of stone columns into

three aisles. Two bays at the north end, set

aside to contain the library of the donor, wUl

be cut off from the rest of the room by an oak

screen. Including this section, there are in aU

seven bays, each of which is lighted by windows

in pairs 13ft. high, and divided by detached

shafts of Derbyshire stone. The plaster ceiling

is treated in alternate bays with geometric

patterns, the remainder being left plain. The

second floor, although entirely in the roof and

intended for storage purposes, has a height from

floor to apex of 31ft. From end to end runs a

central passage 10ft. wide and 22ft. high to the

crown of the timber arches of the principals. The

room is divided into bays corresponding to those

below, and is lighted by two-light dormer

windows, piercing the three gables on each side

of the room, and, further, by wooden dormers.

At each end of the room is placed a window-

group of five lights. On the north and south

elevations is a large bknk wall spxce flanking the

three-light windows of the lower floors, decorated

only by the arms of the college and those of the
- -^ '

~ • ' •, i-__.-- 1„ At the corners
King's Heath.—The opening services of the — -., -., -

.

being of patent grooved brick. 'The buildings I new Baptist church at King's Heath took place donor of the building in panels_
_

are heated on the hot-water low-pressure system. | last week. It is buUt partly on the site of the 1 octagonal projections contain the staircases con
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dinting to the light g.'iUeries which give access to

the higher ranges of the library shelves. The
library will be connected with the Whitworth
Hall by a corridor conducting to the ground
door, while on the other side a graceful arch

supporting a bridge corridor will connect it with
the nuiin buildings of the college. The building

is heated by hot air introduced in the sills of the

windows, and the fittings will be of oak. We
illustrated the library in our issue of May 8, 1S96.

NiNF.AToN.—The liirmingham and Midland
Counties' Bank, in the Market-place, Nuneaton,
was opened last week for business. Jlessrs.

Wood and Kendrick, of West Bromwich, are the

architects, and -Mr. Councillor Thomas Smith, of

Xuneaton, is the contractor. The treatment is

Kenaissance, a feature of the work being the terra-

cotta adornments. The fittings are of mahonany,
and have been executed by Jlessrs. Bennett Bros.,

Birmingham, the floor of marb'e mosaic, and the
exterior materials used are Keather bricks and
buff terracotta. The ban.king-roora is entered at

the corner; the room is -12ft. by 36ft. The bank,
in addition to fireplaces, will be heated by hot-
water radiators. The manager's house has a
private entrance from Coventry-street, and has
three reception-rooms, si.x bedroom", and the
kitchen and other accommodation.

Taivtox.—New almshouses have just been
Tjuilt in St. James' -street, in the place of old and
dilapidated almshouses on the opposite side of the
street. The architect is Mr. J. II. Spencer, of
Ilammet-street, Taunton, and the contractor Mr.
T. H. Moggridge, of (iueen-street, Taunton.
They are two stories high, and are built of red
Bridgwater brick, with some Bath stone dressings,
the roofs being covered with dun colour tiles.

Accommodation is provided for six married or
twelve .single persons, as the case may be, a living-
room, bedroom, and scullery being provided for
each couple. There are three porches, arranged
so that each porch serves as the approach for two
sets of rooms. The living-rooms and the bed-
rooms above are 12ft. by 10ft. in size. The total
cost has been about ,£1,200.

A public hall is about to be built at Newark-on-
Treut at a cost of fo,000, from plans by Messr;.
Sheppard and Harrison, of that town.

A private meeting of the quarry owners of North
Wales has been held at Cheater to consider what
action should be taken in regard to insurance in
view of the Employers' Liability Act, which comes
into operation at the end of June. Mr. Nicholson,
of Porth-y-Waen (Quarries, near < Iswe&try, was
voted to the chair, and the owners present repre-
sented wages amounting to £40.000 per annum.
The policy was discussed of united action in regard
to insurances, but eventually the meeting was
adjourned for further inquiries to be made.

1 The committee for raising a memorial to the late
Duchess of Teck have accepted the offer of an anony-
mous donor to erect and furnish a home of rest
for poor working women of London, on the south
coast, where, during the year (allowing each
occupant a fortnight at a time) some 130 women
can be received. With a view to economical
management it is intended that the building shall be
erected immediately adjoining the Victoria Con-
valescent Home for Women at Bognor, on a site
and in a building provided by the same munificent
donor. £11,000 (of which £9,000 has already been
subscrit)ed) will be needed for permanent endow-
ment and maintenance.

The London and South-Westem Eailway Co.
are about to carry out an extensive scheme of
widening between Vauxhall and Clapham Junction.
The narrow and low bridges over the Falcon-road,
Latchmere-road, New-road, Stewart's-road, and
(Jueen's-road are being replaced by new girder
bridges -lOft. m width, and two additional lines of
railway will be provided. Messrs. Perry and Co.,
of Tredegar Works, Bow, are carrying out the
foundations and brickwork, and the girder work for
bridges is by the Patent Shaft and Axletree Co., of
Wednesbury.

A bank with offices above is about to be built in
Dewsbury from plans by Mr. John Lane Fox,
architect, of that town. It will occupy the comer
of Northgate and New Bridge-street, with doors at
the junction of the two thoroughfares, the frontage
to the first being 3Gft., and to the second G7ft.
The height to cornices will be 47ft., and from
thence rise lofty roofs with windowed gables.
The elevation of the first floor will be of grey
polished granite, and that above ashlar from the
Holmfirth guanies, relieved with granite bands.
The roofs will be covered with green Westmoreland
slates, and have a ridge of red tiles. A room for
the manager is provided en sidte, with a strong-
room, and there are ten offices on the floor above.

PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

The AicTioNF.F.its' Ixstitite.— The annual
general meeting of the members of the
Auctioneers' Institute of the United Kingdom
was held at the institute, 57 and 58, Chancerj--
lane, on Friday afternoon, Mr. J. F. Field, the
president, in the chair. In moving the adoption
of the report, the president said the past year had
been an eminently satisfactory one for the insti-

tute. The new members elected numbered 130,

and at the end of the year there were 80

1

members. The income for the year was £1,627,
and the expenditure £1,287, and there was a
balance to the credit of revenue of £875. The
increasing number of entries for the examinations
of the institute and the excellence of the work
done was very gratifying. The renewed agitation
for the amendment of the law of distress had
occupied the attention of the council, who received
a deputation of bailiffs on the matter. They were
now awaiting the representations of those parti-

cularly interested in the subject to enable them
to arrive at some decision as to what reforms were
needed. He expressed the hope that in the near
future the institute would be under the protection
of a Royal Charter and would bo housed in more
suitable premises. The report was adopted.—In
the evening the 12th annual dinner of the insti-

tute was held at the Hotel Cecil. The chair was
again taken by the president. After the loyal

and patriotic toasts, Mr. Alderman Buckell
(Oxford) proposed " The Imperial Parliament,"
and Mr. Rentoul and Mr. D'Arcy Wyvill re-

sponded. The toast of " The Legal Profession,"
proposed by Mr. D. T. Alexander, was acknow-
ledged by Sir II. B. Poland and Mr. W. A.
Blaxland. Sir Walter Wilkin proposed "The
Auctioneers' Institute ot the United Kingdom,"
and the president, in reply, remarked that the
object of the institute was to raise the status of

the profession by the elimination from it of un-
worthy members. Other toasts followed.

BuKY BuiLDixi: Tit.\r>Es' Ff.iieuatiox.—The
sixth annual meeting of this federation was held
at the Stanley Arms, Bury, Lanes, on Wednes-
day in last week, the chair being occupied by the
President, Mr. E. Wild, of the Joiners' Society.

The report of the past year's work and the
balance sheet were read and adopted. On the
motion of Mr. D. liiley, seconded by Mr. J.

RoUinson, Mr. Stanley Hall (plumbers) was
elected president, Mr. Walter Park (plumbers)
was elected as vice-president, Mr. Walter Harper
(stonemasons) was re-elected as secretary, and
Jlr. J. Rollinson (piinters) was re-elected as

treasurer. It was decided, after discussion, that
the meetings be held quarterly instead of monthly,
as at present, the secretary to call special meetings
between the quarterly meetings if necessity arose.

LlVEHrOOL ARCHlTECTVR.il, SociF.TY. •— The
annual meeting of this society was held on Monday
evening in the new offices ot the Law Librari-,

Cook-street, Mr. W. £. Willink (president) in

the chair. The annual report, read by Professor
F.M.Simpson (honorary secretary) , stated that
the present membership was 131. compared with
121 last year. The council was pleased to st.ate

that the increase in the number of members
attending the meetings referred to in last year's
report had been fully maintained, and it was
hoped that more of the younger members might
be induced to read papers and jom in the dis-

cussions. The report, as well as the financial

3t.atement, read by Mr. Dod, were passed. There
is a balance in hand of £25 in favour of the
society's funds, and of £42 in regiird to the

library account. The following oflicers were then
re elected:—President. Mr. W. E. Willink,M A.;
vice-presidents, Mr. W. Owen and Mr. J. M'ool-
fall; joint secretaries. Professor F. M. Simpson
and llr. Arnold Thornely : honorary treasurer,

Mr. .Tames Dod : and honorary librarian. Mr. J.

W. Blake}-. The new council consisted of the
following:— Fellows, Messrs. C. J. Anderson,
H. L. Beckwith, J. W. Blakey, T. E. Eccles,

Henry Hartley, 'SVilliam Owen, J. Woolfall

;

associates, Messrs. F. E. P. Edwards and E. P.
Hinde.

National Associ.atiox or Sl.ite Mekchaxt.<
AND Slaters.—The half-yearly conference of

this association was held last week at Furneis
Abbey Hotel. The President (Mr. W. R.
Thompson, Dewsbury), in his presidential address,

referred to the efforts made by a sub-committee
to bring about an arrangement between the large

quarry owners in Wales and elsewhere to the
mutual advantage of all. Foreign competition

was now keenly felt by the trade, and last year
the importation of slates from America alone was
shown to have been of the value of i'200,000.

The annual report showed that the membership
now stood at 423. Various papers were read. It

was determined that the next conference should
be held at Bradford.

CHIPS.
New schools are being erected at Cefn Coed, and

special consideration has been given to the ventila-
tion, which will be carried out on the Boyle system.

The Union Infirmary, Glossop, is being warmed
and ventilated by means of Shorland's patent Man-
chester stoves with descending smoke flues and
Shorland's patent Manchester grates, the same being
supplied by Messrs. E. H. Shorlaud and Brother, of

Manchester.

New offices for the stipendiary magistrate in

Moorland-road, Burslem, were formally opened on
Monday by the Earl of Dartmouth, lord lieutenant
of the county. They have been built from the
plans of the late Mr. E. Penn, at a cost of £1,200,
exclusive of land and fittings, the contractor being
Mr. J. J. Longden.

A report has been made to the Brighton Works
Committee from the borough engineer, recom-
mending that the Madeira-road be widened at the
narrowest part by the building of a new concrete

wall to the south from Camelford- street groyne to

the Chain Pier toll-house. Also, that the new
timber breastwork, now stopped at Rock-place
groyne, be continued westward to meet the new
wall. The cost is estimated at £1,750. The com-
mittee consider the work necessary.

Princess Christian formally opened the new
residence for the clerical and lay workers of the

Eton College Mission in Marlborough-roid,
Hackney Wick. The new building is an imposing
edifice in red brick, built at a cost of £4,500, and
contains accommodation for nine residents.

A fire broke out on Wednesday at the Uuion
Works, Church-street, Deptford, belonging to

Messrs. H. E. HoUoway, builders. The fire, which
started in a structure two floors high full of com-
bustible material, spread rapidly to the four large

buildings used as workshops, engine and boiler-

house?, stores, &o. Another fire occurred on
Wednesday at 1, Pitt-street, Bethnal-green, E.,

upon the premises of Mr. A. Copas, builder, and the

shop and its contents were almost entirely destroyed.

The Queen has intimated to the Eist Cswes
District Council her willingness to open the new
road which has been constructed by her Majesty
between the town and Whippingham.

The tramway committee of Glasgow Corporation
agreed on Tuesday to increase the salary of Mr.
Clark, the engineer, by £50 per annum, and that of

Mr. Young, the manager, by £256 per annum,
making the salary of the latter £1,500 a year.

At a meeting of the museum and school of art

committee of Birmingham corporation, held on
Monday, Mr. W. H. Bidlake, M.A., A.K.I.B.A.,
Waterloo-row, Birmingham, special lectiirer on
architectural history and architectural design at

the Central School of Art, was appointed architect

of the new branch school of art in Moseley-road.

The new chapel built in connection with Mill HUl
School, from designs by Mr. Basil Champneys, will

be formally opened on the 22nd of next month.

Poppyhead stalls for clergy and choir and a

bishop's throne have just been placed in the small

and ancient cathedral of Clonfert. The work is all

in carved oaV. and has been executed by Messr-,

Sharp and Emery, of Great Brunswick-stree',

Dublin, from designs by Mr. J. J. Fuller, F.S. A.,

of that city.

The annual payment of £100 to the British School

of Archa' ilogy at Athens was voted on Tuesday by
Oxford Congregation for another three years.

The City and Brixton Riilway Bill, which has

already been sanctioned by the House of Commons,
has been referred to the Unopposed Bill Committee
of the House of Lords, owing to the withdrawal of

the threatened opposition. By this Bill a new
company will be incorporated, with a share and loin

capital of £1,600,000, for the purpose of construct-

ing an electric railway from Brixton-hill to a
junction with the City and South London Railway
at a point under the High -street, Borough.

The corporation of Liverpool have at the prese:it

time under consideration the expenditure of about

£40,000 on the building of three distinct fire

stations, in addition to i's central establishment :

this is arranged on the most modern lines, and it

possesses a chemical fire engine, the advantage of

which is that in fires of small dimensions it is more
effective than the ordinary water engine, while it

serves to avoid the deluging of burning premises

with water, which in many instances does more
harm that the fire itself.
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ILLUSTRATIONS.

ST. Patrick's cnuBcir axd rRESBYTEBY, Dundee.—
HIOHEB GBAOE SCHOOL, SCABBOBOUGH. — PASSMORE

EDWABDS nOLIDAY HOME FOE cniLDRE.-J, CLACTOM.

—

CAPITAL AND CODNTIES BANK, YEOVIL.—DESIGNS FOR

HILLSIDE BUNGALOW.— MAISON DK RAPPORT, PARIS.

(But Jllttstrati0n»*

ST. r.\TRICK's CHURCH AXD PRESBYTERY, DUNDEE.

The drawing which we give to-day is from the

Koyal Academy. The church is seated for 800,

while the presbytery contains accommodation for

three priests—viz., dining-room, three sitting-

rooms, parlour, waiting-room, four bedrooms,

and kitchen premises, &c. The buildings occupy
eprominent site. Externally, the walls are finished

in two shades of red stone, the hewn work being

from Dumfriesshire, while the natural-faced

squared rubble is from Berrymuirhead. The roof

is covered with green slates, finished with a red

tile ridge. Internally, the floors of the aisles,

<»nfeBsionals, baptistery, and mortuary chapels

are tiled, while the sanctuary and space round
altars is laid with parquet flooring. The total

•cost will be about £9,000. The architect is Mr.

T. Martin C'appon, Dundee.

HIOHER GRADE SCHOOL, SCARBOROUGH.

The accompanying drawing is in this year's

Eoyal Academy Exhibition. The design was
selected in competition early last year. Thirty-

six sets of designs were sent in, and the premiums
were awarded by the assessor, Jlr. E. R. Robson,

as follows :— 1st, Messrs. Hall, Cooper, and
Davis, Scarborough, and 21, Old (iueen-street,

Westminster ; 2nd, Messrs. Demaine and Brierly,

Tork ; 3rd, Messrs. Marshall and Dick, New-
castle. The building is constructed of red pressed

bricks, with \Vhitby stone dressings, and roofed

with red Ruabon tUes. The architects have

endeavoured to combine good proportion in out-

line and detail with careful treatment in free

Eenaissance. There are two fronts, that facing

Westwood-road on the north being somewhat
severe, whilst the south front entirely differs, in

the respect that the central block forms an
excellent fa(;ade -with a series of stone columns,
heavy dentiUed stone cornice, and large

sculptured frieze, illustrating "Slathematics,"
<' Letters," " Music," "Crafts," "Chemistry,"
" Art," &c. The whole of the sculpture has been
done by Mr. Henry Fehr. The contractors for

the work are as follows :—Brick and stonework,
James Bates and Sons ; carpenter and joiner,

George Scales
; plaster, Hugh Proctor ; iron and

smith's work, Harry Pickup
; plumber, Tindall

- and Williams
;

painter, Thomas Fidler ; tiler,

Joseph Hardgraves ; fireproof floors, Homan and
Bogers, Manchester.

THE TASSSCORE EDW.iRDS HOLIDAY HOME KIR
CHILDREN-, CLACTOX-OX-SEA.

The site is a very fine one, fronting the ]\[arine

Parade, in area IJ acres. The building will

accommodate nearly 100 children, and is pl;mned
so that the dining and play-rooms face the sea.

The administrative portion is in one block,

comprising kitchen, scullery, larder, &c. The
matron's room is on one side of the main

entrance, with library and elder girls' sitting-

room, boot, and cloak-rooms adjacent. Separate

entrances arc provided for boys and girls, and
staircases to their dormitories ; but they use the

living-rooms in common. All the dormitories

face the sea, and are arranged for eight and ten

children in a room. Bath-rooms are provided

on each floor, and clothes locker. Provision is

made for future extensions. All the w.c.'s are

outside the building. Red bricks and tiles for

roofs are to be used. The architect is Mr Charles

Bell, F.R.I.B.A., 3, .Salters' Hall-court, Cannon-

street, E.C. ; and Messrs. Hammond and Son,

Romford, are the builders. The contract price

is £6,596.

CAPITAL .4.XD COUNTIES IUNK, YEOVIL.

The erection of this building is now being pro-

ceeded with. The site is a peculiar one, and one

of the most important in the town, at the junc-

tion of High-street and Princes-street. The
building is of Ham stone, and consists of the

bank itself on the ground-floor with strong-room

in basement, 'rhe upper floors are devoted to a

manager's residence. The desks, partitions, and
fittings of the bank are of oak. Fireproof floors

and partitions are to be used, and the bank is to

be heated by hot water. Messrs. Bartlett and

Son, of Yeovil, are the contractors. The archi-

tect is Mr. J. Nicholson .lohnston, A.R.I.B.A.

"building news" DESIGXrN'G CLUB : A HILLSIDE

BUNGALOW.

For description and awards see page 700.

MAISON DE RAPPORT, P.A.RIS.

The plans which we give of the Slaison de Rap-

port, No. 71, Boulevard Omano, Paris, are from

the designs of Mr. Charles Blanche, an architect

who has had no inconsiderable experience in the

erection of buildings of this class. In l^ondon,

and in many of our larger cities, dwellings, or,

as some prefer to call them, mansions in flats, are

being erected in some districts on a very large

scale. At Hampstead, for example, just now
row upon row of residential flats are furnishing

the speculating buUder -with much work, and

many an opportunity for the display of ingenious

planning, as well as vulgar architecture. A few

architects have embarked in speculations of this

class themselves, and sjTidicates are starting

other similar undertakings. Shops on the

ground-floor frequently have to be provided

where there is a chance of good rentals being

obtained, and, in most cases, the several floors

are repeats of those below. The accompanying

illustration has been chosen as an example of

planning from Paris where, although in some not

unimportant details the French builders differ

from English ideas of comfort and sanitary con-

trivance, some extremely skUful arrangements

are to be observed, for our Continental cousins

have been for many years a long way in advance

of British notions in the matter of residences

contrived with a common staircase and common
roof. The rather odd shape of the site which

Mr. Charles Blanche has so ingeniously built

upon, no doubt rendered the architect's task

more difficult, while the nature of this building of

smaller lodgings made it undesirable to provide

the very usual carriage drive into the courtyard.

There are, however, two passage-way entries

with staircases adjoining, and beyond the court-

yard other entrances and staircases are provided.

These plans, which we reproduce, are in many
ways instructive, and those of our readers who do

not subscribe to the .Voniteur des Architects wiXl'be

glad to have a copy by them of these plans for

reference. Externally, strict economy had to be

observed, the bay oriels being the only features

used to diversify the plainness of the fa(,'ade.

There are six floors above the ground-floor.

The materials used are brick and stone.

A new county cricket-ground adjoining the West
Park, Hull, was recently opened. The playing

area is an almost complete circle, 170 yards in dia-

meter, with a specially prepared portion 60 yards

long by 30 yards wide, for wickets. This has been

dug out 2ft., drained, arched, filled in with ISin.

of fine loam soil upon Sin. of clinkers, and turfed

with sods from the Argyle-street ground. The
mean level of the ground is taken for setting out

the wickets, and in carrying out the work over

1,500 loads of soil, ka., were carted in for levelling,

and some 15, 000ft. of drain-pipes were laid, all

having an outfall into the manholes. Mr. Percy T.

Runton was the architect.

ARCH.ffiOL,OGICAIj.

Southampton.—An important discoverj- has

been made by Messrs. Cooksey and Glasspool at

Southampton, in connection with the slum demo-
lition. It is that of an ancient vault adjoining

the western end of the Undercroft, in Simnel-

street. The doorway, now bricked up, at the

west end of the Undercroft, leads into the cellar

of the adjoining house. The front cellar, open-

ing on to Simnel-street, is of Norman work, and

is constructed of stone, well squared and laid.

To all appearance, the front was at one time

quite open to the street, as the walls are bevelled

or chamfered towards Simnel - street. This

chamber was some 20ft. deep, the back part of it

being of rougher work, but in the front is still

to be seen what is described as a Norman cup-

board of fine Caen stone, about 2ft. by 2ft. 6in.

It is now fiUed up with rubble and broken lumps

of plaster. At the back of this chamber are four

corbel tables of Norman character, which carry

the struts of the timber floor above.
_
There is

also a smaller corbel which r^arries nothing. The
floor above is supported by huge timbers, one

said to be of chestnut, and the other with more

probability identified as of oak, which appears to

be contemporary with the building itself. Some
of these timbers having become dangerous, two

brick stone piers have been erected, on which are

laid transverse beams, which themsel^'es bear

evidence of having formed part of an eccle-

siastical or important domestic building, the

beams being finely moulded with a moulding of

the later Early English character. At the rear

of this chamber is an archway of Transitional

Norman work with a plain chamfer and no

capitals, forming a depressed two-centred arch,

wide in proportion to its height, which leads into

a long Norman barrel vault, some 30ft. by 10ft.

At the spring of the arch, on both sides, for the

entire length, is a wall-plate or strong courseof

Norman design. The masonry is rough, with

the exception of the strong course. At the

furthest end of the vault, the usual ventilating

shaft has been plastered up at some period. The
back wall is so roughly joined to the vaulting

that it looks rather as if the vault had been

longer, but had been walled up at some, now very

distant, date.
— ».^

CHIPS.

The urban district council of Cleethorpes have

raised the salary of their surveyor, Mr. Egbert

Rushton, to £210 per annum.

The magistrates of Arbroath have resolved to fix

Saturday, tth June, for the formal openin" of the

Free Public Library which has been gifted to the

town by Mr. David Corsar, of Th5 Elms.

The urban district council of Bognor have received

the sanction of the Local Government Board to

borrow the sum of £2,000 for the construction of a

sea-wall and esplanade.

The urban district council of Wallasey have

decided to purchase the E irlston estate at Liscard,

containing a house and about 20 acres of land, from

the trustees of the late Anthony Smith, for the

sum of £20,000, for the purpose of extending the

cemetery.

A monument has been erected in the Jesmond Old

Cemetery to the memory of the late Mr. Wm. Laws,

builder and contractor, of Heaton-on-Tyne. It

stands 19tt. high, on a base of freestone, and is of

Rutislaw grey granite, all polished. Upon three

base steps stands the die containing the inscription,

carrying in turn the cap, supported by four marble

columms, the caps and base being granite. Oq each

side are granite pedestals, on which stand the figures

of Hope and sympathy, executed in Sicilian marble.

Over the capital is a canopy of polished granite,

which will cover a portrait bust of the late Mr. Li-ws,

executed in statuary marble, the whole being

finished with a draped urn. The memorial has been

designed and executed by Mr. B. Donaldson, Red
Bams, Newcastle.

The construction of the White Pass and Yukon
Railway is being actively pushed on by a large staff

of engineers and labourers. The lioe which n bemg

built wiU cover the distance from Skigway Harbour

to Lake Bannett, and thence to Fort Selkirk. Thj

first section, from Skagway to Like Bjnnett, will

be open for traffic by September next.

The Convocation of O.^tord have authorised the

curators of the University chest to expend £7,.500

in removing and reconstructing the iron laboratory

at the University Museum, at present occupied by

the Linaore Professor of Comparative Anatomy,

and in erecting on its site a new laboratory and

lecture-room for the joint use of the Sherardian

Professor of Botany and the Linicre Professor of

Comparative Anatomy.
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.
(We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opiniona of

our coirettpondeats. All communications should be
dmwn up as briefly as pos^^ible, as there are many
claimant*} upon the space alluttod to correspondents.]

It is particularly rpque.st^d that all drawings and all

Commimication« re-*peetins ilhistrationa or Uterary matter

Bhould be addross.'d to the EUITOU of the Bitildisq

Nrwb, 33:^, Strand, W.C. and not to members of the staff

by name. Delay i« not unfrt'iuently otherwise caused.

All drawings and other communications are sent at con-

tributors' riaks, and the Editor will not undertake to

pay for, or be liable for, unsought contributions.

Cheques and Post-office Orders to be made payable to

ThK STEAND NSWftPAPBB COMI'A.VV, LiMlTBD.

TERMS OP SUBSCRIPTION.

One Pound per annum (post free) to any part of the

United Kingdom; for Canada, Nova Scotia, and the
Unitt-d States, £1 68. Od. (orGdols. 30c. gold). To France
or Belgium. £1 68. Od. (or 33fr. 30c.) To India, £1 6s. Od.

To any of the AoBtralian Colonies or New Zealand, to the
Cape, the West Indiea. or Natal, £1 66. Od.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
The char^ for Competition and Contract Advertise-

ments, Public Companies, and all official advertisements
IB Is. per line of Eight words, the first line counting as
two, the miniAium charge being Sa. for four lines.

The charge for Auctions, Land Sales, and Miscellaneous
and Trade Advertisementa (except Situation advertise-

ments) is 6d. per line of Eight words (^the first lint

counting as two), the minimum charge being 48. 6d. for

40 words. Special terms for series of more than six

inaertions can be ascertained on application to the Pub-
lisher.

Front-page Advertisements 28. per line, and Paragraph
Advertisements Is. per line. No Front-page or Paragraph
Advertisement inserted for less than 5a.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
office not later than 3 p.m. on Thursday. Front-page
Advertisementa and alterations in serial advertisements
must reach the office by Tuesday m.oming to secure
insertion.

Situations.

The charjge for advertisements for " Situations Vacant

"

or ** Situations Wanted " is Ose Shilling for Twestt-
FOUB WoBDS, and Sixpence for every eight words after.
All Situation Advertisements must be prepaid.

NOTICE.
Bonnd copies of Vol. LX5III. are now ready, and
should be ordered early (price Twelve Shillings each),
as only a limited number are done up. A few
bound volumes of Vols. XXXIX., XL., XLI.,
XLVI., XLIX.. u., Lin., LVm., LIX.,
T.XT.. Lxn., Lxm.. Lxrv., lxv., lxvi.,
Lxvn., Lxvin., lxix., lxx.. lxxi., lxxii.
may still be had, price Twelve Shillings ; all the other
bound volumes are out of print. Most of tJie back-
numbers of former volumes are, however, to be had
singly. Subscribers requiring any back munbers so
complete volume just ended should order at once, at
many of them soon run out of print.

Received.—P. D. A.—I. N. and Co.—S. 0.—H. A. G.—
N. C—S. N.—"W. A". B.-N. D.

Comspflttir^me,

A MATTER OF LIFE AND DEATH.
To the Editor of the Buildino >j ews.

Sir,—The long li?t of iron -column buildings
-which have collapsed—not in a few hours, but
actually in a few minutes—after they once caught
fire, has now been added to by the swift destruc-
tion of Spurgeon's Tabernacle, at Xewington.
Six thousand people used to meet there week by
week. Six thousand might have been there
when it suddenly blazed up the other day, and a
thousand or two, in all probability, would then
have been roasted alive.

The I>ondon County Council, I believe, have
the_power of issuing, at any moment, regulations
which would make it imperative to surround all
metal columns in new public buildings of this
class with a fireproof casing. AViU they do it

now, before the Tabernacle is rebuilt, or are they
waiting to see a congregation burnt alive before
they act ;-—I am, kc, F.R.I. B.A.

WESTlirN-STER BUILDIXG DISASTER.
Sir,—As I find that some misconception his

arisen, may I beg the favour of your insertion of
a note in your next report of this case, to the
effect that I am in no way concerned with the
buildings in question.— I am, kc,

John- W. Simp.^ox, A.E.I.B.A.
16, Xew Inn, Strand, London, W.C, May 18.

A CORRECTIOX.
'^^<—^^^e beg to draw your attention to an

error in your otherwise excellent report of the

meeting of the Society of Architects on the .5th

inst. As this is calculated to do us some harm,
and lead to a misconception, we shall be glad
if you will kindly correct it in your ne.xt issue.

You report me as saying " that we had executed
mosaic work in baths at Gd. per square yard."
This, of course, is a mistake ; it should be 6s. per
yard.

Though the price of mosaic has been greatly
reduced in recent year.s, we are very much afraid

we shall never be able to do it so low in price as

6d. per yard.—I am, ^^c, L. Schlaxtheim.

CHIPS.
In the case of John Crow, of Wickham-roid,

Brockley, S.E., and Great Bridge, Staffordshire,

brick manufacturer, the discharge from bankruptcy
has been suspended for two years, ending April 10,

1900.

Sir J. E. Millais's great picture "The Order of

Release,*' lately presented by Mr. Tate to the
Gallery of British Art, is now added to the collection

of Sir J. E. Millais's pictures in the room set apart
for the "Tate Gift."

Some time ago it was decided at a public meeting
in Edinburgh to commemorate the late Dian J. F.
Montgomery by some permanent memorial. The
committee have decided to place a recumbent effigy

of the dean in marble in St. Mary's Cathedral.
About three-quarters of the necessary sum, £1,000,
has been, subscribed.

Mr. Walter Armstrong, Director for Art, in the
Science and Art Department, will definitely retire

from the service in September next. The post, in

relation to the art education of the country, is of

the greatest importance, therefore in art circles the
prospective vacancy is already exciting much
interest, and several well-known names are men-
tioned in connection with it, prominently Mr.
Alfred Gilbert, R.A., Mr. Herkomer, R.A., and
Mr. Walter Crnne.

The foundation-stone of the new Roman
Catholic schools at Kendal in memory of the late

rector. Dean Gibson, who was -17 years in

charge of the mission, has beeu laid. They are
estimated to cost £4,000. On the ground floor are
a mixed schoolroom, infants' schoolroom, three
classrooms, and the boys' covered playground. At
the rear of the buildings are girls' and infants'

covered playground, and a workshop for manual
instruction.

In the case of John Harvey Coney, Coleman-
street, E.G., ti'ading with Charles Morris Cooke as
builders, the discharge from bankruptcy has been
suspended for two years, ending April 6, 1900.

The Ipswich Corporation have decided to erect a
new central fire-brigade station inBond-street, the
old one in Waterworks-street being inadequate in
size. Provision is made for the superintendent,
deputy superintendent, and watchman to live on
the premises, and there is also stabling for three
horses, with engine-room, yard, and hose-drying
tower. Mr. E. Buckham, M.Inst.C.E., the borough
surveyor, prepared the plans, and the tender of
Messrs. T. Partington and Son, of Crown-street,
Ipswich, has been accepted for carrying out the
work at £.3,850. The corporation have also adopted
plans by Mr. Buckham for providing a 30in. storm-
water overflow sewer into the river at an estimated
cost of £4,000.

The work of enlarging the London and North

-

Western Railway station at Crewe, and providing
a complete duplicate of lines through it, is being
pushed on with the utmost speed. One thousand
men are now at work in the excavations tunnelling,
and this number will be greatly augmented as soon
as there is additional room for them to work.

The Dean and Chapter of Lincoln have appointed
Sir A W. Blomfield, A.R.A., as architect to the
cathedral in succession to the late Mr. John L.
Pearson, R.A.

Mr. Arthur Wellesley Soames, M.A., the newly-
elected member for South Norfolk, is an architect
by profession, and is the youngest son of the late

Mr, William Aldwin Soames, of Brighton, and was
bom on November 30, 1S52. He matriculated at

Trinity College, Cambridge, graduated in 1877, and
proceeded M.A. in 1880. He married, in 1870,
Eveline, the eldest daughter of the late Mr. T.
Horsman Coles, of St. Helen's. He has twice—in
1892 and 1N9.5—unsuccessfully contested Ipswich as
a Liberal, and now enters Parliament for his first

time.

A monument is about to be erected in Djndalk to
the memory of the men who fought and died for
Ireland in the insurrection of 170S. The design is

by Mr. Herbert G. Birhes, sculptor, of Dablin,
whose offer to execute the work for £2,.500 has been
accepted. The monument will be of Kilkenny
limestone. It will stand about 23ft. high, the
statue of a feminine figure holding a flig being
7ft. Gin, high. The base will be about Sft. square.

Jittercommutticatioit

QUESTIONS.
[1191S.]—Chimney. — Will any kiod reader with

experience id building till chinmey-stacks kindly suggest

the best method uf handling and fixing heavy stone cor-

nice and blocking at top, and oblige ?—Sto.ve.

[11913.]—Perspective.—Could any reader tell me
the method of i>reparin2 perspective drawings of villas,

public buildings. &,',. ] I have a knowledge of elementary
perspective. Are there any books on the subject on any
special instruments required .'—Beginseb.

[I195".]-Water at West Norwood.—Can any
of your numerous readers tell me how far I shall have to

drill down to find water at West Xorwood ? How can I

tell if there is water below or not .'—Deill.

[lli)>i.]—Artesian Well.—I am desirous to sink an
artesian well in a eountry district, clay soil, where the

surface water supply is short in dry summers and of

doubtful quality. Tiiere are only seven or eight houses.

It is an elevated position. Do you know of any good
work on the subject J I have looked up some encyclo-

paedias, but caimot get enough information. Could any
of your readers who have knowledge or experience give

me any hints as to determining the beit position Ukeiy to

find, and the possible cost .'—Vandyke.

[119.VJ.] -Measurement of Bough Elm.—Will
any of our readers give a correct rule for finding out the

actual contents of a log of elm ? Here is a rule, which is

verv old, by Dr. Hutton : —Multiply the square of one-flfth

of the girth by twice the length, product equals the

content. I have measured up some hundreds of logs

after having been cut into plank and board, and although

I have allowed for sawkerfs, and actually measured up
the ottal remaining, the cubical contents of the converted

material plus sawdust, plus olfal. does not agree with the

so-called original contents.—PEcr.v.

[H9.i3.] -Tramcar Construction. — Can anyone
inform m _' as to the peculiar structure of the arch as seen

in the roofs of tramcars and omnibuses, whereby it is so

stiffened apparently without the use of tie-rods that it is

independent of the lateral support usually accorded to

arch-work ?—the sides of such vehicles being evidently

incapable of taking any side-thrust of practical value, and
the weight of top of a fuUy-loaded tramcar must be con-

siderable -H. R. B.

(119.^)1.]-Water in Gaapipes.—Can any reader tell

me the best wav to fix gaspipes and fittings, so that the

water will not collect in the brackets and clog the

burners .' This occurs mainly where the pipes are most
exposed to cold draughts. Would it be well to arrange

the pipes to slope downwards towards the meter, as

steam-pipes should slope downwards to boiler for return

of water ? Any hints would oblige.—Nottingfiam.

[11935.] -Papier-Mache Bookshelves-—In Mr.
Burgoyne's recent work on *' Library Architecture," the

above is referred to. but no particulars given. As this is

a subject of great importance to architects and librarians,

I write in the hope that some of your readers are in a
position to state the benefits to be derived from the use of

papier-michc shelves. What thickness is required to

make a 36in. by Sin. papier-macht? shelf sufficiently strong

for its purpose, and is it likely to warp or bend with long-

continued pressure ; Further, what would be the cost of

such a shelf if an order was given for, say, 500 of like

dimensions ? Is papier-m.ichc cheaper than wood, or

adapted in any way for Ubrary fittings !-Libeaeiax.

REPLIES.
[119U.]—Cambered Niches.—Will " A. B." refer

to my letter, p. 553, April 22, under heading " Orna-
mental Brickwork : Arches," for information as to works
on the subject of his question .'—Aecuitect.

[11916.] -Hot-Water System.—From an examina-
tion of " H. M. X.'s " system, I should say the circula-

tion, if possible, would be very uncertain and partial.

Such a lofty reservoir in connection with the boiler, or in

continuation of it, would scarcely get hot, and two
currents would be established on one side. A column of

hot water would flow up, but be quickly cooled by the

descending cold current of water. The large mass of

water in the reservoir would be a long time getting

warm.— G. H.

Mr. Passmore Edwards will open the new wing
of the Pegwell Bay ConvalescentHome at Ramsgate
on Saturday, July 2.

A report has been issued by Mr. R. G. Nicol,

C.E., harbour engineer, Aberdeen, in regard to the

reconstruction of Regent Bridge in that town. The
new bridge will be of the single-swing type, worked
by hydraulic power, and will be sufficiently strong

for the heaviest traction engine and cart traffic.

The estimated cost is £49,740, of which £4,470 will

be required for temporary works.

The ceremony of cutting the first sod in con-

nection with the new drainage scheme to he carried

out at Pokesdown, a suburb of Bournemouth, took

place on Friday afternoon. The works are to cost

about £20,000.

Mr. W. E. Duke died suddenly on a tramcar at

Plymouth on Friday. He was chairman of the

Lydford Parish Council, and a large employer of

labour at the granite quarries near Princetown.

At a recent special meeting of the Morecamhe
District Council, Mr. Nicolls, C.E., presented plans

and details of a sewerage scheme for the district.

After some discussion it was resolved that the

plans be approved, and that the council make the

necessary application to the Local Government
Board to sanction the borrowing of £60,000, the cost

estimated by Mr. Nicolls.

itijurl
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LEQAL INTELLIGENCE.
Woor> V. Monk and Newell.—Oa May 6, before

Mr. Justice Wills and Mr. Justice Kennedy, sitting

as a Divisional Court, in the Queen's Bench
Division of the High Court, the case of Wood v.

Monk and Xewell came on for argument on appeal
from the West Bromwich County-court, Staft'ord-

shira. Mr. Bankes said this was an appeal by the
defendants. The plaintiffs, Messrs. Wood, are

brickmakers at West Bromwich, and the defendants
Liverpool contractors. The action was brought by
plaintiifs to recover the balance of an account for

bricks supplied. Defendants, however, put in a
counter-claim for loss alleged to have been sustained

by the defendants in consequence of the bricks

supplied not being of the quality contracted for.

The County- court judge held that the counter-
claim could not be gone into, nor could the
defendants raise any point about the quality of the
bricks, because they had accepted them, and not
rejected them. Defendants' witnesses were never
heard at all on the point, and he never heard of a
counter-claim being rejected on such a ground
before. It was entirely wrong, he submitted, and
the fact was the judge was misled by a somewhat
specious case which was quoted to him, which had
nothing whatever to do with the case. The blue
bricks m question were to be used in some work
defendants were doing for the London and North-
western Railway at Heckmondwike, in Yorkshire,
and it was stipulated the bricks should be of a
quality to satisfy the London and North-Western
Bailway. Mr. Disturnal argued that the judge was
right ; but Mr Justice Wills said it was clear there
must be a new trial, as the counter-claim had not
been heard at all. Appeal was allowed for a new
trial, with costs.

In ee C. J. Westwood. — An adjourned sitting

or public examination was beard before Mr.
Registrar Linklater on Tuesday, under a receiving
order made against Charles John Westwood,
described as a railway contractor, carrying on
business at 11 and 12, Clement's-lane, Lombard-
street, E.C., under the style of C. J. Westwood and
Co. The statement of affairs showed gross Uabilities

£41, .545, of which £13,359 were expected to rank
for dividend, with assets £13,329. From 1888 to
1895 the debtor was in partnership with another
person as railway and tramway contractors. At
the latter date the firm was dissolved, and there
were two important contracts then on hand, one
being for the construction of a railsvay in the
Transvaal, and the other for the construction of the
Newport, Godshill, and St. Liwrance (Isle of

Wight) Railway. The debtor's partner took over
the first contract, and he took over the second. He
also received acceptances amounting to £23,000 in
consideration of relinquishing his interest, in the
Transvaal contract. He discounted the bilh and
used the proceeds in connection with the lele of
Wight Riilway. The contract price was £160,000,
payable in shares and debentures as the work pro-
gressed. At the date of the receiving order £81,200
shares and £25,900 debentures had been issued. In
October last he was compelled to suspend opera-
tions, £10,001) further being then required to finish

the construction of the line, but arrangements were
in progress under which the work would probably
be completed and the balance of the shares and
debentures taken up. This would enable him to

pay his debts in full. The examination was ad-
journed until July 12 next.

Sewerage Disposal Difficulties at Man-
chester. — The Stipendiary Magistrate for the
covmty of Lancashire (Mr. Yates, Q C.) dismissed,
on Friday, the apphcation of the Manchester
Corporation for a further extension of the time for
constructing sewage works at Davyhulme. He held
that the Corporation has at present no effective

scheme for dealing with the sewage of the city and
the prevention of the pollution of the Ship Canal.
The bare facts, he said, were that the sewage of an
ever-increasing population, now amounting to

600,000, was being turned into an almost stationary
body of water unpurified ; that this had been going
on to a greater or lesser degree for at least five
^ears ; and that the Corporation were no nearer a
final settlement of the question than they were in
1893. The Corporation have decided to appeal
against this decision. —

The Medical Officee of Health and His
Alleged IxsANiTAEYHouse.—In theQueen'sBench
Division of the High Court on M mday, before Mr.
Justice Mathew and a special jury, the hearing was
concluded of an action m which the trustees of the
Sesame Club sought to recover from Dr. James
Edmunds, medical officer of health for the parish of
St. James's, Piccadilly, damages for fraudulent
misrepresentations alleged to have been made by
the defendant as to the sanitary condition of a house.
No. 39, Dover-street, of which the defendant was
the owner, and which the plaintiffs had taken on
lease for the purposes of their club. For the
plaintiffs it was contended that the defendant had
alleged that the sanitary arrangements of the bouse
were perfect, and could not be surpassed, while in
feet the drainage was found to be so seriously

defec'ive that the whole of the old brick drains in

the basement had to be taken up and replaced by
new ones. Among the witnesses for plaintitY were
Mr. Rogers Field, who said he found the house to

be in a most unsanitary condition. The defendant

denied that he had made the representations alleged,

and that he had given plaintiffs and a Mr. Harvey,

who was an architect and a member of the club,

the fullest opportunity of examining the house for

themselves. In summing up, Mr. Justice Mathews
referred to the decision of the House of Lords in

Peek V. Derry. The jury, after long deliberation,

returned a verdict for the plaintiffs. The question

of damages was reserved for further consideration.

Dispute as to Beickmaking Royalties. —
Bradshaw v. Buchanan. — At the Liverpool

Assizes, on May 11, before Mr. Justice Bruce,

sitting without a jury, Richard Bradshaw, a

practical brickmaker, of Liverpoo', brought an
action for royalties, and for damages for infringe-

ment of letters patent, against Buchanan and Sons,

Caledonia Foundry, Bootle. The dispute had
arisen with regard to royalties claimed by the

plaintiff in respect of the " Little Wonder " brick

-

making machine, in connection with which he had
taken out two patents. Defendants had made some
of the machines on terms agreed upon between the

parties, which included payment to the plaintiff of

£50 royalty on each machine which was to be sold

ifor £2oO. Since 1893 i)laintiff contended that he

had not been paid anything by the defendants, and
had not been asked to pass any machines, although

several were made. The defence was that at first

the agreement between the parties was that

defendants should receive £200 on each machine,

and as they were sold for £250 the plaintiff received

his £50 in every case. It was also agreed that

plaintiff should obtain the orders for the machines,

and superintend the fixing of them. In 1894

defendants lent plaintiff £20, and a new agreement
was made whereby plaintiff agreed to receive only

£20 for each machine for which he obtained orders,

fixing the machines and paying the carriage on
them ; he consequently abandoned all right to com -

mission. As a matter of fact he did not agiin, until

April, 1897, ask for commission or royalties, and in

the mean time defendants had been paying com-
mission to other persons on orders, besides defraying

the cost of carriage and fixing the machines. Mr.
Justice Bruce, in giving judgment, said that it was
extremely difficult to know what the arrangement
was between the parties. He was obliged to be

guided to some extent on the probabilities of the

case. He considered that thf £50 on the machines

was to be paid in the nature of a royalty to the

plaintiff by the defendants for the use of the

former's patent, whether he obtained the order for

the machines or not. His Lordship gave judgment
for the plaintiff on the claim for £100 with costs,

and for the defendants on the admitted counter-

claim for monev lent for £38 19s. 9d.

The remaining plain window in the baptistery of

the parish church. Bury, Lanes, is about to be

filled with stained. The artiit is Mr. C. E. Kemp,
of Nottingham-place, W.
The ceremony of cutting the first sod in connection

with No. 1 contract of the Cardiff Rulway, for the

construction of the line from a junction with the

Rhymney Railway,near Roath Park to Tongwynlais,

took place last week. The cDntract has been let to

Messrs. Monk and Newell, of Liverpool, and the

work will be carried out under the superintendence

of Mr. Allen, resident engineer. Sir Douglas Fox
and Mr. R. White are the engineers for the line for

the Cardiff Railway Company.

Fewer properties are in the auction market at the

present time than was the case in May last year,

and the returns from Tokenhouse-yard are con-

sequently in arrear. The aggregate realisation last

week was £186, 050, as compared with £215,576 for

the corresponding week in 1897. At the same time,

the large amount of business done in the earlier

months still places this year in advance of several

recent ones. The chief feature of the week was a

freehold estate of 50 acres at Streatham, with seven

residences, the greater part of the land being avail-

able for building operations. Messrs. Farebrother,

Ellis, and Co. were the auctioneers tor this valuable

lot, which was offered on Thursday, but had, how-
ever, to be withdrawn at £150,000.

A new railway fro-n Oban a'ong the west coast

of Scotland to B illachulish on Loch Leven is about

to be constructed, the Callander and Oban Railway
Company having let the contract to Mr. John Best,

of Leith, for the railway, and to Messrs. Arrol

Brothers for a large bridge on the railway. The
line is 28 miles long, and the earthwork) are

not very heavy. The ruling gralient is one
in 70, while much easier gradients predominate.

Two narrow inlets of the sea have to be crossed,

one by a cantilever bridge 735ft. in length, the other

by two centre spans n( 150tt. each, and two side

spans of 60ft. each. The line is expected to be com-
pleted in three years, and Sir. J. Wolfe Barry,

K.C.B., is the engineer.

WATEB SUPPLY AND SANITABX
MATTEBS.

The London Watek Supply.—At Monday's
sitting of the Royal Commission, which is inquiring

into this subject, evidence was given as to the water
supply of Paris by M. Gaston Cadoux, Chef de
Bureau at the Prefecture of the Seine. M. Cadoux
was of opinion that the arrangement by which the

ownership and management of the water supply had
been transferred from a private company to the

Municipality of Paris had been much to the advan-
tage of the city. Sir A. R. Binnie, engineer-in-

chief to the London County Council, was recalled,

and gave evidence as to the probable increase in the

discharge of sewage into the Thames at Barking
and Crossness.—The House of Commons Com-
mittee which has been considering the South-

wark and Vauxhall Water Company's Bill has

found the preamble proved, but subject to the

insertion of clauses providing that if the under-

taking be purchased within ten years of the passing

of the Bill by any public body no additional value

shall be deemed to be given to the undertaking by
powers conferred by the Bill other than actual ex-

penditure, and also imposing certain restrictions on
the quantity of water to be taken by the company
from the Thames.

MoHECAMBE Seweraoe —At a special meeting of

the Morecambe Urban District Council held on the

17th inst., the details of the sewerage scheme, in-

cluding that of Bare, were approved, and it was
unanimously resolved that application be at once

made to the Local Government Board for sanction

to borrow £60,000 to carry out the works. The
engineer to the scheme is Mr. H. Bertram Nichols,

C.E., of Grosvenor Chambers, Corporation-street,

Birmingham,

The Welsh Watbe Scheme foe Bieming-
HA5I. — Steady progress continues to be made
with the Welsh water scheme. The comple-

tion of the Knighton tunnel was announced on
Friday. Forming portions of the conduit from the

Elan Valley to Birmingham will be two tunnels,

about 8ft. in diameter. One of these, 4j miles in

length, and nearest to the Elan Valley, is the Dolau
tunnel. The other is the Knighton tunnel, ex-

tending from the town of Knighton to the Lugg
Valley, a distance of 2J miles. Headings for this

tunnel were commenced at either end, and at the

time of the visit of the Birmingham City Council

last spring, 1,700 yards had been driven from
Knighton and 1,600 from the other end, leaving

about 1,000 yards still to pierce. The two sets of

excavators have now been able to join hands. The
Dolau tunnel, owing to its greater length and the

need for shafts to remove the excavated material,

was commenced in two sections. The first half was
completed a month ago, and, although the calcula-

tions and measurements had to be made upon the

data afforded by a base line of only 16ft. at the

bottom of a 300ft. shaft, they were so accurately

worked out that the centrelines of the two headings

met accurately as regards level, "and with a hori-

zontal divergence of no more than iin.

CHIPS.

A cottage hospital—the gift of Mrs. Aitken—is

approaching completion at Ramsbottom, Lanes.

Mr. C. F. Haywood, of Accrington, is the archi-

tect, and the various trades are being carried out by
local contractors.

The Lancashire County Council is taking steps

with a view to the erection of a new sessions hall in

the centre of Preston.

The subscribers to the technical school at Dews-
bury have resolved to enlarge the hall at a cost of

from £1,500 to £5,000, and have instructed Mr. J.

Lane Fox, the architect, to prepare the necessary

plans.

Foundation-stones of a new Wesleyan chapel

were laid at Baranck, Northamptonshire, last week.

The building will be Gothic in style, will seat 200

persons, and wdl cost £500. Mr. William Hinson

is the architect, and the contractors are Messrs.

Hinson, of Stamford.

The buildings occupied by the Architectural and

Engineering Departments of the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology, in Boston, took fire a fort-

night since, from the overturning of a tinman's

furnace on the root, and the upper story of the

building was destroyed. The valuable library of the

Architectural Department, which is kept in the next

lower story of the building, narrowly escaped

destruction ; but fifty students devoted themselves

to its rescue, and all of the books and photographs

were saved uninjured, though the casts were des-

troyed. The Eagineering Library was saved in the

same manner, with the valuable instruments belong-

ing to the department.

A stained -glass window has been placed in the

parish church of Lame. It is of two lights, the

subjects being the Annunciation and the Nativity,

and the artists are Messrs. Guthrie and Wells, of

Loudon and tilasgow.
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PARLIAMENTABY NOTES.
New Sciexce and Art Buildinos. — Sir F.

Powell asked the First Commissioner of Wofks
whether, notwithstanding the first report of the

Select Committee on tlie Museums of the Science

and Art Department, 1n97, plans were now being

prepared for the concentration of the Science and
Art Departments of the South Kensington Museum
on the East side of Exhibition-road ; and whether
steps were also being taken fSr the renovation of

the Geological Museum in Jermyu-street, though
recommendations for its removal had been made by
the Select Committee. Mr. Akers-Douglas : Accord-

ing to the announcement made to the House, plans

for the proposed new .Science and Art buildings are

being prepared for the consideration of the inter-

Oepartmental Committee now sitting and for the

Government. I have already promised to make a
statement to the House directly this Committee
reports. In reply to the second question, as the

stonework of the building referred to is in a dan-
gerous condition, it is being repaired in accordance
with tlie usual practice of this department.

STATUES, MEMORIALS, &c.

AViXDSon Castlb.—The monument which has
been erected by the Prince and Princess of Wales to

the memory of the Duke of Clarence and Avondale,
In the Albert Chapel at Windsor Cistle, has just

been completed. It was designed and executed by
Mr. Alfred Gilbert, R.A. The sarcophagus of

Mexican onyx, which stands in the middle of the
chapel, has now been surmounted by a group of

statuary wrought in bronze, aluminium, and marble.

A recumbent statue representing the Duke of

Clarence attired in the uniform of his regiment,
the 10th Hussars, and lying in the folds of the
(iarter robe, reposes upon the gunmetal bier. The
militaiy embroidery upon the collar and the cuffs

and the aiguillettes are gilded, and the head and
hands are sculptured in white marble. In the
l^rince's right hand is a drawn sword, and round
the blade is a spray of olive leaves, the end resting

upon an open gilt-edged Bible. The left hand will

clasp a crucifix. The lining of the robe is composed
of aluminium, and an angelic figure, also cast in

aluminium, and holding a gilt corona twined with
light foliage, kneels at the head, and near the feet

will presently be placed a figure representative of
" Love Mourning." The body of the tomb is pro-
tected by a bronze railing. This is divided into
twelve panels, which are adorned with gilt-winged
angels supporting statuettes. Alternating with
these, and ajfixed to the grille pillars, are the escut-
cheons of various Royal houses, and whose armorial
bearings are enamelled in gold and colours upon
silver shields, while beneath are representations of
the Grders of Knighthood connected with them.

CHIPS.
The Bentham Trustees have presented a fine oil

portrait of Robert Brown, the celebrated Scottish
botajiist, to the museum of the Royal Gardens at
Kew.

Cardinal ^'aughan laid the foundation-stone of a
new Roman Catholic church in Romford-road,
nford, on Saturday. The fabric has been dedicated
to St. Peter and St. Paul.

The Episcopal cathedral in Xew York is going on
slowly, and the trustees are beginning to consider
what sort of stone to use for the exterior. The apse
is already high above ground, in rough masonry,
but will be faced, later, with the stone selected for
the whole exterior. The doubt in the minds of the
trustees is whether to choose granite or marble,
some thinking that marble would be too conspicuous.
The Amtrican Architict strongly advises the choice
of one of the Massachusetts marbles, either that
from Lee or Stockbridge, both of which have a
creamy tint with blue veins.

Mj. Thomas Flood, of Sandy Hill, N.Y., died on
April 26, aged 68 years. For 40 years he had been
actively engaged as a contractor, and for a large
portion of that time confined himself to canal worK.
His work is to be found on nearly every section of
the Erie and Champlain canals. He, in company
with Mr. J. H. SherriU, built the State dam at
Cohoes, N.Y.

The Qaeen has become the possessor of Mr.
Holman Hunt's picture "The Beloved," which is

at present in the New Gallery. It will be removed
to Windsor at the end of June, when her Majesty
returns from Balmoral. The (Jaeen has also pur-
chased the water-colour drawing " Portsmouth by
the Sea," by William Callow, which is at present
on view at the Royal Society of Painters in Water

chapsl at Aldemin's Green,
be rebuilt from plans by Mr.

pat city. It will be faced with
1 otone dressings, and the floors
llocks. Accommodation will be
kegation of 300 persons.

<^vcc (DfRce %Mz.
In the entranco-hall of the Scottish National

Portrait Gallery at Edinburgh, there is, at the

first lloor level, between the antiquarian and art

sides of the building, a large square ambulatory
rarried on pillars, which form a Gothic arcading.

.\bove the spandrels of the arches is a frieze space,

and this .ind the surfaces below it have just been
decorated by Mr. W. Hole, R.S.A., the cost

being borne by Mr. ,T. K. Findlay. The paint-

ings, which have been done in spirit fresco on the

plaster of the wall, take the form of a procession

representative of Scottish history from the earliest

to latest times. A special study for the work
has been made of costume and .irmour ; and from
the time of the Stuarts the portraits are more or

less studied from contemporary records. The
artist opens the record by painting a female
figure symbolical of Caledonia, arr.ayed in green
and purple draperies and golden armour, seated

in a megolithic temple, and draws aside a curtain

unfolding the past and revealing the future,

symbolised by the deep blue vault of heaven
spangled with stars. The procession begins with
a representation of a man of the Stone Age,
driving before him a wolf in a forest. Ne.xt is a

group representative of the Bronze and Iron Age,
who are attired in woven garments, and who
carry ornaments and weapons. A group symbol-
ising the Roman occupation of Scotland follows,

and the one representing the introduction of

Christianity to the country, and after these

follow Picts, Culdees, and Vikings. A. series of

warriors, kings, and queens, and in modern
times distinguished men of science, arts, and
letters complete the pageant, which includes

over 150 figures. The length of each w.all is

2flft., the height of the frieze is 4^ft., and the

figures have been painted to a 4ft. scale. The
scheme is carried out as a piece of flat decora-

tion. The spandrel spaces have been filled in

with conventional flower ornament, and over

each of the twelve pillars is a shield, on which
is emblazoned the arms of Scottish Royal burghs.

A scheme has been further sanctioned for the

decoration, also by Mr. Hole, of the walls of the

ambulatory with a series of Scottish historical

scenes.

The annual report of the council of the City
and Guilds of London Institute has just been
issued. The results of an inquiry made by order

of the Treasury into fourteen English X'niversity

colleges in receipt of Government aid was that

the average percentage of expenditure on the
teaching staff was 64-9 per cent., while the

percentage under the same head at the institute's

central technical college was 61-9, and at their

technical college, Finsbury, 58-2. At thirteen

colleges referred to each student paid on an
average 49 per cent, of his annual cost, as com-
pared with 51 per cent, at the central technical

college and 34 per cent, at the Finsbury college.

With regard to the central college, there had
been a steady increase in the number of students

seeking admission to the diploma courses of

instruction, and 113 entered for the matriculation

examination in September last, as against 100 in

the previous year. Of the 229 students in regular
attendance 96 were taking the engineering course,

78 the physical course, 25 the chemical course,

and 31 special courses. The attendance at the

Finsbury college also showed a steady increase.

The development of the polytechnics round
London had, however, affected the attendance of

artisans at the trade classes, and steps were being
taken to transfer these classes, with the exception

of the cabinetmabing class, to an institution of

a polj'technic character. The attendance and the

high standard of work in the modelling, drawing
and painting, and house decoration classes at the

South London school had been well maintained,

and the competitions for the studentships and
medals had brought out some excellent studies.

There had been a considerable development in

the work of the technological examinations
department. The total number of students in

attendance at the 1.487 classes in technology
only w.as 30,066, showing an increase of 3,457.

The number in attendance at the registered

classes for the current session was 34,227. The
total expenditure of the institute during the past

year amounted to £31,rSl, and the income was
£33,094.

The Lower House of Convocation for Canter-
bury considered, on Friday, the report of the
Committee of the Lower House on Ecclesiastical

Dilapidations, .an J on the motion of the .-Vrch-

deacon of Wells the following resolutions were
agreed to :— (1) That after the experience of the
general working of the Act since the year 1871,
it is not desirable at present to call upon the
Legislature to make any change in the present

law. (2) That the attention of their lordships of

the I'pper House be drawn to the following-

points :— (a) To the fact that in some cases sur-
veyors have been beneficially interested, directly

or.indirectly, in works executed, which is in con-
travention of section 11 of the Act. \b) To cases

of wilful waste during the currency of the five

years certificate, see section 47. {<) To the dis-

cretion which may be exercised before the order
is made by the Bishop under section 34.

A cour.F.srciNiiEXT writes that the War has had
an unfortunate effect upon the operations of

builders and contractors and other firms who are

in the habit of using the larger lengths of pitch-

pine in the building trtide, or in pile-driving.

The larger bulks of pitchpine come from the
Mississippi and the Missouri, and owing to the
War prices have advanced 6d. a foot—viz., from
Is. 8d. to 2s. 2d. It may be stated, however,
that one good result of last year's Diamond
Jubilee celebration was to increase the stock of

this very useful timber in England, and most of

the wood used for the erection of grand stands

last June is now finding a ready market.

The prize-list for the Department of .Vrchi-

tecture and Building Construction of the Glasgow
and West of Scotland Technical College, of

which branch I'rofessor Charles Gourlay,

A.R I.E.A., is the principal, is as follows :—I.

—

Architecture.—Junior Class.—First Class Certifi-

cates :— 1, Colin Sinclair (prize) ; 2, John M.
.\rthur (prize) : 3, James S.Boyd; 4, John Smith:
5, Julius Bradley ; 6, Malcolm Black. Second
Class Certificates" :—7, Charles P. Barrett ; 8,

James A. Laird : 9, James Reid ; 10, D.avid

Martin; 11, DanielM'Ewau. IE.—.\rchitectur.al

Design.—JuniorClass.—FirstClass Certificates :

—

1, .James S. Boyd (prize) ; 2, John M. Arthur
(prize) ; 3, James A. Laird (prize) ; 4, John
Smith. Second Class Certificate :—5, James
Reid. Senior Class in Architecture and Archi-

tectur.il Design.—First Class Certificate and Prize

:

James M. Alexander. Glasgow Institute of

Architects' Prize (value £2 28.) for best set of

sketches and measured drawings (summer work)

:

Charles P. Birrett. III.—Building Construc-

tion.—In the first course, 25 first class certifi-

cates and prizes were awarded in order of merit

to :—John Gait, Donald Grant, William B. Aird,

John B. K. M'Taggart, Thomas Ritchie, Andrew
Holmes, William M'Kechnie, Robert D. Clyde,

William T. AVhiteford, James Renwick, James
M'Leod, and David C. Young. There were also

27 second class certificates. In the second course,

24 first class certificates were awarded, prizes

being granted to James A. Ferguson, William

F. Findlay, Robert Park, John Dunn, .\lexander

Wagstaff, Duncan Grant, and Alexander Craig,

and also 21 second class certificates. In the

third course, prizes were gained by James
Gilmore, Robert B. Donald, James H. Mellis,

and James Flett and David Skinner.

A MEETixG of the Border builders was held in

the Good Templar Hall, Galashiels, last week,

to consider a proposal to form a company for

the district to make provision for the increased

responsibility of employers connected with the

building trade by the Workmen's Compensation

Act, which comes into operation on the 1st of

July next. Mr. .\dam Herbertson, Galashiels,

presided, and explained that it was proposed to

form a eomp.any with a capital of £1,000 in 1,000

shares of £ 1 each share, to carry with it a guar-

antee of £10, such guarantee to be called up, if

necessary, for meeting claims for which the

premium income and reserve and issued capital

might be insulfii lent. It had been suggested that

with a view to acquiring a substantial reserve

fund a premium rate of 258. per £100 in wages

paid annual should be fixed at the outset, which,

with experience, would be materially reduced.

The maximum rate might be 25s., and the mini-

mum rate 123. Gd., and after payment of the

higher premium for three years, firms which had

had no accidents during that period might get

off on payment of a reduced rate of 128. _6d.

He (Jlr. Herbertson) had been in communica-

tion with Jlr. Selkirk, secretary of the Ocean

Accident and Guarantee Association, Limited,

of London, who quoted rates for builders at

22s. Od. per £1011 of wages p.aid, and for some

of the other branches of the trade the rates
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were correspondingly low. That was for joiners.

For saw millers the rates ranged from 258. to 4,58.

If they were to avail themselves of these rates,

however, they would req\iire to form a branch of

the Scottish Building Trades Federation, and he
was opposed to ha\'ing to do with more than one
company ; he, therefore, favoured the formation

of a local company. Mr. Kuthven, plumber,
(ialashiels, said he heard that the Equitable

Company had quoted the rate at 15s., and Bailie

Lindsay, Galashiels, said he knew of another
London company likely to fix the premium at 17s.

He moved that a company be formed for the

district, and that the question of rates and other

details be left to a future meeting. Mr. Tweedie,
plumber, Galashiels, seconded, and thia was
agreed to. The meeting seemed favourable to

reducing the guarantee of £10 pertaining to each
share to £.5, being confident that this would be
ample to meet the requirements of the district.

The London County Council have adopted a

recommendation of the Parka Committee to the

effect that, as an experiment, and at a cost to the

Technical Education Board, beds be planted in

Battersea, Ravenscroft, and Victoria Parks with
suitable specimen plants which could be utilised

in the teaching of botany, and that a botanical

guide be published. The object in view is to

afford assistance to scholars at elementary and
secondary schools in the study of practical botany.
Presumably the same plan will be adopted as that

at Kew—species of the different genera being
arranged in beds.

From time to time, it has been proposed to

protect buildings against fire from without by a
water-curtain, to be made to fall all around the
structure. This scheme is, says an American
contemporary just to hand, being put in use at

the Chicago Public Library. Mr. N. E. Weydert,
supervising architect of the building, is father to

the idea, and has received a hearty endorsement
<5f it from Chief Swenie of the Chicago Fire
Department. The arrangement is extremely
simple. A Tin. steel water-main is being laid

aroimd the top of the building, upon the broad
stone table formed by the top of the coping. This
pipe will be connected to force-pumps in the
basement of the building, and, through perfora-
tions properly arranged, will insure the intro-
duction of a substantial sheet of water from
cornice to pavement, around the whole or any
imperilled portion of the building. The system
of piping will be so arranged as to be operated in
prescribed sections, and additional relays of smaller
pipe will be placed in position above windows and
doors, to complete the curtaining of those points,

should the curtain, in the main, be broken by
wind impingement against the building.

The College of Architecture at Cornell Uni-
vereity has followed the lead of Columbia and the
University of Pennsylvania, in establishing an
annual travelling fellowship in architecture of the
value of two thousand dollars. The fellowship
is restricted to graduates or special students, who
have completed a two years' course, of the College
of Architecture, and is to be awarded in com-
petition. The holder is required to spend two
years in advanced study, either at Cornell or in
Europe, under the direction of the Faculty of the
College. The same university also offers each
year a graduate fellowship of the annual value of
five hundred dollars. All graduates of schools of

architecture of approved standing in the United
States are eligible as candidates. The feUowship
is awarded in June for the following year, and
each candidate must submit drawings and other
credentials, and file a formal application with the
registrar of the university. Application forms
may be obtained of Mr. D. F. Hoy, registrar,
Ithaca, N.Y., and information relative to the
fellowship is given by Professor A. B. Trow-
bridge, Ithaca, N.Y.

The old-established firm of Messrs. J. Tyler
and fSone is being converted into a limited com-
pany with a capital of £200,001), divided into
10,000 5 per cent, cumulative preference shares
of £5 each, and 10,000 ordinary £5 shares. The
vendors take 3,300 preference shares and 7,500
ordinary shares in part payment of the purchase
money. The firm has been established over a
centurj', it is undoubtedly the foremost sanitary
business in the City of London, and its profits for
the past 16 years abundantly warrant a good
return to the investor. The subscription list

opens on Tuesda.y ne.xt and closes on Thursday.

Ix the course of the discussion after the read-
ing of his paper on "Water-gas " at the Society

of Arts, Prof. Vivian B. Lewes said that on the
Continent the Hellwik process had the biggest
future of any generator for making carburetted
water-gas. There, water-gas as it is made in

this country and in Ameiica, was practically an
impossibility, because in Germany, France, and
Belgium the price of oil, owing to duties and
other factors, was so high that it was impossible
to make carburetted water-gas to compete with
coal-gas, by the improved Lowe process of break-
ing up the oil in superheated chambers so as to

get oil-gas from it. What had to be done there

was to make pure water-gas and carburet that by
the products which the gas manager had at

his disposal. Extended experiments made by
Bunte and others showed that benzole was
the most valuable enricher, and that was used by
systems much akin to the Maxwell-Clerk type
for enrichment on the Continent, and he heard
that two of the biggest towns in Germany were
adding to their gas supply in that way, large
installations on the Dellwik piinciple being
erected at Konigsberg and Posen. They made it

by the Dellwik generator, in the proportion of

about one-third of the consumption, and, having
mixed it with the ordinary coal-gas, they passed
the mixture through benzole enrichers, and it

formed an excellent illuminating gas. Therein
lay the difference between that which was
possible in England and that which was possible

where they do not get cheap oil. The Dellwik
process was, therefore, of enormous value to

them. Here it had very small value for such
purposes ; it would only have a future if our oil

supply were interfered with.

CHIPS.
Mr. Wm. Oxtoby, at present chief surveyor of

Poplar, has been elected surveyor and engineer of

the parish of Camberwell. There were 5.) applica-
tions. The successful candidate is 30 years of age.
He was articled to Mr. J. Fox Sharp, borough engi-
neer, Hull, from 1S79 to 1883, and has since been
borough surveyor of Beverley for two years, and of

Ramsgate for three years, afterwards entering the
service of the Poplar District Board of Works as
chief surveyor.

A new church, seating some 600 people, and cost-

ing about £4,000, was dedicated on Tuesday by the
Bishop of Winchester at Winton, a suburb of

Bournemouth.

A considerable portion of the Congregational
Chapel at Kingswood Hill, near Bristol, including
the gallery, was destroyed by fire on Tuesday
morning. The damage is estimated at over £1,000.

New oak seating has been placed in the body and
south chapel of the fine Gothic church of St. Giles',

Newoastle-under-Lyme, Staffs, at the cost of
Mr. Edward Turner, who had previously given the
oak pulpit and Communion rails, the clock in the

tower, and had rehung the bells. The present
gift was undertaken by him at a cost of £1,000, to

commemorate the Queen's Diamond Jubilee. The
work has been executed by Messrs. Jones and Willis,

of Birmingham and London, from the designs of

Mr. John Lewis, of Newcastle.

Mr. G. W. Willoocks, one of the inspectors of

the Local Government Board, conducted an inquiry

at Birmingham, on Tuesday, relative to an applica-

tion by the corporation for power to borrow moneys
amounting altogether to £38,010, for the purpose of

carrying out various municipal works—£27,200 for

street improvements, £4,610 for sewerage, £2,500
for the purchase of the leasehold interest in land for

market purposes, £600 for payment to the Great
Western Railway Company for the widening of

Musgrave-road and Bacchus-road Bridges, £600 for

the diversion and covering in of the Spark Brook,
£500 for the provision of additional stabling at

Harbome Wharf, and £2,000 for purposes in

connection with the laying-out of Harbome Recrea-
tion Ground. There was no opposition to the
various proposals.

At St. Joseph's Roman Catholic Church, Carrick-

macross, a bell was formally blessed last week. It

cost £200, and has been founded by Mr. Byrne, of

Dublin.

On Friday Colonel Hepper, D.S.O., E.E., held a
Local Government Board inquiry at the Davenport
Arms, Calveley, with reference to an application of

the Nantwich Rural District Council for sanction to

borrow the sums of £1,700 and £1,5.50, for the

purposes of carrying out works of water supply in

the townships of Alpraham and Calveley.

At Dewsbury an arcade is about to be built

extending from the Market-place to New Bridge-

street. The buildings on either side will be of two
stories, and at the entrances will be loftier premises.

Messrs. Kale and Sons, of Dewsbury, are the

architects.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSTTINa WEEK.
S.4TUni)Av (TO-Molinow).—Northern Architectural Afiso-

ciation. Visits to Sandyford Board
Schools and the Grand Theatre, Raby-
street Board Schools and Presbyterian
Church, Heaton. Leave Grey Monument
by brake at 2.30 p m.

MoN-i>AY.— Society of Arts. " Electric Traction," Cantor
Lecture No. 4, by Professor C. A. Canig
Wilson, of McGill University, Montreal-

8 p.m.

Carpenters' Hall, London Wall, E.G.

"Timber Hoofs : Tie Beam and Hammer
Beam," by John Slater, B..V.,F.R.I.B.A.

7.30 p.m.

TuESDAv.—Society of Arts. " The Goldfields of British

Columbia," by W. Hamilton Merritt.

4 30 p.m.

Tfiursday.—Architectural Association. Annual Dinner,

.Holborn Restaurant. 7 for 7.30 p.m.

Society of Architects. Special meeting

to consider alteration of Article of Asso-

ciation llA ; Lecture on " Library Con-
struction and Arrangement " 'illustrated

by lantern slides), by C. Davis, librarian

of Wandsworth Free Library. St. James's
Hall, Piccadilly. 8 p.m.

^^

€\)t SotktH of ^itljittcts.

Founded 1884. Incorporated 1893.

»'ER VL MEETING of the Society of Architects will be held

Looms of tlie Society, at St. James's Hall, Piccadilly, W., on
'[HUUSDAY, May 26th, 1898. at Eight o'clock p.m., when Mr. C,

htel* Lihrarian of Wanilswoith Free Pul,lic Library, willin V IKS,
ii'ait a I'aiiiT on the
AUKANOEMENT,

uliject of 'LIBRARY CONSTRUCTION AND
which win be illustrated by tlie lantern.

ELLIS MAKSLAND. Hon. Sec.

MONTAGU BALDWIN, M.A., Sec.

CHIPS.
Major-General H. Darley Crozier, R.E., Local

Government Board Inspector, held an inquiry at

Deal last week into the application of the town
council for sanction to borrow £36,350 for proposed

works of sewerage.

Messrs. Douglas Young and Co. have sold the

building estate at Norbury, comprising 59 acres, at

the sum of £17,000. This disposes of four out of

the five estates offered by this firm in the sale which
aroused so much public interest in July last. The
remainderof the WestWorthing Estate is announced
for sale on June 3.

Mr. E. A. Sandford Fawcett, A.M.I.C.E., an
inspector of the Local Government Board, held an
inquiry on Tuesday relative to the application of the

corporation of Rotherham for sanction to borrow
£1,000 for purposes of public baths. Ten years

ago public baths were erected and a loan was
obtained amounting to £4,100. Of this, there is

stiU owing £3,654. Practically ever since the

opening ceremony took place serious leakages have
occurred, owing to the foundations having given

way, and in repairs and additions no less than
£3,34.'i have since been spent on the underta.king.

One of the swimming- baths has now been demolished,

and, in order to get sound foundations for the

new structure, steel tubes 4ft. in diameter filled

with concrete have been bored down to a depth

of over 20ft.

The foundation-stone of a Primitive Methodist

Mission-chapel and school was laid in Midland-road,

Peterborough, on the 12th inst. The building is

being erected at a cost of £650, from plans by
Messrs. Kerridge and Sons, of Wisbech, the con-

tractors being Messrs. Watson and Lucas, of

Dogsthorpe-road, Peterborough.

At Monday's meeting of the rural district council

of Cuckfield, it was announced that sanction had
been received from the Local Government Board to

the following loans for the purposes of water supply

—viz., Ardingly, £6,615 ; Balcombe, £10,891 ;

Bolney, £5,163; Cuckfleld Rural, £10,7,58; Lind-

field, £17,'209; Slaugham, £9,364; total, £60,000.

Sanction for the loan for the purchase of the water-

works was also received.

The Bishop of Liverpool, on Saturday, opened the

Clarke Memorial Schools, Southport, which have
cost £6,600. The building occupies the site of the

old schools, at the east end of the church, and its

chief features are the large number of classrooms

and a playgrotmd on the roof. By the removal of

sliding and revolving partitions, a large hall canbe
formed on the first floor, capable of accommodating
800 persons,

Mr. D. W. Stevenson, R.S.A., of Edinburgh,

has just modelled in the clay the colossal statue of

Bums, for Leith. The figure, 9ft. in height, is

firmly poised on the light foot, with the left

slightly advanced. He wears the coat of the period,

with open throat and ample collar and lapels ; and
his attire further consists of long waistcoat, knee-

breeches, ribbed hose, shoes, and a plaid thrown
over the left shoulder. The figure, which will be

cast in bronze, will stand on pedestal 10ft. high.
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Crabt i^ttos.

WAGES MOVEMENTS.
The Statk oi- tiik La iioru jrAKKKT.—Themonthly

memorandum for April prepared by the Labour
Deiiartmcnt reports that tljc state of employment is

generally good, except in industries atTccted by the

stoppage m the South Wales coal trade. In the

lit. trade unions making returns, with an aggre-

gate membcrshipcf IGl!, m.), i:i,.V16 (or -''a per cent.)

were reported as unemployed at the end of April,

compared with 31 per cent, at the end of March,

and with J .') per cent, in the 111 unions, with a

membership of -t.ir). 1,')7, from which returns were
received for April, 1S97. Employment in the build-

ing trades is brisk, the percentage of unemployed
union members being 1*1, compared with 1*6 in

March and 1 per cent, in April, 1897. The fur-

nishing trades remain busy. The percentage of

unemployed unioo members at the end of April was
1'2, compared with 13 in March and O'.i m April

last year. Changes in the rates of wages of about

132, 100 workpeople were reported during April, of

which number 131,500 received advances, and 900

sustained decreases. The increases were mainly in

the mining (113,89.5) and building trade (U, 797)

industnes. The net result was an increase esti-

mated at about 'is. 'Id. per head in the weekly
wages of those affected. Forty-four fresh disputes

began in April, 189S, involving 130,.')28 workpeople,
an^ of these no fewer than twenty took place in the

building trades.

CAHrKNTEES' AN'D JOINF.ES" WaOES IxCEEASED.—
The executive of the Amalgamated Society of

Carpenters and Joiners, in their official monthly
report, issued to the branches, which now number
73S, state that lately a record of unprecedented
successes in respect to the amicable and satisfactory

settlement of the various trade movements has been
established. Thereport further states that advances
of wages have been conceded by employers as

follows : —At Castleford, Coalville, Cromer, Colwyn
Bay, Liverpool, Lynn, Lincoln, Mansfield, Preston,

Kusbden, Leeds, and Gravesend of id. per hour.

At Birmingham an advance of Ad. per hour will

come into effect next October. All overtime there,

too, is to be paid for at the rate of time and a half.

At Leicester a reduction of hours and increased

payment for overtime, under the recommendation
of the Board of Trade arbitrator, has been agreed
upon ; at Whitby an advance of 23. weekly has been
conceded. Alterations in hours have also been
effected at Edinburgh, Leeds, Stockton, Carlisle,

Maidstone, and Bournemouth.

Chbltexiiaji.—Some time since a dispute arose
in Cheltenham, between carpenters and their

employers, as to the rate of wages to be paid, and
the case was eventually submitted to arbitration.

The men applied for an increase from 7d. to 7 id.

per hour, on the grounds that stonemasons and
plumbers received 74d. and 7id. respectively, that
wages had been raised in other towns, and that
there was a considerable demand for labour j ust

now in Cheltenham. Against this it is pointed out
that the masons lose time in bad weather, that
plumbing is unhealthy, that the rate of wages in

Gloucester, Bath, Torquay, and other similar towns
is 7d., while in winter months Cheltenham hours
are shorter. The case was submitted to the Rev.
G. L. Gardner, vicar of AU Saint's, whose award
was that for the present the increase ought not to

be granted, and that the wages of the carpenters
and joiners should remain at 7d. an hour.

Manchester.—The stonemasons have made a
series of applications to their employers which
include an alteration in the working hours and an
addition to the rate of wages per hour. They also
object to the employment of workmen on stone-
dressing machiaes at the lower rate of wages than
those paid to stonemasons, by whom the work was
formerly done, and to the imjxirtation of worked or
dressed stone into Manchester. A limitation of the
number of apprentices is also proposed. The applica-
tion will be resisted by the Employers' Federation,
which includes a large number of contractors and
builders in all the principal towns of Lancashire. A
number of stonemasons, having previously sent in

their notices, for operation in the event of a refusal
by the employers to gran*, the alterations asked for,

did not resume work on Monday.

KocHDALE.—The strike of bricksetters' labourers
in the K jchdale district has entirely collapsed ; but
there is no change in the situation as regards the
strike of operative stonemasons.

Stockpokt.—Nearly all building work at Stock-
port is at a standstill, owing to a dispute between
the master builders and the bricklayers. For this

reason the erection of the corporation electric light-
• ""Uriii works at Millgate is temporarily

building of the district council
le, a Stockport builder having
tte question at issue is with the
js' Association, and has refer-

oints from which the men are
ci time" to the buildings where

they are employed. In Manchester the radius is

two miles from the Exchange. The .Stockport

employers contend that under their propositions

the radius would be not more than a mile and a

mile and a half from the centre of the town, and
and that a recent advance in the wages of the brick-

layers was accompanied by a tacit understanding
that the boundaries would be extended, in proof of

which assertion it is pointed out that the joiners,

masons, and painters have accepted the new
boundaries. The old ** walking places" have bten

observed for 2.'i years, and the bricklayers decline to

accept any alteration in the most important routes

north and south. An advertisement for men has
failed to bring the employers the desired relief,

owing to the briskness of the building trade in all

surrounding districts.

Tyneside.—There is a general movement in the

building trades on Tyneside for advances of wages.

With regard to the joiners, mill sawyers, wood-
cutters, and machinists, application was made for

the whole Tyne D.strict, including Blyth and North
and South Shields. The employers of Newcastle,

Giteshead, and South Shields offered id. per hour

advance, which was officially accepted" on Friday.

It is expected that Blyth and North Shields

employers will come in line, and so avoid the

threatened rupture.

Wbston-sui'ee-Maee. — The master builders

having withdrawn their demand with respect to the

alteration of the working rules of the Amalgamated
Society of Carpenters and Joiners, and having
signed the rules as submitted, the men resumed
work on Monday.

LATEST PRICES.

Per ton.

to £6 10
7

6 10
8

17 5
6 17

8 6
10 10

to

CHIPS.
Plans have been prepared for large additions to

the Wilte County Council offices on the Parade at

Trowbridge, involving an expenditure of about

£6,000.

On Saturday the members of the Birmingham
Clerks of Works and Builders' Foremen's Associa-

tion were conducted over the new Hen and
Chickens Hotel, New-street, in that city, by Mr.
John Moffat, the builder.

Viscount Portman opened, on Friday, the Morley

Hall and Gymnasium, George-street, Hanover-
square. The hall, which cost £ 1,000, is the gift of

Mr. Howard Morley and a memorial of Mr. Simuel
Morley, and is an addition to the premises of the

Young Women's Christian Association, purchased

some time ago at a cost of £24,000.

The town council of Hiddington decided, on Mon-
day, to instruct Messrs. Belfrage and Carfrae, civil

engineers, of Edinburgh, to prepare working draw-

ings and specifications for a new bridge over the

river at the end of Market-street.

Colonel Marsh, R.E., an insp3Ctor from theLical

Government Board, held an inquiry at Southampton
on Wednesday into an application for leive to

borrow £28,428 for water supply, £.i00shed accom-
modation at the corporation wharf, £380 for the

purchase of the steam roller, £300 for filter-beds

at the corporation baths, and £125 for street

improvements.

A new suburban railway-station, to be known as

St. Anne's Park, is to be opened at Brislington,

Bristol, by the Great Western Railway Company
on Monday next. The contractor was Mr. S.

Robertson, of Bristol.

The E istboume light railway scheme, which was
intended to have opened up the district between

Eastbourne and Seaford, was rejected by the com-
missioners on Saturday.

It is proposed to restore the parish church of

Dibden, Hants, from plans prepared by Mr. Percy

G. Stone, F.R.I.B.A.

To celebrate the enlargement of the Lamberhurst
Brewery to double its original capacity, a company
were entertained to dinner on Tuesday week by the

proprietors, Messrs. Smith, in the Brewery Hall.

The enlarged building has been practically rebuilt

and re-equipped. Mr. Louis Beale, of Tunbridge

Wells, was the contractor, and the engineer was
Mr. R. W. Andrews, of High Holbom.

IBON, &c.
Per ton.

Rolled-Iron Joists, Belgian £6
R'jUed-SteelJoists, Enslish 6 10

Wrought-Iron Girder Plates 5 15

Bar Iron, good Staffs 7

Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Round, or
Square 17

Do., Welsh ; 6 15

Boiler Plates, Iron-
South Staffs 7 17 6 ,

BestSnedahill 10 ,

Angles 10s., Tees 20a. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, fur bonding, &c.. £6 158. Od. per ten.

Builders' Hoop Iron, galvanised, ilS 10s. Od. per ton.

Galvaiiised Corrugated Sheet Iron

—

No. 18 to 20. No.22to24.

eft. to 8ft. long, induHive Per ton. Per ton.

gauge £10 15 ...£11

Best ditto 11 5 «

Per ton.

Cast-iron Columns £6
Cast-iron Stanchions 6
EoUed-Iron Fencing Wire 7

EoUed-Steel Fencing Wire 7 6
Galvanised 10 10

rjast-lron Sash Weights 4

Cast-iron Socket Pipes-
Sin, diameter 6 10

4in.to6in 6 5
7in. to 24in. (all sizes) < 15 . ..

[Coated with composition, 2s. 6d. per ton extra; turned

and bored joints, 5s. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron— Ter ton.

Cold Blast, LiUeshaU lOSs. to llOa.

Hot Blast, ditto 678. Gd. to 628. 6d.

Wrought-Iron Tubes—Discount off Standard Lists f.o.b.

Gas-Tubes 75p.c. Fittings 77Jp.c.

Water-Tubes 70 „ 72i
Steam-Tubes 62* „ 86

Galvanised Gas-Tubes 60 „ 62*

Galvanised Water-Tubes 55 „ 671

Galvanised Steam-Tubes 46 ,. 47i
lOcwt. casks. 5cwt. casks,

Sheet Zinc, for roofing and work- Per ton

11 10
Per ton.
£8 10
8 10
8
7 10

11 10
4 2 6

6 15
5 10
6

ing up £22 15

Sheet Lead, 31b. per sq. ft. super. 15 10

Pig Lead, in Icwt. pigs 14 12

Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 17 10

CopperSheets, sheathing and rods 64

Copper, British Cake and Ingot, .. 51 15

Tin, Straits 65 18

Do.. English Ingots 68 10 u

Spelter, Silesian 1" 17 6

Cut Clasp Nails, Sin. to 6in 8 15

Cut Floor Brads 8 10

Wire Nails (Points de Paris)—
to 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

8/6 9/0 9/6 10/3 11/0 12/0 130 14/9

TIMBER.

Per ton.

to£2S
„ 16 10

» 15 12

„ 18 10

„ 65
„ 62 15

„ 66 8
„ 68 15

„ 18 17

„ 9 15

„ 9 10

16
16/9

B.W.G.
peicwt.

9
2 5
3 15
2 16
4

3 5
2 2
1 4
5
4 10
5

1

SZERELMEY STONE LipiD.
THE TEST OF TIME.

Over Forty Years' General Experience has
proved that

SZEREIMEY STeNE LIQUID,
Absolutely "Waterproofs and Preserves

BRICKS, STONE, CEMENT, PLASTER,
STUCCO, &c.

Adoptftl by Governments and Publk B'^dies throughout the

SZERELMEY& CO.,ROTHERHITHE NEW RD.,S,E.

Teak, Burmah .per load £13

„ Bangkok i

Quebec pine, yellow i,

„ Oak „
„ Birch ,1

„ Elm ,1

„ Ash ,1

Dantsic and Memel Oak ,,

Fir !

Wainscot, Riga p. log ... .i

Lath, Dantsic, p.f ».

St. Petersburg ,.

Greenheart »> .•• 8
Box .1 ." *
Sequoia, U.S.A. .. per cube foot

Mahogany, Cuba, per super foot

liu. thick

„ Honduras ... „ ...

„ Mexican , ...

Cedar, Cuba
,, Honduras „ ...

Satinwood » . ^
Walnut, Italian

Deals, per St. Petersburg Standard,

byllin. :—
Quebec, Pine, 1st £19

„ 2na 13 15

3rd « 6

Canada Spruce, Ist 10 10

„ 2nd and 3rd 5 5

New Brunswick 7

Riga
St. Petersburg
Swedish
Finland
White Sea
Battens, all sorts 6
Flooring Boards, per square of lin. :—

l8t prepared *2
2nd ditto

Other qualities

Staves, per standardM ;

—

Quebec pipe r„L~k
U.S. ditto £»
Memel, cr. pipe 22a

Memel, brack 193

OILS.
Linseed per ton. £i:

6 15
8 15

9
8 5
9 15

5

£12 10
230
203

Rapeseed, English pale.

Do., brown „ ..

Cottonseed, refined „ ...

Olive, Spanish >, ...

Seal, pale
Coooanut, Cochin ,, ...

Do., Ceylon , .••

Palm, Lagos , •.•

Oleine »t .-

Lubricating U.S per gal.

Petroleum, refined ,, ...

Tar, Stockhobn per barrel

Do., Archangel „ ...

Turpentine, American... per ton

24 7

23
16 5
32 10
22
28
22 10

23 5
18 15

6

1
12

23 15

to £19 12
24 10
23 n
16 15
33
22
29
23
23 10
19 15

7 6
4}

16
16

24
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NATUR.iL ART.

TIIK art of concealment makes a large
demand on the architect of to day. The

old and trite adage Ars cthire nrtem has not
yet been learned by those who deal in archi

tectural style—they are for ever trying to

show and display their art instead of con-
lealiug it. Only true art genius has ever
been able to make art natural. Instead of

concealing the methods and results of art,

ihe modern professor is for ever trying to

make the most of what he has learned.

Instead of concealing art and treating his

materials naturally, he just reverses the
process —lie exhibits the formula of his know-
ledge by disguising or counterfeiting his
materials, ifodern architecture is largely
an art of semblances, of representing types
and patteras, of appearing to be something
that it is not. Evidences of the most expen-
sive materials and elaborate woi'kmanship are
put forward for which there is not the
slightest foundation.

Seeming that which is not is one of the
'ommonest weaknesses of modern archi-
tectural work. At one period there was no
difficulty in tracing to its origin the motive
'jf any particular design—everything was
plain and outspoken ; the column expressed
support, the arch economy of construction,
and e\ery little detail had a meaning at once
direct and expressive. It is far from being
the case now. Modern resources have opened
to us numerous temptations in the way of
materials and methods of constniction at
once tractable and dishonest. We are tempted
to use even granite and marble, in a manner
ijuite unreal and defiant of their very nature
and properties, as mere slabs and veneers for
casing oiu- iron supports ; artificial stone
and concrete are turned into all kinds of
semblances to stone construction. Many
plastic substances are applied to represent
almost anything ; textiles, carving, metal
and stone work, besides the legitimate uses to
which they ought to be applied. The limita-
tion of materials and all that the term implies
is entirely ignored. Again, when we can
rear gigantic fa<;ade3 of any style on plate-
glass windows or fragils metal cohimns, it is

not easy to see where we are to stop in this
factitious and unreal progress. When a few
pieces of iron or steel can be so arranged as
to carry almost any weight, or erected as a
skeleton structure that can bo clothed with
thin matei'ials or slabs, the temptation is

strong to employ the features and details of a
masonry architecture, and thus we see in
the streets of New York, Chicago, and other
cities of the West lofty tenement houses
posing as palaces or Italian campanili,
designs suitable only for stone or marble

—

mere skin - deep representations of solid
building. Can we be surprised if the same
unreality has appeared on this side of the
Atlantic !' We are not speaking of those who
are working on a higher plane, who have
come to realise what art in building means,
and how it should be applied to oui- every-
day wants, but of the ordinary modern
building and its pretence to architecture we
see in our streets. We see this pretentious-
ness unblushingly manifested in large busi-
ness premises, in our new hotels and
restaurants, where everything assumes to
be of the costliest and most sumptuous
description, and where the appearance of
labour is courted in every detail, from
the counter or bar and its accessory
fui-niture to the walls and ceilings.
Nothing can be too elaborate or decorative

for these buildings. A lavishnesa of display
in carving, turning, fretwork, modelled ceil-

ings, coloured glass, mirrors, polished metal,

and painted enrichments meets us at every
turn. But what is it all worth ? The most
superficial glance is enough to convince the
expert eye of the fraud. If it is a piece of

ornament on the top of a screen, or a buffet

sideboard full of curves and scrolls, or

bristling with finials, we perceive at once that
it has all been done by the lathe or the fret-

saw, or patterns are cut in half and reversed.

The ostensible hand-carved work turns out
to be only composition or embossed work
stuck on to the surface of the wood, the pro-
fusel3'-carved stone capital is cast work put
up in pieces, or, if really carved, it is a mere
slab of stone fixed round the top of a cased
stanchion. The fraud does not stop at the fit-

tings : it extends to the architecture of the in-

terior. The floor, walls, and ceiling proclaim
the lie. They are all covered with something
that represents a more costly material than
wood or brick or plaster ; but, not content
with display of costly material, they are also

treated in a manner no mason or carver of

any repute would tolerate. And it is this

fraud upon fraud, this redundant and pro-
fuse ornamentation, which shocks the feeling

of propriety and common sense. Moderation
seems to be impossible after certain limits

are past ; all is license of that baneful per
nioious kind which ran riot during the
excesses of the art of the French Rococo or

Louis XIV, style, and which closed in the
revolt that followed under the Empire. And
is this not the end of all unrestraint, political

as well as artistic ? History repeats itself

;

the same lesson is enforced and has to be
learned again every age. We have ex-

amples everywhere. We can appeal to any
great period for evidence of naturalness.

Formulas, it has been justly said, are good
to exhibit the knowledge of him who gives
them ; but the}' are useless to the practical

worker who allows himself to be directed by
his instinct or his experience. Forgetfulness
of this fact has led to our present absurd
position of adopting the formulas of sj'stems

of building which are now defunct. So it

has been with those who have been repro-
ducing Greek, Renaissance, and Gothic on all

occasions in our time, without so much as

once reverting to the principles the old

builders were actuated b}'. Viollet le Due,
in his admirable article on Construction, in

the Dirtluunoirf Bnisonne <Je VArrhiterture
Fraiujais, makes many excellent remarks
that may be usefully considered in this

connection. Speaking of the spirit and
principles which actuated the old Gothic
builders and those modern followers of the art

in his time who have gone so far astray as to

mike very ridiculous applications of Gothic,

he invites us to consider the principles, instead

of the traditions or formulas which underlie

the Gothic. That great system, he observes,

is the safest initiation into modern art, if we
only work on the principles on which it was
based. It had broken with antique traditions.

It matters little, he says, whether a bell-

tower be covered with ornaments which are
not to the taste of such and such a school, if

this bell-tower have a reason for its existence,

if its function is necessary, if it permit us
to take up less room on the public way.
Beauty is not, in an art, wholly conventional
and logical, linked for ever to one single form;
it can always reside there when the form is

but the expression of satisfied need, of

judicious use of material. Because the
multitude sees in Gothic architecture only
its ornamentation, and because this orna-
mentation no longer belongs to our time—is

this a proof that the construction of these

edifices can no longerfind an application '' One
might, he says, just as well maintain that a

treatise on geometry is worth nothing because
it is printed in Gothic characters, and that the

students reading any theorem are learning

mere folly, and are being misled ; and he

goes on to show that Gothic construction is

not like the Classic, immutable and absolute,

but is as free and inquiring as the modern
spirit. The builders of those times were not
baffled by routine, by exclusive dogmas, or
systems. And so it may be now, if only we
could learn to be more honest to ourselves
and our requirements. We shall never do
much till we have learnt to be natural with
our materials. Technical education in building
trades will never teach us by the employment
of mere conventions. The teaching of youths
to design palaces and cathedrals according to

historic precedents or formulas is like teach-
ing them to become poets by copying
Chaucer's style ; instructing a boy to

make a cardboard model of Canterbury
Cathedral or the Parthenon only makes
him an adept as a mimic. The modern
architect has much to fight against

—

machine tools, mechanical labour, past
traditions in his profession—all influences

which serve to 'perpetuate the cut-and -dried
methods of art, and the loss of that dii'ect-

ness of method which distinguished the earlj'

work. Easy reproduction by mechanical
means is more favourable to the large

capitalist and manufacturer than executing
work by the hand in a direct and simple
manner ; added to which is the desire to

give the appearance of labour at the least

cost. These are the incentives to the substi-

tution of artificial for natural art and honest
intentions.

MODEL SPECIFICATIONS.—XIV.

MASON.

WE add to our former notes a few con-
siderations. In specifying mason's

work, some acquaintance with the measuring
of stonework is essential, and, indeed, up to

a certain point, the most efficient specification

wi'iter is he who knows how quantities are

taken out or work is measured, and for this

pui-pose we recommend the student to consult

the admiiable works of Mr. John Leaning,
Professor Banister Fletcher, and others. The
methods of measuring stonework vary.

That usually adopted in London is to take
out all the labours upon it—a practice that

has much to commend it, but which does not
appear to be taken advantage of by builders

in making their estimates. By others, labour
on beds and joints are omitted, and the stone

is described as including " all plain beds and
joints and preliminary faces," the other

labours being added. Mr. Leaning says
a reasonable average of beds and joints to

each cubic foot of stone is, in Classic and
Renaissance work, li superficial feet, in

Gothic work 2 superficial feet. The specifier

of mason's work should be able to describe

the labours on the stone—how it is to be
worked, so that the quantities may be
correctly taken. A good practice is to give

sketches of special features and details of

stonework or the more ornamental parts, by
which the builder can see the kind of labour
which each includes, and this plan, we
believe, assists the estimator more than the

ordinary descriptive clauses do. Thus in sunk
work or moulded work it is necessary to give

a sketch to show the face or girth of mould-
ings sunk ; a capital or base, panels, corbels,

finials, bosses, &c., are better described by
sketches.

In specifying ashlar work, the average
thickness and height of the stones ought to

be described ; as, for example, the alternate

courses to be 9in. and -liin. on bed and 12in.

high ; also the average length of bond-stones,

their width and height, and how often they
are to occur to the superficial yard, the

finished face of stone, whether tooled, rubbed,
or dragged, and if there are any cuttings,

fitting to dressings, mortises, dowels, &c.

We have given sketches of several kinds of

joints. Grooved and tongued or joggle joints

are used for jointing landings. The joggle
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joint worked in tne solid stone, h, p. 697, is

not so strong as the metal tongue. Those
we illustrate herewith show other forms of

cramps or dowels. A cramp of copper or

bronze run in with lead or sulphur into a

groove worked on adjoining ends of the

stones is shown at a ; another form dove-

tailed is let into a corresponding groove, it

may be of slate or metal. In jointing stones

like cornices, curbs, arch-stones, and the like,

cement or lead plugs, <-, are used, grooves
being cut at the ends of the two stones with
dovetailed holes, into which the lead is run.

In the construction of stone lintels or archi-

traves, it is usual to make the centre stone a

kind of "key" with concealed joints {see

Fig. 10, p. (i97). The joints are formed as

shown, by two radiating joggles with corre-

sponding indents, or recesses, the joggles

being made in the keystone. By this means
the outside vertical joints are preserved. Our
sketch i! shows how this is formed in a lintel.

There are many varieties of rubble walling.

We illustrate rubble ashlar, ' t-, or a rubble
wall faced with ashlar; ashlar with brick

backing, /'; and then we have unooursed
random rubble, //, where the stones are

irregular in size and shape j ust as they come
from the quarry, and rough on the face. In
a stone district where only hard stones are

obtainable this kind of wall is used. It

should bo built quite one half thicker than
the usual brick wall. In the next class of

rubble work, called " coursed random rubble,"
the stones are irregular in size and shape,
but are built in courses roughly formed.
"Irregular coursed rubble," /, describes
stones irregular in size and rough-faced, two
or three deep, set in courses, or of the whole

depth between two courses. There is also

" regular coursed rubble,"awall with roughly

faced stones laid in courses of varying height,

roughly squared and of different lengths, each

course "being on one level—a sort of rough

"random ashlar." " Kentish rag " walling

is built in one of these modes. The joints

are important. They may bo in lime, stone-

dust (or white-lead) putty i'in. from face, for

ashlar work, or be raked out and pointed

with cement or lime mortar, or blue ash, and

tuck-pointed in lime, or tuck-pointed in

cement, as in Kentish-rag work and other

rubble walls.

Certain hard stones are used for thresholds,

copings, sills, pavings, steps, templates, &o.

"Hard York" is the most used for these

purposes. For a superior class of work
" Kobin Hood York " may be used, or Port-

land stone.

(Previous sketches for terracotta work, with

a slight diversity in jointing, will illustrate

stonework. Our sketch to-day is for faience

decoration. The clauses for terracotta are

suitable. Doulton's, Lambeth ;
or ISurman-

tofts, Leeds ; Minton, IloUins and Co. ;

Edwards, Euabon, are manufacturers of

faience decoration.)

Having described ashlar facing, on p. 698,

we append clauses for rubble walling. State

the quarry re(iuired, how the stones are to be

laid, height of courses, whether in mortar or

cement, bond-stones to every yard square,

and footings.

7. Viicoursed Saiidom Rubble.—The stones to be

from quarry free from sand or clay holes,

irregular in shape, and as found in the quarry, or

hammer-dressed, laid in mortar, the joints raked

out and pointed with blue ash mortar. A

through-stone to every yard superficial. The

quoin? to have a rock or hammer-dressed face,

with a chiselled draft on each return of angle.

Or-
3. Coumsd Rubble—The stones to be from —

-

quarry, free from sand or clay -holes, and

irregular in shape, roughly dressed on face, built

in rough courses 12in. (or l.'iin.) high. The

quoins to ba hammer-dressed, with a chiselled

draft at the return sides of angle. The courses

to be laid in mortar, raked out and pointed with

blue-ash mortar, or tuck pointed in cement.

The bond-stones not less than 12in. by Sin. on

fac9, to be built in every superficial yard. The

footings to b3 I'iin. high, projecting 3in. on each

side, and to ba formgd of all through-stones.

Or—
9. Raniom Coursed Facing.—The exterior of walls

to be fittished in random coursed work, the stones

hammer-dressed to a fair surface, with neat joint,

and well pointed. Proper headers and bond-

stones to be inserted every alternate course, and

the work to ba grouted with hot lime and M,nd

every two courses. The stones to be bedded as

found in the quarry. Or--

The stone to be Kentish rag (or other local

stone of hard quality), and the walls are t) be

built with random coursed rubble, hammer-

dressed, from 4in. to Sin. deep, with a through-

stone to every superficial yard, laid m mortar,

raked out, and pointed with blue-ash mortar.

10 Reaiilar Coursed Facing.—Iha exterior waUs

above ground to be faced in neat and regular

coursed work: no course to be more than Jm.

nor less than 6in. high, hammer-dressed on face,

the joints to be close and true, and pointed witn

lime mortar (or Aberthaw mortar).

U. Coursed Asldar.-The exterior walls (or front)

to be faced with neatly trimmed rubbed ashlar ot

Portland (or CorsehiU, or Box Ground stone) in

courses of equal (or varying height), not more than

l.nn., nor less than 9in. The vertical jouits to

be tooled, and the horizontal jomts beveUed Im.

deep, so as to throw off the water, and pointed

with cement mortar.
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The following items are of general applica-

tion, and tard Yorkshire, " Eobin Hood,"
Scotgate Ash, and other hard stone is used,

though for a superior class of work, Portland

stone from the
"

'\^^lit-bed " series may be

specified.

12. Corbelling.—Supply where required Sin. (or

4in.) hard, tooled York stones, to carry oriels,

chimney-breasts, and angle fireplaces, and other

projecting structures. The stones to be in layers

or corbelled out where required to support heavy
structures, and well pinned into wall with slate

in cement. The projecting oriels to be carried on

4in. hard York landing (state size) in one or more
pieces, cut and pinned into wall in cement (or

tailed under an iron joist if there is little weight

of brickwork over.)

13. Templtil<s.—AU iron girders, tie-beams, iron

joists to concrete floors to be laid on hard York
tooled templates, Sin. (or 4in.) thick in cement.

The seating for girders, i:c., to be 41b. lead or

asphaltic felt.

14. Cover Stones.— Over the iron girder or timber

beams carrying walls hard Sin. York stones to

be placed, of the full thickness, and of a length

not less than 4ft. ; the joints to be cramped with
copper cramps. On the upper flange of riveted

girders a layer of cement is to be put before the

stones are imbedded, to give a flat bed above thg.

rivet-heads.

1.'). Thnsholds.—To all outside doorways pat Sin.

tooled (or rubbed) hard York thresholds, back
jointed, and U wider than wall, mortised for

dowels or stubs of door-frame. These thresholds

to be kept an inch or IJin. above the floor. Or

—

Put to all external doors Gin. rubbed Portland
stone (Robin Hood or Caithness stone) steps,

weathered, and back jointed, mortised for dowels,

and fixed 1 Jin. higher than the floor level.

16. Basesfor Iron Columns.—Put hard York (Scot-

gate Ash) tooled (or rubbed) stone bases (specify

size and height) under all the iron columns. The
bed to be tooled even and true, and set in cement
on the concrete footing. (Sometimes four bolts to

hold down base-plate of iron column are used,
in which cose, holes of lin. or l^in, must be

drilled.) Put a Yorkshire (or Portland) stone

base tooled (or rubbed) to every column (specify-

ing size), with mortises for stubs. Or

—

Put to door-frames hard tooled York stone

bases, 12in. deep and IJin. wider each way than

the frame, chamfered at top all round, and

mortised for dowels.

17. Steps.—Tai to all external doors Sin. or

6in. tooled (or rubbed) York (or Portland) stone,

weathered and back-jointed York steps Uin.

wider than the thickness of walls, and kept Uin.

above floor level, mortised for dowels. Or

—

Put to all openings where tile paving is used

9in. by Sin. rubbed Yorkshire (or Portland stone)

thresholds equal to thickness of walls.

18. C«)-*s.—The area walls to be coped with 9in. by

6in. tooled (or rubbed) hard York stone, chamfered

on top edges (or rounded), with slate or copper

dowels, the ends built into walls Gin., bedded and

jointed in cement. Mortise top for iron railing

with York spurs every 8ft. (or lOtt.) apart, pro-

jecting 12in. The spurs to be placed on York

corbels built into wall. Double tile creasing or

slate weatherings in cement, to be fixed under

curb to throw off water from face of wall.

19. Hearths.—VvA to all fireplace openings 2in. or

2Jin. rubbed York stone hearths, back-jomted

and cut for chimneypiece. The front hearth to

be 18in. in width, and 18in. longer than opening ;

the hearths to be bedded on cement concrete.

Or—
Put to all fireplace openings 2iin. rubbed Port-

land stone hearths (where coloured blue on plan)

set in cemen*, each hearth to be back-jointed and

notched for chimneypiece, and to be 18in. longer

than the opening. The kitchen fireplace to have

a 2iin. rubbed Yorkshire stone hearth, 2ft. wide,

and ISin. longer than chimney opening, well

bedded in cement concrete.

20. P»ii«^.—Pave the area with 2in. tooled York

paving, bedded and jointed in mortar in straight

courses breaking joint. • )r

—

Pave the kitchen, scullery, and basement with

2i (or Sin.) tooled or rubbed York stone, laid in

parallel courses, bedded in mortar on concrete (or

brick sleeper walls) ,
pointed in cement.

CHEAP PAINTS AND PIGMENTS.-II.

{Omchidcd from p. 510.)

CHROME-GREENS—such as are used in

house-painting— consist of mixtures of

chrome yellows and Prussian blues m varying

proportions. Such greens are usually sold under

the name of Brunswick green. Originally, how-

ever, Brunswick green was obtained from saits

of copper ; but very little of that origmal pig-

ment is made and sold now, as simUar tones of

colour can be obtained at a much cheaper rate by

means of mixtures of blue and yellow pigments.

Such mixture is made in two ways—either by

mixing the dry pigments together in powder, or

else by simultaneously precipitatmg the yellow

and blue pigments. By the latter method a much

better and more uniform admixture of the yeUow

and blue particles is produced than by mixing

the dry powder colours. The process by mixture

in the dry way is to sift blue and yellow pig-

ments together several times through a sieve,

and then put the mixture under an edge-runner

mill. Anv adulterating body—such as barytes,

chalk, kaoUn, &c.—is mixed in with the yeUow

and blue pigments at the time of silting;. It

is conceivable that by this method it is

not always possible to intimately mix every

particle, no matter how long the mixing

process may occupy. There is one advant-

age in this method over the wet process-

namely, that when the mixing is done the com-

pound is ready for use in grinding up in oil,

whereas in the wet method the compound pig-

ment has to be washed and dried and then ground

in the dry state before being able to be mixed

with the oil. By the wet method the grc^en pig-

ment is produced thus :-Two wooden tubs or

vats stand on a shelf, each fitted with a tap that

permits the fluid contents of each vat to flow into

a larger one standing below the shelf. Into these

vats are put a solution of bichromate or chromate

of potash or soda (according to the tone of green

to be produced), and a solution of feiro-cyanide

of potassium (yellow prussiate), each solution
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having been made in a separate vessel, and

strained or flUored before putting it into the

vessel standinK on the shelf. In the large vat

that stands below these two vesseU is piit solu-

tions of lead and iron salts, together with any

white body that is to bo admixed for the express

purpose of increasing the weight, bulk, or render-

ing the tone of colour light. The contents of this

large vat are kept continually stirred while the

taps of the vessels standing on the shelf are

opened to allow of the fluid contents to be dis-

charged into the larger vat below ;
then

the solution of bichromate of potash, Sec, -when

it comes in contact with the solution of lead salt in

the vat below (which is either a solution of acetate

or nitrate of lead) will produce yellow chromate

of lead ; similarly, when the solution of yellow

prussiate comes in contact with the solution of

iron salt that is in the large vat (usually a

8 >lution of sulphate, but sometimes one of nitrate

of iron) there will be a production of Prussian

blue ; consequently, as the yellow and blue pig-

ments are produced simultaneously, their particles

will be most intimately commingled, as likewise

will the solid white particles of the adu'terating

body {barytes, gypsum, kaolin, kc that is being

stirred up in the large vat. When the whole of

the solutions are mixed together in the large vat,

the contents of the latter are allowed to settle,

the supernatant liquor drawn off, and fresh water

run in, the contents stirred up and again allowed

to settle, when that wash water is drawn off and a

fresh quantity added, and the stirring and settling

repeated de iioru until the pigment is sufficiently

washed free of soluble salt. The pulpy mifs of

green pigment is then taken out and dried by one

of the usual methods adopted for drying pigment.

There are many formuUe as regards the re-

spective quantities of each particular ingredient

to use, each colour-maker adopting his own. It

will be seen from this method of mixing that the

amount and nature of the adulterant mixed with

the green can be also varied at the will of the

maker. If sulphat3 of iron be the 'iron salt

that is used, Prussian blue itself will not be at

once formed on the mixing therewith of the

yellow prussiate, but a whitish, greenish mas?,
which by means of a supply of oxygen is con-

verted into the deep blue pigment. This greenish-

white mass is oxidised either by exposing it to

the air for some time with frequent stirring—

a

long and tedious process—or else by the addition

of some oxidising agent, such as sulphuric or

hydrochloiic acid, the nature of this oxidising

agent being determined according to the other
ingredients that have been used. To produce a
bright colour, it is necessary to preserve the con-
tents of the large receiving vat of an acid nature,
for if allowed to become alkaline, such alka-
linity wlU affect the brightness of the yellow
chromate of lead by changing it more or less to

a brown. It is usual to add a little sulphuric
acid to the solution of yellow prussiate in a small
vessel. In the case of iising nitrate of lead and
other per-ealtB of iron, the deep blue coloured
pigment is produced at once on such solution
coming in contact with the yellow prussiate. Of
course, there are various modifications of the
above process, but that given is a general outline
sufficient for the reader to form an accurate idea
of how Brunswick or chrome-green pigments
are made, and in what way adulterated.
The true chrome-greens— i.«., those which are

obtained from chromium and chromium salts

—

are usually produced by fusing the components
in crucibles in the heart of a reverberatory
furnace ; but as these green colours are limited
in tone, expensive, and, therefore, very little

used in house- painting, further mention of them
is unnecessary.
Under various fanciful names, however, there

are a lot of greens sold. Thua, Brighton Green is

a compound obtained by compounding solutions
of sulphate of copper and sugar of lead with
water in which whiting is stirred up.
Bremen Green is made on the same principle as

blue verdite. It is essentially a copper green.
Cobalt Green, sometimes called zinc green, is

obtained by the calcination of a mixture of oxide
of zinc and cobalt. This green is a very pale
light green, something like emerald green in
tone, but more bluish. It is a more permanent
green than emerald green, but its price renders
it unfit for general use in common painting,
particularly so as its tone and colour can be well
imitated by emerald green, blue and white
pigments.

Douglas Green is a pigment obtained from the
decomposition of chromate of barium. The green

is a very pale, light green, and not very satis-

factory in colour or working qualities.

Emerald Green is a compound of copper and
arsenic salts. All pigments obtained from copper
or arsenic salts are liable to darken in time, and
suffer decomposition by sulphur and mixture with

other pigments. Emerald green is such a light,

pale green of a pure green tint that it cannot be
imitated by mixture of yellow or blue pigments.
It is very different in body or opacity, and works
granular under the brush. Owing to the vola-

tility of arsenic under alternations of temperature,
the poisonous component becomes partially

separated, and, mixing with the air of the apart-

ment, sets up blood-poisoning in all persona

inhabiting such rooms. On this account emerald
green has long been condemned as a painter's

colour. If it be ground up in a varnish vehicle,

however, such poisonous emanations would not

take place, and consequently it could be safely

used. Paris green is only another name for a

pigment simUar to emerald green.

Manganese Green is more of a chemical curiosity

than a commercial pigment ; but it is a good,

permanent green, and worthy of attention on the

pirt of colour-makers. It is obtained by calcina-

tion of manganese and barium salts.

Jfi lis Green is a pigment possessing a copper and
arsenic base.

Mountain Green is a pigment consisting essen-

tially of copper, carbonate soda, produced arti-

ficially or obtained as a natural earth.

Prussian Green is a name now superseded Ijy

Brunswick green.

Scheeh's Green is a pigment similar to emerald
green, being a compound of copper and arsenic.

Sfiweinfurth's Green is a ditto green to the last

above mentioned.
Terra Verte is a native green, largely consist-

ing of silicate and phosphate of one of the lower
oxides of iron.

Verdigris is a pigment consisting of a copper

base, and, therefore, not of great value as a

painter's colour.

Vienna Green is another name for emerald
green.

Viridian Green or Veronese Green is a trans-

parent green produced from salts of chromium by
elaborate and tedious processes, and therefore

very useful in fine-art painting.

Zine Green is another name for cobalt green,

being obtained from salt of zinc and cobalt. This
green is sometimes called lime green, because it

can be mixed with lime as a distemper colour
;

whereas Brunswick green and stone green, con-

sisting of yellow chromate of lead and Prussian

blue, cannot be so used, as the alkalinity of the

lime turns the green pigment more or less brown.
Vermilion is a pigment that is unlike any other

colour in brightness of hue, except red-lead. The
latter pigment, however, is a very inferior colour.

The two pigments are very different in composi-
tion and physical qualities ; red-lead being
an oxide of lead, and vermilion being a

sulphide of mercury ; both pigments are

very heavy and dense, but red- lead is of a

granular structure, whereas vermilion is an
amorphous powder. Genuine vermilion is pro-

duced by calcining sulphur and mercury together

in suitably-shaped crucibles for many houis;
the components combine, and form a black

sulphide of mercury, which, on further heating,

is changed to a red colour, and sublimes on the

uppermost parts and cover of the crucibles.

When the heating process is complete, the

crucibles are removed from the furnace, broken
up, all black portions, if 'any, are separated from
the red vermilion, and the latter is then washed
and dried for use as a pigment. The black

sulphide that remained is dried in a second

calcination, so as to convert it into the red variety.

Great skill and care is needed to produce suc-

cessful results, and the product is necessarily

costly, because mereurj' is scarce. Now the

unsKlful maker of vermilion will leave too

much free (i.e., uncombined) sulphur in the

product, which wiU cause many disastrous results

when some is mixed with other pigments. All

attempts to imitate vermilion have failed, the

nearest approach that has been obtained is

in the production of vermilionettes. These
pigments consist of red-lead, on which is

precipitated an aniline dye—eosine—so as to

give the scarlet red colour to the pigment.

Another near approach, to vermilion is obtained

by boiling white-lead in a solution of bichromate

of potash. The resulting pigment is of a bright

scarlet hue and very heavy ; but neither of these

two imitations equal the genuine article in

qualities. Of the two imitations, the latter is to be

preferred, because red-lead that is coloursd with

eosine will quickly fade when exposed to light.

Owing to the cost of genuine vermilion, this

pigment is seldom free from adulteration, the

usual adulterant being either red-lead or chrome-

red, as the second of the above factitious ver-

milions is usually called, any deficiency of hue

being rectified by means of aniline red dyes.

Orange mineral or orange chromate of lead is

also frequently used as an adulterant ; but it

makes but a poor substitute, as it is a very

crystalline pigment.
Crimwn and other Lakes consist of alum or some

other semi-crystalline body tinctured with solu-

tions of cochineal (an insect) or of madder (a

plant) . The colouring matter of the cochineal insect

and of the madder plant (the roots are the portion

used) yield verj' richly coloured fluids, which, how-
ever, are destitute of sulEcient solid matter to be

used as pigment ; therefore this colouring matter

is precipitated in, and intimately mixed with,

some inert body such as sulphate of aluminum or

barytes Jin common lakes, chalk is the base that

is coloured with the red colouring matter). These

inert bases are destitute of covering power or

opacity, and, therefore, all lakes are transparent,

consequently their use is limited, being useful

only as a glazing colour over some opaque ground.

A glaze of crimson lake over vermilion gives a

very rich red. The finer quality lakes require

great care and nicety of proportion of the in-

gredients for successful production ; but common
house-painters' lakes are very easily made.

Painters will find it pay them best to use only

the genuine lakes for decorative work.

Indian Red is an oxide of iron similar to

Venetian red, but of a purplish hue. This colour

is frequently adulterated with cheap red oxides,

and to tone down the brightness of same a little

lampblack is added. Of the brown pigments, most

of them are found as native earths. Thus umbers
are compounds of iron and manganese ;

siennas

are earth compounds of oxides of iron and silica ;

so likewise are ochres, yellow and red, the tone

of colour being dependent on the exact nature of

the iron oxides. Some of these earths are so pure

that they are ready for use without any prepara-

tion ; but most of them require washing. This

is particularly so with the French yellow ochres.

These earths, as they are mined, are put into a
'

series of tanks of water, and stirred up thin, and

by a system of gradation the coarser particles

are separated from the finer, and thus several

brands—usually three—of the ochre are obtained.

Some of the earths are calcined, such, for instance,

as the umbers and siennas, by which means

a change of hue results. Thus we have raw
and burnt umber, raw and burnt sienna, and

by this calcination the oxide of iron component

becomes redder, and so produces this change of

hue.
J'andi/ke Broun is a native earth. Many of the

ochres are imitated by artificially calcining the

raw materials so as to produce yellow and brown
of various tones. These colours are generally

known as " Slars " colours, such as Mars
orange, Mars yellow, i:c.

Prussian Brown is a soft, unctuous brown pig-

ment of a snuff-brown hue. The brown pigment

is not used so much as it merits. It is produced

by colouring Prussian blue, but it can be pro-

duced in a much more economical manner,

thus :—Mix any solution containing iron salts

with a solution of barium nitrate or chloride

(or even with solid barium sulphate), and

then add a solution of yellow prussiate of

potash. Collect the precipitate, and calcine

it in enamelled iron dishes, when a good brown

pigment is obtained. A much superior brown

pigment has been obtained by the writer from the

waste waters used in washing red oxides of iron

by a method somewhat akin to the above.

_

Asplialtuin Broun is a native pitch or bitumen,

which softens under heat, and, therefore, paint

made from such a material never rests safe and

sound under the sun's rays. The writer, how-

ever, has perfected a substitute for this treacherous

brown pigment from mineral ingredients alone.

Owing to the cheapness of these earthy colours

they are not usually adulterated. Nevertheless,

the painter is often served with inferior pigment,

as for instance, being supplied with a native

earthy colour that has not been freed from

extraneous earthy matters or gangue.

Of the black colours, the only pigment in use

by painters are lampblack or carbon blacks.

There are several mineral blacks, such as black

oxide of cofper, black oxide of manganese, &c.,
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Vut thej- are not of a auitab'.e nature to be used in
pigments. The only mineral black that is fitted

1 r use as a paint is the black oxide of cobalt, but
the price of this oxide, which is over lOs. per
puund, puts its use entirely out of the question
I V painters.

Lampblack formerly, and to some extent at

the present time, is the sooty matter collected
from burning oils and other fatty bodies rich in
carbon. Blacks that are of a kindred nature
are the carbon blacks that are so largely
produced in America. Of these American
blacks, one of the best is that put on the
English market by Messrs. Binney and Smith,
of Xew York : the London agency is at

63, Farringdon-street, E.C. Samples of these
blacks examined by the writer show a wonderful
depth of colour, softness, and good capacity for
mixing with oil vehicles. Inferior-made lamp-
blacks contain much tarry matters, which retard
the drying of the paint when such blacks are
ground up in oil, whOe badly-made lampblacks
are not of a rich, deep, velvety blackness, but
inclined to brown. H. C. S.

THE ARCHITECrURAL ASSOCIATION.

THE concluding meeting for the present session
of the Association was held at 9, Conduit-

street, W., on Friday evening, the president,
Jlr. Hampden W. Pratt, F.R.I. B. A., in the
chair. The following architects were elected as
members :—E. E. B. Claypole, W. H. Hobday,
S. Sanders, and W. H. Ansell. Jlessrs. G.
Vernon, of Harrow, and 51. Zimmermann, of

Rood-lane, E.G., were re-elected as members,
and Jlr.Edwin T. Hall. F.R.I.B.A., of Jloorgate-
street, E.G., was elected, by acclamation, on the
proposition of the Pkesident. Mr. G. B.
Carvill, hon. secretary, proposed a vote of thanks
to Mr. Ernest Runtz for allowing members to
visit the Crown Theatre, Peckham-road ; and
also to Mr. J. Dixon Butler for allowing members
to visit the new police station at Camberwell,
both on May 7th. Mr. Carvill added that on the
following afternoon (Saturday last) a visit had
been arranged to be made to the Grove Fever
Hospital, Tooting, but two or three minutes ago
a representative of the architect, Mr. A. Hessle
Tiltman (who had promised to conduct the party
over the buildings) had brought a telegram from
Messrs. Kirk and Randall, the contractors, re-
fusing to allow any members of the association to
visit the works. Messrs. Kirk and Randall gave
no reason for the prohibition, but threatened to
bar the doors against any visitors who might
come. Under these circumstances, the inspection
of the building must be postponed.

THE A. .4. TKAVELLIXO STLDEXTSHIP.

The PuEsiDExr announced that for the Associa-
tion Travelling Studentship three sets of draw-
ings had been sent in, and had been hung on
screens in the room. The Prizes Sub-Committee
had recommended that the studentship be awarded
to H. F. Waring, 10, Priory-road, Bedford Park,
Chiswick, and that recommendation had been
adopted by the Committee.

roUSD.iXIOXS FOR LOXDOX .\XD RIVERSIDE
• BlILDIXGS.

-4n exhaustive paper on this subject was read
by Mr. Arthi'k T. AValmisley, JI.Inst.C.E.,

and will be found in extenso on p. 739. The
lecture was illustrated by numerous plans and
diagrams.
Mr. Matt Garbvit, in proposing a vote of

thanks to Mr. Walmisley, remarked that this was
one of the fullest papers ever read in that room.
The subject of foundations was of special interest

just now, for attention was being called to the
mechanical and constructive side of an architect's
work by a recent disastrous failure, and he feared'-

more accidents of the same class might be expected
in the near future. Architects desired , however,
not 80 much particulars of foundations for ex-
tensive warehouses, but figures to guide them in

constructing small houses of moderate rental on
the London clay. He believed they ought not to

go beyond a load of two tons per square foot on
such a soil ; in factory chimney.s, exerting a
pressure not exceeding '2| tons per square foot,

settlements had occurred. In London they had
a code of regulations as to the thicknesses and
height of chimneys, and it these were complied
with a safe job would result. It was a mistake
to carry the inside lining of a tall chimney up to
the capital ; in one case within his knowledge
where thia was done the expansion of the lining

under the fierce heat generated below cracked the

outer shell, and these fissures spread during
gales ; the upper part of the lining was cut out
and the cracks did not extend.

Mr. J. H. Sn.\w seconded the vote of thanks,

and asked if water could be effectually kept out
of foundations by the use of a raft of concrete,

without the addition of a layer of asphalte—an
item which added considerably to the expense.

If 80, what thickness of concrete was necessary to

prevent the water from rising ? For piling he

found English larch cheaper, and, he thought,

more durable than pitch-pine. The plan of

floating buildings on a concrete raft was very
well it the walls were well balanced ; but, if one
side was very much heavier than the opposite

one, there was an obvious risk that the building
would settle on that aide. To prevent this

dinger of tUting, concrete piers or legs should be

sunk to a gnod foundation beneath the concrete

table.

Mr. Beresford Pite asked Mr. Walmieley
what was the most economical foundation for a

two-story on a weak soil in the country. In one
case where he was excavating a sub-basement, he
had first to underpin and line the neighbour's

party-wall. He employed a good builder, who
made a satisfactory job of it with slate and
cement ; but other builders had said that such a

job could not be made good. Should the abutting
walls of towers be provided with a groove to

prevent unequal settlement r If a concrete

table was provided under the entire foundation,

he could not see why the builder need excavate

for legs, for he might simply put in a solid bed of

concrete, say from 3ft. to 6ft. thickness, at the

required depth. The imperviousness of concrete

largely depended on its quality.

Mr. H. H. Statham pointed out that there was
a risk that a concrete raft might tilt bodily, as

Mr. Shaw had suggested, and, therefore, in

doubtful soils piers should be carried down in

places. The difiiculties and great expense of the

foundations for the Church of the Sacred Heart
on the hUl of Montmartre at Paris suggested the

necessity for testing the nature of the subsoil

before work was commenced.
Mr. E. Gkeexof remarked that he adopted in

building a house on made soil and refuse the

method of rolling the ground, and then laying a

layer of 18in. of hard core, on which a raft of

concrete was set, and this proved satisfactory.

Peat was a very treacherous foundation, from its

greasy character. While carrying out work at

Smithfield he came across one of the original

plague pits, including some skeletons, but he
buried it beneath a thick layer of concrete.

Where money was a consideration, he enveloped
in the concrete cross layers of worn-out tramway
rails, which could be purchased very reasonably,

and distributed the weight well.

Mr. EiiMrxn Olaxder, M.Inst.C.E., of the

Great Western Railway engineer's office, said,

about 33 years ago he had some puzzling collapses

in a viaduct on the Metropolitan extension of the

London, Chatham, and Dover Railway. The
contractors, Jlessrs. Peto and Betts rebuilt the

viaduct as quickly as possible, and then found
that the failures were due to the fact that the

blue clay on which th? piers rested had a water

seal nearly parallel with the rails, and that

under the weight the bed had shifted. Unless

means were taken to get reliable borings before

inviting tenders for bridges over rivers the

estimates would be greatly increased. Instead of

providing holding-down holes in columns built

on concrete, it was often possible to secure the

columns from being moved by providing broad

flanges at the bases, and filling in the concrete

round the feet.

Mr. Ar.THiK S. Flower remarked that when
carrying out work in Tottenham-court-road, the

contractor sent to him in great alarm stating that

his men had come upon a plague pit. He secured

some of the bones and sent them to the Natural
History JIuseum, South Kensington, where
they were at once pronounced to be those of

oxen. The site, it proved, had previously been

that of a large slaughterhouse. In .another case,

it was alleged that a large spring had been tapped

during excavation, but investigation showed the

influx of water to be only the leakage of a broken

supply pipe next door.

The PuEsini.xT, in putting the vote of thanks,

said he would have liked Mr. Walmisley to have

dealt more fully with the shrinkage of clay under

London suburban houses, and to have told them
how to deal economically with it. The modern
treatment of riverside sites bv laying iron grid

iron foundations was a great advance on the old

pile system, and had to a great extent replaced it.

Mr. W.iLMiSLEV, in replying, observed that a

great deal of the success of concrete foundations

depended on the quality of material employed.

He preferred pitch-pine to larch for piles, as it

could be employed in long lengths and square

sections. For small buildings slate and cement
might be sufficient for a damp-proof course ; but
for large works asphalte was essential. In
building high towers it was advisable to provide a

straight joint at intervals, so that in case of a

settlement on one side the cracks would not ex-

tend. The construction of legs under concrete

rafts were intended to prevent bodily movement
in the table under the points where the principal

weights came.

ELECTIOX OF OFFICERS AXn COMMITTEE.

The President read the report by the scrutineers

on the voting for the election of officers and com-
mittee for the ses8ion 1898-99, as follows :

—

President, G. H. FeUowes-Prynne ; Vice-

presidents : P. J. Marvin and A. S. Flower ;

Committee : T. W. Aldwinckle, jun., R. S.

Balfour, H. B. Creswell, B. Flight Fletchert,

Jlitt. Girbutt*, A. H. Hartt, Beresford Pite,

W. A. Pite*, H. A. Satchell*, and W. Howard
Seth-Smith; Hon. Treasurer: Hampden W.
Pratt ; Hon. Librarian : C. M. Freeman : Hon.
Secretaries : E. Howley Sim and G. C. Carvill.

Other officers—Hon. Solicitor : W. H. .Tamieson ;

Hon. Assistant Librarian : E. W. M. Wonnacott

;

Hon. Auditors; H. P. G. Miule and J. W.
Stonhold ; Assistant Secretary and Registrar

:

D. G. Driver. (An asterisk [*] indicates new
members of committee ; a dagger [+], vice-

presidents of last session.) The report, which
was signed by Messrs. E. Greenop, W. W. Biss,

A. Smithers, G. H. .Jenkins, and C. H. Brodie,

stated that 292 voting-papers were returned, ot

which seven were rejected for various reasons,

leaving 285 valid ones.

VOTES OF TBAXKS.

Mr. Beresford Pfte, ex-president, proposed a

vote of thanks to the out-going president. Mr.
Pratt, he said, had proved an excellent and hard-

working president, had visited all the classes, and
given much time to the sub -committees, and had
raised the association to a more flourishing con-

dition than it ever previously occupied. The
motion was seconded by Mr. G. H. Fellowes-

Prynue, president elect, was carried by acclama-

tion, and was briefly acknowledged from the

chair.
'

The retiring members of committee having
been thanked on the motion of Messrs. Sim and
Carvill, Mr. F. G. F. Hooper proposed a vote

of thanks to the President for his services as

treasurer, remarking that the President had held

this oSice during several stormy years in the

history of the Association, and he was glad to

think Mr. Pratt was willing to continue his ser-

vices. Mr. Sim seconded the motion.

On the proposition ot Messrs. B. F. Fletcher
and Garbitt, Messrs. Freeman and Wonnacott
received thanks for their services as hon.

librarians, mention being mode of the assistance

given with the lantern by 3Ir. Wonnacott. A
hearty vote of thanks was also accorded to

Messrs. Sims and C'lrvUl for their labours as

hon. secretaries on the motion of the Pkesidext,

seconded by Mr. Brodie ; and the closing of a

long series of acknowledgments ot services were
those to the Koyal Institute of British Architects

for the use of the meeting-room at 9, Conduit-
street, and to the School of Design, the Visitors,

and Technical Education Board for the facilities

granted to A. A. students in connection with

workshop demonstrations in lead - working,

masonry, and stained glass.

AMERICAN AND ENGLISH STEEL
CONSTRUCTION.

THE remarks on " American and English

Practice in Architectural Steel Construc-

tion " in the current number of T/'S Engineering

Magazine, by Jlr. Charles V. Childs, are of some

interest. The author compares the liOndon and

New York practices in iron and steel construc-

tion. We may, no doubt, learn something from

our American friends, if wo desired to reach the

standard they have attained ; but, as Mr. Childs

says, it is very doubtful it the London County

Council will ever permit the " steel-constructed

' skyscraper '
" to be erected within its ^rea. He
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is quite right. He says truly enough: "It is

appalling to think what the streets of London,
already in so congested a condition, would he

like, were it permissihie to erect buildings

fifteen or twenty stories high. That we are

rather behind the New York practice of steel

construction will not be disputed ; but the

question is whether the English system does not

conform itself more to the judgment and taste of

architects. The author refers to the number of

front walls of London shops that are carried on
bressumers resting on exposed cast-iron columns

—whereas the New York building laws provide
" that all cast-iron columns supporting outside

walls shall be incased in an outer caat-iron shell

with an intervening air-space." We here quote

Mr. Child :

'
' The excessive height of American

buildings has necessitated the use of the steel

skeleton construction, in order to economise the

weight, and consequently the thickness, of the

walls in the lower stories, which otherwise would
occupy valuable space, to say nothing of the cost

of material and labour. The usual thickness of

walls which, from the nature of the construction,

serve only as a covering, is from 13Jin. to ISin.

In England, the thickness of wall at the ground-
floor level rarely has to exceed 2ft. Sin. ; if, how-
ever, instead of being five or six stories, the

buildings were to be three or four times that

height, the increase in thickness would have to be
enormous, and the steel skeleton framework
would probably come into general use." Mr.
Childs points out that, whereas in America each

stor)' is entirely supported by girders at the floor

level of that story, and the weight directly trans-

mitted to the foundations by means of steel

lolumns {or stanchions), the English practice

is to place all necessary bressummers at the level

of the first floor : these, therefore, having to carry

the whole weight of the buUding above, are

necessarily heavy compound girders. The
English practice is undoubtedly inferior in thi^s

respect, as he shows by comparing the two
methods by photo-blocks of buildings, as the
framework of the Hotel Russell, London, with
its l.T-ton girders, and the American steel frame
of the Carnegie BuUding, Pittsburg, for each of
which the author designed the steelwork. AVe

cannot here enter into the subject or compare the

details of the two systems which are presented by
Mr. Childs ; but refer our readers to his paper
itself. One of the difliculties of introducing the

system adopted in America is said to be that the

architect's plans are generally completed before

the engineer's work begins. These and other

differences of practice are worth attention by the

profession, who might adopt with advantage
certain principles. To our minds, the English

system has its advantages as well as defects. We
do not lose the solidity and structural character

of brick or masonry building which the New
York system does ; on the other hand, there is a

great deal to say for a system of steel con-

struction which supports each floor independently,

instead of resting all the upper stories upon a

heavy framework of girders, which have to be
enormously heavy and cumbrous.

IRONWORK AT SOUTH KEN.SINGTON
MUSEUM.—III.

By G. A. T. MiDDLETox.

IV. EXCrLISH : THE LEVERSEDGE SCREEX.

THE screen from the church of St. John,
Erome, bearing the shield and crest of the

family of Leversedge, Lords of the Manor of

Frome, dates from the early part of the 17th

century, and is a specimen of the light and
fanciful Renaissance ironwork fre<iuently em-
ployed up to the end of last century. Both bar

and rod iron are used in it, but the rod only

sparingly, and mainly in the form of wrought
balls. The exceedingly graceful and flowing

character of the leaf at F, and the monogram at

G, are particularly noticeable, as is also the

somewhat eccentrically-riveted rosette at V> ;

while many object to the direct copyism of natural

forms in iron, as instanced in the flower-pot

finials.

Herr Land, Professor of Architecture at Berlin, is

on his way to Palestine, to superintend harbour and
road renovations necessary for the journey of the
Emperor and Empress to Jerusalem.

CONCRETE SLABS.

MR. GEORGE HILL'S paper on "Steel
Concrete Construction," read before the

American Society of Civil Engineers, treats of a

series of important tests on slabs of concrete and
steel, in which the steel acts entirely in tension

in the bottom section. Sixty different samples

were tested, using different mixtures of concrete

and of varying spans and thicknesses, and those

who contemplate using flat slabs of concrete and
steel will do well to consult Jlr. Hill's table of

thicknesses for slabs for live loads from 7olb. to

2.501b. per square foot. For a span of 10ft., it

appears, a thickness of Sin. is required for a live

load of 7olb. per square foot. Hitherto archi-

tects and others have been in doubt as to the

actual weight that can be borne on concrete slabs.

< )f course, Mr. Hill's tables are basi^ on the

strict observance of conditions as to components

and method of mixing and quality of cement,

and those who use the results obtiiined will have

to observe that the conditions are the same in

each case. A great many useless and unreliable
" data " are published on the strength of concrete

due to tests not carefuDy conducted.

THE COLLAPSE iiF ABBEY MANSIONS,
WESTMINSTER.

AT the Westminster Coroner's Court on
Thursday in last week, Mr. Troutbeck,

assisted by Mr. John Slater, F.R.I.B.A., as

assessor, resumed the inquiry into the circum-

stances attending the death of the seven men
kUled in the coOapse of the roof of Abbey
Mansions, Orchard - street, Westminster, on

AprLl21. Mr. E. l)ru Hrury, the district sur-

veyor, resumed his evidence. Correcting a

statement made on the previous day, he said that

the weight of the base of the pier was 06 tons,

and not 8S tons. The Coroner said he regarded

the building as still in course of construction,

and the question as to whether it was exempted

from the terms of the Building Act according to

section 202 was open for legal decision. It did

not seem to him, however, that the action of the

district surveyor was closed. The witness said
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that, to save any question of the kind arising,
and to be on the safe side, he was now going on
with his supervision of the building. In reply to
Mr. Avory (who appeared for Mr. I'awley, the
architect) , the witness said the safe weight-bearing
limitof thepierwas45 tons, andhe estimated that six

times that weight, or 270 tons, would crush the
pier at its base. No large quantity of soft bricks
could have been used without his knowledge.
Sir. Avory remarked that the witness Collins had
sworn that thousands of soft bricks were used.
The coroner said he should tell the jury to dis-
regard C'oUins's evidence altogether. The witness,
continuing, said that centring ought not to be

it to set before the centring was struck. He had
previously formed the opinion that the accident
was due to the premature striking of the centring
on information which he now knew to be in-

correct. He thought that the bearing of the
carriage girder of the sixth floor was so bad that
a comparatively small weight would knock it off.

The pier was built in Portland cement. By Mr.
Fraser : As district surveyor, he had nothing to
do with girders or piers. The plans submitted to

him did not show the arrangement of the girders
at all. Mr. Ashmead, on behalf of Her Majesty's
Office of Works, said be was instruc'ed to deny
that any alteration in the height of the building

struck until the concrete was drj-, but if the con-
crete was made wet by rain it would be compara-
tively unimportant. He could not tell from his
examination of the fallen pieces of concrete
whether the moisture which existed was produced
by rain. He did not think that everything that
happened would be accounted for by a large lump
of concrete falling from the roof and striking one
of the girders. His reason for that was that the
whole of the pier as well as the ISin. wall was
demolished. In his opinion it was the pier that
gave way. Either the pier gave way and took
down the girder, or the girder fell and knocked
down the pier. By Mr. Gardner: If the
concrete was not properly mixed, he should
have expected to see it fall in small pieces,
not, as in this case, in large lumps. The
witness, replying to Mr. Kent, said that, taking
into consideration the thickness of the concrete,
seven days would be the minimum safe time for

was desired by the commissioners. James LiUy-
white, recalled, said on the day preceding the

accident he was in the basement of the building,

and his mate drew his attention to three cracks
in the brickwork of the pier about 4ft. or 5ft.

from the ground. The cracks were Tin. or Sin.

long. The largest would admit part of a trowel,

r.y Jfr. Jlarshall : He mentioned the matter of

the cracks to a member of the jury whom he met
outside the Court two days ago. Mr. Marshall
said that was most irregular. The Coroner
agreed. Mr. C. J. C. Pawley, the architect, re-

called, said he believed he was the owner of the
freehold as rtstiii r/ur trust, and Mrs. Leeds was
his trustee. He might have recoranioDded the

building to Mr. Kickard. Witness had nothing
to do with arranging the subcontracts : but he
directed Banks's fireproof work, and his assistant,

Simpson, directed Murrell's work. After a time
the plans for the south block were altered, and

those produced were prepared by witness. The
pier, which was to be 2ft. iiin. by 1ft. 6in., was
to run up from the first-floor level to the seventh

floor—about 78ft. Provision was made in the

basement for a stanchion. Detailed plans were
prepared by Andrews, the builder's foreman.

The dimensions of the pier being given as

2ft. 3in. by 1ft. Gin. was the result of a
draughtsman's error. It was true that the

plan was given to the contractor to work from.

^Vitne8s designed the roof, and he considered

himself responsible for the pier. He entered

into an agreement to lease the building to H.M.
Commissioners of Works a week after Rickard

sold his interest to Mrs. Leeds. From that

time witness merely acted as architect. The
stanchion, though desirable, was not put in

because the machinery occupied the space where
the footings were to he. There was no room for

it. He gave his assistant strict instructions not

to allow the centring to be struck, having in his

mind the possibility of an accident. He still

thought the collapse was due to the falling of the

concrete. He did not know the dimensions of

the pier as constructed. He did not remember
receiving a single complaint from anybody about

the construction of the building or the materials.

By Sir. Cardiner : He acted on the advice of his

solicitor when ho decided to have a trustee. He
was bankrupt eight years ago, and it was possible

that his liabilities exceeded £100,000. It was
not a fact that Rickard represented him. The
increase in the height of the buUding was not the

outcome of a suggestion from the Commissioners
of Works : it was raised to make it uniform with
the north lilock. He was under the impression

that his action had the .approval of the Commis-
sioners. By the Coroner : He had no cause of

complaint against Rickard, the builder. By Mr.
Kent : He never complained to Thorp, the con-

tractor for the brickwork, about the pier. The
witness, asked what training he had had, said he
was taught in the Architectural School at South
Kensington, after which he was for seven years

in the oflice of his father, a surveyor. He had
built many buildings similar to this.

On Monday, Mr. Pawley was recalled and
examined by Mr. Horace Avory, his counsel.

He said he had been practising his profession

about 1.5 years. Before this occurrence, he had
never had fault found with hia work as an
architect, and there had never been a fatal

accident on any of his buildings. During the

past ten years he had carried out over £iOO,000
worth of work. He had previously erected or

supervised the erection of lofty buildings of this

character. He had prepared calculations showing,

in his judgment, the weight that was upon the

pier. He made the total weight on the base

of the pier at the time of the accident 52 tons

Scwt. 291b. The weight of the brickwork of

the pier above the second floor level, where it

left the wall, was 24tons lOcwt. 661b. Below
the second floor level the weight was Htons
9ewt. 461b. The weight of the ironwork of the

floors and roof upon the pier wa8 4tons6cwt. 131b.,

including the carriage girders, binders, and lacing

joists. The weight of each of the four concreted
floors that were in at the time of the accident,

calculated at 2.51b. per foot super., was Iton

lOcwt. 401b., making a total weight for the four

floors of 6tons Icwt. 4Slb. The concrete on the

roof weighed 3tons 81b. In each case he was
speaking of the proportion of the weight that was
on the pier. In his judgment the pier was
capable of bearing that weight safely. He first

heard that a crack had been seen in the pier when
LUlywhite gave his evidence last Thursday. He
gave directions that the centring was not to be
struck. By the Coroner : He could not remember
who gave him the details of the pier. The
dimensions of the pier which were given on the

plan produced were incorrect, but he could not

say how the mistake occurred. He made the

plan after the accident from particulars supplied

by his staff. He could not say who gave him
the particulars of the bearing of the ironwork on
the pier. The Coroner : There, again, is a most
material difference in the way in which the bear-

ing is shown, and the evidence that has been
given by various witnesses. Mr. Avory : In
your judgment, could the omission of the

stanchion have had anything to do with this

accident ': Witness : No, nothing whatever.

Replying to the Coroner, witness said according

to the original plans the partitions were to he of

wood and glass, but at the request of the Govern-
ment brick partitions were subsequently put in.

Mr. Ashmead, replying to the Coroner, said he
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had comitmnicated with the Commissioners of

Works, and they instructed him to say that they

did not at present propose to call evidence. The
( 'oroncr said that in those circumstances they

would have no opportunity of tendering evidence,

as the inr|uiiy could not beadjourned indefinitely.

Mr. Thorp, the contractor for the brickwork, re-

called, said the seventh floor girder rested on a

4Jin. template in the chimney stack. He could

not say who ordered the fixing of the template

in that manner. He called the attention of

Andrews, the general foreman, to it. Witness
said the detailed plans were produced that day
for the first time. Andrews, the general

foreman, was also recalled, and produced a

number of plans which ho hud found since

ho last gave evidence. Mr. Avory put in a

letter written by Rickard, the principal con-

tractor, to Mr. I'awley in October, 1896, which,

he said, completely met the suggestion that from
the outset Mr. Eickard was only the nominee of

Mr. Pawley. In this letter Rickard said he
desired to elucidate the fact as to whether Sir.

Pawley " put him down as an ass," and pointed

out that there were eight offices to be let at £30
a year, making it a total of £240. The cost of

erection would reduce it by one-half, or £120.
The building would realise £1,920 yearly, and,
said Mr. Rickard, " I will not sign any agree-

ment for a less sum, for it would pay me better to

keep it." Mr. H. Collins, F.R.I. B. A., dis-

trict surveyor for the £ istern division of the City
of London, said he had had experience of Mr.
I'awley's work, and had never had reason to find

fault with it. He had heard the evidence in this

case, and had visited Abbey Mansions. The con-
clusion at which he had arrived was that the
cause of the accident was the unfortunate removal
of the centring before the concrete had properly
solidified. Ho had examined some of the fallen

concrete, and considered it well mixed, and a
proper material for its purpose. Concrete 9in.

thick should, in his opinion, be allowed to remain
from 1.3 to 20 daysbefore the centring was struck.
In his opinion, the fall of the concrete was suflS-

cient to account for all the subsequent phases of

the disaster.

Resuming his evidence on Tuesday, Mr. H. H.
Collins said he thought it very feasible that the
concrete caved in between the lacing joists as had
been described by one of the previous witnesses.
The concrete would then fall in large or small
pieces, ha-i-ing no centring underneath it, and if

it fell through a depth of 22ft. it would probably
crash on the ironwork underneath, causing it to

act as a lever on the pier and throwing it over.
He thought that the ironwork of the roof would
have stood in its skeleton form had the pier
remained in its position. It was the falling of
the pier that caused the iron girder of the roof to
go. Had the pier been larger, it would not have
withstood the falling concrete. The probable
spot at which the pier would give way, if it

collapsed from its own inherent weakness, was at
its base on the first floor. What had been
termed "a pier " was in reality a series of piers.
The total weight of the brickwork of the series
of piers was 27tons 19cwt. The total weight on
the pier at its base at the time of the accident was
45 tons. It would require a force of eight times
61 tons to crush the pier. Brickwork in cement
required from 60 to 70 tons per foot super,
to crush it. His authorities fur that state-
ment were Professor li inkiu and Professor C.iw-
thorne I'nwin. One could put up very largo
buildings such as they had in America if bolts
were used on each floor, and provided there was a
basesufliciently large. The addition of astanchion
would have decreased the burden that the pier
had to bear, and it would have been wise to have
put up a stanchion. In reply to Mr. Gardiner,
the witness said he agreed with Hurst's rule that
an isolated pier or monument ought not to be
built higher than twelve times its largest size at
the base. But what had been described as a pier
in this case was not a pier, and an architect was
supposed to have a little common sense and to
know how to use it. By Mr. Ellis Griffith,
M P. (counsel for the roof contractor) : The only
fault he found with the building was that the
centring was removed too soon. He did not
believe the evidence of the witnesses who said
that the concrete struck the pier, although they
might have imagined that that happened. Mr.
AVilliam Eve, F.S.I. , of Union-court, Old Broad-
street, said he had had considerable experience in
the construction of buildings. He had examined
Abbey Minsions, and was of opinion that the load
on the brick pier weighed .')3} tons. That he

considered to be a safe weight. The fact that

the pier was found in large pieces showed that it

was of good construction. He would not like to

strike the centring of a concrete roof until after

the expiration of l.i days, and he would prefer
to allow a lapse of 20 days for the concrete

to solidify. He thought that the premature
striking of the centring was the cause of the
accident, and the fact that the building fell while
the centring was being struck confirmed him
in that view. His idea was that the concrete
fell on the carriage girder of the seventh floor,

a distance of lift., pressing the girder down
and prising up the pier. The pier, no doubt,

drasged down the girder joists and the brick-

work. By Mr. Avory : There was lateral pres-

sure in concrete. If the "green" or unset
concrete fell, the consolidated concrete would
follow as soon as the pier was disturbed. In
reply to Mr. Thomson, witness expressed the
opinion that there ought to have been a stanchion.

By Mr. Ellis Griffith : He did not agree with
everything that Mr. Collins had said. He had
known many buildings to be constructed with-
out plans, but he had not so constructed them
himself. It was improper, in his opinion, to

fix a girder in a fluo without a stanchion being
put in. Some of the concrete must have fallen

before the pier lurched. Without the stanchion
the pier would not have been sufficient to sup-

port the building when it was occupied. Mr.
E. A. Gruning, vice-president of the Royal
Institute of British Architects, said centring
should not be struck until about three weeks
after the concrete was laid. He had heard
the dates upon which the roof was concreted

and the centring struck, and did not think the

concrete could have hardened sufficiently to

render the striking safe. In his opinion it was
the falling the concrete on the girder that caused
the pier to collapse. It would have required a

very much larger pier to have resisted the falling

of the concrete root. By M. Avory: He thought
it extremely unlikely that the first thing that
happened was the buckling of the pier. Frederick
Rough, a labourer employed on the building at the
time of the accident, said he called the attention of

Andrews, the general foreman, to some cracks
in the pier. Andrews attributed them to the
engine. Two of the bricks of the pier were
crushed, and there were cracks all round it at

distance of 4tt. from the ground. Andrews told

him that the bricklayer would strengthen the
pier. By Jlr. Avory : He was certain there
was a pier and not a wall in the basement, and
that there was an archway over the pier. Mr.
Avory remarked that as far as he knew none of

the plans showed a pier in the basement. James
Andrew, the general foreman, recalled, said the
archway was carried on to the chimney-breast, not
on to the pier. He absolutely denied that the last

witness ever spoke to him about cracks in the
pier. He noticed some scratches on the wall

;

they were caused while the eneine and mortar-
pan were being removed. By Mr. Thomson : He
told some of the men that the engine had knocked
a corner off the wall. There were so many sub-
contractors that ho did not know all the men.
He sent a man to examine the pier on each floor,

but had never any thought of strengthening the
pier. Dixey, the man sent by the last witness

to examine the pier, was called, and said he
found nothing the matter with it. The archway
was carried on to the party- wall in the basement.
Walter Ridley, a bricklayer employed in the
basement of the building the day before the
accident, said the archway was right on the pier

as shown on the plan produced. He did not
notice any cracks in the pier. The coroner
remarked that there had been some e.xtraordinary

surprises throughout. Ho had never heard so

many contridictions in important matters of fact.

Edwin Thorp, the contractor for the brickwork,
recalled, described an opening which existed in

the brick wall in the basement. That hole, he
said, was between 3ft. and 4ft. away from the
pier, and it was incorrect, as was stated on the
previous day, that there was an archway leading

close on to the pier. George Curtis, bricklayer,

gave corroborative evidence. Mr. Thomas
Blashill, F.RI.B.A., F.S.I., superintending
architect of metropolitan buildings and architect

to the London County Council, was called, and
said he attended, by request of the Council, to

give expert evidence. He had examined the
south block of Abbey Mansions, and had heard
the evidence. There could be no doubt that

the collapse of the interior of the build-
ing was due to the fall of a detached pier,

whether caused by the fall of concrete or not.

With regard to the strength of the pier, he did

not doubt that it was built of fairly hard stock

bricks set in cement mortar. He made its hori-

zontal area 7ft. at the bottom. On the fifth- floor

level its horizontal area was diminished to 5ft.

It was connected on one side to a wall which ran

up the basement story and the ground story,

subject to any opening which there might have

been in it. He made the . weight of the pier

itself, together with the weight of the floor and
the roof and their girders complete (so far

executed at the time of the accident) round the

level of the basement floor, to be 4843 tons. This

was rather less than other witnesses had made it

;

but in this calculation no account had been taken

of the 4Jin. party-wall which was in course of

construction, nor of the storing of building

materials. The first question was the resistance

of good stock brick work in cement. ThatdependeJ
largely on the height of the pier in proportion to

its smallest horizontal dimensions. Its total height

of 105ft. or thereabouts was entirely out of pro-

portion to its width ; but he did not make that

great height the basis of calculation. He attached

very little importance to the wall with which it

was connected on the lower story. The wall was
built in mortar while the pier was in cement, and
any considerable strain on the pier would break

its connection with the wall. A pier of proper

construction, stiffened at intervals of about lift.,

might, with some qualification, he dealt with in

separate sections ; but in order to justify this the

the floors must be quite rigid, and the construc-

tion of the pier, especially where it was connected

with the floors, must bo perfect as regarded the

strength and the arrangement of its parts. It

such a pier should be in any degree out of the

upright or badly constructed, or subject to the

least pressure, except perpendiculirly, it must

be very materially weakened, and in this way
its great height would render it liable to

excessive stress in particular p&rts. Subject

to these observations, he had endeavoured

to find out the crushing strain and the

safe load of good stock brick and cement.

On this point there was great variety in the

published experiments. The crushing strength of

stock brickwork was given at from 18 tons to 30

tons, and even as high as 70 tons per foot super.,

and the proportion of safe load to crushing load

was given by various authorities at from one-

fourth to one-twentieth. But he believed it had

long been the practice of architects to adopt a

load of from 5 to 6 tons per foot super, as a safe

load. Professor W. C. I'nwin, in speaking of

some recent experiments on the strength of brick-

work made by a committee of the Royal Institute

of British Architects, said that from 4 to 7 tons

was a safe load, and that 7 tons was the extreme

limit with prudent architects. He thought that

recent experiments showed that the safe load

would be under the 7 tons per foot given by the

witnesses, which was as much as one-halt or one-

third of the pressure which had crushed a full-

sized pier in experiments. On each floor the

regular brickwork was interrupted by stone

templates going over the whole surface of

the pier, and by girders. The girders ran

through six courses of brickwork. In no case

did the height of any girder coincide with

any course of brickwork. No experiments such

as had been alluded in this inquiry had ever been

made, so far as he knew, on brickwork of this

kind. The strongest arrangement as regarded

the big girder would have been to have fixed it

within the middle third of the area of the pier.

Any departure from that position materially

weakened the strength of the pier. This girder

was within six inches on each floor of the west

end of the pier, and bore principally upon one

corner of it. In this way the pier at each floor

was seriously weakened in its construction, and,

besides, was seriously overladen. He had no

doubt that at the time of the accident the lower

halt of the pier, at least, was in certain places

dano-orously overladen, and that this danger was

increasing daily. It might have collapsed at any

time from that cause, together with the weakness

of construction. Upon the occurrence of any appre-

ciable shock it was nearly certain to collapse. It was

not necessary, in his opinion, to assume a fall of the

concrete from the roof, and had the disaster not

happened at the time when the centring was being

removed a fall of concrete would hardly have been

suggested as the cause of the accident. As to the

concrete roof, he was told by the engineer and

chemist to the London County Council that the

cement which they had tested was very good. Th«
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material of the furnace clinker or ashes must
have varied considerably, as some of the concrete
fell in large pieces and some pieces were weak.
Ue balieved no coke-hreeze was found in the
concrete. He had used coke-breeze very largely,

and it was not like this. lie would not think
it unsafe to strike the centring of coke-breeze
concrete at the time the centring of the roof of

the collapsed building was struck. They struck
centring under cike-breeze floors, 4?rin. io

thickness, in a week or ten days, but the
centring in this case was struck in less

than a week. A flat roof given that time
shouM have carried itself, but if a pr>r-

tion was of very bad quality it might fall. He
had verj' little doubt that, however it might have
fallen, it would have caused the collapse of the
pier. He thought that if the pier gave way,
without the shock of the concrete, at any part of

its height, there would be a short period during
which it was going downwards through the
crushing of the brickwork, and horizontally in

the direction of the staircase. Then after a short
period the whole building would collapse, as had
been described. If the roof concrete gave way
he should expect it to break about the middle in

the direction of its length, and under conditions
which he described, it would break into two
pieces, roughly measuring about 10ft. by 2ft.

each, or iOft. super. The Coroner : I should
like to know what your views are with regard to

the control of the London County Council r I

agree with the district surveyor, Mr. I>ru-Drury,
that in no circumstances could the district sur-
veyor on such a building have, under the exist-

ing state of the law, any control over these piers
and girders. Do you wish to give any opinion
as to whether there ought to be any such con-
trol ': Personally, and as a public officer,

I think there should be such control. I
believe that London is quite exceptional among
large cities, whether on the Continent or in

America, in being without control of that kind.
I have examined building plans for mansions in

large cities, including Berlin, Budapest, and
others, and I have seen them scored over with the
blue pencil marks of the ofiicials, increasing the
size of the girders and piers. Then in this

respect the district surveyor and London County
Council have imperfect control over the construc-
tion of large buildings ': Yes, to that extent.
By Mr. Hugo Marshall (for Mr. Pawley) : He
did not think the upper part of the pier was over-
loaded. The danger of overloading iime some-
where towards the bottom—the second or third
floor. He thought that five tons per foot super.
was a safe load ; but he was quite in the hands of
scientific men on the subject. On the first

floor the load weighed 5 64 tons. It was there
that the danger occurred most. He could not
say that all the danger was below the third
floor, as there were no ties on the fifth

floor. Any kind of shock, such as that caused
by a scaffold-pole falling end-on a girder would
have been likely to cause the collapse. He could
not go so far as to say that the falling of the con-
crete knocked the pier down ; he did not know
how much fell. If the concrete fell first, then it

no doubt caused the collapse. It was true that
such a shock might destroy a properly-constructed
building. He did not consider seven tons per
foot super, a dangerous load for this pier. Mr.
Marshall : Do you agree with the other expert
witnesses that even if the pier had been reason-
ably larger, it would have been crushed by the
falling concrete r I have some difficulty in

answering. But if that pier had been of suffi-

cient size, and the concrete had been so soft as to

fall, I should have considerable hope that the
building would stand. By Mr. Thomson :

Assuming that the perpendicular, the ties, and
the foundation of the pier were perfect, the
fall of concrete might bring it down. By Mr.
I Gardiner : Any appreciable weight falling ou-
the building might have caused it to collapse. By
Sir. Kent ; Seven tons per foot super, was the
extreme limit for a prudent architect to adopt for
a safe load. The actual load on the pier was
fi-O tons per foot super. Mr. E. A. i iruning,
V. r.K. I. B.A., recalled, r,aid that in his judgment
a safe load to put upon the pier, having regard to
its construction and all the detaOs, was seven tons
per foot super. There was nothing in the con-
struction of the pier to suggest to his mind that
it was the cause of the accident. The ( oroner

:

If you had been the architect of this building
would you have put in a pier of that desrriptiou r

I think it possible that I should have used iron
columns. JFr. S. Miirrell, the roof contractor.

recalled, produced his invoices for 41 yards of

coke-breeze, which he said was used in the con-

struction of the roof. This closed the evidence.

The Coroner, in summing-up yesterday (Thurs-

day), reviewed the whole of the evidence, and
pointed out that the duty of the jury was to find

whether there was any culpable negligence on the

part of any persons who had contracted or s\ib-

contracted for any work. There were only two
suggestions for the jury to consider, to arrive at a

just verdict. The first was whether the concrete

was not properly set or properly mixed, and
whether the removal of the centring was the cause

of the a«cident. The next was whether the pier

was improperly constructed and faulty in design.

There was also another alternative—that the

collapse was due to the falling of the concrete

and the pier combined. With regard to the pier,

he would ask them to disregard the evidence of

Collins, the stonemason. There was no sug-

gestion that the bricklayers had not done their

work properly. Jlr. Pawley took upon himself

the responsibility of the construction of the pier.

That being so, they would have to consider if

there were any culpable neglect on this head. The
question would be one of criminal responsibility.

They must consider the fact that the pier had
been carried up considerably higher than allowed

by the Building Act. It was clear that Mr.

Pawley had an interest in this venture from the

start, and actually bought the builder up, and, as

a matter of fact, Mr. Pawley was the beneficial

owner. He warned ilr. Pawley at the com-

mencement of the inquiry that it would have

been desirable if he had been advised by the

County Council at the early stages. There
were many statements in Mr. Pawley's evi-

dence which were not right. The brick pier

was not at any time 3ft. Gin. by 2ft. 6in. , and it

was perfectly plain that the calculation Mr.

Pawley had submitted was not made until after

the accident. Mr. Pawley found it necessary to

correct himself on several occasions, and therefore

he did not think the jury need take very much
notice of anything Mr. Pawley had said at that

time. With regard to the 9in. wall, that was
another fiasco. A great portion of Mr. Simp-

son's evidence had been put on one side by
e-xpert evidence. There was actually no clerk of

the works, which was a most astounding fact

in buildings of these dimensions. There could

be no doubt that some of the brickwork had

been crushed by the enormous weight upon it.

The evidence of Mr. Andrews, the general fore-

man of the building, was very peculiar. This

witness had said things about the building of the

pier which were absurd, and some of his evidence

had to be dragged out. It showed great careless-

ness that he should have permitted the improperly

mixed concrete to be taken up to the roof.

Mr. Troutbeck then commented strongly upon
the fact that no mention had been made of the

hole left in the main wall for the workmen to

pass through, until nearly the close of the

inquiry. He said the extraction of evidence

from witnesses was like drawing teeth, and

he could not understand why, in such a case,

there should be any reason for concealment. The
evidence of Thorp, the master bricklayer, Mr.
Troutbeck thought, was exaggerated, and he

hoped ilr. Thorp's statement that he came down
from the roof partly because he thought it was
dangerous, leaving his workmen up there, was
an exaggeration ; for to warn the men under such

circumstances was a moral obligation. Comment-
ing upon the knocking away of the centring from
under the concrete roof, the Coroner said it was
extraordinary that Parker should have done this

after he had apparently received positive instruc-

tions not to. Referring generally to the contra-

dictory eridence, the Coroner pointed out that

nearly all the witnesses were employed by

people who were to a certain extent interested

parties.

THE VfiRDlCT.

The jury found that the deceased men met
their deaths in the collapse of the Abbey Man-
sions, which collapse was due to the faulty con-

struction of the pier, owing to the culpable

negligence of the architect. Tliey were also of

opinion that the concrete was improperly mixed,

but that this was not the initial cause of the

accident.

The Coroner expressed the opinion that the

verdict was equivalent to one of Manslaughter
against Mr. Pawley, the architect.

Bail was fixed at £200 for Mr. Pawley, and
£100 for his solicitor.

FOUNDATIONS AS APPLIED TO
LONDON BUILDINGS AND UIVER-
SIDE FOUNDATIONS.*

THERE are few subjects with which an
architect has to deal which involve the con-

sideration of so many points of detail as the sub-
ject of foundations. It involves a knowledge of

the applicability and the durability of various

materials, experience in drainage, and not in-

frequently an acquaintance with contractors'

plant as well as the best way of economically
distributing structural loads, for which expert
knowledge engineers are usually given credit.

The variation in London soils and subsoils is well

described in a pamphlet recently written by Mr.
Horace B. Woodward, F.P,.S. So much of the
top soil with which foundations are concerned is

of an artifi<ial character that only actual excava-
tion can determine the true nature of a site.

Geological maps furnish standard information
respecting the natural lower strata, but possess

very little value as regards the mixed character

of the top soil. Made ground may be a foot to

25ft. or more in thickness. At the Bank of

England there were 22ft. of made ground resting

upon 4ft. of gravel. Some of the made ground is

of ancient date, and preserves relics of Roman
occupation, but in some parts the subsoils have
been excavated for ballast or gravel, as at Ken-
sington, or for brick earth, as at Highbury, and
the pits filled in with rubbish. A rock which
forms an excellent and unchanging foundation in

one situation may prove a dangerous foundation

in another. Thus, chalk forms a good limestone
foundation in certain positions, but when it dips

towards a slope or a cliff, with an outcrop of the
gault or other underlying clay, it is a very un-
suitable foundation for any building, as the land-
slips of the Isle of Wight and of the Dorsetshire

coast bear witness. Chalk also is subject to

dissolution by the action of carbonated water,

whereby comparatively wide cavities become
formed in its surface, which may be wholly or

partially fiUed with gravel and sand, and cause
inconvenience. In the same way, to be partly on
gravel and partly on clay or brick-earth, to be on
or over the margin of an old excavation since

fiUed with rubbish may lead to trouble. Where
foundations are carried down into clay, the ex-
cavation may form a tank, into which the water
from surrounding gravel may accumulate. The

V.illHTIOXS IX THE UPPER SOILS UP TKE
METKOPOLIT.IX .\UE.\

may be illustrated by the following records :

—

At Chelsea Barracks, boring through made-
ground and running sand shows the clay

to vary very considerably in depth below
Trinity high-water level, which is 12ft. Gin.

above Ordnance datum. In 1895, a return of the
burial grounds in the County of I>ondou, with a
statement of their size, ownership, and condition

was prepared for the liOndon County Council by
Mrs. Basil Holmes, from which it appears that

there are 362 burial-grounds existing in the
County and City of London, of which 321 are

disused. Of this number 90 are employed as

public recreation grounds, and the remainder are

closed. Prior to the passing in 18S4 of an Act to

prevent the erection of buildings on burial-

grounds, about 100 to 150 graveyards had been
entirely built over, appropriated as sites for rail-

ways, or annihilated by new roads. Her Majesty's
Stationerj' Office Waste Department stands on a
site in Earl-street, Westminster, formerly used

as Hartley's marble works, but originally the site

of the plague pits connected with the Tothill-

fields pestfield, of which area A'incent-square

now remains open as the playgro\md of VVest-

minster. The pest-houses erected in 1G42 were not

removed until this century. Charterhouse-square,

Holborn, is also a part of the site of a burial

ground, dating back to the 14th icntury, for the

burial of those who died in the plague at that

time. In the County of London the only
encroachment now permissible on a disused burial

ground is the enlargement of an existing place of

worship, although in the City the Commissioners

of Sewers have the right, under certain circum-

stances, to appropriate portions of them for the

widening of roads. There are excavations in the

Metropolis in which human bones have been dis-

covered on sites which have been dug out, and

then filled in with ilibriy. from disused burial

grounds adjoining, when the latter were used for

• By Artiiir T. Wai.mibi.ev, M.Inst.C.E. A paper

read before the London Architectural Association on
Friday, May 20, 189S. (See report p. 733, « ./<•).
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buildings before the passing of the disiiaod B\irial

Grounds Act (17 and 48 Vict.) The above

report, which ia accompanied by a map, definitely

fixing the position of old burial grounds, is there-

fore of great value. A boring made in Tallis-

stroet, on the \'ictoria Kmbankmont, showed the

following strata-:— (1) 1ft. Gin. ballast, dirty
;

(2) Cin. green sand, wet and dirty :
(:i) 2ft. peaty

clay ; (4) din. green sand
;

(.')) 5ft. Gin. peaty l)Og
;

{G\ Oft. running sand
; (7) 4ft. clean ballast

resting at a depth of 23ft. below the ground line

upon blue clay. At boring at Highbury New
Turk gave (1) 2ft. made ground; (2) 18ft. loam;

(:!; Oft. sand; (4) 4 ft. peat; (.5) 8ft. gravel and

sand. -V boring at reckham gave (1) 3ft. gravel

;

(2) Hit. loam and sand; (3) 3ft. gravel. At
Kensington, the soil is described by Mr. W.
Jiennett Itogers, in a paper read before the

Institute of Estate and JIouso Agents, "to be

mostly a rich dark loam ; secondly, a silicious

gi-avel from 5ft. to 10ft. in thickness; and,

thirdly, a strong leaden coloured earth known
as blue day." The foregoing observations show
that while trial bore-holes should always be made
before designing a foundation, to ascertain the

character of the subsoil, care must be taken

NOT TO CAI.Cl'L.VTE ITOX VNirOltMITV.

Thus at the Admiralty extension new buildings

forming block 2, now in course of erection by
Messrs. .lohn Jtowlom and Co., one of the bore-

holes upon the south-west side of the old buildings

showed the clay to bo about 29ft. Cin. below the

surface of the ground, while actual excavation
proved the dip of the clay to be such that in

the execution of the new building it became
necessary to underpin the north-west corner of

the old building at the deepest part, 42ft. below
the ground. The strata in the bore-hole referred

to gave about 18ft. (average) made ground, 2ft.

ballast, 5ft. dirty sand, 2tt. Gin. clean sand, with
2ft. running sand and slurry, making a depth of

29ft. Gin. to the clay. The old walls of the
Admiralty premises were found to be built upon
oak sills. These were removed where under-
pinning was necessary, so as to build and pin up
with solid brickwork. There being two floors

below the ground in the new building, a concrete
retaining wall has been constructed completely
round the exterior below the ground, and joined
up to the underpinning work ; the whole site

is covered with concrete 6ft. thick, thus form-
ing a huge tank of an average inside clear depth
of 20ft., in which the basements are built. The
underpinning to the old wall consists of brick-
work 4ft. 3in. thick and 14ft. to 20ft. deep, below
which concrete 6ft. deep, with set-offs of 12in.

on one side are inserted to a width of 5ft. 3in.,

for the upper portion of 3ft., and a width of
Oft. 3in. for the base or lower portion of 3ft.

Messrs. Leeming and Leeming are the archi-
tects, who also designed block No. 1 forming the
new Admiralty Buildings facing St. James's
Park, the foundations for which are likewise
somewhat appropriately placed in a dry dock
built upon the London clay at a depth of 30ft. in
solid concrete Gft. thick. At the Hotel Victoria
in Northumberland-aveDuc, Mr. Florence, the
architect, found that this building has a frontage
of 300ft. : 38ft. Cin. made ground clay and gravel
mixed, 4ft. gravel and sand, 6ft. rising sand, 2ft.

fine ballast, and at a depth of 50ft. blue clay. At
the south end the clay was 43ft. down ; at the
north end 37ft. The front wall was constructed
on a concrete bed Oft. wide. Another bed loft,

wide carries the two walls of the central corridor.
The whole site was surrounded by a similar wall
of concrete, about Cft. wide, forming a species of
boxes, and the whole covered with a depth of Gft.

of concrete, upon which the walls were raised.
The spaces between are now probably full

of water. At the Gro8\-enor Hotel, Pimlico,
there were 4ft. of made ground overlaying lift,
of alluvium, and 9ft. of sand and gravel. Messrs.
I. Grover and Son, Wilton Works, New North-
road, N., forward the accompanj'ing description of
bore-holes made in Parliament-street before
starting the trenches. The bore-holes were taken
at the corners of the site. The foundations
are Portland cement concrete, and go down
to the ball.ist or to the London clay.
The concrete was Gft. and 5ft. wide under
external walls, and 4ft. under the interior
walls. Tha site is that of an old creek that ran
upto .Scotland Yard. When Messrs. Grover were
building New Scotland Yard they came across
old wharves and barges at about 30ft. below
the level of the Embankment. As the water
from the laud stUl finds its way through the old

channel, the foundation required the aid of pumps.
Messrs. Ilolloway Brothers, of Battersea, formed
a foundation where they encountered running
sand upon a site in Parliament -street (the Swan
Electric Light premises, near Grindlay's bank)
by driving small piles—7ft. or 8ft. long and Cin.

circular, and pointed—as close together as pos-
sible over the whole foundation ; then sawing off

the tops level, and building a concrete raft 7ft. or
8ft. thick over the whole area. The new City
Hall, Belfast, designed by Messrs. E. Thomas and
Son, architects, (iueen Anne's-gate, stands on a
piled foundation, the site being a deep stratum
of yielding alluvial deposit. Such foundations
are common in Belfast, and generally consist of

larch or other straight round timber, often 40ft.

to 50ft. in length. The custom is to saw off the
heads of the piles after driving to a proper and
uniform level, and place upon them timber sleepers

to aid the support of a concrete table. Mr. Flor-
ence obtained the following section for a building
in Victoria-street, Westminster :— (1) 4ft. made
ground; (2) 4ft. black peaty silt; (3) 3ft. sand
and gravel; (4) 13ft. coarse gravel. At the
Army and Navy Auxiliary stores the formation
at about the same depth was also found to be sand
and gravel. A clear stream of water runs through
it, in which a chimney shaft was built by the aid

of pulsometers and sumps. The area of these

premises has a foundation of 5ft. Portland cement
concrete all over it, 71b. lead being used as a damp
course. At the National British Gallery, tiros-

venor-road, designed by Jlr. Sidney K. J. Smith,
the soil consists of surface earth over peat, under
which are clayey bands and bands of sandy clay,

all of which were pierced by the foundations
until the ballast of the river bed was reached at

an average depth of 17ft. to 20ft., and in some
parts 25ft. No particular difficulty was expe-

rienced. The site is that of the old Millbauk
Prison, known as the Penitentiary. At the gas-

works in the Horseferry-road 30ft. of gravel are

recorded as having been passed through, and this

gravel is frequently waterlogged, so that where
foundations of houses pass into it with unpro-
t v'ted basements, the water becomes troublesome
during high tides, rising in the cellars of houses
built upon such low-lying ground. Alluvial de-
posits prev.ail over part of the area, consisting of

silt and clay varying in thickness from 7ft. or 8ft.

to a thin crust. The gravel and sand on the site

are of considerable thickness. In the case of a

clayey subsoil overlying a watery gravel, where
structural loads are not sufficient to warrant ex-

tending the foundations through the gravel to the

clay, it is well to leave a thin crust of the

clayey material over the gravel so as to prevent
the water working up through the foundation,

which would cause the gravel to work loose.

In dealing with a loamy soil it is quite pos-

sible to overload a foundation. Water will

drain through a loamy soil that is not spongy.
When dry, like cheese, it does not then contain

the argillaceous matter which gives it a spongy
character, and which would cause it to run, under
pressure, like mud. Brick seating on concrete

has been employed for piers to a warehouse,
built over a good dry compact loam foundation.

CUNI'KETE roUTINGS

provide a distribution of weight over the whole
area when a sufficient depth of concrete for a
footing is put in, because every cavity or uneven-
ness of the ground is properly filled with plastic

material. Concrete also is quite as good as brick-

work or masonry to bring the work up to the sur-

face under ordinary circumstances, but in the cvse

of piers subject to vibration, brickwork is

decidedly preferable. Brickwork also may be used
of smaller dimensions than concrete, so that the
space occupied is less. Thus, at the Borough
Market, Southwark, where the foundations had
to be carried down from 22ft. to 24ft. below the
ground line, the piers carrying roof columns were
liuilt in brickwork over concrete footings. When
stone templates are introduced on top of piers, as

is frequently found expedient, it must be
remembered that the great thing is perfect bed-
ding of them in cement. At the Tower B.iuge,

layers of canvas and red lead were placed between
the base of the steel column and the granite beds
upon which they stand, in order to obtain a

uniform bearing over the whole surface. Felt
carefully laid under the bearing of iron girders is

preferable to sheet lead, unless the pressure is

sufficient to crush the lead, so as to insure a uniform
distribution of pressure. Portland cement should
be used for concrete work under a bed of stone.

Ord nary lime concrete is long in setting. The

centre of the mass of a largo concrete block may

I

not become hard for years, where a block made
of one part Portland cement to seven parts of

other approved ingredients, carefully and well

mixed, will safely bear a load of live tons per
square foot. According to Mr. Stoney, bricks not
of an extra hard description in cement will bear

a crushing weight of 5211b. per square inch, or

33j tons per square foot. Allowing a factor of

safety of 6, we obtain 5 '6 tons per square foot safe

load. Rivington's notes on building construc-

tion give brickwork in mortar jcwt. per square
inch safe resistance to compression, or 3-G tons

per squire foot. The resistance of brickwork to

cracking or crushing in a pier is much less than
that of the bricks alone. Ordinary stock bricks

will stand -Scwt. per square inch, or .').,' tons per

square foot. Much valuable information hereon
was given in the investigations made by three

series of experiments on brickwork tests, made
for the Royal Institute of British Architects, and
published in their Joitrnal. In the case of the

Imperial Institute bearing plates for the girders,

where resting on brickwork, were calculated for

16 tons per stiuare foot of area, but then special

bricks of Jennings manufacture, built in cement,

were employed. In fixing stanchions over a

cement b.ase it is necessary to provide ample
space for grout. The stanchion is set vertical by
means of long and shallow wedges, occupying a

depth sufficient to allow IMn. under the base of

the stanchion, and a hole 2in. diameter should be
left in its base, as near the centre as possible, not

to pour in the grout, but to see it rise when the

under part of the stanchion is completely grouted

up. A temporary trough is formed round the

base to receive the liquid grout, and the wedges
should not be drawn until the grout has well set.

In the case of a roof of three spans, subject

to the effects of lateral wind pressure, when
supported on side walls with intermediate

columns, where the situation did not permit

either the addition of buttresses or of anchorage

in these side walls, the horizontal reaction of

the wind-pressure may b3 taken by anchoring the

intermediate columns to a concrete foundation.

At the Institution of Chartered Accountants,

Moorgate-street, Mr. John Belcher found the

ground so unreliable that he adopted the precaution
of putting a layer of Portland cement concrete over

the whole site 3ft. deep. The result has been
satisfactory, no settlements having occurred any-
where. At Kennet's Wharf, upon the Middlesex

side of the river near Southwark Bridge, the

foundation consisted of 8ft. of concrete spread all

over the site and increased in thickness under the

main walls. The late Mr. G. E. Street, R. A.,
used selenitic lime in the concrete foundations of

the Law Courts. Under some of the walls it was
7ft. thick, and that under the walls of the Great

Hall was 10ft. thick. Portland cement concrete

rafts, 2ft. thick, have been built under five-story

buildings on compact loamy soil over gravel, the

concrete being dipped where required to obtain

the proper fall for drainage-pipes to run over

the surface. Another plan frequently advan-

tageous to adopt is to sink piers 12ft. to 15ft.

(centres) apart, and 4ft. 6iu. square, in pot-holes

dug out of made ground, and then to form con-

crete arches over the intervening unreliable

ground, with a minimum thickness of 18in.

This plan was adopted by Messrs. F. and H. F.

Higgs for some premises at Stratford and at Laa

Bridge, also for a church at South Bermoudsey.

In the latter ease, Gft. of soft clay or mud, then

5ft. or 6ft. of peat and 4 ft. of running silt had

all to be gone through before the gravel was

reached, and the concrete piers were here con-

nected by a concrete lintel 3ft. thick, in which

steel joists were embedded. At the Institution
:

of civil Engineers, 25, Great George-street,

Westminster, the foun lations to the two party-

walls upon each side of the Institution building

were carried down about 22tt. below the pave-

ment level, that on the west side being 22ft. deep,

that on the east side 21 ft. The front wall was

25ft. below the paving level. The concrete was

laid under walls only, and was about 10ft. Cin.

by 5ft. 2in. wide at the east party-wall. Mr.

Charles Barry was the architect, and Messrs.

John Mowlem and Co. were the contractors. The
Institution of Mechanical Engineers at Storey's

Gate, Westminster, stands on what appeared

to be a wharf, and the roadway in Princes-

street was possibly an inlet of the Thames.

The contractors 'excavated the pUing and

black earth—formerly, doubtless, faggots—and

gradually came to a fine Thames sand at a

depth of 23tt. below the roadway, gradually
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getting coarser until fine gravel was reached
at a depth of 28ft. below the roadway, upon
which the concrete foundations were laid. The
main walls were then marked out and excavated
to a mean level of 28ft., the strata gradually
developing into a fine gravel, which jlr. Basil
Slade, the architect, considered, after sounding,
to he a good foundation. On this, concrete
composed of blue lias lime and Thames ballast
was laid to a depth of 10ft. 6in. and width
7ft. Sin. Water seemed to circulate through the
gravel below a mean depth of 23ft. 6in., and the
influences of the tides were felt. A pulsometer
pump in a well was set to work, and the trenches
drained sufficiently to allow of work being
executed ; after the concrete was all laid, the
water was allowed to find its level. At a depth
of mean level 15ft. 6in., a table-top or base-
ment floor was laid, and a layer of Portland
cement concrete 6in. thick as foundation of

finished floor in granolithic or asphalte. The
stratum throughout was very even, and the
work progressed steadily without difficulty.

There are two floors below the ground floor,

both of which, the architect states, are as dry as
a bone. The damp -course and retaining wall
lower course was of trowelled Soyssel asphalte.
The precaution was taken of putting drain-pipes
in the concrete below water-level, to allow the
water to pass freely through the sand and gravel
within the main walls. An exhibited sketch
explained the difliculties which had to be en-
countered. At the Surveyors' Institution, 12,
Great (ieorge-street, in the new building de-
signed by Jlr. Alfred Waterhcuso, architect, and
built by Messrs. Foster and Dicksee, contractors,
the section of strata shows 3ft. or 4ft. of made
ground on top, about 4ft. black mud, 6ft. clay
and brick earth, clay and sand mixed, and 3ft.

gritty sand, below which is the ballast, or London
gravel. In some cases the foundations were
carried down 18ft. deep, but only where the prin-
cipal weights of the structure occurred. A con-
crete (6 to 1) raft, 2ft. 6in. thick, is carried on
continuous concrete walls round part of the
outside and under main walls and piers of the
building. Continuous concrete about 14ft. deep
under the raft, and width oft. 6in. to suit the
footings of a 2ft. Sin. wall (footings 4ft. 6in.
plus 6in. concrete either side = 5ft. Gin.) AU
timber was removed in lengths of, say, 10ft.,

as the concrete filling (3ft. framing) was carried
up. At the British Institute of Preventive
Medicine, Chelsea Bridge-road, the foundatioLS
were carried through made ground and clay
under, to a depth of 40ft. below street level

;

under the clay was found peat, and under the
peat 5ft. to Oft. of fine dirty sand—then ballast.

A concrete raft, oft. Oin. thick (six to one), inter-
venes between the top of piers and the bottom of
the brick footings. The position of the piers
under the raft was settled by the cardinal points
of the building, thus forming a kind of propped-
up dining-table or platform with several legs.

Jlr. Dalac, one of the contractors for the Paris
Exhibition of 1000, has endeavoured to avoid the
labour of excavation and necessity of carting
away bad ground ; also, to save the expense of
timbering and trenching by compressing and
ramming the soil in the following manner :

—

With the aid of a steam pile-driver and the
employment of rams of various shapes he forms
a bore-hole, which he fills with hard substances
after each stroke of the ram. Thus, in dealing
with a light, friable soil, a conical ram is used,
and in some cases a mushroom-headed ram is

applied successfully. In this way, by forming
holes about 3ft. apart, and forcing the selected
material sideways into the ground surround-
ing

_
the cavity, the soil is consolidated to

receive a superstructure. The drop allowed
for the ram depends on the nature of
the ground, the operations in the case of
water-logged soils being aided by the insertion
of ashes mixed with quick-setting cement, in-
tended to produce a species of tube or sheath for
the passage of the ram in the driving in of
further hard substances. At Victoria Station,
Pimlico, the engineer to the London, Chatham,
and Dover Railway, Jlr. Roche, states that in
recent work they have found good gravel at a
depth of 16ft. from the surface, and have dug 8ft.
into the gravel without passing through it. At
Sion College, upon the Thames Embankment,
Messrs.

_
Foster and Dicksee state that in this

n foundation they went down to the London clay.
The method there adopted was to have great pier

I holes 8ft. by Sft. on plan, going right down to
I the clay, filled up with cement concrete, and

from these brick arches carrying the main
walls. In cases where partly-made ground and
partly water-bearing gravel are encountered, a
raft of concrete, about 6ft. to Oft. thick, has
been successfully used with a gridiron of steel

contained therein. The lecturer described in detail

the steel construction introduced into a con-
crete foundation at points where main pressures

occur, in the case of the building of a new
front to a Congregational Chapel at Canning
Town, designed by 5lr. F. W. Troup, architect,

where the foundations had to pass through
layers of peat and clay to the ballast below and
where the new front had to be constructed so as to

be independent of the interior existing building.

Also some premises known as Mansfield House,
by the same architect, in which concrete Sft.

thick was laid as a foundation, with Sin. by SJin.
roUed steel joists, having bolts 12in. long at each
end, 80 as to give a tie in the centre of the con-
crete raft in which they were embedded. A^ery
little excavation was needed. The subsoil con-
sists of layers of peat, peaty clay, and clay to a
depth of 15ft. to 20ft., when good ballast is

reached. The foundation sunk IJin. at one
corner at the back of the premises, and 2in. and
3i-in. respectively at two corners of the front of

the premises, but no cracks appeared in the
building generally, and the sinking appears to

have gone on as the building rose. One corner
of the building in front overhung about |in., but
the other parts of the building appeared to remain
quite vertical. At the back of the premises the
top of the concrete, which was laid Oin. lower than
in the front portion, was 18in. above the natural
level of the ground. It is ratural that the lower
down the river we go, any foundation work
becomes more troublesome than is generally expe-
perienoed in up-river sites.

(iTo be continued.)

ART METAL-WORK EXHIBITION AT
WESTMINSTER.

THE Loan Exhibition of historic metal-work
now being arranged in St. Stephen's Hall

at the Royal Aquarium, Westminster, in connec-
tion with the handicraft and competitions displays

for wrought iron and other departments of artistic

workmanship in metals, bids fair to surpass any-
thing of its immediate kind hitherto held in

Ijondon. The exhibition, too, of the trades
section will be fairly representati've, judging
from the collection of exhibits already on view.
In this preliminary notice we do not propose to

enter upon anything approaching a detailed

account of the exhibits ; indeed, before going to

press this week it would be scarcely possible to

do so, as, of course, a goodly number of the best
things to be shown are hardly in position.

The exhibition is to be opened informally to-day
;

but, owing to the State obsequies of Mr. I iladstone

at Westminster Abbey to-morrow, the council

decided to abandon the reception originally

intended in connection with the inauguration of

the exhibition. The President, the Duke of

Westminster, in consequence of the funeral of

England's great statesman, is prevented from
attending tiU after Whitsuntide. The judges
assembled on Thursday to award the medals and
prizes for the competitions drawings in artistic

design. Professor Banister Fletcher, .t.P.ipresided,

and among those present were Professor Aitchison,

R.A., President of the Royal Institute of British

Architects: Mr.H. D. Searles-Wood, F.R.I.B.A.,
Mr. Hy. Longden, Mr. Sidney R. J. Smith,
F.R.I.B.A., Mr. W. Hilton Nash, F.R.I.B.A.,
Mr. Maurice B. Adams, F.R.I.B.A., Mr.
Hampden W. Pratt, F.R.I.B.A., President of

the Architectural Association, Mr. Carl Krall,

and several other gentlemen chosen from
4he Council. The Loan Exhibition, which
is being arranged by the hon. sec. of the

exhibition, Mr. .1. Starlrie Gardner, includes

contributions of exquisite examples from H.JI.
the <iueen, such as Prince Henry's suit

of armour from Windsor, the Earl of

Essex's half - suit, a French suit also from
the Castle. The Pembridge Helm is lent

by Sir Noel Paton, and the (iueen sends
Hampden's sword and the Cid sword, likewise

from Windsor. From Parham comes a fine

Gothic 15th-century suit, and Mr. Morgan
Williams shows a similarly beautiful suit of

same period as the last named. Sir Christopher
Hatton's suit is lent by Mr. Davis, and the Duke
of Norfolk lends the I'.ecket Cup. From Pens-
hurst a double-handed sword of Leicester's,

with Bear and Ragged Staff in chased steel, is

exhibited. Major Farquharson's historical series

of gun-locks and pistols is extremely interesting.

The armour from the Temple and plate to be
seen, to say nothing of the Italian bronzes, add
considerably to the charm of the assembly of

works of art. These are grouped in glazed cases,

and a comprehensive and descriptive catalogue of

the collection is in course of preparation as a
record of the exhibition. We may, in conclu-

sion, draw attention to five plaques from Kew
Palace, illustrating Louis XIV. taking Franche
Comte and Lorraine. These are lent by her
Majesty. From Battle Abbey a fine gold bril-

liant (Gothic) is lent by Sir Noel Paton.

The Sheffield School of Art shows a fine set

of high-class designs by students in the classes

there for bronze, gold, and steel work. Many of

these are refined, and have taken prizes at South
Kensington and elsewhere.

Among the trade exhibits, to some of which we
shall refer in detail later on, will be found
collections by Messrs. Starkie Gardner and Co.,

Albert Embankment ; Messrs. DrakeandGorham,
Victoria-street, S.W. ; Messrs. Perry and Co.,

(Trafton-street, W. ; Mr. Henry Hope, Lionel-

street, Birmingham ; the Coalbrookdale Com-
pany ; Messrs. Burt and Potts, 38, York-street,

S.W. ; Messrs. Lindsay, Neal, and Co., Padding-
ton ; Mr. George Wragge, of Salford : the N.A.P.
Window Company, Victoria-street ; Messrs.
Hayward Bros, and Eckstein, Union-street,

Borough ; Messrs. Strode and Co., Osnaburgh-
street, N.W., and others.

OBITUARY.
Mil. John Stahpohth, architect, who was

well known in professional circles in Edinburgh,
died suddenly on Friday when walking along
Princes-street. The fatal seizure was due to an
affection of the heart. The deceased, who was
seventy-five years of age, was born in Durham,
and was educated at the I'uiversity of his native

city. Going to Edinburgh as a youth, he entered
the office of Burn and Bryce, architects, and
served his apprenticeship there. Subsequently
he began business on his own account, and during
his long professional career he enjoyed a large

share of public favour. He had several of the
qualities of his old master, Mr. David Bryce—not
the least important of which were the knowledge
and skill which he put into his designs, and the
thoroughness with which he saw his work carried

out. He became also a recognised authority on
English Gothic ; and in many of the churches
which he designed the influence of Durham
Cathedral, which had impressed itself upon him
as a lad, made itself felt. Among other build-

ings of importance with which his name is

associated as architect are Dumfries and Galloway
Royal Infirmary, (ireenock Asylum and Poor-
house, Berwick Infirmary, Peebles Hydropathic,
John Knox Memorial Institute, Eyre-place
Church, London - road Church, Bennington
I'nited Presbyterian Church, Jloftat Parish
Church (an example of Gothic adapted to Pres-

byterian worship), the first Kelso United Pres-

byterian Church, Nairn Parish Church, Holy
Trinity < 'hurch, and Cialashiels Free Church. He
was in his day a noted church builder, and the

many eDclesiastical edifices in all parts of the

country which he designed are a credit to his

artistic ability and taste. In a national compe-
tition for the Edinburgh Prince Consort Memorial
his design received the first place, but it was
afterwards abandoned for the present equestrian

statue of the Prince in Charlotte-square. Mr.
Starforth also gained the gold medal of the High-
land and Agricultural Society for the best design

for farm buildings. He was intrusted with the

erection of many mansion-houses in the High-
lands and West of Scotland, and with not a few
of their owners he afterwards remained on inti-

mate terms of friendship. To this his fondness

for angling and shooting largely contributed.

:\Ir. Starforth is survived by a widow, three sons,

and two daughters.

Siu .loHX T. GiLiir.iiT died suddenly on Mon-
day at Dublin, while on his way to attend a

meeting of the Royal Irish Academy. As a mark
of respect to the deceased, the meeting of the

Academy was adjourned. Sir John Gilbert was
born in 1820 in Dublin, where his father was
Portuguese Consul. He was for some time Secre-

tary of the Public Record Oflice of Ireland, and
of the Irish Archa-ological and Celtic Society

;

hn was vice-prpsident and honorary librarian of
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governor of the

member of the
the lioyiil Irish Academy, i

Niitional Gnllory of Ireland,

council of the Pipe IJoU Society, and of the first

council of the bibliographical Society of London.

He was also Honorary I'rofossor of Antiquities in

the Uoyal llil)erniBn Academy of Fine Arts, and

« Crown 'I'mstec for the National Library of

Ireland. He was author of a history of the City

of Dublin, for which he received the Cunningham

gold medal, and ho made numerous reports on

MSS. for the Historical :M:mHacript8 Royal Com-

mission. In addition, he was the editor of

" Facsimiles of National .Manuscripts of Ireland,"^

and a " Calendar of Ancient Records of Dublin."

Mit. MrAoowsWiuTE, Q.CM.A., who recently

ri'signed his position as .Tudge of the Clerkenwell

County-court on account of ill-health, died on

Saturday. Mr. Frederick Meadows White, who
was the second son of the late Mr. .lohn Meadows

White, of Stanhope-place and Whitehall-place,

was bom on December 21, 1829. He was educated

privately, and at Balliol and Magdalen Colleges,

( l.vford, of which latter College he was Fellow.

Ho was called to the Bar at the Inner Temple in

IS.'iS, was appointed (Queen's Counsel in 1877,

and elected a Bencher of his Inn the following

year. Mr. Meadows White was Recorder of

Canterbury from 1883 to 1893, when, on being

appointed a County-court Judge, he resigned that

pdsition. lie was an elder brother of the late

iMr. William Henry White, secretary of the

K.I.B.A. from 1S7S till his death last year, and

had been an Hon. Associate of the Institute

since 1882.

CHIPS.

On the 7th inst., the Lostwithiel Borough Council

re-elected Mr. Robert W. Reed as their snrreyor

and sanitary inspector.

A parish church is being built at Glounthaune,

near (^ueenstown .Tunction, from plans by Mr. S.

Hyses, of Cork. The church, which will seat 1,000

persons, is built of local limestone, and consists of

nave, north and south aisles, chancel, and sanctuary.

Mr. J. Coffey, of Midleton, Co. Cork, is the builder,

and the stained-glass windows in the chancel are

by Messrs. Lavers and Westlake, of London.

The organ which has just been introduced into

the Barclay Free Church, Eiinburgh, was formally

opened on Friday night. It is constructed on the

Hope-Jones electric pneumatic system, and cost,

without case, £800.

The Duke of Westminster presided over a meeting

at Grosvenor House in connection with the recon-
struction of the Belgrave Hospital for Cluldren,

which it is proposed to remove from Pimlico to a
site in Clapham-road, adjoining St. Mark's Church,
Kennington. The sum of £-t,000 was subscribed

towards the cost.

The County Council's Building Act Amendment
Bill, introduced to clear up doubtful points in the

.\ct of ISOt, has beeu approved by a Committee of

the House of Commtns. Special exemption is made
as to building over forecourts and the height of

houses in the case of the City, and by the instruction

of the House of Commons the Stock Exchange was
also exempted from the application of the Amended
BUI.

Alderman Tolhurst, who was Mayor of Southend-
on-Sea last year, has presented the borough with
a Jubilee marble statue of the Queen. It repre-
sents her Majesty seated in a chair of State, m a
proportion of figure wh\ h if standing erect, would
be Sft. in height. It is placed on a pedestal 10ft.

high of white Carrara marble. The sculptor is Mr.
J. W. Swynnetton. The statue, which faces the
well-known pier, w.^t unveilpd on Tuesday by
Lady Kiyleigh, wile of the Lord Lieutenant of

Essex.

On Wednesday week at St. Anne's, Edgeside in

Rossendale, at three o'clock, three stained-glass
windows, which have been placed in the chancel as

memorials, were unveiled. The window on the
iiorth-east represents the Shepherds visiting Mary
aud JoEoph at Bethlehem. The central window
represents Christ addrefsiug Mary at the Sepulchre
on the moniing of the Resurrection. The window
on the south-east represents Christ addressing the
Disciples at the Supper at Emmaus an the evening
of the Resurrection.

A new Weslcyan chapel is about to be built in

Stoney Stantou-road, Coventry. It will be of red
brick with stone dressings, will have an angle tower
and spire riting to a height of 8,')ft., and the internal
woodwork will be pitch-pine. .Seits will be pro-
vided for 7110 adults, and the cost of erection will be
£2,910. Messrs. Harrison and Hattrell, of Hert-
ford-street, Coventry, are the architects, and Mr.
C. Garlick, jun., of Far Gosford- street, in the same
city, is the contractor.

OOMFETITIONS.
B.M.i,Y(ASTLK, Co. ANTRIM.—For the drinking

fountain to be erected at Ballycastle as a memorial

to the late Dr. O'Connor, the design sent in by
Mr. S. Kdway Pope, of Portland-street, South-

ampton, has been selected. The fountain will

be 32ft. in height; the materials—viz., Newby
granite, Portland stone, and red granite.

Crich Water Sipi'LV.—A few months ago

the Belper Rural District Council invited com-
petitive schemes for supplying the parish of Crich

with water—a district containing about 3,000

population. Ten schemes were submitted,

engineers from London, Brighton, Birmingham,
and Yorkshire competing. The council decided

that the scheme submitted by Mr. Harry V/.

Taylor, A.M.I.C.E., of St. Nicholas Chambers,
Newcastle-on-Tyne, and Birmingham, was the

most suitable, and this was accordingly adopted.

Mr. Taylor was engaged as engineer for the

execution of the work. The scheme consists of

pumping water from a deep well sunk in the

millstone grits, into a concrete reservoir of

50,000 gallons capacity. Treble-barrel deep-

well pumps, driven by gas or oil engines, will be

used, the machinery being in duplicate. The
cost of the scheme will be about £3,000.

OiNi>LE.—The committee appointed to carry

out the scheme for the proposed new town-hall

as the Diamond Jubilee commemoration, received,

in response to the invitation, several designs from

architects. It was unanimously resolved to accept

the one bearing the motto " None," the author

being Mr. J. B. Cerby, F.S.I., of Stamford.

The plan provides for a central approach from

West-street, with committee-rooms right and

left of entrance, ticket-office, and stairs to ap-

proach the council chamber above. The main
hall in the rear is about 70ft. by 22ft., having

stage space, with retiring room and conveniences.

The front will be of rubble stono, with freestone

dressings, and the roof of grey slates ; the

remainder of the walls to be carried on in

brickwork.

Taixtox.—A meeting of the Market Trustees

was held on Friday morning last for the purpose

of receiving the report of Mr. E. W. Mountford,

F.R.I.B A., of London, the assessor appointed

to make the awards for plans for the proposed

town-hall. The meeting was a long one, and

produced much discussion. In his report, Jlr.

Mountford said that of the thirteen sets of plans

sent in, half a dozen at least were far in excess of

the average of plans which were generallj' sent in

for such a competition, while he particularly men-
tioned one or two as being about the best he had
ever seen. The plans were lettered from A to L,

according to the date of receipt, and he awarded

the premiums to those marked A, II, and L in

the order named. The design marked E was in

maiiy respects one of the best, but it failed in

regard to provision for shops and market. A
committee reported that after viewing the plans

they were practically unanimous in deciding to

recommend the trustee to adopt the award of Mr.

Mountford. After discussion, it was decided to

hold an adjourned meeting " to accept the awards

of Mr. Mountford, and to negotiate with the

architect who has obtained the first prize with a

view to carrying out the work." On opening

the envelopes with the names of the archi-

tects, "A" proved to be by Messrs. Samson
and Cottam, of Ilammett-street, Taunton, an
announcement received with applause. The
second prize was won by Mr. J. M. Brydon,

F.R.I.B.A., Adelphi, London, and the third

by Mr. Henry T. Hare, A. R. LB.A, of

Bloomsbury, London. The other competing

architects were:—Messrs. Gibson and Russel,

Grey's Inn-square, London (who sent in phms
marked " E," which were highly spoken of by

Mr. Mountford) ; Messrs. Tapper and Crouch,

Grey's Inn-square, London ; Jlr. Knill Freeman,

Bolton ; Messrs. C. Silcock and Reay, Bath

;

Messrs. J. Houghton Spence and J. T. Bell,

Taunton ; Messrs. JIallows and Grocock, Bed-

ford; Mr. W. II. Craase, JI.S.A., Bristol and

Taunton; Mr. G. Elkington, F.R.I. B.A., 9-"),

Cannon-street, London; Mr. C. Henman, 61,

Cannon-street, London ; and Messrs. JIurray and

Foster, London. It was decided to publicly

exhibit the competitive plans until Wednesday in

this week in the Parade Assembly-room. The
style adopted by Messrs. Samson and Cuttam is

of the Renaissance period. The amount of money
at the disposal of the trustees for building purposes

is not sufficiently large to admit of great elabora-

tion of the design. The building will cover the

whole of the space at present occupied by the old

Market House and its adjoining structures. It

will also extend forw.ard for a considerable dis-

tance upon the Parade. Red brick and terracotta

will enter largely into the construction of the

outer walls of the building, and relief will be

given to the structure by a row of stone columns
running along the principal frontage, which will

face the Parade and consequently look straight

up North-street. At each end of the main front

there will be a massive siiuare turret, and a

stone balcony will run from one turret to the

other above the tier of columns previously

mmtioned. The turrets will also be relieved

with Corinthian columns in their upper parts,

whilst the lower will be formed entirely of

stone. A clock -tower will rise from the centre of

the roof. At the rear, in Fore-street, provision

has been made for a dozen lock-up shops to run

along the entire length of the building. On the

ground floor there is, firstly, a covered market in

the centre for florists and greengrocers. At the

eastern end of the market there will be a guild-

hall, and at the opposite end wine and spirit

merchants' offices and stores, the present tenants

of a portion of the old market house. On the

first floor will be an assembly-room 94ft. by 62ft.,

with a stage about 30ft. by 2.'i ft., orchestra, ire.

Four dressing-rooms are provided in connection

with the stage, and it is suggested that the

ceilings of the stage be constructed of light frame-

work made easily removable, so as to give ample

space for wings and flies when the hall is used

for theatrical purposes. There are four stair-

cases for the use of the general public, and one

staircase for use in connection with the stage.

The entrance to the assembly-room will be on the

east side of the building, facing the JeUalabad

Monument.

WoLVERHAMPTox.—At a private meeting oE

the Board of Guardians, on Friday, convened to

consider the question of the new workhouse, and

the recommendation of the General Purposes

Committee, that only three architects be allowed

to supply plans for the new building, it was

decided that the whole of the architects in

the Wolverhampton Union be allowed to

compete. *-^
The foundation stones of a new Wesleyan chape',

at Elmswell, West Suffolk, were laid on Monday.

Messrs. Eade and Johns, Ipswich, are the archi-

tects, and Messrs. Hogg and Son, Coney Weston,

the builders. The outlay will exceed £.500.

Mr. G. Wilcocka, M.Inst.C.E., attended at the

Guildhall, Walsall, on the 19th inst., and conducted

an inquiry on behalf of the Local Government

Board with reference to an application to sanction a

loan of £1,000 for the widentug of the thoroughfare

in George-street, and £700 for the public baths.

William Jeffrey, .50 years of age, master painter

and decorator, was killed at Eccles on Thursday iu

last week. He had to paint the back bedroom

window of a house in Cannon-street, and his ladder

being short he tied an old one to it. While standing

on the old portion, at a height of 14ft., the ladder

broke, and he fell to the flags, receiving injuries

from which he died immediately.

The Local Government Board has sanctioned the

borrowing by the Barton Rural District Council of

£1,130, and by the Urmston Urban Council of

£2,374, for the extension and improvement of the

joint sewage disposal works at Flixton. Mr. C. C.

Hooley, C.E., surveyor to the former council, has

just completed the construction at Davyhulme of a

bacteria filter-bed to prevent the pollution of Bent

Lanes Brook.

A county museum for Hertfordshu-e is about to

be built at St. Alban's, on a site given by Earl

Spencer. Mr. Arthur S. Flower, M.A., F.S.A., is

the architect of the buUding. which will be built m
sections as funds allow. The portion now to be

built will comprise the main entrance hill and stair-

case lecture-room and library, curators' room, and

museum. Larger galleries will be erected as the

funds come iu and specimens accumulate. Selected

firms of Hertfordshire builders are to be asked to

submit tenders for the work.

Mr W. O. E. Meade-King, M.I.C.E., Local

Government Board luspector, held an inquiry at

the Birkenhead Town HaU on Friday respecting an

application by the corporation to borrow £lo,000

for new public baths and washhouses.

The Right Rev. Dr. Usley, Roman Catholic

Bishop of Birmingham, laid the foundation-stone of

a new church, dedicated to Our Lady of the Angels

and St. John the EvangeUst, at Princethorpe. near

Rugby. The church is being erected by Messrs.

Foster and Dicksee, of Rugby, to designs by Mr.

P. P. Pugin, architect, of London.
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PARK MASSIDSS, ALHEKT CiATE.

This building, now in course of erection at the
junction of Kensington and Brompton roads, will

cover an area of about 3G,000sq.ft. The ground
floor (as will be seen by the plan) will consist of

38 shops, with light showrooms on mezzanine
floor over, and also well-lighted stores in bise-
ment, with ample lavatory accommodation.
There will be a central arcade from Kensington-
road to Brompton-road, and a fully-licensed hotel

(known as the Paxton's Head), and also a Ucensed
cafe, will be incorporated in the new building.
The six upper floors will consist of 1 14 self-con-
tained flats of from two to six rooms each, with
bath-room, larder, and coals. The small suites

are intended for the occupation of members of

clubs and bachelors, and on the top floor will be a
service-room, and a large kitchen fitted with
every requisite. There will also be a service lift

to each floor. Three staircases furnish the means
of access to the first and all floors above. In the
well-hole of each will be provided a hydraulic
passenger elevator. There will also be two
additional staircases for the servants, and goods
lifts. The whole of the building will be of fire-

proof construction, and the elevation will be
executed in Bath ttone and red bricks, with red
granite pilasters. The builder is Mr. A. Kellett,

of Old Oak Wharf, Willesden and the architect

is Mr. G. D. Martin, 3, I'aU MaU East, S.W.

NEW WORKHOUSE lillLDIN'OS, SHOREHAM,
DKIOHTOX.

The guardians of the Steyning Union (which
includes the west end of Brighton, besides a large

rural district), having acquired an extensive site

on the Upper Shoreham-road, are about to build
a new workhouse, which, while arranged and
constructed with regard to economj- both in first

cost and administrative expenditure, shall provide
all that experience has found to be best in

arrangement, fitting, and other details. WlSh
this end in view, a sub-committe, accompanied
by the architects, have visited many of the
metropolitan and county workhouses, and the
buildings which we illustrate to-day are the
result of these investigations. They will include
tramp-wards and receiving- wards in the entrance
block, with dining-hall, kitchens, masters' and
matrons' administrative departments, from which,
by covered corridors, the various workhouse
pavilions, ic, will be reached. The .'scheme also

provides for an extensive laundry, workshops,
boiler-house, stabling, and other accessories. The
heating, sanitary, and cooking arrangements have
been especially studied, and the buildings are so
arranged as to be capable of easy extension with-
out any sacrifice of executed work. The whole
of the buildingfs have been designed by the archi-

tects to the board, Messrs. Clayton and Black, of

Brighton.

N'O. II. THAME.^-.^TREF.T, WINDSOR.

This house is situate in Thames-street, Windsor,
and opposite the C'astle walls. The view shows
the house from Thames-street, but only the left-

hand upper part of front has lately been altered.

The rear of the building has been entirely rebuilt,

the business premises being kept absolutely

distinct from the private-house portion. Access
is gained to the private house by a flight of stone

steps from lobby in Thames-street, which lead up
to a small square hall. As shown by plans, there

arc three sitting-rooms, together with kitchen and
oflices, on this floor, with separate trades stair-

case in rear. On second floor there are four
bedrooms, bathroom, dressing-room, &c., and
three rooms in attic. Messrs. Hollis and Sons,
of Windsor, were the builders, and the works
have been carried out under the superintendence
of, and from the designs of, Mr. Ernest R.
Barrow, A.R.I.B.A., architect, London.

"glenroy," fischlev.

The illustrations of " CHenroy " represent addi-
tions to a house built from plans by Mr. E. W.
Foley, architect, some few years ago, consisting,

as shown by the plans, of a biUiard-room, oflices,

and servants' stairs on ground floor, three

bedrooms on the first floor, and commodious
coal, wine, and other oflices in the basement.
The contractor is Mr. C. Plowman, of West
Finchley, N.

GLASGOW CUTHEDRAL.

When" illustrating the general view of this

building and an interior sketch by Mr. Herbert
Railton of the rood-loft in the Biilhixg News
for Slay 13th, we directed the attention of our
readers to the capital volume Just issued by
Messrs. Morison Bros., of Rsnfield-street. Glas-
gow, under the title of " The Bjok of Glasgow
Cathedral." Pressure on our space on that

occasion prevented the inclusion of the accom-
panying drawings by Mr. D. Small from the

same building, but we promised to refer again to

the matter. The view given of the choir, looking
from the aisle, shows the excellence of the archi-

tectural design which it illustrates. The clumsy
seats which pack both aisles are most objection-

able, destroying the effect of the wall arcades,

and spoiling in no little degree the proportions of

this part of the church. The whole of the choir

is filled with needlessly high pews, and the

sacrarium is now fitted up, of course, for use as

a Presbyterian place of worship. The aisles

are vaulted, but the main body of the church
was designed to have a wooden roof. The
capitals of the arcade piers are richly carved

;

but the foliations have been patched with cement
in a most unwarrantable manner. Much damage
has been done here, as elsewhere, by ignorant

over-restoration. The triforium is of a type
frequently met with, and is of excellent character,

of the Lancet period. The peculiar position of

the Chapter-house at the north-east comer of the

choir is to be noted. Its only access is from the

lower church. The sacristy is placed over it,

with a door into the east aisle of the choir, and a

staircase in a turret provides means of communi-
cation between the sacristy and the Chapter-
house, also between the upper and lower churches

at this point. The variations in the details of the

desifTi of this Chapter-house building as compared
to those of the choir, go far to record its date of

execution. Here we have the same base as that

of the choir, and the same windows, narrow
lancets with clustered shafts in the jambs and
between the two lights—a perfect 13th-century
elevation^and yet "there can be little doubt,"
says Mr. Honeyman, " that this building as it

now stands was not completed till the 1.5th

century." It may have been completed in the

13th century, and, with the hall of the vicar's

choraJ, subsequently ruined by violence or acci-

dent, but it is diSicult to believe that a Chapter-

house was begun in 1230 and left unfinished for

nearly two centuries. There is hardly a trace of

Perpendicular work in Glasgow Cathedral, and
yet when this Chapter-house was finished the

Perpendicular style was fully developed in Eng-
land. We thus see how extremely interesting

this work becomes. The sections given in the

volume add to its value.

FOREST LODGE, TL'LSE HILL, S.W.

This house, the residence of Mr. G. Adney
Payne, has been refrented and much added to in

|

a handsome way by Jlessrs. Wimperis and Arber,

the architects. The plan has been remodelled.

One of the chief improvements consists of a richly-

designed library, of which we hope to give an
illustration shortly. The bookcases and the fire-

place are the chief features in the apartment,

which is furnished in oak, with bronze fittings.

The entrances to the carriage -drive are formed

by a fine pair of wrought-iron gates. The
drawing illustrated by us to-day shows the porch

and new fa(;ade. The house, as advertised else-

where, will be offered for sale by auction on

June 9, by Messrs. Stimson and Sons, of 8, Moor-
gate-street, E.C.

R,«DOLPH HALL, CAMlUilDGE, M\SS.

Th is large block of students' quarters is now in

course of erection as a private dormitory building

for Harvard University. Each study has two
bedrooms in connection with it, and .a bath-room

and w.c. A couple of large breakfast-rooms with

kitchens are contrived on the ground floor, where
the janitor's quarters are located. The two
views given herewith and the plans suSiciently

illustrate the work, which is treated in a simple

and broad manner architecturally. Messrs. J. R.

Coolidge, jun., and V. Wright are the architects.

The buildings are to be finished for occupancy
next year. We are indebted to the American

Architect for the accompanying drawings.

CHIPS.
It has been decided to erect a new church at

Eavensthorpe, in the diocese of Wakefield. The
cost is estimated at £10,000, and towards this an
anonymous gift of £3,000 has been received.

The Government of India has decided that in

future officers of the Royal Eagineers should in-

variably be employed in designing the construction

and making the periodical inspections of fortified

frontier forts and posts, this provision being held

to be most necessary as a military precaution.

At the last meeting of the Mersey Docks and
Harbour Board, the chairman, Mr. John Brancker,

was presented with his portrait in oil by his

colleagues on the Board. Mr. Brancker afterwards

presented the portrait to the Board, and it is to

occupy a permanent position in the Board-room.
The portrait is the work of Mr. R. E. Morrison, of

Liverpool.

The Mumbles Pier, just opened by Lady Jenkins,

has been erected by the Mumbles Railway and Pier

Company, at a cost of over £16,000. It runs out

from a part underneath the rocks just beyond the

Mumbles village for about S30tt., so as to accom-
modate steamers at low tide. The pier is constructed

of iron. It has a centre widening of 60ft. by 40ft.,

and the head is IS.ift. by 84tt. The neck portion is

2.5ft. wide, and has two enlargements opening to

37ft. Around the pier-head a landing-stage, con-

structed of wood and entirely separate from the pier

itself, has been constructed with platforms, land-

ings, and steps.

A rood screen has just been placed in the village

church at Down Ampney, Wilts, from designs by
Mr. C. E. Pouting, F.S.A., of Marlborough. It is

loth-century in styleandexecuted in oak, enriched by
gilding. The whole of the sanctuary has been laid

with marble. The church has been seated through-

out in oak, as also has the side chapels. The south

chapel has been inclosed with screens, the altar foot

pace laid with many coloured marbles, and tlie old

tombs restored. The whole of the work has been

carried out from the designs and under the direction

of Mr. Pouting by Messrs. Harry Hems and Sons, of

Exeter.

At Christie's, on Saturday, the greater portion

of the important collection of pictures formed by
the late Mr. Joseph Ruston, of Lincoln, was sold.

The total amount realised was £43,000. The
pictures which brought the highest prices included

three by D. G. Rossetti—the " Veronica Veronese,"

l,550g8. :
" Dante at the Bier of Beatrice," 3000g8. ;

and " La Ghirlandaja," S.OOOgs. Two of Sir E.

Burne-Jones's " The Mirror of Venus," .),4.)0g3.

;

and " The Chant d'Amour," 3,200g8. One of Mr.

O. F. Watts's "The Eve of Peace," l,3.50gs. ; a

Rembrandt, a portrait of Nicholas Ruts, .5,000g9. ;

and a Gainsborough, a portrait of Lady Clarges,

l,850g8.

The Earl of Jersey and Colonel Bonghey, R.E.,

held, on Thursday and Friday in last week, an

inquiry at Colwyn Bay touching an apphcation to

the Board of Trade for the construction of a light

railway, eight and a half miles in length, between

Llandudno andColwynBay, the gauge being3ft. Oin.,

the plan on the overhead system and worked by
electricity, the estimated cost being £67,000. Mr.

Dickenson, C.E., the engineer of the scheme,

explained the plans, and the commissioners stated

that they had recommended that the order be

granted.
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Bttilbing JnUlligenct

IIii;hwi)rtii.—Xew mixed schools, erected l)y

the Highworth School Board, were formally

opened last week. They nra Jlodern Gothic in

stj'Ic, and are faced with red pressed bricks, the

tracery, mullions, and dressings hcin^ of (Juiting

stone from the Tally-ho quarry near Xutg:rove,

Oxon, while the roof, which is of high pitch, is

covered with Bangor Lady slates. The accom-
modation is on one floor, and consists of five

classrooms leading off a central hall, the whole
being designed for :UiO children. The system of

heating introduced is that of (irundy's M.B. hot-

air grates, and provision has been made for the

ventilation of the different rooms by means ot a

series of Royle's fresh air inlets and extractions.

The playgrounds, which have been levelled and
gravelled, are of ample size, the whole site

acquired by the board being I j acres in extent.

In the centre ot the playgroimds and detached
from the main structure, are playsheds for both
girls and boys, with offices adjoining. The cost

of the building, of which Messrs. Bishop and
I'ritchett, F.S.I., Swindon, were the architects,

lias been £4,400, and the work has been carried

out by Mr. .loseph Thomas, of Ilighworth.

NtiRTinMi'ToN. — A special meeting of the
Northampton Union of Baptist Churches has
been held for the purpose of receiving the
builders' tenders for the new Baptist Chapel in

.\dnitt-road. Monk's Park. A Sunday-school
will be afterwards built on an adjoining site, with
a frontage in Lea-road. A number of architects
wore invited to prepare plans, and a TiOndon
assessor selected the design of Jlessrs. Mosley and
Anderson, of Abingdon-street, as being the best
and most suitable. The main building will con-
sist of nave, with gable-end transepts, and with
an aisle on either side. The aisles have lean-to
roofs. The nave is lighted, not only from the
windows in front, but from the windows in the
half-timbered clerestory. The baptistry is imme-
diately in front of the rostrum. Behind, separated
from the chapel proper by an internal passage, are
the vestries. The chapel will accommodate about
4.')0 worshippers. Five Northampton builders
were invited to tender, and these tenders, when
opened, were found to be exceedingly close, only
about £100 separating the highest from the
lowest. The tender of Mr. A. P. Chown for
l''.,4"5, the lowest figure, was accepted.

Tkiko.—Xt the eighteenth annual meeting of
the Cathedral Union of Truro, held on Friday,
Canon AVortledge, hon. secretary, reported the
twelvemonths expenditure, plus the deficit of
£120 with which the year began, was£l,lS7, and
the total income from all sources £1,115. Slention
was made of the donation of £.500 by an anony-
mous donor, by whose generosity £500 had been
also given to the Cathedral Building Fund. It
has been invested in existing annuities, and will
produce an annual income of about £15 to the
permanent maintenance fund of the cathedral.
First payment of £111 has also been made under
the Archdeaconry of Cornwall Act, 1897, by the
Ecclesiastical Commissioners towards the main-
tenance fund. It was annoimced that in a short
time the building of the nave would be recom-
menced. Towards this work £27,000 had already
been raised, and another £8,000 is needed to com-
plete the work.

On Wednesday week a new Wesleyan chapel,
situated in Sydney-street, Burton-on-Trenf, was
formally opened. The edifice is Gothic in style,
and will seat between 400 and 500 people. It is
faced with pressed bricks with Hollington stone
dressing, and the woodwork is of red deal. The
cost was about £1,300. Mr. C. F. Underbill, of
Burton, was the architect, and Mr. J. Harlow the
contractor.

By order of the First Commissioner of Works, in
accordance with the commands of the Queen, the
grounds of the Ranger's Lodge at Greenwich and
the Koyal Palace at Kiw will henceforward be
opened to the public ; and the grounds of the
Queen's Cottage at Kew were also formally added
to Kew Gardens on Saturday.

Earl Beauchamp opened an exhibition of pictures
at the Bermondsey Settlement, Famcombe-street,
Jamaica-road, on Tuesday afternoon. The exhibi-
tion comprises 174 pictures, which occupy the
lecture-hall, reception-room, and one of the largest
classrooms. The exhibition will be opened free
from lOa.m to 10 p.m. each day tiU Saturday in
next week, June 4.

TO OOKEESPONDENTS.
[We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of
our correspondents. All communications should be
drawn up as briefly as possible, as there are many
claimants upon the apace allotted to correspondents.]

It is particularly requested that all drawings and all

communications respecting illustrations or literary matter
should be addressed to the EDITOR of the Buildiso
News, 332, Strand, W.C'., and not to members of the staff
by name. Delay is not unfrequently otherwise caused.
All drawings and other communications are sent at con-
tributors' risks, and the Editor will not undertake to
pay for, or be liable for, unsought contributions.

Cheques and Post-office Orders to be made payable to
The Stband NawspAPEa Compant, Liuited.

TEEMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
One Poimd per annum (post free) to any part of the

United Kingdom ; for Canada, Nova Scotia, and the
United States, £1 6s. Od. (orBdols. 30c. gold). To France
or Belgium, £1 6s. Od. (or 33fr. 30c.) To India, £1 6s. Od.
To any of the Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the
Cape, the West Indies, or Natal, £1 Bs. Od.

ADVERTISEMENT CHAROBS.
The charge for Competition and Contract Advertise-

ments, Public Companies, and all official advertisements
is la. per line of Eight words, the first line counting as
two, the TninimniT, charge being 5s. for four lines.

The charge for Auctions, Land Sales, and Miscellaneous
and Trade Advertisements (except Situation advertise-
ments) is 6d. per line of Eight words (the first line
coimting as two), the minimum charge being 4s. 6d. for
40 words. Special terms for series of more than six
insertions can be ascertained on application to the Pub-
lisher.

Front-page Advertisements 2s. per line, and Paragraph
Advertisements Is. per line. No Front-page or Paragraph
Advertisement inserted for less than 53.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
office not later than 3 p.m. on Thursday. Front-page
Advertisements and alterations in serial advertisements
must reach the otfice by Tuesday morning to secure
insertion.

Situations.

The charge for advertisements for " Situations Vacant

"

or "Situations Wanted '* is O.ne Shillino poh Twhnty-
POTJB Words, and Sixpence for every eight words after.
All Siiuation Advertisements must be prepaid^

NOTICE.
Bound copies of Vol. T.xxrrr are now ready, and
should be ordered early (price Twelve Shillings each),
as only a limited number are done up. A few
bound volumes of Vols. XXXIX., XL., XLI.,
XLVI., XLEX., LI., LIU., LVin., LIX.,
LXI., LXn., LXni., LXXV., LXV., LXVI.,
Lxvn., Lxvrn., lxix., lxx., lxxi., Lxxn.
may stUl be had, price Twelve Shillings ; all the other
bound volumes are out of print. Most of the back
numbers of former volumes are, however, to be had
singly. Subscribers requiring any back numbers to
complete volimie just ended should order at once, as
many of them soon run out of print.

Received.—P. K. and Co.—G. D.—A. W.— L. N.-
M. R. and Son.-N. S.

Jntercommutticatioit^

QUESTIONS.
[11956.]—Electric Accumulator.— (1) How large

would accumulator have to be to drive a bicycle, with
weight ot 11 stone, 12 miles. (2) How long would it

require to charge it with JH.P. gas-engine? (3) What
would be its weight, and what would be its price ? (4) How
often can accumulators be used .' (5) What size and price
of dynamo for charging accumulator ?

—

Veeax.

[11957.]—Breweries.-Can any readers inform me if

there is a good booli published on the construction of
breweries, or if any articles have appeared on this sub-
ject ?—T. W. Hoolet, F.R.I.B.A.

ril95S.]—Stone Lintels and Architraves.-Will
a practical mason explain how a lintel of Portland stone,
5ft. long between supports, can be jointed without visible
joints, and where should the joints be placed, or would
one long stone be better .'—Yoc.vo Architect.

[11959.] — Fixing' Columns.- Stone columns of
three-quarter projection are required for an ashlar front,
and I should like to have the opinion of any practical
reader as to. the mode of fixing them, or whether they
should be bonded to the wall, or let into a hollow : also if

the fnistra ought to be dowelled together ?—T. L.

[11960.]—External "Wall.—A and B are adjoining
owners. B. wishes to raise his building and build an
adjoining wall close to .\.'s wall, which is a party-wall.
Is B. compelled to give A. notice of the raising of his
wall J It is built on his ground by the London Building
Act.— 0\\ NER.

SEPZISS.
111954.]—Water In Gaspipes.-In all cases gas-

pipes should be made to fall ; but the direction of such
fall must be guided by the circumstances of each system
of pipes. If the meter is a wet meter the pipes are best
laid falling to, same as mentioned in the query. Should
the meter be a dry one, the water which condenses in the
gas-pipes must be kept out of the same, or otherwise it

will damage the internal fittings. Preparation must be
made in this case for the water to fall into a drop-pipe,
with emptying tap attached, the supply-pipe from meter
being branched into the side of this pipe. Branches to

gasaliers should be short as possible, and be taken from
the top of the gas-main pipe, the main-pipe being run
past the gasalier with the end soldered up to form a
receptacle for any water formed. Receptacles of this
form should also be airanged on gas-pipes crossing floors

in a direction contrary to the direction of the joists. Not
less than ^in. branches should be laid to all lights. All
horizontal pipes along sides of joists or bare w;ills should
be cariied upon wood grounds, or strips of timber nailed
to the joist. This prevents sagging of the pipes, which
almost invariably ciuse jumping gas-liij^hts .at certain
periods.—Pll-m DEB.

CHIPS.
A new Bible Chriitian Church, in Stanford-

avenue, Brighton, was opened on Friday.

The parish church of Old Fletton, Hints, is about
to be restored from plans by Mr. Wm. Boyer, of
Peterborough.

The offices belonging to the board of guardians,
at Hanslet, near Lgeds, are about to be enlarged at

a cost of £1,660, from plans by Mr. Richardson,
architect, of Rothwell. Separate accommodation
will be provided for the board of guardians, the
Hunslet Rural District Council, and the local board
of overseers.

The application for discharge from bankruptcy
of Thomas and Walter Cross, of Warrington,
builders, has been refused.

At the monthly meeting of the council of the
Hampstead Antiquarian and Historical Society on
Thursday in last week, attention was called to the
fact that the demolition of some of the old houses in

Church-row had been commenced that day, with a
view to the erection of flats on the site of the houses
in question. Arrangements were made by the council
for photographs to be immediately taken of the
houses about to be pulled down.

Sir John Wolfe Barry, President of the Institute
of Civil Engineers, and Mr. William Matthews,
C.E., of London, paid an official visit to the North
Pier at Tynemouth, on Friday afternoon, and made
an inspection of the structure, with special reference

to the damage caused by the storm in March last.

They were accompanied by Mr. C. B. Goldson,
chief assistant engineer, and Mr. C. X. King,
assistant engineer, to the River Tyue Commissioners.

Colonel J. T. Mirsh, R.E., Local Government
Board Inspector, held an inquiry in the council

room, at the town offices, Littlehampton, on Friday,
respecting applications made by the urban district

council for sanction to borrow £300 towards defray-
ing the cost of the erection of a public convenience
on the green near the pier and £600 for the purposes
of storm-water drainage.

The Bishop of Beverley, on Saturday afternoon,
conducted a service at Swinton, near Rotherham,
where the Hon. H. W. Fitzwilliam performed the
stone-laying ceremony in connection with the
restoration of St. Margaret's Church. The church,

with the exception ot the tower, was destroyed by
fire in March, and the contract for the restoration

was let for £5,000. Mr. E. Isle Hubbard, M.S.A.,
of Rotherham, is the architect.

The urban district council of Yardley decided on
Tuesday to take steps to obtain plans and specifica-

tions for new oflices to be built on a site already
purchased in Stratford-road, Sparkhill.

The properties offered at the Auction Mart last

week varied very much in character, and have
included country residences and estates. City and
West End freeholds and leaseholds. Metropolitan
and suburban investments, ground-rents, ic, and
for all classes the demand was up to the best
average. The aggregate realisation was .£238,160,

upwards of £100,000 in excess of the returns
registered for the corresponding week in 1897.

Services in connection with the opening of a new
Primitive Methodist Chapel and" Sunday-school at

the Birks, Morley, took place on Saturday. The
premises have been built at a cost of £1,600, from
designs prepared by Mr. T. A. Buttery, Morley,
and accommodation is provided in the chapel for

250 adults, and in the schoolroom underneath for

300 scholars. Morley stone has been used in the
erection of the building, and the woodwork is in

pitchpine, varnished.

The chapel which has been erected at Llangefni
as a memorial to the Rev. Christmas Evans, the
well-known Welsh Baptist divine, was opened on
Sunday. The cost of the building was £2,000. The
architect is Mr. Evan Evans, Carnarvon, and the

works were carried out by Messrs. R. and J.

Williams, Upper Bangor.

The funeral of Mr. Hugh Jones, builder, 20,
Globe-street, Walton, near Liverpool, took place on
Saturday at Anfleld Cemetery. The deceased was a
well-known and respected inhabitant of Kirkdale
for over a period of 50 years.

A brick and tile company has been formed at

Kexby, near Gainsborough, with a share capital of

£2,000. Ground has been purchased from Mr.
Wm. Woods, and a modem plant laid down. The
works will be in full operation in a few days.
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PEOFESSIONAL AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

Thi; AuiJUTF.cTi uai. Assoiiatidv c.r Iuklaxh.
—At the annual meeting held on Jlay 17th, the

following were elected as committee ;cnil officers

for the session 1898-9 :—rresident, J. Howard
Tentland, R.H.A. ; vice - presidents, .loseph

llolloway and George Sheridan; committee (9),

11. AUberry, F. Batchelor, T. Culcraan, T. E.

Iludman, A. I. Mctiloughlin, L. ( I'Lallaghan,

Cecil Orr, R. C. Orpen, and il. .1. Tighe ; hon.

treasurer and registrar, F. U. llieks, 5, St.

Stephen's - green : hon. librarian, Joseph
I'eoghe^an,- 2'2, Clare-street: hon. secretaries,

U. JI. Butler, Dawson Chamber j. Dublin, and
A. W. Moore, 183, tireat Brunswick-street,
Dublin (the above form the committee) ; hon.
auditors, T. F. Slevin and J. W. Boucher.

Bkiti.sh .issociATiiiN 1)1' Watekwcii;k> Exoi-
NEEiis.—The third annual general meeting of

the British .Association of Waterworks lOngineers,

which lasts over four days, opened at S)uth-
ampton on Tuesday. There was a large attend-

ance of delegates, and the mayor gave them a

cordial welcome. Mr. W. Matthews, the

Sjuthampton borough waterworks engineer, took

the chiic as president-elect for the year and
delivered his inaugural address. The company,
together with a number of residents, were
afterwa'ds entertained by the mayor to lunch
on the Royal pier. In reply to the toast

of "Success to the Association," the president

stated that although only established three

years ago, the association numbered over
200 members, who had charge of the water
supply to Hi millions of people, and they had
the cire .and management of works of the value of

over £40,000,000. The afternoon was devoted
to the reading and discussion of various technical

papers. On \Vedne3day a business meeting was
held in the morning ; after luncheon the members
visiteil the works of the South Hants NX'ater-

w..)rk3 < jmpuny, examining in detail the wells,

headings, pumping- station, and softening works
on the subsiding system. The annual dinner
took place in the evening ; and under the presi-

dency of Mr. Matthews yesterday (Thursday),
a business meeting was held in the morning, and
after lunch a visit was paid to the Southampton
waterworks. To-day (Friday) the members will

visit the Portsmouth waterworks and (rosport

waterworks, and to-morrow will be devoted to

excursions to places of interests in the neigh-
bourhood of Southampton.

Oa Wednesday week the Bishop of Southwell
reopened Ihe Church of St. Helen's, Au9terfield,
after restoration from designs by Mr. C. Hodgson
Fowler. Many objects of antiquarian interest have
been disclosed during the recent restoration, chiefly

a Xormau arcade buried in the north wall, which
now occupies its original position. A new north
aisle has been built by subscriptions from the Society
of Mayflower descendants in America, and other
descendants of the Pilgrim Fathers, and a memorial
brass is shortly to be inserted in this aisle in

memory of William Bradford, who was a native of
Austcrfield.

The new board schooli, Portsmouth, are being
ventilated by means of Shorland's patent exhaust
roof ventilators, the same being supplied by Messrs.
E. H. Shorland and Brother, of Manchester.

At Wolverhampton, on Monday, the chairman of

the Parks and Baths Committee performed the
ceremony of opening St. George's Churchyard,
which has been laid out by the corporation as an
open space for the people. The work has been
taken in hand by the borough surveyor, Mr. .1. W.
Bradley, and a large number of tombstones have
been removed, walks have been mide, and the
ground has been turfed and planted with trees and
shrubs.

A serious accident occurred on Saturday after-
noon at the new Warwick Kevotviug Tower, no'w
being completed at West End, M-jrecambe. The
tower, similar to one opened at iJreat Yarmouth
last season, and another now being constructed at
Scarborough, is on a novel principl'-. a framework
of about l.'jft. in diameter and Ljf'ft. high being
encircled by a large car, said to be capable of hold-
ing 'JOO persons, and revolving on a platform as the
latter ascends and descends. The tower was ex-
pected to open for Whit-week, and on Saturday,
shortly after two o'clock, the cage, occupied by
about eight or ten workmen, was hoisted Joft. with
a view to a preliminary trial. As the cage was
being lowered, one of the wire ropes snapped. The
cage descended rapidly ; eight men were injured by
the impact, and four had to be conveyed to the
Lancaster Infi'mary.

PARLIAMENTABT NOTES.
The (.'oi.LArsE of Aurey Mansioss, West-

MIXSTEII — Sir H. Vincent asked the First Com-
missioner of Works on Tuesday whether the block

of buildings at Abbey Mansionp, Victoria-street,

at which the roof recently fell, was exempt from
the provisions of the London Building Act, 1891, by
reason of any exemption or privilege attaching to

the Crown or to the Commissioners of Works

;

whether the Commissioners of Works had, through

any officer or officers, supervised or prescribed the

structural construction or solidity of the building,

or whether any responsibility in regard thereto was
undertaken by the Commissioners or their officers

;

whether the Co.inty Council had ever brought to

the attention of the Commissioners the question of

exemption, or inquired whether any exemption was
claimed ; and whether the Commissioners caused the

height of the building to be raised. Mr. Akers-
Douglas : I am advised that no exemption whatever
from the Building Act and no privilege can attach

to the building by reason of any Government
exemption or privilege. An agreement was entered

into last November, under which, in certain

eventualities, the Commissioners of Works might
have become lessees of the building when fully com-
pleted : but until then they had no present interest

in it, and they have never been in occupation. My
department has exercised no supervision whatever,

nor made any prescription in regard to the matter,

and no responsibility in regard to the structural

construction or solidity attached to the department,

or was undertaken by it. The County Council

never brought the matter to the attention of the

department, and made no such inquiry. It they

had, they would have been informed that no ex-

emption existed, so far as the Crown was affected.

The OEBce of Works did not cause the height of the

building to be raised.

CHIPS.

Alton parish church is about to be restored from
plans by Mr. A. Crowley, A.R.I.B.A.

The annual exhibition of the antiquities, kc,
found on the site of the Romano-British city at

Silchester will be held at Burlington House.
Piccadilly, from Wednesday June 1 to June l.i

inclusive.

A contract for the construction of the new Bute
dock at Cardiff has been let to Messrs. Topham,
Jones, and Railton, of Great George-street, West-
minster. Till work will be executed at schedule

prices, and the total outlay is estimated at £.i.)0,000.

The contract refers to the dock pure and simple,

the construction of a pier and the dredging of the

channel being the subject of separate tenders.

The picturesque ruins of Birkenhead Priory have

been repaired and rendered secure. The work has

been carried out for the corporation of Birkenhead

by Messrs. W. Haswell and Son, of that town.

A new infirmary, kitchen, and other buildings

are being adied to the workhouse a* Chesler-le-

Street at a cost of about £11,003. Messrr. Crowe
are the architects.

The churchyard cross at S*. John's, Cardiff,

which was a headless stump, has just been restored

from designs by Mr. Charles B. Fowler, F.B.I.B.A.,

Cardiff, the architect for the restoration of the

church itself. The new shaft is of Portland stone,

and the head represents the Crucifixion on one side

and the Ascension on the other. Mr. W. Clarke,

of Llandaff, was the sculptor.

New schools ara being erected at Clarence-street,

Newport, Mon., and special consideration has been

given to the ventilation, which will be carried out

on the Boyle system.

The new police-court erected at Castleford at a

cost of between £6,000 and £7,000, was opened on

Friday by Sir John Austin, Birt., M.P.

At Warrington, on the 19th May, Mr. W. Mead.'

King conducted a Local Government inquiry into

an application by the Warrington Corporation for

sanction to borrow £31,93:5 for purposes of street

improvement, £10,000 for the purchase of slot and
other meters, and £700 for the purchase of a

recreation ground.

The surveyor to the Ilford I" rban District CouncU
has just submitted his annual report. Plans for

about 1,.)00 houses had been passed in the year, and
the total length of new streets for which plans have

been passed is nearly 11 miles.

The Pe/'i-bnriiUf/h Adicrliscr computes that at the

present time there arc something like 21 brickyards

in the district of Peterborough giving employment to

between l,.'iOO and 2,000 men and boys. Enough
bricks are now turned out annually to build a very

decent sizsd town.

An exhibition of the collected works of Mr.

Clarence Whaite, P.R.C.A., R.W.S., was opened

on Tuesday in the City Art Gallery, Manchester.

The subjects of most of the pictures are drawn from

North Wales and the Lakeland of the North.

WATER STTPPLT AND SANITARY
HATTERS.

MEiROPOLrTAV Watek Commission.—A meeting
of the Royal C!ommission which is inquiring into

the question of the water supply of the Metropolis

was held on Monday, under the presidency of

Viocount Llandaff, at the Westminster Town-hall.
Sir Alexander R. Binnie, engineer-in-chief to the

London County Council, who was recalled, laid

before the commission in tabular form various

estimates of the relative cost of obtaining the water
necessary for the supply of London from the

Thames by means of the Staines reservoir scheme or

by gravitation from Wales. The witness estimated

at £10,703,.i70 the cost of obtaining from the

Thames by the Staines scheme 11 U million gallons

a day, being the difference between the total 300

million gallons of the Staines scheme, if carried out
in its entirety, and the 18.5i million gallons which
the water companies are now authorised to takn

from the Thames, allowing a mininvon flow of 2.50

million gallons over Teddington Weir. With a
minimum flow of 200 million gallons over Teddington
Weir the estimated cost of obtaining the same
amount of water would be £10,881,80.5. On the

other hand, the cost of obtaining the 114i million

gallons by the Welsh gravitation scheme was
estimated at £10.032,750 -namely, £1,850,000 for

the Yrfon reservoir and head works ; £6,867, .500 for

the construction of an aqueduct 102 miles in length,

composed of 117 miles of covered conduit and
tunnel, to carry 200 million gallons a day, together

with 4.5 miles of pipe to carry the lUJ million

gallons a day; and £1,314,750 for the construction

of the terminal works at Elstree, exclusive of filters.

The estimate which was given by Mr. Deacon for

these works amounted to £9,848,000 only, but this

was due to a reduction in the cost of the masonry
and tunnel portion of the conduit by reason of a
lessening of the daily flow to 133^ gallons, as com-
pared with the 200 m'llion gallons allowed for by
Sir Alexander Binnie. Another table which was
handed in contained an estimate of the cost of

bringing from Wales 147 million galloas a day from
the combined sources of the Yrfon and the Towy,
which however, could not be taken in comparison
with the Staines schemes, because the Thames
could not be made to yield, at any reasonable cost,

147 million gallons per day in addition to the 185^

million gallons already sanctioned. The total

estimated cost of the Yrfon and Towy scheme was
put at £11,112,000, comprising £2.190,000 for the

reservoirs and head works, £7,760,000 for the con-

struction of an aqueduct 162 miles in length, com-
posed of 117 miles of covered conduit and tunnel

and 45 miles of pipes, the whole to convey 200
million gallons a day, £1,911,000 for terminal works
at Elstree, £1,654,750 for filters, and law and
Parliamentary charges £597,250. The witness added
that he had come to the conclusion that, whether
the water undertakings remained in the hands of

the existing companies or were transferred to some
public body, that body or the companies would be

ultimately driven to go outside the Thames Valley

for an additional supply of water. In his view this

enforced the necessity for purchase. It was highly

desirable that the water supply of London should be

not only uniform, but unified. By the Chairman :

In addition to the amount pa-d to the companies
for the purchase of their undertakings, the pur-
chasing authority would have immediately to incur

the expenditure involved in the carrying out the

first instalment of the Welsh scheme, or of con-

tinuing the scheme for obtaining the whole 300

million gallons a day from the Thames. In the

former case, the total cost would be about
£21. .500,000, and in the latter case it would be about

£18,000,000—£7,3:56,375, the estimated cost of

obtaining the already sanctioned 1851 million

gallons from the Thames, being common to both
totals. Mr. Pember, Q C, on behalf of the water
companies, subjected Sir Alexander Binnie to a

long croas-eximination with a view to showing
that the Staines reservoir scheme would be just as

effective and much more economical than the Welsh
gravitation scheme. Asked to state what was pro-

posed to be the average depth of the Welsh reservoir.

witness declined to give an answer, on the ground
that it might prejudice the London County Council

hereafter in their negotiations with the landowners.

The commission on rising adjourned until Monday,
June 6. »-^
The annual conference of the .Scottish Plumbers'

Association was concluded in G lasgow on Saturday,

when the reports, showing satisfactory increases in

membership and finances, were adopted. It was
agreed to remove the general office of the Association

from Glasgow to Edinburgh.

Colonel Marsh, R.E., one of Her Majesty's Local

Government Board inspectors, held an inquiry at

the municipal offices on Wednesday week into an

application of the Southampton Town CouncU to

borrow £2S.428 for purposes of water-supply,

including £19,700 for a new 24in. main from the

reservoir at I Ittorboume. Mr. W. Matthews, C.E.,

the water engineer, explained the proposals.
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STATUES, MEMORIALS, &c.

f'luoiESTEB. — The monument erected in

Chichester Cathedral to the memory of the late

Bishop Dumford, who presided over the diocese for

a period of *J5 years, was unveiled at a special

service on Monday afternoon. The ceremony was
performed by the Duke of Richmond and tiordou.

The monument consists of attar tomb with
moulded base and slab of Purbeck marble, upon
which rests a recumbent eftifty of the late Bishop in

full episcopal habit, executed in alabaster. Above
this is a richly- carved canopy formed out of a block

of Clunch which originally weighed seven tons. Near
the Bishop's ttligy are statuettes representing St.

Wilfred, who introduced Christianity into Sussex,

and St. Richard, Bishop of Chichester. The
monument, designed by Mr. Thomas Garner of the

firm of Messrs. Bodley and Garner, was executed by
Messrs. Farmer and Brindley, of \\'estminster

Bridge-road, and has cost about €2,1100. It is

erected under the eastern arch of the south-east

chapel of the nave (St. Clement's Chapel).•-^
LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.

Heax'y FAiLtmE IX THE FuRxisnrNO Teade.—An
extraordinary general meeting of the shareholders
of Messrs. Worsleys (Limited"), Manchester,
Bradford, and SheHield, was held at the registered

otlices of the company, Manchester, on Friday : Mr.
Samuel Smith (chairman) presiding. He stated

that the assets of the company on-paper were some-
thing like £50,000, and the liabilities, including
£'Jl,t)00 to trade creditors, were only some £4.'), 000.

The company could not continue in business, and he
submitted a resolution urging that the company be
wound up voluntarily. The resolution was carried.

The shareholders appointed four liquidators, with
a committee of inspection consisting of five of the
principal creditors representing the Birmingham and
Kidderminster trades.

CHIPS.
The town council of Stafford have given a bonus

of £2.30 to Mr. Bell, their gas and electricity

manager, for f-xtra services rendered by him in

connection with the electric light installation. *

The Operative Masons' and Stonecutters' Union,
of Aberdeen, have elected Mr. George Younie, of
that town, as general secretary, to devote his whole
time to the office, in succession to Mr. King,
resigned.

At Lambeth police-court, on Saturday, Frederick
Clarke, a surveyor of Elm-grove, I'eckham, was
committed for trial on several charges of obtaining
money by false pretences, and also on a oharge of
bigamy.

To the collection of pictures in the Art Gallery at
Oldham two portraits have just been added as gifts

—one that of the Hon. E. Lyulph Stanley, formerly
M.P. for the borough, the work of Mr. Sefton, and
the other that of the late Edmund Hartley, mayor
of the borough in 1869-70.

The nave of the parish church of Cornclly, which
is in a sadly dilapidated state, is about to be restored
from plans by Messrs. St. Aubyn and Wadling, of
London.

The directors of the Xew Peterborough Brick
Company, Limited, have voted to Mr. F. H. Cooke,
on his retirement from the post of secretary and
surveyor to the company, a honorarium equivalent
to six months' salary, in addition to which the
ordinary shareholders have presented him with a
cheque for £250 as an acknowledgment of his
services to the company. A complimentary dinner
was given at the Angel, on Saturday, by Mr. F. H.
Cooke, to the office staff' of the New I'eterborough
Brick Company, the foremen at the works, and
several friends.

The coroner's court, mortuaries, and shelters for
the board of works of the Poplar district are about
to be erected from the designs of Messrs. Lansdf II

and Harrison, selected in open competition some
time since.

The guardians of Wandsworth and Clapham
Union are about to proceed with the erection of
the new nurses' home at their inffrmary, St. John's
Hill, from the designs of Messrs. Linsdell and
Harrison.

At a meeting of the directors of the Dysart and
District Building Company, Limited, held on
Monday, Messrs. Swanston and Legge, Kirkcaldy,
were appointed architects and surveyors to the
Company.

Cold Ashtou Church, near Bath, has just received
into position a four-light window of a very striking
character, different in many respects to the treat-
ment usually observed in stained glass. The sub-
ject is " The Baptism of Christ in the Wilderness."
The window has been designed and executed in
the studio of Messrs. Swaine, Bourne, and Son
Birmingham, under the supervision of the archi-
tect, Mr. Augustus Frere, Essex-street, Strand,
London.

Out (Bf^tt €uh\t.

Mu. (i. F. Watts, K.A., has placed at the dis-

posal of the Trustees of the National Portrait

Gallerj', the portrait of Mr. Gladstone painted by
him in I8G5, which will be placed at once on
temporary exhibition in the galleries, and will be
on view next Saturday. The trustees have also

acquired by purchase the original portrait group,

drawn by the late Sir .Tohn (iilbert, K.A., of

the Karl of Aberdeen's Cabinet, in which Sir.

Gladstone held the office of Chancellor of the

Exchequer. This group was afterwards engraved
with considerable alterations by William Walker,
the engraver, and an early proof of the engraving
has also been acquired to accompany the draw-
ing. The following portraits have .also been
presented to the < iallery and accepted by the

trustees :—!Sir John Bowring, F.H.S., painted in

1826 by John King, presented by Lady liowring ;

Robert Carr, Earl of Somerset, K.(i., and Robert
Cecil, first Earl of Salisbury, K.G., two small

companion portraits, attributed to John Iloskins,

presented by Sir Henry 11. Howorth, M.P.,
F.R.S. : Sir John Everett Millais, P.K A., a

pen-and-ink sketch, by Charles Keene, presented

by Mr. .Joseph Peunell ; John, first Earl Russell,

K.G. , a full-length portrait by Sir Francis Grant,

P.R.A., presented by the Duke of Bedford;
Jlontagu Bertie, second Earl of Lindsey, painter

uncertain, presented by Sir Coutts Lindsay. The
following portraits have also been acquired by
purchase :—Sir Henry V,ine, the elder, possibly

by Cornelius Janssen ; Queen Catherine Howard,
painted in the school of Holbein. Thomas Land-
seer, A.E.A., the engraver, drawn in chalks by
his brother, Charles Landseer, A.R.A. ; Thomas
Chubb (1679-17-t7), a noted writer on Deism and
other theological questions, a curious portrait

painted by G.,Beare. Edward Ijaw, first Baron
Ellenborough

,
painted by Samuel Drummond,

A.R.A. In the oases of Mr. Gladstone and Sir

John ilQlais, the trustees have had no hesitation

in suspending their usual rule as to the expiration

of ten years from the date of decease.

A SERIES of five large circular medallions

which had been let into the ground-floor wall of

an 18th-century house facing Kew-green, has

lately been removed, when examination showed
that, instead of being mere plaster casts, as had
been supposed, the medallions are original bronzes.

The house had, for the greater part of this cen-

tury, been let to private tenants : but it is

thought that, in the time of King George III.,

the abutment containing the medaUions was used

as a tea-room for the ladies of the Court. The
( iueen has consented to allow the find to be shown
at the present Art Jletal-work Exhibition at

the Royal Aquarium. Sir .T. Charles Robinson
describes the medallions, which are 3ft. in dia-

meter, and of gunmetal, as very elaborate com-
positions in high relief, and of the most finished

execution. They are of French origin, dating

during the second half of the 17th century,

and the subjects are representations, treated

in heroic or monumental style, of actual

occurrences in the career of King Ijouis XIY.
They probably formed part of some public

monument erected in honour of Louis XIV.
during his lifetime, perhaps one destroyed during
the Revolution. In one of the compositions the

King, surrounded by courtiers, is seen present at

the erection of an obelisk, the work being
presided over by an important personage in

ecclesiastical costume. In another the King,
seated in his robes of State and crowned,

is receiving the homage of a group of person-

ages, apparently lawyers or councillors of

State. In two other of the medallions the King
is respectively seen entering a city at the head of

a regiment of musketeers, and dismissing the

captured garrison of the place. The fifth relievi

represents Louis in his Royal robes, wearing his

crown, and with a sceptre in his hand, apparently

receiving a deputation of three ambassadors or

envoys. In the background is a figure bearing a

banner, on which, fortunately, is an elaborate

crowned escutcheon of arms with supporters.

The bearings are somewhat obscure, but they

seem substantially to be those of the kingdom
of Sweden. One of the envoys, moreover, is

decoriited with the Danish Order of the Elephant.

Composition incidentally confirms the supposition

as to the date of production of the bronzes,

inasmuch as the two northern Powers took part

in the Peace of Nimeguen in 1G79. Sir J. C.

Robinson suggests that they, nevertheless, may

have been designs by C'oysevox, Girardon, or

Pierre Paget, and with equal likelihood the

castings were by the brothers Keller.

The Nottingham Corporation are applying to

Parliament for powers which, if granted, may
have a far-reaching effect upon English fire

insurance comp.anies. The rates, particularly on
electric-light buildings, have been very heavy,

and in consequence the Brighton I'orporation

communicated with every municipal body in the

kingdom with a view to have formed a Municipal

Fire Insurance Union. Nottingham, however,
in its Bill applies for leave to establish a tire

insurance fund, which, in the event of a fire,

shall be available for the purposes of rebuilding

and restoring property belonging or on loan to,

or in the control of, the corporation. The fand
is to be allowed to accumulate to £50,000, out of

whichsum loss by fire shall be made good, and if

by any chance the fund is diminished as a result

of claims upon it, the reserve is to be again made
up to the sum named.

A DEiTTATiox representing the County Councils

Association, the National Association for the Pro-
motion of Technical and .Secondary Education,

and kindred bodies waited upon Sir. T. W.
Russell at the Local Government Board on Friday,

to ask that the Registration of Plumbers Bill

might be so amended as to give the educational,

as apart from the practical, side of the question

a fair representation on the council, and place the

examinations upon a definite and impartial basis.

Mr. Russell said the Bill could not pass this year,

so there was no immediate hurry. He suggested

a conference, and the settlement of points between
those interested.

AxY architect or builder who is unfamiliar with

the useful little treatise on " The Cause and Cure
of Damp and Decay in Masonry," of which the

sixth edition is issued by Messrs. N. C. Szerelmey

and Co., Rotherhithe New-road, S.E., should

send for a copy. Some very useful information

is given for the testing of buildings for damp,
and with regard to the decay of stone and the

corrosion of iron. In all such cases the *
' stone

liquid" and iron paint supplied by Messrs.

Szerelmey and Co. will be found an infallible

cure. They have stood the test of time, and we
have repeatedly advised their use with the most
complete success.

MEETINGS FOB THE ENSUING "WEEK.
Weltsesuav.—Edinburgh Architectural Society. " Gram-

mar of House-Planning," by J. J.

Henderson. 8 p.m.

Friday.— Eoyallnstitution. "The Development of the

Tomb in Egypt," by W. SI. Flinders-
Petrie. 9 p.m.

S.VTURUAY. — Edinburgh Architectural Association.

Annual E-xcursion to Alloa and Clack-
mannan.

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.
.H NE 1th, SUMMER VISIT to Sutton I'licp. Ouildford, by

kmil fi> rniissian uf Mr. Sidnev Harrison. Mret at W.iterloo Station

m.iinlincj for the 1,50 traio to Worplesdon. Nami- and P.O. for 38.

to be'sent to Mr. G. \. Lansdown, 5 and 7, Wanvit-k-strtet, Charing
Cross, S.W.

Hon. Sees.E. HOWLEY SIM '

G. B. CARVILL .

There was unveiled on Tuesday in the Scottish

Conservative Club, Edinburgh, a life-size marble

bust of the Queen, in commemoration of Her
Majesty's Diamond Jubilee. It is the work of Mr.
Birnie Khind, A.R.S.A., who has already con-

tributed to the decoration of the clubhouse by his

bust of Lord Salisbury. The bust rests on a pedestal

designed in the LouisXVI. style, and is of polished

white marble, with ormolu enrichments.

Work is so far completed on the trunk line of the

Trans-Siberian Railway between China and Tash-

kent that the rails are now being laid at the rate of

nearly three miles per day, and it is possible that

the first train will reach Tashkent to-morrow
(Saturday).

The new offices of the Law Union and Crown
Insurance Company at the corner of Clare and

Marsh streets, Bristol, were opened on Monday.
They have been built from designs by Mr. Henry
Williams, of that city.

The foundation-stone of a new Masonic Hall was

laid by Earl Jersey at Chipping Norton on Friday.

Mr. A. J. Rowley, of Oxford, is the architect, and

Mr. Alfred Groves the builder.

A special meeting of the Sheerness Urban District

Councd was held on Saturday afternoon for the

purpose of signing the contract with Messrs .
Fasey

and Son to erect a new town pier at a cjit of

£12,200.
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LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.

Trowbridfjc-Technical School (£5,5001imit—Mr. E.W. Mount-
, ^ ,,„,„„, ,i „ „ , , ^ m ,. -^ -.^-i. ., „a

ford F R I B A Assessor) £40 (and 5 per cent, oom.), £30, £20 H. Ledbury, Sec, Castle-streot, Trowbridge, Wilts May 28

Chinch Oreilcy-Alterations to Church £5 6s F. G. MansHeld, Secretary, Chesterfield Villa, Church Gresley, Staffs „ 30

Cricklade -Water-supply Schemes £21, £10 lOs Harry Bevin, Clerk R.D.C., Union Offices, Wootton Bassett , 31

Wallsend-Laying Out Park £50, £20 -W. S. Daglish, Clerk, 28, Sandhill, Newcastle-on-Tyne June 1

Kilkenny—Twenly-six Houses, Hospital-road (£90 each limit), .„ „ ,, „ , „ „ „ „ „-, ,..„
Fifteen Houses, Lake-road f £120 each) No prenuums W. K. Clare, Sanitary Olhcer, U.D.C. Olhces, Kilkenny „ 2

rendlebury-Three Chapels, Offices. Ixidge, Entrance Gates, „,,„,.,
and Boundarv Walk, at proposed Cemetery £60 (merged) , £30, £20 Samuel Brown, Town aerk. Town Hall, Salford „ 7

Castletown- Sewerage Works J. Donovan, Sanitary Officer, Board Room, Castletown, Ireland 9

East Ham—Public Offices. Library it Technical iMtitute, Fire-

Engine Station, Public Baths, and Offices (cost about £55,000) £105 (merged), £52 10s C. E. Wilson, Clerk U.D.C, Public Offices, tast Ham, E „ 24

Bridlington Quay— Orphanage and Convalescent Home, St.

John's-avenue (cost about £1,500) £25, £10 George Abbott, Secretary, 222, SoUy-strcet, Sheffield , 30

Formby—Sewerage of a Portion of the Township £100, £50, £25 J. H. Havelock Sutton. Surveyor, Piercortcld-road, Formby July 1

Appleton—Laying Out Park and Recreation Ground £38 15s.. £10 ICs., £B 5b John S. Sinclair, A.M.I.C.E., Town Hall, Widnes „ 1

WaiTington—Police Station, Court House, kc £100. £50, £25 J. Lyon Whittle, Clerk, Town Hall, Warrington , 2

Glasgow -Exhibition Buildings (£6«,0U0 limit £210 (merged), £156 108., £105 H. A. Hedley, Secretary, 141, Buchanan-street, Glasgow Aug. 15

Stockholm—City Railway Stations and Junctions £656, £438, £319 Consulate General, 27, Great Winchester-street, E.C 31

Pitlochry—Pubhc Hall -. W. Scott Pennell, Solicitor, Pitlochry, N.B —
Jlotherwell—Young Men's institute 5 per cent, commission , £10, £5 Secretary, Y.M. Institute, Motherwell, N.B —

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

BTJILDINOS.

Surbiton-District Council Offices Urban District Council Forsyth and Maule, Architeota, 16, Great Marlborough-street, AV... May 28

Dundee -Victoria Hospital J. MuTTMy Robertson, .\rchitect, 33, Albert-square, Dundee „ 28

Cardilf—Riverside Conservative Club, Neville-street Trustees Veall and Sant, Architects, 5, Arcade Chambers, High-st., Cardiff ,, 2S

Talkin—Reading-Room H. Scorer, Naworth KsUite Office, Brampton , 28

Peterborough-Reslating Workhouse Guardians J. fi. Stallebrass. .Architect, North-street, Peterborough „ 28

Macduff— Free Church •. Matthews ,.t Mackenzie. Architects, 1, Bon Accord-street. Aberdeen ,, 28

Hunslet—Alterations to Papermakers' Arms Ind, Coope, andCo Wm. N. Wynn, 10, Livingstone-street, Roundhay-road, Leeds „ 28

Leeds—Alterations to Church Institute George W. Atkinson, Architect, 1, Mark-lane, Leeds , 28
Snelsmore—House at Snelsmore Farm Joseph Hobbs Walter H. Bell, Architect, The Market-place, Newbury , 28
Alnwick -Repairs to Bog Mill Homeslead ' W. R. Hindmart, jun., Alnwick „ 28

Sheffield—Wooden Tower and Tanks. Grimesthorpe Station United Gaslight Company Hanbury Thomas, Manager and Secy., Commercial-street, Sheffield „ 28

Peterborough—Business Premises at Eastfleld William Boyer, Architect, Cowgate. Peterborough ,, 28

Addlestone—Two Pairs Houses, Crocktord Park-road J. Bowen Binns, Estate Office, Addlestone 28

London, E.—Alterations at Workhouse, Raine-street Ouardiansof St. George-in-the-East J. R. Brown, Clerk, Raine-street, Old Gravel-lane, E „ 28
Lancaster— Cottages for Employes and South Lodge at Royal
Albert Asylum Chas. J. Ashworth, Architect, 41, Market-street, Lancaster ,, 28

Ash -Additions, Wyke School Rev. H. Wyall, 29, Cargate-avenue, Aldershot , 28

Leeds—Alterations to Old Railway Inn, Marsh Lane J. Bellhouse Wm. N. Wynn, 10, Livingstone-street, Roundhay-road, Leeds „ 28
Fort Augustus—Four Houses Thos. Munro, Architect, 30, Union-street, Inverness „ 28

LightcUae—Additions to South View Raymond Berry, Architect. Cheapside, Halifax i, 23

Pontefract—Two Houses in Hurst's-yard J. T. Jackson William Hurst. Architect, Corn Market, Pontefraot , 28

Elgin—Additions on Property in Maida-place James Jamieson, Architect, Elgin ,* 28

ICnottingley—Additions to School Board Offices Tennant and Bagley, Architects, Pontefract „ 28

HaUfax-PIatformsat Savile Park Town Council Edward R. S. Escott. C.E, Borough Engineer, Town Hall, Halifax „ 28

Sheffield-Six Villas in I'salter-lane Flockton, Gibb.i. i: Flockton, Archts., 15, St. James's-row, Sheffield. „ 28

Wallsend— Office Extensions Swan and Hunter Frank Caws, F.R.I.B.A., 22, Eawcett^street. Sunderland „ 28

Dudley- Primitive Methodist Church and Vestries T. E. Davidson, Architect, 33, Grainger-atreet West, Newostle-on-T. „ 23
Leeds— Seven Houses and Shops, Kirkstall-road, anil Six
Houses. Greenhow A'iew Benjamin Greaves Thomas Winn, Ai-chitect, 92, Albion-street, Leeds t, 30

Elgin— Villa, Maj-ne-road Reid and Wittet. Architects, Elgin i, 30
Bedlington—Steam Bakery Co-operative Society Boolds and Hardy. Architects, Morpeth » 30
Eastbourne—Terriss Memorial Lifeboat House Royal National Lifeboat Institution T. Skinner, Local Hon. Secretary, 122, Terminus-road, Eastbourne. „ 30

Banbridge—Additions. Goods Warehouse ... Gt. Northern Ireland Railway Co .. T. Morrison, Secretary, Amiens-street Terminus, Dublin ,, 30

Newark—Additions. Infirmary & VagrantWards, Bowbridge-rd Sheppard and Harri-son, Architect, Kirkgate, Newark , SO
Addiogham- Church Restoration Geo. Dale, F.R.I.B.A., Carlisle ., >, 30

Edinburgh—Public Baths, Glenogle-road Corporation R. Morham, City Supt. of Works, City Chambers, Edinburgh „ 30

Burnley—Alterations, Fire-Engine Station Borough Surveyor, Burnley ,t 30

D.Trtmouth—Works at Cemetery Urban District Council T. O. Veale, Surveyor, Dartmouth „ 30

Londonderry—Additions to Premises, Strand E. J. Toye, Architect, Strand. Derry ,* 33

Aghalee - Reseating Church and New Chancel Select Vestly Rev. J. W. Sleator, .\ghalee Glebe, Lurgan ,
3")

Keighley- Hospital .' W. and J. B. Bailey, Architects, 1, Scott-street, Keighley , 30

Aughnacloy—House J. J. Phillips and Son, Architects, 61, Royal-avenue. Belfast >< 30

Carrickfergus—Lifeboat Shed and Steel Launching Slipway ... Royal National Lifeboat Institution James C. Holdon, Hon. Local Secretary, Carrickfergus ,. 30

Roehford—Bathroom at Workhouse Guardians Frederic Gregson. Clerk. Alexandra-street, Southend „ 30

Dufftown -Villa, Albert-place Wm. Watt, Fife-street. Dulftown „ 31

Fymore-Mills Pymore Mill Company F. Cooper, Architect, East-street, Biidpoi-t 31

Aberfan-Semi-detached Villas ^ Wm. Dowde.swell. Architect, Treharris, Mon 31

Bedford—Underground Sub-Station Electricity Committee T. S. Porter, Town Clerk, Bedford t> 31

Hessay- Mission Church C. Hodgson Fowler, F.S.A., Architect. Durham 31

Chestei-le-Street -Eight Cottages, Daisy Hill Co-operative Society Secretary, Central Stores, Chester-le-Street „ 31

Dudley Hi;i -Weaving Shed T. Leadley, Architect, 3, Coleridge-place, Bradford , 31

Bamsley—Smallpox Hospital, Land-lane Corporation J. H. Taylor, Borough Surveyor, Barnsley i, 31

Warrington - Green-House at Cemetery Cemetery Committee Thomas Longdin, Borough Surveyor, Town Hall, Warrington „ 31

Baslow-House - E. M. Lougsdon. .Vrchitect, Bakewell 31

Annfield Plain-Rebuilding House and Shop T. Welch and Co D. M. Spence. Architect. -Vnnfleld Plain „ 31

Dalston Hall -Additions E. W. Stead J. W. Benwell. Architect, :i3, Lowther-street, Carlisle 31

Byer'a Green—House and Shop T. Swinburn. Front-street, Byer's Green, Spennymoor 31

Alver^toke—Enlargement of Board-Room at Workhouse Guardians H. F. A. Smith, Architect, Star Chambers, Gosport June 1

Falmouth—Stalls at Market House Urban Sanitary Authority Borough Surveyor's OfBce, Falmouth ,, 1

Blyth-Co-operativeBusiness Premises, York-street A. A. Windle. Architect, 10 Waterloo-road, BIyth 1

Paisley—Additions to Gasworks, Blackstoun-road Gas Corporation Young and Martin, Town Clerks, Paisley u 1

Bradford -Detached House, Lister Avenue Joseph Cowgill, Architect, Albany Buildings, Bradford , 1

Cabragh -Twelve Labourer's Cottages North Dublin Board of Guardians .. D. Morris, Clerk of Works, 31. Cabra-parade, Dublin „ 1

Londonderry—Two Houses at May-street Misses Orr T. Johnston, Architect. 11, East Wall, Londonderry „ 1

Aberavon - Enlargement, Parish Church G. E. Halhday. F.R.I. B. A., 14, High-street, Cardiff ,
1

Newport -Eighty Villas Goldtops Building Co Arthur M. Leon, Archt., Central Chambers. 16, Working-st., Cardiff ,, 1

Huddersfleld -House, Corporation-street Corporation K. F. Campbell, Borough Surveyor, Town llall, Huddersflcld , ... „ 1

Ripponden—Conservative Club Chas. F. L. Horsfall and Son, Archts, I^ord-st. Chambers, Halifax „ 1

Benglo-AIterations Warren Park Viilas A. L. Ashwell Jaa. Farley, Architect. Old Cross, Hertford ,>
J

Cooljstown-Church .Schools .T^ Rev. R. S. G. Hamilton, M. A., Cookstown, Ireland ,
1

Ncwca.stle Ireland; -House, Stable, and Lodges E. W. Murray, J.P J. J. Phillips and Son, Architects, 61, Royal-avenue, Belfast ,. 1

Cork -Enlargement of Vicarstown National Schools .' 8. F. Hynes. F.P..I.B.A.. 41, South Mall, Cork »
J

Alnwick—Hou-e and Stablmg O. Craik, M.R.C.V.S Geo. Beavcll. ,iun., Architect, Alnwick i. 1

King Cross-Foundry. Fenton-road T. Lister Patchett, Architect, George Square, Halifax , 1

Bryncoch - Master's Residence and Two Cottages at Cottage _ ^ „
Homes Guardians of Neath Union D. M. Davies, M.S. A., 58, Water-street, Neath '

Bacup—Premises, Market-street J- R. Taylor. Burnley-road. B.acup •, 2

Keighley-Twelve Houses, Lawkholme-Kane Corporation . W. H. Uopkiuson, Borough Engineer. Keighley 'i

Waddington—Church Restoration Austin and l'.iley, Architects, Cii-stlc Hill. Lancaster „ i

Aber- Sixteen Houses Fanteg Building Club Grilhths and Junes, M.M.S.A ,
Tonypandy 2

Carnarvon -Calviniatic Methodist Chapel E. Lloyd Jones. Architect, II, Market-street, Carnarvon i. 2

Sligo—Sheds Harbour Commissioners Thomas J. Mercer, Secretary, Harbour Office, Sligo ......^...^..... ., 2

Oarforth-Farm Buildings at Manor Farm Joint Agricultural Council Joseph Sheperdson. .Architect, 14, Middle-street South.Dnffleld ... ,. 2

Holyhead— Five Houses, Brj'ngolcu Estate C. Smith, George Hotel, Holyhead » 2

Renfrew—Gasholder Tank Town Coimcil J. M'Laren, Town Chamberlain, Renfrew » 3

Auchtertool-Malt Barns and Kilns C. C. Doig, Architect, Elgin » 3

Nelson -Eight Houses and Four Shops. Bankhouae-road Wm. P. Hartley, Aintree Harry Whitaker, Architect, 21, Market-street, Nelson •> »

Dewsbury—Three Houses, Northfleld Estate J. Kirk and Sons, Architects, Dewsbury » J

Kendal—Shop, Hi!;bgate T. and H. Eichmond Stephen Shaw, F.E.I.B.A., Kendal ...._ n »

Esker—Four Labourer'a Cottages Celbridge Board of Guardians L. A. M'Donnell, Architect, 33, Kildaro-street, Dubhn <i 8
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BTJILDINQS—«w«wi^rf.
T.i^^kfard-Workhoufe Infirmary
rhristfhurrh. Uants-Covprpd Way at Workhmise Board of Guardians
ItlHckbum Baswmcnt to ^it•to^ia Wing of Infirmaiy
Bath-Sanitary Blocks at Workhouse Board of Ouaidians
llampstead Norris—Additiona to National Schools

Amblf—Mcdd Memorial SchiK-U
linthprham- Oasworks Buildings Corporation

Hitohin- Altorations to Ijiuiidry at Three Counties Asylum ... Visiting Committee
I^anchei'tf'r- Detached Residence William Gumming
Torth—Additions to Salem Baptist Chapel
Hi^'hgate-rark-keepfr's IxMljje, (iueen'sWood Homsey Urban District Council
I'onselt-Two Shops and Hous^es. Middle-street W. E. Tiimer
SelV)y-rurifier House and Meter House Urban District Council
Llangathfn - Itestoration of Chancel of Church
Tamworlh—Alterations to Spinning School-lane Schools School Board
IJugby— Additions to the Central Stores, 45, Chapel-street Rugby Co-operative Society

l/oiccBter— No. .18 Butchers' Stalls. General Market Conioration
Bradford— Semi-Detached Villas, Horton Top Bank
Cffn- Cottage at Station Great- Western Railway Company...
Weston-super-Mare—New Post Office H.M. Commissioners
Owennap- Cattle House, Piggery, and Stable, with Bam over,

at Trebost Parish Council
Wareham- Workhouse Bath-rooms. lavatories, iVc Guardians
Blaii-gowrie -Alterations, We&ter Essendy Farmsteading
Halifax -Warehouse and 40 yards Chimney, Raglan-street Fletcher Eros., Ltd
Bargood— Baptist Chapol
Watford - Klrctrir Light Station Urban District Council
Caton-Two Semi-Detached Houses
Hatfield -Mortuary « Rural District Council ,

Old Aberdeen -Public School School Board
Kccl*>phiU— Residence
Sheffield— I'^leefric Power Station, Kelham Island Tramway Committee
Manchester— ICxtcnsion of Ragged School A; Home, Charter-st. Committee
M'arlingham- Foundations & Substructure of Lunatic Asylum Croydon County Borough Council, .

Storkpoit-l^Aundry, \-c., and New Wing to Infirmarj' Infirmary Committee
Flookburgb-Three Cottages
Horton, near Epsom — Superstructure of Lunatic Asylum (for
2.0OO Patients and Staff"; Asylums Committee .-.

Workington-Additions to Board Room Infirmary Governors
Guayaquil- Custom House Government of Ecuador
Belem- Cattle Pons, Abattoir, and Two Markets Municipal Authority
Ouiaeley— Eight Through Houses and Shop
Carlisle—House. Howard-Place J. Smith
Newport -St. John's Church
Cardjff-New Buildings, Station-terrace Young Men's Christian Association
Ovenden—Two Houses, Jubilee-street
Burnley— Rebuildingthe Bricklayer's Arms, Turf Moor Massey's Burnley Brewery Co
Bradford—Two Through Houses, Kensington-street
Higham Ferrers -Two Houpcr Freehold Land Society
Kirkandrews-on-Eden — Farmhouse Misses Gale
I^eeds-L-iundry Buildings. Kirkstall-road
Olenlyon-Alterationsand Repairs to House, CuMaremoreFarm Chesthill Estate
Crawcrook- Thirteen Houses West Wylam Co-operative Society...

Kirkstall— Chimney, Abbey Mills
Haworth—Lees Board School School Board
Cardiff- Re-erecting 15. High-street E. B. Reece
Amble—Medd Memorial Schools
Skinningrove -Stores Amicable Industrial Society
Belfast -Otlicea, Ann-street Jamea Lipseyand Co
Pontymister—House Dr. Cullinan
HejTod—Conservative Club
Newhey— Store Industrial Co-operative Society
Lowestoft -.-iterations and Additions to the Town Hall Town Council
Belfast -Rebuilding Licensed Premises, Stanhope -street Henry Lavery
Crossgates—Two Semi-Detached Houses
King's Lynn— Shop and Business Premises, High-street Mrs. Gat^
Loftxis-Alterations to Business I'remises
Cork—Houses and Shops in King-street Dobbin, Ogilvie, and Co
Hunslet, Ivteds- Fourteen Cot'ages and Five Through Houses
Stalybridge—House, Wakefleld-road Dr. Hancock
Haddington-Infant School
Gullane—House Rev. A. Wallace Williamson
Heswall, Cheshire -Several Houses
Manningham- Converting House into Shop, Heaton-road
Ulverston-Paper Warehouse at the Fumess Paper Mills,... S. Pollitt and Co
Slalybridge — Stores, Shop, and Two Houses
Exeter -Three Houses, St. David's Hill
Purston—Villa Wm. Cowling
Norbifm—Fifteen Pairs of Cottages
Llandaff—Ten Workmen's Houses
Belfast— Extension of Licensed Premises, Great Geoi^e's-stxeet P. and M. Bradley
Keighley— Engineer's Workshop, Parker-street
Huntlet- Fourte*n Cottages and Five Through-Houses
Grange-over-Sands — Shop and DweUing-House, Main-street ... J. W. Jopson
Headinpley—Houses and Shop, Highbury-lane
Leeds— House at Roundbay
Macclesfield — Steam Laundry in Brough-street West James Markland
Roundhay—Two Shops
Houghton— Six Houses and Shop
Purston —Villa Wm. Cowlhig
Mansfield —Twelve Houses, Bentinck-street
Hognaston—Primitive Methodist Chapel
Haltwhistle—Two Shops and Dwelling-Houses William Bell
Headingley—Eight Scullery Houses
Belfast—Nine Houses and Two Shops, DownJng-street
Barry—Additions, Portbkerry House J. Cory, J.P
Carlisle—Additions to Drill Hall
Bristol— Factory, Lewin 's Mead ,

(Tiesterfield-Portland Hotel, West Bars Stones and Co .*.

Belfast -Enlarging Licensed Premises, Broadbent-street
Woodlands Park-Board Sehool (1,500 children) ; Tottenham School Board
East Harling—Three Cottages and Smalt Farmhouse
Soutbtown- Stables Jewson and Son, Southtown
Amalong—Adding Tower to Church
Wood Green, N.—Alexandra Schools (l.COO children) Tottenham School Board

John Sansom, Architect, Kiskeard, Grcenbank-lane, Liskeard June
A. Draitt. Clerk, Christchurch, Hants

,,

Simpson Sc Duckworth, Architects, Richmond Chambers, Blackburn „
J. Mannings. Clerk, 3. North Parade, Bath „
James H. Money. Ajchitect. The Broadway, Newbury „
Rev. Jaa. Fairbrother, The Rectory, Amble „
H. H. Hickmott, Town Clerk, Council Hall Rotherham „
F. C. Butler, Cierk to the Vi-itors. St. Neofs, Hunts „ «
William S. Shell, M.8.A., Architect. Taylor-street, Consett „ fi

T. Howell, 49. Hannah-street, Porth „ b
F. D. Askey, Clerk, Southwood-lane. Highgate, N „ A
W.S. Spell, M.S.A., Taylor-street, Consett „ 6
W. J. Mott, Engineer, Selby ,. 6
Stephen W. Williams, F.R I.B.A., Rhayader, Radnorshire „ 6
R. J. and J. Goodacre. Architects 5, Friar-lane, Leicester ,. (t

J. T. Franklin, Architect. 40, Bridget-street. Rugby „ fi

E. Georse Mawbey, M I.C.E., Borough Survyr, Town H"* 11, Leicester ,, fi

8. Spencer, Architect, 3(4. Great Horton-road, Bradford ,, 7
G. K. Mills, Secretary, Paddington Station. London „ 7
Hon. Reginald B. Brett, Secretary, 12, Whitehall-place, 8.W „ 7

C James, Comford, Gwennap .. „ 8
F. Filliter, Clerk, Union Office, Wareham „ 8
John Panton. Royal Bank, Blairgowrie, N-B , 8
Chas F. L. Horsfall & Sons, Architects, Lord-st. Chambrs., Halifax ,. 8
James and Morgan, Architects, Cardiff ,, 8
Gordon. Lowther. and Gimton. Finsbury House, Blomfield-st ,E.C. „ 8
N. G. Lewis, Architect, 1. New-rjad, Lancaster „ 8
Jaa. B. Dunham, Clerk. Hatfield „ 8
J. A. Ogg Allan, Architect, 31, King-street, Aberdeen „ 9
Kendall and Bakes. Architects, Victoria-square, Leeds „ ft

Char'es F. Wike. C.E , City Surveyor. Town Hill. Sheffield 13
Maxwell and Tuke, Architects, 4 1. Corporation-street, Manchester ,, 18
Borough Engineer's Office, Town Hall, Croydon ,, 20
Woodhouse and Willoughby, Archts., 10, King-street, Manchester. ,, 22
W. R. Nash, Cark „ 25

G. T. Hine, Architect. 35, Pariament-street, S.W „ 27
F. W. Jackson, Secretary, Workington ,, 2S
Chief Ecuadorian Consulate, Liverpool Aug. 31
The Brazilian Legation, London Ojt, 24
F. Moore. Architect, 40. Sunbridge-roid. Bradford —
H. Higginson, MS. A.. 3, Lonsdale-street, Carlisle

F. R. Kempson, F.R I.B.A.. 16, High-street. Cardiff -
J. P. Jones. Richards, and Budgen, Archts, 18, St. Mary-st., Cardiff
Medley Hall. Architect. 29. Northgate, Halifax,..
Thos. Bell, Architect, 14, Grimshaw-street. Burnley
F. Moore, Architect. 40, Simbridge-road, Bradford
H. Adnitt, Architect and Survevor, High-street, Rushden
Jos. Graham, Architect, Bank Chambers, Bank-street, Carlisle

Johnstone Bros , Architects, 39, Lowther-street, Carlisle

Mackenzie, Innes. and Logan, 23, Queen-street, Edinburgh
Wm. Dixon, Architect. St. John-street, Newcastle
C. E. Arundel, Kirkstall Estate Offices, 24, Albion-street, Leeds
Peterson andLawson, Architects, 1, Bank-street, Bradford
S. Rooney. Quay-street, Cardiff
J. Wightman Douglas, The Willows, Alnwick
Arthur F. Newsome, M.S.A., Architect, Middlesbrough
W. J. Moore. Architect, Whitehall Buildings. Ann-etreet, Belfast .

C. Telford, Architect, 3. Queen-street, Cardiff -

George Rowbottom, Architect, Dean-street, Stalybridge
Butterworth and Duncan, Architects, 4, South Parade. Rochdale ...

Geo. Hamby, Borough Surveyor, Town Hall, Lowestoft ..

W. J. Moore, Architect, Whitehall Buildings, Ann-street, Belfast ..

Percy Robinson, Architect, 72, Albion-street, Leeds
Louis F. Eagleton, Architect, Bank Chambers, King's Lynn
J. F. Cooke, Printer, Station-road. Loftus
Arthur Hill, Architect, 22, George 's-street, Cork
John E. Lerk, Architect, Hunslet
G. Rowbottom, Architect, Dean-street. Stalybridge
John Farquhirson, Architect, Haddington
J. R. and E. E. Pearson, Architects, 21. Castle-street, Edinburgh ...

C. B. Taylor, Solicitor, 20. Sir Thomas-street. Liverpool
H. Hardaker, Architect, Ivegate Chambers, New Ivegate, Bradford
Settle and Farmer, Architects, Coimty-square, Ulverston
G. Rowbottom, Architect, Dean-street, Stalybridge
James Crocker, F.R.LB. A., Exeter
Garside and Kerworth. Architects. Pontefract
W. Belcher. lO.'Springfield-road, Kingston-on-Thames
Jenkin Williams, Architect, High-street. Cardiff
W. J. Moore, Architect, Whitehall Buildings, Ann-street. Belfast,..

John Judson and Moore. Architects, York Chambtrs, Keighley
J. E. Leak, Architect, Hunsle^
John Hutton, M.8.I., Architect, Kendal
D, Dodgson, Architect, 86, Albion-street, Leeds
Percy Robinson, Architect, 72, Albion-street, Leeds.. -
A. C. Proctor, Solicitor, 23, King Edward-street, Macclesfield

JohnE. Preston, Architect, 32, Northbrook-street.Chapel-Allerton.
R. Heppenstall, Great Houghton -
Garside and Keyworth, Ardiitects. Pontefract
W. H. Higginbottom, Architect, King John's Chmbrs, Nottii^ham
Hy. Harper, Architect, Market-place, Nottingham
H. Higginson, M.S. A., Carlisle

A. E. Braithwaite, Architect, 26. Norwood-place, Headingley
Alexander and Reid. 105. Royal Avenue, Belfast -
Jones, Richards, and Budgen, Architects, Cardiff -
G. Dale Oliver. F R.I.B. A., Carlisle -
F. Shove, Architect, S, Colston Avenue, Bristol -
J. R. Wigfa'l, Architect, 14, Parade Chambers, Sheffield -
T. V. Brennan, Architect, 21, Waring-street. Belfast

G. E. T. I^urence, Architect, 181. Queen Victoria-street, E.C
Arthur Gayford, Estate Agent, East Harling, Norfolk
Dudley Arnott, M.S.A., Gorleston-on-Sea -
H. Seaver, Architect, 128, Royal Avenue, Belfast

G. E.T. I^urence, Architect, 181, Queen Victoria-street, E.C -

Cowes- Deep-Well Pumping Machinery-
Sandbach —Brick Depositing Tanks
Cirencester—Weil-Sinking at Coates
Slu-rbome—Waterwheel, Gas-Engine, and Gearing ,

Widdin—Port on the Danube (estimated cost, 554,000 francs) ..

Bayford—Turbine and Pumps
Bayford—Weir across River L€«.

,

Ware—Three-Throw Pump at Waterworks
Pentre— Regenerator Furnaces, &c
Haworth—Double-lift Ciasholder

,

Pontefract—Covered Resen-oirs on Park Hill and at RoaU
Eastbourne—Gasholder Tank (160ft. by 30ft.) ,

Leyland—Filtration Works and Sewer Extensions
Pontefract—Pumping Machinery
Sunderland—Latt ice Girders (SSOtons) , Rolled GirderstlOO tons),
Cast-iron Columns (300 tons) .. ..

Belfast—Timber Jetty
Walworth -Electric-Lighting Plant, Penroee^street Station.....

ENGINEEBINa.
Urban District Council H. C. Damant. Oerk. High-street, Cowes May 28

I'rban District Council A. E. Stringer. Clerk, Sandbach n 28

Rural District Council H. L. Cooke. Clerk, Com Hall Chambers, Cirencester 38

Urban District Council James Douglas, Clerk. Sherborne « ** 28

Public Works at Sophia, Bulgaria n 31

Hertford Rural DifetrictCoimcil T. J. Sworder, Clerk, Council Offices. Hertford June 1- - - — .. . 1

2
3
3
4
4
4
4

Hertford Rural District Council T. J. Sworder, Clerk, ( 'ouncil Offices. Hertford .

Urban District Council Geo. H. Gisby, Qerk. Town Hall. Ware
Rhondda Rural District Council Walter H. Morgan, Clerk. Councjl Offices. Pentre. R.S,O..Glam
Urban District Council Wm. Robertshaw. Clerk, Burlington Chambers. Keighley
Corporation J. W. Sangster, Town Clerk, Town Hall, Pontefract
Eastbourne Gas Company J. H. Campion Coles, Secretary, Eastbourne
Urban District Council- John Westley, Clerk, Leyland. near Preston
Corporation J. W. Sangster, Town Clerk, Town Hall, Pontefract

River Wear Commissioners H. Wake, C.E., Engineer's Office, Commissioner's Quay, Sunderland
Biarbour Commissioners W. A. Carrie, Secretarv. Hai-bour Office, Belfast

Newingtou Vestry , L. J. Dunham, Clerk, Vestry Hall, Walwor^h-roftd, 8.E
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NEGLIGENCE IN BUILDING.

THE amount of attention that a pro-
fessional man is expected to bestow

upon his work, whether it be as a
lawyer, a medical man, or an architect,

is, after all, more or less, relative to

circumstances. It would be absurd to say,

for example, that a reasonable degree of

care and skill is to be measured by the
number of visits a professional man pays to his

patient or his building. The more important,
as in the case of a building, the work is, the
less is the amount of personal supervision
which he often gives. The circumstances are
different : in all probability a responsible
contractor is employed, there is a competent
clerk of works engaged, so that an architect

•who pays a fortnightly or even monthly visit

to his building may be considered to have ful-

filled his obligations to his client, and to have
exercised a reasonable degree of care ; while in

less favourable circumstances, where the low
tender of an irresponsible builder is accepted
and no clerk of works is appointed, the
architect would be held negligent if he paid
his visits with less frequency than a week.
Has it not also something to do with the
position of the architect !' If he has attained
a leading position in the profession, it would
be held (juite unnecessary, if not infra dii/.,

for him to visit a building frequently—his
services and time are far too precious for
that ; nor would even a legal tribunal con-
sider it negligence on the part of such a man
if certain defects were discovered, such as
bad bricks, rotten timber, or faulty drain-
laying. The convenient and elastic phrase
of the Courts, a "fair and reasonable"
degree of care and skill would assume
a rather different meaning if appUed
to a man of this eminence than it

would to an ordinary practitioner. And we
do not find fault so much with this modi-
fication, if the construction to be put on such
words be applied with discretion as to
the kind of work. As we have always con-
tended, it is absurd to expect any architect
to personally superintend such details as that
of the bond of brickwork, the quality of mortar,
whether grouting is properly done every
course, or good bricks are put in the backing
of walls, or that all timber is of the right
sort and quality ; and it is far less reason-
able to expect a busy architect to do so than
a country practitioner. But in matters of
design or plan, of the supply of working
details for certain parts of a building, the
obligations of the architect are of a more
precise and absolute character. If by any
defect or omission in the plan failure or
serious inconvenience arises, we think
the architect can be held responsible. A
" reasonable and competent degree of skill

"

would certainly be expected in the plan
and construction of a buililing, and
would be held to be as obligatory on the
most eminent or busy member as on the
poorest practitioner who exercised his art ani
calling. Business or engagements or value
of time could not be pleaded as a set- off to a
dereliction of duty on this ground of design,
as it applies more to art and skill th.an a mere
mechanical duty, such as that of superintend-
ence. How far-reaching really this responsi-
bility is will be clear to every architect. It
extends not merely to plan, but to all details
of construction, such as the thickness and
solidity of walls, piers, columns, the design
of iron girders and columns. If it can be
proveil that the failure of a wall or jiier or
girder is due to want of thickness or sectional

area, and, further, that the contractor has
faithfully carried out the instructions or

plan, no amount of carelessness in the

execution of the work will excuse the
designer from his share of blame. If he
pleads that soft or bad bricks and work-
manship, bad casting, or want of test-

ing, is the real cause, and such defect

may have added the one straw to the
load that breaks the camel's back, it cannot
be set off as an excuse to the want of judge-
ment or skill on his part. His sti-ucture at

least should be sufficiently strong and stable

so that it should come well within the margin
of safety to be allowed. Of course, there

are sonietimes delicate limits. An ii'on

girder, for instance, may be so nicely calcu-

lated in its area of section within the limits

of the formula, that it would safely carry a

certain imposed weight if there was no flaw

or defect in the iron or the casting. The
girder collapses, and it is found, on ex-
amination, that the casting was full of air-

holes, or fractured in a certain part. It would
seem hard to accuse the architect of the
failure. In this instance the want of proper
testing has led to the disaster. Or in

another case which occurred lately in

New York, we believe, the fall of a large
many-storied building was traced to a de-
fective fixing of iron columns. No doubt the
architect could be held responsible for want
of care in the superintendence of the details.

The verdict in a recent catastrophe in

Ontario, whereby a number of people lost

their lives by the fall of a floor, exculpated
the architect from blame, because the beam,
composed of three or more pieces of timber,
had not been securely bolted together. The
sad and fatal catastrophe at We.stminster
brings to our mind another instance. The
collapse, as reported in our last issue, was
alleged to be due to a faulty pier, for which
the architect has been held responsible by
the coroner's jury. In this case the evidence
seems to point to an extraordinary amount
of carelessness on somebody's part in the
supervision of the building, to the want
of a clerk of works, and to a remark-
able exhibition of indifference to dangerous
conditions on the part of those engaged.
That the pier which gave way was carried up
higher than the Building Act allowed there
appears little doubt. The pier was built, it

is said, properly ; but the astonishing thing
is how such buildings can be erected in

London without any control. The state of

the law is such, we are told, that there is no
control over certain structures like piers and
girders. We commend to our readers the

report of the expert evidence of Mr.
Thomas Blashill, F.E.I.B.A., and that of the
district surveyor. But the question of

negligence stands quite independent of

Building Acts and such legislation, and it is

time the profession began to formulate for

themselves some principle of guidance.
They cannot trust in these matters to chance,
or to good luck, of building and workmen,
and we fear there is often a great deal

taken on trust without any foundation of

fact.

MODEL SPECIFICATIONS.—XV.
MASOX.

WE now give a few clauses for stonework
of a more finished character, such as

quoins, sills, window dressings, cornices, and
moulded work. Of course, the requirements
will vary ; but there are certain essentials

that ought to be borne in mind. And we
may here note a few points. The architect

who wishes his design to be carried into

execution with integrity, cannot expect the
contractor to do so if he has only the small
scale elevations and a short specification to

go by. Nor will the scant descri])tion in

the bill of quantities " including all labours,"

&c., suffice. A detail ought to be supplied,

showing precisely what kind of "labours''

have to be taken. For example, let us

take such an item as quoins : unless the

ele\-ations are to a large working scale or a

detail is given, how is it possible to distinguish

an ordinary bevelled or " chamfered "

joint from a moulded one ? or how can one
expect a satisfactory result !^ Not only is

it necessary to describe the length of alter-

nate blo:k8 and their height and thickness,

but to show the kind of edges they are to

have. We give Pig. 1, four examples of

plain, bevelled, and moulded edges, and the

kind of hammer-dressed or rock surface

recjuired. These quoins may be simply raised

blocks, with channels between as ate, which
represents a pier, or blocks with bevelled

edges, hammer-dressed, or vermiculated on
face, or moulded as at <\ Sometimes the

angle of wall face is solid and continuous,

and the blocks are merely raised as shown at

</, which may be considered preferable, though
not so bold as in h or c (see plan of angle).

The joints of the blocks are better made
in a line, with the upper projection as

we show in our sketches, the channel being
sunk below it, as this plan protects the joint.

With the simple bevelled edge the joint can
be made in the centre between the two bevels.

Several kinds of tooled work for quoins
are used. The punched " rock " face with
tooled margin, is bold and effective, a
number of cavities is produced by the punch,
as shown in Fig. h. A "broached" face.

Fig. r, is produced with a "point," and
forms a series of straight furrows and rough
ridges in a diagonal direction between
chiselled margins. The "rusticated" face

and tooled margin is a more frequent mode
of finishing quoin stones (see Fig. d) ; it is

worked by small chisels and points, and
^in. deep irregular cavities are formed,
leaving a plain, narrow margin on the face.

The "vermiculated" face d is cut with
small chisels into cavities having a worm-
eaten effect.

In the specification of sills, jambs, and
architraves, care must be taken to give the
sizes or scantlings of stone if not figured on
drawings, to describe if the sill is sunk,
weathered, and throated, how much longer it

is to be than the opening and jambs, if there

are mitred and returned ends, and consoles.

Sills are generally seated to receive the jambs

;

these seatings are moulded to the profile of

jamb or muUion of stone or brick, as we
show in our sketch 11, p. 697, and a slate or

copper dowel is inserted to prevent displace-

ment. Mortises are cut opposite each other
in the two beds for the dowel, which is then
run in with cement. It is necessary to avoid
joints in a window-sill under the opening,

and they ought to be properly set in cement
mortar.

We show also a few Classical window dress-

ings. The architraves or jambs should be
made to course with the ashlar or brick
facing. In ashlar fronts the stones of the
architraves are often of considerable heights

of 3ft. or more, and the number ought to be
sjiecified to each jamb, and if bonded
into a course of ashlar or walling every
two or three courses. The stones ought
to be doweUed together with slate or

(opper. To cover the joint between the

facing of wall and architrave the stones are

rebated sometimes, and also for the wooden
frames. The section of coniice we give shows
how the stones may be fixed or tailed into

the wall. It is necessary to state the depth
of bedding, whether the stones are dowoUed
or plugged with lead or cramped together,

and if with metal or slate cramps run with
load or cement. .Sulphur and sand or brim-

stone is better than lead to fix iron or metal
cramps. The projection of cornice should be
given, and how it is to be counter-weighted

or held down by iron bars (see sketch). These
bars should be 2in. or ;iiu. wide and Jin. in

thickness, with the ends turned into stone

above .-i the brickwork below. Sometimes
bars pass through holes in the stone and
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brickwork, and are secured by nuts and
plates in the wall, filled up with cement.

The distance apart of these hold-down bars

should be specified.

21. Ashlar Facbir/.—The asUar facing to consist

as nearly as circumatances will admit, of courses

12ui. or 15m. high, formed with headers having a

horizontal bed of 1ft. 6in. by 12in., and stretchers

having a horizontal bed of 3ft. by .'Jin., the quoin

stones being in no direction less than 1ft. Gin. on
their bed. All horizontal joints to have a slight

chamfer on the upper edge of each stone.

We have given a clause for quoins, p. 698

(clause 6). Here are one or two more.

22. Quoins.—The angle-quoins to be worked as

sho%m in detail, with bevelled (or moulded) edges.

The projecting faces to be Uin. (or 2in.) beyond
surface of wall, and to be haromer-dressed (or

vermiculated) , and the channel or grooves to be

sunk below the joint of upper bed. The blocks

to be alternately lain, and 9in. (or ISin. and 12in.)

in length, and Sin. or 12in. in height, and bond
with the courses of ashlar. Or

—

The angle-blocks of main front to be finished

with roughly-wrought (or tooled, or punched, or

rusticated faces) with chamfered (or moulded
channels), and to be of the lengths, heights, and
sectional form shown and figured on detailed

drawings, two quoins being cut out of one stone,

as shown in sketch.

23. SiUs.—The windows of ground and first floors

to have rubbed Portland stone sills 9in. by Gin.

(or 9in. by 4in.) sunk, weathered, and throated

with fair ends grooved for iron tongues. Or

—

Put Portland atone window sills 14in. by 4in.

to the windows. All the sills to be 4in. longer

than the width of opening, and grooved for metal

tongues, and to be in one length. The sills and
projecting stonework to be cased during the

progress of work, and cleaned off at completion.

Or-
Put to all windows 9in. by 3in. rubbed, sunk,

weathered, and throated Yorkshire aills 4in.

longer than openings, with stopped ends grooved

for iron tongues, and with stools worked on for

mullions and reveals.

24. Moulded Sills.—To put to windows of principal

rooms finely-wrought and rubbed Portland stone

sills 12in. (or 14in.) wide by 6in. thick (or moulded

as shown), sunk, weathered, and throated and

tongued.
' The sills to be 4in. (or Gin.) longer than

the width of opening (and jambs). Moulded
trusses to be placed under jambs.

25. Jambs.—The doorways (or window openings)

to have architrave jambs of solid Portland or

other stone, moulded, of scantling shown in

sketch. The jambs to be in two (three, or more)'

stones, and to be properly set and dowelled to

stone sill (or plinth). The jamb to be rebated on

its outer side. Proper bond to be obtained by
varying the depth of stones. The lintel to be of

one stone. Or

—

Put to the doorway architrave jambs 9in. by Gin.

(or as drawing) ; the jambs to be in three (or

more) stones, dowelled together with copper (or

slate) dowels, and bonded into waU. The stones

to extend from face of wall to face of frame

and the back of frame alternately. The outer

mouldings of architrave to be rebated lin. over

wall face. The entablature to be of two or three

pieces in depth, as shown on detail ; the frieze to

be not less than Gin. on bed, and the cornice above

of the scantling shown in section, or 9in. or 12in.

projection, tailed into wall 9in. or 12in., moulded

as shown, and jointed in three pieces, with mitred

returns, ko.

26. Window Dressings (see sketch 3).—The windows
of to have moulded sill, architrave, and

pediment, as shown of the several scantlings and

projections shown in detail. The window-sills to

be finely rubbed, moulded as shown, and sunk,

weathered, and throated (or specify dimensions,

say, 14in. or 18in. by Gin. or 9in.) and to be 4in.

(or Gin.) longer than the opening and jambs, in

one (or more pieces) with mitred returns. The
jambs or architraves to be of solid rubbed Portland

(or other stone) each in three (or four) pieces,

bonded to wall and dowelled to sdl. The entabla-

ture and pediment to be moulded, as shown, and

to be of the scantlings given, the architrave and

frieze to be solid, in separate or single stones.

The pediment to be formed of stones tailed into

wall Gin. (or 9in.), and to be jointed as shown, or

in five pieces dowelled together with slate in

cement. The tympanum to be of three stones 6m.

in bed. Or—
The sills to be of rubbed Portland (or

stone), weathered, throated, grooved, and

moulded, returned and mitred ends, with stools

for jambs (or mullions) worked on, vrith copper

or slate dowels and grooved for iron tongues

IJin. by Jin. The moulded architraves to be

as shown, to be in courses with the ashlar,

every fourth jamb-stone being bonded through

the whole thickness of wall, rebated to receive

frames. (If there are mullions—)

The mullions or pilasters to be of the size shown

(or 6in. on face by 9in. deep), moulded (or

panelled) as shown, rebated to receive frames,

and in three (or more) pieces, and dowelled

together. Or— ^ i a
The window dressings or jambs to be rusticatea

with chamfered (or moulded) joints as per

detail, in courses with ashlar facmg, rebated for

frames, and bonded every three or four courses

to wall and the flat or curved arch to be also of

rusticated stone in fivepieces (or jointed as shown)

with skewbacks.

'7 Fhin Coniice.—The cornice (see section 6) to
'

be built up in two (or three) thicknesses of Port-

land stone, in lengths of not less than 5ft.,

cramped at joints with copper (or galvanised iron

cramps 12in. long). The beds to beasshovram

section (or give depths, or the stone to be bedded

through the thickness of waU). The upper pre-

lecting course of cornice to be bedded through

wall and to project ISin. (or more) from face of

wall, weathered, moulded, sunk, and throated, as

shown. Or

—

.

The cornice to be in two thicknesses of stone in

lengths of not less than 3ft. (or oft. J, the lower or

bed-mould course to go through thickness of

wall (14in. or ISin.), and to be moulded, as

shown, and project (Gin.) The upper member to
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project Isin. (or more) from wall face and to go
through wall (or to have a bed of lin.) The
courses to be cramped at joints with copper or
galvanised iron cramps, and wrought-iron hold-
ing irons are to be fixed, 4ft. long, Sin. by Hn.,
as shown, . every 5ft. apart, and the lower end
turned into walls Oin. (or under plate), and the
upper end turned down into stone of cornice.

28. Cornice and Bahistru'k.—The cornice to be of
Portland (or other stone) , free from all defects, in

two (or three) courses of the sectional form, and
scantlings shown in details ; no stone to be less

than 5ft. (or 3ft.) in length. The enriched lower
course to have modillions (or dentils) as shown,
and the soffits to be sunk and panelled. These
enrichments to be carved out of the solid stone,
after full-size models approved by the architect
and to his satisfaction. The plain parts to be
rubbed (or dragged, or tooled). The main
courses of cornice to go through the whole thick-
ness of wall (or state depth, 12in. or ISin.), and
at every 5ft. a fiat galvanised wrought-iron bar,
ift. long, 3in. by iin., to be fixed with turned
ends, one into the stone and the lower one
into a course of the brick wall to hold down
cornice. The stones to be cramped with copper
or galvanised iron cramps. Fix above cornice a
blocking course 12in. high and 9in. on bed (or a
balustrade with plinth balusters and capping to
be fixed, properly cramped and dowelled together
as shown in detail. All the parts to be solid, and
of the form and scantling shown. The plinth
and capping to be in stones not less than 3ft. (or
5ft.) long, cramped together with slate (or copper)
dovetail cramps, and each baluster to be dowelled
to plinth and capping with copper or slate dowels
in cement.

^

29. Copini/.s. — Put weathered (or saddle-back)
Yorkshire copings, 13in. (or ISin.) by 3in.,
throated on both sides, to all parapet walls, in
lengths of not less than 5ft. each, with stopped
ends and angle-stones. The stonus to be bedded
and pointed in cement, and cramped together
with slate (or copper) cramps. The gables are to
have apex stones, kneelers, and bonders as shown.
Or

—

Put Portland stone coping, IGin. by iiin. (or
18m. by 3in.), to all parapet walls, and' gables
(weathered or saddle-back) with returned angles,
apex stones, kneelers, and bonders jointed in
cement, and cramped with galvanised iron (or
copper or slate) cramps in cement.

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION
DINNER.

THE annual dinner of the Architectural

Association, marking the close of the fifty-

first session, was held on Thursday evening in

last week at the Holborn Restaurant, ilr.

Hampden W. Pratt, F.R.I.B.A., the President

retiring from office, occupied the chair, and
among the eighty or ninety members and guests

present were Dr. Garnett, Messrs. W. D. Cariie,

F. E. Hulme, Eeresford Pite, W. A. Pite,

(t. H. FeUowes-Prynne, E. FeUowes-Prynne,
H. FeUowes-Prynne, H. T. Hare, W. H.
.lamieson, F. W. Poraeroy, W. G. B. Lewis,

A. S. Flower, A. G. R. Penning, F. G. F. Hooper,
A. (J. CoUard, A. Hessle TUtman, Clarke

Edwards, E. 0. Sachs, E. A. Runtz, F. R. Farrow,
J. G. N. Clift, A. W. Weedon, H. Lovegrove,
A. T. Walmisley, H. Tanner, F. T. W. Gold-
smith, W. J. Locke, F. H. R. Hardcastle,

H. A. Satchell, D. G. Driver, &e. The after-

dinner speaking was interspersed by songs from
recent .\. A. burlesques, excellently rendered by
Jlcssrs. F. D. Claphara, S. Constanduros, .1. H.
Wilson, G. B. Carvill, and Leonard Butler, and
Jlr. F. Imhof acted as accompanist.

The health of "The Queen" having been
duly honoured, the Puesiiif.nt proposed the toast

of " The Royal Institute of British Architects,"

remarking that for many years they had deservedly

placed this in the forefront of their toast list.

He proposed to put before them the Institute in

one or two aspects—first, as that body was
regarded from outside its ranks, and then as con-

sidered from within. In certain Government and
other official circles, the Institute seemed to be

looked upon as being at the head of the profession,

and there was no doubt this was the right place

for it to occupy. So far, however, as the general

public was concerned, it was doubtful how far the

Institute, or for that matter, the whole body of

architects throughout the country, were recog-

nised as they ought to be. Within the profession

there were many able men who were outside

its ranks, and personally, he held this to

be a misfortune, not only for the Institute,

but for the profession a.t large. So long

as this was the case, architects were not able

to speak with that united voice and authority
they ought to command. He should like to see

the Institute universally acknowledged as the
one representative body of the profession. For
his own part, he could never understand what
position another society, which he would not more
definitely name, held among architectural bodies,

but he hoped the time was not far distant when
the society he referred to would dissolve itself

and throw in its lot with the Institute. Ha
would next ask what were the views of those
within the Institute ranks. Undoubtedly many
architects considered that the Institute might do a
good deal better than it did at present, that it

might be much better than it was, and there was
a feeling abroad that considerable alteration was
needed in the constitution of its councQ. [Hear,
hear, and applause.] It was a sign of these

democratic times that such a feeUng should
exist, and that a certain amount of reform in the
council by whom it was governed should bo
demanded. The allied societies in the provincial

towns, however, looked up to the Institute as if

it were on a pedestal, and regarded it as exer-

cising considerable benefit for the whole pro-
fession, while they also did not forget that they
constituted one of the elements of the Institute's

power and influence. Passing on to consider the
Asssociation'e point of view of the case, the two
bodies had recently been in closer alliance than
when he first joined the Association, and the
closer union had been of mutual benefit. For
some years the Association had been represented on
the (Council of the Institute, and for a consider-

able period they had received from the Institute

an annual grant of £100 towards the expenses of

the classes. This sum they had not scrupled to

accept, as they regarded it as money which
eventually found its way back to the coffers of

the Institute in the form of new Associates

trained in the Association classes. He felt

no doubt that the success of the Institute

examinations had been materially aided by
the systematic course of training given at

the studio in Great Slarlborough-street, and
if they did not agree altogether with the

manner in which those examinations were
conducted, they gladly rficlcnowledged that con-

siderablo benefits had resulted therefrom. They
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ought to work hand in hand with tlie Institute,

and endeavour to make these examinations more
useful to the student. In the regrettalile absence

owing to ill-health of Professor Aitchison, the

President, who had written expressing his hope
that the)' would enjoy themselves with the usual

)iilaritr, he would couple with the toast the name
of Mr."\V. D. Caroo.

Sir. C'auoi:, in reply, expressed regret at the

ahsence of Professor Aitchison, who at the

Institute council meetings always contributed

some of his briglitness and mirth to that

somewhat dreary body. Tlie present was

not an occasion on which to talk archi-

tectural politics, and he would only say tbat

the Institute as a body, and more particularly as

represented by its council, felt that its life-blood

ran in the veins of the Association. It was a

truism that youth was the hope of old age, and
certainly the Association was the hope of the In-

stitute. The more cordial feeling existing between
the two bodies was of immense advantage to the

profession, and also to each body. What was
most to be dreaded by architects was a lack of

enthusiasm. There were so many turmoils and
difhculties surrounding the practice of their pro-

fession, that the time and labour required to

organise and keep going societies was a serions

matter, and hence they constantly required

to have new blood and fresh ideas grafted on
to the old. lie concurred in all the chairman
had said as to the need for refoim in the

council of the Institute. It ought to be a rotatory

body, members retiring from office after two
years' sernce, and then, after at least a year's

absence, being eligible for re-election. lie

had been struck at the Academy Exhibition by a

model design for a church, executed by a member
of that Association who had been trained in their

classes. It was on men of this stamp, and on
those at the head of the A.A. schools, that the

future of the Association and of the profession

depended.
Dr. G.Mixr.TT proposed the toast of the evening,

that of " The Architectural Association," in a

speech characterised by much dry humour. As
an outsider and layman, he disclaimed any
intention of discussing its internal affairs ; but he
knew it was carrying on a most valuable,

efficient, and important work. Not only did it

prepare students for the R.I.B.A. examinations,
but it also organised an invaluable form of post-

examination teaching in design and water-colour
drawing, such as could not be found elsewhere,

and it conducted practical classes in the pro-
perties, uses, and limitations of materials, thus
training the younger men to use tools as well as

pencils. A still more beneficial work, educa-
tionally, in his judgment, was the fortnightly

gatherings—meetings for mutual improvement,
which was the best kind of improvement. Not only
did they read papers to each other, but occa-
sionally papers were read before them by experts
—papers of a class which could not be got at any
cost from any other source. Any young archi-
tectural student coming to London would do well
to join the Association, for he would gain moral
as well as intellectual strength in its classes and
meetings. The Association was worthy of the
admiration of all, and he would ask them to

drink to its continued health, prosperity, and
success, coupling with the toast the name of their

hard-working President, Jlr. Pratt.

In acknowledging the toast, which was received
with enthusiasm and musical honours, the Pue-
siiiKNT observed that Dr. Garnett had seized on the
real vital point of the reason for existence—no
other name than that of the Association would
so well express the aims and endeavours of that
body. Their object was to work together as a
band of young men, associated for mutual help
and with a common desire to advance the art
they loved. It would be a deathblow to the
Association if this bond of union—that of mutual
help—were broken. The cause of technical
education was advancing so rapidly and steadily
that the Association, if not threatened in its

existence, was at least put on its mettle, and
they must endea\-our to draw the bond of union
closer and closer in order to demonstrate to the
student the advantages of joining their ranks.
Mr. Caroe had referred to the need for enthusiasm,
and this was certainly not lacking in the Asso-
ciation. Ilaving referred to the remarkable
Jubilee gathering of last year, the President
observed that one of the matters discussed on that
occasion was the necessity that existed for pro-
viding more commodious premises in which to
conduct the classes. It might be thought that

the day was far distant when something would be
accomplished in that direction ; but he believed

that ultimately their desires would be realised.

At present the committee were seeking a site, and
were taking practical means to that end. The
Association was maintaining its financial position,

and the result of tb.; last twelve months would be

held to show a better balance-sheet than for many
years past.

The next toast, that of ' The Lecturers and
Instructors," was proposed in an eloquent speech

by Mr. Bkiiksfoud Pite. The subjects of the

toast were, he said
,
practically those frier ds who

filled up the gaps in the patriarchal system of

haphazard self-education of the pupil which
prevailed in architects' offices, a system under
which the luckless youth was left to pick up
his knowledge of the profession — something
after the style of a fowl picking up grains

in a farmyard. For the present educational

system of the Association they owed thanks to

their past-president, Jlr. Leonard Stokes, who
was the originator of the new curriculum ; but

although the speaker sat on the original com-
mittee, he for one never anticipated the outside

siipport they now possessed in the form of their

excellent body of instructors and teachers. The
Association had for many years provided ex-

aminees for the H.I.B.A. examinations, but not

the examiners. Now, however, the position was
altered, and he hoped before long the Association

would be represented on the examining board.

What the profession owed to Mr. F. R. Farrow
and his colleagues could not be lightly estimated.

The quantity surveyor instructed the students how
to cook, without any intention of making them
quantity surveyors themselves. As to the other

instructors who were not trammelled by the

awful bogie of examinations, the young architect

would find that every point he acquired with

regard to practice and design would afterwards

give an aided joy to existence. A cynical

friend had suggested to him that one necessary

class had been altogether omitted from this

curriculum. A man might have his head chock

full of technical facts and figures, and his fingers

might 00Z9 with technical skill, and yet fail to

attain to any success in life. Ttie ultimate thing

that succeeded in lite was not knowledge but

cheek ; and therefore he thought it would be

most desirable if some benevolent person would
establish a professorship of Pure Cheek in our

technical schools and universities ; were this

accomplished he ventured to think that architects

mieht be found to fill a few chairs.

Professor F. E. Hvlme, F.L.S., whose name
was associated with the toast, briefly replied,

referring in the course of his remarks to the

Royal Palace at Kew, about to be thrown open to

the public, and which he hoped would be main-

tained in its present condition, and not allowed

to degenerate into a mere addition to the many
museums in Kew Gardens.

Mr. F. R. F.uuiow also acknowledged the toast,

remarking that the Association was founded on

principles which must bring increasing success

to the school. Whenever they obtained the

promised new premises, he hoped the buildings

would be more soundproof than the present studio,

although in this respect 56, Great Marlborough-

street was an improvement on 9, Conduit-street.

Other toasts were " The Visitors," proposed by

Mr. A. H. H.4UT, and responded to by Messrs.

H.VKE and Locke ; and " The Committee and

Officers," given by Mr. Alvreii Coxdeu, and

acknowledged by Messrs. Goldssiith and Huoi-eu,

who are retiring under the rules after three years'

useful service. The concluding health was that

of "The President-Elect," proposed in a feli-

citous and humorous speech by Mr. B.\yisTEU

Fletcher, and having been received with

musical honours, was acknowledged by Mr. G. H.
Fellowes-Puv.vxe, who observed that he felt

the responsibilities of his position, following as

he did in the wake of such able men as his genial

friend Mr. Mountford, their admirable leader

Mr. Carije, their orator Mr. Beresford Pite, and

last, but not least, their most truly businesslike

chairman Mr. Pratt. As architects, the one

great thing they needed was esprit tie corps and

brotherhood, and these they would find in the

ranks of the Association.

THE SOCIETY OF ARCHITECT.^.

A SPECIAL general meeting of the Society of

Architects was held at the rooms of the

Society at St. James' Hall, Piccadilly, W., on
Thursday, May '26, at 8 o'clock p.m. Major
F. S. Leslie, R.E., Vice-President, was in the
chair. Mr. Ellis Maksl.vxd, honorary secretary,

briefly stated the object for which the meeting
had been called, and then moved the following

resolution, of which due notice had been given :
—

'
' That the Article of Association 1 1 A be amended
in the following manner: (1) By deleting the

figures 3-5 in subsection A of the said article, and
substituting the figures 28 in lieu thereof. (2) By
deleting the figures 3.") in subsection B of the said

article, and substituting the 6gures 28 in lieu

thereof."* This was seconded by Mr. R. W.
(JovEXTRY Dick. At the conclusion of a speech of

some length, in which he criticised the action of the

council, Mr. G. A. T. Miudletox, A.R LB. A.,

moved the following amendment:—"That the

lowering of the age limit for the admission to

membership of this society without examination

being, in the opinion of this meeting, a retrograde
step, and not calculated to improve its position,

the Council be instructed to carry out the spirit

of the whole of the provisions of Article of

Association 11 A." This amendment found no
seconder, and therefore fell to the ground. Mr.

G. A. T. MiDDLETox then moved, as a further

amendment, "That the limit of age be altered

from 28 to 32 "
; but this also found no seconder.

The chairman then put the resolution, which was
carried, there being only one dissentient. This

concluded the proceedings.

At the conclusion of this general meeting, the

seventh ordinary meeting for the session 1897-98

was held. Major F. S. Leslie, R.E., vice-presi-

dent, occupymg the chair, as before.

Various donations to the library of the society

were announced, and acknowledged with thanks.

Mr. Cecil Tidoh Davies, librarian of the

Wandsworth Free Public Library, read apaper
on " Libraries from a Librarian's Point of View,"

which we hope to give in an early issue. A short

discussion followed, in which the Chairman,

Messrs. EUis Marsland, J. R. Manning, and

G. A. T. Middleton took part, and a vote of

thanks was accorded to the lecturer.

A new county-police station is in course of com-
pletion at Broadstairs, from plans by Mr. F. \V.

Ruck, of Maidstone, the county surveyor. The
contractors are Messrs. A.N. Fryer and Co., who
have also just enlarged the poUce-station at

Sheemess also from Mr. Ruck's plans.

A CASE OF JURISPRUDENCE IN LAND-
SURVEYING.

MR. AMBROSE E. LEHMAN read a paper

on May 21 before the Engineers' Club of

Philadelphia upon the above subject. AVith the

aid of a blackboard sketch he described the

character of a survey of a large and valuable

tract of land in a "neighbouring state. 'This

survey was made under a contract substantially

asfoUows :—It was to include ; (1) The establish-

ment of a true north-and-south line at some suit-

able point on the property. (2) The survey
_
of

the outside boundary-line of the property, in-

cluding the outlying lots. (3) The location of all

houses, buildings, &c. (4) The principal features

of the topography as far as the same are incidental

to the surveys above mentioned, (-i) A finished

map of the whole work in aU its details, on a

scale of not less than 6in. to the mile. The main

tract was eleven miles long and about four miles

wide, and of such irregular shape that its circuit

measured about 44 miles. It was soon found

that the courses and distances in the deeds of

record on file in the county office were inaccurate

and misleading and were lacking altogether.

There was no record of the date of the original

surveys, nor any notice of magnetic variation at

that time. The propertv itself was next explored

in detail, and the country was found to vary from

low, swampy lands to sudden and extended eleva-

tions. Three lakes of considerable area and

several ponds of varving size were included in the

tract, and for the "most part the country was

• The present conditions for membership of the Society,

which it is proposed to alter by these changes, are
:
On

and after November 1. 1890. election to membersliip wiU

be only open to candidate.^, approved by the Councd, who
have passed an examination, with the foUowmg excep-

tions : .1 Candidates who are not less than 35 years of

age, and have been directly engaged professionally in

architectural pursuits, as principals, for at least seven

years ; {!') Candidates who are not less than 35 years ot

age, and have been directly engaged professionally in

architectural pursuits, as assistants, or as assist.ants and

principals for at least ten years. .411 candidates seeding

election into the Societv of Architects wiU, with the

exceptions previously noted, be required to satisty tne

Council that they possess a competent knowledge 01

architecture. buUding construction and materials, ana

modem practice.
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thickly wooded. Depos't^ of ruh mugnetic ores

were distnbuted here and there throughout the

entire region, and it was soon discovered that

their influence would he felt in the form of loKil

attraction generally throughout the territory, and
this hecame a serious and important factor in the

work. In due course the work was accomplished, the
whole undertaking having consumed over a year's

time. A total of over 300 miles of line had been
run, surveys were calculated, acreage estimated,
and a map drawn, being in scale slightly larger

than the contract specified, and in all its features
fulfilling the requirements. The map, when
finished, was promptly delivered to the company,
with a report describing at length and in detail

the work that had been done, and causes for the
various delays in arriving at final results. A
request made at this time by the engineer for a

firal and full settlement according to contract
was refused, with the reply on the part of the

company that no further payments would be
made, for the following reasons:— (1) That the
delivery of the map and results of the work were
unreasonably long delayed, and had caused dis-

appointment and embarrassment to the company.
(2) That the lines run did not show on the ground
the actual boundaries, and were misleading as to

where the true lines of the property really stood.

(3) That the contract bound the engineer to Lay
down on the ground the actual and true lines

from corner to corner, after he had ascertained
their position, by setting stakes and cutting a
vista through the forest and underbrush. (4)

That the true north-and- south line established on
the property did not show the magnetic variation
of the locahty. (.5) That where no comers were
found, whether they had become extinct by
natural causes, destroyed or removed to wrong
positions, the engineer should have restored them
to their proper place. (6) Though the map fur-
nished was an artistic piece of work, bearing
evidence of care and precision in its construction,
and in all probability accurate at all points, yet
it merely showed, theoretically, where the lines

of the property were, and would not serve as a
guide by which they could be traced on the ground

.

(2) That all notes, notebooks, plots, papers, calcu-
lations, c&cof whatever nature, incidenttothepro-
secutionof the surveys, rightfully belonged to the
company, and were wrongfully retainedby the engi-
neer. In the engineer's protest against such an un-

j ust view of the situation, he replied that the delay
was caused by the dilBculties encountered in the
work, which were entirely beyond his control, and
that the thorough methods employed required
time and every precaution to guard against error
and hasty conclusion, while in the end all were
for the company's benefit, and made at a con-
stantly-increasing expense to the engineer; that
he was not legally bound to lay down the lines in
their true position and cut a vista through the
forest, which would have necessitated the doing
of the work over again at alniost the same cost of
the original surveys : that a line had been staked
out astronomically north and south, but, due to
the local attraction, the angle of magnetic varia-
tion could not possibly be ascertained within
reasonable time and expense ; that where comer
monuments were missing, because of the doubtful
authority conveyed by the records, the engineer
was not bound to restore them, and had he
done so without an agreement between adjoin-
ing property-holders, he would have assumed
judicial functions clearly foreign to his duties

;

that the map furnished the company was
an exhibition of the exact conditions found
on the ground, and the topography indicated
would point to indestructible landmarks by
which the boundaries could be traced : that as the
whole work was done by contract for a stated

sum, the engineer was bound to furnish only what
his agreement called for ; and he held that his

methods and records belonged to him as long ag.

results given were accurate. This appeal of the
engineer, in the end, brought about settlement in
accordance with the contract : and when the
balance due him was paid, and all salaries, wages,
and expense accounts deducted, he found, in con-
firmation of his fears, that he had lost seriously
on the work. In closing, the author stated that
however prejudiced our view might hi; in favour
of the contention that the engineer could only
fulfil his contract by restoring all boundary lines
as originally surveyed in harmonv with the
courses and distances as given in the deeds of
conveyance, yet such a view of the case must
certainly allow the engineer, on his part, to
demand that his employers provide him with a
correct record of the field-notes of these surveys,

showing where every position was taken by the
instrument used, its character and equation, the
length of every sight, &c. : for without this exact
data it would ba manifestly impossible for him to

reproduce the original results or lay down the
lines as they were before all signs of their position

had disappeared.

PROFESSOR BANISTER FLETCHER.

IN connection with our notice of the Art
Metal Exhibition at Westminster we re-

produce the bust of Professor Banister Fletcher,

PROFESSOR BANISTER FLETCHER,
V.D., F.R.LB.A., J.P, D.L.

(J. Nesfield Foesvth, Sculptor.)

to whose exertions, as chairman of the council,

the success of the arrangements has been mainly
due.
The bust is by Mr. .1. Nesfield Forsyth, and is

in this year's Royal Academy.

ART METAL EXHIBITION AT THE
ROYAL AQUARIUM.

ONE of the best and most complete collections

of art metal-work of ancient and modem
times has been opened at the Royal Aquarium,
Westminster, and is well worth the attention of

all architects and art citiftsmen. The incom-
pleteness of the stands and the catalogue make
it necessary to pass lightly over some of the
exhibits. The ground floor of the hall is

occupied by several large and important stands
One of the most conspicuous specimens of wrought
ironwork is the pair of wrought-iron carriage
gates exhibited by Messrs. Lindsay, Neale. and
Co., Ltd., of North Wharf, Paddington I'Stand

No. 33). The design is bold, and the workman-
ship of high-class character. The gates are sur-
mounted by a very effective ramped and scrolled

hejd, in which the broken curves of Italian

Renaissance character form structural lines,

connecting the smaller scrolls. Bold acanthus
foliage hammered out gives shadow and firmness
to the curved bars. Below this is an open frieze

of scrollwork. The main panels of the gates are
ornamented by centre scrollings and leafage of

beaten or embossed iron, which form oval-shaped
medallions, enriched by lloral devices of the rose,

shamrock, and thistle. The rectangular bars of

the gates also terminate at top and bottom with
leafage and scrolled ornament, arranged so as to

strengthen the rivet connections with the main
framework. Each gate has side open-work
pilasters, which give variety and structural

character. The specimens of railing and stair-

case panels and ^vrought-iron sashes are also

deserving attention, both for design and crafts-

manship. As an example of artistic metal-work,
the hammered-iron lily and leafage can hardly be
surpassed. A very useful class of exhibits in the

hall is that illustrating metal casements. Messrs.
Hurt .and Potts, of York-street, Westminster, have
a model of a three - light mullioned window,
fitted with their well-known wrought-iron and
last gun-metal casements and windows. These
are made to open either inwards or outwards.
The grooved and Hanged bar sections are so made
as to form an effectual barrier to rain ; the double-
grooved section is admirably adapted for this pur-
pose. These casements are hinged at the sides,

or are pivoted vertically near the centre to allow
of the outside of casement being cleaned. The
upper lights are also arranged to open partially

inwards, and the opening bars, fastenings, and
adjustments are made to allow the blind to be
drawn down without hindrance by the usual pro-
jecting arms—a very great advantage over the
ordinary' casement apparatus. (Ine of the case-

ments and upper lights is filled with a very artistic

design in leaded glass.

Mr. Henry Hope, of Ijionel-street, Birming-
ham, has also, in Stand No. 31, a number of his

excellent metal casements, hinged both at side and
at top to open outward, and a casement which
swings on pivots not quite in centre for cleaning
purposes. These are fitted with gunmetal con-
densation channels at the bottom formed of two
grooves. The sections of bars are designed to

give a watertight security. The swinging case-
ments with screw-gear also exhibited appear to

be all that can be desired. We notice, too, a very
interesting case of ornamental latches of forged
iron, some of them copied from old examples in

Warwickshire, Sussex, and Surrey ; also some
very nice gunmetal handles and latches of excel-
lent design and workmanship. The factory
sashes of rolled iron bars with a middle light

which falls inwards, and can be adjusted on
quadrants with movable stops, is a very iiseful and
desirable improvement on the forms usually seen.
A very artistic effect is obtained in one of the
small casements by the leaded light with colours
obtained by selected Norman glass. The pattern,
a conventionalised pomegranate, is exceedingly
effective and simple.

TheN.A.P. Window Co., Ltd., Yictoria-street,
Westminster, have a very large stand (No. 38) in
the east section of hall. The N.A.P. sashes and
casements of metal .and wood hung to open
inward or outward, or both, are well known to
the profession, and we can simply advise our
readers to pay the stand a visit. They will there
see every kind of sash and casement fitted and in.

action. The " slip - tongue " and "double-
knuckle " metal casements which open in and
out are specially deserving of notice. The
company show several patented arrangements of
metal casements, which open outwards for
ventilation and inwards for cleaning, also the
N.A.P. sliding and revolving sash for cleaning,
which can be adapted to any existing eash
window, an arrangement at once simple and
secure. The Asylum weightless frame with
balanced sashes is a most desirable form of
window for large offices and institutions, and
secures the best kind of ventilation. Several
iron lights, centre and bottom hung, are also

shown.
J. Starkie Gardner and Co., Albert Embank-

ment, Lambeth, have a handsome pair of entrance-
gates in wrought iron, in which the plain forged
finish is seen. It is a very fine specimen of modern,
design and workmanship. Pilasters of open scroll-

work and hammered leafage, surmounted by a
handsome frieze enriched by shields, figured

escutcheons, &c., form the main framework. The
design is elaborate, and illustrates much of the
later periods of wrought-iron design, especially

in the intersecting work of the bars, and other-

details. The same firm exhibit some other work
—balcony and panels, and screens, and other
examples, all worth study. Messrs. Edgar
Keeliig, Teale, and Co., Ltd., Ravenscourt-
square, show some interesting examples of
wrought iron, and works in silver, brass, copper,
i'c, some screens and candlesticks of copper,
and iron stands for lamps.

J. E. C. Carr (Stsind 14), .Manchester, shows a
few highly artistic examples of beaten or repousse
work, finger-plates, locks, and handles, some
hand- wrought copper, and modelled metal mosaic
work. The repousse copper and brass panels on
wood are very decorative, and broad in treatment.

In the South (iallery, several stands of noted
firms are to be seen. The Coalbrookdale Iron
Co., Victoria Embankment, have a large and
pleasing assortment of their well-known artistic

fireplaces in cast iron, bronze, metal, and br.ass.

It is needless to say there is a quietness and
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breuilth in many of these designs whieh mu^t
appeal to the profession. The cast-iron niuntel-

pieces, painted in simple colours or greys, the

grates, railings, the gates, balustrades, and other

architectural ironwork which this company turn

out are examples of English Konaissance design,

and the castings are remarkably clear and sharp.

The cabinets and over-mantels and the simpler

fireplaces with Wedgwood medallions are unique,

and the railings and newel in cast iron are worth
inspection.

Messrs. Perry and Co., of Grafton-street, Bond-
street, have made a special feature of their electric-

light fittings, which are of a very ornamental

kind, in the styles of the Renaissance, l.ouis XV.,
and other periods. Chased and gilt ormolu lustres

for the lights of the future, wrought and mercury
gilt electric lustres, ceiling pendants, brackets for

walls, candelabra lloor and table lamps, grille

lanterns, and every appliance and requisite for

the fitting up of the electric light that the art of

the metal craftsman can furnish may be found in

this stand (So. 4 i . AVe particularly notice a pair

of brcnze standards and several three - light

Ix)uis XIV. electric candle brackets.

Alessrs. Strode and Co., 48, Osnaburgh-street,

Regent's Park, whose -work is always good, have
a very comprehensive stand, comprising " leading

specialities
'

' of their manufacture. AVe can only

here mention a few of the most noticeable exhibits

they have on view. Their wrought-iron work is

of excellent design and workmanship ; we notice

a wrought-iron dog-grate for wood fire, very well

treated : a very beautiful -wrought fire-screen

with leafage and flowers on the ornamentation :

a wrought-iron lantern and bracket, of pleasing

shape ; newel lights, standards, and table lamps
stamped and chased. An electric-light standard

of beaten brass and polished iron is another

object. The finger plates of brass and electro or

white metal, ami the lock handles in repousse

copper and white metal are artistic in feeling,

and decorative, and we advise all interested in

electric-light fittings, electroliers, brackets, and
other art iron and brass work to pay a visit to

Messrs. Strode and Co.'s stand.

Mr. George Wragge, of Wardry Art-metal
Works, Salford, Manchester, has, in stand Xo.
20, a very choice collection of just those little

fittings and finishes in metal which go to brighten
and finish a building. The metal work is of an
exceeedingly artistic character. yVe notice a

number of very simply-treated embossed finger-

plates and handles in white metal and brass or

copper, also some very pleasing hinges enriched
at the ends by embossing or chased work. A
wrought-iron hammered grille with bold foliage

is exceedingly clever in design. The hammered
leafage and stems of the upper part are very
effective.

Messrs. Hayward Brothers and Eckstein, Ltd.,
Union-street, Borough, S.E., have a world-wide
reputation for ironwork and fittings of a
structural character, and their stand contains

many things of interest to architects and builders

generally. Here, in stand So. '25, which no one
should miss, we see every pattern of Hayward's
patent non-slipping pavement light, fittedwith the
semi-prism lenses, their safety, self-locking

coal-plate3, ire. The improved straight and
spiral staircases we lately described, made by this

firm, are seen in two or three examples, and
excellent in sharpness and finish they are.

Hayward's patent " Jhilmil " metal lathing
forms a background to the exhibits of this stand,
and its sever.il different applications for walls,

partitions, domical ceilings, and moulded work
can be seen. Here also we have specimens of

Cottam's well-known stable fittings and venti-

lators.

The choice and artistic stand of high-class
work exhibited by Messrs. Barkentin and Krall,

of Regent-street, is worth inspection. The altar

and processional crosses, jewelled and richly
chased, the candlesticks {two of solid crystal) and
sanctuary lamps, and other ecclesiastical work
are of high-class design and workmanship, apd
th ere is also some finely-wrought domestic work.

Other stands, such as those of Longdenand Co.,
who show some very well-designed fireplaces of
repousse metal plaques, and hammtrfd wrought-
iron panels nith repoufse or copper flowers, and
flowers, 'sconces, and brackets, are worth attention
but we must notice other exhibits next week.
The Loan Collection on the upper floor is a

valuable and most interesting feature of the
exhibition. The want of a catalogue, which has
not yet been printed, has prevented u^ from
describing In detail th's collection. The exhibits

i

comprise loans from the <Jueen, the Dukes of
X'orfolk and \\'estminster. South Kensington
Museum, Eikington and Co., and many other
private collections. The cases lent by her
Majesty of inlaid firearms, stocks and barrels,

and the splendid bronze repousse plaques found
at Kew are alone replete with interest to all

lovers of artistic metal-work. These latter

specimens are in a capital state of preserva-
tion, sharp and defined, the high relief

figures representing some incidents of the 18th
century, if we are to judge from the style

of dress of the figures. I'he cases lent by the
Duke of Xorfolk contain many beautiful speci-

mens of metal-work, a jewelled cross, inlaid

caskets, and other objects. A case of pistols,

barrels and locks, inlaid with gold and silver,

signed X'icolin, French 18th century, and some
Spanish firearms, inlaid, of the 17th century
are of much interest. The carbines and pistols,

inlaid with ivory and engraved, of " wheel " and
match-locks and flint-locks, are unique, and a
few specimens of Damascene work are to be seen.
Hut the principal attraction in the collection is

several very fine suits of steel-plated and orna-
mented armour, as in the cases lent by the Queen,
Mr. Seymour Lucas, A.R.A., and the Dukes of

X'orfolk and Westminster. Here we see helmets,
breastplates, gorgets, shoulder, thigh, and leg-

guards, gauntlets, some of them fluted, others
engraved and gilt.

Mr. David Carrie lends a case of breastplates,

purse-mounts, and cabinets. The purse-mounts
are chased and embossed or incrusted with gold.

The cabinets have steel plaques of repousse work
with medallion hf«ds, figures, birds, ifco., on a

gold ground, and are French of the ICth century.

In the annexe is a fine collection of old hammered
work, and of cast fire-dogs and fire-plates. On
the -whole, the student of old metal- work and
armoury v^ill find much in this collection of a
special character, many of the subjects never
having been exhibited before.v-^
FOUNDATIONS AS APPLIED TO
LONDON BUILDINGS AND RIVER-
SIDE FOUNDATIONS.*

[Continued from page 741.)

THE HEXXEKKIVE SYSTEM OF COXCKETE
COXSTRVCTIOX.

IN this system, in addition to the use of iron

bars or rods to resist tensile stress, a
stirrup is inserted at interv.als, with the object

of holding up the tension members. These
stirrups are placed nearer together at the
ends of a beam than in the centre, and the
system is designed, not only for floors, but for

spreading the weight of a superstructure over an
extended foundation of soft ground. The calcu-

lated strength is the resistance of the iron added
to the resistance of the concrete. In the execu-
tion of a contract for demolishing an old building

in Maiden-lane, London, and buUding a new one,

three stories below ground and ten (subsequently

reduced to seven) above, where the site adjoined

a court 3ft. wide, upon the opposite side of

which was a four-story warehouse, the contract

.arrangements did not permit of the removal of

the soil of the court, and the underpinning of the

wall to the warehouse ; so the ground had to be
kept up with the superincumbent weights all

round. The contractors timbered -with 2in.

polings, aided by 9in. and 12Ln. timbers, both for

struts and walings. This, however, proved
quite inadequate at a depth of 30ft. to 42ft., the
latter being the depth of the bottom of the

trenches. 'The weight caused the 12in. logs to

bend as much as 2in. in the distance of 5ft.,

at which the cross-struts were spaced. As a

consequence the houses all round, and p.articularly

the w.arehouse across the court, began to indicate

signs of settlement. The thickness of the retain-

ing wall was increased, and inverts introduced,

and struts placed. DifiBeulties as to the projection

of the area into the street prevented the contrac-

tors carrying the excavation to the full extent

shown upon the plan when the excavation was
commenced; consequently, at a later period,

when the building appeared above ground, the

front planking and timbers had to be taken out,

about one-sixth more earth excavated along the

frontage, and the ground retimbered. When
this process had reached about 30ft. out of the

42ft. an accident occurred. This timbering gave

^ By Aetiut. T. 'W.^lmislev, M.Inst.C.E. A paper
read before the London Architectural Association on
Friday, May 20, 189S.

way at midnight, and let into the basement of

the building the whole of the earth above, due {as

the contractor believes^ to some soiikage going on
in the blue clay and causing it to spew out at the
base. The gas and water mains in the narrow
street became broken and the sewer inj ured. The
site appeared to be smothered in liquid mud 30ft.

deep in the trench. Probably if sheet planks
not less than 3in. thick had been driven close

together, joint to joint, anxiety might have
been relieved by the use of additional struts.

The employment of 2in. poling boards—which
the author understands to mean 2in. boards thick

inserted behind the walings at slight distances

apart—is only effective where the ground is self-

supporting, or nearly so. In ground of a loose

kind, close sheeting in aU such excavations is

absolutely necessary.

DEPTH OF THE LONDON CLAY.

In the construction of the Central London
llaHway the clay has been reached at a depth
of 29ft. Gin. below the surface at the Bank
Station adjoining the Royal Exchange, at 20ft.

at Chancery-lane, and 2Ift. 3in. at Davies-street,

Oxford-street ; the excavation in the shafts in-

dicating 12ft. of made ground over ISin. of loam
and IGft. of gravel at the Bank Station, 6ft. of

made ground over 14ft. of gravel at Chancery-
lane, and 12ft. 6in. of made ground over 8ft lOin.

of hard mud in Oxford-street. While at some
places the ballast has been found almost imme-
diately below the surface, there are other places

where the solid stratum of gravel underlies

marshy ground to a depth of 15ft. or more. In
underpinning an existing structure when build-

ing an adjoining structure, the foundations for

which are required to be at a greater depth
than the existing building, the work should be

set out so as to be executed in sections of

about 5ft. to lOft. in length, one length being
completed before the adjacent length is com-
menced, and each succeeding section inserted, so

that one or more undisturbed section or space of

5ft. to 10ft. is allowed to exist between the

section in course of progress and the last finished

section. The wall which is underpinned will

thus stand on piers 5ft. to 10ft. long, with undis-

turbed ground inters-ening. When the stratum

of earth on which the piers are built does not

prove strong enough to sustain the load upon the

piers—an occurrence which cannot be ascertained

until excavations are made— the intervening

bays should be excavated and the foundations

made continuous : but in this case the process of

needling up is indispensable. Care must be taken

in fixing the needles to leave room to excavate

and to fill in between needles before drawing
them : also to employ a proper use of raking and
shoring pieces, and filling in of window open-

ings as may be essential to obviate danger to the

structure, and take care to build up the section

with the quality of brickwork suitable for foun-

dations. In
rNDEKriNNINC. ^'ORK

brickwork is usually preferred to concrete, because

it is easier to insure tight packing under the old

work. Concrete has, however, been successfully

used to underpin buildings when carried up to

within about 1ft. or ISin. of the old work, and

then allowed to set for at least a couple of days

before ramming in the remainder with iron

rammers, the concrete so used being in a semi-

dry condition, and care being taken not only to

board up the face and wedge the boards tight

against the face of the plastic concrete, but to

hammer the boards well in, so as to insure uniform

support to the concrete until it has set. Having

underpinned in narrow sections of brickwork

upon a concrete foundation, the next step is to

grout up and properly make good to existing

work, and allow this to set for, s.ay, seven days

before the next section is disturbed. Where con-

crete without brickwork is adopted for under-

pinning, the time needed for setting is longer,

and as underpinning is usually employed in piers,

the employment of brickwork is a more speedy

operation.

IKON SHEETS .VND DRY S.iND FILLING.

In the case of some residential chambers being

built upon the site of Cleveland House, St.

.James's-square, consisting of eight floors, in-

cluding basement, to the design of Messrs. Rolfe

and Matthews, it became necessary to underpin

the old wall of the adjacent building, 20, St.

James's-square, under the care of Mr. T. Garratt

as architect.. The old building, the wall of which

had to be underpinned, consists of five floors,

J
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including basement, and the strata is dry sand.

The whole of the underpinning consisted of

picked Fletton bricks in cement, resting upon a

good bed, attained at the depth excavated in the

sand. Xo concrete was used under the old wall

of this adjacent building. The underpinning was
carried down in piers under the existing foot-

ings to lift, to 13ft. below the basement floors,

in places where steel stanchion foundations were
introduced in the new building to carry the
floor girders. The remainder of the wall was
underpinned to an average depth of 5ft. 6in.

below the basement floor, which is about lift,

below the road level, or a total depth of about
IGft. 6in. The foundations to the walls of the

new buUding are concrete, and to insure a

straight joint between the old and new building,

thin sheets of iron were placed between the brick-

work of the old building and the concrete of the

new building in the foundation and dry sand
filling between the old and new work above this

level, so that the new work can settle quite in-

dependently. The old wall of 20, St. James's-
square, varies from ISin. to 27in. in thickness,

the adjoining new wall of the residential chambers
being 22Jin. at the basement floor. The excava-
tions were made so as to build piers in 4ft. to 6ft.

lengths, leaving a similar length between each
pier undisturbed until these piers were set, a
minimum of four days for this purpose being
required. The intervening space was then
cleared, and the underpinning completed to form
a longitudinal continuous support. Where cross

waUa appeared, the underpinning was carried

about 2ft. Gin. under the cross wall beyond the

longitudinal underpinning. In the improve-
ments recently effected at the Lord Warden
Hotel, Dover, several interior walls upon the
ground floor were removed to form an area facing
the main entrance suitable for a lounge. It being
decided to carry the stanchions, which had to be
inserted to support girders carrying the upper
walls, upon the lower existing walls, Messrs.
Handyside and Co., the contractors, introduced
lOin. by 6in. rolled steel joists 6ft. long, as dis-

tributing girders, over which a cast iron bed-
plate rests, and between this bed-plate and the

foot-plate to the stanchion very flat steel wedges
were introduced, tapering from IJin. to Jin. in a
length of 25in., the object being as follows : The
wall being properly needled up, the lower por-
tion is removed, the girder inserted, bearing on
the stanchions. Brickwork is then built over the
girder, and the wedges to stanchions so ad j usted

that, by assuming the curve shown below, the
girder is given work to do before the remaining
brickwork is inserted. By this means further
deflection is obviated, and subsequent cracks in

the existing upper wall are avoided.

STEEL STAXCHIOXS .VXD DISTIlIliVTIXG GIRDERS.

In the building of the new Carlton Hotel,
Haymarket, the old walls of the Opera House
foimdatious were left intact, except where the
contractors found it necessary to cut through
them, for purpose of the new work. The forma-
tion was tested to 36ft. 6in. depth below street

level, and found to be loamy sand, suitable for

foundation. The new front walls are all solid

foundations upon continuous concrete. Portland
cement concrete (six to one) 3ft. thick was placed
under the main walls and under the intermediate

walls, everywhere of the same thickness except

under the 9in. walls, where 2ft. thickness was
adopted, and under stanchions, where a base Oft.

square is used, 4ft. in depth. There is not more
than 2ft. difference of level in the top of all the

concrete, a difference necessary to suit the floors.

The solid columns, SJin. diameter (hammered
steel rami, are cirried on a cast-iron base plate,

2(t. Sin. by ISin., seating on five rolled steel

joists, ISin. by Tin., imbedded in the concrete,

each 7ft. long. In some cases four roUed steel

joints are used, carrying a solid rolled steeT

column Tin. diameter. The stanchions are em-
bedded in the brickwork where walls permit, and
carry the wall girders. AU brickwork is in
cement throughout. For large weights, solid

blue brick piers in basement support stanchions.
The wall next the arcade had to be underpinned
1 ly piers ISft. deep. This wall formerly took the
roof of the arcade only, but now supports the side
wall of the hotel and seven floors. Six distributing
rolled joists, lOin. by 4iin., are inserted to carry
the weight of the upper wall on top of crown
resting on brickwork. A stanchion was built
into each pier, leaWng about 2ft. of the face-
work next the arcade intact. New arches were
inserted, using the old arches as centres. The

old arches were then cut out, and the new piers

carry the arcade roof and hotel wall at this side.

The stanchions, with the surrounding brickwork,

carry the springing of the arches. Two 12in. by
3in. channel sections, with two IGin. by iin.

plates form the stanchion, 13in. by 16in. over all.

Four rolled joists carry a IGin. square stanchion,

20ft. 25in. long, with steel "2 riveted to the

stanchion at the base, and a llin. column above
this, 22ft. 5iin. long, making altogether 42ft. Sin.

in height. The stanchions and columns are

employed for interior walls only. The Tin.

columns, 24ft. 3in. over all vertically, have a

base plate 2ft. by ISin., and the construction

erected by Messrs. li. Moreland and Son is an
interesting example of the use of solid steel

stanchions and of distributing girders in founda-
tions arranged with the aid of a cast-iron base-

plate to give a pressure not exceeding 1 .', tons

per square foot. ilr. H. L. Florence is the

architect.

CYLIXDERS V. SCREW PILES.

At Great Yarmouth, within two years of the

building for the town hall being conr.pleted, it

was foimd that the western portion, near the

river, was settling considerably, and levels were
taken monthly, with the result that Mr. Cockrill,

the borough surveyor, found these settlements

were continuing, especially after heavy rains, or

very high or very low tides. The late Sir J.

Bazalgette was called in, and he recommended
underpinning and building waUs under present

foundations with concrete blocks. Borings were
made showing Gft. of made ground and 18ft. to

20ft. of soft ooze, below which was gravel. Mr.
Cockrill carried on the works under Sir Joseph
Bazalgette'sinstructions. Themethodof procedure

was to sink two cylinders entirely without pump-
ing, a grab being employed to remove the soil

inside cylinders, and divers to level and sink them.
These were sunk to a depth of 40ft. A trench

was opened from the cylinder out to the north-

west corner of the building, but immediately on
commencing to pump, a settlement was necessarily

caused in the building, which so frightened the

municipal authorities that they stopped the

works, and, of course, as the water rose in the

soil, this finished all chance of doing anything
further with it. Mr. Cockrill, however, is very
strongly of opinion that if he had allowed the

matter to have gone on he could have under-
pinned the comer in forty-eight hours, and when
one corner was done it would have been a com-
paratively easy job to have continued. Sir

Benjamin Baker next came on the scene, and
with Sir Joseph Bazalgette recommended
widening the present foundations by using the

concrete blocks made for underpinning. The
committee, however, resolved to pull the west

part of the building down ; but subsequently,

upon the advice of Mr. F. E. Duckham, screw

piles were introduced. Mr. Duckham's plans

consisted of putting rows of cast-iron screw piles

at intervale of 9ft. inside and outside the main
walls, each about 23ft. long, screwed approxi-

mately 3ft. into the gravel bank. (Jn the heads

of these piles, longitudinally and parallel with

the wall, were placed girders about 15in. deep,

and across them, suspended by strong screw bolts,

steel joists were placed under the concrete founda-
tions, and then screwed up tight to the concrete,

the whole being surrounded with concrete. Xo
settlement has since occurred. The subsoil con-

sisted of a gravel bank underlying 16ft. to 18ft.

of ooze and .5ft or 6ft. of made ground, into which
the trenches for the concrete foundations were
cut. The removal of the water from these

trenches tended to jeopardise the building. The
piles employed were 2ft. Gin. and 3ft. diameter

filled with concrete, so that in the event of the

cast iron becoming injuriously affected by the

soil of the district the internal concrete columns
would sustain the superimposed mass. In the

construction of the Liverpool Overhead Railway,

wrought-iron girders placed 22ft. centre to centre,

at a normal span of oUft., and at a height of IGft.

above the roadway, are supported by columns
built of two steel channels and two plates grouted

at their base into cast-iron shoes, which are

anchored to concrete foundations by bolts, the

concrete footings being arranged so as to dis-

tribute a pressure of one ton to the square foot

over the surface of the made ground on which
they stand. The

S.U'E IIE.IRIXG POWER OF V.VHIOl'S KIXDS OF
OROUXD

may approximately be stated as follows :—Made
ground, when dry, as firm earth, will sustain from

2,.')001b. to 3,5001b. per square foot, or, say, from
1 ton to li per square foot ; but if the subsoil be
of an alluvial character, or quicksand, it will be
prudent to allow only i-ton to J-ton per square

foot, and the same for soft clay near the surface,

whereas with moist clay we can allow from 1 ton

to li tons per square foot ; compact clay, nearly

dry, from 2 tons to 2i tons per square foot

;

dry, compact clay, of considerable thickness, from
3 tons to 5 tons per square foot ; loose sand, from
1 ton to 1 i ton per square foot : compact sand, from
2 tons to 3 tons per 6<iuare foot ; compact sand,

prevented from spreading, from 5 tons to Ti tons

per square foot ; ordinary gravel and sand, from
2 tons to 3 tons per square foot : but, if the same
be compact, drj', and prevented from spreading,

from 4 tons to 6 tons ; while ordinary rock would
safely carry 9 tons per square foot. In the case

of the Tower Bridge, it was thought expedient

to limit the pressure on the London clay upon
which the piers rest to 4 tons per square foot.

AVhen the bridge is loaded to its utmost
capacity, it is calculated that the granite bed
under the columns of the towers sustains

16 tons per square foot, and the Staffordshire

blue brickwork immediately beneath the granite

1 tons per square foot. At the Imperial Institute,

designed by Mr. T. E. CoUcutt, the pressure pro-

duced by the foundations upon the blue clay is

estimated to be 2} tons per square foot. The
main walls are continuous, but the wing walls

are carried by girders attached, in some cases, to

stanchions built into brick piers, as shown in the
diagram, so as to obtain easy communication in

the basement area for pipes and storage connected

with exhibition purposes. The stanchions, where
introduced, are 14ft. o^in. over all, and stand on
concrete foundations. The outside walls are

carried down 14ft. to 19ft. below street level.

Clay, when dry, and retained or excavated to a
flat angle, is a safe foundation ; but mixtures of

sand and clay are bad, the sand admitting water,

and the clay retaining it. In such a soil, 2 tons

per square foot of foundation is sufficient to

assume. Landslips in clay occur when a clay

bank is left insuificiently protected, or at too steep

a surface. In many parts of the Midlands, where
it is the immediate subsoil, structures built

thereon are apt to slip, and end walls of houses to

crack, owing to the shrinkage of clay due to

excessive dryness. A landslip occurred on the

South London line of the London, Brighton, and
South Coast Railway, upon the south side of

the line at Denmark Hill Station, where the

railway passes in a cutting, having an average

depth of 25ft. along the side of the Mil rising

to the southward, and consisting of London
clay. The slopes of the cutting were laid as flat

as the limits of the land acquired would allow,

and, in order not to encroach on the public road

called Champion Park, a surcharged retaining

wall was employed to uphold the slopes. For a
period of about twelve years after the railway had
been opened for traflic the retaining wall appeared

quite sufficient to withstand the pressure of the

earth behind, although some slight slips occurred

on the surface of the slope : these being dealt

with in the ordinary way—by taking out the

slips and filling up the place with chalk. Later

on, owing to a movement in the wall itself, more
vigorous measures were adopted, and heavy con-

crete buttresses were put in below the foundations

of the wall, and brought up to the level of the

platform. This remedy answered for a time, but

the mischief was still going on, and during the

winter of 18S1 made itself apparent by a further

movement of the wall, a sinking of the roadway
in Champion Park, with a corresponding rising

of the permanent way, which was lifted 2ft. It

was therefore decided to put in another w.all at

the back of the old one, sufficiently deep and
heavy to resist the pressure of the moving clay.

This was done by the construction of a wall 12ft.

in thickness in Portand cement concrete, the

foundations being carried down to a depth of 18ft.

below rail level of the solid ground, undisturbed by

the slip. In addition to this wall, which was built

for a length of 400ft.. traverse counterforts, 5ft.

in thickness, were put in about 13ft. apart, ex-

tending from the back of the wall up the slope

to the road above, a distance varying from 20ft.

to JOft. The cause of the slip was probably

owing to the accumulation of water in the ground

forming the slope behind the wall. The retain-

ing wall at the west end of the station also

showed signs of moving, and this was strengthened

by building raking buttresses in cement brick-

work, with intervening arches against the face of

it, with concrete foundations carried down to a
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depth of 10ft. telow the footings of the old wall.

Three concrete counterforts, each I'Jft. hy lOtt.,

and 28ft. high, carried down 10ft. below rail,

were also in,t reduced at the extreme west end of

this retaining wall. About 10,000 cubic yards of

concrete were put in. The works enumerated
above were commenced in December, 1881, and
ccrapleted by August, 1S83. The works, as

carried out, have proved effectual in arresting the

movement of the earth, and no further trouble

has been experienced at this place. The follow-

ing table shows the angle at which different

materials may safely be allowed to have sloping

banks :

—

I

only wrought iron employed being for the con-

necting-bolts. The old bed of the Fleet River

crossed the site where the viaduct is carried across

the valley, and the bed of the existing Fleet

sewer was about i'ift. or 23ft. below the old level

of Farringdon-street at the point where the

principal arch of the viaduct spans that street,

upon the skew. This bed is clay. The scare

created as to the fracture of columns or masonry

in the piers was due entirely to bad face joints in

the bedding of the granite work. There was

evidence of stability in the foundations, as not

the slightest movement had taken place. The
excavations for the foundations were carried 7ft.

TABLB OF ANGLE W!TH HOEIZON.

Earth.

Dry s^and and mixed earth
h'and, fine and dry

,, „ ,, wet
., very wet

Itry sand
^and

Phingle and gravel
Loose shingle
Shingle

Gravel
Clean gravel
travel with sand

Damp clay and drained ...

"Wet clay ..

iJry clay
Peat

Vegetable eaitb, dry
„ ,. moist ...

„ ,, very wet
„ „ pimned...

Compact earth
Rubble

Bankine. 1 Wray, Unwin. i
Moleaworth.

37' to 21'
37' to 31'

26'

32'

48' to 35'

48'

2B'

45'

17' to 14'

45'
16'

29'

45' to 14'

Natural Slopes.

1-33 to 1

2-63 to 1

From
9 to 1

1-43 to 1

45'
16'

1 to 1

3 23 to 1, and
4 to 1

1 to 1 and 4 to 1

29'

45' to 49'

17'

66' to 74'

28'

50'

45'

station in the Farringdon-road are carried down
to a depth of I lift, below the rail level. The piers

are of Staffordshire blue bricks set in cement,

and are built upon footings of concrete that rest

upon the London clay.

TVXNELS I XDEll WAllEnOVSES.

The Great Northern Railway Company con-

structed an additional tunnel under some large

warehouses in the Brewery-road, Islington,

without the removal of any of the heavy stock

contained in the warehouses or compensation for

stoppage and loss of trade to the owners. The
tunnel was built in Oft. lengths, and as each

length was tunnelled out it was arched in at once

and neat cement worked in by hydraulic pressure

between the arch and the ground above, eaih

leiigth being completely finished before a fresh

one was started. Messrs. Holland and Hannen,
of Bloomsbury, London, constructed at the Surrey

Commercial Dock some new warehouses in the

South Dock on concrete piers varying in depth

from 22ft. to 29ft. The borings showed the

strata in various positions on the site to be in

most cases made ground, blue clay, peat, siltj"

clay, sand, and gravel. There were altogether

some 250 pier-holes to be excavated, 4ft. Gin.

square, and averaging about 20ft. below the

surface of water in the dock immediately adjoin-

ing. It is obvious that to have kept each

pier-hole separately pumped out during opera-

tions would have proved an endless task. A
large sump - hole was, therefore, formed in

the centre of the site, and by these means

the water strata was tapped, and by constant

pumping the pier-holes were kept sufficiently dry

to work in. Some considerable difficulty was

experienced with the pumping machinery at the

commencement, as ordinary pumps were useless

in consequence of the large amount of sand ex-

tracted with the water. Centrifugal pumps were

tried, but without success, and eventually a

Murray's endless chain-pump was erected, which

worked satisfactorily until the pier-holes were

complettd. The City and Southwark Electric

Railway, in its course between the Middlesex

side of the river and the Monument terminus,

passed up Swan-lane near some heavy warehouses

tenanted by Messrs. Marker and Co., 102 and

103, Upper Thames -street, spice merchants;

Messrs. Walker and Co., Old Swan-lane, packers
;

Messrs. Davies and Royle, 3, Old Swan-lane,

wholesale stationers; Messrs. Wigan and Co.,

2, Swan-lane, importers of isinglass. Near the

latter warehouse, immediately adjoining the route

of the subway, the tunnel left the clay and entered

the water-bearing strata. These warehouses have

basement, ground floor, first-floor, second floor, and

top-iloor space, all occupied, some rooms being

used for heavy papers, other for cases containing

various kinds of fruit and general heavy goods.

When the subway works were commenced, various

old cracks were found to have existed in these

buildings, which gave rise to the apprehension

that some danger might occur in the construction

of the new tunnels, or by the subsequent working

of the railway, so that certain marks were noted,

and pieces of paper were pasted over various old

cracks, and in other cracks cement-filling were

put in, levels of doors and sUls taken, and the

buUdings plumbed both in and out near the

angles. This was in the year 1887, before the

construction of the tunnel commenced. At Messrs.

Wig.an's they had an engine (lOH.P.) constantly

at work upon the ground floor, which would have

run irregularly in the event of settlement. Swan-

lane is about 13ft. 6in. wide, and the tunnels are

there placed one over the other. Compressed air

behind a bulkhead was employed to restrain the

advent or inflow of water into the space excavated

,

and no settlement of the upper surface resulted,

the water-bearing strata being never without

support. (^Xo be continued.)

The Faningdon-street bridge of the Holbom
Viaduct is remarkable as having a platform con-
structed of cast-iron arches and floor-plates, the

and over below the old bed of the river iiito the

solid blue clay and concrete. The foundations of

the Great Northern Railway Company's goods

DR.\AVINGS BY CHARLES KEENE.

IN the BuiLDixo News for January 21 last wa
published some very interesting sketches

by the celebrated Fiinc/i artist, the late Charles

Keene, and in our notes accompanying these

illustrations we said, " The old church ... is

unnamed; possibly some of our readers may
identify it. This would be an advantage." We
have now been favoured with the desired informa- •

tion by Mr. E. Terrell, of Seaton, Devon, who
|

says that the building is none other than the ;

parish church of St. Gregory, at Seaton. He!

s.iys: "I have attended the church constantly]
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during a residence of seventeen years, so that it

is well known to me, and in every detail the

drawing corresponds with the huilding and its

surroundings, even to the tombs and the trees in

the churchyard, and the pathways." We are

glad to he able to give this information, and it

adds much to the interest of the matter.

IRONWORK AT SOUTH KENSINGTON
MUSEUM.—IV.

By G. a. T. Middletcin.

^. .v i'.vir of m.^ce st.\>i><.

FLIMSY to excess, yet admirably chosen as

an example of much of the ironwork of the

latter half of the 17th century—as well as of the

next hundred years—is the pair of mace stands

from the corporation pew in the parish church

of Newcastle-under-Tjyme. Constructional sup-

ports are lacking, and their place taken by curved

members, sufficient doubtless for the actual

jtl'N^-

necessities of the case, but giving no apparent

strength even to that extent. The details are

all of rounded outline, the leaves in particular,

which may well be compared with those of the

Leversedge screen, of somewhat earlier date,

illustrated in the last of this series. As new
features, attention may be drawn to the tendril

B, and the corkscrew terminals at G and H,
which latter are none too securely pinned to the

bars which support them.

CHIPS.

In the Court of Bankruptcy on .Saturday, a
receiving order was made against Mr. Walter
Graham, arcbitect, of 12, Buckingham-street,
Strand.

The new post-office in Bank-street, Annan, N.B.

,

was formally opened on Saturday. It is built of

freestone, and occupies a site of 40it. by GOft., being
two stories in height.

Mr. Humphrey Lewis, timber merchant, of Con-
way, died on Friday, aged 55 years. For many
years he was partner with the late Mr. Peter Lewis
in an extensive timber business at Llanrwst, Con-
way, and Capel Curig. Mr. Humphrey Lewis had
taken a prominent part in public affairs at Conway.
He was twenty years a town councillor, and served

as mayor two years ago. He was a member of the

National school governors, and also of the schoel

board.

Colonel W. B. Slake, E E., held an inquiry on
May 25 at the Shire Hall at Nottingham into the

application of the Notts County Couucil for sanction

to borrow £110,000 for the purpose of erecting a
lunatic asylum at Radcliffe. Mr. E. P. Hooley,
the county surveyor, from whose plans the building
will be erected, explained the proposals.

The new Hertfordshire Museum, which is about
to be built in Hatfield-road, St Allan's, will be
erected from plans by Mr. Arthur S. Flower, F.S. A.
A lecture-room and library will form a feature of

the institution. The building will be faced with
red bricks, red tiles being adopted for rooting, and
the heating and ventilation will be on Onmdy's
system.

OBITUARY.
Mr. Sydney Stent, F.R.I.B.A., M.Inst.C.E.,

of 43, St. George's-street, Cape Town, died in

that capital on May 20, ag^ 52 years. He
joined the Institution of Civil Engineers as an
Associate Member in May, 1876, becoming an

Ordinary Member seven years later, and he had
been a Fellow of the Royal Institute of British

Architects since 1880.

We regret to announce the death of .Sir Robert
Rawuxsox, K.C.B., the distinguished engineer

and one of the pioneers of sanitary reform in

this country, which occurred at the advanced age

of four score and eight years, on Tuesday .after-

noon at his residence, 11, The Boltons, South
Kensington. Born in Bristol on February 28,

1810, he was the son of a mason and builder

carrying on business at Chorley in Lancashire,

and himself began life as a working stonemason
in his father's workshops. One of his first

engagements was with Jesse Hartley, the

famous engineer of the Liverpool Docks, whose
office he entered at the age of 21 as a measurer of

masonry. Five years later, in 1836, he entered

the service of liobert .Stephenson, acting as

assistant resident engineer on the Blisworth sec-

tion of the London and North-Western main line.

In 1840, the line being completed, he returned

to Liverpool as assistant surveyor to the corpora-

tion, and four years later was appointed engineer

to the Bridgewater Canal. On the passing of the

Public Health .\ct of 1H4S, the outcome of the

late Sir Edwin Chadwick's inquiries into the

sanitary condition of our labouring populations,

he was one of the first superintending inspectors

appointed. In this capacity he visited and
inspected numbers of towns all over the country.

and the reports in which he exposed the over-

crowding, the lack of drains and sewers, the

absence of a wholesome water supply, and the

general want of cleanliness, which he found in

only too many places, were often resented by the

municipal authorities. Soon after the outbreak

of the Crimean War Mr. Rawlinson, Dr.

Sutherland, and Dr. H. (Javin were sent out as-

members of a Sanitary Commission, and were
practically given a free hand by the War Office,

being instructed to use the utmost expedition in

examining into the causes of, and finding reme-
dies for, the unhealthy state of camp and hospital,

but were ordered to see, either personally or

through their agents, that works considered

necessary were immediately begun, and to super-

intend their progress day by day until they were
finished. The commissioners reached Constanti-

nople in the beginning of March, 1S55, and set to

work on the I.evantine hospitals, and from about

42 per cent, in February the death-rate fell to

about 2| at the end of .Tune. In the Crimen,

which the commissioners reached in .\pril, similar

happy results were soon obtained, simply by
attention to limewashing, ventilation, scavenging,,

anduncontaniinated water-supply. While on duty,

Jlr. Itawlinson had a narrow escape from death,

being knocked from his horse by a cannon-ball.

In 1863 he worked energetically in Lancashire to

organise public works for the starving cotton opera-

tives, and reported that, inhi8opinion,amillionand

a half sterling might be expended in permanent
improvements of a beneficial character, including

main sewerage, drainage, forming and completing

streets, making new water-reservoirs, and laying

out parks and recreation grounds. In consequence

of his statements the Treasury advanced out of

the Consolidated Fund a sum not exceeding
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1 1,200,000 at 3i per cent., on the security of the

loetd rates, to fa<ilitato the execution of tho

p\ililie works suggested. I'ndcr Mr. Kawlinson's

direction, success attended tho experiment ; the

men were employed at a wage not less than \2s.

a week, while the streets and roads in Lan-
cashire that were at this time sewered, drained,

pavod, and generally improved, if added end
to end would have formed a roadway 100

mileis long. In this way l'l,S50,000 in all were
Hpeut, and in recognition of the services ho
rendered, Mr. Kawlinson was made a C.E. On
the constitution of the Local Oovernment Board
ho became chief engineering inspector, and in

IS.SS, upon retiring from the post, which he had
held for IC years, he was promoted to be K.C'.B.,

having already been knighted in ISS:',. In
addition to his otUcial duties, he acted as Chair-
man of the Koyal Commision on the I'ollution of

Rivers in ISGG, and also served on the Commis-
sion which ini|uired into the sanitary condition of

Dublin in 1S79. Ho became an Associate

llenibor of the Institution of Civil Engineers in

1S4S, and served as president in 189i, and was a

vice-president of the Society of Arts. He was
for a long period a valued contributor to our
columns.

Ml!. LnopoLB LowrNST.\M, the weU-known
etcher, died, after a long and painful illness, on
•Saturday, at Woodcroft, Three Bridges, Sussex.
Born in IS 12 at Amsterdam, he studied there at

tho Academy until isro, and acquired such a
reputation as an etcher that in 1871, at the request
of the Swedish Government, he went to Stock-
holm, and there founded an etching school. In
1873 Lowenstani came to London. He soon made
himself known by his etchings of works by Alma
Tadema, Kosa Boiiheur, Stacey Marks, Boughton,
Sadler. Leader, Kilburn, Linton, Sir Edward
Poynter, and others, and exhibited for many
years at the Iloyal Academy, lie was awarded
the highest distinctions and medals at the
London. Paris, Amsterdam, Sydney, Melbourne,
Columbian, and other exhibitions.

Dit. WvxN- Westcott, Coroner for St. Luke's,
held an inquiry, on Friday, respecting the death
of Gkouge Hexry Cope, aged 24, surveyor,
lately residing at 78, Cricketfield-road, Clapton.
William Courtenay Le Maitre. assistant to the
deceased, stated that on Monday afternoon he was
with him on the roof of a building at 9.i, Hill-

street, Finsbury, in the occupation of Messrs.
M'Namara, carmen and contractors. The de-
ceased, with a view to .alterations, was measuring
a chimney stack. In order to do this, he stepped
out of the gutter on to the sloping roof, which
gave way, and he fell through. Other evidence
showed that the deceased fell 16ft. on to the floor

of a room, and evidently struck his head on the
brickwork of an old disused forge. He died .about

a quarter of an hour later. Photographs of the
roof showed that, .although it was apparently
sound as viewed from the outside, the rafter had
been cut aw.ay inside, and the tiles that gave way
were supported merely by three battens. At one
time a hole had been made in the roof, about
2ft. Gin. square, and this had been merely covered
over with tiles instead of being properly repaired.
On behalf of Messrs. 31'Namara, it was stated
that the roof had been in the same condition for
the last 20 years, and that they had only had the
premises 10 years. Sloreover, it was stated that
the deceased knew the condition of the roof, as
he had been inside the room a few days previously.
A verdict of "Accidental Death " was returned'.

The new Xational Schools at Llangedsryn were
opened last week. They have been erected from
the designs and under the supervision of Mr. W. D.
Williams, of the estate office, Llangedwyn, by Mr.
a. A. Jones, builder, Llanfyllin. The building is

70ft. by 21£t. Gin., and is designed to accommodate
IGO children.

The latest addition to the Bristol tramway system
is the extension of the Ashley route, which has now
been continued from Sussex-place via L-^wer Ashley-
road and Warwick-road to Stapleton-road, where it

forms a junction with the Old Market and Staple
Hill electric line. The construction of this new
section has been delayed by the necessity for first

carrying out an important widening of Lower
Ashley-road, between Pennywell-road and Sey-
mour-road ; but since the acquisition of the pro-
perties no time has been lost. The new line, which
has been constructed under the supervision of
Mr. U. E. C. Edwards, resident engineer, was
formally inspected on Friday by Sir Francis
Marindin, R.E., the Board of Trade inspecting
ofticer.

Butl^mg Ittttllistttct—-

—

BiHMiXGH.^M.—Mr. Tart, the manager of the
Improvement Scheme, has prepared a sot of seven
sketch-plans of labourers" dwellings, to bo erected
upon the Milk-street improvement area. Some
time back several tenement dwellings proposed
to be erected were opposed by the Health Com-
mittee and rejected by the council. A confer-
ence has since been held between the Improve-
ment Committee and the Health Committee,
formed of four representiitivos from each body,
Mr. Tart's drawings show buildings to be erected
in two or three stories, the upper being entered.
In some of the designs, from a balcony, and in

others by a joint staircase to each pair of houses.
The aim of the designer has been to approach as
nearly as practicable to letting off two or three
rooms, with scullery and other conveniences, at the
rate of eighteenpence per room per week. It

will not be possible to realise this ideal if any-
thing like the full value is to be allowed for the
land. The sugfrestion is, however, entertained
that the rates might bear a portion of the cost of

the land as a matter of sanitary improvement. In
all the designs I.50sq.ft. is allowed .as the minimum
floor space for a living room and 100ft. for a bed-
room.

Brighton.—The new Bible Christian Church
in Stamford-avenue was opened a short time
since. The building is Early English in style,

of semi-cruciform plan, and consists of nave
and two wide transepts, and apsidal end. The
external walling is of stock bricks with dressings
of red bricks and Sussex stone ; the roofs are
covered with greenish -tinted sl.ates, and are sur-
mounted at the crossing of the transept roofs with
an octagonal ventilating turret with oak shingled
roof. The window openings are mostly in narrow
lancet lights, and are glazed with simple patterns
of cathedral glass. The church is placed over the
schoolroom ; but tho gradients have been so
utilised as to bring the whole of the windows of

the schoolroom above the ground surface : while
the external approaches are so arranged as to

give access to the church floor level by a rise of

only five steps at the east end, and flights of five

steps descend to the level of the schoolroom floor

at the west end. Internally the w.alls of the
church are finished in plaster, relieved by beads
and sunk mouldings. The pews and much of the
other woodwork are of pitch-pine. In the rear are

a stewards' vestry and a minister's vestry, which
are approached by a private staircase, and have
also an entrance from the church to the school-

room. The chapel is seated for 400, and the
schoolroom will seat 300, but there .are four
class-rooms divided off by patent swivel parti-

tions, which can be thrown back, adding space
for another 60. The infants' room holds 50
children, and there is also a young women's
classroom, accommodating about 30, and kitchen
and boiler, sink, and china closet. The heating
is by hot-water pipes to the schoolroom and
classroom, and by radiators to the church :

while the ventilation of the church is provided
for by means of exhaust ventilators in the roof,

the inlets being arranged by a system of double
glazing to portions of the windows, leaving cavi-

ties when open in the form of long narrow Tobin
tubes. Exhaust shafts are carried up the walls

from the schoolroom below. The buildings are

lighted with electric light throughout. 5Ir. E. J.

Hamilton, M.S.A., Brighton, was the architect,

and Messrs. Saunders and Sons, of Shoreham,
were the contractors.

Ck.vigmillar P.^iiK, Edixuvkgh.—The Jlode-
rator of the Free Assembly, the Rev. Dr. White,
laid last week the memorial-stone of the new
Craigmillar Park Free Church, at the end of Eist
Suffolk-road, Edinburgh. The plans have been
prepared by ilesurs. Sydney Mitchell and Wilson,
architects,' 13, Voung-street, Edinburgh. The
church is cruciform, and consists of a nave, aisles,

transepts, and a semi-octagon,al apse. The tower
is in the north-west corner, and in it the main
entrance is placed. Over the vestibule between
the doorway and the church is placed a western
gallery. The nave is divided into three bays
by circular columns with moulded capitals, and
these carry obliiiuely - pointed arches. The
clerestorj- windows, of which there is one over

each bay, are of three lights, filled with cusped
tracery. There are no windows in the aisles

themselves in order that they may be in shadow,
and thus increase the effect of the ample light in

the church itself. The aisles are used entirelv

as passages, and contain no seats. The apse is

separated from the church by a lofty stone arch,
and is lighted by three tall and narrow windows
with traceried heads. A high panelled dado is

carried round the apse, and its floor, which is

r,aiaed three steps, is laid with encaustic tiles.

The pulpit, which is of wood, is placed at one
side of the arch between the church and the apse,

and the Communion-table, reading-desk, and
font are placed in the apse itself. On the north
side of the apse, and opening into both it and the
north transept by means of stone arches, is the
organ-chamber. The roof of the apse is treated

as a semi-dome, and is lined with wood and
decorated with moulded ribs of the same ma-
terial. The roof of the nave and transepts is

open - timbered. Behind the church, vestry,

session-house, ladies' room, .Src., are provided.

The hall is unusual in shape, being a complete
octagon, with a row of low, many-muUioned
windows on each of its sides. The tower is square

in plan, and is designed without buttresses. At
the belfry stage the walls are set back, and an
octagonal turret with a pyramidal top is formed
at each angle : between these is a panelled

parapet, and above this parapet the tower changes
from square to octagonal, and finishes with a stone

spire. The church is seated for over 700, and the

hall for nearly 300.

DfRHAM.—The new County Council buildings

in t)ld Elvet are approaching completion. They
are being built from designs by Messrs. Harry
Barnes and Frederick E. Coates, of .Sunderland

and Hartlepool, selected in competition. The
front elevation is of red terracotta, .and the sides

and back are of brick, with buff terracotta dress-

ings. The buildings have a frontage of about

170tt. .and a depth of 150ft. In the centre is a

large tower with dome, which is the chief feature

of the elevation. It is carried on plaster columns,

and covered with copper. The building is roofed

with green slates. A flight of steps some 40ft. in

width leads up to the front entrance, which is

through an arched doorway, .and minor entrances

are placed at the sides. The ground floor is occu-

pied by the council chamber, the committee

rooms, oifices of the clerk to the County Council,

and the reception rooms. The chamber is ap-

proached through an anteroom of hexagonal

form, 32ft. wide by 33ft. high. The council

chamber, which is horseshoe in shape in its lower

half, m.akes the transition to the circular at a
height of about 12ft. The diameter is 45ft., and
the height 36£t. It is crossed by four arches of

28ft. span, carrying the dome. The walls of the

chamber are pierced by several windows of stained

glass, and polished marble columns surround the

chamber. The committee room is 42ft. by 21ft.

From the ground floor access to the floor above is

gainedby a flight of stairs. The steps originally

intended to be of tinted green slates are being

constructed of marble. On the floor above are to

be the offices of the county surveyor, the county

accountant, the county medical oSicer, and the

County Education Department. Above these

again are a number of spacious rooms for labora-

tories, libraries, ire. The basement of the build-

ing, in addition to oflices for the weigbts and
measures department, contains strong rooms,

store rooms, &c., and is entered from the streeet

level ; along the corridor of the ground floor runs

a dado of faience work. The marble work is being

executed by Messrs. Lowes and Sons, Durhain,

and Messrs. Burmantotts, of Leeds, have been

doing the faience work. Furniture is being sup-

plied by Messrs. Robson and Son, Newcastle.

Messrs. Rule, Sunderland, have done the plaster-

work, and Messrs. McCulloch, of Glasgow, h.ave

furnished the stained glass windows. The heating

apparatus is supplied by Messrs. Ashwell and

Nesbitt, of Leicester. Messrs. Rankin and Son,

Sunderland, are the sole contractors for building.

The entire cost will be about £29,000, including

the purchase of land and furniture.

Maryleboxe.—The new central administrative

department of the Marylebone Workhouse has

been opened by the Bishop of London. The

new building, which has just been completed at

a cost of £50,000, stands upon the site of the

original administrative blocks and chapel, which

were pulled down in the latter part of the ye.ar

1S9G. It is designed to concentrate in one block

the whole of the administrative oflices (except the

laundry) of the workhouse, and such parts as are

used in common by all the inmates. The new
general dining-hall is capable of seating 1,000

inmates at meals. The walls are faced with

glazed bricks, relieved by a dark dado and

i
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coloured bands, and the roof is of open timber,

and the lofty walls are treated in panels,

decorated in stencilled colour. The tables are so

constructed that they can be folded so as to form

comfortable backs to the seats when the hall is

used for entertainments. Adjoining the dining-

hall is the general kitchen, which is fitted with

steam and gas apparatus for cooking for as many
as 2,000 people at one time. The chapel is seated

to hold 550 people. The dining-hall is heated

with steam coils, and all other rooms are fitted

with open fires, while the whole building is lighted

throughout by electricity, gas also being provided

at certain points. The buildings have been

erected from the designs of 5Ir. A. iSaxon Saell,

F.R.I.B. A. , by ilr. Charles Wall. An additional

block wiU be erected on the Marylebone-road

side of the workhouse, at a further cost of

£60,000.

Nkwcastle-ox-Tvs'e.—The opening services

of the reconstructed Erskine Presbyterian Church,

in Rye Hill, Newcastle, took place on Friday.

The church has been rebuilt on the site originally

occupied by the old church, in accordance with

plans prepared by Messrs. Badenoch and Bruce,

and it will now accommodate 500 worshippers,

whereas only 300 could be accommodated in the

eld church. The building is designed in Late

Gothic style, with walls of rubble, faced on the

Kye Hill side by snecked stone facings, with

chiselled stone dressings. At the entrances two

large porches project into the open space in front,

giving access to vestibules and staircases leading

to galleries which run round three sides of the

building. The roof is constructed with hammer
beam trusses in pitch pine, with cleaded ceilings

following the line of rafters and collars, and

divided into panels with mouldings planted on.

The old schoolroom in the basement has not been
interfered with, though the front portion under
the vestibules has been converted into a ladies'

room and tea-room with wide vestibule, and
entrance lobby and lavatories. Mr. Robt. Veitch,

of Barrack-road, Newcastle, has been the

contractor. The heating will be effected by
low-pressure hot-water pipes and radiators.

The ventilation is by Gaueland and Slackay's

climax roof ventilators, and the building

wiU throughout be lighted with electricity.

—

The foundation-stone of the Primitive Blethodist

central church in Nortbumberland-road, Xew-
castle-on-Tyne, was laid on Monday. The
church, which cost about £12,200, is planned to

seat about 800 worshippers—for the most part on
the ground floor—with a wide horseshoe-shaped
gallery round three sides of the church. Behind
the rostrum is the choir gallery and organ
chamber. The entrance lobbies, vestibules, and
staircases are spacious, and cloakrooms are pro-

vided at the entrances. Special additional exit-

doors are pro\'ided, so that a large congregation

can leave the building in the shortest possible

time. The school buildings and vestries will be
connected with the church at the rear, and will

have a frontage to Ridley-place—there wUl be
lecture hall, galleried schoolroom, church parlour,

library, minister's vestry, and classroom, together

with a caretaker's house. It is intended to light

the whole of the buildings by electricity. The
church will be buUt of stone, with AV'estmoreland

green slate roof. The windows will be glazed

with cathedral glass in leaded squares. The
internal fittings will be of varnished pitch-

pine. The architects are Messrs. Davidson and
Bendle, and the contractor was Mr. A. Bruce, all

of Newcastle.

Oldswi.vfoud.—On Saturday, May 2nd, the
church of St. Mary's, Oldswinford, whose founda-
tion dates back to the 13th century, was re-

oiiened, when the Bishop of AVorcester conse-
crated the new chancel, which has been erected
from designs of Jlr. J. A. Chatwin, of Birming-
ham, at a cost of upwards of £3,500. The
original church was taken down, with the
exception of the tower and spire, nearly sixty
years ago, and an unsightly, oblong galleried
building with a one-span root, carried on weak-
looking principals, replaced it. The chancel now
added is about 40ft. long by 22ft. wide, with a
chancel aisle on the south side, and has vestries

and a capacious organ-chamber on the north.
An arch now divides the nave from the chancel,

the roof of which is wagon-headed. In the east

wall there is a large window. The style is that
of the Decorated period. Beneath the vestries

has been provided a room, capable of recei^nng
organ-beUows and a gas-engine. The chancel is

faced externally with red Bromsgrove atone, and

inside the dressings are of Bath stone. The gain

in space by the present alterations will altogether

"•ivo accommodation for about one hundred more

worshippers. It is hoped at a future day to form

a nave of the same width as the chancel by

erecting two arcades of four arches each. The

roof of the nave would then be made to corre-

spond somewhat with the chancel, and the north

and south aisles would have a span roof. The

present stone walls and windows on the north

and south sides of the church would remain.

Messrs. Collins and Godfrey, of Tewkesbury,

were the builders. The cost was £3,800.

PETi'.RiioKOiGn C.iTitEDRAi,.—During the past

fortnight much progress has been made under the

superintendence of Mr. J. T. Irvine, the archi-

tects' clerk of works, in the bottoming of the

north-eastern corner of the eastern chapel of

Peterborough Cathedral which has so long been

failing. The subsidence has threatened the

destruction of the beautiful structure with its

magnificent fan tracery. It was the last work

added to the monastery church before the

Reformation. It was built by Abbott Richard

Ashton, circa 1438. The work was not finished

before the death of Kirkton in 1528. During

the work of excavation the workmen came across

a mass of tooled stone—tracery of windows, and

such like, which had evidently belonged to the

Lady-chapel, pulled down to save repairing in

1670. Evidently, after the dean and chapter

returned, the weakness of this eastern building

was most apparent, and as the ruins of the Lady-

chapel were plentifully in evidence, they dug a

grip around the failing foundations of the eastern

chapel, and pitched the stone in, with an erro-

neous idea that it would strengthen the founda-

tions. There was no attempt at all of laying the

fragments in any sort of order, and thus they

have now been found 300 years later. A dis-

covery of the Saxon wall of the ancient monastery

has been made. This is one of the most important

finds—next to the Saxon church and the Saxon

cemetery— of the whole restoration, now extend-

ing over a period of over fifteen years. The
eastern wall of the chapel has been found to be

partially built upon it, and it is this Saxon wall

which has sunk and carried with it the founda-

tions of the eastern chapel.

Shaw, I^axcs.—A new Congregational school

adjoining the chapel in Rochdale-road, Shaw, was

opened on Saturday last. On the ground floor

are five classrooms, infants' room, 21ft. by ITft.,

young men's room, 36ft. by 17ft., and young

women's room, 20tt. by 15ft. AU the first floor

is appropriated by the assembly-hall, which is

approached by wide staircases ; its dimensions are

68ft. by 36ft., and seats 500 people. A platform,

with ante-room attached, is provided at one end

of the haU. The heating-chamber, kitchen, &c.,

are in the basement, under the rear of the build-

ing. The front is faced with Hipperholme pitch-

faced wallstone, with dressings from the same

quarries, the sides and back being faced with

Accrington bricks and Yorkshire stone dressings.

All the joiners' work inside is of pitch-pine.

Mr. Whitworth AVhittaker, of Oldham, was the

general contractor. The sub-contractors were

:

Masonry, Mr. J. Bryan Shaw ; carpenter and

joiners' work, Mr. Booth Smith, Oldham

;

plumbing, kc, Mr. J. Broadbent, Shaw ;
plaster-

ing, Mr. D. Eastwood, Oldham; slating, Mr. J.

Pogson, Shaw : heating:, Mr. I. Butterworth,

Rochdale. The architect was Mr. F. W. Dixon,

Oldham. v-^
Lord Courtenay, heir to the earldom of Devon,

and for many years a Local Government Board
inspector in the West of England, died yesterday in

his 03rd year.

On Thursday in last week, Colonel 0. H. Luard,

R.E., an inspector of the Local Government Board,

held an inquiry into the application of the South-

borough Urban District Council for sanction to

borrow £2,500 for works of street improvement,

and £2,000 for the erection of a pubUc hall.

At the town-hall, Evesham, on Friday night,

nearly 200 workpeople engaged on the extensive

alterations and building at Wood Norton were

entertained to a "rearing supper" by the Duke of

Orleans. The work has been proceeding for nearly

a year, and it is hoped it will be finished in August,

after which the Duke and Duchess of Orleans are

expected to be frequent residents at their Worces-

tershire estate. The contractors are Messrs. Collins

and Godfrey, of Tewkesbury, and both were

present at the supper, Jlr. Collins presiding. Others

present were Messrs. C. H. Smith (agent to the

Duke of Orleans) and G. H. Hunt, the architect.

Railway throi-oh Savernake Forest.—

Messrs. John Aird and Co. have just completed a

railway which runs through the southern portion

of the forest at Savernake, in Wiltshire. The

line has been constructed at the instance of the

Midland and South-Weatern Junction Conapany,

who seventeen years since opened the Swindon,

JIarlborough, and Andover Railway connecting

the Great Western system at Swindon Junction

on the one side with the South-A\'estern system

at Andover Junction on the other, thu.s leaving

JIarlborough and other places en route, besides

establishing a direct north and south route be-

tween the manufacturing districts and South-

ampton and Portsmouth. Hitherto the company

has had to contend with difficulty, delay, and

expense by running over five and a half miles of

the branch from Marlborough to the Savernake

.Tunction of the Great Western Railway, and it is

with the view of obviating these obstacles that

the new line has been constructed.

CHIPS.
built by Mr. J. Binns, of

Wilfred's
A new organ,

Bramley, has just been placed

Church, Kirkby Knowle.

The new workhouse infirmary at Leek was
formally opened on Wednesday week. It accom-

modates GO beds, and has cost £103 per patient.

Mr. J. T. Brealey was the architect, and Mr. E. R.

Meldrum the clerk of works.

Major-General H. Darley Crozier, R.E., inspector

to the Local Government Board, held an inquiry at

the union offices. Bury, Lanes, on Thursday in last

week, into the application of the Bury Rural Dis-

trict Council for sanction to borrow £1,200 for works

of sewerage for the village of Walshaw, in the

township of Tottington-lower-end. The scheme

was drawn up by Mr. Joseph Olive, surveyor to the

rural council.

Mr. Anning Bell, whose work in the field of

decorative design, no leas than in that of sculpture,

has given tone to the art side of University College,

Liverpool, is succeeded by Mr. J. Herbert M'Mair

in the conduct of the classes in design at that

college. Mr. M'Mair has a reputation as a colourist,

and has executed a good deal of work in the form

of water-colour and pastel drawings and mm-al

decoration, as well as stained-glass and other

branches of appUed art.

The Court of Common Council have resolved to

abandon its scheme for effecting a great public im-

provement on the site of the great fire in Cripple-

gate, owing to the County Council having declined

to assist in the matter except upon impracticable

conditions.

As a memorial of the Queen's Diamond Jubilee,

a stained-glass window has been placed in the

parish church of Silverdale, Staffs, and it was
dedicated by the Archdeacon of Stoke on Wednesd,ay

week. The window was designed and erected by
Messrs. Heaton, Butler, and Bayne, of London. It

is divided into two panels, and the subjects are the

tjueen of Sheba and Queen Esther. Below these

are the dates 1837 and 1897.

The rural district council of the Isle of Thanet
have at length decided that Blrchington-on-Sea

shall be provided with an efficent system of sewer-

age, and have instructed Messrs. Bailey-Denton,

Son, and Lawford, of Westminster, to report in

detail thereon.

A convention of the American Institute of Archi-

tects will be held at Washington, D.C., from Nov.
lat to 3rd.' The headquarters will be at the Arling-

ton, and the following speakers have been secured

to address the convention :—Mr. B. E. Fernow,

Chief of the Division of Forestry, of the Agricultural

Department; Mr. Merrill, on Building Stones;

Mr. Adler, of the Smithsonian Institute, on the

place to be assigned to the Jewish people in Archi-

tectural History ; and Professor Sabine, of Harvard,

on Acoustics.

The dredging operations which have been going

on for some time past for deepening Jersey Harbour,

have now been completed. A channel has been

made from the outside roads to inside the mouth of

the harbour, having an average depth of lift, at

low water; also a depth of Oft. at the railway

companies' berths. The work has been done by
Messrs. Volker and Bos, of Holland. Hver 350,000

cubic yards of sand, blue clay, stones, and silt have

been removed,

Wetherby guardians and rural district council

have appointed Mr. Silcocks, borough engineer and

surveyor, of King's Lynn, who will shortly com-

mence private practice in Leeds, to prepare a scheme

of sewerage and sewage disposal for Shadwell.
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COMPETITIONS.
Gi.Asc;o-n- Ixtkiinatiunai. KxHiiiiriuN, 1901.

—

In connection with the compotitire plans to be
submitted by architects for the Glasgow Inter-
national Exhibition in I'.IOI, it has been decided
by the liuilding Committee to recommend to the
ENCCutive Council that the following professional
members of the Building Committee, together
with the convener and vice-convener, be appointed
a sub-committee to examine the plans when re-

ceived and to report:—Messrs. J. J. Burnet,
A.K.S. : W. Leiper, R.S..\. ; A. B. M'Honald,
CE. ; W. F. Salmon, James Thomson, and
Kobert Whitson.

Lkehs.—The Corporate Property Committee of
the JjCeds Corporation had before them at their
last meeting the designs submitted under the
motto " AVhite Hose" for the redecorating and
refurnishing of the Lord flavor's rooms at the
Town-hall, to which the first premium was
awarded as the best designs. Messrs. Maroh,
Jones, and Cribb, of Leeds, were the successful
competitors, and the committee propose to use
their designs as the basis for the work, which, it

is expected, will cost about £1,.')00.

Tkowbuidok.—The assessor's award in the
competitive designs for new schools is expected
on June 8. The whole of the designs sent in
will be on view at the T .wn Hall, Trowbridse,
on Thursday, Friday, and Saturday, June 1), 10,

and 11, from 10 a m. till 8 p.m. each day. The
designs to be returned will be sent to their
respective authors after the close of the public
exhibition.

Woi.vF.iuiAMPTON.—,\t the meeting of the
board of guardians on Friday, a discussion took
place upon a report presented by the N'^ew Work-
house Committee, with regard to the selection of
architects to submit plans for approval. It was
recommended that the competition be limited to
all architects having offices in the Wolverhampton
union, and Jlessrs. Magnall and Littlewoods, of
Manchester, Mr. W. Doubleday, of Birmingham,
and Messrs. Marshall and Turner, of Nottingham,
and that the author or authors of the designs
selected by the guardians as most useful have the
appointment of architect, at the usual fee of five

per cent, upon the outlay, to include all fees and
expenses, and that a fee of £200 be paid to the
author of the second best design, and £100 to the
third author of merit. An amendment that the
competition be limited to three local gentlemen
and the three outside architects was agreed to

;

and, on a vote being taken—twelve local archi-
tects being nominated—the following obtained
the highest number of votes :—Messrs. Beck,
Berrington, and Johnson. It was then decided
that £100 be given to the architects sending in
the second, third, and fourth best designs.

The board of the Jura-Simplon Railway has
ratified the contract with Messrs. Brandt, Brandau,
and Co., for the construction of the Simplon Tunnel,
and has also approved the loan agreement with the
Cantonal Banks Syndicate.

Mr. H. P. B julnoia, a Local Government Board
inspector, attended at the Urban Council Room,
Wellington, Salop, on May 25, to take evidence in
respect to an application from the urban council for
sanction to borrow £.)00 for an improvement at the
corner of New-street.

A south aisle, seating 100 persons, and sacristy
and side chapel have been added to St. Stephen's
Church, Devonport. Messrs. Pethick Brothers, of
Plymouth, were the contractors, ahd the outlay has
been about £3,000.

On Thursday in last week the Very Rev. Canon
Douglass blessed the new church dedicated to St.
Peter, which has been erected in Church-lane,
adjacent to the Board schools, Beeston, Nottingham.
The building is from the designs of Messrs. Hart, of
Corby, and has cost £(500. The structure, which
will accommodate l.iO persons, and which stands on
SOO square yards of ground, ia of red brick, with
stone dressings. Ground ia secured for future
extension, and also for a priest's house, which will
be erected at the earliest opportunity.

At the Free Methodist Sunday-school atGrantham
the trustees have been obliged to provide additional
accommodation, and recently they acquired a
disused malting adjoining the chapel. At a cost of
about £300 this has been converted into a school-
room and lecture-hall, which will seat about 2,50
persons. The front of the hall has been faced with
bncks and stones, the style being in harmony with
the fa(;ade of the chapel. The woik was carried
out by Messrs. Wartnaby and Sons, the plans being
prepared by Mr. J. W. Taylor, who also supervised
the alterations.

TO OORBESPOXBENTS.
[We do not hold ourselves re.sponsible for the opinions of
our correspondents. All communications should be
drawn up as briefly as possible, as there are mtiny
claimants upon the space allotted to correspondents.]

It ia particularly requested that all drawings and all

oommunicitions re.specting illustrations or literary matter
should be addressed to the EDITOR of the Building
News, 332, Strand, W.C, and not to members of the statf

by name. Delay ia not unfrequently otherwiae caused.
All drawings and other communications are sent at con-
tributors' risks, and the Editor will not undertake to
pay for, or be liable for, unsought contributions.

Cheques and Post-office Orders to be made payable to
The 8tba.no Newspapeb Company, Limited.

TERHS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
One Pound per annum (post free) to any part of the

United Kingdom ; for Canada, Nova Scotia, and the
United States, £1 6s. Od. (orSdols. 30c. gold). To France
or Belgium, £1 68. Od. (or 33fr. 30c.) To India, £1 6s. Od.
To any of the Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the
Cape, the West Indies, or Natal, £1 6s. Od.

ADYERTISF,1VrF,NT CHAEaES.
The charge for Competition and Contract Advertise-

ments, Public Companies, and all otficial advertisements
ia Is. per line of Eight words, the first line counting as
two, the minimum charge being 58. for four lines.

The charge for Auctions, Land Sales, and Miscellaneous
and Trade Advertisements (except Situation advertise-
ments) is 6d. per line of Eight words (the first line
counting as two), the minimum charge being 4s. 6d. for
40 words. Special terms for series of more than six
insertions can be ascertained on application to the Pul>-
lisher.

Front-page Advertisements 2s. per line, and Paragraph
Advertisements la. per line. No Frontr-page or Paragraph
Advertisement inserted for less than 5s.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
office not later than 3 p.m. on Thursday. Front-page
Advertisements and alterations in serial advertisements
must reach the office by Tuesday morning to secure
insertion.

Situations.

The charge for advertisements for *
' Situations Vacant '

'

or " Situations Wanted " is One Shilliuo fob Twentt-
?otTa WoBDs, and Sixpence for every eight words after.
ill Situation Advertisements mtist be prepaid.

NOTICE.
Bonnd copies of Vol. LXXm. are now ready, and
should be ordered early (price Twelve Shillings each),
as only a Limited number are done up. A few
bonnd volumes of Vols. XXXIX., XL., XLI.,
XLVI., XLIX., LI., Lni., LVm., LIX.,
LXI., LXII., LXm., LXIV., LXV., LXVI.,
Lxvn., Lxvin., lxix., lxx., lxxi., lxxu.
may still be had, price Twelve Shillings ; all the other
bound volumes are out of print. Most of the back
numbers of former volumes are, however, to be had
singly. Subscribers requiring any back numbers to
complete volume just ended should order at once, as
many of them soon run out of print.

Received.—W. M.—A. W. and Son.—V. D.—N. B.-
W. M.-H. R.-W. B. C. H.—H. C.

Comspottbenct

THE ARCHITECriTR.\L ASSOCI.\TION.

To the Editor of the Bdildino !N ews.

Sir,—Although a goodly number attended the
annual dinner on ]\Iay 26, it must have been
evident that the old faces were wanting. We
looked in vain for Messrs. T. Blasbill, J. D.
Mathews, J. Slater, Cole .\dams, J. A. Gotch,
L, Stokes, E. W. Mountford, G. H. Bircb,

S. Flint Ciarkson, and many others.

Of the old lot we found only Messrs. H. Tanner,
J. Osborne Smith, and 11. Lovegrove, with some
more modern friends of the A..\.., such as Messrs.

C.iroe, B. Pile, W. Pile, B. F. Fletcher, and
Seth-Smith.

Is it that the change of method has made the

older men feel that things are not what they
were, and that the old A. A. is fast passing away
from the old mutual help society into a teaching
branch of the R.I.B.A.;--

The improved methods of teaching we all

approve of ; but the loss of the former friendli-

nees would be very deplorable.—I am, &c.

,

OllSERVEU.

Adjudications in bankruptcy have been made in

the cases of Joseph Brown, North-road, Croydon,
and of George James Chivers, Myddelton-square,
Islington, and Hornsey-road, Holloway, also a
builder.

The town council of Truro having applied to the
Local Government Board for sanction to borrow
£l,2.i0 for works of paving, Mr. W. A. Ducat,
Local Goverument Board inspector, attended at the
Town-hall of that city on May 2.5 to hold an
inquiry. The borough surveyor, Mr.W. C.Clemens,
gave details of the proposed expenditure.

JnUrc0mmttntcati0tt

QUSSTIOXS.

[11961.l-Parliament Street.—Wauld Mr. Hebb,
or any of your correspondents aiiuainted with the history

of modem London, give the date of the actual iormation
of Parliament-street from AVhitehall through the Board
of Trade's old ottices, which were, previous to this im-
provement, located in the house formerly belonging to

the Earl of Rochester I Parliament-street cut right

through the aide of the Privy Garden and into Rhenish
Wine-yard, 8tephen's-aUey, White Horse-yard, Clinker's-

court, and Wool Staple into New Palace-yard. Great
George-atreet absorbed Bell-alley, George Inn-yard, and
Blue Boar's Head Inn-yard. I CAnnot find an exact refer-

ence as to the precise date when this improvement was
carried out. Can any reader oblige ?—Montrose.

BSPZIES.
[11957.]—Breweries. — There is a very good book

named " Breweries and Mattings." by Mr. G. Scammel,
and I think that some articles appeared in the " B.N."
some years since.—H. L.

[U95S.1—Stone Lintels and Architraves.-

1

should advise " Young Architect" to have the lintel in

one piece, as any joint e-xcept a visible joggle joint would
not look well, and tae joint is ordiniry.—H. L.

[11959.]—Fixing: Columns--It would be better to

bond the three-quarter columns and to dowel the fruatum.
-H. L.

[11960.]—External Wall.—This is not very clearly

put, as itappears that B. intends to build a separate ex-
ternal wall, ao how can the wall of A. be a party-wall,

which is defined as a wall separating two buildings ! If

B. intends to raise on the party-wall he must give the
usual notice ; but if he simply intends to build an
adjoining wall, he need not give notice unless he intends

to in^ke his footings deeper than A.'s wall, when he must
arrange to underpin.

—

Henry Loveorove.

CHIPS.
Considerable additions are being made to Famham

Union, and special couaideration has been given to

the ventilation, which will be carried out on the

Boyle system.

In the case of John Dewhurst, North End-road,
West Kensington, W., electrician, sanitary engineer,

and plumber, the discharge from bankruptcy has

been suspended.

The urban district council of Twickenham have
under consideration the desirability of purchasing
for preservation as a public park the riverside Peel

Estate at Marble-hill, which for eight or nine years

past has been in the market. The estate comprises

63 acres of well wooded land and a house.

The new underground telegraph cable from
London to Birmingham is on the point of com-
pletion.

Before Sheriil Ratherfurd and a jury in Edin-
burgh Sheriff Court on Friday, an elderly man
of respectable appearance, William Darlington, re-

siding at Easter Duddington, was sentenced to nine

months' hard labour on four charges of fraud. The
accused had formed a fraudulent scheme of obtain-

ing goods on false pretences by means of letters and
post-cards, upon which it was represented that he

was a surveyor and required the goods for the

purposes of his business. The firms defrauded were :

The Decorative Art Tile Company, Ltd., Hanley
;

Francis Carter, a stationer, Derby ; Waterproofing

Varnish and Wall Decoration Company, Ltd.,

Barrhead ; and Moore and Co. , tUe and glass

painters, at Lancaster.

Colonel Albert C. Smith. R.E., an inspector from
the Local G ovemment Board, held a public inquiry

at Weybridge, on the 26th ult., into the application

of the urban district council for sanction to borrow
£2,500 for works of surface-water drainage, and
£2,o00 for the improvement of footpaths. The
plans were prepared by Mr. J. S. Crawshaw, sur-

veyor to the council. The surface drainage system

comprises a new outfall constructed of ISin. stone-

ware pipes.

At the last meeting of the City Court of Common
Council, a report was brought up from the Streets

Committee as to the artesian well experimentally

sunk in the Petticoat-square site of the model
lodging-houses erected by the Corporation, with the

view of rendering the tenants independent of the

New River Company. They recommended that no
further action should be taken in regard to

utilising the surplus water from the well, owing to

the expense ana the insufficiency of the surplus

supply for street washing, fire extinction, and other

purposes. The report was adopted.

The need of additional acjommodation at the

Falmouth Hotel for sitting-rooms and suite of

rooms has compelled the directors to enlarge the

hotel towards the west, and the foundation-stone

of the new wing which is to be added was on

Thursday in last week laid by Sir Joseph Fayrer.

The addition will consist of SO new rooms, including

a coffee-room, facing south and west, and seating

over 100 persons. A service-room, kitchen, and
scullery will also be added.

Mn
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ALTBISCIIAM TOWN" HALL.

Our 5llustrati0ns,

XrXEATOX NEW" COXSEUVATIVE CLUB.

The new Conservative Clubiireniisea atXiineaton
shown on this illustration are being huilt.

The contractor is 3Ir. T. Smith, of Chilvers

Coton, Jfuneaton. The club is to occupy the

comer site formed by New Bridge-street and
Bondgate. Four floors of the building are to

be devoted to the use of the members. In the

basement a double skittle-alley occupies the side of

site next right-of-way, the remainder of this floor

being occupied with beer and wine cellars, heating
cellar, and coal store. On the ground floor (which
is raised 3ft. above the general street level for the

better lighting of the basement) , are situated the

ordinary members' billiard-room (for two tables)

•coffee, reading, and smoke rooms, bar, lava-

tories, secretary's oSice, and entrances, the prin-

cipal being from the angle and a side entrance
from Xew Bridge-street. A spacious arcaded
entrance-hall contains the wide, open staircase

leading to the upper floors. On the first floor, of

primar)' importance is the assembly-hall, to

accommodate 500, with gallery at one end,

entered off landing of upper stairs. The ceiling of

hall is proposed to be a third of the way down
from ridge, giving as great cubic contents as are

•consistent with acoustic requirements. The wood
trusses, which are of the hammer-beam type, with
moulded ribs, show beneath the ceiling, and spring
from stone corbels of moulded section. Retiring

and ante-rooms, with their attendants' offices, are

•conveniently situated and easily accessible from
hall. A separate staircase, leading from side

•entrance to hall, enables the latter to be used
without any inconvenience to the other users of

the club premises. The ante-room, being situated

at the angle of the streets, a glazed door opens
•on to a speech-gallery or balcony contrived over

the front entrance. The othf-r apartment which
completes the first floor, is a spacious com-
mittee-room on the Xew Bridge-street side,

•with open loggia the extent of its front, having
hammered iron ornamental balconettes. The
second floor contains the honorary members'
billiard-room, with ante-room and lavat'/ry run-
ning the -whole length of Xuw" Bridgciitreet
front. By the formation of the roof, accommoda-
tion has been provided for a caretaker in same

;

the kitchen with its attendant offices also being
here placed, a lift could be conveniently arranged
from the kitchen to the ground floor with inter-

mediate services to the principal rooms on the first

and second floors. The building will be heated
by hot water on the low-pressure system, and lit

by electricity. The materials an red brick, with
Bath stone dressings, roof covered with Carnarvon
slates, all woodwork internally to be of deal
stained dark green ; the windows filled with iron
casements and leaded lights to open as required
for ventilation. The entrance-hall floor is to be laid

with terrazzo, the corridor tiles, the basement
cement, and the remaining floors wood ; that over

honorary members" billiard-room will be made
soundproof by silicate cotton packing, so that

no noise can be transmitted from caretaker's

apartments. The roofing will be rendered

damp-proof by a layer of under-slating. The
building is designed as a Free Classic treat-

ment, a feature being made of the angle, which

is boldly relieved by the speech balcony over

doorway, and, further, by culminating in an

octagon at the top, with pointed roof, forming a

base for flagpole. The assembly-hall has been

taken advantage of to form the feature in the

Bondgate elevation, a se-micircular glazed tym-

panum accentuating the three central lights of

the window, and the gable formed producing the

desired balancing effect. The Xew Bridge-street

elevation has some relief imparted to it by the

committee-room loggia, with its stone arches and

columns, and the airy, curved -wrought-iron work

avoids a tendency to overpowering effect. The
architect is Mr. Charles "William Smith, il.S.A.,

Grantham, whose plans were selected in the

recent competition, and the work is now in

hand.

COTTAGB HOMES, MIDDLEWOOD, FOB THE
ROCHDALE UNION".

These homes are to be erected in a hilly dis-

district, away from, and out of sight of, the

workhouse. The present scheme is for a

receiving-home at the entrance to accommodate

twelve children, with two spare bedrooms, a

superintendent's house, oflices, and stores; the

house also to accommodate six of the older girls,

eight semi-detached homes for boys and girls,

each providing for twelve children, with an

additional spare bedroom each. Instead of

building a hospital, two spare houses are shown
similar in plan to the receiving-home, but only

one of these is let in the present contract ; the

workshop shown at the back of the view is also

deferred for the present. Each home contains

living-room, playroom, kitchen, scuUery, bath-

room, and the necessary pantries and larders : the

ground floor and the upper floor are each divided

into two bedrooms for children—one spare bedroom

and mothers' bedroom. The ground floors will

be mainly laid with wood blocks ; the buildings

are to be built in Yorkshire pitch-faced par-

points, the gables finished in Parian cement, the

chimneys in Euabon bricks, and the roofs covered

with Westmoreland green slates. The number

of beds provided in the present scheme, including

mothers', is U3, and, as the contract has been let

to Messrs. Preston and Dryland, of Little-

borough, at the sum of £12,600, this works out

at less than £90 per bed. The architects are

Messrs. P. Butterworth and Duncan, of South

-

parade, Rochdale, who are also engaged on plans

of a new hospital for over 300 beds for the

guardians of the same T'nion.

rouo-h-cast and green slates are the materials

depended on for effect, with red pots for the

chimneys. Mr. C. F. A. Voysey is the architect.

DETAIL OF DUTCH SEVEXTEEXTH-CESTUBY
CAEIXET.

This old piece of solidly-constructed Renaissance

furniture has been drawn out by Sir. C. Kemp
Bonnar, of Edinburgh, whose details are so clear

as to need no description. Sketches in perspec-

tive of historic pieces of this kind are interesting

enough ; but the practical cabinet-maker wants

the actuality technically displayed—hence the

usefulness of such illustrations as this. The small

elevations show the cabinet as a whole. Much of

its quaintness depends upon the angle-wayset

columns on either side. The carving of the pieoa

is reduced to a minimum in quantity.

ALTBIXCHAM TOWX HAI.L.

This design was submitted in an open competi-

tion. The sum available was £4,000, which was

to include a fire-station and caretaker's house.

The public offices are situated on the ground-

floor, the council chamber, &c., on the first floor.

The council chamber is indicated on the exterior

by a long range of windows, flanked by angle

turrets. The materials to be of pressed brick,

with stone dressings, and green slates on the roof.

The author of the design is Mr. F. W. Mee,

architect.

HOUSE AT SHACICLEIORD, SUItUEV.

This house is much more extensive than the last,

and it is also designed by 3Ir. Voysey, who says

of them both : "They are only intended for 19th-

century homes, and have no architectural growth

of anatomical interest." Failing further parti-

culars, we are unable to give the usual information

;

but, after all, it is the somewhat unusual quaint-

ness of their odd picturesqueness which gives

these designs by Jlr. Voysey their individuality.

This is the residence of the Rev. Leighton Crane.

The plans add much to the interest of the plate.

DOLSOVEB CASTLE FIREPLACES : XATIOX.VL SILVEK

MEDAL DUAWIXOS.

Ix the BuiLDixG X'ews for April 1.5 last we gave

a double-page plate, reproduced from Mr. A. B.

lUston's measured details of these interesting

Jacobean or Renaissance chimney-pieces, for

which Bolsover Castle is so justly famous. To-

day we print another example, one of the best

of the series. A rather full description of the

building, giving an outline of its history, was

given on the occasion when we published the

first drawing as above-mentioned ; consequently

there is nothing to add here to-day. A Xational

Silver Medal was awarded to Mr. Illston for this

set of drawings. One more remains to be illus-

trated, and that will appear shortly—so soon as

space will permit.

HOUSE AT THOlllMC MAXDEVILLE, XOUTHAXTS.

The drawing which illustrates this house is in

the Royal Academy Exhibition. The plan ex-

plains the internal arrangements of the building,

and the simplicity of the exterior forms its charac-

teristic. Oak, left its natural surface, and white-

wash are the inside colours employed. Outside,

CHIPS.

The Goldsmiths' Company have made a grant of

£600 to the building fund of the Xorth-Eastein

Hospital for Children, Hackney-road, Shoreditch,

which is about to be completed after remaining un-

finished since 1880.

The repairs to the spire and tower of Salisbury

Cathedral have been completed from Sir Arthur

Blomfield's plans, and £14,000 has been expended,

the whole sum having been subscribed except £600.

There is to be a thanksgiving sermon in the cathe-

dral on Monday, July 11, when the sermon will

be preached by the Archbishop of Canterbury.

The restoration of the 17th-century town house

of Lady Stair in the Lawn Market, Edinburgh, has

just been completed from plans by Mr. G. S. Aitken,

of Queen-street, Edinburgh, for Lord Rosebery.

The house was built in 1C22 by Sir William Gray,

of Pettendrum.

To the collection of pictures in the Museum at

Peel Park, Salford, there has just been added
" A Spanish Sheep -stealer," by the late W. Bright

Morris.

The new suburban station about a mile and a half

from Bristol on the Great Western, which is known
as St. Anne's Park, was opened last week. It has

been built at a cost of £4,000. and the adjoining

district is being laid out for small villas.

Princess Christian has consented to open the new
girls' school of the Stepney aud Bow Foundation,

now being erected in the Bow-road, on Thursday
next, the 9th inst., at three o'clock.

Cardinal Vaughan has laid the foundation-stone

of a Roman Catholic church, to be dedicated to SS.

Peter and Paul, in High-street, Ilford. The church

is designed with nave and side aisles, two chapels,

and sanctuary, to seat .jOS people. At the north

end there will be a choir gallery and priests'

sacristy. The portion now being built includes a
sanctuary, nave, and choir gallery, with seating

accommodation for 2.">0 people. The presbytery

south of the church will accommodate two priests.

The nave will be S4ft. long, 31ft. Gin. wide, and

40ft. high. The sanctuary will be approached by
three steps, and will be 23ft. 3in. long, 27ft. wide,

and 40ft. high. The style is Perpendicular Gothic.

The external dressings will be of Portland stone

with Kentish rag facings, and stock bricks reUeved

with red bricks, and a red-tiled roof. The iatemal

dressings will be of Bath stone. The work is being

carried out by Messrs. Gregar and Son, of Strat-

ford, the architect being Mr. Curtis, of London
Wall, E.C.

Mr. Robert Collier Driver, of Melrose House,

Cromwell-road, and of 4, Whitehall, auctioneer

and surveyor, a past-master of the Clothworkera'

Company, who died on April 13 last, aged SI years,

leaving personal estate of the net value of £211,153,

bequeathed to his eous, Charles William Driver,

Robert Manning Driver, aud James Hutchinson

Driver, £.5,000 each; to his son-in-law, Henry-

Jonas, £.5,000; and other legacies to his sisters,

daughters-in-law, and grandchildren. He also left

to his cashier and head clerk £100 each, and to the

Surveyors' Institution, of which he was Past Presi-

dent, £500 for a "Driver Prize," upon like con-

ditions with the annual prize given by him in his

lifetime. Mr. Driver bequeathed £10,000 upon

trust for his son-in-law Henry Jonas and his chil-

dren, and he left the residue of his property in

equal shares to, or in trust for, his three sons.
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LEOAIj INTELLiaENCE.
TiiE L.CC.'a PowEEs to Keject PL.vxg.—

Before the Metropolitan Tribunal of Appeal com-
posed of Mr. Artnur Cates (president), Mr. A. A.

Hudson, and Mr. J. W. PenfolJ, sitting at the

.•Purveyors' Institution, an important case under the

Buildmg Act, and involving the rights of the

London County Council to refuse to sanction plans

for the erection of buildings under certain conditions,

came on for decision on Afay 2.5. The case was one

in which Mr. Charles Gillett, a builder, of 190,

Elthoi-ne-road, I'pper HoUowaj;, was the appellant,

and the London County Council were the respon-

dents. Mr. A. F. Wootten was council for the

appellant, and Mr. F. Seager Berry appeared for

the respondent council. Mr. Wootten, in stating

his case, said the point in dispute was an important
one as far as building construction in London was
concerned, and had been brought forwai'd in order

to clear up any difiiculties in that connection.

Early in the present year Mr. Lawrence, as

the architect to the appellant, submitted plans to

the London County Council of two houses which it

was proposed to erect in Hornsey-road. The houses
were intended to be for the use of the working
classes, and were to be let in tenements. Od
April 17th the Council refused to sanction the plans,

but gave no definite reason for their refusal. It was
held for the appellant that the plans were faultless,

and that they were within the provisions of the
Building Act. It had been satisfactorily shown that

sufficient space was allowed for the admission of

light and aii-. At the rear and front open spaces
of 10ft. and 20ft. respectively were allowed, and
the entrances gave a width of 12ft. between the
houses, together with total lengths of 68ft.

in the 12ft. way and 3Sft. in the 20ft. way.
The total air space allowed to the two houses was
TSOsq.ft. It was true that the buildings were to

be erected on a strip of land between the backs of

two rows of houses, but even theu plenty of light

and air space was provided. The appellant, there-
fore, claimed a verdict. Mr. Seager Berry, on
behalf of the Council, pointed out that, although on
the plans the appellant showed what was proposed
to be the front of the houses, the Council held, as
they were empowered to do, that the entrances for
the front were on another side, and that if the plans
were sanctioned the builder would be able to extend
the length of the houses to a much greater distance
than that for which the plans would be sanctioned.
It was well established that there could be any
number of fronts, and the Council were quite within
their rights in saying that a certain part would be
the front, notwithstanding what was shown on the
plan. Then, again, part 5 of the Building Act
laid it down that there should be a double current
of air. The Council's point was the allowance of
feet in front and behind, because it the houses
were stai-ted they could be built block after block,
and the builder could shelter himself behind the
fact that he bad so many feet of open space
in front and so many at the back. It opened up a
vast field for irregular construction in London, and
the Council in consequence refused to permit the
possibility of it by interpreting what they thought
would be the front and back, and not what the
architect or builder thought in that respect. It
was the intention of the Legislature to prevent that
mode of construction. The President : But their
intentions are not always realised.—Expert evidence
of a medical nature was then called, showing that if

the houses were erected as proposed in the original
plans they would practically form an insanitary
area. The tribunal, after a lengthy deliberation,
dismissed the appeal and made no order as to costs.
Mr. Wootten applied for a case to be stated for the
High Court : but the Tribunal reserved their decision
as to whether their finding was based on points of
iaw or matters of fact.

InSUFFICEXT and TjNEEiSONABLE PeIVATE
Steeets Woek3. — Mansfield Coepoeatios v.
BuTTERWOETH.—In the Queen's Bench Divison on
May 21 Mr. Justice Wills and Mr. Justice Kennedy
gave judgment in this special case stated by the
justices of the Mansfield Division, bafore whom
objections made under section 7 of the Private Street
Works Act, 1892, by the respondent to proposals of
the appellants with reference to a street called
Quarry-lane were heard. The appellants, resolved,
in pursuance of the Act, to execute works of paving,
&c., in part of Quarry-lane, in their borough, and
specifications of the proposed works, with plans and
sections, an estimate of the expenses, and a pro-
visional apportionment, were duly prepared and ap-
proved by the appellants. The provisional ap-
portionment included a piece of land belonging to
the trustees of Bellamy's Charity, having a frontage
of about 200 yards on Qiiarry-lane, and hereafter
referred to as the respondent's land. The respondent
duly objected to the proposals of the appellants on
the grounds specified in section 7 {d) of the Act-
namely, "that the proposed works are insufhcient
or unreasonable, or that the estimated expenses are
excessive." The proposed works were intended to
be done over a part of (juarry-lane, about 677 yards
in length. Both vehicular and foot traffic has in-
creased in the street during the past 12 months, and

is increasing, in consequence of the erection (which
is still in progress) of a street of houses ou land
abutting on and adjoining Quarry-lane, but at a
further distance from Mansfield than the re-

spondent's land. Vehicular traffic between the new
street of houses and Mansfield passes through
Quarry-lane. There is no made roadway or foot-

path, and no foundation to the road, which is un-
even, with very deep ruts, but there is a footpath
irregularly demarcated with rough stones. There
are no sewers to carry off the sewage of the houses
erected and in course of erection in tbe said new
street, or of the houses adjoining Quarry-lane, and
there is no provision for lighting it. In wet weather
Quarry-lane is almost impassable. The average
width of Quarry-lane throughout the 677 yards is

about 16ft., and for several yards opposite the
respondent's land the width is about 12ft. (inclusive

of the rough footway referred to, which is 3ft. in

width) . At other points in the street where the

respondent's land does not adjoin Quarry-lane its

width is from Uft. Gin. to 16ft. It was admitted
that the estimated expenses stated in the provisional

apportionment were not excessive. In support of

the respondent's objection it was contended that,

inasmuch as it was not part of the plan of the
appellants' proposed works that Quarry-lane should
be widened opposite any part of the respondent's
land, but that the works should be executed whilst
retaining Quarry-lane at its present width, the pro-
posed works would be insufficient and unreasonable,
and that the insufficiency and unreasonableness
meant by the statute had reference to the probable
requirements of future vehicular traffic as well as,

in addition to, the requirements of present vehicular
traffic. For the appellants it was contended that
the justices could not find that the proposed works
were insufficient and unreasonable within the mean-
ing of section 7 of the Act on the ground only that
they considered that the street ought to be widened
before any works were done, and that the in-

sufficiency and unreasonableness meant by the

statute must be in respect of the nature and character
of the proposed works, having regard to the present

conditioA of the street and the traffic over it. The
justices were of opinion that the proposed works
were insufficient and unreasonable on the ground
that the existing width of the highway (that is to

say. Oft. roadway and 3ft. footway) at the point
before mentioned was insufficient for a highway,
and that such works or any part thereof ought not
to be done unless and until the street was made
wider, and they therefore adjudged that the works
were insufficient and unreasonable on the ground
that such proposed works involved the retention of

the present width of the street without enlargement.
The question for the court was whether the j ustices

could find on the grounds above stated that the

proposed works were insufficient and unreasonable
within the meaning of section 7 (d) of the Act. The
court allowed the appeal. Mr. Justice Wills said

the Act provided that where a street was not in a

state satisfactory to the local authority, they might
resolve that certain works should be done, com-
prehending such works as had been ordered in the

present case. The objections that could be made
were specified in section 7. Certain of the objections

—two of them beyond all doubt—went to the root

of the whole scheme, because, if they were vaUd in

fact, they went to establish a state of things in

which the local authority had no jurisdiction to pass
the resolutions. That was much as it was under
section l.iO of the Public Health Act, 1875. Under
that section the local authority might pass resolu-

tions, execute works, and apportion expenses. But
if it turned out that the alleged street was not a

street, the whole foundation of the proceedings

failed, and the person proceeded against escaped.

The Act of 1892 preserved objections of this class,

and provided for objections of other kinds. Then
the Act gave the justices power, where an
objection succeeded, to quash " the resolution."

Looking at the whole scheme of the legislation

and more particularly at the fact that under section

7 there was a large class of objections relating to

the plans and matters of that kind, he thought it

impossible to doubt that the jurisdiction of the

magistrates was to quash the resolution approving
the plans. That was just as effectual in the case

of *a place which was not a street as if the original

resolution were quashed. In the present case the

Court was specially concerned with the objection,

under clause {d) of the section, " that the proposed
works are insufficient or unreasonable." At first

sight that objection to proposed works might appear

to be an objection of the same class as the objection

that the place was not a street, going to the root

of the whole scheme. But the language of the

clause was capable of another construction—namely,
as referring to the works as specified in the plans

and sections. This was the true construction of the

clause, and the Act was not intended to interfere

with the jurisdiction of the local authority to adopt
the scheme as a whole, but merely to give the

justices power to consider the sufficiency and reason-

ableness of the way in which the work was pro-

posed to be done. The first ground of the objection

was the insufficiency of the works. In his opinion,

the expression " insulHcient " in the clause did not

mean insufficient having regard to some matter
which might make a better scheme for the neigh-
bourhood in general. The other ground of the
objection was the unreasonableness of the worka.
" Unreasonable " was a much wider word. It did
give power to the justices to consider whether or
not the thing proposed to be done was as a whole a
reasonable thing to be done. That followed from
" Sheffield Corporation v. Anderson," where it was
held under a local Act similar to the Act of 1892 that

the justices had power to say that under the cir-

cumstances a sewer was not required for a street.

He thought there was no reason to quarrel with
that construction of the Act. And if the magistrates

had found in this case that the works ought not to

be done at all—that is to say, that the works were
not required, and had held that the scheme was un-
reasonable, on that ground they would have had
jurisdiction to disapprove of it and quash the

resolution approving the plans. But it was plain

that the magistrates had not decided anything of

that kind. He thought the magistrates had thought
it would be a very good thing to have the street

made wider, and that they would put the screw on
the corporation and get the street widened by with-

holding their approval of the scheme. It was clear

from their deciding that the work was insufficient

that they were thinking of the insufficiency of the

general scheme for the good of the public; a
matter they had no power to consider. And it

appeared that they found that the work was un-
reasonable because they thought that the corporation

ought to add to their scheme a widening of the

street. The magistrates' order must therefore be

quashed, and the appeal allowed. Mr. Justice

Kennedy delivered judgment to the like effect.

Value of Laxd in Westmixstee.—At the Sur-

veyors' Institution on Friday, an arbitration case,

involving a claim for £15,000, the alleged value of

land at Westminster, came before Mr. Arthur

Cates, president of the Metropolitan Tribunal of

Appeal, sitting as sole arbitrator. The parties to

the action were the Governors of the Bounty of

Queen Anne (the Ecclesiastical Commissioners),

claimants ; and the united vestry of the parishes of

St. Margaret and St. John the Evangelist, West-
minster, respondents. Mr. Cripps, Q C, appearing

for the claimants, said it would devolve upon the

arbitrator to lay down what was the value of the

land in dispute. The Vestry of Westminster under

a scheme of improvement proposed to widen Great

Smith-street. For that purpose it was necessary to

acquire property at present existing in the street,

and known as Xos. 1, 3, and 5, Great Smith-street,

which belonged to the Governors of Queen Anne's

Bounty. The vestry some time ago approved and
adopted a scheme of improvement in the street, and
had already agreed with the Ecclesiastical Com-
missioners for the purchase of a portion of Xo. 8,

The Sanctuary, Westminster, which abutted on the

northern boundary of the property sought to be

acquired. For the purposes of the improvement,

however, it was found that it was necessary to

secure the houses known as Nos. 1,3, and 5, Great

Smith-street, and notice to treat was accordingly

served on the Governors of the Bounty. The case

for the claimants was that the value of the land

which the vestry desired to compulsorily purchase

was much greater than that placed upon it by the

vestry. The value stated was held to fairly re-

present the value of the property. Expert evidence

was given by Messrs. Penfold, Currey, and Watney,

who, in the main, agreed as to the value of the

land. For the vestry Sir William Marriott con-

tended that the charge for the land was altogether

too high. Expert evidence was given for the vestry,

setting out prices for the land considerably lower

than that put upon it for the other side. The

arbitrator reserved his award.

Anew American brickmaking machine is being

tried at some of the Peterboro' brickyards.

The nartnership heretofore subsisting between

F. B. Wade and H. G. Sargent, architects, Sloane-

street, S.W., under the style of Wade and Sargent,

has been dissolved.

At the town-hall, Withington, last week. Colonel

Hepper, R.E., one of the Local Government Board

inspectors, held an inquiry with reference to an

application of the urban district council for power

to borrow £121 for sewerage works on the Fielden

Park estate. The local authority was representad

by Mr. A. Roberts, the clerk, and Mr. A. H.

Mountain, surveyor.

AVhat is claimed to be the largest pontoon in the

world has just been launched from the ship-

building yard of Messrs. Swan and Hunter (Ltd.),

Wallsend. The pontoon, which has been builtto

the order of the Vulcan Shipping Company, Stettin,

to which port it will be towed, is 510ft. long, llOft

wide, and 42tt. 6iu. high, and its lifting power U

put down at 11,000 tons. This weight can, how-

ever, be increased by tower auxilaries similar to

those introduced in the case of the large pontoon

receutly built by Messrs. Swan and Hunter for the

Spanish Government.
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PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

Royal Arch.kolooicai. In-stiti ti;.—A general

meeting of the members of the Royal Archivo-

logical Institute was held on Wednesday at

20, Hanover-square, \V., Judge lliylis, QC,
presiding. Viscount Dillon having resigned the

presidency of the Institute, Sir 11. Howorth,
M.P., was unamiously elected in his stead. Mr.
Ir. E. Fox, F.S.A., gave a description of some
black and white mosaic work on the floor of the
calidarium of a house at Pompeii, presumed to

have been inhabited by M. Caesius Blandus, a
centurion of the 9th Praetorian cohorts. Mr. Fox
also desciibed a dwelling-house recently un-
covered during the excavations on the site of the
old Roman city at Silchester. He explained

that thij was one of the largest houses which
had yet been discovered in the course of the

I
excavations. It was of the courtyard type,

{
and very substantial. The same type was not

I
found amongst the remains of Roman houses

I
at Pompeii. Elaborate arrangements were dis-

covered for heating by means of hot air, and
traces were also discernible of the use of braziers
for heating purposes. There were corridors on
each side ox. the living-rooms, and fragments of a
very tine mosaic piveraent had been found in one
of the rooms. Supplementing Sir. Fox's infor-

mation, Mr. F. Pavis, who had been present
during the uncovering of this house, stated that
it had been erected upon the site of an earlier

structure. Some 2ft. below one of the floors

they had discovered a tesselated pavement which
clearly belonged to another and more ancient
house. On the south-west comer was found an
inclosed chamber paved with very large flag-

stones. It was the only structure of the kind
which had been found at Silchester during the
nine years he had been working there.

CHIPS.
The Northern Branch of the Somersetshire

Archieological Society had an agreeable meeting at
Stanton Drew on Wednesday week, when the viear,
the R^v. H. T. Perfect, acted as guide.

It is stated that the Queen will lay the foundation-
stone of the new front of the South Kensington
Museum some time in July.

A new town hall ia about to be built in Church

-

street, Oakham, at a cost of about £3,000. The
architect is Mr. Edmund Jeeves, of Melton
Mowbray.

A new cleansing depot for Glasgow was opened
in Graeme-street on Tuesday. The site, l.SGtsq.yds.
in extent, cost £i,893, or 523. 6d. per yard, and the
outlay on buildings and machinery amounts to
nearly £13,500. On the south side of the yard
there are a granary and food-mixing machinery,
with the grotmd floor set apart as a cart shed. On
the west side are the stables, which occupy three
flats, with cart-sheds underneath. Each iiat has
20 stalls and four loose boxes, giving accommoda-
tion for 72 horses. The north side of the yard is

occupied with general stores, offices, muster hall,
and saddlers' workshop.

Mr. Edward Mackeson, of 13, Hyde Park-square,
who died on March 12, aged 81, desired in his will
that his picture of "The Burial of St Catharine,"
by Mucke, and the picture of his father's ship
ghoald be offered to the Royal Academy: if re-
fused by the Acadfmy, they are to be retained by
the executors for their own use, or sold for the
benefit of his residuary estate.

The Hotel Ritz, a new hotel which ha? been
erected in the Place ^'endllme. Paris, was opened on
Wednesday. There are 150 apartments in the hotel,
which stands on the site formerly occupied by the
old Lievin mansion, some of the architectural
features of which have been preserved in the new
building.

Ad important addition to the fittings ot the church
of St. Aidan, Leeds, was dedicated last week. A
rood was a part of the original design, aud from the
opening of the church a heavy oakf n tieam across
the entrance to the choir has indicated its position.
It has now been finished, at a cost of £300, from
designs by Mr. Crawford Hick, the architect of the
church work. In the centre stands i ti;»ure of the
Saviour hanging on the Cross, flinked hv figures of
the Blessed Virgin and St. John the Evangeliat. At
the extremities of the supporting beam are kneeling
figures of adoring angels, with folded wings.

A stained-glass window has juat been placed in
German Church. Bradford, by Mr. IJshus. The
aabject is taken from the well-known print by
Holmann. illustrating the text :

" Where two or
three are gathered together in my name," tec. Tlie
window has been designed and executed by Messrs.
Powell Bros., of Park-square, Leeds.

(Dur OfiRce Cable,

Is a letter which appears in Wednesday's
Tunes, Jlr. G. A. T. Middleton, -V U.I.B.A.,

draws attention to the responsibilities of archi-

tects, as suggested by the verdict ot manslaughter
against the architect returned bj' the coroner's

jury in the case of the Abbey-mansions disaster.

This verdict, he says, raises a point of serious

public interest, for it amounts to a declaration of

want of skill or knowledge upon the part of the

architect, and the question arises as to how large

a proportion of architects are fully competent to

protect the lives of the public using their build-

ings. As Mr. Middleton points out, anyone may
pose and practise as an architect. There is no
compulsory training, no compulsory examination,

and the only voluntary examinations, those of

the Royal Institute of British Architects, are

deplorably weak on the scientific side—weak to

the extent of danger. .Some few thoughtful men
long since recognised this, and promoted a Bill

which would place architects, in the matter of

training and examination, upon the same footing

as doctors and lawyers. Is there, he asks, no
member in the House who at this moment, when
public attention is drawn to its importance, will

take the matter up and not rest until the BUI

becomes law ':"

The Dean of Canterbury draws attention to the

fact that the available burial space in Westminster
Abbey is almost exhausted, and asks whether it is

not the duty of the nation to improve the sur-

roundings of the Abbey, and above all to connect

it with a memorial chapel such as has already

been planned and suggested 'r For many centuries

the stream of English history has. Dr. Farrar

remarks, flowed through the precincts of our

famous Abbey Church; and many instances

might be adduced of the deep and stimulating

impression which has been created in the minds
of illustrious men by the great memories which it

enshrines. That Westminster Abbey should

henceforth be severed from its immediate con-

nection with the story of our Empire would, he

thinks, be nothing short of a national misfortune.

We are pleased to observe that the north-east

staircase leading to the Raphael Gallery at .South

Kensington Museum, which was recently con-

demned by the House of Commons Committee as

dangerous in case of fire, has been altogether

removed, and is now replaced by a stone vesti-

bule connecting the .Sheepshanks and the Car-

toon Galleries, which will hereafter be hung with

pictures. A. piece of tapestry has J
ust been hung

on the wall at the top of the library stairs at the

same museum. It was executed by Mr. Wil-
liam Morris, its subject being the Four Seasons,

and is the only one designed by himself, all the

other tapestries produced by him having been

designed by Sir E. Burne .Tones. The new Cross

Gallery and its thirteen rooms, devoted to the

Oriental collections, are now completely arranged.

Entering by the south-east stairs, there is a series

of sketches made by Sir William Simpson, R.I.,

in India, during the Jlutiny. The first three

rooms contain woodwork, pottery, textiles, and
metal-work from Egypt, Syria, and Turkey,
including several specimens of large lattice-

windows from Cairo, and two sides of diiferent

rooms from Damascus. There are also a collec-

tion of tiles from Constantinople and Damascus,
and two cases of .S,>racenic glass lamps. The
next three rooms contain similar collections from
Persia, but are richer in pottery and textiles.

A number of f'ill-size coloured copies of beautiful

tile-work from Ispahan is shown here. The two
succeeding rooms and part of another are devoted

to Chinese art- work, principally porcelain. The
two further rooms are devoted entirely to the

•Fapanesc collection.

Du. I'll. 1)1 , the Dean of Bristol, has i.ssueJ a

frSh appeal for £2,620 to complete the restoration

of his Cathedral. He states that up to the present

date the following works have been completed by
Messrs. C'owlin, ot that city, under the direction

of the late Mr. J. L. Pearson:—Central tower,

l.ady-chapel, cloisters, choir-roof, parapets ot

south choir-aisle, and eastern end of choir : the

northern, eastern, and southern bays ot the eastern

Lidy- chapel, the last bay of which is now being

completed. The expenditure already sanctioned

will allow ot completing the eastern bay ot the

the south choir-aisle. There remain the following

works and the approximate estimate for their com-
pletion :—To finish Berkeley chapel, £620 ; north

choir-aisle, £'.t00 ; south choir-aisle, £150 ; Newton

chapel (approximate), £300 : roof of Berkeley

chapel, £200 ; south transept, £150 ; making the

total already named of £2,620. As to the south-

western side of the cathedral, it is, the Dean
states, no exaggeration to say that it is in a

ruinous condition, and imperatively requires

thorough restoration. It is not a matter of senti-

ment, l)ut of urgent necessity, for the preserva-

tion of the fabric itself.

A.N archiuological discovery ot some interest

has been made at Dublin in the course ot the

operations for electrically equipping the Tram-
way Company's system. While digging a man-
hole in connection with the feeder cables close to

the walla of Trinity College and opposite the end

of Dawson-street, the workmen came on a vault-

like structure which on further investigation

turned out to be a covering for the famous well

of St. Patrick, the exact site of which has been a

matter ot doubt for some centuries. It appears

that the well formerly stood within the grounds

of the college ; but when Nassau-street was being

widened sixty years ago the footpath was built

over the wellhouse, which, however, still con-

tinued to have an entrance from the Fellows'

Garden of th^ college. With the exception ot

the late Dr. Stubbs, who always maintained that

this was the famous weU of St. Patrick, the

college authorities do not seem to have interested

themselves in the matter, and while antiquarians

conjectured, from the fact that Dawson-street

was formerly called St. Patrick's Well-lane, that

the original well must have been close to the end

of Dawson-street, they were 'onaware of the

existence of the well at the edge of the Fellows'

Garden which has now been discovered.

The Sun Insurance Office report for the

year ending Slst December, 1897, sUates that

the premiums received, less re-insurances,

amount to £l,012,3i0 83. 5d., being an in-

crease of £42,655 lis. 5d. as compared with

those of the preceding year. The total of the

sums insured during the year, after deduction of

the amounts re-insured, exceeds £425,000,000,

beinganincreaseof about £36,000,000 on thecorre-

sponding figures for the year 1896. The losses

paid and outstanding .amount to £588,296 63. 7d.,

being at the rate ot 5811 per cent, on the

premiums received. The expenses of manage-
ment (including commission to agents and
working charges of all kinds) amount to

£343,252 3s. lOd., being at the rate of 33-91 per

cent. The income from investments during the

yejir has amounted to £78,671 16s. 4d. After

providing for the usual reserve of 40 per cent, of

the premiums to cover liabilities under current

policies, a balance of £142,401 9s. lOd. remains,

which has been transferred to the credit ot the

profit and loss account.

The Duke of Cambridge opened on Wednesday a
new isolation hospital at Isleworth, for the joint

use of the boroughs of Richmond and Hounslow
with Isleworth.

The foundation-stone of the church of St. Faith,

Crosby, near Liverpool, was laid last week. The
church will accommodate 800 persons. It will be of

brick faced with Accrington bricks, with red Run-
corn stone dressings. The nave will be lO'.ift. long,

and 39ft. wide, with narrow aisles 74ft. in length.

The transepts will be 22ft. square, and the chancel

42ft. in length. The fittings and endowment will

cost £20,000. Messrs. Grayson and Ould, of

Liverpool, are the architects.

With the commentsement of warm weather the

members of the British School of Archi-cology in

Athens have discontinued their excava'ions in the

island of Milo, and will not resume their work until

ttxu return of winter. Vg to the present the results

of their search have been the discovery of an
acropolis beyond the town. R;cent investigations

have brought to light fresco paintings of (treat

importance as examples ot primitive art. They
represent men holding fi-ih in their hands, and on
the wall are primitive vases.

As many as 99 applications came before the

Glasgow Dean of Guild Court on Friday, and
although that number has l>een exceeded, the

valuation of the proposed buildings and alterations,

£273,000, is the highest on record in the Ciurt.

Two of the plans presented to the Court were for

the erection of one building :i2ft. high and another

ll9ft. high. The master of works objected to these

plans being passed, owing to the great height ot the

proposed buddings, which, he said, would constitute

a serious danger in case of fire, as the pressure of

the mains was only sufficient to send water to a

height of 73tt. The plans for the 92ft. buUding
were passed, but the Court thought it advisable to

delay consideration of the others.
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MEETINGS FOS THE ENSUING WEEK.
Satcriiay ^Tt)-Moi:KO\v;.—London Arcliitectural Asso-

ciation. Visit to Sntton PUice, near
Guildford. By rail to Worpleadon per
1.50 p.m. from Waterloo (main line).

Edinburgh Architectural Association.

Annual excursion to Alloa and Clack-
mannan. Leave "Waverly btationO.lOa.m.

St. Paul's Ecclesiological Society. Viait

to the Church of Northolt. Book to

Southall Station via Ealing, by District

train, leaving Mansion House at 2.42 p.m.

Monday.—Surveyors' Institution. Annual meeting.
3 p.m.

Royal Institute of British Architects.

Business meeting. S p.m.

Carpenters' Hall, London Wall, E.G.
Lecture by James Bartlett, U.S.A., on
" The Setting-Out and Construction of

Staircases.'' 7.30 p.m.

The new lavatories for men and women in City-
square, Leeds, were opened to the public on the

'28th ult. The whole of the fittings have been pre-
pared from special designs, and have been carried

out in glazed fireclay and earthenware by Messrs.
Doulton, Twyford, and others. The whole of the
works have been designed and carried out under the
Buperintendence of Mr. W. Bakewell, F.R.I.B.A.,
for the corporate property committee, Leeds. Mr.
Henry Whiteley has acted as clerk of the works.

Owing to the Epsom race meeting and tlie

approaching Whitsun holidays, business at the
London Auction Mart was naturally restricted last

week, and the returns fall far below those of the
corresponding week in last year, which was not
similarly influenced. The total only amounted to

£S7,S81.

The Prince of Wales, who is Vice-Patron of the
North London, or University College Hospital, will
lay the foundation-stone of the new building now
being erected through the generosity of Sir J.
Blimdell Maple, Bart., M.P., on Tuesday, June 21st.

We illustrated the hospital, which will be carried
out from plans by Mr. Alfred Waterhouse, R.A.,
in our issue of May 8, 1896/

Major General F. D. Crozier held a Local
Government Board inquiry at Bury, Lanes, on
Friday, in reference to an application by the Bury
Kural District Council for sanction to borrow
£1,200 for the sewering of Walshaw. The Bury
Corporation had refused to deal with the sewage,
and in consequence of pressure by the Mersey and
Irwell Joint Committee the Local Government
Board in January issued an order for the district
council to do the work.

The foundation-stone of St. Mary's Priory
Church, Princethorpe, was laid by the Bishop of
Birmingham on the Feast of Our Lady Help of
Christians. The church, which was designed by
Messrs. Pugin and Pugin, of Westminster, will be
completed by October, 1899.

An electric tramway at Kidderminster was opened
on Monday. The corporation have resolved to sell

to the British Electric Traction Company the power
possessed by them under the electric lighting order
obtained seven years since, the company under-
taking to at once construct works for supplying
electric light for town purposes. The corporation
lay down conditions as to the repurchase of the
power and works, if deemed necessary, at the end
of a stated period.

An inquiry has been held at Llanidloes by Mr. H.
Percy Boulnois, M.I.C.E., an inspector of the
Locsj Government Board, into the application of
the town council for sanction to borrow £12,000 for
the purpose of carrying out the scheme of Messrs.
F. Beesley and Son for the water supply of the
borough, and other improvements.

Mr. E. B. B. Xewton, of the Rochdale borough
surveyor's department, has been appointed assistant
surveyor to the Paddington Vestry, W., at a salary
of £300 a year.

'

A L'nited Free Methodist chapel in Carlton -street,
Burton-ou-Trent, was opened on Wednesday weeV.
Messrs. Mason and Sons were the builders.

At the meeting of the Middlesex County Council
at the Guild Hall, Westminster, on Thursday, the
Asylum Committee presented a report, in which
they recommended the purchase of an estate of
414 acres at Napsbury, St. Albans, at a cost of
£50,000, for the erection of a new county asylum.
On the site are eight cottages, a modern farmhouse,
and farm buildings, which it is proposed shall
remain. The price first asked was £00,000. The
sum of £50,00(1 works out at £113 10s. an acre.
The report was adopted without discussion.

The Leeds School Board have agreed to purchase
13,G723q.yds. of land at 10s. a yard in Burton-
avenue, off Dewsbury-road, for the purpose of
erecting a higher grade school and other premises
thereon. Buildings will be erected thereon to
accommodate 2,500 children.

Cmtrt ©ebjs»

'WAGES MOVEMENTS.
Bolton,—A meeting of master joiners was held

on Tuesday evening to consider the present dispute.
The operatives demanded Easter Monday as a
holiday, an increase in overtime rates, an addition
to the sum allowed for lodging money, and the
introduction of an apprentice rule. The employers
gave way on all points except the apprentice rule.

They declined to allow any restxiction of the
number of apprentices. They, however, have
agreed that in future apprentices shall be bound.
This has been accepted by the men, and a strike has
been averted.

Bradford.—A deputation from the Leeds Society
of Joiners have attended a meeting of Bradford
joiners, who are on strike, to consider the action of
the Bradford masters in, as it is alleged, inducing
Leeds employers to stop men who, since the
commencement of the dispute, have left Bradford
and obtained work in Leeds. As a result of the
conference it is stated the Leeds men will take
action if that course of conduct is persisted in by
the masters.

Leeds.—Some months ago the operative plumbers
of Leeds intimated to their employers that they
required an advance of wages to the extent of Id.

per hour, together with considerable alterations in
the working rules. They have been receiving Sd.

,

and they wanted 9d. In the interval the masters
have endeavoured to effect a compromise by oft'er-

ing 8^d. per hour, but have so far failed in their
object. The men insist on 9d., and for the further
consideration of the matter a meeting of the local

branch of the Master Plumbers' Association was
held on Friday night, Mr. John Skirrow, president,
in the chair. There was a numerous attendance,
and the question was once more fully discussed. The
result was the confirmation of the decision to offer

an advance of Id. per hour. Sheffield, it seems, is

the only town in the county in which the plumber
is paid 9d. per hour, and that being so, the Leeds
ernployers feel that if they conceded 9d., whilst
adjacent towns, such as York, Bradford, Halifax,
Huddersfield, and Dewsbury, were continuing to
pay less, they would be subject to unfair competi-
tion, inasmuch as a considerable proportion of the
work now undertaken by Leeds shops is beyond the
city boundaries. The representatives of the men,
on hearing the masters' decision, plainly indicated
that it is the intention of the operatives to come out
on strike when their notice terminates—viz., to-day
(Friday)—unless their terms are granted. The
masters' organisation comprises 60 shops, and all

the larger ones ; the operatives concerned number
between 300 and 400.

Newport.—The dispute between the Newport
Master Builders' Association and the carpenters'
societies, which resulted in the men being locked
out before Easter, shows no signs of being settled.

The masters during the last few days have
abandoned the lock-out and have thrown their

shops open. The men, however, desire a settle-

ment of the overtime question, over which the dis-

pute originated ; but up to the present the masters
have declined to consider the matter, and have
attempted to fill their shops. The attempt has not
met with success up to the present. Efforts are
being made to bring the parties together again for a
fresh conference.

Wrexham. — The operative carpenters and
joiners of Wrexham recently asked an advance in

the standard rate of wages, and the request has now
been generally granted. The men have received an
increase of one halfpenny per hour from 24 of the
largest firms. The united committee of the men
have issued a. circular thanking the employers for
their consideration, and assuring them that the men
intend to give to the masters an ample return for

the increase.

York.—No change is reported in the dispute
regarding the York carpenters and joiners and
their employers. Building matters in the city are
practically at a standstill so far as carpentering is

concerned. The dispute is resolving itself into a
contest of endurance, and who will last the longer
has yet to be seen. The York and District Trades
Council have resolved to support the men " morally
and financially."

A new peal of bells, which have been erected in

the tower of All Saints Church, Northallerton,
was dedicated on Friday, The old peal of bells

were taken down, two new bells being added, and
the remaining six retuned.

At the Oxford Euccnuia, on the 22nd inst.,

honorary degrees of D.C.L, will be conferred upon
Mr. F. C. Penrose, F.E..S., ex-president R.I.B.A.
and late surveyor of St. Paul's, and on Sir J. Scott,

K.C.M.G., late Judicial Adviser to the Khedive of
Egypt, and Sir E. J. Poynter, P.K.A., Director of

the National Gallery,

CHIPS.
Sir J. Wolfe Barry, K.C.B., and Professor

Itoberts-Austen, C.B., who are members of the
committee appointed by the Government to report
on the advisability of establishing a national
physical laboratory in this country, have left Lon-
don for the Continent to inspect the Keichanstalt

j

and other technical institutions in Berlin.

A Primitive Methodist chapel in St. Albans-road,
j

Watford, was formally opened on Wednesday week. I

The building is faced with Fletton red bricks, '

relieved by Bath stone dressings, the constructive
timbers are of Baltic red deal, the whole of the
internal joinery being of pitch-pine. The greater
part of the congregation is provided for on the
ground floor, and a small portion iu an end gallery.

The accommodation is for 4(!0 persons. The esti-

mated cost, exclusive of land, is £1,6.50.

Ayscoughgee Hall and Gardens at Spalding,
acquired by the town as a place of pubUc resort to
celebrate the Queen's .Jubilee, were opened on Whit
Monday by Mr. H. F. Pollock, M.P. The initiative

was taken by the Spalding Urban District Council,
and the property has been obtained at a cost of
£2,1.50.

The late Mr. Philip H. Calderon, R.A., who died
on April 30, leaves gross estate sworn at £6, 168 Ts. Id.

.

the net perjonalty being £0,013 153. 8d. The sole
executrix of his will is his widow, Mrs. Clara M.
Calderon, of Burlington House.

Among the increases of salary granted by the
London Couuty Council at the last meeting were
the following :—J. Briggs, architect's department,
from £325 to £500 by annual instalments of £25

;

H. Becher, bridges department, from £350 to £406
by two instalments : F. W. Cook, estates clerk,

valuer's department, from £350 to £500 by instal-

ments of £25 ; and W. Gamsey, chief clerk, from
£350 to £400 by two instalments ; G. Wise, principal
assistant, works department, from £300 to £400 by
two annual instalments of £50.

The commissioners who recently held an inquiry
at Beaumaris touching the proposal for the con-
struction of a light line of railway between Llanfair
P.G. and Beaumaris have refused to advise the
Board of Trade to grant a provisional order.

The parish church of St. Laurence, Meriden, has
just had another point of interest added to it»

treasures in the shape of a chained book, which was-
given to the church with an oak chest in 1627. The
old Legier Book is a collection of the works of
Bishop Jewel, who was Bishop of Salisbury in
Elizabeth's reign. The binding has been repaired,
and the original chain now attaches it to a desk.

At Marylebone Police-court on Monday, Thomas
Lewis, 32, operative painter, was remanded charged
with the murder of Walter Gibbs, a house decorator,

who died on Saturday morning from injuries

alleged to have been inflicted by the prisoner in a
fight outside a publichouse in North -street on Friday
afternoon.

The Lord Chancellor opened at Famborough,
Hants, on Tuesday, a public hall given to the
people, at a cost of several thousand pounds, by
Major and Mrs. Holt, in commemoration of her
Majesty's Diamond Jubilee,

The Local Government Board have appointed
Mr. Jas. Green, of the firm of Weatherall and
Green, to be the surveyor under the County Council
Improvement Act, IS97, to settle the value of pro-
perties within the improvement areas in connectioa
with the Tottenham Court-road and Strand widen-
ings, where it is contended that " betterment " will

result.

An outbreak of fire occurred on Monday after-

noon at the timber-yard of Messrs. Garland and
Roger, situated at the north-east corner of the
Edinburgh Dock, Leith. The damage done exceeded

£2,000.

The clearance of the Carrington House site begins
immediately, and H.M. Office of Works will migrate

to Storey's-gate, St. James's Park, shortly, in order

to place their present building at the disposal of the
wreckers.

A new Congregational chapel and schools are in

course of erection in Dacre-street, Morpeth. Mr.
T. W. Jliddlemiss, in commencing excavations for

the foundation has come across two large boulders

imbedded in the gravel soil, one of limestone

weighing between two and three tons, and the other

of whinstone weighing not less than twelve tons.

At Hereford a Jubilee footbridge is being thrown
across the Wye at the Castle Green. The bridge

will rest on two piers in the river, with a central

span of llOft., and will be of concrete and iron.

The cost will be £1,200, and Messrs. Findlay and

Co., of Glasgow, are the contractors for the

ironwork.

The painted copies of the celebrated Raphael

cartoons, intended for the Cathedral at Lima, are

now nearly finished by Mc. Calderon, and the four

last may be seen in the Raphael Gallery at South

Kensington Museum.
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A children's wiug has been added to the hospital

at LowuBtoft, from plans by Mr. W. J. Roberts,
architect, of that town.

The Bishop of Chichester on Sunday consecrated
the church of St. Philip, Atdrington, near Hove.

The members of the Society of Architects will

make an excursion to Windsor on Saturday, the
ISth inst.

Scarborough Unitarian Church, which has been
closed for some weeks, was reopened on Sunday
last. The church has been cleaned and painted, a
new organ erected, and the electric light installed.

In addition to this, some fresco decorations have
been painted upon the end wall, each recess or niche
containing a figure upon a dull gold background.
The figures illustrate the cardinal virtues. Faith,
Love, Hope, Peace, &a. The work has been
executed by Messrs. Powell Brothers, of Park-
square, Leeds, under the supervision of Mr. T. W.
Connon, architect, of Leeds.

During a violent thunderstorm at Dartford on
Tuesday evening, a flash of lightning struck the
tower of the parish church and caused damage
estimated at £300. The tower is the oldest part of
the church, and was formerly a fortification, built
upon some Boman foundations.

Abercorn Park, which the public parks committee
have acquired for the Portobello district of Edin-
burgh, was opened on Saturday afternoon. The
grounds have been laid out under the direction of
Mr. McLeod, the city gardener.

The Bishop of Chichester opened on Friday the
.Simmons Church Institute at Seaford. The build-
ing seats l.iO persons in the large hall, which is iOft.
bjr 20ft., with a 30ft. apse. The whole is inclosed
with a fence. The building cost £1,000, which has
been defrayed by Mr. Henry Simmons, who also
gave the site. The architect was Mr. H. Curtis
Card, of Lewes, and the builder Mr. C. Morling, of
.Seaford.

The Leeds City Council agreed on Wednesday to
allow another £.'>,000 to be expended on the experi-
ments in the bacteriological treatment of sewage at
Knostrop.

Arrangements are in progress for converting the
buildings at present occupied by the Aske's Schools
at Hoston into a technical institute and technical
day-school specially suited for equipping pupils for
the furniture and cabinet-making trades of the dis-
trict. The Shoreditch Municipal Technical School
will be transferred to these buildings after the
summer holidays. The boys in the day technical
school will have the advantage of the use of the
workshops in the daytune. The day-schools for
boys and girls, which are at present located at
Hoxton, will be transferred to Hampstead and Acton
respectively.

The Independent Methodists at Salem Chapel,
Scotland-road, Nelson, have resolved to erect a new
school-chapel, which will have accommodation for
about .iOO adults. The building will cost over
KS.OOO. Two new school-chapels are about to be
erected by the Nelson Wesleyan circuit, one in
Barkerhouse-road and the other in a neglected part
of the town. Accommodation will be provided for
700 persons in each place, and the cost for each is

estimated at over £-l,.')00.

A board school, accommodating 509 children, and
built at a coat of £1,0II0, was opened at AUerton-
Bywater, near Castleford, on Friday.

The parish church of Craiglockhart, X.B., was
reopened on Sunday after restoration from plans by
Messrs. Hay and Henderson, architects, of Edin-
burgh, from whose designs a tower is being added
to the building. The style of the new works is

Scottish lilth century.

A very satisfactory report has been received by
the Unhealthy Dwellings Sub-committee of the
Manchester Corporation in regard to the occupation
of the Corporation dwellings in Oldham -road and
PoUard-strfet, which were erected under the Arti-
sans and Labourers' Dwellings Act. These two
blocks of buildings were completed and ready for
occupation in the middle of 1S94. At first there was
a strong prejudice amongst the labouring class in
regard to the occupation of buildings of this
description, but this died away during IS'.ir,, and the
committee are now enabled, in consequence of the
large number of applications for tenements, to
refuse any applicants whose character may not be
satisfactory. On two occasions within the last few
weeks the whole of the shops and tenements have
been occupied, and the number of empty tenements
in either block of buildings will not average more
than three per week.

Mr. Walter A. Ducat, Local Government Board
Inspector, held an inquiry at Devonport, on Friday,
respecting an application of the town council for
leave to borrow £i),i;.50 for the purchase of a site for
inunicipal buildings. The site adjoins the South-
>Veatem Kailway station and the technical school
ta course of erection.

The new schools, Taunton, are being warmed
and ventilated by means of Shorland's patent Man-
chester grates, the same being supplied by Messrs.
E. H. Shorland and Brother, of Manchester.

The Baptist church at Pietermaritzburg was
crowded yesterday afternoon, says the Natal
Il'i/ncss of April 2S, on the occasion of the
solemnisation of the nuptials of Mr. William
Hems, thii-d son of Mr. Harry Hems, the well-
known ecclesiastical sculptor, of Fair Park, Exeter,
Devon, and Florence Isabel, only daughter of Jlr.

Wm. Loney, of Maritzburg, and formerly of Wel-
lington, Somerset. Among those present was Mr.
Harry Hems, who came specially from England to
attend the marriage.

The Kent and Surrey Committee of the Commons
Preservation Society are to be congratulated on the
acquisition of " the highest point in Kent," a piece
of land at Toy's Hill, from which the famous view
over the Weald of Kent is obtained.

A faculty has been granted by the Consistory
Court of Manchester for the restoration of St.

Paul's Church, Bury, the work to include the
removal of the north and south galleries. The
architect is Mr. C. H. Openshaw, of Fleet-street,
Manchester.

The great tower at New Brighton, which has been
in process of construction for nearly two years, was
opened to the public on Whit-Monday. In the
lower portion of the structure are a theatre, a ball-
room, a winter garden, restaurant, cafes, and shops.
The work of erecting the tower and laying-out the
grounds has cost over £400,000, and has been
executed from designs by Messrs. Maxwell and
Tuke, of Manchester and Bury.

A conversazione of the Institution of Civil
Engineers was held on Friday night at their house
in Great George-street. The programme included
an exhibition by Captain Abney of Dr. .Toby's
photography in natural colours, of views illustrating
the total solar eclipse in January last, and of
engineering models and scientific apparatus, and
electric-lighting methods of the present and of a
bygone day.

The-memorial stone of a new church for Cunning-
hame Free Church congregation, Glasgow, was laid,

on Saturday afternoon, by Mr. A. Cameron-Corbett,
M.P. The new church is situated at the corner of
Govan-street and Thistle-street, and is a plain
structure, without steeple or tower. Sittings are
to be provided in the church for S70 persons

;

and the halls, with church-officer's house, form
three stories, and give accommodation for 900
children. The old church has been acquired by the
Glasgow and South-Western Railway Company for

£9,000, and the cost of the new buildings is £8,000.

The memorial-stone of a new chapel about to be
added to Queen Anne's School, Caversham, near
Reading, was laid on Wednesday week. The school
was till recently known as Amersham Hall, but
has been converted into a country branch school
for girls of the Grey Coat Hospital, West-
minster. The chapel, which is now in course of
erection, is to be of red brick, with stone dressings.
It will be "Oft. by 30ft., and has seating accom-
modation for over 200 persons. The estimated cost
is £3.000. The building is in the Late Decorated
style. There will be a raised chancel, and the floor
will be paved mth wood blocks. The roof will be
open-timbered, covered in with slates. The work is

being carried out by Messrs. Lewis Brothers,
builders, Reading, from designs by Sir Arthur
Blomfield, A.R.A., and Sons, architects. Mr.
Roberts is clerk of the works.

W. % LASCELLES and Co.,

121, Bunhill Row, London, E.G.
TELEPHONE Na. 270.

HIGH-CLASS JOINERY.
LASCELLES' CONCRETE.

Conservatories & Greenhouses.

WOODEN BUILDINGS.
BANK, OFFICE, & SHOP FITTINQS.

OHUROH BENCHES & PULPITS.
MSTIXATXa OIVBN ON AFPUCATIOir.

IS THE ELECTRIC LIGHT REALLY

DEARER THAN GAS ?
A. large numluT of ri-jili<-« to tlic .i'hjvp qm-ry from actual user* will be

Bi'nt iK.st fri'v on :i|.i.Ii.Mti(iii to tin-

COUNTRY HOUSE SPECIALISTS,

Messrs. DRAKE & GORHAM,
GO, VHTDUIA STREET, WESTMIXSTEK, LOSDDX. S.W.

LATEST PRICES.
IB ON,

Per ton.
to

Per ton.
£6 10
7

6 10
8

Rolled-Iron iToists, Belgian £6
RoUed-SteelJoiats, English 6 10 ,

Wrought-Ixon Girder Plates 5 16 ,

Bar Iron, good Staffs 7 0,
Do., Lowraoor, Flat, Round, or
Square 17 ,

Do., Welsh 6 16 ,

Boiler Plates, Iron

—

South Staffs 7 17 6 ,

Best Snedshill 10 ,

Angles lOs., Tees 20s. per ton extra.
Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, &c., £6 15a. Od. per ton.

Builders' Hoop Ii'on, galvanised, ^15 IDs. Od. per ton.
Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron

—

No. 18 to 20. No.22to24,

17 5
6 17

8 S
10 10

to

Per ton.
£11
11 10
Per ton.
£8 10
8 10
8
7 10

11 10
4 2 6

6ft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton.

gauge £10 15

Best ditto 11 B
Per ton.

Cast-iron Columns £6
Cast-Iron Stanchions 6
IloUed-Iron Fencing Wire 7

EoUed-Steel Fencing Wire 7 6

,, ,, ,, Galvanised 10 10

Oast-Iron Sash Weights 4
Cast-iron Socket Pipes-
Sin, diameter 5 10
4in. to 6in 5 5
7in. to 24in. (all sizes) 4 15
[Coated with composition, 28. 6d. per ton extra; turned

and bored joints, 5s. per ton extra.]
Pig Iron— Per ton.

(Jold Blast, Lilleshall 105s. to llOs.

Hot Blast, ditto 67s. 6d. to 628. Sd.

Wrought-Iron Tubes—Discount off Standard Lists f.o.b.

Gas-Tubes 75p.c. Fittings 77jp.c.
Water-Tubes 70 „ 72l
Steam-Tubes 621
Galvanised Gas-Tube8 60
Galvanised Water-Tubes 65
Galvanised Steam-Tubes 45

lOcwt. casks.
Sheet Zinc, for roofing and work- Per ton.

ing up £22 10
Sheet Lead, 31b. per sq. ft. super. 15 10
Pig Lead, in Icwt. pi;?a 15
Lead Shot, in 281b. b.ag3 17 10
CopperSheets, sheathing and rods 63 10
Copper, British Cake and Ingot... 61 15
Tin, Straits 67 12
Do., English Ingots 69 15
Spelter, Silesian 18
Cut Clasp Nails, Sin. to 6in 8 15
Cut Floor Brads 8 10
Wire Nails (Points de Paris)

—

to 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

8/6 9/0 9/6 10/3 11/0 12/0 13/0 14/9

6 15
6 10
6

721
66

5cwt. casks.
Per ton.

to £23 10

„ 16 10

„ 16
„ 18 10

„ 61 10

„ 62 15

„ 68 12

„ 70 15

„ 19

„ 9 15

„ 9 10

15
16/9

B.W.O.
per cwt.

TIMBEB.
Teak, Burmah per load £13 to £14

„ Bangkok „ ... 9 „ 13 15
Quebec pine, yellow „ ... 2 5 0,, 460

„ Oak , ... 3 15 „ 5
„ Birch „ ... 2 16 „ 4 7 6
„ EUn „ ... 4 0,, 500
„ Ash , ... 3 5 0,, 4 10

Dantsic and Memel Oak „ ... 2 2 0,, 320
Fir , ... 14 0,, 340

Wainscot, Riga p. log ... „ ... 5 0,, 6 10
Lath, Dantsic, p.f 4 10 „ 6 10

St. Petersburg „ ... 6 0,, 6 10
Greenheart „ ... 8 0,, 8 10
Box , ... 4 „ 15
Sequoia, U.S.A. .. .per cube foot 18,, 1 10
Mahogany, Cuba, per super foot

lin. thick 5,, 61
„ Honduras ... „ ... 4i „ 6?
,, Mexican ,, ... 4,, 006

Cedar, Cuba „ ... 4,, 4J
Honduras „ ... 3},, 4f

Satinwood „ ... 6,, 010
Walnut, Italian , ... 3,, 007
Deals, per St. Petersburg Standard, 120— 12£t. by IJin.
by llin. :

—

Quebec, Pine, Ist £19 6 to £25 5
„ 2nd 13 16 „ 16 5
„ 3rd 6 6 0,, 9 15

Canada Spruce, Ist 10 10 „ 12
„ 2ndand3ra 8 0,, 900

New Brunswick 7 0,, 800
Riga 6 15 „ 7 16 9
St. Petersburg S 15 „ 12 15
Swedish 9 5 0,, 15 15
Finland 8 5 0,, 8 18
White Sea 9 15 „ 16 5
Battens, all sorts 6 0,, 18
Flooring Boards, per square of lin. :

—

Ist prepared £0 9 6,, £0 17 9
2nd ditto 8 0,, 13 6
Other quaUties 6 0,, 070

Staves, per standard M :

—

Quebec pipe — —
U.S. ditto _ £35 „ £J2 10
Memel, cr. pipe 220 „ 230
Memel, brack 190 ,, 200

OII^S.
Linseed per ton. £17 to £17 10
lUpeseed, English pale... „ ... 24 10 „ 25 10
Do., brown „ ... 23 10 „ 24
Cottonseed, refined ,, ... 16 5 „ 16 15
Olive, Spanish „ ... 32 10 „ 33
Seal, pale ... 21 „ 21 5
Coooanut, Cochin „ ... 28 „ 29 10
Do., Ceylon „ ... 24 „ 24 10
Palm, Lagos , ... 23 5 „ 23 15
Oleine 18 16 „ 19 16
Lubricating U.8 per gal. 6 8,, 076
Petroleum, refined 49 „ 4|
Tar, Stockholm perbarrel 10 0,, 150
Do., Archangel ,, ... 12 6 „ 16
Turpentine, American... per toa 23 15 6 „ 24
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LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.

J Donovan, Sanitary Officer, Board Eoom, Castletown, IreUnl ... June 91
Castletown -Sewerajfe Works -^:--r-,-:^-:::-::-iii"- .J

Bridlington Quay- Orphanage and Convalescent Home, St.
Georee Abbott. Secretary, '.-aa, Solly-street. Sheffield .. Sfl

John's-avenue cost about £1,500) ^._^ ciWn iin'roi
'

J H. Havelock Sutton, Surveyor, Piercefleld-road, Formby July U
Formby-Sewera^eofaPortionof tbeTown-ship flOO £o0.£26

. .
^. jihn a Sinclair, A. JII.C.E., Town Hall, Widnes ,. |

Appleton-Layins Out Park and Recreation Ground
!?m Im £,5 J? Lyon Whittle, Clerk, Town Hall, Warrington .. |

Sa%rw^K:rWb!!?on'C™\,gs"r£60%^^^^^ ::;::::::::;:;:::;::::;: iZ\^rit U^m::m^:::..:... H. I Hedley, secretary, Ul, Buchanan-street, Glasgow An,f.ia

rendnebury-Three Chapels, OlBccs Lodge, Entrance Gates, .^.^^ Clerk, Town HaU, Salford 3
and Boundar>- Wall, at proposed Cemetery

^^ ffje?^ ^n* Consulate General, 27, Great Winchester-street, E.C ST.

Btockholm-aty Railway Stations and JuncUons £656, £438, £219
WSc^ttPennell. Solicitor. Pitlochry. N.B -

gS^-v^wsinstitute:::;::::::.:::::::=^^^^^

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

BTJILDINGS.

Ballinlough-Buildi^gs Carrigeen C^op. Agricultural Socy. Z^'^;l^^Z,i^^^,-^^Silt^^^.:Z^^'-T
Liskeard—Workhouse Infirmary ^^y -^ •;..„. William Cathcart. Clerk, Poor-law Office. Omasb ..

Omagh-Alteration,s and Repairs at Workhouse Guardians
R S CleMe Clerk to the Governors, Shirehall, Shrewsbury

Radbrook- Shropshire Tnhnical School for Girls ^ ,'t^' 'a-""L i' Ti™ift Clerk Christchurch, Hants "
Chri8tchurch.Hai.ts- Covered Way at Workhouse Board of Guardians

fto^fi- Duckworth Ar^^^^ ••

Blackburn—Basement to Victoria WiDg of Infirmary... ....... ..^ o»n Wbit.e Mexboroueh "
Mexborough-Additions to Garden-street Board Schools School Board

N^mln arid" NewmanfArchts. 31, Toolcy-st., London Bridge, S.E. „
Worsley -Additions. National Schools ^'':,'iii"^iA';'.i^^ T Manning Clerk. 3. North Parade, Bath
Bath-Sanitary Blocks at Workhouse Board of Guardians

J^^XMoney^Architect, The Broadway, Newbury
Hampstead Norris—Additions to National Schools jaiura a.- '^^ j,

Hove-Shops, Residential Flats, and Young Men's Institute, in
Clayton and Black, Architects. 152, North-street. Brighton...

Church-street - -
^"'Jl'a"":^i^ tThoI, KirkTintrii-k Secretarv. Drumhack. Barrindarra, Lisnaakea .. ,«

Lisnaskea-Alterations and Repairs to Creamery Co-operative Dairy Society
^"I^^J'Xtaotto. Th^ E^ct^Amble ..

Amble-Medd Memorial Schools ..._^.
aV.V;™ Miiliin'^'RailWav'Co The Company's Architect, Cavendish House, Derby

Derby-Mess-room, Offices, &c., at Passenger Station Midland Kauway l-o
William Burrell. .Architect, Kirkcaldy

Cupar Fife—Double A ilia - „ :• The Borough Surveyor's OEBce. Broad-street, Ramsgate m
EaSsgate -Re-erection of No.. 9. Nelson-em.cent Town Council w Austin! WorM's^End. Chatham .^. '

Chatham -Fourteen Cottages mJenkms 8 Dale • „ „ gjckmott Town Clerk. Council HaU Rotherham . »

Rotherham- Gasworks Buildings • i''FP°f^°°j Fjiwa'rd F.vins Clerk Bank Chambers. Port Talbot .• »

Margam- Conversion of a School-house into aassrooms, &c. ... Schopl Board
^rdqoarteiiith Lancashire V.A.. 22. Highg.te-street, Liverpool. „ 6

Churchtown- Stables :----V", Vr'.'-ii ^'
'U.'-w-'^^' F r T^iitler Clerk to the Visitors. St. Neot's, Hunts ,t 6

Hitehin-Alterations to Laundry at Three Counties Asylum ... :V^5^^8 Comm^
William s!sheUM.S.A. Architect, Taylor-street, Consett 6

Lanchester-Detached Residence .
William Uumming

T Howell 49 Hannah-street. Forth »

Porth—Additions to Salem Baptist Chapel -^ _:^;'U T n Marwick Town Clerk, City Chambers, Glasgow .• *

Glasgow-Additions to Dead Meat Market^,...
S'""'^*'-?"!,- ™.;»^";ic.X;,;;il F D itav Clerk Southwiod-lane. Highgate, N «

Hirtgate-Park-keeper's Lodge, Queen's Wood Homsey Urban District CouncU F^D.
-^^'|Y^'^_"=«'^i?^,''£_ Waterhouse4.t^t, Halifa-x , 6

Halifax—Hotel i;v".^"m "W fi ftnpll MSA Tavlor-street, Consett »• X
Consett-Two Shops and Houses, Middle-street W. E. Turner Xrthur&ey Architect. Carltoi Chambers, Castleford «

Kippax—United Methodist Free Church ij? *.?, Zi'i'i^ -i XT T Mott Ensinecr Selbv " X
Selby-Purifier House and Meter House Urban Pustnct Council

stenhen W wmSms,' F E I.B.A., Rhayader, Radnorshire „ 6

Llangathen - Restoration of Chancel of Church
i.';"'; ,; i' R I and J Goodacrc. Architects. 5, Friaivlane, Leicester .• 6

Tamworth—Alterations to Spinning School-lane Schools School Boara....„........^..^ tt' Franklin Architect 40. Bridget-street, Rugby .. *

Eugby-Additions to the Central stores, 45. Chapel-street Rugby Co-operatiye Society
e GJ,?e M^wbey M I C E , BoroSgh Surv^ " 6

Leicester-No. .'W Butchers' Stalls. General Market Corporation
B 8~nf,frAr"hiteVt.SI« Great Horton-road, Bradford J

Bradford-Semi-Detached Villas, Horton Top Bank ^ : vi ^"i'o';;k')^' ciorlT Cn-nnerative Society. T.iw Law " I
Wolsingham-Four Cottages S'"' JU" ^'^""nifll^v cSnrianv'' GKMUrsSec?ete^Paddi.gton Station. London J
Cefn- Cottage at Station G-^^^f«''"".™>'ir*'^

^°'°P*'"^
' HorR-iSaldRB^tt, Secretary, 12. Whitehall-place, S.W „ 7

Weston-super-Mare-New Post Office H.M. Commissioners Hon. K.gmaia c. urevt, i,

Gwennap-Cattle House, Piggery, and Stable, with Bam over,
Comford. Gwennap .. .....^

|atTrebost ransn uouncu
TSllitpr Clerk Union Office. Wareham • °

Wareham- Workhouse Bath-rooms, Lavatories, &c. Guardians
John Pant'on Eoval Bank, Blairgowrie. N.B :; - *

Blairgowrie-Alterations, Wester Essendy Fannsteading
^i,-; v "b ^'''Tti' Chas F L Horsfall & Sons. ArchitecU, Lord-st. Chambrs., Halifax ,. S

Halifax -Warehouse and 40 yards Chimney, Raglan-street Fletch^Bros., Ltd
Q Potts Estate Office, Workington |

S*"^" K^TJ ^'^'f^
J-Bnggs

;:::::;;;::::::: James and Morgan. Architects, Cardiff ... ......^.^;^....^. "
|Bargood—BapUst Chapel

i;!:'"-^:' Vr„Vvjirf= Davies and Moss. Architects. U, Regent-street, Wrexham =

Mo3B-Chapel and Schoolroom ST""?? ^?'?^ ^„n Frt^rt RushtoTiS»ineer, Poplar-road, Cleethorpes . 8

Cleethorpes-Stable. Granary, and Cart Shed Uiban District Council F^bert
g»^°55°'j,'^^°^XV^gf, Mosley-street, Newcastle .^.. „ 8

Blaydon-on-Tyne -Additions to the Stella Staith Hotel W v' nii^^Vconndi S>Xn Lowth'er.and Gunton, Finsbiiy House, Blomfield-st.,B.C. „ 8
Watford-Electric Light Station Urban District Council

NGLe^ris Architect, 1. New-road, Lancaster .. »

HaffiVd-Mort^''^'^'^^''"''' :.:;:::;;;::::;:;:::;:: Ru^-Siswctco;;i;cu-:.T:::;::::;:;::: Jas.k Dunham, aerk, Hatfield -

London,W- Repairing Work at Model DweUings, Silver-place
James. Westminster... T. Hensman Munsey. Vestry Oerk.Ve^ry HaU, Piccadilly, W 9

and Ingestre-rt«d ...^
^

\ estry ol St. James, westiu
Milnes and France. Architects. Bradford ^.... • " »

Bradford-Wool Warehouse m Canal-road
>C;'w"pi;;K F F Beaumont. Architect, 2. Huddersfleld-road, EUam »

EUand- Pavilion Cricket OIUD
J lane Fox Arch-tect. Bond-street, Dewsbury "

J
Dewsbury- Additions to Masomc Temple, Halifax-road ^v-", V>-

,
t' A 0<^ Allan Architect, 31, King-street, Aberdeen .. »

Old Aberdeen-Public School School Board
Ketdall and Bakes, Architects, Victoria-square, Leeds „ 9

EcdeshiU— Residence • .- j -m start Architect Colchester » ,„
Brightlingsea-Enlargement of the Wesleyan Day-schools Committee J-

|L?Xid7^2jwtect MarTport ••

J»Maxyport-Additions to Co-operative prenuses m Curzon-street
C Goldsmith Sadler-street. Cobham f?

Cobham-House and Shop
TnW;'T»;;w '. Samuel Dyer', Architect, Bridlington Quay

Bridlington Quay-Two Houses. Belgrav^square John Taylor
NeiU GiUies. Architect, Lochgilphead " "

Lochfyue—Farmhouse and Steading „ James Marytavy
' u

Marytavy—Dwelling-house . W o y CuUeme Clerk, Union Offices, GuUdford " ij
Guildford-Dining HaU, Kitchen Laundry, &c Guardians

WiUiam Buck! Architect, Ho.sham J'Faygate—Rebuilding Hohnbush Inn
;i"'j"il'':;;i'i;;;;'^;' Jas Arden 2. Brook-street. Ulverston .• "

it
Ulverston-Sheds and Tan Pits EandeU and Porter r^^Gleine Clerk to Commissioners. Lossiemouth ..... .• 1|
Lossiemouth-Shambles ^ ; :;•.• i-^?*LHJ™w I', p ^ cftv Rorvevor. Town Hall. Sheffield ,. 1»Lossiemouth— Shambles ^........^....

p'hor'M F Wik'e CE Citv Surveyor. Town Hall.

Sheffield-Electric Power Station, Kelham Island Tramway Committee
HWiUiamT^tMj;. Office of PubUc Works, I

Queenstown- Completing Custom House i;'\;"A •;; T Atkinson 'Boroush Surveyor, Stockport - . ,,-. ., ' " t%
Stockport- Greenhouses. Vernon Park Parks Committee

Barber Hopi^s^Tco^^hts, Craven Bank Chambers Keighley „ IS

Keighley-House, Malsis-road
i;i;-iBo;.,d 6heei^ anffith Archi^cts, 24 Richmond-tenjce BUckbum »

Blacibum-Accrineton-road School School Board WaSer Stead MICE County Surveyor, NorthaUerton „
J*

NorthaUerton- Additions to Registry Office ^v • ;v V-";';^™™;'^^;; Tlpnrv Littler' Architect. County Offices Preston..^
^

>• "
Choriey-Alterations and Extensions, County Police Station ... Standing Joint Committee ? h fia dvric'k Town C erk. Municipal BuUding.^ Heywood f
Heywood-Storeroom and Stables Gas Committee

R,i^ond^^, Architect, Arc-ade Chambers. Cheapside, Halifax .. ,. 1*.

Southrowram -Farmhouse iii'iTi-j- n i'^™,'n'.^i T Vicker^ Fdwards County Surveyor. Wakefield ..
_

•.••:
- '• ,_

Wakefleld-Boiler House at Asylum West R.dmg County Ojunal
Vckwell and Thomson Arehitecta. Halford Chambers, Lacester... „ 1|

Stoke Golding -Infants' School .. .
Church School Managers

§"':Jf Wnc" FronTstr^t, Amifield Plain
J«

Tanfleld Lea -Wesleyan Schools, Chapel-keeper's House, &c.... Trustees
cknielDariei, Grocer, Upper Loughor

}|
Loughor—Chapel ^^ . ._ ^\i" ''„'/>'r,, Samuel Dver Architect. Bridlington Quay ,.
BridUngton-Eight Dwelling-houses, Waterworks-road Nomabell and Co RTnuihi, Clerk, Halstead, Essex ...... ......^

J|
Halstead-Tramps' Ward, Workhouse

?"*''.?.'*°'t ^ ,^-™"V,V^' Urhan A Smth Co mty Surv-eyir, 41, Parliament-street, S.W »
Much Haddam Hertfoid-PoUce Station

^'^^''Sfflce "f WoX •.•.;:.•.:::: Hon' R^B'retlcT.%eereta^. 12. Whiteha^ Place, S.W ,. 1^

Swansea -Post Office H.M. umce ol worns
john P Curwen F R I B.A.. Highgate. Kendal :"V, u''; IB

Qapham. near Lancaster-Alterations to Church ,..- Maxweil^dTuke. Architects. 41, Corporation-street, Manchester „ W
Manchester -Extension of Ragged School A: Home, Chartci-st. Committee H A Hu.xtable Oerk Union Offices, Ceme Abbas "
Ceme Abbas -Biithrooms to Vagrant Wards w i "'i.™;;;;.;"^; W Alien ' Victoria Square, Worksop "

ja ,

Worksop-Two PubUc Houses Worksop Breweiy Co. ,-———^:- w'lUceQiU Solicitor Knaresborough JX
Knaresborough -School Buildings and Headmaster's House Governors King James s Grmr Schl. ^aUace Gm^bolicito^.^^^^^^ -,

Croydon .-^ *
WarUngham-Foimdations & Substructure of Lunatic Asylum Croydon County Borough Council-.

^'^"I^^^^f''i';^" I'ecretary, I'i, WhitehaU-place S.W
_^. „ g

Exeter^Enlargement of H«.d Post Office Commissioners of H.M. Works
S.°%{^^„„aw,lloughby.Arihts. 10. King-street " «

Stockport -Laun.lry, \c.. and New Wmg to Infirmary Infirmary Committee S Sam Towil Cle?k, Corporation Offices, Bury «
Bury-Art Gallery ind Public GaUery, Moss-lane and SUver-st. Corporation w R xSif'c«k^ "
Flookburgh-Three Cottages ^- ^' ^^''' ''"'"
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KEEPING PACE.

THE hurry and rush of professional life at

the present day is, perhaps, one of the

chief impediments in the way of great
achievements. One of the speakers at the
Architectural Association I tinner remarked it

was a serious matter nowadays to organise and
keep going societies ; and the same kind of

remark applies in a much greater degree to

the lack of time and opportunity to keep
pace with the advance and growth of indus-
tries and the science of the architect's

calling. If we consider the immense amount
of collateral knowledge now required to

•equip a man to practise as a ccmpetent
architect, and the very little time afforded
him in a business that must be pushed
and kept going, we shall soon realise

how hopeless it is for anyone to take
to the profession who is not addicted to

sustained effort and hard work. A young
man who loves his leisure, but who at

the same time has a love for art—and
there are many such—has little opportunity
of making architecture remunerative. The
overwhelming number of matters that now
call for immediate solution, the mastering of

details of trades, many of which are of
comparatively new introduction, such as the
different systems of hydraulic foundations,
the demands of steel, of fireproof construction,
of electric lighting, of heating apparatus, and
other questions, almost render it impossible
for an architect to spend much time
over these subjects in the way of thinking
over features, of elaborating his thoughts
or details. Xo doubt the inability of one
man to master his art in all its baanches,
and to thoroughly understand executive
details necessary for carrying them into
execution, has furnished some ground
for dividing the work of the pro-
fession—of employing those who are not
hampered by the anxieties of practice to
prepare the design, leaving to practical men
the usual professional duties ; but the ob-
jection to this division of labour is that
designs made apart from the real condition
of materials and progressive workmanship
are wanting in that true interdependence
between labour and art so necessary to suc-
cess. And the man who works independently
of his material faUs into platitudes and
mannerisms to a greater extent than onewho
is in touch with the actual requirements of
biuldins. AVe speak now of the hurried way
the architect is compelled to carry on his
his work

; how impossible it is for him to
consult anj' authorities or precedents, to
make the necesary airangements for trades
which are absolutely called for, and the
consequent unpreparedness with which he
enters into any of those numerous details
he is called upon to deal with. It is

important for him to closely watch the
market, to see what new things have come
out m the way of ironmongery, of metal-
work, decorative and other materials ; any
inventions in sanitary fittings, heating, elec-
tric-lighting, &c. The exhibition and the
tratle catalogue must both be in evidence

;

he cannot afford to indulge in cheap sneers
at Mr. Smith's taste for iron grates and over-
mantels or electric fittings when any decided
improvement has been made in construction.
An exhibition such as that of buiWing appli
ances or art metal-work may teach him
many things that he could never learn by
studying an old treatise or a book on art-
metal, and a great deal must be learned from
trade catalogues and chats with manufac-

turing firms. He must have a mind and eye
open for picking up sundry things connected
with his vocation, and probably the most
successful man is he who, in this omnivorous
manner, is the jiicker-up of various uncon-
sidered trifles, and who can appropriate them
to his particular work. Take, for example,
many things met with in such an exhibition

as that of art metal-work open at the
Koyal Aquarium. An architect who is

about to design or specify any iron or
metal-work will do well to accjuaint him-
self with the many new forms and sections

of cast-iron and bar-iron that are in the

market. Suppose he is looking for a water-
tight metal casement, he will see dozens of

examples of improved casements and frames
fixed to jambs and muUioned windows, or

if he is in quest of artistic patterns for

handles or finger-plates, or electric fittings,

he will find many of considerable merit in

the collection. One thing we learn from a
visit to an exhibition of this kind is

the immense strides that have been made in

cast work and wrought iron hammered work
during the last decade or two ;—how many
new forms and applications of metal have
been made for building, how varied are the

wrought steel and iron sections for window
frames and sashes ; how hammered iron,

bronze, aluminium, copper, and other metals
can be turned to account for decorative uses,

for joinery and furniture, which a few j-ears

ago were unknown. (Dther specialities of con-

struction demand a constant " looking-up."
What with tests of brickwork, and iron, and
concrete, and the new developments of fire-

resisting construction in its many forms of

floors and roofs and coverings, the architect

must be always taking in and digesting.

Such a special branch of construction as
stage architecture and machinery, requiring

a particular study of theatres and opera-
houses, is a matter quite of recent years.

The costly and valuable contributions of

Mr. Edwin 0. Sachs on this branch alone
require careful study. The machinery of the

stage, and of other forms of complex buildings
like big hotels, club-houses, and residences,

require a more intimate knowledge of iron

and steel construction, hydraulic power,
electric motors, and other things, than has
hithertt^ been thought of. Even the com-
prehensive list of attainments whichVitnivius
Laid down as necessary for the architect of

his day, is quite small if we compare the
few abstract principles known in his

time which passed for sciences with the
numerous special developments of experi-
mental science, any of which would require
years to thoroughly master. For it is not so

much the abstract and simple principles, but
the application of science to building in

its varieties, that has to be mastered.
The minutiep of the trades, prices, and legal

matters keep a busy practitioner pretty
well occupied. The purely artistic must
necessarily be left in the rear. Were it not
for the artistic gifts which seldom fail

their possessor, and his early training and
culture in art, it would be quite impossible
for an architect in these days to add anything
to hi« store of ideas, and it is because of this,

that we think the historical and the artistic

parts of his equipment should be learned
or cultivated early in the career of the young
architect. Happily, there are many agencies
for instruction outside the classroom and the

elementary studio or workshop. Wo have
named some of them, exhibitions of art and
technological proilucts, the lectures and
illustrations of professional societies, all of

which find a place in the technical press,

which can be relied upon by the provincial

business man and student. Cut is not the

hurry of the modem architect's work
answerable for thoughtless architecture

and inferior construction ' The best has
always been the product of ages when the
range of attainments was limited, and there

was no haste.

FRENCH PAINTING.S AT
GUILDHALL.

THE

THE Corporation of the City have this

year brought together in their Art
Gallery a very interesting loan-coUection

of French pictures, which illustrate the

progress of painting during the last '200

years or more. The earlier pictures are those
in Gallery II., where we find one of Antoine
Watteau's finest works, "La Gamma
d'Amour," vivacious in drawing and rich

in colour. It is a small picture of eight

figures in a garden ; a lady and gentleman
in the foreground, the latter playing on a
mandolin, while the lady seated on the

ground beside him holds the music-book
open. Beyond is a group of other figures.

This picture is well known from an en-

graving by Lo Bas. Watteau's attractive-

ness is a certain grace and freshness in

depicting the society of the earlj- I8th

century, and his subjects are pastoral

festivities, music, and dance. "A Garden
Scene" (.)1)—figures in a garden, a gentleman
in red playing a guitar to a lady in white
who sits at his side, playing with a
spaniel, a child at her,,, feet, is also

a pleasing little picture. A very charm-
ing and brilliant little piece, "The Duet"
(.5.'J), only "in. by 6in., lent by Sir Francis
Cook, Bart., represents a man and woman
singing by candle-light, the light falling

on the music-book. Next we have a work
by .J. B. Greuze, also small, lent bj- Lord
Wantage, " /V,Girl with a Young Bird," an
exquisite work, fuU of grace, movement, and
tenderness. " Marie Antoinette and her
Children," by Madame le Brun, a small
panel, depicts the beautiful and unfortunate
wife of Louis XVI. as she was before the
disastrous Revolution to which she fell a
victim. Her three children are in the group.
Another brilliant Watteau is 71, " A Fete
Champetre," a garden or wood full of figures;

one couple is dancing to pipers, and a lady
in white satin and pink cloak and two
children are looking on, while others are
coquetting. Works attributed to De la

Haye, '

' A Lady and Gentleman Playing
Cards " (50), is DutchUke in its quality and
finish. Further on we have a large full-

length portrait of the Due de Penthievre,

in a grey costume, with black hat in

his hand. An attendant is divesting

the Duke of his embroidered cloak. The
delicate silver grey and the scarlet livery of

the stooping servant, the couch of pale blue
and gold, make a very harmonious scheme of

colour. It is painted by J. M. Nattier, a
great portrait artist, who died in ITIUi.

Lord Wantage's Lanoret, "A Garden Party"
(SI), is a fine work, with much of the

Watteau style, but quieter. The group of

figures, especially the children ; and land-
scape, are delightful. "The Swing" (TS)

is another interesting example. Mr. Alfred
de Rothschild's works by Boucher, such as
"Cupid and Children" (85), "A Group of

Children " (74), are good examples. But for

the general picture-admirer the canvases of

the large gallery are the most attractive.

Wh.at can be finer than the "Solitude," by
II. Harj)ignies —a sunset landscape with the
reflected light on the winding river between
wooded banks. The " Funeral of a ('hief in

the Iron Age," bj- FernaudCormon. exhibited

in the I 'aris Salon of 1S92, we have seen before.

.Vmidst a crowd of savages armed with
weapons, the burning of the funeral pile is

going on ; the very clever picture " Execution
of Marshal Ney after the Defeat at Waterloo,"
by J. L. Gerome, is also here. G. Laugee
Fils' picture of "The Widow" (4) is

feelingly painted. The fine example of

Bastien-Lepago, " La Saison Octobre," or

the " Potato Harvest," is worth looking at

.again—women .and girls in a field filling

sacks with potatoes—i powerful work of the

best realism. Meunier's picture, "The
Emigrants," an old man and his daughter
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tnidging along a sandy road, with their
belongings, is full of pathos and tenderness
of exjiression. A very fine work by ('. F.
Jalabert, "Christ Walking on the Sea" (12),
lent by II.R.II. the Duchess of Albany, will
attract attention. The scene illustrates the
narrative of Mark vi. 4S, where our Saviour
appears to the affrighted crew in the fourth
watch of the night. The luminous and
radiant figure of the Saviour is dignified and
mystically realised. The very large seascape
" A Rescue at Sea from a Biu-ning Vessel,"
by A. Morion, lent by the painter, is

a very effective piece of sea-painting ; the
blazing hull of a large vessel is seen in the
distance amidst a tempestuous sea, while a
boat full of the picked-up crew is trying to
save a man, who clings to a floating spar, by
thi-owing a life-belt to him. X very choice
piece of Hower-painting is E. Bidau'scharming
group of white and pink roses and playful
kittens (14). Jean Beraudis seen at his best
in " Ei5uniou a la Salle Orafford," where an
audience of enthusiasts shout hoarsely • Vive
La Commune !

" The gaUeried hall is

crowded with Commimists of the most
fanatical type ; one wild-looking man on a
platform by the side of the chairman holds
up his large hand, and in wild gesticulation
is haranguing his colleagues. The characters
are drawn from life, and the scene is full of
animation. Jules Breton's " The First Com-
munion," a procession of young girls clad in
white carrying tapers, breathes of the poetry
of human life. One little giii is being kissed
by her mother on her way. A fine example of
F. Eoybet, "La Sarabande," is a large and
prominently-hungpictm-e at theend ofgallery.
The principal figures—a gentleman playing
a mandolin, his young wife seated beside him,
in palo-blue silk, while two chUdren—a boy
and girl—are stepping to a dance, is graceful
and brilliant in colom-. (Jn the other
wall the colossal picture of " Friedland," by
J. E. ^reissonier, well known from the
etching by Jacquet, published by Arthur
Tooth and Sons, hangs, a marvellous example
of movement and expression. The scene
illustrates the French army, commanded by

Napoleon, about to meet the Russian forces,

nth June, 1807. The Emperor, with his
generals around him, is looking on at the
dashing cavalry regiment, which is sweeping
past him through a mass of thick grass.

Each horse and rider is n^ade a study, and
the eye is struck as much by the breadth
and skill of the massing as by the extreme
finish and detail. " A Reconnaissance," a
painful incident in the siege of I'aris,

by Edouard Detaille, is another work
of infinite care and skill. E. Burnand's
" Return of the Prodigal "

(27), Dagnan-
Bouveret's " Bretonnes au Pardon," a
clever group of nuns seated on the grass are
interesting works. The sensational but clever
jncture by Albert Maignan, of the " Death
of AVilliam the Conqueror," and the
touching and beautiful repose of a young
girl lying dead, "Une Bienheureuse" ("The
Sleep of the Blessed Dead "), are pictures of
merit. The fine work by J. L. Gerume,
"The Cardinal in Grey." a grand staircase

scone, where the barefooted C'apuchin is

descending a noble flight in the Old Palais

Cardinal, while a servile crowd of courtiers

are ascending on one side, bowing low, and
after the}' pass on the upper flight are seen
to look round at the cardinal in an inso-

lent manner, is a clever piece of irony.
" La Salutation Angelique," by Guillaume
Dabufe, is decorative ; and we must notice

also J. Tissot's "Too Early," a piece of

amusing genre, and his touching "Last
Evening " (4.5) ; Fantin-Latour's flowers
(4:3.v), " Cupid and Psyche," G. W. A.
Bouguereau. In the second gallery is a fine

work bj- Corot, "LoLac," a beautiful lake
scene, the tone and softness of the colour
and foliage exceedingly beautiful. In the
third gallery, a little work of much value,

"Fainting of the ^"irgin " (141), by I'aul

Delaroche, is full of devotional feeling ; and
we must also notice a work by Armand
('harnay, very charming and delicate in

colour ; and some, clever figure-subjects,

Moissonier (132, 134), portrait of jNladame
Gautreau, by G. Gustavo Courtois, and
pictures of Carolus Duran, Gustave Coui-bet

(143), a delightful sandy shore—a harmonj'
of grej's ; E. Degas, C'azin, Monet, J.

Renoir, and other well - known French
painters. The latter's "A Cap of Tea"
(l.JO) is a daring piece of colour.

MODEL SPECIFICATIONS.—XVI.
M.\SOX.

IN the specification of finished Classical

work particular care is necessary. We
now give clauses for the execution of

columns, entablatures, and pediments. In
specifying these features, the bases, shafts,

capitals, entablatures, the jointing, dowels,

and cramps ought to be described unless

the drawings show these details. As to

columns, it is not usual in Classic archi-

tecture that the ashlar joints are continued

thi'ough the shafts ; they may be, if of

considerable height, of three or more stones.

For example, in the Strand front of Somerset

House, which is before us as we write, the

columns (three-quarter) above the ground
story are about 18ft. or 20ft. in height of

shaft, and have three stones or frustra between

base and capital. The lowest stones are the

shortest, the two upper ones being about

equal height, or 7ft. in length each. The base

and capital are, of course, separate stones,

and their bed-joints course with the ashlar.

The shafts are! as usual, diminished, and the

small curves or apophyges joining the upper

fillet of base and the lower fiUet of the neck

of capital are included m the base and capital

respectively, not worked on the shafts. When
they are so worked, the cylindrical shaft has

to be sunk to the full projection of the fillet

—an undesirable and uneconomical plan,

though it may look a little better if the bed-

joint is placed below the upper fillet of the

base. Columns of three-quarter projection

may be dowelled at the beds, or preferably

bonded at intervals. In lofty columns

the stones should be bedded upon 4lb. lead,

about an inch w-ithin the face of shaft. Some-

times thin laminii' of pine are used instead of
'

lead, and the.se soatinga prevent flushing^at

the joints, and equalise the press\ire. For
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bedding, stone-dust mortar is sometimes
used. The joints should be few and fine ; the

stones of the fnistra for each shaft should be
selected. Vertical joints are wrong, though
they are seen occasionally in Continental
buildings. The beds or ends of each stone
should be worked to exactly true and parallel

planes, and the sides of column or each
stone be worked to a diminishing rule.

The distance apart of the columns must
determine the number of stones or joints of

the entablature over. When -the columns
are engaged, as in the building mentioned,
the architrave can be partly supported on its

inner side by the stones tailing into the wall

;

but when the entablature is isolated, as in a
portico or colonnade, proper means must be
taken to insure support if the intercolumnar
spaces are wide. Kondelet and other French
writers describe the tying together of the
stones by rods and bars. In ordinary eases,

where the columns are three or more
diameters apart, the distance may be spanned
by three stones, the centre one, or " key-
stone" being joggled to the other two which
rest on the columns. But, of course, the
quality of stone used, and whether it can be
obtained solid in long lengths, must guide
the architect. Bartholomew, in his work on
" Practical Specifications," now rather out of
date, suggests several constructi\e expedients,
and for stucco and cement entablature they
are necessary. More modern plans are to
use concrete with steel bars imbediled
in the frieze part behind the ashlar

;

to msert wrought-iron flanged beams be-
tween the outer and inner faces of the
entablature, or to use concealed flat brick
arches with iron ties behind the ashlar if

there is any weight. But a solid stone archi-
trave, or architrave and frieze in two courses,

breaking joint, with joggled joints, is to be

preferred for substantial buildings.

Our sketches give examples of columns

—

The first, Fig. 1, shows a colonnade, the

columns and entablature isolated, with the

mode of constructing the latter. Fig. 2 shows
a solidly-buUt entablature with solid stone

architrave ; but the frieze is ashlared, leaving

a cavity filled with brickwork or concrete, a.

Fig. 3 shows the architrave in two stones,

the upper mouldings not being worked out

of one stone, 6 ; but there seems to be little

advantage in this plan. The figures 4 and -5

show the springer and apex stones of a pedi-

ment. The bed moulding is worked in a

separate stone for large cornices.

In Fig. I) we show engaged columns taken

from an actual building (St. JIary-le-Strand).

These three - quarter columns, which are

about 1ft. Sin. in diameter, adorn the church

(JO boMi sides, and form the lower of the tvvo

orders used ; the upper range of columns is

of the Corinthian Order. These columns on
the lower story stand on a high plain podium
or basement. The intercolumnal spaces are

rusticated with plain channels between the

row of niches and pilasters, which channelled

joints stop against plain vertical faces of pro-

jecting stonework, from which the columns
project. The beds of each rusticated course

occur at the top of each channel joint.

and are continued through the plain ashlar

backing, though we have not shown them in

sketch. The columns are jointed as shown,
the base stone level with top of first rustica-

tion, then a long stone, then a bonder in the

centre equal to the height of two rustics, and
then a- ether long stone to the apophyge of

neck of capital. The effect is good. In other

cases, as at the Mansion House, the pilasters

are composed of four long blocks, with three

intermediate stones of a course or two high,

which are bonders. The thickness of bed of

the bonding stones should be specified.

A semicircular niche is often required in

Classical work. Fig. 7 shows one used

between the side pilasters of St. Mary's
Church. The head of niche is worked in two
stones by a centre vertical joint, and we may
imagine four such stones cut out of a single

block. On the other side, h, the manner of

j ointing the back of niche is shown, the stones

alternately breaking joint and bonding into

the w.all. Only two courses are used below
head of niche.

30. Cnlmnns. — The columns ' of colonnade (or

portico) to be worked out of selected Portland (or

other) stone, free from vents, unsightly veins,

sand-holes, .and other defects, acoordiug to draw-
ings, with bases and capitals as shown in detail.

Each shaft to be diminished according to rule or

drawing to a true entasis, and to be in three (or

more) stones, the apopliyges to be worked on baaa

and capital. The beds of columns to be brought
to a perfectly flat and level surface, and to have
41b. lead seatings (or pitch-pine seatings) Jin.

thick, allowing lin. free all round froai face (oc

to be bedded in stone-dust mortar) . Or

—

31. Filastei-s.—They are to be monoliths, or are to

be in not less than two blocks of stone. The
caps and bases to be of solid stones jointed below
the apophyge in one case, and above it in the

other. The pilasters corresponding to the columns

to be bonded not less than 9in. (or r2in.) into the

wall every other course. Or

—

The pilasters to bo of three (or more) stones,

and bonded every two or three courses into the

wall to a distance of at least 9in. Each stone to

be wrought with true and level surfaces and beds.

ii.—Entablature of Portico or Colonnade.—The
architrave to be moulded as shown in detail, with

three faces, and to be wrought out of solid stones,

not less than 3ft. in length, the stones to be
joggled together (see sketch d, p. 733) : the joints

to occur where shown in detail. Or

—

(If the intercolumnar space is several feet,
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rolled iron joists may be introduced, as shown in

sketch ; or a tied brick arch, or concrete beam
with iron bars, may be used in the upper part

;

and mention shoiUd be made of any of these

arrangements.)

33. Frifze.—The frieze to be solid, and of stones

not less than 2ft. in length, and of the full height

required to bed-moulding of cornice, and to break

ioint with those of architrave. (If to be enriched

ly carving, state) the stones to be 2in. more of

extra thickness for the carver. Or

—

The frieze to be of ashlar, 4in. or Gin.

on bed, and the full height required, allowing

2in. or more on thickness for carving. The
ashlar to be bonded every oft. or Cft., and the

cavity tilled iu with lime or breeze concrete or

brick in cement. Or

—

The frieze to be of ashlar, -tin. (or Cin.) on bed,

the stones to be the full height of the member
between architrave and bed-moulding of cornice,

and to be carved to tV-e architect's detail, for

which purpose 'Jin. (or Sin.) extra thickness to be

left, and to be jointed to the brickwork backing

with cement i^or bonded with a stone every 3ft. or

."ift. apart, to go right through).

34. Cornice.—The cornice of entablature to be of

two (or three) layers, moulded according to detail,

and the stones to be not less than 3ft. (or 5ft.)

long, bedded the full thickness of frieze, with
truly-worked beds and joints, and to be plugged
with lead at the joints (or the stones to be united
with slate dowels run in with cement), and the

joints set in lime mortar. Or, if enriched, add

—

Enriched.—The lower layer, or bed-moulding,
to have modillions (or dentils), plain or enriched,

which are to be carved after models approved by
the architect. The soffit or corona to be sunk
panelled.

35. Balustrade.—The balustrade (if any) is to be as

shown in detail, with plinth, turned (or square)

balusters, capping, pedestals, Jcc, each part solid.

The plinth and capping to be in long stones, not
less than 3ft. (or ."ift.) long. Each baluster to be
dowelled with slate dowels in cement to the

plinth and capping, and these are to be plugged
with lead, or cramped with metal cramps. Or

—

The balusters to be each wrought out of one
stone, allowing, at least, an inch of joggle at ends
into the plinth and capping. The vertical joints

to be plugged with lead, and the capping to be
cramped with cast-iron or bronzi metal cramps.
The half-balusters to be worked out of the same
block as the pedestal.

36. Pediment.—The pediment to be constructed iu

strict conformity with t lie drawings and details; the
horizontal cornice to consist only of the corona
with the lower mouldings, the stones of both
layers to be securely tailed into the masonry for

not less than 9in. (or I'iin.), and the stones of

upper layer to have a length of at least 5tt. The
raking cornices to be the same as the main hori-
zontal cornice, and to be jointed as shown. At
the springing of pediment the horizontal and
raking members to be worked out of one solid

block (see sketch), and to be securely bedded into
the masonry of wall at least 12in. (or ISin.) The
raking cornices are to be in separate stones, l>edded

in horizontal steps on the masonry behind to a
distance of r2in. (or 18in.) ; or are to be cut in the
form of steps. Or

—

The raking cornices to be cut with horizontal
bedj every third stone, the others cut raking.
The stones are to be plugged with lead (or

dowelled), and the upper layer or moulding to be
in stones of not less length than -Ift. or 5ft.,

breaking joint plugged with lead (or cramped
with bronze cramps in cement), and to have a bed
the whole thickness of wall, or state how much.
The tympanum of pediment to be executed in
courses of stone Gin. or 9in., on bed to match the
ashlar below.

37. Stairci.se Basement.—The basement staircase to
be constructed of r2in. by Gin. solid York stone
steps, tooled (oriubbed) on all sides, projecting
3ft. (see sketch, section. Fig. 7. p. 697), pinned Gin.

into the wall in cement as the work proceeds,
rebited joint (or bedded in cement), two holes to
be cut in each step for balusters. The curtail

step to be 14in. by 7m., solid with scroll end The
winders, if any, or half-space landings to be Gin.

thick, cut and pinned 6in. into wall with cement.
The landings to be uin. ^or 4in.) thick, joggled (or
grooved and tongued ) together in cement. The
thresholds of doors on landings to be of hard
York 3in. thick, rubbed and back-jointed.

The st6p!>, if solid, may be rebated together
as shown, or simply splayed at the angles of

contact. For ordinary steps, simple bedding
in cement may be specified. Sometimes the
holes or mortices in the brick walls are left

for the stone steps to be put in after the
brick wall is built. These holes or chases
shoiild be filled up temporarily with bricks
beddei in sand, aad the wall carried up some

courses above as well as below the stair-line

with cement mortar. The outer or free ends
of the steps are supported b_v timber till the

cement is set. liandings of wide span are

carried by an iron joist under the external

edge. Concrete landings with iron imbedded
are often used as substitutes, but of these we
shall speak in another trade.

3S. Principal Stone Stairs. — The miin staircase

from the ground floor to the first (or second)

floor to be in a single (or double) flight of hard
•Portland stone steps, rebated at joints with
moulded nosings along the front, outer end (and
back of each step) . The soffit of each step to be
moulded, as shown in detail, each step to be tailed

or pinned into the walls 9in. The landings to be
Gin. thick, with similar moulded nosings, panelled

on the soffit, and to be in one or more slabs tailed

6in. (or 9in.) into walls, and joggle-jointed (or

rebated) with lead. Mortise the necessary number
of holes for balusters. The bottom step to be cut

out of a solid square section with a bold curtail.

The whole to be rubbed smooth on aU faces and
soffits. Or

—

The principal stairs to be of Portland stone

steps and landings, as shown, tailed into walls

9in., with moulded nosings, and returned nosings

at ends and back. The soffits to be moulded to

the shape of the ends of the step (or according to

detail). The solid steps to be jointed or rebated
to 6in. landings with moulded nosings, the latter

to have joggled joints run with lead, and to be
tailed into wall 4in. or 6in.

FOUXDATIONS AS APPLIED TO
LOXDON BUILDIXGS AND RIVER-
SIDE FOUNDATIONS.*

(Concluded from page 774.)

THE value of the Greathead system of work-
ing enables a running stratum to be broken

into without danger. Where buildings and
wharfs are situated on the side of a river un-
secured, and where the materials of its bed are

not sufficiently firm to allow a shelf being main-
tained between the buildings and the low-water

line, the shore may run down and carry the

foundation of the buildings along with it. An
instance of sand thus running occurred in 1837,

during the progress of the Thames Taimet, not-

withstanding the close protection afforded in the

shield used by the late Sir Isambard Brunei, the

sand running in to such an extent that, at a dis-

tance of 50ft. east of the shield, the bed of the

river sunk 13ft., bringing the river within less

than 3ft. of the level of the excavation, while

immediately above very little depression took

place. A similar, instance of running gravel is

recorded when the shield approached the wharf
on the Middlesex side, producing a conical

depression 30ft. in diameter and 13ft. deep on
the shore, followed by a subsidence of the wharf
front. In the construction of the Blackwall Tunnel
the use of the Greathead shield enabled the work
to be successfully accomplished. In the con-

struction of the Metropolitan District Kiilway
between Westminster Abbey and V/estminster

Hospital the soil was sand and gravel, heavily

charged with water, Westminster Abbey itself

being on the sand. The nearest point of the

works to the main walls of the hospital was 23ft.,

and to Westminster Abbey 70ft. Sin. The
tunnel was made without the slightest settlement

of adjacent buUdings, notwithstanding the fact

that, in wet sand and gravel, pumping was care-

fully resorted to, in order practically to dry the

ground sufficiently for work. By the aid of iron

tubing, and the use of compressed air with the

Greathead shield, as adopted in the City and
South London Railway work, we need experience

no anxiety. You can work as safely in gravel

charged with water as you can in London clay.

The ordinary timbering of a tunnel is a yielding

material, so that, unless special precautions are

observed, there is a risk for the framework to

yield which is employed to temporarily hold up
the excavation before the brickwork is put in

:

but with an iron lining and cement grouting

outside, there is no need of alarm. The

IUXGEE CONNECTED WITH rCMPIXG

is obviated when it is carefully done. If it is

carelessly done, you may draw some of the finer

particles of sand and water, and so undermine the

foundations of an adjacent building to a greater

• By Aetiice T. Walmislev, M.Inst.C.E. A paper
read before the London Architectural Association on
Priday, May 20, 1898.

or less extent. Where any accidents occurred on
the construction of the City and Southwark Rail-
way it was near the brick stations, where wood
centres were introduced ; but by adopting east-

iron lined shafts to the stations with cement
grouting outside, any danger to surrounding
property is avoided. On the Metropolitan Rail-

way ordinary stock bricks in blue lias lime were
used. In the Jletropolitan Railway settlements
occurred, as it was constructed mainly without
an invert. The ultimate improvement was to put
an invert, which, of course, gave greater support
from the pressure of the sides. The system of

construction was in some cases tunnel—near
Kensington, for instance—but generally cut and
cover. With the use of the Greathead shield

upon the Central London Railway, where not in

the clay, compressed air is introduced, and the
work is entirely in tunnel. The iron plates are

properly jointed throughout.

jtKiDOE roixn.vTioxs.

In the King's-road bridge over the Regent's

Canal, Camden Town— designed by Messrs.

Thomas and Taylor—the foundations were sunk
22ft. below the roadway level, or 1 1ft. Gin. below
the water level in the canal, and 5ft. Gin. below

the bed of the canal. The soil from the top of

roadway to a depth of 18ft. was found to be of a

clayey character, below which was found a seam
of clay-stones Ht. deep, and then clay suitable

for a foundation. A trench 50ft. long was made,

in which a concrete bed 8ft. Gin. square in section

was built, with counterforts added at every 12ft.

It was found that this ground could be timbered

by experienced men without driving piles, and

without pumping beyond the removal of a small

amount of soakage while the men are not at work.

Old Westminster Bridge, which was built between

the years 1738 and 1750, consisted of thirteen

principal and two smaller arches nearest the

abutments, 2oft. span, all semicircular, springing

from the piers at about 2ft. above the level of low

water. The central arch was 76ft. span, but the

principal lateral arches decreased in width by
intervals of 4ft. each, and their intervening piers

were supported by caissons consisting of rafts of

timbers floated into position and then sunk in place,

a level area having been previously dredged to

receive them. Each raft was about 80ft. by 30ft. by
10ft. deep, made watertight all round, within

which a portion of the pier was built, and the

raft was then floated to the site of the proposed

pier, the water admitted by sluices in the sides,

and the foundation guided to its proper bed by
ropes from a light barge previously moored off

the shore. None of the foundations, which all

rested on a substratum of sand and gravel, were

at a greater depth than 14ft. below the bed of

the river, and parts were not more than 5ft. or

6ft. The wooden platforms carrying the base

of each pier thus ran the risk of settling upon

an irregular foundation, and gradually getting

undermined as the bed of the river lowers.

Originally the piers were intended for a light

wooden structure ; but when it was determined

that the bridge should be built of Portland

stone, a stone casing was built around them.

The bed of the river on which the caissons

rested became undermined, particularly when,

in later years, the tidal current, since the

removal of the numerous piers of old London

Bridge, ran off with greater r.apidity than when
old Westminster Bridge was erected, and pro-

duced a general, though not uniform, lowering of

the level of the river bed. A similar plan was,

however, followed in the case of old Blackfriars

r.ridge, built 1760 to 1770, the platforms here

employed being 88ft. by 37ft., and two balks and

a half"thick ; but in this structure bearing pUes

were introduced to obviate the liability to settle-

ment. This bridge consisted of nine arches,

elliptical in shape, constructed in Portland stone.

The centre arch was 100ft. span, and the side

spans decreased gradually to 98ft., 93ft., 83ft.,

and 70ft. Waterloo Bridge, built in 1811 to

1817, contains nine equal semi -elliptical arches

of r20ft. span, and was the first bridge on the

river in which coffer-dams were employed.

These consisted of double piling, with puddle

between, and did their work successfully during

construction. Like old Westminster and_ Black-

friars Bridges, however, the foundations of

Waterloo Bridge were left upon sand and gravel,

and not carried down to the clay. Each pier

was, however, built upon piles, there being

one pile to every square yard of bearing sur-

face. The heads of these piles were sawn off.

and timber sills or hearing piles and waling
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pieces fastened on Ijoth transversely iinJ longi-

tudinally, upon -which a flooring of Gin. planks

was fixed, and then the first course of masonr)'

laid thereon. The system of laying t ho founda-
tions dry in coffer-dams was followed in South-
wark Bridge, and the same plan adopted at New
London Bridge, the former built ISM-ISIO, and
the latter 1823-1831. In Old London Bridge

the piers were built on platforms supported on
elm piles, driven into the bed of the river, and
cut off at low-water level. In New I^ondon
Bridge the foundation consists of timber piles

r2in. to Hin. square, shod with wrout;ht-iron
shoes, weighing' S.Ub. each, and hoops 301b. each,

driven at intervals of 3ft. Gin. to 4ft. centre to

centre, so that IGsq.ft. of masonry are taken by
each pile. The bearing-piles are here driven
into the London day about ISft. below the plat-

forms. The importance of establishing a founda-
tion to resist undermining action cannot be
over-rated. Uniform width in a river produces
uniform scour, which, while it creates a better
channel for the discharge of flood-water, also

attacks any impediments it encounters. Since the
construction of the Thames Embankment, the bed
of the river parallel to the Embankment has varied
considerably. In New Westminster Bridge, com-
pletedin 18G2, the foundation of eachpierisentirely
piled over with 145 elm piles, driven centre to

centre, 3ft. 3in., and 2ft. Gin., passing through
the gravel into the London clay, and cut-oS
below low-water. To a\oid the expense of

permanent coiier-dams, these piles were sur-
rounded with iron piles connected by cast-iron
plates driven between them, known as " plate-

pOes," so as form a complete casing, the inter-

stices between all the piles being tilled in with
concrete. They go about 10ft. into the blue clay,

and extend about a foot above the gravel bed.
I'pon these is placed a series of slabs of ijranite

edgeways, the plate-pUes being secured by two
sets of ranges of iron ties, passing through the
pier, and fixed by divers, the granite slabs secured
both by the masonry of the pier and by the main
piles to which the plate piles are connected. A
complete caisson is thus formed, which has caused
the necessity of the interior piles to be much
questioned. In new Blackfriars Bridge, built
1864-Oy, wrought-iron caissons were employed
for the foundation. Each pier stands upon four
independent rectangular caissons, 36ft. by 18ft.,

carrying the centre of the pier, and two tri-

angular caissons projecting beyond, to carry
the cutwaters. These caissons were built upon
a stage, and lowered, by the aid of guide pilfs,

into their assigned position, with their cutting
edge resting on the bed of the river. The
ground inclosed in each caisson was then exca-
vated by divers, and the caissons sunk by being
weighted with iron kentledge until the clay was
reached, when leakage ceased, and the caisson by
protracted loading took its final bearings at an
approved depth of excavation. A material like

the London clay is for all practical purposes in-
compressible, especially when prevented from
spreading laterally, and so deep down as to be
unaffected by heat or damp. The caissons were
then filled with concrete in cement, upon which
was placed 8ft. of brickwork in cement, the top
of which was at a level of 4ft. below low -water
mark. A space of one yard was left between the
caisson sections, which was subsequently filled

with concrete in cement vip to the same level , so
as to provide an uninterrupted area over the base
upon which each pier now stands, and the movable
portion of the caissons above 4ft. below low-water

li level were removed as the work proceeded.
'!, Cylinder foundations were first used lij- the late
Sir W. Cubitt, at Kochester, and their employ-
ment has since beon efficiently tested to show
their adaptability for foundations. Thiy were
adopted for the original railway bridge at
Blackfriars, 18ft. diameter, below the stone
piers. Cylinder foundations, IStt. diameter
below, and 12ft. diameter above, the bottom of
the river are used for the piers of the ( annon-
street railway bridge. At Charintr < ross the
cylinders are 14ft. diameter below and 10ft.
diameter above the ground. The foundation
cylinders of the Albert Bridge at Chelsea are 2 1ft.

diameter, and their mode of fixture is described
by the author in the discussion which took place
on Jlr. Cruttwell's paper at the Institution of
Civil Engineers, in which the foundations of the
new railway bridge across the Thames at black-
friars were described, and for which recUinguIar
caissons, sunk 16ift. to '23|ft. below the river
bed, were adopted (see Min., Inst. C. F;., \'ol. CI.)
The \'ictoria railway bridge over the river at

Battersea was originally constructed with piers

on the up-river side standing on a bed of cement
concrete inclosed by permanent sheet piles

driven to a depth of 8ft. below the lowest

foundation level ; but, when widened, the in-

creased width of foundation was obtained by
sinking permanent cast-iron cylinders to a depth

of 4.)ft. below Trinity high water on the down-
river side, four to each pier, 21ft. internal dia-

meter, and 24tt. long, cast in segments 8ft. in

length, with flanges for bolting together. These
cylinders were filled with cement concrete for a

depth of 12ft , upon which was laid brickwork in

cement up to low-water level, above which level

temporary wrought-iron cylinders were employed.
The foundation cylinders were united at the top

by a framework of cast iron, but the masonry
between the cylinders is principally carried by
brick arches in cement turned between the

cylinders in the hearting of the piers, which from
this level to the springing line consist of solid

brickwork in cement faced with masonr)', so as to

present the appearance above low water of a
continuous pier.

mVKRSIDE Forxn.vTiox.^.

In the foundations for the destructor cells and
chimney-shaft designed for the borough of (ireat

Yarmouth, concrete blocks were employed, built

in brickwork cylinders as shown, and the

maximum pressure per square foot on the subsoil

was calculated to be 4ton3 GJcwt. The ground is

of a very marshy character overlying sand and
coarse gravel, into which the foundation is sunk.
The cylinders are constructed of '.'in. brickwork,
built in Portland cement, the lower 4ft. being
encased in a wooden drum, with cutting edge
sunk into the gravel and sand at least 2ft. The
cylinders are sunk by the aid of a grab, the

bottom being levelled, and the concrete blocks

laid by a diver. In this way the risk involved

by pumping, which might disturb the foundations

of cylinders already in their places, would be
avoided. The blocks are grouted through a Sin.

pipe with liquid cement, the joints and lewis

holes having been previously filled with coarse,

clean shingle. After about four days to permit
the grout setting, and thus forming a watertight

bottom, the cylinders are pimiped out and filled

with concrete composed of six parts shingle, one
part sand, and one part Portland cement. The
remainder of the buildings, which are low, > nd
light in weight, have concrete foundations tied

with iron joists and spread to such a width that

the subsoil shall not receive a greater weight than
half a ton per foot superficial, which, it has been
ascertained by experiment, can be carried on
this soil after the upper layer of turf and roots

has been removed. The Dover Electricity Supply
Company erected works adjacent to the Kiver
Dour, from which the town is named. These
works included a chimney, designed by Mr. F. (4.

Knight, of Westminster, about 130ft. high, with
a concrete base 24ft. 3in. square, by 5ft. deep.

The River Tyne at Newcastle affords instructive

examples of riverside foundations. The old ciuay

walls, with a depth alongside at low water,

varying in the year 1840 from 2jft. to 5ift., had
a piled foundation, and when in 1866 deeper
quays were deemed essential, r2ft. of water at

low tide was considered ample, which was subse-

quently increased to 22ft. Piled foundations
were adhered to, until upon the advice of the late

Mr. T. E. Harrison, Engineer to the North-
Eastem RaOway Company, cast-iron cylinders

sunk under atmospheric pressure for the substruc

ture of the quay were adopted for new work, as

cheaper than piled work. Two rows of cylinders

were employed, each oft. diameter, placed 25ft.

centre to centre longitudinally, the front and
back cylinders being surmounted by cast-iron

beams, from which masonry and brick arches

were turned. Longitudinal metal sheet piling,

up to the level of low water, was driven in the

form^of a segment between the front cylinders,

but proved too weak for the increased depth of

water, after the bed of the river had been dredged
out. The intervening sheet piling was done away
with, and a more continuous front row of cylinders

substituted, 13ft. 'Jin. centre to centre with
elliptical cylinders intervening. Thfse likewise

proving too weak, a close row of Oft. front

circular cylinders was tried, the back cylinders

remaining as before, but tied to every alternate

front cylinder by a wrought-iron band pa.sBiDg

round both. The same method was adopted under
a large grain warehouse built on the quay.
Finally, in the rebuilding of part of the 1840

wall, monoliths of concrete were, upon the

advice of the late Mr. P. J. Slessent, engineer to

the Tyne Commission, sunk for the foundation of a
wall constructed to give a depth of about 20ft. at

low water spring tides, and this plan has since

been applied to the reconstruction of all the

old quays requiring renewal. The blocks are

30ft. long, 20ft. wide, and 37ft. deep, with a

well 20ft. by 10ft., and walls 5ft. thick, form-
ing concrete caissons, sunk to an average depth
of about 32ft. Gin. below low water, and are set

about 2ft. apart, the interior and also the space

between them being filled with concrete. On
these blocks the masonry and concrete super-

structure was built. Concrete cylinders have,

upon the advice of the late .Sir John Coode, been
employed by his successors, Jlessrs. Coode, Son,
and JIatlhews, for the foundation of the abut-
ment to the new east pier to the Outer Harbour
Extension at Dover. These cylinders were cast

upon a lower seating ring 12in. deep, to form a
cutting edge, the cylinders being 7ft. external

diameter, 15in. thick. They were cast in wood
moulds with 5 to 1 Portland cement concrete, and
were allowed to set at least ten days before lift-

ing, and to season one month prior to removal
from the yard to their destination. The top
and bottom edges of all intermediate rings
are toothed Gin. deep, and tapered lin., so as

to key into each other when sunk in situ.

The cast-iron cutting edge shoe is bolted into

the bottom ring by lin. bolts, let in flush at the
top. The interior concrete is placed in position

by means of skips, so arranged as to deposit the
contents as c'ose as possible to the concrete pre-

viously deposited. Between this abutment and
the old north pier of the existing harbour entrance
a sea-walls exists,. built by the late Mr. James
Walker as engineer, in which a row of cast-iron

sheet piles were driven at the toe of the outer
slope between the wall and its apron. Messrs.

F. and II. F. Higgs built, in Upper Thames-
street, a warehouse with a river-wall going down
about 10ft. below the river-bed, which was easily

effected by means of the usual cofferdam of r2in.

piles planked each side with clay puddle between,
notwithstanding the fact that in sinking the other
foundations a brick sewer running parallel to the
river, about 40ft. from the bank and at about
15ft. down, constructed by the District Railway
Company to drain their tunnel, was encountered.
At Stratford the premises built by this firm

were against one of the many tidal cuts in that

district ; hence a river- wall had to be con-
structed. This Messrs. Higgs managed with
light piles and single planking, with tarred and
tongued joints bolted outside the piles—a con-
struction sufficient to resist quiet water of no
great depth. The Horse Shoe Wharf in L'pper

Thames-street, built by Jlessrs. Holland and
Hannen, was erected in 1888 and 1889 for Messrs.

Pilkington Bros., glass manufacturers, by Messrs.

Francis Chambers and Sou as architects. The
frontage of this warehouse is about 82ft., the
river wall going to a depth of 30ft. below the
average high water level, the basement floor being
about 6ft. below high water level. In excavating
for the foundation, the strata passed through was
made ground 12ft , wet mud, dirty gravel, old

piles and previous foundations, shells and silt,

lastly, clean ballast. In order to build the river

wall, a coffer-dam was formed by driving in two
rows of 12in. by 12in. pitch-pine sheet piling 6ft.

apart. The piles were strapped together and the

rows securely laced together with iron ties. The
space between the sheeting being filled in with
clay puddle, and the whole construction firmly

shored from the ground at the back. A shield

was provided in the dam at shore level as a pre-

cautionary measure for draining off, as the tide

receded, any sudden rush of water that might have
accumulated within the dara through extra-

ordinary flood or other tides. In this instance

the whole area of the basement, occupying be-
tween 15,000 and 16,000 square feet, was exca-

vated at the same time. A deep sump-hole was
formed, and a steam chain-pump kept constantly

going to keep the excavation clear of water

until the permanent river wall was constructed.

It may be interesting to note that while getting

out those excavations, the old Kentish rag

foundations of Baynard's Castle, which occupied

the site in the time of (iueen Elizabeth, were
discovered. The river wall of Brook's Wharf,
I'pper Thames-street, waa built tide work by
Messrs. Holland and Hannen. A sound founla-

tion was obtained at a depth of 14ft. below the

le\ el of the shore, but no record has been kept

of the class of soil passed through. The
excavation, concrete, footings, Arc, were carried
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out in short lengths, as in underpinning,
during the time the tide was out, and the work
done was carefully covered up or cased in
before the water reached it. The cusing of
brickwork, kc, was in no way watertight, but
was sufficient to prevent the washing action of
the tide. This is an economical method of con-
structing a river wall, but of necessity rather
slow, and can only be adopted in particular cases.
In 1880 the same firm constructed a quay wall to
their own property in Xioe Elms-lane. The
length of wall was 100ft., and height 18ft. ; this
was also carried o\it by tide work as in the previous
case, but is constructed entirely of Portland

cement concrete. This is a very inexpensive

form, costing between £-1 and £.5 per foot run
complete. •-^
IROXWOEK AT SOUTH KEXSIXGTOX

MUSEUM.—V.
By G. a. T. Middletox.

VI. ENGLISH: THK H.UlrTON- COrUT .SCREEN-.

THE famous Hampton Court screen, designed
by Jean Tijo\>, and supposed to have been

wrought by Huntingdon Shaw, of Nottingham,
about 1693 .^.d., is. considering its actual

massiveness and power, distinctly disappointil

when reduced to a small-scale Bne drawing. I

grandeur lies in its exquisite workmanship ai

in its wealth of foliage ornament more than

:

the outline of its design, and the effect is ei

hanced by the details being in bold relief, ai

the enrichment being mostly duplicated, ai|

applied to both sides of the screen alike.

The detail drawings show that the curv|

are of a roiinded character, that the structva|

work is of bar and sometimes moulded iron, i

that much use is made of the pin or rivet, tl

most peculiar connections being those shownf
O and E.
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GASWORKS MACHINERY.

AT a meeting of the Society of Engineers,

held at the Koyal Tnited Service Institu-

tion, ^^^litehall, on Monday evening, June 6,

1898, a paper was read by Mr. Edward A.

Harman, entitled, "Gasworks Machinery."

The author first pointed out the close relationship

of gasworks machinery with other Ijranches of

engineering. Attention was then directed to the

deteriorating influences to which gasworks

machinery was subjected, on account of coal and

coke dust, and lihe presence of miscellaneous

waste gases. The author pointed out the severe

conditions under which some portions of the

machinery had to he operated, such as the

handling of red hot coke at a distance of ift. or

3ft. from the face of the machine : he also

referred to the influence of contraction and
expansion on the various parts of the machinery,

due to working under variable temperatures.

Attention was then drawn to the special objects

of gasworks machinerj'. Continuous carbonisa-

tion was referred to as having been experimented
with, hut had not resulted in being adopted. The
erroneous impressions of the arduous nature of

retort house work as now existing were referred

to, and it was stated that if a comparison could he
made with labour in other works a different idea

would prevail. Attention was then called to the

CENTRE OF THIRD PANEL.

numerous novelties existing in gasworks. The
magnitude of the operations required to be per-

formed by gasworks machinery was shown by the
carbonisation of l'2i millions of tons of coal in the
ITnited Kingdom annually. The exhausting

plant used was explained at length : the author
combating the common erroneous idea that

atmospheric air was drawn into the gas, and
explaining the functions of the exhausters for

drawing the gas from the hydraulic main,
leaving the dip pipes always sealed : and for
forcing the gas through the purifying apparatus :

and also for raising the gasholders. The difficult

duty required from pumps was referred to—viz.,

bat of having to raise substances ranging from
jht spirits to almost thick solid matter, at
I rious temperatures from zero to nearly boiling
int. The coal and coke stacking operations
re then reviewed, attention beini,' called to
r. Marshall's extensive installation at one of
I'openhagen gasworks, for the Danish Gas

inpany, which is capable of unloading and
u king about three quarters of a millions tons of
il in six months. The Temperley transporters
re also described. Coke conveyors wore con-
lered, special reference being mad'- to that

'i'-«igned by Mr. Henry Hack, M.Intt.C.E., at
nc of the Birmingham gasworks, and to the
lesi^ of M. de Brouwer, of Bruges. Coke

1 re^-vk^rs with circular iteel sheets were stated to

he most desirable for cutting the coke, instead of

crushing it. Gas engines and tramcar motors

were alfo considered. Regenerative furnaces

were stated to be considerably reducing the con-

I

sumption of fuel on gasworks, while" giving

higher heats and vastly better working results.

Liftin'i and travelling apparatus for purifier

covers was stated to be generally worked liy
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hydraulic power. The recovery o£ the large
<iuantity of waste upon gasworks was mentioned
as heing gradually coped with, such as the quan-
tity of gas lost during the operations of charging
the retorts, the coke dust, spent lime, waste hot
water from various processes, and also the unre-
covered cyanides in the coal gas. Stoking
machintry was dealt with at length, Jlr. West's
compressed air system being tirst descrihed, and
.ifterwards the Arrol-Foulis system. Coal
breakers, elevators, and conveyors were also
described. The depreciation of gasworks machi-
nery was regarded by the author as not being
greater than with other machinery, as the wear
and tear of the renewable portions had to be
made good as required. The author, in con-
clusion, stated that he considered that rule of
thumb methods were rapidly giving place to
systematic methods and design. The paper was
very fully illustrated.

THE COLLAPSE OF A liASEMiEXT
VAULT AT MARYLEBOXE.

DK. DAXFUKD THOMAS held an inquest
on Saturday respecting the death of George

Unicine, twenty-two, bricklayer, of Paddington-
street, Marylebone. Robert Leggatt, foreman to
Messrs. H. Rurman alid Sons, said his employers
were rebuilding the Devonshire Arras tavern,
Devonshire-street, Portland-place, and on Thurs-
day Unicine and another man named Daniel
Mackie were working in the basement of the
premises. The vaults of the tavern extended
under a mews beside the house. Unicine and
Mackie were putting in a pier through the
vaults, in the wall of one of which a crack was
discovered. As soon as it was discovered, someone
shouted, " Look out ; here it comes." The arch
of the vault and wall then fell in, burying Unicine
"beneath a superincumbent mass of wreckage.

i\

The Coroner : Do you think since these building

operations have been in progress- anything has

occurred to lessen the strength of the arch':

Witness replied that the foundations of sandy
soil might have been affected by the heavy rain,

and hence the collapse. The pier was being put

in 10ft. distant from where the crack showed.
Shortly before this some heavy loads had passed

over the crown of the arch. The mjin was extri-

cated as speedily as possible, but life was then

quite extinct. Replying to Mr. Crabtree,

inspector of factories, the witness said the bed of

the old brickwork rested on nothing but sand.

None of the shoring gave way. Daniel ilackie,

bricklayer, who was working with L'nicine, said

there was no shoring in the vault, as there should

have been. Witness added that he made no
complaint to the foreman. The bricks were soft

and rotten. They were about 100 years old.

Mr. A. Ashbridge, district surveyor, said he
approved the plans for reconstructing the

Devonshire Arms, and considered the works were
turned out satisfactorily. His belief was that

when the hole was dug for underpinning, the

sandy foundation gave way, probably owing to

recent rain, and so weakened the side wall of the

arch, ilackie was wrong as to the age and con-

dition of the old brickwork. But for the ram
witness did not think the accident would have
occurred. Jlr. Crabtree, on behalf of the Home
Office, stated his conviction that the brickwork
was good : but that, owing to the heavy rains,

the sand foundation had eased down and caused

the accident. The jury returned a verdict of
" Death from an accidental cause."

The tender of Mr. W. A. L'nton, at £7,350, has
been accepted for building the new church of St.

John the Baptist, on Eisca-road, Newport, without
the tower. The foundation-stone will he Isiid on
Monday, the 20th inst.

BUILDING NEWS" DESIGNING CLUB.I

DIN'IXC-ROOM 0.\K FVUXITl KE .\S1) CHIMXEYl'IECF..

BUNGALOW furniture, for which uses the ac

companying pieces are intended, should be
distinctly plain and simple in character. Its

construction should be straightforward, and, if

anything, ought to be more like joiners' work
than favour necessarily the productions of a

abinet-maker. This remark applies less, of

course, to the ch,airs, for, indeed, chairs in an

case are the speciality of the chair-maker. W.
suggested that the furniture designs to be sub-

mitted in this competition should be suitable for

the living-room of the Bungalow, which forme 1

the subi'ect of the previous " B. X." D. C. con-

test. 'The three best designs for the Bungalo .v

itself were illustrated in our pages for May 'JOth,

and it will now be seen that the author
of the plan placed first on that occasion is the

designer of the furniture which we have chosen

as the best proposal to-day. This circumstance Br
has not in any way influenced our choice, how-
ever ; in fact, it was not till after we had deter-

mined on the order of merit of these furniture

designs that we became aware, by reference, that
" Centaur's" plan for the Bunsalow had been
awarded the post of honour. " Nothing succeeds

like success ''
; but we are far from saying that

these furniture designs by '• Centaur" are eve y-
thing that could be desired, or that their success

is unqualified. The second degree of merit is

accorded to '• Pantile " and the third position

is taken by " Hotspur." The following are

the instructions issued for the use of the

competitors : — A suite of oak furniture and
chinmeypiece, suitable for the living-room of the

Oentleman's Bungalow which formed the subj-ict

for the sixth and last competition of our Designing
Club. The room is 'ilft. long by about ISfr.

wide. The chimneypiece is to have a fire 18in.

wide. The whole composition is to be 4ft. 6in.

wide, and the total height is to be not less than

7ft. 6in. including the overmantel. A good shelf

is to be provided, and tiles are to be introduced

round the slow-combustion firegrate. The tab!e

is to be suitable for a dining-room. One armchair,

with leather seat, and a sideboard. This latter ij

to be 6ft. long, and have cupboards and drawers

below, with buffet shelves above. The entire

height is not to exceed .5ft. Style left to tbOi

competitors. Scale for general drawings, inch;

scale, and details quarter full size. Plans suffi-

cient to show the design, and armchair may be
shown only by a view. A view of the buffet is

desirable.

Very few members responded to the invitation

thus afforded for their display of inventiveness,

and while many architects complain, not in-

frequently, that clients do not often give

them an opportunity of designing furniture

for the buildings erected from their plans, it is

quite clear that only a very few architects devote

any attention to the subject, although furniture

must always of necessity play a most important

part in the success or failure of a building, j udged

as a whole as a work of art. Pupils in the

majority of offices seldom or ever see any fur-

niture designs produced by their principals,

and experience has shown what dreadful stuff

some men, calling themselves architects, have

turned out in the way of board-room and
other furniture, sometimes called by the pissing

phrase of "fitments." This being the case,

we think those members of our club who
have risen to the occasion by sending in de-

signs for this suite of oak furniture deserve

commendation, because in all probability they

have indiWdually gone beyond the routine

limits of the particular offices in which they may
be working, .and have studied furniture apart fur

its own sake ; and possibly they have done so wit^

the idea ot qualifying for an extended sphei

of usefulness. If so, they are wise. Thei

be no doubt that there is plenty

remaining for the gifted designer ii

this branch of decorative design, and whi!

originality of idea is of prime importani

good taste and a keen sense of fitness is e\-

of more value. -Architects at the best are •

accustomed to planning structural woolwoi

that they are liable, more or less always, t

make the scantbngs of the furniture th

design too big and massive, an error in so:

sense on the right side: but the furnit:

thus designed is generally ineffective and fau'.

in the essential element of proportionate sc:i'

•' Centaur's" sideboard is an example in poii

though, as we have already indicated, the rou;;;

can
scope
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ready freedom of Bungalow life undoubtedly
es suggest an avoidance of delicate detail and
Iliplicily of parts. The inclosed ends above
table-top prevent the ready use of a buffet

)th on the sideboard. The plans and sections

shown in a workmanlike manner, so that

her the ehimneypiece or sideboard could be
idily made by any skilful joiner. The Gesso
nels in the overmantel would be another matter,

,d unless a really capable artist designed them,
effect would be quite spoiled. Executed with

5te, no doubt they would be spirited and very
etty. Three good figures in illustration of

me fancy or poetic idea would much enhance
interest of the design; of course. " Pan-
!
" designs are distinguished by a tasteful

serve, and they harmonise in their uu-
bitious simplicity. The sideboard is not
quaint, however, as to avoid the com-

onplace. The proportions account for this,

the long shapes of the glazed cup-
lard doors in the upper part seem very un-
inly. An absence of fuss is welcomed by
fined taste, but an interest is always imparted
some display of a quiet fancy. The panels to

e cupboards in the body of the piece are so

ly meagre, and the same remark applies to the
)per portion of the chimney-piece. A little

genuity of structural framing or mitring of the
ouldings would have sufficed to impart a trifle

ore interest even for a Bungalow. The heart-
aped device is introduced rather nicely in the
ode we are suggesting. "Hotspur" is more
dinary, and does not draw so crisply. His
'mney-pieco is not lacking in refinement, but
e overmantel piles itself up in tiers without
ncentration of interest. An unqualified set of

geon-holes in a way has an air of fitness, and
esser-like shelves for holding a display of fine

ue ware can be made to look admirable,
a quiet setting for real works of art. We
ake no objection to repeats as such : but when,
in this case, a composition is made of the

isign by a series of shafts, cornices, and a big
ntral opening, the side recesses become piers to

e middle portion, and emphasis of sca'e is

adered desirable in their parts : otherwise, the
bole thing resembles the piling up of cigar-
ixes in idea. " Hotspur " brings his table-legs
•ht out to the comers of his table : the same
ult is noted in the two best designs. It is

ways an advantage to get the legs away from
e angle of a dining-room table, out of the way
the servants' feet when serving, and, of course,
e legs should be out of the way of those sitting
the table. "Byd" contests the third place
mewhat sharply with " Hotspur," for in
me respects "Byd" is the better man of
e two. However, we have taken as compre-
msive a view as we can. " Byd " draws thinly
id without much spirit. His care and endeavour
do well we have duly noted, though the per-
ective of his table-legs is not so careful as it

ght have been. The ehimneypiece has a dual
ched recess, divided by Jacobean columns
twcen broad fluted pilaster stiles at the ends.
,e sideboard buffet is needlessly lumpj- in its

its, and crude in its massiveness. "U.achs"
more ambitious with a frieze over his fireplace,

ggestive of hunting. Above the curved shelf
CUTS a series of figure panels, indicative of other
orts, we presume. The copper hood to the
wer is not very pretty ; but the general notion
the composition, with its curves on plan, shows
itudy of the parts which merits approval. The
'.eboard is not very nice, and its details are poor.

HE BUILDING TRADES DIRECTORY.
N the new (eighth) edition of Kelly's Bircctory

of the Jhiilding Trades, which is a portly
lume of considerable thickness, and is now
solutely indispensable in the oflice of every
chitect and contractor, and all engaged in
ides connected with building, some useful facts

; summarised in the preface. It is assuring to
told that the present position of the building
ides is very prosperous, and the editor r|uotes a
port of the Central Association of .Alaster
lilders of London, in which the fut\ire pro-
icts of the trade appear very satistactor)-.
.e unfortunate engineering strike of last year
1 no doubt been felt ; but the building trades
the whole have not suffered. Xotwithstand-
j the great loss and privations sustained, the
5ort states, " Petty strikes of plasterers have
;urred in a number of firms, and the re-
•nstrances of the council and committee

have been either met by evasions or the

Hall possiimus, and though no serious incon-

venience has resulted, undoubtedly loss and
annoyance have been inflicted." The report

continues: "The conduct of all the trades ap-

pears to be determined by considerations more or

less Socialistic and Communistic, and withovit

regard to the reasonable and proper relationships

which should exist between the employes and
their employers, and the entire absence of

any recognition of the obligations on the part of

the former to give a fair day's work for wages
received ; but, on the other hand, to rather

regard what they get from the employer as

lawful plunder." These are rather severe

strictures, and we hope some better explanation

can be foiind. The editor speaks also of the

important works undertaken in London by the

L.C.C. and London School Board in the erection

of workmen's dwellings, &c., the developments in

sanitary and electric science as they affect build-

ing. The statistics quoted are of interest. It is

stated that the amount of timber used in building

imported into this country during 1S06, in-

cluding hewn, sawn, house-fittings and joiners'

work, ^rc, was 8 461,282 loads, valued at nearly

nineteen and a quarter millions. These totals

show a large increase in every description

since 1893 of timber imported, and about

two millions in value. The above returns

are exclusive of mahogany and hardwoods. The
exports are also large. Cement is estimated in

tons at 35.3,709, valued at £580,-117 ; lead, rolled

sheet, 22,537 tons, valued at £309, 8i9 ; painters'

colours valued at £1,658,180: and sUtes tale at

30,439,000, valued at £190,984. The total value

of stone of all kinds raised in this country is

between seven and eight millions, and of slate and
slabs produced under the Mines Acts 581,760

tons. The importation of stone, marble, and slate

into this country is given .at a total of 673,206 tons.

The number of persons engaged in building in

London alone is estimated at a total of 120,434,

including the v.arious trades. Architects alone

number 2,024, surveyors 1,271, builders 8,866.

Carpenters and joiners number 32,332, and
painters and glaziers 32,666 : the other trades

show smaller numbers. Throughout England
and Wales, the number of architects is computed
at 7,842, surveyors 5,836, and builders 37,8 15, and
these last find employment in the various trades

for a total of 686,752. (Ither trades connected

with building are enumerated, such as those

engaged as stone, slate, and tile dealers, stone

quarriers, cutters and dressers, lime-burners,

cement manufacturers, paviors, labourers, &c.

opening gearing, are illustrated in subsequent

pages. "The designs for wrought handles to metal
and wood casements are very artistic and simple ;

also the back plates taken from old examples in

hammered iron. Attention may be directed to

several illustrations of very pleasing designs for

park gates ; door fumit\ire in bronze, copper,

brass, pewter, and aluminium ; cabinet metal-

work in the above metals, repousee and beaten

work, ecclesiastical metal-work and screens ; dog
grates, vanes and terminals, electric light and
gas fittings in various metals, in hammered metal

or cast. Full particulars and prices are given for

many of the departments.

ARCHITECTURAL METAL-WORK.

THE artistic metal-work of Mr. George
Wragge, the Wardry Metal Works, Sal-

ford, Manchester, and Surrey -street, Strand, is

well known to the readers of the Building New.s.

Last week we drew attention to his very

interesting stand of decorative metal-work at the

krt Metal Exhibition at the Royal Aquarium,
and we now call attention to his newly-pub-

lished illustrated catalogue, which comprises

several branches of metal-work of value to the

architect. The casements and frames made by
Jlr. Wragge are of superior design and work-
manship. The designs include a registered

design (No. 19) in steel, iron, and bronze,

guaranteed w.atertight, to open outwards, with

full-size details of frame and casements, showing

the mode of fixing to the stone jambs and mul-

lious, the grooved frames and water-tight sill.

The Xo. 20 section in steel, iron, .md bronze is

similar, but the casement frame has two grooves.

The outer frame is sunk, so that a bar can be

fitted, and the straight joint avoided. Other
sections are illustrated suitiible for different

windows-: many are made to open inwards
or in and out, and to swing on pivots.

We advise all architects to consult this

catalogue before specifying. Forms of specifica-

tion are given. Top-hung casements are also

shown. These sections are perfectly watertight,

and a special channel for condensation is shown
on the inside of the sill of the inside opening
casement with a bronze weather-bar on the out-

side. Many of the ordin.ary forms are illustrated,

and these are made in two different qualities.

These fittings can be m.ade to suit wood case-

ments. The sections for wrought-iron and steel

sections are useful. .Several forms of windows in

wrought steel, with mitred joints, and cast iron :

hospital and other metal windows, with secret

ART METAL EXHIBITION AWARD.S.

THE following is a list of the awards in the
Designs Competitions, at the Art Metal

Exhibition :—

No. 1.—A street lamp-post for electric light ; scale 3ia.

to the foot. No award.
No. 2.—A WTOught-iron open panel, 2ft. Gin. by 1ft. Sin. ;

scale full size. Silver medal, V. Shaw, 105, Hu-rgerford-
road, London, N. (" St. Eloc ") ; bronze medal,
G. Ramsdale Tucker, Hazleraere, Oieen-lane. Northwood.
near Itickmansworth (•' Tuclarke ")

: certitieate, Hugh
Stirling, 12, Vaushall-street, Dudley ("Reversible").
No. 3. —A weathercock, 7ft hi^h, on Gin. square lead-

covered post ; scale Sin. to the foot. No award.
No. 1.—Repoussf'' coal scuttle in copper : scale full size.

Bronze medal, Herbert C. Maw, Severn House, Coalbrook-
dale, Shropshire (-'Utility").
No. 5.— Pair of wrought-iron carriage gates and piers,

opening to be 10ft. wide; scale IMn. to the foot, with
necessary details full size. Silver medal, T. R. Spence.
28, Newman-street, London, "W. f" Slemser ") ; bronze
medal, Arthur Manock, Benfleld House, Boscombe Park,
Bournemouth (* Practical ").
No. 6.—Wrought-iron grille, 12in. high by Sin. wide, iii

solid oak door, with hinges, lock-plate, and knocker : door
-Ift. wide and 8ft. high : scale Sin. to the foot. Details
full size. Silver medal, A. Harold Smith, 4, Fairlop-road,
Leytonstone, Essex (" Wesse\ ")

; bronze medal, Cbas. R.
"Warren, 17. Pepper-street, Chester ("Hindoo").
No. 7.—Wrought-iron ornamental open screen with

door in centre, dividing a hall in residence : the hall 18ft.

wide and 12ft. Gin. high ; scale lio. to the foot, with
necessarj- details full size. Bronze medal, Albert Waldron,
21, Russell-road, Bowes Park, London, N. ("Heron"):
ceitificate, Herbert W. Doe. 30, Speenham-road, Stock-
weU, S.W. (" Nature in Art").
No. S.—Wrought-iron bra=s casket with enamel panels:

its object is to contain the freedom of a City to be given
to a General who baa served Her Majesty successfully im
India : scale full size. No award.
No. 9.—Metal end of a coach-pole for a Mayor's State •

Carriage ; the City is a seaport ; scale full size. No award.
Xo. 10.—A brass repoussr- book-cover: the book is the

-

" Pilgrim's Progress.," its size large<|uarto, scale full size.

Certificate. Cbas. Wm. Crosby, Broome Hurst. Dorking,
Surrey (" Appollyon").
No. 11.—A grille, to fill a semicircular arch 10ft. wide

:

the design is to be executed in wrought iron, and is to
contain a central feature : it is suggested that electric light
might be incorporated in this feature, but it is not com-
pulsory; scale .Sin. to the foot. Silver medal, R. Quilter
Lane, 73. Hammersmith -road, West Kensington
(" Anchor") : bronze medal, Hugh StirUng, 12, V.mshall-
street, Dudley ("Ling"j; certificate, Mary Gondir
Simpson, 199, Camberwell - grove, Denmark Hill
("Bulger").
No. 12.—A lectern in brass or iron, suitable for a parish

church ; scale Sin. to the foot. No award.
No. 13.—Wrought-iron balconette, 1ft. wide, projecting

3ft., and supported by cantilevers : scale Sin. to the foot.

Silver medal, A. Harold Smith, 4, Fairlop-road, Leyton-
stone, Essex (" Wessex ") ; bronze medal, Herbert C.
Maw, Severn House, Coalbrookdale, Shropshire (" BulL
Ee,st").
No. 14.— Ornamental guard to prevent flower-pots -

falling into the street from the window-sill ; drawing
need only show two-thirds in width of the design ; scale
full size. Bronze medal, A. Harold Smith, 4, Fairlop-
road, Leytonstone, Esse.x (" Wessex").
No. 15.—Cast-iron stove and mantelpiece with over-

mantel : fire, llin. ; mantel-shelf, 4ft. Gin. long; total
height not to exceed 7ft. Gin., including overmantel. Plan,
front elevation, and end elevation ; scale, lin. to the foot.
Details, full size of mouldings and enrichments suffi-

cient to illustrate design. No award.
No. 16.—A ewer and basin, soap dish and sponge basin ;

full size. No award.

AU'.VRriS FOR rBA!TSM.\SSHIP.

A bronze medal and certificate ; F. G. Francis, 3.S,

St. Michael's - street, Folkestone ; R. Western, 5.

Bravington-place, Harrow-road, W. : A. W. Elwood, 9.

Kenuington Park-gardens; Annie 'SVilhams, 331, City-
road, E C. ; Central School of Arts and Crafts, 316,

Regent-street, W.
A certificate : Thomas Taylor, IG, Sales-street, Pye

Bank, ShelEeld ; Wm. Steer, 61, Longhedge-street,
Battersea, S.W.

PROTECTION AGAINST FIRE IN THE
CITY.

THE city engineer (Mr. D. I. Ross) has

reported to the Corporation on the great

lire in Cripplegate. In regard to improved

facilities for dealing with outbreaks of fire, he

points out that there are four brigade stations in

the City—viz., Watling-street, Victoria Embank-
ment, WhitecrosB-street, and Bishopsgate-street.

In addition there are 15 sub-stations, at which

men with hose-carts and other appliances for fire
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extinction are always in attendance. The Cor-

poration at their own expense laid down a

complete system of tire -hydrants in the City.

These hydrants, each of which has two outlets,

are 829 in number, and are constantly charged

•with water at good pressure. It is the custom

universally outside the City to indicate the posi-

tion of the fire-hydrants on the nearest building

by an enamelled iron tablet with the letter " H "

inscribed thereon, and llr. Ross urges that that

system should be introduced into the City. As
to stop-cocks for shutting off the gas supply,

there was some doiibt as to whether it would be

an advantage, in the case of fire, that either the

fire brigade or the workmen of the gas company
should have means of rejidily cutting off the gas

without having to enter the premises. It would

be a source of danger if stop-cocks were placed

outside buildings, for evil-disposed persons might
turn off the gas and extinguish all the lights, and
the turning-on the gas again might lead to serious

accidents. There are 27,827 houses in the City,

and it is a matter for consideration whether stop-

cocks on the footways might not in time become,

by getting slippery, a serious source of danger

and inconvenience to pedestrians. There are

altogether 35 fire-alarms fixed in the City, aU
fixed and maintained by the Post office. Indi-

cators might be placed on adjacent lamps without

much expense.

I{OY.\L IX.STITUTE OF BEITISH
ARCHITECTS.

THE .tXNl AL ELECTION OF OFFICERS.

A T a business meeting of the Institute held

J\. on Monday night the Council for the year
of office 1S9S-99 were declared to be duly elected

as follows:

—

President:—^Professor Aitchison, R.A.
^'ice-Presidents :—*William Jlilner Fawcett,

M.A.Cantab., F. 8. A. ; *Henry Louis Florence;
•Ernest George ; and *Edward Augustus
Gruning.
Hon. Secretary :

—*\Villiam Emerson.
ilembers of Council : — *John Belcher

;

^Thomas Blashill ; *James Brooks ; *John
lIcKean Brydon ; *William Douglas Caroe,
M.A.Cantab., F.S.A; *Campbell Bouglas
(Glasgow) ; *Jolm Alfred CJotch, F.S.A. :Ketter-

ing) ; 'Alexandra Graham, F.S.A. : *Benjamin
Ingelow ; *Edward William Mountford : Heres-

ford Pits; 'John Slater, B.A.Lond. : Perciml
Gordim Smth ; Richard Phene Spiers, F.S.A.

;

'Henry Heathcote Statham ; Leonard Stokes
;

*Paul Waterhouse, JI.A.Oxon. ; and *A3ton
Webb, F.S.A.

Associate - Jlembers of Council :
—*Arthur

Smyth Flower, M.A.Oson., F.S.A., and Senry
Tkomm Han.

Representatives of Allied Societies :

—

Robert
Isaac Benue't 'Manchester Society) : *William
Larkins Bernard (Bristol Society) ; 'Albert Nelson
Bromley (Nottingham Society) ; John James
Surnet, A.R.S.A. {Glasgow Institute) ; *Thomas
Drew, R.H.A. (Royal Institute of Ireland) ;

Charles Bustcccl Fouler (Cardiff, South Wales, and
Monmouthshire Society) ; James Uiiic (Devon and
Exeter Society; ; 'Leslie Ower (Dundee Insti-

tute) : and Allert Edwin S'licday (Leicester and
Leicestershire Society)

.

Representative of the Architectural Association
(London) :

—

Geyrge Halford Fellowes Fnjnne.

THE ST.IXUIXG COMMITTEES.

The following Fellows and Associates were
declared duly elected to serve on the respective

Standing Committees for the ensuing year of

office, viz. :

—

.HIT STAXniXO COMMITTEE.

FeUoics.—*Jolm ilacvicar Anderson, F.R.S.E.

;

*James Brooks ; *John McKean Brydon ;

William Douglas Caroe, M.A.Cantab., F.S.A. ;

*Ernest George ; *Edward WiUiam Jlountford ;

*Beresford Pite ; Henry Heathcote statham;
*Alfred Waterhouse, R.A., LL.D. : and
•William Young. Associates.— "Robert Shekle-
ton Balfour; *Owen Fleming; 'James Sive-

wright Gibson ; *Henry Thomas Hare ; 'George
Campbell Sherrin ; and 'John William Simpson.

tlTEE.lTlUE STAXDIXG COMMITTEE.

Fellows : 'Henry Louis Florence : 'Alexander
Graham, F.S.A. ; 'Benjamin Ingelow ; John
Tavenor Perry ; *William Alfred Pite ; 'Sydney
Smirke; *Richard Phene Spiers, F.S.A.; 'Henry

Heathcote Statham : 'Paul Waterhouse, il A.
O.xon. ; and Ililph Selden H'orniim. Associates :

'Arthur Thomas Bolton ; 'Arthur Smyth Flower,

M.A.Oxon., F.S.A. ; *Andrew Noble Prentice ;

•Ravenscroft Klsey Smith ; 'Leslie Waterhouse,
il..\. Cantab. ; and 'Percy Scott Worthington,
M.A.Gxon.

rUACnCE ST.VNDIXfi COMMITTEE.

Fellovot : 'Thomas Batterbury ; 'Samuel Flint

Clarkson ; 'Thomas Harris; (ieorye Hubbard;
'Alexander Henry Kersey ; 'Joseph Douglass
JIathews ; "Walter Hilton Nash ; 'James
Osborne .Smith ; Charles James Smithem ; and
•Edmund Woodthorpe, M.A.Oxon. Associates:

•William H. Atkiu-Berry ; 'Charles Henry
Brodie ; 'Francis Thos. Wilberforce Gold-
smith; 'HerbertHardwicke Langston; 'Augustus
William Tanner : and Jniliam Henry White.

SCIENCE STAXIJING COMMITTEE.

Fellows : — *Lewis i\.ngell, M.Inst.C.E ;

Hampden William Pratt ; *John Salmon (Jailter;

'Herbert Duncan Searles-Wood ; 'William
Howard Seth-Smith ; Percival Gordon Smith :

Alfred Sci.con Sncll : 'Lewis Solomon ; *William
Charles Street, Assoc.Inst.C.E. ; and 'Benjamin
Tabberer. Associates : — 'Sydney Benjamin
Beale ; 'Henry William Burrows : *Max Clarke

;

'Bernard John Dicksee ; 'Matthew Garbutt,

.\8soc. -M.Inst.C.E. ; and 'George Pearson.

Auditors :—Messrs. Zcph. King and Frederick

William Maries.

THE rP.OFESSIOXAL PRACTICE AS TO THE
CHARGES OF ARCHITECTS.

The Council submitted the following revision

of the well-known "Schedule" of professional

charges sanctioned by the Institute as far back
as 1872, and confirmed at a general conference of

architects of the United Kingdom held in that

ylar. By reference to the existing schedule, it

will be seen that the document is to a very large

extent rec.ist, and the number of clauses is reduced

from 20 to 18, while all reference to the terms of

payment adopted by H.M. Office of Works is

omitted, and Ryde's scale of charges for the com-
pidsory acquisition of property is introduced.

The amounts of the charges are not materially

altered, but the particulars are rendered more
explicit than in the existing document.

1. The usual remuneration for an architect's services

except as hereinafter mentioned, is a commission of 5 per
cent, on thetotal cost of works executed [under his direc-

tions, except as to appro\'ing plans and valuing property
of great value. Such total cost is to be valued as though
executed by a builder with new materials.] This com-
mission is ior the necessary preliminary conferences and
sketches, approximate estimate when required (such, for
instance, as may be obtained by cubing out the contents;

,

the necessary general and detailed drawings and specifica-

tions, one set of tracing and duplicate specification,

general superintendence of works, examining and passing

the accoimts, exclusive of measuring and making out
extras and omissions.' The clerk of the works should be
appointed by the architect, his salary being paid by the

client.

2. This commission does not include [the payment for

ser%'ices rendered in connection with negotiations relating

to the site, or in sun-eying and taking levels, making
sur\-eys and plans of buildings to be altered, making
arrangements in respect of party-walls and right of light,

or for di-awings and correspondence with local and other
authorities, or consequent on the failure of builders to

carry out the works, for services in connection with litiga-

tion or arbitration, or in the measurement and valuation

of extras and omissions. For such seri-ices additional

charges proportionate to the trouble involved and time
spent are made.]

3. In all works [of less cost than £1,000, and in works
requiring designs for furniture and fittings of buildings,

or for their decoration with painting and mosaics,

sculpture, or stained glass, and other like works, and in

cases of alterations and additions to buildings] 5 per cent,

is not remunerative, and the architect's charge [is regu-
lated by special circumstances and conditions.]

4. When seveml distinct buildings [being repetitions of

one design] are erected at the same time from a single

specification and one set of drawings and under one con-
tract, the [usual] commission [may] be charged on the

cost of one such building, and a modified arrangement
made in respect of the others ; [but the an-angement does
not apply to the reduplication of parts in one building
undertaking, in which case the full commission is to be
charged on the total cost. ]

5. If the architect should have drawn out the approved
design complete, with plans, elevations, sections, and
specification, the charge is 21 per cent, upon the estimated

cost. If he should have procured tenders in accordance

with the instructions of his employer, the charge is ^ per

cent, in addition. [These charges are exclusive of the

charge for taking out quantities. Preliminary sketches

and interriews, where the drawings are not further

proceeded with, are to be charged for according to

circumstances.]
6. The architect is entitled during the progress of the

works to payment [by instalments] on account at the rate

of 5 per cent, on the amount of the certificates when
granted, or alternatively on the signing of the contract

[to half the commission on the amount thereof], and the

remainder by instalments during their progress.

• Signifies re-election.
in italics.

7. Should the client, having approved the design and
alter the contract drawings have been prepared, require

material alterations to be made, whether before or after

the contract has been entered into, an extra charge is made
[in proportion to the time occupied in su^h alterations.]

^

S. The charge per day depends upon an architect's

professional poiition, the minimum charge being three

guineas.
9. The charge for taking a plan of an estate, laying it

out, and arranging for building upon it, is regulated by
the time, skill, and trouble involved.

[10. For setting out on an estate the position of the

proposed road or roads, taking levels, and preparing
drawings for roads and sewers, applying for the sanction

of local authorities, and supplying all necessary tracings

for this purpose, the charge is 2 per cent, on the estimated

cost. For subsequently preparing working drawings and
specifications of roads and sewers, obtaining tenders,

supplying one copy of drawings and specification to tha

contractor, superiiitending works, examining and pi^^sing

accounts (exclusive of measuring and valuing extra- and
omissions , the charge is 4 per cent, on the cust (jf the

works executed, in addition to the 2 per cent, pre-

viously mentioned.]
11. For letting the several plots in ordinary cases the

charge is a sum not exceeding a whole year's ^ound I'-nt

[but in respect of plots of great value a special arranLr^;-

ment must be made.]
12. For fapproWng plans submitted by the lessee, and

for] inspecting the buildings dm-ing their progress, so f:ir

as may be necessary to insure the conditions being ful-

filled, and certifying for lease, the charge is a percentau-e

not exceeding [li*] per cent, up to £5,000, and above tint

by special arrangement.
13. For valuing freehold, copyhold, or leasehold pi j-

perty the charge is—

On £1,000 1 percent.
Thence to £10,000 i „ „

Above £10,000 [i' „ „ on residue]

[In valuations for mortgage, if an advance is not made,
one-third of the above scale. The minimum fee is three

guineas.] .

[14. For valuing and negotiating the settlement of

claims under the Lands Clauses Consolidation Act or

other Acts for the compulsory acquisition of property^

the charge is on Ryde's scale, as follows :
—

ox AMOaxT OF SETTLEMEST, WHETHER BY VERDICT,
AWARD, OR OTHERWISE.

*5

? ^ g §
o
s
<

Gs.

1
Gs. 1 Gs.

1
Gs.

£ £ £ £
100 S 2,400 25 5,40^ 40 8,400 53

200 7 2,GOO 26 5,600 41 8,600 56

300 9 2,800 •m 5,803 42 8.800 57

400 11 3,000 27 6,000 43 9,000 58
59500 13 3,200 29 6,200 44 9,200

60O 14 3,400 30 6,400 4o 9,400 60

700 1.") 3.600 31 6,600 46 9,600 61

SOD Ifi 3,800 32 6.800 47 9.800 62

900 17 4,000 Xi 7,000 48 10,000 63

1,000 18 4,200 34 7,200 49 11,000 68

1,200 19 4,400 35 7,400 50 12,000 73

1,400 20 4,600 36 7.600 51 14,000 83

1,600 .'1 4,S00 37 7,800 52 16,000 93

1,801 22 5,000 3S 8.000 53 18,000 103

2,000 23 5,200 39 8,200 54 20,000 113

2,200 24

Beyond this halt a guinea per cent.

The above scale is exclusive of attendances on juries oi

umpires, or at arbitrations, and also of expenses and

preparation of plans.]

15. For estimating dilapidations [and furnishing ol

checking a schedule of same], the charge is 5 per cent, on

the estimate, but in no case less than two guineas. _
Fqi;

services in connection with settlement of claim by arbi-«

tration or otherwise, extra charges are made, under
Clauses.'

[16. For inspecting, reporting, and advising on the s;ini-

tary condition of premises, the charge must depend

on the nature and extent of the necessary services

rendered.]
17. In all cas;s tni veiling and other out-of-pocket

expenses .are paid by the client in addition to the fees,

rif the work is at such a disfeince as to lead to an excep-

tional expenditure of time in travelling, an additional

charge is made under Clause S.'

18. When an architect [takes out and] suppUes to

builders quantities on which to form estimates for exej

cuting his designs, he should do so with the concurrence of

his cUent, and it is desirable that the architect should be

paid by him rather than the builder, the cost of such

quantities not being included in the commission of 5 per

cent.

The suggested alterations were discussed in

detail, and the debate was eventually adjourned

to a special business meeting to be held on Mon-

day, the 27th inst.

New memliers' names printed • This sentence is incorporated in paragraph 11 of the

existing schedule.

Preaching at the temporary church of St. Ambrosa,

Pershore-road, Elgbaston, Canon Strange anr

nounoed on Sunday night that the Misses Stokeai

who have already given £2,000 to the building fund,

have decided to bear the whole of the structural

cost of the new church over and above the sun

which has been naised in the parish. The churd

will thus be a building complete, so far as struotuB

goes, not merely with chancel and nave, aisles ane

transepts, but with tower and spire and tubuls)

bells, besides the organ and east window-

already given by these ladies.

• In existing schedule J per cent.

+ In existing schedule, by special arrangement.
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CIUMBER OF COMMERCE BriLDIKGS,
CLEVELAND, OHIO.

AMONG the many clever Ipuildings erected

during the past twenty years in America, few
have surpassed in merit those designed by Jlcssrs.

Peabody and Steams, the well- known architects, of

I 'tiston. To-day we give a view of one of their

vuire recent city buildings—the Chamber of Com-
rce, Cleveland. The difficulty of investing a

4fai,'ade like this with distinguishing character

io a very real one when floor upon floor, each of

about the same height, has to be provided for.

The fenestration necessarily has to follow very
nearly the same lines as the apartments within,

and the variety of treatment which follows upon
a diversity of internal arrangement is wanting in

such edifices as hotels and apartment houses or

office buildings. The architects in the instance

now illustrated have very ingeniously over-
come the inevitable monotony so frequently
observable in elevations where the conditions

of several floors are similar, and Messrs, Pea-
body and Stearns have inspired their facades
with breadth and dignity by pleasingly con-
trasting the strongly-marked horizontal lines

of the base with the vertical lines of the

main portion of the fronts. These, again, are

crowned by a boldly-managed cornice. The
loggia of the top story, it is true, was rendered
possible by the increased height of that floor, and
thereby great advantage, of course, is obtained,
an advantage which would have been lost had
the upper part of the building been devoted to

small apartments. The sculpture fronting the
mezzanine floor is a distinct acquisition, and
although there may be nothing, after all, very
specially original in the detail of this building,
its design is at once modtm and architectural
in style, its effect being obtained -without

:ollowing any exact period or recognised
historical mode. Its parts are somewhat elaborate,
notwithstanding the simplicity of its general
outlines, and we intend to illustrate a sheet of

of its details because of their merit, which we
have thus endeavoured to indicate. The American
Arc/iitertj to whom we are indebted for this view,
has on more than one occasion enabled us to

become acquainted with works by the same
architects.

OBITUARY.
The death is announced of an old and respected

townsman of Wolverhampton, Mr. James Rkad
Ve.vll, architect, which occurred on the 27th May
at Beewood. Coming originally from the Eastern
Counties, he entered, in the early forties, the
office of the late Mr. Edward Banks, of Wolver-
hampton, and in ISU established himself in

business with Mr. T. R. Meyrick, whose early
death severed what appeared to be a promising
coimeetion. Some of the principal of his early
works were the old town hall, Mr. Henry L'nder-
hill's residence at Pirton ; Mr. F. Walton's,
St. Cuthbert's, Albrighton ; Mr. C. Clarke's,

Muchall, Peon; and 5lr. G. Perry's houses at

Stockwell End. His later works comprise the
g£i3 company's offices, Darlington-street ; Jlessrs.

E. Webb and Son's offices and warehouses,
Wordsley ; almshouses, Leicester ; the \'ictoria

Nursing Institute, Wolverhampton, also sundry
voluntary schools, including those in Steelhouse-
lane. He also carried out extensive works for

the Wolverhampton and the Cannock Boards of

troardians. The agricultural hall was another of

his works. The roof of that building was at the
time unique in its way, and has since been adopted
elsewhere. Amongst the deceased's other works
were residences at Codsall, Albrighton, 1 , ipley,

Penkridge, together with a few vicarages,
mission churches, &c. During the last few
years he was one of the surveyors for the diocese
of Lichfield in the Archdeaconry of Stafford, He
w;ia a man of extensive reading and varied
attainments, of sound judgment, and his taste
for arch.cology led him to publish in 1SS9 a book
illustrative of old houses in Wolverhampton and
neighbourhood. The deafness from which he
iuflered precluded him from taking an active
part in public affairs. His business will be
uarried on by his second son, Ashton N'eall,

whom he took into partnership a few years ago.
He leaves a daughter and four sons.

The German painter. Professor I'lUEDitif h
6esels( iiAv, whose body was found on Friday
near Rome hanging from a tree, had been suffer-
ing for some time from depression caused by an
injury to his knee, in consequence of which the
doctors advised amputation ol the leg. Professor

G-eselchap, who was born in 1835, in Wesel, and
studied at the Dresden and Diisseldorf Academies,
was best known as a fresco painter who imitated

the Classical style. Some of his pictures adorn
the walls of the Arsenal in Berlin ; but his manner
has long been regarded as antiquated and arti-

ficial. He had lately been greatly depressed

owing to his physical inability to carry out a

commission which he had received for fresco

paintings on the ceiling of the Friedenskirche in

Potsdam,

COMPETITIONS.
SuxiiiAi, Models.—The first prize in the com-

petition for models for a sundial, instituted by
Jlr. Thomas II. Kelly, of New York, and carried

on under the auspices of the National Sculpture

Society, has been awarded to Mr. Charles A.
Lopez, of New York ; the second prize to Mr. W,
C. Maynard, of Brooklyn ; a first mention to a

design whose author is not known ; a second

mention to Jlr. Hall Winters Morris, of New
York ; a third mention to Miss Janet Hall
Scudder, of New York, and a fourth mention to

Mr. J. M. Kimball, of Brooklyn. The competi-

tion was for a sundial, standing on a pedestal in

open ground ; and Mr. Kelly offered SOOdols. as

the first prize, and 2o0dols. as the second.

Twenty-eight designs were submitted, among
them being some from England.

WiN"cni-;sTER.—The city corporation, at their

meeting on Thursday in last week, considered

the report of Mr. Jones, the assessor on the

designs for public baths, who had awarded the

premiums voted by the council as under :

—

" Cleanliness," first premium, £23 :
" Aqua

No. 1," £15; and the third place to " Comme
il Faut." The names of the premiated com-
petitors were respectively Jlessrs. Lonsdale and
Harrison, Compton-terrace, Highbury ; Jlessrs.

Ilall, Cooper, and Davis, Scarborough, and 21,

Old Queen-street, Westminster ; and Mr. H. A.
Cheers, Twickenham, London. The first pre-

miated plan would, in its complete form, involve

an outlay of £10,329 ; with modifications, either

£8,691 or £7,181. "Aqua" was pretty nearly

the same, and " Comme il Faut " £6,000 for the

whole—two swimming and a Turkish bath, and
"slippers." The first pl.an was adopted by the

council, but subject to modifications to reduce the

entire outlay to £7,000. The matter was referred

again to the Committee on baths, who will com-
municate with the architects, and report again to

the council. The premiums were ordered to be
paid, and all plans save the adopted one returned.

A curious item arose in connection with the plans
—viz., that by some means the contents of one
of the Tiath documents had become known, and it

was recommended prompt action should be taken
to insure greater secrecy. The town clerk said

no person in his office had communicated with
the public on the matter, and he should take

extra precautions in future with all private

documents.

PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

EnlXlU-UCU ARCHITECTl'ltAL ASSOCMTION.

On Saturday the members of this association, to

the number of between -40 and 50, accompanied

by the president, Mr. Thomas Ross, and the

secretary, Mr. Hunter (Jrawford, enjoyed their

annual oxcureion, the place visited being Alloa.

Leaving the Waverley Station at 9.10 a.m. the

town of yarn was reached shortly after 10 o'clock.

The exi-ursionists at once proceeded to_ inspect

the public baths and gymnasium, the gift to his

native town of Mr. John Thomson Paton. Mr.

John Burnett, A. U.S.A., Glasgow, the architect

of the building, acted as guide to the party, and

explained all necessary details. Here the Provost

said a few words of welcome to the -visitors,

which were acknowledged by Jlr. Ross. Alloa

Park and mansion were next visited, and through

the kindness of the Earl of Slar and Kellie, the

excursionists were conducted over Alloa House
and the beautifully laid out garden and grounds.

His lordship personally undertook this duty, and

afterwards entertained the company to lunch in

old Alloa Tower, In the afternoon -sHsits were

paid to two of the most recent additions to the

gentleman's seats of the district—viz,, Greenfield

House, the residence of ex-Provost Thomson,
and Inglewood, the residence of Mr. Forrester

Paton (the architect of both), Mr. Sydney
JlitcheU, Edinburgh, giving explanations. The
company also -visited the town-hall and public

library, and Alloa parish church. Mr. Forrester

Paton entertained the excursionists to tea in the

Museum Hall.

The Eiiixiu'KGH AucHiTEcri:R.iL Society.—At
the last meeting of this society, a lecture, entitled

"Grammar of House Planning," was delivered

by Jlr. J. J. Henderson, representative of the

Dundee Institute of Architecture, Science, and
Art, Jlr, William N, Cumming, A,R,I.B..\.,

the President, occupied the chair. Jlr. Hender-

son treated his subject from a practical point of

view, dealing first with general principles, site,

prospect with a view to health, nature of soil,

drainage. Sec. The lecturer drew particular

attention to the necessity of frequently consulting

the client as to his requirements during the pro-

gress of the design. He gave some very inter-

esting notes on constructional details of much
value to architects in planning houses. He then

passed on to point out the value of ventilation,

recommending that all windows should be kept;

as near the ceiling of rooms as possible.

CHIPS.
At the Mart, Tokenhouse-yard, E.G., on Tues-

day, Wray Castle, situated on the banks of Lake
JVindermere, was sold for £25,000. The estate
covers an area of about S30 acres.

The Eirl of .Jersey, Colonel Boughey, R.E., and
H. A. Steward, sitting as commissioners under the
Light Railways Act, opened au inquiry at Hastings
on Tuesday into the application of Mr. Murphy for

sanction to a proposed tramway scheme for the
borough. A strong opposition was offered by a
committee representing many tradesmen, property
owners, and influential residents, and the trustees

of the Eversfield Estate, the London, Brighton, and
South-Coast Railway Company, and the i iflice of

Woods and Forests also opposed the appfication,

A well- written article, " A Morning on the Island

of SJ. Helena," from the pen of Mr. Harry Hems,
appears in Tuesday's issue of _the IJ't^ftrn Thtily

Mercury.

The proceedings of the meeting of the Association

of Municipal and County Engineers in the Nidd
V'alley, near I'ately Bridge, Yorkshire, on Satur-

day, were marred by the sudden death of Mr.
William Tulley, surveyor, of Rothwell, near Leeds.

The meeting was especially held for the purpose of

visiting the works which the Bradford Corporation
have in progress in the Nidd Valley for the supply
of water to Bradford, and was attended by
municipal engineers from all parts of the country.
Whilst in a contractor's train along a light railway-

on the higher slopes of the valley, Mr. Tulley fell

off the truck on which he was riding, and was
picked np dead.

In the House of Commons, oa Tuesday, Mr. Lough
asked leave to bring in a Bill fjo amend the

Metropolis Management Acts, and it was read a

first time.

Mr. Sandford Fawcett, Local Government in-

spector, held an inquiry, on Friday, regarding an
application by the Northwich Urban Council for

sanction to borrow £2,000 to put eight private

streets into such a condition that they can be taken

over as public thoroughfares. Several of the roada

have been like quagmires for years. Nearly £2,000

have been expended on similar work. Notices for

ten other streets have been given. There was no
opposition.

Mr. James Smith, J.P., timber merchant, of

Balliol House, Balliol-road, Bootle, died suddenly

on Monday. The deceased, after transacting some
business at home,, suddenly expired. Mr. Smith
was 5s years of age, and at one time was a member
of the Bootle Town Council.

Eirl Brownlow presided, on Friday, oyer a Lin-

colnshire county meeting, held at the Guildhall,

Lincoln, for the purpose of promoting a subscrip-

tion for a Lincolnshire memorial of the late Lord
Tennyson. On the motion of the Bishop of Lincoln,

seconded by the mayor of that city, it was resolved

that the memorial should take the form of a statue,

to be erected on the best site obtainable in Lincoln.

A committee was formed last autumn to com-
memorate in some permanent form the completion

of his twenty- fifth year of office by the present head
master of Bromsgrovo School, Mr. Herbert

Millington. It was resolved to raise by subscription

£1,250, and to expend tliis sum on a "Millington

Laboratory," comprising physical and cbemica)

laboratories, and carpenters' and metal-workers'

shops. The architect selected was Jlr. Lewis

Sheppard, of Worcester, the builders Messrs. J. and
A. Brazier, of Bromsgrove, who designed and built

"Lyttelton House"' for the school in l.vJ3. This

building, which is in the English Renaissance style,

will be opened on Wednesday, July 27, by the

Bishop of Worcester. A boarding-house is also

being erected on a site contiguous to the school

1 playground, and will be opened in May next year.
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BtttUring Jtttellistttte.

BAXciiiK, Co. Duw.N.—The foundation-stone of

Hamilton Road I'resbyterinn Church was laid last

week. The plan of the ehurch is horseshoe shape.

The section now in course of erection will accom-

modate about 400 on the ground floor, and about

300 in the galleries, and the next section, in the

form of a second transept, will give accommoda-
tion for about 300. so that the church will ulti-

mately seat a congregation of 1,000. The front

vestibule has inner lobbies, right and left, to the

aisles of the church, and off these doors to gentle-

men's and ladies' cloakrooms. As no schools or

lecture-halls are proposed for the present, the

plans have been prepared so that the second section

can be erected immediately, and utilised in the

mean timeas lecture -hall, committee-room, vestry,

and schoolroom, a screen wall dividing the two
blocks. This screen wall can be taken down at

any time and the whole thrown into the church,

and the lecture-hall and schoolroom erected in an
attached building, for which there has been
ground secured. The galleries will be carried on
steel cantilever girders, and the roof trusses will

also be of steel. The interior woodwork will be

of pitch-pine, and the walls of the buUding in

local stone, with Scrabo stone for dressings. A
comer tower has been provided, to which it is

possible to add a stone spire in the future. The
building has been designed in the Perpendicular

period. The architect is Mr. Wm. J. W. Koome,
M.S.A., Belfast. The contract is in the hands of

3Ir. James Colville, builder, Bangor, and the

clerk of works is llr. Bailey.

EnixiiiRGn.—In 188.3 Mrs. Traquair decorated

with symbolical pictures the small mortuary of

the old Sick Children's Hospital, Lauriston-lane,

Edinburgh. When the hospital was removed to

another site, and it became necessary to pull down
the old building to make way for the new infirmary

ward, an attempt was made to cut them out of

the walls with a large measure of success, some of

the best of the old decorations being now in-

corporated in the walls of the mortuary of the
new hospital, Sciennes-road. These include a
panel, called " Maternity "

: another symbolical
design of the Cup of Life, with mortals drinking
from it ; and a larger group representing the
Bridge of Life. Mrs. Traquair has decided, as a
labour of love, to complete the decoration of the
present walls. Having for central panel the
"Maternity " group, Mrs. Traquair has worked
it into a design, the upper parts of which
are filled with child angels, in various stages of

spiritual development. On the east and west
walls there are si.x large red-winged figures,

representing the angels of creation. They stand
on spheres, which suggest the separate acts of

creative power. Behind the seraphs the walls
are divided into six horizontal zones, represent-
ing terrestrial and celestial objects. The large
panel of the Bridge of Life, with its angel figures,

nearly fiUed the south wall. All that was neces-
sary to complete the decoration of this part of the
chapel was a broad arabesque border, in which
symbols of Time and Eternity have been inter-

woven. The roof has been treated in cerulean
blue, with gold circle ornament. The dominant
notes in the decorative scheme are gold and blue
and green and grey.

IxvF.uxEss. — The Tweedmouth Memorial
Chapel, erected by the Dowager Lady Tweed-
mouth in the grounds of the Northern Infirmary,
was opened on Saturday. Built of dressed free-
stone, the chapel is designed in a Late Pointed
phase of Scotch Gothic. It is cruciform in
design, with a steep-pitched roof covered with
grey slates, and is surmounted in the centre by a
fieche of oak, and slated, rising to 50ft. above the
ground. The south window has three lights and
tracerj', and the windows in the two transept
gables are triple lancets ; while a rose window,
about 10ft. in diameter, gives light from the
north end. The nave is 44ft. by 18!t., whilst in
either side there is a transept, separated from the
main area by wrought-iron gates and curtains, for
use by worshippers of the Roman and Anglican
communions. The whole of the furnishings are
in oak. The inside walls are of polished free-

stone, and the windows are all deeply moulded,
the jambs and mullions being finished with shafts
of grey Kilkenny marble and carved capitals.

The roof is also in oak, panelled, and the arched
ribs rising from the carved couples divide the
interior into three bays. The floor of the chapel
is laid with oak parquetry, stained and polished.

A corridor, 6ft. wide, connects the church with
the infirmary. Messrs. Ross and Macbeth,
Inverness, were the architects.

CHIPS.
Colonel ,1. T. Marsh, R.E., of the Local Govern-

ment Board, held a public inquiry, on Thursday in
last week, relative to the application of the urban
district council for sanction to borrow £'2,0u0 for
the i-urpose of lighting the promenade by electricity.

In connection with the Phccaix Lodge, '.(ill, of
Freemasons, the dedication ceremony took place on
Friday of new Masonic buildings which have been
erected in High-street, Kotherham, by Bro. Henry
P. Gough, a townsman.

An addition to the series of the stained -£:las8

windows in St. Cuthbert's Parish Church, Edin-
burgh, was unveiled on Sunday. It has been placed
under the gallery in the south transept. The subject
is a figure of Christ breaking bread, as suggestive of
the Communion. The subject is inclosed in a
framework of architectural ornament. The details

harmonise with the other windows in the church.

The new stables and other buildings just erected
in Gripme-street, Glasgow, for the Cleansing Depart-
ment of that city were opened on May 31. They
have been built at a cost of £14,000, from plans by
Mr. Wheatley.

The Xewport-Pagnell Trban District Council
have accepted the tender of Messrs. G. Waller and
Sons, of Stroud, for the new engines and pumps,
designed by Messrs. D. Balfour and Son, of London
and Newcastle, required at the town waterworks,
which, owing to their increased power, will enable
the supply to be delivered in six hours.

The scheme of water supply submitted bv the
Easington Rural District Council for Castle Eden
Colliery has been approved by the Local Govern •

ment Board. The water is pumped at Wingate
from the sand-feeder up into the reservoir, and then
is lo be conveyed a distance of three miles in cast-
iron main, when it will be distributed over the
town. The scheme has heen designed by Messrs.
D. Balfour and Son, of London and Newcastle.

Alterations are being made to Messrs. Coomb's
Brewery, Radstock, and special consideration has
been given to the ventilation, which will be carried
out on the Boyle system.

Mr. S. Fawcett, inspector of the Local Govern-
ment Board, held an inquiry at Wilmslow on Friday
with reference to the application of the district

council for sanction to borrow £1,100 for main road
and private street improvements.

The competition for the Legislative Palace of the
City of Mexico has been decided by the award of the
first prize, of l.i.OOOdol., to Mr. Adamo Boari, an
Italian architect, for some years resident in Chicago.
The second prize has been awarded to another
Chicago architect ; but his name is not yet an-
nounced. The building is to cost five million
dollars.

Colonel W. R. Slacke, M.E., Lical Government
Board inspector, held an inquiry at Shifnal, on
Tuesday, as to the application of the district council
for sanction to borrow £3,300 for purposes of
sewage and sewage disposal, and £3,74.') for pur-
poses of water-supply for one special district of
their area.

The L'ght Railway Commissions held an inquiry
at Chatham, on Thursday, Friday, and Monday,
into an application made by the Chatham, Gilling-
ham, and District Electric Riilways Company for
powers authorising them to construct a series of
light railways, or tramways, between Chatham and
New Brompton, and between the former borough
and certain populous suburbs. The proposal is to

establish electric street tramways on the overhead
trolley wire principle, and the promoters have
undertaken to contribute about £10,000 towards the
widenings required at various points. The local
authorities of both towns supported the application,
but had stipulated that they should have the option
of purchasing the undertaking at the expiration of
42 years. The Earl of Jersey said the Commissioners
were prepared to recommend that the order be
granted.

Mr. J. T. Marsh, C.E., of the Local Government
Board, held an inquiry at Llanduduo, on Friday, as
to the application of the urban district council for a
loan of £10,000. the estimated cost of erecting new
municipal buildings on land in Lloyd-street, valued
at £4,500, and given to the town by Lord Mostyn.
The clerk said the scheme had been under considera-
tion four years, and that the plans of Mr. Silcock,

of Bath, were accepted as the result of a competi-
tion. The present offices were utterly inadequate
for the purposes of the council. Lord Mostyu's
agent, Mr. Pickering, had written in terms of dis-

approval of the plans of the new buildings as not
being of a suf&c'.ently imposing appearance, and
stating that the architect had evidently been limited

in the matter of funds.

(IFnsimtring i^aUs.

NoTTixini.vM.—In connection with the develop-
ment of the Clifton Estate on the north side of

the Trent at Nottingham, the first pile has been
driven of the Trent Bridge Embankment-, by
which a new roadway will be provided. The
road will be 1 \ miles in length, extending from
Trent Bridge to Wilford Bridge, and will consist

of a carriage-way 3Gft. wide, with two footp.aths

on each side, separated by gr.ass verges, upon
which trees will be planted. The footpath nearest

the foreshore of the river will be loft, wide, and
the total span of the road, including footpaths

and grass verges, will be about 90ft. From the

south edge of the 15ft. footway, running down
to the river, a gra«s foreshore will be laid of

easy slope, terminating in seven concrete steps

extending the whole length, at the foot of which
will be driven a wooden piling. On this fore-

shore will be planted several rows of trees, and
the area will be open for the recreation of

children. The road will follow the windings of

the river, and will be formed at a sutficient

height to be above flood level, so as to be avail-

able for use in all states of the river. A large

amount of the material required to elevate the

road to the requisite height will be dredged from
the Trent. The chief contract has been let to

Mr. A. Kellett, of JIanchester, and the kerbing,

channelling, asphalting, and the making of the

road will be executed by the Nottingham Town
Council staff. The works have been designed b}'

.

and are being carried out under the direction of

the Nottingham city engineer, Mr. A. Brown.

The annual meeting of the Royal Architectural

Museum, Great Tufton-street, Westminster, will

be held this (Friday) afternoon at four p.m., under
the presidency of the Duke of Westminster, when
the art studios, j ust added to the buildings from the

designs of Messrs. Lee and Pain, will be thrown
open for inspection. All architects are cordially

invited to attend.

Mr. W. H. Clary, assistant borough surveyor of

Derby, has been elected borough surveyor for

Sutton Coldfield, vice Mr. C F. Mirston, resigned.

Mr. Clary's salary will be £300 a year, and he will

have to devote hia whole time to the services of the

corporation.

During 1897 a Leeds firm purchased for the sum
of £30,000 the large tract of land at Scarborough,
known as the Woodhall Estate, on the north side of

the town. The new owners have already commenced
operations in connection with the erection here of

some 1 ,200 new houses, at rents varying from £ 12

to £15 a year.

Arrangements are in progress for the annual con-

vention of the National Master Plumbers' Associa-

tion which is to take place in Quebec the latter part

of this month. The president is Mr. Joseph Wright,

of Toronto.

The Venerable Melville Home Scott, Archdeacon
of Stafford, and Canon of Lichfield Cathedral, died

on Friday. The deceased, who was bom at Gawcott,
Buckinghamshire, in 1827, was a son of the Rev.

Thomas Scott, M.A., incumbent of that parish, was
a direct descendant of Thomas Scott, the great com-
mentator, and a younger brother of the late Sir

Gilbert Scott, R.A.

At a meeting of the Society of Biblical Archa>>
logy, held on Tuesday evening, at Great Russell-

street, London, Sir H. H. Howorth, K.C.I.E ,
read

a paper on ancient picture writing.

At Cobholm, Great Yarmouth, the foundation-

stone has been laid of a new church about to be

erected from plans by Mr. Sidney Rivett.

Mr. Charles White, a well-known Liverpool

engineer, died at his residence in Alexandra-road

on Friday at the age of 71 years. B^rn in York-

shire, he had to do with some of the first railways

constructed in this country by George Stephenson.

About 30 years ago he undertook the offices of ch'ef

engineer and estate manager to the Leeds asd

Liverpool Canal Company, but through ill-health

was compelled last Christmas to relinquish the

former position, which was taken by his sou. Mr.

Robert H. White.

The new athletic ground at Tonbridge WeUs has

been opened by the Marquis of Abergavenny. The

ground affords accommodation for 12,000 people,

and covers 12| acres of land, which has been leased

to an association at £7 par acre by the Marquis of

Abergavenny. lu addition to a cricket pitch, there

are a cycling track and a football ground, the whole

of the works having been carried out by Mr. W.
Roper, of Tunbridge Wells. The construction otj

the ground has necessitated the removal of 60,000}

cubic yards of earth. I
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lArXTOX TOWN" HALL COMPETITION- : SELECTED
DESIGN.

Messrs. Samson and Cottam, architects, Taunton,
are the authors of this design, which has been
chosen for execution, and they were awarded the

•first premium of £100. The second prize of £50
was given to ilr. J. M. Brydon, F.K.I.B.A., of

London, for the set marked ' X," and the third

of £30, was taken hy Mr. H. T. Hare, of London,
•ior the set marked " L." The other competitors

were as under :—Set B, Messrs. Tapper and
Crouch, London ; set C, Messrs. SilcockandReay,
Bath ; set D, Mr. R. Ivnill Freeman, Bolton; set

E, Messrs. Gibson and Russell, London ; set F,
Messrs. Mallows and Grocock, of Bedford ; set H,
Mr. W. H. Crease, of Bristol ; set I, Mr. G.
Elkington, London ; set J, Messrs. Murray and
Foster, London : set K, Mr. C. Henman, London.
The followingdescription, drafted from particulars,

has been sent us by the authors of the selected

design. The building is in the Renaissance style,

and possessesmany notable features. When erected

•on the Parade it will form a distinct ornament to

the town, and will at the same time provide the
convenient rooms and offices which are so neces-

sary to the municipality. A remarkable and novel
ieature js a triforium on each side of the hall.

The arrangements adopted m the design can best

be gathered by a consideration of the plans of the
several floors. It may be pointed out that on the

ground floor the market is placed in the centre of

the north front, facing the Parade, and that the

main entrance to the town-hall and the guildhall

is placed to the east, while the offices, &c., of the
trustees' present tenant are situate to the west of

it. The arrangement of the east and west wings
is so nearly symmetrical and ei^ual in size, that it

would be ([uite feasible, if thought desirable,

•without materially altering the principle on
which the design is planned, to transpose them
•and to place the principal entrance and guildhall
on the west of the block, so that they would come
opposite the approach from Corporation-street, as
well as High-street, Xorth-strect, \c. This may
be thought more desirable, as the street is much
wider here than on the east side. This, however,
OS merely a matter of arrangement and convenience
of plan best adopted to meet the views and require-
ments of all parties, which can be adopted without
departing from the spirit of the design. Great
care has been bestowed on the proper planning
of approaches and exits, which, it is believed,
will be found convenient and safe. It is sug-
gested that the two subsidiary staircases as a
general rule ehouUl be used for exits only, though
it might on certain occasions be useful to employ
them for purposes of entrance, either as early

doors or approaches to reserveil or cheap sides.

Ticket offices and a men's and women's lavatory

have therefore been shown in connection with
them. Space has been left for the shops facing

south, as directed. It is submitted that it might
be advisable to omit one shop, and form a con-

venient approach to the market from the south
in place of it. No lavatory accommodation has

been provided in connection with the market and
shops ; should such provision be thought de-

sirable, it is considered that it would practically

amount to providing public lavatories, which
would not only be beyond the scope of the

scheme, but for which a better site could probably

be found elsewhere in close proximity to, liut not

necessarily in connection with, the new buildings.

A sentence may, perhaps, be devoted to indi-

cating the method of construction which it is

proposed to adopt in the roof and to carry the

clock-turret. There will be two strong longi-

tudinal steel lattice girders forming trussed

purlins, which will do the duty of the transverse

tie-beam trusses usually employed. These
permit of the formation of a coved ceiling

to the hall, and leave on either side a sort

of triforium, or gangway, already referred

to, which will have several important uses

as it wUl give access to the clock-chamber

and ventilating turret, also to the gutters and
over the whole space between ceiling and roof

for access to electric lighting or other wires. It

will further permit of opening, closing, iSrc, the

dormer windows without the employment of un-

sightly and unworkable cords or gearing, and
consequently of the regulation of ventilation

without disturbing the audience or diminishing

the air space of the hall, and will to a great

degree dispense with the use of ladders in

decorating the hall. Strong steel cross-ribs

will be introduced as required to com-
plete the roof construction. The sum at

disposal is not sufficiently large to permit

of any great outlay upon the several fa<,'ades of

the new building. These have, therefore, been

kept plain, and reliance for effect is placed

, upon the disposition of the several parts and a

broad treatment of the whole mass. In view of

the great distance from which the building,

especially the north or principal front, can be

seen, it is considered this wUl be found more truly

artistic and effective than a treatment of the front

in small parts and the elaboration of minute

details. With regard to the materials to be

employed, it is proposed that the front be con-

structed of red bricks in thin courses with Ham-
hill stone or terracotta dressing. The roof will

be slated. The internal walls and ceilings gene-

rally will be plastered, and the cornices and

decorations are to be of wood, the whole of the

staircases of fireproof construction in concrete.

The stage, orchestra, and accessories generally

are those usually provided in modem buildings

of this description. Havinjf regard to the various

uses to which the hall is likely to be put,

it is suggested that the sides and ceiling of

the stage should be constructed of light frame-

work made easily removable, giving ample

space for wings and flies when the hall is tobe

used for theatrical performances. The question

of heating and ventilation has been most care-

fully considered in preparing the scheme, though

nothing is allowed for the former in the estimate

appended. It is proposed to heat the new build-

ing by means of hot-water circulating pipes on

the high pressure system, the heat being dis-

tributed by means of radiating coils fixed in

suitable recesses beneath the windows or else-

where as may be desirable. The ventilation will be

induced by the introduction of warm air over

these coils and by the extraction of the foul air

at the ceiling level of the hall and guildhall and

elsewhere, from which it will be taken out in

shafts around smoke- Hues and also through the

tormers, and the flcehe containing the clock as

before described. It is submitted that the

arrangements thus indicated will provide a well-

warmed and ventilated building under all

ordinary conditions. Mr. Edward W. Jlount-

ford, F.R.I.B.A., acted as professional referee,

and his award was unanimously adopted. Wo
hope shortly to illustrate the two other premiated

designs.

WROVOHT-IUOX GATES, NKW.NHAM rADDOX,
LEKESTEKSHIKE.

Ji-ST now, while the Art Metal-Work Exhibition

is open at Westminster, an additional interest is

given to any really line examples of wrought

iron. In any case it would be difficult to find a

more admirably-designed specimen of smith's

work than the pair of gates of which wo give a

capital detail drawing to-day from the appre-

ciative pencil of Mr. .1. J. K. PhiUips, to whom
a National Bronze INIedal wa.? awarded for this

very useful sheet. Structurally these gates are

well contrived, and artistically the whole com-
position leaves nothing to be desired. The work
is refined with boldly -conceived piers, while an
exceedingly handsome skyline is made of the

crowning feature surmounting the arched head of

the gateway. In most modern productions the

dominating outlines are often ill-considered and
poor, while too much elaboration is not infre-

quently introduced into the wickets themselves.

In this pair of gates simplicity itself is justly

valued at its worth, so that by the advantage of

contrast the stationary parts of the structure hold

an enhanced importance in respect to scale as

well as to richness of decorative effect. Xote,

for instance, the great value of the plain arched

contour of the gates themselves, with their quiet

and frequently repeating vertical lines, and when
the gates are thrown back the unbroken curve

of the soffit, so to speak, of the opening comes
into even greater prominence, and looks ex-

tremely well. The gates were made towards the

close of the last century, and were then erected

at Berwick House, Shrewsbury, by the smiths

who executed the work at Colebrook Dale. In
IS73 they came into the hands of the Denbigh
family, and are now standing at Xewnham
Paddox, Leicestershire.

CHURCH TOWER, MONKS KIRllY, LEICESTERSHIRE.

The upper portion of this tower was restored by
the late George Edmund Street, R.A. The
lower parts are Late Decorated. Mr. A. E.
Martin received a National Bronze Medal for this

drawing as part of a series, all of which were of

exceptional merit.

ALL .S.VIXTS, BRIXWORTH.

This famous vSaxon church, erected in the 7th

century, is of national importance on account of

its age. Mr. Slartin, the author also of this

Prize Medal sketch, has added to its value by
writing upon the sheet the leading particulars of

the history of the building. The plan also

accompanies the view.

" IRILUIXG news" designing CLUH : DINING-

ROOM OAK EURNITURE AND CHIMNEYPIECE.

(For description and award see p. 810.)

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE BVILDINGS, CLEVELAND,
OHIO.

(For description, see p. 813.)

STABLING AND COACHMAn's COTTAGE,

ST. Leonard's.

Mr. William Cooper, of Hastings, is the archi-

tect of the block of stables with coachman's

cottage, of which a view, with plan, accompanies

these few notes. The building has recently been

erected for Mr. W. Knighton, LL.D., at " Tile-

worth," SUverhill, St. Leonard's. Mr. Ashdown,
of the same place, was the builder, the contract

being completed for £480. The upper part is

tile-hung, with roofs of the same material, the

walling being in brick. The plan sufficiently

exhibits the internal arrangements.

CHIPS.

The death occurred on Tuesday of Mr. Robert

Townend Martin, C.E., superintendent of the

Liverpool Corporation Waterworks, Kivington. He
had been a sufferer from influenza. Deceased, who
was about 00 years of age, leaves a widow and
daughter. He had been in the service of the cor-

poration about 30 years, and was appointed super-

intendent some six years ago. He was chairman of

the Tlivington Parish Council, and did much useful

public work.

Messrs. Morrison and Mason, of GlasTOW, have
secured a contract for the extension oi the Bir-

mingham water supply. The c}ntract price is half

a million sterling.

The Rivers Committee of the Manchester Corpora-

tion have selected three gentlemen to advise them
in the matter of sewage disposal—namely, Mr.

Baldwin Latham, C.E., Dr. W. H. Perkin, pro-

fessor of organic chemistry at O wens College, and
Dr. Percy Fraukland, of Birmingham.

The Birmingham Tame and Rea District Drainage

Board have decided that application be made to

the Public Works Loan Commissioners for a loan of

£100.000 under the provisions of the Extension Act

of 1897.
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TO OOBRESPONDENTS.
[We do not hold ourselves responaible for the opinions of

our correspondenta. All comraunicfition.s should be
drawn up as briefly as possible, as there are many
claimants upon the space allotted to correspondents.]

It 18 particuhirly requested that all drawings and all

communications re;*pectins iliuMtnitions or literary matter
ehould be addressed to the KlJlTOU of the BriLuiNO
NbW8, 33*2, Strand, W.C. and ni)t to merabers of the staff

by name. Delay is not unlre-nieiitly otherwise caused.

Ail drawings and other cominuniwitions are sent at con-

tributors* risks, acJ the Editor will not undertake to

pay for, or be liable for, unsou^jht contributions.

Cheques and Post-office Orders to be made payable to

Tub Sthasd Nbwspapeb Companv, Limited.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.

One Pound per annum (post free) to any part of the
United Kingdom; for Canada, Nova Scotia, and the
Unit4?d States. £1 6s. Od. (orGduls. .SUc. gold). To France
or Belgium. £1 6s. od. (or .-ilfr. 30c.) To India, £1 6s. Od.

To any of the Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the
Cape, the West Indies, or Natal, £1 68. Od.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
The charge for Comjwtition and Contract Advertise-

ments, Public Companies, and all oflieial advertisements
ts Is. per line of Eight words, the first line counting as
two, the minimum charge being 5s. for fom- lines.

The charge for Auctions, Land Sales, and Miscellaneous
and Trade Advertisements (except Situation advertise-
ments) is 6d. per line of Eight words (the first lint

counting as two), the minimum charge being 4a. 6d. for

40 words. Special terms for series of more than six
insertions can be ascertained on application to the Pub-
lisher.

Front-page Advertisements 2s. per line, and Paragraph
Advertisements Is. per line. No Front-page or Paragraph
Advertisement inserted for less than 5s.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
office not later than 3 p.m. on Thursday. Frontr-page
Advertisements and alterations in serial advertisements
must reach the office by Tuesday morning to secure
insertion.

SiTUATIONa.

The charge for advertisements for " Situations Vacant

"

or "Situations Wanted " is One Shilling forTwentt-
POITB "Words, and Sixpence for every eight words after.
All SitiuUion Advertisements must be prepaid*

NOTICE.
Botmd copies of Vol. LXXm. are now ready, and
ehould be ordered early (price Twelve Shillings each),
as only a limited number are done up. A few
bound volumes of Vols. XXXIX., XL., XLI.,
XLVI., XLIX.. LI., LIU., LVIU., LIX.,
LXI., LXn., LXin.. LXIV., LXV., LXVL,
Lxvrr., Lxvni., lxix., lxx.. lxxl, Lxxn.
may still be had, price Twelve Shillings ; all the other
bound volumes are out of print. Most of the back
numbers of former volumes are, however, to be had
singly. Subscribers requiring any back numbers to
complete volume just ended should order at once, as
many of them soon run out of print.

3:eceived.-P. O. D.—S. M.-M. S. H.-F. C. J. and Co.
—S. P. G.-N. M. T. r.—W. W. R.-T. A. and Son.

" BUILDING NEWS '* DESIGNING CLUB.
SIXTH LIST OF SUBJECTS.

J.—A Small Model Farm suitable for a gentleman's
country residential estate of moderate proportions. The
site is practically level, and the front faces the S.E.
There must be a stable for four cart-horsea. one box for
a hack, and one for a pony ; a stall-shed for six cows,
and a calf-house for two, with a siuk stall besides ; a
granary and a mixing floor ; a covered yard ; a set of
four piggeries : a boiling-house and meal store ; a cart-
shed ; one closed coach-house, and a harness place. An
implement shed is necessarj-, and a dung pit. The
covered yard must be light' and airy, without being
draughty. A little feature may be made of a clock
turret, and provision must be made for a big water
tank. Fictures'iuenesj is not to be overlooked : but the
design is to be simple and suitable, in keeping with farm
sun-oundings. Plan IGft. to the inch, elevations and
sections Jin. to the foot. View desirable. Economy is
essential.

Drawin-os Rkceivei'.— *' Oak,'
" Jeddah," " Gib."

* Centaur," *' Excelsior,"

Jttt^rcammtttticatt0n.

QUESTIOXS.
[119G2.]—Boyal Eng-ineers.—What foundation is

there for the paragraph which has been the round of the
Press to the effect that the Roj-al Engineers would
invariably be employed in connection with military works
on frontier .' General Maitland,|K.E., lately returned from
an official tour in India in connection with the employ-
ment of K.E. officers there, and it was understood he
would shortly issue a report in the matter, and that it

would be inlluenced from a military point of view in
connection with the late Frontier War. Some four years
ago a committee sat in India under the presidentship of
Mr. Lyall, in connection with employment of K.E. othcers ;

but on application to Messrs. Eyre and Spottiswoode I
cannot tind that reports of results have been issued in
either case.—ENnriRER.

r [11063.1—Drawing.— !1) Will some reader kindly
tell me whether good blue-black writing-ink does in place
of Indian ink for process reproduction .', (•-'! How is the
Jotted shading sometimes seen in pen-and-ink illus-

trations obtained, and how does the draughtsman denote
where he wants it put in '—L. C. M.

[11904. J—Woodworking- Machinery—Will any
kind reader tell me the best kind of wtjodworking
machinery suitable for shopHtter and showcase maker .'

—A. G. it. (Querist cannot do better than communicate
with Messrs. F. W. Reynolds and Co.' Edward-street,
Blackfriars, S E.—Eu.]

[I IOCj.]—Two-Spired Churches.—For purposes
of completing a collection, can any of your readers name
any church or cemetery chapel (particularly in Ireland;
with a tower or spire at either end, givin;^ at a distance

the appearance of two churches adjoined .'

—

Abcimtect.

MEPLIES.
[11001.] —Parliament Street. — On turning to

"Baedeker," I find that the Treasury Buildings were
erected in the reign of George I., 1717-1727, and that
Parliament-street was opened for traffic in 1732.

—

T. P.

STATUES, MEMORIALS, &c.

St. Aldan's.—Lord Aldenham having applied for

a faculty for authority to complete the work of re-

storing the high altar screen at St. Alban's
Cathedral, the Registrar of the Diocese held a court
on Friday at' the cathedral. As long ago as lSS-4

Lord Aldenham commenced restoring the screen,

but in 1890, when a portion of the work had been
accompUshed, Lord Grimthorpe raised objections to

the carrying out of certain of the proposals, and as

he possessed a faculty which covered the whole
buUding his objections were upheld. Two faculties

were subsequently granted to Lord Aldenham ; but
he did not complete the restoration, and he now
petitions for a faculty empowering him to vary the
original design. At the Registrar's Court no op-
position to this alteration was made, and Lord
Aldenham, who has already spent about £10.000 on
the screen, will in all probability receive the

desired faculty within the next few days. The
work now to be undertaken is the fiUing-in of the
empty oblong space above the Communion-table
with a representation of our Lord rising from the

Tomb, and the placing upon the plain cross in the
centre of the screen a figure of the Crucified

Saviour. The work will be executed by Mr. Alfred
Gilbert, E.A.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

Metropolitan Watee Supply. — The Royal
Commission on this subject resumed its sittings on
Monday. Sir A. E. Binnie, engineer to the London
County Council, was further examined on the

question of the partition among the outside county
authorities of those portions of the water under-
takings supplying within their districts but outside

the County of London. In his view the counties

would be well advised to take water in bulk from
the proposed new authority and distribute it them-
selves, as in that way they would be saved any
capital expenditure. But the option should be left

to the outside authorities between that course and
pirtition. After the witness had been cross-

examined on behalf of the water companies, and
re-examined on behalf of the London County
Council, the meeting adjourned.

CHIPS.
Lord E astace Cecil, brother of the Prime Minister,

has erected, at his sole expense, a beautiful church
in the Eirly English style at Lytchett Minster,

Dorset, where he resides. The architect is Mr.
Crickmay, of Weymouth. The building has just

been dedicated by the Bishop of Salisbury.

An attempt is to be made to secure " light rail-

ways" in South London. A Mr. William Murphy
is promoting an application to the Light Riilway
Commissioners for an order authorising a light rail-

way from Heme Hill to Famborough, via Norwood-
road, Camberwell, Lewisham, Beckenham, and
Bromley. The Beckenham Urban District Council
has decided to taEe steps to oppose the application,

and the Lambeth Vestry has promised the council

its support.

Archdeacon Wilson, of Rochdale, on Saturday,
laid the chief corner-stone of a new school and
mission church, which is being built at Castleton, at

a cost of about £3,000. The buildings are Gothic in

style, of red brick with stone dressings. Mr. Henry
Lord, of Manchester, is the architect, and Messrs.
W. A. Peters and Sons, of Rochdale, are the
contractors.

The Board of Trade has issued copies of the order
made by the Light Railway Commissioners, as modi-
fied and confirmed by the board, authorising the
construction of a light railway in Rothwell, com-
mencing by a junction with the Eist and West
Yorkshire Union Railways at Robin Hood, and
terminating at Royds Green Lower. The railway,
which is to be known as the East and West York-
shire Union Light Railway, is to be constructed on
the usual gauge of ift. Siin., and is to be completed
by Dec. U, 1901.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
Fkancis Mouton and Co., Ltd., in Li.itjida-

TiON.—The Receiver states that he has entered into

a contract (which has received the sanction of the

Court of Chancery of Lancashire) for the sale as a
going concern of the works of the above company,
for the sum of ,£70,000 (subject to payment there-

out of a commission) to a responsible syndicate. The
buyers have paitl a deposit of .£7.000 on account,

and the purchase is to be completed and the balance

of the purchase money paid on the IHh July next.

It is one of tlie terms of the contract that the

business shall be carried on by the Receiver in the

mean time, as heretofore ; but the purchasers take

over all the contracts, liabilities, and engagementa
entered into by him in connection with the business

as from the 3nth June. The above-mentioned
amount will be sufficient to enable the Receiver to

discharge the mortgages, debentures, and other

prior charges and the costs of the liquidation, and
leave a balance. In addition to this, there are

certain assets e.xcluded from the above sale, which
will be realised as speedily as possible. In the result

it is estimated that there will be sufficient to pay to

the unsecured creditors a dividend of about 6s. in

the pound.

"No E.^teas": a Haed Case.—Hop.sceoft v.

Davis.—In this case, heard at Kent Assi/.es last

week by Mr. Justrice Wright, the plaintiff, Theodore

Horscroft, builder, of Maidstone, sought to recover

from the defendant, a baker, also of Maidstone, the

sum of £S1 Us., arising out of extras over a build-

ing contract. It appeared that plaintiff agreed to

build two houses for defendant in Heathorn-street,

Maidstone, for a sum of £110, and a contract was
entered into to that effect. Plans of the houses

were submitted to the borough surveyor, but when
he saw where the houses were to be built, the site

being on land which was practically a filled-up stone

quarry, he would not say that the foundations, as

marked on the plan submitted, would be deep

enough. Plaintiff accordingly saw defendant, and
discussed with him the question of foundations.

The surveyor told the builder that he must take the

foundations to a lower depth than the plans showed.

Some conversation took place between plaintiff and
defendant, and Horscroft toldDivis that he reckoned

the extra cost of lower foundations to defendant

would be about £80. Defendant said he did not

think he could find the money, and plaintiff there-

upon said ii he made a good thing out of the job he

would make an abatement on the bill of extras.

When the works were completed plaintiff found he

could not make the abatement, and accordingly sent

in the bUl of extras for £81 Us., the payment of

which defendant disputed. Counsel for defendant

contended that a clause in the contract that the

£410 should include all extras covered the question

of the increased depth of the foundations. On the

other side it was submitted that the clause referring

to extras did not cover the increased cost of the

foundations, and it appeared that defendant had
agreed in conversation with plaintiff that something

was due to him for the extra work, and made an
offer of £20. The Judge decided that the claim must
fail, although he admitted that it was a great hard-

ship for the plaintiff'.

What is a Steeet?—At West Loudon Police-

court, on Monday, Mr. Lane, Q.C., heard a

summons against Mr. WilUam Henry Gibbs, a

builder of West Kensington, for preparing to lay

out a street at the Hamlet-gardens Estate, King-

street, Hammersmith, without first obtaining the

sanction of the London County Council. Residential

flats were being erected on the estate, and for the

defendant counsel argued that as the street—if it

could be so called—was in the nature of a court-

yard, and intended exclusively for the use of the

tenants, it could not be considered a highway

within the meaning of the Act. Mr. Chilvers, for

the Council, maintained that whether the street was a

private one or not, the provisions of the Act, never-

theless, applied, and he quoted the decisions of

learned judges in support of his contention. Mr.

Lane confessed that, after reading the decisions, they

seemed to be at variance with one another. He
found for the defendant, and, in dismissing the

summons with five guineas costs, granted Mr.

Chilvers a special case for the consideration of the

Superior Court, at the same time advising that

gentleman to ask the judges to accurately define the

meaning of a street.

The town council of Hull have decided to widen

Passage-street at an estimated cost of £27,000.

The dedication of a stained-glass window which

has been erected in the church of All Saints,

Boothen, as a memorial of the late Mr. Richard

Pilsbury, took place on Saturday afternoon. Mr.

Pilsbury was a native of Burslem, and was appren-

ticed to the trade of a china painter with Messrs.

Alcock, of the HUl Pottery. He afterwards became

connected with Messrs. Brown - Westhead and

Moore, and Mintons, Limited, and at the time ol

his death he was art decorator at Messrs. Moore

Bros., of Longton.
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PARLIAMENTAKY NOTES.
WoRKixo Men's Dw-eluxos Bill.—The second

reading of this measure was moved on Wednesday
by Sir Howard Vincent, who explained that its

object was to empower local authorities to advance,
under suitable conditions, sums of money in order
to enable working men to become the possessors of

their own dwellings. Not more than three-fourths
of the required sum could be advanced , the working
man himself paying in cash the remaining fourth,

and the Bill fully safeguarded the interests of the
public and those of the ratepayers. The deiinilion
of "working man" given in the Bill included
clerks, warehousemen, and shop assistants, but
there was an absolute condition that the total

income of any recipient of an advance should
not exceed il.50 a year. Sir A. Hickman, who
seconded the motion, observed that the measure
was entirely permissive, and it was hedged round
with restrictions which would be sufficient to

prevent any possible abuse. The bouse must be
intended for the residence of the man who got
the advance. It must be in a sanitary condi-
tion, and the working man must himself supply one
quarter of the purchase-money, while not more than
£150 was to be advanced on any one house. Then
there was to be no overcrowding, and the site was
to be the man's own. If the Bill passed, without
cost to anyone, a working man woxUd be able to
borrow at about o| per cent., and an advance of
£150 wovdd only cost him about Is. Ud. a week.
The great tendency of the Bill would be to en-
courage thrift, and to prevent overcrowding. Mr.
McKenna opposed the motion, as he considered that
the principle of the Bill was finaucially unsound.
He moved an amendment, declaring that in any
measure for facilitating the acquisition of dwellings
for the working classes by the use of public money,
the freehold ought to be vested in public bodies, and
not in the individual. Mr. John Bums seconded the
amendment. Sir A. EoUit and Mr. Gray supported
the Bill, which waa opposed by Mr. J. Samuel. Mr.
T. W. Russell, on behalf of the Government,
supported the motion for the second reading. The
view of the Government was that the principle of
the measure was good, and that after the second
reading had been passed the Bill ought to go to a
.Select Committee. After a long discussion, the
closure was carried by 174 to SS, and, on another
division being taken, the amendment waa negatived
by ISl to 82. The Bill was then read a second time.
Sir Howard Vincent then moved that the Bill should
be referred to a Select Committee, but, as objection
was taken, the debate stood adjourned.

CHIPS.
The Hon. W. F. D. Smith, M.P., laid at Hendon,

on Wednesday, the foundation-stone of a new
infirmary which is about to be erected there by the
Central London Sick Asylums District Board. The
site is on the brow of a hiU, and the estimated cost
of the new buildings is £95,510, or, with the
addition of £12,428 for the site, a total of £107,938.
The infirmary will, when completed, provide
accommodation for 274 patients, and the site allows
ample room for any extension that may become
necessary.

The Lord Mayor of Birmingham laid, on Wednes-
day, the foundation-stone of a new wing of the
Midland Counties Hospital for Incurables at
Leanungton, to be erected in commemoration of the
Diamond Jubilee. The extension is part of a scheme
involving an outlay of £17,000.

The Church Sunday-schools at S iltash, which
have been rebuilt at a cost of £800 from plans by
Mr. Edmund Sodding, of Plymouth, were reopened
on Friday.

Mr. John Morley, M.P. for Montrose Burghs,
attended the opening, on Saturday, of a public
library presented to Arbroath by Mr. DividCorsar,
manufacturer and leading citizen. The building,
which was formerly used as the high school, occupies
a central position in Hill-square. F.xtemally as
well as internally it has been radically altered to
adapt it to the purposes of a library, reading-room,
and picture-gallery ; and, what with the addition
of a new wing and entrance-porch, the placing of
statues in niches on the uppermost story, and the
conversion of the old playground into a terraced
garden, the building is, for all practical purposes, a
new possession for the town. Mr. Gavin was the
architect.

Ths new infirmary, Wallingford, is being warmed
and ventilated by means of Shorland's patent
Manchester grates, the same buing supplied by
Messrs. E. H. Shorland and Brother, of Manchester.

The committee of the new co-operative head-
quarters. Leek, have accepted the tender of Mr.
Thomas Grace, of Leek, for the new offices, stores,
bakeries, shops, assembly and board rooms. See.,

designed by \Vm. Sugden and Son, F.R.I.B.A.,
Leek and Hanley. When fitted up and furnished,
it is estimated the cost will be about £3,500. " Fair
wages " clauses are incorporated by the architects
in all these contracts.

O^ut (Bf&tt CabU.

Tun report of the directors of the Xiitional

Galler)- for 1897 states that only four pictures

have been purchased during the twelve months
out of the Parliamentary grant in aid. They are
" Christ Disputing with the Doctors," by
Ludovico JIazzolino, of the Ferrarese School ; a

portrait of Kdmund Butts, a son of Sir William
Butts, physician to Henry Vni.,by John liettes;

a portrait by Komney of Mrs. Hark Currie ; and
a portrait of Mme. \'igee Lo Brun, painted by
herself. The bequests and donations include Sir

John MUlais's " The Yeoman of the Guard,"
" Kabbiting," by George llorUind, " Christ and
the Woman of Samari.a," by Cieorge liichmond,
R.A., and a portrait of the late Mr. Russell
(rurney, by George F. Watts, R..\. The
gallery in Trafalgar-square was visited by
42:;, 421 persona on the free days during the year,

showing a daily .average attendance on such days
(206 in number) of 2,055. In addition to the

above number, 32,876 persons visited the gallery

on the 26 Sunday afternoons on which it

was opened during 1897, showing a daily

average attendance of 1 ,265. On students' days
(Thursdays and Fridays) 39,358 persons were
admitted. The Gallery of British Art at Mill-

bank has been visited by 104,275 persons on the

public days from August 16 to December 31,

showing a daily average attendance of 1,337. On
the six Sunday afternoons on which it was
opened it was \i8ited by 10,955 persons, showing
a daily average attendance of 3,326. (4n students'

days 15,795 persons were admitted between
August 16 and December 31. The new edition

(the 78th) of the historical and descriptive cata-

logue of pictures belonging to the foreign schools

is in the press, and will be ready for issue

shortly.

Writixg in the .Tune issue of A.A. Notes,

Mr. W. H. Jamieson, hon. solicitor to the Archi-

tectural Association, expresses the opinion that

architects' assistants and clerks of the works are

within the Workmen's Compensation .Vet, be-

cause the definition of the term "workman"
appears to be very wide and comprehensive. It

includes every persftn who is engaged in an
employment to which this Act applies, whether
by way of manual labour or otheriviae, and
whether his agreement is one of serrioe, or

apprenticeship, or otherwise, and is expressed or

implied, is oral or in writing. In a small publica

tion upon the Act by a barrister, he says, '
' the

definition under the Act makes no distinction

between the character of the workmen's labour,

and expressly includes apprentices without any
limitation. A clerk, commercial traveller, or

errand-boy is open to the privileges of the Act
equally with the bricklayer, coal-hewer, or engi

neer, and there seems no reason why the managing
director of a company should not also be in-

cluded." The " employers," or persons acting

as " undertakers" of the employment are—says
Mr. Jamieson—the parties liable.

We quoted a fortnight since a description, by
Sir J. Charles Robinson, of the five largo gun-

metal medallions recently found at Kew, and
now on view at the Art Metal Exhibition at the

R lyal Aquarium, by permission of the (iueen.

Sir J. C. Robinson has now completed his identi-

fication of the bronzes, showing in the first place,

that they illustrate several distinct events and not

a single occurrence, and, in the next, that the

date of their production must be put somewhat
later than he had at first thought to be the case

—

viz., shortly after 1687 rather than 1080. The
earliest subject in point of date refers, he says, to

the quarrel of Louis XIV. with the Pope
Alexander VII., on account of the affr.iy at the

French Embassy in Rome with the I'ope's

^.'orsican guard, and which served as a pretext for

the seizure of Avignon (1002) ; this is the sub-

ject for which the erection of a pyramid is seen in

the background. No. 2 is the relievo in which
are the arms of Sweden on a banner, and in

which one of the personages has the Danish

Order of the Elephant ; this illustrates the over-

ruling by Lotiis of the Elector of Brindenburg
and the King of Denmark, in favour of his ally

the King of Sweden, at the Peace of Nimeguen
(1679). Xo. 3 apparently represents the submis-

sion of the Republic of (ienoa, when the Doge
and four of the leading .Senators were sent as

suppliants to Versailles (1685). Nos. 4 and 5

have reference to the f\irther quarrel with R )me,

touching the territorial pretensions of the French

F.mbassy, and are episodes of the same event

(1687). Succinct accounts of all these transac-

tions will be found in Voltaire's "Siccle de

Louis Quatorze."

At the meeting held in Lincoln to discuss the

question of erecting a statue to the memory of

the late Lord Tennyson, Alderman Page quoted

words from a letter written to him as Mayor of

Lincoln at the time of the opening of the School

of Art. Mr Ruskin wrote: "I have always

held, and am prepared against all comers to main-

tain, that the Cathedral of Lincoln is out-and-out

the most precious piece of architecture in the

British Islands, and, roughly speaking, worth

any two other cathedrals we have got ; secondly,

that the town of Lincoln is a lovely old l-'nglish

town, and I hope the JIayor and i;.'ommon Coun-

cilmen won't let .any of it (not so much as a house

corner) be pulled down to build an institution, or

a market, or a penitentiary, or a gunpowder and

dynamite mill, or a college, or a gaol, or a

barracks, or any other modern luxury. And,
thirdly, it might possibly make the students of

the art classes look up a good many things that

they would be the better for knowing if theTown
Council were to offer a prize for a design to be

painted or frescoed in the Town Hall of the most
pathetic and significant scene in all British

history—the first real union of Scotland and
England, in the funeral procession of Bishop

Hugh, when the King of England (John), bare-

foot, bore the coffin with three archbishops, and

the King of Scotland followed weeping."

The operations at Greyfriars Churchyard,

Edinburgh, promise, says the Scotsman, to bring

about an improvement in the locality. The old

wall which bounded the churchyard at Candle-

maker-row was so far off the plumb that at any
moment it might have toppled over into the street,

bringing along with it half a score of monuments,
the Jlartyrs' among the rest. Something of an

ornamental character will be given to the new
wall, which wiU be divided by intervening piers

into nine sections, rising by a regular succession

of steps from the lower to the higher level of

Candlemaker-row, and the whole will be sur-

mounted by a 3tt. iron railing. Each pier will

be finished with an ornamental cope, and just

under the cope will be a cartouche panel for the

reception of the name of a distinguished man
buried in the churchyard. Mr. Morham, the

city architect, who has designed the entire

scheme, has asked Mr. J. G. Ferguson, the city

recorder, to suggest, from a list furnished to

him, the nine names whose memory may in this

manner be perpetuated. An arched gateway,

giving access to the broad flight of stairs at the

tiottom of Candlemaker-row, likewise enters into

the scheme. The level of the ground will be

slightly raised on the inside, one effect of this

being that the Martyrs' Monument, which for-

merly stood on ground considerably below the

level of the gravel side-walk, will now be seen,

and its inscriptions read, to much greater

advantage.

"The Development of the Tomb in Egypt"
was the subject of a lecture given by Professor

Flinders Petrie at the Royal Institution on

Friday night. The earliest tombs belonged, he

showed, to a time when the mummy theory was

not in force. The principal age of development
was from about 4,000 ii.c to 2,500 ii.c., after

which date no new ideas were introduced. By
numerous lantern-slides the lecturer illustrated

the development of the above-ground portion of

the tomb from a mere mound, with a niche out of

which the soul might come, to a complex struc-

ture with numerous chambers and courts. He
pointed out howtheform and plan were influenced,

now by the desire of the family to have the statue

representing the deceased in full view, now by
their anxiety to have it preserved from any dis-

figurement by having it entirely walled up, and

explained how the sculptures and decorations

were for the delectation of the soul. Next he

described a series of tombs with sloping brickwork

passages leading down to the chamber containing

the coffin, and showed how, on account of

engineering difficulties, the passage itself became

a high vaulted chamber. The earlist pyramid

started from such a typo. Successive coats of

masonry were added above the tombs, so as to

leave the outline stepped, and finally it occurred

to the builders to put on an external smooth

slope. All pyramids, however, were not built in

this gradual way, later ones being started rfs novo

and carried out in single structures. In later

times—about 600 ii.c.—the tomb waa merely a
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well-shaft with a chiunber opening off it at the

bottom to contjiin the body, and ultimately it

became a simple shallow grave into which the

body was put in the clothes worn in life.

The Metropolitan Asylums Board further con-

giderod, on Saturday, a letter from the Local

Government Board, dated 'J5th April, stating

that the report of the Special Committee referring

to the Brook Hospital expenditure "does not

contain specific replies to the several questions

asked in their letter of the 22nd October, 1S97 "
;

that the committee did not employ a competent
eun-eyor as suggested by them, and as ordered by
the managers ; and that they "are still of opinion
that the course suggested by them should be
adopted, and will be glad to receive the informa-
tion asked for in regard to each of the points

referred to in their letter." An amendment
"that the Local (iovernment Board be asked to

institute an inquiry into the gross extravagance
of the Hospital Committee" was moved by ilr.

Purchase, who said the Brook Hospital had cost

£70,000 over the architect's estimate, and £38,000
worth of work had been done by the architect
without consulting with the Asyhiras Board.
Not only had the architect acted in the manner
described, but, through delays for which he was
responsible, the board had had to pay considerably
over £2,00(1. The amendment was withdrawn,
and on the motion of the Kev. G. W. Pope, it

was agreed to reply to the I-ocal Government
Board that the board would render every possible
assistance to the Government Department if they
would undertake the inquiry themselves.

The proposal to establish a builders' exchange
on Tyneside has been successful, and an institu-

tion under the style and title of the Xcwcastle,
Gateshead, and District Building Trades Ex-
change, is being carried on by a limited liability

company. The li.st of subscribers is an influential
one, and the executive appears to be representa-
tive of all the branches of the buUding trade.
Kooms have been secured at 62, Ciraingcr-street,
and on Alonday morning last, these were for-
mally opened. Parts of the premises will be set
apart as sample rooms, to enable merchants and
others to exhibit their goods. The company has
been registered with a capital of £10,000 in £1
shares

; but it is only proposed to issue 500 shares,
as that number wiirbe sufficient in the meantime
to provide working capital. Nearly u.iO of these
shares have already been taken up, and the
membership is over eighty.

At the Royal Institution on Saturday Dr.
Caton gave the first of two lectures on '

' The
Temples and Ritual of Asklepios at Epidaurus
and Athens." The author described and showed
by means of numerous lantern-slides the great
sanctuary of Asklepios at Epidaurus, both in its

present state and as conjecturally restored. The
Tast extent of the precinct was pointed out, and
the beauty of the temples of Asklepios, Artemis,
and Aphrodite, together with the pediment
groups, acroteria, and other sculptured remains
recovered which belong to the best periods of
(ireek art. The circular edifice known as the
Tholos was described, and the difticult question
as to its purpose discussed. The ward for the
sick was shown in its present ruined state, and
also as it probably existed in ancient times. The
hostels, gymnasia, propyhca, grove, altar.s, baths,
home for the dying, maternity building, library,
and stadium were referred to, and the magnificent
theatre—the finest in existence—was described.
Dr. Caton afterwards gave an account of the
Asklepieion at Athens, a smaller and later
institution, consisting of temples, Abaton, sacred
well, and grove.

TnE Societc Centraled'Architecture de Belgique
is organising an excursion from .\ugust 13th to
2l8t,_ to Champagne and Bourgogne (France),
visiting Kheims, Chalons, Troyes, Lanffres, Dijon,
Avallon, \'ezelay, Auxerre, and I'ontainebleau.
The costof the excursion will be about 2.50 francs,
to include second-class travelling from Brussels,
hotel accommodation," meals, carriages, and ad-
mission to monuments.

jVxothek of the estates of the Liberator Build-
ing Society has just been disposed of by Jlessrs.
Douglas Young and Co., the well-known auc-
tioneers, of SI, Coleman-street. E.C. The final
portion of the West AVorthing Estate, comprising
some 45 plots of freehold building land and six
attractive freehold viUas, were submitted to
auction by Mr. Douglas Young on the estate on
Friday last, when the whole of the land and three
of the residences were disposed of for a sum-

total of £H,:Jo2. ^Messrs. Douglas Young and Co.
have recently sold the Liberator Building Estate
at Norbury, comprising 5;i acres, at the sum of

£17,000. This disposes of four out of the five

estates offered by this firm in the sale which
aroused so much public interest in July last.

MEETINGS FOB THE ENSUINa WEEK.
SATUBi>Av (June 18).—London Arcliitectural Associa-

tion. Msit to Paddockwood, Sussex, the
residence of Sir "Weetman Pearson, Burt.
Train from London Bridge Station (L B.
and 8.0.) to Three Bridges 2.25 p.m.
Northern Architectural Association.

Visit to Durham Cathedral and County
Council Offices.

TlirRSDAV.— Society of Architects. Special Meetinp to
Consider and, if approved, to Coniirm
Amendment of Article llA of Association,
St. Jamei'a Hall, Piccadilly. 8 p.m.

THE .VRGHITECTURAL ASSOCLiTION.
.U NE ICUi. SUMMER VISIT!., Pnddocklmrst, Su5.fX. Tram

lLa\fs Lyndon Bridge iL.B. and S.C.K.. 2.-J5 p.m. P.O. for 3s. Cd. to
bf sont tn Mr. Francis lloon„r, 12, NorfwlW strpt-t, Strand,
lulore WEDXESU.W. Junt ISlli. F.,r lurther particolars we
'• .\riKitccturul .Association Notes " for June.

E. HOWLEV SIM
G. B. CAKVILL > Hon. Sees.

Cmlrt ©e^i
WAGES MOVEMENTS.

Advance of Wages to Joi.ver.s axdCaei^entees.
—Advances of wages have just been conceded to
joiners and carpenters in Birmingham, Castleford,
Caterham, Colville, Cromer, Colwyn Bay, Liver-
pool, Leicester, Lincoln, Lynn, Mansfield, Whitby,
Preston, Rushden, Leeds, Stockton, Carlisle,
Gravesend, Maidstone, and Bournemouth. The
average advances are of id. per hour, and in the
foregoing towns they apply to over 5,000 men. In
Birmingham the advance does not come into force
until October 1st next, but in the majority of the
other towns the advances are being put into force
forthwith.

Banbiey.—The members of the Banbury branch
of the Amalgamated Society of Carpenters and
Joiners have addressed a letter to the master builders
in Banbury and district asking for an advance of a
halfpenny an hour, on the gcoimd that wages at
Leamington, Rugby, and other towns in the Mid-
lands are eightpence an hour, while in Banbury
they are only 6id. The men say it is twenty-one
years smce they had an advance of wages, and since
then they have suffered a reduction of a penny an
hour. They ask that the increase may commence
on the Ist of July. The employers have agreed to
have a conference with the men on the subject.

Leeds.—The threatened strike of plumbers in
Leeds has been averted. The men have been
receiving Sd. per hour, and some time ago .hey gave
notice to their employers that they required an
advance of wages to the extent of a penny per hour.
They also desired to have considerable alterations
in the working rules, and indicated their intention
to come out on strike if their demands were not
complied with. Several conferences took place
between the Leeds district of the National Associa-
tion of Master Plumbers and representatives of the
workmen, and the masters endeavoured to effect a
compromise by offering Sid. per hour. Last week
the men would not accept this proposal, but at an
adjourned conference, held at the Imperial Hotel,
under the presidency of Mr. John Skirrow (chair-
man of the local branch of the Masters' Associa-
tion), the men's delegates withdrew the demand for

yd., and accepted 8Jd. per hour. On the question
of the woikiug hours the masters gave way, and
the operatives will now work 49i hours instead of
50 hours per week, leaving off' at 12 o'clock on
Saturdays, whereas formerly the hour was 12.30.

The working .rules remain practically as they were,
but a new rule has been added limiting the number
of apprentices.

Liverpool.—The house joiners have been suc-
cessful in obtaining an increase of .\d. per hour in
their wages. This has been brought about through
strong combination. The Liverpool ship joiners
have not been so successful in their eft'orts as the
foregoing, and a number of them are at present on
strike ; but there are now prospects of a speedy
settlement of the dispute.

Maxchestek.—The annual conference of the
Federated Builders' Labourers' L'nion of Great
Britain and Ireland was held on Wednesday and
Thursday in last week, at the Pack Horse Hotel.
Bridge-street, Manchester, Mr. .John Judge, of
Leeds, presiding. Consideration- was given to the
question of old age pensions. After some discus-
sion, the matter was adjourned. A resolution was
carried in favour of Labour representation on public
bodies. Un the Wednesday evening the delegates

were entertained to tea by the Lancashire organisa-
tion of Builders' Labourers. The 10th annual
meeting of the Federation was held on Thursday
night. Mr. Judge, who presided, spoke of the value
of organisation, and urged all who were not con-
nected with any union to at once become members.
Mr. (iuinn, Newcastle-on-Tyne, proposed: "That
this meeting of builders' labourers pledges itself to-

use every effort to bring into one union every
labourer who is working on a building, and who is

still outside the ranks of trades-unionism." Mr.
Tighe, a member of the Hull Board of (iuardians,
seconded ; Councillor Belt (Hull) and P. Flanagan,,
general secretary, supported, the resolution being
carried unanimously, Mr. Bennett, president of
the Manchester branch, proposed, and Mr. Hood^
secretary of theBuildingTradesFederation of York-
shire, seconded the following resolution :

" That, in

the opinion of this meeting, the time has now
arrived when all builders' labourers' unions should
federate, and we offer to all branches a hearty invi-

tation to join the Federated Builders' Labourers'"

Union of Great Britain and Ireland." Other
speakers supported this resolution, which was-
cordially agreed to.

Wee.xham. — The Operative Carpenters and
Joiners having applied for an advance of wages, a
large number of the employers have conceded an,

increase of id per hour, and so prevented a strike.

Weaeside.—The .-Vmalgamated Sooietv and the
Associated Society of Joiners on the Wear have
claimed an advance of 33. per week in wages. The
matter will be dealt with by the Conciliatory Board.

CHIPS.
Memorial-stones of a new Wesleyan chapel were

laid at Gorleston, Yarmouth, on Monday week.

Mr. Samuel Steel, late clerk of works to the
Lambeth Vestry, died on Friday at his son's resi-

dence at Yarmouth, aged 73 years.

The Bishop of Bath and Wells opened on Monday
the Weymouth House Voluntary Schools at Bath,
which have been erected at a cost of .£S,0oi.i,

The Duchess of Rutland opened, on Wednesday
week, a home for poor children from Derby and!

Derbyshire which has been erected at Skegness on a
site purchased and given by Sir H. Bemrose, M.P.
The building cost £1,170. The building is capable
of accommodating 24 patients, and has been fur-
nished gratuitously by Derby people.

The funeral of Mr. William H. Hughes, who
died at the residence of his father, i, Russell -street,

Liverpool, aged 2S years, took place on Friday, at
the Necropolis in that city. He was a partner in

the firm of Robert Hughes and Son, building con-
tractors, of Liverpool and Seacombe. The large

number of mourners testified to the esteem in which-
he was held.

The foundation-stone of the new chapel of the
City of London A'^ylum at Stone, near Dartford, is

to be laid on Siturday in next week, the 18th iust.,

by the Lord Mayor, who will be accompanied by
the Sheriffs of London.

The Rotch Scholarship for 1898 has been awarded
to Mr. L. C. Newhall. of Maiden, Mass., a
draughtsman in the office of Mr. Arthur H.
Bowditch, of Boston. Mr. Newhall is the fifteenth,

holder of the oldest of the great American travelling

scholarships in architecture.

The memorial chapel which has been erected at
Llangefni to the Rev. John Elias, the great preacher
with the Welsh Calvinistic Methodists, was opened
ou Saturday. The building was erected from the
designs of Mr. Roberts, Portmadoc ; Messrs.
Williams, L'pper Bangor, being the contractors.

The cost is above £5,000.

The corner-stone of the new English Church at
Lucerne, which ii being erected by the Colonial

and Continental Church Society, vrill be laid by Mr.
F. R. St. John, Minister Plenipotentiary at Berne,
on Tuesday morning next.

Corner-stones of the newTheatre Royal, Bamsley,
were laid on Monday. Contracts to the amount of

£10,030 have already been let, and a total expense-

of about £16,000 vrill be incurred in providing a

theatre to accommodate 1,400 sitting, or a total of

2,000 when crowded. Mr. Walter Emden, P.S.A.,

London, is the architect, and the work is being
carried out under the direction of Mr. H. Crawshaw,
Barnsley.

The Bishop of Bith and Wells dedicated, on
Monday, a new chapel, situated within the walls of
the Bath Royal United Hospital. This chapel,

built in the Classic style and snatmg about 15(>

people, forms part of a larger improvement scheme,

carried out at a cost of about £2,000, which also

includes new kitchens and scullery. .Seats and
fittings from the old chapel have been brought into

the new, as also the old organ. The work has been

carried out under the super-vision and from the

designs of Messrs. Brown and GIU, architects, of

Bath, the contractors being local firms.
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LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.
Eftat Ham—Public Offices, Library tS: Technical Institute, Fire-
Engine Station. Public Baths, and Othces (cost about £55,000) £105 'msrged). £62109 C. E. Wilson. Clerk U.D.C., Public Offices, East Ham, E June 24

liotherham—Additions to Thomhill Board Schools No lirst, £15. £10 W. H. Cordridge, Clerk, School Board Offices, liotherham 30

Penshurst—Three-Bedroomed Cottages 'flSO limit each) J. Escombe, Secretary, Penshurst, Tonbridge » 30
Baildon-Sewafre Precipitation Scheme No premium ; commission H. R. Iluggine, L'.D.C. Clerk, Baildon. Yorka it 30
Bridlington Quay—Urphanage and Convalescent Home, St.
John's-avenue cost about £1,500) £25. £10 George Abbott, Secretary. '-'2i. Solly-street. Sheffield ,. 30

Foimby—Sewerage of a Portion of the Township £100, £50, £25 J. H. Ilavelock Sutton, Surveyor, rurcefleld-road, Formby July 1

Widnes-Laying-OutPark £36 15s., £10 10s., £5 6s H. S. Oppenhcim. Town Clerk, Widnes 1

Linsdale—Sewage Disposal and Water Supply U. I. Platten, Clerk, I,inslade, I/cighton Buzzard „ 1
Warrington—Police Station, Court House. \c £100, £50, £25 J. Lyon Whittle. Clerk. Town Hall. Warrington 2
Beverley—Extension of East Hiding CountvCouncil Offices £30 (merged), £20. £10 J. Bickersteth. Clerk, County Hall. Beverley .. l"

Olasgow-Exhibition Buildings (£60,000 limit £210 (merged), £1.56 10s., £105 H. \. Hedley, Secretary, 111, Buchanan-street, Glasgow Aug. 15

Pendlebury—Tliree Chapels, Offices, Lodge, Entrance Qates.
and Boundaiy Wall, at proposed Cemetery £50 {and 5 percent, com.), £30, £20 Samuel Brown, Town Clerk, Town Hall, Salford , 16

Stockholm—City Railway Stations and Jimctions £656, £438. £219 Consulate General. 27, Great Winchester-street. E.C , 31
Glasgow—Sketch Models of Stone I 'igures for Fine Art Galleries No premium J. D. Marwick, Town Clerk, City Chambers, (ilasgow —

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

BUILDINaS.
Bridlington Quay—Two Houses. Belgrave-square John Taylor Samuel Dyer, Architect. Bridlington Quay J"o«

}}LocMyne—Farmhouse and Steading NeiU Gillies. Architect. Lochgilphead •• ]\Armagh-Eepairsof Mall Prcsbvterian (^urch Committee Robert Vogan. Scotch-street. Armagh JJIlsham-Two Cottages. M.inor Farm Eendell and Symonds. .Auctioneers. N'ewton Abbott << 11

Cariiia-Infants' Block at Workhouse Guardians Edwin Seward, F.K.I.B.A., Queen's Chambers, Cardiff >• IJ
Marytavy—Dwelling-house H. James. Maryfavy '•

Jjijuildford—Dining Hall. Kitchen. Laundry, &e Guardians W. S. V. CuUeme. Clerk, Union Offices, Guildford „ JJFaygate—Rebuilding Holmbush Inn William Buck. Architect, Horsham JJBrightlingsea—Enlargement Wesleyan Day Schools Committee.. J. W. Start, F.S.I.. Architect. Colchester \\Lochton—Farmhouse ; Hope, Todd, and Kirk, im. Princes-street. Edinburgh
JJComber—Bonded Warehouse Distilleries Co Graeme-Watt and TuUoch, Architects, TTa, Victoria-st, Belfast ... „ U

Leeds-Twelve Houses. Harehilhs-road J. W. Thackray, Architect. 14. Inflrmarv-strect. Leeds >• Jl
Alnwick—Rebuilding Plough Inn Jos. Grey Hope and Maxwell. 10. Westgate-road. Xcwcastle-on-Tyne „ U
Bradford -Small Warehouse. Thornton-road C. H. Hargreaves, Architect. 19. New Corridor, E-vchange, Bradford „ 11

Selby-Grand Stand, ic Agricultural .V Horticultural Socy. R. Pearce-Brown. Hon. Secretary, Selby JjIpperLauderdale-Farm Cottage '. P. Deas. Duns ••
JJEipon—Bank Premises Knaresborough Banking Company . Arthur A. Gibson. Architect. 8. Cambridge-crescent, Harrogate „ 11

Penrhiwceiber- Osborne Hotel W. N. M.atthews. Ynisboeth Uchaf Farm, near Penrhiwceiber „ II

Maryport-Additions to Co-operative Premises, Corzon-street C. Eaglesfleld. Architect, Maryport " JJUlverston-Sheds and Tan Pita RandcU and Porter Jas. Arden, 2. Brook-street, riverston >.
JfDairsie-Alterations Craigfoodie Mains Steading David Storrar. Architect. Cupar, Fife •• " JfBerkhampstead- Repairs, ic. Workhouse. Infirmary, &c Guardians Edward H. Adley. Surveyor. Shrublands-terraoe, Berkhampstead... „ 13

Lossiemouth—Shambles
. . J. Hav Glennie. Clerk to Commissioners. Lossiemouth >

J3Sheffield—Electric Power Station, Kelham Island Tramway Committee Charles F. Wike. C.E . City Surveyor. Town Hall. Sheffield ,.
J3Unecnstown-CompletinT Custom House ' H. WilUams. Secretary. Office of Public Works, Dublin „
J3Workington—Enlarging Mossdale House. Harringtoa-road W. Eees J. Eden, Bridge-street. Workington • JgStockport- Greenhnu.ses. Vernon Park Parks Committee J. Atkinson. Borough Surveyor. Stockport J3Maimingham- Stables. Picton-street C. E.Marsden. Architect. 3. ,Iohn-street, Bradford « 13

Aberdeen-School, Hanover-street School Board Thomas Hector. Clerk. Aberdeen J*aonmel—Additions to BirdhiU House Captain JoUiffe E. A. Hackctt. M.I.C.E., Architect, Clonmel .••••• .. JJKeighley—House. Malsis-road
. Barber Hopkinson & Co., Archta. Craven Bank Chambers, Keighley „ 13

Bedford -Extending Electricity Works Corporation T. S. Potter. Town Oerk. Town HaU. Bedford JJBlackburn-Accnngton-road School School Board Cheers and Smith. Architects. 24, Richmond-terrace, Blackburn „ J«
Northallerton-Additions to Registry Office Walker Stead. M.I.<' E.. County Surveyor, Northallerton ,. 1«
Cwmaman—Additions to Ii-y Bush Inn Tliomas Jones Morgan and Elford, Architects. 31. Cannon-street. Aberdare ,.

JJWellingborough-Repairs to Spike Island Cottage Urban District Council Parker. Church-.street. Wellingborou'^h . JJChorley—Alterations and Extensions. County Police Station ... Standing Joint Committee Henry Littler, Architect. County Offices. Preston JJFoveran-.Uterations and Repau-3 at Manse . ... Jenkins and Marr. Architects. 16. Bridge-street, .Aberdeen „ 15
Heywood-Storeroom and Stables Gas Committee J. H. Baldwick, Town Clerk. Municipal Buildings, Heywood „

J5Darhngton-Base for a Bandstand, North-rd. Recreation Ground Parks Committee H. G. Stevenson. Town Clerk. Darlington . ^Bonthro?rram—Farmhouse
. . . Raymond Berry, Architect. Arcade Chambers. Cheapside, Halifax... ,. 15

Ardnagumog-Farmhouse William G. Lj-nch
'

William M'Elwee. Architect. Commercial Buildings, Foyle-3t.,Derry ,. lo
Heywood—Storeroom and Stables . Gas Committee J. H. Baldwick, Town Clerk. Harrogate ..

J*Dunston—Houses and Shop, Ravensworth-road . J. Hutchinson, Crosskeys Hotel. Dunston " 1*
Worksop-Two Public Houses Worksop and Retford IBrewery Co. W. Allen, Victoria-square. Worksop J»Wakefield-Boiler House at Asylum -West Riding County Council J. Vickers Edwards, County Surveyor. Wakefleld ••

JJMacdesfleld-Steam Laundry. Brough-street West .
" J. Proctor. Solicitor. King Edward-street, Macclesfield „ J*Highbndge-Additions. Cooper's Arms Hotel Berrvman and Bumell .1. Spire, Architect, Glastonbury J*Stoke Golding—Infants' School Church School M.anager3 Blackwell and Thomson, Architects. Halford Chambers, Leicester... „ IB

cJgin—Alterations at Steading of Upper Hempriggs Charles C. Doig. Architect, 147, High-street. Elgin i, Jo
TanfleldLea—Wesleyan Schools, Chapel-keeper's House, &-C.... Trustees D. M. Spence. Front-street. Annfleld Plain i. J2Dewsbnry- Five Shops and Offices in New Bridge-street . ... Holtom and Fox, Architects. Westgate. Dewsbury J8Camforth—Slaughter House and Stables Co-operative Society Chas. F. Thompson. .Architect. The .Arcade. Lancaster .,

J«EUon—Auction Mart Aberdeen Cattle Association Walker and Duncan. 3. Golden-square, Abardeen •
J«Loughor—Chapel Daniel Daries, Grocer. Upper Loughor •
J*Bridlington—Eight Dwelling-houses, Waterworkg-poad Nomabell and Co Samuel Dyer, Architect, Bridlington Quay JjHalstead—Tramps' Ward, Workhou.sc Guardians R. L. Hughes, Clerk, Halstead. Essex • •»

Kinloas-Cottages. .Archiestown C. C. Doig. Architect. 147, High-street, Elgin .i 1»
Grimesthorpe-Extension of Locomotive Offices Midland Railway Co James WUliams. Secretary. Derby J°Much Hadham, Hertford—Police Station Standing Joint Committee Urban A. Smith. County Surveyir. 41, Parliament-street, 8.W ,. 1"

Elgin—Alterations at Farm Ste4ding of Wester Coltflcld Charles C. Doig, Architect, 147, High-street, Elgin <• 1»

Addingham—Alteration of Beacon House, and for Lodge
and Stables Milnes and France. Architects. Bradford .•

JJSwansea-Post Office H.M. Office of Works Hon. R. B. Brett. C.B.. Secretary, 12, Whitehall Place, S.W „
J7Monlsford—Ex.avating and Foundation Works Committee of Visitors J. T. Morland, Clerk. Reading .

••
JJClapham.near Lancaster—Alterations toChnrch: John F. Curwen. F.R.I.B.A., Uighgate. Kendal JJ

. Manchester - Extension of Ragged School & Home, Charter-st. Committee Maxwell and Tuke. Architects, 11, Corporation-street, Manchester „
J8Eugby -Additions to Workhouse Infirmary Guardians J. W. Pendred. Clerk. Rugby " J|Aberystwyth—House and Surgery, (iueen's-road Dr. Bonsall George Jones and Son. Architects, 17, George-street, Aberystwyth .. „ 18

Lancaster—Setting Back '/.Mri/Zon Office Front Streets Committee T.C.Hughes. Town Clerk. Lancaster J=^me Abbas -Biithrooms to Vagrant Wards Guardians H. A. Huxtable, Clerk, Union Offices, Ceme Abbas •
J*Worksop-Two Public Houses Worksop Brewery Co W. Allen, Victoria Square, Worksop >• "

Eari's Ojurt, S.W.—Rebuilding St. Matthias' National School,
Warwick-road JLinagers John Butler, F.R.I. B.A.. 11. RedclifTe CmrJens, S.W 20

Leeds--Alteralions. White Rose Inn Melbourne Brewery Co Thos. Winn. .Architect, 62, Albion-street, Leeds i. jO
Knarraborough—School Buildings and Headmaster's H(jnse Governors King James's Grmr Schl. Wallace Gill. Solicitor. Knaresborough " »*
Flmt Hdl—Two Houses Thomas Robson J. Moyle, Architect, Hobson, Bumopfield ^^
Orays-Schools Governors of Palmer's School T. A. Capson, Clerk, Orsctt-road, Grays ^l^mmgton-Engme House at Pumping Station Corporation H. C. Passman. Town Clerk. I.fimington *[
Warlmgham-- Foundations .'v Sub-tnicture of Lonatic A-sylum Croydon County Borough Council . Borough Engineer's Office. Town Hall, r'roydon 20
KirkstaU—Atlerations, Woodman Inn Melbourne Brewery Co Thos. Winn, .Architect, 62, Albion-street. Leeds .i

^J*Exeter-Enlargement of Heiid Poxt Office Commissioners of il.M. Works Hon. Iteginald B. Hrett. Secretary. 12. Whitehall-place. S.W ,. 21
Portsca—Church of St. Stephen. I"ort-«ea (700 seats) Reginald A. Crowley. Architect, -i-J, nigh-stre<'t, IJroydon 22
Stockport-Laundry, 4:c., and New Win^ to InHrmarv Infirmary Committee Woodhomc .ind Willoughby. .Archts.. 10. KinL'-strect, Manchester. „ 22
Burr—Alt Gallery and Public Gallery, M'jss-Une and'Silver-st. Corporation John lla.slam. Town I'ierk, Corp iration offices. Bury r;
Dublin—Additions to Children's Home. Cabra Guardians of North Dublin Union . J. Morris. Clerk of rt'orks. 21. Cabra-place, Dublin „ 2^^

Surrey—Isolation Block at Infinnarv-, Ei.st Dulwich-grove ...Guardians Fr.xlorirk Wlif.ler, Architect, 6, staple Inn, London, W.C „ 23
NewBrompton-Drapery Stores, High-street C. Fyjm Ernest J. Hammond, Architect, 111, High-street, New Brompton.. „ S3
Flnokbnrgh-Three Cottages W. R. Nash. Cark '*»

Derbyshire-.Adilitionsto Abbotshohn School Wm. Sug.len and Son. F.R.I.B.A . I-eek and Hanley 2S
York-Electnc-Light Station Corporation A. Creer. City Engineer. Guildhall. York ••.

J?>,eUon --Refuse Destructor Health Committee R. M. Prescott. Town Clerk. Town Hall, Nelaoa i. J'Leeds-Dead Meat Market Corporation J. Harrison, Town Clerk, Leeds "
Horton. near fcpsom -Superstmctnre of Lunatic Asylom (for

•2,000 Patients and Stalfj A,sylums Committee O. T. Hine, Architect, 85, Parliament-street, S.W 2'
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BUILDINOS—tf^nifinwrf.
Kni--f..rd-WorkhuiiscCliapel and Vagrant Wards Gnardians o Tjv. riori rn,„., nm™,. t- . t ,

k:;i:;^o;:ri;;^i'SC£,n,„reh::::::::::::---::--:
<^^^'- ^^^^^^^--f^^^^p^^^for^^

Workioirton -Additions to Board Room "
itaflrtnai^Govemo™ p w T»?Jl ' « »

"• w T"""' 2?

Norbitcn-meen Pairs of Cottages •::::;;::::::::::;•:::

wm.cowimg "j-^^'S^aKfs^ortb Archit«.t^pont.fract:::;:::;z::3^^^^

B,lfa8t-ExteD8ion of Licensed Premises, Gi^at Oeor^'i^it^t P.indM: Bridle Z W J M^^re^'SJihl^tect'l^hit^h^nTn,!- ^^'^f '^ ; iWrr- "
K.^.K'bley-I-iigmeer-s Workshop, Parker-streft ..

'
T^i,„'T,;^J^' !?^r ' ^Y^'tntta" Buildings, Ann-street, Belfast... —

nun«let-Pourteen OottaKes and Five Through-Houses T^p" T'iil°\"'t}^°,°'^
Arcbitects, \ork Chambers, Keighley -

Orang<Mjver-Sands-Sbop and Dwelling-Douse, Main-street .,.j;wVJop8;;n:;'V.V^^^ Jo^n Hutto^M sT'Ar^i^t Tr»„,,;.i

-
neadmgley-Houses and Shop, Highbury-lane '^ J?^~^ i^^hu lf^^^^}• tS^l' t •

!,•

-
I^ds-nou.,eat Koundhav O- Dodpon, Architect 8b Albion-street, Leeds _
Macdeaadd- Steam Laundry in Brough-street Wert";" James' iiirkiaiid V^'^S^^T'^i 1^!;'"'*So' ',? -"bion-street, Leeds _
Roundbav-Two Shops

Miruana A. C. Proctor, Solicitor, 23, Kmg Edward-street, Macclesfield —
Houghton-Six Houses aiid Shop

Jon? E. Preston, Architect, 32, Northbrook-street, Chapel-AUerton. —
Ihirston-Villa to VVV' R. Heppenstall, irreat Houghton

. _
Man.sfleid-Twdveniiu";«,B™tinckis'tr;;et' ::::::.":::::::

wm.oowimg ^rsdeandKeyworth,ArcTiitect8 pontefract .•..:•..•..: _
Hognaston-Primitive Methodist Chapel -S^' % Higginbottom Architect, King John's Chmbrs, Nottingham —
Hartwhistle-Two shops and Dwdling-Houses:.:...:.::..;:::;;::;"' WliiiamBeU ^''Wi.^f"' -•^Jl''tft- Ma.rket-place, Nottingham _
Headingley-Ei"ht Scullerv Houses

"uuamueu H. Higginson, M.S.A., Carlusle _
Colchester-New Worksho^s. Hiuh-str^t 'T

'."
Stanford andcX ^^i^

Braithwaice. Architect, 26 Norwood-place, Headingley -
Belfast-Nine Houses and Tw,. Shops. Down^g-steeit

"" "t*"'""* "'^ Co Chaa £ Butcher. .Architect. 3, Queen-str«t Colchester -
Barry-Addilions, Porthkerrr House J Cor^' JP Alexander and Reid lOo Roya Avenue, Belfast _
Carlisle-Additions to lirill Hall

" ^°^' '''^
?'"',?', ''^'i'?*'''^V,°'^l,""l»^°'

^'^titects, Cardiff _

^^^'l^^Z^^^- -^^^"^'^ ••••••••""" s^-oreand-cx":::::::::::::::;;;:::::; ^g'l.SlS'^^Stt^t^Ln-st^eetrcoiche^t^- ;::;"::;;:;;:: =
Ss::^!!^-^^E^-^^i^SLS?Sro^ii:^ 8to^anaco;;==:;::::;;:::;;|tl!SS?r^^rn Tf^'---"=-

-
^Voodlands Park -Board School ;i.SCO childrenl

. Tottenham School Bo'il'd o PTT.^f.»; a kV ^'\Tf'?f»"''T*v'^'?''*^'
^- '^ -

East Harling-Three Cottages and SmaU Farmhouse ...

^Oltennam hchool Board
AkhnTo^Xd F^T^l!!' }^h H"lr™ v

^'o^a^tf^t. E-C -
Spennymoor-.\lterations tS Church . The Vicir

Arthur Qayford Estate Agent, East HarUng, .Norfolk —
FortWiUiam-Olenlochy DistiUery. NeTi^bridge

'
" Ite Mcar C.Hodgson Fowler F.S A Architect, Durham _

Southtown-Rtaliles V io o"'.v Dun Cameron, Architect, Inverness _
rCton^AdJinl. Tower to'churcii

^'™"' ""^ ^°°' so^tttown Dudley Amptt M.S.A., Gorieston-on-Sea .:.;;;:.;.::.;:;;;:;::;: -

C«lisie-Auc7i^Mart"-i-c:
Rural Dmtnct CouncU The Surveyor, Estate Office, Spilsby ..:... ::::Z::::::Z::Z -

Wood Green, X.—Alexandra Schools' Vionochiidreni n''Aii'^U\^^'J^"s"i.'^'y"T>"'"'A i'''.;,'^*''*™'
Architect, Bank Chambers. Carlisle —

Leeds-Altemtion to xSrth TaveSNoXsS '
Tottenham School Board G.E.T Laurence, Architect ISl, Queen Victoria-street. E.C -

Belfast-Remoddling the Licen.sedPremises. Odd L<;d^riia " Edward Smith r'v ?J"<=''^"' 'V^'i!^'';
SafeDeposit Chambers, Leeds -

Colchester-Villa Residence, Maldon-strert
"«g«-roaa Mward Smith J \ . Brennan Architect. 21, Wanng-street, Belfast -

Elland -Additions to South-end Schools Trn»;;/l.^V,.r; n,'^i^^}l^a\:^^^y^i^^^^^ Sr v
E- Butcher. Architect, 3, Queen-street, Colchester —

London, W.-PulCg-down Man.fon, No.' 35, Dovei^steeet
Elland-cum-Greetland School Board Herbert W. Booth, Architect, King (>oss, Halifax _

CasUeton-EightShJps with Houses and TlSee S-?p1hops w'h "Lavfion
Wui^erisand Arber, ^ch.tects, M, Sackville-street, PiccadUly, W. -

Greenmount-Two Semi-detached Houses
up onops m. a. l^awton S^^ ;^- Hammond. Architect, Rochdale _

Wigton-Bam tit""w'"j D. Hardman, Architect, Silver-street, Bury —
Loughrigg-BiUiardlroom "aid Li'bra^atBiTintHow i°vP^. w'!l^"^^,?'f'„^,'^«°' ^i^'. V^ i -
Ooldthorpc-Si.Kteen Houses

^ uninow Robert Walker F.R.LB.A., Ardutect, Wmdermere -
IMerborough-Two Houses in Parliament^street'::::":::::" ?',P°41li.h?

Engmeer, 19. Baxter-gate, pm<^ter.. _
T ongtown - Additions to Licen.-ed Premises. High-street . Kehard 'h ' Moiiihouse t;,.;,^^^^^^^ ?/ f'^'t^","'*''::?''!^',;

I
f.tfborough

_
Manorhamilton-Rebuilding Chenrbrook HousI

lucnarQ a. JUonthouse Joseph Graham, Architect, Bank-street, CarUsle -

\^^^C'rZ^l7o:?li:^{^-i^^t^^'-=-= ^est A:Hp;r:::;-:;:;;;:;:;;;;;:;;;;;; ^^^^p^^.^.-^^::::::::zz- z
S^X^^sS^S^ei '^^- siberts. Mart.a,;d coi;::-:::::;: ||1^^b^2c^^. nVPark^piice; i^edy";::":;:::::;:;;:: =
Harrogate-House and Sdiools, Leadhaii-l'ane H"R"Coidiis Ki,^'/""/^"™ 'H'^i^^/^'v^' ^-'^I'l",?" P*'*'-

^^4°'''*^''^ .
—

Bury, Lanes-Eight Houses in Parsonage-street
M. K. oousms Bland and Bown, Architects, North Park-row, Harrogate -

Strata Florida Cardj"an«hire -Nevprhmvb v- j ^ ., Thomas Nuttall, C.E., Architect, 20. Market-street, Bury —
Burf,7rd, oTon--Stt|Se'Hosm^^

^"^"^ """^ Committee Telfer Smith, M.S A , Architect and Surveyor, BuUth, Wells -
Carlisle-Lodeino House Ijowther-sVrc'ot rU'vV'T ' j" Vr '^ T. H, Cheatle. Hon. Secretary, Burford. Oxon —
West Ardsley?-H"oSes at i?n^Iey Common

^"^'^ ^^^^ =°'^"^
S'

1%^™°°; M S. A.. Carlisle -
Sedbergh—Rebuilding Bull Tlntd V j';^v'"> '"•" Crossland, Upper Green. West Ardsley —
Radbr^k4hro&?^S?If8chool for Girls

^""^ ^"""'"^
1°''^ ^"^Y'^fWf'^i- '^^"v^' <^-^y^ 'i,-,

"
Tandy-Additions to Great Goitre Farm Buildlnrgs;:.;; i! Eiecutors'of C H "JiiiM F 5'

?''h!;l''of\^' »""i'' *??'^
Chambers, Wellington, Salop ... -

Newstead—Weslevan Chapel
i^B^ ivxtcuiors oii^. n. jamcs L. A. Johnson. M.S.A., Architect, Abergavenny —

'^ V J- E. Goodacre, Architect, Stockwell-gate. Mansfield —
ENGINEERINCJ.

oakwortt-Rele^IS^..^!'^.'':.^""!'.;:;;::^ ^°^^ ''^^^'^ "*^'''" '^°°P^'"' J-Taylor.Sons. k Santo Crimp. Engineers. Gt. GeotgMt..Westmster June 11
West Sciafton -Waterworks w'»" o i

'/, -A'
Judsonand Moore, Architects, Oakworth, near keighley ,, H

W«tacre_-BridgrSTtJd,"Wiih""Briii""Fo^^^^ ^^'*' Supply Committee Dawson Utiey. West Scrafton, Middleham. R.S.O. ^...1 ,'; It

Nunlaton-V.aterMains(:'imilesof'<;ir;'and'4in'; " - ^''^"'''r.'^^'/i'''™?? T. H. B. Hcslop. M.I.C.E.. County Surveyor. Norwich „ 11

Ilford-Sludge^fte^fnfikchtoeA L^xford^^^^ ITrW niS"' r""^"^ 'I'
.^^ S?''''™- Waterworks Engineer. CouncU Offices. Nuneaton... 13

Oirsonfleld-Servnee RlseT?og^nd h> ia^Jr
^''""' ^''*"=' ^""^"^ Job? ^- B«>ton. Clerk, Council OtSces, Dford „ 13

Dunfermline -Water Supply Works
^"^"'""s ^....^ E.Brown, C.E., S.3, Clayton-street, Newcastle „ 13

Goole-Gas Apparatus
'^'^'^

?^h,?n°y • t"??""^ -i
^"'"^ ^'"'' '^'"^' Dunfermline ,' 13

Stockport -Ciilvertino Heriinshiw Bmok;-Ji<ili;,„;i;';;iU; o >
District Councd George England. Clerk, E.xchange Buildings, Goole „ IS

Lond^. N.wl-Co"densin|piart &c Rele^? P^"k '^ene^
"^ Committee John Atkinson. Borough Surveyor, St. PetSgate. Stockport

"
IS

CaX"y"-1>'um??ig M^h?^"'''
"^''^

?,'• ?'""='%' ^"^. C. H. F. Barrett. Vestry aerk. Vestry HaU. Pancras-road, N.W. ... „ 14
Yarm -Widening Leven Bridge 2'!!l?^^j'?°"H"^'?''l''^ ••., Major E. Kerrison. Burlingham House. Norwich 14
Ely-Iron-ciiider Road-Brid4 on Brick Pierk'

North Eidmg County Council Wal er Stead, County Surveyor. NorthaUerton „ 14
HaUfax-Vertical CondenTerf

Commissioners of Burnt Fen Archer and Son, Solicitors, Market-place, Ely IS
Salford-Sewage Tanks &o

Gasworks Committee T. Holgate. Engineer, Gasworks, Halifax ... „ 15

CheppingWycombe-P^ecipitetionT^s
Corporation S. Brown, Town Clerk, Town HaU, Salford . „ 15

Llanfynydd-Bridge over Stream ct i' " W'VV;-;'.';-— 1. J- Rushbrooke, Borough Surveyor, High Wycombe „ 16
Teignmouth-Gas-Main tl,7TOy"r<is'of uio^ nriT"

n
°,5iT,i °'^''7'' ^°""^ - ^- ^- ^™"'- "«'''• Broughton Workhoule, n^r Chester . 16

WiU-BrickCul^^?S^andR(S^Five(>ossin«•c^^ ^- « HallJordan, Clerk, Town HaU, Teignmouth „ 16
and Canals n *^

Kenwyn -Sinking and Steynin^Weii
Corporation J. J. Channock. Clerk. Wigan „ IS

Sunbury-on-Thames -Tanks of Brickwork and rnn',.'^f.i' iVi! 'V^^.'-'VA :;
George Gow. Tregothnan Otiice. Truro ,. IS

Br|ntwSod-Repairing Wrighl's Brilge, tSd flSStog 'New
^^ "''"''' *^°""'^ ^''""^' ^- °°^^^'^^ *^''"''' ^'^"'^ '8

Tipt^n-HeSlpuMcOffi"^ Billericay Rural District CouncU C. E. Lewis, Clerk, New-road. Brentwood , 23
Ibumdale- Bridge Sjf-I? °o'"f£?™'='^^- Jno. W. Waring. Clerk. Public Offices. Owen-street, Tipton „ 20
Sheffleld-Road Bridgeo'verLi^eyit Penistoiiel-road

Whitby Rural District Council George Buchanan, SoUcitor, Whitby 20

^p^itE ar r^- 5; • T "„ "' 'auey Urban DUtrict Council . DE Tones Clerk Port Talhnf - ,,

^^^o^e-wfuHf^S ''"• "^""""^ °""^'' ^"•^^ • if"donco„n^ Council..::::;:;;:::::::: ?ie'^in:41er-s^?epaSie^nt','count^ Hai-;-^^^^^^^ ;: 11
Bethnal Gieen-ElectridtrPlant atlnfl.,;a;v P.i;;«,;^,,i ¥ '^ District CouncU A. M. Cobban, Surveyor, Home-street, Scunthorpe 24

Madras-:rtmsati^onTf Wa£rofplri?SZ
Board of Guardians GUes.Googh, i: TroUope, Arx:hts ,2s,Craven-st.,CharingCioss.W.C. " 2S

lanslade-Water Supply Vt"!;™'^""'-! Chief Engmeer for Irrigation. Madras July I

Eadomir-EaUwav f?om Radn'mir V„'i-;;;f«Ui';i-.^:,Vv;-;i.--:ii-:i-
^'ban CouncU E. i. piatten. Clerk. Linslade. L-Jghton Buzzard 1Eadomir-RaUway from Eido'm'ir to Kusteiidilaiid theTiikw;

"''• ^- ^l^"^"' ^erk. Linslade. L-Jghton Buzzard .

Frontier
'^-^^

Grangemouth -Dock Extension r-'^\^'j""""'i'i 'A'
Commercial Department of the Foreign Office

, 4
St. Helens -Pumpin.^ Plant toniisen'miiiioT.'=;;ii;;r.'.™;",i'"'

Caledonian EaUway Company Secretary Caledonian RaUwav. 302. Buchanan-street, Glasgow „ 4

cod.ermouth-Ke''buaLtBrJdg'?rni^ire-riSg^iJlir .'^'..^:'^.: guS-SSct Co^cu-::;;::;;:::;::;:;: i: k '^S^^i:i;':c^^X^^^':^°:^^'^:^^!^'::^ '- ''

FENCINO AND WALLS.
If^^Jl^^^Sl^S^S Miitonof-Biacklnnans-^d

^"^^ ^""^ ^= ^- J^""' ^^'^^^'^ ^^^ ^-^ ''

Corb ,1,400 vards:
. t i. t,

Stockport-Wrought-ironHuriesUMiiii^yardsyatciiaii^ Panton, Royal Bank, Blairgowrie U

Solthlu-6ftV Gil'viiiisid iriii Feil(ieiii F<;athei^t;,nZ;^^^^ ^t^,*^"?; SSffJ."'* -i
• i°bn Atkinson, Borough Surveyor, St. Petersgate. Stockport

Goole Fidds-WaU. Swinefleet-^f
i eatherstone-road LrbanDmtnct CouncU Howard E. Felkin. Engineer. High-street. SouthaU 14

West Ham-Boundary WaU LTGaie8;Abbey MilJa Pinpiig °°" ''"^ '"''"'^' ^"""^ ^''°- ^'^'^°'^- '^'''^- ^^"'"^
• "

'"

"""
London County CouncU Oerk L.C.C., Spring Gardens. S.W ,. 21

13

U^
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THE REVISED SCHEDULE OF
PROFESSIONAL CHAEGES.

WHETIIEII it is wise to substitute a new
schedule of professional charges, such as

that published and now under discussion,

for the older and partially-recognised schedule
issued by the Institute of British Archi-
tects, is a question of some moment for the

Erofession. Some members of the Institute

ave expressed their doubt as to whether
the tritling alterations and additions made
are worth the risk of publishing a new form
which is sure to provoke criticism and doubt.
For, as we have had to point out before, no
professional agreement as to charges or
custom is binding on the public. We know
what the ( 'ourts have held in this question,
and it is exceedingly doubtful if any new
arrangement will meet with the concurrence
of judges. If the charges are established on
custom, it may be said that it is not
worth while to amend them. On the other
hand, the old schedule is by no means a
model of its kind: the clauses are intermixed,
and the wording in some cases is indefinite.

We refer our readers to the new or
remodelled clauses published in our last issue,

from which it will be seen that some of the
old clauses have been improved and rendered
more inteUigible. Clauses I. and II., as
amended on Mr. Wm. Woodward's sugges-
tions, are certainly improved in some parti-
culars. The transposal of the sentence
relating to the clerk of works appointment
from the first to the second clause is an
improvement, certainly. It is better, also,

that the architect's commission should
exclusively be dealt with in the first clause
without referring to subsidiary matters. If
the reader will compare the old with the new
sche<lule, he will find that the revised clause
No. I. includes items that are now contained
in other clauses of the old form. By incor-
porating them in one clause, aU referring to
what the architect's o per cent, includes, the
schedule is much simplified ; as wc have
also in the next clause a statement of what
are not included in this commission. We
are not quite sure whether the old words
" executed from his designs " are not better
than the substituted ones, " under his direc-
tion." The latter words appear to exclude
design ; though, practically, of course, an
architect's directions would imply his design
in most cases. Xo doubt, also, the sub-
stituted wonla may be argued as being more
just to the, profession, inasmuch as the
architect has often to carry out buildings
that are not strictly according to his design,
the latter having been altered or modified by
his client, and it would be open to a litigious

client to say ' it was not entirely his archi-
tect's design," but his own. We agree, how-
ever, with a suggestion made, that the clause
would be better if the words were, " executed
from his designs or under his direction."
Clauses I. and II. as amended read :— 1. The
usual remuneration for an architeit's .services,

except as hereinafter mentioned, is a com-
mission of .) per cent, on the total, cost of
works executed ihkIit hii iltrertimis. Such
total cost is to be valued as though executed
by a builder with new materials. This com-
mLssion is for the necessary preliminary con-
ferences and sketches, approximate estimate
when required (such, for instance, as may be
obtained by cubing out the contents), the
necessary, general, and detailed drawings and
specifications, one set of tracings, duplicate
specification, general superintendence of
works, and examining and passing the
accounts, exclusive of measuring and making

out extras and omissions." It will be noticed
this clause incluiles the old clauses <5, 11, 12.

Glaus II., as amended, runs: "This com-
mission does not include the payment for

services rendered in connection with negotia-
tions relating to the site or premises, or in

supplying drawings to ground or other laud-
lords, or in surveying the site or premises,
and taking levels, making surveys and plans
of buildings to be altered, making arrange-
ments in respect of party-walls and rights

of light, or for drawings for, and coiTe-
spondence with, local and other authorities,

or for services consequent on the failure of

builders to carry out the works, or for

services in connection with litigaticjn or

arbitration, or in the measurement and
valuation of extras and omissions. For such
services additional charges, proportional to

the trouble involved and time spent, are
made. The clerk of the works should be
appointed by the architect, his salary being
paid by the client." This clause covers the
ground now included in clauses 5, 7, and 1 1

.

From these two clauses it will be seen that
while the first states what are included in

the customary commission of 5 per cent., the
second distinctly states the items not em-
braced. The new words, "or for drawings
and correspondence with local and other
authorities," are desirable. It is impossible
to define charges for all these services : they
must be regulated by the degree of skill

required or time expended. Clause III.

embodies the old clauses 4 and 10, the first of

which refers to works of small cost of £.300,

in which it is laid down that the charge
should be by time, or by an ascending scale

reaching 10 per cent, for works under £100
in cost. Clause 10 refers to alterations of

premises, which generally involve much time
and trouble. The revised clause states that in

works of less cost than £1,000, and in designs
for furniture and fittings, decorative painting,

mosaics, sculpture, or stained glass, and in

alterations, the " charge is regulated by
special circumstances and conditions."
The insertion of £1,000 instead of £500 is

an improvement, and is less likely to be
questioned. This clause includes all works
requiring special artistic skill in design and
superintendence. Time and skOl expended
are here the chief considerations to be taken
intoaccount. A percentage on cost is a totally

inappreciable method of assessing remunera-
tion, and the words added in cases of altera-

tions and additions to buildings include a

class of work which the percentage com-
mission is quite inadequate to pay for.

Clause IV. is also important—it modifies
Clause 3 of the old schedule. The new
words—" but the arrangement does not
apply to the reduplication of parts in one
building undertaking, in which case the full

commission is to be charged on the total

cost"—are not very clear, and, on the whole.
Clause :J of the old form seems more
definite and precise in its application. The
other revised clauses, especially those of V.,

VI., VIII., XL, XIV., XVI., have been
modified or rendereil more explicit. The
reference to the Office of Works custom in

the old clause <i has been omitted for the
sufficient reason that the schedule was no
longer in force. (Jlause X. substitutes the
old clause 21, which refers to preparing
specifications and superintending and certify-

ing the formation of roads, fences, itc, for

estates. A charge of 2 per cent, on estimate
is pro])Osed for this work, and when the roads,

&.C., are completed, an additional 4 per cent.

( In these and other revisions wo shall again
have to speak, and in the mean time we
advise our readers to carefully peruse the
revised clauses.

DL'DLEY GALLERY ART SOCIETY.

THE summer exhibition of this .Society,

held at the Egyptian Hall, Piccadilly,

comprises a few water-colour pictures and

sketches of interest. We cannot say they
are all worthy of exhibition. Many of

them are the work of novices, weak in

drawing or sentiment. .\s usual, there are

a large number of seaside pieces, coast

views, still life, and i/enrf, and these classes

may each be divided into original work and
picture-making. But to proceed in the order

of the catalogue. Several lady artists and
amateurs contribute. The flower-painting

of Mima Nixon is admirably restrained and
natural. Her " Chrysanthemums " (2) is

certainly one of the best works of the kind ;

the white, yellow, and deep rod flowers are

arranged loosely and naturally in a jug of

dark bluish-green glazed ware, and the dark
background is helpful. Near it Louise Fur-
mage [H] has a studj'of rhododendron blossom,
white and violet ; the Howers are loosely

thrown on a table, a basket standing behind
—carefully painted, and without formality.

Miss Margaret Bernard has several works of

breadth and power. Her view from " Wapping,
Looking Down the River "

(0), with its craft

and rippled surface reflecting the light, is

a clever sketch. Few of her works are more
pleasing than the view " Village Green,
Frampton-on-Seveni "(13J,

with the rounded
masses of foliage and placid water reflection,

and without doubt this is one of the best

landscape studies. Her sketch of " Chain
Gate, Wells " (74), is soUd and broadly
handled, the old gateway and tower of

cathedral standing in strong shadow against

a light sky. "Gateway, Chioggia " (140),

is also a nice sketch, and firm in draw-
ing, not always met with in ladies'

work. Wiggs Kinnaird's "The Severn
near Shrawley" (7), is worth notice for

its delicate treatment of colour. The
president (Mr. AValter Severn) has three or
four subjects. His "Sunset, Biawitz " (10), is

a carefully executed and effective view, and
is in pastel. His " Como, after Rain" is more
smooth and mannered ; his best work is

" Gorse in Full Bloom," a rich harmony of

golden hue under a grey sky. " .Scared,"

by Geo. Rushton, has the elements of good
drawing and arrangement, and H. Sylvester

.Stannard's "Village by Sunset" (2:5) is

pleasing. A. Duassut is a subtle delineator

of landscape. His " SuiToy Lane" (:32) is

finished and delicate with its leafless trees ;

and " The Outskirts of the Village," " Old
Cottages, Amersham" (2.34), " Golden Sunset"
(;!.34), and other small sketches are feelingly

done and extremely delicate, and are all dainty

harmonies of colour. In quite a different

style is Miss Evangeline Jex-Blake's work.
No. 39, "The Vestner Thor, Nuremberg"
(39), "View of Wells ( 'athedral and Glaston-
bury Tor " (68), are delightfully broad and
true. Solid in handling is " Near Hengist-
bury Head, Hants " (lo.3), and a nice sugges-
tion of atmosphere and breadth of colour is

seen in her view of "Verona" (201)). We
priss a few tame and weak drawings,
tike " -V Quiet Summer Evening ou the

Stour " {52), and come to ono of Henry
Terry's sjiecimens of portraiture. His
" < >ld Buckinghamshire Tvicemaker " (o.3) is

pleasant as a piece of i/iiirr. The old

woman with her laco, and the young jjirl

with a basket of provisions, are drawn with
Mr. Terry's usual truthfulness. There is a
harmony of grey tones and browns and
russets in Berenger Banger's delicately-

wooded landscape (G.3) "Sad December."
There is also a sympathetic note in it,

Frances E. Nesbitt's "Thrashing t'orn"

(70), is an honest jjicco of work. There is

movement and vigour in the farm lab nuers

busy at their threshing operations, and the

colour is admirable. Miss Maud 'I'urner's

tiguro subject " At the Sign of the ' Red
Oragon'"—a country girl feeding pigeons

at the door of an inn - - is drawn
feelingly, and the colour is pleasing.

No. 73, "On the Grand Canal, Venice,"

by D. W. Hereford, is harmonious in

colour ; light and atmosphere are given by
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thin aud transparent handling. Next,
Albert Stevens contributes a fine view of
" Mentone " (7S), taken from the biUs at the
back of town. The bay and town nestling
between the hills is effective. "Near Cape
Martin " (15.>), and a clever sketch of moor
with its rough heather and gorse, '

' Harlow
Moor, Harrogate," may also be noticed as
examples of the industrj' of this painter.
The gallery would be incomplete without a
specimen of L. Block's finished work in still

life. The minuteness of the old volirme open,
with the engraving and the soiled plate, is

marvellously realistic. There is admir.able
effect in the view of " Sand IliUs, Pas
de Calais" (80), by Miss Rose Douglas.
This lady artist is an expert in the
blending of wet colours. Stiff and iin-

natural is "A Eehearsal" (82): H. W.
Mesdag has a nice sketch (S3) ; Miss Maud
Turner's " Study of a Head " is meritorious
for its colour and pose— rich auburn hair
tied up with a band of blue ribbon.
There is a want of atmosphere in the
distance of H. Sylvester Stannard's land-
scape (100). We note a sketch by L.
Burleigh Bruhl for its nice tone and
wooded banks, •' On the Wye," and Harriet
Skidmore's very masterly rendering of the
sea, breakers, and surf over rocks (111).
Mrs. Mariquita Moberley (121) sends a
sketch of Euskin's study at Brantwood,
interesting as showing the homely tastes
of the great art critic and writer.
The fireplace has over it a keramic
panel representing the Virgin crowned by
angels, and at the sides are shelves
of old pottery and books, treasures of the
author. H. W. Mesdag, of the Hague, sends
three masterly sketches in monochrome-
seascapes in black and grey. " In Danger "

(129), a boat, with crew, flying sig^nals of
distress in a rough sea; " Eough AVeather
on the Dutch Coast"; and "The North

Sea " (163)—all faithful renderings of rough
sea and swelling waves in black and yellow
tone in broad vigorous dashes of the pencil.

Eose Douglas's view at Etaples (160) is a
broad and grev-toned sketch showing power.
No. 165 "Bliie Bells, Epping Forest," by
H. G. Stormont. is a delicate and dexterous
piece of work. We may also note the work
of Mrs. Jane Inglis " '^Tiitby " (1ST), a nice

sketch of red-tiled cottages climbing hill

;

and a bright sketch of the same place,
'

' Bringing in the Fish,
'

' byanother lady, Ethel
Kirkpatrick (1S8) ; also a view of St. Bartholo-
mew the Great, by Miss Eickenbach. Another
lady, Mi's. James Jardine, sends a vigorous
sketch of " Filey Brig," a rocky piece of sea-

coast cleverly done. Miss Turner has a pleas-

ing figure study, " Cinderella " (190), Miss B.
Wigan a brilliant sketch of a Gipsy Encamp-
ment (20.5), Lexden L. Pocook a study
by the riverside in the dusk of evening (203),

and F. A. Howarth a pleasing study of

"Table Mountain, Eobbin Island." Miss
M. A. Cooper's pots and wallflowers " Ready
for Potting" (212); a p.air of little sunset
landscapes by George Marks, a clever sea-

piece with boats getting ready for the
tide (218), by ('. Topham Davidson, are
worth passing notice. The ablest coast

scene is T. S. Hutton's " Cemaes Bay,
Anglesey " (226), a large and skilfully

handled coast view : the waves are breaking
over a rocky shore, and there is motion and
freshness imparted. The flock of sea-birds

gives life to the scene. David Green's sketch
of "Springtime" (229), is broad, and the
colour fresh. One of the finest landscapes is

Mrs. Mary Stevens's " Summer Time in

the Engadine " (2oS), quite 'V\'fiirterian in

manner, the wild flowering grass on the
valley sides and the distant hills are deli-

cately and effectively painted. Miss Bessie

AVigan's " Over the Linton Moor," and Miss
Janet Fisher's work (260), and a few other

drawings and sketches by J. Maud Peel

272), M. Rose (273), Gertrade Crompton
280), J. CarHsle (300), Eeginald Jones (310,

296), Lady Adelaide Taylour (292), Miss
Pughe's figure of a Cavalier, may be men-
tioned as works of merit, besides a few on
the screen. There are many feeble and tame
productions which detract from the character

of the exhibition.

MODEL SPECIFICATIONS.—XM:I.

IN the specification of particular works it is

as well to preface the clauses by saying

what particular kind of stone is to be used,

the modes of fixing and jointing, whether
by metal or slate dowels, their length and
substance, or cramps of bronze, and the

material—lead or Spence's metal—used for

running in the same ; the kind of joggles,

as Y-joggles. The sizes of aU details not

figured in the drawings ought to be always

given ; for example, the extreme dimensions

of siUs, architraves, jamb mouldings, mul-
lions, cornices should be stated, the beds of

these items, heights of stones for jambs and
columns, lengths of stones for cornices, &c.

In our clauses we have only suggested

dimensions ; but they are necessary for

the quantity surveyor as weU as the

mason. A general clause ought to be in-

serted as to the beds and joints, the kind of

finish to face, the pointing, and that the

work is to be cleaned down at completion

and left perfect to the architect's approval.

In specifying Bath stone and other kinds, it

is necessary to say that the stones ,ire to be

well seasoned and hard, shown by their resist-

ance to the pressure or point of a tool, and

sometimes it is specified that the stone is to

be selected by the architect or clerk of works.

For steps, sills, landings, and stairs, the
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older the Portland stone is, the harder and
more suitable. The selection of stone for such
features as dressings, columns, niches, and
other details is essential. If of Portland, the
bed should be specified as " Whitbed," or if

of Bath, they should be of Box Ground,
Corsham Down, Combe Down, or Monks
Park, which are all good weather stones, and
the latter fairly compact and even-grained.
But only experience of quarries and working
can give the requisite qualities : as sometimes
it is better that the requirement as to quarry
bed in setting is not enforced. But for
cohimns, architrave dressings, cornices, and
other exposed stonework, this ought to be
required.

The neglect of setting stone on its natural
quarry bed is constantly seen in London.
All oolitic and arenacious stones (sandstones)
should be laid on their quarry bed. We see
the lamini© of sandstones placed on edge

—

«quaUy absurd, as it has been remarked, as
placing a weight on the leaves of a book
standing on edge, and also allowing moisture
to enter.

Our first diagram shows how a spherical
niche head is formed with horizontal splay
beds and vertical joints. The plan and
elevation with the dotted vertical lines will
sufficiently explain how the radiating joints
of elevation are obtained from projectors of
plan, as, for example, those of A B C, &c., on
plan determine the joints in elevation, a, b, c,

cd, ef, &c. To obtain the joints of the stones
on plan or the spherical surface, ordiuates
are projected from the points of elevation
corresponding, and the concentric cu-cles de-
scribed at the points so obtained on the hori-
zontal line, ABC, &c. These give the
horizontal lines of splay joints in the spherical
surface of head. For breaking joitts these
semicircles are divided equally into four parts,
as shown alternating. Radiating lines drawn
to centre of plan will give the joints on plan.
The vertical joints in elevation .are obtained
by projecting ordinates from plan, as
shown by dotted lines. The springers
or first stones of the head of niche will
be of less thickness than the others in
the lower course (about one half), in order
that they should break joint with the vertical
joints of course above. For this purpose

on the outer circle, B on plan, set oif the

first radiating joints a c, and the correspond-

ing joint, equal to half one of the three

other stones, as shown in plan. The method
of finding the bed-mould and face-mould of

springer is shown by the digrams below the

plan, and will be easilj' understood as being
produced from the prolongation of the same
vertical ordinates A B C, c d, &c. The face-

moulds may be transferred from the eleva-

tion abed, and the same with the course

.above, c d ef. The stone used to work this

will be a wedge-shaped prism. We also

show how the bed and face-moidd of key-
stone is obtained. The bed-mould is trans-

ferred from plan, and the face-mould from
elevation.

Corbels and corbelled projections are im-
portant items of wrought stonework. Pro-
vision should be made for fading the lower
stones into the wall, pinning them with
slate and cement, and bonding the work.
Unless a drawing with dimensions is given,

the dimensions of the stones, their length,

including the part tailed into wall, and their

length if moulded or splayed, or enriched by
carving, should be stated, whether any of the

stones are to be plugged with lead, dowelled,
or cramped. Sketch (Fig. 2) shows a

moulded corbel with carved springer in foui'

or five coui'ses, and a section showing the

courses. For small corbels, two coiu'ses

would suffice. A single stone could bo used
for the lower course, and another including

the projecting and enriched cornice (see

clause 40).

The design for jamb mouldings (Pif?- !)

and mulliou for a window of the Kenais-
san'Co character, shows an architrave with
two faces projecting 3in. from the wall

face of ashlar, which may be worked in two
stones at the first reveal (see plan). The
outer projecting part of the architrave maybe
Sin. deep, and the inner part 9in. or loin,

rebated for wooden fi-ame. The muUion is

enriched by a pilaster on face, with pedestal

and capital ; above the transom it is carved
as a half-baluster. We also give details for

a stone doorwiiy with projecting cornice

resting on carved trusses, and with rusticated

piers and arch, ('lauses are given for those

details.

39. Niches.—The niches shown in elevations (or

details) to be conBtnicted out of selected hlocks of

Portland stone, the head to be in two stones

hollowed, jointed in centre, and to be 4in. (or

Bin.) thick in the thinnest joint, well grouted with
Portland cement ; the cylindrical part of niche to

be of solid stones in two courses the full height of

niche from base to springing. The vertical joints

to break joint, and to be equally arranged on each
side, well filled behind with cement, and to be
made to bond with the wall. The architraves and
pediment to be executed according to details

(see Figs. 6 and 7, page 805). Or—
The spherical niche (see sketch 1) to be executed

according to large scale (or fuU-size drawings).
The stone to be of selected blocks of Portland (or

other stone), and the head of niche to be con-
structed with splayed horizontal beds and vertical

joints in three courses, set out from proper bed
and face-moulds according to rule. The beds and
joints to be correctly and truly worked to even
sirfaoes, the keystone to be joggled. The
courses of the head to be cut out of solid stones

not lees than 6in. thick in any part, and to be
well bonded, and filled in at back with cement.
The cylindrical part of niche to be of two or

three courses in height, three vertical joints under
the springing and four joints alternately, well
bonded to wall and grouted in cement. Or

—

The niche-head to be formed with vertical

radiating joints ; describenumber of stones, worked
according to bed and face-moulds with true
and accurate surfaces. Below the springing the
stones to be in two or three courses of not less

than Gin. (or more) in thickness, breaking joint,

and well bonded to walls.

40. Corbels.—The projecting windows (marked A
on plan) , are to be carried on a 4in. hard tooled

York stone landing (Sft. by 3ft.) in one piece, out

and pinned into wall in cement. (If stone trusses

underneath are used, describe the length and
depth of truss and the distance it is to be tailed

into wall.) See sketch.

The Portland stone corbels to turrets to be as
shown in detail drawing in two (or three) moulded
couises, which are to bond into wall to a depth of

at least 9in. (or 12in.), the stones being plugged
with lead at the joints, and dowelled at the beds
with metal dowels in cement (if thought necessary)

.

The corbel stone in the lowest course to be carved to

full-size models approved by the architect. Or

—

The corbellings under octagon turrets to be as

shown in detail (sketoh 2) , in four courses, with
mitred returns of wrought and moulded and en-

riched Portland stone, bonded into wall at the
sides ; the lower two courses to be tailed into the
masonry at least USin., and the outer end of

bottom course to be carved to a full-size model
approved by the architect. The upper course of

corbel to form an enriched cornice, with egg-and-
tongued and dentil enrichment. AU requisite

joggles or dowels and cramps to be used.
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41. Core to Cenmt Cornice.—The main cornice to

liave a rough York stone core Sio. thick tailed

into wall l'2in. (or ISin.), in lengths of not lees

than 5ft.

42. Columns and Fi'aKtera, ^r.—The columns and
pilasters to doorways and window dressings to be
monoliths (or in two or three blocks of stone).

The pilasters to be bonded not less than On. (or

6in.) into the wall. The entablature and pedi-

ments to be executed with all requisite joggles

and cramps of metal or slate, and the apex of

pediment to be in one stone. The caps and bases

to be in large stones bonding with the masonry.

43. Dooriiaij (see sketch .i) . — The jambs to be
worked according to detail with Portland stone,

three-quarter columns Miu. diameter, cap and
base set in the angle between reveal aud rustic-

ated pier, with wrought-stone entablature over to

form a transom. The recessed arch over column
to be square in section, with sui]k panel and
enrichment (see detail), with radiating joints to

bond into masonry. A moulded keystone to be
executed to the architect's satisfaction. The side

trusses above impost mouldings to be executed
according to models approved and carved to the
architect's satisfaction. Eich to be 2ft. by 18in.

and 4ft. in height, extreme dimensions, securely

tailed into wall. 'The projecting cornice (or head)
to be weathered moulded on edges, with bed-
moulding, mitred round trusses, and keystone, and
it is to be securely tailed into wall at least 12in.

or 18in. The soffit to be sunk (or panelled), and
to have proper drip. The cornice to be channelled
and plugged with lead at the joints. Or

—

The main doorway to have moulded and carved
jambs and arch according to detail drawing
(describe if the arch is rusticated or moulded and
sunk on face or carved), with voluted keystone
carved according to model prepared from draw-
ings, the radiating joints or beds to be truly
worked to bed- and face-moulds, and the stones
of jambs and arch to be rebated to receive the
frames. The jambs to have through bonders
every third (or fourth) course. (If a circular

hood instead of a 11 it cornice, specify to be
formed of three or five stones with radiating
joints, the inner ends to go into wall 9in. or 12in.

,

and to be pinned securely in cement with sunk
panels on soffit, mitred bed-moulds over trusses.

Eich joint of hood to be plugged with lead.)

SOCIETY OF ENTUXEERS.

AN extremely interesting visit was made by a
party of the members of the Society of

Engineers on Tuesday, the Hth inst., to the
works of the Gaslight and C'oko Company at

Fulham, and the Gigantic Wheel at the Earl s

Court Exhibition. Amongst those present were
Mr. W. Worby Beaumont, president ; Mr. H.
Adams, past-president ; Messrs. J. Patten Barber,
J. Bemays, G. Burt, D. B. Butler, Percy
Griffith, K. St. George Moore, 11. \Vil8on, mem-
bers of council ; and Mr. G. A. Pryce-Cuxaon,
Eecretarj-.

DESCRirxiox or the g.isworks.

The coal received, amounting to 130,000 tons
per year, is unloaded by Hone's patent single
chain grabs (capacity 1 ton, each lifting 4.) tons
per hour), and deposited into bunkers, from which
it is distributed to the several retort houses by
small waggons. When storing coal in the open
it falls down shoots from the bunkers into a
conveyor of the push -plate pattern, and is

carried along to the storage ground, where it

is dropped from a shoot at the end of the con-
veyor into small waggons, which are run and
tipped so as to form a heap of an average
depth of 10ft. to 12 ft. The total coal storage
is 30.000 tons ; 14,000 in retort houses and
16,000 in the open. The retort houses, of which
there are six, have a capacity of 9,000,000
cubic feet per 24 hours. They contain 700
retorts 20tt. long, and are heated by generator
furnaces, which require about 20 per cent, of
the total make of coke for fuel, leaving 80 per
cent, for sale. The heat of the retorts is about
2,100- Fahrenheit, and on the average 10,000 cubic
feet of gas are distilled from 1 ton of coal,
tach retort producing about 12,000 cubic feet of
gas per 24 hours. The exhausters—rotary
pumps—are used for the purpose of exhausting
the gas from the retorts, and forcing it through
the purifiers and other apparatus into the gas-
holders. The condensers — stacks of pipes
through which the gas flows up and down—are
for the purpose of reducing the temperature to
about that of the atmosphere, and of removing
from the gas all tarry or solid particles. The
scrubbers—tall towers in which are placed beds
of tightly packed coke or boards on grids, and

down which ammoniacal liquor or water is

sprayed—are for the removal of the ammonia
from the gas, which travels in an opposite

direction to the water. A considerable propor-
tion of sulphuretted hydrogen and carbonic acid

is also removed in the scrubbers. The purifiers

are rectangular boxes, with lids sealed by water
lutes, in which are placed the purifying mate-
rials in layers, usually six, and of a depth of

about 4in. The impurities in the gas when it

arrives at the purifiers are carbonic acid,

sulphur existing as carbon bisulphide, and sul-

phuretted hydrogen, which are eliminated by
slaked lime, oxide of iron, and weldon mud. the

last two materials, however, being only used for

the extraction of the sulphuretted hydrogen. The
gas, after leaving the purifiers, passes through
the station meters, where it is registered, and
thence into the gasholders.

IlESCKIPTION OF THE GinANTIC WHEEL.

The (ireat Wheel at Eirl's Court, althoug
entirely of English manufacture, is more or less

an American innovation. Mr. W. B. Basset

prepared the drawings, with the aid of Mr. J. J.

Webster, M.Inst.C.E., consulting engineer to

the company. The Gigantic Wheel and Re-
creation Towers Company was formed, and in

March, 1894, the work commenced. The foun-
dations consist of eight solid cubes of concrete,

each weighing over 250 tons, with steel bolts 16ft.

long bedded into them, and to which are attached

the bases of the eight columns. These columns
are each 4ft. square, built of steel plates with
internal diaphragms. The first and second
lengths of these columns were hoisted into place

by a 96£t. pair of shear-legs. To erect the upper
lengths of the columns, a wooden stage was built

across the gap through which the wheel now
revolves, and on it two Scotch cranes were set up,

one to work on each side. About the middle of

July the columns were completed, and the great

axle. buUt of lin. steel plates and 9in. steel

girders bent into circular form, was brought
from Messrs. Maudslay's works at Eist Green-
wich to Earl's Court. To hoist it into place the

wooden bridge was used, with a strong trolley

fitted on it to run on rails. With tackles hung
from this trolley, the bearings, weighing 11 tons

each, and the axle, weighing 57 tons, were
hoisted. The first quadrant of ten spokes was
built in the following manner :—A spoke was
hung from the axle, the length being carefully

adjusted to gauge, and the portions of the peri-

phery, or outer ring, were attached. Two power-
ful tackles, capable of exerting together a pull of

120 tons, were fixed to an anchor-post, and
towards this anchor the spoke was hauled out of

the way when finished. Another spoke was
then hung in its place, and connected to its

periphery girders, and in this manner the ten

were hung and adjusted untO the quadrant
was hung so that the last spoke erected was
vertical, when the steam - winches actuating

the tackle could pull no more. The second
quadrant was buOt from a scaffold 150ft.

high ; the first and second quadrants balanced
each other, and all the strain was thus removed
from the anchor. For the third quadrant, a strut,

which weighed alone over 60 tons, was securely

fixed in the first quadrant ; the tackles and anchor
were again brought into play. The fourth quad-
rant was erected by building the inner periphery

girder, by aid of a hanging scaffold, to bridge the

distance between the first and third quadrants,

and from it the outer periphery and spokes were
erected. The last two bolts in the outer peri-

pheries were driven hy Mrs. Walter Basset at a

height of 280ft. on April 26th. Since the com-
pletion of the Earl's Court Wheel, Mr. Basset

has. with the help of his two assistants, Messr?.

C. F. Kitchens and H. C. Booth, A.M.I.C.E.,
designed and erected a gigantic wheel at Black-
pool, and another at Vienna, and is now engaged
on the erection of one in Paris larger even
than the Earl's Court Wheel. A comparison
between the methods adopted both in the design

and erection show the result of experience, com-
bined with careful study. The weight of steel

used in the Earl's Court wheel, amounting to

1,200 tons, has been reduced in the Paris wheel
to 783 tons, although the Paris wheel is the

greater, without in any way jeopardising the

safety of the public. The axle, instead of being

of boiler plates 7ft. in diameter, is a solid

forging, 26in. in diameter, weighing 32 tons.

The cars are hung on cantilevers, instead of

between the periphery girders, giving a lighter

ai.d more graceful appearance. The erection is

effected by means of two Scotch steam cranes
with jibs lOOft. long, on stages 250ft. high. These
are believed to be the highest crane-stages ever
used. By means of these cranes every portion of

both columns and wheel are lifted direct into

position with the exception of the axle which
was lifted on the 7th April by means of wire rope
tackles.

c

ELECTRIC LIGHTING NOTES FOR
ARCHITECTS.—XXIV.

By AS Assoc. Inst. Elect. Exf;*.

INCANDESCENT LIGHTING — {continued).

1ANDLE - POWER, VOLTAGE, AND
CURRENT.—The amount of li?ht emitted

from different-sized lamps varies considerably,

and the purposes for which glow-lamps are now
used also vary considerably. They are used for

illumination purposes, as in hou-e-lighting ; for

adornment and decoration, as in illuminating

jewelry, flowers, headdresses, &c. ; and in medi-
cine, surgery, and dentistry. They are, there-

fore, ma!de in a great variety of patterns and
sizes, and are also made to work at voltages

varying from 2 to 230 volts, according to circum-

stances. Glowlamps are therefore known as

5-volt, 60-volt, 100-volt, or 220-volt lamps, as

the case may be. Now, from an engineering

point of view, the valu"^ of a lamp depends upon
its efficiency, so that it is necessary to investigate

the relationship between the amount of light

emitted and the amount of electrical energy

supplied. To enable us to do this, we must now
refer to several important factors in detail, which
have to be taken into consideration in such

determination. For instance, the amount of light

emitted, or the illuminating power of a glow-

lamp, is measured and expressed in terms of the

light emitted by some standard under definite

conditions, and it may be remarked here that the

question of a luminous standard is still one of

controversy, no one standard of illuminating

power having as yet been universally adopted.

The requirements of such a standard are

obvious ; it should be a source of light per-

fectly definite, invariable, and easily reproduced
— a candle for use as a standard should

be one of definite composition, burning at a

definite rate, under perfectly definite and fixed

conditions. In this countrj- and the United

States the standard of illuminating power is the

Stand-ird Candle, which is a sperm candle weigh-

ing six to the pound, and burning at the rate of

120 grains per hour. A glow-lamp of S candle-

power (8c. p.) is thus one that gives out as much
light as eight standard candles, and incandescent

lamps are usually designated Sep., 8c. p., 16c. p.,

or 32c.p. lamps, according to their illuminating

powers.
Now, since light is radiant energy, prob.ably

the best definition of illuminating power is as

follows :—The illuminating power of a source of

Ught is the quantity of light which falls upon

unit surface at unit distance from the source, the

unit surface being placed so as to be perpendicular

to the rays. This definition assumes that the

source emits light uniformly in aU directions, as

then the amount of light falling upon the unit

surface would be directly proportional to the total

quantity of light emitted by the source. The
determination of the candle-power of a lamp is

obviously an important operation, for which pur-

pose some form ot p/ntomeler is used. The subject

of photometry is generally well treated in the

standard textbooks on Light, to which we refer

students not well acquainted with this subject.

As the battle of luminous standards is nDt yet

decided, it will be, however, interestiug to briefly

describe the chief standards which hive been

proposed.

The I'jrcel lamp, proposed in France, is of

definite dimensions, burning 42 grammes of colzi

oil per hour. The objection to this as a standard

is that it does not preserve its unifoimity long at

a time, and the precautions which have to be

taken, and the regulation required to eliminate

several sources of error are tedious, and render it

unsuitable for continuous use. The Vrji/e lamp,

of molten platinum, has also been proposed, and,

although it was adopted by the International

Paris Conference of 1881, it is too impracticable

to render it tit for general use. The Hefner-

Alteneck lamp, adopted in Germany, is simple in

construction, easy to manipulate, and not trouble-

some. This lamp is of definite dimensions, burn-

ing amylacetate, with a flame 4 centimetres high

The Jteichsamtalt Unit has also been —^ "used in
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Germany, it being the light emitted frona one

square centimetre of platinum raised to a definite

high temperature. Another lamp proposed in

this country is the J'ernon-ffanourt lamp, which

is a simple lamp burning the vapour of standard

quality pentane with a flame of such a size to

give a light equal to two standard candles. The
relationship between the above btandards has been
stated to be as follows :

—

One standard candle = lOoS Carcel = 0-0506

Violle =114 Hefner- Alteneck.
Generally spejiking, glow-lamps are made to

give candle-powers varying from {c.p. to luOc.p.,

the candle-power of a lamp depending upon
nature, shape, and dimensions of the filament

;

and, assuming uniformity of material, it depends
upon its total superficial area—i.e., its length and
thickness. The length and thickness also decide

the pressure at which the current is to be supplied,

whilst the sectional area of the filament decides

the current required. Thus, by suitably arranging
the voltage and amperage, a long thin filament

may give the same candle-power as a short thick

one. Furthermore, lamps giving the same candle-

power, and having the same efficiency, absorb the
same amount of energy—i.e., the same numberof
watts, and since the watts absorbed eciual the
product of the voltage and amperage, it is

obvious that as the volts increase, the current
required will be diminished, and vice versa. For
the purpose of explanation, we may consider the

100-volt ICc.p. lamp as a standard of reference,

since it is so generally used , and , taking the energy
absorbed as 60 watts, it is clear that at 100 volts

pressure such a lamp takes 06 ampere. If a

1 6c. p. lamp with the same efficiency be
required to work at 60 Tolts, then the current
will be one ampere. At 50 volts the current
will be 1'2 amperes. Now, since R =E
-^ C' (Ohm's Law), the resistance of the
100-volt lamp filament will be 100 ^ 06, or
166-6 ohms, the 60-volt lamp 60 H- 1, or 60 ohms,
and the .50- volt lamp SO -H 1-2, or 4 16 ohms;
and, as we have already indicated, the filament

diminishes in thickness as the voltage increases.

There is thus evidently a certain voltage at which
each lamp should be run, and it is soon found
that if the voltage is vaiied much there is con-
siderable difference in the light emitted. It has,

in fact, been shown that the candle-power of an
incandescent lamp varies as the 6th power of the
E.M.F., the 5th power of the current, and the
cube of the energy expanded. The following is

the result of a test of a 16c.p. 50-volt lamp
with different currents :

—

Candle-power.

.

0-4

0-50
25-

14-

51
0-9

40-

36

15-8
1-06

S6
59-3

BO-7
1-29

62-

80

103-

1-48
72-5

107-
Volte
Watts

141
1-58

80-

126-

It is apparent that engineers should keep the
fluctuations in the voltage a minimum (certainly

not more than 1 or 2 per cent) bj- paying proper
attention to the generators, engines, and
governors : otherwise the lamps, especially those
with high frequency, will give way, and so

shorten enormously their life.

Effiiiencij and Life.—The term epiciencij denotes
the ratio between output and input, or

—

Efficiency =°°'P"',
input

and, as such, the efficiency of an incandescent

lamp should theoretically be the ratio of the
energy in the luminous rays to the total electrical

energy absorbed by the filament ; usually, how-
ever, by the term " efficiency " is meant the
speeijic itluminaling power, or the ratio of the
illuminating power of a lamp to the electrical

power absorbed ; that is to say the efficiency of

a lamp

—

_ Number of candle's yielded by the lamp
Number of watts absorbed by the lamp

= Number of candles per watt
= Candle-power per watt.

Therefore, the greater the value of this ratio, the
higher the efficiency, and for a new lamp the
efficiency varies from one-third to two-ninths
candle per watt. It is somewhat strange that
lamp manufacturers often incorrectly express the
efficiency of a lamp by taking the ratio of the
electrical energy absorbed to the light emitted
[i.e., watts per ciindle-power), which, of course,

gives the actual spccijic activity, and not the
efficiency.

This is obviously the reciprocal of the actual

efficiency, sirce the greater the value of this ratio

(specific activity) the greater the inefficiency of

the lamp, so th;it the real efficiency of a :U watts
per candle-power lamp (as given in trade cjita-

logues) is - — or j candle per watt. The effici-

ency of a glow-lamp really depends upon the
temperature to which the filament is raised, and
as we have already indicated a lamp is more
efficient the higher the temperature at which it

operates, since the light emitted increases much
more rapidly than the energy supplied, so that
the efficiency of a lamp increases with the power

500 liO lOCC

Hours
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supplied to it ; but, as would be expected, the
duration of its existence is diminished.

When a new lamp is supplied with current at

the constant pressure for which it was designed,

say 100 volts, it is found usually that its illu-

minating or candle-power gradually decreases: in

other words, its efficiency diminishes. This is due
to the fact that the filament is gradually being
disintegrated, so that its diameter is reduced and
its resistance increased. A secondary result also

occurs, in that the fine particles of carbon are

deposited on the inside of the glass bulb as a
black semi -opaque coating, which diminishes the

illuminating power by obscuring the bulb. This
disintegration and reduction of the filament is

due to (1) mechanical, (2) chemical, and (3)

physical causes. Thus, (1) the occluded gases in

the surface layers of the filament are evolved
exp'osively

; (2) chemical combination takes place

between the carbon and some of the constituents

of the remanent gases, and (3) dissociation,

volatility, and evaporation of the carbon take
place under the influence of the high temperature
and electrostatic attractions. Furthermore, con-
siderable increase emissivity of the surface takes

place, in consequence of the surface change due
to the reduction of the cross-section of the filament,

the result of which is that the same quantity of

activity per unit surface is radiated at a lower

temperature.
Experience has shown that the falling off in

^ +

^
llh ^^
!
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candle-power during the life of a lamp is far

more rapid with high-voltage lamps than with

low voltage ones, and from comparisons made
between flashed and unflashed filaments, it has

found that the efliciency of unflashed filaments

decreases in a given number of hours by a far

greater percentage than is the case with flashed

filaments—in other words, the change in the

candle-power is slower at the stime efficiency with

filaments of low specific resistance and low

emissivity (flashed than with filaments of higher

specific resistance and great emissivity (un-

flashed). Now, the question of the life of a lamp
is an important one, and from what has been said

it is clear that the gradual diminution of light

with age implies that a time is ultimately reached

when the efficiency is so low that it is more
economical to replace the lamp with a new one,

although the filament may not be broken. In
fact, cases have beea known in which the

efticiency of a lamp of long life has fallen

to iV candle per watt. In some cases the fila-

ment breaks before this stage is reached. The
length of time during which it will be advan-
tageous to continue the uf)e of a lamp can only be
decided by investigating its economical efficiency,

the value of which is determined by considering

the diminution of efficiency with age, cost of

lamp, its life, and the cost of the energy sup-

plied. The most economical efficiency is that at

which the cost of working the lamp is a

minimum. If the lamps are good and inexpen-

sive whilst the cost of the energy is high, then

the lamp should have a high efficiency, and with

inferior and costly lamps and cheap energy, the

efficiency of the lamp should be low. It has been
shown that the total cost of energy and lamp
renewals is a minimum when the cost of lamp
renewals is about 15 per cent, of the whole. If

above 15 per cent., the efficiency of the lamp is

too high.

To indicate the moment in the existence of a

lamp when it is most economical to replace a

lamp with a new one, Mr. O'Keenan has intro-

duced the term mnisliing-puiiit. This point is

determined by plotting a certain number of

curves showing the peculiar characteristics of a

lamp, and enabling us to estimate its value at any
instant of its existence from various points of

view. AU these curves are plotted with hours of

service as abscissse, and with the following

quantities as ordinate) :

—

A.—The electric energy in watts consumed at

any instant.

B.—Ceindle-power (Fig. 83).

C.—Energy consumed (watt-hours) since the
lamp was put into service (i.e., the integral ot
curve A).

D.—The quantity of light produced by the
lamp (candle-hours) since it was put into service

(i.e., the integral of curve B).

E.—The cost of the energy (in pence) con-

sumed by the lamp since it was put into service.

Curves^_and E may be made one by a suitable

choice of a scale of ordinates.

F.—Total cost of the lamp (in pence) since

being put into service; a curve which is obtained

by raising the curve E by an amount equal to the

price of the lamp.

G.—.Specific cost (Fig. 84) at any instant, ia
pence, per candle-hour ; obtained by taking the-

ratio of the ordinates of curves C and D.

.Specific cost

:

Total cost in pence

Quantity ot iignt m candle Uours

= Total cost per candle per hoar.

This last curve characterises every type ot

lamp working in a given manner. It shows,

generally speaking, that during the first hours

the specific cost, asymptotic to the axis of y,

rapidly diminishes, then falls more slowly to a

minimum, and then ascends indefinitely, owing

to the reduction of the candle-power. There is,

therefore, a moment at which a given quantity of

light has been obtained for a minimum price. It

is precisely at that moment that we must remove

the lamp, replace it, and break it, or rather,

return it to the maker, and obtain a small sum
for it.

In the early days of electric lighting, it was

usual to estimate the value of a lamp by its ittilia',

consumption of energy in watts p^r candle, and

by the average life guaranteed by the makers.

The two desirable qualit-es of an incandescent

lamp are, however, now considered to be:

—

1. Large percentage retention of original

candle-power during its life ;
and

2. Large average percentage retention of

original efficiency during its life.

The following results obtained by Slessrs.

Siemens and Ilalske prove that if an initial

efficiency too high ba adopted, the constancy is

inferior :

—

U initial watts rose to 4 4'j witts after burning

.'iri hours.

2 initial watts rose to 3-9'.i watts after burning

90 hours.

2{ initial watts rose to 3 5S watts after buramg
150 b^urs.

We also include a table containing the mean
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values of tests of more than 500 lamps of 49

different types.

Initial consumption in watts.

h 2-0 to 2-6 2-5 to 3-0 3'0 to 3-6 3-5 to 4-ol 4-0 upwards.

to <a
1

o 9'S

"1

jSei

II

•91

II c.p.

in

percent

"

Watts

per

c.p.

c.p.

in

percent
Watts

per

c.p.

.9'S SO.

o'loo 2-4 100 2-9 100 3-3 100 I

3-8 100 4-5

100' 84 2-8 93 30 95 3-4 96
!

4-1 96 4-7

•200 70 3-3 85 3-3 91 3-5 91
1

4-3 12 4-9

300 59 3-7 SI 3-5 88 3-6 86 4-5 87 5-2

400 .13 4-2 7B .3-8 84 3-7 81 4-7 82 5-4

500 ; 48 4-6 71 4-0 79 3-9 77 !

5-0 75 5-8

600
;

46 4-8 67 4-2 76 4-1 73 5-3 72 6-1

700 1 41 5-2 64 1

4-4 72
1

4-2 69
,

5-6 68 6-4

800
1

39 5-3 62 4 7 69 4-4 66 ' 5-9 65 6-8

900 38 i

5-5 59
,

50 67 4-7 63 61 62 6 9
1,000 37 ' 5-7 56 5-3 64 5-0 60 '6-3 60 7-0

1,100 36 5-7 53 6-0 62 6-4 58 6-5 58 7-1

1,200 35 5-8 50 ,
6-3 59 S-6 46 6-7 66 7-1

rrofessor S. 1'. Thompson has prepared the
following table to show the effect of an increase

or decrease of voltage on the life and light of a

10c.p. lamp made for working on a 100 -volt
circuit :^

fact, a very flexible pendulum. Not only is there

the difficulty of disposing these long, thin fila-

ments in a small space : but the disturbing effects

of gravity and electrostatic charges on the bulbs

have also to be taken into account, in consequence

of which most of the high-voltafre lamps are un-

suitable for burning in any but a vertical position,

the cap being uppermost. In the inclined or

horizontal positions there is a great tendency for

the filament to drop on to the bulb and to crack

it, because of its great length. Furthermore,

with the higher voltages the electrostatic attrac-

tions are much greater, and, as a result, the

filaments tend to approach the bulb.

Broadly speaking, high-voltage lamps may be

divided into two classes—double filament lamps

and single filament lamps—e-xamples of which are

shown in Fig. 85. With the double filament

lamps the filaments may be in the same plane or

in parallel planes, and in some cases the filaments

are shackled to the glass. Shackling, however,

possesses two great disadvantages: (1) Inconse-
quence of the frequent expansions and contrac-

tions, there is the liability of air-leakage being

produced, and (2) the shackles may cut the fila-

ments. Of course, with the double filaments

there is improved rigidity.

TABLE OP AVERAGE CAXDLE-POWSB AND EFFICIENCY OF LAMPS AT DIFFEEEST PEBIODS OF THEIE LIVES.

Volts
Life
Candle-power.

95 96 97 98 99 100 101 102 103 104
3,595 2,761 2,135 1,645 1,277 1,000 7.85 601 477 375
7-4 7-8 8-3 8-8 9-3 10 10-7 11-3 12 12-6

105
284
13-3

High-Voltage Lamps.—In the articles on distri-

bution we frequently referred to the advantages
of high-pressure distribution, and when we
remember that higher voltages facilitate a large
supply from one centre, and consequently tends
to lower the cost by spreading the nearly fixed

charges, we can readily understand why central-
station engineers have introduced high-voltage
lamps in consumers' premises, and have produced
a demand for such lamps. It is equally obvious
that there will be mechanical difficulties in the con-
struction of these lamps, and thatthe manufacturers
must experience practical difficulties in disposing
the long filaments of the high-voltage lamps in

bulbs of the same size as used for lower voltages.
By high-voltage lamps is meant lamps requiring
pressures varying from 200 to 230 volts, and for
the same candle-power it is clear that the fila-

ments of these lamps wiU be long and of small
cross-sectional area, as compared with the shorter
and thicker filaments of the 100-volt lamps. To
give some idea of the dimensions of the new
filaments, we may stale that for a 230-volt 16c. p.
lamp the filament is about 11 or loin, in length,
and il.jth of an inch in diameter, and forms, in

Distribution of Light.—The amount of

received by a body per unit of area is

With the single-filament lamps the filaments

may be formed into convolutions, or be made
wavy, zigzag, or sinuous. To diminish the

length, many attempts have been made to use

filaments of increased specific resistance or un-

flashed filaments ; but flashed filaments are pre-

ferred, in consequence of their longer life, and,

so far, the zigzag form gives the best results.

Th:

light

known as the " illumination," or the intensity of

incident light : and, generally, the illumination

may be taken as being inversely proportional to

the square of the distance from the illuminating

body. For purposes of reference, 2 units of

illumination have been used

—

i.e , the candk-fool

and the carcel-metre. The candle-fool is the

intensity of illumination of Ic.p. at 1ft., or 4c. p.

at 2ft., and generally illumination is proportional

to illuminating power, and inversely as the square

of the distance.

/, Illumination = °"P\
(feet)*

One ca'cel-m'itrc is the amount of illumination

of one carcel at a distance of one metre, and one
carcel-metre = 0-8S3 candle-foot. The illu-

mination of a horizontal plane varies as the cube

of the cosine of the angle of incidence. The
candle-foot is a comfortable illumination for

reading purposes, whilst about half of this is

suitable for ordinary purposes. But the requisite

illumination of a room depends upon the character

of the interior surfaces and the dimensions of the

room. Dark walls require more illumination

than highly diffusive wall surface to produce the

same general degree of illumination. According

to Dr. Sumpner, dull walls only reflect about 20

per cent, of the light incident upon them, whilst

ordinary tints reflect 40 to 50 per cent., clean

white surfaces 80 per cent., ordinary mirrors 80

per cent. , and very good mirrors 90 per cent.

Hence, well-whitened rooms require only one-

fifth of the light required with dull walls. The
height of the room also has to be taken into

account, and it is found that one-third candle-

power to the square foot of floor space amply
illuminates a room for reading purposes. This is

equivalent to one 16c.p. lamp for every 50sq.ft

of floor space ; and a useful rule is to place ICc.p.

lamps 8ft. high, in which they light a circle 8ft.

in diameter.

Advantages of Incandescent Ehctrie-Lighting.—
(1) Glow-lamps are capable of affording a uni-

form character of illumination free from sharply-

marked regions of light and shade, since the light

can be readily divided. (2) They are capable

of affording an agreeable and steady illumina-

tion, entirely free from disagreeable flickering.

(3) They are free from noxious fumes, and

produce less heating than would an equal amount

of gas or oil light. One 16c. p. gas-burner

vitiates the air to about the same extent as 12

adult persons ; one lOc.p. glow-lamp does not

vitiate any air, and gives only one-fifth of the

amount of heat produced by a lOc.p. gas-jet.

(4) Glow-lamps are much safer than a naked

gas-flame, since it is placed in a closed chamber,

and does not require to be lighted by matches.

In the event of a fracture of the glass chamber,

the globe is collapsed, and not exploded.

(fo be continued.)

A large gang of men have commenced the

enlargement of the Rhyl Railway Station. Six now
sets of rails have been laid on the Vale-road side of

the station for the goods traffic. This is also the

site of the new goods offices. The Vale-road bridge

will he considerably lengthened. The Holyhead
platform will be transformed into an island plat-

form, and the present goods sidings will be used for

passenger trains. A new exit has been made on the

Chester platform.
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NEW ENTRANCE HALL, BARTON COURT
HOTEL, NEW lirLTON, HANTS.

THE staircase hall of the new wing to the
above hotel, of which we now publish an

illustration, will be built at the west end of the
present buUding. We illustrated the new dining-
hall of the hotel in an issue of April 29. It

having been thought desirable to inbroduce fire-

proof material for the stairs, it has been decided
to construct the steps of patent Victoria stone,

which will be well bedded into walls and sup-
ported by steel girders. The massive moulded
and carved newels and balusters will be of solid

oak, well dowelled and secured to the Victoria-
stone steps. The windows for the entire height
will be the full width of the staircase, and filled in
with Messrs. Seward and C^.'s lead lights and
tinted cathedral glass to design. The chimney-
piece and overmantel, which has been specially

designed by the architect, wUl be of carved black
oak. The ceiling will have moulded ribs set out
in pattern. The architects are Jlessrs. Dancaster
and Rogerson, of Bournemouth and London.

ROYAL ARCHITECTURAL JIUSEUM.

THE annual general meeting of the supporters
of the Royal Architectural Museum and

Westminster School of Art was held in the hall

of the Museum, Tufton-street, Dean's-yard,
S.W., on Friday afternoon, the chair being
occupied by the Duke of Westminster, K.Ci., Pre-
sident of the institution. The hon. secretary, Mr.
Maurice B. Adams, produced a number of letters

from persons unable to be present, including one
from Dean Bradley, who excused his attendance
owing to the fact that he had arranpred
to conduct a party of workmen over the
Abbey at the same time as the meeting in
Tufton-street was in progress. Jlr. Alfred
Waterhouse, R.A., who had promised to be
present, telegraphed his apologies for not coming,
being prevented at the last moment. Sir Arthur
Blcmfield, A.R.A., proposed there-election of the
Duke of Westminster, K.G., as President, and
the following noblemen and gentlemen as vice-
presidents :—The Duke of Norfolk, the Duke of
Rutland, the Marquess of Ripon, the Marquess of
Bute, Earl Fortescue, the Earl of Wemyss, Lord

Grimthorpe, Sir H. W. Peek, and Mr. Walter
Carew Cocks.

Sir Arthur Blomfield alluded to the continued
prosperity of the Institution, and warmly referred

to the success and usefulness of its work and
classes. Mr. J. Hungerford PoUen, in seconding
the motion, enlarged upon the change of taste

observable in contemporary building as compared
with the in-some-ways sterner productions of the
Gothic Revival, with which the founding of the
museum was so intimately associated. Mr. Pollen

referred to the personal interest always displayed
by the Duke of Westminster in furthering Gothic
architecture, and indicated the fact of Eaton Hall
being designed in that manner, as an instance of

the application of the Mediaeval style to modem
uses practically and cleverly realised.

In returning thanks, the chairman said he
feared there was some truth in Mr. Pollen's com-
plaintthat Londonwas being spoiled by a jumble of

architectural fashions, due, perhaps, to the modern
tendency to eclecticism. He had not been guilt-

less in this respect ; but, according to his lights,

he had endeavoured to retain something of the

grand old style in some of the houses he had
caused to be built for himself. It was true that

London smoke rui«ed everj'thing, though good
red brick and stone, after all, proved the best

material available ; but even the smoke
did not justify the use of cement, which
was now too frequently employed, with its

periodical paintings, and which, of all archi-

tectural abominations, was the worst. ^Vith
regard to the rebuilding which had of late years
been carried on more closely under his control in

the West of London, the Duke ventured, he said,

to assert that whatever faults might be named as

belonging to the fa<;ades thus put up, they were.
at any rate, a vast improvement upon what was
there before, and, as an example, the rebuilding

of Jlount-street, Grosvenor-square, was men-
tioned as being picturesque, and far brighter than
the dismal old fronts which not long ago dis-

figured that thoroughfare.

The report of the council was read by Mr.
Francis Ford, Curator. It referred with regret

to the loss the museum has sustained by the

death of three of the oldest subscribers— Ix)rd

Leighton, Mr. .1. L. Pearson, and Sir Thomas
Dyke Acland. The earnest and enthusiastic

band of men who, in their love for Gothic archi-

tecture in its best and purest forms, founded and
maintained the museum in its earlier years, is

indeed fast diminishing, and at present there is

no sign of the ranks being filled up either by
members of the architectural profession, or by the

general public. The council, however, are con-
fident that the superb collection of examples
committed to their charge, and preserved intact

for nearly half a century, will, in course of time,

meet with renewed appreciation and pecuniary
support. During the past year it has been found
possible to make, at a very considerable outlay,

an addition to the accommodation required for

the School of Art, and incidentally to free the

central haU of the Museum from studies which
were to some extent out of harmony with their

surroundings. The new buildings have been com-
pleted and partially occupied, and are now being
equipped and fitted with the electric light. Four
classrooms have thus been added to the accom-
modation devoted to the school. At last year's

examinations, in the most advanced subject of all

—

viz., drawing from the life, Ul candidates were
presented from this school, of whom 22 obtained

second-class certificates, 29 first-class certificates,

and 8 "excellent" (the highest award), there

being only 2 failures. The contract for the new
classrooms, which have been built by Messrs.

Lathey Bros., from the designs of Messrs. Lee
and Pain, architects, was £2,322, and the cxtrae

were so few that this amount has only been
exceeded by £21 Os. 8d., bringing the total to

£2,343 Os. 8d. The building is heated by hot-

water apparatus, fitted by Jlessrs. Haden and
Sons, at a cost of £219 Hs..4d. The installation

of the electric light wUl involve an outlay of about

£50, and other expenses connected with the

building, compensation for Jisturb.ince, .tc,

amount to about £2.'i. The architects' fees

amount to C1C6 Cs. ; but Messrs. Lee and Pain

have generously returned £G6 as a donation

towards the cost of the building, for the equip-

ment of which the Technical Education Board of

the Ijondon County Council has voted £250. The
total expenditure on the new building, incluiling

consequent work in the removing and rehanging

of casts in the museum, is thus brought to a total

of about £2,S50, of which, up to the present date,

about £2,600 has been paid. The favourabV; >
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condition of the finances is mainly .due to the

success of the School of Art, which thus repays in

its prcsperity the expenditure necessary to its

maintenance during its earlier days, when it

owed its establishment and existence to the

fostering care of the museum.
The adoption of the report was moved by Mr.

Aston Webb, K.S.A., who reported that it was
of an exceptionally satisfactory character. The
help afforded by subscribers, i:4(J0, was so small

relatively, that the institution might be regarded
as practically self-supporting; at the fame time,

the council would be very glad to receive

additions to the \ery small list of subscribers,

not only as affording greater means of useful-

ness, but as evincing wider sympathy in their

aims. The new classrooms were well arranged
and excellently lighted, and he trusted that the

small balance of i"2.')0 needed to defray the cost

would be forthcoming during the ensuing year

;

and it should not be forgotten that the capital of

the institution had been reduced to meet a portion

of the outlay. A feature of the institution was
that painters and sculptors had the opportunity
of seeing the magnificent collection of archi-

tectural casts, and he felt glad that the students
had these beautiful examples of past art ever

before them. He had suggested that occasional

lectures might be given in that haU on the
collection, so as to awaken fresh interest in these

treasures.

Jlr. J. P. Seddon, (Chairman of the School of

.\rt Committee, seconded the motion, remarking
that he felt that the unique collection of casts

in that hall were not sufficiently appreciated
by the present generation. He had recently
been requested by the council to make a valua-
tion of the casts for purposes of insurance, and
found it difficult to put a sufficiently low estimate
upon them, ^\'ere they destroyed, it would be
impossible to replace them in most cases, and the
lots to architects would be irreparable, for here
the choicest carinngs were brought together, and
could be compared and studied in a better light

and at closer quarters than was possible in the
case of the originals. It was to be wished that
architects having charge of historic buildings
would follow the example of the late Sir Gilbert
Scott, and have casts made of typical features as
opportunities afforded. During the last decade
they had had no additions to their collections.

The report was adopted unanimously.

3Ir. C. Forster Hay ward, F.S. A., moved the re-
election of the council as follows :—Earl Wemyss
and Walter Carew Cocks, vice-presidents ; and
Messrs. C. F. Hay ward, Sydney W. Lee, William
Pain, J. Hungerford Pollen, J. P. Seddon, and
.\ston Webb, and Slessrs. L. H. Hayter, W. R.
I.ethaby, and Dr. Gamett, the three last-named
being the representatives of the London County
( 'ouncil. He also proposed the re-election of Mr.
E. L. Somers-Cocks as hon. treasurer, and
ilessrs. W. Pain and P. I>. Leake as auditors.
This was seconded by Mr. Lee and carried unani-
mously ; and a vote of thanks to the Duke of

Westminster for occupying the chair, proposed
by Mr. Pain, closed the proceedings, after which
an inspection was made of the new classrooms.

IRONWORK AT SOUTH KENSIXGTON
MUSEUM.—VI.

BV G. A. T. MiDDLETON.

VII. ENGLISH : TWO SEVENTEEXTH-CEXTUKY
TKIVETS.

J^XCEPT to draw attention to the effectiveness

^ of their simple design, executed without
apparent attempt at mechanical precision, there
is little to say about these trivets. The top is

the only enriched portion of either—and that is

of pierced metal—the ornament in one instance
being in the form of a debased anthemion, and
in the other consisting of the date.

DECORATION' OF FURNITURE AND
WOODENWARE.

LG. ANDES gives, in the /eitschrifC fiir

. Driehsler, some directions on this subject.
In order to produce coloured decorations on wood,
the wooden plates are treated with hydrochloric
acid, which renders the surface of the wood
porous. The figures are then pressed in with an
engraved plate and strong pressure, and the
whole plate is polished off smooth with pumice
stone. When the wooden surface is subsequently
coated with a colour solution, a handsome des-gn

will result, because the pressed and denser places

take up lefs colour, thus showing a lighter tone of

the same colour than the places not pressed.

WROUGHT-IRON TRIVET, 1692.

TRIVET, ENGLISH, 1G68.

(Brass Open Work on Iron Stand.)

b^ i f I

J t^^
Top of Brass Open Work.

parts water, is spread out uniformly to prevent
the formation of spots, .\fter three to four
minutes' action, the lye will have dissolved the
dirt, and rinsing off with water should follow. It

is also advisable to clean varnished articles with
olive-oil. Flour, hair-powder, or prepared white
hartshorn is dusted on the applied o'ive-oil, and
the olive-oil is rulibed off again' with a soft rag.

By this mtans not only the dust and spots are
removed, but the gloss of the furniture is restored

at the same time.

The following process is said to be well adaptad
for the production of black, faintly lustrous

polished surfaces :—Plane the surface smooth
and clean it nicely, stain with a strong decoction
of logwood chips, and after this coating is half
dry, finish staining with iron liquor (iron pyro-
lignite) : allow the resulting black colouring to

dry well, and rub down the raised grain cire-
fully. If light places appear in consequence of

the rubbing, stain them black again. After the
last rubbing with pumicestone and oil, polish the
surface with pale shellac polish in which some
aniline black has been dissolved, or dissolve the
aniline black in the alcohol necessary for rubbing
down, and finish colouring in this manner. >Vhen
the polished surface has become dry, rub it down
with burnt pumicestone and water, using a piece

of hat felt, remove the mass entirely, and give
the surface a dull lustre by treatment with wax
salve.

DISTRICT SURVEYORS'
DINNER.

ASSOCIATION

''I^HE district surveyors of London dined
J. together at the Cafe Royal, Regent-street,
on Tuesday, the Hth inst. The chair was taken
by Mr. Horace Gundry, F.R.I.B.A., the
president, and he was supported by the members
of the tribunal of appeal, Mr. Arthur Gates, Mr.
A. A. Hudson, and Mr. G. W. Penfold, two
members of the L.CC, Mr. R. A. Robinson and
Jlr. H. A. Harben, while Parliament was repre-

sented bj- Sir George Fardell, M.P. Other
visitors were Mr. J. Hebb, Mr. G. W. Thomas,
and ilr. J. W. Godfrey, who attended with their

chief, Mr. Thos. Blashill, superintending archi-

tect, and Sir. B. Hayward, eon of Mr. C. 1'.

Hayward. The R.I.B.A. was lepresented by
Mr. W. Emerson, hon. sec, and the law by Mr.
T. Wheeler, O C, and Mr. A. Collins, and
Jlr. J. Andrews was the g^est of the vice-

president. The following district surveyors
were present:—Messrs. L. Tabberer, V.P.,
H. H. Collins, C. F. Hayward, F. Wallen,
G. Elkington, A. W. Tanner, E. llarsland,

W. H. Lees, R. P. Motley, Alex. Payne, A.
Conder, Walter Spiers, II. Cheston, H. W.
Stock, Henry Lovegrove, A. Williams, Geo.
McDonell, E. Carritt, and A. Crow. The usual

toasts were honoured, and the musical arrange-

ments were under the direction of Mr. G. F.
Smith, of Brixton. The toast of " The Houses
of Parliament" was proposed by the President,

and was responded to by Sir Geo. Fardell, M.P.
" The London County Council," by Mr. C.

Forster Hayward, responded to by Messrs. Harben
and Robinson. "The District Surveyors' Asso-

ciation," by Mr. A. S.. Hudson, responded to by
Mr. Horace Gundry, President. " The Tribunal

of Appeal," by Mr. H. H. CoUins, responded to

by Mr. A. Gates. " The (Officers of the County
Council," by Mr. T. Wheeler, Q.C., responded

to by Mr. T. Blashill. " The Vice-President and

Officers," by Mr. G. Elkington, responded to by
Mr. Tabberer. "The Visitors," by 5Ir. H.
Lovegrove, responded to by Mr. W. Emerson.

For preserving varnished and stained wooden-
ware, the following process is recommended : The
lye, prepared from 3 parts potash, 1 part calcined

tartar, and 2i paits water, and thinned with 4S

COST OF PILE-DRIVING WITH THE
STEAM-IL\MMER.*

MANY formulas have been given at various

times, by experts, to determine the cost

of driving piles with the drop-hammer, under

various conditions and into different soils, but

experience has proved them to be very unreli-

able. This being the case with an old and

universally used machine, it must be considered a

problem of the future to suggest formulas for the

cost of driving piles with the steam-hammer.
NVhile the writer does not claim that the steam-

hammer will drive piles more cheaply under all

conditions than will a drop-hammer, still where

the two have been operated at the same tima

* A paper by E. N. Pacelsex read before the Engi-

neering Association of the Souih (U.S.A.) and published

in the ff^'ers of the Association.
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mder similar conditions the former Ins been the
more economical. No cases to the contrary have
been reported where the modem machine has
been used. Its greater first cost is of course
» large factor to be considered, and often prohibits
its use where it otherwise would be selected.

A. very good example of the work of the two
kinds of machines is that done in the driving of
piles for the foundation of a large gas-holder in
N'ew York City. With a •>,.5001b. drop-hammer,
tour piles were all that could be driven in a day
of ten hours, while a steam-hammer drove
thirteen. They were each 70ft. long, Sin. in
diameter at the point, and l.iin. at the head. A
total of 800 were driven, at a cost of two dollars
each. In New York Harbour the drop-hammer
drove fifteen piles per day of ten hours, often
breaking or otherwise damaging them, while the
steam-hammer averaged from 40 to i'l without
damage. The piles were oOtt. long, driven J 1ft.

to 26ft. into gravel and hard-pan. A total of
1,800 were driven, at a cost of 80 cents each. In
Puget Sound the steam-hammer averaged nearly
200 piles per day where the drop-hammer could not
put in over one-fifth that number, and even then
many were damaged. The same crew did the work
with both. These piles are lOOft. long, of Oregon
fir, measuring but Sin. indiamtterat the point, and
ire driven butt end down for strength. They are
used in the fishing industry. In this case the
heavy blow of the drop-hammer caused the pile

to spring sidewise, often to split, while the many
lighter blows of the steam-hammer jarred the
piles down. In the following cases no comparison
can be made directly, but engineers can recall
instances in their own experience which may be
used. In Chicago, 10 Norway pine piles were
driven 45ft. deep every ten hours at a cost of
53 cents each. Another firm drove from iJi) to 6.5

piles, each 4.5ft. long, 1.5ft. deep into hard sand
each day at a cost of about 30 cents each. In
both cases they were driven for foundations. A
New Orleans firm reports the cost of driving
6,000 pile3 for wharf construction with a floating
driver during three months as follows :

—

1
Aug. Sept. Oct.

Average number per hour 305 4 31 3 7
Average length per pile in feet 70 6S 73
Average cost per pile-dri%'ing in dollars. 1*70 1'14 1*2S

The same firm used the same hammer for
driving bents for a railroad trestle. The driver
moved forward on the bents as fast as they were
capped. The rate was 11 bents per day, piles
varying from 20ft. to 4.5ft., and driven loft. deep.
Total number of bents was 141, and four
piles to a bent were driven at an average cost of
85 cents each. The hammer moved in pendulum
leaders, driving the piles at quite an angle.
The hammers used in the above cases were made
by a local firm, and, with one exception, were
of the following dimensions :—Total weight,
9,0001b. ; weight of striking ram, 4,8001b. ;

stroke, 42in., and about 60 blows per minute
;

the coal consumption is about 2,5001b. per ten
hours. The engineer can do his own firing. The
crew needed is the same as for a drop-hammer.
The hammer used on Puget Sound was somewhat
lighter :—Total weight, 6,1001b. ; weight of ram,
3,0001b. ; stroke, 30in., and about 70 blows per
minute. The parties using this hammer claim
that the blows are somewhat too heavy for the
long piles, and advise a lighter and much faster

hammer. It seems that in this case in particular,

the short interval between the blows does not
give the soil time to settle around the pile, which
is prime advantage in using the steam-hammer.

BOOKS RECEIVED.
Fmli/ Struiixre, by Syun'ey Perks, A.R.I.B.A.,

&c. (London: The St. Bride's Press, 1-td., Bride-
lane, Fleet-street) is a useful little epitome of

Part VIII. of the London Building Act, 1894, in
which the author deals with various questions and
dcc'sions under this part of the Act. Mr. Perks
points out important differences between the old

and new Act. The building owner has now power
to underpin (sections 88, 1, and 6). The case of

' The Standard Bank of South Africa v. Stokea"
establishes this right. He has also power to cut
away other projections besides chimney breasts,
jambs, or flues from external as well as party-
walls, a right to raise a party fence wall, or pull
down and rebuild it as a party-wall faub-sec-
tion 12). In the old Act no mention was made
of a fence wiiU. There are, however, restrictions

as to time, proper notice (14 days), consent of
owners and occupiers, shoring up, and hoarding
(section 90). The adjoining owner has to pay a

proportion of the cost of raising or underpinning
walls if he uses them. Several loading cases are
referred to, as "Weston v. Arnold," " Knight v.

Puriell," "Drury V. Army and Navy Stores," a

recent and important decision, in which it was held
there was no presumption that a wall which was
a party-wall as to a portion of its height, should
be a party- wall as to its whole height. Ueferring
to this last case, Mr. Perks remarks that those who
framed the Act did not contemplate openings in

ordinary or technical party- walls. The Act is

perfect under the supposition thit there was no
intention to allow openings, not otherwise. The
author says the majority of district surveyors
would not accept this case as conclusive. The
reasoning seems sound by which he establishes

this \iew. Till the decision has been reviewed
by the High Court it is likely surveyors will

abide by it, however unsatisfactory. Many other
important points are discussed, as the mode of

procedure in party-structure cases. The author
mentions objections to the form of the IM.B.A.
notice which appear sound. Sect. 88,

' as to

building owners' rights of raising and under-
pinning external walls and party-walls and
other sections are commented on. The text

of the Act and schedules are given.

Jfanual Training If'oodtvorJi ^ a handbook for

teachers, by Cteouoe Ricks, B.Sc.Lond., In-
spector of Schools, &c. (London : Macmillan and
Co., Ltd.), embodies the results of experience in

the training of hand and eye in the working in

wood with carpenter's tools. The book has been
written for teachers. Mr. Ricks enumerates
certain principles in the attainment of this object

:

(a) Drawing is made the fundamental basis and
integral part of the whole scheme, and working
drawings to scale is made for every piece of work.
Every piece of wood must be lined-out before

being cut. {h) The material selected must be
such as will facilitate neat and accurate work-
manship, and suitable tools be used. (') The
pupil must acquire an intelligent knowledge of

the various woods he works on, and of his tools.

{d) The exercises must excite interest, and be
carefully graduated, proceeding by easy s'eps

from the simple to the complex. The principles

of projec'ion or the drawing of plans, elevations,

and sections, is first dealt with, and illustrated by
large and c'ear diagrams, which will easily be

understood b}' teachers and pupils. These are all

drawn to scale. The subject of planes as illus-

trating the making of plan and elevation is

popularly explained ; after which rectangular

prisms—as cubes—are given as another exercise.

These are built up to form an object. Cardboard
or thin batten is the material suggested. To
assist the pupil's eye in the instruction, isometric

projection is used, and this mode of drawing
solid objects is explained by simple diagrams.

The chapter on timber and its structure is well

illustrated by sections of different kinds of timber,

and the processes of seasoning and shrinkage are

clearly described. Next, tools and other appli-

ances are enumerated and illustrated. The
graduated exercises are well selected, and are

arranged to avoid waste of material. A'ery

simple exercises like cutting a certain size piece

of board : setting-out, sawing, and planing a

prism ; chamfering it ; horizontal chiselling of

different kinds, from simple to oblique ; saw-
ing and planing-up geometrical figures, and
parquetry work lead up to exercises of a

more complex and constructive kind—making
boxes in which '

' housing " and nailing are

required, half -lap joints, mortising and tenon-

ing, dovetailing, and other kinds of jointing.

C'arved work and mouldings come into these more
advanced exercises. .Vs a useful manual for the

teacher of our technical and board schools, we
can recommend this handbook. The Vresent

V>h'ilion of the Sewage Ptirificalioti Frobhm, by
H. GiLiiEKT WiivATT, Assoc.M.Iust.C.E., &c.,

Deputy Borough Engineer, Salford ( Ixmdon : The
Westjninster Press, Regency-square, S.W.), is a

small brochure dealing with this question. The
author discusses the position taken up by the

Local Government Board, the discoveries of late

years as to the purification of sewage by means of

micro-organisms in bacterial filters, and, lastly,

the description of the more noted of these

systems. Jlr. Whyatt speaks of the Salford

experiments on purification, which have been
carried on for ten years, much time having been
spent upon various patented chemical processes,

but all fiilures. Five years ago Mr. Joseph

Corbett, the borough engineer, proposed artificial

filters, and expeiiments were made. A set of six

filters were arranged at three heights, with a

ventilation floor between each of 20in. of filtering

material : two were composed of gravel and sand,

two of coke breeze, and two of cinders
;

the

cinders proved the best filtering media. The
results were good. The advantages of a pre-

liminary "roughing" filter were proved. The
filters were altered to have two, three, or four stories,

and thus have different degrees of ventilation,

and this experiment is being continued. A
record of the eflluents from each filter has

been kept, but no practical difference has

been found. The use of wooden troughs to

deliver the ellluent at 2tt. or so above the top

has been found more successful than troughs

imbridded in the filters. So long as the filters do

not choke up by a glutinous mass of bacteria, the

quality of the effluent is good ; to clear the

filter material it is only necessary to leave the

filter idle for a week or two to recover its aeration

and take the sewage. A week's rest starves the

bacterial population out of existence, and the filter

recovers its efficiency. We cannot give all the

facts ; the Salford Corporation consider the

system so satisfactory that they have resolved to

spend £80,000 in laying down bacterial filters :

but the Local (iovernment Board have refused to

sanction the expenditure unless the Corporation

include a sum to cover the purchase of a sufficient

quantity of land over which the filter effluent may
be turned. The author says the time has arrived

when the Local Government Board should be

aroused from its agnostical state and undertake an
examination of bacterial filters which have proved

so successful. Wimbledon, Wolverhampton,
Yeovil, Lichfield, Buxton, Leeds, Dldham, and
Manchester have all tried experiments, and,

according to the author, the results hav : been

satisfactory. We recommend all authorities and
borough engineers to peruse this little book.

We have received from Sir John Leng and Co ,

Dundee, the attractive Summer Number of the

Piopk's Journal, which contains much that will

interest holiday readers, including nine well-

written stories, and the usual prize letters, essays,

?nd sketches. St. Martin's Church, Canterbury.

—This is the first of a set of books on well-known
churches, published by Messrs. George Bell and

Co., London, uniform in size and style of orn;.-

mental cloth binding, with their excellent

Cathedral Series, of which we have reviewed the

eleven volumes already published. The Church
series are, however, to be navy blue instead of

pea-green in colour. No parochial building of

greater historic interest exists than St. JIartin's,

Canterbury, and the publishers have secured a

well-qualiiied guide to pen its story in Canon
Routledge, who mentions in his preface that

during recent explorations so much fresh matter

has been brought to light that it has become
almost necessary to re-write the structural

description of the building, and to reconsider the

date of its erection. The author gives structural

evidence to justify his guarded belief that it is

'
' mere than probable

'

' that parts of the original

structure mentioned by Bede are standing, and
that the present walls were not oijy consecrated

by the memory of St. Augustine, but may bj

traced back to a considerably earlier period. The
little monograph, which is clearly and brightly

written, is illustrated by plans and some four-

and-twenty engravings, several of these showing
the early work recently discovered in the church.

.Smith's Late of Master and Seriaiil 'London
Effingham Wilson). A new edition of this well-

known handbook on the legal relations between

employer and employed, edited by Mr. G. F.

Emehv, LL.B., barrister, has just been published.

It contains a new chapter dealing with tha

Workmen's Compensation Act, 1897, which

comes into operation, as our readers are aware,

on Friday, the first of next month ; but some
necessary corrections have been made in the text

of the earlier portion of the work. An appendix
deals with the Conciliation -Vet of 1896.

Calculation in Ilijdraulic Ei%gineering.—A practical

textbook for the use of students, kc, by
T. (,'l.*xtiis Fidler, M.Inst.C.E , Professor of

Engineering. Part I. (London : Longmans,
Green, and Co.) ought to be a very useful hand-

book for engineers, students, assistants, and"

draughtsmen engaged in making hydraulic

calculations in connection with engineering worka
of this kind. Mr. Claxton Fidler does not

pretend to write a treatise on hydraulics, but

rather to apply principles ; and his introductory

remarks on fluid pressure in Chapter I. are clear,

and will much simplify the conception of such

pressure as the engineer understands it—such,

for example, as the practical exemplification that
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the engineer is more likely to understand the

theory of fluid pressure, if applied to a square

box filled with high-pressure steam or fluid,

which acts upon each side of the box at right

angles to the plane of boundaiy, or to the bottom

and lid, and to each side of box, than if he

were informed in the language of theory

that the pressure acts equally in all direc-

tions at any point in the internal mass of

the lluid. "The articles on fluid pressure

of uniform intensity are explicitly penned.

Ab regards fluids, we are reminded that they

have weight, and so it is not true to say a fluid

pressure is of uniform intensity, but for prac-

tical purposes it may be assumed to be uniform.

Thus it a cubical box be charged with water

under a pressure, the pressure downwards will be

greater than that upwards by the weight of the

water,"or ()2ilb. if the box measures l'2in. on
each side. But in practice this weight is not

worth considering. The chapter on cylinders,

pipes, bends under uniform pressure, is an im-
portant one for engineers, as it considers the

effect of unbalanced internal forces in pipes with

bends, and the axial stress caused by the fluid,

the transverse strength of pipes, the buckling of

straight pipes, the strength of joints necessary,

expansion joints, hydrostatic pressure, floating

vessels, &c., are discussed in terms of simple

mathematics. Such practical questions as the

pressure upon vertical walls of irregular figure,

and upon inclined and curved surfaces like walls

are considered, and the examples, with practical

calculations, are very useful.

CHIPS.
The Prince of Wales will lay on Saturday^^July 2,

the foundation-stone of new buildings in Creek-
road Deptford.

The new Metropolitan Tabernacle is to be rebuilt

on almost the same plan as the burnt church ; but
the upper gallery will be omitted and the exits

widened.

Ornithology and entomology have sustained a
great loss by the death of Mr. Osbert Salvin,

P.R.S., which occurred last week at his residence,

Hawksfold, near Haslemere. He was the second
and only surviving son of the late Mr. Anthony
Salvin, the well-known architect.

The foundation-stone of a temporary church in

Salisbury-road, Bedlands, Bristol, was laid last

week. The building, which will eventually be
used as a parish-hall to the permanent church, will

be lOSft. long and 3Gft. wide, the roof rising to a
height of oOft. The chancel and sanctuary at the
ejist end are to he approached by a few steps. There
will be a porch on the north-west side. The build-
ing, which is to be constructed of Pennant stone,

will be Gothic in style, the open roof being of pitch
pine and covered with Broseley tiles. The biulder
is Mr. Vowles, of Elton-road, Bristol, and Messrs.
P, Munro and Son are the architects.

The Bishop of London has fixed Friday, July 1,

for the consecration of the new Church of St. Peter,
Homsey, built from the designs of Messrs. James
Brooks and Son. About ,£'2,000 is still required,
the total cost of the nave and aisles being nearly
£8,000.

The old parish church at Bothwell, K.B., is about
to be restored at the cost of some subscribers. The
works will include a new organ and case to be
placed in the west gallery, and fresh furnishings,
comprising communion table and chairs, gas
standard and sconces, and also of the chairs, table,

press, and brackets for the sacristy. Intimation
was also made of a gift of a stained-glass window,
Representing the Nativity of Christ, for the east end
of the church. The sketch has l>een prepared by
Sir Edward Bume Jones, and the work is to be
executed by Messrs. William Morris and Co., of
London.

The Great Northern and City Railway under-
taking, which, on its introduction four years ago,
failed to receive any substantial measure of support,
is again to he brought before the investing public.

The line will run from Finsbury Park to Moorgate-
street, and will have intermediate stations at
Drayton-park, Essex-road, and Old-street. The
share capital is to be £1,500,000, and the directors
anticipate that the railway will earn a minimum
annual income of £81,500, whereas to pay the
detwnture interest and preferred dividend only
requires £52,000.

The rector of Hawarden, the Rev. Stephen
Oladstone, has adopted plans by Mr. J. Douglas, of
Chester, for the erection of a district church at
Sholton. It is proposed to build a nave with
clerestory, a chancel and apse, a north aisle and
porch, and to leave the tower and south aisle for
others hereafter to complete. The present expendi-
ture is estimated at £3,000.

dFnsinctrins i^otes»

Bixoox.—The ceremony of opening the new
pier has been performed by Lord and l^ady

Malcolm of Poltalloch. The old pier at Dunoon
belonged in former years to the Ilafton Trustees,

but was purchased by the commissioners for

£27,000. The commissioners decided to reno-

vate and extend the structure—a work entered

upon two years ago. It was resolved to incor-

porate the old pier with the new structure, and
to utilise the old jrangway for goods and luggage
traflSc, providing a new gangway for passengers.

The pier-head is now 410ft. long by 60ft. wide,

and the new gangway is 170ft. by -lOft. The
structure is of timber, secured by iron bolts, and
sheathed in places with iron plating. The depth
of water is 10ft. at low tide, and 20ft. at high
tide. On the pier waiting-rooms have been
erected, while at the shore-end stand the adminis-

trative offices, surmounted by a clock-tower. A
covered verandah runs the whole length of the

waiting-rooms, fronting the- sea, and the signal-

box is placed at the sea end of the new gangway,
with a belfry above, in which a fog-bell has been
hung. The pier and rooms will be lit at night

with electricity. In addition to the pier, the

works include a sea-wall about 300 yards in

length, formed of rubble concrete, and sur-

mounted by an iron railing. A new road has

also been constructed, at a cost of over £3,000,

through the hillock known as Tom-na-bhoid.
Mr. W. K. Copland, Glasgow, was the engineer
of the undertaking.

Hehxe B.\y.—A Press view of the Pier

extension was given on Saturday. The old pier

ran out to a length of only iOOft., and was left

at low tide high and dry. It has now been
lengthened by the addition of 3,320ft., making it

the longest pier on the Kentish coast, and, as the

head is constructed in deep water, steamers will

in future be able to land passengers at any state

of the tide. In the new structure there are eight

alcoves, where the width is 30ft., and at two
points the pier is widened to G6ft. The pierhead

when completed will be 76ft. wide, and will carry

an octagonal pavilion 40ft. wide. Beyond this

there will be an independent timber landing-

stage for the steamers. The pier is built on screw
piles driven about 10ft. into the sea bed, the

superstructure being of steel, with a wooden deck,

which is 14ft. above the highest water. The total

weight of steel and iron used is 1,600 tons. An
electric tramway runs the whole length of the

structure, which will be completed early in July.

The sum expended on the pier has been about

£20,000.] j^Mr. E. Matheson is the engineer.

Laxarkshiee axd Ayrshire Railway.—At
Lugton, Ayrshire, the Hon. Mrs. Greville Vernon
cut recently the fir^t sod of an extension of the

Lanarkshire and Ayrshire Railway, which is to

connect, by a direct and easy route, the port of

Ardrossan with the coal and iron producing dis-

tricts of Lanarkshire. Ten years ago the first

portion of the company's line was opened from
Barrmill to Ardrossan, with spur lines to Kilwin-
ning, Saltcoats, and Irvine. This line gave a

very much shorter route from Glasgow and Barr-

head to the places named than had previously

existed, but the trains had all to pass over some
fifteen mUes of the Kilmarnock Joint Line, in-

cluding the very steep gradient of 1ft. in 07ft.,

continuing for nearly three miles, between Barr-

head and Lugton. The extension now entered

upon will avoid this gradient, and wiU also

obviate the delays at present incurred by having
to take the traffic over the congested lines in the

neighbourhood of Glasgow. The new line com-
mences with a junction near Barrmill with the

company's present line, and will run into Lanark-
shire through Lugton to Neilston and past

Barrhead on the south-west on to Cathcart,

Cambuslang, and Newton. Spur lines will con-

nect with the KUmamock Joint Line at Lugton,
and with the Caledonian Company's Busby line.

As the steepest gradient on the new line will not
be greater than 1 in a 100, every train can be
run at full load. The railways comprised in the

company's whole scheme are eleven in number,
but several are merely loop or branch lines. In
the aggregate they are 26 miles in length. The
engineer of the line is Mr. Charles Forman (of

Jlessrs. Formans and M'Call), and the contractors

are Messrs. R. M'Alpirie and Sons, who executed

the earlier portions of the Company's under-

takings.

LvMLEY Castle.—The Earl of Scarborough

having decided to erect a bridge across the River

Wear adjoining the existing ferry at Lumley
Castle, instructed Messrs. D. Balfour and Son,

civil engineers, of Newcastle, to prepare plans

for a suitable structure, the contract for which
has been let to Messrs. Head, Wrightson, and
Co., of Stockton-on-Tees, who expect to start the

work this month. The structure consists of a

centre span of r20ft. and two side spans, each

37ft. long. The main and approach girders are

to be of mild steel lattice-work, the bottom
flanges being wind-braced, and the top flanges

supported with struts and overhead arches. The
flooring will consist of creosoted timber, with

water-boards at each side. The piers will be

each composed of four braced wrought-iron piles,

formed of four segments riveted together, having

cast-iron pile points, and driven 2Ift. below river

bed. Gates and turnstiles are to be fixed at end

of bridge, and lighting arrangements to be pro-

vided. The structure is calculated to stand a

safe distributed live load of 1401b. to the square

foot, with four times this amount for the ultimate

load.

W.iTEELOo AXD City Railway'.—The opening

of this underground electric railway wiU take

place in the first week of July. The line is carried

in two iron-bound tunnels, which have, as far as

possible, been excavated underthe public thorough-

fares, and at one point only—near Stamford-

street, Blackfriars—has it been necessary to make
any arrangement with the owners of private

property. The only stations are the terminal

ones at "Waterloo and at Bucklersbury. The plat-

form of the AVaterloo terminus, laid at a depth of

41ft. immediately underneath the principal main ^i
lines of the London and South-Westem Railway,

is approached by a series of inclined ways. After"!

a sharp curve into York-road , the underground

tunnels, rapidlydescending, crossWaterloo Bridge-

road, and follow the route of Stamford-street as

far as Hatfield-street, where they turn in a north-

easterly direction. Penetrating the bed of the

Thames, they emerge on the Middlesex side of

the river, in front of the Royal Hotel, and pro-

ceed under the centre of Queen A'ictoria-street to

the City terminal station, which will eventually

have an entrance to the public subway now in

course of construction under the crossing in front

of the Mansion House, the Royal Exchange, and

the Bank of England. For the first, the City

approach wUl be by two staircases near the

premises of the National Safe Deposit Company
in Queen Victoria-street. The railway works

have been carried out by Messrs. Mowlemand
Co., the engineers at the outset being Mr. "W. R.

Galbraith, M.I.C.E., and Mr. J. H. Great-

head, M.I.C.E. ; Mr. Harley H. Dalrymple-Hay,

A.M.I.C.E., acting as resident engineer. Mr.

Greathead died before the completion of the con-

tract, and hisplacehassincebeentakenby Professor

A. B. AV. Kennedy. Much of the tunnelling

was executed in compressed air-locks, owing to

the fact that the deep excavation had to be con-

tinued through a strata of water-bearing gravel.

Where compressed air had not to be employed,

the ordinary rate of progress was about 10ft. per

day of completed work. The smallest diameter

of the tunnels is 12ft. 2in. Electrical power is

supplied from a generating station built close to

the Waterloo end of the line. Therein are erected

five boilers, engines, and dynamos, each of about

300H.P., and an evaporative condenser. The line

is laid on the central conductor principle, the

conductor being a channel-shaped steel rail,

receiving an electric pressure of .500 volts. Five

trains have already been ordered from the Jackson

and Sharp Company, of Rochester, U.S., but six

will be required to maintain the frequent service

proposed. Each train consists of four coaches,

the first and last being motor-cars. The ordinary

carriages will seat 56 passengers, and the motor-

coaches 46, the seating capacity of each train

being for 204 passengers. Professor Kennedy

has designed the electrical arrangements, and

Messrs. Siemens Brothers and Co. have been the

contractors for this part of the work, including the

motors in the carriages.

The partnership heretofore subsisting between

G. F. Lambert and J. C. Rees, of Neath and

Bridgend, architects, under the style of Lambert

and Rees, has been dissolved.

The Board of Trade has issued a provisional order

to the urban district councU of Barnes empowering

them to supply electricity throughout the whole

area within their jurisdiction, but excluding Ham-

mersmith Bridge.
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Uoi KXKMuiTn. •— The new chancel u£ the

Bennett memorial church of St. Stephen was

formally dedicated by the Bishop of Guildford

on Friday. The whole interior of the ch\irch,

which is Early Knglish in style, is of Bath stone,

with gromcd stone ceiling, and clustered columns

and lofty arches of varying span. The new
chancel is of apsidal shape, forming a pentagon,

and north and south transepts, a choir, two
vestries, and a small circular apsidal Lud\'-chftpel

on the north side have also been added, together

with a stone organ-loft in the south transept.

The apse is carried up on eight lofty columns
which rise to the groining, and are tied at their

centres and capitals to the outer wall by shorter

arches, the lower ones being surmounted by a

quatrefoiled parapet of pierced stonework. The
intervening spaces between the bases of the

columns and the outer wall form an ambulatory
which is continued round the back of the altar.

Each bay of the apsidal ch.ani.el has a lofty three-

light clerestory window, the centre one being of

stained glas.s. The diagonal ribs of the groin-

work which terminate in a central ornamented
boss or key-stone and those of the transepts and
chapel are treated with dog-tooth moulding. The
sediliu, credence, and piscina form one design,

and occupy the three south bays of the chancel.

The retable in the chancel is of red marble, and
that in the Lady- chapel of alabaster. The reredos,

which is of carved woodwork, takes the form of

a triptych, the central subject being the Cruci-

fixion, the wings containing figures of saints and
angels, all carved in high relief and coloured and
gilded. The length of the chancel and sanctuary
from the nave is 50ft., and the length of the two
transepts is 78ft. by 16ft. in width. The height
from the floor to the groining of roof is .'lOft.

The first contract for the additions, which have
just been completed, was about £10,000, but the
extra work has reached an additional 1:2,000.

Altogether, when completed, the church will have
coat about £30,000. The builders are Messrs.

.\bbey and Co., of Salisbury. The architect of

the first portion of the work was the late Mr.
J. L. Pearson, R.A., and since his death his son,

Jlr. F. L. Pearson, has acted as architect. The
foreman has been Mr. F Chalk, and the clerk of

the works, Jlr. W. Harlow. The chancel and
transepts are lighted by electricity, and it is in-

tended to use the electric light in the nave at a
later date. There have been many gifts to the
church, including a carved oak altar-table made
by Messrs. Drake, Limited, Bournemouth. The
alabaster and marble retables are the work of

Mr. Davidson, of Ix)ndon ; the reredos is by
Messrs. Moos Bros., of London: the sculptured
figures and carving being by Mr. X. Hitch, of

Harleyford-road, VauxhaU, S.W.

Briulixotox.—The foundation-stone of the

Grammar .School was laid on Tuesday by Sir

Charles Legard. The style is the scholastic type
of the English Renaissance. The structure will

be of red brick, with stone dressings and red-

tiled roofs. The hall occupies the centre, and, is

51ft. Gin. by 30ft., rising through the height of

the two stories. It has an open-timbered roof,

and is surmounted by a turret. Gn the west and
south sides of the haU are four classrooms, which
will afford accommodation for a hundred boys.

On the north side space is left for additional

rooms, which will be provided when funds per-

mit. The principal entrance to the school will be
beyond the classrooms on the east front, and the

Playground entrance will be on the west front,

"ho head-master's house on the south side will

have frontages to the east and south. Accom-
modation is provided for thirty boarders, with
dining-hall on the ground floor and dormitories

on the first floor. The buildings have been
desired by Jlessrs. BotteriU, Son, and P>ilson,

architects, of Hull, and the erection will be
carried out by Messrs. John Thompson and Co.,

of Peterborough, at a cost of over £S,iOO. Mr.
W. II. Williams is the clerk of works.

Gt.ksoow. — The corner-stone of the new
Episcopal church and halls which are in the
course of erection in Baltic-street, Bridgeton,
( ilasgow, was laid on Saturday. The new church,
which is being erected to commemorate the
thirteenth centenary of St. Columba, and will be
named after that saint, is built in the Late Gothic
style, and consists of a nave with a chancel and a
south aisle. A morning chapel adjoins the
chancel, and a mortuary chapel is at the south-

west corner of the site. The large hall will

accommodate between 300 and 40O persona, and

there is also a smaller one. The total cost will

be t'1,000.—The special committee on Spring-

bum and Cowlairs halls reported to the town

council on Monday that they had met with Jlessrs.

Burnet and T. L. Watson, members of the

Institute of .Vrchitects, and it had been decided,

by modifying the architectural treatment of the

halls to some extent, to reduce the cost to

CU,OO0. The new hall is to be erected at the

corner of Keppochhill-roadand Millarbank-stroet,

and is to be capable of seating 1,200 persons,

while a smaller hall is to be capable of accom-

modating 100 persons. Mr. (I'Hare moved that

the matter be taken back for the further con-

sideration of two points—that the commission of

5 per cent, to be paid to the architects be reduced

to 4 per cent., and that the accommodation bo

increased. Mr. Chisholm moved that the whole

matter be taken 'ba.cksiHipliriln-. When he thought

of the sum for which a large and ornate church

could be erected, he thought it was ridiculous to

spend £11,000 upon suchahall. Mr. W. Paten,

in seconding, said the suggested cost was ex-

cessive. After some further discussion, Bailie

King agreed to Mr. Chisholm's motion, and this

became the finding of the council.

IIouN-sE.i. — The improvements at Hornsea,

inaugurated to commemorate the Diamond
Jubilee, are on the eve of completion, and on the

6lh July the waterworks new reservoir, aerator,

and filtering beds, the Promenade Gardens, and

the Market-place improvement will be inaugu-

rated . Three or four acres of land on the North

Cliti' have been laid out as pleasure grounds. The
adjoining portion of the Lansdowne estate is

being laid out as building lots for high-class

houses. The view of the parish church has

hitherto been impeded by a block of some three

or four cottages standing between it and the

main street. An opportunity arose for pur-

chasing this obstructive block, and it has

now been pulled down, leaving an unre-

stricted view of the church from all quarters.

The total cost has been £560, raised by public

subscription and by the grant from the urban

council. Thirty years ago there stood in the

middle of the Market-place the old cross. A
reforming hand ordered its removal, and it was

in danger of being broken to pieces when Mr.

George Heslop placed it in his garden. It has

now been resuscitated, restored, and erected in a

prominent position near the church. The water-

works were constructed in 1S79 at a cost of

£12,000. Owing to the increasing size of the

town, it had been inadequate for daily require-

ments, and the council have therefore spent

recently upwards of £2,000 in providing an

aerator, filter-beds, and reservoir, which will

insure an abundant supply of water for many
years to come. To back up these improvements,

the North- Eastern Railway Company have

doubled the line in places, and have promised an

improved train service during the season. Golf

links are being laid out, and will be ready next

month.

LKF.ns.—The corporation of this city are build-

ing working-class dwellings on the Camp Field

insanitary area. A number of dwellings thereon

have to be pulled down, and, in accordance with

the Act of Parliament, provision must be made

for the displaced tenants. The site selected is

Derwent-avenue, Sweet Street-west, Holbeck,

and there ten cottages will be erected. Each

will have a living-room and scullery, two bed-

rooms, and an attic, and a cellar. They will be

through houses, and each will have its own back-

yard, w.c, andiishpit. The site of each ^uso^
12 yards by 5 yards—has cost Ct2, the Wiilding

>ipon it will entail an expenditure of £180 ; and

the sewering, kcrbing, paving, and flagging will

bring the total cost per dwelling up to £233 IDs.

If the requirements of the Local Government

JSbard are to be complied with, the work cannot

be done for less ; and, if the corporation is not to

lose money by the enterprise, the rent per dwelling

must be Ss. 9d. per week, including rates. This

will give about U percent, on the expenditure,

suflicient to pay interest and principal in thirty

years. Mr. George Carter, of the City Engineers'

Department, has prepared the plans for the

dweUings.

JIouKiAMiir. — This popular watering-place

already possesses a new theatre, winter i;araens,

two piers, Ucgent Park and paWlion, and a

revolving tower now all but completed. As an

addition to these, the latest scheme put forward

takes the form of a massive tower of novel design,

and a site has been secured in Calton Lodge and

grounds, with an extensive frontage to the pro-

menade between the Central Pier and lOmmanuel
( 'hurch. <Jn a portion of this estate it is pro-

posed to erect a tower 232ft. in height and 130ffc.

diameter at the base. The tower in general form

will be a cone gradually diminishing in diameter,

and having four floors above the ground level.

The first of these floors will bo 70ft. above ground,

the second 102ft., the third 132ft., and the fourth

l!y~tt., with a turret reaching to a tottil height

of 232ft. .\ road track with an electric railway

under it will wind round the outside of the eight

principal pillars in spiral form. This roadway is

to bo supported on the inside edge by a girder at

the same level, and on the outside edge by pillara

from the girder of the stage below. The struc-

tural steel work of the tower is calculated to

support a strain of 1,000 tons on every portion

accessible to the public, in addition to its own
weight, and a wind stress of .'JSlb. to the square

foot over its whole surface. The weight of the

constructive steelwork of the tower is estimated

at about 862 tons. The top gallery will be

readily reached by pedestrians, the winding

roadway—800 yards in length—being of ao

greater gradient than 1 in 10. In the sides of

the tower from the base to the summit a series of

alcoves with seats are to be provided, in which to

rest by the way. The whole of the ascent will

be illuminated at night by electric lamps. In the

basement a circular dancing pavilion, calculated

to seat several thousand persons, forms a feature

of the scheme. It is proposed that the decoration

of the pavilion shall be floral in design, with elec-

tric lights in harmony of colour grouped in the

centre, and imitation foliage and flowers. The

plans also pro^^de for the laying-out of the re-

mainder of the grounds with bandstand and

kiosks. The first round from the base of the

tower will be an imitation of an Eastern street,

with cafe and buffet in keeping therewith. Outside

the tower, on the ground floor, it is proposed to

erect shops, with waiting and retiring rooms.

The design throughout is Oriental in character.

The designer and patentee is Mr. Tom Bradley,

architect and surveyor, Bingley, with whom Mr.

John Tillotson, auctioneer, Bingley and Brad-

ford, is associated in the undertaking. Messrs.

W. H. and A. Sugden, of Keighley, are the

architects for the structure.

Peuth.—Lieut. -Col. Frederick Bailey, late

K E., Edinburgh, held a local inquiry last week

into the scheme of the Perth Police Commission,

under the Perth Improvement Act, in regard to

the housing of the working classes. The memorial

presented to the Secretary for Scotland set forth

that for the purpose of making certain new

streets, it was necessary to aa^uire 130 houses,

occupied by persons of the labouring classes,

whereof 50 are situated between South-street and

City Hall, and 80 in the Old High-street.

Evidence was given to the effect that the Com-

missioners proposed to demolish 139 houses and

erect lot, while there were 92 unoccupied houses

within a radius of a mile. At the close of the

inquiry. Colonel Bailey said he should have

pleasure in reporting to the Secretary for Scot-

land that the scheme seemed to him, in every

respect, an excellent one. He hoped it would be

very speedily carried out.

Sr.MDUii.—The Simmons Church Institute at

Seaford has just been opened by the Bishop of

Chichester. The building is situate in Crouch-

street, and makes a decided addition to the

buildings of the town, and is described as of

picturesque appearance, quaintly designed. The

walls, after the Sussex fashion, are constructed of

flint boulders, with red brick dressings. The

tiled roof hiis boldly projecting eaves. The hall

is well lighted, and h(Ui an open-timbered roof in

pitch-pine, with moulded principals and pen-

dants stained oak colour. A.t the rear are

retiring and committee-rooms. Mr. C. Morlmg,

of Seaford, is the builder, and Jlr. H. Curtis

Card, l-'.S.I., of Lewes, is the architect. The

cost of the hall, exclusive of the site, was £1,000.

The land and the efiuipments of the institute were

also included in the gift which has been made to

the parish by Mr. Henrv Simmons, one of the

oldest residents in Seaford. The hall seats about

l.'jO persons. The building is set well back from

the road, and is inclosed by iron raQings, with

moulded brick piers at intervals.

At Tuesday's meeting of the board
Sen.HUM.. --- ..

of guardians, the special workhouse accommoda-

tion committee recommended the erection of aa
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inlir[ii;iry to accommodate -ii males and :i'2

females, including lying-in ward, two rooms for

special use of workhouse medical officer, nurses'

rooms, ice, isolation ward (four beds), tramp
wards for 40 males and 24 females (including six

sepurato cells for males and six for females),

together with the necessary offices in connection

therewith. The new buildings recommended are

in accordance with plans prepared by Mr. W. II.

Ward, architect, of Birmingham, who estimates

the cost at £10,000 to £12,000. Further dis-

cussion of the report was adjourned for a month.

Wklpiu'ooi,.—The new Intermediate schools

were formally opened, on Friday, by Sir George
W. Kekewich, K C.I?., Secretary of the Educa-
tion I'epartment. The schools arc situated in

Severn - street, near the Cambrian Kailway
Station, and in style are a modern adaptation

of Ijato Renaissance. The materials used are

lluttington red bricks with dressings of stone,

and Uuabon tiles. The building accommodates
75 boys and a like number of girls It is fitted

with a kitchen and laundry on the ground floor,

and a chemical laboratory and science lecture-

room are provided on the upper floor. The head-
master's and headmistress's rooms are centrally
placed. The assembly hall will seat 300 people,
and the low-pressure hot-water system, with
radiator, is employed for heating. The building
has been erected by Messrs. Bradney and Lloyd,
of .Shifnal, from the designs and under the super-
vision of Jlr. Frank H. Shayler, with llr. Potter,

of Welshpool, as clerk of the works. The orignal
contract for the school was £.3,060, and the total

cost has been £3,106 Is. 6d.

Winch EsTKR C.ithedr.il.—The central position
of the magnificent 15th-century altar-screen in

Winchester Cathedral is at last about to be com-
pleted. At present the figures of the Blessed
\'irgin and St. John are gazing up at an empty
cross. A design prepared by Sir. G. F. Bodley,
A.R.A., has been recently approved by the
Bishop, the Dean, and the Chapter, and Canon
^'alpy has offered to present the work as a
memorial of his wife. The design now accepted
includes, in addition to the central figure of our
Lord on the Cross and some ornamental work
surrounding it, a piece of sculpture below the
cross, representing the Nativity, with six figures
of female saints (three on either side), which will
fill the upper portion of the space now occupied
by Sir Benjamin West's picture of the Raising of
Lazarus. Mr. Bodley has insisted on the removal
of this picture as essential to a satisfactory
restoration of the screen, it being out of harmony
with the general character of the work into which
it has been obtruded. Canon Valpy's munificent
gift will cost about £1,SOO. The execution of the
wo:k has been intrusted to Messrs. Farmer and
Brindley, who undertake to complete it in the
course of uext autumn.

WoonvALi;, Belfast—The memorial-stones of
a new Presbyterian church in course of erection
in Shankill-road, Woodvale, Belfast, was laid on
Saturday. Upwards of 1,000 sittings being re-
quired at a moderate expenditure, the plan of a
simple nave and aisles, with shallow traneepts
cccupyingan oblongspace of about OOft. by 70rt.,
was adopted. X feature is the main doorway,
placed in the centre of gable with splayed jamb.n
and moulded arches. Above a granite central
shaft will be a carviog of the " burning bush."
The tower, which is pierced by lancet windows,
and crown' d by a cornice and stone spire, rises
to a total height of l.'Oft. An angular pro-
jection is placed on the opposite angle of main
gable. All the large windows have stone muDions
and cusped tracery heads. At the transepts the
windows rise to a higher level. AU the gables
have copings and apex stones. The walling is

of Silurian slate rubble-work, from Ballygowan,
County Hown, with dressing and quoins of Giff-
nock sandstone. The internal joinery will be of
walnut and pitch-pine, with sheeting of Carolina
pine, varnished. The roof of open timber-work
will be exposed to the ridge, and sheeted between
the principals. A space has been reserved at the
rear of the church for a lecture-hall. The con-
tractor for the entire work is Mr. Thomas
M'Millan. Ormeau-avenue, and the architect j are
Messrs. Young and Mackenzie, Belfast.

The opening of the new public building? for West
Bromwich will take place on Monday next.
They provide offices for the town council, are
situated at Hill Top, and have been erected from
plans by Mr. Greatorex, the borough surveyor.

PKOFESSIONAL AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

L.iXCASHIUE AND CuEMUKE ANTIurARIAN
Society.—The members of this society visited, on
Friday, Wardley Hall, Worsley, which has lately

undergone a complete restoration. Mr. G. C.
\ates (who led the party) read a paper, in which
he gave some historical account of the old build-
ing and pointed out its more interesting features.

When the work of restoration was commenced,
he said, it soon became apparent that there was
much more of interest in the house than was at
first supposed. In all cases where there were
beautifully-panelled ceilings, formed of massive
and richly-moulded oak beams, it was found that
the most prominent of the mouldings had been
roughly chopped off, and on or below them had
been nailed laths, and the whole hidden by
plastered ceilings. Where the larger beams pro-
jected—all being of oak—they had been at some
former period hacked over and covered with
plaster, their sections being converted into plain
rectangles with chamfered edges, and (as if to
add insult to injury) these " improved " beams
had been painted and grained in imitation of
oak. The fine old staircase had been similarly
treated. The whole has now been restored as far

as possible. Visitors to Wardley Hall, Jlr. Yates
said, will probably miss some of the black and
white work with which they were so familiar,
but as all that on the north front was sham

—

being painted plaster, and not timber work at all

—it was thought best not to replace it, but to
restore the old brick walls which it coverel.
The restoration, though a costly matter, has re-
sulted in saving from ruin one of tie most in-

teresting old houses in Lancashire. The skull

—

popularly supposed to be that of Father Ambrose
—which has been preserved at Wardley Hall for

generations, was during the progress of the work
placed in an iron safe, and afterwards reinstated
in the niche upon the staircase where it has so
long lain protected with glazed doors.

Glasgow AiuHiTEcTvitAL As.sochtion.—The
annual business meeting of the Glasgow Archi-
tectural Association was held in the rooms, 187,
Pitt-i-treet, on Tuesday, 7th inst., the President,
Mr. W. T. Conner, A.R.I.B.A., in the chair.
The secretary read the annual report, including
the statements of the treasurer and librarian,
which shows the association to be in a flourishing
condition. During the session 19 new members
were admitted, making an increase in the roll

over last year. The syllabus comprised nine
members' papers and lectures, over and above
which there were four eshibitions of drawings
and photographs. There have been three prizes
offered for competition, of the respective values of
£10 10s., £5 53., and £2 2s.,' the first being for
a design, and the other two for measured work
and sketches. The treasurer's account shows a
balance of £41 Ss. 6d. on the credit side. The
librarian's statement enumerates valuable ad-
ditions by purchase and donation. The following
gentlemen were elected to hold office during the
coming session :—President, Mr. G. S. Hill,
A.R.I.B.A. ; Vice-Presidents, Messrs. .Tohn
Fairweather, R.I.B.A., and C. E. AVhitelaw :

Hon. Secretaries, ilessrs. R. J. Walker and
Alex. Wingate ; Hr.n. Treasurer, Mr. W. S.
Tucker ; Hon. Librarian, Mr. Hugh Dale ;

General Committee : Messrs. James Lochead,
A RI.B.A., Wm. Vickers, W. J. Blain, and
Thos. Ramsay.

The sales registered at the Estate Exchange
during last week amounted to £180,816, as against
£114,050 in the corresponding week of last year.

At the parish church of Newtown, near Wem, a
new pulpit and chancel screen, erected from designs
by Mr. A. E. Lloyd Oswell, of Shrewsbury, have
just been completed. The screen, which is Eirly
English in style and of wrought iron, is by Msssrs.
Hardman and Powell, of Birmingham, and the
pulpit, which is in the same style, and is executed
in red Mansfield stone and alabaster, is by Mr.
Bowdler, of Shrewsbury.

Oak House and grounds, West Bromwich, which
were presented to the town some time ago by
Alderman R. Farley, will he thrown open to the
public on July 25. The Eirl of Dartmouth has
consented to perform the opening ceremony. The
Science and Art Dapartment have promised a loan
of curiosities for a few months, and local gentlemen
will lend pictures and other objects of interest. In
addition to the improvements effected so far as the
building is concerned, the grounds surrounding the
old house have been laid out, and a large bowling-
green has been provided.

PAHLIAMENTARY NOTES.
The Home Office BrrLDiNos.—Replying to Mr.

AUhusen, Mr. Akers-Douglas said, on Monday,
that he did not think that it would he possible to set

aside any of the money provided by the Public
Buildings Expenses Act of this session for the com-
pletion of the ^VhitehaU front of the Home Office

buildings.
• »«^

CHIPS.
The Burnley Town Council have appointed Mr

J. P. Greenwood, of Birry, Glam., as assistant

borough surveyor, at a commencing salary of £151
a year.

An adjudication in bankruptcy is announced in

the case of Henry Hulse, trading as A. and H.
Hulse, of Wineford, builder, contractor, and brick
manufacturer.

The Municipality of Perugia, having determined
to repave the Cj.mbio, have intrusted the work to

Cav. Tesorone, Technical Director of the Industrial
School at Naples, who designed the tile pavement
for the recently-opened Appartamento Borgia at

the Vatican. 'The new pavement of the Oambio
will also be 15th Century in style, and executed in

Roman majolica tiles.

The eastern portion of High-street, Kensington,
is about to be widened between Kensington Palace
Gardens and Church-street, at a cost of about
£80,000, jointly borne by the vestry and the London
County Council. The street, which now has a
minimum width of 29ft., will be made uniformly
60ft. wide.

The Hall City Council has committed itself to a
series of improvement schemes which, according to

;

Alderman Jarman, chairman of the Finance Com- '

mittee, amount to the enormous total of £6,000,000.

The account of the capital expenditure on their

Municipal Technical School will be presented to the
Birmingham City CouncQ in July. At present the
revision is not quite complete, but the total expendi-
ture for site, building, and complete equipment of

the school will amount to a httle over £89,000.

The total expenditure authorised by the council

was £84,558.

The well-known Camden House and estate at

Chiselhurst, which was the home for some years of

Napoleon III., and after his death of the Empress
Eugenie, is to be saved from the hands of the

builder. A. syndicate of the residents has been
formed, and £33,000 raised to purchase the historic

mansion and 70 acres of land. The property will

be used for golf links, and the mansion converted
into a club-house.

The newly-erected Corporation Art GiUery at

Reading has just received the gift of a painting by
the late J. B. Burgess RA. The picture, which
measures 5ft. by 4ft., has been presented by Mrs.

Burgess by desire of her late husband, the artist.

It represents the Spanish painter Alonzo Cano
giving away his sketches as alms to the poor.

The vacation travelling scholarship, instituted a

year ago by the Boston Architectural Club, has been

awarded for the present year to Mr. Albert C.

Femald, whose trip is to be devoted particularly to

the study of the architecture of northern Italy.

The inventory of the heritable and movable estate

of the late Mr. George Russell, sculptor, Aberdeen,

who died in .\pril last, amounts to £11,987 63. Id.

Of this sum £4,216 143. Id. is personal estate, and
£7,770 123. heritable estate. Mr. Russell leaves his

whole estate, after payment of his debts, funeral

expenses, and expeuses of management, to be divided

between the poUce force and the scavenger force of

the City of Aberdeen, in shares of £5 each—" Each
body to get a number of shares equal in proportion

to the number of such body."

The work of renovation at Cavendish Chapel,

Manchester, is approaching completion. The build-

ing has been overhauled and repaired on the outside.

Inside, the roof, walls, and pews are all being

cleaned and beautiti;d. The varnish and other

accumulations of nearly half a century hxve been

removed, and the mellowed oak and pitch-pine are

once more visible in their natural beauty. The
stained-glass windows at the north and south ends :

of the building have been repaired and cleaned. !

Tiles are being laid at the front entrance lobbies.
|

The heating apparatus is also being renewed : the I

order for a new organ has been placed. The electric
j

Ught has been laid on. The reopening service of

the chapel, erected just fifty years ago, and some-
j

times called the Cithedral of Northern Noncon-
formity, will commence on Sunday next.

It has been decided by the committee who hava I

raised subscriptions for a memorial to the late Dean
j

Montgomery that the memorial (a recumbent effigy
j

in marble of the Dean) shall be placed in St. Mary's 1

Cathedral under one of the arches which separate

the sanctuary from the north choir isle. A sub-

committee has been intrusted with the selection of a

sculptor; and Mr. H. J. Blanc, R.S. A., architect,

is to design the base on which the figure will rest.
'
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A feature is made of the hall and staircase, with

its gallery over, and another point of interest is

the ingle in the dining-room. The well -matured

grounds and well-kept gardens surrounding the

house add mu.-h to the interest of the building.

The general contractors were ^lossrs. 0. Miskin

and 8on8, of St. Alban's. The architect is

Maurice li. Adams, F.K.I. B. A.

HOMF.,

Mr.

ILLUSTRATIONS.
STCDT FOB THE TOWER OF A CIVIC BUIt-DIXG.—THE "RED

HOUSE," IIARPEXDEJf, HERTS.—THE PASSMORE EDWARDS

CBIPPLBS' nOME, ALCM CIIISE, BOfRNEMOL'TU.—MILL

niLL SCHOOL new chapel.—xew entrance hall,

BARTON COURT nOTEL,— DETAILS OP THE CLEVELAND

CHAMBER OF I'OJIMERCE.

Our Illustrations.

•STUDY FOK THE TOWER OF A CIVIC BUILDIXC.

This composition for a tower and gable end of a

«ivic building is conceived in a style described

by the author, as being " devoid of the better

principles of architectural design," and he

admits that his conception disregards '

' modern
practical requirements." There is, however,

a freedom from restraint in his proposal which,

notwithstanding a certain redundancy of detail,

is marked by an endeavour to realise a Iireadth

of treatment which shall accord with the scale

•of its enrichments. Mr. Kobert Boughton says

the scheme is designed in a modern French

spirit, •with peculiarities and details which he

would not hesitate to carry into execution. The
desire for originality thus displayed, at least, is

interesting, and, at any rate, the lameness of the

ordinary and commonplace has been somewhat

vigorously avoided. The bold handling of the

drawing harmonises with the design, so that the

sketch, it may be readily acknowledged, makes

an attractive, if somewhat unusual plate.

I'.vssMouK j;dw.m!DS cuiiti.es

nOCllNEMOVTlI.

The building, as shown in the illustration, has

been erected on a charming site in Alum Chine,

by the liberality of Mr. J. I'assmore Edwards,

whose gift it ia to the Ragged School Union, and

will accommodate about 25 crippled children.

The architect is Mr. Frederick Warman.
The Marquis of Northampton, as president of

the Ragged School Union, opened the home on

871
f
Tuesday last. Nearly 10 friends travelled from

**"'
London to attend the ceremony, among them

being Lord Northampton, Mr. Henry Wood
(chairman of the Ragged School Union), and

Mr. J. Passmore Edwards. The Mayor of

Bournemouth, who presided, said he felt sure

that Bournemouth would help forward the new

home, as they were akeady helping'so many other

local institutes of a philanthropic character. Lord

Northampton expressed the pleasure it always

afforded those engaged in Ragged School Union

work to receive letters of sympathy from outside

London. AVhen the offer came from Captain and

Sirs. Harrison to start a temporary cripples' home

in Bournemouth, his advice to the secretary was

to "jump at it." He acknowledged the great

debt of gratitude owing to Jlr. Passmore Edwards

for a further proof of his generosity in erecting

the home, and hoped his example would be

followed, so that all the 6,000 crippled children

under the notice of the Ragged School Union

might spend part of their lives beneficially at

Bournemouth or some other seaside resort.

THE " RED HOUSE,

country house, the

H.VRPESDES.

This country house, the residence of 3Ir. A.

Vaughan Stevens, has lately been erected on the

site of a former building which two or three years

since was destroyed by fire. The new house, as

eho-wn by the accompanying plans, is entirely

unlike the previous one, though the foundations

of the original building determined the shape on

the plan of the leading walls of the present one,

with a triflng extension at the end of the billiard

hall, and of the cloak-room and pantry to the

rear. The roominess and spaciousness of plan,

coupled with the isolation of the kitchen and

servants' departments, which are also contrived

for ready service, may thus briefly be referred

to. The building is in red brick, with Port-

land stone entrance, and St. Aldhelm quarries

Bath stone dressings elsewhere, the roofs being

covered with tiles. The windows are throughout

fitted in the transomed lights with metal case-

ments, by Jlessrs. Wenham and Waters. The
C'adogan Ironworks supplied the steel girders.

The quarried and shaped glazings were executed

to special patterns by Messrs. Aldam Heaton

and Co. The carving was done by Mr. Nathaniel

Hitch. The purpose-made copper furniture was

supplied by Messrs. Hart, Son, I'eard, and Co.,

who did the wrought-iron work. Oak floors are

laid in aU the best rooms, and American white

wood, stained dark oak, is employed for the

joinery where oak itself is not used. The
chimneypieces were supplied by the Coalbrook

Dale Company, where special ones were not

introduced. The white and black marble paving

was supplied by Messrs. Farmer and Brindley.

MILL HILL SCHOOL CH.IPEL.

Ox Wednesday next, the •22nd inst., this im-

portant and interesting addition to the buildings

of Mill Hill School is to be opened. The archi-

tect is Mr. Basil Champneys. The drawings

which we give to-day somewhat fully illus-

trate the work, which is marked by several

distinguishing features. The enriched plastered

celling of the interior adds much to the effect of

the chapel, which is, of course, seated college

fashion. The vestry is situate on one side of the

sanctuary, and the organ is placed on the other,

a projecting gallery being contrived over the

stalls on the vestrv side facing the organ. There

is a public gallery at the west end. The mate-

rials are red brick and stone, with tiles for the

roofs.

CLEVEL.iXD CHAMllER OF COMMERCE.

We give this week a double page of detail of this

building, which we illustrated last week, and of

which Messrs. Peabody and Stearns are the

architects. Both illustrations are produced from

the American Architect.

CHIPS.

The urban district council of Wallasey have

decided to purchase the Woodlands Estate, adjoin-

ing Liscard Vale, and having a frontage to the

esplanade, for conversion into a public park. The

estate contains 12,500 square yards, and the price

given ia £3,.'iOO.

At the last meeting of the plans committee of the

Aberdeen Town Council, plans of new buildings

representing a value of £7,500 were approved. The

plans include an addition to the convent of St.

Margaret's at Spital.

At the Wesleyan chapel, Lichfield, a new organ,

build by Messrs. Nicholson and Lord, of Walsall,

was opened last week.

The Local Government Board have intimated that

th"ey will assent to a loan of £ lO.nuO being raised by

the Exeter City Council, for the purpose of carrying

out the Cameron scheme for disposing of the sewage

by the aid of the septic tank. Under this system

the sewage is destroyed by bacteria.

The Barlow Recreation fground at Blackpool

Bridge, bury, Lanes, is about to be laid out from

plans by Mr. J. D. Mould, architect, of Bury and

Manchester.

The second electric tram line into Dublin—that

from Haddington-road to Nelson's Pillar—has now

been completed. On this line centre poles are laid

for the entire distance, but in other respects the

installation is the same as that on the Clontarf

section.

COMPETITIONS.
Plvmihtii.—The town council recently de-

cided, in response to a memorial from the local

architects who were invited to send in competitive

designs for the buildings to bo erected in Tavistock-

road and Taristock-place, to increase the premium

for the best design from tloO to £250. The
architects replied to this by an expression of

regret that the main point of their objection to

the conditions had not met with a more favour-

able reception. The town clerk was thereupon

requested to ask whether, if the Special Works
Committee were prepared to consider the sug-

gestion submitted, the architects would waive

their requirements in relation to the appointment

of a professional assessor. To this the architects

replied unanimously declining to compete unless

a professional assessor was appointed. The com-

mittee then resolved that the views of the archi-

tects be met by the following :—A professional

assessor to be agreed to, provided the plans become

the property of the Corporation, the premium to

the successful architect to be £250, and com-

petitors to be instructed that the rents to be

catered for are to be about £100 per annum, with

the exception of the two end sites, which are to

be specially treated. The remuneration of the

assessor is to be fifty guineas. The town clerk is

to obtain the views of the architects upon the

offer as it now stands, with a view to obta,ining

the sanction of the committee to the selection of

an assessor.

Trowiiiudoe.—The local Technical Education

Committee recently invited architects to submit

designs for a proposed technical institute, a

feature of the competition being that the first

premium of £10 was not to merge in the suc-

cessful architect's commission, as is too usual,

but that he was to be paid the customary 5 per

cent. The limit of cost was £5,500 ; designs were

to be sent in by May 28 ;
and Mr. Edward \V.

Mountford, F.R.I.B.A., of London, was ap-

pointed assessor. Sixtyrseven designs were re-

ceived, and the assessor's award, which has been,

adopted, is as follows :—First premium (£40)

:

Mr. Thomas Davison, A.R.I.B.A., 59, Great

Ormond-street, W.C. Second premium (£30)

:

Messrs. Briggs and AVolstenholrae, Central

Buildings, Richmond-terrace, Blackburn. Equal

third premium f£20, to be divided) : Mr. A.

Dunbar Smith, 28, Theobald's-road, Gray's-inn,

W.C. : and Messrs. A. G. Hall and Thos. H.

Bishop, Jun., A.R.I.B.A., Leighton Buzzard.

Highly commended: Mr. T. E. Thickpenny,

A.R.I.B.A., Breydon House, Lansdowne-road,

Bournemouth, and Messrs. J. H. Tyars and

E. T. .lago, 16, Garfield-road, Lavender. Hill,

London, S.W.

WiMULEDON-.—Colonel C. A. Luard, C.E., a

Local Government Board inspector, has held an

inquiry into the application of the urban district

council for sanction to borrow £1,050 for the pur-

chase of land in South Wimbledon as a site for

the proposed public baths. The district council

has decided that the following architects be in-

vited to compete for the plans:—Jlr. W. E.

Hewitt, Mr. R. J. Thomson, Mr. R. A. Hinds,

Mr. A. Ardron, Messrs. G. Elkington and Sons,

and Messrs. F. J. Smith and Maurice B. Adams.

The total cost is not to exceed £7,000.

A new chancel screen designed by Mr. G. P.

Bodley, A.R.A., was unveiled last week at the

parish church of Church Stretton.

The Theatre Royal at Bamsley is being built from

plans by, and under the supervision of, Mr. Herbert

Crawshaw, of 13, Regent -street, m that town.

Mr. Tom Vickers, surveyor, Newark Rur^
District Council, was on Monday last.appomted

surveyor to the Bisley Urban District Counca.

There were 119 applicants for the post.

An agricultural college under the Harper-Adams

Foundation U to be built at Edgmond, near New-

port, Salop, and tenders have been accepted from

Mr. John Gethin, Shrewsbury, for the main build-

ing, and Mr. Muirhead, Newport, for the outbuild-

ings. The site of the college U on the road leadmg

from Newport to Shrewsbury, to which one of the

frontages wUl face. The work wiU be put in hand

in .July.

Some new shops in course of erection at Castle

Mona are nearing completion. The building of the

premises had been carried out by a local trade«man,

but the flat roofing, which is a novelty in the Isle

of Man, is the work of the Vulcanite Roofing

Company, Belfast, and has been completed under

the supervision of Mr. Jiio. Loughton, their Bir-

mingham agent.
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TO OOBBESFONDENTS.
[We do not hold ouraelvea responsible for the opinions of

our correspondents. All communicationa should be
drawn up as briefly as possible, its there are many
claimants upon the apace allotted tu correspondents.]

It is particularly requested that all drawings and all

communications respecting illustnitinus or liU*rary matter
ehould be addressed to the EDITUU of the Building
Nbwb, 332, Strand, "W-C, and not to members of the staflf

by name. Delay is not unfrequcntly otherwise caused.
All drawings and other commimicatiooa are sent at con-
tributors* risks, and the Editor will not undertake to
pay for, or be liable for, unsought contributions.

Cheques and Postr-office Orders to be made payable to
Thb Bt&asd Newspapkb Companit, Limited.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.

One Pound per annum (post free) to any part of the
Cnited Kingdom ; for Canada, Nova Scotia, and the
United States, £1 63. Od. (orfidola. 30c. gold). To France
or Belgium, £1 68. Od. (or a^fr. 30c.) To India, £1 68. Od.
To any of the Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the
Cape, the West Indies, or Katal, £1 6s. Od.

ADVERTISEMENT CH^iRGES.

The charge for Competition and Contract Advertise-
ments, Public Companies, and all official advertisements
is Is. per line of Eight words, the tirst line counting as
two, the minimtun charge being 5s. for four lines.

The charge for Auctions, Land Sales, and Miscellaneous
and Trade Advertisements (except Situation advertise-
ments) is 6d. per line of Eight words (the first line

counting as two), the roinimiun chaise being 48. 6d. for

40 words. Special terms for series of more than six
insertionfl can be ascertained on application to the Pub-
lisher.

Front-page Advertisements 28. per line, and Paragraph
Advertisements Is. per line. No Front-page or Paragraph
Advertisement inserted for less than 5a.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
office not later than 3 p.m. on Thursday. Front-page
Advertisements and alterations in serial advertisements
must reach the office by Tuesday moming to secure
insertion.

SlTUATIOSa.

The charge for advertisements for " Situations Vacant

"

or " Situations Wanted " is One Shillivo fob Twentt-
FOUB WoKDS, and Sixpence for every eight words after.
All Situation Advertisements must be prepaid.

NOTICE.
Bound copies of Vol. LXXm. are now ready, and
should be ordered early (price Twelve Shillings each),
aa only a limited number are done up. A few
bound volumes of Vols. XXXIX., XL., XLI.,
XXVI., XLIX.. LI., Lni., LVin., LIX.,
T.XT., LXn., LXm., LXIV., LXV., Lxvr.,
Lxvn., Lxvm., lxtx., lxx.. lxxi., lxxq.
may still be had, price Twelve Shillings ; all the other
boxmd volumes are out of print. Most of the back
numbers of former volumes are, however, to be had
singly. Subscribers requiring any back niunbers to
complete volume just ended should order at once, as
many of them soon run out of print.

Heceived.-C- T. W.—a. M and Co.-
—E. L. Co.—N. G. A.—W. S.

-L. R. B.-O.K. G.

C0msp0tttr^itce.—.-.

—

ST0NE.CARVIN'C4 IN" XEW YORK.
To the Editor of the Building M ews.

Sir,—Amongst the pile of letters I find await-
ing my return from South Africa is one from an
old apprentice of my own, who now occupies, and
most worthily so, a prominent position in Xew
York. The following extracts bearing upon, in
the main, architectural carving, will probably
be read with interest by many of your practical
readers.

Its writer says : "How time flies! It is now
more than twenty years since I first entered your
studios at Exeter. I was then a simple lad of
sixteen summers, just fresh from school. What
changes I have seen since then ! I am grateful
to say, however, I have received great profit
during after life by your early instructions. The
manner in which those teachings were adminis-
tered I confess I thought a bit ' tough ' at the
time, but I am thankful enough for it now. I
have since learnt to realise to the fuU that the
greatest curse a young feUow can have in this
19th century is a ' milk-and-water " apprentice-
ship.

" Stone-carving here has undergone many
changes during the last few years. A new school
of artistic architects have risen up almost un-
consciously amongst us. These are fast intro-
ducing a far better style of architecture
into New York and the United States gene-
rally than was the last prevailing one

—

i.e., rude Romanesque a la Richardson. The
style most aiiected now by our best and
leading men is French Renaissance. The young
architects here have, nearly all, more or less, been

students in the Ecole des Beaux Arts in I'aris.

This training h.as inculcated in them a deeper
feeling than has heretofore existed on this side

for refined ornament. Of course, the great draw-
back one has to deal with is that carving and
architectural sculpture is looked upon by clients

almost entirely from a commercial point of view.

The average moneyed New Yorker has no artistic

feeling within him. He worships the almighty
dollar, and he wants as much as he can get for

his money. Quantity, not quality I It is this

would-be prostitution of art by the newly-made
rich our architects have to fight so sorely

against.
" In general building, machinery is used more

than ever. It is especially largely introduced
into stone-cutting. This has practically nearly
wiped the stonemason proper off the face of the
earth here. Those that are left are reduced to

little better than mere mules, beasts of burden,
with little else to do than superintend fixing, and
now and then knock off a joint. This saving of

labour, however, has indirectly been advantageous
at once to the stone merchant and to the stone

carver. The master mason is now better able to

compete with terracotta manufacturers. Jlore
stone is introduced on buildings than ever, and
the carved decoration is of a much superior order,

and infinitely more refined than formerly. During
the last two or three years granite and marble
(especially the former) have been even more
largely introduced than heretofore. Its use does
not, however, affect materially the labour market
of New Y'ork, for it comes here in the main, all

worked and ready for fixing, shipped direct from
the practically exhaustless quarries in Maine and
\'ermont. There it is worked by imported
Italians, who receive as remuneration next to

nothing, live like the cattle of the field, in the
companies' sheds, and purchase all the little they
require at ruinous prices from the truck shops
' run ' by their employers. The Italians and the
Padrone system unitedly are the curse of American
labour.

'

' Although more carving has been carried out
here during the last few years than formerly, the
increase has been of no material benefit "to the
employee individually. Unfortunately, the supply
of carvers far exceeds the demand. There are
always plenty of excellent workmen walking
Broadway, with their hands in their pockets,

chanting the mournful cry of :
' We've got no

work to do.' This lack of employment is mainly
due to the large immigration of carvers during
the last five years from Italy and (Germany.
Strange to say, during that period of time we
have only had three or, at the most, four carvers
emigrate here (I am in a position to speak dis-

tinctly upon this) from the British Isles. These
have all since returned, and many others, who
found trade here so flourishing years ago, have
gone back to England too, hopelessly dispirited,

and penniless.
" As a matter of absolute fact, America is now

no place for a working man. For those who have
money to speculate, it is, perhaps, not a bad
countiy : there are plenty of syndicates and trusts

into which they may float their capital. At the
same time, what in England would be justly

termed ' roguery ' is simply ' smart ' here : and
English speculators more often than not get their

fingers burnt. They are seldom lucky enough to

turn over the ' cent, per cent.' newcomers are
often so sanguine of making.

'

' The Stonecarvers' Association in New Y'ork is

quietly doing real good work, and its relations

with those of the employers' association are ex-
cellent and cordial. All good work in the stone-
carving Une is now in the hands of three or four
reliable firms, instead of, as formerly, spread
about amongst thirty or forty, most of whose sole

stock used to be half a dozen chisels, a hammer,
swing-ladder, and paint-pot I

" We have had a fairly hard winter, the tem-
perature being often at 39 ' below zero. Summer
is now, however, smiling brightly upon us, and
where a few months ago we were suffering from
the bitter cold, we are, to-day, perspiring and
gasping in the sun. The extremes of climate in

this country are more trying than the average
stay-at-home Englishman can form any idea of."

—I am, kc,
Exeter. Harev Hems.

The Parliamentary Committee of Newport Town
Council recommend the purchase for £.'i,3.')0 of a
site, belonging to the Ecclesiaatical Commissioners,
near Caerleon, and containing about 't'i acres, for
the new borough lunatic asylum.
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QUESTIONS.
[11966.] -Ivywood.—I should be glad of any parti-

culars regarding the wood to be obtained from the stem
of the common climbing ivy. I have a lately-felled

specimen of 9in. di.ameter, which, being unseasoned, is

ditticult to judge, and therefore should like facts from
any who may have had experience of this wood.

—

Dark
Green.

[11967.]—Testing Cement.—Will feel much obliged
if one of your practical readers would inform me of the
proper way to test the strength of Portland cement, and
also to name the best cement made.

—

Student.

[1196S.] -Soundproof Walla.-In building semi-
detached villas, can any means be adopted to prevent
transmission of sound from one house to the other .'—M.

[ 11969. ]-Insurance.—lam a jobbing and contracting

builder, employing all branches of the trade, one-third of

the men beiog constantly in employ, and the other two-
thirds being migratory workmen, and it has occurred to

me that a system of insurance might be adopted, and may
be self-sustained by each workman paying a very small
amount weekly. At present when a workman is ill his

fellow-workmen and myself help him by subscription

;

but this is very unsatisfactory, for obvious reasons. I

shall be glad if any of your readers have a workable
scheme, and would inform me of the same through the
medium of your valuable paper, as there is no doubt other
employers would adopt any likely idea for what is a felt

want in my district. The great difficulty with me is the

fact that some of the workmen are only employed for two
or three days, while others have been with me for twenty
years.—AssL'EAKcE.

[11970.]—Fixing Stone.—Is a plugged joint with
lead a reliable one for joining curbs and cornices? If

there is any better mode of fixing other than cramping
with metal, I shall be glad to hear. Also whether lime-

stone is better than lead for fixing iron to stonework I

There are some who say that it is not so good, as a
chemical action takes place between the sulphur and
stonework. Is Spence's metal better ?—A Lk-veneb.

[11971. J-Flare-Burnt Lime.—This is burned in

special kilns in which the lime is kept from contact with

the fuel and smoke for the purpose of keeping it cleaner.

Seeing that it is dearer than lime burnt in the_ ordinary

kilns, what are the special purposes for which it is used,

and where !-W. K. E.

[11972.]-Hydraulic Engineering.—Can anyone
recommend an elementary treatise on practical hydraulics

that will give all the necessary principles and applications

to dams, river and quay walls, pipes and bends 1—A. B.

[11973 ]—Drain-pipe.—I intend to build six small

houses, each house loft, by 23ft. internal dimensions, and
two stories in height ;

yards 15ft. by 20ft. In each yard I

intend to fit up a water-closet, which can be weU flushed

from town supply and properly equipped tank. I should

like to know if a 6in. earthenware pipe is sufficient to

carry off all slops from yards and closets. Some advise to

lay a 9m. pipe, having 4in connection to closets. lam
sure many of your readers could advise me on this point,

also as to ventilation. There is a fall of Sin. from n to h,

and from 6 to c there is a fall Sin. in a distance of 35ft.

The distance from a to 6 is 100ft., and I am anxious to

know how to ventilate the sewer and connections in yards ;

also how I shall put in a trap near main sewer at c—
—Sanitas.

[11974.]—Chain Bond —I have to design a small

stone dome about 12ft. in internal diameter. Is it neces-

sary to have any tie, and what should it be like I I

thought a circular flat bar jointed in four pieces would

do. Should like some practical opinion on the best form

and section, and h >w inserted at the base of dome !—
CONSTBCCTION.

REPLIES.
[11963.]-Dr#*(ring.—I have always understood that

only absolutely black ink is suitable for process reproduc-

tions. Inks specially prepared for this piu-pose are sold

at stationers.—Locis Erwold.

[11964.] — Woodworking Machinery. — The
machines that would suit you vary accordmg to the size

of your business, the amount you desire to lay out, and

the kind of work you require to be done. There are

numerous manufacturers of machinery who would gladly

supply the information you require.—Louis Erwold.

An interesting ceremony was performed at Bristol

on Saturday last, when the city engineer, Mr. T. H.

Y'abbicom, C E., ou behalf of the officers in the

city engineer's department, made a presentation of

a handsome polished oak pedestal writing-desk to

Mr. W. S. Skinner, ou his resigning his appoint-

ment as architect under the corporation, to engage

in private practice in the city.

The jury of the International Art Exhibition at

Vienna have awarded their diplomas of honour,

with 20 large and 39 small gold State medals. Three

of the former and five of the latter were given to

English exhibitors—namely, a large gold medal to

Edwin Austin Abbey, A.E.A., for his " Hamlet " ;

to Arthur Hacker, A.R.A., for his canvas " The

Cloister or the World r
"

: and to Edward Onslow

Ford, R.A., for a plaster statue. A small gold

medal was awarded to Frederick Arthur Bridge-

man, in Paris, for his canvas of " The Terrace "
;

to R. B. Niabet Comrie, Scotland, for his water-

colour '-Scotch Autumn" ; to Charles Sprague

Pearoe, for his painting "Flock of Sheep" ;
to

Ralph Peacock, London, for his painting " False-

hood": to WiUiam Stott, of Oldham, for his

" Kissing in the Ring" : and to Edward Stott, of

Amberley, for his oil-painting "The Old Gate.
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liEGAIi INTELLIOENCB.
BO.VRP SCIIOO-LS AMD THE DepRECTATIOX OF

Adjodjino PEOrEKTY.—The (Jueen v. Peaece—
Ex Paete London School BOAiin.—Iu the (Jueen's

Bench Division on Saturday, Mr. Justice Day and

Mr. Justice Lawrance give judgment ia this

application, which sought to make ahsolute a rule

Hi.-i that had been granted for a irrtioraii to bring

up, for the purpose of being quashed, an inquisi-

tion, with the verdict and judgment thereon, taken

before the Sheriff of London. The case arose out

of proceedings for the assessment of the compensa-
tion due to Mr. Pearce, land belonging to whom at

Uaida Vale was compulsorily taken by the Loudon
School Board as the site for a school. The land

taken formed part of a building estate near the

recreation ground at Paddington, belonging to the

claimant, Mr. Pearce. The estate was already

partly built on, and in the proceedings for the

assessment of the compensation, which took place

before the Under-Sheriff of London and a jury, it

was proposed on behalf of the claimant to give

evidence that the houses on his estate in the

immediate vicinity of the laud taken would be

depreciated in value owing to the noise that would
be caused by the children attending the school.

This evidence was objected to on behalf of the

School Board on the ground that such depreciation

in value did not form a subject for compensation.

It was thereupon arranged that the j ury should

{iBsess the compensation on this head separately in

order that the question whether such compensation

could properly be given might be brought before

the High Court. The j ury assessed the compensation

on this head at £1,000. The rule nisi in tbe present

case was then obtained. Mr. Freeman, Q.C., and
Mr. E. Boyle appeared to show cause against the

rule. They argued that, as part of the claimant's

land had been taken, he was entitled to the com-
pensation in question on the principles established

in the case of " Duke of Buccleuch v. Metropolitan

Board of Works," and " Cowper Essex v. Acton
Local Board." Sir Edward Clarke, Q.C., Mr. Earn,

and Mr. Marchant appeared in support of the rule.

They contended that the damage to the claimant's

property would not arise out of the use of the school

by the School Board, but from the conduct of the

children outside the school—a matter for which the

School Board were not responsible —and that the

damage, therefore, did not give rise to a claim for

compensation. Moreover the school would not be

erected for two years. They cited "Caledonian

Railway v. O^vy," "City of Glasgow T'nion

Hailway v. Hunter." The Court discharged the

rule. Mr. Justice Day said that it seemed to him,

without giving any opinion as to whether the

amount awarded by the jury was right, that the

question had been properly left to the jury in

accordance with established principles of law. Part

of the claimant's land had been taken, and the jury

had found that a school carried on in the usual way
on the land so taken would injure the residue of the

claimant's land ; and they had assessed the injury

at £1,000. That they were entitled to do, and it

was not for the Court to say whether the sum
awarded was reasonable or not. It appeared to

him that there was no ground for disturbing the

verdict of the jury. Mr. Justice Liwrance con-

curred.

Thh Deainage Question at Connah's QrAY.—
The Arbitbatoe'3 Awaed.—At Friday's meeting

of the Holywell Rural District Council, a letter was

read from the council's solicitor, inclosing the award

of Mr. William Ambrose, Q.C., M.P., Vice-

Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster, in the

matter of the arbitration between the district

council and the urban council of Connah's Quay
respecting the liability of the latter to pay a sum of

£790 8s. 8d. costs of preparing drainage plan, and

of litigation with the London and North-Western

Railway Company on the subject. Mr. Ambrose

orders the Connah's (Juay Council to pay to Holywell

a sum of £378 Is. 2d. The costs of the arbitration

(£132) are to be divided between the two bodies,

and Connah's Quay are to have possession of the

plans, ic.

Serious Ciiaeue Against a Builder.—At the

South - Western Police - court on Friday, John

Hagarty, a builder, of St. Ann"s-road, Stamford

Hill, appearefl to answer a summons for incumng

a debt of £25 with intent to cheat and defraud.

Evidence was given to prove that in August, 1800,

the defendant carried on the business of a builder at

Grand-parade, I'utney, in the name of Messrs.

Matthew and Co. Having a contract in hand to

make some structural alterations, he applied to

Charles J. Woon, a timber merchant, of Grace-

church-street, City, to supply him with timber on

credit. Mr. Woon, before consenting, made inquiry

into the applicant's lona J: Us, and wrote to the

defendant asking if a man named Hagarty hid any
interest in his business. The defendant replied,

signing his name as James Matthew to the letter, in

the following language:—"I had a partner of the

name ot Hagarty some time ago, but I am the only

man who represents the firm at present." Mr.

Woon, feeling satisfied, acceded to the defendant's

request, and from time to time supplied him with

timber of the value of £2."), which had never been

paid. On the Cth December, 1897, a petition in

bankruptcy was presented against the defendant,

and a receiving order was made in the following

January, the liabilities being returned at £628 Is. :id.

,

the name of Mr. Woon being scheduled as one of

the creditors. At a public examination the debtor

admitted writing the letter, with the intention of

deceiving Mr. Woon, and obtaining the timber on

credit. In consequence of this admission these

proceedings were ordered. Defendant was com-
mitted for trial.

The Waverley Hotel Scaffold Disaster,

Edinburoh.—Sheriff Hamilton, in the Edinburgh

Sheriff Court on Friday, closed the record, and

allowed proof in an action at the instance of Peter

M'Glynn, one of the labourers hurt at the Waverley

Station accident on the 18th of March, against

Messrs. G. and R. Cousin, the contractors, for €200

damages at common law, or £19.5 under the

Employers' Liability Act, in respect of injuries he

sustained. The pursuer avers that the height of the

scaffold was abnormal, that it was altogether in-

sufficient at the base for a scaffold of such height,

and that it was top heavy by having placed ou it a

steam crane of eight tons, and a hand crane of two

tons ; and that the wood supplied by the defenders

was of the commonest and cheapest kind. The

defenders deny that the scafiold was insufficient, and

hold that it fell owing to no fault of its design.

Re-entry and the Recovery of Damaoe.s.—

Marshall v. Mackintosh. — Judgment has

been delivered by Mr. Justice Kennedy in this

case. The action, which was brought against a

builder to recover damages for breach of a building

agreement, raised the question whether, when a

landowner had exercised the power of re-entry

provided by a building agreement in the event of

the builder making default and has taken posses-

sion of the builder's plant and material on the

premises, the landowner is also entitled to recover

from the builder the actual damage he has suffered

by reason of the latter's breach of contract. Mr.

Justice Kennedy said that the only point which he

had to decide was the question of the damages

which the plaintiff was entitled to, and, as Mr.

Justice Field said in " WigseU v. School for

Indigent Blind," few questions as to the principle

upon which damages ought to be assessed were free

from difficulty. By an agreement in writing of June

10, 189(5, the defendant contracted with the plaintiff

to pull down and remove certain buildings at 17 and

48, Dover-street, Piccadilly, and to build on the site

a new structure, which was to be erected in carcase

before December 25, 1890. Upon that being done,

the plaintiff contracted to grant to the defendant

a lease of the land and buildings for 80 years, from

June 24, 1896, at a yearly rent of £1,100. Clause 2

provided that if the defendant made default under

the agreement "he shall forfeit all benefit under

this a^eement, which shall thereupon cease and be

determined, and all the materials and buildings on

ths said premises shall be forfeited to, and become

the absolute proper;y of, the lessor." Under

Clause 11 there was reserved to the lessor, on

default being made by the defendant, a power to

re-enter upon, and to the immediate possession of,

the premises and phint " without making to the

lessee any allowance or compensation m respect

thereof." The defendant got possession of the site

on June 10, 1896, but, except that he took down

and removed £200 worth of materials from the

old buildings, he did nothing whatever towards

the fulfilment of his contract. The fact was that

he had entered upon the undertaking as a specu-

lation without the means of fulfiUiDg it. There

being no prospect of anything further being

done, the plaintiff re-entered on January V.I,

1897, as he had a light to do. It was clear

that the mere fact of a re-entry did not of itself

exonerate the defendant from the liabdity to damages

for breach of contract prior to re-entry (see
'

'
Harls-

home V Watson ") ; but it was contended for the

defendant that the effect of Clauses 2 and 11 did

limit the plaintiff to such compensation as might

be afforded to him by taking possession of the

materials, plant, and buildings on the premises at

the time of re-entry without auy allowance or com-

pensation to the defendant, and that the plaintiff

could not claim damages beyond that. His Lord-

ship could not accept that view, for that would be

to read with these clauses "as and for h.^uidated

daiaages," or words to the same effect, and his

Lordship was not entitled to do that. It was com-

mon enough to find the insertion of such words

when there w.as an intention of the parties so to

limit the liability for a breach of the contract.

Instances of this were to be found in " Reilly v.

Jones," "Lea v. Whitakor," and in " Ec piirle

Newitt— ii re (rarrud." In the absence of some

such express words. Clauses 2 and 11 could not be

construed so as to deprive the landowner of the

right to prove actual damage for the defendant's

failure to perform the contract : but the words in

Clause 11—"without making any allowance or

compensation in respect thereof " — would not

operate to prevent the builder from having in-

cluded in the damages auy value which might exist

in the buildings, plant, ka., seized by the landowner

when he re-entered. The damages must be assessed

nbtti Mc xtimtibus, and it might be the case that,

if the structure was neariy completed in carcase at

the time of the re-entry, the landowner would fail

to prove any substantial damage at all to flow from

the breach on which he sued, as he had failed in

" Oldershaw v. Holt." The question of the amount

of damages had been referred to the official referee,

who had made two alternative assessments. He
reported that the plaintiff had, after entering, relet

at the best rent he could—viz., £800 a year, after

the first year, and he assessed the damages at the

loss of two year.' rent of £1,100 and the loss of £200

a year from June 24, 1899, at 25 years' purchase,

amounting to £.-),000, making in all 1:7,2011. In the

alternative, if the plaintiff was only entitled to re-

cover damages caused by the removal of materials

by the defendant and by the loss of possession from

June 24, IS'JG, to January 19, 1897, the official

referee found that the amount of such damage was

£200, and one year's rent of £900 from June 24,

1896, to June24, 1897, the earliest dite at which the

plaintiff was able to relet the premises. The

damages must be assessed, his Lordship said, upon

well-recognised principles. They must be such as

flowed naturally, and, in the circumstances of the

case, necessarily from the breach of contract

;

further, they must be such damages as might

reasonably be shown to have been mthe contempla-

tion of the parties when they entered into the

contract. Subject to this, the plaintiff was, in the

language of Mr. Justice Field in " WigseU v. School

for Indigent Blind," " entitled to have his damages

assessed at the pecuniary amount of the difference

between the state of the plaintiff upon the breach of

the contract, and what it would have been if the

contract had been performed." If the defendant

had performed this contract before the date of re-

entry, the eld building would have been removed,

and a new and valuable structure erected on the

site, and if he had then failed to complete the

plaintiff would have had no difficulty in getting

someone to take up the undertaking on at least a&

profitable terms. But, as it was, the plaintiff had

only been able to relet on term? involving a loss of

£7,200. His Lordship could find no fault of prin-

ciple in this assessment. " Oldershaw v. Holt"

was the case most in point, and there it was held,

it being a case of re-entry after neglect to build,

that the jury might property give a verdict on an

estimate of tbe plaintiff's real damage, taking into

consideration an increased rent secured by the agree-

ment which he had made with a new lessee. Upon
the same principle it was right in this case to con-

sider the reduced rent which the plaintiff had been

obliged to accept from a new contractor. As to the

alternative assessment, his Lordship did not think

that the damages could, according to legal prm-

ciple, he assessed upon that basis. There would,

therefore, be judgment for the plaintiff for £7,200.

BuiLDiNO Laws of Boundary Walls.-At the

South - Western Police - court, last week, Mr.

Francis heard a summons against James Chapman,

of 79, Sydney-street, Chelsea, at the instance ot the

London County Council, for erecting a building

beyond the general line of frontage on the south

side of Falcon- grove, Battersea. Mr. T. D.

Chilvers represented the Council, and Mr. Iloskins,

appeared for the defendant. It appeared that the

defendant commenced to erect a washhouse at the

rear of the premises, and was requested to discon-

tinue, as the buildings extended beyond the general

line of frontage. He did so, but instead erected a

wall 7ft. 6in. high. Mr. Ctiilvers argued that the

defendant had been guilty of a technical offence, as

the wall was beyond the line of frontage, and in the

case of " Ellis v. the Plumstead Board of Works

it was held that a wall 7ft. Oin. high was a structure

within the meaning of the Act. Mr. Hoskius con-

tended that there was no cae to answer, inasmuch

as the building objected to had been removed. 1 he

wall was only 7ft. high. Mr. Chilvers said, accord-

ing to the decided case, a boundary wall should not

exceed Oft. 9in. high. Mr. Francis declined to say

anything as to that, although he was of opinion

that the wall in question was not a building within

the meaning of the Act. As the defendant did

erect a buildmg in the first place, he would be fined

Is., with 23. costs.

Stkeet Impkovements at Putney. — At the

Xewington Sessions House, on Thursday in last

week, before Mr. Loveland-Loveland (deputy

chairman) and a special jury, the case of MarshaU

V Wandsworth District Board of \\ orks came on

for hearing. This was a claim for compensation ui

respect of the acquirement of the leasehold premises,

Xol.il Upper Richmond-road, Putney, occupied

by the claimant, Mr. II. L. Marshall, jobmaster,

for the purposes of street improvement? Ihe

premises in (luestion are hold for an unexpired term

of 45 years. The carrying-out of the improvement

scheme would necessitate the reconstruction of the

claimant's premises, by which he would he deprived

of certain accommodation. An adjoining shop, let

by the claimant at 73. par week, would be com-

pletely abolished, iwhilst the whole of the job-

master's premises would, it was alleged, be de-
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predated in value to a considerable extent through
the loss of washing space, -Vo. Jlr. Percy Henry
Clarke, F.S.I, (late Ward and Clarke), 2, Lancaster-
place, Strand, submitted plans, and estimated the
reduction in value of the premises as a whole at

£1,493, and other witnesses for the claimant were
Mr. Daniel VVatney, U:j, Poultry, E.G., estimated

loss £1,351 : Mr. Samuel Walker, Moorgate-street,

B.C., £1,392 ; Mr. A. W. Taylor, High-street,
Putney, £1,'1S2. For the 'Wandsworth Bistrict

Board of Works, it was contended that the claim
was exaggerated, and the witnesses called included
Mr. Alex. R. Stenning, 121, Cannon-street, E.G.,
who estimated the fair amount of compensation at
£623: Mr. W. Rennett Kogers, 78, (iloucester-road,

S.W., £iJ3S 4s. : Mr. G. H. Brougham CJlasier, 7,

St. James's-street, S.W., £031 I'.U. (id.; and Mr.
J. G. Kadford, surveyor to the district board of
works, £021. The jury awarded £1,200

CHIPS.
The corner-stone has been laid of a new church

for All Soul's parish at Captain Fold, Heywood.
The building will cost about £.),000, and it will be
of faced stone, with a red brick interior.

The Local Government Board having declined to
entertain an application from the Cheltenham Town
Council to borrow £2,740 Ina. for the payment of
the amount at which Mr. Kobson had agreed to
settle his account for architect's fees in connection
with preparing plans for a kursaal and municipal
offices, which have since been abandoned, the town
improvement committee proposed that the amount
be transferred from the water surplus account to
the borough fund account. This was strenuously
opposed, but was carried as a recommendation to
the finance committee to transfer and pay the
account.

The Marquess of Worcester has notified the
tenants that the Beaufort Estates in Monmouthshire
are to be sold. The property contains 26,000 acres
of land, with a rent-roll of £30,000, and includes
eight castles and one abbey—the famous Tintern
Abbey—and 2(i licensed houses.

A covered reservoir is being built for the Teign-
mouth Town Council on the Landscore-road, and
will be completed within the next fortnight. Mr.
Fisher is the contractor.

The Board of Trade have issued the modified and
now confirmed order made by the Light EaQway
Commissioners authorising the construction of a
railway commencing by a junction with the Helston
line of the Great Western Railway at its termina-
tion and terminating at the Lizard, a distance of
11 mUes.2 forlongs 9 chains. The order provides
for the construction of this line by a new company,
which is incorporated with a share and debenture
capital of £10,000. The time allowed within which
to construct the railway is five years from the 2l8t
April, 1898.

The chancellor of the diocese of St. Alban's (Mr.
A. B. Kempe, Q.C.) held a court at St. Alban's
Cathedral on Tuesday, at which an application was
made on behalf of Lord Aldenham for a faculty to
be decreed authorising him to complete the work of
restoring the cathedral high altar-screen. Lord
Grimthorpe, it was stated, had had notice of the
citation

; but he had not entered an appearance, and
the application was unopposed. The chancellor
granted the faculty as prayed for.

Mr. George W. WUlcocks, M.I.C.E., L.G.B.
inspector, has held a public inquiry at Bacup into
an application of the town council for sanction to
borrow £7,100 for sewerage works.

The monthly Jle/norandum of the Labour De-
partment states that employment in the building
trades remains brisk, the percentage of unemployed
union members at the end of the month being 1 -2

compared with M for April, and 0-8 at the end of
May, 1897. The furnishing trades continue busy,
the percentage of unemployed union members at the
end of May being 1-0, compared with 1-2 in April
and 1 1 in May of last year.

'

In St. Mary's Hall, Coventry, on Tuesday, Mr.
G. W. Willcocks, M.I.C.E., an inspector of the
Local Government Board, held an inquiry relative
to the Coventry Corporation's application to borrow
£33,000, for the purposes of extending the corpora-
tion's electric-light undertaking.

A singular scene was witnessed in the Court of
Appeal on Monday, when Lord Justice A. L. Smith
and the other judges dismissed the appeal of a
plaintiff who had, by an order of Mr. Justice
Bruce, been deprived of his right to sue in furnui
pauperis for sums he alleged were due to him for
building repairs executed for a lady. Plaintiff, it
was stated, had not only sent a letter to counsel for
the defence, threatening him with an action for
libel, but had imputed bad faith to Mr. Justice
Bruce. On hearing the decision of the Lords
Justices, he declared it was simply robbery, and
announced his intention of going to the House of
Iiords for justice.

STATUES, MEMOBIALS, &c.

Cardifi-. — The Marquis of Bute, under the
direction of Mr. C. B. Fowler, F.RI.B.A., is

marking the grave of Llewellyn Bren in the restored
floor of the Greyfriars Monastery Church, and that
of Bishop Ecclescliffe in the floor (also restored) of
the Blackfriars Monastery Church. In the excava-
tion of the Greyfriars floor a large number of
remains of broken stonework used in the original
building was unearthed, and it was these remains
which enabled Mr. Fowler to trace out the style of
architecture employed. It is intended to erect a
small building near the Blackfriars Church as a
museum for the storage of all these relics. At the
Corpus Christi festival at Cardiff Castle on the 9th
inst., the altar was erected on the very site of the
old high altar of the Blackfriars Church, and the
tomb of Bishop Ecclescliffe, with its new memorial
stone, which bears a long Latin institution in Gothic
characters, finds a place within the chancel in front
of that altar. In the Greyfriars Church the new
tile floor, after the original design and in the colours
of the Order, has been laid by Messrs. Godwin and
Son, of Lugwardine, near Hereford. The memorial
stone for Llewellyn Bren, like that over the
remains of Bishop Ecclescliffe, is of the hardest
Portland, and both memorials were executed by Mr.
Clarke, of Llandaff, under Mr. Fowler's supervision.

Ceoydox.—To the Municipal Buildings have been
added a statue of Archbishop Whitgift on the
pedestal left vacant by the architect, Mr. William
Henman, on the comer of the Com Exchange in
Katharine-street. The statue is the gift of Sir
Frederick Edridge. It is of Portland stone, and is

the work of Mr. J. Wenlock Rollins. The figure is

in high relief, and the Archbishop is represented
sitting reading a book. The figure is clothed in the
fashion one is accustomed to in the ecclesiastical

portraits of Elizabeth's time.

At Partick Police-court, on Friday, John M'Pher-
son, Squire-street, Whiteinch, having aliowed several
dwelling-houses in a new property at Whiteinch to
be occupied before they were certified as fit for
habitation by the burgh surveyor, a fine of two
guineas was imposed.

It is very probable that the site of the new West
Riding Asylum will be the Storthes Hall Estate.
The council's requirements were five hundred acres,

to be inclosed in a ring fence, twenty-five acres of
plateau for buildings, and to be free from winning.
The owner of the estate has been able to meet these
requirements, and the surveyor to the West Riding
County Council was therefore able to present a
satisfactory report in regard to the land. The price
asked by the owner is £39,500, or £75 an acre.

The comer stone of the new church of St. Andrew
at Bishopthorpe was laid on the afternoon of St.

Bamabas's Day by the Hon. Mrs. Maclagan, wife
of the Archbishop of York. Mr. C. Hodgson Fowler,
F.S.A., is the architect, Mr. A. W. Bowman the
builder, and Mr. Bolton the clerk of works.

The town council of Warwick decided, on Tues-
day, to discontinue the practice of paying the
surveyor extra sums for special work, and to sub-
stitute a fixed salary of £200 a year, with a house,
rent and rate free, and £20 for superintending the
fire brigade. It was pointed out that it did not
involve any increase of salary, as the sum is based
upon the average payments of the last three years.

The urban district council of Portishead wishing
to borrow £3,000 to complete the sewerage works,
an inquiry was held on Tuesday at the Assembly
Hall, by Mr. W. O. E. Meade-King, inspector from
the Local Ciovemment Board. The money ex-
pended up to date has amounted to £13,603 Is. 7d.
The increase in expenditure was caused chiefly by
the failure of the original contractor, Mr. Wdkins,
to finish the works. The re-letting of the works to
Mr. Binn, the second contractor, added considerably
to the expense. Other difficulties had occurred
from rock excavation ; running sands, water-logged
soil, and soft spongy clay necessitating the use of
concrete beds. In answer to the inspector, Mr. T.
Moss Flower, the engineer, said the works were
being carried on to the plans of the original scheme
without material alteration, and would, it was
anticipated, be finished by September next. The
second contract by Mr. Bmn was about 15 per cent.
higher than Mr. Wilkins's, and the total cost of the
work would amount to £18,500.

The traffic on the Great North of Scotland system
has recently so increased, that new locomotive and
other workshops are to be erected at Inverurie. The
contracts include the erection of a carriage and
waggon shop, 3'32f t. by 182ft. wide

; paint shop,
242ft. by 122ft. wide ; smithy and foundries, 270ft.
by 102ft. : and boiler-fitting and erecting-shops,
270ft. by 2G3ft. While on the same area, these
blocks are each separated from the other by a wide,
open space, so as to provide against the spread of
fire. The contracts just concluded form the first

section of the work, and will occupy fifteen months
in completion. The cost of the operations now
sanctioned is about £40,000.

WATER SX7PPLY ANB SANITART
MATTERS.

Bakmouiu.—On Saturday new waterworks at
Barmouth were formally opened by Mr. T. W.
Russell, M.P., Parliamentary .Secretary to the
Local Government Board. Tnese works are situated
among the Merionethshire mountains, and the
reservoir contains a storage of 100 million gallons,
of which 52 million gallons are for the supply of
Barmouth, and will supply a population of 2().00O
for 101 days. The works cost nearly £30,000. At
a banquet held in the afternoon Mr. T. W. Russell
said that since its establishment the Local Govern-
ment Board had sanctioned the spending upon
sanitary work of £102,760,000. Whereas befora
the establishment of the central authority the ex-
penditure upon sanitary work in the kingdom
during ten years was only £2,950,000, the sum spent
during the last ten years was £46,000,000.

Alderman W. Barford, of Peterborough, head of
the well-known engineering firm of Barford and
Perkins, and chairman of the council of Peter-
borough Agricultural Society, was found dead in
his bed on Friday morning. Mr. Barford was for
a short time a member of the old Improvement
Commissioners at Peterborough, but on the incor-
poration of the city became a councillor, and waa
elected to the aldermanic dignity in 1883, in which
year he was also mayor.

Memorial-stones of a Wesleyan day-school were
laid at Paulton, Gloucestershire. The buildings
will accommodate 300 children, are Domestic
Gothic in style, and built of Jocal stone, with free-
stone dressings. Mr. W. F. Bird, of Midsomer
Norton, is the architect, and Messrs. KeeUng and
Sons are the builders.

The Oulton Union Infirmary, near Lowestoft, is

being warmed and ventilated by means of Shor-
land's patent Manchester stoves, with descending
smoke flues, and Shorland's patent exhaust roof
ventilators, the same being supplied by Messrs.
E. H. Shorland and Brother, of Manchester.

Through the courtesy of the contractors, Messrs.
James Young and Sons, Edinburgh, the members
and friends of the East of Scotland Engineering
Association visited on Saturday the works in course!
of construction in connection with the new reservoir!
at Talla. The works in course of construction"
were inspected under the guidance of Mr. James
Young and Mr. Williamson, the contractors'
engineer.

Miss Hay, the daughter of the American Ambas-
sador, opened, on Monday, as a public garden, the
long-disused burial ground which lies at the rear of

the Robert Browning Hall, York-street, Walworth.
The garden has been prettily laid out under the
direction of Miss Wilkiiison, the landscape gardener
connected with the Metropolitan Gardens Associa-
tion. After Miss Hay had formally declared the

garden open to the public, the further ceremony was
performed of receiving the gift of a Doulton ware
drinking fountain presented by Mr. H. Lewis
Doulton, in commemoration of the fact that his

father, the late Sir Henry Doulton, had, with other
members of the family, been baptised and connected
with the old chapel.

In the Stadtpark, in Vienna, on Monday, a monu-
ment was unveiled to the well-known Austrian
painter, Hans Makart, who died there in 1884.

At the Passmore Edwards Settlement, Tavistock-
place, Mr. Humphry Ward will deliver, this (Friday)

afternoon and the three following Fridays, at 3.30,

a course of illustrated lectures on " English Art in

the Eighteenth Century." The lectures will be for

the benefit of the maintenance fund of the Settle-

ment.

The plans of the Royal Duchess Theatre, Balham,
have received the approval of the London County
Council, and building operations will be commenced
within the next few weeks. The plans have been

prepared by Mr. W. C. R. Sprague, and the build-

ing will accommodate about 2,500 persons. It is

entirely fireproof, and no columns are used in the

construction. The theatre is to be ready for opening
next January.

Four bronze panels have been affixed to the piers

of the N orth Bridge, Edinburgh, two as a memorial
of the old bridge, and the other two in commemora-
tion of the opening of the new. The paneb are

duplicated. Those referring to the new bridge have

the city coat of arms at each side, and bear the

following inscription :
" North Bridge foundation-

stone, laid 25th May, 1896, and bridge opened 15th

September, 1897, by the Right Hon. Sir Andrew
M'Donald. Blyth and Westland, M.M.Inst.C.E.,

engineers. Sir Wm. Arrol and Co., Limited, con-

tractors. Thos. Hunter, W.S., tovrn clerk." The

other panel presents an illustration of the old

bridge and a representation of the Old Town look-

ing from the bndge to the south-west, and it bears

the words : "Old North Bridge" above the

picture, and below it " Founded 1763, vridened

1876. Taken down."
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O^ur OfRce CabU.

At Cambridge University, on Wednesday, the
bonorary degree of I-L.D. was ronferred on Mr.
F. C. Penrose, :\I.A., F.U.S., F.K.I.B.A.,
F.R.A.S. ; and on Sir K.J. Poyntcr, F.K.A., and
that of D.Sc. on Mr. Charles Booth, the author of
" Life and Labour of the People in London."
In presenting ilr. Penrose, the Public Orator,
Dr. Sandys, mentioned that the recipient of the
honour was an Hon. Follow of Magdalene College,

Jate President of Royal Institute of Britisli

Architects, and first director of the British
School of Arch;uology at Athens. He was wel-
comed back to his I'niversity as one who had
taken his degree in the Mathematical Tripos of

lS-1'2, and who had thrico rowed in the I'niversity
boat-race some '>7 years ago, only once among
the vanquished, but twice among the victors.

lie was probably the only man living who had
stood not only on the summit of St. Paul's, but
also on that of the Olympeium at Athens. " \'iro

ad tantam altitudinem evecto non sine reverentia
quadam in hoc templo honoris lauream nostram
laeti decemimus." Sir Edwju-d I'oynter was
eulogised as one whose merits had been tried and
approved in a series of important public positions,
as a Slade Professor, as Principal of the National
Art Training Schools, and as director of the
National Gallery. As a painter he had shown a
profound knowledge of art, and had been dis-

tinguished for the nobility and the purity of
his aims.

The Bishop of Rochester, as Acting-Dean of
St. Savioui-'s, Southwark, appeals for £0,000 to
extinguish the building debt on the fabric, all the
rest of the £70,000 expended during recent years
in rebuilding and refitting the nave from Sir
Arthur Blomfield's plans having been met. There
is. Dr. Talbot adds, further need of money to pro-
vide vestries and a choir practice room, which are
positively necessary if decency and reverence are
to be maintained. These, with the purchase of
the site, will cost £3,000. There is need also
for repairs to the tower and to the roof and
walls of the choir and Ladychapel, besides some
other work, which would entail an expenditure of
another £3,000, but it is not proposed to commence
any of these until all the present debt is paid, nor
even then until the needed sum is in hand.

Mu. Wii.Li.iM WooiiWAuii, A.R.I.B.A., writes
to us to call attention to the threatened spoliation
of one of the most beautiful portions of Hamp-
stead Heath. Immediately adjoining the West
Heath, and on its north-western margin, stands
the estate of the late Sir Spencer Wells, covering
an area of 36 acres, and as this land is advertised
for sale by public auction, it may fall into the
hands of builders, who are tempted to speculate
by the announcement that these " gardens and
grounds of matchless beauty present unique sites

for the erection of first-class houses." As the
family of .Sir Spencer Wells is open to sell by
private treaty, it is urged that the auction should
be stayed, and the property acquired as an open
space for the public by the co-operation of the
London County Council, the Jletropolitan Gardens
Association, the Kyrle Society, and the Hamp-
stead Vestry, or some of these bodies.

At a meeting of the court of Edinburgh
University, on Monday, it was agreed to make the
appointment to the Bruce and John Usher Chair
of Public Health and Sanitary Science at the
next meeting of the court on the ISth pros. In
connection therewith, a letter was read from a
benefactor of the university, who desires tliat for
the present that his name should be withheld,
intimating that he is prepared to give to the
University such a sum as may be necessary, but
not e.vceeding £10,000, to build and equip a
laboratory and a class-room to be used exclusively
for the teaching of public health in connection
with this Chair, the site of the proposed building
to be provided by the university. The court, in
thanking the donor for the munificence of his
gift, resolved to record their gratification that it

had taken a form which enabled the I 'niversity
to extend its usefulness by the creation of an
institute which was urgently required for pro-
moting the study of public health.

TuE Dean of Bristol, Dr. Pigou, states that at
the last meeting of the Cathedral Restoration
Committee it was decided that the restoration be
proceeded with, and that such portions of the
external fabric as require immediate attention

the works attended the meeting, and assured the
committee that certain portions of the fabric are
in a most ruinous and even unsafe condition.

The following, therefore, were selected out of the
six portions which require restoration :—The
Berkeley chapel and roof, estimated cost, £820

;

the south choir aisle, £i.'J0 ; and the Newton
chapel, £300. These works are simply for

external repairs to the south-eastern portion of

the C:ithedral, and the sum required, inclusive of

the existing debt of £1,000, is £2, .570. Towards
this sum about £130 has already been promised.

The Municipal Art Society of Now York, after
five years of existence as a voluntary association,

has been iocirporated, .and, under its new and
official constitution, is enabled to institute and
control competitions for works of art to adorn the
city, for the execution of which the society itself

does not pay. In pursuance of these new
powers, it proposes to invite at once a competition
for designs for a city street-lamp, awarding
prizes from its own funds, but leaving the execu-
tion of the successful design to the municipal
street-lighting department. This competition is

to be followed by others, including designs for
park benches and drinking fountains.

Up to the close of March this year, 3,2.i6 houses
had been connected with a new sewage system at
Cape Town. The total length of sewers laid at the
same date was 30 miles 482 yards. The total
amount expended to the same date, including pre-
hminary expenses and extra work, was £167,028.

The buildings which have been recently com-
pleted in Newgate-street, Chester, for the Con-
servative and Unionist Club, at the expense of Mr.
Yerburgh, M.P., for the city, were opened on
Saturday. The premises conf^iu a billiard room
with two tables, reading, card and smoke rooms,
lavatories, &c., and there is also attached an
assembly -hall, which will be available for political

and social meetings. The design was that of Mr.
H. Beswick, of Chester, county architect, under
whose superintendence the work has been carried
out.

The corporation of Douglas, Isle of Man, have
decided to increase its water supply by the construc-
tion of a reservoir at West Baldwin, capable of con-
taining 300 million gallons. The holding capacity
will be six times that of Clypse Reservoir. It will

take five years to complete tlie new scheme, which
will place Douglas, with regard to its water supply,
in as good a position as any borough of the same
size in the United Kingdom.

The week at the Tokenhouse-yard Mart has
proved a busy one. Though large estates were not
much in request, there was a brisk demand for
small-class residential properties, ground-rents, and
investments generally. Building land was not quite
so actively in demand, but about £nUO per acre was
paid for 92 acres at Southampton.

On Wednesday week the formal opening took
place of the New-street Congregational Hall at
Welshpool. Mr. F. D. Ward was the architect, and
the builder was Mr. Evan Davies. It includes an
assembly-room, with accommodation for about 300
persons, with a committee-room raised a little

above the floor of the room, and having folding
doors, and this forms a main platform for public
meetings. There are also a cloak-room, and a
scullery, with boilers, &o.

An elaborate memorial brass has just been set up
in Cherry Burton Church, Yorks, in memory of the
late Captain Cecil Fowler Burton, Royal Fusiliers,

eldest son of General Fowler Burton, C.B., J. P.,
who died at Mhow, Central India, The memorial
" Is erected by his brother officers who served with
him in the regiment, in memory of a xealous soldier

and a steadfast friend." It was the work of Messrs.
J. Forsyth, of Finchley-road, Hampstead.

The outcome of the public competition for a
clock-tower at I'enang Straits Settlements has been
that the municipal engineer's design was chosen by
the municipal commissioners, aud he was awarded
the prize for the best design. Mr. Barnett, a
private engineer ptaotising in the Islaud, has boon
appointed to supervise the building of the tower.

The Occasional Sunday Ramblers' and North
Staffordshire Clarion Field Club visited Moreton Old
Hall on Saturday last, and were joined by con-
tingents of other Socialists from Crowe, Leek, and
M^clesfield, as weU as the Pottery towns, the
gathering exceeding 200. After Astbury I'liurch

bad been visited, the party took tea in the Old Hall.
The leader for the day, Mr. Lirner Sugden,
F.R.I.B. A., of Leek, then read some notes on the
architectural history of this famous and comely pile,

now fallen on evil days of "restoration'' and
neglect, making caustic references to the present
social system with its foul fungoid growths of

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUINO WEEK.
8ATi;ni)AV I To-morkown—London Arcliitectunil Associa-

tion. Visit to I'addcekliurHt, .Sussex, the

residence of 8ir Weetmiin Pearson, Burt.

Train from London liridKe Htation L.B.
and S.O.) to Tlirec Bridijes a.25 p.m.

Northern Arcliiteetural Association.

Visit to Durhmii Catfiedral and County
Council OfficeH.

Liverpool .\rchitectural Society. Visit

toThornton Miinor 'the neat of Mr. W. H.
Lever) and Sunlight Village. Book from
Landing-stage. )i p.m.

Mi>Nn.iv.— lloyal Institute of British Architects. Pre-
sentation of lioyal Oold Medal to Pro-
fessor Aitchison, K.A., President. 8 p.m.

Wkj>nesdav.— Society of Arts. Conversazione at the
Natural History Museum, Cromwell-
road, 8.W. i) p.m.

shall be taken in hand at once. The foreman of | modem jerry-builders, &c.

CHIPS.
A parish-room is in course of erection at Willand,

the contractors being Messrs. Chick and Bradbeer.

A now Conservative club is being erected at

Epaom, and special consideration has been given to

the ventilation, which will be carried out on the

Boyle system.

A. large clock with quarter chimes has just been
erected in the parish church of I 'ppingham, Itut-

land, by Messrs. John Smith and Sons, Midland
Clock Works, Derby.

A private house at the corner of Carr-street and
Little Coleman-street, Ipswich, has been converted

into business premises. Mr. G. W. Leighton,
Princes-street, Ipswich, was the architect, and Mr.
Friend, of Sedan-street, in the same town, the

builder.

A new post-office is about to be built in HUI-
street, Newry, at a cost of about £.5,000, from plans

prepared in H.M. Office of Works. The contractor

is Mr. Alexander Wheelan, of Newry.

The urban district council of Grange-over-Sands
have adopted plans, and are making application to

the L.G.B. for powers to borrow £10.000 to carry

out a sewerage scheme and a promenade for the

foreshore. The new sea-wall will reclaim 5} acres

of land, which will be used as a recreation ground.

The question of the reconstruction of Regent
Bridge was under the consideration of the Aberdeen
Harbour Board on Monday. On the recommenda-
tion of the works committee, it was agreed to

proceed with the erection of a new bridge, accord-

ing to the plans of the harbour engineer, and
approved by Mr. Wake, C.E., the consulting

engineer. The estimated cost of the bridge is

£49,740.

Mrs. Diana Margaretta MofFatt, the relict of Mr.
W. B. Moffat, architect, who was for a considerable

period senior partner with the late Sir Gilbert Scott,

at Spring Gardens, died on the 4th inst. at Roche,
Cornwall, after a prolonged illness. Mrs. MofEatt

was in her 73rd year.

At their meeting on the 13th inst., the Estabhsh-
ment Committee of the Malens and Coombe UrbEin
District Council approved of the plans, kc, pre-

pared by Mr. T. V. H. Davison, of New Maiden,
for the new public ofHces, central fire station,

stabling, mortuary, and post-mortem room.

At the Hanley County Pohce-court, on Monday,
Mr. C. Daniel, clerk to the Stoke Rural District

Council, applied under the Housing of the Working
Classes Act, 1890, for an order against Richard S.

Topham, of London, the owner of ten dwelling-

houses at Topham's - row, Brookhouse Green,
Bucknall, empowering the council to close those

houses, they being in a " state so dangerous, or in-

jurious, to health, as to be unfit for human habita-

tion." The defendant did not appear in person, or

by representation. Mr. Lamer Sugden, surveyor

to the rural district council, described the deplorable,

dilapidated condition of the dwellings, and defend-

ant was fined £50, and ordered to pay another £7
costs.

The Pnnce of Wales visited Reading on Saturday
for the purpose of opening the College, which has
grown out of the University I'.stension movement.
The first home of the college, opened only so lately as

1892, was an ancient building, formerly part of the

Hospital of St. John, attached to the abbey of

Udading. The accommodation was soon found to

be iusuflicient for the increasing number of students.

Mr. Herbert Sutton, chairman of the council, pur-
chased the vicarage of St. Lawrence, adjoining the

Ilospitium, and the acquisition of this property

enabled necessary enlargements to be mauo on the

suggestion of Mr. S. Slingsby Stallwood, the

architect, including the building of a dairy institute.

The cost of the college properties and buddings has
exceeded £20,000.

A new infant school, which has just been added
to the parochial schools of Holy 'Trinity, Taunton,
was opened on the Sth inst. The architect is Mr.
G. C. Strawbridgo, and the builder Mr. Wm.
Rendell, both of 'Taunton.
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Craire ^M%.
WAGES MOVEMENTS.

Bekwick. — The plasterers of Berwick, after

diving a week's notice, came out on strike on
Monday for a rise of Id. per hour in their wages.

The men are at present paid 7d. , and the masons 8d.

The plasterers ask for the same rate of pay as the

latter. The building trade at present if brisk in

Berwick. The joiners have also asked for an
advance of wages to take effect in .July.

MANcnESTEE.—The strike of stonemasons, which
began on the 15th ult., remains unsettled. The
operatives* notice, reqmring certain alterations of

existing rules and the addition of some new rules,

expired on that date. The men were informed that

the alterations and additions could not be accepted,

and they therefore ceased work. The hon. secretary

of the Masters' Association states that the masons
had been working 497. hours per week, and one of

their demands was for a 47-hour week, with walk-
ing time night and morning, and an advance of a
penny per hour (from 9d. to UU.) The masters
offered a halfpenny per hour advance. The men
also take exception to a number of rules governing
their employment ; but the principal object being to

the employment of other than masons on stone-

working machines. The men further protest

against the importation of worked stone into

Manchester or the taking of worked stone out-

side Manchester, limiting the work to a five-mile

radius. They also seek to restrict the number of

apprentices. The members of the Builders'

Federation have already discharged .')0 per cent, of

the masons in their employment, and in Uie event of

the strike not being settled soon they threaten to

lock out the whole of the masons in the federated
districts. The Feleration, which has only recently

been formed, includes the master builders of
Liverpool, Manchester, Accrington, Ashton-under-
Lyne, Birkenhead, Blackburn, Blackpool, Bolton,
Burnley, Bury, Chorley, Uirwen, Lancaster,
Leyland, Longridge, Morecambe, Cildham, Preston,
Hadcliffe, Rochdale, Stockport, Wallasey, War-
rington, and other towns.

Xewpoei, Mox.—A further complication in the
building trades dispute at Newport occurred on
Saturday when the members of the Society of

Plasterers stopped work. The ground of cessation
is that the men object to imported non-society men
being employed.

XuNEATOx.—The local branch of the Amalga-
mated Society of Carpenters and Joiners have come
to an understanding with a mijority of the
employers in that town, whereby the standard rate
of wages from next Ojtobar till 1900 will be 8d. per
hour.

XJlteeston. — The whole of the wallers in
Ulverston, numbering over 40, have struck work
after a week's notice, the misters having refused to
concede an advance of Id. per hour. The employers
have ottered an advance of Jd., but this has not
been accepted.

•—^HM^-* —

CHIPS.
The Tottenham School Board have again deferred

consideration of the plans selected for the new
offices. The Board have decided to advertise for
tenders for building new schools at Woodlands
Park, and to readvertise for tenders for building
Glasgow Alexandra schools.

The foundation-stone of the Leather Department
of the Yorkshire Cjllege, at L";ed8, was laid on
Monday. The new buildings will contain, on th?
ground floor, a laboratory fitted with machinery for
leather finishing, and workrooms for tanning and
dyeing. Oa the first floor there will be research
and bacteriological laboratories, and the second floor

will contain store-rooms and drying accommodation,
and probibly a museum. The architects are
Messrs. Alfred Waterhouae and Sons.

Mr. J. L Ridfern, Hinley, has baen appointed
deputy city surveyor of Cirlisle.

Mr. Mould, the Xewington librarian, is getting
together an exhibition of the works of George Tin-
worth, the sculptor, who, it will ba remembered,
was bom in Wailworth.

At the first meeting of the newly-elected Strand
District Board of Works, Mr. G. R^es proposed the
re-election as chairman of Mr. Walter Emden,
J. P., P.S.A., whose courtesy, impartiality, and
dignified conduct in the chair during the past
twelve months, he remarked, were appreciated by
all his colleagues, who were also sensible of the very
valuable services rendered to the board by the pro-
fessional skill and knowledge of that gentleman
as an architect and surveyor. Mr. Dunscombe
seconded the resolution, which was supported by
Mr. Gamble and Mr. Cjx, the latter remarking that
Mr. Emden had devoted more time to the business
of the board than any other member connected with
it. The resolution was carried unanimously.

Col. Arthur Clifford Alexander, R E., late

colonial engineer and surveyor - general of the
Straits Settlements, died on the 9th inst. at Rose-
meath, Rushbrooko, Co. Cork, aged 54 years.

The Cowlyd Water Board, at their last meeting,
held at Colwyn Bay, appointed Mr. T. T. Marks,
C.E., as consulting engineer, in the illness of Mr.
T. B. Farrington, C.E.

The Duke of Devonshire will visit Manchester on
Wednesday next, the 22nd inst., to open the new
Christie Library at Owens College, and to lay the
foundation stone of the Whitworth Hall.

A large music-hall in Dewsbury, known as
Harte's Amphitheatre, was totally destroyed by fire

on Sunday. It gave sitting accommodation for 2,000
persons, and should have been sold by auction on
the following Wednesday for the benefit of the
creditors.

At Tuesday's meeting of the Birmingham City
Council, the L->rd Mayor submitted the recom-
mendation of the General Purposes Committee
as to the purchase by the council of the undertaking
of the Birmingham Electric Supply Company
(Limited) at the price of £420,000, and authorising
the committee to take the necessary steps for the
promotion of a Bill in Parliament to authorise the
purchase. There was no opposition to the schema
and the recommendation was agreed to.

The comer-stone of the Eaglish church at Lucerne
was laid, on Tuesday, by Mr. F. R. St. John,
minister-plenipotentiary at Berne. The edifice is

being erected firom the designs of Mr. F. R. Farrow,
F.R.I.B.A., of the firm of Colson, Farrow, and
Nisbett, architects, Wmchester and London.

Colonel W. R. Slacke, an inspector of the Local
Government Board, held an inquiry at the Insti-

tute, King's Heath, on Friday, in reference to an
application of the King's Norton Rural District

Couucil for sanction to borrow £1,350, for the
purchase of land as the site of a new depot and
stores.

A new board school at Snape, near Pickering, was
opened on the 9ch inst. The school accommodates
75 scholars, and has been built to plans by Mr.
C. H. Channon, architect, of Malton, at a cost of

between £700 and £800. Mr. Mirtindale, of
Pickering, was the contractor. A new school is

also to be buUt for Pickering, at an estimated cost

of £1,-500.

The freehold ground-rent of £2.S2 pir annum
secured on the premises occupied by Messrs. D jultou
and C 5. till 1939 was sold by Messrs. Arber, Ratter,
and Waghorn by auction on Friday, for the sum of

£16,000, to the British E npire Mutual Life Assur-
ance Company. This represents over 73 years*
purchase, and pays 1| per cent.

LATEST PRICES.

to
Fer ton.
£6 10
7

6 10
8

17 5
6 17 6

8 6
10 10

SZEREIMEY STONE LlfiDID,

THE TEST OF TIME.
Over Forty Years' General Experience has

proved that

SZERELMEY ST9NE LIQUID,
Absolutely Waterproofs and Preserves

BKICKS, STONE, CEMENT, PLASTER,
STTJCOO, &c.

Adopted hy Govtrnm^nts ftnd Public Bodies throughout the

H'orhl.

SZERELMEY & CO., ROTHERHITHE NEW RD„ S.E.

W, H. LiSCELLES arid Co,,

121, Bunbill Row, London, E.C.
TELEPHONE Ne. 270.

HIGH-CLASS JOINERY.
LASCELLES' CONCRETE.

Conservatories & Greenhouses.

WOODEN BUILDINGS.
BANK, OFFICE, & SHOP FITTINOS.

CHURCH BENCHES & PULPITS.
MaTiMATxa eimir on iFPLicATinn.

to

11 10
Per ton.
£8 10 O
8 10
8
7 10

11 10
4 3
9 16
9 10

IB ON, &c.
Per ton.

RoUed-Iron Joists, Belgian £6
EoUed-Steel Joists, English 6 10
Wrought-Iron Girder Plates 5 15
Bar Iron, good Staffs 7
Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Bound, or
Square 17

Do., Welsh 6 16

Boiler Plates, Iron

—

South Staffs 7 17
Best SnedBhill 10

Angles IDs., Tees 20s. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, &c., £6 15a. Od. per ton.

Builders' Hoop Iron, galvanised, £15 lOa. Od. per ton.

Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron-
No. 18 to 20. No.22to24.

6ft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.

gauge £10 16 ...£11

Best ditto 11 5 6
Per ton.

Cast-iron Columns £6
Caat-Iron Stanchions 6
Rolled-Iron Fencing Wire 7

Rolled-Steel Fencing Wire 7 6

,, ,, ,. Galvanised 10 10

fJast-Irou Sash Weights 4

Cut Clasp Nails, Sin. to 6in 8 15

Cut Floor Brads 8 10

Wire Nails (Points de Paris)—
to7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

8/6 9/0 9/6 10/3 11/0 12/0 13/0 11/9 lt>/9

Cast-iron Socket Pipes

—

Sin. diameter £5 10 „
4in. to 6in 6 6 0,,
7in. to 2-lin. (all sizes) 4 15 „
[Coated with composition, 2s. 6d. per ton extra; turned

and bored joints, 53. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron- Per ton.

Cold Blast, LilleshaU lOSs. to 110s.

Hot Blast, ditto 678. 6d. to 628. 6d.

Wrought-Iron Tubes—Discount off Standard Lists f.o.b.

Gas-Tubes 75p.c. Fittings 77Jp.e.
Water-Tubes 70
Steam-Tubes 62}
Galvanised Gas-Tubes 60
Galvanised Water-TMhes 65
Galvanised Steam-Tubes 45

lOcwt. casks

Sheet Zinc, for roofing and work- Per ton.

ing up £22 10

Sheet Lead, 31b. per sq. ft. super. 15 7 6
Pig Lead, in Icwt. pigs 14 15

Lead Shot, in 'iSlb. bags 17 10

CopperSheets, sheathing and rods 62 10

Copper, British Cake and Ingot... 51 15

Tin, Straits 69 15

Do., English Ingots 72 ll

Spelter, SUesian 18

TIMBEB.
Teak, Burmah per load £13

B.W.G.
per cwt.

£5 13
6 10

6

72l
65
62i

67i
, 47}
6cwt. casks.

Per ton.

to £23 10

„ 16 7

„ 15 15

„ 18 10
„ 63 10

„ 62 15

„ 70 15

„ 73 10

„ 19

IS THE ELECTRIC LIBHr REALLY

DEARER THAN GAS ?
A l.irj^e numlier of replies to the ahove query from jctuil users ivJll l>e

eent post free on application to th-^

COUNTRY HOUSE SPECIALISTS,

Messrs. DRAKE & GORHAM,
65, VICTORIV ST.IEET, WESTMINSTER, LONDON, S.W,

Bangkok „ ... 9 5 0,
Quebec pine, yellow „ ... 2 18 ,

„ Oak „ ... 3 15 ,

„ Birch „ ... 3 0,
„ Elm 4 3 0,
„ Ash „ ... 3 IS ,

Dantaic and Memel Oak „ ... 2 0,
Fir 2 13 ,

Wainscot, Riga p. log 4 IS ,

Lath, Dantsic, p.f „ ... 4 10 ,

St. Petersburg 6 0,
Greenheart „ .•• 8 0,
Box 4 0,
Sequoia, U.S.A. .. per cube foot 18,
M^ogany, Cuba, per super foot

lin. thick 5

„ Honduras 4}

Mexican 4

Cedar, Cuba " ^
Honduras 3J

Satinwood „ ... 6

Wahiut, Italian 3

Deals, per St. Petersburg Standard, 120

byllin. :

—

Quebec, Pine, 1st £18 15

„ 2na 13 5

„ Srd 6 15

Canada Spruce, 1st 10 15

„ 2nd and Srd 8 5

New Brunswick 7 5
Riga 7 5
St. Petersburg 9 5
Swedish 9 15

Finland 8 15

White Sea 9 15

Battens, all sorts 6
Flooring Boards, per square of lin. :—

Ist prepared £0 9 6
2nd ditto 8
Other quaUties 6 3

Staves, per standard M :

—

Queb« pipe —
U.S. ditto £«
Memel, cr. pipe 220
Memel, brack 193

OII-S.
Linseed per ton. £17
Eapeseed, English psile... ,, ... 24 10 „
Do., brown , ... 23 10 „
Cottonseed, refined „ ... 16 5 „
OUve, Spanish , ... 32 10 „
Seal, pale 20 „
Cocoanut, Cochin „ ... 29 „
Do., Ceylon „ ... 24 „
Pahn, Lagos „ ... 23 15 „
Oleine „ ... 18 15 „
Lubricating U.8 per gal. 6 3,,
Petroleum, refined , ... 41 „
Tar, Stoc'iholm perharrel 10 0,,
Do., Archangel „ ... 12 8 „
Tuipentiae, American... [er ton 23 15 w

to £14 5

„ 13 15

„ 4 IS

,.6
„ 4 13

„ 5 3

..5 3
„ 8

„ 4 3

.. 3 18

„ 6 10

.. 6 10

„ 8 10

„ 15
„ I

61
6}
6

4}

42
1 o

7

-12ft. by l}in.

to £21 15
„ 15 15

..9 5

.. 12 5

„ 9 3
,.8 5

.. 7 13

., 13 5

„ IS 3

„ 9 5

„ 16 3

„ 18

£0 17
13
7

£12 10
230
205

to £17 10

„ 25 10

,. 24
„ 16 15

„ 33

,. 2)
„ 29 10

.. 24
„ 24

„ 19 15 9
., 7 6

4}
15

15
24

O
O

o
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COMPETITION DESIGNS FOR Fl-VER
HOSPITAL AT CAESHALTON.

THE three designs that have been chosen
by Mr. Henry Currey, F.E.I.B.A., the

assessor, as entitled to the premiums of £150,
£100, and £50 respectively, for the proposed
fever hospital at Uarshalton, now on view
at the offices of the Metropolitan Asylums
Board, show three different arrangements of

the sets of isolated cottages or pavilions with
the staff accommodation attached. The ten
competing architects who submitted designs
had to conform to several conditions. No
fewer than 720 patients had to be distributed
in 30 double cottages for 24 patients each, or
12 in one cottage, and these had to be arranged
in groups so that five double cottages were
under one sub-matron. Each double cottage
had to provide for one separation room for
two beds, and the space for each patient in
the dormitories was to give 920c.ft., or not
less than 963q.ft., allowing 80ft. wali-space to
each bed. In the day-rooms GOsq.ft. floor-

space had to be provided. A bedroom for
house mother, a scullery, safe for food, linen-
cupboard, recess for brooms, and bath and
ablution-room were required for each of the
cottages.

In addition, an adjacent building to each
five cottages, for the staff, was to contain a sub-
matron's sitting and bedroom, &c., a sitting
and mess-rootn for three night-assistants,
and seven maids' rooms, and cubicles, &c.
Isolation wards for SO cases with 44 beds and
separate wards for 36 beds ; also administra-
tive block, containing the usual rooms for
medical officers, superintendent, dispensary
stores, and kitchen offices and matron's and
servants' quarters had to be embraced ; and
provision was to be made for laundry and
houses for medical superintendent, steward,
engineer's workshops, i.\:c.

The plans marked with letter " A," by
Messrs. Treadwell and Martin, which have
been awarded the first premium, is on the
echelon principle. The thirty double cottages
are arranged along three rows of covered cor-
ridors placed obliquely to a central axial
corridor running north and south. The north
end is temainated by the central adminis-
trative block, five double cottages are placed
along one of the six erhdnn corridors which
run from the centre stem, and these have each
the day-rooms with north and south windows,
•with two return wings or dormitories with
windows east and west, the two airing-courts
being between, so that the walls are freely
exposed to sunshine, also the airing courts,
but sheltered from north and east. The staff
blocks are attached to each group or corridor
of five cottages. Looking at the plans of
each pair of cottages, which are U-shaped,
we find the authors have fairly complied with
the requirements, the two" day-rooms at
each end of the main block with its own
entrance and scullery, lighted on both
sides ; each is 36ft. by 20ft., and in the
centre is the separation room, with distinct
entrance, 20ft. by 13ft. for two beds, and
lighted by windows at both ends. On
the airing-yard side a covered voraudah runs
along the south side of day rooms. At the
end of each pair is a house-mother's room
and linen-closet. Inclosing the airing-courts
on two sides are the dormitorien, each for 12
beds, 50ft. by 20ft., or six beds on each
side. The bath, ablution-rooms, &c., are
isolated, and project at the north end of each
cottage. An alternative plan shows two-
story cottages, L-shaped ; the day-rooms are
at the ends of each wing, :;(ift. by 2()ft.,

lighted by good bay windows ; at the corner
is the entrance-hall, stairs, and scullery, with a
separation-room, 2Gft. by 13ft ,foreach cottage.
Above, the dormitories, 5()ft. by 20ft., have
six beds on each side, with windows between,
a house-mother's room, and to each is an
isolated bath, lavatory, &.C., projecting from
each ward. We prefer the first plan. The
alternative plan shows the cottages arranged
along three parallel corridors. The isolation

blocks in both are placed at the south end of the
central corridor. The administration block
at the north end has • long corridors and
lacks compactness and concentration. The
elevations are simply treated and effective,

brick being used with a little variety in the
outlines of roof and parapet.

The second selected set of plans, " I," by
Messrs. Pennington and Sons, Norfolk-
street, adopt a segmental distribution of

cottages. Four lines of covered corridois,

with radial or cross corridors, give access to

the three groups of ten cottages. The slight

curve adopted gives a very desirable amount
of sunlight to the first group on the
eastern end, the dormitories and day-rooms
facing to a large ex':ent south-east. The
day-rooms are at the ends lighted by large
bay windows, and each room is 36ft. by 20ft.,

with entrance, scullery, bath, and mother's
room convenient to each dormitory of 12 beds,

which measures 43ft. by 20ft. These dormi-
tories are end to end, and connect the end
wings or day- room blocks. On the north
side, isolated and ventilated, is the bath and
closets block, and on the south side the
separation room for two beds. As these

blocks are between the dormitories, they are
available for both. The airangement is

simple and probably less costly than the
other designs. Each block of double cottages

forms an elongated i-h in shape.

The thii-d plan, "J" (Messrs. Newman and
Newman, of Tooley-street) is more elaborate
in arrangement. The authors' scheme shows
a sort of amphithoatrical plan round a

centre garden. The lines cf corridors form
a large semicircle on the eastern side of site,

round which are four lines of parallel

corridors with radiating ones dividing into

three groups, connecting them. The double
cottages are placed axially north and
south between these corridors, so that the
dormitories of each pair-block get the full

sunlight on the east and west walls.

In the centre is a garden with water-
tower, and the administration offices

are in a line with it on the west side,

and the isolation block on the east side.

The staff blocks are placed in connection
with each group and within easy access.

The plan of each double cottage shows a day-
room 31ft. by 23ft. with bay window, with
mother's room attached at each end, with
dormitcries axially end to end between. The
arrangement of separation room and closets

and lavatories, semi-detached, resemble the
last described : the dormitories are well
lighted on both sides between the beds ; the
entrance to each cottage is at the extreme
end, with a scullery, bathroom, and other
necessarj' requirements. The plan for

isolation pavilion shows a ward 3()ft. by
22ft. for six beds, with verandah, and
the nurses' rooms are convenient. The
alternative scheme is less satisfactory'. The
isolation pavilions are to provide 44 beds—34 beds for families and children, and
10 for men, and separate wards for 36
beds distributed for a different number of

"beds. Each has to have a floor space of 156ft.

sui)er., or 12ft. wall-space. The authors of

these plans appear from our general ex-
amination of them to have conformed to the
requirements of t»ie managers. The blocks
are well isolated anu e.xposed to sunlight and
air ; the airing courl j are, in one set at least,

well protected from north and east winds.
The design placed first is certainly treated in

a plain and substantial manner without
unnecessary features.

MODEL SPECIFICATIONS.—XVIII.
MA.SOX.

IN our present article we give examples
and clauses for several features of stone

buildings that are not often dealt with.

Take, for instance, a stone bay window—the

builder is generally referred to the contract

drawings or detail ; but unless these are

carefully figured, much is left to the mason.
The ordinary bay window angle muUion is

sometimes cut out of slab stone, and put
together very much like a boxed marble fire-

place jamb with vertical joints ; or the

muUions 4iin. thick, are sawn out of a solid

stone, and made to appear as if they were
solid. We are alluding to the common mode
adopted by speculative villa-builders. The
only proper mode of working them is to treat

them as solid muUions or pilasters, each piece

being cut out of the solid prism of stone, and
to sink the splayed or return faces and reveal,

and to form rebate for frames.

The muUions ought to be dowelled to the

sill with copper or slate dowels, and each
length ought to be fixed in the same manner
and bedded or pointed in stone-dust mortar.
The extreme dimensions of angle muUions
ought to be given it a large-scale detail is

not supplied. The transoms, also the bond-
ing of the jambs, how the beds are to be
worked, and the heights of each stone should
bo specified. Gothic muUions are seldom
described as they ought to be. Tlie size of

finished muUions, their height, if moulded or

chamfered, whether to show fair inside, and
whether they are to be glazed with lead

lights, with grooves or rebates for the same,
or if to be rebated for iron frames are points

to be named. A\'e give a few clauses for

these. For bay windows, the angle muUions
may be worked as shown, either as a or 6

;

the latter shows the pilaster placed anglewise
between the two faces. If the pilaster iscarved

on face or panelled only, it should be shown
by a sketch or detail. Fig. 3, and referred to.

One important point is the jointing of sills.

Unless they are very carefully bedded, the

slightest settlement of jambs or muUions
will cause them to crack, if in one long piece.

To avoid this, the vertical joints of long
sills should be placed beneath the muUions or

in line with the reveals, if possible. Though
a joint in the centre of a light is objected to,

it is often seen in old buildings.

The practical construction of stone domes
has received less attention than the theory,

and there are few textbooks or precedents
for specifications, and the architect often

refers to this item in a very general and
inadequate manner. We shall give a clause

or two. The stones of the several courses

should be worked with accurate beds and
joints from properly set out fuU-size draw-
ings, the templates for the bed-mould and
joint-mould of each stone in every course

being correctly prepared. The detaUs should
show the number of courses, and particular

care is necessary to break the vertical joints,

and to cramp the stones, or dowel them. If

the dome is large, or a lantern surmounts it,

provision should be made for iron bond
or Unked bars, at the springing of the dome.
We Ulustrate, Pig. 4, a lantern and cupola
of dressed stone as an example. We also

give a few sketches for Oothic work. The
examples of muUions and jambs (Figs. 5

and 6) one plain splayed, the other moulded,
with the plane of muUions recessed, are com-
monly met with. The other figures (7 and 8)

illustrate bases for Gothic buildings, and
a gable showing how the " springers,"
" kneelers," and apex stones are worked.

44. Tico-Light iririduw. Moulded and Caned (tee

sketch 4, p. 841).—The two (or three) light

windows of ground story to have moulded sills,

arcbitraves, and muUions, as shown in detail.

The side jambs or architraves to be moulded
according to section, to be in one double sunk-
faced stone, 15in. in width by 12in. in thickness

or bed (or l)e in two stonef), and to be three or

four courses of ashlar in height, bonded to wall
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and dowelled to sill, and to have head to match.
The centre mullion (see sketch) to be worked out
of a stone Tin. (or Sin.) by Sin. in section, extrenae
dimensions, with moulded base, panelled pedestal
and pilaster, and capital out of two blocks (or one)

.

The base to be dowelled with slate or copper to the
seating of sill, and the capital to be dowelled to

the transom ; the upper mullion above to be a
carved baluster, also dowelled to head, and both
to be rebated for wooden frame. Or

—

The window to project, with the two projecting
mnllions moulded as shown, and to be worked as

pilasters plain (or panelled and carved) in one (or

two) stones, rebated to wooden frame, with
recessed mullions and transom, and entablature
over. The mullions to be dowelled to seatings of
sill, and the beds to be arranged every three (or
more) courses of ashlar and well bonded to wall.

4,1. Uai/ irindoics.—The jambs and mullions to be
of selected Portland (Bath or other) stone, and to

be executed according to detail. Each face of
mullion to be 9in. (or r2in.) with ttin. (or 6m.)
reveals, wrought out of soUd blocks of the whole
height (or in two or three pieces) rebated (or
state if frames to be moulded on edge or otherwise
enriched). There are to be no vertical joints

;

the upper and lower end of mullions to be dowelled
with slate (or copper) dowels to seating of sill and
window heads. Or

—

The bay window to be constructed, as shown
. (see sketch 1), on two courses of moulded corbel-

ling with returned ends bonded into wall. The
stones to be in one (or two or more) lengths, the
lower course tailed or pinned into wall at least
9in., and to be cramped together (if of several

. stones) with slate dovetail cramps lOin. long (or

. dowelled), with the lower face enriched by
channels or flutings. The cornice (12in. by
6in.) and carved dado over to be as shown,
the cornice dowelled to the upper course
of corbel ; the dado, 6in. thick, dowelled
to base, and to have carved panels. The
siU to be 12in. by Cin., moulded on outer edge
mitred round mullions, sunk, weathered, and
throated with stools left for mullions. These are
to form pUasters carved on face, and to be worked
out of solid stones 13in. by lOin. in two (or three)
pieces

; each pilaster to have a moulded base
and carved capital ; the sunk panel enrichment to
be modelled to the architect's approval. Each

pilaster to be secured by metal dowels to the sill

and head, and these, as well as the entablature,

are to be bonded to the wall. The mullions to

be formed in two pieces, dowelled to the tran-

som, sill, and head. The cornice to be mitred as

shown over pilasters, and to be surmounted by a
plinth, balustrading, and capping, according to

details, with all necessary lead plugs, dowels, and
cramps.

46. Turrets.—The turrets to be built of Portland
stone in courses to bond with ashlar (rubble or

brickwork) breaking joints on solid stone corbels

in three (or four) courses, the lower course to tail

into wall at least r2in. (or ISin.) ;
(if necessary the

stones in each course to be cramped with copper
cramps, 12in. long and 2in. by Jin.), run with
lead.

47. Lanterns and Cupolas. — The turrets to be
crowned with lanterns (or cupolas) of stone (see

sketch), worked fair inside and outside, and the

stones to be dowelled (or cramped) together with
copper dowels (or cramps), run with lead or

sulphur. Or

—

The turrets to have conical roofs or cappings of

five or more courses of wrought stone, the upper
course worked out of solid stone, with level and
true beds dowelled together with copper dowels
(or each course to be plugged with lead at the

joints), the shafts and finials to be secured by
copper spindles, Uin. diameter. Or

—

48. Stair Turrets.—The circular (or octagonal) stair

turrets .to be constructed of solid stone blocks,

woiked to level beds and square joints, breaking
joint; worked fair inside of the dimensions figured

on plans with solid spiral steps of tooled York-
shire or rubbed hard Portland, solid winders Cin.

thick, with the outer ends pinned into the walls

Gin. as the work proceeds in cement, with solid

stone newel at the centre (give outside dimensions
of each step) . At each course of the turret (or

every third course) the stones to be cramped
together by copper (or galvanised iron) cramps
run in with lead, each cramp to be 12in. or loin,

in length and 2in. by Ain. , and each bed to be
dowelled with square, slate dowels. Or

—

48. Circular .Stair.—The circular winding staircase

to be of rubbed hard York stone, winders 6in.

thick, with arris taken off, and to be 21tn. in the
clear. The newel to be worked out of each step
solid (6in.) diameter, the other end pinned into

turret walls 6in. in cement as the work proceeds.

The landings to be 6in. thick with solid newel
worked on. Put a handrail of barrel iron 2in. in

diameter, with flush screwed joints upon bracket

supports fixed to walls at regular intervals

screwed to haadrail.

49. Copiiii/s.—The copings to gables to be of

rectangular section, chamfered and throated on
lower edge (see sketch 7), and to be 13in. by 4in. (or

Cin.) thick, with apex stones, kneelers, and corbels

as shown, bonded into the wall. The lengths of

stones to be not less than 3ft. or 5ft., except the

kneelers, and the coping to be bedded and jointed

in cement, and cramped (if necessary) with

copper cramps 9in. long, run with lead or with

Spence's metal, sulphur, or cement. Or

—

The copings to the gables to be saddle-backed,

and to be cut out of stone loin, (or ICin.) by 13in.

(or more) in scantling, and of lengths not less

than 3tt , bedded and jointed in cement, plugged

(or dowelled) with lead (or slate in cement), and
bedded and jointed in cement. Or—

50. Balustrade f«;)i«</.—The coping of balustrading

to terrace to be of the section shown, a moulded

saddle-back 12in. by 12in. (or Uin. square), the

stones to be not less than 4ft. or oft. long,

dowelled (or plugged) with lead, the joints being

arranged to fall at the mitres of pedestals and

over balusters. Mortises for slate (or copper)

dowels to be made over each baluster.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF
ARCHITECTS.

BRITISH

1'RESENT.«I0S OF THE ROYAL GOLD MED.IL.

THE meeting-room of the Institute of Archi-

tects at 9, Conduit-street, was thronged by

ladies in evening attire and by members on Jlonday

evening, the occasion being the formal presenta-

tion of the Royal Ciold Medal for the year to

Professor George Aitchison, R.A., who has just

teen elected President for a third year of office.

On the walls of the room were hung many archi-

tectural drawings and schemes of decoration, illus-

trating works carried out by Mr. Aitchison, and

a series of photographic portraits of the Gold

Medallists of past years in frames of varying
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character had also been brought together, and
added to the interest of the display. As is

customary on these occasions, Messrs. Penrose
and Brooks and the other Gold Medallists present
wore their medals suspended round the neck by a
broad dark blue ribbon, and the President, who
occupied the chair, assumed, in addition to the
massive gold chain and badge of office given to
the Institute by the late I'rofessor Donaldson, the
Diamond Jubilee medal conferred upon him last

year.

Mr. Willum Emersox, hon. secretary, briefly

opened the proceedings, stating the object of

themeeting, and called upon Mu. F. C. Pk.suose,
F.R.S., LL.D., ex-President, to make the formal
presentation. Mr. Penrose, in the course of a
graceful speech, remarked that it was perhaps well
that the person who undertook the duty of in-
vesting the recipient of this honour should be
independent of the body who made the selection

of the name to be presented to her Majesty. He
wished to show, he said, how fully the Council
had been justified, both on architectural and
literary grounds, in the choice they had made.
Their President's father was an architect, and
appeared to have destined him for the profession
from the very first. Sir. G. Aitchison, senior,
up to^the time of his death, was architect to the
St. Katharine's Dock Company. His practice
was mainly in wharves, warehouses, and offices,

and structural alterations on a large scale, and he
built the road stations on the London and
Birmingham Railway. Their President was
lucated at the Merchant Tavlors' School until his
teenthyear, when he was articled to his father,
i during his pupilage attended the sf ience and

;it classes at .Somerset House, where the late Mr.
•
I. li. Herbert, U.A., was then master. In 1847
he became a student of the Royal Academy,
and, after the completion of his articles,
took the degree of B.A. at the University of
London, in 1851, whilst continuing his archi-
tectural training in his father's office. In
January, 1853, he travelled through France,
and thence through Italy. Returning to Rome,
he made valuable friendships with the artists
aMembled there in that year, 1853— ri;., G. H.

Mason, the idyllic painter, by whom he was
introduced to two future Presidents of the
Royal Academy, Leighton and Sir Ivlward
Poynter ; and he .also met .\lfred "Waterhouse
and William Purges. Ijeaving Rome after the

Holy Week of 1854, he travelled in company
with Purges to Arezzo, Perugia, and Assisi,

where they stayed some weeks, making notes

and sketches of the important fresco decorations

of Cimabue and Giotto in the church of San
Francisco. Thence they went to Florence, where
they stayed several months, making notes and
taking sketches and measurements of soxe of

the palaces and other monuments : then con-

tinuing their studies at Siena, Pisa, I-ucca, and
Pistoja. They proceeded I'ia Leghorn to Mar-
seilles, and visited Lyons, Beaume, Dijon, and
Troyes together, where they sketched and
measured ruins. The two friends then separated,

and Aitchison met his parents at Paris, and
with them returned to Italy, coming home
to London in the summer of 1855. He then
became his father's head clerk,

taken into partnership with him
During this partnership he saw
deal of work of an engineering

on the Chester and Holyhead Railway. In

June, 1861, his father died, and he began
practice on his own account, becoming architect

to the St. Katharine's Dock Company. He was
engaged chiefly on large massive works—wharves,
warehouses, and suites of offices—but was enabled
occasionally to introduce architecturally-designed

fronts and staircases. The tobacco warehouse
and offices and other warehouses for the Victoria

Docks had a frontage of 500ft., by 170ft. in

depth, costing £65,000. Messrs. Hubbuck's
warehouse on the Thames has some architectural

character. In 1865 he built Lord Leighton's

house, to which the glass house, the Arab hall,

and picture gallery were subsequently added :

and he also designed the ornamental furniture of

the house. Other works by the President include

Berkeley Square, Xo. 1, South Audley-street,

0, Chesterfield-gardens, 52, Prince's-gate, and
1, Grosvenor-avenue. In 1869 he altered and
decorated the hall and staircase at 44, belgrave-

and was
in 185'J.

a great

character

square, for the Hon. Percy Wyndham, for

which paintings in combination were made by
Leighton ; and this led to his being employed in

decorative work for the Princess Louise at Ken-
sington Palace, for the Duke of Montrose, Lord
Leconfield, Sir AV. Lawson, Sir S. Waterlow, Mr.
Eustace Smith, M.P., Mr. .John Aird, M.P., Mr.
.1. H. Ronton, and many others. In 1868 he built

thenewbo.ard-room for the Thames Conservancy,

designing also the furniture, whilst Ijeighton

modelled the frieze of the board-room. In 1871

he altered and enlarged the house of Mr. F.

Lehman, MP., 15, Berkeley-square, and de-

signed the furniture. In 1884 a house for Mr. J

.

Stewart Hodgson, which had been left unfinished

by the death of his friend F. P. Cockerell, was
put into his hands to complete. For the same
owner he also made large additions to his hou'e

at Ly the Hill, designed the fittings, and decorated

the rooms. In 1877-78 he rebuilt Founders'
Hall, and in 1886 the Royal E.ichange Assurance
Offices in Pall Mall, and in 1892 decorated in

colour the Livery Hall of the Goldsmiths' Com-
pany. He designed the decorations for the Pritish

Art Section at the Paris Exhibition of 1878. He
had been, Jlr. Penrose added, elected a member
of the Socielt Centrak of French architects, and
also of that of Belgium, was a foreign .Associate of

the Royal Academy of Belgium, and had received

numerous medals from our own colonial associa-

tions in recognition of his claim.s as an architect.

In 1881 he was elected .Associate of the Royal
Academy, and in that position gave occa-

sional lectures, but, since being chosen Professor

of .\rchitecture in 1887, he had given his

ledures annually. To his architectural he had
added much good literary work. He wrote the

.Science and Art Syllabus on the " Principles of

Ornament." He edited, and partially rewrote,

Ward's " Principles of Ornament " in 1892, and
four years later added an Appendix on the Orders.

He was a contributor to the '

' N'ational Biographical

Dictionary," and one of the examiners in the

Science and Art Department at South Ken-
sington. In conclusion, Mr. Penrose referred in

high terms to the character of the Academy
Lectures given by Professor Aitchison, observing
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Ihat they were calculated to encourage archi-

tectural studentB to keep before their eyes a high

ideal of !i»chitecture ae an art, based on sound
construction, technical knowledge, and true prin-

ciples of design as its essential aim. Jlr. Penrose

proceeded, amid loud and continued applause, to

invest the President with the riband and medal.

I'rofessir Aitchisox, who commenced his re-

marks hesitatingly and in very low tones, being

obviously embarrassed, leturned thanks for the

honour confeneJ upon him—the greatest, he
observed, that England could bestow upon an
architect. The most cherished desire he had
was, he said, to see English architecture come to

the front, and erect masterpieces which should

epitomise the grand thoughts of the day and give

them a character which should attract mankind.
When he looked at Westminster, S.ili9bury,

York, Peterborough, and L'ncoln, he coiild not

think that our ancestors, the architects of those

minsters, fell greatly below the designers of the

most renowned cathedrals of Europe. He could not

believe our nature could have sunk so much below
the standard of our semi-barbarous forefathers of

the 13th century as to be incapable of develop-

ing the architecture we hid into a true pre-

sentment of the highest aspiration and the ideal

beauty of our time. It must be because we had
got int> a wrong j^rroove, and we must get out
of it before architecture ever again became a
progressive art and could equal or surpass the

glorious mastfrpieces of the past. The Renais-
sance men got architecture out of the way of

progress by casting themselves at the feet of the
Ramans, and proclaiming that Roman architecture

was perfection and could riot be surpassed,

although they did some noble and some be uitiful

work ; ever since all the architects of Christendom
have only attempted to paraphrase some deceased
architecture. Xo one could deny that archi-
tecture was the poetry of arrangement and con-
struction, and we needed to have these at our
finger ends before we could hope to progress, so

that when the heaven-born genius came he would
have his tools reidy. Arrangement and con-
struction alone would not give us a'l we want,
or else the marvellous works in iron of the
engineers would have given it to us. We had to

study the methods of expression that the masters
of our art had employed, to learn how we might
express our thoughts in our own climate ; and we
must, too, cf necessity have change and novelty :

different times, different surroundings, and dif-

ferent circumstances begot a different frame of

mind. He would suggest three fields in which
our architecture might well be vastly improved :

in the care taken with its mouldings, the study
given to proportion, and a striving after freer use
of colour.

Mr. Alex.vnder Murray, in expressing the
thanks of the meeting to Mr. Penrose for his ap-
preciative remarks, and to the President for his
charming response, referred to the valuable help
Mr. Aitchison. had frequently and freely given
the authorities of the Classical Department at

the British Museum in the classification and
arrangement of fragments of Greek sculpture and
architecture.

The Presidext announced that on Monday
next a special business meeting would be held to
further consider the revised schedule of pro-
fessional charges, and evoked laughter and
applause by inviting in the same tones visitors
and members to partake of refreshments in the
adjoining room.

THE PROPOSED CENTRAL STREET FROM
HOLBORN TO THE STRAND.

THE Improvements Committee of the London
County Council have submitted to that body

a fresh scheme for the construction of a main
thoroughfare from Holborn to the Strand. Various
projects for piercing a street from north to south
through central London have been formulated
during the past nine years, and in 1892 one was
presented to Parliament ; but hitherto no pro-
position has met with approval or has ever passed
the initial stage, although the need for such a
means of communication becomes year by year
increasingly urgent. The present scheme, as
will be seen by the accompanying map, is to carry
a new road, 100ft. wide, from a point in Holborn
immediately opposite Southampton -row directly
towards the Strand. The new thoroughfare will
absorb the eastern side of Little Queen-street and
proceed a little to the west of Lincoln's Inn-fields
in a southerly direction, intersecting Great
Queen-street, Sardinia-street, Vere-street, and

Stanhope street. Thusfar, the scheme is practically

the same as that proposed in 1892, 189.'), and 1896 ;

but at Stanhope-street, instead of continuing in

a direct line to the Strand, the street bifurcates.

The western branch, as wide as the main street

(100ft.), passes in a south-westerly direction,

crossing Drury-lane, and entering Cxtherine-

street and the .Strand close to Wellington-street,

cutting through the Ec/i') oflice and the Gaiety
Theatre opposite, so as to form an approach to

Waterloo Bridge. The eastern br.inch, also of

the same width as the main street, pisses from
Stanhope-street through New Inn to the Strand
at St. Clement D.ines Church. The scheme also

provides for the widening of the Strand for a con-

siderable distance on the north side of St. Mary's
Church, and for the acquisition of the whole of

the site within the area bounded by the Strand
and the two branch streets, taking for this purpose
the publishing offices of the Strand Newspaper
Company, Limited. The main street, and also

its two branches, which will be almost semi-

circular and symmetrical, will be 100ft. wide.

The scheme provides for the retention of the

church of St. Mary-le-Strand, as the committee
consider that the ' church to a large extent

acquires its peculiar dignity and beauty from its

present position in the Strand. On a former
occasion, when it was suggested that the Council

should cause the church to be removed, the pro-

pDsal was received by the public with indigna-

tion. Moreover, the several powerful architectural

societies in London strongly urge the Council

to insure the retention of the building. The
Council's superintending archite::t, Mr. Bla'hill,

has cilled attention to the unfortunate result,

from an architectural point of view, that would
be produced by the removal of the church, and he
has expressed the opinion that it is a fine and very

meritorious building belonging to a good period of

English architecture, and a highly picturesque

object in all views o? the Strand, and he considers

that by its removal that thorough^re would lose

the chief featui e of interest which it at present

contains. The committee share this view, and
have therefore arra'ged for the setting back of

the frontage on the north side of the church, by
which a good road will be provided to a'rcom-

modate the traffic passing eastwards.

The scheme now proposed, however, will, the
committee believe, provide a handsome archi-

tectural termination to the new avenue, for the
whole of the triangular space (nearly four acres)

between the Strand and the two branch streets

will form one of the most central positions in

London, and the architectural effect of the
buildings which will be erected upon the site,

will, when regarded in concert with the Law
Courts, the flanking garden, and the two
churches, constitute one of the finest street views
in London.
London has suffered materially in the past from

the fact that when main thoroughfares have been
constructed too little consideration has been placed
upon the value of architectural effect. A grand
feature at the southern end of the new avenue,
such as that which will be obtained by the build-

ings to which reference has been made, will not
only confer dignity and beauty upon the thorough-
fare, but will undoubtedly tend to enhance its

importance, with the result that the sites fronting

the new street wiU be increased in value, to the

great profit of the Council, and therefore of the
ratepayers. Moreover, from the enhanced value
of those sites, it will necessarily follow that the
buildings to be erected will be proportionately

more handsome than would otherwise be the case,

and the proximity of the edifices at the southern
end of the main street will lead to the erection of

structures at all parts of the avenue of perhaps
equal architectural beauty. The committee there-

fore consider that, in the present instance, a bold

scheme will prove to be the truest economy.
The committee's estimate of the net cost of

the new street is astonishingly low, due to the

fact that the properties to be acquired are chiefly

of a very poor character, while sites in such a

main thoroughfare will possess very great value.

Powers will be sought to apply "betterment " to

the properties which will be enhanced in value

by, but will not be acquired for, the improvement.
The estimate of the chief engineer for the

streets, subway, sowers, paving, kc, is £120,000.
The estimate of the valuer for the acquisition of

the property required ioi the whole improvement
amounts, after deducting recoupment, to £351, 200.
The estimated net cost of land needed for pro-
viding accommodation for the persons of the
labouring class to be displaced is £150,000. The

total estimated net cost for the whole scheme is,

therefore, £624,200, which represents about three-
sixteenths of a penny in the pound on the rates

for the first year after the commencement of the
improvement. This estimate will be somewhat
reduced by the receipts from levying an '

' im-
provement charge " on properties benefited by
the new route. The estimated net cost of the

necessary property is put at £354,200. The
gross cost is estimated at £4,442,500, and the
recoupment at no less a sum than £4,088,300. The
first charge on the rates will not accrue until three

or four years hence. Powers for the improvement
cannot be obtained until July, 1889, after which
about two years will doubless be occupied in the
making of the initial valuation for the improve-
ment charge, the formulation of a scheme for

rehousing the displaced persons of the labouring
classes, and the receipt of claims consequent upoa
the service of notice to treat.

A part of the district, in the line of the new
street, consists of insanitary courts and alleys

;

in fact, some of the worst in London, with houses
only fit to be pulled down. The clearance of

these must, the committee holds, result in an
incalculable amount of good. Perhaps the worst
of them are those in the vicinity of Clare-street,

Stanhope-street, and White Hart-street, and
the=e are now being dealt with by the Council,

under the powers conferred by the Housing Acts,

the area( having been formally represented as

unhealthy areas by the medical officer of health

for the district. The formation of the new
thoroughfare and the subsidiary streets now pro-

posed will displace about 3,030 persons of the

labouring class, in addition to those displaced

from the Clare Market area. In connection with
the Clare Market rehousing scheme accommo-
dation is to be provided in the immediate locality

for 750 persons, but no account can be taken of

that accommodation in consideriug the question

of rehousing the 3,030 persons to be displaced

by the new street. Of these 3,030 persons about
500 (including in each case the families of the

workmen) are dependent upon occupations in the

immediate locality, involving exceptional hours
— i.e., early attendance in the morning and late

attendance at night. These persons must be

accommodated on the cleared land adjacent to

the improvement ; but th's can be done without

erecting any artisans' dwellings immediately on
the frontage of the new street—a contingency

which it is very desirable to avoid. About 410

persons are dependent upon employment in the

locality not involving exceptional hours, and
suitable accommodation for these persons and also

for 840 more

—

i.e., about 1,250 in all—may
perhaps be provided on the MiUbank prison site,

now in the possession of the Council. With
regard to the remaining 1,280 persons, equivalent

accommodation may be provided in a convenient

locality in the suburbs. "The net cost of providing

land for the erection of dwellings to accommodate
the 3,030 persons to be displaced is estimated at

£150,000. We may mention that the MiUbank site

willaccommodateabout 4,400person8of the labour-

ing class. A portion of the site has been appro-

priated for the housing of 1,500 persons to be

displaced by the Clare-market scheme. There
remains, therefore, sufficient land to accommodate
about 2,900 persons. The cost of appropriating

land adjacent to the new street for the purpose

of providing accommodation would be more than

thirty times greater than if land at Millbank

were utilised for the purpose.

The present scheme has the advantage of pro-

viding for easy gradients. The gradient of the

proposed thoroughfare wHl at no part exceed 1 in

50, and will be that in the branch streets only.

The gradient of several streets descending into

the Strand is at present steeper than 1 in 30. The
gradient of the main street will be about 1 in 100.

In the scheme submitted to the council in July,

1892, it was proposed to form about midway
between Holborn and Strand, and on the site of

Sardinia-street and A'ere-street, a circus at least

200ft. in diameter ; but this circus has been omitted

from the present scheme. The new street, being

100ft. wide, wQl afford ample space for a double

line of tramways along its centre, besides fully

providing for other traffic on either side ; and the

committee recommend that powers should be

sought in the Bill for laying tramways along the

new street. It may be possible later to extend

the tramways along Southampton-row to the

north, and also to the existing tramway in

Theobald's-road and ClerkenweU-road to the

east.

One of the most important features of the
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Bchemo is that it will form a direct line of com-
munication from the districts north of Holbom to

the Embankment. The new street will deliver

the trallic almost opposite to Norfolk-ttreet and

Arundel-street, and will thus afford easy access

to the Temple Station, the School Board ( tflices,

and the Embankment towards Blackfriars Bridge.

It has been suggested to the committee that their

scheme to be complete should provide for an ex-

tension of the proposed new street by means of a

bridge across the Thames between 'Waterloo

Bridge and Blackfriars Bridge. But this ques-

tion does not fall within the reference, the pro-

vision of such a bridge being a matter for the

consideration of the Bridges Committee, and the

Improvements Committee have therefore thought

it right to do no more than arrange that the line

of the new street shall be such as will easily lend

itself to any possible future extension of the street

by means of a bridge across the river.

The committee point out that the widening of

Southampton-row, in a direct line northwards

from the new street, to 60ft. is in progress under

arrangements by voluntary agreement made with

the Duke of Bedford ; while another feature of

previous schemes, the removal of the "island"

block of buildings between Uolywell-street and

the Strand, is about to be cjirried out under
Parliamentary powers obtained by the County
Council last session, a valuer having been

nominated within the past fortnight ; further,

the insanitary areas between Clare JIarket and
Drury-lane are about to be cleared and rebuilt

under the authority of the Home Office and
Parliament. The latter improvement suggests

that if the street is to be fowned at all, the neces-

sary Parliamentary powers should be obtained

without delay.

The aggregate cost of the improvements con-

templated in this district will be as follows :

—

(1) Strand wideningat Holywell-street, £569, 000

;

(2) clearance of insanitary district at Clare Market
and Drury-lane, £216,000; (3) Southampton-
row widening, £162,000

; (4) proposed new street

from Holbom to Strand, £624,000 ; making a

total of £1,.571, 000. This, compared with the

estimate of 1892 for the same general scheme
(£2,246,000) shows a difference of £675,000. It

should be e.^plained that this large reduction

is due in part to the much better development of

the surplus land resulting from the modification

of the scheme of 1892 by the two branches to

Wellington-street and the I^aw Courts, and in

part to the economical arrangement made in the

purchase of the Southampton-r6w property.

The committee say, in conclusion : "It seems
to us that the arguments in favoiir of carrying

out this great improvement at once are over-

whelmingly strong. It is quite certain that delay
even for one year will add enormously to the cost

of the new road. It will also entail other incon-

veniences in respect of the laying out of the area

to he cleared by the Housing Committee. The
three improvements already in hand in this dis-

trict will be immensely enhanced in value by the
completion of the whole scheme in the making of

the new road. It is certain that in no other part

of central London could so great an improvement
be effected so advantageously and at so small a

cost. Streets 100ft. wide will be made for a

length of more than 3,000ft., through one of the

worse districts of London, opening up a much-
needed communication between north and south,

and between Holbom and the Strand, and offer-

ing great opportunities for architectural features.

It will be an improvement of which the Council

and London will have every reason to be proud."

The recommendations submitted are as follows

:

(n) That the Council do apply to Parliament in

the session of 1899 for powers to construct a new
street, and branch streets, 100ft. wide, from Hol-
born to the Strand, and to carry cjut the subsidiary

street improvements in general accordance with
the scheme shown on the plan approved by the

. Improvements Committee on May 25, 1898.

{(i) That the qmstion of powers being sought to

enable the Council to lay tramways along the new
street be referred to the Highways Committee for

consideration and report, (c) That provision be
made for the construction of a subway under the

new streets (for mains, wires, ic), and also for

the planting of ti'ecs in the new thoroughfares.

((/) That prorision be made in the Bill for part of

the cost of the improvement to be dealt with on
the same general principle as that embodied in

the improvement charge sections of the London
County Council (Tower Bridge Southern Approach)
Act, 1895, but that a longer period than three

years be allowed within which to judge of the

effect of the improvement upon the surrounding
property, (e) That it be referred to the Housing
of the Working Classes Committee to consider

and report the best mode of rehousing the persons

of the labouring class who will be displaced by
the construction of the new street and its

approaches.
The Improvements Committee of the London

County Council have also resolved to recommend
the Council to include the following schemes of

public improvement in the Improvements Bill to

be introduced by the Council next session:—
High-street, Kensington, widening, estimated

cost £81,000; Wandsworth - road, Lambeth,
widening between \'auxhaU Cross and Nine
Elms-lane, £55,000 ; rebuilding of Cat-and-
Mutton Bridge, Shoreditch, £08,500 ; rebuilding

of the Uld Gravel-lane Bridge, St. George's-in-

the East, £14,000. The total estimated cost of

six contemplated improvements, without deduct-

ing contributions, is £1,004,700 ; and after

deducting contributions, but not betterment,

£955,700. .-^
ELECTRIC LIGHTING NOTES FOR

ARCHITECTS.—XXV.
By AN Assoc. Inst. Elect. Engs.

AUOLIGHTrKG.

INTRODUCTION AND HISTORICAL
NOTES. —• Arc-lighting is a system of

producing light artificially by reason of the

manifestation of the heat evolved by the passage

of electricity through conductors of high resist-

ance (concentrated at those points where light is

desired) ; it is, however, quite distinct from that of

raising a conductor to incandescence, as in

incandescent lighting. In the incandescent

system a conductor is raised to incandescence

without combustion or consumption of the con-

ductor taking place, whilst in arc-lighting com-
bustion, disintegration, and consumption of the

conductor are the natural products of the system.

In the former air is excluded from the lamp,

whilst in the latter air is essential for the proper

working of the lamp, especially at the beginning.

The principle of the arc-lighting system may be

briefly stated as follows : When a sufficiently

high difference of potential is maintained at the

ends of two carbon rods in contact with one

another, a powerful current passes through them,

and, inasmuch as the resistance at the junction

of the loose carbon contacts is very high,

a temperature sufficiently intense to vapourise

the carbon is produced at this point, so that upon
gradually separating the carbon-pencils to a dis-

tance of, say, |in. , a bridge of carbonaceous vapour

is produced, and a dazzling arc of white flame is

formed between them. This phenomenon was
discovered by Sir Humphrj' Davy, and was by
him termed the electric arc. The date of this

discovery is usually given as about 1809 : but in

September, 1800, Davy announced that "he was
able to produce sparks that were visible in day-

light from the discharge of a primitive voltaic

pile ; and he found, in trying sparks between
terminals of different materials, that these sparks

were of different degrees of brightness. Amongst
other materials that he names, he mentions that

the bright spark visible in daylight was obtained

by using well-burnt charcoal." In 1810, Davy
demonstrated at the Royal Institution that he
was able to produce permanent arcs by means of

a Ijattery of 2,000 elements ; this battery was
obtained by private subscription. Respecting his

early experiments, in which he used two pieces

of light wood charcoal about an inch long and
one-sixth of an inch in diameter, we are told that

when these "were brought near each other a

bright spark was produced, and more than half

the volume of the charcoal became ignited to

whiteness ; and, by withdrawing the points from
each other, a constant discharge took place

through the heated air in a space equal, at least, to

four inches, producing a most brilliant ascending

arc of light, hroad and conical in form in the

middle."
The temperature was so intense that even

refractory materials placed in the arc " became
incandescent ; platinum melted like wax in the

flame of a candle ; sapphire, magnesia, lime, and
the most refractory substances were fused.

Fragments of diamond and granite rapidly

disappeared without, imdergoing any previous

fusion." At this point we may refer to the

origin of the term arc. In the early experiments

of Davy the charcoal pencils were fixed hori-

zontally, in which case the bridge of glowing

carbonaceous vapour formed an arch or bow as

the result of the ascending heated air current

;

and the abbreviation of arch, or arc, then intro-

duced has been retained. With the vertical

position, as now usually given to the carbons, the

bow or arch shape is not produced.

As would be expected, the discovery of the

electric arc attracted the attention of numerous
workers, and in course of time many improve-

ments were suggested ; but until the dynamo
was perfected as a generator, little or no practical

progress was made in electric lighting. The
work done was experimental, and at that time

the only source of electrical energy was the

voltaic cell, which is not suitable or economical

for commercial purposes. The follow aie addi-

tional interesting historical facts. About 1844

Foucault definitely proposed the use of pencils of

retort carbon, and in 1846 Mr. William Edward
Staite introduced the first mechanical arc lamp.

Probably the first real practical arc lamp, in which
the regulation was automatic and electrical, was
that designed by Serrln in 1857 ; but it was not

until 1878 that Brush and Jablochkoff introduced

the arc lamp for street-lighting. Since then its

growth, especially in America, has been rapid.

Are Lamps.—AVe are now in a position to

consider the arc lamp, and the phenomenon of the

electric arc in detail. An arc lamp is a piece of

apparatus devised to support two carbon rods

or pencils, and to automatically regulate the

position of these carbons, so that a permanent
and steady arc is formed when the lamp is

supplied with electrical energj-. The opera-

tions which such a device has to perform

are as follows :— (1) To bring the carbon pencils

into contact when no current is passing ; (2) to

separate the carbons a definite amount, or strike

the are, as it is technically termed, as soon as the

current passes ; and (3) to regulate automatically

the length of the gap between the carbon points

by causing the pencils to approach when too far

apart, and to separate them when too close
;

this

is technically known Aifeeilimj the arc. Innumer-
able methods have been devised to perform these

operations, and presently we shall refer to the

fundamental principles of arc-lamp mechanism ;

but before doing so we must consider the carbons

and the physics of the arc. For the present our

remarks will only refer to continuous-current arc

lamps. !

When we remember that the difference of

potential usually applied to the terminals of an

arc lamp is not sufficiently high to cause sparks

to pass from one pencil to the other, it is obvious

that the light emitted from an arc lamp must be

produced by the passage of electricity across the

gap which" is filled with a gaseous conducting

medium, due to the volatilisation of the positive

carbon. And it is now generally admitted and

weU understood that this volatilisation enables us

to explain the phenomenon of the arc. There is, f,

for instance, the transportation of the intensely
"•'

heated carbonaceous vapour across the gap, .,

resulting in the formation of a crater at the tip of ''

the positive carbon. Moreover, it is at the sur-

face of the crater that the electrical energy is

converted into thermal and light energy, and the

work done in this locality by the dissipation of a

definite amount of electrical activity results in the

production of a corresponding definite high tem-

perature. As is well known, carbon is the most re-

fractory of known substances, and it has, therefore,

the highest temperature of volatilisation. Further-

more, this temperature is fixed and definite,

depending only upon the material used, and the

result is an incandescent luminous crater forming

a glowing white surface, in which carbon is being

boiled into vapour at the temperature of volatilisa-

tion. Captain Abney has shown by his researches

that the white light of the incandescent surface

of the crater is of constant quality and luminosity,

irrespective of the magnitude of the current, size

of the carbons, and length of the arc. This con-

stancy in the intrinsic luminosit}' of the crater

surface implies that its temperature is fixed by
physical conditions, and that the temperature of

the light-emitting surface is always the same. It

is for these reasons that the view—that the tem-

perature of the carbon at the surface of the crater

is that at which it evaporates—receives so much

support. Increase of electrical activity, there-

fore, cannot increase the temperature of the

crater surface beyond the limiting temperature of

volatilisation of ttie material used. There is also

evidence that the carbon undergoes incipient

liquefaction just before volatilisation takes place,

as was first suggested by Despretz about 1850,

and Professor S. P. Thompson's view of the

l4v
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physical state o£ the arc crater is " that tho solid

carbon below is covered with a layer or film of

liquid carbon just boilin"; or evaporating off."

Much speculation has existed as to the actual

temperature of the arc, extravai^ant temperatures,

varying from 2,000° to 10,000" C. having been
qnoted. The best experimental result is probably

that obtained by Violle, whose measiirements

indicate a temperature of 3,500° C. as that of the

crater.

Since the crater of the positive carbon is the

main source of light, the positive carbon, with its

luminous crater, is always placed above the

negative carbon, so that the light is thrown
downwards. "About 90 per cent, of the light

comes from the crater, and about 4 or 5 per cent,

from the negative peak, while comparatively
little comes from any other part. Around the

rim of the crater there is, however, a region that

is less luminous, not so hot, and of a redder
colour ; and there is a certain small percentage

of light—not more than 3 or 4 per cent, of the

total light at most—emitted from the interme-
diate flame. Xow, of course, there results from
this a peculiar distribution of light in the space
all round ; the light is, in fact, thrown mainly
downwards." The negative carbon must of

necessity be at a high temperature, but mnch
Below that of the positive, consequently it adds
little to the general illumination— in fact, its

temperature is such that it permits the con-
densation of the carbonaceous vapour upon its

FiQ. 86.

surface. So long as the arc is maintained oxi-
dation takes place, and the ends of both carbons
become somewhat conical in shape. The appear-
ance of the carbons is shown in Fig. 86.

What the carbon filament is to the fflow-lamp
so the crater and carbonaceous vapour are to the
arc lamp— i.e., the essential elements. For
these we have to depend upon the carbon pencils

;

and to insure tho production of that high-quality
illumination which is so desirable, the carbon
pencils should possess certain essential qualities.

As we have already pointed out, everj-thing de-
pends upon the temperature of volatilisation of
the carbon, and to secure the requisite constancy
of this temperature the pencils should possess a
uniform and dense texture, fine grain, freedom
from impurities, and be well baked. They should
also be of uniform cross -section. The want of

uniformity or the presence of impurities produces
variation in the volatilisation, and consequently
variation of temperature at the crater surface.

And all this simply means variation in the
intensity of the light emitted, f^ven in his

early experiments Davy found " that to render
charcoal well- conducting and satisfactory, it

must be hard, den.se, well burnt so cis to be
metallic in lustre, and that it answcnri best of
all if it were suddenly quenched in quic l;silver."
Fleming gives the following reasons whv carbon
(graphite) is suitable for the pencils of an arc
lamp.

(1) It is a rather poor conductor of electricity,
and the lower the electrical conductivity the
greater is the difference of temperature between

the positive and negative poles when an arc is

produced between them. It has also the advantage
of having a highly heated crater on the positive

pole.

(2) It is easily disintegrated : therefore there
will be a longer arc for a given electrical pressure.

(3) It is very infusible, and its oxide is a gas ;

therefore a deposit of oxide is not formed in or

around the crater.

(4) It is an inferior conductor for boat ; there-

fore the high temperature is localised at tho

crater.

It is also noteworthy that the degree of

Fio. 87.

infusibility decides the intensity of the electrical

pressure required to produce a true electrical arc.

Manufacture of Arc Light Carbons.—Charcoal,
even if well burnt, is speedily consumed, as Davy
found to be the case during the early experi-

mental stage, and although the blocks sawn from
the hard deposits of gas retort carbon (graphite),

as introduced by Foucault, answered well during
the later experimental stages, it was found
necessary to introduce a definite process of

manufacture when the arc lamp was introduced
for commercial purposes. Considerable difference

exists in the different processes of manufacture ;

but these are in matters of detail, and the follow-

ing may be taken as a general outline of the

manufacture of arc-lamp carbons.

The base in nearly all cases is graphite or

retort carbon, which is thoroughly pulverised

(although in some cases powdered coke is used),

and the powdered carbonaceous substance is

mixed with gas-tar, syrup of sugar-cane, or some
other carbonaceous liquid, so as to form a stiff

paste. The paste is then moulded or forced by
hydraulic pressure through a die-plate, and after

being dried it undergoes the carbonising process

by being baked in a closed vessel in a furnace.

During this process the carbonaceous compounds
are decomposed, and a fairly pure form of carbon
is produced. To insure purity, homogeneousness,
electrical conductivity, a dense and uniform
molecular texture, the rods are often repeatedly

soaked in some carbonaceous syrup, and rebaked
each time. To give some idea of the actual com-
position of the paste we may state that Carre's

carbons are made of pure coke fine powdered, \[
parts ; calcined lampblack, 5 parts ; special syrup,

7 to 8 parts ; and after the mixture has received

from 1 to 3 parts of water, and a perfect paste is

formed, it is ready to be moulded.
In many cases the carbons are electrolytically
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coated with a deposit of metallic copper to insure

more perfect conductivity, better contact at the

holder, and more uniform consumption. In the

earlier days of manufacture it was more necessary

to plate the carbon with copper than it is now,
when the quality of the carbons is so much better.

Even when coated with copper it is often found

that the position of the arc is not constant, and
inasmuch as tho steadiness of tho arc depends

largely upon this, the positive carbon is made
larger and cored. That is, tho central portion is

made of softer material, which, being more
refidity volatilised, tends to keep the crater

central. Cored carbons to a large extent prevent

tho lateral shifting of the arc, and steadiness in

Imrning is secured. Tho negative carbon of

continuous- current arc lamps are, however, not

cored, whilst in alternate-current arc lamps both

carbons are cored.

In some respects English practice differs from
that of America. In America arc lamps are

usually connected in series, the carbons being

equal in cross-section, and solid throughout.

With a current of 10 amperes the length of the

arc is about one-tenth of an inch. In England,

parallel running is more common, and the posi-

tive carbon is usually cored, and larger than the

negative. The usual length of the arc is irom

one-sixteenth to one-twelfth of an inch. The
usual sizes of carbons—positive cored and nega-

tive soled—for different currents, are as follows :—

Current in
Amperes.

Diameters In MUlimlMres.

Cored Poaitive. Soled Negative.

.5 and 6 9
s 11 9

10 13 11

15 15 13

20 18 16

30 20 18

At this point it will be interesting to note that

when the quantity of illumination required is

large and somewhat variable, as in lighthouse

work, round carbons are not so suitable as fluted

ones. They burn irregularly, and the position

of the crater is unsteady when tho currents are

large, and they are liable to become red-hot

throughout their length when traversed by the

heavy currents required. Fluted carbons, how-
ever, offer larger cooling surface than cylindrical

ones, and, if cored, tend to keep the arc central.

At the South Foreland Lighthouse the fluted

carbons are about GO millimc'tres in outside

diameter, and the current, which is alternating,

varies from ISO to 300 amperes, according to

atmospheric conditions. The section of a fluted

carbon is shown in Fig. 87.

Since the carbon pencils disintegrate and
bum away, the lasting power of the carbons is an
important factor, (ienerally speaking, the time of

burning varies directly as the diameter, and, with

continuous currents and both carbons of the same
diameter, the positive wastes away twice as fast as

the negative. In ordinary lO-ampcre lamps the

positive carbons burn at the rate of liin. per hour

—that is, 1ft. of positive and 6in. of negative

last about eight hours. Of course, much depends

upon the quality and ch.aracter of the carbon, the

strength of current, and the size of pencils. If the

carbons are too thick they give less light per watt,

but give a steadier light and possess more lasting

power. If too thin they give brighter light and
more light per watt, but the craters are not so

good, and the pencils tend to get hot, and so

bum away more quickly. In practice it is found

that the crater reflects most light when the axis

of the negative carbon is in lino with the edge

of the positive carbon.

Arc Lamp Meehanimn.—The gradual dis-

integration and consumption of the carbons,

which take place whilst tho lamp is burning,'

would result in the gradual elongation and
ultimate extinction of tho arc, if the carbons wore

fixed relatively to one another. It is, therefore,

obvious that, inasmuch as variation in tho length

of the arc means unsteadiness of illumination,

some automatic regulation is required to keep tho

pencils the proper distance apart, and as wo have

already pointed out, arc lamps are now constructed

to bring the carbons into contjict at the beginning,

to strike tho arc, and also to feed the arc. Gene-

rally the regulation is controlled by a portion of

the electrical energy supplied.

The construction of a perfect arc lamp offers

much scope for ingenuity, advantage of which
has been freely taken by many inventors, and

numerous examples of both mechanical and elec-

trical regulation have been devised. In many .•

of the early lamps the regulation was purely

mechanical, and comprised v.arious kinds of clock-

work, racks, brake-wheels, clutches, levers, &c.

Taken as a whole, such mechanism is objection-

able, and not nearly bo reliable as that of
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electrical cootrol, and we find in consequence that
modem arc-lamp mechaniein is purely electrical.

In nearly all cases advantage is taken of the
electro-magnetic action of eolonoide, electro-

magnets, and motors as sources of power to give
the required motions to the carbon pencils. For
many reasons elect rioally governed arc lamps are
preferable to those govarned mechanically, and
although many of the mechanical arrangements
devised are verj' interesting, our purpose will best
be served by considering only the principles
applied in the modem and electrically governed

Fio, 89.

lamps. By reason of the antagonistic effects
produced by two distinct and separate coils or
electro-magnets, the majority of modern arc
lampsmay be termed differential lamps, the action
of which will be readily understood by considerine
Figs. 88—91.

•' ^

These more or less diagrammatic figures are
given to show how two continuous opposing
forces may be produced. Fig. 88 shows the con-
centric winding of the two coils, which are
traversed by currents in opposite directions.
Fig. 89 shows how to produce differential motion
with one plunger, whilst Fig. 90 shows how
differential motion is produced by means of two
plungers attached to one lever or connected by
means of an intermediate pulley. It will he
noticed that in each case there are two coils, S e
and S h, the former of which, known as the series
coil, consists of a few turns of thick wire having
a resistance of about 005 ohm, and as it forms
part of the main circuit by being connected in

time the lamp is supplied with current at the
proper voltage (from 40 to 50 volts), and since
there are two paths open to the current, one of
large resistance compared with that of the other,
it is evident ihat nearly the whole of the current
will traverse the series coil, in consequenceof which
the electromagneticaction of that coil will be great.
The holder of the positive carbon then moves
upwards, and, the carbons being separated the
proper amount, an arc is established between
them : in other words, the arc is struck. As the
carbons bum away, the resistance of the arc, and,
therefore, that of the main circuit, increases, so
that inore current now passes through the shunt
coil, its magnetic properties are strengthened,
and, acting in opposition to the series coil, the
carbons are made to approach each other. In
this way the length of the arc is automatically
maintained constant, the arrangement being
designed so that a steady feed exactly equal to
the rate of consumption of the carbons is obtained.
As we have already inferred, there are two

general methods of connecting arc lamps in
practice : (1) in series, and (2) in parallel between
leads. Lamps for series-working are constant-
current lamps, and those for parallel-running
constant potential lamps. The latter differ from
the former in that they require a steadying
resistance coil, R, connected in series with the
mam circuit. This coil is shown in Fig. 91.
Its function is two-fold : it regulates the differ-
ence of potential required for the lamp and at the
same time steadies the current. Constant differ-
ence of potential lamps without this resistance
coil work unsatisfactorily, as then the current
fluctuates with every variation in the resistance
of the arc. With the resistance coil, the voltage
at the terminals of the shunt coil increases as the
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series with the arc, it is traversed by the main
current. The other coil, marked S/(, is wound
with many turns of fine wire, its resistance being
great in comparison with that of the series coil.
It IS connected, as shown, in parallel with the
main part of the lamp— j.r., series coil and arc—
and is therefore known as the shunt coil.
To explain the action of these coils, we shall

assume that the carbons are in contact at the

resistance of the arc increases, and its regulation
is more effective. Constant-potential arc lamps
are usuallj' connected two in series across incan-
descent lamp mains at 110 volts. This series coil
is not so necessary with constant current lamps,
a large number of which are connected in series,
since they tend to steady one another. When
lamps are connected in series, it is usual to
employ an additional piece of mechanism, termed
an automatic cut out, so as to provide a by-pass,
as it were, for the purpose of preventing the
opening of the entire circuit, should the failure or
total consumption of, or accident to, the carbons
of any one lamp put that lamp out of circuit.

Such a device is shown in Fig. 91, and is marked
A C. The automatic cut-out is practically a
relay, and consists essentially of an electro-
magnet and its armature, a, pivoted at {, as shown.
The electro-magnet is wound with a fine wire
and a coarse wire winding, the former of which
is connected as a shunt to the lamp, and as it is

connected to the armature, and thus to the
negative terminal of the lamp, it is always
in circuit

; but as its resistance is high,
very little current flows through it; normally
it is not powerful enough, under ordinary
circumstances, to attract the armature. When,
however, the main current through the carbons
is interrupted, the increase of current through
this coil magnetises the core suflSciently to attract
the armature a against the left-hand contact, the
second, or thick wire coil of the cut-out is put
into circuit, and as the armature still makes
contact with the left-hand contact, the main
current passes through, and thus shunts the lamp.
In series with the low-resistance coil is the
permanent resistance r, arranged so that the total
resistance cut in is equal to that cut out.

T/ic Candk-poirer of Arc Lamps,—The amount
of light or candle-power emitted by an arc lamp
is not given off uniformly in all directions, and
the luminous rays form a cone with its apex at
the crater. The amount of light therefore varies
in different angular positions, the variations being
due to the following circumstances :

—

(1) The positiye crater, the main source of

light, is not a plane surface, but is concave ; the
principal distribution of its radiant flux is con-
sequently downwards.

(2) The crater being surrounded by a wall
of opaque carbon, the horizontal intensity of the
emitted light is comparatively small, and, since

the edges of the wall are irregular, the horizontal
intensity varies in different azimuths.

(3) However closely the axis of the two carbon
electrodes may be aligned, the arc will rarely
remain long at the centre, but tends to travel

around the edges of the positive carbons, thereby
causing the crater to appear on the side of the
arc, and tending to increase the illumination on
that side.

(4) The arc is usually accompanied by some
flame of a reddish colour surrounding the arc
proper, like a luminous cloud, and the light from
this source is of an unstable, flickering nature,
shifting irregularly.

(5) Even the smallest mechanical irregularity

or chemical impurities—liable to be present in the
best carbons— develop fluctuations in the intensity
of the light.

Photometrical measurements"of the light of an
arc lamp are not easy to make, and the results

obtained are generally represented by a polar
curve, constructed in polar co-ordinates repre-
senting the candle-power—that is, the intensities

of illumination are represented by lengths plotted
to some convenient scale along the angular
directions at which the observations are made.
The polar curve thus represents graphically the
effective luminous intensities at different angular
positions about the arc as an axis. Such a curve
is given in Fig. 92.

AU such curves exhibit the same characteristics,

and there are two distinct types of variations :

(1) there is the emission of a small quantity of

light in a direction above the horizontal when
the crater is deep, as with large current lamps

;

and (2) the curve narrows and indicates the con-
centration of a large proportion of the light be-
tween the angles of 30' and 60° with the vertical.

"Now, the quantity of light emitted by an
incandescent disc in any direction is proportional
to the amount of surface visible from that direc-

tion. That is to say, candle-power varies, then,

as the cosine of the inclination. Cosines plotted

as a polar curve give a circle passing through the
pole. The candle-power of the crater of an arc
lamp should, then, if plotted as a polar curve,

coincide with part of a circle'. Any deviation

from the circle must have some cause." The full

curve given in Fig. 92 is given by Mr. A. P.
Trotter, and '

' represents the mean of a large

number of observations made, no less than 26
different arcs having been tested. The cosine of
60° being one half, the area of the crater seen

from this direction is one half that of the full

circle ; the candle-power is one half of that

emitted by the crater ; and the length of the
radius vector corresponding to 60° may be taken
as the radius of the circle. The light due to the

negative carbon is clearly shown as an excess

above the circular curve. There is, indeed,

nothing else to which it can be due, except the

red-hot walls of the crater. At about 60° the
curve of candle-power begins to fall off, and this

is due to nothing else than the shadow of the
lower carbon, which intercepts more and more of

the light as we pass to smaller angles, until if

the carbons be of the same diameter, no light is

drawn in a vertical direction."

The mean sphericn! candle-power is defined as

the average candle-power taken all over the
surface of a sphere having the arc as its centre,

and as a rule it is between 30 and 40 per cent, of

the maximum candle-power. The mean spherical

candle-power is given approximately by the

formula—

where

—

S = mean spherical intensity or candle-power,
H = ,, horizontal ,, ,, ,,

M = maximum ,, ,, ,,

And it may be shown that the total quantity of

light emitted will be 4 tt S, in units of luminous
flux.

It is interesting to note that the quality of the
,

illumination of an are lamp is the nearest .

approach to^ that of the ordinary sunlight of any
of the illuminants, whilst its intensity is greater "1

than that of any other artificial source of light.

Of course, much depends upon the character of

the carbon, and, although the carbons may be

cheap and have a long life, they are neither

,

efficient nor economical if the light be unsteady

^
J
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or of low candle-power per unit of electrical

energy expended.
The following notes on street and general

lighting, taken from (leipeland Kilgour's " Elec-
trical Engineering Formula," will bo useful :

—

" The horizontal surface is, perhaps, most im-
portant, and the illumination thereof varies closely

as COS.' 9, 9 being the angle of incidence for

angle greater than 4.5'. In order that the varia-
tion in illumination may not be too great, the
distance of arc lamps apart should not e.'sceed

about six times the height, in which case, when

pc

;

H_
1

Fio. 9.'.

using lO-ampure lamps, the miximum illumina-
tion is about one candle-foot, and the minimum
006. If the distance is four times the height,
then these tijures are 11 and 0-22 respectively.

Perhaps 003 candle foot is the lowest permissib'e
illumination for a well-lit street. The table

gives a few instances of the placing of arc lamps.
It wiU be observed that for street-lighting the
idistance apart varies from about U.jft. to SOOi't.,

and the height from 17-6ft. to 26 7ft.

raty I f London streets ..

fflaagow streets
Hastings streets
Berlin stret-'a

Uilan streets

Charing Cross-rJ Statn.
Cannon-street Station...
Bt. Pdneras Station
Central Station, Glasgow
at.Enoch'sStn..Glasgow
Edinburgh Exhbtn., 18S6
Edinburgh E.ihbtn., 1886

j

Aropt^rea
! per Arc.

10
10
10
15

10
15
10
10
10
10

15

Distance Height of
Apart Arc

in Feet, in Feet.

liaila-ay Lighting.—" The Midland Kiilway
'ompany adopt the following practice with 10

impere lamps :

—

Matforms and booking-halis
loods-sheda over decks
foods-sheds over cartways & roads
toods-yard, unloading road^
looda-yard, ordinary sidings
Approach roads

Distance Height of
Apart Arc

in Feet. in Feet.

60 to 90 14

80 14

80 13
100 to 110 2)

120 20
120 to 15( 25

P^hen 7-anipere lamps are used, the distances

re reduced by lOtt. to 15ft. Opilescent globes

pe used in sheds and stations, clear globes out-

ide. About i-watt per square foot is a fair

Uowance for "lighting large halls, exhibitions,

1 watt for large reading-rooms, libraries,

2 watts for intense illumination, such as is

aquired at the South Kensington Museum."
"Globes of clear glass absorb 10 to 20 per cent.

flight; medi;eval rippled glass, about 22 per

ant. ; ground glass, 30 to 40 per cent. ; heavily

round glass, 40 to 50 per cent. ; and heavy opal

lass 50 to 60 per cent. Large globes absorb

lore light than small ones."

In conclusion, we may note the following

atects, and their causes :

—

Sputtering is due to uncleanliness and im-

irities in the carbons.

Missing is due to too coarse a grain, or too short

gap, in consequence of defective feed

—

i.e, feed

o rapid.

Flaming, Jlickering, and irregular burning axe

e to presence of impurities, insufficient baking,

too long a gap.

Inconstancy in the candle-power may be due to

lor carbons, inconstancy in the rate of supply of

lergy, and variations i^i length of arc.

{^Concluded.)

The Lord Lieutenant of Surrey, Viscount Midle-

I, has formally opened a cottage hospitil and

rsea* home for Uaslemere, the gift of Mr.

W. Penfold. F.K.I.B.A.. and his sisters, as a

manent memorial of her Mijesty's long reign.

ENGLISH ART IX THE EIGHTEENTH
CENTUUV.

AT the Passmore Edwards Settlement at

Tavistock-place on Friday afternoon Mr.

Humphrey Ward delivered the first of a series of

four lectures on "English Art in the Eighteenth

Century." He began by remarking upon the

increased interest which had been directed during

the last twenty years, both at home and abroad,

to this art, the result in a great measure of the

winter exhibitions at the Koyal Academy and

similar displays. The French were paying us

the compliment of admiring our art, whetner

contemporary or distant, as something lino in

itself and quite unlike their own. ileissonier

was a passionate admirer of Millais, just as Dela-

croix had been of Constable and Bonington. It

was natural that in this retrospective age we
should look back upon the origins of our con-

temporary art, and. in point of fact, scholars had
explored the 18th century with passionate

curiosity, while rich amateurs had for many years

past been eagerly competing with one another

for the best English works of that time. It

happened that there was in existence a little

French book, Rouquet's "Etat des Arts en Angle-

terre," published in 1755, which showed that long

before Delacroix there were foreigners who inter-

ested themselve< in English art. Rouquet w,as an

enamellerwho lived in London forabout 30 years,

and who was a friend and admirer of Hogarth.

He remarks that English people had always cared

more for science than for art ; that there was no
such thing as organisation among the artists of

his day, and very little patronage : but that in

two respects English art was showing signs of

abundant life. The English loved portraiture,

though only just beginning to produce portrait

-

painters of their own, and they loved the sub-

jects with a moral which Hogarth had taught

them to admire. The lecturer then proceeded to

sketch the life of Hogarth, and to point out how
in modern times the interest in Hogarth the

moralist had declined, while that in Hogarth the

artist had increased. He showed by various

lantern slides some of the great qualities of that

first of English painters, remarking that the

sketch of "A Shrimp Girl" in the National

Gallery placed him almost on a level with Frans

Hals.
" From this point he proceeded to trace the

various attempts that were made by the artists to

organise themselves; their numerous failures, and

their final success when Michael Moser, William

Chambs-rs, and Benjamin West persuaded the

young King in 1708 to found the Royal Academy
with Reynolds at its head. The second lecture,

to be given this (Friday) afternoon, will be

devoted to the life and works of Reynolds.

CHIPS.

Major-General H. D. Crczier, R.E., an inspector

from the Local Government Board, held an inquiry

yesterday (Thursday) into an application of the

urban district council of Hunstanton for the

borrowing of £3,00U for the purchase and improve-

ment of the esplanade grounds for public walks and
pleasure grounds.

The partnershio hitherto subsisting between J. W.
Falkner, W. J. Falkner, and A. B. Falkner, builder

and contractors, Oasory-road, iJld Kent-road, S.E ,

under the style of J. W. Falkner and Sons, has been

dissolved, so far as regards W. J. Falkner.

The sub-committee of the Lord Provost's Com-
mittee of Edinburgh Town Council, to which has

been remitted the .[uestion of selecting a site for the

Usher Hall, decided on Monday by a majority to

recommend a site at the extreme western corner of

the West Meadows, in the angle between Lonsdale-

terrace and the Melville Drive.

The Canals Protection (London) Bill, which gives

power to the local authority to require a canal

company to provide for the protection of dangerous

places on canals in the county of London, passed

through committee in the House of Lords on Tuesday
with verbal amendments.

The parish church of Bumham Overy, Norfolk,

was reopened last week, after restoration from plans

by Mr. Herbert .1. Green, Norwich. Mr. F.

Norman, of Burnham Westgate, was the contractor.

It was announced on Siturday that the fund

opened at Bristol five days previously on the appeal

ot the bishop for extending Church agencies and

providing additional church buildings has already

reached £12,030. Besides this, £7,000 haa been

given by one subscriber. This is to go in the

purchase of sites. Twenty new churches, It mission

buildings, and 30 extra curates are required, the

sum necessary to carry out the scheme being

£100,000.

OBITUARY.

Bv the lamented death of Sir Edwaud BtuXF..

Jones English art loses one of its most brilliant

colourist* and one of its most imaginative poets

in paint. With the possible exception of Mr. G.

F. Watts, no artist held a higher place in the

regard and afTection of all lovers of English art

than the distinguished painter who passed away on

Sunday morning. His ("lassie subjects were treated

with a Middle Italian feeling, and displayed

withal much grace of line, a charm of composi-

tion, and a purity and wealth of colour all pecu-

liarly his own, although it most be confessed his

draughtsmanship of the human figure loft much
to be wished for. Edward liurne-.Iones was born

in Birmingham in 1833, and was thus 65 years

of age. He was of Welsh descent. His parents

intended that he should take orders in the Church

of Engbind, and his education at King Edward's

school, Birmingham, was arranged to that end.

He was an ardent classical student, and the old-

world myths had ever for him an irresistible

fascination. In 1852 he went to Oxford, and at

Exeter College he met the late William Jlorris—

who proved a kindred spirit ; and the two having

taken great interest in the " P.R.B." movement,

determined to give up the Church and turn to

art. With Rossetti for friend and teacher,

Burne-Jones from 1865 devote 1 himself to

the stu-ly of art. His first cartoons for

stained glass were made for the chapel of

Bradfield College in 1857. In 18.59 Burne-Jones

was in Italy visiting Florence, Pica, Siena, and

other cities ; and was greatly influenced by the

tender charm of Angelico, Botticelli, and the

earlier Italian artists. On his return he designed

many stained-glass windows, and painted altar

pieces and pictures. These included a series

from the Morte d' Arthur, from Mallory's

Romances, and " The Legends of Goode Women."
In 1804 Mr. Burne-Jones was elected an Associate

of the Water-Colour Society, and began the

illustration of his friend William Morris's poem
"The Earthly Paradise," and prepared some 70

designs for the story of "Cupid and Psyche,"

which were subsequently bought by Jlr. Ruskin,

and presented to the O.xford Museum. In 18711

he exhibited a picture with a mythicil (ireek

subject. About its meaning a dispute arose,

which led Mr. Burne-Jones to resign his member-
ship, and it was not until 1883 that he was again

re-elected. For seven years he ceased exhibiting

in London, save in 1S73, when to the Dudley
Gallery he sent his beautiful pictures " Love

among' the Ruins" and "The Garden of the

Hesperides." But he was during this period

executing a series of beautiful works, " The Briar

Rose' series, "The Days of Creation," "The
Mirror of Venus," "The Beguiling of Merlin," " The
Feast of Peleus," " The Golden Stairs," and his

series in which the N'irtues and the (Jraces were

personified by charming single figures. When
the Grosvenor GalUry opened in 1877 the works

of Mr. Burne-Jones constituted the great attrac-

tion of the show, and to that gallery and to the

New Gallery which succeeded it the best of his

work was contributed. (Jne of Sir Edward Burne-

Jones's windows is in St. Giles' Cathedral, Edin-

burgh, the subject being " The Holy Women at

the Tomb." Her Majesty conferred a baronetcy

upon him in 1894. In 1885 the Royal -•Vcademy

made what many thought a tardy recognition of

Sir Edward Burne -Jones's position in English

art by electing him an Associate at Burlington

Houss ; but the artist onlyonce ;in 18S6) exhibited

a picture called "The Depths of the Sea." In

1893 he resigned his connection with the .Vcademy.

The deceased baronet is survived by Lady Burne-

Jones, and by his son and heir, Philip Burne-

Jones, an artist also of recognised merit, and by

one daughter. His body was cremated on Monday,

and the ashes were buried at Rottingdean Church

on Tuesday.

Sill J.iMKS NlCiIOL.vs Dmr.l.vs.-. F.R.S.,

M.Inst.C.E., M.Inst.M.E, M.Inst.E.E, lato

engineer-in-chief to the Corporation of Trinity

House, died at his residence of Bonchurch, Isle ot

Wight, on Sunday, in his 72nd year. Born at

Bow, Middlesex, on October 10, IS2G, the son of

Mr. Nicholas Douglass, of Stella House, Pcn-

zince, he received a regular training in civK and

mechanical engineering. His first important

employment was in 1847 as assistant engineer to

his father, who waa superintending engineer to

the Trinity House, and was then engaged in

erecting the lighthouse on the Bishop, the

westernmost of the Scilly rocks. Mr. DougUsa,

jun., was next appointed rc-ident engineer in
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sole charge at the erection of the lighthouse on
the chief rock of the dangerous group of the

Smalls, off Milford Haven. This work he com-
pleted at a cost of a little over £50,000, or about
£15,800 below the lowest contract price. In
1S62, on the death of Mr. Jamea W.alker,

F.R.S., engineer-in-chief to the Trinity House,
Mr. Douglass was appointed to succeed him.
I luring his tenure of the post he carried out
many important engineering works both at home
and abroad, including the Wolf, Longships,
(Ireat and Little Basses, Eddystone, and JIuricoy
lighthouses, and he effected numerous technical

improvements connected with lighthouses and
their illuminating apparatus, as well as in buoys
and beacons. • )n the completion of the present
Kddystone lighthouse in 1S8'2, a work he executed
at a cost of £21,000 below the lowest contract
price, he was knighted. Sir James Douglass
was in favour of oil iUuminants in lighthouses,
for the development of which he devised a special

apparatus. On the other hand, the Commis-
sioners of Irish Lights, advised by the late Pro-
fessor Tyndall, warmly approved the invention of

an Irish gentleman named Wigham for facili-

tating the use of gas. A warm controversy arose
upon the matter, and ultimately, in 1883, Pro-
fessor Tyndall resigned his post of scientific

adviser to the Trinity House and to the Board of
Trade. Early in 1892 Sir J. X. Douglass retired
from his post at the Trinity House owing to ill-

health.

CHIPS.
A new mortuary has been erected at Lewisham,

and special consideration has been given to the
ventilation, which will be carried out on the Boyle
system.

Mr. G. W. Willcocks, an inspector of the Local
Hovernment Board, attended at the town hall,
LeamiugtOQ, on Friday, to hold an inquiry in refer-
ence to the application of the corporation for per-
mission to borrow £5, .500 for works of water
supply, and £5,010 for purposes of public walks
and pleasure-grounds.

The members of the Lincolnshire and Notting-
hamshire Architectural and Archie ological Society
visited the town of Lynn on Tuesday in last week.
Next day they visited Hunstanton, Heaoham,
Snettisham, Dersingham, and Castle Rising. Ke-
tuming to Lynn, they were served with dinner,
after which the Mayor and Mayoress entertained
them at a conversazione. Thursday was devoted to
the churches in Lynn, and to a drive from SwafF-
ham to Southacre and Castleacre.

At a general meeting of the Royal Institute of
Painters in Water Colours, Piccadilly, held last
week, the following were elected members : —Messrs.
W. Lee Hankey, James S. Hill, John Pedder, G.
Straton Ferrier, and J. Finnemore.

Mr. J. B. Dunn, of the firm of Dunn and Findlay,
architects, Edinburgh, and Mr. George H. Law, of
The Siotsman, sailed on Saturday in the Cunard
ste&met liirania from Liverpool for New York,
their object being to visit some of the chief news-
paper offices and other buildings in the United
States in connection with the preparation of the
plans for the new offices of the The ScjIshmii, and
the rebuilding of North Bridge-street and Market-
street, Edinburgh.

It was announced at the meeting on Saturday of
the National Union of Teachers that a site had been
found at Wimbledon for the new orphanage which
is to be built in the place of the one at Peckham.
The ground will cost £4,30u, which will be raised by
the London Teachers, while Mr. J. Passmore
Edwards has promised to provide the buildine at a
cost of £5,000.

Up to the end of 1897 the total expenditure of the
harbour works at Colombo, Ceylon, amounted to
Rs.l7,875,8.')5, of which K9.5,52!i,916 have been
incurred on the two additional breakwaters com-
menced in 1894. Before the completion of the
works, which comprise a graving dock and patent
slip, a coaling depiH, and the three breakwaters
inclosing a harbour of one square mile in extent,
the total outlay is expected to reach R3.2,500,000.
The sterling debt of the colony on account of these
harbour constructions will be £1,300,000. It will
probably be 1902 before everything is finished.

The Floods Prevention BiU, which gives further
powers to county councils with a view to the pre-
vention of floods and other damage arising from
rivers or water-courses, passed through committeem the House of Lords on Tuesday, with an amend-
ment introduced on the motion of Lord Zouche of
Haryngworth, providing that, in case of any injury
done to the owner and occupier of land, or either of
them, under the Act, full compensation should be
made by the county council to both—that is to say,
that one should not be compensated to the exclusion
of the other.

COMPETITIONS.
C.\usii.\LTo.\. — The Metropolitan Asylums

Board, at their meeting on Saturday, received
a report from their works committee stating that,
as instructed by the JIanagers on June 19, 1897,
they invited fifteen selected firms of architects to
submit plans for certain portions of the Southern
Hospital proposed to be built at Carshalton. Of
these fifteen firms, ten only responded to the
Managers' invitation, and sent in designs which
the committee considered most creditable to the
authors, and of great uniformity of merit. As the
result of the examination of them, in which they
had the assistance of the assessor, Jlr. Henry
Currey, F.R.I. B. A., they had selected three a's

most worthy, and recommended that " ' premia '

of £ 1 50, £ 1 00, and £50 be awarded respectively to
theauthorsof the designs marked A, I, and J, this
being the order of merit in which such plans have
been placed." Mr. R. JL Ilensley, chairman of
the committee, in moving the adoption of the
report, stated that the committee were unanimous
in recommending that thepremiatedplans beplaeed
in the order given in the report, and as the sealed
envelopes had not been opened, and all designs
were lettered in order of receipt, they did not
yet know who were the authors of the successful
plans. As to the probable outlay, plan A, the
one placed first, was, according to the cubical
contents of the buildings, likely to be the least
expensive, although that fact had not influenced
the assessor or the committee in their choice.
Plan .V cubed out at about five million cubic
feet, and plans I and J at a little over
six million cubic feet. The three premiated
competitors all set different values on the
work, the author of A having 7d. as a
basis, I Sd., and J 9d. per cubic foot : but if

they assessed the plans at a uniform rate of 8d.
per foot, A would cost £169,000, I £200,000, and
J £203,000. Even Sd. a cubic foot was, however,
much too low a figure to select as a basis of cost

;

but if they raised it to lOd., the outlay would be
£212,500 on A, about £250,000 for I, and some
thousands of pounds more for ,T. To these fi<fures

must be added the architect's charges, engineer-
ing expenses, the making of roads, fences, and
internal divisions, so that members need not be
surprised if the final cost exceeded a quarter of a
million. The hospital proper would probably
cost £150,000. Mr. E. Monson, C.E., said he
regarded the scheme as an entire waste of money,
for no draughtsman at three guineas a week could
have drawn up the plans for such a building. He
did not approve of the plan by A, as the build-
ings were located too closely together, and the
best site obtainable had not been selected. He
moved that plan I be awarded the first premium.
The amendment, not being seconded, fell to the
ground. Replying to Mr. W. L. Burle, Mr.
Hensley said the cost per bed would be about £350.
The report having been adopted, the seals of the
envelopes were broken, and it was announced
that the authors of plan A were Messrs. Tread well
and ilartin, 2, Waterloo -place, Pall Mall : of
plan I, Messrs. Pennington and Sons, Hastings
House, Norfolk-street. Strand ; and of plan .1,

Messrs. Newman and Newman, 31, Tooley-street,
London Bridge.

Tii'TON.—The first prize of £25 in the public
competition for the best plan for laying out the
New Victoria Park at Pipton has been unani-
mously awarded to Messrs. William Barron and
Son, Elvaston Nurseries, Borrowash. Their plan
shows a lake about three acres in extent, cricket
and recreation grounds, lawn-tennis grounds,
bowling-green, band-stand, shelters, kc. They
also furnish plans for lodge, entrance-gates,
ornamental fencing, &c. The park is 33 acres
in extent. The second prize was awarded to Mr.
John Perry, architect, Tipton. There were ten
competitors.

Ihe Chancellor of Truro diocese has at length
granted a faculty for rebuilding the tower of the
parish church of Liskeard, on condition that at
least £2,500, including a sum of £1,000 receivable
from the Peddar Legacy, has been raised towards
the estimated outlay, £3,500.

The aggregate realisation at the Auction Mart
last week was £207,000, an excellent result, taking
into consideration the fact that the attractions of
the Ascot Meeting were not without influence on
the market. Last year the amount registered for
the corresponding period was £133,806, so that the
ground lost in the month of May is being rapidly
made up. This week has been one of the busiest of
the season, the supply of properties of all descriptions
having been much beyond the average.

ARCH-ffiOLOGICAL.
PETERKORoifin.—A discovery of great interest

has been made at the Peterborough Cathclral
restoration works during the past week. For
some time excavating work has been in
progress for the purpose of underpinning the
foundation of the north-east comer walling of
the eastern chapel, which has shown marked
signs of subsidence. The foundations of this

chapel were found to be partly built on the
ancient Saxon wall (rirca 800), which was a con-
siderable surprise, and altogether a valuable
archn ological find, especially as it had been con-
sidered that the buildjng was in the vicinity of
the old Saxon ditch, which bounded the original

Medehampstead, or ancient Peterborough, and
that the foundations having been placed within
the area of the ditch accounted for the subsidence.
During the past week, however, all doubts both
as to the direction of this ancient waterway, and
even of its locality, have been set at rest. At
the depth of about 12ft. the rock was found to

have been cut right though to the underlying
clay in a direction running due east and west.

Instead of there being evidences of mud, or any
deposit of an alluvial character, the ditch was seen
to contain a layer of about 2ft. of peat ashes. The
ditch was found to empty itself through a well-

defined pass in the Saxon wall. It evidently ran in

a line with the present north wall of the cathedral,

and here again has been found a reason for the
subsidence of the northern wall of the great fabric

itself. Data and drawings are being gathered
by the architect's clerk of the works, Mr. J. T.
Irvine, which will form the subject of a paper to

be read during the approaching Archieological
Congress in the city. The Saxon tombstones iit

silii in the north transept have, by this discovery
of the Saxon ditch, been relegated to the period
of the secnd Saxon church at Peterborough, as

otherwise they would have been southward of

the ditch, whereas they are well on the north
side.

The British School on Smethwick Hill, Falmouth,
has been acquired by the local school board, and
has been altered and greatly enlarged. Mr. A. E.
Skinner, Falmouth, was the builder.

It was formally stated at the last meeting of the
Museums Committee, that the Qusen had expressed
her desire to lay the foundation-stone of the new

'

Science and Art Buildings, which are to be erected
at South Kensington, at an estimated cost of £80,000.
We illustrated Mr. Aston Webb's designs for the
buildings, which were selected in competition nearly
seven years ago, in our issues of August 7 and 14,

September 11, and November 20, 1891.

In our notice last week of the opening of the
University College Extension, Reading, by the
Prince of Wales, we should have mentioned that
the constructional steelwork was executed by
Messrs. Mark Fawcett and Co., of 50, Queen
Anne's-gate. Westmiuster, and that the floors are
built upon Messrs. Fawcett's patent system.

A new tramway has been opened connecting
Fleetwood with Blackpool, on the electric haulage
system. The length of the line is ten miles, and it

now completes a chain along the Lancashire sea

coast of fully 25 miles. It is proposed to extend the

tramway along theEibble Valley to Preston, which
will mike the line the longest in the kingdom.

The laying out of the Victoria Gardens at Truro,

which are to serve as the city's permanent memorial
of the Queen's Diamond Jubilee, has been com-
pleted under the direction of Messrs. Henderson
and Son. The formal opening took place on

Monday.
A new church is in course of erection in the

parish of St. Mary Magdalen's, Accrington. It is

intended to accommodate 530 persons, and will cost

£7,800. At present it is proposed to proceed only

with the chancel and eastern portion of the nave,

and leave the tower, spire, and west extension for a

subsequent effort. In 1891 a new school was
erected adjoining the church site at a cost of £3,200.

It has been decided to lay the foundation-stone of

the new church to-morrow (Saturday).

The Victoria Buildings in Silver- street. Bury,

Lanes, have just been completed. The block com-

prises four shops and fourteen sets of offices, and

has been erected by Mr. C. Brierley, contractor, the

architect being Mr. J. D. Mould, of Bury and

Manchester.

A stained-glass window has just been placed in

South Wingfield Church, Derby. It has been

erected by Messrs. Peter and William Summerton,

of Leeds, in memory of their parents, who for many
years lived in the village. "The window represents

our Lord Jesus Christ as the Consoler of Mankind,

and has been designed and executed by Messrs.

Powell Bros., of Park-square, Leeds.
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Bkxweli, Xewcastle-cin'-Tvxi.. — A now
building estate has been opened out at BenwoU
to the north of the parish church. This estate is

being developed by the 'I'yneside Land and Pro-
perty Corporation, Limited. The lirst contract
for an entire street, amounting to several thou-
sand pounds, has been lot to Jlr. ). Hutchinson,
of Elswick-road, Newcastle. The work of con-
struction -will be supervised by Mr. C. T, Mar-
shall, architect, of Xorthumberland-street, from
whose plans the houses are being erected. In
addition to the above, plans are being prepared
for blocks of shops and buildings of a public
character by Messrs. I'unn, Hansom, and Fen-
wick, architects, Kldonsquare. The directors of

the company have given instructions to Mr. C T.
Marshall to prepare the plans of a larpro building
to be erected opposite the church, at the corner of

the main turnpike and Charlotte I'it-road. Bricks
are about to bo made on the site, machinery and
plant having been laid down by Mr. Burnett, of
Scotswood, for this purpose. The surveyor to
the estate is Mr. Welton, of Hexham, who has
laid out the whole in streets, the drainage being
carried out also under his direction.

E.iETKU.—The formal opening of the new
offices, kc, erected for the Exeter (ias Light
and Coke Company on the site of houses formerly
known as Nos. II and 12, East Southernhay,
took place on Tuesday week. The front eleva-
tion is composed, in the lower story, of Koulting
and red Corsehill stone, with polished granite
columns at the entrance. The upper story is of

Doulting and red tfloucester stone, the roof being
of Broseley tiles. There is considerable grotesque
and floral carvings on the front, the work of Mr.
E. T. Kogers, of St. Sidwell's-street, Exeter.
A vestibule, with oak fittings and ceiling of the
same material, opens into a hall some 'J^ft. in
length, and contains a tiled chimneypiece. On
the left is the general office, and opening from it

is the strong-room. Straight through from the
main entrance is a showroom 40ft. by 25ft., and
from it a lift is provided for the conveyance of
goods to a smaller room on the upper floor.

On the ground floor are the outdoor in-
spector's office, lavatories, and stores. There
is a mezzanine floor, containing stores for
stationery, &c., and a broad staircase leads
to the waiting-room. On this floor are the
board-room and secretary's office, separated by
sliding doors, and which, when thrown into one
room, give an area of 5tft. by 20ft. The show-
room on this floor is about 24ft. square, and there
are also three rooms for use in connection with
the tests of and experiments on the company's
products. The building is provided with wrought-
iron g-asfittings, with incandescent lights. The
floors of the hall and general office are tiled, the
remainder of the ground floor being laid with
wood-block flooring, and dadoes are fitted round
all the rooms. Behind the main building are
two cottages for the overseers, large workshops,
and stores, approached by a wide cart entrance

;

they are of a substantial character, and, with the
rest of the building, were erected by Messrs.
Ham and Passmore, from designs by Mr. Dobell.

Ipswii H.—The memorial -stones of a Wcsleyan
People's Mission Hull were laid in Stokc-street,
Ipswich, on Wednesday in last week. Some time
ago a syndicate w,i8 formed for the purpose of
improving Stoke-strcet at the southern end of the
bridge leading across the river into Ipswich, and
old cottages were pulled down and the road made
wider. The land that was left is that now
possessed by the Wesleyans. The buildings in
immediate contemplation are a central hall to
accommodate 800 persons, a second and smaller
hall to hold 2.i0, with class and retiring rooms.
The small hall forms with the larger an L-shaped
pile, and later on a wing is to be added on the
other side. When thus complete, the total
frontage to Stoke-street will be about 170ft. At
the rear also it is proposed, when funds are
available, to build schoolrooms. The larger of
the two halls now to be buUt wUl mciisuro ifift.

by 4Gft., and steps will lead from the porch to a
gallery over the hall, a balcony over the street,
and a classroom 21ft. by 1.3ft. At the other end
will be a pkttorm 1 1ft. Gin. by 24ft., at the back
of which are two retiring-rooms and a classroom.
The small hall will be 22ft. Gin. by SSft., and
will also have retiring and classrooms at the back.
The whole will be of red brick and tiled. The
halls are to be plastered, with dados, and floored

with wood. Messrs. Eade and >Iohns, of Ipswich,

are the architects, and the builder is Mr. Edgar
Catchpolo of the same town.

Umvkusitv CoLi.Kiii: HcisriT.ii..-—The Prince
and Princess of Wales visited this institution on
Tuesday, to lay the foundation-stone of the new
edifice. Sir J. Blundell Maple having undertaken
to rebuild the hospital at ii cost of £100,000. The
building is already rising on the cjuadrilateral

area bounded by tiower-strcet, (irafton-street,

Huntley - street, and I'niversity - street. The
material is red brick, with terracotta dressings,

and the plan is that of a diagonal cross. A
special feature, for which Dr. Poore is responsible,

is the isolation of each ward. The arras of the
cross will be separated from the central block,

with which communication is to be established by
means of bridges. Corridors and staircases arc

thereby abolished from the interior of the hospital.

The plans have been prepared by Jlr. Alfred
Waterhouse, R.A., and are designed to give

accommodation to 300 patients. We illustrated

the new hospital in the Biilding News for

May 8, 189G.

Slehmkke.—The church of St. Mary at Sled-
mere, on the Yorkshire Wolds, was consecrated
on Friday by the Archbishop of York, having
been rebuilt at the sole expense of Sir Tatton
Sykes. The church is entirely new, excepting
the 14th-century tower, which was the only part

of the Mediicval building left when, about the
middle of the last century, it gave way to a plain

structure. The lines of the original chur('h

having been discovered during the removal of the
Oieorgian building, it was determined to erect the
new church on the same ground plan as the

MediiBval one. It now consists of a nave of five

bays, with north and south aisles and a chancel.

The vestries are on the north side of the chancel,

with the organ-chamber over the choir vestry.

The style adopted is Mth-century English-
Gothic. The lofty nave arcade has richly moulded
columns and arches, with moulded caps and
bosses. The aisles are vaulted in stone, the cells

of the groins being filled with clunch, and the

ribs and bosses being in red stone throughout the

interior. Nave and chancel roofs are carried from
west to east at one unbroken level, and are con-
structed of oak, while the ceilings are panelled in

oak with carved bosses at the intersections of the
main timbers and ribs. In the windows, tracery of

the earlier type ci the Flowing Decorated has
been used, the great east window being in five

lights. The chancel windows are entirely tilled

with stained glass. At present the nave windows
are only temporarily glazed ; but it is Sir Tatton
Sykes's intention to fill these with stained glass

similar to that in the chancel. A feature of the

church is the stone reredos at the east end of the
north aisle, rising nearly to the height of the

vault ; while immediately above the high altar

is a reredos carved in wood representing

the Crucifixion, with the Virgin and St.

John and the Apostles on either side. The
floors of the church are of Irish marble. The
tower has been restored, and a parapet added to

the original design. On the parapet are shields

bearing the arms of families that have at different

times been connected with the estate. The whole
of the exterior of the church is executed in

Whitby stone. Mr. T. Jloore, of London, was
the architect, and the whole of the work has been
carried out under his supervision. The contractors

for the work were Messrs. Thompson, of Peter-
borough, whose representatives have been Jlr.

Geo. Mills and Mr. J. Baker. The marble
flooring is from the works of Mr. R. Collis,

Kilkenny.

SuiTiiw.tiiK.—A special serricc was held on
Wednesday in the Collegiate Church of St.

.Saviour, Southwark, on the occasion of the
unveiling of the stained-glass window in memory
of the late Prince Consort, the starting of the
new~clock and chimes, and tlio unveiling of

the memorial windows to IMward Alleyn and
Elizabeth Nowcomen by the Dulce of Connaught,
and the dedication of the pulpit and lectern by
the Bishop of liochester. The three windows
were all designed by Jlr. ('. E. Kempc. That in

memory of the late Prince Consort—the gift of

Mr. Frederick L. Bevan— is in the north
transept, and comprises four subjects—Gregory
the (Jrcat, Ethelbert, Stephen Langton iCardinal
Archbishop of Canterbury), and William of

Wykehara, Bishop of Winchester (" architect,

statesman, and father of the public school

system of this country. He was ordained
acolyte, sub - deacon, and pticst, 13C2, in the

I hapel of Winchester House, which adjoined the

west end of this church.") The memorial window
to Edward Alleyn, which is in the south aisle,

was given by the governors and old scholars of

Dulwich College, which he founded in IGl'J.

-Mleyn was also one of the Corporation of

Wardens of St. Saviour's in IGIO. The lowest

panel of the window is a figure of Charity, and in

the middle panel Alleyn is seen reading in the

(xjllege chapel the charter and constitution of his

foundation in the presence of Lord Chancellor

Bacon, Lord Arundel, Inigo .Jones, and others.

His portrait occupies the head of the window.
The lOlizabeth Newcomen memorial window
is in the south transept. In allusion to her

name, St. Elizabeth occupies the base of

the central light as the leading figure, above
which is St. John the Baptist, supported

by l*"Jijah and Malachi. Elizabeth Newcomen
was "a generous, educational, and charitable

bcnefactr»ss of the parish." She was buried in

the church on November 20, 1G75. The new
clock, which is the gift of Sir Frederick Wigan,
has been designed and manufactured under the

direction of Mr. H. Hardwicke Langston,

A. R.I. B. A., at the works of Messrs. (Jillett and
Johnston, of Croydon. It is constructed to show
the time on four faces, each 9ft. Gin. in diameter,

and the quarters are chimed on bells Xos. G, 7, 8,

and 11, the hours being struck upon the 12th, or

tenor bell, which weighs .52cwt., by a hammer
weighing 9Glb. The pulpit is of carved oak, and
the lectern is of bronze and over Gft. high : both
arc special gifts.

Si'UiNfiia'ux, Gl.\sgow. — Wellfield I'.P.

Church, Springbum, the foundation-stone of

which was laid on Suturdaj', is at the comer of

Balgray-hill and Murdoch-street, and extends

back to Sutherland-street. As there is a difference

of over 27ft. between the levels of the back street

and BalgTay-hUl, the hall has been placed facing

Sutherland -street on the higher level, and entering

from Murdoch-street, the rooms, vestry, session-

house, &c., on an intermediate level, while the

church occupies the corner of Murdoch-street and
Balgray-hUI, with entrance from both streets.

Internally the church is planned with nave and
side aisles, separated by moulded stone arches

carried on splayed stone piers. There are galleries

at sides and end, but the galleries are kept back
behind the line of the stone piers, allowing these

to be carried up in an unbroken line. Above
the piers attached stone shafts are carried

up, terminating in carved caps, from which
spring the principal roof couples. The pulpit

will be placed under a wide stone arch at

the eastern end, and on each side, under smaller

arches, an organ-chamber is arranged. The hall

is 54ft. long and 2Sft. broad, and there are two
large classrooms, which can be 'opened into one,

foruiing a lesser hall for 100 persons. The style

is Late Decorated, and the principal feature

externally will be the tower and spire, which will

be over 100ft. high. The lower stage is carried

up square to the belfry chamber, where the plan

bocx)mes octagonal, with projected buttresses at

angles. The mason-work is in red sandstone.

The number of sittings provided is 808, and the

cost will be about £7,200. The architect is Mr.
.John B. Wilson, Glasgow, and the contractors

are : — Mason, H. Nelson and Co. ; wright,

Thomas Brown ; slater, Thomas Muir
;
plasterers,

J. and A. Williamson; plumber and gasfittcr,

Thoni.is Munro ; glazier, Joseph Miller : and
painter, A. Stirling—all of Glasgow.

Si:xm:RL.\Ni).—Close to Roker Park is the

scene of large alterations in the shape of a new
football field for the Sunderland .Vssociation

Football Club. The entrances are formed on all

sides, making a total of fourteen entrances and
seven exits, also a private entrance to Press-box,

built in the centre of the west sbind. The pitch

is 111 yards by 71 yards, turfed, levelled, and

drained with touch space 7ft. outside. Beyond
this, again, is the players' running and training

track 12ft wide, levelled and rounded at the

comers : this is inclosed by a wrought-iron

barrier. The stands are arranged in the raking

fashion, allowing all spectators to see over the

ground, a special feature having been made at the

comers. "The stands accommodate 2G,000 people,

and the slope in front will stand comfortably 8,000

people, making a giand total of 34,000 people.

The grand-stand is 71 yards long, situated on the

cast side, and will seat over 2,000 people. This

stand is heightened in front to 7ft. on concrete

and brickwaUing, so that the spectators' heads of

those standing on the slopes will not interfere
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with those seated hehind. The entrance to this

is by a stair to a 4ft. wide balconj- in front.

There are special filling staircases to backs of all

stands. The work has been planned by, and is now
being carried out under the supervision of Messrs.

Wm. and T. R. Milburn, architects, 20, Fawcett-

street, Sunderland, the general contractor being

Mr. J. \\'. White, Chester-road, Sunderland.

—

There are now in course of erection large brewery

extensions at the Monkwearmouth Hrewery,

belonging to Messrs. .lames Deuchar, Limited.

The new building is situated near Sunderland

Bridge. It is five stories in height, composed of

two large cellar floors, one barley floor, two
malting floors, and kiln floors. The building,

which is 170ft. long by an average of GOft. wide,

covers an area of 912 square yards, is built of

brick, plain, but substantial. The premises have
been planned, and are now being carried out

under the supervision by Messrs. \Vm. and T. K.

Milburn, architects, Sunderland, the contractor

h«ing Mr. T. P. Shaftoe, also of Sunderland.

CHIPS.
The parish church of South Wingfield, Djrby,

has just been further beautified by the addition of a
stained-glass window. The work has beea designed

and executed by Messrs. Powell Bros., of Park-
square, Leeds.

The Nuneaton Urban District Council at their

last meeting received seven tenders for the laying

of mains along Plough Hill. The figures named
were .t:2S6, .t::i7y, £.iOS, £526, £5')0, £810, and £818.
The margin between the highest and lowest caused
much amusement. The matte; was referred to the
waterworks committee.

The foundation-stone of the Central Technical
.Schools for Liverpool will be laid on Friday next,
.luly Ist. The schools occupy a commanding
position bounded by William Brown-street, Byrom-
street, and Clayton-street, and the building work is

now being carried on with the utmost expedition.

All the foundations of the structure are down, and
the walls have reached the street level. The plans
of Mr. E. W. Mountford, F.K.I.B.A., of London,
were adopted by the committee, having been selected

in competition ; the contractors are Messrs. Henshaw
and Sjn, Chatham -street ; and the clerk of the
works is Mr. James Scales. The cost will exceed
£90,000.

The Rjv. F. W. Mortimer, Vicar of Dxrlington
and Bural Daan, has consecrated a new carved oak
reredos, in the parish church at Middleton-in-
Teesdale, as a memorial of the late rector, the Rev.
John Milner, M.A., who was rector for twenty-two
years. The subject is 'The Good Shepherd, ' and
it is the work of Messrs. Harry Hems and Sons, of
Exeter.

At Liverpool, on Tuesday, Mr. T. H. Ismay, head
of the White Star Line of steamers, laid the founda-
tion-stone of a building which is being erected by
the People's Houses Company, Limited, on the
model of the Rowton Houses in London. The
building is situated at Bevingtou Bush, where many
seafaring people reside. The new building will

provide for G.50 at a uniform charge of sixpence per
night, with full access to all couveniences of the
putce.

The recent additions to the collection in the Cor-
poration Art Gallery of Birmingham—the picture of
" Scarborough," by Mr. Henry Moore, R.A., given
by Mr. James R. HoUiday, and the " Piazza, of St.

Mark's, Venice," given by Sir John C. Holder, Bart.
—are now hung in the gallery, as ia also the portrait
of the late Mr. Edmund Tonks, by Mr. Frank HoU,
R.A. With them is another notable work, the
" Val d'Aosta," by Mr. Brett, A.R.A., lent by Mr.
Severn ; a drawing which, when it was exhibited in

the Royal Academy forty years ago elicited from
Mr. R'lskin unreserved commendation.

The Board of Trade have issued an order granted
by the Light Railway Commissioners, and now con-
firmed by them, authorising the Great Western
Itailway Company to construct the Wrington Vale
Light Railway, which was originally promoted by
an independent company. The railway authorised
by this order comprises a line nearly 6§ miles in
length, commencing at the Congresbury .Station on
the Cheddar Valley branch of the Great Western
system, and passing thence through Churchill,
Wrington, and Burrington, to its termination at
Blagdou, with branches to the Bristol Water Works
Company, and to a point known as Langford Lane.
The time granted for the construction of this
railway is three years from the 18th of last March.

The Billericay Rural District Council have resolved
to apply to the Local Government Board for sanction
to borrow £5,000 for a joint sewerage scheme for
the parishes of Shenfield and Hutton. The scheme
has been designed by Messrs. Biiley Denton, .Son,

and Lawford, of Westminster, and will be carried
out immediately.

d^ttsinttrmg i^otes.

Shrrwsiruy.—Alterations which have been in

contemplation for over thirty years have been
commenced at Shrewsbury Station, and will

involve an expenditure by the joint railway

companies of something like £300,000. The
Great Western lUilway from Shrewsbury to

Chester was opened in 1848, and the station was
built on the assumption that the traffic would
amount to about forty trains per day. At present

there are over two hundred passenger trains alone

to be dealt with, and the goods tiains number
from two hundred and fifty to three hundred.
At the Birmingham end of the station the viaduct

which crosses the Severn is to be widened to three

times what it is at present, for what is practically

a new bridge will be erected on either side of the

present structure. In the centre of the river will

be a pier of cylinders, from which will run a one-

span arch to each bank, of 100ft. between the

piers. For this work the Cleveland Iron Co.

have entered into a contract for about £100,000.

which includes other extensions at the same end
of the station. At the other end, where the

Chester and Crewe lines branch off, there will

also be extensive improvements. The bridge,

which at present crosses Cistle Foregate, is SOft.

wide, and its width will be increased to 217ft. ;

but there will be an open space affording light

for street traflic. A number of shops and private

houses are to be demolished. Cross-street will

be covered by another widened bridge, and
Howard-street will be " moved " lower down the

Foregate, and the gradients improved.

New premises for the local branch of the Davon
and Cornwall Bank are about to be erected at

Honiton on the site of the present Eist Davon
Stores, opposite the Dolphin Hotel, from plans by
Messrs. Railing and Lonar, of Exeter.

At the Council House, Bristol, on Friday, Mr.
W. 0. Meade-King, C.E , one of the inspectors of

the Local Government Board, held an inquiry with

reference to an application by the sanitary authority

to borrow £10,000 for purposes of wood-paving,
£2,500 for the new sanitary depot in Albert-road,

and £226 for sewage works in Redcross- street.

The National Trust for Piaces of Historic Interest

or Natural Beauty is in the field for the purchase of

Tintem Abbey. It is suggested that a number of

local gentlemen should purchase the Abbey and
Monmouth and Raglan Cxstles, pending the pro-

motion of a Bill in Parliament enabling the Mon-
mouth County Council to acquire these historic

buildings.

The Chester-le-Street Rural District Council

have instructed Messrs. D. Balfour and Son, of

London and Newcastle, to report on a scheme of

main sewerage for Chow Dane, Wrekenton,
Eighton Banks, and Team Colliery, in the township
of Lamesley, to be connected with the western

sewer of the corporation of Gateshead.

The scheme of water supply submitted by the

Eisington Rural District Council for Wingate Mill,

Wingate-lane, and High Wheatley Hdl has been
officially approved by the Local Government Board.

It is proposed to obtain the water from the Kelloe

Winning pumping-station of Messrs. W. Scott and
Co., Ltd., where it is obtained from the sand-feeder

underlying the limestone, and will be pumped into

a tank by a forcing set of pumps attached to the

main pumping-engine. The analysis certifies the

water to be of excellent quality. After reaching

the first tank, the water will agam be pumped into

an elevated storage tank to be erected on the highest

point in the district at Wingate Mill, with capacity

equal to several days' supply, from whence it will

be distributed in cast-iron mains over the district.

The engineers are Messrs. D. Balfour and Son, of

London and Newcastle.

The Gates Memorial Fountain in the Mirket-
place at Peterborough was inaugurated on Tuesday
week. It takes somewhat the character of the old

Eleanor Crosses. It ia a slender Gothic stmcture,

over soft, in height, octagonal in plan, and in three

stages. The lower stage carries the basins, and the

taps are under a traced canopy on four sides. The
next stage is panelled, having buttresses at the

angles, carried on carved corbels, and the heads are

filled in with tracery. Mr. James Ruddle, of Peter-

borough, is the architect, and Messrs. Roberts, of

Stamford, carried out the work.

The Improvements Committee of the London
County Council, having considered a scheme for the

embankment of the Thames from the Victoria Tower
Ciarden, Westminster, to Lambeth Bridge, and the

widening of Millbauk-street, have issued a report

on the progress made, but do not at present

racommend the adoption of any particular Echeme.

FBOFESSIONAL ANB TB&DE
SOCIETIES.

The Arcu.kolooic.^l .\nd AucniTEcrrKAi
SoCIETT OF DURIUM ASD NoRTHrMllF.HLAXIl.—

The second meeting for the year 1898 is being

held yesterday (Thursday) and to-day at Levens

Hall, Cartmel Priory, and Furness Abbey.

Members drove yesterday, on arrival at Hevers-

ham Station, to Heversham Church, and after-

wards proceeded to Ijcvens Hall, the seat of

Captain Bagot, M.P. The party then proceeded

to Cartmel, where the fine church of .St. Marj-'s

Priory was examined, and they stayed overnight

at Grange-over-Sands. This (Friday) morning
members will take train to Furness Abbey,

founded in 1127, where the remains of the abbey

will be described by Mr. C. C. Hodges, F.S.A.

,S0CIF,TY FOR THE PROTECTION' IIF AxCIEXf
BtiLDiN'r;s.—The annual meeting of this society

was held on Thursday afternoon in la~t week, in

the meeting-room of the Society of Antiquaries,

Burlington House, under the presidency of the

Bishop of Bristol. Lord Balcarres moved the

adoption of the report, and, in doing so, said he

thought the society had done a great deal during

the last year. It would be almost a truism for

him to point out that many interesting and

valuable buildings of bygone times had been

restored—or, in other words, destroyed—without

the efforts of the society being able to effect any

protection whatever ; but they must not relax

their vigilance and energy for a moment. It

they could persuade more persons to act as local'

coirespondents of the society, it would certainljrsa

save the society much trouble, and in every way
expedite its proceedings. Mr. Lovibond seconded

the motion, which was agreed to. Mr. II. E.

Luxmoore read a paper on " Our Purposes and-

Prospects." The Bishop of Bristol, in moving a;

vote of thanks to the lecturer, said that they ha('

to face the fact that in England we were terriblyj

crowded. In former times there was more rooi

for building ; now. time after time, it wai

brought to his notice that a larger number oi

persons had to be got on to a given area than

before, and that could only be done by increasing

the number of stories in a building. The higher

they went on a certain frontage the worse and

worse the effect usually was. He must say,

however, that when they went into the (,'ity ofj

London on a fine Sunday afternoon, when theyj

could really stand and look at things, they found*

out that beautiful buildings, very striking build-i

ings indeed—buildings that would be no discreditJ

to Venice or to Florence—had been put up in th^i

City of London in quite recent times, and many
of the architects of those buildings did not get the

credit for their work. That was an answer to a

good many of the criticisms with regard to the

removal of old buildings. A^. the same time, he

expressed the fullest sympathy with the objects

and principles of the society.

I

I

>

The work of rebuilding the barracks at Winchester

is to be proceeded with at once, and the first con-

tract is placed in the hands of a Putney firm. The
undertaking is that the foundations should bo

completed within the next six months.

At a special meeting of the Aston School Board,

the tender of Mr. John Bowen, of Balsall Heath,

amounting to £19,486, has been accepted for the

erection of the new higher-grade school, pupil

teachers' centre, deaf school, and caretaker's house,

on the site in the Whitehead-road. The architects

are Messrs. Crouch and Butler. With the purchase

of the site and other charges, the total cost will be

about £23,000.

At the last meeting of the town council of Stodc-

port a statement was presented showing the cost of

the main intercepting sewer and sewage outfall

works up to date as £139,764. It was explained

that this was £44,700 in excess of the original esti-

mate, or 47 per cent., and the scheme was not more

than two-thirds finished. It is expected to cost

£200,000.

The Colwyn Bay Pier Bill, to confirm aprovisional

order made by the Board of Trade, was certified for

second reading on Monday by the eximiners of the

House of Lords for proof of compUance with the

standing orders. The object of the order is to

authorise the Victoria Pier and Pavilion Company

to construct and maintain a pier at Colwyn Biy,

opposite the London and North-Western Riilway

subway, and extending seaward in a north-easterly

direction for 1,000 yards. The company are also

authorised to construct on the pier a tramway,

pavilions or assembly rooms, concert-rooms, aquana,

shops, saloons, bazaars, kiosks, reading, ^'f*?"'

ment, and other rooms, swimming and otner

baths, &c.
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ILLUSTRATION ?.

ARUV AVD SAW MANSIONS, VICTORI A-STBEK
I , S.W.

—

TUMU AT nUBTOS l.AZARS, LEICESTERSIII RK. — MUBAL

MONfMEST, NEWBOLD.- STUDIES OF ANIMAL LIFE.—

HUITSB AT MEl>ME^4IIAM. — COTTAGES AT WALTHAM

AllBEY.—FOUNTAIN AT MAKKET DBAVTON.

<Bux Jllttstratioits.

AltMY AND NAVY MANSIONS.

This building comprises two blocks of resi-

dential flats of seven stories, situate at the corner

of Victoria-street and Francis-street, West-
minster, S.W. It is erected in red brick with
Portland stone dressings, and is fireproof

construction throughout. The buildings were
erected and carried out by Mr. W. (loodwin,

builder, of Ilatton (.iarden, at a cost of tlO,000,

from the designs and under the superintendence
of the architect, Mr. L'has. .J. C. I'awley, of

Victoria-street. The red facing-bricks were
supplied by Messrs. I.iwrence and Sons, and the

lifts by Messrs. Waygood and Slessra. Medway.

TOMll, HfllTON LAZABS.

The yard of the small, but rich, church of Burton
Lizars is dotted over with many fine tombstones
of the late 17th and the early 18th century,

although none, perhaps, equal in importance the

subject of the sketch, which is designed in the

style of the Renaissance. The details of the
carving are very charming—unusually so, for

the date—the two globes in particular, represent-

ing the Si.x I)ays of Creation, being excellent.

The figures at either end are unfortunately some-
what mutilated.

MI'UAL MDXVMEXT, NF.WIiOI.l).

This monument of carved and coloured marble is

built into the wall of the south aisle of Xcwbold-
on-Avon Church. It is in the style of the Late
English Renaissance. The top portion com-
memorates Edward Boujrhton and his wife, the

latter a member of the famous Catesby family.

The lower portion is to the memory of William
(the eon of above-mentioned Edward Buughton)
and his wife. In each case the children of the

respective parents are represented, the boys being
placed on one side and the girls upon the opposite,

this being quite the usual custom in monumtnts
of the period. The children are also usually

named upon the inscription (as in this case) or

upon separate scrolls under each child. The top
portion is decidedly superior in design and
execution to the lower, especially in the decora-
tion of the pilasters on either side. The method
of treatment also differs considerably : in the
upper the background is cut back and coloured,
leaving the ornament light upon dark : whilst the
lower pilasters have inlaid strips of grey marble
projecting beyond face of pilasters—a remark
also applying to the heart at the bottom of the

structure. It is also interesting to note the ruflles

around the lady's neck in the upper as compared
with the more severe style of the lower portion.

Evidently, then, on account of the difference of

ornament, the lower part was added subsequently
to the upper, the two forming one complete
monument.

STIUIES 01- ANIMAL LUE, TUEATEl) FOR DESIO.N.

This sheet of National Silver Medal drawings, by
Mr. H. Brownsword, presents in an eminently
interesting way several very decorative sketches

of picturesque birds' heads, familiar enough, of

course, as natural history specimens, ))ut so

represented as to indicate suggestive treatments
for all kinds of applied design. The smaller

studies illustrate the birds full-length in each
case, and show characteristic attitudes of the

examples chosen for representation more in detail

by the larger drawings. The habits of the birds

themselves, and the uses to which their pecu-
liarities are adapted in nature, are in this way
very usefully indicated for reference.

Holsr. AT MKIiMl'.NHAM.

The drawing illustrated was the first design for

a house now being built for Jfr. Hudson Kearley
on the high ground overlooking the river between
Great JIarlow and Medmenham. The materials

are red brick with Clipsham stone dressings, and
Whitland .\bbey slates. < In the south side is a
loggia with columns and a gallery above. Mr.
Reginald Blomfield, of Xew Court, Temple, is

the architect, and Messrs. IloUoway Brothers are

the contractors for the work. The drawing is

exhibited at the Royal Academy.

lOTTAOES ON THE COLVIN ESTATE AT WALTHAM

The drawing shows some of the cottages erected

for Mr. R. B. Colvin on his estate at Waltham
Abbey, to supply the long felt wai^t for con-

venient and modem homes for the artisans in the

neighbourhood. The group of four cottages in

the foreground is pleasantly situated alongside

the main road, from which they are weU set back,

thus allowing scope for a front flower garden.

They are built with red brick facings to ground-
floor, the upper story being faced with rough-

cast, and the gables constructed of half-timber

work, and the roofs are covered with plain tiling.

In the background is shown one pair of semi-

detached cottages. These pairs of cottages have

less accommodation than the group of four, and
are suitable for small families, and are plainly

built with red brick facings on ground-floor and
rough-cast upper story, with a plain hipped roof

covered with pantil&s. All the bricks and tUes

were made on the estate. The architect is Mr.

F. W. Adams, of Finsbury Circus-buildings, 18,

Eldon- street, E.C., who is architect to the

estate.

THE SANITARY INSTITUTE.

AT an examination for sanitary inspectors held

under the auspices of the Sanitary Institute

of Great Britain, in Leeds on ,Tuno 10 and 11,

1K98, .3G candidates presented themselves. The
following 20 candidates were certified , as regards

their sanitary knowledge, competent to discharge

the duties of inspectors of nuisances:—Edwin
Ainloy, Iluddersfield ; John Robert ISoll, Siiape

;

Tom Biker, Bardoldswick ; (ieorge Henry Canby,
Koighloy ; Edwin Carratt, Leeds ; .lames Coupo,
Bramley, Leeds; .James Samuel Cromack, Leeds;
Arthur ( ioorgo Dalzell, Halifax ; .John Finn,

Penrith ; Frederick William Ciirvon, I'jasington-

lane : .Joseph Jackson, Penrith ; William Thomas
Jelfs, Birmingham ; Henry King, Milium ; John
William King, Blackburn ; Augustus Henry
Merryman, Castleford ; Miss Lizzie Marguerite
O' Kell, Bedford : Robert < laybourn Schotield,

Keighley; George Scott, jun., Daisy Hill, rtr!

Chester-le-Street ; George Siddali, (Jssett Spa ;

aod Alfred Wharfe, Keighley.

CHIPS.

Sanction has been given by the Local Government
Board to the urban district council of Broadstairs

and St. Peter's for a loan of £17,800 for sewerage.

The London County Council passed, on Tuesday,

a resolution to serve a notice on the London Tram-
ways Company to acquire ISJ miles of their system.

This comprises the lines running from Westminster

and Blaokfriars Bridges to Greenwich and Brixton.

At Cattedown, Plymouth, the western section of

a new church has been built from plans by Messrs.

Weblin and De BoinvUle, of Plymouth. The
present portion of the building is seated for 200

people.

A large clock, with quarter chimes, has just been

erected in the parish church of Uppingham. liut-

land, by Messrs. John Smith and Sons, Midland

Clock Works, Deiby.

The foundation-stone of the cottage homes now
being erected for the Aston Board of Guardians

from plans by Messrs. Franklin, Cross, and Nichol,

of Birmingham, will be formally laid on the

20th July.

The directors of the Metropolitan Railway Com-
pany have decided to construct the proposed new
station between King's Cross and Farringdon- street.

It will be placed at the junction of Rosebery-

avenue and Farriugdon-road, and will be a great

convenience for those who wish to reach ('lerken-

WSU from the City or West End. I'ndor the Bill

now before the House of Lords, and which has

already passed all stages in the House of Commons,
the directors propose to expend some £80,000 in

temporary measures of ventilation pending the ulti-

mate adoption of electrical traction in lieu of steam.

At a general assembly of the Royal Society of

British .Vrtists, held last week, the following were

elected, viz. :—Messrs. Cecil Bums, Martin Bruce,

Ralph Headley, and Leon \'. Solon.

The Exhibition of I'ronch Art at the City Guild-

ball continues to draw unprecedented numbers,

over .50,000 having visited it during the past fort-

night. This number shows an average of 420 per

hour on week-days, and 630 per hour on Sundays.

AN ARCHITECT TRIED FOR MAN-
SLAUGHTER.

I'UOSECITION AllANDONEIi.

AT the Central Criminal Court yesterday

(Thursday), before Mr. Justice Grantham,
Charles James Chirley Pawley, architect and
surveyor, of 2, Prince's Mansions, Victoria-

street, S.W., was indicted for the manslaughter of

William Clifford Morse, labourer, and six other

builders'workmen in the employ of W. K. Rickard,

who lost their lives by the collapse of the roof of

Abbey Mansions, Orchard-street, Westminster,

during the course of erection on .\pril 2l8t. Mr.

C. F. Gill, instructed by the Treasury , appeared for

the prosecution, and prisoner was defended by
Mr. Horace Avory and Jlr. Hugo Marshall, in-

structed by Messrs. Marshall and Marshall. On
the case being called, Mr. Gill said the Treasury

did not see their way, on a revision of the evidence,

to proceed with the case. Mr. Justice Grantham
expressed his concurrence in the decision arrived

at, and the prisoner was accordingly acquitted, the

jury returning a verdict of "Not Guilty."

The terminus of the Highland Railway at Kyle
of Lochalsh has been lighted by acetylene gas, plant

for the manufacture of which has been laid down
by the Bitish Acetylene tias Generator Company
(Limited), Kirkcaldy.

A new post-ofBoe in St. George's-place, Lord-

street, Southport, was opened on Monday. The
front is built of Storeton (Cheshire) stone, Aberdeen
granite, and Aocrington pressed bncks. The public

office is a large room, with a counter running along

three sides, but pierced in the centre so as to get to

the public telephone room. A letter-box on the

counter is a new feature. The sorting will be done

in a large room in the rear, with a basement. Four
rooms to the front over the public oflice are allotted

to the surveyor, his assistants, clerks, and stores ;

and on the other side of the corridor are rooms for

the postmaster and the chief clerk. The instrument

rooms are on the second floor, and the caretaker's

rooms on the third. Messrs. Wishart and Irving,

Southport, are the chief contractors.

The Court of Common Council have under con-

sideration a report from the City Lands Committee

asking for authority to expend X'2,500 in carrying

out works at the entrance to Guildhall from
Bisinghall-street—viz., a new entrance gateway,

asphalte paths and carriage-way, the forming of a

dry area at the north end of the library ; finishing

the bay of the council-chamber by budding a new
window and buttresses, a new building on the site

now occupied by the Chamberlain's old parlour, to

contain offices ; and a corridor connecting the library

to the council chamber.

A special meeting of the Stockport Board of

(luardians was held last week, to answer the

iiHIuiry of the Local Government Board as to the

intentions of the guardians with reference to carry-

ing out the plans for erecting a new workhouse

sanctioned as long ago as January, 1807, this fol-

lowing upon a report by Mr. Danaey, poor-law

inspector, that the present workhouse at Shaw
Heath was overcrowded. It was stated that the

tinders for the work were about £i;!0,000, and that

there was the land available for this extension,

while the overcrowding was testified to by the

master of the workhouse, who said the house was
certified for (",50, and he had accommodated over

900. After a lengthy discussion, it was decided to

ascertain the cost of the workhouses at Gateshead,

South Shields, Barton-on-Irwell, and Doncaster,

and to seek an interview with the Local Govern-

ment Board's architect and inspector.
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FOUNTAIN AT MARKET DRAYTON.—Mu. G. A. Cuaig, An-hitert.

FOUNTAIN, MARKET DRAYTON.

THLS fountain has been erected \>y Messrs.
Ilawthorn, BampEeld Kettle, and R.

Wyeherlay (the promoter and secretary, the
chairman, and the vice-chairman, of the Market
Drayton Water Company) to commemorate the
GOth year of the reign of (jueen Victoria. The
drinking basins and the horse and dog-troughs
are of red granite. The main parts of the
structure, and the large basin, with the exception
of the moulding at level of drinking basins, and
the three-quarter detached shafts clustered round
the octagonal pier supporting the basin, are of
yellowish GrinshOl stone. The other parts are
of rod stone from the Annan quarries, Dumfries.
Let into three sides of the base of the octagonal
pier are carved marble panels, that in front being
a reproduction of the .Tubilee medal, and the
subjects of the others, "Rebecca at the \VeU "

and " Moses Striking the Rock." An inscription

panel is at the back. The fountain was unveiled

on Easter Monday, April lo, by Mr. II. R, Corbet,

M.F. II., the lord of the manor. The work has
been carried out by Mr. Henry Harding, archi-

tectural carver (of Nantwich, Cheshire), who is

personally responsible for the whole of the carving.

The lamp, of wrought iron and copper, is by
Messrs. Brawn and Co., of Birmingham. The
design is by Mr. George A. Craig, architect, of

Market Drayton.

The directors of the Smelling Corporation,
Limited, whose present headquarters and works
are at Swansea, have decided to couceiitrate all the
works of the company at'Ellesmere Port, on the
banks of the Manchester Ship Canal. The outlay
will exceed £100,000, and not fewer than 700 hands
will be employed at the works.

The new laboratories at University College,

Liverpool, which have been erected and equipped by
the ,Rev. S. A. Thompson Yates, for study and
research in physiology and pathology, at a cost of

over £2.),000, will be formally opened on Oct. 8.

Lord Lister, president of the Royal Society, will

perform the opening ceremony.

Two of the pontoons intended for the passenger

landing-stage on the Barry Island Railway exten-

sion have been delivered at Barry Dock from the

works of Messrs. Lysaght and Sons, Bristol. These
pontoons are 90ft. in length, and 24ft. beam, and
10ft. in depth. Another pontoon of like dimensions,

intended for the same landing-stage, hasbeen latmched

at the builder's yard, and Ihe small pontoon is also on

the blocks at Messrs. Lysaght's works. The sliding

caisson at the entrance to the No. 2 dock at Barry
will be completed by the builders, Messrs. Stephenson

and Co. , in the course of three or four weeks, but

the new dock will not be ready for opening for at

least another three months.
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CHIPS.
The s&notion of the Local QoTemment Board has

been obtained to the borrowing, by the Burnley
Corporation, of £19,000 for works of sewerage and
sewage disposal ; £8,000 will be expended on sewage
treatment and the rest on main sewerage.

In commemoration of the jubilee of the dedication
of Holy Trinity Church, Hartshill, near Nuneaton,
a new pulpit in pitch-pine, the work of Messrs.
Pratt and Sons, of Covent Garden, W.C, has been
erected, and the internal walls of the apsidal
chancel have been decorated in colour and gold.

The vestry of Lee, S.E., have decided to purchase
the ten acres of land surrounding the Manor House,
together with an additional three-quarters of an
acre from Lord Xorthbrook, for £9,(500, as a
recreation ground. Lord Northbrook has offered to
contribute £1,300 towards the purchase, leaving
£S,300 to be provided by the public authorities.
The Ix>ndon County Council will, it is expected,
contribute half of this amount.

The parish church new day-schools at Kadchffe,
Lanes, will be opened by Archdeacon Wilson, of
Rochdale, on July .5. The new schools, the foonda-
tionstones of which were laid by Colonel Lo Gendre
Starkie last August, have Iieen designed to accom-
modate 400 children. There are playgrounds at
the back and front of the schools. The cost of the
premises is £3,200. The architect is Mr. T. Bell
of Burnley,

'

A theatre and opera-house is about to be erected

at Taunton. The drawings and plans for the

building are being prepared by Messrs. Drake and
Pizey, architects, Baldwin-street, Bristol.

Messrs. Gates and Thomas, contractors, Dawen,
have commenced excavations in connection with the
curved bridge which they have contracted to con-
struct over the L. and N.W. Railway, near the level

crossing at Sandycroft, Cheshire. The work will be
supervi8«d by Mr. Ross, agent to Messrs. Gates and
Thomas, and Mr. C. Graves ofliciates as foreman.
The work will be about 12 months in construction.

The town council and Bums club of Leith have
agreed that the statue to Rotert Bums shall bo
erected at the junction of Bernard and Constitution-
stfeets, in that town.

The bridge carrying the South-Eastern Rulway
over Alaska-street (the first bridge past Waterloo
function signal-box towards Channg Cross) is now
being reconstructed, and all trains have to slow
down to five miles an hour when passing over the
bridge.

The Helensburgh Police Commissioners have
offered to purchase the local gas undertaking at
a total sum as finally adjusted of £31,ll>i. The
oti'er is subject to the consent of the shareholders
being got and the Gas Supply (Scotland) Act
adopted. Failing the commissioners' acceptance of
these terms, the whole question of purchase to be
submitted to arbitration.

The American .School of Classical Studies at Rome
will be for the next year under the charge of

Professor Peck, of Yale, Professor Xorton taking
the chair of arch.ToIogy, and Professor Merrill that
of Latin literature.

The South Homsey T'rban District Council have
taken a poll of the ratepayers on the adoption of the

Public Libraries Act: 2,130 papers were sent out.

Only 970 papers were returned, ;)79 being for and
301 against the adoption.

A drinking fountain is about to be erected on
Richmond Hill, as a memorial to the Uuchees of

Teck.

The Rev. T. H. Le Boeuf, the rector of Croyland,
states that Messrs. John Thompson and Son, of

Peterborough, recommenced work on the Ist inst.

at the north wall of Croyland .Vbbey. He appeals

for help towards raising the £ 1,3S0, which the work
of underpininng the whole north aisle and the re-

building the bay next the tower will cost.

The population of Camforth has increased to over
3,000, owing to the fact that in recent years Cam-
forth has become an important railway centr« and
possesses large ironworks. The parish church, with
only accommodation for 300, has become too sniall

for the congregation, and plans have been prepared
to extend the west end and provide additional

accommodation, at a cost of £3,000. It has also been
decided to build a new parsonage, at a cost of

£1,200.

. ji^W *<j£.^V. .u^w
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.
[We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of
our correspondento. All oommunicationa should be
drawn up as briefly as poKsible, as there are many
claimants upon the space allotted to correspondenta.]

It Is particularly requested that all drawings and all

communications respecting iUiistrations or literary matter
should be addressed to the EDITOR of the Bihldiso
Niws, 832, Btrand, W.C, and not to members of the staff

by name. Delay is not unfrequently otherwiae caused.
All drawings and other communications are sent at con-
tributors' risks, and the Editor will not undertake to
p&y for, or be liable for, unsought contributions.

Cheques and Post-offlce Orders to be made payable to
Tai ST&1.NO Nkwspxpeb CuupA.vr, Liiiitbo.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
One Pound per annum (post free) to any part of the

United Kingdom; for Canada, Nova Scotia, and the
United States, £1 6s. Od. (oredols. 30c. gold). To Prance
or Belgium, £1 6s. Od. (or 33fr. 30c.) To India, £1 6s. Od.
To any of the Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the
Cape, the West Indies, or Natal, £1 6s. Od.

ADYERTISEirENr CHARGES.
The charge for Competition and Contract Advertise-

ments, Public Companies, and all official advertisements
is l8. per line of Eight words, the first line counting as
two, the minimum charge being 53. for four lines.

The charge for Auctions, Land Sales, and Miscellaneous
and Trade Advertisements (except Situation advertise-
ments) is 6d. per line of Eight words (the first lint
coimting as two), the minimum charge being 4s. 6d. for
40 words. Special terms for series of more than six
insertions can be ascertained on application to the Pub-
lisher.

Front-page Advertisements 28. per line, and Paragraph
Advertisements Is. per line. No Front-page or Paragraph
Advertisement inserted for less than 5s.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
office not later than 3 p.m. on Thursday. Front-page
Advertisements and alterations in serial advertisements
must reach the office by Tuesday morning to secure
insertion.

SiTUATIONB.

The charge for advertisements for " Situations Vacant

"

or " Situations Wanted " is O.ve Shillino foe Twentt-
»otTB Words, and Sixpence for every eight words after.
AU Situation Advertisements must be prepaid.

NOTICE.
Bound copies of Vol. LXXIII. are now ready, and
should be ordered early (price Twelve Shillings each),
as only a limited number are done up. A few
bound volumes of Vols. XXXIX., XL., XU.,
XLVI., XLTS.. LI., LIU., LVni., LIX.
LXI., LXn., LXm., LXIV., LXV., LXVI.,
Lxvn., Lxvm., lxlx., lxx., lxxi., Lxxn.
may still be had, price Twelve Shillings ; all the other
boimd volumes are out of print. Most of the back
numbers of former volimies are, however, to be had
singly. Subscribers requiring anv back numbers to
complete volume juat ended should order at once, as
many of them soon nm out of print.

Eeceived.-G. C—a, T. T.—a. T. Co.—F. B.—C. M
D.-W. H. T.-T. D. B.-C. I R.

ItttetC0mmunicatt0it—.-K

—

QU£STIOX'S.

[11975.]—Malleable Cast Iron.—Wrought iron is
much quicker corroded by rust than ia ordinary cast iron.
Will some reader kindly give ml the benefit of his expe-
rience as to malleable cast iron ? Is it, as to rusting,
comparable with wrought iron or ordinary (non-malle-
able) cast iron, or does it hold an intermediate place.—
A- H.

S£PZI£S.
[11967.]—Testing: Cement.—The best cement made

is Portland cement, and there are several ways of testing
it. It should be freshly ground, " cool," or it is liable to
"blow " during setting. The weight is sometimes con-
sidered to be one test, a hea^-y cement being generally
slow in setting compared to a light cement, though the
weight may be due to adulteration, which, however, is
now limited by an association of Portland cement manu-
facturers. There are special machines for testing the
tensile strength, which should average about 3o01b. per
sciuare inch after being set seven days under water. A
thin pat carefully mixed with a minimum quantity of
water, and placed on a piece of glass to set, should show
no signs of cracking at the edges. A quantity of cement
mixed and put in a glass bottle should not crack the
bottle, for, if it does, it shows that the cement will swell
excessively in setting, which property, however, is some-
times desirable in underpinning. This is a sketch of
some methods of testing, which should be carried out by
someone with a good experience before the value of the
cement can be fully determined.

—

L<h'is Eewold.

[I196S.]-Soundproof Walls.—The most effectual
course for " M " to adopt will be to line the party-walls
with some soft deadening material, such as silicate cotton.
The simplest form of applying this to walls is in slabs of
tlbrous plaster padded on the inner side with the " wool,"
as per F. Jones and Co.'s patent.—Geo. BiR.esioRK, 119,
Prince of Wales-road, Haverstock Hill, N.W.
[liyss.]-Sound-Proof Walls.-The walls can be

made sound-proof to a great extent by nailing battens on
the walls and lathing and plastering on them.—Loris
Erwold.

[H9S9.]—Insurance.—The difficulty to my mind is

to insure those who are only on for a short period, as I
think the old hands would naturally consider it unfair
that the migratory bands should have equal benefit with
them, if the insurance was supported by .the workmen
themselves.—Louis Erwold.

[11970.]—Fixlne Stone.—I think that cramping
with metal cramps fixed with lead is the best : but the
cramps are best made of copper, a cheap substitute being
galvanised iron. Sulphur may be used instead of lead,
and I never remember seeing any stones which had been
aifected by the sulphur.— Lol'is Erwold.

[n97l.]-Flare- Burnt Lime—Flare-bumt lime
could be used in cases wbere it was desirable to have a
white lime, such as might be used in gauged work, the
lime being mixed with silver sand, or even marble dust.
—Louis Erw.ilu.

[11973.]—Drain-Pipe—A eio. pipe ia amply suffi-
cient for main drain to sewer. The fall from a to 6 is so
small that it would be advisable to fix an automatic
flushing tank at head of drainage system. The outlet
ventilating shaft is taken from highest point in drain,
while the mlet is situated at lowest point. Consult a book
on the subject for further particulars.—Louis Erwoi.ti.

CHIPS.
The new Cleveland Borough Lunatic Asylum at

Middlejbroagh was formally opened on Wednesday
in last week. It has been built at a cost, exclusive
of site, of £20,000, from plans by, and under the
supervision of, Mr. Alfred J. Wood, of 22, Surrey-
street, Victoria Embankment, W.C.

.St. Peter's Cburch, Wightman-road, Homsey,
which has been built from designs by Mr. Jas.
Brooks and Son, Wellington-street, Strand, by
William Parmenter, of Braintree, will be con-
secrated by the Bishop of London on Friday next,
July 1st. It has been built of Monks Park stone,
from the quarries of the Bath Stone Firms, Ltd.,
Bath.

Prince Christian visited Windsor on Tuesday to
open a new ward, added to the Windsor and Eton
Royal Infirmary in commemoration of the Queen's
Diamond Jubilee.

The alcove at the end of the flower-garden, ad-
joining the conservatory, at Witley Court has just
been occupied by a sculptured group in marble, life-

size, representing Hagar and Ishmael. It is erected
on a specially designed pedestal executed in Port-
land stone, with elaborately carved enrichments.
The pedestal was designed by Mr. W. A. Forsyth,
A.E.I.B.A., and executed by Mr. James Forsyth,
of London.

()a St. Alban's Dj,y the Bishop of St. Alban's
laid the foundation-stone of a new church dedicated
to the first mirtyr of Britain at Westcliff-on-Sea.
The new district will be carved out of the ancient
parish of Prittlewell, Essex. The nave, aisles, and
chancel will be finished by Chribtmas. The architect
is Mr. C. Nicholson.

The members of the Hawick Archteological
Society had their annual excursion on Tuesday.
A company of over sixty, accompanied by the Rev.
W. A. P. Johnman, president, left Hawick in

brakes, and, driving by way of Danholm and
Ancrum Bridge, the company arrived at Monteviot,
where, by permission of Lord Lothian, they walked
through the grounds, and passing over the private
bridge which spans the Teviot, the company pro-
ceeded to Jedburgh. The Abbey, Queen Mary's
house, &c., were visited. The interior of Femi-
herst Castle, on the banJcs of the .Ted, was inspected.

It is at present being renovated by Lord Lothian.
The return was made by way of Swiuuie and Bon-
cbester.

The Duke of Devonshire, president of Owens
College, visited Manchester on Wednesday, accom-
panied by the Duchess of Devonshire, for the pur-
pose of opening the new Christie Library at O wens
College and laying the foundation-stone of the
Whitworth Hall, another addition to the college
buildings. The library, a ftone building designed,
like all the other college buUdiugs, by Mr. A. Water-
house, is the gift of Mr. R. C. Christie, formerly
Chancellor of the diocese of Manchester. The
expense of erecting the Whitworth Hall (some
£.50.000) Mr. Christie is bearing, as one of the
residuary legatees of the estate of the late Sir Joseph
Whitworth.

On Trinity Sunday, at St. Margaret's Church,
llkley, a service of dedication was held by the Bishop
of Richmond of two windows, executed by Messrs.
Powell, of Whitefriars Glass Works, at a cost of

£1,150. The general idea is that the west and east
windows correspond in conception, representing the
Beginning and the End, the Old Creation and the
New, the Eirthly Paradise and the Heavenly, the
First Adam and the Second, the Story of the Genesis
contrasted with the Visions of the Apocalypse, the
Past with the Future. Thus the figures of the west
come mainly from the first book of the Bible, and
the illustrative text from the Song of the Three
Children ; and those of the east almost entirely from
the book of the Revelation. In each case the back-
ground of the picture is furnished by the Tree of
Life (Gen. iii. and Kev. xxii.) A tablet has been
supplied of opus sectile.

PABLIAMENTAKY NOTES.
Meteopolis Maxaoejtent Acts Amendmest

(By-laws) Bill.—Lord Monkswell moved, on Tues-
day, the second reading of this Bill, which has for
its object the amendment of the provisions of the
Metropolis Management Acts with respect to by-
laws. He explained that the Bill proposed to pro-
vide that the powers of the London County Council
for making by-laws under section 202 of the Metro-
polis Management Act, 1S5.5, should extend and
apply to authorise the Council to make by-laws
for the following purpose :—Requiring persons about
to construct, reconstruct, or alter drains in con-
nection with buildings, to deposit with the sanitary
authority of the district such plans, sections, and
particulars as might be necessary for the purpose of
ascertaining whether such construction, reconstruc-
tion, or alteration was in accordance with the
statutory provisions relative thereto, and with any
by-laws made under the said section. It was
perfectly clear, he said, that such a power was
desirable, inasmuch as prevention was better than
cure. He tinderstood that the Government agreed
with this view, but at present hardly made up its

mind as to what authority should sanction these
by-laws. Both the Home OSice and Local
Government Board had declared that they were not
the authorities. He had not the slightest objection
as to the body that might be selected to sanction
the by-laws, but he wished the Bill to pass into
law. The Marquess of Salisbury : In this chaotic
state of things, which is new to me, I am very
doubtful as to who is to move under this clause.

Like most other people I have had my little diffi-

culties with drains, and it appears to me, as I
suppose it must do to everybody else who has had
those difficulties, the object is to get the evil

repaired with the shortest possible delay, and
that any considerable delay is not only a
matter of great inconvenience, but also a serious

injury to health. Now, without in the least

denying all the qualities which its admirers attribute

to the London County Council, I imagine that it,

with other departments, experiences the defect of

not being able to conduct its work with great

rapidity. Unless the departments, both Municipal,
political, and Imperial, alter their nature very
rapidly, I fear that means an interminable delay.

I do not say that that is a reason for resisting the
Second Reading of the Bill, but I think some pro-
visions will be necessary for enabling more urgency
to be declared, and for requiring the opinion of the
County Council and of the Department to be given
in a reasonable time. The Eirl of Kimborley : It

seems to me that a difficulty arises something in the

nature of what the noble lord has said. Where
there are to be draining operations on a large scale,

very often I think it would be an advantage, and
there would be no inconvenience from any such
delay as might occur in submitting the iplans ; but,

supposing the Bill passes, it does not only apply to

large works, but, in point of fact, would require

the deposit of plans with regard to the smallest

alteration of drains. That could hardly have been
intended. If, for the smallest alteration of drains,

you are to be obliged to go and correspond with the

County Council on the subject, it is pretty obvious

that practically such a scheme could not be worked.
Some care will be necessary to see that the Bill is

not made applicable to such very small matters as

might, in point of fact, produce both a nuisance and
delay. The Bill was read a second time.

The New Jerusalem Church, Abbey - street,

Accrington, was reopened on Saturday, after under-
going renovation and alterations at a cost of over

£3,000.

At St. Mary's parish church, Whitby, on Monday,
a newly-erected clock in the tower was dedicated, in

commemoration of the Diamond .Jubilee of the

Queen, by the Rev. Marquis of Normandy. The
clock has been made and supplied by Messrs. Potts

and Sons, of Leeds and Newcastle.

Princess Christian opened, on Friday, the new
school which has been erected by the governors of

the Stepney and Bow Foundation. The building,

which stands on the site of Nos. 31 and 33, Bow-
road, forms a complete block, the external portion

being faced with red bricks, with Portland stoae

dressing, while in the interior are 12 classrooms,

laboratory, dining-room, and offices, planned to

accommodate 30U girls. The contract price for the

erection of the building was £13,000.

The members of the Oxford Architectural and
Historical Society, with friends introduced by them,

numbering together about 120, visited Cambridge
on Thursday in last week. On arriving they were
received at the Museum of Classical and General
Archaeology by Professor Ridgeway, the president

of the Cambridge Antiquarian Society, who gave a

short address upon the general history of Cam-
bridge, and afterwards, with the secretary of the

same society, Mr. T. D. Atkinson, accompanied the

party to nearly all the colleges, giving short descrip-

tions of the buildings visited, together with brief

references to their historical associations.
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I^EQAI. INTELLIQENOB.
TitB Result of a Strike.—William Ludffrove,

of 47, Chaldon-road, Fulham Cross, brought an
action against Messrs. Stephens, Bastow, and Co.,

builders, of Bisil-street, Knigbtsbridge, to recover

the sum of l'.>, which he alleged to be due to him.

Mr. Mozlev Stark was solicitor for the plaiiitifT,

while Mr. F. J. Kobiuson defended. According to

the opening statement of Mr. .Stark, the claim was
for one week*s wages, and one week in lieu of

notice. Plaiutiff left because Mr. Stacey, the

manager, wanted him to do some bricklayer's work.
He objected, being employed as foreman. Answer-
ing Mr. Kobinson, plaiatiiY said that at the time
there was a dispute between some bricklayers and
plasterers. The result of this was that the brick-

layers struck work. Mr. liobinson : You belong to

the Union, don't you ? Yes. And you were in

favour of the bricklayers ': Naturally. And it was
in couseiiuence that a strike occurred V No. Were
you not doing picketing '' No, sir. Why did you
leave "::' Because I was asked to do bricklayer's

work. 1 was engaged as a foreman. Didn't Mr.
Stacey tell you that you would have to go to work
or leave r Yes, he told me to do so, but 1 refused.

I took no part whatever in the strike. For the

defence, Mr. Kobiuson contended that the plaintiff

could not recover, as he refused to work. His
Honour : I find for the defendants. I think that

the plaintiff ought to have done the work.

In- ke Atuerton" and Dolman.—The bmkrapts
were builders,'carrying on business at Poplar. They
failed in November last, and app'ied on the 15th
inst. for their discharge. The assets have realised

£1,823 Us. 7d., and it is expected that about £700
further will be received. Proofs amouating to

£9,838 have been made against the joint estate.

The Official Receiver reported that the assets were
not sufficient for the payment of lOj. in the pound
on the unsecured liabilities, and that the bankrupts
had not kept proper books of account. His Honour
suspended the order of discharge for two years.

BlTBIAL AlTHOKITIES AND PURCHASES FOR EX-
TENSIONS.—In the Court of Appeal on Thursday,
the IGth inst,, before the Master of the Rolls and
Lords Justices Chitty and Collins, judgment was
given in an appeal, "Ward v. 'The Portsmouth
Corporation." Mr. Justice Byrne had held that

under the Burial Acts, lsr)2 and 1S,53, a burial

authority had no power to buy land intended to
provide at a future date for interment without the
previous sanction of the Secretary of State. The
decision of the case turned on the meaning of the
expression "provide and u"e" a burial ground,
which by force of certain sections of those Acts a
burial authority is prohibited from doing without
the sanction of a Secretary of State. The short
facts of the case were as follows :—The plaintiff,

Mr. William Ward, being then the owner of certain

land in the parish of Portsea, in August, 18S9,

agreed with the burial board for the parish of Ports-
mouth for the purchase of the land for £6,270, of
which £ 100 was to be (and, in fact, was) paid at the
time and the balance on completion of thepurchase on
June 24, 1S9G. Before the agreement was entered into,

the consent of the I'ortsmouth vestry was obtained,
as required by Section 2ii of the Burial Act, 18o2.

In January, Lsy.j, the Corporation of Portsmouth,
as the urban sanitary authority, passed a resolution

under Section 62 of the Local Government Act,
1894, in pursuance of which the corporation became
the satutory successors of the burial board on
June U, 1896. The corporation intimated to the
plaintiff, Mr. Ward, that it did not intend to com-
plete the contract. The land had been agreed to be
bought for the purpose of enlarging the then existing

cemetery for the parish of Portsmouth, but the
Home Secretary had refused to give to the Cor-
poration the approval required by the Burial Act,
1853. The plaintiff contended that if this re'usal

did not justify the corporation in refusing to com-
plete their contract to purchase, and brought the
present action for specitic performance of the con-
tract, or, alternatively, for damages. Mr. Justice

Byrne gave judgment for the defendant Corpora-
tion, but their Lordships now reversed his finding,

allowed the appeal with costs, and gianted damages
in lieu of specific performance, directing an inquiry
as to their amount.

Restrictive Covenamts not Bindino on
VeNIiOR-S —HOLFORD V. UKMAN DISTRICT COUNCIL
OF AcroN.—In the Chancery Division, on Saturday,
Mr. Justice .Stirling gave judgment in this actiofT,

which was brought to restrain the defendants from
erecting upon certain plots of land belonging to

them a Hre-engine station or any buildings other
than shops and dwelling-houses of a certain value
in alleged breach of a condition of sale under which
the plaintiffs had brought from the defendants an
adjoining plot of land. The land in i|uestion, to-
gether with other land, was originally acquired by
the defendants under their compulsory powers for
the purpose of street improvements in their district.

In 1891 they sold a portion of the land so acquired
by auction under couditions of sale, which provided
that the respective purchasers of certain specified

lots should in their respective conveyances eater

into covenants with the vendors to erect within

two years from the day of sale upon each of

the lots bought by them a shop and dwelling-

house of not less value than £r,.")0. The
plaintiff bought one of the plots at the sale and
erected thereon a shop and dwelling-house in com-
pliance with the condition. I'jrtain of the plots

were not sold, and the defendants had recently

determined to ereet upon the plots remaining in their

possession a fire-engine station which was required

for the purposes o' their district, and had obtained

the sanction of the Local Government Board to the

issue of a loan for the purpose of providing the

necessary funds. The plaintiff therefore brought
this action, coutending that the proposed erection

of the fire-engine station would be a breach of the

condition under which he had bou;;ht his property

and by which the defendants wore themselves

bound. Mr. Jenkins, Ci.C, and Mr. Tanner appeared
for the plaintiff, and contended that he was entitled

to restrain the defendants from dealing with the

land in any way inconsistent with the condition.

Mr. Butcher, *j <'
, and Mr. MicSwinney, for the

defendants, argued, first, that the covenant was
affirmative in form, and there was no negative

stipulation not to erect upon the land any buildings

other than shops or dwelling-houses, and as no
such negative stipulation could be implied the

defendants could not be restrained by injunction.

Secondly, they contended that even if the covenant

could be enforced as between the respective

purchasers, it was not binding as against the

defendants, inasmuch as it would be beyond their

powers to subject the land in their hands to a

restrictive condition which would have the effect of

preventing them dealing with it for the purposes of

the requirements of their district. Mr. Justice

Stirling gave judgment on Saturday, and came to

the conclusion that, having regard to the authorities,

no negative stipulation could be implied in the con-

dition. That being so, the restrictive covenant

could not be enforced against the defendants, and
the action failed and must he dismissed, and (except

as to a special direction on one point) with costs

as between solicitor and client pursuant to the powers

of the Public Authorities Protection Act, 1893.

CHIPS.
On Siturday a special service was held in Tetten-

hall Church, Wolverhampton, for the purpose of

dedicating three stained-glass windows. The de-

signs of the windows were " The Flight into

Egypt," " The Carpenter's Shop at Nazireth,"
and "The Presentation in the Temple," and the

work was executed at the establishment of Mr. C. E.

Kempe, London.

The new cottage hospital, Norbiton, is being

warmed and ventilated by means of Shorland's

patent Manchester grates, the same being supplied

by Messrs. E. H. Shorland and Brother, of Man-
chester.

The foundation-stone of the new harbour works
at Ostend was laid by the King of the Belgians on
Sunday.

The Ashford Rural District Council have in-

structed Messrs. Bailey Danton, Son, and Lawford,

of Westminster, to advise them as to an efficient

system of water-supply for Willesborough, a
populous suburb of Ashford, where the works of

the South-Eistern Railway are situated.

The Marquis of llipon, K.O., on Friday, visited

Brighouae to perform the opening ceremony of a

new town's Free Library and Museum. The
institution occupies a mansion known as the

Rhydings, standing in its own grounds off Halifax-

road, the property being purchased for £3,600. The
grounds have been laid out as a public park.

The Peruvian Consulate General in London calls

the attention of manufacturers to the Permanent
Exhibition of Manufactures and Machinery, now
open in Lima, in the Machinery Hall of the

Exhibition Palace, under the auspices of the

Government of Peru, and under the management
of the National Society of Industry. No charge is

made for space, no duties on exhibit", and many
privileges are accorded to exhibitors. Peru offers a
splendid field for the extension of British trade.

Full particulars may be had of Mr. E. Lembcke,
Consul-General, 237, Winchester House, Old Broad-
street, E.G.

The tender of Mr. Thomas Smith, Chilvers

Coton, has been accepted for the erection of a new
Baptist Church, at ttie comer of Willington-street

and Manor Court-road, Nuneaton. Five tenders

were submitted, and the lowest was that of Mr.

Smith, £4,0i>0. Building operations will commence
shortly. The architect is Mr. John Wills, F.S.Sc.,

Victoria Chambers, Derby. The style adopted is

Early Gothic. The church will provide accom-
modation for 671 adults, and the schools will

accommodate 466 young persons. The assembly-

room will seat 'iM to 400 people. The walls will Iw

of brick, with white stone dressings, and the scats

and rostrum will be of pitch-pine. The heating will

be by hot water, lew-pressure system.

©ut (Dice CaljU*

Wr, regret to hear that Mr. Arthur Cites, for

more than half a century post the surveyor to

Ihu Commissioner!) of Woods and Forests (or, in

other words, to the Crown), and who is also

president of the Appellate Committee under the

Ixmdon Building .\ct, is about to retire owing to

failing health. No one has had a more extensive

connection with the improvement of London than

Mr. Catos. The Commissioners own a vast

amount of property in the Metropolis, and during

Mr. Gates's period of ollico a groat portion of it

hiia been rebuilt. Dattersea Park, Whitehall-

court, and many other extensive schemes have

been carried out under Mr. ("ates'e direction.

Mr. C'ltos's oflicee occupy part of the site to be

utilised for the new War I mice buildings which

are shortly to be commenced. These will cover

the whole of the island between Whitehall-place,

Whitehall-court, and Whitehall. Mr. Gates is

to be succeeded by his nephew, Mr. (ireen, a

well-known architect. Mr. Gates has done an

immense amount of unrequited service to the

architectural profession, notably in connection

with the examination movement, into which he

has thrown his heart and soul since \%hh. He
joined the Board of Examiners in 1877, and

acted as its chairman from 1882—when the ex-

amination became compulsory on those seeking to

become Associates of the Institute—until Januarj'

of last year, when he retired.

Mit. F. C. Pkxrosk, F.K.S., F.R.I.B.A., who
last week received the honorary degree of LI,. I),

from Cambridge University, was further honoured

on Wednesday by the University of Oxford,

which conferred upon him the honorary degree

of Doctor of Civil Laws. In introducing .Mr.

Penrose, reference was made by Dr. (Joudy,

Regius Professor of Civil I^aw, to the renown
which he had ac<iuired at Cambridge as an oars-

man. On leaving the University, he began the

investigation, as an architect, of ancient Classical

monuments, and introduced a new method for

determining the age of ancient temples from their

orientation. To no one more than to him was

the present success and popularity of arch.-eo-

logickl studies to be attributed.

A coxfekf.xce of Peers, members of the House
of Commons, and representatives of associations

interested, was held in (Jommittee-room 13 of the

House of Commons at 5 p.m. yesterday (Thurs-

day) to consider the desirability of making gome
permanent arrangement for concerted action

between members of Parliament in both houses

on questions relating to (n) the protection of rural

scenes and landscape and town prospects from
such disfigurement or impairment as is not

justified by considerations of public utility

;

(i) the provision and maintenance of commons,
open spaces, public parks, and gardens :

(c)

the preservation of buildings and places which

are of peculiar interest by age, beauty, or

association, whether historical or literary ;
(d)

the conservation of wild animals and plants

;

and generally for asserting the importance on

broad grouncls of public policy of maintaining

beauty, simplicity, dignity, and interest in the

aspect of out-of-doors Britain. The Right Hon.

.lames Hrjce, M.P., and .'Mr. Boulnois, M.I'.,

were among the principal speakers. With a view

to assisting from outside, and of co-ordinating

the various agencies now in existence for the

promotion of the ends indicated, it was decided

that the Commons Preservation .'^oiiety, the

Metropolitan Public (iardens Association, the

Kyrlo Society, the National Trust, th« Selboume
Society, the Society for the Protection of Ancient

Buildings, the Society of Antiiiuaries, and the

Society for Checking the .\buses of I'ublic Adver-

tising, be askod to appoint each two members, who
shall form a Joint Standing Committee.

TiiK action of the scicntitic men who protested

against the (iovemment proposal in connection

with the building scheme at .South Kensington to

find room for the science collections alongside the

art sections on the east of the F,.xhibition-road

has led to a reconsideration of the question on

the part of H.M. Office of Works, and it is now
probable that some modification of the scheme
wQl be made by the authorities. A suggestion

finds favour that, while the whole new front of

the South Kensington Museum should be devoted

to the purposes of art, part of the east wing to ba

erectec might serve as an extension of the Uoyal

College of Science, which cannot well be moved
from its present site to a position across the

. . M&^MJ(LriL.'
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Exhibition-road, where the rest of the scientific

departments are housed.

Tin: urban district council of Walthamstow
have accepted an odor from the Lloyd family to

present to them the ornamental grounds surround-

ing the house known as the Winns, in Forest-

road, consisting of about lU acres, for use as a

recreation ground, provided the council will pur-

chase from the executors of the lato Jlr. Lloyd

the adjoining pieces of land, containing 9 1 acres,

to be used as public playing-fields in connection

with the recreation ground, at a valuation to be
made by an independent surveyor. The presi-

dent of the Surveyors' Institution, who was in-

vited to appoint a valuer for the playing-fields,

has nominated Mr. Alfred SaviU, of New Broad-
street. The Winns is a manor house standing in

its own grounds, and was liuilt in 1760. It was
the birthplace of the late William Morris, art

decorator, socialist, and poet, and for many years

it was occupied by the late llr. Edward Lloyd,

the last tenant, who followed Mrs. Morris, but

has been empty for thirteen years past.

An' important addition to the accommodation
provided for scholars and students at the British

Museum has lately been made. This is a new
room specially set apart for persons studying or

engaged in researches in Oriental literature as

distinct from the general reading-room. The
room is an annexe of the department of Oriental

printed books and manuscripts, and accommo-
dates 2 1 students. The regulations for admission
are those of the general reading-room. The
department has lately issued the largest and
fullest catalogue of Japanese books ever printed
in Europe, consisting of upwards of 5,000 sepa-

rate Japanese works, representing the museum
collection, which has been brought together during
many years and under various circumstances.

The second annual exhibition connected with
the building and decorative trades was opened at
St. James's Hall, Slanchester, on Jlonday. An
effort has been made on this occasion to bring
together the most recent improvements, chiefly

in sanitary appliances, in order to show the con-
stant progress which is being made. There are
more than one hundred stands, some of these
being devoted to terracotta, majolica, and art
metal ware, mosaic flooring, woodwork, stained-
glass, &c. There are the usual entertainments
with which visitors to these exhibitions have
become familiar, during the week, the chief being
a series of performances by the string band of
the Royal Artillery from Woolwich, which was
present yesterday. At the opening, on Monday,
Blr. Edward Salomons, architect, presiding, Mr.
K. J . Bennett, president of the Manchester Society
of Architects, said he understood that last year
the exhibition was visited by 60,000 people, and
he hoped that this year the number would be
doubled. Speaking of the educational benefits of
such exhibitions, he referred to sanitary appli-
ances, in which, he said, they had made greater
progress than in any other department of the
building trade. Corporations and local authori-
ties had become extremely alive to their responsi-
bilities, insisting upon more wholesome conditions
of life, and doing their best not only to provide
a remedy for, but a prevention of, evils which
had existed in the past. Manchester was one of
the centres which had been plared highest in the
mortality table, but in recent years the figures
had been reduced eight per thousand, and although
this was satisfactory, they were still five per thou-
sand ahead of London, with its enormous aggrega-
tion of human life. No doubt by taking full

advantage of the latest improvements in sanitary-
science they could get on a level, if not advance
upon, London.

»-«^ .

—

Mr. Frank Dethridge, vestry clerk of Paddington,
on Monday received from the Chancellor of the
London Consistory Court a faculty enabling the
local vestry to erect a town-hall on the ground
covered by, and at the rear of, the present vestry-
hall, Harrow- road — a building found wholly
inadequate to present requirements.

The Clarendon Temperance Hotel in Clayton-
street, Newcastle-on-Tyne, was opened on Friday.
The building occupies the site upon which stood
the John Knox Presbyterian Church—now migrated
to Elswick-road. Its main front is into Clayton-
street, its two sides face Berwick-street on the one
hand, and Pink-lane on the other. The hotel
occupies the greater part of the edifice, and a portion
is devoted to business premises, with shops and
offices. The building was designed by Messrs.
OUver and Leeson, and built by Messrs. J. and W.
Lowery, all of Newcastle.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
MosuAY.—Koyal Institute of Uritish Architects. Special

Business Meeting to consider the Revised
Schedule of Trofessional Charges. 8 p.m.

TiiuR.SDAy.—Dundee Institute of Architecture. Amiual
Meeting. 2.30 p.m.

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.
.U'LY 2nd, VISIT to Hever C'asUe, Kent. P.O. for 'J^. 'Jd. to W

pi-nt to Mr. A. S. Flower, 7, Gordon- place, W.C., on or before
.a'NE29tli. Meet below elo.k lit \icton:i Sution !it 1.1;'> for ttie l.M
train. Return train leaves Hever at 6.3tt.

E. HOWLEV SIM \„ „
G. B. CARVILL )Hon. Seo.

CHIPS.
The very interesting house in Westboume-grove,

for many years occupied by Prince Lucien Bona-
parte, is now being converted into residential flats,

from the designs of Mr. W. I. Chambers, architect.
Savoy House, W.C.

The school board for St. Mary Extra, near South-
ampton, have adopted plans by Messrs. Mitchell,
Son, and Gutteridge, of the latter town, for new
schools in Ludlow-road.

The Salford Board of Guardians have resolved,
subject to the consent of the Local Government
Board, to purchase Twiss Green House and land
situate at Kenyon Junction, containing about 40
acres, for £4,.500, as a site for cottage homes for
poor children.

The work of building additional classrooms and
cloak-rooms at St. Anne's schools. Edge-lane,
Roytou, Lanes, has commenced. The contract has
been let to Mr. Whittaker, of Oldham, at about
£500.

The plans of Mr. C. A. Sharp, of 59, Fenchurch-
street, have been accepted by the managers of the
Kensington and Chelsea School District for the
erection of a drill-hall and gymnasium.

Mr. W. G. Willcocks, Local Government Board
Inspector, held an inquiry at Rugby on Friday,
with reference to the application of the urban
district council to borrow £2,650 for the purchase of

land for sewage disposal purposes, £ 1 ,920 for a new
fire-engine station, £770 for an improved outfall

sewer, and £2,500 towards the cost of erecting new
public offices on the site of the Shoulder of Mutton
Inn, in the High-street, recently bequeathed to the
council.

The town clerk of Bradford has received from
Lord Masham a cheque for the £40,000 which bis

lordship promised for the erection of a Cartvvright
Memorial and Art Gallery in Manningham Park.

The members of the Newcastle Society of Anti-
quaries will hold their first country meeting of the
season on Monday, July 4, at Eaby and Staindrop,
Raby Castle, the ancient seat of the Nevills, will,

by permission of Lord Barnard, be visited, and will

be described by the Vicar of Witton-le-Wear, the
Rev. J. F. Hodgson, who will also desciibe Stain-
drop Church, which will subsequently be inspected.

The foundation-stones of a new Conservative club
now in course of erection at the corner of New
Bridge-street, Nuneaton, were laid on Saturday by
Mr. F. A. Newdigate, M.P. We illustrated the
building in our issue of the 3rd inst. The contractor
is Mr. T. Smith, of Chilvers Coton, and the architect

is Mr. Charles William Smith, M.S.A,, Grantham,
whose plans were selected in competition.

Mr. F. T. Beck, architect, of Wolverhampton,
has been appointed surveyor for the archdeaconry
of Stafford, in succession to the late Mr. J. R. Veall,

of the same town.

Last week the opening took place of the new
waterworks for Machynlleth, in the E^gaireira
Valley, which is situated about 4^ miles from
Machynlleth, and impounds the water from two
streams flowing down the Cwmresger Valleys. The
area of the reservoir is about 2J acres, and it con-
tains, when full, about 7,000,000 gallons. Its

greatest depth is 21ft., and it will afford S6 days'
supply to the town of Machynlleth at a time when
the brooks are dry. The works have cost the urban
district council over £6,000. Mr. Kirby was the
engineer, Mr. Phunix the contractor, and Mr. C.
Smith the clerk of works.

The monument to Pasteur to be erected before
the Pantheon, Paris, will show him putting Death
lo flight, and a mother with her child thanking
him, while Fame crowns him with laurel. The
international subscription for the monument is now
neariy £13,000.

The widening of the junction of Arwenack and
Church-street, Falmouth, by the setting back of a
portion of the church boundary wall, is now being
effected by Messrs. Corder and Bamicoat, for the
churchwardens and the corporation.

The memorial-stone of the new church of
St. Luke, West Hampstead, was laid on Saturday.
The church is being built from plans by Mr. Basil
Champneys, B.A., at a cost of about £11,500.

Ctah #ebj3»

WAGES MOVEMENTS.
Ashton-i'ndek-Ly.me. — The dispute in the

Lancashire and Cheshire building trade has ex-
tended to the .\'ihton-under-Lyme district, and on
Saturday the federated employers locked out 50 per
cent, of the stonemasons. The men ask for an
advance of Id. per hour, and certain changes in
rules governing their employment. On Saturday
the Bolton operative plasterers struck work for an
advance in wages of Id. per hour, and a reduction
of two and a half hours per week. The masters
offer to grant the increase in pay, but refuse the
reduction of hours.

Beewick-on-Tweeii.—The masters have granted
an advance of Id. per hour to the plasterers, who
last week struck for a rise of wages from 7d. to 8d,
per hour.

Blacktooi..—Anotherdisputecommenced between
the mastei: builders and bricksetters on Thursday in
last week, when the Bricklayers' Union called out
all the men in the town. The union first stopped
all members working who were not in receipt of the
extra penny advance which was demanded some
weeks ago. At that time the rate of a bricksetter's

wages was 9d. per hour, and they then followed in

the footsteps of the plasterers, who had succeeded
in getting an increase from 9d. to 101. The masters,

in a few instances, had no alternative but to grant
the request, owing to important contract work in

hand, and the fact that proprietors were pressing

for a completion of the work ; but others refused

the advance.

Bolton.—The six months' notice given by the
Bolton operative plasterers expired on .Saturday,

and as the employers and the operatives had been
unable to come to an agreement on the points in

dispute, the men, to the number of 75, left work
on Saturday. The notice asked for an increase of

wages from 9d. to lOj, per hour, making an increase

of '2s. 3d. on the week, and a reduction of working
hours in summer from 52 to 49 1 hours a week,
which would mean taking off half an hour every
morning except Monday, which is a shorter working
day. The masters contended that the notice was
illegal, as it ought to expire, according to the work-
ing rule, either in July or August. They offered a
Id, per hour advance on condition that the notice

was extended to July IS, with a slight alteration in

the hours. The men rejected these proposals, the

decision being communicated to the masters on
Friday evening. The labourers have accepted Sd.

per houradvanc?, and have had working rules signed

between themselves and the employers, and will

remain at work. With their aid, the masters believe

they will be in a position, with their apprentices, to

cope with most of their work,

LiVEKPOOL.—Unless a settlement is soon arrived

at between the operative masons and their em-
ployers in Manchester, Aston, Bary, Chorley,

Preston, and Lancaster, the dispute will have a

serious effect upon Liverpool, where the masters

intend to take a stand beside the other employers.

In Liverpool the federated employers have posted

the following circular :
—" This is to give notice that

unUss the dispute now in progress in the towns
(those already mentioned) affiliated to the federation

is settled on or before Saturday, July 9, the masons
employed in the work will be locked-out. By order

of the federation." The dispute has arisen because,

it is alleged, the masters are bringing stone worked
at quarries in districts where the men are underpaid.

SusnEELAND.—The bricklayers' labourers at

Sunderland have rejected the offer of the Master
Builder's Association of a farthing per hour advancs
in wages. »-^
The municipality of CiUoa has decided to con-

struct water and tirainage works at an estimated

cost of £60,000.

A new chapel for the Free Methodists has been

opened in Parks Hill, Bury, Lanes. It provides

nearly 500 sittings, and has cost over £2,500.

The Lord Mayor visited Dartford onSiturdiy,

and laid the foundation-stone of a new chapel,

which forms part of extensive additions to the City

of London Lunatic .A.sylum at Stone. The chapel

will be Early Decorated in style, and will accom-

modate 300 persons.

The London United Tramways BUI, which pro-

vides for the erection of electric tramways in Acton,

Eiling, Brentford, and Isleworth, of about six

miles in Is ngth, to be worked on the " trolley " system

of overhead wires, was considered on Friday,

Monday, and Tuesday by a Select Committee of the

House of Commons. They decided that the preamble

of the Bill with regard to tramways Nos. and 7,

the Boston-road, and the Kew Bridge to Hounslow

sections—was proved, but were of opinion that the

preamble was not proved with regard to tramway

No. S—Ealing,
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LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.

Hothfrham -Additions to Thomhill Boarf SchooU No flnt, £16. £10 W. H. Cordridge, Clerk, School Bo««d Offices, Rotherham June 90

Penahurat-Three-Bcdroomed Cottages (£190 limit each) J. Eacombe, Secretary, Penshunrt.Tonbridge 30

Baildon—Sewajre Precipitation Scheme Ko premium ; conunisaios H. R. Hoggins, U.D.C. Clerk, Baildon, 1 orka aj

Bridlin^on Qiiay-Drphanajte nnd Convaleaoent Home, St. „ „ . . o.v .» ,. sn
JohnVavenue cost about £I,r>(»i £26. £10 George Abbott, SecretaiT, 222, Sollv-street. Bheffleld .^ ,. SO

Foimby—St'wcrage oj a Portion of theTomuhip £100, £50, £26 J. H. Havelock Sutton, 8ur\eyor. Piercefleld-road, Formbj July 1

Widnea-Loying-OutPark £36 16a., £10 IDs., £6 5e H. 8. Oppcnheim. Town Clerk, Widnes ,
J

Linadale-Sewagc Disposal and Water Supply R. I. Flatten. Clerk. IJnaUde. Leighton Buziard 1
Warrinsrton-Polico Station. Court House. &c £100, £60, £25 J. Lyon Whittle. Clerk, Town Hull. Warrington „ 2

Beve.lpy- Extension of i:j8t Hiding County Council Offices £30 (merged), £20, £10 J. Bickerateth, Clerk. County UnU. Beverley ^.. ., W
WestUartlcp.ol-li<-fu»e Destructor. Bum-roid J. W. Brown. Borough Kngmeer. Municipal Bldings. W. Hartlepool „ 27

WiTenhoo-Wiitir-Supply and Drainage Schemes C. W. Denton. Clerk, East 8tockwcU-«trect, Colchester 27

Glasgow -Exhibition liuildinga (£60.000 limit £210 (merged), £156 10a., £105 H. .A.. Hedley, Secretary. HI, Buchanan-street, Glasgow y.... Aug. 16

Pcndlebury -Three CliapiK Offices. Lodge. Entrance Oatea,
and BounJaiT Wall, at iiropoacd Cemetery £60 (and 5 per cent, com.), £30, £20 Samufl Brown. Town Clerk, Town Hall, Salford i.... „ l»

Stockhohn-City Railway Stations and Junctions £666, £438, £219 Cnsulat^ Oencral, iT. Great Winchester-street, E.C ,. 81

Liverpool - Xcw Buildings for lloyal Institution 60gns., 20gns nanild Watcrhouse. Hon. Sec. 3, Cook-street. Liveipool „ 31

01a>gow-8kitchMr>dela of .Stone FigureatorFineArtGalleriee No premium J. D. Jlarwiik, Town Clirk. City Chambers, Glasgow ^....
—

Oodalming-Fo')U«ll Stand ISO seat8-£150 limit) £3 34 Secretary, Recreation Club. Godalming (.. —

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

(J

BTTILDINGS.
Kiakeam—Creamery Auxiliary Co-opeiatlve Wholesale Society J. TumbuU, JLinager, 20. John-street, Cork Jane2'>
Flookburgh—Throe Cottages W. R. Nash. Cark ,• 26
Cwmaman-Thirlv- four Cottages CottageCo T. Roderisk. Architect. Clifton-street. Aberdare „ 25
Ilerbyshire-Adili'tinns to Abbotaholm School Wm. Sugden and Son. F.R.I.B.A . 1-oek and Hanley ,• 28
York-Elootric-I.ight Station CoriloratioD A. Creor. City Engineer. Guildhall. York >• 25
Cleator Moor -Masonic T^ge E. Jackson. (!.E.. Tangier Buildings. Whitehaven 26
Rnahden -Additions to Factory, Queen-street Wm. Green and Sons Mosley and Anderson. Architects. Northampton -

25
Peterhead—Police Buildings William Henderson and Sons, Architects, Aberdeen *• 26
Paul—Two Cottages Samuel Carne, Halwyn Henry Maddem. F.H I.B.A. 1. Parade-passage. Penzance „ Vi
New Maiden-Two Pairs Semi-Detached Houses R. Allsebrooke Hinds. Architect. 3<;a, Hill-road. Wimbledon 25

Merthyr Tydfil -Master's House at Workhouse Guardians Frank T. James, flerk. IM. High-street. Merthyr Tydfll 25
Abbotsholrae -Additions to School ; Wm. Sugden and Son. F.R.I.B.A.. Leek „ 25

Barrow—Bakerv. Thwaite-street Co-operative Society, Ltd Jas. Clarkson. .Secretary. Abbey-road, Barrow , 25
Nelson - Refuse D.?<tructor Health Committee R. M. Prescott, T.iwn Clerk. Town Hall. Nebion •• 25

Kirkpatrick-Fleming-liwelling-House James M'Donald. Writer. Commercial Bank Buildings, Annan „ 25

Bamstaple-RepairingOuildhalland Council Chamber Corporation W. C. Oliver. Architect. Bridge End, Barnstaple „ 25
Consett—Repairs to Properties Jas. Daly John Doherty, Architect. Consett • 25
New Maiden -Two Pairs Semi-Detached Houses R- Allesbrooke Hinds. Architect, 36a, Hill-road, Wimbledon • 25
I^eds - Dead Meat Market Corporation J. Harrison, Town Clerk. I.«ed3 ,•

*'•

Shillelagh-Additions to Workhouse Inflnnary Guardians J. Hopkins Clerk. Shillelagh >, 25
Alves-New Farmhouse Reid and Wittet. Architects. Elgin 25
Mallow—Cottage at Woodpark Guardians Maurice Regan. I'.ior Law Office. Mallow „ 23
Hanwell. \v.—Cntt.age Ho.spital Diamond Jubilee Committee W. L. WiUiams. Hon. Sec , District Council offices, Hanwell, W. .. „ 46
Maesteg-P.nck Hotel, Tywith J. C. Rees. Architect. Neath 26
MerlhyrTvdfll-Rebuildiiig Workhouse Dining Hall Guardians Frank T. James. Clerk, I.3I, High-street. Merthyr Tydfll 26
Aberbeeg— Police Station Monmouthshire County Council Wm. Tanner. County Surveyor. Newport >, 27
Knut«ford- Workhouse Chapel and Vagrant Wards Guardians G. lyce. Clerk. Tnion OtEces. Knutsford » *^
Leicester-Isolation Hospital Corporation BUckwell and Thomson. Architects. Halford-street, Leicester „ 27
Pudsey- Conservative Club Holtom and Fox. Architects. Westgate. Dewsbury „ 27
Low«r Thames-street. E.C—Repairing Waiehouaea, WoolQuay Cityof London Electric-Lighting Co. C. Thompson. Architect. 20.'?. Oraham-road. Hackney 27
Ebbw Vale—Petty Sessional Court Monmouthshire County Council Wm. Tanner. County Surveyor, Newport • 27
Torrisholme - Four Cottages Mullen and Turner Chas. F. Thompson. Architect and Surveyor. Lancaster , 27
Lossiemouth -New Established Church J. H. Olennie. Solicitor. L-issiemouth 27
Bristol-Additions to Barton Hill Schools School Board W. A. Adams. Clerk. Guildhall. Bristol 27
Paisley- Extension of Sick-Room at Riccartsbar AJ^Inm Parish Council W. D. MLennan. Architect. 96. High-street. Paisley 27
Chepstow-Seven Cottages Chepstow Oddfellows Society J. P. ('• Consterdine. ni. High-street. Chepstow „ 27
Nantyglo—Police Station Monmouthshire County Council Wm. Tanner. Countr Surveyor. Newport „ 27
Bettesdon-CM. Sunday School R. Llovd Jones. Architect. 14. Market-street. Camarron >. 27
Consett-House and Shop. Middle-street Robeit Hand W. S. Snell. M.S. A.. Taylor-street. Consett ., 27
Bebington -Work Yard and Shed Burial Board John C. Ogle. Architect. 31.4. Hamilton-street, Birkenhead 23
Workington—Additions to Board Room Infirmary Governors F. W. Jackson. Secretary. Workington 23
Roabon—Additions to the Acrefair Board School J. ^lorison and Son. Architects. King-street. Wrexham 28
Bootle -Electric Light Station,-Pine-grove Corporation J. A. Crowther. Borough Ensineer. Bootle >, 2S
Llanharran —Station Great Western Railway Co G. K. Mills. Secretary. Paddin^ton Station. W 28
Pool—Reseating and Renovating Wealeyan rliapel Sampson Hill. Architect, Green-lane. Redruth 28
Chehsea. S.W— Repairs to Infirmary. Cile-street Guardians Lansdell and Harrison. .Architects, S'^. Bow-lane. Cheapside „ 28
Limerick - Offices in Town Hall Corporation William E. Corbett. 2S. Glentworth-street. Limerick „ 28
Harrogate-Technical and Art School W. J. Morley. F.R.I.B.A.. iS:^. Swan-arcade. Bradford „ 28
Liverpool—Swimming-Bath. Green-lanePompingStation. Corporation Joseph Parry. Municipal Buildings. Liverpool „ 28
Bebington—Shed and Workyard Borial Board J. E. Lloyd, Clerk. 21. Kingsland-road. Birkenhead „ 28
Ruabon—Alterations to Acrefair Beiard School J. Morison and Son. Architects. King-street. Wrexham ** 28
Neath—Boiler and Exhauster Houses Corporation R. A. Browning. A.M.I.C.E.. Gasworks. Neath 28
Chorley—Additions. Grain Warehouse Lanca-shire and Yorkshire Railway. C. W. Bayley. Secretary. Hunt's Bank. Manchester tf 28
Roath—Temporary Buildings for Intermediate School Governors David Shepherd. Clerk. 1, Frederick-street, Cardiff > 28
Abergavenny—Temporarj- Wooden Buildings (100 Aqrlum

Patients) B. J. Francis. Architect. 12. Cross-street, Abergavenny 29
Heaton Junction—WaKgon Repairing Shop*. Offices, &c North-Kastem Railway Co C. N. Wilkinson. Secretary. Y.)rk „ 29
Manchester— Alterations to Relief Offices. New Bridge-street... Guardians ...., Geo. Macdonald. Clerk, New Bridge-street, Manchester 29
Wand.sworth—Niin>e»' Home at Inftmiiiry, St. .lohn's Hill . I'nion Oimrdians Innsdell and Harrison. Architects. W, Bow-bme, Cheapside, E.C 29
Booth- -Lodg.-. Derby Park Corporation J. H Farmer. Town Clerk. Bootle 29
Oban— .Additions to West Highland Cottage Hospital O. WoulfeBrenan. Architect, i)ban 29
Chorley-Grain Warehouse I^ncashire and Yorkshire Ry. Co. .. C. W. Bailey, Secretary. Uant« Bank. Manchester i 29
Kinloth liannoch-Uotel (Twenty-four Bedrooms) Captain Wentworth. M.P D. MacDiarmid. Bank of Scolhind. Aberfeldy » 29
Rawtenstall-Two Villis, Haslinden-road Trickett and Hill F. J. Hobson, Architect, Victoria Buildings. Rawtenstall 29
Abergavenny-Temporary Wooden Buildings Monmouthshire Asylum Committee B. J. Francis. Architect, 12, Cross-street, Abergavenny „ 29
Henton Junction —Waggon-Repairing Shops North-Eastem Railway Company... William Bell, Architect. Central Station. Newcaatle-on-Tyne 29
London. S E.—Mortuary at Lambeth Infirmary Guardians W. Thumall. Clerk. Offices. Brook-str«t. Kennington-road, S.E , 29
BryTibo -Baptist Chapel Wm. Jones, Secretary. 1. Hop..'-view. Brymbo „ 30
Broadway—Stem «. Slaughter-IIou-se, Shop-Fronts, &c , Chesham Co-operative Society Geo. H. Green, M.S..\ . Architect, l.'^i. High-road. Kilbum ti *>
Tarvit Park-Manse David Storrar. Architect. Cupar. Fife •• *0
Bedminater- Foundations and Timber Jetties Bristol Town Council John M. McCurrich. Docks Engineer. ( 'umberland Basin, Bristol 30
NewTredcgar-Primitive Methodist Chapel and Schoolroom R?v. S. Buckley. \Xi. rjmmercial-road. New Tredegir n 30
Acdovcr -vUterations Fre^ Library and School of Art Town Council Thus. E. I»ngnian. Town Clerk. Andover , SO
Bamsley—Semi-Detached Villas. Victoria-street Wade and Turner. Architects, 10, Pitt-street, Barnsley ., 30
Blaenavon -Additions to Forge Side School School Board H. Parry, Clerk, lilaenavon 80
Brynamman -Additions to Siloam Chapel ^ P. Joses. Ple-aitant View. Upper Brynamman 30
Newark-Scienceand Art Schools J. Tidd Pratt. Hon. Secretary. Newark ., 30
Antrim-Two Semi-Detached Villas Viscount Massereene and Ferrard .. William J. Fcnnell, Architect, 1'.. Chicheater-street, Belfast July 1
Belhaire -Steading. Inn Farm

,
J. Far-iuharson. ."IT. Westbum-row, Aberdeen t 1

Corbeagh-Gate Loeige J. F. O'Fiimll J. O. Maynan. BE.. Corbeagh 1

Aosterfleld-Alttrstions to Board School John Walker. Clerk. Bawtry 1

Osmreiae-Rebuilding Congregational Church D. E.Thomas. Archit^-ct. s, Victoria-place, Haverfordwest ,• I

Canton. Cirdiif— Hotel. Lansdowne-road Hancock and Co VeaU and Sant. Architects, Canlilf > »
Bideford-Iiehuilding Old Ringc,' Hells F. Catlaad B. T. Hookway. ArohiteU la. Hridgeland-strcet, Bideford i. »
Chester-le-Street-.\dministrative Block at Isolation Hospital.. Roral District Council H. Henderson. Pclton Cottage, Che«ter-le-strcet i *
Horton. ne-ir Epsom -Superstructure of Lunatic Asylum (for

2.000 Patients an.l Stotr Asylums Committee G. T. Hine. Architect. 35, Parliament-street. S.W ,
4

Kingston-on-Thames- New Offices lidjoining Workhouse Guardians William II. Hope. .Vrchitect. Portsmouth-rd.. King»ton-on-Tljames „ 4

Belfast—Extension, Electric Light Station, Abeicom Basin. Hariwur Commissioners W. A. Currie. s.iretary. Harbour Offices, Belfast _ .i 4

Arthurstown - Cosistguard Station Office of Public Works. Dublin 4

Eaglescliife Junction-House Geo. Bobaon. 23, Linthorpe-road, Middlesbrough •> 4

Gloucester—Public Librury. A:c., Brunswick-ioid Oorpoiation 'Waller and Son, Ardiitects, I", CcJlege-green, Gloucester n *

.LA>»Ariauy.-w
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Ehocgadfan -Infant Sdiool Llanwuda School Board E. Uoyd Jones, Architect. 14, Market-street, Cannrvon July 5
Southampton— Cart Shed Corporation GeorRe B. Nalder. Town Clerk. Municipal OfBcea, Southampton ... „ 5
North Bicrlcy-rorter's lodge, ic Joint Hospital Board Enoch Priesthy, Holly Bank, Wibaey, Bradford „ h
Haverfordwest -"Vaprant Wards at Workhouse Guardians John James. Clerk, High-street. Haverford „ h
Tottenham-North Ivistern Hospital. St. Ann's-road Metropolitan Asylums Board T. Duncomhe Mann. Clerk, Norf.ilk-street, Strand. W.C. !.!!..!!." „ fi

Kinpiton-nn-Thnmrs-Eleotvieitv Sub-.Station, Coomhe-road ... Town Council Harold A. Winser, Town Clerk. Clattem, Kinsston-upon-Thames .

Bur>- St. Edraiind.i-Chapel at Thingoe Workhouse Board of Guardians T. D. Atkinson, Architect, St. Mary's-passage. Carlbridge „
Grangemouth - Three Double Cottages Co-operative Building Society J. P. Mackenzie, Solicitor, Grangemouth „ 11
Muswell Hill. N.-Fire-Engine Station Homsey Urban District Council F. D. Askey, Clerk, Southwood-lane, Highgate, N. !!!!!!!!!."!"!!!!!!!!! ., 11
Dartf.ird — Destructor House and Pair of Destructors, Gore
Farm Hospital Metropolitan Asylums Board T. D. Mann, Clerk, Norfolk House, Norfolk-street, Strand, W.C 1<

Rochester - f?ch()ols (7tlO children), Gordon-road, Strood School Board Apsley Kennette, Clerk, Guildh.ill. Rochester
, 14

Bradwell, R-y^fX— Coastguard Buildings Admiralty Director of Works Department, Northumberland-avenue,' 8.w!.
!'.'."

i! 15
Honley—Additions to Cottage, OlEces, i'O Joint Sewerage Board Alfred J. Slocombe. Clerk. Town Hall, Huddersfleld ,, ]9
Oushendall-rn Kbyterian Church W. J. Fennell, Architect, 11, Chichester-street, Belfast „ 19
Guayaquil -CiiMtom House Government of Ecuador Chief Ecuadorian Consulate, Liverpool Aug. 31
Belem - Oattle IVns, Abattoir, and Two Markets Municipal Authority The Brazilian IvCgation, London Oct. 21
Leeds -Altemtions to North Tavern. North-street Fred Mitchell, Architect, Safe Deposit Chambers. Leeds !.,'

Belfast -Itemndelling the Licensed Premises, Old Lodge-road... Edward Smith J. V. Brennan, Architect, 21, Waring-street, Belfast -
—

Colchester - Villa Residence, MaMon-street Chas. E. Butcher. Architect, 3, Queen-street, Colchester —
EUand -,\dditions to South-end Schools Elland-<um-Greetland School Board Herbert W. Booth, Architect, King Cross, Halifax —
London, W.-PuUing-down Man-sion. No. .S5, DoVj^r-street Wimperisand Arber, Architects, 25, SackviUe-street, Piccadiily, W. —
Castleton -Eight Shops with Houses and Three I«ck-up Shops W. H. Lawton George A. Hammond. Architect, Rochdale —
Oreenmount—Two Semi-detached Houses D. Hardraan, Architect, Silver-street, Bury —
Wigton-Bam Mrs. Wood Joseph Hall, Parkgate, Wigton, N.B \

—
I/jughrigg-Billiard-room and Library at Brunt How Robert Walker, F.R.I.B. A., Architect, Windermere —
Goldthorpe-Si.'iteon Houses W. H. Priest R. Dodds. Civil Engineer, 19. Baxter-gate, Djneaster —
Peterborough - Two Houses in Parliament-street J. G. Stallebrass, Architect, North-street, Peterborough —
Longtown- Additions to Licensed Premises, High-street Richard H. Monkhouse Joseph Graham, Architect, Bank-street, Carhale —
Manorharailtnn — Rebuilding Cherry-brook House R. Tate, Blackpark, Manorhamilton —
Pandy-Rppairs to Great Goitre Farm Buildings Executors of C. H. James E. A. Johnson. M S.A., Architect, Abergavenny !

—
Holbech—Three-Story Stable and Hay-Loft E. Hill, 20, Lifton-street, Leeds —
I.eeds-Mill Extension, East-street Roberts, Mart, and Co Amble and Bowman, Architects, 9, Park-place. Leeds —
8hir< brook -We-sleyan School Chapel J. E. Goodacre, Architect, 4, Stockwell-gate, Mansfield —
Harrogate-House and Schoob, Leadball-lane H. R. Cousins Bland and Bown, Architects. North Park-iow, Harrogate —
Bury, Ijincs Eight Houses in Parsonage-street Thomas Nuttall, C.E., Architect, 20, Market-street, Bury —
Strata Florida, Cardiganshire -New Church Vicar and Committee Teller Smith, MS A , Architect and Surveyor, Builth, Wells —
Burford, Oxon-Cottage Hospital t T. H. Cheatle, Hon. Secretarv, Burford, Oxon —
Carlisle-Lodging House, Lowther-street Carlisle Lodging House Co H. Higginson. M.S.A., Carlisle —
West Ardsley-Houses at Tinglev Common Mrs. Crossland. Upper Green, West Ardsley —
Sedbergh - Rebuilding Bull Hotel Leonard Chorlcy John Button, M.S.I., Architect, Kendal —
Radbrook- Shropshire Technical School for Girls C. R. Dalgleish, Architect, Central Chambers, Wellington, Salop ... —
Pandy-Additions to Great Goitre Farm Buildings Executora of C. H. James E. A. .Johnson, M.S A., Architect, Abergavenny —
Newstead-Wesleyan Chapel J. E. Goodacre, Architect, Stockwell-gate, Mansfield —
Goldthorpe-Si.xteen Houses

,^. W. H. Priest J. R. Dodds, Surveyor, 19, Baxter-gate, Doncaster —
Keighley -Shops, Arcade, and OiBces, North-street Jndson and Moore, Architects, Keighley —
Nottingham-Pavilion. Trent Bridge Nottingham Forest Football Cfnb.. Harry Gill, Architect, Cobden Chambers. Pelham-st., Nottingham ..

—
0.xenhope - Two Houses and Shop, Station-road John Haggas, Architect, North-street, Keighley —
Coibeagh-Gate Lodge J. F. O'Ferrall J. O. Moynan, B.E., Corbeagh —
Keighley-FonrHouses, Park Wood-street J. Heggas, Architect, North-street. Keighley —
Belfast-Block of Dwellings, FalLs-road John Kenney W. J. Moore. Architect, Whitehall Buildings, Belfast —
Wmcanton- Grand Stand (1,000 to L.'T.OO people) W. T. Goodfellow, Hon. Sec, Winoanton, Somerset —
Abersychan— Additions to Tnicom Inn W. Hancock and Co Watkins and Brown, Architects, Dock-street. Newport —
Bury-Eight Houses, Parsonage-street Thomas Nuttall, Architect 20, Market-street, Bury —
Belta.st—Extension of Licensed Premises, York-road F. McKeman W. J. Moore, Architect, Whitehall Buildings, Belfast —
Kirkstall-Eieht Houses and Two Shops Wm. Spencer, Victoria-road. Kirkstall, Leeds —
Hurst-Slaughter-House and Stables Co-operative Society S. Shirt, Mount Pleasant, Hurst, Lanes —
Failsworth—Alterations, Secular Sunday-School Sugden and Sons, Architects, Leek —
South Moor—Block of Property Michael Martin T. Ernest Crossling, Architect, Stanley, R SO, Co. Durham —
Bumley-ExtendingBrownsideShed H. Smith, Architect, 133, Leyhind-road, Burnley —
Hnlstead-House, Colchester-road W. Simmons Goodey and Cressall. Architects, Victoria Chambera, Colchester —
Gosberton—Alterations to Wesleyan Sunday-School C. Page. Grocer, Gosberton —
Ixucester- Isolation Hospital Corporation James Bell, Town Clerk, Town Hall, Leicester —
Hunslope-Alterations to Schools Wm. Hull, Architect, 12, St. Giles's-street, Northampton —
Haltwhistle -House and Shop WiUiam Young H. Higginson, Architect, Carlisle —
Leeds—All Souls' Mission Room

: Perkm and Bulmer, Architects, Toronto-s'reet, Leeds —
Hobson-Two Dwelling-houses Mrs. Cawthom T. Ernest Crossling. Architect, Stanley, R.8.O., Co. Durham —
Rowley Regis-Church Restoration S. 8. Biyley, Post Office, Springfield, near Dudley —
Dalton—Bank Liverpool Building Co Settle and Farmer, Architects, Ulverston —
New Tredegar—House and Business Premises J. Phillips, Architect, Sirhowy House, Maesyewmmer —

ENGINEEIMNa.
Burnley -Tanks Paper Works Co The Secretary. Paper Works Co., Burnley June 2.'!

Sutton-on-Hull—Extension of Water-Mains Sculcoates Rural District Council .. William H. Wellsted, Eogineer, Prince's Dock Chambers, Hull , 25
Salford-Steam Fire-Engine Corporation Saml. Brown, Town Clerk, Salford , 27
Beverley—Gasholder and Tank, E. B, Asylum Visiting Committee C. W. Hobson. Clerk, Newbegin, Beverley „ 2S
Bethnal Green-Electricity Phint at Infirmary, Paleatine-place. Board of Guardians Giles.Gough. 4; Tiollope, Archts ,'28 Craven-st.,CharingCro3s,W.C. „ 28
Cardiff-Boilers Corporation Napnelbee, Electrical Engineer, Cardilf 2S
Barry-High-Level Reservoir Gas and Water Committee E, W. Waite, A.M.I.C.E., Barry, Ghim „ 30
Glengamock-Storagc Tanks and Pipes Ayrshire County Council John Lusk, Oerk, Dairy „ 30
Bristol—Bridge Foundations Docks Committee J. M. McCurrick, C.E., 10, Queen-square, Bristol 30
Madras—Utihsation of Water of Periyar Lake Chief Engineer for Irrigation, Madras July 1

Lmslade-Watcr Supply Urban Council E. I. Flatten, Oerk, Linslade, Leighton Buzzard 1
Stanground- Reconstruction of Horsey County Bridge Hunts County Council County Surveyor, 151, High-street, Huntingdon „ 2
Radomir—Railway from Eadomir to Kustendiland the Turkish
Frontier Commercial Department of the Foreign OIHoe , 4

Grangemouth—Dock Extension Caledonian Railway Company Secretary Caledonian Railway, 302, Buchanan-street, Glasgow 4
Stockport- Oil-Tank, &o Town Council S. Meunier, Engineer, Stockport 6
St. Helens -Pumping Plant (to raise 1} million gallons per day) Corporation J. J. Lackland, A.M.I.C.E., Water Engineer, Town Hall, St. Helens „ 12
Newbigging Hill—Waterworks Roslin Asylum Committee R. Addison Smith, Secretary, 19, Heriot-row, Edmburgh —

FENOINQ AND WALLS.
Wood Green, N.—tinclimbable Iron Fencing Urban District Council J. W. Britton, Clerk, Town Hall, Wood Green June 2.9

Lacock-Iron Fencing to Cemetery Thomas HoUoway, Surveyor, Chippenham , 2'i

Ashton-under-Lyne- Hubble Wall along River Tame Corporation J. T. Eamshaw. Borough Surveyor, Town Hall, Ashton-under-Lyne „ 27
Liverpool—Wall and Iron Railings, Brownlow Hill Select Vestry H. J. Hagger. Parish Offices, Liverpool „ 27
Worcester -Wrought-Iron Fencing Corporation T. Caink, A.M.I, C.E., City Engineer, Guildhall, Worcester „ 30

FT7RNITTJBB AND FITTINGS,
Knutsford-Fumishing Board Room Guardians of Bucklow Union George Leigh, Clerk. Union Offices, Knutsford June 27
Dagenham—Hospital Furniture, &c West Ham Corporation Fred. E. Hilleary, Town Clerk, Town Hall, West Ham 27
Bexley Heath -Bedding, Arc , for Heath Asylum Asylums Committee, L.C.C R. W, Partridge, Clerk, Asylums Office, 21, Whitehall-p!ac ?, S.W. July 6

PAINTING.
Falkirk-New High School Burgh School Board A. and W. Black, Architects, Falkirk June25
Hereford-Shire Hall County CouncU H. T. Wakelam, Shire Hall, Hereford 25
l^eds-All Schools School Board W. Packer, Clerk, School Board Offices, Leeds „ 25
Wolverhampton-School Board Offices, Higher Grade School,
and Walsall-street School School Board T. H. Fleeming, 102, Darlington-s) wt, Wolverhampton „ 21

rortsroouth-Cambndge and Hihiea Barracks E.E. Offices, Portsea >, 25
Alloa (N.B.)-NewMaitings George Younger and Son, Ltd., Brewers, Alloa 25
Maidenhead—Lodge, Grenfell Park General Purposes Committee Percy Johns, Borough Surveyor, Guildhall, Maidenhead ,. 27
Dewsbury-Six Terrace Houses and Outbuildings, Savile Town John H. Brearley, Architect, Hanover-street, Batley „ 27
Ihrapston--Workhouse Guardians Gerald Hunnybuo, Clerk, Thraps'.on 27
tveighley-Four Schools School Board H. Midgley, Clerk, Keighley „ 27
Money— Town Hall Town Council W. E. Putman, Borough Surveyor, Town Hall, Morley ,. 27
Bnghton-Municipal School of Art Francis J. Tillstone, Town Clerk, Town Hall. Brighton , 27
Maidenhead— Guildhall General Purposes Committee Percy Johns, Borough Surveyor, Guildhall, Maidenhead ,

27
liston- G.angetown Board School Eston School Board .' H. J. Parrington, Clerk, 7, Queen's-terrace, Middlesbrough ,. 28

ir n "i?i~'Z"S,^''°""' Guardians Charles Kift, Clerk, Board Room, Thorn-street, Reading 29
ilull-1 hirty-Two Schools

; School Board W. Botterill, Architect, 23, Parliament-street, Hull .. »
luanoe-BoardbchooU School Board Sam. Adams, Clerk, School Board Offices, Bishop Auckland ..

30
iMrtmouth-Exterior of House, Old Biitterwalk Town Council T. 0. Veale, Borough Surveyor, Castle View ''^
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